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Vol. 2-Part 1. 

AGENDA. 

Agenda for the First Session of the Bombay Legislative 
Assembly commencing at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, 

on Monday, the 10th January 1938, at 2 p.m .. 
I. OATHS OR AFFIRMATIONS OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE 

CROWN. 

II. NOMINATION OF FOUR CHAIRMEN BY THE. SPEAKER. 

III. . QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

IV. GOVERmfENT BILLS-

(1) Bill No. XXV of 1937 (A Bill to provide for immediate effect 
being given for a limited period to provisions in Bills relating to the 
imposition or increase of taxes)-First, Second and Third readings. 

(2) Bill No. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888)-First, Second and Third readings .. 

(3) Bill No. XXVII of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension 
of the term of office of the members of the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation)-First, Second and Third readings. 

(4) Bill No. I of 1938 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards 
Act, 1923)-Fitst, Second and Third readings. 

(5) Bill No. II of 1938 (A Bill to amend the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, 1901, and the Bombay :Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, 
for certain purposes)-:-First, Second and Third readings. 

(6) Bill No. III of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the release on proba-
tion of offenders)-First reading. · . 

(7) Bill No. IV of 1938 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888)-First reading. · 

V. GOVERNMENT MOTIONS-

· MOTIONS BY THE HONOURABLE THE PRIME 1\fiNISTER. 

Motion No. I. 
" This Assembly is of opinion that the Federation proposed under the 

Goverument of India Act, 1935, is opposed to the declared will of the 
people of the Province and is, therefore, unacceptable. This Assembly 
therefore requests Government to intimate to the British Government 
not to impose it on the Province." 

Motion No. II. 
'~ This Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles 

of honour or titular distinction on any person. in the Province by 
His Majesty or the Governor General be discontinued." 

Mo.I Bk Hb 134-1 
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VI. NON-OFFICIAL BILLS-
(!) Bill No. VII of 1937 (A Bill to provide . for recognition of 

registered trade unions in the Presidency of Bombay )-Fit·st readit1fJ
lir. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(2) Bill No. VIII of 1937 (A Bill to make proper provision for the 
fixation of Tariff for vehicles plying for hire in the Presidency of 
Bombay)-First reading-Mr. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(3) Bill No. IX of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Public 
Conveyances Act, 1920)-First t'eading--lir. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(4) Bill No. X of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Public 
Conveyances Act, 1920)-Fb·st reading-Mr. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(5) Bill No. XI of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Motor 
Vehicles Tax Act, 1935)-Fi1·st 1'ead·ing-lfr. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(6) Bill No. XII of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888)-Fit·st reading-~Ir. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(7) Bill No. XIII of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
l'Iunicipal Act, 1888)-First reading-Mr. S. R. Jhabvala, M.L.A. · 

(8) Bill No. XIV of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888)-First reading-~Ir. S. H. Jhabvala, M.L.A. 

(9) Bill No. XV of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act, 1888)-First reading-~Ir. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan, · 
M.L.A. 

(10) Bill No. XVI of 1937 [A Bill further to amend the Code of Civil 
Procedure (Act V of 1908) in its application to the Bombay 
Presidency]-First ,·eading-Mr. S. V. Parulekar, M.L.A. 

'(11) Bill No. XVII of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Public Conveyances Act, 1920)-First reading-Mr. S. H. Jhabvala, 
~I.L.A. 

(12) Bill No. XVIII of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Public Conveyances Act, 1920)-First reading-Mr. Ali Bahadur 
Bahadur Khan, li.L.A. 

(13) Bill No. XIX of 1937 (A Bill to regulate the rents of premises 
in the Bombay Province)-First reading-Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur 
Khan, lVI.L.A. 

(14) Bill No. XX of 1937 (A Bill ~ abolish the Khoti System)-
. First reading-Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, M.L.A. • · 

(15) Bill No. XXI of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the City of 
Bombay Municipal Act, 1888)-First reading-Mr. S. H. Jhabvala, 
M.L.A. 

(16) Bill No. XXII of 1937 (A Bill .to protect the tenants in certain 
matters against the unreasonable exactions of the landlord)-First 
reading-Mr. S. V. Parulekar, M.L.A. 

(17) Bill No. XXIII of 1937 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Heredi
tary Offices Act, III of 1874)-First reading-Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, 
M.L.A. . 
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(18) Bill No. XXIV of 1937 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Public Conveyances Act, 1920)-F·irst reailing-Mr. S. H. Jhabvala, 
1\[L.A. 

(19) A Bill to consolidate the provisions of Muslim Law in its applica~ 
tion to the Presidency of Bombay relating to the suits by married 
M11'llim women for dissolution of marriage and to remove doubts as to 
the effects of apostacy of a married Muslim woman on her marriage 
tie-.Motion for leave to introduce tlte Bill-Mr. 1\Iirza Akhtar Hasan, 
M.L.A. . 

(20) A Bill to provide punishment for free or forced or compulsory 
labour-Motion for leave to introduce the Bill-Mr. S. V, Parulekar, 
~I. L.A. 

(21) A Bill further to amend the Bombay Maternity Benefit Act, 
1929-llfotion fm· leave to £ntroduce the Bill-Mr. S. V. Parulekar, 
li.L.A. 

(22) A Bill to provide for the establishment of Trade Boards for 
certain trades-.Mot£on fm·leave to introduce the Bill-lf.r. S. y. Parule~ 
kar, M.L.A. 

(23) A Bill for prevention of animal sacrifice to deities in places of 
worship to which the public have free and unrestricted access-Motion 
fo1·lem•e to introduce the Bill~Mr. S. R. Bhartiya, 1\I.L.A. 

(24) A Bill to provide Bombay Presidency Swadeshi Products Test
Motion for lea1'e to introduce the Bill-~lr. S. H. Jhabvala, 1\I.L.A. 

VII. DISCUSSION OF l\IATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC 
IKTEREST* :-

. ResolutiQns by lilt.[(. G. Gokhale, M.L.A. 
1. " This Assembly recommends to Government to issue instructions 

to all departments of Government, semi-Government bodies, 1\Iunicipal 
Corporations and Municipalities, to insert in all contracts and agreements 
with non~ Indian suppliers for the supply of stores, materiala, machinery 
or services, a clause to the effect that the suppliers concerned shall afford 
every facility to Indian apprentices for practical training in factories, 
workshops or offices, owned, managed, controlled or patronised by them 
so as to enable the Indian apprentices to acquire a full knowledge of the 
technique and work of their trade, industry, calling or profession." 

2. " This Assembly recommends to GoverDlllent that they should 
establish employment bureaus whose functions should be to keep registers 
(){unemployed persons and to find out suitaLle employment for them." 

Resolutions by Mr. B. D. Lala, M.L.A. 
1. (As No.1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mr. Maganlal Nagindas, M.L.A.. 
1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

• Resolutions are &rra.nged according to the order of priority as de~rmined by ballot. 
llO·I Bk Hb 134-la 
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Resolutions by Mt. B. A, [(ltimji, M.L.A . 
. 1. (As No. lof!IIr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2.· (As No.2 ofl\Ir. K. G. Gokhnle.) 

Resolutions by lib. J. P. Joshi, 111.L.A. 
1.. (As No.1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No.2 ofl\Ir. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mr.ll1. 0. Ghia, li!.L.A. 
1. (As No: 1 ofl\Ir. K. G. Gokhale.) .... -· 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

(10 JAN. 1938 

Resolutions by Mr. Lalclland Hirachand, llf,L.A . 
. 1. (As N'o, 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mr. S. K. Patil, M.L.A. 
1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Rao Bahadur G. K. Ohitale, lll.L.A. 
1. (As No. 1 of lVIr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of :Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mr. B. P. Tllakore, M.L.A. 
1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Khan Bahadur Sardar Haji Ami1·saheb Mohiddin Saheb 
Rais, M.L.A. 

1; " This Assembly recommends to Government to provide sufficient 
number of scholarships in the primary and secondary schools and in the 
colleges for the Muslim students of the Province in order to spread 
education amongst them." 

. . . 

· 2. ''This Assembly recommends to Government to amend immediately 
all the Acts governing the Constitution of various local authorities so as 
to give the Muslims, as Minority Community, proportionate representa
tion in these bodies according to the policy laid down in the Government 
of India Act, 1935." 

3. · ''This Assembly recommends to Government to help all the Muslim 
educat~onal institutions in the Province substantially by giving them 
grants." 

4. "This Assembly recommends to Government to provide suitable 
services to Muslims in all Government and ~emi-Government departments 
in such a way that the percentage. of their recruitment will be at least 
30 per cent. of the total number ·of persons employed in pu~Ii.c 
services." · · · · · 
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5. " This Assembly recommends to Government that with a view to 
provide sufficient medical aid to the villagers early steps should be taken 
to establish free dispensaries in every electoral group of villages in 
a taluka throughout the Province and that the Medical Officer-in-charge 
should be instructed to visit every village of the group at least once 
a fortnight." 

6. "This Assembly recommends to Government to abolish the levy of 
non-agricultural assessment immediately." · 

7. "This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of the 
heav'Y traffic on the low level bridges on the Surya river between Palghar 
nnd Manor, and the Tansa and Vaitarna. rivers between Wada and 
Bhiwandi, and of the serious accidents caused to human lives, they 
should be pleased to construct high level · bridges on the said river~ 
immediately." 

Resolutions by .Mr. Sa.karlal Balabllf),t:, M.L.A. 

1. (As No. 1 of l\Ir. K. G. Gokha1e.) 
.2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokha1e.) 

Resolutions by .Mr. M . .M. Gandhi, lJJ.L.A. 
1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
~. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mrs. Lilavati K. Munshi,li!.L.A. 

1. (As No. 1 of l\Ir. K. G. Gokhale.) 

2. " This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of wide~ 
.o;pread prevalence of unemployment in the Presidency a Committee 
should be appointed t() inquire into its ~auses and to recommend measures 
ior its relief." 

3; " This Assembly recommends to Government to convey to the 
Government of India the desire of this Holliie that they should be pleased 
to take such measures through legislation or otherwise so as ~0 protect 
indigenous products against unhealthy-foreign competition." . · 

4. '' This Assembly recommends to Government that they should be 
pleased to appoint a committee to devise ways and means to develop the 
natural resources of the Presidency." 

5. " This Assembly recommends to Government that immediate steps 
.should be taken to set up machinery in all the dist1icts of this Presidency 
for the purpose of demonstrating improved methods in agriculture and 
of improving the breed of cattle." · · 

6. "This Assembly recommends. to Government that in order to 
~ncourage Indian industries a suitable ground in the City of Bombay may 
be reserved for holding of periodic exhibitions of only Indian-made 
goods." , · ' 
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Rtsolu~ions by .J.llr. D. N. Desai, M.L.A. 

I. (As No.1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No.2 ofl\lr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

[10 JA..~. 1938 

Resolutions 1;y M1·. S. H. Jhalrl.'ala, M.L.A. 

I. (As No.1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No.2 ofl\fr. K. G. Gokhale.L~-

3. This Assembly recommends to Government to appoint a Committee 
to report at an early date on-

(a) the necessity and desirability of establishing State control over 
the rents charged by landlords and house-vwners on residential 
quarters and petty shops in the town and island of Bombay; 

(b) standardisation of rents of residential quarters and petty shops ; 
(c) fixing of rate of interest earned by house-owners; 
(d) reduction of rents not exceeding Rs. 50 per mensem of all 

private, Municipal, Government and other buildings ; and 
(e) provision of ample supply of water, light, bath-rooms, kitchens, 

passages in chawls, latrines, gutters and drains, and a common room 
for library. 
4. This Assembly recommends to Government that Government 

Notification in the Home Department No. 6211/3, dated the 25th Sep
tember 1937, may be rescinded so far as the deletion of rule 30-A of the 
Public Conveyance (Motor Vehicles) Rules, 1922, is concerned. 
, 5. This Assembly recommends to Government to appoint a committee 

consisting of members of this House to consider the rules framed by the 
Government of Bombay under the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 (IV of 
1936), and to suggest suitable changes therein, if and where necessary. 

6. · This ·Assembly recommends to Government that municipal 
corporations and district local boards should be empowered to frame
rules and regulations regulating the following matters:-

(a) import of cattle from outside for the purpose of slaughtering 
them for human consumption ; · 

(b) slaughter of imported animals within municipal or local board 
limits; · -

(c) disposal and distribution of meat, skin and bones of slaughtered 
animals; 
· (d) prohibition of slaughter of milch-cattle. 

Resolutions by llf1·. W. S. Mukadam, M.L.A. 

I. (As No.1 of Mr. K: G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No: 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

.. · ·. ·. . .. Resolutions by JJJr. I. H~ f3iddiqui, .lll.L.A. 

: .1. . '' 'J)is Assembly recommends to Governme~t. .t~at. the knowledge 
of Muslim cultur·e being ·essential to" the Muslims in their daily life,. the. 
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tea~hing of the Quran and Sunnah should be made compulsory for Muslim 
boys in the primary and secondary schools and colleges in the Province 
of Bombay." 

2. "This Assembly recommends to Government that the study of the 
Arabic language should be made compulsory for Muslim boys in the 
secondary schools and colleges in the Province of Bombay." 

3. " This Assembly recommends to Government that a proportionate 
number of learned persons from the various communities selected by the 
communities themselves should be included in the text-book committees 
appointed by Government from time to time to prescribe text-booksJor 
schools and colleges so as to enable the Committees to suggest text-books 
which will deal with the culture of all the communities in India in its 
various aspects." 

Resol11tions by l.f.1'. Ali Balwdur Bahadur Khan, M.L.A. 

1. "This Assembly recommends to Government to terminate the 
pre8ent administration of the Kurla 1\runicipality, to restore the right 
of the management to the citizens of Kurla and to take immediate steps 
to re-establish the municipality." · 

2. "'fhis Assembly recommendd to Government to take necessary 
&teps to stop betting at the race course." 

Resolutions by Jfr. S. R. Bhartiya, M.L.A. 

I. (As N'o. 1 oOir. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As N'o. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolut·ions by .Mr. I; K. Vyas, M.L.A. 

1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No.2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

Resolutions by Mr. K. K. Desai, M.L.A. 

1. (As Ko. 1 oOir. K. G. Gokhale.) 
2. (As No.2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale.) 

YIII. PAPERS* PRESENTED TO THE ASSEl\IBLY- -·· 

(lj Government Notmcation in the Revenue Department No. 375/ 
28, dated the 1st February 1937, containing amendments made .in 
rule 38 of, and schedules to, the Bombay Cotton Markets Rules, 1929. 
[Placed on the Assembly table in. accordance with sub-section (4} 
of section.6 of the Bombay Cotton Markets Act, 1927, as adapted.] 

(2) Revised Election Rules Nos. 13, 14, 17 and 18 of the Amalner 
Municipal Borough. (Placed on the Assembly table in accordance 
with section 221 of the Bombay Municipal Borouglu; 'A.ct, 1925, as 
adapted.). . 

•Kept 1n Secretary's Office. 
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(3) Government Notification in the General Department No. 1907/ 
33, dated the 19th July 1937, containing amendments made in rule 136 
of the Bombay Weights and Measures Rules, 1934. (Placed on the 
·Assembly table in adbordance with section 4 of the Bombay Weights 
and Measures Act, 1932,_ as adapted.) . . 

(4) Government Notification in the Revenue Department No. 375/28, 
dated the 6th August 1937, containing amendments made in 
rule 26 of the Bombay Cotton Markets Rules, 1929. [Placed on the 
AssembJy table in accordance with su1:i'-section (4) of section 6 of the 
Bombay Cotton Markets Act, 1927, as adapted.] . 

(5) Government Notification in the General Department No. 909/ 
33, dated the 2nd August 1937, containing amendment made in sub
rule (2) of rule (4) of the Bombay Nurses, Midwives and Health 
Visitors Registration Rules, 1935. [Placed on the Assembly table 
in accordance with sub-section (3) of section 22 of the Bombay Nurses, 
'Midwives and Health Visitors Registration Act, 1935, as adapted.) 

(6) Revised Election Rules of the Nadiad Municipality. (Placed 
-on the Assembly table in accordance with Fection 221 of the Bombay 
Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, as adapted.) · 

(7) Revised Election Rules Nos. 13, 15, 17 and 18 of the Jalgaon 
. Municipality. (Placed on the Assembly table in accordance with 
·section 221 of the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, as adapted.) 

(8) Revised Election Rules of the Ahmedabad Municipality. 
{Placed on the Assembly table in accordance with section 221 of the 
Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, as adapted.) 

(9) Revised Election Rules of the· Barsi Municipality. (Placed 
on the Assembly table in accordance with section 221 o£ the Bombay 
Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, ·as adapted.) 

(10) Government Notification in the General Department No. 909/ 
33, dated the 6th September 1937, containing amendment in rule 20 
of the Bombay Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Registration 
Rules, 1935. [Placed oil the Assembly table in accordance with 
sub-section (3) of section 22 of the Bombay Nurses, Midwives and 
Health Visitors Registration Act, 1935; as adapted.] 

(11) Government Resolution, Finance Department, No. 2019/33, 
dated the 15th September 1937, regarding agreements between the 
Government of Bombay and the Reserve Bank of India ... 

(12) Election Rule~ Nos. 13, 14 (5), 17 and 18 (I) of the Chalisgaon 
'Municipality. (Placed on .the Assembly table in accordance with 
section 221 of the Bombay Muni(Jipal Boroughs Act, 1925, as 
~dapted.). · 

(13) Government Resolution, General Department, No. 2252/33, 
dated the 11th October 1937, regarding grant from the Government 
of India to Handloom Industry and Organisation of Industrial 
Co-operative Associations. · 

(14) Government Resolution, General Department, No. 238/33, 
dated the 20th October 1937, regarding Scheme for the development 
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of the cottage and small scale woollen industries and grant-in-aid 
from Government of India for the industries. 

{15) Government Notification in the General Department No. 190i/ 
33, dated 13th October 1937, containing amendment made in table XXI 
appended to the Bombay Weights and Measures Rules, 1934. [Placed 
on the Assembly table in accordance with sub-section (3) of section 41 
of the Bombay Weights and Measures Act, 1932, as adapted.] 

(16) Government Resolution, General Department, No. 1613/33, 
dated 18th November 1937, regarding training of educated young 
men in industries to relieve unemployment and scheme for vocational 
schools. · 

(17) Government Resolution, Revenue Department, No. L.C. 604, 
dated the 25th November 1937, regarding revision of suspension 
and remission rules. · 

(18) Revised· Election Rules of the Bandra Municipality. (Placed 
on the Assembly table in accordance with section 221 of the Bombay 
llunicipal Boroughs Act, 1925, as adapted.) 

H. K. CHAINANI, 
Secretary to the Bombay Legislative Assembly. 

Bombay, lOth January 1938. 
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AMENDMENTS TO BILLS. 

Bill No. XXV of 1937 (A. Bill to protide for immedime effect being git•e1~ 
.for a limited period to provisions in Bills relating to tl~e imposititm or 
increase of taxes). 

Serial 
No. Clause. 

ClauBe 3 

Amendment. 

..

1

1 In clause~ of Bill No. XXV of 1937 
. the words and comma " other than 

a tax affecting agriculturists," 
should be inserted between the 

I wot•ds " tax and comma " and the 
I words " the Provincial Government"! 

I 

where they occur in line 4 of the 
clause. 

1\iover. 

Mr. D. W. Raut. 

Bill No. XXVI o/1937 (A Bill to amend theOity of Bomhay MunicipaZ 
Act, 1888). 

Serial ! 
No.· Clause. Amendment. Mover, 

i Clau.'le 3 
I 

... In clause (c) of sub-section (1) of Ron. Mr. L. M. 
section 78-A for the words" rupees Patil. 

I fifteen hundred and not less than 
rupees twelve hundred" the words 
" rupees one thousand " shall be1 
substituted. 

Bill No. I of 1938 (A Bill to amend the Bornhay Local Boards A.ct, 1923). 

Serial Clame. No. 

I 

1 \ Clause 3 .. 

i 

2 I Clause 3 (Section 5 
of Original Act). 

Amendment. 

In clause 3, sub-clause 2 insert the 
figure "(2)" between the words 
" sub-~etions " and 
"(3f. 

the figure 

Keep section 5 of the said Act as it 
at present stands and substitute 
in sub-section (5) for the words" by , 
appomtment by the Government I 
the following words :-
" By co-option from among the 

elected members." I 

If the above arrangement of the 
amendment is not feasible thel 

Mover. 

-----·-

Mr. B. lll. Gupte. 

1\Ir. S • .H. Jhabvala, 
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Serial 
No. 

2 

Amendments to Bills 

Clause. Amendment. 

Clause 3 (Section 5
1 

following amendment is suggested:
of Original Act) I After (5), in the amendment amend-

-contd. I ed as follows take for the words 
1
1 " by appointment by the Govel'll· 

ment," the following:-

elected members.'' 

3• Clause 4 

1 " by co-option-1iom among the1

1 . . In Section 6 (1) after general take thel 
following :- . 
" Constituencies which shall consist 

of peasants and workers either 
intellectual or manual." 

Delete everything else besides . 

(10 JAN. 1938 

Mover. 

Mr. S. H. Jhabvala. 

4 Clause 4 . . · In clause 4, sub-clause (l) (b) for the Mr. B.l\1. Guptc .. 
words: . 
" In the area constituting the1 

general Constituency.'' 
Subst-itute the. words " in the local: 

boanl area "~ 
I 

Bill No. II of 1938 (A Bill to amend the District M~tnicipal Act, 1901,. 
and the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925), 

Serial Clause. No. 

-- -----

. "1 I Clause 7 

I 

Amendment. l\iover. 

.. In clause 7, sub-clause 2 (c) (b) sub8ti- Mr. B. 1\f. Gupte. 
tute " in municipal area " fm• " ~n 
such wards ". 

H. K. OHAINANI, 
Secretary to the Bombay Legislative Aasem~ly. 
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Correction Slip No. 1 to the Agenda. 

Under the heading "VI.--Non-Official Bills-" the following entries 
be added:-

(25) A Bill to provide for the prevention of Unequal Marriages· in. 
the Province of Bombay.-Motion for leave to introduce the Bill
Mrs. Lilavati K. 1\Iunshi, M.L.A. 

(26) A Bill to provide for the prevention of bigamous marriages 
among Hindus in the Province of Bombay.-Motion for leave to 
introduce the Bill-Mrs. Lilavati K. Munshi, M.L.A. · · 

H. K. CIIAINANI, 
Secretary to the .Bombay Legislative Assembly. 

Correction Slip No. 2 to the Agenda. 

Under the heading "IV.-Government Bills-" the following entry 
be added:-

(8) Bill No. V of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in 
regard to worship in temples)-First, second and third readings. 

H. K. CHAINANI, 
Secretary to ~he Bombay Legislative Assembly. 
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.~..l!ondt.ty, tlte IOtlt Januaryl938. 

The Assembly met at the Assembly Hall, Bombay; on Monday, the 
lOth January 19:38, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speak~r, 
Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. . ·:; l 

Present: 

ABDUL LAm fuJI I!AJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
.AIDALE, l\Ir. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHA.llf, Mr. 
AlmEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, l\lr. D. T. 
BEGMAHO!IIED, Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER 

BHARTIYA, Mr. s. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, .Mr. R. R. 
B.RlliBLE, Mr. c. P. 
CHIT ALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDRA.RI, l\Ir. D. N. 
CHAWH.AN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, l\Ir. ISMAIL I. 
Cotuco, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
CuRRION, Mr. FRED J. · 
DABHI, l\Ir. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKA.R, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLA vr, Sir ALI MAHO!IIED KHAN 
DEsAr, Mr. DrxKERRA.o N. 
DESAI, the Honourable )Jr. ~IoRARJI R. 
DESAI, !Ir. RA...VDBIR P. 
DESAI, :Mr. S. B. 
DESHMUKH, !Ir. K. B. 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
F.m MOir.lliED KHA.x, Khan Saheli 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FmODEA, Mr. K. s. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GA...111Dm, Mr. :U.li. 
GAV~KER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, llr. D.P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, llr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr.li. D. D. 
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GIR.A.SEY, Mr. G.13. 
GIR:.YE, Mr. R. B. 
GoKHALE, 1\Ir. K. G. 

' GOJ,DING, 1\Ir. c. F. 
GoPI, Mr. 1\.l. G. 
GREAVES, l\lr. J. B. 
GUPTE,l\lr. B. M. 
liALLIKERI, 1\Ir. N. F. 
RASA..~, 1\Ir. SHAIKH MoHAliiAD 
liiRAY, Mr. B. S. · 
lLK.AL, 1\Ir. A. N. 
JADHAV, :Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, l\Ir. T. s. 
JAGTAP, l\Ir. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. C. 
JANVEKAR, Mr. K. A. 
JHA.BVAL.A,.Mr. S. H. 
JosHI, 1\Ir. JrNABHAI P. 
JosHI, 1\Ir. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHm, Khan Saheh H.AJI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, 1\lr. R. S. 
K.ANUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KA.RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, 1\Ir. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
K.Azr, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MoiNUDDIN 
KERSON, 1\Ir. KA...w1 GovrNn 
KEsmvA.:rN; Mr. S. N. 
KHEDGIIuR, 1\Ir. R: A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KmMJI, Mr. BHAW.ANJI A. 
KILLEDAR, 1\Ir. MAHOMED l\1usA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGIL.AL D. 
LALcHANn HIRAcHAND, Mr. 
LATTHE, the Honourable 1\Ir. A. B. 
MAGANL.AL NAGINDAS, l\Ir. 
l\tlL~DLIK, 1\Ir. R.N. 
MASTER, 1\Ir. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
:MEHTA, Mr. JiliNADAS l\1. 
MIRzA AKHTAR HAsAN, 1\Ir. 
MITHA, 1\Ir. 1\:IAHOMED s. c. 
lloHAMEDALLY ALLA.Bux, Mr. 
}lORARBHAI KASANJI, 1\Ir. 
~IUKADAJr, Mr. W. S • 
.MuNSHI, the Honourable l\lr. K.IVI. 

[10 JAN, 1938 
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MuNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NArK, Mr. V. N. 
NANDA,~h.Gu~ILAL 
NARL\l.AN, ~. K. F. 
NA VLE, Rao Bahadur N. E. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NURIE, the Honourable Mr. ~I. Y. 
PARULEKAR,~.s. v. 
PATASKAR, ~. H.V. 
PATEL, 1\h. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, 1\Ir. BHAILALBHAI B .. 
PATEL, 1\Ir. IsMAIL MuSA 
p ATEL, ~h. 1\IA.HOMEDBA WA M. 
PATEL, .I\fr.l\IA.NGESH B. 
PATEL, 1\h. MUSAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable 1\Ir. L. ~I. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. MA.l.GOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAl\IMA 
PATIL, 1\h. s. K. 
PHADAKE, ~. G. K. 
PRATER, 1\h. s. H. 
PURANI, 1\Ir. c. B. 
RAis, K. B. Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB .MOHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, 1\h. B. R. 
RAUT, 1\Ir. D. w. 
Roa¥, Mr. P. J. 
RussELL, ~f.r. W. W. 
SAKLATVALA,l\Ir.S.D. 
SATHE, 1\h, s. H. 
SAVANT,~. K. s. 
SHAIKH JAN MAHOMED fuJI SHAIKH KALLA, K.B. 
SHINDE, ~. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORAO. 
SHIRALKA.R, ~h. P. K. 
SHRIKA.NT, ~. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IsMAIL RAsA...\" BAPU 
SINGAPORI, ~. A. E. 
SONGAVKAR,~.S.G. 
TALKAR, ~. K. R. 
THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
TuusE, ~s. LAJL'\IIBAI GA...~ESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
TYABJI, :Mrs. FAIZ B. 
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VAGHELA, l\Ir. B. u. 
v AR.ALE, Mr. B. H. 
VARTAK, 1\Ir. G. D. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, 1\Ir. IsHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, l\Ir. P. W. 
W ALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
w At~DREKAR, l\k D. N . 

. NEW MEMBERS SWORN. 
l.Ir. J. B. Greaves. 
1\Ir. R. B. Wadekar. 

NOMINATION OF CHAIRMEN. 

[10 JAN, 1938 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I appoint the following four 
members to the panel of Chairmen: 

I. Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi, 
2. l\Ir. Namdeorao Budhajirao Marathe, 
3. Sardar N. G. Vinchoorkar, and 
4. Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta. 

GOVERNOR'S ASSENT TO ACTS. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Since the close of the last session, 

the following Acts have received the assent of His Excellency the 
Governor: 

Bombay Act No. I of 1937 (An Act to provide for the Removal of 
certain disqualifications for being chosen as and for being a member of 
the Bombay Legislative Assembly and the Bombay Legislative Council). 

Bombay Act No. II of 1937 (An Act to provide for the salaries of the 
President and the Deputy President of the Bombay Legislative Council 

· and of the Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the Bombay Legislative 
· Assembly and certain other matters). 

Bombay Act No. III of 1937 (An Act to provide for the salaries and 
allowances of members of the Bombay tegislature). 

Bombay Act No. IV of 1937 (An Act to provide for the salaries of the 
Ministers of the Government of Bombay and certain other matters). 

Bombay Act No. V of 1937 (An Act to amend the Bombay Weights 
and Measures Act, 1932). 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have also to make one further 

announcement, and it is that the Honourable Minister for Local Self
Government does not intend to introduce Bill No. XXVIII of 1937 (A 
Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) in the present session 
of the Bombay Legislative Assembly. 
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RE: ADJOURNMENT MOTIONS. 

:\Ir. JAUNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Are there no 
questions and answers today 1 

The Honourable t.L.e SPEAKER : No. 

:\Ir. J~INADAS M. MEHTA: Then I wish to make a submission. 
I tendered this morning, 'Sir, for your consideration a notice of adjourn· 
ment and I shall be thankful if you will be pleased to say whether I can 
ask for leave of the House to move it. Shall I read that 1 · 

)lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri, North): Sir, before you proceed 
to answer that question, I would like to put before you this that questions 
and answers are not here on the table. Now, if we turn to Standing 
Order IV, 6, we find that when members have given questions and 
a certain period of notice has elapsed, the rule requires that time shall be 
reserved for questions and answers. The obligatory language of that. 
rule makes it incumbent that when questions have been given answers 
shall be kept ready on the table. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What rule is the honourable member 
referring to 9 

)lr. S. L. KARAN"DIKAR : Rule 6 at page 21 of the Bombay Legis
lative Assembly 1\ianual, which reads as under: 

" After new members have taken their seats and the elections of a Speaker and of a. 
Deputy Speaker have t&ken place, a. period of one hour at every meeting except during 
voting of demands of the annual budget when half an hour shall be allowed, shall be 
.available for the asking and answering of questions." 

That means that one hour for questions shall be always available and 
when questions have been submitted and the due period often days has 
~lapsed, it is the duty of the Ministers in charge to supply answers. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There is no time limit prescribed 
~for the answering of questions. So unless the answers are there, it is 
difficult to see as to how time can be reserved for asking and answering 
of questions. 

)lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Is it to be understood then that any 
.amount of time can be allowed to pass after questions are sent 1 There 
were several questions due to be answered during the last session but 
those questions have remained unanswered. So many questions have 
been sent and answers to none of those questions are here on the table. 
\Yhat are we to understand 1 That any amount of time can be allowed 
to elapse 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member is raiaing 
an entirely different question. The point involved was, in the beginning, 
as to whether time should necessarily be reserved for questio~. I do 
not wish to be understood to say anything either way on the point now 
raised by the honourable member. 

K Bk Hb 134.-2a 
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Mr. JA.l\IN'ADAS 1\I. l\IEHTA: I was submitting to you. Sir, that 
I have tendered this morning to you a ·notice of adjournment ; I wanted 
a ruling of the Chair thereon; but you have been pleased informally to 
give me to understand that you are not inclined to admit the motion. 
If that has been finally decided by the Chair, I should like to make 
a submission for reconsideration of the ruling. Rule 11 of the old 
Bombay Legislative Council Rules, which appears at page 216 of the-
Manual, reads as follows : · 

"A motion for an adjournment of the busine"Sf~f the Council for the purpose of dis
cussing a definite matter of UI'Jl:ent public importance may be made with the consent of 
the President." · 

I do hope that you will give your consent, but in order to assist you in 
. giving your ruling, I would invite attention to that rule. There are 
· certain limitations placed on this right of moving an adjournment of the 
House. These are that you can only raise one such motion on one dav 
in one sitting, that in the motion you must confine yourself to one specific 
matter of recent occurrence, that you should not revive a discussion 
on a matter which has been discussed during the session, and that the 
motion must not anticipate a matter which has been previously appointed 
for consideration. Lastly it says that you cannot move an adjqurnment 
motion on a matter on which a resolution could not be1moved. All 
these limitations are placed on members with respect to the right of 
moving an adj.ournment of the House. I understand, Sir, that you are 
not pleased to favour my motion for an adjournment of the House, i.e., 
to allow me to seek th~ permission of the House for moving it on the 
ground that in the past there have been uniform rulings from the Chair 
that if there was time to table a resolution then the right to move 
an adjournment of the House is barred. On this I wish to make my 
submission and to request you to revise that ruling, because the 
Chair is not bound by any precedent in this respect. 1\Iy rea.sons 
for the submission are that the right of moving an adjournment 
of the House-. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I invite the attention of the 
honourable member and of the House also to the consistent string of 
rulings, right from 1924 up to date, over this matter 1 1he real question 
is as to what you mean by "urgent'\- 'lhe matter has to be a public 
one, has to be of sufficient importance, has to be definite and has also to. 
be urgent : and the test of urgency as laid down by my predecessors is 
this-! am reading from t~e rulings: 

" The urgency is to be decided by considering whether the matter occurs at· a period 
which does not give the member moving the adjournment motion an opportunity to table 
a resolution and of bringing the matter up for discussion before the House." 

· '.this ruling was first given in 1924 by the late Sir Narayan Chandavarkar. 
It was followed in 1926 by. Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, and in 1929 
and 1934 by Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi. There has also been 

. another ;ruling which says that if there was time enough for a member to 
'table a resolution on a certain matter, then it is not a matter of urgent 
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[The Speaker] 
importance. to justify a proposal for an adjournment motion. This was 
.also the ruling of the late Sir Narayan Chandavarkar in 1924:, which was 
followed subsequently. 

:\Ir. JA.l\IXADAS )I. MEHTA: My submission is that while unhappily 
the rulings in the past in this House have been to the effect that you have 
just read out, I shall with your permission place before you the 
precedent of the Delhi Assembly about this, and the hardship of not 
following it, and if my submission induces the Chair to revise the ruling 
and make a new one, I Rball feel grattful. 

)ly reason for submitting to the Chair to revise the ruling is that in the 
body of the rules the limitations do not include this, that because a resolu~ 
tion could have been tabled therefore the adjournment motion could not 
be moved. There is not that limitation in rule No. 12. It is suggested 
that the matter mu~t be " urgent " and if there is time to move a resolu
tion and you do not move it, it ceases to be urgent. If the right to move 
a resolution were absolute, I could understand it. This right to move an 
adjournment of the House is a definite right. With regard to a resolu
tion, you have only the right of tabling it, and the actual right of moving 
it is problematic. In the ballot it may find a place which is ~o low that · 
for all practical purposes the re~olution will never come up for considera
tion. Therefore, on the one hand, the right which a member enjoys 
under rule 11 is taken away by that ruling, and on the other hand the 
alternative right conferred is a most problematic one. If you want to 
give one thing for another then I submit it must be equal. Here, one is 
the " bird in the hand", but the other is not even the " two in the bush ". 
Therefore, Sir, I think that ruling needs revision. 

My ~econd ground for saying so is that in the Delhi ~sembly this is 
not the interpretation given to the word " urgent ". ram not going to . 
occupy the time of the House by quoting it in extenso, but in the 
Delhi .Assembly it ha~ been held that if a member had no opportunity 
of moving an adjournment on the happening of an event except 9n the 
first day of the next session, then if he avails himself on the first.day 
of the new session of the right to move an adjournment of the House 
on that proposition, that is considered to be sufficient compliance with 
the rules. But here it is not so. Here, the ruling takes away 
a definite right and gives a problematic one. Moreover, Sir, if 
a member is deprived of this right under Rule 12, he becomes helpless 
and he is thrown back on rule No. 12A, which means that he is thrown 
back to a more drastic attitude than he is anxious to adopt. On this 
particular question I was desiring to move an adjournment of 
the House in regard to what is now well known as the " Loka Shakti" 
resolution of the Government. I do not wish to say anything on that, 
because until my right accrues I have no right to criticise it. I only 
want to indicate which particular matter I wanted to raise. On 
this 1 wanted t{) raise only .one ·question, that Government might 
be pleased either to withdraw that circular and apologise for it because 
it goes against the purity of public administration, or that we should 
he allowed to discuss it. If this ruling bar! my way, what am I to do ~ 
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[Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta] 

Public opinion has unanimow~ly condemned it. I feel that it is most 
undesirable for Government to issue such circulars, and if I am not 
allowed, by an interpretation of the word "urgent "which does not appear 
elsewhere, my only recourse would be to rule 12-A, namely, to censure 
Government and to say that I have no confidence in the Government 
which issues circulars of this character; I am not anxious to drive away 
this Government because there is nQ_~alternative Government and,. 
secondly, I have not the power to drive away the Government ; and,.. 
thirdly, because if we drive them away section 193 of the new Government 
of India Act will come into force, which I do not want ; yet, as a result 
of that ruling I would be compelled to resort to rule 12A, which is far 
more drastic than rules 11 and 12, which I suppose was not the intention 
of the framers of the rules: A private member should have a point 
stretched in his favour, because he is powerless against the majority 
of the Government, and if interpretations exist which go to take away 
a right which the rules give him, I submit it is a clear case for the interven
tion of the Chair and for a revision of the ruling. I am certain, Sir,. 
that you do not wish that members should be driven to a course far 

·more drastic than the one which is appropriate for the occasion, namely, 
by an adjournment of the House to request Government to withdraw the· 
steps they have taken which have not found favour with the public. 
For these reasons, Sir, I submit that you will be pleased to reconsider 
this ruling, and in the interest of the right of the private member will: 
allow an adjournment motion on this matter to be moved. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona, West): 1\Ir. Speaker, I have also tabled 
an adjournment motion in regard to the promulgation of order under 
section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code and the Criminal I~a w · 
Amendment Act in the Cities of Sholapur and Ahmedabad. I submit 
that I am not going to enter into the merits of the subject matter of 
the motions. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is better that the subject matter 
of the motions is not discussed. I only want to hear arguments to see 
whether there are sufficient grounds for inducing me to differ from the 
consistent string of rulings laid down-from 1924 up to now by very 
eminent persons who occupied the Chair. That is the only point on which 
members may opeak. 

Mr. R. ll,. BHOLE: 'fhere is no proper definition of urgency as such .. 
In the absence of such a definition, we consider that the particular motion 
which has now been tabled must be considered urgent, because there was 
no session whatsoever intervening between the incident and the present 
sessiOn. 

Another reason is this. We can certainly table a resolution on this 
subject and, as for the matter of that, we can table a resolution on any 
subject. 'lhat is not the point. lle point is ~he~her we can table a 
resolution on such an urgent matter. If a resolutiOn Is tabled on such an. 
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[llr. R. R. Bhole] 
urgent matter, it may be by the method of ballot and the resolution 
may not reach the stage of discussion on the floor of this House. Then, 
the urgency of the resolution ceases. So, my humble submission is that 
a resolution cannot be tabled on an urgent matter like this. That is whv 
an adjournment motion is brought on a subject matter which is urgent. 
I hope you will consider this question in that light. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Sir, on a point of information. 
I want to know whether the Chair is bound by the rulings of its 
predecessors and whether they should serve as a head-light 
or tail-light. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: ~Ir. Speaker, Sir, the point which 
has been raised by the honourable member is certainly one of very 
great constitutional importance. The occasion- which may be availed of 
for resorting to an adjournment may or may not appeal to one party or 
the other. But we are governed by a constitution and by rules. If the 
word ''urgent " has' any meaning, it ought to be adhered to throughout 
and consistently. I do submit, Sir, that the interpretation that has been 
put so long upon this word has been the r€sult of long experience and is 
a very wholesome check on the bringing up of unnecessary adjournment 
motions. No reason has been so far adduced by the other side which 
ought to induce the Chair to revise that ruling. It was stated that the 
alternative would be a no-confidence motion and the honourable member 
(Mr. Jamnadas Mehta) was so good as to observe that it would be a futile 
procedure, because there was no alternative government. May I submit 
that this Government is susceptible, sensitive and responsive to public 
opinion 1 After the Chair has ruled on this impOrtant point, if it permits 
me, I would like to make a statement. 

'rhe Honourable the SPEAKER: Statement as to what 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: A subject was mentioned as a 
reason for the adjournment motion. If the general question has been 
discussed in that abstract form, there would have been no point for me to 
meet. But the honourable member (Mr. Jamnadas Mehta) who raised 
the point said that he had in mind, and discussed incidentally,-so also 
did the other honourable member,-a circular which he was pleased to 
call the " Loka Shakti Circular ". If it is of interest to the honourable 
member, although it may not be strictly permissible according to the 
rules, I may be permitted to make a statement, after the Chair has given 
its ruling, which bas nothing to do with the circular but is in regard to 
the word '' urgent ". 

Mr. JAMNADAS !I. MEHTA : After the ruling, what is to happen 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: After the ruling is given, I will, 
if permitted, make a statement on the "Loka Shalii" Circular. 

Mr. JAM..~."{ADAS M. MEHTA : Will a counter-statement be permitted r 
Otherwise, it would be taking one more advantage of the impotence of 
the House. 
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Khan Saheb FAIZ MAHO:\IED KHAN (Kaira District): Sir, the 
question boils down to this. It is in regard to the interpretation of the 
word ''urgent ". To my mind, the condition as it is today considerably 
differs from what it was before, as we see events in the world, particularly 
in India. We have now to think rapidly, we have to act rapidly and we 
have to see things rapidly. Are we now to be bound by the rulinas of 
1926 or 19281 You will have to see that the conditions at present are 
not the same as they were 10 years ago. l\1y very humble suggestion to 
.you is that the interpretation of the worcr ,, urgent " has to be revised in 
view of the changes that have taken place in the world. In the past 
it was not urgent to take notice of an army invading Delhi from Ajmere 
and you could have sat for ten days without doing anything to meet the 
enemy. You cannot do the same in 1937.' [An Honourable Member: 
"We are in 1938 ".] A few days' difference does not make much diffe
rence. My submission is that you should reconsider the matter in view 
of the fact that many things which were not considered urgent in the past 
have now become very urgent. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think it will be better for me to 
reserve the consideration of the subject and give my decision after taking 
into consideration the arguments that have been urged, though I must 
conless that the argument about rapidity does not appeal to me so much. 
I find that this ruling was followed so recently as 1936 and we are now just 

. at the end of 1937. I will consider the question and decide whether 
I should adhere to that ruling or differ from it. I shall then give to the 
House my considered ruling. 

The question now for consideration is whether the Honourable the 
Prime Minister should be permitted to make a statement. It would 
have been betterif the honourable member who raised the point to 
reconsider the ruling had not referred to the subject in connection with 
which he wanted to move the adjournment motion. When a reference 
to that has already been made, I do not see how, in fairness, I could refuse 
permission to the Honourable the Prime Minister to make a statement. 
There should not be a counter-statement as the circular is before the 
public and mention of it has already been made. The Honourable the 
Prime Minister ·may make a statement only, and no further debate will 
be allowed on that. --

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : There is . just one little 
point I-wanted to bring to your notice. The 

2'30 p.m. honourable member over there (M.r. Jamnadas 
l\Iehta) has also given out a bit of his mind and stated that he may resort 
to the following ~:ection-

l\Ir. JAMNADAS M.l\IEHTA: I said" I may be driven". 

Sir ALI l\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : -that he may be driven 
to resort to that. 

l\Ir. JAl\IN'ADAS l\I. MEHTA : I do not wish it. 
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Sir ALI liilio::\IED KHAN DEHLAVI : If the ruling goes against 
him, I presume he would be driven to resort to Rule 12-A. · 

::\Ir. JA::\IXADAS M.l\IEHTA: I hope to get 36 members to support 
a di11cussion of the motion. 

Sir ALI Milio::\IED KHAK DEHLAVI : In view of that, a statement 
from the Honourable the Prime Minister would not be fair to the honour
able member who is waiting to see whether he would be driven to Rule 12A. 
The Honourable the Prime :Minister by making a statement may take the 
wind out of the sails of my honourable friend if he moves under Rule 12A. 
You, Sir, have already permitted the Honourable the Prime Minister to 
make a statement, but I think it i8 for the Honourable the Prime Minister 
now to think over whether the proper time to make a statement would be 
today or tomorrow, that is, twenty-four hours hence, when our honour
able friend may be driven to resort to Rule 12A. 

)Ir. JAMN"ADAS M. l\IEHTA: If you rise, there would be no 
need. 

Sir ALI l\IAHOl\IED KHAN DEHLAVI : I thought that was worth 
bringing to your notice. 

· ~Ir. JAl\IXADAS 1\I. MEHTA: Sir, I do not know if you have finally 
decided to allow the Prime. Minister to make a statement. It is a matter 
for the Chair to decide, but I do make the submission that if the Prime 
)Iinister's statement is not to be followed by statements or questions 
from members, it will be a one-sided record and place Government in 
a position of undue advantage. You are the judge of the situation, and 
if you decide to allow him, I have nothing more to say. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: 1 have decided to allow him from 
one point of view only, and that is, the honourable member himself made 
a reference to the .. merits of the adjournment by referring to the 
drcular. 

l\Ir. JA~IXADAS l\I. MEHTA: For purposes of identification. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: As a reference has been made,· 
it is but fair that the other side should also have an opportunity 
to explain. 

)Ir. JAMXADAS l\I. MEHTA: One side is not before the House 
yet. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, may I say with reference to 
what fell from the honourable member Sir Ali :Mahomed Khan Dehlavi, 
that if it is really the intention of the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas 
.:\Iehta to move a motion of no confidence, it is not at all my desire to take 
the wind out of his sails ? If he does not wish it, I would refrain from 
making that statement. 

)Ir. JA)L'\ADAS ~I. )IEHTA: I can bring wind to my sails. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : This is with reference to what the 
honourable member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi said. That was not 
at all my intention. I thought it would smooth mattEfl'S if I made a 
statement. I am entirely in the hands of the Chair. If the Chair allows 
me, I shall make the statement. 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\L MEHTA: You should not assume that I will be 
driven to take recourse to Rule 12A. I ~ope that my submission will be 
acceptable to the House and the adjournment motion will be permitted. 
Until a decision ia reached about that, I have no means of making up 
our mind. I think the Prime Minister will do justice to all of us if he holds 
up his statemwt for a day,-until the Chair has given a ruling. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: 'Jhe considerations which led me to
allow the Pime Minister to make a statement have nothing to do either 
with the merits of the proposal or with the possibilities of a censure 
motion coming in. As I stated previously, because a reference to the 
subject matter was made, I think, in fairness, permission has to be given. 
It would be for the Prime Minister to see whe;ther he should make a 
statement or not. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, in view of the desire of the 
honourable member that I should wait, I shall not make my statement 
until at any rate the ruling on the adjournment has been given. 

BILL No. XXVII OF 1937 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXTENSION 
OF THE TERM OF OFFICE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 

BOMBAY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION). 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: Sir, I beg to intr'oduce Bill 
No; XXVII of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension of the term of 
office of the members of the Bombay Municipal Corporation).* 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Bill No. XXVII of 1937 (A Bill to. 
provide for the extension of the term of office of the members of the 
Bombay ·Municipal Corporation) is introduced. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: Sir, I move that Bill No. XXVII 
of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension of the term of office of the

_members of the Bombay Municipal Corporation) be read a :first time. 
Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: Sir, Government intend to intro
duce in the City of Bombay Municipal Act certain changes regarding 
revision and widening of the franchise and readjustment of the consti
tution of the Corporation so as to make the Corporation more democratic 
and more efficient. These changes are.under consideration and Govern
ment are anxious to give effect to them as soon as possible. But as the 
term of office of the members of the present Corporation expires on the 
31st of March 1938, and as it is not possible duri?,g the short period 

*Appendi:&: 1. 
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available to give effect to the reforms intended, it is proposed by this Bill 
to extend the term of office of the present members of the Corporation 
by one year, so that, during the interval, it may be possible to revise the 
City of Bombay Municipal Act so as to give effect to the reforms which 
are intended to be introduced in the said Act. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable 1\ir. L. 111. PATIL: Sir, I now move that Bill XXVII 
of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension of the term of office of the 
members of the Bombay Municipal Corporation) be read a second 
time. 

Questi6n put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Short title and duration) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 2 (Extension of term of office of Councillors and t'eiirement of 
rnernhers of certain Committees) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill .. 

The Honourable :Mr. L. l\1. PATIL: Sir, I move that Bill No. XXVII 
of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension of the term of office of the 
members of the Bombay :Municipal Corporation) be read a third time and 
passed. 

Question put, and agreed .to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Bill is read a third time and 
passed. 

BILL No. XXVI OF 1937 (A BILL TO AMEND THE CITY OF. 
BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888.) 

The Honourable Mr. L. l\1. PATIL: Sir, I beg to introduce Bill 
No. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act~ 
1888)*. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill is introduced. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. L. l\1. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
No. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
1888) be read a first time. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Sir, I have tabled an amendment to 
clause 3, new section 78-A. 

*Appendix 2. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment, I find, is tabled 
by the honourable member ~Ir. l\Iahomedali Allabux. 

)h. MIRZA. AKHTAR HASAN: My amendment is different. 

The. Honourable the SPEAKER : They seem to be amendments which 
should· be taken up at the second reading. 

The Honourable l\Ir. 1. :M. PATIL: Sir, under section 136 of the City 
<>f Bombay Municipal Act, the· Bombay-Corporation appoint two auditors 
to examine and audit the municipal accounts for every official year. 
The auditors so appointed receive the maximum amount of remuneration 
provided for under sub-section (3) of section 136, namely, Rs. 17,000. 
In return therefore they have to examine the municipal accounts ; and 
they have also to provide from their remuneration for the cost of the 
-establishment, etc., required for the work. From this it will be seen that 
the term of office of the auditors is not secured and that their salary is 
not fixed, and also that the staff provided is not adequate. The Bombay 
Corporation has not been able, under the present state of affairs, to obtain, 
for the purpose of auditing, the services of persons of right stamp, high 
status and calibre who would be able to carry their point with the 
Corporation as against the executive. 

These are the serious defects which the Bill intends to remedy. 
Experience has shown that the present arrangement as regards the 
audit of municipal accounts has proved to be inefficient. The audit 
has not reached that standard of efficiency which is essential in an 
important public body like the Bomb~y Corporation, whose revenues 
amount to one-fourth of the whole of the revenues of the Province of 

. Bombay. 

The object of the Bill is to introduce provisions under which a separate 
department for the purpose of auditing the accounts of the Bombay 
Corporation is to be created under the control and supervision of 
a Municipal Chief Auditor. There is also a provision under which an 
arrangement is made to have adequate staff. The nature of the appoint
ment of the Chief Auditor is such as will attract persons of the required 
qualifications. Special provisions are also introduced defining in detail 
the powers and duties of the Municipal Chief Auditor. 

This Bill will, I hope, remove all the defects and put the system 
<>f auditing of the accounts of the Bombay Corporation on a sound 
footing. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City) : Mr. Speaker, I rise to support 
the first reading of the Bill. 

The City of Bombay Municipal Act came into exist(lnce in 1888. 
Though born in 1888, it is still going strong. [Mr. D. J. Ferreira: 
Lil\e Johnnie Walker.] The life of Johnnie \ralker, as far as t.his 
Presidency is concerned, is only 3 years. 
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Sir, the reason is this. '\ltenever the Corporation finds by experience 

that a certain section or a certain clause does not tend to the proper 
working of the Act, it comes before this honourable house for the deletion 
or amendment of such section or clause. So far as the preEent Bill is 
concerned, the Corporation has found by experience that the present 
system of appointing municipal auditors is faulty and requires to be 
radically changed. At present we appoint two auditors and pay them 
a lump sum allowance of Rs. 17,000 per year. These auditors are generally 
superannuated gentlemen from the Audit· Department of Government. 
They in turn appoint some clerks to help them to do the work ll,nd,· 
human nature being what it is, they appoint as few clerks as possible so 
that their profit may be more and some of the clerks also are super
annuated clerks from the Audit Department of Government. So the 
whole of the Audit Department is, so to say, a superannuated one. The 
present Bill ha~ been brought forward to correct these defects. 

Another difficulty is this : the clerks that are appointed by these 
auditors are neither responsible to the Corporation nor to the Standing 
Committee. They are only responsible to the auditors, and the Corpora
tion as well as the Standing Committee can take no action, disciplinary 
or otherwise, against these clerks because they are not their servants . 
. Another difficulty is that these auditors being appointed for one year, 
their position becomes very insecure and, at the beginning of every year, 
they have to start on a campaign of canvassing, so that their position 
may not be assailed by more qualified persons who are always· trying 
to get this prize job in the l\Iunicipality. Sir, you know from your own 
experience in your .l\Iunicipality that the man who canvasses the most is 
generally successful in spite of his merits or demerits. You can imagine 
their frame of mind for three months when they have to start canvassing 
and are doubtful about their job. Consequently, they cannot devote 
their mind, time and energy which a municipal audit requires. 

The next thing is these municipal auditors lack independence. l\lany 
honourable members must have read the Auditor General's report about 
the different departments of this Government and have seen what scathing 
remarks are passed about the sins of commission and omission made by 
this Bombay Government. They, Sir, will realise what amount of 
independence is required by these auditors. This is hardly possible for 
a man whose position is insecure, who has to depend on the goodwill of 
the heads of departments, and has to depend entirely on the Commissioner 
to recommend him for re-appointment. For these reasons, they are 
far from independent and cannot discharge their duties as independently 
as the Auditor General does. The Bill, which the Honourable l\Iinister 
has introduced, is for correcting all the~e defecte. The auditor, being 
permanent, has not to worry about the insecurity of his office. The post 
is sure ro attract more qualified persons because their term of office is 
not of only one year and it will give them time to study all the Acts, 
Rules and bye-laws in order to detect any discrepancies that may occur. 
It. will stop the practice of keeping only a few clerks. The Corporation 
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will appoint as many clerks and as many assistants as are required to 
carry on the work efficiently. There will be complete independence. 
The auditors will call a spade a spade withoutfear or favour. The Bill 
is recommended by the Corporation and accepted by the Government, and 
I request honourable members to give their blessing to it. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South): Mr. Speaker, 
I have been wondering as to why this change is now found necessary in 
a democratic body after a lapse of 50 years. l\Iy party, I must make it 
clear, intends to support the Bill. I am speaking only for myself. I have 
not yet listened to a single argument as to how the Municipality, which is 
known as a model one all over India, has been going on with the kind of 
audit, which has just now been described by my honourable friend 
(Dr. Collaco), who is a member of the Corporation for a nu,rnber of years, 
and why it was left to this Government to bring in a Bill-:-such a small 
Bill-if the evil assumed such proportions. Speaking for myself, again, 
I do say that if it is meant to bring in an official element from the Audit 
Department in order to control the finances of the Corporation, then this 
House will have to consider very seriously whether that is a proper step 
to take for the independence of the municipal and other local bodies. 
Surely, if the Bombay Municipality, as it has been stated, wants it, we 
have no right to object to it. May I know from the members of the 
Corporation, who are sitting here, whether the accounts are so badly kept, 
and whether that evil has grown to such proportions that a radical 
remedy of this nature of an outside audit is absolutely necessary 1 
I do support the motion . 
. 1\lr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to support 

the motion and would like to clarify some of the doubts and difficulties 
-expressed by honourable members. Sir, this Bill is being introduced 
at the request of the Corporation. It is not that it is being foisted on the 
Corporation by Government ; the request originally . came from the 
Corporation. l\Iy friend Dr. Collaco has the disadvantage of being in the 
Corporation for a lesser number of years than I, and I, therefore, challenge 
every one of his statements about the municipal auditors. It is not that 
the municipal auditors of the Bombay Corporation have been at any time 
found to be wanting. In fact, I am'l>roud to say that the municipal 
auditors have been of ripe and mature experience who know their job 
.and who have never hesitated to tell the Commissioner or the Standing 
Committee of any irregularity or any lapse on the part of the authorities. 
Time and again, it has been to the credit of the Bombay Municipal 
Auditors that they have pointed out without being afraid of the 
Commissioner or the Corporation where the Standing Committee 
is wronO', and the records of the Bombay ~lunicipal Corporation will 
bear th~ out. Dr. Collaco has been cruelly unjust to a body of people 
who have very strenuously, very sincerely and very successfully 
audited the accounts of the Bombay Municipality. It is true that 
they have been too old sometimes, but then they bring in experience. 
lt is wrong to say that the· Commissioner of the Bombay Municipal 
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.Corporation has any opportunity to show favour to them. The House 
appoints them ; the Commissioner has no hand in appointing them and 
the Commissioner's frowns or favours do not concern the auditors of the 
Bombay ~Iunicipality. 

Still, Sir, we support the present Bill because the present Municipal 
Auditors have got no establishment. As Dr. Collaco has stated, the 
Rs. 17,000 which they jointly get, they are keen on keeping to 
themselves ; they do not keep a sufficiently large staff, and it is often 
feared that the absence of adequate staff perhaps might result in, 
inefficiency. But no case of inefficiency of the Municipal Auditors of any 
serious character has ever been brought to the notice of the Corporation, 
nor has it ever been alleged that the Municipal Auditors· have been 
anything but efficient. Khan Bahadur Katrak worked and it almost 
.appeared that he would survive the Municipality. He always appeared 
to be quite a willing and able worker, and he showed no anxiety to retire. 
But honourable members know that familiarity breeds contempt. Year 
after year, the same gentleman was appointed, and many thought there 
was a case for retirement. On account of constant bickerings Khan 
Bahadur Katrak had to be sent away. Now we have got a comparatively 
junior man, junior to Khan Bahadur Katrak. He is from the Punjab 
.and he looks far more vigorouP than Dr. Collaco-

Dr. J. A. COLLACO : But he is also a retired person. 

)Ir. JAMNADAS 1\I. MEH:rA: We felt that the Bombay 1\Iunicipal 
.Auditors might well have permanent auditors with a staff of efficient 
and adequate character. ~[his is the sole reason that has prompted the 
)Iunicipal Corporation to approach the Government with a request that 
this Bill may be passed. In this connection, Sir, I woultl ask the Honour

3 p.m. 
able :Minister in charge that he might consider the 
advisability of not putting this Bill, when it becomes 

.an Act, into force from the 1st of April1938 ; the Municipal Corporation, 
I fear, will not be in a position to advertise for candidates before that 
time ; moreover, it takes the Municipal Corporation quite a fair amount 
of time to make up its mind about the candidates. The Commissioner 
makes up a list and sends it to the Law and Procedure Committee; 
that Com~ittee sits on it for a fairly long time, hatches the list-and it 
has been my experience that a loan of three crores of rupees will be 
granted in two minutes, but a job of Rs. 200 will take two months. 
I feel, therefore, that it will not be possible for the Executive of the 
:Municipal Corporation to carry out everything within one day ; it may 
not have the right to advertise for candidates before the Act comes into 
force. Some interval will be necessary. I, therefore, submit that some 
time to enable the change over from the existing arrangement to the 
new one might be allowed. Instead of fixing 1st April next it may be 
stated that the Bill should come into force on such day as the 
Government will notify in the Gazette. 
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Secondly, the Corporation has asked for a provision of not less than 
Rs. 1,200 and not exceeding Rs. 1,500 for the salary of the auditor 
to audit the Corporation accounts. 'lhe Government, havin<l' a.Ireadr 
provided for that in the Bill, have now apparently reconsidered,"and they 
propose to poach on our preserves and compel us to pay less than the 
minimum wage. I say that the accounts of the Corporation are so 
important, the scale on which the Corporation operates is so great and 
the great care and precision which are required to handle our accounts will 
be so great that they will put a: very great strain on a competent person's 
time and energy. The maximum salary of one thousand rupees is too 
low for the Chief Auditor of an institution in which the expenditure 
amounts to nearly Rs. 3,25,00,000. Further, there has been the addition 
of the Improvement Trust accounts. In addition, the Loan works 
accounts of the Corporation go into crores of rupees and the total weekly 
operations are also on' a tremendously large scale. I, therefore, beg of 
the Government not to bring certain ideas of their own into a self
governing body, which has assessed the value of the work to be done and 
which cannot be properly done, unless the salary of the occupant of the 
post of the Chief Auditor is started at Rs: 1,250. The scale of the salariea 
of the Officers of the Bombay Municipal Corporation ia fixed on a certain 
. standard and if the auditor is paid on a different and a lower standard, 
he will feel hurt and smart under the wrong that the Government 
unconsciously are doing to him. Therefore, I would like Government, first 
of all, to arrange in such a way that the passing over from the old state 
to the new may be rendered easy, and secondly, that the declared wish 
of the Corporation that they lmow what they want to pay to their auditor 
may be respected. Barring this, I entirely support the motion that has 
been moved by the Honourable 1\iinister for Local Self-Government. 

The Honourable 1\:lr. L. 1\I. PATIL : As regards the enforcement 
of the Act, if the honourable member desires to change the date, he can 
bring an amendment. 

· Mr. 8. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : Mr. Speaker, Rule 10 (2) 
of the Bombay Legislative Assembly Rules says: 

"Notice of the proposed amendment shall be sent to the Secretary seven clear days 
before the date on which the Bill is read a second time." 

~rhen there is a proviso to the effect that the Speaker can dispense with 
such notice in any case. I have got a couple of amendments to move. 
l\Iay I have your permission, at a later stage, to move my amendments 
to this Bill ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I believe the honourable member 
knows that during the course of the first reading of a Bill, amendments of 
principle can be moved and if they are not moved during the first reading, 
anv amendment of principle will not be allowed in the second reading. 
So. far as notice is concerned, I will probably be prepared to waive it. 
But unles.:; the nature of the amendment is known, -as to whether it is 
one of principle or of detail,-it will be difficult for me to say whether I can 
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allow it or not. I am making this position clear. ~Iere waiver of a 
notice need not mislead the honourable member into an assumption 
that he would be entitled to move any amendment at the second 
reading. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: If I am required to explain to you the nature 
of my amendments, then I can read those amendments to you, so that, 
you can decide as to whether you can allow them or not. 11Iy first 
amendment is as re.gards the deletion of clause (c) of section 3 of this 
Bill and putting it in this way : 

" receive such monthly salary as the Corporation shall from time to time determine." 

I want to amend it in that fashion. My another amendment is per
taining to paragraph 6 on page 7, section 9, where it is written" Sanctioll..i 
to expenditure accorded by the municipal chief auditor shall be audited 
by an officer to be nominated by the Corporation after consultation with 
the chief auditor." My amendment is that the expression" after con
sultation with the chief auditor" should be deleted. These are the two 
amendments that I desire to move. I could have given you notice of the 
same, but unfortunately I was in Poona and I did not know that this 
Bill was going to be rushed through on the very first day in such a rudely 
hastening fashion. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member may 
commit his amendments to paper and hand them in. I believe they are 
amendments of detail and can be moved at the time of the second 
reading. 

Question, " That the Bill be read a first time, " put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move that, Bill 
No. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
1888) be read a second time; · 

Question put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Sh()l't title and e<rmmencem(ffd). 
(l) This Act may be called the City of Bombay Municipal (Amendment) 

Act, 1938. 
(2) It shall come into force from the 1st day of Aprill938. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg tO move an 
amendment that this Act shall come into force from such date as Govern
ment may, by notification, in the Gazette, fix:. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I accept the amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment will require a little 
yerbal alteration. Instead of saying that clause (2) shall read as follows, 
1t should be said that the following words should be substituted for the 
others. 

:V.o·l Bk Hb 134-3 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : All that is intended is that instead of 
the Act coming into force on the lst of Aprill938, a notifi.cat.ion in the 
Gazette should fix the date. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 
Clause 1 (2) as amended ("It shall come into force from such date as 

the Provincial Government may by notification in the Official Gazette 
.appoint ") ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 3 (Insertion of new keading.J~,nd new sections 78A and 78B in 
.Bom. III of 1888)---

After section 78 of the said Act, the following heading and sections shall be inserted, 
namely:-

" Municipal Chief ..4uditor. 
78A. Appointment of municipal chief auditor.--(1) The Corporation shall from time 

io time appoint a fit person to be Municipal Chief Auditor, who shall 
(a) perform such duties as he is directed by this Act to perform and such other 

duties with regard to the audit of the accounts of the Corporation as shall be requirecl 
of him by the Corporation or by the standing committee ; 

(b) devote his whole time and attention to the duties of his office ; 
(c) receive such monthly salary not exceeding .rupees fifteen hundred and not less 

than rupees twelve hundred as the Corporation shall from time to time determine ; 
(d) be removeable at any time from office for misconduct or for neglect of, or 

incapacity for the duties of his office on the votes of not less than two-thirds of the 
members present at a meeting of the Corporation. 
(2) The municipal chief auditor shall not be eligible for further office under the Cor

JlOration after he has ceased to hold his office. 
78B. Appointment, salariu,fees, allowances and dutiu of assistant auditors, clerks and 

servants subordinate to the municipal chief auditor.-(1) The standing committee may from 
time to tim&-

(a) appoint such assistant auditors, clerks and servants to be immediately sub· 
ordinate to the municipal chief auditor as they think fit ; 

(b) .determine the nature and amount of the salaries, fees and allowances to be paid 
to the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants respectively ; 

(c) prescribe or delegate to the municipal chief auditor the power of prescribing the 
duties of the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants. . 
(2) Control, etc., of tke aaid assistant auditors, clerks and servants.-Subjeot to the orders 

-of the standing committee, the municipal chief auditor shall exercise supervision and 
-control over the acts and proceedings of the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants, 
~nd the standing committee, subject to the regulations at the time being in force under 
.section 81, shall dispose of all questions relating to the service of the said assistant 
auditors, clerks and servants and their pay, privileges and allowances." 

Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City) :-Sir, I beg to move an amendment 
to clause 3 of the Bill-

In clause (c) of sub-section (1) of section 78A for the words "rupees fifteen hundred and 
not less than rupees twelve hundred" the words " rupees one thousand " shall be 
tmbstituted. 

With this amendment the clause will read as follows: 
(c) receive such monthly salary not exceeding rupees one thousand as the Corporation 

shall from time to time determine ; 

I had thought that many words would not be necessary to commend 
this amendment to the acceptance of the House, but my honourable 
friend the member for Railway UnioDB (Mr. Jamnadas Mehta) seems to 
have anticipated it. He has made a plea that rupees one thousand is 
rather too small a pay for an officer of the description of the Auditor. 
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He has also tried to point out that in this respect the fullest scope should 
be given to the desires of the Corporation. If I am aware of the desires 
of the Corporation, the original suggestion that the Corporation itself had 
made in this behalf wa~ that the salary s.hould be from Rs. 750 to 
Rs. 1,000 and in moving this amendment I am not doing anything that 
is inconsistent with the desires of the Corporation. Looking to the 
tendency of the times and also to the noble example which the Ministers 
themselves have set, the salary from Rs. 1,250 to Rs. 1,500, in my 
opinion, is rather a big salary. My friend went to the extent of saying 
that the auditor will feel humiliated if he takes a little less salary. I .dO
not think the factor of humiliation will creep in for a mere pal~ry sum of 
Rs. 250. If there is any analogy between the Accountant which the 
)lunicipal Corporation has got on the one hand and the Auditor .that we 
are appointing on the other, it was a different matter altogether ; ,but 

·even if. it were contended that the status of the Auditor should be .the 
same as the Accountant, then my honourable friend will agree that the 
Accountant of the Bombay Municipality gets even more than Rs.1,500. 
The provision suggested in the clause as it stands now and to which I am 
moving an amendment proposes, in any case, to pay the Chief Auditor 
less than what the Accountant has been getting today. Therefore, the;re 
is no question of loss of status or any humiliation in what I am proposing 
and, therefore, I commend this amendment to the acceptance of the 
House. 

~Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I have got a.n amend~ 
ment to move, of which I have now given due notice. ' 

J ,-' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The amendments will be taken up 
one after the other. 

)fr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : I oppose this amend~ 
ment and support the original clause. I have already stated what 
I wished to say in brief, but since my honourable friend, 1\Ir. S. K. Patil, 
suggests that this reduction is justified, I would like to submit that it is 
not. A few facts will be. enough. My friend says that the Corporation 
itself had originally decided for one thousand. Will he show me any 
authority 1 I say that the salary that is being fixed is at the instance of 
the Corporation. From Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 1,250 is not the Goverru:D.ent 
proposal but that of the Corporation. If my honourable friend will be 
able to show

1 
that his amendment represents the Corporation's decision, 

I shall have nothing to say. I say it is not their decision. 

jfr, S. K. PATIL: If I may put in a word, Sir, I may say that I too was 
a member of the Law Committee of the Corporation when this question 
was discussed. This was the original suggestion of the Law Committee 
and it is in response to that suggestion that the Corporation must have 
fixed the salary at Rs. 750 to Rs. 1,000. I am not aware whether 
there was any later suggestion, but the suggestion to fix the maximum 
salary at Rs. 1,000, emanated, in the first instance, from the Corporation 
itself. · 

XO·I Bk Hb 134-3a 
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l\Ir. JAl\lNADAS l\1. MEHTA: As I said, i£ the Corporation itself has 
· represented to Government that this Bill should contain a provision for 
· the maximum salary of Rs. 1,000 and if the Corporation itself wants this, 
' whatever may be my own view, I shall certainly yield, but I submit that 
the Government's original proposal of Rs. 1,000 minimum and Rs. 1,250 

·maximum is based on the Corporation's own request, and I say that the 
· Corporation, in .doing so, has acted wisely and it will be a very 
undesirable thing to cut down the salary of so important an office as 
the Auditor of the biggest municipalliiy in this country. Our scale of 
operations is very big. The Corporation has an income much more than 

· that of any other civic body in India. Its income exceeds the income of 
several provincial Governments and the gentleman who is in charge of 
our audit operations must therefore be a first class man who will be 
attracted to the job on account of a decent salary corresponding to his 
qualifications. No Auditor believes in the asceticism of the kind in which 
the Honourable l\linisters think that they believe and we should not be 
guided in this matter by any particular standard which the Honourable 
Ministers fix for themselves. The Corporation is a self-governing body. 
It has a right to fix salaries of its own servants, and there should be no 
interference from this House. I am q.nite willing that the original papers 
may be referred to by the Honourable Minister and if the Corporation 
does want Rs. 1,000 as the maximum, I am out of court. But, Sir, just 
imagine if Rs.l,OOO is to be the maximum, where is it that the Chief 
Auditor or the Auditor of a city municipality like the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation will begin 1 He will begin at Rs. 750 or even less and, in these 
days, with a fiat costing at least Rs. 200 and a small car driven by himself, 
he will be driven into debt. His actual salary will be cut substantially 
by Provident Fund contributions and Income Tax and the amount ·left 
to this unfortunate person will be much less than what will attract first 
class talent. The Auditors do not enter a job in the spirit of service and 
self-sacrifice of the kind which. is supposed to animate the Ministers and 
I thhtk we should be guided by the ordinary aspirations of mankind ; 
a qualified man will demand a decent and reasonable salary correspond
ing to his qualifications. I, therefore, beg the Government not to impose 
and foist their own view on a self-governing'body. The Corporation is 
an autonomous body and it should be left free to fix a decent grade of 
salary. The amendment is an inter-ference with the power of an auto
nomous body. I, therefore, oppose the amendment of my honourable 
friend Mr. Patil. He said that there is no question of status or humilia
tion or loss of dignity. I say there is when a man doing similar work 
elsewhere, next door, in the Railways is paid at Rs. 2,000 and next door, 
in the Port Trust, is paid at a higher rate, and if a man with better 
qualifications is compelled by statute so that the Corporation themselves 
have no remedy to pay him a higher rate, he certainly will be indifferent 
and his efficiency will suffer. Rs. 1,250 for the job of auditing the income 
and expenditure of a Corporation which operates on the scale that the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation has got to operate is not a fortune at .all. 
It is just a reasonable minimum in a city like Bombay which is more costly 
than London itself. Sir, I oppose. 
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Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City): Sir, I wish to make an appeal to 
the Honourable :Minister in charge. I do not know exactly the present 
salary which the Corporation has recommended. My honourable friend 
:\Ir. Patil may be right in saying tha~ a particular sum was fixed by the 
Law Committee, but I want ·to know what salary has been fixed 
by the Corporation. If the honourable member Mr. Patil can convince 
us that the Corporation has asked for Rs. 1,200 ad the maximum salary; 
I will have to abide by it; and, if the Corporation has fixed what it 
·Considers a fair salary, it would not be right for this Government to go 
.against that recommendation of the Corporation. The Corporation 
whatever it may be, is a self-governing body. We know our needs and 
we know our necessities, and we know the onus of carrying out our duties 
.and responsibilities. I want, therefore, to ask the Honourable 1\Iinister 
what the Corporation itself has proposed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put the amendment-. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : M.ay we know the final reco~mend~
tion of the Corporation from the Honourable 1\rinister ~ whether it is, as the 
honourable member 1\Ir. Patil says, Rs. 750 toRs. 1,000 or Rs. 1,250 to 
Rs. 1,500 ~ 'lhat will clear the position, because I would like to support 
the view which the Corporation has put forward deliberately. ·· · 

~Ir. JA:MNADAS 1\I. MEHTA: l\Iay not the question be postponed, 
to .get this information 1 · · 

l'he Honourable the SPEAKER : Is not the Honourable 1\Iinister in. 
a position to give the information 1 

The Honourable Mr. L. l\I. PATIL: Sir, originally the Corporation 
suggested that the salary of the Chief Auditor should be from Rs. 700 
to Rs. 1,000. 'lhen the last Government, which is mainly responsible 
for the drafting of the Bill, introduced the scale ofRs. 1,200 to Rs.1,500, 
and ·in the end it was agreed to by the Corporation, but this was not the 
intention of the CQrporation itself. I am very glad that the honourable 
member l\lr. S. K. Patil has suggested the amendment and I accept it.· 
In accepting it, I would like to make the position of Government clear in · 
this matter. 'lhe honourable member Mr. Jamnadas 1\Iehta has said that 
Government has no right to poke its nose in the affairs of the local bodieS.. ' 
But the local bodies themselves are the products of the legislature and it, 

3
.
30 

is the duty of the Government to point out to 
P· m. the legislature the mistakes committed by the local 

bodies and get them remedied. It is also the duty of the Government to · 
supervise and control the affairs of the local bodies wherever it is possible 
and necessary. The policy of the present Government is to ·reduce the · 
salaries as low as possible, and in consonance with that policy; whenever 
we get an opportunity we intend to reduce the salaries, not only of the 
Govermuent servantS but also of the servants of the lo~al bodies, and 
I hope in this policy the honourable House will support us. The statu~
Qr position of a servant does not depend on the amount of the salary that 
he reeeives. There are various other motives which inspire a. man to ~o 
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good and to put all his energy and intellect in the service. So it is not 
correct to say that because a certain servant gets less pay or salary he will 
not do his job in the proper manner. We have to change the whole 
mentality of the people and servants regarding the relation of salary 
and service. There is also some misunderstanding in the minds of many 
who say that we intend that Ministers only should receive low salaries 
and not others. Sooner this misun4_e.rstanding is removed the better 
for us a.nd for the public at large. Looking to the deplorable conditions 
of the masses in our country it is really unfair and savage that the servants 
of the Government and local bodies should receive the huge salarie.; 
which they get at present. It is quite necessary and it is high time that 
we should reduce the salaries of the Government servants in order to 
give relief to the starving masses. With these words I accept the 
amendment. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 
l\f.r. MOHAMED.ALLY .ALLABUX (Bombay City, South) (Addressed 

the House in Gujarati): Sir, I move the following amendment: 
In new section 78A (1), in the first two lines, delete the words "from time to time,. 

and substitute therefor the words " every three years". 

Question proposed. 
Mr. MOHAMEDALL Y ALLABUX : In the section as it stands there 

is no period prescribed for which any person is to be appointed as 
Municipal Chief Auditor. The Corporation may appoint him for any 
time and may dispense with his services after any time. I have, therefore,. 
proposed that the appointment shall be made every three years, and 
I' hope that my amendment will be accepted. Because there must be 
some time fixed to explain the expression " time to time " in the 
section. 

I, Sir, appeal to the House to accept my amendment. 
Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City): Sir, I do not understand the 

amendment just moved. I do not know whether the honourable membt,r 
means that if within three yeara the office of Chief Auditor falls vacant 
owing to death or resignation no auditor should be appointed. From 
time to time means at any time. !--also do not know whether the 
honourable member wants to provide that the term of office of the Chief 
Auditor shall be only three years and after three years he should be 
reappointed. The Bill is brought just to correct that defect in the Act. 
Now the appointment is made every year and there 'is canvassing every 
year. ~rhe proposed amendment postpones the canvassing; instea~ of 
once every year, it will go on once in three years. If that is the obJect 
o£ the amendment, there is no use in moving the Bill at all. 

:Mr. JAMNADAS M. l\IERTA (Railway Unions) : I submit, Sir, the 
al:rii.mdment should be opposed. " From time to time " only means. 
" if there is a vacancy either by death or retirement or resignatio~ ", 
in each such case the Corporation shall have power to make the appomt
ment. Subject to that1 once the Corporation have :tnade the appointment,. 
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there should not be any picking and choosing at the end of every three 
years. The Chief Auditor is independent of the executive, and it is just · 
right that such a man should be allowed to do his duty without being 
thrown at the end of every three years to the tender mercies of canvassing., 
Canvassing in a Corporation like ours will be a very great evil; and the· i 

permanent officials should be saved from that. I say, Sir, the amendment 
is reactionary and I would request my honourable friend Mr. Mahomedali 
Allabux not to press it. It iJ not to the benefit of anybody-. , The 
C{)rporat.ion will be disturbed; every new aspirant to the auditor's job 
will disturb the harmony of the Corporation and its affairs. I therefore· 
oppose the amendment. · · · 

'lhe Honourable Mr. L. }.f. PATIL : Sir, for the reasons already given 
by the two honourable members who have just spoken, I oppose the 
amendment moved. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, the amendment which 
I desire to move is as follows : 

In dause (c) of sub-section (1) of new section 78A in clause 3 of the Bill, delete-: 
the word.R " not exceeding rupees fifteen hundred and not less than rupees twelve 
bundred." 

As amended, the clause will read: 
"receive such monthly salary as the Corporation shall from time to time· . 

determine ; " 

I desire to take away the restriction that is imposed by this House 
upon a self-governing body like the Municipal Corporation of Bombay~ 
I am surprised why my honourable friend ~ho is sitting in front of me and 
who was once the Mayor of Bombay should have got up to lay down, 
a particular restriction even with regard 1io an increased salary. I 
may-

:Mr. NAGINDAS.T. MASTER: Sir, I rise to a point of order. ·The· 
point is, when an amendment fixing the salary at a figure not exceeding· 
Rs. 1,000 has been passed, whether an amendment of the kind which the 
honourable member is now proposing to move can be allowed to be 
moved. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I know what the point of order is 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The point of order is, after the· 
decision of the House that salary not exceeding Rs .. l,OOO should be paid,. 
whether it is now permissible for the honourable member to move hi& 
amendment which is contrary to the decision which the House has already 
taken. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: You have permitted it, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I agreed to waive the notice; that· 
is~ . 

llr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Because you waived itt I got up. 
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lfr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : "What was the intention of my honour
able friend Mr. Jhabvala-to move his amendment before mine or after
wards 1 

. The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member stood up 
JUSt when the last amendment was taken up. His intention was not 
present to my mind. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: I thank you, Sir, for giving me so much 
encouragement. Can I continue 1· [La_ughter.] 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock
workers) : Sir,· I beg to move the following amendment : 

In the proposed section 78B, in the first line, substitute the words " Municipal 
Corporation" for the words "Standing Committee." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: In this connection, I request the 
Honourable Minister in charge of the Bill to accept my suggestion, 
because during these days of democracy I do not know why the power 
now enjoyed by the Corporation, consisting of 112 members representing 
all interests, should be taken away from them and entrusted to a set of 
people who are hardly sixteen. Another important thing contemplated 
at the time of framing the rules of the Municipal Act, that posts carrying 
salaries above Rs. 500 should be filled by the Corporation and the posts 
carrying salaries below Rs. 500 should be filled by the Commissioner, has 
been departed from in this Bill. And in the present Bill there has been 
a derogation from the said Act with a view that the auditors should be 
independent of the executive, and I do admit .it is a laudable idea. 
Therefore, I think it will be in the interest of the people that, instead of 
16 people making these appointments, power should be given to the. 
Corporation which represents Labour, Capital and all sorts o£ people. 
In order that democratic principles may not be spoiled, I have brought 
forward this amendment, which I hope will be accepted by the Honour
able Minister. 
. Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City) : Sir, the honourable- member 
who has moved the amendment does not know the functions of the 
Municipal Corporation. The City of Bombay Municipal Act of 1888 iS 
very complicated and its functions have been divided into three parts
those which are entirely in charge of the Commissioner, those that are 
entirely in charge of the Corporation and others which are entirely in 
charge of the Standing Committee. In financial matters, not even the 
Corporation can go against the wishes of the Standing Committee. The 
Corporation can recommend, but cannot force the Commissioner to do 
anything with posts carrying salaries below Rs. 500. The Standing 
Committee today creates posts of assistant auditors, menial servants, 
hamals and so on. Does the honourable member wish this power to be 
taken away from the Standing Committee 1 This power of creation of 
posts iS rightly within the jurisdiction of the Standing Committee and 
their appointment with the Commissioner. The posts carrying over 
Rs. 500 salary will be filled by the Corporation. 
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)fr. )!IRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Power should be given to t.he Chief 
Auditor, rather than to the Standing Committee. 

)!r. J~h~ADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I would request 
my honourable friend ~Ir. :Mirza not to press his amendment. lly 
honourable friend Dr. Collaco has already pointed out that there are three 
concurrent authorities in the Corporation, namely, the Corporation, the 
Commissioner and the Standing Committee, concurrent in the sense that 
in some cases the Corporation has powers which the Standing Committee 
and the Commissioner cannot disturb, in some cases the Standing Com- . 
mittee has powers which the Corporation and the Commissioner cannot 
refuse, and in other cases the Commissioner has powers with which neither 
of the other two can interfere. The existing arrangement of investing 
the Standing Committee with the appointments of clerks is a happy one 
in view of the fact that the differences, if any, will be confined to 
16 members instead of over a hundred. In regard to the appointments 
over Rs. 500 and over which are vested in the Corporation, there is any 
amount of unseemly squabble, canvassing and back-door influence. We 
have often wondered whether we could not entrust these higher appoint
ments to the Public Service Commission. For posts below Rs. 500, 
the Commissioner has the power to appoint although he cannot create 
any ofthese posts. In the Act itself, there is a distinction drawn between , 
creating a post and appointing to a post. The Standing Committee 
must create the appointment and the Municipal Commissioner can then 
fill it. The Municipal Commissioner cannot create new jobs even if 
they carry a salary of Rs. 5, but be makes appointments when the Standing 
Committee creates the posts. If this responsibility is thrown on the 
Corporation, it will simplY,. break down. The Corporation is not the' 
right body to exercise this power in view of its unwieldiness and it is 
ris1:y to entrust this power to one man, i.e., the Commissioner. Therefore, 
I would request my honourable friend l\fr. Mirza not to let loose 
canvassing for jobs as will happen if his amendment passes. The Standing 
Committee represents all interests and is elected by the Corporation in 
which ward members, Industrial and Commercial and labour members 
and also the Government nominees take part. The Standing Committee 
is the executive committee of the Corporation and it is the right body 
to create these appointments. The existing arrangement has worked 
well ; at times the Standing Committee throws overboard the suggestion · 
of the Commissioner to create new posts. Further, if this power of 
appointment of clerks is entrusted to the Corporation, it will have very 
little time for civic affairs properly so called ; jobbery will rule the roost. 
I will therefore again request my honourable friend to ·withdraw his 
amendment. 

1\Ir. !lfiRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock
workers): Sir, I quite appreciate the principle laid down and enunciated 
by the honourable member l\1r. Jamnadas 1\Iehta. I am prepared to 
accept as a via media that the power be handed over to the chief auditor. 
But I am not prepared to agree that the standing committee should be in 
charge of appointments of this lind. The power extends even to the 
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appointment of the assistant auditors, whose salary I am sure, is going 
to be more than Rs. 500. It is not in keeping with the prestige of' 
democracy that you should keep the power, in that case, in the hands 
of a few people; it should be given to the general body. I wish again 
to appeal to the honourable member kindly to reconsider his attitude. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Trust me about the affairs of the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation. ...--

:Mr. ~URZA AKHTAR HASAN : There is no guarantee of permanency 
for any one. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : .As the amendment is not going to· 
be withdrawn, I put it to the House. 

The Honourable :Mr. L. M. PAT~L: Sir, I oppose the amendment. 
It is absurd and ridiculous that servants like auditors and clerks should 
be appointed by a big body like the Corporation. The honourable mover 
of the amendment says that it would be against democracy to leave the 
power of' appointment with the standing committee, but immediately 
after that statement he suggests that the power should be given to the 
Chief Auditor. I do not understand him. At one time he says that he 
believes in democracy and therefore contends that the power should be 
given to the Corporation, but at the same time he is ready to hand over 
the power of appointment to one man, and that is the Chief Auditor. 
I agree with the cogent reasons put forward against the amendment by 
my honourable friends Dr. Collaco and Mr. Mehta, and I oppose the 
amendmmt. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
Clause 3, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 4 (Amendment of section 80 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to· 

stand part of the Bill. 
·Clause 5 (Amendment of section 83 of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: ~the next is clause 6. · The honour
able member Mr. Jhabvala has an amendment. Is it to clause 6, or to· 

· a clause at page 6 1 It is not clear. 

1\Ir. 8. H. JHABV ALA : By " clause 6 "I mean item 6 of Schedule EE 
under clause 9. It is at page 7 ; there also the number is 6 ; I mean the 
item marked at the end of the Bill. 

!'he Honourable the SPEAKER : Very well ; I will then put 
clause 6. 

Clause 6 (Amendment of section 84 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered ro 
stand part of the Bill. · 

Clause 1 (Amendment of sections 135,136 and 137 of Bom.lll of 1888) 
ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 8 (Amendment (;f section 138 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stann part of the Bill. 

Clause 9 (Insertwn of neto schedule EE in Bom. III of 1888). 
In the schedules to the said Act, after schedule DD, the following s~hedule EE shall btt 

inserted, namely :-

"SCHEDuLE EE. 

(See section 136.} 

Duties and Po~ters of tile .lfunicipal Chief Audit(}!', 

I. (1) The municipal chief auditor shall audit the accounts of the Corporation, a~ 
hereinafter provided, with the assistance of the assistant audit<>ra, clerks a-nd servants 
appointed under section 78B of this Act. · · · _ · . 

(2) In thl' discharge of his functions undl'r this article. the municipal chief auditor. 
shall · · · 

(i) audit the accounts of all expenditure from the revenue of the Corporation, all 
expenditure on account of loan works and all expenditure incurred out of special funds' 
and shall ascertain whether ·money shown therein as having been disbursed were 
legally available for, and applicable to, the service or purpose to which they have been 
applied or charged, and whether the expenditure conforms to the authority which 
governs it; 

(ii) audit the accounts of all debt, deposit, sinking funds, advances, suspense and 
remittance tran~actions of the Corporation and report upon those accounts and upon 
the results of verification of the balanceR relating thereto. 

(3) The municipal chief auditor shall examine and audit the, statements of accounts 
relating w the commercial servic.es conducted in any department of the Corporation, i 
including the trading, manufacturing and profit and loss accounts, and the balance sheets 
where such accounts are maintained under the orders of the Corporation or the standing 
committee ; and shall certify and report upon these accounts. 

(4) The municipal chief auditor shall, in consultation with the standing co~mit~e, 
and subject to any directions given by the Corporation, determine the form and manner 
in which his reports on the accounts of the Corporation shall be prepared and shall hav& 
authority to call upon any officer of the Corporation to provide any information necessary 
for the preparation of these reports. 

2. ( 1) The municipal chief auditor may make such queries and observations in relation 
to any of Ute accounts of the Corporation which he is required to audit and call for such; 
vouchers, statements, returns' and explanations in relation w such acoounts as he may 
think fit. . 

(2) Every such query or observation as aforesaid shall be promptly taken into 
consuleration by the officer or authority to whom it may be addressed and returned 
wit~out delay 11ith the necessary vouchers, documents or explanations to the chief 
aud1tor. . · 

(3) The powers of the municipal chief auditor with regard to disapproval of, and th& 
procedure with regard to settlement of objections to expenditure from the revenues <>f th& 
Corporation shall be such as may be prescribed by rules or orders made by the standing 
committee in consultation with the chief auditor and sanctioned by the Corporation. 

3. If the municipal chief auditor considers it desirable that the whole or any part of 
the audit applied to any accounts which he is required to audit shall be conducted in the 
o~ces in which these aecounts originate, he may require that these accounts, t<>gether: 
With all books and documents having relation thereto, shall at all convenient times be 
made available in the said offices for inspection. 

4. 'fhe municipal chief audit<>r shall have power w require that any books or other 
<l?ruments relating to the accounts he is required w audit shall be sent for inspection by 
him: 

Provided that if the documents ne confidential he shall be responsible for preventing 
disclosure of their contents. 
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. 5. .The municipal chief auditor shall have authority to frame rules and to give 
.direct10ns on !I'll matters relating to audit, particularly in respect of the method and the 
-extent of audit to be applied and the raising and pursuing of objections. 

6. Sanctions to expenditure.accorded by the municipal chief auditor shall be audited 
by an officer to be nominated by the Corporation a.fter consultation with the chief 
auditor." 

Mr. S. ll. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I beg to move an 
..amendment which runs as follows : 

In paragraph 6 of Schedule EE in clause 9, delete the words." after consultation with 
the chief auditor". 

That means, the paragraph ends with the word "Corporation," so 
that the whole paragraph shall read thus: 

" Sanctions to expenditure accorded by the municipal chief auditor 8hall he audited 
by an officer to be nominated by the Corporation." 

In this connection, I desire to submit to the House for consideration 
.a few items. Firstly, the chief auditor has been given, as will be seen 
from the whole schedule, a good many powers~ 

. . 
The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL : Sir, I have not followed the 

.amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: In item 6 at page 7, the last words 
"after consultation with the chief auditor" shall be deleted, so that the 
officer proposed, to be nominated by the Corporation may be nominated 
by the Corporation without consultation with the chief auditor. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA :. The chief auditor has been given sufficiently 
large powers, as will be seen from the whole schedule marked " Duties 
and Powers of the Municipal Chief Auditor". But at the time when 
certain sanctions are to be taken which pertain to the municipal chief 
auditor himself, I beg to submit that in that connection the Corporation 
alone should have a free will and a free power and should not be com
pelled to consult its own chief auditor. Moreover, the item in connection 
with which the consultation is desired is such a~ will necessarily require 

-the Corporation to investigate certain questions pertaining to the chief 
.auditor himself. Why should the Corporation be deprived of the power 
to judge the conduct or the doings of the-ehief auditor until-as laid down 
in the Bill-the auditor is again given a voice ? That is not in conso
nance with the spirit of the whole Bill. Sanctions to expenditure 
.accorded by the municipal chief auditor should be by an officer who is 
absolutely independent, and he should be appointed by the Corporation 
itseli. Therefore, I beg to submit that the expression " after consultation 
with the chief auditor " should be deleted. 

Question proposed. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City) : Sir, I beg to oppose this amend
ment. This is a harmless clause. It does not enforce the nomination 
.of the officer recommended by the chief auditor. The Corporation has 
4.lnly to consult the chief auditor ; the right of nomination is left with 
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the Corporation. They may consult anybody else. I do not see any
harm in that. The chief auditor, as the clause stands, has nothing to do
with nomination. 

1\fr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, may I explainJ The point is-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member will not· 
be in order. Does the Honourable Minister want to say anything~ 

The Honourable 1\Ir. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I have no objection to the· 
amendment, and I accept it. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put the clause , ·as: 
4 p.m. amended-

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: On a point of explanation, Sir. I had sought 
your permission in connection with an amendment. Notice of that 
amendment was given to you in writing prior to my honourable friend 
Mr. Patil having got up. Accordingly, I beg to submit that my notice 
should be reconsidered by you and that you should kindly give me 
permission to move even that amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is unfortunately too late. What 
really happened was this. The honourable member ~Ir. Patil's amend
ment was already before me and was circulated to the House. The 
honourable member Mr. Jhabvala consulted the Chair as to whether he 
could table amendments at that time, but his specific amendment was not 
before me at that time. So I stated, when I disallowed the amendment, 
that though the intention was there, the amendment was not present 
before me. That is how I explain it. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: That is carrying mental stretches rather too· 
far, Sir! [Laughter.] 

Clause 9, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER : I now take the preamble. 

The preamble ordered to stand part of th~ Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
Ko. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
1888) be read a third time and passed. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Bill is read a third time and 
passed. · 
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BILL NO. XXV OF 1937 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR IMMEDIATE 
EFFECT BEING GIVEN FOR A LIMITED PERIOD TO PROVISIONS 

. IN BILLS RELATJNG TO THE IMPOSITION OR INCREASE QF 
TAXES). 

The Honourable l\lr. A. B. LATTHE : Sir, I beg to introduce Bill 
No. XXV of 1937 (A Bill to provide for immediate effect being given for 
a limited period~ pro$ions in Bills relating to the imposition or increase 
oftaxes).* .... --

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Bill Xo. XXV of 1937 is 
introduced. · 

The Honourable 1\Ir. A. B. LATTHE : Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
No. XXV of 1937 (A Bill tJ provide for immediate effect being given for 
a limited period to provisions in Bills relating to the imposition or 
incre~se of taxes) be now read a first time. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: Sir, the necessity for introduc
ing a legislation of this kind arose for the first time when the Government 

. a few months ago were considering the question of sales taxes in the 
Bombay Presidency. As the House is aware, though a legislatbn of this 
kind does exist in the Central Government, the Provincial Governments, 

·at any rate the Government of Bombay, had not thought it necessary 
to provide itself with the powers which an Act of this kind gives to the 
Provincial Government. As I said, the ne-cessity arose because there 
was a possibility-and there id a poosibility at any tirne-()f the Pxo
vincial Government going in for a taxation of the type of a sales or a 
turnover tax. In the case of a tax .of that kind some .time naturally 
elapses between the publication of the Bill and the actual passing of that 
Bill, and, naturally, those who want to trade in that particula..: article 
which is to be taxed by the Bill introduced, try to take advantage of the 
proposal during the time that the proposal is before the public, but the 
tax proposals cannot be given effect to. In order that attempts may 
not be made by dealers in that particular a1ticle, which may be proposed 
to be taxed, to evade taxatio~ before the legislature actually passes that 
taxation proposal, the power which i~proposed to be given to Govern
ment under this Bill has become nooessary. It does not mean necessarily 
that, because I am moving this Bill today, the Government have in view 
any particular taxation for the recovery of which this Bill is intended. 
Nothing of this kind is really intended, and I hope neither this House nor 
the public will be misled into conjectures about the immediate intentions 
of the Government. It is just a power which every Government ought to 
possess, and which even the Government of India possess, in this country. 
It often happens that a large amount of speculation is encouraged by 
anticipation of a tax which a Government might be contemplating. 
It is impossible to prevent that sort of speculation in so far as it is not 
based on any facts which the Government offers to the public. A large 

*Appendix 3. 
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amount of that speculation dependa upon conjecture. Of course, nobody 
can prevent that ; but, when a Government proposes, for instance, to 
tax at a certain percentage rate the sales .of certain articles, and the 
Government is not in a position immediately to give effect to its taxation 
proposal, because that proposal must paas through various stages in .the 
two Houses of the legislature, must receive the assent of the Governor, 
and so on, what is the result 1 The result is that during this interim 
period people indulge in all sorts of ~ransaction~ whic~, if their ~xpecta
tions are not fuliilled, may lead them mto great difficulties. For mstance, 
I would suggest this case to be considered. Suppose the .House ulti
matelv throws out the Bill; but many people may .have entered into 
tran&ictions on the assumption that the Bill would be passed as proposed, 
and there would be very heavy losses incurred by some people. In order 
that all this sort of speculation should be stopped, it .is intended that as 
soon as the proposal is put, Government should have power to begin 
collecting that tax. Assuming that the legislature does not sanction, the 
proposal or amends the proposal, then a remedy has been provided for
there will be a refund of the taxation which the legislature does not 
sanction. With this safeguard, it is absolutely a very innocent Bill, and 
an innocent power which the Government seeks to possess. I hope that 
the House will very willingly entrust their .Government with this 
pow.;~. 

1\ir. D. W. RAUT: 1\ir. Speaker, I want to know when I can move my 
.amendment to this Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It can be taken up at the time of the 
second reading. · . 

l\1r. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District): Sir, though I am in general agreement. with 
what has been stated by the Honourable Minister in charge of this Bill, yet 
I entertain some fears so far as the working of this .Act is concerned. If. 
this Bill passes into an Act, I do not think, as has been made out by the 
Honourable Minister, it would be an innocent .Act. On the contrary; 
I feel and I want to urge this point upon the Honourable Minister that it 
will be a handle with the Government-whatever that Government 
might be-that can be used either for good or against the interests of the 
people. It is not that the Act can be used only in the best interests of the 
people. I quite agree that there are cases that have arisen in the past, 
and perhaps will arise in future, when taxes are evaded; but, I believe 
that if a Government is so constituted that it is not based on popular will, 
then this will give them power which can be abused. So far as the present 
Government is concerned, I quite agree that the Act would be an innocent 
Act, but the most important object of the Act depends on what is stated 
in the Statement of Objects and Reasons. It is stated, "The object of 
this Bill is to prevent such evasion in suitable cases". I am afraid that 
though the present Government ma.y use the Act in suitable cases, the 
Act can be used in unsuitable cases by Governments which might be 
autocratic or bureaucratic. Unfortunately, the political equilibrium is 
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not such as would create any confidence in the stay of this present 
Ministry for a long time. They may stay in their·present position of 
power for a long time and they may not ! Both things are possible. 
There· may be a deadlock even tomorrow. Then the only alternative 
to the present Government would be some form of autocracy or bureau
cracy as we had in the past-of course; unless something extraordinary 
like the Interim Ministry comes in. Therefore, this Act will give large 
arbitrary powers to the Government Ofimposing taxes even before they 
are sanctioned by the Assembly, which will mean that such taxes will 
affect the market at once. · I will give you one instance. The Commis
sioner of Police in Bombay has ordered all the Taxi Drivers to put up 
new meters on their taxis on the 1st of February. They are forced to 
buythese·meters·on the 1st of February.....:....of course, the poor people are 
clamouring against that order and they are having a .demonstration 
near the Apollo Bunder which must be taken notice of by Government. 
But•suppose today Government brings in a Bill, a measure, to impose 
a certain type of tax on these meters, and they begin to impose that tax 
under the provisions of this Act at once·; the price of these meters will 
·go up, and there will be speedy sales of these meters because if the taxi 
drivers know that they have got to set up these meters, they will run to 
the shops that are selling these meters-unfortunately, there is only one 
company which is selling these meters-to buy these meters before the 
price went up. But if the prices go up they will have to incur an extra 
expenditure. Suppose the prices go up to Rs. 325 . or Rs. 350. Now, 
the Company will realise from the taxi drivers an extra sum, and suppose 
the Bill is rejected by the Assembly, then the only remedy that is provided 
for in the Bill is the safety clause, namely, that a refund will be made. 
Now, the refund will be made to the Company, but what about the 
hundreds of taxi drivers who have spent more than they ought to spend 1 
Will the Company return the extra price charged to the taxi drivers 1 
Thus a ·great complication will be created. The Honourable Minister 
has seen only one side of . the picture. I submit that there is also 
another side of the picture. It is possible that Government may not 
use this Act properly, and I make it plain that it will not be used properly 
by Government which will come as an alternative to the present 
Government. Therefore, it will be a weapon in the armoury of the 
Government, which weapon can be used against the best interests of the 
people;·andlamsorrythatthis weaponis being forged by the Congress 
Ministry because after they go away and some autocratic Government 
comesin-

Mr. JlliNADAS M. MEHTA: Say some other Government. 
Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Call it a bureaucratic 

government or autocratic government, whatever you like.. Of ~o~rse,; 
if any assurance is given to· me by the Honourable the Pr1me Mm1ster 
that he willremain in this position for a long time-at least, that he 
expects to be there or there are fair chances of his remaining there for 
a lona tim.e to· come, then certainly I would say, as the Honourable 
:Minister in charge of tlW Bill said, that this is an innocent Act, because 
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there are other ways and means of bringing pressure on a popular 

. Government if it makes a wrong choice. There are other ways and means 
open to the public by which they can change the mind of a popular 

· Government and they can make them have proper exercise of the choice. 
But if the Government is not Congress Government and some other form 
of Government is established on account of the possible deadlock, then 
certainly this will be a weapon which will be used agairist the people. 
Therefore, on account of this fear, I think this Bill is premature. It 
should be brought only when the position of the present Government is 
secure, unless the Ministers have considered and have come to the 
conclusion that their position is quite safe and secure. . . 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I am in agreement with 
the general pri.Lciple adumbrated by the Honourable the Finance Minister: 
in the Bill. I am sorry, my friend, Comrade Ali Bahadur · Bahadur 
Khan has not understoqd the actual purport and the meaning and the 
implication of the proposed Bill. It is exactly for what he is wishing to. 
prevent that the Honourable the Finance Minister has proposed a Bill 
like the present one. His case is rather different not bearing analogy 
and not applicable to the issue. The point is this that between the 
proposal of a particular Act by the Government and the actual passing 
of the Act by the Legislature there are certain speculators and gamblers 
who play dieastrous financial turn-over at the expense of the general 
class. These people try to make a turn-over of lots of sales of their 
Capital stock or of their grain or of their oil and what not. I hope my 
friend Comrade Saklatvala will be able to enlighten us on this issue of 
speculative exhibition of these gamblers. Any way this thing is happen
ing in the Bombay markets and if there is anything that the present 
Congress Ministry can do in the direction of putting a stop to this wild 
speculation and the miserable ways adopted by these vicious people who 
are following the game of speculation, their hands should be strengthened. 
It may be share-stock, it may be oil, gold or silver, anything. If there is 
anything introduced by the Government, be it Congres3 or otherwise, 
in this direction of capitalist gambling, I am in hearty agreement there
with. Therefore, I suppose that this Bill is in the fitneso of things. 
I may quote a couple of instances. Some time ago, in England, if 
I midtake not, it was in the time of the Finance Minister Mr. Chamberlain 
that certain financial items pertaining to a. certain thing were being 
proposed and the result was that there was some wild speculation and 
as a result of that some people were deprived of. their well~earned 
gainings. The same thing happened some time ago in India. Some, 
member from the commercial community got scent of a. particular item 
of taxation that the Government was conteJ:!1plating and the result was 
there was some wild speculation and certain crashes as a result of the 
leakage and therefore I think on the whole this Bill is certainly good and 
the Honourable Mr. Latthe deserves congratulations for bringing in such 
a proposal. His mentality is running parallel to mine this time at least. 
If there is anything that goes to help the interests of the masses, 
certainly it should be encouraged. 
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My friend; Coinrade A)i Bahadur Bahadur Khan, gave an instance ~f 

the manufacturers of new meters~ I think it. is not an apt _quotation 
and I want to correct the House, lest the House should be swayed by 
his xnisgivings and misconceptions. '!'he Honourable :Mr. Latthe might 
hav~ to be spared the loss of his Bill. For that reason I want to correct 
the impression. lb.e point is that a cfirtain resolution was passed by the 
Government of Bombay in the month of September 1936. Now if such 
a .thing as the Honourable the· Fin!tllce Minister's Bill was in force 
between the time of 25th September 1936 and now, namely, lOth January 
1938, we could have, by the help of such a Bill stopped the manufacturers 
of the meters from flaring up their prices which they are now doing. But 
because there is absence of such a weapon in our hands these privileged 
manufacturers are doing it. 'Iherefore, I am sorry that though my 
comrade is sittirig just near me I have to hold an opposite view. If 
such a provision were in the hands of the Gover!1ffient and Government 
were fortified with a feeling that the turn-over should be stopped in 
the interest of the general people, then certainly such a step should 
be considered to be welcome. 

:-It is with these words that I welcome the Honourable Mr. Latthe's 
Bill and support it . 

. Question, "'Jhat Bill No. XXV of 1937 be read a first time," put, and 
ll-greed to. · 

· .. The Honourable :Mr. A. B. LATTHE: Sir, I move that Bill No. XXV 
of 1937 (A Bill to provide for immediate effect being given for a limited 
period to provisions in Bills relating to the imposition or increase of taxes) 
be read a second time. 

. Que~tion put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

: Clav.se 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

: Clause 2 (Definitions) ordered to sta-nd part of the Bill. 

· Clause 3 (Power to make declarations under this Act) : 
Where a. Bill to be introduced in the Bombay Legislative Assembly on behalf of the 

Provincial Government provides for the imposition or increase of a tax, t}le Provincial 
Gov.ernment may cause to be inserted in the Bill a declaration that it is expedient in the 
public interest that any provision of the Bill relating to such imposition or increase shall 
have immediate .effect under this Act. · 

: .Mi; D. W. RAUT (Thana North) : Sir, I beg to move: 

~.hi-clause 3 of Bill No. XXV of 1937 the words and comma" other than a. tax affecting 
agriculturists," should be inserted between the words" tax and comma" and the words 
".the :Provincial Government " where they occur in line 4 of the clause • 

. (.Question proposed. 
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Mr. D. W. RAUT (Addressed the House in MaraJ.hi) : Sir, I wili explain 
thP. object of my amendment in the beginning. · -

· If the tax ·is levied on the agriculturists and if they are not able to 
sell their produce soon enough and if the time of 

5 p.m. collection of the tax falls just when the prices of 
grain are low, the agriculturists will have to dispose of their produce at 
very low prices in order to pay the tax or they will have to borrow money 
in order to pa.y the tax. If this tax falls to be paid in February or say' 
even in January, the position will be that the agriculturists will have 
to sell their produce even at lower prices in order to raise the money with 
which to pay the tax and they will also have to borrow from o;utside. 
I therefore suggest that the agriculturists should be· exempted from this 
provision. I am told that the Congress Government do not wish tO do 
anything which will be oppressive to the agriculturists by their taxation, 
but as this measure is going to be made permanent and we cannot say 
about next· Government, I request that my amendment s~ould !>e 
accepted. · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. JA:MNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I am unable 
quite precisely to follow the amendment of my honourable friend 
Mr. Raut. The object he has in view is one with which. I am sure the 
whole House is in complete accord, but if it is passed in the form in whic~ 
he has put it, the whole object of the Bill is sure to be defeated ;'-you
cannot say that a particular tax will not affect the agriculturists. , ~f he· 
had categorically stated what particular tax he wants to· be excluded, 
it would have been easy to accord support to the amendment. . As it 
stands, I cannot see what particular tax is there which· will not affect 
the agriculturists ; there will be interminable litigation about· the 
meaning of the amendment-not by the agriculturists but by the people 
who really want to evade the particular taxation. The objects of the Bill, 
Sir, have not been quite clearly appreciated in some of the speeches that 
have been made. The main object is not directly to touch any specula
tion. Between the publication of a Bill imposing any tax and its.enact~ 
ment as the law of the land, there is a possibility of people so op~rating 
in the market not necessarily as speculators but as actual buyers that 
they will be able to evade the taxation. If the Bill does not pass, there 
is nothing to be said. If it passes, the man will be able to cheat the 
State and enrich himself. The object of the Bill is to prevent such an.: 
evasion. ·If you take an article of clothing or of food or of fuel, every one 
of these articles, if taxed, will somewhere or other touch the agriculturist; 
the tax will be evaded by the merchant without benefiting the agrP 
culturists. I therefore cannot support this amendment. At the same 
time, I want that the object of Mr. Raut's amendment sho~lld be kepff 
in mind by the Government, namely, that they will not. create' 
a position in which any tax will directly hit the agriculturist and make~ 
things dearer for him. The Government Bill proposes to reach the operator' 
in the market who wants to take advantage of the prices ruling before _the~ 
tax is imposed and after the taxis imposed. In this the Government shouLf 
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have the complete support of everybody. So far as Mr. Raut's point is 
concerned, it can be met more by administrative arrangement than by 
any provision in the Bill itself. So, I would request him not to mutilate 
the Bill because it will not serve the object with which Government have 
brought in this piece of legislation. The Bill is entirely in the interests 
of the tax-payer and on it are based many of our hopes of financial 
reforms. Therefore, I request my honourable friend Mr. Raut not to 
press this amendment and at the same"tiine I request the Government 
to see how to meet the object which Mr. Raut has in mind. 

· Mr. D. W. RAUT: If the Government agree to exempt the agriculturist 
who has got his income from agriculture alone, I am prepared to withdraw 
my amendment. . 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : Sir, since I came to know of this 
amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Raut, I have been wondering 
what really he has in mind. With the imagination at my command, 
I cannot conceive of any tax which any mischiev::ms Government could 
levy and could collect during the course of a fortnight or a month and 
which would hit the agriculturist. So far as I am concerned, I have not 
bee;n able to imagine a tax of the kind and therefore I think any adsurance 
from me to my honourable friend is really unnecessary. If an assurance 
were really needed, of course it could be given by a Government which 
in the view of another honourable friend has the secruity of tenure for 
ever. Well, I do not claim to have that security for myself or the Party 

· to which I belong, but I place this proposal before the House in the full 
convicti!)n that whateve.c the Government may be, so long as that Govern
ment.~ going to work through a legislature, there is absolutely no fear 
of that Government being able to abuse the powers which this Bill may 
give to that Government. By a resolution, the legislature can prevent 
the operation of this Bill even the next day after the Taxation Bill is 
introduced and a Declaration under this law is made. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: What about the 
ballot 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : There is no question of ballot. 
I do ~ot think it is a question of ballot arid therefore the House can make 
tht operation of this Bill impossible by a resolution which the Govern
ment will naturally accept. Mter all, whethbr a redolution is passed or 
not, it will be only a question of a few days and no Government will be so 
foolish as to go on making arrangements for the collection of a tax when 
there is any danger that the legislature itself will throw out the Bill. 
If the legislature is likely to accept a mischievous proposal, then, instead 
of blaming the Government, the legislature must blame itself. In any 
case, my point is that there is nothing in this section which need frighten 
anybody. I am as anxiollil about the interests of the agriculturist.3 as 
my honourable friend Mr. Raut. I assure him and the House that there 
is not the t~lightest chance of any Government being able to use the powers 
i_n such a way as to hit the agriculturists. Of course, in an indirect way, 
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as my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta said, anything could be 
said to affect anybody else in the world. We are all living such an inter· 
connected and such an inter-dependent life that anything done in any 
part of the world may affect any other part ofthe world. In that way 
a tax on cotton piecegoods, or a ta.x: on wheat, or a tax on tobacco might 
affect the agriculturists in an indirect manner, and it is going to affect 
them if the Rill is passed, but that is nat anything of which I think 
anybody need be nervous. 'Iherefore, my honourable friend who has 
moved this amendment need have no heaitation in withdrawing the 
amendment which he has moved. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: In view of what has been said by the Honourable 
the Finance Minister, I ask for leave to withdraw my amendmtJnt. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

Clause 3 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clauae 4 (Effect of declaraticns under this Act and duratwn thereof) 
ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 5 (Certain refunds to be made when declarations cease to have 
effect) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LA~PlHE: Sir, I move that Bill No. XXV 
Thi d R din of 1937 (a Bill to provide for immediate effect being 

r ea g. given for a limited period to provisions in Bills 
relating to the imposition or increase of taxes) bEl now read a third tinle 
and passed. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

Th~ Honourctble the SPEAKER : The Bill is read a third time and 
passed. 

MOTION RE : FEDERATION. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, the motion which stands in 
my name reads as under : 

11 This Assembly is of opinion that the Federation proposed under the Government of 
India Act, 1935, is opposed to the declared will of the people of the Province and is, there
fore, unacceptable. This Assembly therefore requests Government to intimate to the 
British Government not to impose it on the Province.'' 

Question proposed. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Sir, I would like to ask 
the Honourable the Prime Minister whether he does not think that the 
last three words are ambiguous and whether they fit in, 

An Honourable MEMBER : Will the honourable member speak 
louder 1 We cannot hear what he says. 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: The point I wanted to ask 
.~he Honourable the Prime Minister about f.or my information particularly 
.IS t_his •. The motion " requests. Government to intimate to the British 
-Gov.ernment not to impose it on the Province," meaning the Bombay 
·.Province~ Th~t does not convey to me as to what that really means. If 
federation is introduced in the Centre, it would apply to all the Provinces .. 
What the motion says is practically this, "You may do what you like 
:with reg~rd to other Provinces, but, as fa! as Bombay is concerned, do 
:not impose it on this Presidency." Has-that a meaning at all1 To me 
.i.t. carries not much of a meaning. I was therefore suggesting whether 
he would like to substitute the words by some other words to this effect, 
that such a Federation as adumbrated under the Government of India 

! Act, .1935, is unsuited, or is not in accordance with the declared will of 
the people and ther~fore it should not be introduced or should not be 
imposed on India. That would have some meaning. There was, it seems, 
som.e nervousness on the part of the Honourable the Prime Minister when 
he wrote those words ; he probably felt that he would be dictating on 

.. behalf of the Provinces, that each Province was in favour of a resolution 
1 of this kind. I think as it stands it does not convey much to me, but 
I should like to be enlightened on that part of it. · 

:The' Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, the point of the honourable 
member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi is that the last three words" on 
the Province " are in .his ·opinion not necessary for this motion, and he 
. would s.uggest that the motion should end with the words " the Federation 
may not be imposed." Now, Sir, I may draw his attention to rule 22. 

· ~f the Bombay Legislative Assembly Rules. Sub-rule (2) of that rule 
,:sajs: · · 
:;. ~~.~·The"Speaker may disall6w any resolution or part of a resolution on the ground that 
"it relates to a matter which is not primarily t.he concern of the Provincial Government, 
and. if he,~oes so, the resolution or part of the resolution shall not be placed on the list of 
busmess. . . . 

;[Interruption.] The.honourable member will allow me to say what I have 
'fu mind. The result of what he has suggested and the result of what 
we have proposed are absolutely identical. On that I do not think there 
is any misgiving. :fie and those whom he represents are in the same 
measure opposed to the Federation as !.eon this side are and the object 

,of the motion is that that Federation should not be introduced in this 
~co'untry. He thinks that the last three words of the motion "on the 
Province " are .not quite essential. But, Sir, it might be urged and, if 

:I know aright, it had been urged, that any motion of this character which 
does not primarily concern this Provincial Government may not be the 
business of this Government, and a motion like that might be ruled out of 
order. But Federation is going to affect our Province as well, and -it is 
p~rhaps ·as well to mention that so far as we are concerned , we 

""hold this view, and that' is the only object with which these· words 
are.introduced. Otherwise, it is a mere matter of form, and asthe 
honourable member observed, it does not make any difference to the 

. motion. at all.· Therefore, Sir, l shall now proceed with the ~erits of 
the motion. 
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If there is any topic of political importance on which there is a. con· 

sensus of opinion in thi:~ country, I belit. ve it is about this part of the new 
constitution which is imposed upon this country by the Government of 
India Act of 1935. During the last session of the Assern bly ,J had moved 
a resolution concerning the Government of India Act being wholly un
satisfactory and that it should be replated by a constitution framed by 
a constituent Assembly. Wbile there was some difference of opinion 
about the other parts of that resolution, on whatever references were 
made to the Federation, there was ahnoat a unanimity of opinion on all -
sides of the House. Evm now, take all the principal political institutions 
-the political parties of the eountry. Take the Liberals. In their recen.t 
conference held at Qalcutta this Federation has been condemned, and it 
has been condemned all along by that group of political thinkers. Take 
the .Mualim League. Mr. Jinnah and other members of the Muslim 
League have expressed themselves unequivocally against this Federation. 
As we are aware, the Indian N a tiona! Congress has more than once passed 
res:>lutions condemning tb.e type of Federation that is be~g sought to ·b:e 
imposed upon this c:>untry. In one of their resolutions passed some time 
ago, they have made· specific reco;m!llendations to Provincial Govern· 
ments, in view of the apparent determination of the British Government 
to proceed with the idea of Federation, to reiterate their opposition to the 
. kind of Federation that is sought to be imposed by passing a resolution 
and by conveying it to the British Government, as is sought to be done 
by this motion. Sir, if arguments had toLe repeated or were really 
required to be put in support of my motion, we could give them ·by t~e 
dozen. But the subject has been argued and discussed threadbare 
during the last three years. 'lime and again, all politkal partits and 
political thinkers have pointed out the defects of the Federation that .is 
contained in the Government of India Act. The motion restricts itself 
only to mentioning one of tho&€t grounds-whatt ver may: bE} its oth~;r 
drawbatks and they are numerous-that it is opposed to the declared 
will of the people of this Province, and it is therefore unacceptable. .O:p. 

. the last occasion while discussing the motion relating to· a Constituent 
As£embly which was placed before the House, I had taken the opportunity 
to deal incidentally with the question of Federation, and I remember that 
member after member had supported that pa1t of the :motion. Not that 
we are opposed to the idea of Federation itself, not that we do not wish 
that the several provinces should be co-ordinated ; but the kind of Federa
tion that is contemplated by the Act is ce.liainly unacceptable to us; · 

In the first place, it is an entirely undemocratic arrangemtnt. I shall 
briefly point out a few arguments which could be mentioned against thiS 
unique Federation-unique in this sense that Federati~n in other parts of 
the world is usually the nsult of an urge towarda co-ordination by the 
federating units who cease to exertise some of their powers-and concede 
them to the Federation in order to form a cmtral government. Here, it 
is just the reverse. We were first divided into several provinces, and now · 
we are being bound up in a sort of Federation, the federating parts bting 
so dissimilar in political status as the provinces in the British part of 
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India and the Native States in the other part of India. So, we are sure 
that this Federation is not one of the genuine types of Federation which 

· are the result of the urge of the people towards unity. It is imposed upon 
the country. We also lmow that the constituent parts are entirely un
equal in status and in character. The rulen of Native States will send 
their nomineee to the Federation and the provinces will be represented by 
their elwted membtrs. In the ProviE-..ces, we have got a certain kind of 
responsible government as we alllmow, while there is personal rule in the 
Native States and, in place of election, there will be nominations by these 

. personal rulers-there is even no semblance of democracy. The nominees 
ofthe·Native State.:; will have powers which our representatives will not 
possess. Aswelmow, theStates'nomineeswill be in a position to legislate 
on matters which will affect the subjects of British India only but which 
will not affect the subjects of Native States. Still, the representatives 
of British India are not given power to legislate on matters which only 
affect the subjects of Native States. One-third of the seats will go to the 
Native States. Fmther, the power of amending the constitution is not 
at all in the Fedtration. We see, therefore, that.all the necessary requi
sites of a free and genuine federation are not there, not to mention the 
other arguments referred to on the last occasion, namely, limitations on 
the transfer of powers that has been effected by Parliament. What will 
be the powers even of this Federation ~ As was pointed out on the occa
sion of the discussion on the motion relating to Constituent Assembly, 
the part which has been withheld from the Federation is about 80 per cent. 
and .the part that is conceded will be about 20 per cent. 'Ihe army, 
questions of finance, important questions of commerce and the question 
of external relations, all these will not be within the purview of this 
Federal Government. All these are, therefore, very strong grounds for 
condemning the type of Federation that is sought to be imposed on this 
country. But indeed I do not propose to argue the point. It is enough 
for me that we, the people of India, do not want this Federation. That is 
my sole reason. Therefore, Sir, we have come to the conclusion that it is 
necessary that we should reiterate our opposition to the type of Federa
tion that is being imposed upon us . 
. I do not propose at this stage to make any lengthy remarks on the other 

defects of the Federation-the other drawbacks of the Federation-nor 
do I propose to refer to the great communal question-the effect which 
Federation will have on communal relations. So far as the Federation 
is concerned, I do not think that either of the two principal communities 
of this country are at all in favour of the type of Federation that is 
contained in this Act. Here is, therefore, a Federation which I can 
safely say has no friends ill this country. The object of the present 
motion is not to discuss the merits of the Federation which has been 
·discussed .for such a long time but to place on record our desire and our 
united will and convey it to the British Government as the motion in the 
latter part proposes: "This Assembly therefore requests Government to 
intimate to the British Government not to impose it on the Province." 
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It is for this purpose that we are now placing this motion before the 

House, and I trnst that it will be accepted unanimously by the House. 
If at all it becomes necessary for me to deal with the other objection-· 

able features of the Federation, I shall deal with them in my concluding 
speech. I believe it is sufficient for me now, after having very b,fiefl.y 
indicated the more objectionable features, to emphasize the one .con
sideration that ought to appeal to everybody in this country, namely, 
that it is opposed to the declared will of the people. People of all com
munities, people of all schools of thought, people all over the country, 
have time and again condemned the type of federation that we are going 
to get. Is that not enough 1 The rnlers themselves of Indian, .States 
are in an unfortunate position ; one does n9t know exactly what is 
happening behind the curtain. They will have direct relations with the 
Crown, each of his own and the kind of federation that will result from the 
provisions contained in this Act will certainly not make for that homo-

. geneity, for that unity, for that great political, social and economic 
advance, which federations are contemplated to produce whenever they 
are brought into existence by freely federating units. For these reasons, 
Sir, I place my motion for the acceptance of the House. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : One word, Sir. May I once 
again point out to the Honourable the Prime Minister that the reply he 
gave to the point I raised has not satisfied me 1 I still think, and think 
strongly, that the words ending the resolution are not happily. put. 
Would he be in a mood to accept a change in the end to this effect ~ " This · 
Assembly therefore requests Government to intimate to the British 
Government that the Federation contemplated under the Act is un-
acceptable to this Province " 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : That is the first part of the motion, 
if I may point out. We have already used the word "unacceptable", 
and to say in the latter part "it is therefore unacceptable" is not very 
desirable, 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Any other word 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: If the Honourable the Leader of 
the Opposition so desires, he may move an amendment. We have 
bestowed some thought and attention on this. May I humbly point out 
to the honourable member that it does really convey what he himself 
intends to convey 1 · 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I am afraid not. 

Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE (Bombay City cum Bombay Suburban District): 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, it was the complaint of many of us on this side of the 
House that, during the course of the last session in Poona, Government 
did not take the opposition seriously. But on this occasion, I suspect 
that the Government are not taking themselves seriously. The notice 
of the motion now before the House was in the hands of members this 
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morning for the first time. From the shortness of the time allowed to 
the House for preparation of this subject, it would appear that the motion 
does not find much importance in the eyes of the Government themselves. 
Perhaps it has found a place in the agenda in deference to the wishes of 
some extraneous body. Sir, if I am wrong in my conclusions or ~just in 
my insinuations, and Government really desire a full dress debate on this 
subject, then I feel sure that consideration of it would have been deferred 
.at least until the end of this week. --· · 

' Now, Sir, I, like the Honourable the Leader of the House, remember 
that the subject of Federation in all its aspects was discussed ad nauseam, 
if I may say so, in Poona last year. It will be easy to cite large extracts 
from the Report of the Simon Commission or from the Report of the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee, but, in the ·circumstances-and I would 
remind the House how we have been handicapped in preparing the 
subject-! would content myself with asking " What is the practical 
alternative to Federation 1" If you are genuinely desirous of reaching 
'the goal of a completely united India, how else can you achieve it 1 
The Honourable Mr. Rajagop3Jachariar-[Interruption.] · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Orde~, order . 
. ' 

Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE: Does the honourable member wish to raise 
a point of orded [An Honourable Member: No.]. The Honourabl~ 
.Mr. Rajagopalachariar, speaking before the Madras Assembly, said that 
.the success of the Federation scheme was as inconceivable as was the 
success of a parliament-I think he said a parliament sitting in London-:-
· to which the head~ of Germany and Italy might send their representatives 
to sit with members of the British Parliament to run a common civil 
government for EnglandJ Germany and Italy. He said that the one 
scheme was as inconceivable as the other. Well, Sir, if Congress conside,: 
that there is no more unity amongst the people and amongst the Provinces 
of British India and the Indian States than there is among England, 

. Germany and Italy, then, Sir, they are quite right in anticipating that 
the Federation will not succeed. But, in that case, what is the justifica
tion for their oft repeated demand for complete independence 1 · We, 
·sir, in this party, I am glad to say, are riOt: so pessimistic: we believe, :for 
our part; that there does exist a potential unity amongst all peoples. Of 
this country, and we believe further that federation will strengthen. and 
vivify that unity. . . , 

Sir, in the circumstances, there is not much more to be said; and on 
behalf of the Progress Party I oppose this· motion . 

. KHAN SAHEB FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN (Kaira District): 
!Ir. Speaker, Sir, we have already declared ourselves with regard to.the 
policy to be pursued in regard to the Federation. We have already 
stated on anothe1: occasion that we join in the declared will of the country 
as it was expressed by the Honourable the Prime. Minister. · In giving 
;rea_~ns why the Federation id not acceptable to India, the Honourable t~~ 
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Prime Mini3ter, if I understood him right, said that, under the Federation 
contemplated, we of British India will not be able to legislate. for the 
subjects of the Indian States. ~ I s~e it, this scheme of Federation has 
been divided into three parts so far as the several subjects are concerned': 
subjects which are called Federal, subjects which are common only to 
British India, and subjects which are common only to Indian India,-these 
are the three possible divisions in which all the subj€-cts will be taken up. 
I see no reason why, if Indian States were to be treated on a par with 
British India, we should not work as we wished. My honourable friend 
hue has just pointed out that he believes that everj community in India 
is preparing itself in i!Uch a manner that all of them want. to work in 
agreement. Undoubtedly, Sir. ·But the scheme of Federation ha11 been 
framed in such a manner that it is not possible, in view of the weightage 
given to the other side, that is to say, to Indian India, for u.s as forming 
a component part of Federation and as being the biggt.r part of Federation 
to get what we want. I am afraid that owing to that indirect way ~ 
which the Federation scheme is prepared, our objact will not be gained 
by Federation. That is our fear. It is, therefore, that we oppose the 
Federation scheme as contemplated in the 1935 Act, and I join hand$ 
with the Honourable the Prime Ministet in this particular motion that 
he has placed before the House. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Sir, I feel great ple~sur~ 
in accepting the motion that has hem moved by the Honourable the 
Prime Minister. It was only during the last session at Poona that .my 
honourable friend Mr. Parulekar had proposed a similar motion. At 
that time our complaint on this side was that that resolution was oppo'sed 
by the Government benches. Fortunately for us, within the course of 
the last three months wisdom has come to stay with the Government 
benches, and they have now accepted the position that they were invited 
to accept only three months back. And as they have grown wiser during 
the last three months, we on thi3 side wh)leheartedly accept the .motion 
that has been proposed. 

Coming now to the details of the reasons that have been given in 
support of the motion, I mu.;t express my own doubts ad to the correct~ 
ness of some of them that have bten explained here. So far as the general 
scheme of Federation embodied in the Government of India Act, 1935, 
ii concerned, we have criticised and attacked that scheme on all sides 
of this House during the last session. '!'hat unanimity continues even 
to-day. But when we go a bit deeper and try to analyse the several 
reasons that have been put forward in !!Upport of thiJ resolution, I have 
my own doubts to express. Just now the Honourable the Prime .Ministe:r 
Vf:ry proudly stated that all the important parties in this country were 
unanimous in condemning the Federal scheme. So far as wordy con:
demnation goes, so far as the supuficiality of it goes, it is all right. But 
when we dissect and analyse that opposition, there are serious doubts 
entertained not only by members here but by responsible leadera. of 
thought outside. For instance, the Honourable the Prime .Minist.cr 
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referred to the oppo>3ition of the l\1uslim League to the scheme of Federa
tion. Now, that opposition is there no doubt ; but on what is it based 1 
I believe it was the great journalist Ramanand Chatterji, editor of the 
"Modern Review", who, in the December 1937 number of the journal, 
gave two convincing rea liOns for which the Muslim Leagu(J has been crying 
against the Federation scheme as embodied in the Governmt:-nt of India 
Act of 1935. One reason as explai~e_d_ by Ramanand Chatterji is that 
the :Muslims have not secured that percentage of representation in the 
Federal Assembly which they want. So far as the British Indian part is 
concerned, they have got, if I remember aright, 82 out of 250 seats; 
but so far aa Indian India is concerned, they do not feel quite sure that 
they will get so much representation. l.berefore, they are trying, by 
creating a show of opposition, to wrest as much as possible even there. 
That is one reason given by Ramanand Chatterji. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : On a po nt of order. Is this 
relevant to the discussion 1 

The Honourable. the SPEAKER: I cannot say that it is irrelevant; 
but how far it is proper or discreet is another matter. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : That is why I drew your attention 
to it. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Another reason that has been explained 
by Ramanand Chatterji is as regards the residuary powers. He has 
clearly shown that so far as the residuary powers are concerned, those 
powers are not to~ rest ·with the provinces ; they are to rest with the 
Federation. And, as the Mahomedans are afraid that the Federal 
Assembly will be dominated by Hindus, they are opposed to that 
scheme.· 

KHAN SAHEB FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN: Wonderful! 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I am stating here, not my own view, but 
the. views of an eminent public man from Bengal. If they are not · 
correct, the leaders of the Muslim League are free to correct them. 
I am stating them here simply to ·show what the reasons for Muslim 
opposition to the Federal scheme might be. 

Now, Sir, coming to the Congress opposition to the Federal scheme, 
although theoretically the scheme is being opposed, we are told that 
behind the curtain certain other things are going on. (Interruption). 
Only the other day, Lord Lothian visited Allahabad, and, if newspaper 
reports are correct, as I believe they are-(Interruption)-because they 
have not been contradicted alf these days-if, as I said, newspaper 
reports are correct, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru very seriously discussed the 
Federation scheme with Lord Lothian. From the discussion what has 
emerged is this, that with Panditji, Federation is no longer a matter of 
rejection; it is a matter of negotiation. That is to be taken into 
account. So far as the Honourable Mr. Rajagopalachari is concerned, 
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we know how Mysore Congressmen are falling foul of him for his tendency 
to be very lenient towards State Rulers in South India. He has 
been enjoying, we are told, hospitality at Mysore. He has been 
developing-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am· afraid that · would not he 
relevant. That reference to personalities is not relevant at all. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: He has been developing friendly relations 
with the Southern Indian States and that shows that there is a tendency 
prevalent even among the Congress circles to look at Federation not with 
absolute abhorrence which was being expressed and indicated some 
months back. Federation has now passed on to another stage. It is no 
longer a matter of abhorrence, no longer a matter of rejection, but it is 
a matter of working it out, of giving it a trial or experimenting it. That 
seems to be the Congress view towards Federation from the facts that 
have come out. That is as regards the unanimous opposition of political 
parties towards this Federation scheme. Now, my question is, does the 
Honourable the Premier believe in requesting the Imperialist Govern· 
ment and getting anything as a result of that request 1 If he believes in 
this request, all right. There is nothing to quarrel about it. But if 
there is nothing that is likely to come out of this request which we are 
going to make to the Imperialist Government, then I say that all this 
discussion is sheer waste of time and money of which we shall be held 
guilty. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, may I just interrupt the 
honourable member (Mr. Karandikar) and point out to him that the 
resolution says that the request is to this Government 1 It says: "This 
Assembly therefore requests Government to intimate to the British 
Government not to impose it on the Province". He will see that there 
is no request to the Imperialist Government. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Sir, I would have been very glad if the 
Honourable the Prime Minister would have stated some specific act by 
which this contemplated scheme of Federation was going to be rejected 
by all the parties in the country. It would have been much better if he 
had suggested a concrete plan by which all parties in the country would 
have come on a common platform whereby it would have been possible 
for them to reject this scheme. I believe, from the way in which this 
resolution has been worded-

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA: On a point of order, Sir. May I know whether 
the honourable member is supporting or opposing the resolution. He 
began by saying that he wants to support, but he is winding up by' 
opposing. 

The Honourable phe SPEAKER: We might be able to know that at 
the end of his speech. . 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, I am supporting the resolution, but 
support does not necessarily mean blind support ; it also means critical 
support. I would have been very glad if the resolution had contained 
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concrete suggestions whereby it would have been possible for all the 
parties to come together and find out a formula whereby this rejection 
would have been possible. In the absence of such a scheme, I honestly 
fear that this resolution will simply mean delay, and perhaps the 
Congress Party will wake up to the realities of the situation when it is 
too late, and will then repent as they did repent at the time of the 
working of the Provincial Scheme. _lf they are not going to commit 
tha~ mistake o~ce again, I give my fUll and wholehearted support to the 
resolution that IS before us. 

· With these words, I resume my seat. 

, Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock
workers): Sir, I stand to support the motion which has been moved by 
the Honourable the Prime Minister, and at the same time, I take the 
liberty to make the ftatement that my honourable friend, Mr. Karandikar, 
may not be led away by mere impressions and opinions of journalists. 
We make this statement on the floor of the House that we are all opposed 
to the proposed scheme of Federation and there is no reason why 
Mr. Karandikar should express any doubts about it. We are not only 
opposed to· it from the point of view that we want representation or 
residuary powers as.has been alleged, but I dare say that no one else is 
opposed to the Imperialist interest as the Muslim League is. My honour
able friend, 1\fr. Karandikar, made a . passing reference to the leaders 
outside, but what he ~eant was nothing but that the Mahasabhaites are 
accepting it. I can understand that there are certain fears expressed 
outside, but I again assure my honourable friend that we, the masses, 
and the Congress are all one in this matter, whatever our little differences 
may be. So far as this Scheme is concerned, the Congress and Muslim 
League have got very little difference. 

Then, again, I may tell my honourable friend, Mr. Karandikar, that by 
making such statements as he did, he does not want to support the 
motion, but he wanted . to tell the opinion that is held by some forces 
in the country, i.e., the Mahasabha. But I may assure him that, though 
there are some people who are in favour of it, so far as we people are 
concerned, we sincerely believe that it is against the wishes of the people, 
and that it will be detrimental to the interests of the Indian people. 
Sir, this Federation Scheme is indeed a novel idea, which no constitu
tional law has ever contemplated. It is novel because, as a matter of 
fact, by this Scheme the States people will come in and sit and vote 
with us, but they will be mere nominees. There will be a part which 
States will have to pay into the Federal Exchequer. That means the 
people in states will be taxed on that account, but they will have no 
say in electing the state nominees. This is really something foreign to 
democratic principles and I can say that never such a thing was ever 
conceived by the principles of "self-determination" government. . 

These being the inherent demerits of the scheme, we are opposed to it, 
and we sincerely believe that it is against the interests of the 'people. 
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I am sorry that my honourable friend,. Mr. Karandikar,. should have made 
references to jourpalists, and I hope, in future, with a view to raise the 
dignity and decorum ?f the-House such things will be spared. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: On a point of order. I have given notice 
of an amendment, and I hop~ I will be called upon-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : This is no point of order. The 
honourable memb~r, Mr. Jhabvala, wants to draw my attention to his 
amendment, and was waiting to catch my eye. I have got his amend
ment, but it will require some verbal alteration. Does he want to move 
it at this stage 1 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I have got a copy of my amendment in my 
hand. 'lhe amendment is : " As it is in~ended to perpetuate the 
dominance of foreign imperiali.~m upon the Indian yoke and should 
therefore be rejected ". 'lhe.::~e words are to be embodied after the word 
" Province " in the third line. Then the second amendment is, after 
the last word" Province" add the words" against its will." 

'lhe Honourable the SPEAKER : It will require a fruther alteration 
by deletion of the words "and is therefore unacceptable." 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Yes. These words will have to be deleted. 
Then my third amendment is a third paragraph to the motion. It is:· 
"It is further of opinion that should the British Government act in 
contravention of the above opinion, even the Provincial Autonomy will 
be jeopardised." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will read the honourable member's 
amendment and ·~hen read the whole proposition 

6 p.m. as sought to be amended. ilat will c:llarify the 
matter. · 

The amendment is-
After the word " Province " occurring for the first time, add the following : . 

" as it is intended to perpetuate the dominance of foreign imperialism upon the 
Indian yoke- . . 

.Mr. S. H. PRATER: Folk or yoke 1 [Laughter.]· 

The Honourable the SPEAKER:: I think I am reading it correctly.

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Let it be " neck " and not " yoke ". 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER: I. have not been able to follow. Is 
it to be, " upon the Indian-

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Neck. 

The Honourabie the SPEAKER : Do I understand that the 
honourable member want& that in his amendment instead of the word 
"yoke", the word" neck" should be put in~ 
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Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : I want to make my position clear, because 
only toMda.y in the morning at about 2 o'clock-

An Honourable MEMBER: 2 o'clock is not morning. [Laughter.] 

TJle Honourable the SPEAKER : I shall read the amendment, as it 
stands, substituting the word " neck " for the word " yoke ", which 
seems to be a slip. . 

"upon the Indian neck and should, therefore, be ~ejected." 
"'·+'"' 

and 
the words " and is, therefore, unacceptable " should be deleted. 

Further 
After the word "Province " occurring for the second time, that is, at the end of the 

Motion, add the words : 
· " against its will " • 

• An4' 
Add as a third paragraph : 
"It is further of opinion that should British Government act in contravention of the 

above opinion the Provincial Autonomy itself will be jeopardised." 

So, the whole motion, as sought to be a.mended, will read as under :-
'f This Assembly is of opinion that the Federation proposed under the Government 

of India Act, 1935, is opposed to the declared will of the people of the Province as it is 
iniended to perpetuate the dominance of foreign imperialism upon the Indian neck and 
should, therefore, be rejected. 
' This Assembly, therefore, requests Government to intimate to the British Government 
not to impose it on the Province against its will. 

It is further of opinion that should British Government act in contravention of the above 
opinion the Provincial Autonomy itself will be jeopardised." 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI: Is it within the scope of 
the motion 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is within the scope of the motion. 
Of course, it is somewhat argumentative. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: It certainly enlarges the 
scope of the motion. 

. Tht> Honourable· the SPEAKER : I should like to know how it 
enlarges the scope of the motion. I understand that the scope of the 
motion is to request Goverm;nent to intimate to the British Government 
not to impose it on the Province, and for that purpose some reasons 
are given. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : It lays out a threat for a deadlock 
in the Provincial Autonomy. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It. contains no threat. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It is a prophecy and not a 
threat. 
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Mr. S. H. JHABVALA :· l\Iy complaint against presenting this resolu
tion so late is just the same as the one that was given by an honourable 
member of the Progress' Party. The motion came into our bands very 
late, but our sentiments are so very strong on the question of Federation 
that on the spur of the moment no member of the House could make 
a resolution better in its form than I have done in the amended form as 
presented before the House now. My protest against the Federation is 
not the same as the one that was raised by a Hindu Mahasabhaite here or 
a ~luslim Leaguer there, because we here do not exist as Hindus and 
l\luslims. We are all here as a legislative body divested of all sentiments 
of creeds, castes and communities, indulgence in which has unfortunately 
!!mashed the whole social fabric of our miserable country. We stand 
hfre as one man-as Indian-and as such I look upon the whole question 
and beg to suggest that it has not been put in in very appropriatelr . 
expressive words by the Honourable the Prime Minister. ''no does 
not know the Prime Minister 1 He is a very pious-minded meek gentle-'· 
man. He requires to be told that beyond the Congress there is something 
else also which he has got to look to, and side by side with · the 
tri-colour flag there is the Red Flag also to which his mind has not been 
sufficiently attracted. Unfortunately, he has not looked at the Red 
Flag. He did not see the 30,000 peasants and workers gathered together 
to-day on the Azad Maidan though he was invited to do so. It is t~ 
miserable attitude that the Congress Ministry has been adopting that 
has kept the peasants and the workers aloof from the Congress. ,It Is 
not in keeping with a militant Congress to be so very pious in its expres
sions and so very genteel in its acts. The Prime Minister says that the 
British Government should be requested not to kindly do this and should 
be intimated not to kindly do that. -Now, I do not think British 
imperialism is guided by any sentiment of piety, worship, religion, truth 
and non-violence. It is guided by one principle, namely, the principle 
of the fist. When I rise and speak this way, people may be led to believe 
that I am preaching the cause of violence in the midst of this gathering 
of non-violent people. I am equally non-violent. Now, Sir, leave aside 
the material side of the question of Federation. We are all agreed,
there is not one single soul here that holds a discordant view perhaps with 
the exception of the Progress Party here. We always know them to be 
progressing in the opposite direction. These friends of ours will certainly 
hold a view opposite to what the Prime"l\finister has suggested, but my 
protest is against these our Khaddar-clad friends. "ny are they not 
completely well declared and open on the whole issue 1 I do agree with 
Comrade Karandikar that whereas on the one hand they have been 
saying that the Federation should be oppm~ed tooth and nail, on the other 
hand there is a secret conspiracy going on. A secret conspiracy is going 
on! Lord Lothian's visit is a pointer to it. My friend here forgot to 
say what I read the other day in Pandit Jawaharlal's speech. He aaid 
that Federation as an idea is a nice thing. Federation as an idea is 
a nice thing-that means our Congress friends here are gradually yielding 
the ground to reactionaries. My constant protest is this: Our Congress 
friends have gathered together here to the extent of 85 or 87 in number 
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simply on revolutionary grounds, because they promised in their election 
manifesto that they would revolutionise ana overhaul the whole 
administrative machinery and would not accept any offer from the British 
Government, but having once got in here, having captured power and 
having removed the "White man, now they are talking in the same terms 
as the White man was talking of yore. My protest, therefore, is this, 
that instead of a British imperialism governing us now, a kind of political 
ideology is coming in our midst which is-g<>ing to prove equally disastrous. 
Therefore, I desire that when the Honourable the Prime :Minister wants 
to commit this House to a particular expression, to a particular declara
tion of the will, that expression or that declaration of the will, should 
not be wholly and materially guided by the Working Committee of the 
Congr~s, but it should be materially guided by a kind of opinion, which 
is the consensus of opinion of the whole House here. Their resolution 
is based upon what they have concluded in their Working Committee, 
but the:ri, the Working Committee resolution ought not to be a binding 
.redOlution. It may be a Congress resolution, whereas we her.e, as 
a legislative body, have got a different expression of view and a legiti
mately advanced view to be embodied and therefore I have proposed 
that the expressions laid. out in my amendment must be embodied, 
namely, that this Fede,ration is intended to perpetuate the dominance 
of foreign imperialism upon the Indian neck and for that reason it requires · 
to be re.jected as soon as possible. T.o say that it is unacceptable i& 
a bit of soft Gandhian polit.ics, to say that it i.s unacceptable is mere 
platitudinous politics of spiritualism, but to say that it should be rejected 
is bt'cause of the determined will and the courage of the united masses 
of the country. Therefore, I desire that the words must be changed and 
it should not be so hnlnble and so pious as expressed by our friend the 
Honourable the Prime Minister facing as we do the mighty fist of 
British Imperialism. · 

.Secondly, as it is imposed upon us, it should be against our will; there
fore these words also should be incorporated. The Prime Minister has 

. worthily said something about the will of the country and therefore we 
should say that the country has its will and the Federation is against 
our will. And lastly-that is the very important thing-! mean my last 
paragraph-and I am glad that this time you have permitted me, Sir, to 
take a determined stand, whereas last time you had rejected the 
determined stand which I had taken by your ruling. However, as we are 
growing older together we are getting more mercy from you. 1\Iy point 
is this, that the House is further of opinion that if British Government 
should act in contravention of the will, of the declared will, of the above 
opinion, which we have declared in the resolution, what are we going to 
do ~ A clear reply to that also should be incorporated in the resolution 
and we want to inform the British Parliament that the provincial 
·autonomy will be jeopardised. (An- Honourable Member : How 1) 
:My friend here from the left side says" Howi ". I am going to tell him 
how. By the very means by which you displaced the British Govern
plent bl Congress Government At the time when at Poona we entered 
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the House, if there was anybody who raised the first voice stating that 
the C<>ngress friends had bungled the issue and that instead of wrecking 
the Reforms, they had entered the Legislature with a view to work them, 
then some of my friends did not relish it. I protested against the 
reaction art principle of the Rtforinism of Congress, even when our frien& 
were declaring themselves to the contrary. Unless a revolutionary 
principle based upon the will of the :masses is accepted, it is impossible 
that even under the provincial autonomy which the Congress has accepted_ 
we are going to get anything good out of the Congress :Ministries. The 
Congress :Ministries have so far found that they are not able to do any 
tangible good to the people whose good they say they have very much at 
heart. Why is that so 1 For the simple reason that they have now 
taken upon themselves the task of running the provincial autonomy and 
they find that they are not able to live up to the declarations that they 
made in the election manifesto. 'lhe same thing is going to happen with 
regard to the Federation. Gradually the same Congress friends will 
shift into that co~art:ment and the result will be that the Indian masses 
will be still buffering more than they are at present. The Congress 
friends will be delighted among theinE elves 1 o have taken upon themselves 
the whole responsibility of the whole country of India. They might 
find themselves temporarily elated at that issue. They will be landing 
themselves in the same troubled waters as they are landed today, as 
rega.r& provincial autonomy. As regards the working of the provincial 
autonomy, my friend here who said 'how' will agree that so far the 
Congres.3 Ministers have not been able to do that amount of tangible · 
good which was expected of them as per their :manifesto and therefore 
I stand by that and I want to say that the· Congress Ministry that has 
now brought forward thi3 resolution, Unless it declares that provincial 
autonomy will then be in a position o£ jeopardy, will fail to create a threat
ening sanction behind itil declaration. How that jeopard.v will evolve 
will certainly depend upon the enlightened talent of the A.I.C.C. and the 
Working Committee and I am quite sure aa they are there in a quiet 
corner under the influence of true political influences, they can deliberate 
on the issues of the jeopardy on a much better line than other people can 
do. They will certainly evolve a certain scheme by whicb provincial 
autonomy itself will be jeopardised. Therefore, I desire that this kind . 
of notice ohould be given to the Briti:;h Government. The whole purport 
of the amendment is this : that the Prime :Minister has merely put forward 
before the House a pious resolution, whereas in my amendment there is 
the €mbodiment of the declared will and an openly challenging opinion 
of the House. With these words, I beg to submit the amendment for 
the consideration of the House. 

Mr. NAGTh'DAS T. AlASTER (Bombay City) : Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution moved by the Honourable the Prime Minister. I£ there 
was one point on which the whole o£ India can be said to be united, it is 
the opposition to Federation. Though, in the resolution, only one aspect 
of it has been referred to, it has been said times without number on plat. . 
forms where different thoughts have been urged that the Federation is 
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unwelcome to this country. Every Indian, every shade of thought, has 
opposed it and though there have been arguments to detract from the 
importance of the resolution, it is very gratifying to note that all, except 
one honourable member, have supported the resolution and I am quite 
confident that the House with a very overwhelming majority will carry 
the resolution. 

My friend, the honourable member M:t: Jhabvala evidently does not 
like piety. He says that the resolution ought to be much stronger and 
merely need not stress the pious attitude therein communicated. He 
then ,referred to some stray words of the Congress President and drew an 
inference that the Congress was slightly drifting towards Federation. 
But he has evidently forgotten that the Working Committee which 
met so recently last week has reiterated its opinion and indicated the 
strength of opposition which lies against this Federation scheme. 

Sir, an analogy was sought to be drawn as regards the Federation 
between England, Germany an~ Italy. But that cannot stand at all, 
because here there is one country, India as a whole~ and the different 
provinces have all common questions which affect the whole country. 
That is not the case with different nations and different Governments. 
I say, Sir, that the resolution as framed ought to be accepted without 
any of the amendments which have been suggested. I commend this 
resolution to 'the House. 

TIME OF MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Before we proceed further with the 
debate, I should like to know the wish of the members as to whether, in 
view of the early setting of the sun, they would like to sit up to 7 or 
whether they would like to close at 6-30. I am entirely in the hands of 
the House. 

Honourable MEMBERS : 6-30 p.m. 

An Honourable MEMBER : On all occasions 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I would like to know whether they 
wish to have this time for every day. In fact, in anticipation of that, 
I adjourned today at 4 instead of at 4-30 as usual ; but, if it is the desire 
of honourable members that we should sit up to 7 p.m., then we shall 
adjourn for tea at 4-30 p.m., instead of at 4 p.m. as we did today. 

Honourable MEMBERS: 6-30 p.m. every day. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Does the Honourable the Leader 
o£ the House wish to say anything 1 

The Honourable :.Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I am entirely amenable to the 
desire of the majority of the members. As a matter of fact, for trans
acting the official business, it may perhaps be more convenient to adjourn 
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. at 6-30 so that we get more time after 6-30. I have no particular sugges· 
tion to make, but I would like to consult the wishes of my honourable 

· friends in opposition. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I take it that it is the wish of 
the House that we should meet at 2, carry on till4, adjourn for tea at 4, 
reassemble at 4-30 and then carry on till 6-30 ? 

Honourable MEMBERS : Yes. 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO: I hope this will not be pressed in the Budget' 
session when we want every minute that we can get. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not wish to curtail the time. 
I am only saying this for the reason only, namely, the shortness of. the 
day owing to the early setting of the sun. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

Sir ALI :MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Do we carry on this debate 
today or adjourn it till tomorrow 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : We may carry on this debate for 
:J. few minutes more today and then resume it tomorrow. 

I have to make one announcement to ~he members, namely, that so 
far as the allotment of non-official business is concerned, an intimation 
baa already been sent that non-official business will be taken up on the 
12th and 13th instant and then M the end, after the Government business 
is over, two day~ will be further allotted. With reference to that, I would 
like the non-official members to take a note that these two days, 12th 
and 13th, are allotted for non-official Bills. 1;hat means they are allotted 
for a particular kind of business and on those two days no other non
official business excepting non-official Bills can be taken up, and on the 
last two days, non-official rEsolutions or motions, whatever they may be, 
will be taken up and not the Bills. That point may clearly be rEmembered 
by the non-official members. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: If this debate is not.likely 
to be taken up by any honourable member during the few minutes that 
we have, I will make another rEquest to you, Sir. If it were possible for 
the Honourable the Prime Minister to let us know at this stage before we 
disperse as to what would be the Government busine3s tomorrow, I should 
welcome any such indication. I eay this because today some of the items 
came up which we least expected-as for myself, I never thought that the 
Bills would be padsed so easilv. If he could let us know as to what items 
of business hd3 going to tak~ up tomorrow, we would be in a position 
to come prepared. One thing is certain that this debate continue3 
to·morrow, bec-ause I have to make a few remarks. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: This debate does continue 
to-morrow. 

The Honourable 1\lr. B. G. KHER: To-morrow, Sir, the Order of the 
day will be, Questions and Answers first. Then the debate on the motion 
that is before the House will continue. It is difficult to say how long it 
might take. After that there is another motion, and that might occupy 
some time. [Question and interrupti-on.] The second Government 
motion will not be dropped. I notice that there are some amendments 
tabled for it. ~rhat ought to take us at least up to the recess time. After 
the motion, it is likely that a couple of hours or even more may be avail
able. One does not know. May I say that the pre3ent idea is to allot 
two days for non-official Bills, as you, Sir, now announced, and at the 
end of the session to allot the last two days for non-official re~olutiom 1 
It is possible that members might like, if we have time to-morrow, to 
take up some ofthe non-official resolutions and finish them, or make 
a start with them. I would leave it to the honourable members, 
On the last day every body is in a hurry to go, and some of· the 
.resolutions-

:Mr. JAl\'JN.ADAS M. MEHTA: Which is the last day 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It is impossible to say to-day which 
will be the last day. But the last day is not the day of judgment, but 
the last day of the sessions. I was therefore suggesting, if it suits the 
Speaker, that some of the non-official resolutions might be taken up 
to-morrow if there is any time left. Personally, it is very difficult for me 
to say how much time will be left. At the most it may be a couple of 
hours. 

:rtir. ALI BAHADUR BAH.ADUR KHAN: Under our rules, non
official Bills must have precedence over non-official resolutions, and 
undtr the rule's we cannot take reoolutions first. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : · 'lhat is true so far as the days 
allotted for the particular kind of work are concerned. If it has merely 
been mentioned that the dayil are for " non-official business," then what 
the honourable member says is correct, but if particular days are allotted 
for a particular type of non-official business, then no other busine3s can 
be taken up on that day. 

1\Ir. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR : May I take it that it will not be counted 
as a day allotted for non-official business, because the whole day is not 
being allotted for the purpose ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I did not understand the Honourable 
the Prime Minister to say that if any non-official work is taken up 
to-morrow, it will be counted as a day allotted for non-official business. 
To-morrow will be in addition to the other t.wo days. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : That will be additional time given 
only in the intereat of non-official business. This session had to. be 
convened so early because it was necessary to pass the Bill to extend the 
time of the Bombay municipal elections. Otherwise, ordinarily it would 
have been convened a little later, and we would have sat on. That was 

:the original idea, but because this Bill had to be passed very early in 
order to extend the date for the elections to the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation, we had to meet so early. This session, therefore, would 

; not be a very long one, and we thought that four days in this short session 
for non-official business would be ample provision fo.r the purpose.· Two 
days have been allotted for Bills and two days, after the official business 
is over and before we disperse, have been allotted for non-official resolu
tions. If there is time left after finishing the official business to-morrow, 
we thought we might give it to the non-official resolutions.· 

1 Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: There are no Government Bills 
• to-morrow 1 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: T'here are"no Government Bills 
to-morrow. 

. Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Are there more Government Bills coming 
up 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Yes, the,re are. They are 
published, but a certain time has to elapse before they can be moved 
in the House, and therefore they cannot be taken up to-morrow. 
Unless the period of notice is waived, they will not be ready for 
to-morrow. 

Mr. JAliNADAS M. !IIEHTA: I thought there was one Government 
Bill for to-morrow. 

Sir ALI JIUHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : As the Honourable the 
Leader of the House has suggested, we can go on with the present motion 
and the next unfortunate motion; and, if time is left over, a gift of it 
will be made to the House for discussing non -official resolutions in addition 
to the four days that have already been allotted. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I want to inform the Home a3 to 
what has been agreed upon, so that there may be no room for any 
misunderstanding. The motion under discussion will be continued 
to-morrow and, after it ii! finished, the other Government motion will be 
discussed. We sit from 2 to 4 o'clock and have a break for half an hour 
for tea. If there is time left over after finishing these two motions, it 
will be allotted for non-official resolutions a·nd not to Bills. This is in 
addition to the 4 days already allotted. I think it is now quite clear. 

Tlte House then adjourned till2 p.m. on Tuesday, the 11th January 
1938. 
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Tuesday, the lltk January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Tues
day, the 11th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. V. J\IA V ALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
AIDALE, Mr. J. s. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr •. 
AMBEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
ANTROLIK.AR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P .. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. v. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr: p. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. ISMAIL I. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. · 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
CuRRION, :Mr. FRED J. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI M'AHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N . 

. DESAI, Mr. GURASHIDDAPPA K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DEsAI, Mr. S. B. 
DESHMUKH, :Mr. K. B. 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FrRODEA, Mr. K. S. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVA...'UER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
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GHIA, Mr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GmASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GmME, Mr. R. B. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. l\1. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
HASAN, Mr. SHAIKH MOHAMAD 
HIRAY, Mr. B. S. 
!LKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s .. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. C. 
JANVEKAR, Mr. K. A. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosH, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KACHHI, Khan Saheb HAJI AHMAD KASAM 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VrJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. . . 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KATIIALE, Mr. B. s. 
KAZI, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MoiNUDDIN 
KAZI, Mr. Azrz GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GoVIND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B~. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A.· 
KILLEDAR, Mr. MAHOMED MuSA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LAtA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LALCHAND HIRACHAND, Mr. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
M.L~DLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
1\IIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
l\IoHAMEDALLY ALLABux, Mr. 
MoRARBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. 
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:MUKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
MuNSHI, the Honourable :Mr. K. M • 
.:\luxsm, Mrs. LILAV ATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
NANDA, Mr. GuLZARI LAL 
NARIMA.N, :Mr. K. F. 
NAVLE, Rao Bahadur N. E. 
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

[11 JAN. 1938: 

NUMBER OF GRADUATES BELONGING TO ScHEDULED CASTES AND 

OF MuHAMMADAN Al\"D INDIAN CHRISTU.N CoMMUNITIES 
IN PuBuc SERVICE. 

· *Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona District) : Will the Honourable the
Prime Minister be pleased to f:tate the number of graduates belonging to 
the Scheduled Castes and to the Mohamedan and Indiau Christian com
munities respectively who are employed in the Upper and Lower 
subordinate services in the several Departments of Governmt>nt ~ 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: The number of graduates 
belonging to the Scheduled classes and to the Muhammadan and Indian 
Christian communities employed in the Upper and Lower Divisions of 
the subordinate service in the several·Departments of the Secretariat is 
as under:-

Upper Lower 
Division. Division. 

Scheduled castes 1 Nil. 
Muhammadans 9 Nil. 
Indian Christians 13 Nli. 

Graduates are not ordinarily recruited for the Lower Division. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: In the last line of the answer it is stated 
that graduates are not ordinarily recruited for the Lower Division. Are
non-graduates recruited to the Lower Division 1 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: Yes. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : How many of the 9 Mahomedans and 
how many of the 13 Christians are non-graduates 1 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: I cannot say without notice. 
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REDUCTIO~ 1~ STIPENDS TO BoYs IN GovERNMENT HosTEL FOR. 

DEPRESSED CussEs IN PooNA. 

*~lr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona District): Will the Honourable the 
Prime Minister be pleased to state-

(a) the amount of stipends which each boy in the Government 
Hostel for Depressed Classes in Poona was given before the establi'lh
ment of the Backward Class office ; 

(b) what was the amount of stipends given to each boy in the year. 
1935-36; 

(c) what is the ammmt of stipends given this year ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the amount of stipends has been reduced· · 
this year; 

(e) if so, what are the reasons for the reduction; 

(f) whether any complaints were received in the Ba.ckward 
Class office as regards the supply of books, etc., to the boys in the 
Hostel; 

(g) if f-O, what action was taken by the office in the matter; 

(h) whether Governmmt are aware that there are bovs who are 
1·raUy too poor to pay any cha,rges whatsoever; · · · 

(1') if so, what action Government propose to take in the matter ; 

(j) what is the proportion of pay of the Backward Class Officer to 
the total expenditure of the office ; · 

(k) what is the proportion of pay and allowances of other officers in 
that office to the total expenditurt of the office ~ 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: (a) Th(• Backward Class Depart· 
ment was established in August 1931. The rate of stipend before this 
date was Rs. 1 2-8-0 per mensem. : 

{l;) Re. 10 per mensem. 

(c), (d) and (e) The stipendiary system was discontinued from 1st 
Aprill936. Before that the practice was to divide up the food<~hargef! 
sanctiontd for the hostel as stipends at Rs. 10 per mensem each among 
the pupils. Each pupil was debited with his share of the cost of feeding 
and the balance left at his credit was utilised in meeting the other expen.~es; 
including fees. Thls system operated unfairly in faveur of boys having 
free-studentships and against those not having them. The latter had 
actually to pay from their own pocket such part of their fees as exeeeded 
th~ balance from their stipends while the former got an extra share of 
money for books, clothing, stationery, etc. Besides working unfairly; 
this system WM considered as conducive to waste, Hence a new 
procedure on the basis of actual requirements of each inmate has been 
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:U.troduced since 1st April 1936 and standard allotments have been. 
assigned in the hostel budget for each item of expenditure as follows:-

(1) -Food charges 
(2) School fees 
(3) School books and stationery 
(4) Clotting and hair-cutting char~a.- .. 
(5) Other contingencies 

Rs. 
3,200 

700 
400 
900 
200 

5,400 

The school fees of boys not receiving free-studentships ate paid out of" 
(2) above. Payments from (3), (4) and (5) are made only to boys. 

. whose parents are genuinely unable to find the necessary money, and 
such cases are sanctioned only by the Backward Class Officer himself. 

There is no reduction in the allotment of Rs. 5,400 but owing to the
introduction of the new procedure there was a saving of Rs. 1:330 in the 
allotment during 1936-37. This saving has been utilised for the renting 
of another big bungalow for the hostel and for ch1uges in respect of ten 
mme pupils admitted during the current year. 

(j'), (y), (h) and (i) No complaints were received. All poor 
students are being. supplied with books, clothes, stationery and school 
fees, etc. The Superintendent, Depressed Class Hostel, Poona, has 
been asked to supply books, etc., to deserving students up to the limit. 

· of the budget provision. 
(j) and (k) The full pay of the Backward Class Officer and his 

assistants and establishment is provided under " 28-J ails and Convict 
Settlements " and a portion of the divisible expenditure is transferred to· 
the head "47-Miscellaneous Departments-Miscellaneous-Backward 
Class Officer". The amounts thus transferred are as follows (fide· 
page 281 of the Civil Budget Estimates £or 1937-38) :-

Rs. 

On account of Backward Class Officer 10,000 
On account of Assistant Backward Class Officers and, 

establishment . . 23,500 

The proportion of the pay of the Backward Class Officer to the total 
· exp~,nditure of the Backward Class Department is 1. 

The proportion of the pay and allowances of the Assistant Backward 
Class Officers and establishments to the total expenditure of the Depart
ment is 5/12. 

TALATIS IN PooNA DISTRICT. 

*Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona · District): Will the Honourable
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) how many talatis belonging to the scheduled castes are there
, in the Province of Bombay;. 
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(b) how many talatis belonging to the Mahar community and the 
other scheduled castes are there in the Poona District ; 

(c) how many of the talatis mentioned in (b) are permanent and 
how many are temporary; . 

(d) what are the periods of services of the temporary talatis referred 
to in (c) ; 

(e) how many of the temporary talatis referred to in (c) are given 
increments and what are the reasons for the same ; · 

(j) how many talatis belonging to the scheduled castes were 
dismissed in the Poona District during the course of the last two years 
and what are the reasons for their dismissal; 

(g) how many talatis are there in the Poona District belonging to 
the Hindu community apart from those belonging to the scheduled 
castes; 

(h) how many of the talatis mentioned in (g) are permanent and how 
many are temporary ; 

(i) how many of the talatis mentioned in (g) were dismissed during 
the last two years and what are the reasons for their dismissal ; 

(j) what are the periods of services o£ the temporary talatis referred 
to ir. (h) ; · 

(k) how many scheduled caste candidates for talatis' posts are there 
in the Poona District ; 

(l) how many permanent talatis belonging to the scheduled castes 
have independent charges in the Poona District; 

(m) how many of the permanent talatis in the .Poona District are 
only assistants ; 

(n} what are the reasons for not giving them independent charges~ 

The Honot.rable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) 185. 
(b) and (c) 25 Mahars, o£ whom 17 are permanent and 8 temporary) 

and 12 members of other scheduled casteP, of whom 10 are permanent 
and 2 temporary. 

Service. 
(d) No. of tala tis. Years. Months. 

1 4 2 
1 2 3 
2 0 9 
3 0 6 
1 0 5 
1 0 4: 
1 0 1 

10 

(e) The first two talatis in the above statement have received incre
ments in view of their continuous officiating service for over a year. 

{j) Two. One was dismissed as his work was very unsatisfactory 
notwithstanding the opportunities given to him to improve, and the other t 
a temporary talati, was dismissed as his work was consistently unsatis
fact(Jry and he was found to have embezzled Government money. 
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(g) and (h) 230 of whom 216 are permanent and 14 temporary. 

(i) Two. One was dismissed. £or having embezzled Government 
inoney and the other for absenting himself, ·without permission, while 
an inquiry against him concerning a certain inamdar's account was in 
progress. 

(j) No. of ta.latis. Service. 
Years. l\Iont.hs • 
._~· 

1 7 7 
1 3 0 
1 2 0 
1 1 10 
1 0 11 
5 0 10 
2 0 5 
1 0 3 
1 0 1 

·14 

(~:) 20. 

(l) 24. 

(m) There ne 4 junior talatis in the Poona District. All tala tis (senior 
and junior) are now to be on the same revised srale of pay. viz., 
Rs. 20-1-35 (E. B.)-1/2-·10. Posts of assi8tant talatis in the old 
grade of Rs .. 20 are being abolished as vacancies occur. 

(n) There are some sazas which are too heavy for a single talati and 
which are incapable of being split up into two sazas. 'There mur.t be 
two men in such sazas, and one. of them must be a junior or assistant 
talati. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : I want to know whether the talatis are assistant 
only to a particular talati, without regard to t~e seniority and juniority 
of grade. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R-:- DESAI : The la'lt man who 
.is taken is appointed as assistant talati, because as stated in the 
reply, there are some sazas which must have two tala tis and there cannot 
be two senior talatis in a saza. So there is one senior and one assistant 
ta'atL There are one or two posts like that. The assistant tala tis are 
the juniormost people. When they are first taken up they are appointed 
as assistant talatis. 

Mr. R.. R. BHOLE : Are there any from the other classe3 who are 
permanent as well as assistant ? 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : There would certainly 
be some from the other classes. These are not set apart for particular 
castes or communit;es. 
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RECRUITMENT or MEMBERS oF ScHEDULED CAsTES to 

PuBLIC SERVICES. 
_... 

~l£r. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable 
:Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-· 

' (a) the number of clerks belonging to the advanced classes, the 
intermediate clas!les, the backward classes, the scheduled castes, 
the Mohammadan, Christian and other communities respectively in the 
Revenue Department of each district in the province of Bombay ; -J 

(b) the number of candidatf's belonging to the advanced classes,
the intermediate classes, the backward classes, the scheduled castes, 
the Mohammadan, Christian and other communities, respectively, 
selected for the posts of clerks in the Revenue Department in the Nasik 
district in the year 1936; 

(~:) the number of candidates belonging to the advanced classes, 
the intermediate classes, the backward classes, the scheduled castes, 
the Mohammadan, Christian and other communities, respectively, 
appointed to the posts of clerks in the Revenue Department in theN asik 
·district during the currE>nt year up to 31st July 1937; 

(d) the number of candidates belonging to the scheduled castes 
who had applied for the posts of clerks in the Revenue Department 
in the Naflik district in 1936; 

, (e) how many of them were appointed to the posts ; 
I {j) whether it is the declared policy of Government to give preference 
to the candidates of the scheduled castes in the recruitment to public. 
services ; ·· ) 

(g) if the answer to (f) is in the affirmativt, whether Government 
are aware that this policy is not strictly followed by the Revenue 
Authorities in the N asik district ; 

(II) whether Government have considered the desirability of issuing 
instructions to the Revenue Authorities in the N asik district to follow 
that policy more strictly in future 1 

I 
'· The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : {a) A statement 
containing the desired information i., placed on the Table. ) 

(b) Advanced 9; Intermediate 12; Scheduled 2. 
(r) :No permanent appointment was made during the current year 

·Up to 31st July 1937. Officiating appointments were made as follows:-

Advanced 8. 
Intermediate 7. 
)Iahomedans 3. 
Christian I. 

(d) 17. 
(e) None of them have bet>n appointed to posts, but two of them were 

selected as candidates for appointments as vacancies occur. 
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IJ.t) The orders of Government are that not less than one in every 
ten vacancies should be given to the backward classes provided th~t 
suitable candidates are available until their strength is 5 per cent. of the 
total clerical cadre in each department. 

(g) The orders of Government are observed in the Nasik district. 
(h) Does not arise. 

Statement showing the number of clerks of the aev~al communities on the district establi8h· 
. menta of the Revenue Department up to 31Bt July 1937. 

District. 

.Ahm 

Ka 

B 

edabad 

ira .. 
roach and 
Mahala. 

urat .. 
~UII .. 

.. 

.. 
Panch 

.. 

.. Th 

B om bay Suburban 
District, 

oona .. p 

.Ahm 

E 

ednagar 

<ast Khllndesh 

est Khandesh w 
:sa ·tara 

holapur 

asik .. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

IM~ 

90 

78 

'13 

66 

65 

30 

108 

82 

79 

62 

85 

66 

94 

elgaum 

ijapur •• 

N 

B 

B 

D 

::1 
45 

48 

harwar 

tuagiri 'Ra 

Kanar 

K 

a " 

o)aba .. 

.. 75 

.. 49 

.. 68 

.. 41 

Inter· 
mediate. 

24 

15 

27 

17 

33 

7 

45 

54 

71 

33 

54 

29 

30 

56 

48 

55 

50 

32 

26 

t5 posts are vacant. 

!!Iuslim. Chris· Scheduled. Back· Total. tians. ward. 

--- - -------

9 4 .. .. 127 

15 3 1 .. 112 

21 6 .. 5 137t 

10 2 l .. 5 10~ 

4 5 I 2 2 111 

3 s 1 2 46. 

7 5 7 3 175 

18 11 2 3 170 

20 2 3 1 176 

23 .. 2 5 12it 
22 4 2 2 

I 
169 

12 2 .. 3 112 

33 2 4 I 2 165-

22 1 2 10 136. 

16 2 1 3 113 

19 4 1 4 158 

10 1 .. 2 112 

13 4 1 6 12~ 

6 I- . . 1 .. H 
I 

~2 posts are vacant. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : With regard to (c), out of 19 officiat
'ng appointments may I know why none from the scheduled castes 
was appointed ~ 

( The Honourable 1\ir. l\IORARJI R. DESAI: In making officiating 
appointments these proportions are not so much observed. It is only 
when the permanent appointments are made that these proportions are 
strictly observed. In making officiating appointments generally they 
must be going by the persons available in the local offices. ) 
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Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : May I know whether in' the local offices there 
were no depressed class or scheduled class candidates available¥ 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I would like to ask for 
notice of the question. 

Mr. B. K. GAih..\V AD : What does "suitable candidates " mean 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : "Suitable "means those 
who are proper. 

l\Ir. B. K. GAIKW AD : When the matriculation examination is the 
qualification, what does "suitable" meant I do not l"llow. 

The Honourable Mr. l\IORARJI R.. DESAI: Examination is not the 
only qualification for it. A person may be a graduate, and still he may 
he unfit for the post. 

REVISED SCALES OF CHARGES FOR STAliiPING OF WEIGHTS AND 

MEASURES. 

*:Mr. M. C. GHL\. {Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government [Industries] be pleased 
to state- ~. 

(a) whether it is a fact that Government have recently published 
in the Bombay Go·vernment Gazette revised scales of charges for 
stamping of weights and measures ; 

(b) if so, whether they have received any 'objections from leading 
commercial bodies to the same; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the charges for stamping weights and 
measures are in several cases hundred per cent. the same as the cost 
of the weights a:nd measures ; 

(d) whether any objections were raised against the charges when 
they were first introduced in 1933; 

(e) whether it is a fact that Government at that time gave an under~ · 
taking that they would take into consideration all the objections at 
the time of revising the rates and charges; . 

(f) whether there are any reasons on account of which Government 
have adopted the same scale of charges in spite of the undertaking 
given by them ; . 

(g) whether Government now intend to revise the scales of charges 
in view of the opposition from the commercial community ; 

{h) whether the Bombay Weights and Measures Act now extends 
to the whole of the province of Bombay; 

(i) if not, to how many districts it does not still apply; 
(j) the amount of revenue derived from the stamping of weights 

and measures and other operations under the Weights and Measures 
Act during the last two years, and the expenditure for the same l. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. L. 1\I. PATIL: (a) Government recently recog-
nized some new weights and measures for which it was necessary to 
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prescribe the fees. The fees for the newly recognized weights and 
measures were incorporated in the previous table of fees and the 
<lomplete table was published in the Bombay Govemment Gazette. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes, but only in very few cases. 
(d) Yes. 
(e) In reply to various representations received by Government in 

August 1935 on the eve of the introduction of the Act, Government issued 
.a Note for circulation amongst various commercial associations embodying 
orders of Government on the various suggestions made by Associations 
.and the members of the trading public. In paragraph 12 of this Note 
it was stated that if actual experience of the working of the Act showed 
that the receipts from the fees resulted in a substantial surplus after 
meeting recurring and non-recurring expenditure under the Act Govern
ment proposed to reconsider the question of the scale of fees. 

(f) Objections from some associations have been received by 
Government on the notification in question and the same are under 
<lonsidera tion. 

(g) Government are of the opinion that sufficient experience of the 
working of the Act has not been gained to enable the question of reduc
tion of fees being considered. They expect that it will be possible for 
them to go into this question in a year's time from now. 

(h) Yes. 

( i) Does not arise. 

(j) The total recurring and non-recurring expenditure incurred by 
Government up to the end of last financial year amounts approximately 
to Rs. 4,78,675 against receipts of Rs. 8,69,618.. Besides Government_ 
having incurred recurring and non-recurring expenditure under the Act, 
.Local Bodies have incurred recurring and non-recurring expenditure on 
weights and measures equipment and entertainment of staff for which 
€Xact figures are not yet available. As most trading establishments 
have purchased new weights rath~r than repair old weights, etc., and as 
the work of stamping new weights presented by manufacturers of and 
dealers in Weights and :Measures is reserved to Government Inspectors, 
the various local bodies' expenditure is greater than their receipts. 
Conversely Government receipts are unduly high. When re-verification 
starts, however, the division of receipts will be different ; Government 
receipts are expected to be much lower than the above mentioned 
figure. 

DEPRESSED CLASS CLERKS, ETC., IN REVENUE DEPARTl\IENT IN EAST 

AND WEST KHANDESH DISTRICTS. 

*l\Ir. D. G. JADHA V (Ea.st Khandesh East) : Will the Honourable 
1\Iinister for Revenue be pleased to state the present number of clerks, 
talatis, peons and pattawalas respectively belonging to the depressed 
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classes in the Revenue Department of the East and West Khandesh 
Districts? 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: A statement containing 
the necessary information is placed on the Table. . 

Statement. 

Clerks. I Talatis. I Yellials. , I 
- I 

!Officiating 
Permanent. inlong Permanent. 

Officiating I 
in long ;Permanent. 

Officiating 
in long 

vacancies. vacancies.! vacancies. 

--- -- -··-----__ I __ 

I I 

J~ast Khandesh .. .. 3 1 9 4 17 I .. 

West Kl1andesh .. .. 2 1 5t 3 

I 
5' 

I 
5 

! 

t 1 is on probation. 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: Is the proportion of 10 per cent. observed in the 
recruitment of menials and talatis from the scheduled castes~ 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Yes. 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: If the proportion is observed,· why is. the · 
number so very less among the menials in West Kbandesh district 1 

The Honourable Mr. l\IORARJI R. DESAI : I did enquire and found 
that it was in proportion to the population. 

1\Ir. R. R. BHOLE: Is it in proportion to the population 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Yes. · 

GRANT OF FoREST LAND IN EAST KHA.NDESH DISTRICT· 

FOR CULTIVATION. 
·• 

*Mr. D. G. JADHAV (East Khandesh District): Will the 
Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) the total area o£ forest land in the East Khandesh District; 

(h) whethP.r Government are aware that the forest land in the East 
Khandesh District is insufficient for the grazing of the cattle in that 
District; · 

(c) whether Government are aware that their income will be more 
than what it is at present if a portion of the forest land is given for 
cultivation to the depressed class labourers, having no ]and·; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the agriculturallabourf:'rs have been 
repeatedly requesting Government for the grant of forest land for 
cultivation ; 
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(e) if so, what are the reasons for refusing their request 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. l\IORARJI R. DESAI: (a) The total forest 
land in charge of the Forest Department in the East Khandesh Division 
is 487,137 acres. . 

(b) The forest land is insufficient for the grazing of cattle pa;ticularly 
in Jalgaon, Jamner, Parola, Edalabad and Chalisgaon ranges as the bulk 
of cattle occur in these ranges. There is sufficient grazing land in the 
three Satpuda ranges, viz., Chopda, Raver and Yawal, but as these hill 
ranges are remote, they are less in demand for cattle grazing. 

· (c) Government may get more income if some of this forest area is 
disforested and given out for cultivation, but that course will render it 
yet more difficult to meet the increasing demand for grazing. 

(d) and (e) Yes, but they want land where they are now residing and 
particularly kuran areas which are required for the supply of grass and 
,grazing and therefore cannot be given out for cultivation. 

Settlements have been opened in Satpuda ranges. The applicants 
were asked to apply for some of the vacant plots in the settlements of 
Yawal and Raver ranges, but no applications for them have yet been 
received. · 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: It is stated in the answer that forest land is 
insufficient for the grazing of cattle particularly in Jalgaon, Jamner, 
Parola, Edalabad and Chalisgaon ranges. May I know what arrange
ment has been made by Government for the grazing of cattle 1 

, The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : If there is no land avail
able, I cannot produce it. 

Mr. R. ·R. BHOLE : Is it a fact that Government have received 
applications for the award of disforested lands from Poona 
District 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I must have notice of 
that question. 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: Is it a fact tflat people have applied for forest 
. lands. in East Khandesh district and that, owing to the misbehaviour 
of Government servants, people have not been granted their 
.request 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I do not think so. 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: Is it a fact that people have applied for forest 
lands and the applications have been forwarded to the Honourable 
Minister 1 · 

. The Honourable Mr. 1\IORARJI R. DESAI: Unless a specific 
instance is mentioned, I cannot say. 
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DEFALCATION BY CLERK IN CoLLECTOR, BoMBAY SUBURBAN 
DISTRICT's OFFICE. 

86 

*1\Ir. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : Will the Honourable 
~linister for Revenue be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a fact that about two years back an assistant in 
the office of the Collector, Bombay Suburban District, committed 
defalcation to the extent of some thousands ; 

(b) if so, whether any investigations were made into the defalcation 
by the superior authorities in charge ; ' 

(c) what was the nature of the investigations made; _ 
(d) whether Government are aware that after the defalcation was 

discovered, the suburban residents were again asked by the Mamlatdar 
of Bandra to pay ground rent in respect of their properties to make up 
for the loss caused by the defalcation; 

(e) whether Government are aware that a year after the above 
defalcation was discovered, the Mamlatdar went from house to house 
and on threat of attachment of property and with the help of Police 
recovered the ground rent for each house ; 

(f) if so, what action have Government taken or propose to take 
against the Mamlatdar 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Yes. The defalca· 
tions, which amounted to aboutRs. 15,000, were committed by the 
karkun surveyorintheo:fficeoftheMamlatdar,South Salsette, and were 
detected in 1934:. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) The investigation which is still in progress consists in finding out 

the total amount of arrears of revenue due to Government as appearing · 
in the books, collecting evidence of payment by khatedars who are able 'to 
produce it, ascertaining what payments were embezzled by the karkun 
surveyor and the way in which he did it, and ascertaining whether the 
defalcations were facilitated by the negligence of any Government 
servants. 

. (d) No. As the culprit had destroyed all records of collections, fresh 
records were prepared from the material available and the khatedars who 
appeared from the new records to be in arrears were asked to produce 
evidence of payment. Only in cases in which no proof whatever was 
forthcoming was payment demanded. 

(e) No. 
(j) Does not arise. 

)Ir. S. H. JHABVALA: No. 1 (a)-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member need not 
read the question. [Laughter.] 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: I am not reading the question. I want to 
ask a supplementary question in regard to part (a). The answer is: 
" The defalcations, which amounted to about Rs. 15,000 were 
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committed by the ~arkun surveyor in the office of the :Mamlatdar, South 
Salsette, and were detected in 1934 ". May I know whether there is 
any system by which responsible officers like 1\Iamlatdars and revenue 
collectors are not given room for making defalcations, just as we have in 
the banks or-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There has to be only a question. 

l\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : I hope, Sir, the Honourable Minister has 
understood my point. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I have not. 

lVIr. S. H. JHABVALA : I want to know whether there is a system by 
which important officials like the collector of revenue are made t(} 
furnish security 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. l\IORARJI R. DESAI: Securities are taken. 

1\ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : In the case of this man, was anything ·done 
regarding his security 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI .R. DESAI: I require notice 
of that. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : It is stated in the answer to (d) : " Only in 
cases in which no proof whatever was forthcoming was payment demand
ed". May I know what sort of proof was demanded from the khatedars 
by the officers ? · 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: It. is a matter of detail 
which will vary in each case. I cannot say. 

~ 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA : I wish to know from the Honourable 1.\'Iinister 
whether in any case Governm~nt accepted the oral statement of any of 
the khatedars as proof of their statement that they had paid or whether 
they insisted upon the khatedars producing documentary evidence to
show that they had paid their dues. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: About details I must 
have notice. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I know whether there is any system in 
.the Collector's office by which the Mamlatdar reports to the Collector 
day to day so that the Mamlatdar cannot plead ignorance of happen
ings in regard to an important question like this? In reply to part (e), 
you say ''no ". 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: If the honourable 
member suggests some way, certainly I will consider. · 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: In the course of investigation, was it dis
covered that any of the high officers were involved in this defalcation 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: No higher officials were 
·involved in this. 
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llr. K. F. NARIMAN: Is it possible that a defalcation to the extent 
of Rs. 15,000 could have taken place without the knowledge of higher 
otficals ? 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : It is possible at times. 

PROPOSED ABoLITION OF PosT o:F DEPUTY SHERIFF OF BoMBAY. 

*Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Will the Honour
al1le Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state--

(a,) what is the principle followed in making the appointment of 
the Deputy Sheriff of Bombay ; 

(b) what is his monthly pay or allowance; 
(c) what are his duties; 
(d) whether Government are aware that the post is a sinecure one; 
(e) if so, whether Government have considered the feasibility of 

abolishing the post; 
{j) whether it is a fact that the Sheriff of Bombay delegates some of 

his work to the Deputy Sheriff; 
(g) if so, what are the reasons for not asking the Sheriff to do the 

work himself 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. l\1. M:UNSHI: (a) Legal qualifications and 
ability to control and supervise the working of the office are necessary 
for the post of Deputy Sheriff. 

(b) The present scale of pay is Rs. 600-25-750. 

(c) The Deputy Sheriff has to supervise the working of the Sheriff's 
office. This office deals with the execution of writs of the High Court, 
e.g., notices, warrants of attachment of moveable and immoveable 
properties, warrants for arrest, warrants of sale,· service of summonses 
on jurors and witnesses in sessions cases, and requisitions for convening 
public meeting of citize~s, etc. 

(d) No. 

(e) Does not arise. 

(j) As stated in reply to clause (c), the supervision over the working 
of the whole office is entrusted to the Deputy Sheriff, though the Sheriff is 
responsible for this as Head of the Office. ' . 

(g) The Sheriff is not a whole time officer and is not paid by Govern
ment. He is honorary and cannot spare the time for supervising the 
working of the office, nor is he expected to do so. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : In reply to part (d) of the question Govern
ment think that the post of Deputy Sheriff is a necessary one. What 
are their grounds for saying so ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI : They are mentioned in reply 
to (c). 
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Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : l\lay I know whether all the duties en
umerated in part (c) of the answer are done personally by the Deputy 
Sheriff or are done by individuals who discharge these various duties ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : All these duties are not per
formed by him. He is the head of the department which carries out 
these duties. 

Mr. S. H. JHA.BV ALA : May I come to the conclusion that the 
Deputy Sheriff has got to supervise t~e -work done by his staff 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. MUNSHI : He supervises the work of his 
o:ffic.e in the same way as a head of a department does. 

Mr. S. H. JHA.BV ALA : It is stated in answer to (g) that the Sheriff 
is not a whole time officer and is not paid by Government. May I know 
whether the work of supervising is so hard that the Sheriff cannot 
manage it 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. :M.UNSHI: Supervising is a hard work 
and it is a full time job. 

REMOVAL OF ELEMENT oF NoMINATION ON LocAL BoDIES. 

*Mr. S. H. JHA.BVALA (Railway Unions): Will the Honourable 
Min~ter for Local Self-Goveriunent be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that various local bodies have 
expressed in their conferences the opinion that the element of 
nomination to local bodies should be done away with ; . 

(b) if so, whether Government propose to do away with that 
element 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a) Yes. 
(b) Government have decided that pending legislation regarding 

changes in the existing constitution of local bodies, nominations to all 
local bodies in the mofussil should herea£tert be made only £or the 
purpose of giving representation to unrepresented or inadequately 
represented minorities or scheduled castes, backward classes, and such 
other classes as have been given separate representation in the legislatures 
under the Government of India Aet, 1935. Government have also 
di!ected that the balance of parties resulting from elections to a local 

· body should in. no case be disturbed as a result of nominations. 

AssAULT oN A BHAJAN PARTY AT BARSHI. 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that a Bhajan Party of Hindus 
was assaulted by Mahomedans at Barshi, district Sholapur, on 19th 
July 1937; 

(b) if so, what are the names of the persons who were injured as 
a result of this assault ; 
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(c) whether Government are aware that responsible leaders of the 
~fahomedan community at Barshi subsequently apologized for the 
incident; 

(d) whether any persons were arrested as a result of this incident; 
(e) if so, what are their names; 
{j} whether it is a fact that one of the suspects has absconded and 

has not yet been traced ; 
(g) if so what steps, if any, have Government taken ot propose to 

take to arrest the absconder 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) Yes. 
(b) (1) Naga Krishna Darphalkar, (2) Krishna Kondiba Dhere; 

(3) Maruti Narayan Pingle, (4) Malbari Kalu, (5) Mahadu Bali and 
:(6) Sakharam Bapu. 

(c) Yes. 
(d) No; the ofievces involved were of a non-cognizable nature and no 

.complaint was lodged in any Court due to the compromise arrived at 
between the two communities. 

(e), (j) and (g). Do not arise. 

~Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Is the Honourable Minister sure that the 
list as printed is correct ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: So far as the material avail
.able at my disposal is concerned, it is correct. 

~1r. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Will the Honourable Minister accept a 
<'Orrection, if I suggest one 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IUNSHI: I will undertake to verify. 
That is all I can say. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I have to suggest that the name of No. 4 
is not Malbari Kalu but Malhari Kalu. [Laughter.] 

~Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Do you want any verification? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IDNSHI : If the honourable member is 
prepared to verify, I will accept his correction. · 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Are Government aware that Malhari 
Kalu is since dead 1 

The Honoura b!e Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I have no know!edge of it. 

)Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Will Government enquire whether he is 
Jead 1 

The Honourab'e Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Certainly. 

llr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: As regards (b), is assault resulting in 
·death a non-cognisable offence~ 
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The Honourable l\lr. K. l\I. MUNSHI : The Criminal Procedure Code 
may be refened to in this connection. 

l\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Supposing it is shown that that offence· 
is not non-cognisable, will steps be taken by Government in the right 
way! 

The Honourable 1\lr. K. M. MUNSHI: Certainly. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : Ma,y_I know how many days after 
the assault this man died 1 · · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I do not know. 

THOMAS COMMITTEE'S. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

*1\Ir. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen aud 
Dock-workers): Will the Honourable the Finance Minister be pleased to
state--

(a) whether all the recommendations of the "Thomas Committee" 
have been considered by Government ; 

(b) if so, whether he will be pleased to place on the Assembly table 
a statement showing to what extent the recommendation.<J have been 
considered and carried out and how many of them have been left 
untouched; 

(c) whether the scales of pay re'commended by the Thomas 
Committee have been given Pffect to and, if not, why not 1 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: In September 1933, Govern
ment placed on the table a statement showing the action taken on the· 
recommendations of the Thomas Committee. Government are now 
reviewing those recommendations which were previously rejected or 
partly accepted and the action taken after this review will be 
.communicated to the House in due course. 

Mr. ~llRZA AKHTAR HASAN : The reply to (b) is not clear. I had 
asked to what extent the recommendatiofls had been carried out. 

· The Honourable .Mr. A. B. LATTHE : The answer, I think, is clear 
enough. The previous Govemm.ent considered the whole report and 
gave effect to certain of the proposals, and a statement was placed on 
the table of the House by the Government in 1933. Thereafter, nothing 
was done .. Since we came into office, we have been reviewing the whole 
thing. Nothing has yet been settled on any of the questions which 
were left open and which were not accepted by the then Government. 
Unless something is decided by Government, I cannot give any informa
tion. All I can say is that certain proposals of the Thomas Committee 
which were rejected are at present under review and are being 
considered. 
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Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : Will it take one year t 

The Honourable 1\fr. A. B. LATTHE : May be even a shorter or 
longer time. 

AwARD oF ScHOLARSmPs BY DIRECTOR oF INDUSTRIES. 

*Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and 
Dock-workers): Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Govern~ 
mcnt [lndust;ies] be pleased to state- · · 

(a.) how many scholarships were awarded by the Director of Indus~ 
tries during the last three years ; 

(b) how many of them were awarded to members of the Backward 
Classes and the Mahomedan community 1 ' 

The Honourable Mr. L. 1\I. PATIL : (a) and {b) A statement giving the 
information required by the Honourable Member is placed on the 
Assembly table. 

Statement showing acholai·ship& available for award and actually awarded by the Director • 
of Indu~riu, Bombay, during the yearsl934.-35 to 1936-37. 

-
Number Number actually awarded~ 

Institutes or Works. available for 
award. 

1934-35. 1935-36. 1936-37. 

Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay,. 10 s 10 7 

R. C. Technical Institute, .Ahmedabad .. 6 6 6 6' 

Hovel'DJilent Hand-Weavillg Institute, Pooll& •• ' 12 12 12 11 
I 

F. s. Parekh Technical Institute, Surat .. 2 I 2 .2 ! 2 

Royal Institute of Science, Bombay, or Indian 2 2 2 I 2 
lustitute of Science, Bangalore, for Research! 
in Technical Chemistry. 

tn approved works for practical training in 1 1 
~~~ctrical Engineering , , • , 

1 ~ 1 

'. 

Total .. 33 31 3:~ 29 

Number of Scholarships awarded to the Back- .... 
i 

1 3 1 
ward CLasses. 

I 
Number of Scholarships awarded t<> l{ullam- .... 

I 
3 3 ' madans. 

I 

,-\'o~.-scho!arships in Technical Chemistry, Electrical Engineering and the Goyernment Hand 
\\ ~aving Insttt.ute, Poona, are given on merit at the time of selection, due retzard bemg bM to age, 
chMMter, ability, physical fitness, etc. Of the ten scholarships for the Vktoria Jubilee Technical 
Institute, 3 are reserved for Muhammadans and 2 are reserved for the backward classes. The response 
from these classes-especially the Backward Cineses is generally poor. Scholarships in the R. C. 
Technical Tnstitute, Ahmedabad, and the F. s. Parekli Technical Institute, Snrat, are awarded on the 
re~u.u of examill&tions. • 

~Ir. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : Supplementary to the printed note. 
Barring the number of scholarships reserved for l\Iussalru.ans, were any 
{)ther scholarships given to llussalmans 1 
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The Honourable 1\lr. L. M. PATIL : Yes. Two scholarships were 
given to 1\Iuslims last year in the Government Hand Weaving Institute,.. 
Poona. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : Is selection made by means of 
examination or at the discretion of the person who selects 1 

The Honourable 1\lr. L. 1\1. PATIIJ : All scholarships, except those 
given in the Victoria Jubilee Technicallnstitute, Bombay, are given on 
the merits and the qualification of the candidates at the time of selection, 
due regard being had to age, character and ability. 

1\lr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : I am afraid I am not properly 
understood. With reference to scholarships in the Victoria Jubilee 
Technical Institute, three are reserved for Mussalmans. I am thinking 
of the technical scholarships given in other institutes. Is there a system 
of examination for admission in those institutes 1 

The Honourable 1\lr. 1. 1\1. PATIL : In the other institutes the 
scholarships are given on the results of the entrance examination. It is· 
only in the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute that scholarships are 
reserved on considerations of castes and communities. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : The question that arises supple
mentary to that is, if the selection is based on merits, are the merits. 
assessed by the man who makes the selection without any examination,. 
or is there any examination for that ~ 

....... . 
The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL: The award of scholarships, except 

in the case of V. J. T. Institute, is not arbitrary, but it is based on the 
results of examinations, due regard being .had to age, character, abilit,y 
etc .. 

TANNERIES AT DHARAVI: Al>PLICATION OF FACTORIES AND 

PAYMENT OF WAGEs AcTs. 

*Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South) : Will the Honourable-
the Prime Minister be pleased to state-

(a) the number of tanneries at Dnaravi; 
(b) the total number of workers employed by them; 
(c) whether child labour is employed in these tanneries; 
(il) whether Government have considered the advisability of bringing 

the tanneries within the scope of the Factories Act, 1934 ; 
(e) if so, with what result; 

. (f) whether Government intend to apply the Payment of Wages· 
· Act to the tanneries at Dharavi ; 

(g) if not, what are their reasons for the same~ 

The Honourable 1\fr. B. G. KliER: (a) About 25. 
(b) About 2,500. 

· (c) Very few children are employed in these tanneries. 
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(d) and (e) Yes. A notification has been ordered to be issued bringing 
tanneries and other industrial concerns under the Act. 

(/) Yes. 
(g) Does not arise. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Were any enquiries made by Government to 
find ou~ how many tanneries there are at Dharavi 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Yes. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: What is the exact number of the tanneries 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : About 25: that is the answer. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Was it very difficult, after an enquiry was 
made, to give the exact number of tanneries at Dharavi 1 

The Honourable 1\:Ir. B. G. KHER: It is not difficult. The answer 
is "About 25 ". Perhaps some tannery was being put up or some one 
was being taken away, and the officer who went to make the enquiry 
reported that the number is this. 

lHr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Is the Factories Act going to be extended 
to cover all the tanneries at Dharavi 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: Yes; that is the intention. 

APPOINTMENTS TO BOMBAY MEDICAL SERVICE. 

*Mr. MUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division) : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Public Health be pleased to state-

(a) how many new appointments were made during the last year 
in the Bombay Medical Service ; · • 

(b) how many of them were given to Mahomedans; 

(c) if no 1\Iahomedan was appointed, what were the reasons for the 
same; 

(d) whether Government are aware that their action in not giving 
any appointment to the Mahomedans was contrary to the assurances 
given by them to the Mahomedan Community from time to time 

. regarding recruitment to public services 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : (a) Six. 
{b) None. 
(c) Three of the appointments were in the Bombay Medical Service

Class !-Division I, where a post-graduate degree or diploma in general 
medicine or surgery is required in addition to the ordinary primarily 
registrable qualification (M.B.B.S.). There were two Muhammadan 
candidates for two of these appointments. Both of them were overag~ 
and one belonged to another Province. The candidate from this Province 
was, however, interviewed by the Selection Board, in spite of his being 
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overage, but was not found by the Board suitable for appointment. 
The appointments were made on the recommendation of a Selection 
Board. 

For the fourth post, which was a specialist post at a mental hospital, 
the Selection Board found no candidate suitable. Applications were 
subsequently asked for from Bombay Medical Service-Class II 
Officers and no Muhammadan applied. 

For the fifth post also there were- no Muhammadan applicants. 
The sixth post-Assistant Chemical Analyse.r-required a special know

ledge of Chemistry. Out of the applicants only four possessed that 
knowledge. None of these was a Muhammadan. The Selection Board's 
choice was accepted by Government. 

(d) The general policy of Government is to encourage the recruitment 
of Backward Class and Muhammadan candidates, when suitable 
candidates from these communities are available. There were no suitable 
Muhammadan candidates for any of the six appointments. 

1\ir. 1\IUSAJI E. PATEl.: Supplementary to part (b). Does the 
reply mean that if no suitable 3Iussalman candidate comes forward, no 
~Iussalman will be appointed ? 

The Honourable Dr. 1\I. D. D. GILDER: If a suitable candidate is 
available, certainly he will be appointed. But if a candidate is unsuit
able, the honourable member does not expect Government to appoint 
that unsuitable candidate~ 

:\ir. 1\IUSAJI E. PATEL : He may not answer all the requirements. 

The Honourable Dr. 1\f. D. D. GILDER: Then he is unsuitable. 
" Suitable " means one who ~nswers all the requirements. 

~ir. W. S. MUKADAl\I: Will the Honourable Minister be pleased 
to name the representative of the Government who made these appoint
ments and who was really responsible for these selections ? 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : The appointments were made 
·by Government on the recomme!ldation of the Selection Board. 

Mr. W. S. l\IUKADAl\1 : I want to know the name of the representative 
. of the Government who made these appointments. 

The Honourable Dr. 1\f. D. D. GILDER: The Minister in charge at 
the time. 

l\Ir. W. S. 1\lUKADAl\I: Who was the l\linister in charge at the 
time? 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER: The question refers t.o the 
year 1936. In 1936 the Ministers in charge were Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto 
and Sir Ali l\Iahomed Khan Dehlavi. [Laughtn.] 

llr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADlJR KHAN : l\Iay I know if these 
pl)sts were adyertised in the papers ? 
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The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: As far as I know, they were. 

:\Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Do Government know 
that there is a Muslim society which is informed i£ these posts are 
vacant and Mahomedan candidates are required ! If so, was that 
society informed 1 

The Honourable Dr. l\1. D. D. GILDER: I do not know whether in 
this particular case, that society was informed. 

MusLm DRARA:MSALA IN BARDOLI: PossESSION BY GovERNMENT FOR 

LOCATING DISTRICT LOCAL BOARD OFFICE. 

*1\fr. )IUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division): Will the 
Honourable l\Iiuister for I;ocal Self-Government be pleased to state-

. (a) whether it is a fact that Government have recently taken over 
the possession of the ancient Muslim Dharamsala in the town of Bardoli 
in District Surat for the purpose of locating a District IJocal Board 
Offic:::; 

(b) If so, what are the reasons for the same ; 
(c) whether Government are aware that the said Dharamsala was 

very useful to the poor Muslim villagers visiting the town of Bardoli 1 

The Honourable Mr. L. 1\I. PATIL: (a) No. There is only one 
Dharamshala at Bardoli in charge of the District Local Board, Surat. 
Government are informed that this Dharamshala which was constructed 
by the Local Fund Committee in 1867 was never used exclusively for 
Muhammadans. A part of the Dharamshala has been used as a Local 
Board office since 1925 audits side-rooms are kept for the use of travellers 
of all communities. · 

(b) and (c) Do not arise. 

Mr. )IUSAJI E. PATEL: With reference to reply to part (a), may 
I know when the local fund cess was introduced in the Bombay Presi~ 
~~~ . 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. P ATIL : I require not:ce. 

CLAms OF AnvA:XCED, INTERMEDIATE AND BAcKWARD Co}rMFSITIES 

FOR APPCINTMENTS OF HONORARY l\IACISTRATES IN 

THANA DISTRICT. 

*Mr. KANJI GOVIND KERSON (Thana South) : Will the Honour· 
able Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

( a) how many benches of Honorary :\Ia.gistrates are there in the 
Thana District; 

(b) the number of members of each of these benches belonging to 
Advanced, Intermediate and Backward communities respectively ; 

(c) whether Government are aware that the number of members 
of these communities is not proportionate .to the population of these 
communities in the places where the benches are appointed ; · · 
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(e) whether Government intend to take into consideration the 
claims of these communities while making appointments of Honorary 
Magistrates in future 1 
The Honourable Mr. K. M.l\IUNSHI: (a) Six Benches. 
(b) 

- Advanced Intermediate 
community. community. 

.._~' 

ThaM. 

A Panel .. .. .. .. 1 3 

B Panel .. .. .. s 1 

Kalyan. 

A Panel .. .. .. 3 1 

B Panel .. .. .. 2 2 

Chinchni Bench .. .. .. 3 2 

Palgbar Bench .. .. . . 2 3 

Backward 
community • 

.... 

.... 

··-· . ... 
. ... 

1 

(c) The figures of population of the Advanced, Intermediate and 
Backward communities at the places where the Benches have been 
constituted are not readily available. It is therefore not possible to say 
what relation the number of members of each community on the various 
benches bears to its population at each of those places. 

{d) The policy of Government in regard to Benches is under considera
tion. 

CONSTRUCTION OF A METALLED RoAD BETWEEN hlSARKOD AND 

VENKATAPUR. 

*Mr. I. H. SIDDIQUI (Kanara District) : Will the Honourable 
the Minister for Public Works be pleased to state-

( a) whether Government are aware of the existence of a road 
between Kasarkod and Venkatapur villages in Honavar Taluka ; 

(b) whether Government are aware that the daily traffic of the 
villagers is gradually increasing on account of the plying of Motor 
Vehicles; 

(c) whether Government are aware that the said road is unfit for 
the requirements of the increasing traffic ; 

(d) if so, whether Government propose to maks it a permanent and 
sound metalled road ~ 

The Honourable Mr.l\1. Y. NURIE: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) This fact has been recognised. 
(d) Yes. The work of improvements to the road will be taken in 

hand as soon as other urgent works above it in the priority list of works 
in the Southern Division are taken in h~d and completed. 

1\Ir. I. H. SIDDIQUI : Are Government aware that there are portions 
of the said road which have not been restlrfaced or metalled for the last 
six or seven years ~ · 
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The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: I want notice of that question. 

Mr. I. H. SIDDIQUI : May I supply the information required for the· 
benefit of the Honourable Minister in charge ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Honourable Minister in charge
has already replied that he wishes to have notice. Unless notice is 
given, he is not in a position to reply. 

Mr. I. H. SIDDIQUI : Why is notice required in respect of the supple
mentary question 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : No notice is required for putting any 
supplementary question, but there may be questions which the Honour· 
able Ministers may not be able to reply on the spot, and they are entitled 
to claim notice in respect of those questions. That is what the Honour
able Minister is claiming now. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ l\IAHOMED KHAN: With reference to the reply 
. . to (c), namely, that .the fact that the road is unfit for 
2-30 p.m. the requirements of the increasing traffic has been· 

recognised, has the Honourable Minister taken any steps to remedy that 
state of affairs ? 

The Honourable Mr. l\1. Y. :NURIE : Unfit for the requirements of the 
increased traffic ; not unfit for use. The road is unfit for the require
ments of increased traffic, and steps have been taken to make it fit. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ 1\IAHO~iED KHAN: It boils down to this, that 
it is unfit for that traffic. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. l\1. Y. l\TlJRIE : But not unfit generally. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE. 

Lea·ve of absence : Sarilar ·Mahaboobali Khan Akbarkhan Savanur. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before we proceed with the discus
sion of the motion moved yesterday, I have to read to the House, under 
the provisions ·of Rule 12C of the Bombay Legislative Assembly Rules,. 
an application from one of the members of this House for leave of 
absence. The honourable member Sardar Maha boo bali Khan Akbarkhan 
Savanur wants to have the permission of the House, as he is not able to 
attend the session. I shall read his letter: 

" I regret to inform you that it will not be possible for me to be present for the sessioDI 
of the Assembly to be held on lOth instant. 

1 

" The Karnatak Agricultural Show at Belga.um will be opened by His Excellency on 
the 17th instant. As I a.m one of the members of the Committee of this show, I will 
have to be present~~ the occasion. His Excellency will be paying a. visit t.o Hubli abo~t 
19th and our Munlclpal Borough propose to present an address of welcome to Hl9 
Excellency at the time. As I am the President of this Borough, I will have to be present 
here to eee to the arrangements for same. · 

" Kindly arrange for the sanctionirlg of leave of absence to me. Thanking you, 
I tema.in, Your most obedient servant,' -
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Under Rule 120 (2), I have to read out the application to the Assembly 
.as soon as I receive it-it reached me last evening-and I have 
accordingly read it out to the House today. The decision of the House 
has to be taken now. Do I take it that the House is pleased to grant the 
permission asked for 1 

Sir .ALI I\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : On a point of information. 
Rule 120 applies to a case where a member is unable to attend the 
meetings of the Assembly for a period of s~ty consecutive days. Is this 
.session likely to last for sixty days 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is difficult to say how long this 
.session will last. There is legislative business before the House, and, 
theoretically, the session may last for any number of days. However, 
it is not presumed that it will last for as many as sixty days. But this 
absence, in addition to any further likely absence, may raise an apprehen
sion in the mind of the honourable member that he may not be able to 
be present for sixty consecutive days. It is more or less as a matter of 
:safeguard that the honourable member is making this application. · 

Sir .ALI l\1AHOl\1ED KHAN DEHLAVI : Is such an application 
necessary in a case where the session is not likely to last for sixty days 1 
This should not become a precedent in other cases. If we interpret the 
rule in the way in which the honourable member interprets it, it mig~t be 
held that every member who absents himself during a session, however . 
. short it may be, should apply for leave. The mle does not contemplate 
that. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IUNSHI : }lay I point out that this case 
is governed really by sub-section ( 4) of section 68 of the Government of 
India Act, where the word " consecutive " does not find a place 1 Sub
section (4) of section 68 lays down: 
"If for sixty days a. member of a Chamber is without permission of the Chamber absent 

from all meetings thereof, the Chamber may declare his seat vacant." 

It is a matter of construction whether it is consecutive or otherwise. 
(An Honoumble Member: Proviso 1) .!l'he proviso does not say that the 
sixty days shall be consecutive. It only says: 

'' Provided that in computing the said period of sixty da.ys no account shall be taken 
·of any period during which the Chamber is prorogued, or is adjourned for more than four 
consecutive days." 

I am only ~ubmitting that whatever decision is given may be given after. 
considering the full effect of the section. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Even if the section is read 
with the word" consecutive", it only refers to a session; and the length 
.of that session has to be kept in view. If it is a short session-

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\L l\lUNSHI: It does not refer to a session; 
it merely says "sixty days". 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is really not a question of the 
interpretation of the rule or section at all. If a member apprehends that 
he may have to remain absent for sixty consecutive days, not knowing 

· whether the House will sit for 2 or 10 or 100 days, he is entitled to make 
·a submission to the House, and it will be for the House to say whether,. 
considering all the circumstances, permission may or may not be granted. 
What is the wish of the House in this case 1 

Sir ... 4..LI MAHOl\IED KHAN DEHLA VI : The wish of the House is· 
that permission is not necessary. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: All that the honourable member· 
wishes to guard against is this, that so long as he is unable to be present, 
his absence should not be construed to be absence without the permission 
of the House. Do I take it that permission is not necessary~ That is 
an expression of opinion. But that does not decide the point. Do I take 
it that the permission asked for is granted 1 [Honourable .Membe1·s: 
Yes.] The permission asked for is granted. 

MOTION REGARDING FEDERATION. 

Question again proposed : 

"This Assembly is of opinion that the Federation proposed under the Government 
of India Act, 1935, is opposed to the declared will of the people of the Province and is. 
therefore, unacceptable. This AsseiLbly therefore requests Government to intimate 
to the British Government not to impose it on the Province." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have received one more amend
ment to the proposition under discussion since yesterday. In order that 
the House may be in full possession of all the amendments, I would· 
!lesire the honourable member Khan Saheb Faiz 1\Iohamed Khan tO> 
move his amendment. Then the discussion may continue. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ ~IOH.UIED KHAN (Kaira District): Sir, I beg to 
lllOYe: 

"Delete the words 'intimate to the British GovetnmEnt rot to imroEe it on the
Province ' from the :Motion, and substitute the words 'urge upon the British Gonrnment 
to refrain from its enforcement'.'' 

Question proposed. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ ~IOHA:\lED KHAN: Mr. Speaker, Sir, we were 
discussing a wry important aspect. of the imposition on the country--

Mr. JA~L.~ADAS ?II. :MEHTA: ~lay I rise to a point of order 1 
I submit that the motion of the Honourable the Prime Minister is not in 
order. Standing Order X, 12 (I), lays down : 

"lrhen a resolution has been moved in the Assembly, no resolution or amendment of 
a resolution raising substantially the sarue question shall be moved within cne year from 
the date of such motion." 
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What I wish to point out is that if a resolution or an amendment to it 
has been moved and another resolution is attempted to be moved within 
-one year which substantially raises the same issue, then it is barred under 
this Standing Order. Sir, in the last September session, I think it was 
on the 21st September, the Honourable the Prime Minister moved his 
well known resolution on the Constituent Assembly. 

An Honourable MEMBER : The ea1endar year is changed. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : But, Sir, the calendar being the same 
both in Poona and Bombay, and as one year has not elapsed since sub
stantially the same question was adjudicated by the House, I submit 
that it would not be open to the House to discuss this motion. Sir, if 
you will kindly turn your attention to page 1278, Part 26, of the last 
Assembly Debates, you will find there that on the 21st September 
Mr. Parulekar moved an amendment to the Honourable the Prime 
Minister's resolution in which the following words occur : 

" This Assembly expresses its emphatic opinion that the federal part of the Act is worse 
tha.n the provincial part and therefore so long as the Government of India Act is not. 
repealed, this Assembly requests the Bombay Government to convey to His Majesty's 
-Government the desire of the people of the province of Bombay that Government should 
not proceed with Federation." 

This amendment, as I already said, wa.s moved on the 21st September ; 
the House had a debate on that and it was decided on the 23rd September 
if I forget not. So, until 22nd September 1938, I submit, it is not open 
for the same question to be raised, and it will be clear that the language 
of the Honourable the Prime Minister's proposed resolution and the 
language which I have read out do substantially raise the same issue 
as is required under Standing Order X, 12 (1). Therefore, it is not 
open to the Honourable the Prime :Minister to move his motion now. 
I know that he is trying to rectify the mistake which the Government 
then made in opposing l\Ir. Parulekar's amendment. I would have 
very much wished that they had not opposed, but having done so, 
the public should have the ·opportunity of knowing for 12 months 
that the Government of Bombay Oil. the 23rd September were not 
opposed to Federation. 

Mr. 1\IIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock-
. workers): Sir1 I beg to point out that the point raised by Mt·. Jamnadas 
Mehta is not a point of order. The wording of Standing Order X, 12 (1) 
is that " When a resolution has been moved ...... " and with reference 
to the Constituent Assembly resolution, it was only an amendment 
which was lost. The actual wording of the Standing Order refers to a 
resolution. It may be anything pertaining to that, a minor issue may be 
raised, but it may be a side issue. The main issue which is contemplated 
.by this Standing Order is about a resolution and not in connection with 
.any amendment. That may be merely a side issue and we are not to be 
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guided by the side issue. The main issue that was discussed then was 
nothing but Constituent Assembly which referred only to the Provincial 
Subjects. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, in this connection 
I should like to draw the attention of the House to the definition of 
" Resolution " which is given on page I. It reads : 

" Resolution " means a motion for the purpose of discussing a matter of general public 
interest"; 

Then, Sir, the definition of" motion" is as follows: 

"'' Motion " is the sta.tement of a matter brought forward by a member for the decision 
of the Assembly and inc~udes an amendment of amotion; " 

So, under these circumstances, the House is not entitled to discuss the 
resolution which has been moved by the Honourable the Prime 
.Minister. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member referred 
to the definition of " Resolution " on page 1. To what other thing did 
b~1 ' 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I referred to the definition of "Motion " 
-on page 18. 

Mr. K. F. NARil\fAN (Bombay City): Sir, I rise to oppose the point 
of order. The point involved is about the finality in the decision arrived 
.at by the House and the House should not consider any resolution which 
is inconsistent with the resolution which has been already passed within 
the period specified, that is, one year. The Standing Order, under which 
the honourable member (1\rr. Jamnadas Mehta) has raised this point of 
order will have to be read with another rule on page 22. I refer to Rule 3 
in Standing Order V which says : 

"A motion shall not be moved which is inconsistent with any decision at which the 
Assembly ha.s arrived at the same stage of the business, or in the sa.me Session nnle~;s 
such decision has been arrived at at a difierent stage." 

This is clear enough and it shows that supposing we had passed a reso· 
lution rejecting the Federation: then another motion accepting it would 
have been inconsistent and could not be moved within the same vear. 
In this case= Sir, we are not movmg anything illconsistent with. the 
motion that was moved in the last Session, and I think that it is open to 
the House to discuss it. I submit that it can be moved. · 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Yon are going back upon your own 
vote. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. K.HER : Sir, Rule 12 on which the honoUr
able member, Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta, relies lays down that a resolution or 
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'amendment of a resolution raising substantially the same question shall 
not be moved within one year. Now, what was the question, in 
substance, in the motion which was referred to by the honourable 
member 1 I will read the motion itself which will make the position 
clear. It is as under: 

" This .Assen..hly. is of opinion that the Government of India Act, 1935, in no way 
represents the will of the Nation and is wholly unsatisfactory as it has been designed to
perpetuate the subjectio~ of the people of India: · Therefore, the Assemblv is further 
of opinion that the said Act should be repealed and replaced by a Constitution framed 
by a Constituent Assembly elected on the basis of adult franchise, which allows the Indian 
people full scope for development according to their needs and desires." 

The question substantially at issue in that motion therefore was the 
manner and the method by which a Constitution which will allow full 
scope for the people of India to develop according to their needs and 
desires was to be framed. Great emphasis was laid, attacks were 
directed principally to the method that was contemplated, namely, the 
Constituent Assembly. If I remember aright, while being agreed on the 
motion in substance the honourable member (Mr. Jamnadas), who is 
now raising this point of order, himself laid great emphasis on the nature 
of the Constituent Assembly. Who is going to convene it 1 When is it to 
be convened 1 He asked a string of questions on this point and I think 
even his own speech on that occasion might make it clear that the issue 
then before the House was substantially, what is the method of getting 
us a constitution which is more after our heart 1 What is the issue in the 
motion that is now brought. before the House 1 The issue is that the 
Federation is not in consonance with the declared will of the people and 
that, therefore, it may be intimated to the British Government that this 
Federation should not be imposed on. us. We are not asking anything 
about the nature of a Constituent Assembly; we are not mentioning any 
method by which this may be done, and I do submit, therefore, 
that although, as was pointed out, it is possible that in considering the 
Constituent Assembly question, Federation and a number of other 
Constitutional points mig~t have been incidentally taken into account 
and debated, those were not the substantial and principal questions at 
issue. I submit this rule is founded on the famous principle of res 
judicata. Applying the test of res judicata, where also the issue in 
substance, the matter in substance, has to be looked to, unless it is a 
matter which could be said to be substantially in issue in the former 
case, one cannot debar the later proceedings and I submit that, consider
ing that the main object of that resolution was the convening of a 
Constituent Assembly for getting us a constitution and the main object 
of the resolution which is .now before the House is entirely different, 
viz. the undesirability of imposing the Federation, the point of order that 
has been raised by the honourable member (1\ir. Jamnadas) .should not 
be allowed. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South): 1\Iay I know, 
Sir, whether the Advocate General is likely to be in the House, because. 
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I understand that his appointment was made with a view to help the 
House 1 There are two parties in the House which are likely to come to 
loggerheads-at least not likely to agree with each other, just as two 
lawyers and two sides will never agree. I think this is a proposal in 
which the advice of the Advocate General would be of great help. 
I discussed this point with some friends in the morning. I think it is 
(1. difficult point and cannot be brushed aside in the way in which· the 
Leader of the House wants to do it. The Advocate General's appoint· 
ment has been made precisely with a view to help the House in such 
contingency. He is a member of the House--

Mr. JAMNADAS M.. MEHTA: He is not a member of the House. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: He is the 176th membet, but has no 
votl'. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M.l\IEHTA: A member is a person who has J vote. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: I think let us have him here, and, in 
the meantime, we can proceed with some other business. The point is 
not sci simple. It is, therefore, necessary that the view of the Advocate 
General should be obtained. J t would help us in coming to a decision. 
This is a matter of vital importance so far as the privileges of the House 
are concerned. It is a matter of privilege. A specific limitation has 
been imposed by the Rules, namely, that the same thing shall not be 
discussed for a year. If that is so, this small distinction-what was said 
then and what is being s11id now-ought not to be the criterion by which 
the privileges o£ the House should be curtailed or the restrictions that 
haYe been imposed on the House should be brushed aside. I would, 
therefore, pray that the matter may be considered when the Advocate 
General comes in the House, and I hope t~e Honourable the Leader of 
the House \'\111 be able to call him to help us. 

)lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Mr. Speaker, the 
Honoura.ble the Prime1\1inister has tried to explain that the present 
motion is in order by explaining away the fact of the amendment moved 
by my honourable friend 1\Ir. Parulekar. The point raised was, that the 
issue of the Federation during the last discussion was incidental, and 
a kind of differentiation is sought to be made between the two words 
" substantial " and " incidental ", but in that connection, I would bring 
to your notice Rule 8 on page 23. If the amendment moved· by my 
honourable friend Mr. Parulekar had referred only to an incidental 
matter, that question would not have come by way of an amendment 
at all, because Rule 8 explains to us what kind of amendments can be 
mo,·ed to certain motions. It savs, "An amendment must be relevant 
to and within the scope of the motion to which it is proposed." So, if it 
were merely an incidental matter, it would not have been at all a relevant 
matter within the scope of the original motion, and, therefore, if you had 
really thought that the matter raised by the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar was only an incidental matter, you would have certainly 
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ruled out of order the amendment that he then proposed. As the amend-
. ment was accepted, as a full-dress debate was allowed on that amendment 
in the House, that amendment, moved during the last session, cannot now 
be .called an incidental matter, and in that way, the motion now 
before the House cannot ·be attempted to be described as a motion in 
order. Therefore, my point is this that the distinction that is sought to 
be made between incidental matters and substantial matters is not likely 
to be of any avail at this stage. The-matter was discussed during the 
last session and a decision was given. A decision having been already 
given, it is no longer possible tore-agitate the matter and take the time 
o{ this Assembly. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. :MEHTA: Just one point, Sir. The Honourable 
the Prime :Minister talked about substantial and subsidiary and secondary 
matters, but the Standing Order does not make any such distinction. 
It simply says whether the question was substantially the same or not; 
it does not say whether the question is substantial or not. The question 
itself may be of secondary importance, but the point is whether the 
question is substantially the same as was raised on the previous occasion. 
The Standing Order refers to the identity of the question itself and not 
to its importance. Standing Order 12 (1) says, "raising substantially 
the same question", that is, whether the question is, in essence, the same 
and not whether the question intrinsically is substantial. All that is 
.necessary for you to see is whether the amendment moved by my honour
able friend 1\lr. Parulekar and the motion that is now moved by the 
Honourable the Prime Minister are substantially the same. If the Prime 
~Iinister thinks that Federation is not a substantial question, it is his 
look-out. But, here, we are not concerned with that. All that we are 
t"loncerned with· is whether the amendment of my honourable friend 
Mr .. Parulekar and the motion which the Prime Minister now moves 
raise the same issue or not. If he thinks that the question of Federation 
is not a substantial one, I do not mind. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: I am afraid this is a deliberate 
misrepresentation, Sir. There was no question of characterising the 
question of Federation as a substantial one or otherwise. Surely, my 
honourable friend (Mr. Jamnadas) has not forgotten his law to this 
·extent. The question is not whether Federation is substantial or not
. [Mr. Jamnadas M. :Mehta: "Yes, you are saying it."]-but whether it 
was substantially in issue last time. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. l\1. MUNSHI : If I may refer to the words of 
the Standing Order 12 upon which the honourable member (Mr. Jamnadas) 
relies, what you have to find, Sir, is whether the resolution which is now 
moved in the House raises substantially the same question as was raised 
by the amendinent of the honourable member Mr. Parulekar in the last 
sessions. Now, Sir, the question must be raised substantially. If you 
look at the present resolution, the question that it raises is, first, whether 
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the Federation has been accepted by the Indian people. Secondly, as 
it is not accepted by the Indian people, is the 

3 p.m. Federation acceptable or not ~ The answer which 
t.his resolution gives is, I submit, that the Federation is unacceptable 
~Jecause it has not been accepted by the will of the people. That is the. 
Dnly question raised and the only answer given in this resolution. On 
the other hancl, the q_uestion which was raised by ~Ir. Parulekar's amend
ment is quite different. In the first instance, it says nothing about the 
fact that this Federation is unacceptable by reason of not hating been 
accepted by the people. The only question was whether the federal part 
was much worse than the provincial part. That was a different point 
altogether. All that it says is that the Government till both parts are 
made similar should not proceed with the Federation. Here the question 
is of entire unacceptability. The issue is about the will of the people, 
while there the issue was of the comparative merits of the provincial and 
the federal structure. A request that an Act should not be proceeded 
with is entirely a different point from that the Federation is not 
acceptable. I submit that this is substantially not the same question 
and, further, is not the same question at all. That is my submission. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA (Thana cum Bombay Suburban District): 
The point I wish to make, Rir, is this. The Federation is a part of the 
Constitution. In the September session in Poona we were dealing. with · 
the constitution ''hich comprises the Federation. If the honourable 
member lli. Parulekar's amendment was to the effect that we should not 
have anything to do with the Constitution, that we should not discuss 
the Constitution but only the Federation, the position would be different. 
But what did the honourable member l\Ir. Parulekar do~ He had 
before him the resolution before the Ho~e. He added something to 
the resolution and it was rightly said that we do not wish ·to embarrass 
the position by bringing in a part of the Constitution, that is, the Federa
tion, into the discussion of the whole constitution, .and that makes the 
()ase different. 

Supposing, the resolution before the House was that we should ha~e 
no titles in the Bombay Presidency-! am very much concerned with 
such a resolution because I was hoping for a title myself ; assuming, 
howe,·er, the resolution was "No titles in the Bombay Presidency,-and 
if somebody raised an amen~ent adding the words that there should 
be no titles in Bombay proper, and assuming that amendment was lost, 
as it would necessJ.rily be, could it be said that we have done some· 
thing which could prevent us from discussing a resolution-no titles in 
Bombay proper-on the ground of its being inconsistent with what had 
been done in the past 1 Certainly not on the ground of inronsistency. :My 
submibsion is that we are entitled to consider the resolution moved by 
the Honourable the Prime l\linister now, for the simple reason that that 
resolution was never intended to be negatived. While my submission 
id that we are fully entitled to consider the resolution, I am not to he 
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taken as supporting the resolution. All I say is I am in favour of the 
proposition being considered. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South): Sir, I would 
only wish you to read the two motions side by side. It will be found that 
t.he wording is the same and, so far, therefore, as I can make out, there is 
no difference absolutely, and they are almost one. Omit a word here, 
add a word there. Then, the next point I find is that here it is opposed 
to the declared will of the people of the--Province and is, therefore, un
acceptable. "This Assembly, therefore, requests Government to 
intimate to the British Government not to impose it on the Province." 
That is to say, a request is conveyed in order t:"> avoid certain technicalities. 
that this Federation, which is the third part which come& into force after 
the Order-in-Council, should not be imposed. This is the substantial 
part of the amendment. The Assembly is further of opinion that the 
Act should be repealed and replaced by another. 

For my part, I cannot see the least difference between the two. Here, . 
in this resolution, a request is made that the British Government should 
not impose it on the Province. The same thing is consolidated in the 
previous amendment by saying, "Therefore, the Assembly is further 
of opinion that the said Act should be repealed." What does "it should 
not be imposed " mean 1 Repeal it, do whatever you like and, therefore, 
it will not do harm. I am not so much enamoured either by the reso
lution or the amendment referred to. These are all pious wishes. That 
is another matter. But, so far as the privileges of the House are con
cerned, I think otherwise ; else I would not have intervened at all. You 
make a rule in order to avoid certain repetitions. Then in that case, if 
we get the same matter within a certain period, that is naturally not to 
be taken up. Just as we find in our local bodies, it is a wholesome rule. 
It is the acme of local bodies. 

Now, therefore, in this matter.let the. two sides assume an attitude of , 
"playing the game" and judicial temperament, and let the Advocate 
General tell us what the interpretation of the s-ame is. We are likely t() 
be swayed by recent prejudices by which we are governed. The opinion 
of the Advocate General should be sought. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Does ·the honourable member 
·propose that the House should wait until the Advocate General 1s 
sent for? 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Yes, Sir: 

. ~Ir. ALI BAHAJlUR BAIL<\.D'L"R KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District) : 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, the resolution is not one 
and the same thing as the amendment, and the decision on this point of 
order, I submit, should be b::tsed on whether they are the same or not, 
because if the resolution and an amendment are the same, then certainly 
this resolution moved by the Honourable the Prime :Minister is out of 
order, because substantially the question of Federation was raised by an 
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amendment moved by the honourable member ::\Ir. Parulekar. But if 
a resolution and an amendment are not the same, then certainly the 
question raised in the present resolution is quite dillerent, as the 
Honourable the Prime Minister has pointed out, from the question that 
was raised in the resolution that he moved in the last session, because in 
that resolution the ways and methods of establishing a Constituent 
Assembly were discussed, while in this resolution we are discussing an 
ahsolutely different matter, namely, Federation. If a resolution and an 
amendment had been the same, then in the Standing Order X, 12 (1),
the words "or amendment of a resolution " should not have been 
inserted. They would have been absolutely redundant because it reads 
" when a resolution has been moved in the Assembly, no resolution or 
amendment of a resolution raising substantially the same question shall 
be moved .... ". Therefore, I submit that an amendment is not the 
.same as a resolution under the rules and it cannot be the same because 
the resolutions are governed by different rules in all matters, in the 
matter of notice, in the matter of moving them in the House and the 
amendments are goyerned by different rules altogether. But, if it is 
held that an amendment and a resolution are the same, then I would say 
that the present resolution is out of order. 

Mr. IS)LUL I. CHUXDRIGAR (Ahmedabad District): Sir, the 
first part o£ the motion before the House is more or less in the nature of 
a preamble giving reasons for the latter part of the motion which, really 
speaking, is the substantial motion before the House. The real idea 
underlying the present motion is that " this Assembly requests the 
Government to intimate to the British Government not to impose 
a Federation on the province" and as a ground for the present Govern
ment sending that intimation to the British Government, the motion 
states that " This Assembly is of opinion that the Federation proposed 
under the Government of Indi'l. Act, 1935, is opposed to the declared will 
of the people of the province and is therefore unacceptable": Similarly, 
if we turn to the resolution moved and passed at the last session at 
Poona, we find that the substantial motion before the House then was 
about the Constituent Assembly which was intended to be convened for 
the purpose of drawing up the constitution, though the preamble to that 
resolution was almost similar in terms to that of the present resolution. 
Therefore, though the reasons for commending the acceptance of the 
main resolutions may be the same in both cases, the substantial motions 
are entirely different. The substantial motion before the House at pre
sent is that we want a request to be conveyed to the British Government 
not to impose a Federation on either the province or on the country, but 
the substantial motion before the House at the time of the :Poona session 
was that a Constituent Assembly should be called for the purposes 

.of drawing up a constitution, and my submission is that the two things 
are entirely di.fierent. Though the grounds for m~king both the recom
mendations-the one which \Ve propose to make now and the one made 
.at the Poona sessions of the Assembly-may be the same, the substantial 
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parts of the motions are entirely different and, therefore, I submit that 
this motion ca.n be moved at this time. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am thankful to the honourable· 
members for all the very intricate and learned arguments on the con· 
struction of the Rules and Standing orders. To my mind, it is not 
necessary at all to decide just at present whether an amendment is in
cluded in the word " resolution " or not and as to what is the proper inter
pretation of this or that rule. The amendment of Mr. Parulekar to the 
last resolution has to be read in the light of and taking into consideration 
the context and the main objective of the principle of the resolution and 
a few words here and there taken out of the context and unrelated to the· 
principle of the resolution will not do. The Rule No. 12 seems to have 
been put in for the purposes of having some finality at least for some· 
time-the rule has laid down one year-and the best principles applying 
in all such cases would be the principles which guide the courts in decid
ing what matters come within the principle of res judicata. Reading 
the original motion, the amendment of the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar and the present motion, and putting myself the question 
as to whether the matters agitated upon the two occasions are directly 
and substantially the same, I am clearly of the view that though argu
;rnents hete and there might be the same in support of the conclusions 
arrived at, this aspect of the matter which is now being taken up was not 
and cannot be said to be so directly and substantially in issue at that 
tim~ as to bar a discussion of the present resolution .. The objective, as 
I see from the resolution about the Constituent Assembly, was to assert 
as to who had the right to frame the constitution. That was the 
principal object and various. reasons were given. In the present 
resolution that is not the principal object, but something else. To my 
mind, therefore, the motion is in order . 

. lVIr. JAMNADAS lVI. lVIEHTA : Will you, Sir, allow us to make 
a. submission fmther as to the point you have raised, or have you 
closed 1 You have ruled on the point whether the question in issue is 
directly or substantially the·same or not. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Does the-·· honourable member· 
"'further propose' t? discuss the Cha.ir's ml~ng which has been given. 
j11st now; 1 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS 1\L MEHTA No, no ; far from it. My point 
was not that. I did not say that the original resolution and this are
substantially the same. 

·. The Honourable the SPEAKER: There can be no explanation after 
:the Chair's ruling: 

. ' 

Khan Saheb FAIZ l\iOHA~IED KHAN (Kah·a District): Sir, I propose 
:this amendment to. the resolutipn which is being discussed on the floor-
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of this House and the reason for introducing this amendment is that 
the words, as they are, are the follo"i.ng : 

"to intimate to the British Government not to impose it on the pro\'inee." 

~Ir. ALI BAHADtJR BA.H.ADUR KHAN : Is there any amendment ? 
We have not heard that . 

. Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED liliAN: Where was the lJ.onourable 
member? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will read the amendment : 

Delete the words" intimate to the British Government not to in· pose it on the province" 
from the motion and substitute the words " urge upon the British Govemment to refrain 
frolll its enforcement". 

Khan Saheb FAIZ ~lOHA~IED KHAN : Now that the honourable 
member has heard it, I suppose I can continue. 

Sir, why I want to substitute the wording "urge upon the British 
Government to refrain from its enforcement " is that the intimation part 
of it, as the motion is at present worded, means that we only convey 
that the declared will of the nation or the country is that the Federation 
is not acceptable to us. We want to go a step further and say that not 
only do we make a request or intimate, but we urge upon the British 
Government not to enforce this beautiful part of Government of India 
Act, viz., Federation. In doing so,· I must reply to my honourable 
friend Mr. Karandikar, who says that the Muslim League wanted a sham 
show-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will the honourable member confine 
himself to his amendment 1 

Khan Sahel) FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN : I will confine myself to the 
amendment, Sir. He said that we were only making a show when we 
said that we did not want Federation. By this amendment' we want 
to make it clear that we are not making a show. We want and we urge 
that this wretched thing should not be enforced upon us. 

The honourable member Mr. Bramble, whom I do not see here at 
present, said "If not federation, what else?" Well, my answer to 
him is, that we want something which they are not going to give us, and 
during the course of the debate you will have something uttered from 
my own party which will show that -we are prepared to join hands with 
you to see that this part of the Government of India Act is not enforced 
upon us. 

Mr. IS~IAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR (Ahmedabad District) : Sir, I support 
the motion of the Honourable the Prime Minister subject to the amend
ment moved by my honourable friend Khan Shree Faiz Mohamedkhan. 
I need hardly recapitulate any reasons to commend it for acceptance. 
The Federation proposed under the Government of India Act is condemned 
y almost every section of the House. It has also been condemned by 
radically all the political parties in the country as b~ing a step in the 
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retrograde direction. It does not take us further towards responsible 
Government from where we were under the old Government of India Act 
of 1919, but really as a matter offact its effect is to deprive us of the little 
privileges we enjoyed at the centre under the Act of 1919. With the 
introduction of Federation, several Native States will be joining the 
Federation, and unless they join the Federation, it is not going to come 
into force. With the joining of the Nat~ve States, the strength of the 
retrograde elements at the centre will o{such that it will not be possible 
to carry any measures of public good even to the extent to which it is 
possible under the present constitution. It is therefore that we are all 
agreed as to the motion relating to the Federation. I need not say that 
under the new Act the Governor General is given innumerable powers of 
discretion. Then there are several other matters in which he has got to 
exercise his individual judgment ; that even though the Council of 
Ministers is to be there, it is more or less a sham; that in certain impor
tant matters he is not bound even to consult his Council of 1\linisters; 
that in other~, even if he consults the Council of Ministers he is not bound 
to follow their advice; and what is more, the most important Depart
ments of Defence, Finance, Ecclesiastical matters, foreign affairs, 
economic policy and foreign policy, are taken entirely outside the pur
view of ministerial advice. Under these circumstances, no self-respecting 
Indian can be satisfied with this Federation. 

I was surprised to find the honourable member Mr. Karandikar taking 
an opportunity in this debate to fling a few remarks at the Muslim League 
though it has consistently opposed Federation. I wish he had looked 
to the resolution which his own party, the l\Iahasabha, passed at Ahmed
abad actually urging upon the British Government to bring Federation 

. into effect immediately. Perhaps that is a solitary political party to do 
so. On the contrary, the Muslim League has been progressive in its 
attitude from the beginning to the end, and up to the present day its 
policy has been very clear and emphatic. We are absolutely opposed to 
Federation, we say that it is unacceptable, and we want the British 
Government to refrain from its enforcement. The words of the amend
ment which my honourable friend Khan Shree Faiz J\Iahomedkhan has 
just moved are taken from the words Of the resolution of the Muslim 
League which are very emphatic. I can even go further and say that the 
resolution of the Muslim League regarding Federation is an advance 
upon any resolution passed by any political party in India on the subject. 
When Mr. M. N. Roy read that resolution and the new creed of the :Muslim 
League, his remarks were that the Muslim League was ahead even of the 
Congress, as the Muslim League made it clear that every unit of the 
Federation must be a free and a democratic· state, and therefore any 
Native State which was not free and which was not democratic would 
have no place in a Federation contemplated by the Muslim League. 
I submit therefore that it would have been much better if the honourable 
member Mr. Karandikar had refrained from· making remarks of the 
nature he did. 
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Onlv one word more about the amendment moved by my honourable 
frienlKhan Shree Faiz ~Iahamadkhan, and I have done. As the motion 

· stands at present, the second part is "This Assembly therefore requests 
Government to intimate to the British Government not to impose it on 
the Province". If the Federation is to be imposed, it will be imposed 
on the whole country, on all the Provinces of British India and such 
Native States as may choose to join it. Therefore to say that this 
Federation should not be imposed on this Province is an anomaly. This 
Federation cannot be imposed on other Provinces leaving out this 
Province. Therefore, it would have been much better if the words "on 
the Province " had been omitted. Again, the phraseology which is used 
in the amendment" to refrain from its enforcement" is much better and 
stronger than the phraseology" not to impose it on the Province". We 
do not want this Federation at all. It is not merely going to be imposed 
on us; I go a step further and say that it is going to be forced on us, and 
we want Government to refrain from forcing it on us. The amendment 
goes further than the motion, and I hope the Prime ~Iinister will accept 
the amendment which has been moved. 

l\Ir. S. D. SAKLATVALA (Bombay l\Iillowners' Association) : Sir, 
the position of the Progress Party was made clear by our leader yester· 
day, and I would like to make some observations in support of the 
attitude taken up by our party. Yesterday, Sir, the Honourable the 
Prime Minister stated that Federation was universally condemned, that 
it. was condemned by the Liberals, by the Muslim League and by the 
Congress. Well, Sir, that is perfectly true. To most of us the shortcom-

ings and the defects of Federation are obvious. But, 
3-30 p.m. Sir, it is one thing to point out the defects, even 

glaring ~efects, shortcomings and imperfections o£ 
Federation and quite a different thing to say that, because it is not per
fect, therefore, it should not be allowed to be introduced or that a 
request should be made at this stage to the British Parliament not to 
impose it on this province. Certainly, Sir, the Liberals' point of view is 
that, in spite of the imperfections, in spite of the defects, it should 
~ertainly be given a trial, that it should be introduced and that the best 
should be extracted from it. l\Iy honourable friend who spoke last talked 
of the democratis':ttion of the Indian States. If we have to wait till the 
States are democratised, in order to start with the federation, I am afraid 
we shall have to wait, if not indefinitely, certainly for a very long time .. 
T~e honourable member, the last speaker, also pointed out that the 
Hmdu Mahasabha view was that it should be introduced immediately 
and that they were urging upon Government to bring in federation at 
~he earliest possible moment. So, Sir, while there is unanimity as to the 
lmperfections of the federation, it certainly cannot be said that there is 
unanimity on the question whether it should be introduced at all or not. 
We ~ertainly can agree as to the imperfections and as to the short-. 
commgs, but I want to know how can in practical effect all these defects 
and imperfections be correctly gauged unless federation is brought into 
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being and worked 1 We want to bring a federation after our own heart. 
That can only come about after the irtroduction of federation. 

I may also point out that much in the same way they talked about 
the provincial autonomy p!trt of the Government of India Act~ 
We we:e certainly told about its shortcomings. In fact, we were told 
that this so-ca.lled autonomy gave no autonomy at all; and yet., what do 
we find today 1 This very part of the-Government of India Act is being 
~or~ed smoothly, worked satisfactorily, in all the provinces. Well, Sir, 
1£ th1s part of the Government of India Act, in spite of its defects, can be 
worked; and worked satisfactorily, I do not see why a trial could not be. 
given even to this scheme of federation as it is. Certainly, it has defects. 
and it should be improved. But my submission is that it should be 
given a trial. I go further and say that, if this part of the Government 
of India Act is worked in the same spirit as the provincial autonomy 
part of the Government of India Act is worked now, particularly by the 
Congress Ministries in so many provinces, I think some result can be 
achieved. As I said, we were told that under this autonomy part of the 
Government of India Act much coulcl not be done. But we do find that 
there is certainly a scope, a very great scope, to work for the masses and to 
achieve the highest good for our province ; and the Ministry itself is. 
striving to work in that direction and I must say with success. After 
all, this federation is an integral part of the Act and is the natural 
corollary to the provincial autonomy part of the Act. Therefore, I do 
not think it would be practical politics to urge at this stage that 
federation should not see the light of day at all. I think it is an obvious 
fallacy to condemn the end for want of sufficient means. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : l\Ir. Speaker, Sir, I am surprised 
at the attitude taken by the Progress Group on this question. My 
honourable friend I\Ir. Bramble stated yesterday that the Government· 
were not serious in bringing forward this resolution. I will take the 
liberty of telling him-he is not present in his seat-that Government 
are as serious on this question as on any other which has been proposed 
from this side of the House. To this Government, as to the people of 
this country, it is an impending calamity of the first magnitude, and 
every section of the people of India views this Federation 'with. 

·a determined anger, because they feel that this Federation wHl rivet on 
them more chains than what there are already. [.Mr. S. r. Parulekar: 
" When did Government become conscious of it 1 "] Government is very 
much conscious of it and that is why they ha \'e brought this resolution. 

Then, Sir, there is no substance in saying that this resolution was· 
brought at short notice. The question has been agitating the public· 
mind for a long time past, and it is scarcely a valid argument to say that 
members should be given at least three or four days to consider the 
question and express their views. I suppose that all politically-minded 
men, women and children have made up their mind on the question of'· 
this Federation. This motion is brought before the House with the object 
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of recording the decision of this House and not with a view that 
honourable members should read Jefferson's view on Federation and 
enlighten us on the question. I submit, Sir, that the complaint made
by my honourable frienrls is, therefore, not justified. 

I was really surprised to find my honourable friend Mr. Saklatyala 
speaking against the resolution. He seems to be in a peculiar frame of 
mind. He is prepared to admit that the proposed Federation has short-
comings, but he is not prepared to concede that it is sufficient provocatio::1 
for us to have nothing to do at all with it. He says that it is one thing · 
to point out its shortcomings and another thing not to accept it. If it 
has shortcomings, according to him, I do not know why he or his party 
should accept it. When the time comes for introducing Federation, 
he may not support the public in the action which it may take, but I do
not see why, if he thinks honestly and sincerely that it has many short
comings, he should not vote for the resolution. He thinks that we will 
ha Ye to wait for a long time before we can get a Federation after our heart 
and, therefore, he says that we should make the best bargain as a matter· 
of practical politics-I am using his words-and must accept it. 

Now, Sir, I really fail to follow the logic of my honourable friend. 
Supposing we do not get the Federation, what is going to happen 1 
.\re the heavens going to fall? Is anything going to be worse than what 
it is now? Why should we be afraid that, if the Federation does not 
come, something extraordinary will happen 1 Suppose it does not come~~ 
well, we shall be just as we are; that is all. Therefore, there is no reason 
to say that practical politics requires that we should accept the Federa
tion. If that is the attitude in which we look at political changes, we 
can neYer get anything. At some point of time, a nation which wants: 
its rights has got to say: "I want this, and if I do notget it, I won't 
ha Ye anything else." That is the thing which every self-respecting 
nation must learn to say. What is the use of saying: "Oh yes; we· 
know this constitution is useless ; it has got shortcomings ; but let us 
take it, lest something untoward may happen." I assure my honourable 
friends of the Progress Party that nothing worse is going to happen which 
would upset this country or harm any party or any section of the public. 
If thi~ Federation does not come, the only result of it would be that the 
Briti:.;h Government would have to placate public opinion in 'India.' 
Why do my honourable friends worry 1 They will have to find out better-
ways. That will be the only result and nothing else. · 

I really do not understand t.he reasons given by my honourable friends 
)lr. Bramble and )!r. Saklatvala. What is there in this Federation 
so tempting that my honourable friends should pause even for a moment 
before saying that it is unacceptable 1 We know very well, Sir, that this 
is the most extraordinary Federation which came out of the mind of 
any constitutiontallawyer anywhere. We know Federations very well. 
We know that one of the first tests of a Federation is that the federal 
state must have direct legal relations with all its citizens, that there 
must be certain fundamental rights secured to its citizens: .th'lt all citizens. 
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{)£ the Federation must have equility of status and equality of protection 
before the federal law. What do we find here 1 This Federation does 
not know of fundamental rights; it has no citizens having direct relations 
·:with it. The residents of the provinces do not elect representatives 
directly to the Federal Assembly and they have no common riahts 
with reference to the Federation. As regards the residents of Indian 
States, they have no locus standi: they are nowhere in the picture at all. 
Do you want meekly to submit to it simply because the British statesmen. 
have called it a Federation 1 

Take the next test. One of the requisites of a federal constitution 
all over the world is that the lower chamber must express the will of the 
nation. What is the lower chamber of this Federation ? Two-thirds 
of it is to consist of representatives of the different provincial assemblies
not of the people of the provinces, but of the assemblies-and one-third 
of it is to represent medieval autocracies over which in all essential 
matters paramountcy is always to be paramount. And in' the way 
in which it is tried to cut up and constituted, in no event and in no 
-circumstances, will the lower house o£ this Federation reflect the popular 
-opinion of this country or express the national will. Is that the federation 
·of which my honourable friends of the Prcgress Party are so enamoured 1 

Then, take for instance this test. Is it a federal Government at all, 
~xcept by way of courtesy or tr~vesty 1 All the important departments 
.of Government, the army, foreign affairs, and all the rest of it which form 
"the indicia of sovereignty, are taken away and placed on the unapproach
able heights of the Viceregal Lodge. Even essential things like the 
Reserve Bank and the Railway Board are fields over which the poor 
Federal Government dare not poach. And even within the restricted 
.sphere which is assigned to the Federal Government, you find that the 
power of the Viceroy rests supreme, restricting and strangling every 
expression of the national will. Is th9.t the Federal Government which 
.my honourable friends are so much in love with 1 

If they want to know what a federal Government ought to be, I need 
· -only go back to what in the British Commonwealth sn Australian 

statesman, Sir Henry Parkes, said when he proposed the Australian 
Federation. I shall take the opportunit.J of reading that famous passage. 
He said when he proposed a federation of the Australian States in 1890 : 
· "But the federal Government must be a Government of power. It must be a Govern. 
ment especially armed with plenary power for t.he defence of the country. It must be 
a. Government armed with plenary power for the perforrn~nre of other functions pertaining 
to a. national Government, such as the building of ships, the enlistment of fioldiers, and 
the carrying out of many works in the industrial world which might be necessary for the 
.advancement of a nation." 

This might help my honourable friend :Mr. Saklatvah to come to a 
proper decision. 

"It might be wise that some of these powers should eo me into force with the concurre~ce 
-of the State or Provincial Legislatures. It might be wise to stipulate for some kmd 
()f gradation in approaching the full powers of the federal Government, or before 
-consummating its full power; but that it should be in design, from the) very first, a 
oCOmplete legislative a.nd executive Government, suited to perform the grandest and th\J 
highest functions of a. nation, could not be a. matter of doubt." 
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Well, what \\aS not a matter of doubt in Australia. in 1890 seem$ to be 
a matter of great doubt to some in this House even in 1937. The 

·Federation that is proposed by the Government of India Act is a negation 
·of all that Sir Henry Parkes said that a federation should be. Are we to 
rest content with this kind of federation 1 Are my honourable friends 
of the Progress Party so much in love . with federation that they 
are prepared to substitute the present Government by the sort of 
federation that is proposed 1 Would they, I ask, if this country were 
populated by Europeans only, accept a federal Government of this kind 'I 
Why are they so keen that it should be fastened upon this country against 
its will ? Sir, as I said, the federal Government that is proposed is not 
a Government but a mockery of .it ; and the sooner we say so plainly, 
the better. 

Sir, my honourable friend Mr. Bramble yesterday said with a certain 
amount of flourish "Where is the alternative 1 This is the only one 
which holds the field; y.ou have not an alternative". Well, if he had 
a good memory, he could have remembered what happened in 1928. 
In 1928, the Indian National Congress and many other sections of the 
Indian public which are outside the Congress, asked for the bread of the 
Nehru Report; they were given the stone of the Simon Report. 

Then, in 1932, when Mahatma Gandhi, as repre'senting the nation, 
wanted to provide an alternative, all the kindness and courtesy that he 
received was that he was locked up in jail, and the most powerful organi
sation which wanted to provide an alternative was denied the right of 
having a say in the matter. But why the Congress alone 1 Even Sir 
Tej Bahadur Sapru's alternative, the mildest of mild alternatives that 
he suggested, even His Highness the Aga Khan's alternative-even 
those alternatives were spurned with contempt. What have we not 
been doing for the last three years in order to provide alternatives 1 
Have we not asked for a constituent assembly 1 Has not this House 
passed a resolution that we want an alternative, an alternative of a 
definite character 1 But we have only been told, " Oh, take this Federa
tion or leave it". It is not a question of our not providing an 
alternative; it is a question of the other side not wanting an alternative 
but trying to impose this Federation-or enforce it, if that phraseology 
satisfies the other side of the House-and it is that which is resented. 

As the Honourable the Prime Minister has very rightly put it, the 
principle in this question is one of self-determination. Governments do 
not rest on their merits ; they rest on their acceptance by . the 
goyerned. In this case, whatever may be the merits o:.: demerits of the 
Federation, it is not acceptable to any responsible section of the people 
of India; and that is sufficient condemnation of it. 

Therefore, Sir, I ask those of my friends who have expressed their 
Yiews against the motion to consider this question from all these points . 
of view and remember that there has been no power on earth since the 
beginning of the world which could impose a government against the 
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unan.iiD.ous or the overwhelming wishes of the governed. It would be 
shortsighted stat~smanship if the British Government thinks, in the 
plenitude of its might, that in this year or in the coming years it can 
enforce the proposed Federation with the beauties which my honourable 
friends alone can see, but the rest of the House cannot see. Therefore, 
I invite the House, with all the solemnity I can command, to express its 
overwhelming vote, its unanimous vote, on t.his question and to declare 
that this constitutional monstrosity~-}s unacceptable to the people 
of this Province. [Applause.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There is one more amendment 
which I have received. It should be before the House before further 
discussion goes on. The honourable member Mr. Pataskar should now 
move his amendment. 

:M."r. H. V. PATASKAR (East Khandesh West): Sir, since we started 
discussion on this motion, our friends of the Muslim League Party, who 
have been entirely in sympathy with the object of the motion, have 
been pressing for some verbal change in the concluding part of it. I 
think the Honourable the Prime :Minister, while replying to this very 
same question when it was first raised by my honourable friend Sir Ali 
Mahomed Khan Dehlavi, gave the reason why he had included the 
words" on the Province" in the motion. Another part of the amend
ment which is proposed by one of the honourable 1pembers from the 
Muslim League Party proposes that instead of the words " intimate to ", 
the words " urge upon " should be substituted. Taking into considera
tion the change in phraseology which our friends desire, I propose to 
move the following amendment, which, I think, will be acceptable to all 
sections of the House : 

"Delete the words' intimate to' in line 4: a.nd substitute the words' urge upon'." 

That part of my amendment is practically the same as the part of 
another amendment moved by one of the honourable members. 
Further, I propose: 

"Delete the words' on the Province' a.t the end of the motion." 

The reasons for putting in these three..words in the motion have already 
been explained. I think .the motion in the amended form will be accep· 
table to all sections of this House. 

Now, Sir, with respect to merits, although I wanted to offer a few 
remarks yesterday, I do not wish to take very long today. I think the 
whole question has been discussed fully. The motion itself has been put 
in a form to which really there ought to be no objection on any score. 
Every member who has spoken since the motion was introduced has 
spoken in its favour. Some honourable members only wanted to dissect 
the reasons which led the various groups to accept the motion. I think 
that in a case of this nature, practical politics demand that no such 
dissection should be made. The circumstances as they exist at present, 
including even world conditions, demand that at a time like this we should 
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unanimously pass a motion of this character declaring the unanimous 
opinion of the people of this country that the whole scheme of federation 

· is un!lcceptable. Even the honourable members of the Progress Party 
· · admit that there are several deficiencies in the scheme. What we are 

to do hereafter mav not be a matter on which the members of the 
Progress Party would agree with the members on this side ; but at any 
rate, when they once admit that there are several deficiencies, then 

· ('ertainly I see no reason why they should have any objection to admit 
that the scheme is unacceptable in the form in which it is put forward. 
I do not think there is any valid or reasonable objection to our saying that 
it is unacceptable, "·hen they admit that there are several deficiencies 
in it. 

We know, Sir, that there are several groups who find the scheme un
: acceptable for different reasons. But I appeal to them that this is not 
· the time nor the place for them, as I said in the beginning, to dissect the 

reasons which prompt them to oppose the scheme. Doing so merely 
minimises the importance of the practical reasons which should 
prompt us to put forward a unanimous demand like this. It is from 
this point of view that this motion has been moved. I£ the different 
groups agree to the proposition that the scheme is unacceptable, the dis~ 
section of the various reasons will only strengthen the hands of those 
upon whom we want to urge not to impose the scheme on us and weaken 
our case. The discussion has already gone on for a long time. I therefore 
appeal to all sections that they should unanimously agree to my simple 
amendment and pass it. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District) : Sir, it is a matter of gratificrtion that on 
this motion practically there is unanimity in this Honse in support of it. 
All the members from the various groups representing di:fierent communi
ties and interests have joined in the voice of protest against the Federa
tion being imposed upon India against the will of the Indian people. 
The only note of dissent that has been heard in this House has come from 
the members of the European group. I just now heard the Honourable 
the Home Member expressing surprise at that. I do not think we need 
be surprised, because there was nothing extraordinary in that; nothing 
was surprising there, and nothing was unexpected. There is a clash of 
interests between the Imperialism and the Indians, and that clash of 
interests certainly musL find expression in this House through those who 
represent Imperialism. Barring the European group, I think all the 
<>ther members are unanimous in the opinion that the Federation that is 
sought to be imposed upon India is not acceptable. I think this goes 
a long way towards giving a reply to the arguments that have been 
advanced by the honourable member representing the European Group. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Is the honourable member likely 
to take some time ? Is he likely to finish within five minutes 1 
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Mr. ALI BAHADl.JR BAHADUR KHAN : I shall take some time. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : In that case the honourable member 
may !esume after tea. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

~Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR.KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District): 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, you should not be 
surprised at all at the attitude adopted by the European Group, because, 
as I was saying, there is a clash of interests between the exploiters and the 
exploited. Certainly, there have been people in India who have 
sympathised with the aspirations of India and.who have given their
support in our struggle for freedom, but we need have no disillusion about 
that. We must realise that we have to depend on our own stamina and 
on our own struggle in order to achieve the purpose that underlies the 
present resolution. And,. we need not worry also about the opposition, 
about the voic.e of dissent, that has been expressed from the European 
Group because, I believe, it does not vitiate the purpose of the resolution 
at all. The resolution voices the sentiments and feelings of the Indian 
people, and if some European Groups do not fall in line with us and do 
not sympathise with us, then we have only to drop them out. It has 
been asked, "what is the alternative to the Federation." that is sought 
to be imposed upon India 1 First of all, I shall say-and I think that, 
like the question, the answer-has also been repeated on different platforms 
and through the press-that we want a genuine federation in the place of" 
a bogus federation. The Federation that is being .imposed upon India 
does not give substantial powers to India ; it is like a toy ; they think 
that we are children and can be cajoled into accepting that toy. I think 
this resolution is a complete refutation of that misunderstanding, if it 
exists at all in the minds of the European Group. Sir, it was a joy of 
my life to hear the speeches from theM uslim League benches [Hear, Hear 1 
today, which unequivocally gave support to the resolution which was so 
ably moved by the Honourable the Prime Minister, and I think it was 

· a great disillusionment to the· European Group, because they were 
counting for support on those bench~s ; they were counting on the 
support from these benches, .but they must have b~en disillusioned now,. 

·· and they must realise that every group in India-whether it is the l\Iuslim 
League group or the Congress group or the Independents or the Democra
tic . Swarajists-has begun .to. march.with times and has raised a united 
·voice in support of the demand that underlies this resolution. What 
I shall say to the Congressmen is this that the. resolution, as it goes, is 
very good indeed and it does represent the sentiments and views of India 
at large, but why do you stop at that 1 I would ask them what is the 
sanction behind this demand 1 Unless there is a sanction behind this 
demand, such protests and such demands will be of no avail. They have 
never been of any avail in the past, and they will not cut much ice even 
in future.. I shall ask the Muslim Leaguers also that toclar they have 
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unequi,·ocally condemned the Federation that is being imposed upon 
India; now, what is the alternative if that Federation is imposed 
upon us in spite of these protests t I think the best alternative for us 
would he to prepare ourselves for the fight for freedom. . 

Honourable ME~IBERS (of the Muslim League group): We are 
already prepared. 

Jlr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : It is a great joy of my 
life to hear that remark from those benches that they are prepared for 
the fight. If you really act up to the principles that you have just now · 
enunciated, I think the phase of India will change in no time and no voice
of dissent will be heard in future even from the European Group. Sir, 
so many defects have been pointed out of the Federation that is sought to 
he imposed upon India, hut I think it is not a matter of arguments at all. 
I have a soldier's viewpoint (Hear, hear), and it is this, that a federation 
or a constitution that is made and framed by any outside agency-by the 
British Parliament-without having on it the stamp of the free will of the 
Indian people, that constitution must he rejected without even looking 
at it. That is the viewpoint of a self-respecting Indian. The British 
Parliament, as it is constituted, is an imperialistic agency, and is not iu 
a position at all to frame a constitution that will he either suitable to thtt 
Indian conditions or that will he in the interests of the Indian people. 
Whenever any examination is made of the constitution, it will always he 
found that it was framed in the interests of the British people. Therefore, 
our demand would he that we want a federation, or even it may he 
another typ~ of Government, the constitution of which is made and 
framed by the Indian people themselves. I submit that it would he 
better if something had been added to the resolution in the shape of 
sanction, in the shape of a threat that would be acted upon. Without 
that threat, I believe the motion is h!llting; it is incomplete. My honour
able friend (Ur. Jhabvala) informs me that there is an amendment to 
that effect. All the amendments moved so far only aim at minor altera
tions ; they do not make any change in the substance of the resolution. 
Anyway ,I think that if any amendment to this effect is moved, it is worth
while to support that amendment, because this resolution without 
any threat, without any sanction behind it, will he useless. With these 
words, Sir, I submit that the resolution, so far as it condemns the Federa
tion as unacceptable, is worthy of support. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I feel a little 
difficulty in understanding the occasion for the Government to bring 
this resolution before the House. I have been searching my mind as t() 
what could have happened between the 23rd September last and the 
11th January that has changed the whole attitude of Government towards 
the question of Federation. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Our record shows that. 

~Ir. JMINADAS M. ~IEHTA : I. am trying to point out that the
records of the House are against you. On the 23rd of September the 
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honourable member Mr. Parulekar in his amendment wanted it to be 
declared, as I have tried to convince this morning, in practically identical 
words, that this Assembly requests the Bombay Government to convey 
to His Majesty's Government the desire of the people of this Province 
th:tt Government should not proceed with the Federation as it does not 
express the will of the people. Why did the Government not vote for 
that amendment on that date 1 I wa11t to understand that. On that 
day, Mr. Parulekar made out the same ·case which the Honourable the 
Prime Minister tried to make out yesterday, and yet we found the entire 
phalanx on the Government benches voting down the amendment of 
Mr. Parulekar. 1 want some explanation of this sudden change. On 
the 23rd September the Government· were not prepared to condemn 
the Federation, while this morning we are aslood to support the very 
amendment which the Government rejected. Some explan':ttion, some 
apology, is due to Mr. Parulekar. · 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : Why 1 

~Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Because you have borrowed the very 
phraseology of his amendment, you have made piracy of his phraseology 
and you have not even the courtesy to acknowledge that it was his 
amendment which you are now · asking this House to adopt. 
Parliamentary etiquette requires that when you learn anything from 
an honom:able member, you must acknowledge it. That kind of courtesy 
we have not yet learnt to associate with the Government of which the 
Honourable the Mover is the most distinguished leader. I, therefore, 
fail to understand the occasion or the provocation for this resolution. 
Barring .this, there is nothing in the resolution itself to which any 
nationalist can refuse to give sanction. But I have this fear that the 
six of this Government are not its half a dozen. There must be something 
behind thiS; .some occa.sion must have arisen to make a gesture some
where though we are not told what it is, and I want the Honourable 
the Prime Minister to take us into his confidence as to why the Government 
have changed during the course of the last four months. Subject to 
that, I accord my entire support to this resolution and, for such members 
of the House who have not given their support, r beg to point out that 
if they study the proposed Federation,--they cannot but come to the very 
conclusion to which the Government want our assent. In a. few brief 

··sentences I would try to explain to my honourable friends of the Progress 
Group that they will lose nothing and they will be doing the right thing 
if they make it possible .for the unanimous acceptance of this resolution 
by the House. I say so on a very careful study of the provisions of the 
Government of India Act. They will find that the Government of 
India Act of 1935, particularly this Federation portion of it, rests on four 
pillars. They are, first, the Princes. The second · is the British 
Imperialism. Viceregal special responsiblities is the third and 
communalism is the fourth, or, I may call, ~'divide and rule" is the fourth. 
These are the four rotten pillars on which the proposed Federation rests, 
and I ani quite certain in my mind that not one member of the Progress 
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Group can stand by any one of these pillars which are rotten at the core;' 
In the first instance, the Princes, who never care to acknowledge their 
subjects as citiiens but wish to trMt them as so many slaves, are given 
a position which is amazing both on acc()un,t ~f their disproportionate 
representation in the Federal Legislature and also on account of the total 
failure to recognise the existence of the people of the States. If my 
honourable friends of the Progress Group will turn to the various sections 
relating to the Federation, they will find that out of the 375 l\Iembers 
of the Lower Federal Assembly, the Princes are going to collar 125 seats .. 
That means that for a population which is not even 1/4th of the t()tal 
population of India, the Princes will get the representation of l/3rd 
of the whole House. And it is much worse in the Upper House where 
out of 260 seats, the Princes are going to get 104 seats: Very nearlf 
they are going to get 40 per ceDt. when they are not even 25 per cent: 
in population. Why 1 Do you want that this kind of disproportionate 
~e-presentation for a number of medieval feudal lords who, if they l."llow 
anything of modern time, it is only its vices and who have not shown that 
modern civilisation has created any impression on their better minds 1 
·why should the fortunes of 8 crores of human beings be handed over to 
the tender mercies of these six hundred and odd despots 1 Why should 
t.hey get _such disproportionate representation in the future democratic 
constitution 1 But that is not the only thing. The Princes are free to· 
accede to the Federation or not to accede to it. And even if they are 
acceding to the Federation, the Instrument of Accession is going to be 
in a form which beats any document of an autocracy; ancient or modern. 
I am particularly anxious to get the vote of the Progress Group on the 
side of Government, and therefore I wish theni to understand that the 
Princes, if they. are to federate hereafter, will do so not because of this 
Act but by virtue of the Instrument of Accession .. We, you and I, 
and people outside, are bound by the Act, but the Princes are not bound 
by the Act. They are bound by the Instrument of ·Accession and are 
always subject to the terms of that instrument, not subject to the 
sections of this Act. The Princes will give conse'nt to the Federation 
by virtue of the Instrument of Accession and that too for such matters 
as they like. They will chim control over aU our affairs, but in their 
turn they will give you and me such control as they like and to such 
extent as they like, on such subjects as they like. They are not governed 
by the Act, but the Act is governed by the Instrument of Accession.: 
The Princes are superior to and outside the Government of India Act, 
unless they choose to do otherwise and that is not the end of argument. · 
They are also entitled under this Act to stand in the way of amending 
those of its sections against which you and I protest. My friend, 
~Ir.. Saklatvala, admitted that it was badi but does he know that it cannot 
be made good 1 If the Princes are to enter the Federatio.a, all the bad 
features of it will remain bad. (An Hmwurable :Memher : Why 1) Because 
of schedule 2 and section 6. If you will kindly turn to schedule 2 and 
section 6, you will find that certain alterations in this Act can be made 
by Parliament without affecting the ,Instrument of Accession. But e-ven 
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Parliament cannot change other parts of this Act "'ithout the Prince!( 
permission. Did you realise that 1 The whole (If the second schedult> 
is an indication of this fact, not in one or two matters, not in five or six. 
matters, but in 60 matttlrs. I have tried to number them and I find 
that 60 reactionary provisions of this Act today cannot be altered 
even by Parliament without affecting the Federation if the Princes
do not agree. The changes in the Act under schedule 2 are permitted 
only in certain respects and not in an~- and if you try t6 change, the" 
Instrui:nent of Accession wi11 be affected and the Federation win 
collapse. 

So I beg of you to read section 6 along with schedule 2 of the Govern
:inent of India Act and then you will realise how helpless you and I are. 
Even if you convince Parliament that greater power should be given t@• 
the people of India, it will tell you that as the Princes do not want it,. 
the Federation will collapse by doing it and that therefore it is impossiblt-
to change. I am reminded of a firm of solicitors in a Dickens' noveL 
There were two partners and as,is usual with the fraternity, they robbed' 
their clients right and left. (The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher : With the
assistance of counsel, I expect!) One of the clients went to one of the· 
partners with a request for a reduction of the bill of costs. He said, 
yes, you see my partner. If he agrees, I have no ebjection. The poor 
fellow goes to the other partner. He says : You are quite right, but my 
partner is a bad fellow. Thus between the two, they never alter the· 
bill of costs in the· direction of reduction. Under the Federaticm, 
Parliament and the Princes are going to be the firm of solicitors, neither 
would wish to improve this Act and yet each will be able to· blame the
other. Parliament might say, Yes, what is the good in improving the· 
Act, the Instrument of Accession will be affected, the Princes will retire· 
and the Federation will collapse. The Princes will say, yG>u are our 
countrymen, we are willing to do what you say, but how about Parlia
ment 1 Thus like tne firm of solicitors in Dickens, between the Princes 
and Parliament, if -you now accept this Federation portion of the 
Government of India Act, 1935, not one of the reactionary provisions
against which the whole nation has rightly protested can be altered. 
Therefore, I submit, Sir, that our Progress Group friends will realise 
that there it is not a question of our--accepting the smallest modicum 

. Of reform. If it were that, the objection to the acceptance oi 
Federation would largely disappear. It is the impossibility of ever 
changing this Constitution, so long as the Princes and Parliament say 
no or even either of them says no, that makes us indignant against the
imposition of this wretched piece of legislation. I beg of my friends to
study that and then they will realise that you are not entitled and you 
will never get the amendment of this Act. The railways of India, in 
which we have some 800 crores of rupees, of which you and I pay 
the interest and the sinking fund, the whole of that capital and sinking 
fund and the entire fund administration of the railways is going to be 
delivered to the control of a body which will not be created by us. If the· 

. railways make a profit, the Federal Railway authority can use it as they 
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like. If the Railways Dl&ke a loss, you and I are to pay. Have you 
. -ever heard of a commercial undertaking in which the profits are to go to 
. -one man and the losses are to go to another 1 And yet that is going to 

be the case after the inauguration of the Federal railway authority. My 
friends on my right will not be able to change that. If one Prince, mind, 
not two, if one Prince refuses to agree, the Railways will remain under 
,the control of a body which is not representative. 

I beg of everybody in this House to consider : Are you willing to be 
imposed upon by a document which for ever hands over the power in all 
-essential matters to a group of people who, in their turn, are the creatures 
oQf a foreign authority~ You cannot deny that. We are today under 
the control of the British Government. Do you also want for all time 
.and for ever to be under the tender mercie~ of the 605 people in matters 
of the greatest arid the most vital importance 1 You do no.t. There
fore, this particular provision of section 6, schedule 2, of the Government 
o1Df India Act, 1935, can never claim the allegiance of the Indian people . 
.So many things are taken out of your hands before the Federation 
matures to which the Honourable the Minister for Home Department 
:gave expression. The Federal railway authority is not to be controlled 
by you ; the Reserve Bank is already taken out of your control ; you are 
not concerned with your own defence, external matters; others are free 
to create wars and we are to fight them ! The British Government in its 
IQWn interest will declare a War and your children and mine will haye to 
fight, and you and I will have to pay. Do you want to be in that 
position 1 I am certain you cannot. Your entire financial, defence and 
foreign affairs machinery is going to be controlled by foreigners in 
the interest of a distant foreign communion and not in our own. 
The third-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I may remind· the honourable 
member that there is a time-limit and that he is very nearly coming to 
the end of it . 

. Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I will briefly describe the two other 
pillars if you \Vill give me five minutes, Sir. The 

5 p.m. two other pillars are the special responsibilities 
of the Governor-General. I was present when 

tbt> Bill was under discussion in the House of Commons and even 
1fr. Churchill was surprised that the Governor-General should have so 
many responsibilities in his one person. You can read the debates. 
You will find that it is impossible for one single man duly to discharge the 
~normous responsibilities which are foisted upon him in this Government 
{If India Act. Why ~ Because they are not to be given to me or to you. 
Everything that matters is taken away. I had on the la.st occasion 
1mbmitted to the House why I think that the third pillar is equally rotten .. 
!\one of the Federal Ministers, even though they represent the electorate, 
\rill really coUllt in any matter if the Governor-General ia inclined to 
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oppose t~em. This kind of special responsibility runs throughout the 
G<>verJlii1ent of India Act. Therefore, this third pillar, on which the 
Federation rests, is equally .rotten, and the fourth pillar is the worst, 
the pillar of Divide and Rule. Here are my countrymen on all my sides, 
we are children of the same soil, we have the same problems, we have 
the same disabilities. If you go to a foreign land, you are treated as 
people of an inferior race without respect, whether you follow one creed· 
or another. Do we not realise that ·the special consideration which we 
are told theParliament has for one co:m.niunity against another is so much 
selfishness 1 It is hard to believe that Sir Samuel Hoare thinks more 

·of the welfare of one community. I want my countrymen to realise 
thap these divi<:~ions are based on the immemorial practice of Divide and 
Rule, ~nd if Machiavelli could come to life again, he would wonder whether 
he was not a pupil. of British Imperialism ! They have done it in a 
m~sterly manner~ I want this Divide and Rule policy to go ; and, unless 
you also agr.ee, even the rejection of the three pillars willkeep this structure 
unsafe for any one of us. Do not imagine· that this communal canker 
is for. the ,benefit of any one of us. These so-called rights, this so-called 
protection is a myth. I can give you more protection than Sir Samuel 
Hoare or any body else can. We can give it. to each other-I include my 
European friends also. I regard them as citizens of India, I regard 
Christians· or Anglo-Indians, all of them, as citizens of India. Why 
should they not come here as brothers and fellow citizens and why should 
they, under an Act of Parliament, appear to be in a hostile camp ~ 
Therefore, all these pillars of the Federation are rotten. It is a rotten 
structure and no self-respecting Indian should have anything to do with 
it. • It is a different matter if it is ultimately foisted on us. We would 
have to make the best· of it just" as we have done of Part III of the Act ~ 
this provincial autonomy is also foisted upon us, and we are making the 
best of it.. That is quite a different matter. But, if a choice is given 
to us, my last word to the House is that. Government should be supported 
Uni].n~ously in this resolution after they have made their object clear 
in coming to us this afternoon. Sir, I support. [Applause]. 

Mr. K. F. NARHIUN (Bombay City): Sir, I am glad that my 
friend-·-. · 

The. :IIonourable the SPEAKER: This subject has been under 
discussion since yesterday for a pretty long time. I do not want to come 
in the way of any honourable member further discussing the matter. 
It was anticipated yesterday that the House would be able not only to
dispose of this resolution but the next, and that. the benefit of the time 
saved would .be given to private business .. That was the anticipation 
yesterday. It is not possible to realise it today in view of the fact th~t 
itis already five minutes past five. Under theCircumstances and lll 

view of the fact th'lt the matter is thoroughly threshed out, I would only 
request honourable members desirous o£ speaking to be very short, 
so th~t at least this resolution ~an. see the end during the course of 
the day. · 
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)Jr. K. F. NARIMAN: I shall certainly, Sir; take up the suggestion 
from the Chair and not take one minute more than is absolutely 
necessary. . 

I was going to say th~t I am glad that my honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, who started in a critical mood, before he sat down, 
commended the resolution and congratulated the Cabinet for having 
brought this resolution. I also admit, Sir, that when this resolution 
was moved yesterday, I was one of those doubting Thomases who felt 
the futility of this resolution just as I did in the case of the other 
resolution which only a few months ago this Honse had passed, but, 
today, after hearing the debate, I am one of those who will join ill 
congratulating the Honourable the Prime Minister for having. brought 
this resolution. One great advantage that this resolution has is that 
it has brought disillusion to the minds of our opponents and enemies 
and this is the only institution where we find two great political organisa
tions, the Muslim League and the Congress and the rest of the political 
parties united together on .!t common platform in opposing and 
condemning the Federation. Unfortunately, in the present state of 
political affairs in the country, we find, either in the press controversy 
or in the platform controversy: an impression being created that just as 
it happened in the case of my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta 
who feared that British Imperialism, British Diplomacy, might succeed 
in the long run in playing one community against another, my honourable 
friend the representative of the Hindu :M:ahasabha said that the Muslim 
League are only trying to negotiate. But here today, as a result of this 
resolution with this one advantage alone-! am glad that thir:; resolution 
was brought forward-we. have got an authentic, official and a final 
declaration of the Government of Bombay and the Muslim League that 
they both are opposed to this Federation tooth and nail, and their position 
is stronger and more emphatic than any other political party in this 
country. I hope they will only act up to this declaration. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Certainly. 
Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: I assure the House that I am very glad that 

my honourable friends opposite have spoken in a manner that we all 
appreciate and I do hope that their voice will be re-echoed by our other 
leaders in the country. One thing is certain today that all the parties 
haYe been brought together in Jhis institution alone. Otherwise, we 
found them trying to pull in opposite directions.. In this common hall, 
we haYe made a solemn pledge-the Congress and all the political parties 
like the Muslim League-that this Federation shall not enter this land. 
I tell you the necessity for this combination and unity. As my honour~ 
able friend M.'r. Jhabvala appropriately put it, the Congress has never 
moYed a resolution in the past ten or fifteen years since it entered on the 
policy of direct action without having added some ultimatum or having 
some sanction to that resolution. My friend Mr. Jhabvala has rightly 
asked, "What is the sanction to this resolution~ " As we know, there is 
not the least doubt that there is no political topic in the country for the 
last 20 or 30 years that has created such unanimous opposition, such 
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united protests, with a solitary exception here and there, as this question 
of Federation. Still, what is the attitude, what is the gesture of the 
opponent, what is the l'tttitude of British Imperialism 1 Has it yielded a 
bit 1 Has it given a suitable reply to this united, combined opposition on 
thepartoflndia 1 Not at all. Week after week, month after month, the 
people of the country are holding meetings and condemning this Federa
tion. There is not a single political organisation that has not condemned 
this Federation from one part of this cou_!l!ry to another-Indian States, 
British India, villages, cities, merchants, labour, workers, excepting 
perhaps the Progress Party and, I am afraid, the Hindu 1.\Iahasabha, 
but with these exceptions, the whole of the country has condemned this 
Federation. Still, what is the attitude of British Imperialism 1 Have 
they conceded a jot to this combined opposition and this public opinion 1 
Not at all. They are going on merrily with the preparations for the 
:Federation as if public opinion does not count at all. They are going on 
with the preparation for Federation and the Viceroy declared the other 
day that the stage for negotiation, the stage for amendment, the stage 
for alteration of the Federation is passed. He talks as if Federation was 
a settled fact, as the partition of Bengal was considered to be a settled 
fact. But he does not know that the combined will of the nation can 
unsettle many imperialistic settled facts, and they will soon discover 
that if they think that Federation is a settled fact, the Indian nation is 
determined to see that the settled fact becomes soon unsettled. There
f<>re, I want to know what is to happen. We know that in spite of this 
protest this Federation is coming. ·what next 1 I ask this question 
particularly with all the earnestness at my command. There is this 
golden opportunity of united action between these two great communi
ties on this one important political issue. Why should they not unite in 
offering a united front if not on anything else at least to prevent this 
impending political disast~r of Federation ? Suppose these two great 
communities and all the political parties in the country unite on this 
issue, I ask in the words of the Honourable the Home Minister, is there 
any power on this earth, even British imperialism and Indian feudalism 

·combined, which is capable of fighting against the united will of a united. 
nation ? I say, no. But the misfortune is, as the honourable member 
over there suggested, they think we are_pot serious. They are judging 
or misjudging from what has happend recently. They think that 
t.hough we made the same warlike declaration about provincial 
autonomy about wrecking it, we are sitting here today and working it, 
as my honourable friend there did say, and he wants to know what is the 
alternative. The Times of India curiously enough has put the alter
native in its issue of today in very prominent headlines. Whilst describ
ing yesterday's proceedings it says " Progress Party Leader's Retort to 
Premier: What is the Alternative to Federation 1 " and the answer is 
given by the Times of India, viz., "Peasants' March in Bombay". 
That is the alternative; peasants' march is the alternative to Federation. 
This alternative would end in better results than mere declarations here. 
That alternative is getting sanction in the country and we must be aware 
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<>f that alternatiYe which is coming, which cannot be prevented by any 
means. That is the alternative. Do you think that by merely altering 
.a word here or there the object will be achieved Y There has been a 
·quarrel about words, that instead of the word "intimate" the word 
''urge" should be used, that instead of "urge" the word "request, should 
be used. As if the British Parliament is going to take this motion, scan 
it very carefully and see why the House used the word" intimate", ~hy 
they did not 118e the word " urge ", as if they are going to consider the 
resolution because the word" request" has been used. Nothing of the 
sort. It is a paper resolution, I know. The expression of opinion is · 
there, but where is the sanction for it 1 That sanction is being made in 
the country outside this Hall, that sanction will be created very soon. 
As my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta put it, it is futile to 
disc11.ss about the merits. But one thing J want to say to those who 
cannot see the difierence between Provincial Autonomy and Federation. 
My honourable friends the members of the Progres~ Party said " Just a~ 
you have come to work Provincial Autonomy, why not give Federation 
.a trial" 1 But they do not see the fundamental difference between the 
two. Provincial Autonomy we have taken today on trial, and we can 
drop it off tomorrow if we do not want it, and we are not bound to 
continue. But the Federation when it comes, if it is once accepted., 
there is au end to all political and economic progress for the country. 
'There is a dead stop. It will be remembered that it was,pointed out that 
without the consent of every unit, of every Indian State joining . the 
Federation, you cannot progress one inch in this direction orin the other 
direction. I would ask my honourable friend Mr. Saklatvala, with the 
experience of Indian States that we have got, does he think that we are 
going to get the consent of even a single Indian Sti!te in order that th~ 
control over the army may come to us, in order that the control over 
foreign matters may be transferred to us, in order that other powers may 
be transferred to us 1 Do you think it is possible, even conceivable ? 
We have taken 150 years to force British imperialism to grant us even tbis 
defective and incomplete constitution, and we are not going to ~dva.nce 
even one inch further with the consent of the Indian States. That is why 
it is correctly described as an attempt to perpetuate the bondage of this 
country. That is the right perspective. There is no chance of the 
Indian States supporting our demands, once there is Federation. It 
would be impossible to convince the Indian States about the justice of 
our claims. IJet us see what is happening today with regard to this 
Federation, so far as the Indian States are concerned. Everywhere, in 
order to persuade the Indian States to come into this Federation and t.o 
accept it some sort of inducement is being offered to them. I have just 
come from Rajputana and I know what is happening there. The Indian 
continent is taken as the ancestral private property of British 
imperialism. ~fysore is being given back the cantonment of Bangalore 
which was under British administration for the past so many years. The 
Nizam is to have the Berars. One hundred and eighteen villages are to 
be transferred~ without so much as even an attempt to obtain the consent 
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of the population of those ,vill$tges, to Jodhpur State in order to persuade 
the State to join Federation. With persuasion of this sort, the Indian 
~tates are agreeing t9 join the Federation. What are you going to offer 
to the Indian States to give up their opposition to our progress~ It is an 
impossible position. Therefore, I would ask my honourable friends not 
to make a mistake of thinking that because we have accepted Provincial 
Autonomy for the time being as an experiment, therefore the same atti~ 
tude will be shown by us towards Federation. There they are greatly 
mistaken. As I said, Sir, Lord Lothian did come here: on what 
mission, we all know. It is very necessary that we ought to make clear 
our opposition to this Federation, make it clear to British imperialism 
that there cannot be a. compromise on this important issue of Federation, 
because there hll.s been a lot ofloose talk. My honourable friend referred 
to the talk between our President and Lord Lothian : as if the President 
was trying to negotiate with Lord Lothian for the acceptance of Federa
tion. Could it not be that the President would have told Lord Lothian 
what is the mind of the Indian nation, that Federation is not going to be 
accepted by this nation, and the consequences of thrusting .it upon the 
country ~. The little opposition from the European group that thete is 
to the motion, I can underst!lnd. As my honourable friend put it, there 
is a conflict of interest. If it does any good to anybody at all, it doea 
some good to British imperialism and to the British residents of this 
country, and we cannot entertain much hope of support from this group 
in our attipude towards Federa..tion. But with the exception of this 
group, I cannot conceive of .any Indian, who has got the least political 
instinct, who has got the future o£ this land at heart, I cannot conceive of 
anyone sitting here or of anyone outside in the country lessening his 
opposition to the Federation, and I therefore do hope that there will be 
·unanimous support to this motion moved by the Honourable the Prime 
Minister. [Applause]. 
· The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I am very glad that the 
proposition which I moved has received such wide support from all the 
parties in the House. "When I moved the proposition I said that if any 
arguments were needed to reply to any points that may be urged against 
what had been more or less the unanimous opinion of the country, I would 
mention those in my reply. I do not·think it is necessary to state any~ 

. thing further by way of arguments in support of the motion. I .shall 
therefore restrict my reply only to clearing up two or three misrepresenta
tions which I found were made during the course of the speeches that were 
Il).ade in this debate,-misrepresentations, perhaps unconscious, perhaps 

· unintended, on the part of those who opposed this motion, as also on the 
· part of those who supported it. 

· Turning first to the leader of the Progress Gro~p, who I observe made 
a verv brief speech on this resolution, it seems that he was under one mis
unde~standing. There were only two points which he !!lade in his 
speech. The first was this: he said "whatever may be your vie":s 
about this Federation, what is the alternative ~, The second was hts 
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reference to the remarks of the Honourable Sjt. Rajagopalachari, the 
Prime ~Iinister oBiadras, which he thinks support his case. His question 
a bout the alternative has been dealt with by several speakers in the 
House. The other point, as I understood it, is the reference to the Prime 
Minister of )Iadras which was somewhat to this effect. He said that even 
the Prime Minister of Madras stated that he objected to the federation on 
the ground that it would mean an attempt at unification of such diverse 
elements as Native States and British India which was equivalent to 
haYing representatives of Italy, Germany and France sitting in some 
Parliament in London along with the representatives of the British people;. 
and the inference was that, as this was an absurdity and therefore not 
agreed to, even so the Prime Minister was referring to the Federation as 
being unacceptable on the ground of lack of unity amongst the people of 
India. I think, if the speech of the Prime Minister of Madras is carefully 
read, it will be seen that such an inference is wrong. '\Vhat he said was 
that there were two antagonistic conceptions of Government mixed up 
in the idea of the federation which is being imposed by the Act. One was 
democracy as in England and the other was Dictatorship as in Italy and 
Germany. He said it is impossible to conceive of a Parli&ment at London 
to which the Dictators ofltaly and Germany could send representatives' 
to sit together with members elected to the British Parliament and run 
a GoYernment for all the three countries. He pointed out that the two 
elements of democracy and autocracy would not combine and, therefore~ 
he condemned the federation that was contemplated by the Government 
. of India Act. It was a misunderstanding on the part of the honourable 
member as I find from his speech in what he understood the Prime ?tfmister· 
oD!aclras to say. The fact remains that this federation is condemne4 
both in Jtadras and in other parts of the country. Sir, I do not think that,. 
with the exception of this, the ho"nourable member urged any argument, 
anything beyond, perhaps, stating that he wished he had a little more time. 
That. Sir: I explained by stating that the issueha~ been before the country 
for many years. Much has been said by all political thinkers and workers 
about Federation and it really ought not to have inconvenienced him as 
much as he said it did, to have to reply on the motion at short notice. 

Turning to the other speeches that were made on this resolution, I find 
that all the other speakers supported the resolution with. the exception, 
perhaps, of a slight objection to the wording here or there which would 
be covered by the amendment moved. I was, however, rather surprised 
at the remarks that fell from the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta. While he supported wholeheartedly the proposition that was 
put before the House and undertook to persuade the members of the 
Progress Party to vote with the rest of the members of the House-and 
in this I sincerely wish him success..:_as is usual with him, perhaps 
consciously or unconsciously, he now suspects some sinister designs and 
crooked ways on the part of Government in bringing this resolution today 

. before this House. What has happened between September and n.ow 
that, while in September this Government did not oppose this federat10n 
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and opposed the amendment that was moved by his hono~rable friend 
and colleague Mr. Parulekar, 9"overnment come forward in January and 
bring a resolution of its own again ~ Sir, there is no sinister motive 
.behind any of the actions of this Government. Since the passing away 
:0f the glorious times when we could claim the privilege of the company 
<>f the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta amongst us within the 
fold of the Indian National Congress, I do not know what has affected 
his judgment in many, many matters. lie suspects sinister designs and 
ulterior motives where none exist. I can tell him very frankly, without 
making any reservation, what has moved us to bring a resolution in the 
form in which we have brought it now. If he had followed the proceed
ings of the Congress, if he had followed the statement made by the Viceroy 
.on behalf of the British Government, with the care and scrutiny which he 
used to evince when he adorned the benches of the Central Assembly 
.and when he was a member of the Indian National Congress, he would 
have understood the motive. He would. not have misrepresented us as 
cruelly as he has done. We did oppose the idea of federation in 
September. I will refer the honourable member to page 1266 of the 
Debates of the Assembly. What we have said there was that we were 
'opposed to this kind of federation. 

1\Ir. J.Al\INADAS M. :MEHTA : I simply asked why he opposed the 
amendment of my honourable friend l\Ir. Parulekar. He did not give 
the reasons why he did so. I do not want to hear him on any other 
point. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I will concede that perhaps the 
misrepresentation on the part of the honourable member was lmconscious. 
'I will give him a very good reason why we opposed the honourable 
·member Mr. Parulekar's amendment. While the honourable member 
compared federation with provincial autonomy, we condemned federation 
along with the whole. of the constitution as wholeheartedly and as 
unequivocally as we are doing today by means of this resolution. The 
answer to the statement that federation was not opposed by us in 
'September is contained in the Assembly Debates on page 1266. There 
is a deliberate and clear reference to federation. I said: 

" Then, Sir, we come to the nature of the constitution of the Central Government. 
We find that one-third of the seats are being given to rulers of Indian States, their 
representatives, There is this Federation. This is again a matter on which there is 
.& very strong feeling in this country. It is not that we do not want unity, not th'l.t we do 
.not want that all the Provincial Governments should be co-ordinated ; brought together. 
But, Sir, the Federation that is sought to be imposed upon this country is not a Federation 

. which will be a.cceptable to this C<:>untry at all. This was the view which we expressed 
··when on the occa.sion of the discussion of the demand for th9 grant I found that there 
·was such a strong feeling over the little amount that Government proposed to utilise for 
the Federal elections if they came on next year, and which the whole House practically 
unanimously insisted on our deleting from the demand that we were making for 
.administrative expenses. What, Sir, is this Federation ? To quote the Honourable 
the Prime l\Iinister who made a speech on a. resolution very similar to this in the si'lter 
iegislature of 1\Iadras, .•••••• !. " 

·Then, the quotation follows. This is our condemnation of this 
Federation. 
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Then, he made a great point of our having op.Posed the amendment of 

the -honourable member Mr. Parulekar. As I told the House and, as has. 
been practically ruled by the Chair, there was substantial difference 
between wh:1.t the honourable member Mr. Parulekar wanted by his. 
amendment to do and the motion which we then placed before the House~ 
The question for discussion in that motion was that we wanted a consti
tuent assembly. What the honourable member wanted to say was that 
the federal part of the Act was worse than the provincial autonomy part 
of the Act. I have got his amendment here. It will be patent to him, 
from a glance at the amendment that it could not be added to the 
resolution. None is so blind as those who do not wish to see. If the
honourable member (Mr. J. l\1. Mehta) .does not wish to see, I cannot 
make him see. 

Mr. JAl\lNADAS M. MEHTA: Even if I am blind, I can see through 
my blindness. · 

The Honourable ~!r. B. G. KHER: The honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar's amendment was : " ...... the Federal part of the Act 
is worse than the provincial part ...... ". [An H ono11:rabl8 Member : 
"That is quit~ true".] The question is not whether it is true or not. 
What was our resolution 1 We wanted a constituent assembly. Any 
other thing we could not accept. We did not accept the amendment 
because it did not bring out the object of our motion. 

Mr. JAl\lNADAS M. :MEHTA: Will you read further on t 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: If the honourable member wishes 
to read it, it can be read to the end. 

" This Assembly expresses its emphatic opinion that the federal part of the Act is 
worse than the provinci~l part and therefore so long as the Govern-

5-30 p.m. ment of India Act is not repealed"-

and our object was to get it repealed and to show the way in which it 
ought to be substituted. · 

"so long as the Government of India Act is not repealed, this Assembly requests thl" 
Boruba.y Government to convey to His Majesty's Government the desire of the people
of the province of Bombay". 

and so on. And 

"This Assembly declares that it does not recognise"-. 

}Ir. JAl\lNADAS M. ~IEHTA: He is omitting the only portion thai is 
material. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : My honourable friend argued that . 
we were not opposed to federation in the month of September, and that 
we were opposed to it only now. · 

Dr. B. R. MIBEDKAR : Is this a firm attitude 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It is a very firm attitude. 
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. Dr. B. R. AMBEDK.AR : I am glad to hear that, bacause I know of 
.people saying that it was not. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : The honourable member wanted 
to know·whythis motion was being brought on at this stage. It is being 
brought at this stage for a very good reason. In spite of the emphatic 
condemnation of the whole constitution and of the Act by the whole 
country, statements were made on behalf of the British Government by 
responsible British statesmen that they wanted to proceed with the 
inauguration of the federation. This·was in the month of October. 
Therefore, Sir, after this resolution was passed in this House in the month 
.Qf September, there was a resolution passed in the All India Congress 
.Committee (which certainly is a body which, according to us, represents 
the will of the Indian nation) and I will take this opportunity to read it to 
the honourable member : 

·"In view of the announcements made on beha.lf of the British Government that steps 
will be taken to inaugurate the proposed Federation, the All India Congress Committee 
reiterate their emphatic condemnation of and complete opposition to the scheme 
and their decision to combat it in every possible way open to them. An attempt to 
inaugurate this scheme, despite the clearly expressed will of the nation, will be a challenge 
to the people of India. The Committee therefore call upon the Provincial and local 
Congress Committees and the people generally, as well as the Provincial Governments 
and Ministries, to prevent the imposition of this Federation, which will .do gra.ve 
injury to India. a.nd tighten the bonds which hold her in subjeetion to imperialist 
domination and reaction." 

And then: 
" The Committee are of opinion that Provincial Governments should also moYe their 

:legislatures to give formal expression to this opposition to the proposed Federation 
and to intimate to the British Government not to impose it on their provinces." 

.This· is what happened after the resolution was passed in this House ; . 
not that there w9slove for the federation in September and that opposi
tion has grown up after September. In view of what happened since 
September, it has been thought necessary to record the formal disappro
val of this House. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS l\1. MEHTA : So, you are acting under instructions. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : So, there is no ch~tnge in our views . 
.After the motion was so ably supported by my honourable friend it 
would not have required any reply from me, but for the fact that he went 
Qut of his way to attribute motives and to ask for apologies--

1\Ir. JA.l\INADAS l\I. MEHTA : I said that an aplogy was due to the 
honourable mover of the amendment. 

The Honourable l\Ir. B. G. KHER : In view of the honourable 
member's attributing sinister motives and crooked ways to us, I think 
.an apology is due from him to this House. I do not expect that he will 
makeit-- · · 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I. accept; i. now understand he .is 
.acting according to the orders of other people.· · · 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : For once,· I am agreeably dis
appointed in my expectation that the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas. 
~Iehta would not make an expression of regret, when it is due. I am 
very glad indeed that he says that there is no sinister design behind the 
motion. I am very happy to find that there is almost unanimity in 
favour of the motion. 

As regards what fell from the Progress Group, I have said what the 
alternative according to us is. I will also draw their attention to what 
was said by other members. In view of the very effective replies to the 
arguments advanced, I am not going to take more time of the House. 
I will commend this motion to the whole-hearted acceptance of the 
House, including-may I hope, as a result of the able advocacy of the 
honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta-also the European Group. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Now, there are four amendments. 
I just want to know whether in view of the last amendment, amendments 
Nos. 2 and 3 of Mr. Chundrigar and Khan Saheb Faiz Mahomed h.nan: 
will be withdrawn. But it will depend upon whether the Honourable 
the Prime Minister accepts the amendment moved by Mr. Pataskar. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: If the amendment is in. order, 
and the honourable member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan DehlaVi will agree 
to it we will accept it. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment of the honourable 
member l\Ir. Pataskar is: · 

Delete the words 'intimate to' and substitute the words 'urge upon', 

Delete the words ' on the Province ' in the last line. 

Do I understand that if this amendment is accepted, it is the wish of 
the other two gentl~men to withdraw theirs 1 

I 
Sir ALI l\IAHOl\IED KHAN DEHLA VI : He accepts what 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I understand from the Honourable 
the Prime Minister that he is willing to accept Mr. Pataskar's amendment, . 
provided the other two are withdrawn. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: Is he not willing to accept 
mine 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I understood that the amendment 
proposed by the honourable member Mr. Pataskar was agreeable to them. 
It is more or less just the same as theirs. That is why I am willing to 
accept it. Do they agree 1 ' 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN:· You make a distinction 
be~ween the two! Supposing you accept my amendment, what do you 
think would be the result 1 . . · . . · . · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think further discussion. 
on the· motion can be allowed. 
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Sir ALI ~LffiOMED KHAN DEliLA VI : The point is this : the· 
Honourable the Prime Minist~r has to state which of these amend
ments he accepts. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : I have said it. The last amend
ment of Mr. Pataskar represents the views that the members belonging 
to the Muslim League party have expressed. It is " delete the words 
'on the province'." That being accepted, their amendments should be· 
withdrawn. That is what I said. Areihey agreeable 1 

Khan Saheb F Aiz MOHAMED KHAN : I am not in a position to· 
·withdraw my amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Then I shall put the amendments. 
The first amendment to be put to the House would be that moved by the· 
honourable member Mr. Pataskar, on the acceptance or rejection of which 
will depend the fate of the other amendments. 

Kha~ Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: Why not mine first, Sir~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am trying to arrange the 
amendments in such an order that the acceptance or rejection of 
one may not affect the others. I shall arrange them from that point 
of view. 

Sir ALI MAH(lMED KHAN DEHLA VI : May I suggest one thing r 
As far as my memory goes, the usual way in which amendments are put 
to the House is this. The more comprehensive ones are to be put first. 
If such amendments are not accepted, the lesser ones and then the least 
ones, which come last. Now, taking the present amendments from that 
point of v:iew, I understand that the honourable member 1\Ir. Pataskar's 
amendment is the shortest, and therefore it should come last. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : May we know what is going on 1 
We cannot fo1low. [Laughter.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The difficulty which I experience 
is this. Assuming for the sake of argument that the amendment of 
the honourable member 1\Ir. Chundrigar is accepted by the House,
.it merely says that the word " Province " should be changed into 
" Provinces "-

Sir ALI M:AHOMED KHAN DEHL.A.VI : No, Sir; that has not been 
moved. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am sorry. 

Now, the order in which the amendments will be put will be this= 
first, the amendment of the honourable member Khan Saheb Faiz 
Mohamed Khan; then the amendment of the honourable member 
Mr. Pataskar; and last will come the amendment of the honourab]~ 
member Mr. Jhabvala, which seeks to add one more paragraph. The 
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amendment of the honourable member Kbau Saheb Faiz Mohamed 
Khan is: 

" Delete the words ' intimate to the British Government not to impose it on the 
Province ' and substitute th9 \\'Ords 'urge upon the British Government to refrain from 
its enforcement'." · 

The motion as amended wili read as follows. I need not read the 
first sentence. The second sentence will read : · 

"This Assembly therefore requests Government to urge upon the British Government 
to refrain from its enforcement." · -

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put the 'amendment of the 
honourable member Mr. Pataskar, which is as follows : 

"Delete the words 'intimate to' in line 4 and substitute the word~ 'urge upon '•." 

"Delete the words 'on the Province' at the end of the motion." 

The motion as amended will read as follows : 

" This As~embly is of opinion that the Federation proposed under the Government 
of India Att, 1935, is opposed to the decla.red will of the people of the Province and is, 
therefore, unacceptable. This Assembly therefore requests Government to urge upon 
the British Government not t_o impose it." . · . 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: What is the difference between "intimate· 
to " and " urge upon " 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not for me to explain it. 

Dr. B. R. A.MBEDKAR : We have not understood the amendment. 
I want to understand wh1.t the amendment is. 

. ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will read the amendmevt again : 

"Delete the words' intimate to' in line 4 and substitute the words-' urge upon'."· 

"Dt>lete the words' on the Province' at the cnd'of the motion." 

~lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, yesterday the inclusion of the words 
"on the Pro,·ince" was justified by a reference to the· Rules. It :was 
then made clear thlt unless the reference to the Province was. there, 
the motion would r.ot be in order. It was for that reason tlui.t those 
words were intentionally included in the motion. That was the explana· 
tion given yesterday. l\Iy submission is, if those words !l.re now omitted, 
would that motion as amended be in order 1 Will the Asse~bly be 
competent to pass tl.at motion ~ Either the explanation given yesterday 
js ·.rrong, or the omission of those words is wrong. · · · 

Mr. H. V. PATAE\KAR : I have 11lready expLtined, when moving my 
amendment, that it was for the purpose of securing a certa.in amount 
of unanimity in the wording in respect· of this motion thllt I mo~ed 
my amendment. Finding now that the amt>ndment does not satisfy 
all, I beg leave of this hono.urable House to withdraw it. · · 

XIHI Bk H8 Ul--5 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put it to the House as to 
whether the honourable member Mr. Pataskar has leave of the House 
to withdraw his amendment . 

. Question proposed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : From the voices, I am feeling 
doubtful as to what the decision of the House is. So, I will put the 
question again .. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : The practice has been 
· that if there is one dissentient voice, the leave is not granted. 

The Honourable jhe SPEAKER: That point was considered and the 
practice followed in the last session was that I should take the vote of 
the House. So, I will put the que;;tion again to make myself certain 
as to the wish of th 3 House. 

Amendinent, by leave: withdrawn. 

The Honourable 1.he SPEAKER: Now there is the amendment of the 
honourable membe·= Mr. Jhabva.la and I propose to put it in two parts. 
The first part of it i ~ : After the word " Province " occurring for the first 
time, add the follouing "as it is intended to perpetuate the dominance 
of foreign imperialism upon the Inlian neck and should therefore be 
rejected" and the words "and is therefore unaeceptable" should be 
deleted. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I will now put the second part of 
the amendment wlu.ch stands thus : At the end add the words " against 
its will." Then th~re is a third paragraph: "It is further of opinion 
that should British Government act in contravention of the above opinion 
the Provincial Autonomy itself will be jeopardised." 

Amendment put: and negatived. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : Sir, before you put the 
original proposition to the House, I Ehould like to make a request which 
is possible at this stage to be accepted. As I said yesterday, as the 
resolution ends witb. the word "Province", I hor~estly believe that it 
is an illogical reque:;t to the British Government not to impose it on the 
Presidency of Bomhay or the Province of Bombay. Federation is, of 
course, meant for all the ProvincE'S and this is hardly a request which 
will carry weight. It is to my mind desirable thLt we shou:.d put in 
the word " Provin· }es " and I hope the Honourable the Lender of the 
House will be agreeable to this. 

The Honourable :Ur. B. G. KHER: If the Chair allows it, I have no 
objection; that is to say, if it is in order, I have no objection. It is for 
the Chair to rule tl at it is in order. As I said, tt ere seems to be really 
no difference between the two point~ of view. 
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Dr. B. R AMBEDKAR: Let t.ha opposition have this little mercy. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Are all the par:ies agreed that i~ 
should be " Provinces" 1 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : If you permit it. 

The Hor.ourable the SPEAKER : Frankly speaking~ I am really feeling 
doubtful whether any substantial amendment can be permitted at this 
stage. . 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEliLA VI : It is a verbal amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If it is verbal, I feel clear that it 
should be permitted. But I think the ground was whether it was logical 
or illogical. If it is placed on the ground of being something else than 
a verbal one, I am really feeling doubtful as to whether it should be 

permit ed. I hope the honourable member Sir Ali 
6 p.m. Mahomed Khan will see my point. 

Sir ALI ?viAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I mean it will carry greater 
weight. 

Rao Bahadur N. E. NA VLE (Ahmednagar North) : I rise to a point 
of order, Sir. [Laughter.] The proposition before the House is to insert 
the word a Provinces" instead of the word "Provhce". Now, apart 
from the a1 lmissibility of the question whether such a \t ord can be inserted 
at this sta,~e or not, when the H;ous(: has already giv< n its opinion, does 
not theins•!rtionofthe word "Provin3es "enlarge the ecope of the original 
proposition l It is nc·t allowed, unc er the rules, to e :llarge the scope of 
the motion already tabled. Apart from the questicn of admissibility 
or otherwcSe of the amendment, the proposition can he objected to from 
this point Jf view. 

Mr. JAUNADAS M. :MEHTA: I take it that Gov~rnment does not 
mean, by using the word "Provhce ", that the rederation may be· 
imposed upon other provinces. I tlink it simply me1.ns this that as w~ 
can speak for ourselves only, pleLse note that we 1lo not want it. It 
does not follow that ib should be imposed on other provinces. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G .. KHER: I would certtinly say in that 
connection that we do not mean that it should be imposed on other 
Provinces. It is not the intention tllat we should save Bombay and let 
all the other provinees have this unwanted Federation; 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: That is the real difficulty. I think 
you do not mean that. [Laughter.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It appears that the House would 
like to have this verbal amendment without going into the merits of the · 
thing now. If that is so, I think permission to move the amendment 
should b~ granted, and Sir Ali Mahomed Khan might move his 
:lmendm~ut. · 
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S r ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
Sir, I beg to move that the word "Province" may be changed into 
" Provinces ". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So, there is one more amendment, 
which is verbaL 

Mr. JAl\INADAS 111. MEHTA : It is not a verbal amendment at all. 
" Province " does not mean " Provinces ". 

The Honourab!e the SPEAKER: A singular includes the plural and 
a plural includes the singular. So, the amendment before the House is, 
change the word " Province " into the word " Provinces ". 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put the substantive 
ph;>position as amended. I do not think l need read it again. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

MOTION REGARDING TITLES. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : We will now proceed with Govern
ment Motion No.2. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the motion, 
which stands in my name, reads as follows : 

" This Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles of honour or titular 
distinction on any person in the Province by His Majesty or the Governor General be 
discontinued." 

Sir, in this country, where already there are so many classes, castes, 
creedo and distinctions, bestowal of titles ha~:~ given rise to a further class, 
and as it is now the earnest desire of all patriotic citizens that democracy, 
equa.lity, fraternity should be the future order of the day, it is very 
necessary that we should make a beginning by treating all men as equal 
and not create these artifichl distinctions of Knights, and Rao Bahadurs, 
and Dewan Bahadurs, and so many others that we have. I do not know, 
Sir, whether the House will agree with that eminent author, Mr. Gardiner, 
who has some very pertinent remarks to -make as regards the practice of 
conferring of titles, which prevails in the United Kingdom. I will take 
the liberty of reading his remrrks. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I think I should first put the motion 
to the House. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :· I have received three amendments 
to this motion up to now. With a view to have a comprehensive discus
sion on all points, I think it will be better if these amendments also are 
moved formally at this stage, without any speech, and theredter the 
H0nourable the Prime Millli3tcr will speak in support of his original 
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[The Speaker] 
proposition. There is one a~endmen~ from the ~onourable member 
Sir Ali ~Ia.hcmed Khan Dehlav1. He mtght move hlS amendment now. 

. Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
Sir, my amendment is-

Insert the word" indiscrimin~tely" between the words" person" and" in". 

The proposition then would be : 
" This Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles of honour or titular 

distinctbn on any person inuiscrimina.tel~ in the Province by His Majesty or the Governor 
Gem•ral be discontinued." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Then there is an amendment in the 
name of the honourable member lir. Jhabvala. He might move his 
amendment. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (R11ilway Unions) : Sir,. I beg to move an 
amendment to the proposition and it runs as follows :-

After the word" discontinu~d" add the following:-
' . 

"and that any such title of honour or titular diBt.lnction so far conferred on any 
person in the Province by His :Majesty or the Governor General be withdrawn." ' 

[Loud Laughter]. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. Then there. is an 
amendment standing in the name of the honourable member Mr. Ali 
Bahadur Bahadur Khan. -

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District): Sir, I beg to move that after the word 
" discontinued " add the following : 

"and all the titles conferred in the past be withdrawn. This Assembly is of opinion 
that if the titles are not withdrawn the titleholders sl.ould be deprived of the rights 
of citizeMhip like voting, being members of legislative bodies, possessing arms etc." · 

[Loud Laughter]. 

ML. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: There is one rule, Sir, that the Chair 
may disallow frivolous amendments. I think the latter portion of this 
amendment is frivolous and we should not promote tomfoolery in the · 
House. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, I protest against this 
expression. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I submit for your ruling, Sir, that 
the latter portion of this amendment is absolutely frivolous and should be 
disallowed. I am not myself aspiring for any title. I am no aspirant 
for any title, but there are titles even in the Congress. There are 
Sardars and Chakravartis. Are you going to abolish them! 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BA.HADrR KHAN : Sir, I beg to protPst 
ligainst the tt!marks made by my friend, ~Ir. Jamnadas Mehta. This is 
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[Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan] 
not frivolous at all. In fact, I have moved thls amendment in all 
seriousness and this is not a novel idea. This has been enforced in 
Rus£.ia and in other places, and I think this is what will be enforced in 
this country. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member, 
1\Ir. Jamnadas 1\I. Mehta, wanted a ruling. I am not prepared to 111le 
it out as frivolous. ,_ .. · 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I may make it clear, lest it 
is again urged that we are not serious in moving this proposition, that 
this proposition is moved in all seriousness. Even before the Congress 
thought of passing a resolution on this subject, I know that the youth 
of the country has long since felt that the power of patronage, the power 
ofbestowinghonours, whether in this country or in others and the manner 
in which Governmentusually exercise it, are really not in the ba:;ic interest 
of purity of social life. Very often exigencies of political life compel 
those who are in power to bestow favours on those who support them, 
but the result is, as we know, to create classes and distinctions which ought 
not to obtain in any democratic and properly conducted society. That 
is why the best men in the land have always preferred to remain plain 
Misters. Notably we can recall to mind the instance of Mr. Gladstone. 

Sir, this question could be looked at from two points of view. One is 
the legal or the constitutional aspect of the question of bestowing honours. 
What really are the powers of the Bombay Government, of this House, 
n the matter of bestowing titles 1 Often and often people ask us, why 
even after Congress accepted office titles are being bestowed. And that 
second aspect, the second point of view, to look at the question would 
be the general merits of the proposition. 

Now, as to the legal aspect of it. The bestowal of titles is a matter 
of the prerogative of the Crown. These titles have Imperial validity, 
they are very largely prized throughout the Empire and there are certain 
principles on which these honours are or ought to be bestowed. But 
I wish to draw the attention of the House to what happened after the 
War in Canada when the question of -the bestowal of titles first came 
up for notice in that Dominion and I might incidentally also mention 

· the practice which obtains in the other dominions. I will not be very 
long about it. I· hope to finish my remarks before the House rises 
at 6·30. 

Sir, what happened after the War was that numerous honours on 
a profuse scale were awarded by the Crown in Canada. · 

"In the beginning, in 1918, the movement (which was started) was chiefly directed 
o.t hereditary honoms --" 

But ultimately, at that time it became a question of one particular 
peerage. Later on other honours were also refused or were intended to 
be stopped from being bestowed, and the conclusion that was come 
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to wus embodied in the shape of a resolution 011 which mc,re or less 
honourable members will find we ha\·e based our present motion also. 
By an address which was «onveyed to the King in 1919, the Dominion 
of Canada asked that the King might be pleased "to refrain hereafter 
from conferring any title of honour or titular distinction on any of his 
subjects domiciled or ordinarily resident in Canada save such appella
tions as are of a professional or vocational character or which pertain to 
an office." And although thereaft~r a great deal of effort was made, 
a great agitation was carried on to induce that Dominion to revise its 
deci'lion, they persisted in remaining :firm. I am quoting from Keith : 

" The first part of the addl'ess has been acted on by the Imperial Government and the 
principle has been maintained despite eflorta to persuade the Dominion that respect 
for tha Crown demands the renewal of the sysoom of awarding honours." 

The point ofview put forward was that respect for the Crown demands it. 
But all these efforts proved unavailing and even today the position in 
Canada is that although the right to confer: honours is a prerogative of 
the King and is within his power to exercise, the Government there 
refuse to make recommendations and no honours are given. 

" Of the other Dominions.-, 

This, Sir, is as far back as 1925-

" Th~: Union under the Government of General Hertzog in 1925 adopted a similar 
resolution against the conferment of any further honours." 

I find that two honourable members here want to go much further than 
our motion. They not only want to stop the bestowa · of titles in future, 
but wish to deprive those who have got them already in the past and 
take their decorations away. It might be said, now that the principle 
has been firmly established, that no honour can be conferred on a resident 
in a dominion save with the approval of the Local Government, although 
at the same time it is clear that the Local Government cannot tender 
advice on the question which is binding on the Crov:n. This will explain 
the pos tion. The Local Government might say, the :llinis~r can say, 
that no titles shall be conferred or that such and such a person may 
not have a title, but the Crown is not bound to accept that advice .as it is 
the prerogative of the Crown to aceept orreject it. The position therefore 
may be crvstallised thus: Whether any recommendation shall be made 
for honours or not, it rests with the Imperial Government to decide, 
subject to the King's approval, how far these prcposals from the 
Dominio111 can receive effect. 

Now, S r, it has been the consistent policy of Con~Tess to condemn 
the practic~e of bestowing titles. Resolutions have been passed from time 
to time r(jecting the practice and several persons have come forward 
and given up their titles. The Royal Commission on h•mours which had 
been appointed in England pointed out that even if lb 'Majesty should 
d<>~ire to confer a peerage on a member of the J:"oyal f;lmily, the 
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responsibility for the appointment must rest on the Prime Minister by 
whom it will be duly recommended to the Crown. So that is the division 
of powers. The prerogative is with the King, either to accept or not to 
accept the recommendations. So far as the dominions are concerned, . 
notably those of Canada and the Union, as I pointed out, they have · 
refused to make any such recommendations. The Congress Comm ttee has 
also passed a resolution at the same session tQ wh chI made reference 
on the resolution of the :Federation, whereby they unanimously rejected 
the idea of conferring hc·nours, of conferring titles, in the new regime, 
and I think the reasons for arriving at such a conclusion are very cogent. 

. What are the principle.s which have been governing the conferment of 
these titles in the past by Governments which do confer titles ~ I can 
conceive of only three reasons, namely, (1) that possibly Government 
officials have rendered some signal services which are being appreciated . 
. Something may be said in favour of it; but, after all, a Govet'llment 
servant, if he is conscientious, must disch·uge his duties and even in his 
case virtue is its own reward. . In addition, he gets a pension and he need 
not rest content merely with a sense of virtue. The other reasons are 
again similar, viz., a member of the public has been philanthropic or can 
be induced to be very philanthropic. Large don!l.tions, we hear, are occa· 
sionally made for this and that big hospital or college and, as a result, in 
the Honours List certain names are found. And the third rea.son is that 
.to which r made reference, namely, individuals have perhaps r~p.dered 
signal service to the Government of the day. Perhaps the Congress or 
some other political Party or any political opponent has been very 
obnoxious and the individuals concerned have perhaps rendered service in 
putting them down in opposing them and such services also are rewarded 
by patronage in the shape of bestowal of honours. Take any of these 
three reasons and, if we really. want to have that healthy feEling of 
democracy and equality in the country, I do not think the conforment, 
the bestowal, of any title; could be justified. As I said, it unnec~ssarily 
creates a class which is elltirely out of place in a country like our1 where 
already there is so much snobbery, already so much inequality ·On the 
ground perhaps of birth, <•n the ground perhaps of wealth and on so many 
other grounds. 

In this cminection. I would like to draw the attention of the House to 
a passage from that famo:1s writer .M:.r. G'lrdiner. I do not know 'low far 
the House will agree with his remarks which I will take the lil erty of 
quoting. He says : 

"Unlike the Celtic a.nd La.Hn races "-he is ma.klng a. reference to EnJ:lishmen
"we a.re not democratic. \\e ha.ve not the ease that comes from thr inrrained tra<lition 
of human equality. The Ft~mch hsve that ea.qe, So have the Spanish. So have 
the Irish. So have the Americans. But the English are class·consdous. ~rhe dead 
hand of feu lalism is still heMJ upon our souls. If it were not, thr de~Zra.<ling traffic 
in titles would lon·~ sine.! have been abolished as an in~ult to our int.ellirente. But we 
not .mh tobrl\tfl it: we -i<'lhbt in the arti~cialscheme of rell\tionship. It is not human 
nhm b11t n :ia.l lis •rimin'\ti•m!l that count. And whil" human values are cohesive 
in tneir e.f~ 1t, n1i!!.l li'l 'ri•nin\tions &I'll separatist. They break society up into 
castes, anJ perm3&te it with the twin vices, snobbery and flWlke~ism." · 
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I do not think the argument against the conferment" of titles. colild

have been better put than it is here. I may not pass judgment as to the 
correctness or otherwise of the opinion which the famous author gives 
about his own countrymen. I could not say whether they are- already 
class-consciou~ or whether it is the feudal system that has had this effect, 
because indeed I have not sufficient experience, but we need not go·into 
that at all. Here is a very sa.ne, noble, fine opportunity for the House 
to declare that they stand for the abolition of artificial values and want 
to value men not by their labels but their intrinsic merit. I am a war~: of 
the necessity of preserving that discipline and subordination in society' 
which indeed are of the essence of smooth intercourse; becalise ·D.o doubt 
all men are born equal. But it is necessary, in order that due: ~ubordi..; 
nation may be preserved, in order that the affairs of men·may be well 
transacted, that some men should have to obey orders and othet& have 
to command them. We have often, of our own· accord;· ~o· hnpo_se· 
discipline upon ourselves and therefore although such natural distinctioi18 
are no doubt necessary, all other distirictions, which·are rightly chatacterl 
ised as leading to snobbery, as creating distirictions based on 'consideiS:.:: 
tions other than those of human values which indeed ought t_o be the: o_nly 
principle on which men ought to be assessed, are really ·out of- place; 
These are certainly not a desirable feature of society. · It has: been; 
therefore, so far as I am concerned, a dream o£ my life that it ·m.aj_ ~e 
given to us, all of us, to behave in that manner of equality ;and affability 
which will not admit of any unnatural distinctions created by :thesE! 
titles. When a man comes to my house and sends in his·visiting card~Witb· 
half a dozen letters before him and behind him, and .. ann:oimces ihat 
he is a big Knight or a big something else he announces that he belongs to 
a very, very superior class-of society. Whether he is or he is not, he 
ought to take his chance with the rest. He has no right to try to over
awe us all. This artificial distinction ought not to be encouragea b{any 
Government. That is one of the reasons on which we want to· oppose the 
conferment o£ these titles. The evil effects are obvious· tO those who 
bestow careful thought on what has happened in present day'society. 
Indeed, there 11re people who cannot resist the glamour of beirig' treated 
as something superior. I£ I may say so, most of us are vain enough, 
are born with that frailty, with that little feeling behind the back of'our 
minds which makes us want to draw invidious distinctions and want us 
to feel that we are superior to others, maybe perhaps because they are 
born in any of the upper castes-those who are considered the Holy of the 
holies, the Brahmins or the other castes who look upon themselves as 
superior by birth, maybe perhaps on grounds of personal appearance, 
maybe perhaps on grounds of the possession of wealth, but we do 
flatter ourselves, we console our little minds by treating ourselves as 
a little better than our fellows, and this certainly ought not to be a feeling 
which ought to be encouraged on grounds other than those of intrinsic 
merit. 

Sir, I promise to bring my remarks to a close before the time is over. 
I have not much to say. I will not go into an elaborate description of 
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varieties of these titles and the scandals connected with their bestowal. 
I think. an enquiry was made by a member of the House the other day as 
to whether this would include medals which are conferred on one ground 
or other. I do not think medals could come under titles, Kaiser-i-Hind 
medals might because they are Klliser-i-Hind, but medals, which one earns 
because of one's long service to the country without any titular distino-
tion.in their wake, or pensions which ar-e· granted, fall into a different 
category. I personally think that such medals as are awarded to mem
bers of the Police services for bravery or Military Crosses would not come 
under the category of titles or under the category of titular distinctions ; 
but, Jif they do, .I would even condemn them wholeheartedly. Sir, the 
question is this that the practice o£ bestowing titles has generally been 
resorted to-more. often than not for rewarding political services o£ some 
kind, more often than not to reward something which I may say frankly 
again ~is not looked upon by society as deserving of. encouragement. 
Often and often we see titles are bestowed and people simply begin 
to suspect, and ask " Well, what has happened 1 " " What has he been 
doing 1" and think some jobbery has been perpetrated. I think the 
best minds are agreed on this. Have not the noblest of the land often 
and often refused-to accept any' distinctions for themselves 1 I will not 
now.occupymore time of the House. I would commend this proposition 
to the -wholehearted acceptance of the House. Let us have a society 
which.can be styled truly democratic, where liberty, fraternity and 
equality' could be said truly to reign, truly to prevail, and I think we 
will be assisting in this objective a great deal if we make a beginningby 
voting .in favour of this proposition for the abolition of titles . 

. BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Tomorrow will be the day for non· 
official.business, namely, Bills, and the discussion of this motion will be 
resumed, after the two non-official days, when the Government business 

· is next taken up, whatever the date may be. That is how I understand 
the position to be. 

(fhe Houselken:adjourned till2 p.m. on Wednesday, the :J2th Janua.ry 
1938. . 

-----------···-~---
BOMBAY : PRINTED AT THE GOVEB.NME.liT OENTRA.L P.RESSo 
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Wednesday, the 12th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 
Wednesday, the 12th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the 
Speaker, Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJr HAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
AIDALE, 1\Ir. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
A.xTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BEGliAHOMED, Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER 
BHARTIY.A, Mr. S. R. 
BHAT.ANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, 1\lr. R. R. 
BR.UIBLE, 1\Ir. C. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHA"\YDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, ~fr. P. L. 
CHlTh"'DRIGAR, Mr. ISMAIL I. 
CoLLACo, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISH.AH B. 
CuRRION, Mr. FRED J. 
D.ABHI, M:r. FuLSINHJI B. 
D.ANDEKAR, Mr. v. v. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI ~1:AHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, Mr. GuRASHIDD.APPA K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RAl\'DHIR P. 
DESAI, Mr. s. B. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
Dommrr, Mr. A. D. 
F.Aiz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FrRoDEA, 1\Ir. K. s. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. lf. M. 
G.AV.ANKER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GH.ATGE, Mr. G. R. 
Guu, Dr. C. J. 
Guu, Mr. l!. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
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GmAsEY, Mr. G. B. 
GIRME, Mr. R. B. 
GOKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M.G. · 
GREAVES, Mr.·J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B.M. 
HALLIKERI, Mr.· N. F. 
HIRAY, lfr. B.s. 
lLKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JA.KATY, Mr. P. C. 
JANVEKAR, Mr. K. A. 
J HABV ALA, Mr. s. II. 
Josm, Mr. JrNABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KACHHI, Khan Saheb HAJI AHMAD KASAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. ' 
KANuGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KATHALE,Mr.B.S .. 
KAZI, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MOINUDDIN 
KAZI, Mr. AZIZ GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GOVIND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 
KHEDGIK4R, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KILLEDAR, Mr. MAHoMED MusA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LALCHAND HIRACHAN'D, Mr. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 

· MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MASTER, M:r. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
MoHAMEDALLY ALLABux, Mr. 
l\foRARBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. 
MUXADAM, Mr. W. S. 
MuNSHI, the Honourable 1\fr. K. M. 
MuNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. v. N. 

·· [12 JAN. 1938 
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NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NANDA, Mr. GuLZARI 1AL 
XARniAN, Mr. K. F. 
SAVLE, Rao Bahadur N. E. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
XmA...~EE, Mr. P. A. 
NuRrE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR,lfr.S. V; 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABU1lHAl J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAl B. 
PATEL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. MAHOMEDBAWA M •. 

PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATEL, Mr. MusAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. 1AXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. 1. M. 
PATIL, Mr. MA!.GOUDA P. 
PATIL; Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. SHANKARGOUDA T. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
PURANI, Mr. c. B. 
RAis, K.B. Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB MoHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL 1AKHICHA...'ID, Mr. . 

RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RA...~E, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, Mr. D. w. 
ROHAM, Mr. P. J. 
SAKARLAL BALABHAl, h'fr. 
SAKLATVALA,Mr.S.D. 
SATHE, Mr. s. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIXH JAN MAHOMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORAO 
SHRIKANT, Mr. 1. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IsMAIL HAsA.~ BAPu 
SINGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SONGAVKAR,Mr.S.G. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAKOR, lfr. B. P. 
THORAT, Mr. R. B. 
THUSE, Mrs. 1AXMmAI GA.~ESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
TYABJI, Mrs. FAiz B. 
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v AGHELA, lfr. B. u. 
v ARALE, Mr. B. H. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, Mr. ISHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B.' 
WAGH, Mr. P. W. 
w ALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
'VANDREKAR,Mr.D.N. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

[12 JAN. 1938 

ACQUISITION OF INAMI LANDS OF MAHARS OF VILLAGE BHOSARI IN 

TALUKA !IAVELI FOR WIRELESS STATION. 

*Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Revenue be pleased to state-

. (a) whether it is a fact that certain Inami lands belonging to the 
ruahars of the village Bhosari in taluka Haveli of Poona District have 
been acquired by Government for the construction of a wireless 
station; 

(b) whether the mahars were given any compensation for their 
lands; 

(c) if so, how much compensation ; 
(d) if not, what were the reasons for not giving them any 

compensation 1 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Yes. 
(b) and (c) The Mahars were given no compensation. 
(d) The reason was that even after reaumption of the land acquired for 

the wireless station, the lands remaining with the mahars were still in 
excess of the standard remuneration. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: In regard to part (b), is it not a fact that according 
to the rules of Government interest must be paid on the inami lands 
which are acquired ~ 
·The Ironourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Interest would be paid 

in cases where possession is taken ·before the money is paid. But 
in this case, the land does not belong to these people but belongs to 
Government. . So, they do not get interest. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : I am speaking of inami lands. 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: The inami lands in 

this connection belong to Government and so no interest would be paid. 
If they are private inami lands interest would be paid. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: If I quote instances where interest has been 
paid after the acquisition of these lands, will Government consider their 
cases 1 

The Ironourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: If any specific cases 
are brought to my notice, I will certainly consider them. 
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~Ir. R. R. BHOLE: In regard to part (d), Government say: "The 
reason was that even after resumption of the land acquired for· the wireless 
t'itation, the lands remaining with the mahars were still in excess of the 
.standard remuneration." May I know whether the lands which still 
remain in their possession are mostly barren lands 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: That is not what 
1 know of. 
. Mr. R. R. BHOLE: If I show that those lands are mostly barren' 
will Government consider the question 1 
· The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I will certainly consider 
it. 

Mr. D. G. JADHAV: In regard to (d), may I know what the amount 
of remuneration is ! 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: The standard of 
remuneration is from Rs. 10 toRs. 20 according to the size o£ the village. 

Mr. K. F. N'ARIMAN: When did this transaction take place~ 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: It took place long ago. 

ScARCITY OF WATER IY CERTAIN VILLAGES oF PooNA DISTRICT. 

*Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Public Health be pleased to state-

( a) how many villages are there in the Poona District where there 
are either no wells nearby or where the need for water supply is specially . 
acute; 

(b) what steps Government propose to take tG remedy the grievance ~ 
'l'he Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER : (a) 137 in all. 
(b) An amount of Rs. 1,50,000 has been placed at the disposal of the 

Commissioner, Central Division, for expenditure on village water supply 
in that Division in accordance with the special scheme outlined in Govern
ment Resolution, N'o. S. 92, dated the 14th September 1937, copies of 
which have already been supplied to the honourable members of this 
House. The necessary action so far as the Poona District is concerned is 
being taken by the Collector of Poona in consultation with the District 
Village Water Supply Committee, constituted in accordance with the 
<>rders in paragraph 3 of that Resolution. 

ALLEGED GRIEVANCE oF MAH.ARS oF 1\IuLSBI PETA. 

*Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

( a) whether Government are aware that difficulties were experienced 
hy the villagers of Mulshi Peta in the Poona District on account of the 
practice of Field Batteries in their villages in the months of October 
.and N'ovember last ; . · 

(b) whether ~vernment are aware th~tt the officiating mahars are 
troubled by the Police Constables during this time ; 
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(c) whether the .officiating mahars are paid for the work done by 
them during this time ; 

(d) if not, whether the work done by them is considered t:> form
part of their legitimate duties ·~ 

The Honourable M:r. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) Government have ascer
tained that no serious difficulty or hardship was experienced by the-
. villagers. . 

(b) Government have ascertained thttt the officiating Mahars were not. 
troubled by the Police Constables. 

(c) and (d) The officiating mahars are required to warn the villagers. 
previoU& to the firing to vacate their houses. This is a legitimate part 
of the duties o£ the mahars and no extra remuneration is therefore paid 
to them for this work. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM: Will Government be pleased to state in 
regard to part (a) of the answer what made them say "no serious 
difficulty or hardship was experienced by the villagers"? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSlii: There is always some difficulty~ 
It is not a serious difficulty but a nominal one. · 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM: May I know whether difficulty not of a serious 
nature was experienced by the people there ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSlii: Yes. 
Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : May I know whether Government will be 

prepared to see that this sort o£ difficulty which is not serious is not 
repeated henceforth ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Government will do their· 
best. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM: May I ask one question o£ the honourable 
member (Mr. Bhole)? May I know from him what sort o£ work was 
exacted by the police from the people? (No answer). May I know, 
Sir, whether a member is permitted to ask a question of another member 
o£ this House ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question by one member to. 
another member is permissible, though such instances are very rare. 
But I doubt whether a supplementary question by one member to another 

. member is permissible. 
Mt. W. S. MUKADAM: I only ask a question and not a supplementary

question. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think that it will be 

permitted. 
Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: In regard to part (a) of the answer, may 

I know what exactly was the nature o£ the difficulty caused, though 
it might not be serious ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: So far no difficulty or hardship· 
to any extent was experienced, because no complaints have been. 
received by any o£ the officials from the people. . 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: The printed answer says: "no· serious 
difficulty or hardship was experienced." This gives room to suppose 
t.hat some hardship was caused. What was that ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: In. a case like this, the people 
have got to remove themselves to some other place or keep themselves 
inside their houses for some hours when the practice takes place. It is 
not one which could be called a serious hardship. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Government do not consider it to be 
a serious hardship ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: No. 
Mr. H. V. TULPULE: May I know whether any obstacle was placed 

in the way of their remaining in their houses instead of going away to 
some other place ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I want notice of that 
question. 

Mr. R. E. BHOLE: Is it not a serious hardship if villagers have 
toremove themselves to some other place with their cattle and moveables 
for a full period of 8 hours ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I do not know the facts which 
you have mentioned. H the honourable member had asked for the 
facts by his question, I would have given him the facts. · 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: It appears from the reply" there was no serious 
hardship " that Government know the facts and still they co.nsider 
these difficulties are not serious. ·· 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: As I said, no complaints 
have been received by the officials concerned. On enquiry, no grievances 
are reported. If the honourable member requires any more details, . 
I will ask him to giv~ notice. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: What is the test of a serious hardship 
from one which is not serious ? Have Government got any standard ~ 
(Ko answer). I think Government are giving no information. If the 
Honourable Minister is driven away from his house-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Only a question, .and nothing 
more. 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I. MEHTA: Government are not giving information. 
I am asking what would be a serious hardship 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member will only 
ask a question. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I am asking a question. Will it 
be serious hardship if the Honourable Minister is driven out from his 
house for 24 hours ·1 · · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I cannot answer a hypothetical 
question. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Were the facts ascertained by the pollee t 
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The Honourable Mr: K. M. MUNSHI: It is unfair to ask that 
question. The original question asks whether Government are aware 
that they were troubled. I have tried to give the answer to the question. 
If honourable members want further information, I must have notice 
of it and if the facts collected show that there was serious hardship, 
certainly steps will be taken by Government to relieve it. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: Will Government take steps to see that in 
future such operations are carried onjn unoccupied tracts which are 
available, without disturbing the villagers 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : It is a suggestion for ac.tion ; 
it does not require a reply. 
· Mr. R. R. BHOLE : If it comes to the notice of Government that 
it is a fact that the villagers had to vacate their houses for a full day, 
will they think it a serious matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : It is for the honourable member 
to ask questions with regard to specific facts. As a matter of fact, 
some cases have been brought to the notice of Government, and steps 
have been taken to relieve hardship. But unless particular complaints 
are brought to the notice of Government, it is not possible for them 
to take any steps. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : My point is this. If the Government know 
for certain that it is a fact that the villagers have to vacate 
their houses for a full day, will it be considered to be a serious 
matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Is it not hypothetical ? 
Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: The reply to (b) is that Government 

have ascertained that the officiating Mahars were not troubled by the 
police constables. Does it mean that the Mahars who were not 
officiating were troubled ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. MUNSHI: It is not so worded in order 
to introduce that element ; it is merely a negation of the question. 

. INCREASE IN Jum oN 1\!ARARKI WATAN LANDS. 

*Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable 
~Iinister for Revenue be pleased to state-

( a) whether, during the last five years, any officiating mahars were 
fined by the Revenue Authorities in the different districts for alleged 
neglect oftheir duties; 

(b) if so, what is the number of such mahars in each district; 
(c) what is the total amount of fine inflicted on them ; 
(d) what are the duties of officiating mahars; · 
(e) whether it is a fact that the Jndi on maharki watan lands has 

been increased ; . 
(j) if so, what are the reasons for the increase ; . . 
(g) whether it is due to the reduction in the number of offiCiatmg 

mahars; 
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(h) by how much is the Judi increased during the last five years in 
each of the districts 1 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a), (b) and {c) Yes, 

. the information is as follows:-
Number of Amount 

District. mahars of fine. 
fined. 

Rs. 
Northern Division. 

a.. P· . 

Thana 2 4 ·0 
Central Division. 

Ahmednagar 36 64 8 0 
East Khandesh 16 22 4 0 
West Khandesh 7 7 14 0 
);"asik .. 216 421 7 0 
Poona. 23 11 12 0 
Satara. .. 109 97 12 0 

Southern Dit'ision. 
Belgaum 2 0 8 0 
Kolaba. 13 25 0 0 
Ratnagiri 4 1 4 0 

(d) The duties t~ be diacharged by the officiating mahars are not 
<lefined in the Watan Act. As required by section 64 (b) of that Act· 
these duties are specified at the time of framing the watan registers. 
According to section 69 of the Act the mahars have to render such service 
as is customary or as is required by law. In case of disputes the 
Panchayats are empowered to define the duties under section 18 of 
the Act. Generally mahars are concerned with miscellaneous duties 
connected with civil administration and customary services in connection 
with village sanitation. They have also to carry remittances to the 
taluka treasury. · · 

(e) to (h) The judi on the maharki inam lands was not increased 
anywhere except in the Nasik District, where reduction in the number of 
officiators was made in some cases with a view to bring down the number . 
of officiators to that required for the village having regard to its size, 
population and land revenue. When the reduction was effected the 
remuneration hitherto paid to the officiators -was in some cases found to 
be excessive. In the Nasik District judi was increased by Rs. 1,116-7-0 
during the last five years. 

~Ir. B. K. GAIKW AD : Is it a fact that officiating lfahars in the 
N"asik district were fined for not supplying information about births 
in villages when they were boycotted by caste Hindus during the 
temple entry satyagraha 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Not that I know of. 
Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : May I know then why the officiating 1\Iahars 

were fined? 
The Honourable 1\Ir. 1\IORARJI R. DESAI: For various breaches 

of duties. 
~Ir. B. K. GAIKWAD : Will the Honourable Minister state the nature 

(){ those duties 1 
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. The Hon~urable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I do not know exactly 
for what breaches they were fined in each case, because I have not 
made any detailed enquiry into the cases. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD: Will the Honourable Minister enquire int~ 
the matter 1 . 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I am making enquiries. 
I am trying to ascertain the duties and also define them. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : With reference to the reply to caluses (e) 
to (h), may I know whether there is any reduction in the Government 
duties to be performed by the officiating Mahars ? 

The Honourable 1\Ir.l\IORARJI R. DESAI : As I told the honourable 
member, I am trying to define the duties and make them minimum. 

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES BELONGING TO SCHEDULED CASTES FOR 

TRAINING IN PoLICE TRAINING ScHooL !.T NASIK. 

*lli. B. K. GAIKWAD (N'asik West): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

( a) the number of Sub-Inspectors of Police belonging to the 
Advanced Classes, the Intermediate Classes, the Backward Classes, 
the Scheduled castes, the Mohamedan, Christian and other communi

. ties, respectively, in each district of the Province of Bombay; 
(b) the numbu of candidates belonging to the Scheduled castes who 

were recommended every year by the Backward Class Officer for 
selection for training in the Police Training School at Nasik, since the. 
creation of the post of Backward Class Officer ; . . 

(c) the number of such candidates who were finally selected every 
year; 

(d) whether it is a fact that in the selection of candidates for Police 
Training School, preference is given to those candidates whose fathers 
are in service in the Police Department ; 

(e) whether Government intend to give preference to the candidates 
belonging to the Scheduled castes in the selection of candidates for 
training in the Police Training School at Nasik ? 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~HJNSHI: (a) It has not been possible 

on account of the labour involved to collect the information by districts. 
The following details give the present composition of Sub-Inspectors of 
Police in this Presidency according to communities :-
. (1) Advanced classes-

( i) Christians .. 
(ii) Other communities 

(2) Intermediate classes-
(i) Christians •• 

(ii) Other communities 

(3) Muhammadans 
(4) Backward Classes 
(5) Scheduled castes 

Number of vacancies 

1 
177 

16 
176 

Total .. 

Total sanctioned strt!Bgth •• 

178, 

192' 
106 

6 
2 

484 
54 

538 
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(b) 'rhe Backward Class Officer recommended the following number or 
candidates during the last five years :-

Year. 

1932 .. 
1933 .. 
1934 .. 
1935 .. 
1936 

Number of candidates. 

4 
7 

·'' 5 
2 
5 

(c) Two were sele~ted in 1932 and one in 1933.. The latter failed in the 
medical test. 

(d) The fact that a candidate's family have proved successful in the 
Police Department is taken into consideration but this factor is not 
allowed to prejudice the claims of other candidates who have superior 
qualifications. 

(e) It is the policy of Government to secure a fair representation of all 
classes and communities in the public service, subject to due regard to 
efficiency. · 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: The concluding. portion of the reply 
to (e) says, "subject to due regard to efficiency." Are considerations of 
efficiency going t() remain paramount in such matters 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Yes. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : With regard to the reply to (e), may I know 
whether the Backward Class Officer recommended inefficient candidates. 
from the Scheduled Castes ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: His recommendation was 
from among the candidates of the Scheduled Castes available to him. 
The candidate recommended by him was, according to him, the most 
efficient among those candidates ; but, when compared with other 
entrants, he w~s inefficient. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : \\nat is the meaning of this when it is the 
declared policy of Government that out of every 10 posts, one should 
be given to Scheduled Caste candidates while recruiting for Government 
service 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. 1\IUNSHI: The ... meaning. only is 
that even that one candidate must come up to some stand~rd of 
efficiency. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD: If that is so, the Backward Class Officer had 
recommended some candidates after taking these factors into. 
consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : But the Backward Class Officer 
is not the head of the Police Department, who has got to look to efficiency 
from his point of view. . 
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WEcRUITMEl'<"T OF ScHEDULED CASTES CANDIDATES TO CLERICAL 

POSTS IN THE FOREST DEPARTMENT. 

l*Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable Minister 
for ·Revenue be pleased to state--

(a) the number of clerks belonging to the Advanced Classes, the 
Intermediate Classes, the Backward Classes, the Scheduled castes, 
the 1\Iahomedan, Christian, and other communities respectively in 
the .Forest Department in each district.ef the Province of Bombay D 

(b) whether it is the declared policy of Government to give preference 
to candidates belonging to the Depressed classes in making clerical 
appointments in the Forest Department in the districts; 

(c) if so, what is the number of candidates belonging to the advanced 
classes, the intermediate classes, the Backward classes, the Scheduled 
castes and the Mahomedan, Christian and other communities respect
ively appointed to the posts of clerks in the Forest Department in 
each district since the above policy was declared by Government 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) and (c) A statement 
giving the requisite information by Circles is appended. First appoin~
ments of clerks are made by Conservators for their circles. One list 
is maintained for each circle. 

l(5) Yes. The present orders of Government require a minimum 
xecruitment of ten per cent. of members of the backward classes to 
-clerical posts .in all districts] 

STATEMENT. 

Recruitment of Scheduled castes candidates to clerical posts in the 
FIYI'est Department. 

Clause (a)-Number of clerks belonging to different classes in the 
Bombay FIYI'est Department. 

l 
Circle. 

Advanced 
I classes. 

Inter· 
mediate 
classes. 

Backward Scheduled 
classes. castes. 

·--------.---~---._1--- --·-· ---
Northern Circle . . . •I 
·Central Circle . . , .I 
Southern Circle .. 1 

Chief Conservator of Forests' Office •. ' 
I 

Circle. 

57 
70 
57 

7* 

27 
17 ! 

.. 19 I 

C~ris-~~ ~ J Total. 
t1ans.lo g ·~ 

N-.o-rt-he_rn_(-~i-rc-le----.. ---:-4- -:. -~-~- 93 

{'entral Circle 
Southern Circle 
Chief Conservator of Forests' Office 

.. ,II(J~~J· 91 
2. 87 
.. I :: 7 

4 
2 
1 

Remarlts. 

*One clerk is on leave preparatory to retirement in whose vacancy a cand1date from 
the depressed cla& bas been appointed. · 
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Clause (c).- Number of candidates appointed after issue of orders 
encouraging recruitment of backward cl4sses. 

Advanced Inter. 
Bacl..-ward I Scheduled 

Circle. mediate classes. classes. classes. I castes. 

---~--
(i) In permaMIII ~nd temporary 

i 
I 

t'IJC(JIItte8. 

Northern Circle .. .. 1 6 2 .. 
Central Circle .. .. 2 5 1 

I 
.. 

fsouthem Circle .. .. 2 4 2(a) 2(b) 

(ii) In officiating t:aeanciea. 
I 

Northern Circle .. .. 2 5 .. ·I .. 
Central Circle .. .. 35 36 .. 
Southern Circle .. .. 1 6 l(t:); 3(d)l 
Chief Conservator's office •• ··I 1 I 

• I 
~=.,; ~.,; l Chris· 

Circle. o ~: I . oS ~~ Total. Remarks. i.a ttans. 0 o·a 
~ I 0 

( i) In per mane~ and temporary ·.~--1 
vacanc•ea. · 

I I Northern Circle . .. .. 1 10 .. .. 
I 

.. J 

(Jew) • 
Central Circle .. .. 

I 

.. .. 8 

Southern Circle .. .. I l .. .. 11 
( ii) In officiating t•acancits. 

.. 1 
I Northern Circle .. 2 I 3 .. 12 

Central Circle .. ::1 5 

I 
1 .. 79 

Southern Circle .. 1 .. .. 12 
I 
I 

Chief Conservator's Office .. 
"! 1 

I 
.. .. 3 

(a) One man resigned. 
(b) Both resigned in order to accept appointments in other depa.rtments. 
(c) Left service. (d) One resigned and one left service for joining College. 

l RECRUITMEl\"T OF ScHEDULED CASTES CANDIDATES TO CLERICAL 

1 
POSTS IN THE PuBLic HEALTH DEPARTMENT. ) 

, *Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable the 
Minister for. Public Health be pleased to state- ) 

(a) the number of clerks belonging to the Advanced Classes, the 
Intermediate ·Classes, the Backward Classes, the Scheduled castes, 
the l\lohamedan, Christian, and other communities respectively in 
the Public Health Department in each district of the Province of 
Bombay;· 

(b) whether it is the declared policy of Government to give preference 
to candidates belonging to the Depressed Classes in making clerical 
appointments in the Public Health Department in the districts; 

(c) if so, what is the number of candidates belo11e,oing to the advanced 
. classes, the int~rmediate classes, the bac1."'Ward classes, the scheduled 

castes, the Mahomedan, Christian and other communities respectif'ely 
appointed to the posts of clerks in the Public Health Department in 
each district since the above policy was declared by Gof'emment. 
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The' Honourable 'Dr. ltf. D. D. 'GILDER : (a) The accompanyin" 
~tatement I gives the required information. The clerical cadres of th~ 
Public Health Department are constituted by language areas and not by 
revenue districts. The statement is divided into two parts as among 
Christians some are classed as Advanced and some as Intermediate and 
:Muhammadans are classed as an Intermediate community.· 

(b) Government have not issued any orders dealing with the recruit
ment of backward class candidates to the Public Health Department 
specially.l"fhey have, however, issued general orders in regard to the 
recruitment to the public service as a whole, directing all their officers 
in the Presidency to give pr~ference to Scheduled Classes whenever 
~;uiwhle candidates are available. · They have also directed that not less 
than one in every ten vacancies should be given to Backward OlassesJ 
[which comprise (i) the Scheduled Classes, (ii) the aboriginal and hill 
tribes and (iii) other backward classes], provided that suitable candidates 
are available, until their strength is 5 per cent. of the total clerical cadre 
-in each Department. Government have also directed all heads of offices 
to give their personal attention to the question of promotion and recruit-
ment of members of backward classes. 

(c) the attached statements II and III give the information asked for: 

STATEMENT I. 
Statement showing clerical appointments according to linguistic 

cadres in the PUblic Hearth Department. 

Number of clerks. 

Backward community. 
Name of cadre. Inter· 

Advanced mediate 
community com· Scheduled Aboriginal Other 

munity. classes. ar~:!~l ba~l~s~~~ Total. 

--------1--- ------ --- --~ ---

llsrathi linguistic .• 

:Kanarese linguistic 

Gujaratllinguistic 

Name of cadre. 

21 

13 

8 

Number of clerks. 

Hindus. IMahomedans.l Christians. 
! Other 1 communities. I 

27 

24.' 

11 

Total. 

-------·!----1----1----:----- 1
----

1 
Marathi linguistic • , 

Kanarese linguistic 

Gujarati lin!tulstln 

25 

21 

10 

•One post Is held by a Backward Class candidate on probation, 

1 

2 :::: I 
27 

24' 

11 

One Backward Class candidate appointed left without notice. (This was in a ieave vacancy, prior 
to 24th October 1934), 
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.' . STATEMENT II. . · 
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Statement slwwing number of candiiates belonging to different 
castes appointed in permanent vacancies since 

24th Odober 1934. 

Number of candidates, 

Backward classes. 
!iame of cadre. 

Advanced Inter· 
classes. mediate Aboriginal Other classes. Scheduled 

classes. and hill backward Total. 
tribes. classes. 

-------
. . ~ .... ·- ~ . "' ........ 

llarathllinguistic •• .. 3 3 .. .. . . 6 

Kanarese linguistic .. .. 1 . •1 .. . . 2 

Gujaratlllngulstic .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Number of candidates. 
., 

!iame of cadre. 
Hindus, M.ahomedans Chrlstiaus. Other Total. communities. 

ldarathi linguistic. , .. 5 .... 1 .... 6 

Kanarese linguistic .. 2 .... .... ..... 2 

Gujarati linguistic .. .... .... ····· .... .... 
*On probation. 

STATEMENT III. 

SUJiement showing the number of temporary vacancies and the · 
number of candiiates from d~Oerent classes in the ojjices of the-. 

Public HeaUh Department from 24th Odober 1934. 

Name of cadre. 

Marathi linguistic • , 

Kanarese linguistic. 

' Gujarati lin!uistir, 

I 
I 

Number of 
tempiJrary 
vacancies. Advanced Inter· 

classes. mediate 
classes. 

---

42 21 u 
42 10 24 

25 17 3 

*7 varancies were not Oiled in. 

tS vacancies were not 111led.in, 

Number of candidates. 

Backward classes. 
.·-

Aboriginal Other Scheduled and hill backward Total. classes. tribes. classes. 

--- ~----- __:,.__ 

. 7 .. .. 
f 

42 

1 .. .. 
I 

35* 

.. .. 2 22t 
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STATEMENT III-contd. 

(12 JAN. 1938 

Number of candidates. 

·Name of cadre. 

lMahomedans.l Christians. 
Other 

Hindus, 
I I communities. Total. 

i I .... ~ --~ 

Marathilinguistlc .. 39 1 2 ..,. 42 

Kanarese linguistic .. 30 4 1 .... 35 

Gujarnti linguistic .. 20 .... 2 ••t• 22 

l\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Are there only three districts in the 
Bombay Presidency 1 . 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER : As far as the Public Health 
Department is concerned, the districts are divided in a different wayt 
on a linguistic basis. They are not coincident with the revenue districts. 

Mr. S. L. ;KARANDIKAR : May I know where Bombay City is 
included in this linguistic distribution 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : I could not tell you 
straight off, but, as far as I remember, public health is in charge of the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation in Bombay City. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : It is not included in any of the districts ? 
The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : I do not think so. 

ENROLMENT OF MEMBERS BY POLITICAL ORGANISATIONS, 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to 
state-

( a) whether it is a fact that Police Patels ·in the Amalner Taluka of 
the East Khandesh District have been instructed by their superior 
officers to record the names of Congress members in the villages in 
their respective charge ; ·-

(b) i£ so, what are the names of the officers who took initiative in 
· the matter ; · _ 

(c) whether Government keep a strict watch on the enrolment of 
members by political organisations in this Province ; 

(d) whether Government have punished or intend to punish those 
officers who took initiative in this matter¥ 
The Honourable Mr. K. 1\1. MUNSHI: (a) and (b) In September 

1937 certain Police Patels in the Amalner Taluka were asked by the 
Police Sub-Inspector, Marwad, and his writer to supply the number and 
names of Congress members. There were no instructions from any 
superior officers, but the action :was taken in the course of ordinary 
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routine under a mistaken impression as to what was required by the office. 
(c) Ko. 
(d) No. Government have since issued a Circular to all officers 

concerned that it is not necessary to ascertain the names of members 
enlisted in the Congress or any other political· organisation and the 
attention of the two Police officers concerned has been drawn to this 
Circular. 

)fr. S. L. KARA~!HKAR.: The concluding portion of the reply to (a) 
awl (b) says that the action was taken in the course of ordinary routine 
under a mistaken impression as to what was required by the office. · 
Which office is referred to ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. )f. MC:XSHI : From the office of the District 
Superintendent of Police or any higher office to which the Sub
Inspector was subordinate. There were no instructions from such 
office. 

)lr. S. L. K..\..RA~'DIKAR: It is clear that something was required 
by some officer. · 

The Honourable )lr. K. ~I. ~IUNSHI : It is stated in the reply: 

" In September 1937 certain Police Patels in the Amalner taluka were asked by the 
Police Suh.Inspector, Marwad, a.nd his wri~r to supply the number a.nd names 
<Jf Congress members." · 

~Ir. S. L. KARA~DIK.ill : :Uay I know what was required by that 
officer 1 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. )I. UUXSHI : The number and names of 
Congress members. It is stated in the reply. 

~Ir. S. L. KAR.il\'DIK.AR : The answer as printed is : 

" ••.•.. but the a.ction wa.s taken in 'the course of ordinary routine under a mistaken 
impression as to what was required by the office.'' . . 

The subordinate officers misconstrued the directions and collected the 
names ; is that what it means ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. :U. 1\.lUXSHI : The mistaken impression 
was of the officer mentioned in the reply and nobody else.' 

Mr. K. F. ~AR.DU..~..'{: Is it not a fact that this was done under 
instructions from the previous Government ! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. :mJXSHI: No. 
Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Under instructions from this Government ! 
The Honourable ~Ir. K. ~I. MUNSHI: Do you expect it~ No. 

RExssurE:YE!\'T oF lrn. l!A.RATHE IN GovEroamNT SERvicE. · 

*~Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Will the Honourable 
:Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a. fact that one Mr. Ramchandra Purshottam 
~lara the was serving in the Revenue Department in. the Poona District 
up to the year 1921 ; 

Mo-m Bk Hb 139-2 
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{b) whether it is a fact that Mr. Marathe was made to resign his post 
in the Revenue Department on 4th March 1921 owing to his alleged 
connection with the non-co-operation movement; 

(c) whether Government are aware of the loss to which 1Ir. Marathe 
has been put on account of his compulsory resignation; 

(d) if so, whether Government propose to reinstate him in his former 
post Y 

The Honourable 1Ir. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. He was dismissed for his mefficiency and for consistently 

disobeying the orders o£ his superiors despite tbe warnings given to him. 
(c) In view of the circumstances in which he was dismissed this point 

does not arise. 
(d) No. 
Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR : May I know the date or the presumed 

date on which Mr. l\farathe's inefficiency and insubordinate tendency 
was discovered 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: It was throughout his 
service, at various times. 

Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR: And still he was continued for a long time ? 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : That is what it shows .. 

l do not know what it was before 1921. 

Mr. S .. 1. KARANDIKAR : It is not a question of the Honourable 
Minister;s or my knowing. Was he continued in service in spite of 
insubordination 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : As I ;have already said~ 
he was given warning several times. When it was found that he had not 
improved, he was finally dismissed. 
· Mr.· S. L. KARANDIKAR: The exact· question is, when was the first 
warning given 1 He was ultimately dismissed in 1921, when the civil 
disobedience movement was going on. If the first warning was given 
during that period, it has some significance: Therefore, I want to know 
the first date when the first warning was given. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I was never asked for all 
this information. If I had been asked, I should certainly have ascer-
tained when the warnings had been given before 1921. · 
· Mr. W. S. MUKADAl\I: Written warning or verbal warning? 

:ALLEGED GRIEVANCES OF TEMPORARY SERVANTS ON SUB-DIVISIONAL 
EsTABLISHMENT IN PUBLIC WoRKS DEPARTMENT. 

*Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Will the 
Honourable :Minister for Public Works be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a fact that overseers, assistant engineers and sub
divisional officers are the only officers from the sub-divisional establish· 
ment in the Public Works Department who are permanent; 

(b) whether the temporary servants on the sub-divisional establish
ment are entitled to gratuity, provident fund or pension; 
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(c) whether it is a fact that in the year 1932 or thereabout the salaries 
of the permanent and temporary servants on the sub-divisional 
establishment were subjected to a cut of 5 and 10 per cent. respectively; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the cut in the salaries of the permanent 
servants has since been restored while that in the salaries of the 
temporary servants has not been still restored; 

(e) whether Government propose to restore the cut in the salaries 
of the temporary servants and also make the temporary servants 
permanent ! ' 
The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: (a) Yes. 
(b) "'No. They are not entitled to gratuity or pension which are how

ever granted as a matter of grace in very special cases. They are eligible 
to subscribe to the provident fund, provided they are likely to continue 
in service for at least three years. · 

(c) .An emergency cut of 10 per cent. was made in December 1931 in 
the pay of all Government servants subject to certain exceptions. The 
cut was reduced to 5 per cent. in April1933 and was remove4 in April 
1935. 

Special orders were issued in the case of temporary establishments 
in the Public Works Department. Their pay was reduced permanen.tly 
by 5 per cent. in the case of those drawing Rs. 20 per mensem ·CJr less ~nd 
by 10 per cent. in the case o£ others. · 

(d) Yes. 
(e) It is not proposed to restore the cut as it was imposed as a permanent 

measure. The question of bringing regular temporary establishments 
in the Public Works Department on a permanent footing is under 
consideration. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : With reference to (c). It is stated" Their 
pay was reduced permanently by 5 per cent. in the case of those drawing 
Rs. 20 per mensem or less and by 10 per cent. in the case of others. '.t 
Does this Government think that in the case of those drawing Rs. 20 or 
less per mensem, this reduction was fair 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE : It is a question of circumstances. 
If there are factors which would allow us . to reconsider t~a~ question, 
we would certainly reconsider it. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: In reply to (e) it is stated that the question 
is under consideration. :May I know the lines on which the consideration 
is going on 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE :. The only consideration could 
be to make them permanent . 

.ALLEGED DELAY IN SUPPLYING ExTRACTS'FROM RECORD OF RIGHTS. 

*)Ir. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether revenue stamp is necessary for an. application for 
extracts from the Record of Rights 1 If so, of what value 1 

(b) what fee has to be paid by the applicant for these extracts; 
uo.m Bk Hb l39-2a 
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(c) whether the full amount of the fee is credited to Government or 
a part of it ; . 

(d) if only a part is credited, to whom is the remaining portion paid; 
(e) whether Government are aware that the public is put to great 

inconvenience and also to monetary loss on account of the talathi 
not being found in his saza with his records when the applicants visit 
his place; · 

(f) if the answer to (e) is in the affirmative, whether Government 
have considered the advisability of--issuing orders to the talathis 
directing them to be present in their offices with records at least on 
particular days during the week and notifying those days to the public ; 

(g) whether there is any rule which requires ·that the applicant must 
be supplied with extracts of the Record of Rights within a cert.tin 
period from the date of his application; . 

(h) if so, what is that rule; 
(i) whether any complaints were received by the Mamlatdars or 

other higher :Revenue officers in the Kolaba District during the last 
three years ending with 1936-37 regarding delay in supplying copies 
of extracts from the Record of Rights ; · 

(j) what was the income of Government in .each yea~ between the 
period of Revision Settlement and Re-revision Settlement in each 
taluka of the Kolaba District from fees for extracts of Record 
of Rights 1 
The Honourable l\1r .l\10RARJI R. DESAI : (a) N{) stamp is necessary 

for an application for extracts from the Record of Rights, when presented 
to a village accountant. Such application sent to higher officers is 
exempt from court-fee when copies of entries ·in the Record of Rights are 
required for production in Civil Courts; otherwise the application 
requires a court-fee stamp of annas two. · 

(b) The fees for copies from the Record of Rights are prescribed by 
rules142(a) 4and142(a) 4-AoftheLandRevenue Rules, 192l,andara 
as follows :- · 

(i) For every certified copy of a serial number (or entry) in the 
Record of Rights, Register of l\iuta tions, or either part of the combined 
form V. F. VII-XII-One anna. 

(ii) For every certified copy of the whole of the combined form 
V. F. VII-XII-"-Two annas. ·· · · · · · 

. The above fees are exclusive of the cost of paper (or form). 
(c) and (d) The fee, except the cost of the form, is retained by the · 

village accountant in respect o.f copies of records in his charge. The fees 
in respect of the copies, the originals of which are in Taluka or Mahal 
offices, are paid to copyists. . . 

(e) Government are aware that inconvenience and loss are sometimes 
suffered in this way. 

(f) Government do not consider that orders on these lines are possible 
owing to the size of some tala this' sazas and the many duties which they 
have to perform. But Government are v&ry anxious that all tala.this 
should live in their sazas and are considering what measures are necessary 
to bring this about. 
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(g) The rule is that copies must be granted within 10 days when granted 
by village accountants and within 15 days when granted by mamlatdars 
or mahalkaris. 

(h) Rule 137 (3) and Administrative Order LI of the Land Revenue 
Rules, 1921. · 

(i) The Collector of Kolaba reports that a few such complaints were 
received. 

(j) Ko income was received by Government. 
Mr. R. N. MANDLIK: With reference to part (g), my information is 

that the rule is not observed. Will inquiries be made 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : If specific instances are 
pointed out to me, I shall certainly make enquiries. 

GRIEVANCES OF AccusED IN PoLICE LocK-UPS IN KoLABA DISTRICT., 

*M:r. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
~Iinister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state- . 

(a) what is the number of Police lock-ups in the Kolaba District 
and where are they situated ; · · 

(b) what is the length, breadth and height of each cell in these 
lock-ups; 

(c) whether any rules have been made as regards the number of 
persons that should be kept in each cell by day-time and at night ; 

(d) what are the dimensions of space prescribed for each prisoner 
according to Jail Manual; · · · 

(e) whether the same space is allotted to each inmate of the Police 
lock-up ? If not, why it is not so allotted; , 

(f) what are the monthly figures for the last three years of the 
i.tllllates (accused and convicted) of the Police lock-ups at the several 
taluka places i.t1 the Kolaba District ; . 1 

(g) what is the largest number kept in the cell on _a, single day in 
each month ; · · · 

(lt) what is the daily allowance paid to an inmate of the Police 
lock-up in the Kolaba District 1 • 
The Honourable 1\Ir. K. 1\1. :MUNSHI: (a) There are nine Police 

lock-ups in this district and they are situated at the following places::....!.. 

I.· Poinad in Alibag Taluka. 
2. Ulva in Panvel Taluka. 
3. Khalapur in Karjat Taluka. 
4. Khopoli in Karjat Taluka. 
5. 1\Iatheran in Karjat Taluka. 
6. Kolad in Roha Taluka. 
7. Nizampur in 1\Iangaon Taluka. 
8. Tala in 1\Iangaon Taluka. 
9. Poladpur in 1\Iahad Taluka. 
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(b) The requisite information is given in Statement "A". 
(c) Under the rules the number of prisoners kept in a Police lock-up 

must not exceed the number for which there is sleeping accommodation, 
which is calculated at 7 feet by 4 feet surface area of the floor of the cell. 
This number is not to be exceeded at night but it may be exceeded in the 
day-time as a temporary measure for one day only in case of real necessity, 
provided an area of at least 12 square feet on the floor of the cell is allowed 
or each prisoner. 

(d) The minimum space prescribed· for a prisoner in a jail is 
75 square yards by day. In a sleeping barrack it is 40 square feet and 
560 cubic feet. 

(e) No. Undertrial prisoners are as a rule not detained in police 
custody for more than 24 hours without being produced before a 
Magistrate, when they are usually remanded into jail custody. 

(f) There are no police lock-ups at taluka Headquarters in the Kolaba 
District. 

(g) Statement '' B " gives the required information. 
(h) Five annas at all the Police lock-ups except those at Khalapur, 

Khopoli and Matheran where the rate is six annas. 
Statement ''A''. 

Police Lock-up. Length. Breadth. Height. 

Poinad. 

3 rooms each measuring .. .. 10'-0* 9'-0" 8'-0" 

Ult'a. 

One room .. .. .. 11'-0" 11'-0. 12'-0" 

Khalapur. 

One room .. .. .. 9'-2" 11'-0" 9'-5!" 

Khopoli. 

One room .. .. .. 10'-0* 10'-0" 12'-0" 
~ 

Matkeran. 

One room .. .. . ·j·. 16'-10' 9'-10" 17'-2" 

Kolad. 

One room .. .. ..j 12'-0" 10'-0" 11'-6" 

Nizampur. 

One room .. .. .. 15'-9. 9'-76 11'-1" 

Tala. 

One room .. .. .. 10'-0" 9'-7" 10'-4" 

Poladpur. 

One room .. .. .. 10'-6' 10'-6" .1. 11'-6. 
.. . . 
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January .. 
February .. 
)larch .. 
April .. 
:\lay .. 
June .. 
July .. 
AugUJlt .. 
t:ieptember .. 
()ctober .. 
November .. 
December .. 

Starred Questions and Answers 

Statement " B ". 

Poi· VIva. ,Khala- Kho- Mathe- Kolad. nad. pur. poli. ran. 

-- - - ------
2 .. .. .. .. 
3 .. .. .. 1 2 
1 .. .. .. .. l 
1 .. .. .. .. 1 
1 .. .. .. .. .. 
3 .. .. .. .. .. 
3 

I .. .. .. .. .. 
2 .. .. .. .. 1 
5 .. .. . . .. 1 .. .. .. .. 1 .. 
1 .. .. .. 1 1 
1 .. .. .. .. 1 

168 

,Nizam. Tala. Polad. 
pur. pur. 

- 1---
.. .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. 

I 

.. 1 .. .. 1 
1 .. .. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. .. 4 .. .. .. 

Mr. R.N. MAl\'DLIK: In reply to part (a) of the question, 9 police 
lock-ups have been mentioned; and in reply to (f) it is stated that there 
are no police lock-ups at taluka headquarters in the Kolaba district. 
What is the position then with regard to the keeping of under-trial 
prisoners in taluka places ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The reply to (f) contains the 
fact : there are no places. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK: Where are the under-trial prisoners kept in 
taluka places ! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I require notice. 
Mr. R. N. MANDLIK: With reference to (e). What. is meant by 

''jail custody" in a taluka place in the Kolaba district, where there 
are no jails ¥ · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN'SHI: Is the question "Where are 
they kept"¥ 

Mr. R.N. MANDLIK: Yes. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I require notice. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK: With regard to (h) : five annas are given to 
inmates of the police lock-ups. What is the amount given to the 
prisoners at the taluka places~ 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MPNSHI: I must have notice. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I invite attention to clause (d) 
<>f the reply : 

"The minimum space prescribed for a. prisoner in a jail is 75 square yards by day." 

Is it a misprint for " 75 square feet " ! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: It may be a misprint; I shall 
have to ascertain. · 
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'MINIMUM WAGE FOR INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER WoRKERS 

IN THE PROVINCE. 

. *Mr.JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Will the Honourable 
the Prime Minister be pleased to state-

( a) Whether Government have considered the advisability of takinO' 
up for immediate consideration and early decision the question of fix:in~ 
the minimum wage for industrial and otherc workers in the Province of 
Bombay; ..__ .. 

(b) whether Government, as the largest employer of Labour, propose 
to set an example to other employers by fixing a minimum wage for their 
own employees 1 

The Honourable 1\fr. B. G. KHER: (a) The attention of the Honour
able Member is invited to the extracts from the Press Note No. P-205, 
dated the 17th August 1937, regarding Government's policy in respect 
of the industrial worker which are placed on the Assembly Table. 

(b)_ Government are carefully .considering this question. 

· E~.:tracts from the Press Note No. P-205, dated the 17th August 1937, regarding the 
. . . Government policy in respect of the industt·ial U'Orker. 

Government are examining the possibility of devising measures for setting up minimultl 
wage fi~ing machinery to meet special requirements, •...••••.... With regard to
industries and industrial centres which fail to provide a -living wage to the el;llployees, 
Government have decided to institute exhaustive enquiries with a view to determining 
how far wages in these cases fall short of the minimum budgettary needs of the workers, 
to discover what cirqumstances are responsible fo~. the. inadequacy and to ascertain the 
ways and means of improving wages to a satisfactory level. · · 

* , ... · *. 
• I '. ',, 

·. 6ov.ernment · &.t~ !a.lso considering the practicability of· legi~la tion enabling the genera I 
applioatio,n in any centre of industry of suitable .standards of pay and other conditions· of. 
work regarding which there is found to be agreement between substantial and representa
tive section of the employers and the employees of a particular centre. 

·.,. . * . : : ',' ;j,.. . . . .. * . "' 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MERTA : Are we to un~erstand that Govern-
ment are today where they were on the 17th August, in this respect ~ 

The Ronourable M;. B. G. KHER: 'Sir,'may I i:ise to. ask for~ rul~g 
on a point of procedure .1 ; Is it possible·:for the Parliamentary Secretaries 
in charge of-.the difier.ent subjects to answer questions t I know. that 
the point is of some importance. It is allowed usually in the House of 
Commons. As I expected to be in the oth(;)r l{ouse, I wished to raise 
this question for 'the Speaker's decision. ·1 ·believe in the House of 
Commons it i~ pa~t of the duties of Parliamentary Secretaries to answer 
questions. But before I asked. the Parliamentary Secretary to answer· 
questions, I thought the best course was to raise this question myself 
and get a ruling. ·· 

l\Ir. JAMNADAS l\f. MERTA: I have not the least objection to the 
Parliamentary Secretary answering. the _supplementary questions .. 

· · .Th(/ Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It is a question for the whole. 
~~. . . 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: The House of Commons Procedure 
is that the Parliamentary Secretary can answer the questions even 
when the ~Iinister is present. If his authority is challenged in the 
House, it is enough if the Parliamentary Secretary makes a declaration 
that he has the authority delegated to him by the .Minister. 

lir. JA.liX.c\.DAS )f. liEHTA.: :\Iay I inform you that in the Delhi 
Assembly, it is not obligatory on the Member personally to answer! 
Any of his departmental Secretaries are able to answer on his behalf, 
because the departmental Secretary has even greater knowledge· of 
the details than the lfember. But it is necessary for this that he should 
be a nominated member of the Assembly. I have not the least objection 
to the honourable member lir. Sanda answering my questions. 

The Honourable lli. B. G. KHER: I raised the point because this 
is the first time that the proc~dure is to be laid down. I knew what 
the parliamentary procedure is, but I thought that a ruling might be
taken before a precedent was set up here. 

lli. Gl~ZARI L.A.L XAXDA: I hope that the honourable member 
is aware that considerable advance has been made in this.· direction 
already. I hope he is aware that Government have already appointed 
a committee to enquire into the question of wages in the textile industry,. 
and among the terms of reference to that committee is the question of 
establishing a minimum wage. That is for one industry, and to cover 
the question generally, the type of legislation to be adopted is under 
investigation and I hope legislation will be brought up at an early date. 

lir. JA}IXADAS li. liEHTA: "What is the use of Got"ernruent telling 
U.'l that they are hopir.g ? 

Th~ Honourabie the SPEAKER :. The. honourable member may put 
any supplementary question, but there should be no comments. . 

llr. JA~ADAS lf. MEHTA: The question is this. He is. ofiering 
hopes ; it is not hope that I want, but knowledge. Will the honourable 
member enlighten me on the question t 

lir. Gl"LZARI L.AL XA~"DA : The answer· is that the . niatter is. 
being inwstigated; the pace is an uncertain matter. 

~Ir. J.UIXADAS li. liEHTA: Is the honourable member aware 
that the committ~e only refers to the textile industry! Yy question. 
rdates to all the industries. Has any step been taken in connection. 
with other industries also ! · 

~Ir. GrLZARI LA.L XA~"DA: A very influential committee has been 
appointed to look into the question of the minimum wage in the textile 
industry. That committee will collect information on the subject, will go 
into the principle of the question, and will bring to Government helpful 
conclusions which will enable them to proceed in other directions. 

~Ir. J.UL.\'"ADAS M.llEHTA: In the meantime, the other industrial 
workers will have to wait. Is that correct t 

~Ir. GtLZARI LAL XA~llA: Yes. 
~fr. J.UIXADAS lf. liEHTA: I am getting no an5wer, Sir. 
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Mr. GULZARI LA1 NA1"DA : If the textile workers can wait, the 
~thers also can wait. 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\f. MEHTA: Then, Sir, may I invite attention 
to the fact that my question refers to "industrial and other workers". 
'The statement of Government's policy, which is given as a reply, only 
refers to industrial workers. 'Vhat is their attitude as regards the 
others¥ 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: The entire question is under 
consideration.. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Are Government aware that conditions 
.and wages in other industries are worse than in the textile industry ~ 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NA1"DA: Not invariably. 
Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Will Government be pleased to say what 

they themselves understand by " minimum wage ? " 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: The committee will answer that 

-question. 
Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: May I know if Government with the clear~st 

-of conscience say that they believe that those who are starving on account 
of the fact that they are getting below the minimum wage should 
-continue in their present state any longer ~ 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: 0£ course they should not continue. 
But hasty action in this matter may possibly make their lot worse. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: May I know whether the principal thought 
in. your mind between the 17th o£ August and th.e 12th of January
that is well nigh six months-should not be the sufferings o£ people who 
nave been starving because they have not been getting the minimum 
wage 1. 

The Ilonourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. That is hardly 
.a question. 

!Ir. S. D. SAKLATV ALA: I want to know what other industries 
.are being enquired into after the enquiry into the textile industry 
is completed ~ . 

1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NAND A : All industries . 
. Mr. S. D.' SAKLATVALA : Do you mean all industries in the 

Presidency of Bombay or only in the City of Bombay and does it include 
..agricultural industry 1 . 

1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NANDA : We are concerned with the industries 
in the whole Presidency, and the meaning of the word " industry " is 
well understood. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Will Government give some hazy idea-tJven 
hazy idea. will do-as to the way in which they have advanced, beyond 
.appointing a Committee, to investigate the matter? 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A : It is not possible. The whole question 
is being investigated. 
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:\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA: Am I to understand that the workers should 
wait till the decisions of that Committee are arrived at 1 

~Ir. GULZARI LAL XA...~DA: Yes. 
~Ir. ALI BAHADl.JR BAILillUR KH.A .... ~: Will Government inform 

if they have already started an enquiry in the case of other industrial 
workers? 

~Ir. GULZARI LAL NANDA : Government have sbnted 
investigations. 

~Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I know whether Government are 
adopting western methods or apt methods adaptable to our country for · 
making investigations? 

~Ir. GULZARI LAL NA~"DA : Government are adopting the correct 
methods. 

~Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Have Government any special 
<'onsideration-special responsibility-for question (b) 1 

~Ir. GULZARI LAL NA11)A : The answer is there. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. l\IEHTA: I am asking whether Government are 
giving any special attention to this question in view of their themselves 
being the largest employers ? · 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NA1"DA : That depends upon what you :rp.ean by 
~·special". · 

· }fr. JMIN~illAS 1\I. MEHTA: I would like to know whether their 
~ase is being considered separately and now; because the responsibility 
is on the Government and they have not to consult anybody. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A : That matter is being enquired into 
Still and, therefore, no conclusions have been arrived at. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Are Government aware that on behalf of the 
Government peons, not less than six months ago, a complete and exhaus
tive enquiry was placed before Rao Saheb, that gentleman,-I forget his 
name-the Honourable 1\Ir. Latthe 1 Are they still considering the matter 
~ven though six months have passed ? 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NA1"DA: We are considering the complicated 
nature of the question. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Does the Parliamentary Secretary think that 
the submission made by the Peons' Union is so very unimportant or 
insignificant that no practical measures could be taken so far? 

Mr. Gt'LZARI LAL NA~"DA : No. 
Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Are Government aware that so far as that 

Cnion is concerned, particular cases of injustice were brought to the 
notice of Government, and yet while replying to my honourable friend 
~Ir. Jamnadas Mehta Government stated that they are considering the 
question t 

~Ir. GULZARI LAL XA~"DA : The whole question is under 
<'onsideration. 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Are Government aware that the minimum 
wage in the Government Central Press, Bombay, is Rs. 12 per month? 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NA1~A: No minimum wage as such has been 
fixed by any legislation or any other measure. 

1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: Are Government aware that the lowest 
wage which the workers get in the Government Central Press is Rs. 12 ~ 

1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NANDA: I would like notice of the question, 
but so far as I know, I think it is higher than Rs. 12. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Are these Press workers to wait till the 
report of the Textile Enquiry Committee is published ? 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: That matter is being dealt with 
separately. 

1\fr. ALI BARADUR BARADUR KHAN : Will Government inform 
whether any interim recommendations have been made by the Textile 
Enquiry Committee.~ 
. Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: Not yet. 
Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: In how many industries the investigations. 

are going on ? · • 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NA~"'DA : Almost all. 
· Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Does it include charkha also-the workers 

who are working on cltarklta.Q 1 

· 1\fr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: No. 

FoRMATION OF AN AssociATION IN GuJARAT FOR KEEPING 
DOWN PRICES OF CoTTON, 

*Mr. MUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division): Will the
Honourable the Prime l\Iinister be pleased to state- ·. · 

(a) whether Government are aware that the owners of cotton 
ginning factories in Gujarat have formed an association with the 
object of keepirig down the price of cotton; 

(b) whether Government are. aware that consequently the 
cultivatoro in Gujarat are put to irw&erialloss; 

(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) are in the affirmative, whether 
Government have considered the advisability of checking the 
activities of the said association 1 
1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NA1"'DA: (a) In one District in Gujarat 

associations or ''pools'' have been formed among the factory owners 
(i) to fix the charges for ginning and pressing ·and (ii) to fix rates at 
which kapas is to be bought; 

(b) the cultivators must necessarily suffer where such associations 
have been formed ; 

(c) Yes; the matter is however fraught with very great difficulties·,. 
but if the Honourable l\Iember has any suggestions to make
Government will consider them. 
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~Ir. MUSAJI E. PATEL: Supplementary to (a). May I lmow which 
is that unfortunate district in Gujarat ~ 

~Ir. G. L. NAND A: Surat. 
)fr. MUSAJI E. PATEL: If the Government know. that there are 

pools or associations of factory owners in Surat, have Government given 
very serious thought to this very lamentable aspect in the cotton trade! 

Mr. G. L. NA..~DA: The question has not been considered. . 
:\Ir. MUSAJI E. PATEL: Have Government not got their own 

suggestions to make in the matter ~ · 
)!r. G. L. NAND A: Government have not considered this question. 

~Ir. MUSAJI E. PATEL: Do Government expect me to make 
suggestions on the floor of the House or later on~ 

Mr. G. L. Nil"DA: You can. send them in due course. 

~Ir. 1\IIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Are Government aware that prices 
'Of cotton are mainly controlled by the speculating associations in 
Bombay~ 

~Ir. G. L. ~AKDA: I do not think the question arises. 
Khan Saheb FAIZ MARAMADKHAN: Is there any public market 

for the sale of cotton ! 
Mr. G. L. NANDA: No. 
Khan Saheb FAIZ 11UHAM.ADKHAN! Will Government consider 

-establishing a public market so that the agriculturists can come and 
sell t~eir cotton to the dealers direct instead of through the Gin and 
Press owners ~ 

l\Ir. G. L. NAKDA: We will consider the suggestion. Sir, I. just 
want to make one correction. I said in replying to a supplementary 
question asked by the honourable member :Mr. Musaji Patel that the 
district was Surat. It should have been stated that the district was 
Broach, not Surat. 

CLAm FOR ADEQUATE CoMPENSATION To VILLAGE,PATELS. 

*~Ir. MUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division) : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to. state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the work of collecting land revenue 
is mainly done by the village patels ; · 

(b) whether Government are aware that this work of collecting land 
revenue is an onerous work ; 

(c) whether Goverrnment are aware that the village patels are not 
sufficiently paid for doing this work ; 

(d) if the answers to the above questions are in the affirmative, 
what steps Government propose to take in the matter! 
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The Honourable Mr. M. R. DESAI : (a) No. The duty of the patel 
is to help the village accountant in the collection of revenue. 

(b), (c) and (d) The attention of the Honourable Member is invited 
to the reply given to Rao Bahadur Navle's question on the emoluments 
of village patels on page 477 of volume XII of the Bombay Legislative 
Council Debates. · 

ALLEGED GRIEVANCE OF AGRICULTURISTS IN FOREST VILLAGES 
IN THANA DISTRICT. 

*Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (i1lana "South) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the agriculturists residing in forest 
·villages in the lbana District had at one time the privilege of removing· 
the branches of trees from the forest coupes at the time of cutting 
operations ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that this privilege has been discontinued 
for some years past ; 

(c) if the answers to the above questions are in the affirmativa
whether Government propose to restore the privilege to the agricul~ 
turists concerned 1 
The' Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : (a) The inhabitants 

of the forest villages in the 1:hana District have long been enjoying the 
privilege of removing material felled or lopped of less than 6" in circum
ference, grass, reeds, leaves, etc., except bamboos and palms, from 
coupes under exploitation, for rab, domestic and agricultural purposes. 

(b) No. 
(c)· Does not arise. 
Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Are Government aware that the forest con

tract'ors themselves utilise the materials, thus nullifying the privileges 
given to the villagers ' 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I am not aware. 
Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Will the Honourable Minister be pleased t~ 

enquire into the matter ? 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : Certainly. 
Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Will the Honourable Minister be pleased to

is·sue orders disallowing the contractors-to use this material, i£ my 
information is correct' 
. The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: If you will write t~ 

me in due course, I shall certainly do all that is needful. 

IMPROVEMENTS TO BRIDGE OVER A RIVULET PASSING BETWEEN 
MUNICIPAL GoRIKAL NAKA OF BHATKAL AND MuNDALLY 

VILLAGE IN KARNATAK. 
*1\Ir. I. H.· SIDDIQUI (Kanara District): Will the ~onourable 

Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-
. (a) whether Government are aware of the existence of a dilapidated 

' . bridge over a rivulet passing between the Municipal Gorikal Naka of 
Bhatkal and the Mundally village; · 
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(b) whether any repairs were made to the bridge since its construc
tion; 

(c) how many accidents in which loss of lives was caused took place 
on account of the had condition of the bridge since 1921 ; 

(d) whether Government have considered the advisability of making 
improvements to the bridge for the safety of human lives and conve
nience of the increasing traffic ; 

(e) if so, with what result ? 
' The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a} There are two crossings to 
the village Mundally. One is a masonary bridge called the " Tipu Sultan 
Bridge" which is in quite good condition, while the other is an old crossing · 
between Municipal Gorikal Naka and the l\Iundally Village. Presumably 
the Honourable Member refers to this latter crossing, which is. now in 
a completely ruined condition and is very unsafe. This crossing is used 
by villagers as the road across it is shorter than the one by the Tipu 
Sultan Bridge. 

(b) No repairs appear to have been carried out, as none are possible.. . 
(c) Some accidents seem to have occurred to persons trying to cross 

the nalla in high floods. The number is not ascertainable. 
(d) No repairs can possibly be carried out as there is practically no 

bridge at the site, except remnants of the old foot-bridge buijt of stone 
posts and stone slabs. 

(e) The question does not arise. 
Mr. I. H. SIDDIQUI: Supplementary to (e). If no repairs can 

be carried out, is it not desirable to construct a new bridge for the safety 
of human lives and for the convenience of the increasing traffic when 
we l'llow that the crossing is much used and that it is also a shorter 
way? 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: It is not possible for Government 
to do so. And it is also not necessary because there is already a sound 
bridge which is called Tipu Sultan bridge. 
· Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Is it the usual practice of Govern
ment in matters of repairs Y 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: No q~estion of repairs. arises 
in this case becau.Se there is no bridge at all. · 

Mr. MIRZA .A.KHTAR HASAN: My question is supplementary to 
(d). I want to know whether it is the usual practice of Government in 
matters of repairs. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Here, in this particular case, 
it is not possible to make any repairs because there is no bridge. It is 
only a debris of stones and mortar. 

Mr. ALI BAHADL~ BAHADUR KHAN: May I know the meaning 
of " remnants of the old foot-bridge "~ Can they not be improved ~ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : They cannot be improved. There 
is not a bridge. It is only a debris of stones and mortar. · . 

Mr. K. F. KARIMAN: If it is unsafe, is it not advisa.ble to close it ~ 
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- The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: There are hundreds and hundreds 
()£ crossings which are full of dangers to the villagers when they tread 
them, and it is not possible for Government to prohibit people from 
treading such crossings. There is no question of elosing because there 
is no bridge. 

:Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Are the repairs to bridcres and 
roads done from the point of view of expenditure or from the ~oint of 
view of public interest ¥ . 

The Honourable 1\Ir. 1. l!- PATI1: ·From the point of view of publi~ 
interest. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: 'Yith regard to (b), was any 
representation made by the people with reference to this 1 . 

The Honourable Mr. 1. l\1. PATI1: As far as I know, no representation 
has been made. · 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Did any official inspection report 
recommend repairs to this bridge ¥ . 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: Yes. 
Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: With regard to (c), is no record of 

deaths by accidents kept by the police 1 · 
The ItonourableMr. 1. M. PATI1: Yes. 
Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Shall I take it that no inquests 

are held on accidental deaths in that area 1 
· The Honourable Mr .. 1. M. PATI1 : I have not followed the honourable 
member's question. 

Mr. ·MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Is the hospital keeping any records 
of patients treated for accidental injuries 1 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: There must be records in the 
hospital but we have not got complete information in the matter. 

1\fr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: May I know the reason why the 
information is not available ~ · · · 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATI1: I£ the honourable member wants 
detailed information, I want notice. 

' ALLEGED HARASSMENT OF AN AGRICULTURIST OF VILLAGE 
BADARKHA (PAR4) IN DHOLK.A TALUKA BY TALATI~ 

*1\fr~ ISHWAR1AL KA1IDAS VYAS (Ahmedabad .. South): 
Will the Honourable the Revenue Minist~r be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that on or about the· 1st April 1937, the 
talati of the village Badarkha (para) in Dholka taluka of Ahmedabad 
district, had gone to 'the house of an agriculturist by na~e, Deva 
Varsang, to recover certain tagavi dues from him; 

(b) whether Government are aware that the said talati locked the 
door of the agriculturist's house and confined his wife therein for more 
than 24 hours in order to recover the tagavi dues ; 
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(c) whether Government are aware that the woman was released 
next day by one Dayabhai .Manorbhai Patel of the Dholka Talu.ka 
Samiti by breaking open the door of the house ; 

(d) if the answers to the above questions are in the affirmative, 
what action, if any, have Government taken or propose to take against 
the talati to prevent the recurrence of similar incidents of harass
ment of the agriculturists at the hands of the subordinate revenue 

• officers 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Yes. 
(b) and (c) Government are informed that about 11 a.m. the talati 

illegally affixed a padlock to the house in token of attachment of the 
moveable property while Deva's wife and infant son were in the house. 
The lock was removed at 8-30 p.m. by the jividar in the presence of the 
talati, but the door was again closed by some people from Badarkha 
till it was broken open the following morning by the person mentioned 
in the question. . 

(d) .A departmental inquiry has been held. The talati has been fined 
Rs. 25 and his pay has been reduced from Rs. 40 to Rs. 35 per 
mensem. 

LEVY or OcTROI BY DISTRICT LocAL BoARD, RATNAGmi. · 

*.Mr. P. W. WAGH (Ratnagiri South) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to sta-te- · · 

(a) whether it is a·fact that by Government Resolutio~, General 
Department, N'o. 182, dated 25th July1929, Government directed the 
Commissioner, Southern Division, to sanction the proposals of the 
District Local Board, Ratnagiri, regarding the levy of octroi, as an 
experimental measure ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that according to the orders contained in that 
Government Resolution the levy of octroi by the said Board was, in 
the first instance, to remain in force for a period of three years only ; 

(c) whether Government are aware that the recommendations of 
the Taxation Enquhy Committee appointed by the Government of 
India are against the imposition of octroi duty or terminal tax. by 
local bodies ; 

(d) if so, whether those recommendations were taken into considera
tion by Government, before they issued the orders contained in th& 
Government Resolution, General Department, referred to above 1 
The Honourable l\Ir. L. M. P.ATIL: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
Mr. P. W. W .AGH: With regard to the answer to (c), why did then 

Government issue orders authorising the Ratnagiri district local board 
to impose octroi duty against the recommendation of the Taxation 
Enquiry Committee! 

KO·m Bk Hb 139-3 
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· The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: The Government did not accept 
the recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry Committee in view· of the 
difficulty of fin.ding other sources of revenue for Ratnagiri District 
Local Board. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Why was the Bill published¥ Was it not against 
the recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry Committee ~ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: I have not followed the question. 
1.Ir. D. W. RAUT : The Bill authorising the levy of octroi wa; 

published. Was it aga.inst the recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry 
·Committee ~ -

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: The Bill does not empower the 
district local boards to levy octroi duty but only tries to solve practical 
difficulties in collection of octroi. 
: Mr .. G. K. PHADAKE: Does the amendment suggested use the 
word " octroi " after the word " toll "~ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Yes. 

EXTENSION OF FRANCHISE TO CERTAIN. CLASSES OF PEOPLE. 

*Mr. P. W. WAGH (Ratnagiri South): Will the Honourable 
liinister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-
. (a) whether it is a fact that in 1929, Mr. H. V. Pataskar, the then 
M.L.C., had introduced a Bill further to amend the Bombay Local 
Boards Act, 1923, with a view to extend the franchise to certain classes 
of people, viz., to people who own in that taluka or district a certain 
amount of house property, to persons who do not own any such 
property but who pay income-tax and to people who possess 
~ducational qualifications within that taluka; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Bill was thrown out on the ground 
that it violated the principle underlying the Bombay Local Boards 
Act, 1923, viz., " no representation without taxation " ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that in opposing the first reading of the Bill, 
Government stated that the persons referred to in (a) did not contri
bute in any way to the local fund cess or did not pay any kind of tax 
imposable by District Local Boards 'UJlder section 99; 

(d) whether it is a fact that octroi duty is imposed by a District 
Local Board under section 99 ; 
·. (e) whether it is a fact that octroi duty is being levied by the District 
Local Board, Ratnagiri, for the last seven years ; · 

{j) if the answers to the above questions are in the affirmative, what 
are the reasons for not e1 tending the franchise to all classes of the 
public 1 
The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
(e) Yes. 
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(j) The reasons are as under :- · . 
(1) Octroi has been specifically excluded as a qualifying tax [vide 

old sections 15 (1) (c) and 15 (2) (c) of the Bombay Local Boards Act]. 
(2) Income tax is not a local tax qualifying a person to vote at 

elections of members of District and Taluka Local Boards. 
(3) Under old section 15, franchise was not granted to persons. 

possessing educational qualification.';. 
It is also pointed out that in the list of the qualifications of voters laid 

·down in old section 15, residence in a constituency is a qualification 
required of all voters [vide old sections 15 (I) and 15 (2)]. . 

The franchise under the Local Boards Act was revised last year after 
a prolonged debate in the Bombay Legislative Council and the present 
condition of affairs as regards franchise is the result of the considered 
·decision of the legislature only recently made. Government is not any 
longer concerned with statements of principles of enfranchisement relating 
to an earlier period, such as that referred to in clause (b) of the question: 

ALLEGED EVILS OF LEVY OF OCTROI DUTY BY RATNAGIRI 
DISTRICT LocAL BoARD. 

*Mr. P. W. WAGH (Ratnagiri South): Will the Honourable 
.Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that since the imposition of 
octroi by the District Local Board, Ratnagiri, there has been a conflict 
of interests between the Ratnagiri Municipality and Ratnagiri 
Notified Area Committee on the one hand and the District Local 
Board, Ratnagiri, on the other ; . . 

(b) whether Government are aware that as a result of. this conflict 
·Of interests, the trade from Municipal towns in Ratnagiri District 
has been directed to rural areas and in some cases there has been double 
taxation; 

(c) whether it is a fact that in 1931, the Commissioner, Southern 
Division, brought these evils to the notice of Government and suggested 
that a joint Octroi Board of all the Local Bodies in the Ratnagiri 
District should be formed to remedy the evils ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that in 1934 a new section 46 (1-A) was 
accordingly added to the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, with the 
·object of enabling a district local board to enter into an agreemeri.t 
with two or more local bodies ; 

(e) whether it is a fact that no joint Octroi Board of the loca1 bodies 
in the Ratnagiri District has been so far formed ; . 

{f) if so, what steps have Government taken to remedy the evil; 
(g) whether Government have instructed the District Local Board, 

Ratnagiri, to remedy the evil ? 
The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a} The President of the R~tnagiri 

)Iunicipal Borough and the Chairman of the Notified Area Cominittee, 
Rajapur, state that there has so far been no conflict of interests between 
these bodies and the District Local Board, Ratnagiri, in consequence 
.(){ the levy of octroi by the latter. · · 

l!O•JII Bk Hb 139-3a 
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. (b) This does not really arise in view of the reply to (a). The Presi
dents of the Malvan and Vengurla Municipalities, however, consider 
that the trade of the towns has been affected. There has been double 
taxation in the sense that a terminal tax has to be paid to the muni
cipalities when goods are imported in the municipal limits and octroi 
to the District Local Board when they are exported from municipal 
limits to the District Local Board area. 

(c) Yes. . 
(d) Yes. The amendments made m'the Bombay Local Boards Actt 

1923, and the. Municipal Acts by Bombay Act No. XIV of 1934 enable 
the local bodies in a district to enter into an agreement for the joint levy 
of octroi in the district. 

(e) Yes. The law as it stands at present does not allow the establish
ment of a separate and independent octroi board on which all local bodies 
in the district can be represented. The local bodies in the Ratnagiri 
District are either not willing to join in any scheme for joint octroi or 
are only willing to do so provided the management is entrusted to a 
Joint Octroi Board representing all. the parties concerned. 

(f) and (g) The question. of legislation for the establishment o! a 
separate and independent Joint Octroi Board is at present under 
consideration. 

LEvY oF OcTROI BY DISTRICT LocAL BoARD, RATNAGIRI. 

*Mr. P. W. WAGH (Ratnagiri South): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
High Court decision in 38 B.L.R. p. 790 to the effect that the Bombay 
District Local Boards Act, ·1923, requires immediate amendment so 
far as the provisions of section 99 of that Act, empowering or authori
zing a district local board to impose certain taxes, are concerned ; 

(b) whether the former Bombay Legislative Council ever considered 
an amendment of that section ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the levy of octroi in the Ratnagiri District 
is being extended by Government from time to time under that 
section; 
. (d) whether Government had ever called for or asked the District 

· . Local Board, Ratnagiri, to call for-the objections from the public 
to the levy of octroi after the experimental period of three years was 
over; 

(e) whether Government are aware that the public of Ratnagiri 
have been protesting against the levy of octroi by the District Local 
Board, Ratnagiri 1 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a) Yes. 
(b) No such amendment of section 99 of the Bombay Local Boards 

Act has been considered .by the former Bombay Legislative Council. 
· (c) Yes. 

(d) No. · · 
(e) Some expressions of disapproval have been uttered by various 

sections of the population of the district. ' 
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LEVY OF OCTROI BY RATNAGIRI DISTRICT LocAL BoARD OX 

SUBJECTS OF NOTIFIED AREA COMMITTEES. 
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~1r. P. W. WAGH (Ratnagiri District): Will the Honourable Minist~r 
· for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that the District Local Board, 
Ratnagiri, has been attaching goods on board the ships and before 
they are landed ; . 

(b) whether Government are aware that the said District Local 
Board has been levying octroi on the subjects of Notified Area 
Committees in the District ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the said District Local Board had given 
an undertaking to Government in 1928 that it would not levy octroi 
on goods passing through and intended for consumption within the 
limits of the Notified Area Committees of the District 1 
The Honourable l\1r. L. l\1. PATIL: (a) The Board has refrained 

from seizing goods on board ships since the time the High Court's judg
ment declaring such seizure to be ultra vires was brought to its notice. 

(b) The Board levies only the diHerence between the local board rate 
of octroi and the rate of octroi or terminal tax of the Notified Area Com
mittees where the Board's rate is higher than that of the Notified Area 
Committee. Where it is lower the recovery of -the tax is left to the 
Notified Area Committee concerned. 

(c) No such undertaking was given by the District Local Board. 
~1r. P. W. WAGH: With regard to the reply to (a), is it not high

handedness on the part of the district local board to attach goods on 
board ships and before they are landed ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question is out of order. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
EXPENDITURE OVER EDUCATION OF SCHEDULED CASTES AND OF 

MoHAMEDA.NS. 

~Ir. R. R. BHOLE (Poona District): Will the Honourable the 
Prime Minister be pleased to state the amount spent by Government 
on the education of the scheduled castes and of l\Iohamedans during 
the years 1935-36 and 1936-37 respectively~ 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Of the 165,580 Muhammadan 
pupils under instruction in recognised institutions, 115,000 or 69· 5 
per cent. attend institutions specially intended for them, while 50,580 
or 30 · 5 per cent. attend ordinary educational institutions. Similarly, 
of the 75,792 pupils of the Scheduled classes, only 16,589 or 21· 9 per c~nt . 
.attend the 431 separate schools maintained for them, while a very large 
majority, viz., 59,203 or 78·1 per cent. attend common schools. As 
the expenditure on common schools and on schools mainOO.ined for 
certain special classes and communities is lumped together in the statis
tical returns, it is not possible to give separately the amount spent by 
Go\'ernment on the education of these communities.- The attention of 
the Honourable Member for Poona District is, however, invited to 
paragraphs 147, 184 and 185 of the Report on Public Instruction iR 
the Bombay Presidency, 1935-36. 
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l\{OHOMEDAN DISTRICT INSPECTORS, ASSISTANT INSPECTORS AND 
CLERKS IN THE LAND RECORDS DEPARTMENT. . . 

1\Ir. SHAIKH MOHAMAD liAS~ (East Khandesh District):: 
Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state the number 
of Mohomeda.n District Inspectors, Assistant Inspectors and clerks. 
respectively in the Land Records Department ofthe Province of Bombay~ 

The Honourable :M:r. MORARJI R. DESAI : There are six Mahomedan 
clerks in the· Land Records Department, but no Mahomedan District 
Inspector or Assistant Inspector ot·Land Records. There are five 
Mahomedans, in addition, working as Surveyors in the Land Records. 
Department, . 
· DIFFERENCE IN STATUS OF .A SuB-INSPECTOR AND .A SERGEANT IN 

BoMBAY CITY. 
'Mr. D. K. KUNTE (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 

Minister-for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-
'(ri) what is the lowest grade of a Police Officer in the City of 

·'Bombay; · 
(b) whether there is any difference in the rank of a Sub-Inspector 

and that of a Sergeant; 
(c) whether both' of them belong to the same rank and enjoy the 

same privileges ; · · -
. (d) what is the pay of a Sub-Inspector and a Sergeant respectively; 

(e) whether there is any difference in their pay; 
(f) if so, what is the reason for the same 1 · 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) The lowest grade is that 
of a Constable. · 

(b) and (c) T~ey at:e .. o£ equal rank and are vested with the same powers, 
functions and privileges. 

(d) and (e) The scale of pay of ~ Su~~Inspector is Rs. 125-5-200· 
and that of a Sergeant Rs. 200-5-250. . 
· ·{f) The difference in pay is due to the fact that the cost of living and 
of education of child.ren, in case of Europeans, is higher. 

APPLICATION oF oLD ScALE oF PAY TO PoLICE OFFICERS 
APPOIN.TED .AFTER 1930. 

Mr. D. K. KUNTE' (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state- . 
. (a) whether it is a fact that Government have passed a resolutiOn 

fixing a lower scale of pay for all Police Officers who joined the Police 
force after 1930 ; 

· (b) whether it is a fact that in spite of this resolution all appointments. 
after 1930 have been made on the old, i.e., the higher scale of pay 
subject to the sanction of Government ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that ever since 1931, these new officers have 
been drawing t~e old, i.e., the higher scale of pay ; . 

(d) if so, what is the re~son for giving them higher scale .of pay,. 
in spite of the said Government resolution_; 

(e) whether Government propose to contmue the old scale of pay-
e-reu now~ · · 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) A. lower scale of pay has 
been fixed only for new entrants to the cadre of Deputy Superintendents 
of Police i.e., those appointed on or after 4th August 1931. 

(b), (c) and (d) No Deputy Superintendent of Police appointed on or 
after 4th August 1931 has been given the benefit of the old scale 
of pay. 

(e) Does not arise. 

SUPPLY OF DRINKL"\G WATER IN KHARAPAT VILLAGES 
IN KoLA13A DISTRICT. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District) : Will the Honourable the 
Minister for Public Health be pleased to state :-

(a) whether there are any drinking water wells and tanks in each 
of the Kharapat Villages in Pen Taluka in Kolaba District ; 

(b) if so, what is their number in each village; 
(c) whether Government are aware that there is no water in these 

tanks and wells in the months of April and l\Iay; 
(d) whether Government are aware that consequently the villagers 

are put to great hardship and are required to bring water from a great 
distance; 

(e) what is the total population and the number of cattle in each 
of these villages ; 

(f) what is the provision of drinking water for cattle therein ; 
(g) whether Government are aware that if the tanks in these villages 

are cleared of silt, the supply of water therein is likely to be sufficiently 
increased; 

(h) if the answer to (g) is in the affirmative, whether Government 
have considered the advisability of giving a substantial grant to the 
Kolaba District Local Board for clearing up the silt ; 

(i) whether Government have ever considered the necessity and 
desirability of preparing, in consultation with expert Government 
Engineers, a comprehensive scheme of water supply for the Kharapat 
Yillages; · 

(j) if so, with what result 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER: (a) None in 18 villages. 
In all other Kharapat Villages there are wells or tanks or both. . 

(b) Vide columns 2-4 of statement'' A" attached. 
(c) Yes in most. 
(d) Yes, but this hardship is not of recent origin but dates from the 

very establishment of these Kharapat Villages. 
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(e) Vide columns 5-6 of statemeRt "A" attached. 
(f) The tanks and wells. 
(g) Yes. 

(12 JAN. 1938 

(h) Grants have been made by Government in the past for removal 
of silt from the tanks--'!Jide statement " B " attached. 

{i) and (j) No. 

Serial 
No. 

1 

~-

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Statement showing the namu of Kharapat Villages with the i1iformatio1& 
regarding water fadlities, 

Names of Number Number Total Number 
Villages. of tanks. of wells. Po pula.. of Remarks. 

tion. cattle, 

2 3 4 a 6 7 

-- - -·1----

Rawe ,. 3 1 1,368 260 
Dadar '' 47 .. 1,729 431 
Sonkhar' " 5* .. 413 188 *Not for drinking. 
Johe .. 6f 9 2,351 956 f4 not useful for 

drinking. 
Waredi .. 1* 1 438 121 *Not for drinking. 
Borze. " 11~ .. 1,041 409 ~6 not for drinking. 
Vadhav .. 67§ .. 3,062 782 §47 not for ch'inking. 
Kane .. 3* .. 490 284 *Not for drinking. 
Div .. 311 Ill 500 72 112 tanks and 1 well 

not for drinking. 
Koproli .. 5~ 9 647 367 ~2 not for drinking. 
Monje Sapoli .. 4* 8 476 249 *Not for drinking. 
Balavali .. .. 8** 400 188 **4 not for drinking. 
Jite 2* 3 783 492 *Not for drinking. In,.,; .. l* 9 818 497 *Not for drinking. 
Khar Machela. .• .. .. 290 51 
Kha.rGhat •. .. " 273 78 
Kha.rJambeta •. .. " I66 34 
Kha.rChirbi 2* " I79 39 *Not for drinking. 
Mauje Karav •. .. .. 488 93 
Mauje Pale 1 .. I72 I28 
Mauje Dhombi. . 3ft 1 I61 85 ft2 not for drinking. 
Ma.uje Mhaisbad. 1 1 -~84 67 
Mauje Burdi .. .. .. !02 88 
Ma.uje Pale .. 1 .. 440 185 
Mauje Jui Ha- 1 .. 268 59 
baskhani. 

Patni Panda pur. 2* .. 840 443 *Not for drinking. 
Dha.ulpada. •. .. 2 152 58 
Kasarughutwadi. .. 

I 
.. 282 110 

Ta.lekha.r .. .. 1 145 85 
Ova.li. .. .. .. 130 119 
KharKala.i .. 1 230 68 
Khar Ja.mbultep. 1* I* 112 54 *Not for drinking. 
Khar Shet Jui .. .. 1 75 45 
Khar Mundhani. .. .. 207 86 
Kha.r Ativli .. .. 1 273 100 
Khar Tarsh~t •• " 2 !18 71 
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Serial! Names of Number Number Total Nu~ber! 
Po pula· of Remarks. No, Villages. of tanks. of wells. tion. cattle. 

1 2 3 4: 5 6 7 

-- ---
37 Khar Gandhe •. .. 2* 221 68 *Not for drinking. 
38 .. Chole .. .. .. 191 58 
39 Washi .. 29t .. 1,624: 4:24: t5 Not for drinking. 
40 Benaval~ .. 14t .. 320 184: t7 Do. 
41 Narvel .. 10§ .. 321 159 §3 Do. 
42 Vadakhale .. 2* 3 1,269 267 • Do. 
43 Wave .. 2* 8 372 132 • Do . 
44 Do hi .. 3* 10 870 379 * Do. 
45 Odhangi .. .. .. 437 69 
46 !lfasad Khurd .. 511 .. 132 69 112 Not for drinking. 
47 !llasad Budruk 9fl .. 321 97 ~1 Do. 
48 Beneghat .. .. .. .. 55 (Unpopulated~) 
411 Borve .. 4 .. 243 81 
50 Bori .. 3"'* .. 440 85 **1 Not for drinking. 
51 Shirki .. 12* .. 676 243 "' Do. 
52 I Shinganwat .. 1 

I 
.. I 110 

I 
28 

I. 

B 

List& of tank8 in Kkarapat Village in Pen Taluka, which were eleared of silt out of the 
Government water aupply grant from 1921-28 to 1936-31. 

Name of Tank. 

1. Borwe tank 
2, Washi Tank •• 
3. Vadhav Tank Budruk 
4. Vadhav Khurd. Tank 
5, Narwel Tank .. 
6, Washi Tank (Pitching) 

Year. 

2 

.• 1933-1934 
•. 1933-1934: 
•. 1934-1935 
.. 1934-1935 
•. 1936-1937 
.. 1934-1935 

Amount of 
Government 

grant. 

3 

Rs. 
263 
283 
320 
255 

• . 110 
.. 

1 

802. 
The work is not 

/ yet completed, 

SUITS FILED BY .U."D PROSECUTIONS LODGED AGAINST 
PATHA.~ MoNEY-LENDERS IN KoLABA DISTRICT. 

Mr. R. N. MA:NDLIK (Kolaba. District) : Will the Honourable 
~finister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state- , 

(a) the number of suits filed in the Courts in Kolaba. District during 
the last 3 years by Patha.n money-lenders residing in that District for 
the recovery of their debts; 

(b) the amount involved in each suit as principal and interest; 
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(c) the number of Pathans who were involved as accused in criminab 
cases in the Kolaba District during the last three years ; · 

(d) how many of them were convicted~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) 3. 

. (b) 

(c) 37. · 
(d) 26. 

Number of suits 
filed • 

1 
1 
1 

3 

The amount involved in each as 
Principal and Interest. 

Rs. 
327 
50 
60 

Rs. a. p. 
Nil. 

10 2 0 
10 12 6 

ALLEGED IMPERTINENT AND UNGENTLEMANLY CONDUCT OF 
C. I. D. OFFICERS OF BOMBAY BRANCH. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable· 
the Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

( a) whether Government are aware that on the 14th of August 1937 
a C. I. D. officer of the Bombay Branch searched the house of one 
Mr. G. R. Mule, at Karjat, in the Kolaba District for the copies of the 
book '' Anangarang Ratishastra "; 
. (b) whether Government are aware that the said Mr. Mule has sent 

a petition to the Commissioner of Police, Bombay, complaining against, 
the impertinent and ungentlemanly conduct of the said officer at the 
time of the search ; 

(c) whether Government are awat~ that the Commissioner of Police 
has not so far replied to the petition ; 

(d) whether Government are aware that in the said petition 
1\Ir • .Mule has complained that he was prevented by the said C. I. D. 
officer from taking his meal which was ready and which it was 
necessary for. him to take as he had been observing a religious fast 
for two days; 

(e) whether Government· are aware that Mr. Mule was further 
prevented by the C. I. D. officer from seeinghis wife who had fainted 
inside the house on account of the scolding and ill-treatment accorded 
to her husband by the said officer; 

(f) if th~ answers to the above questions are in the affirmative, 
whether Govemment propose to take any action in the matter 1 
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The Honourable M:r. K. :U. MUN'SHI: (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 
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(c) The Commissioner of Police has since replied to the petitioner after 
completing enquires at Ka~at in Kolaba District. . 

(d) Yes. 
(e) No. 
(f) The suggestions in clauses (d) and (e) are not correct. 

BAN ON CINEA1A FILMS SHOWING MAHATMA GANDHI'S MARCH 
TO DANDI ~"D HIS ARRIVAL FROM ENGLAND.' 

Mr. NAGI.NDAS T. MASTER (Bombay City): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Cinema Films showing Mahatma Gandhi's 
.1\Iarch to Dandi and his arrival from England after the second Round 
Table Conference were banned; · 

(b) whether the ban still continues; 
(c) if so, what are the reasons for its continuance ; 
(d) whether Government intend to lift the ban; 
(e) if so, when! 

The Honourable Mr. K. lL MUNSHI: (a) Yes. 
(b) 1\o. 
(c), (d) and (e). Do not arise. 

ATTITUDE OF EuROPEAN PoLICE 0FFIC1iRs TOWARDS 

INDIAN POLICE OFFICERS. 

Mr. V. N. NAIK (Nasik West): Will ·the . Honourable Minister 
for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-. . . 

(a) Whether Government are aware that the spirit of the Bombay 
Police Force is anti-Indian ; 

(b) Whether Government are aware that it is common for a j'unior 
European Police Officer to pass a senior Indian Police Officer without 
saluting him ; 

(c) If so, whether G'lvernment propose to take action, in such cases, 
inMm! · 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUN'SHI : (a) No. 
(b) No . 

. (c) Does not arise. 

ScHEDULED CAsTES MENIALS IN ExciSE DEPARTIIIENT. 

Mr. K. S. SAV AKT (Sa tara District) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Exise be pleased to state-

(a) what is the total number of menials in the Excise Department; 
(b) how many of them belong to the scheduled castes; . 
(c) \rhat is the percentage of the menials belonging to the scheduled 

castes to the total number of menials employed in the department ¥ 
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The Honourable Dr. )!. D. D. GILDER: (a) (i) Permanent pa.tta 
staff 66. 

(ii) Temporary Commercial staff 155. 
(b) (i) 8. . 
(ii) 24. 
(c) (i) 12 per cent. 
(ii) 15· 4 per cent. 

BUSINESS OF THE·HOUSE. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Before the House proceeds to the 
consideration of the other business, which consists of the first readings 
and introductions of non-official Bills, I wish to invite the attention 
of the House to an important fact ; and that is that it is desirable that 
all amendments which honourable members want to table in respect 
of any of the Bills, which have not yet come before the House but whicl1 
may. come before the House subsequently when Government business 
is taken up, should be given in due time. It would be better if amend
ments are handed over in time, as some time is necessary to consider 
the amendments, to consider the phraseology, to consider their admissi
bility and, in some cases, it may give time to Government also to consider 
whether they should or should not accept certain amendments. In 
view of the fact that we shall be having, after two days, further Govern
ment Bills, I thought I should make the point clear and it would be 
better, therefore, if a,ny amendments which honourable members desire 
to table are tabled as soon as possible. 

PRIVATE BILLS. 

·BILL No. VII OF 1937 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR RECOGNITION 
OF REGISTERED TRADE UNIONS IN THE PRESIDENCY OF 

BOMBAY). 

' Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway lJnions) : Sir, I rise to move the 
first reading of my Bill, which is recorded as Bill No. VII of 1937 (A Bill 
to provide for recognition of .registered trade unions in the presidency 
of Bombay).* 
· Question proposed. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Sir, before I offer a few remarks in connection 
with the meaning and purpose of this~ Bill, I desire to bring to the notice 
of the House one particular fact which must not have escaped their 
notice and it is in connection with the number of other Bills I have 
also submitted for consideration. )line are all poor man's Bills
Bills that intend to give relief to the poor; the fallen, and the down
trodden hitherto. In the course of the session here, we have had Govern
ment Bills-some pertaining to the imposition of taxation, others per
taining to matters which do not directly deal with the poor man1

S burden, 

*Appendix 4. 
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but here is a case where eight or nine Bills have been tabled to definiteh" 
plead for the poor man, and I desire the who!.~ House to 1cindly giv"e 
iue a sympathetic attention. At the outset, I would certainly request 
the largest Party in thi!S House which has got, so far as they have stated 
in their manifesto, direct sympathy for the poor man and the poor 
man's burden, to kindly give me their full and sympathetic support~ 
I am perfectly amenable to reason. 

Now, Sir, what is the object of bringing the present Bill~ You 'may 
be aware that the province of Bombay is fast getting industrialised.: 
A number of industries have grown in our midst. These industries. 
are largely worked by Western machinery. Along with the Western 
machinery, there has been the Western importation of the capita.Iist 
system. The consequence has been that the whole foreign system,. 
so far as industries are concerned, has been planted on our soil. Under 
these circumstances, two distinct classes have grown up: One is the 
employing community and the other is the employed community. 
Personally, I would be the first man, as I have stated in my statement 
of objects and reasons, to see that both the employers and the employees 
put their heads together in the evolution of the industrial prosperity 
of the country. I have stated it distinctly. But, Sir, from my experience 
of the past 20 years, I can assure the House, because 1 wish to carry 
with me the House, that there has been absolutely no co-operation 
from the employers, though I must say that there are some employers. 
who have condescended to give recognition to unions when once they. 
came to know the inner management of those unions. But no less 
than 90 per cent. of the employers have not condescended to give recog
nition to the organised unions of people who are known as working classes .. 
I can take the instance of the Ahmedabad Textile Labour Union for 
which the Parliamentary Secretary under the Prime Minister holds 
the cudgels and point out to the House that this union was given recogni
tion by the employers not on account of the fact that the employers 
were so very kind, philanthropic and charitably minded men but because 
there was that great personality of that great man, Mahatma Gandhi. 
In the year 1919 or thereabout, when a great economic upheaval accom
panied \"\ith an agitation which had a political tinge was going on under· 
the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi and at the time when he founded' 
a colony on the banks of the Sabarmati, he brought about the organi
sation of the textile labourers which was recognised by the millowners 
under his saintly influence. This is not the first instance where a labour 
union has been organised. Even before the organisation of the labour 
union in Ahmedabad, we had started a number of unions in Bombay 
in 1918 and 1919. When the first Trade Union Congress was held,_ 
a number of trade unions joined together and there was a wide awakening 
among the labourers. Since then we have been experiencing the bad 
treatment meted out to us by the employers in the matter of recognising 
our registered unions. Only the other day-the employer under question 
is sitting here and we know each other well-! went to an employer· 
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to settle a dispute between him and his men in the hope that I would 
be able to do it because he knew me well. I wanted that neither the 
men nor the employer should suffer and that the dispute should be 
settled smoothly and amicably. When I went to his office to inter
view him-that employer is sitting here on the same benches here as 
myself-he· said: "I do not know you". ·what did I go there for 1 
I went there for the settlement of a disr_y.te in his own mill, simply for 
the reason that the workers should not suffer and at the same time 
the industry also should not suffer. This is the consequence of a legal 
non-recognition. But unfortunately in our Province, the employers 
look at the trade unions of workers through coloured glasses. What 
is the motive underlying their attitude, we have not been able to ascertain 
up to now. Have workers no right to organise themselves 1 They 
have a right. The Trade Unions Registration Act has empowered 
us to call that a union which has got 7 members at least, though there 
.could be and are many more than that number. In every industry 
we have tried to bring in as many members as possible to orgariise them
selves into unions. The employers have not given recognition even 
to such unions as have been registered and recognised by no less an 
.authority than Government itself. Why, we do not know. [An 
Honourable 1\Iember: Strikes.] Here, my honourable friend draws 

-my attention to one fear of the employers. I will draw the attention 
.of the House to that point. He says that the employers are afraid 
of strikes. But I want to tell them that the organisation of a m1ion 
is not a strike. A union is an organised volume of working class opinion 
.aiming at the redress of their grievances. So far as this question is 
concerned, where is the fear for employers in recognising the unions ? 
If there is a strike going to take place, under the Act we are to give 
a particular number of days' notice. I may point out that, whereyer 
there are recognised unions, there have been no strikes or but few or 
but a negligible number of them. Even if there had been strikes, they 
have been brought to an end by mutual compromise being arrived at 

·between the parties. In this connection I must state that even the 
Government of Bombay, prior to the Congress regime, were much better 
than private owners then and now. So j._ar as the administrative autho
rity in Bombay was concerned, they brought the two parties together 
and settled the dispute. But still, there was a strike which was unavoid
able and inevitable, because it was intended to assert the rights of men 
which Government never denied to us. I openly admit on the :floor of 
this House that the white man who is an employer is more considerate 
towards the men than the brown employers. When there was a strike 
by the 1\Iotor Drivers' Union, the Commissioner of Police, who is next 
in authority to the Governor in Bombay City, opened the door :for 
negotiations and settled the dispute. The Government of Bombay 
have recognised the unions of telegraph workmen, of postmen and what 
not. Still, the private employer of labour, like the Tramway, the 
.Railway, engineering factories and so on-these fellows [Interruption]-
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I am sorry; it shows I have but low esteem for them-does not want 
to recognise registered trade unions. We are a community of people 
who work to produce the wealth of the employers for society in general. 
The benefit of a trade union is that there is an organised volume of 
opinion. If the union is disrupted, there will be no organised opinion, 
which will be troublesome both to the workers and employers-more 
to the employers than to the workers. But so long as the conditio~s 

3 
of the Trade Unions Act have been fu.llilled, so 

p.m. long as the Government of India Act says that-
we are a constitutional body, what employers should have the courage 
to say that they would not recognise us in defiance of the existing Act~ 
Simply because at present there is no provision to enforce recognition, 
we are at the mercy, at the free will and the free choice of the employers. 
A trade union is a class organization. Unfortunately, living, as we do, 
under this capitalistic structure, the t:wo classes, employers and 
employees, do invariably exist. We cannot get out of it. If we can 
soon get out of it and evolve a kind of system in which both of them 
could merge themselves into one leavened mass for the common prosperity 
of the country, so much the better. But as long as that evolution is 
not brought about, so long we will have to work as two distinct classes. 
And as these two classes exist now, and as the employers have organised 
themselves as a conjoint unit in their various Associations the workers 
too have a right to organise themselves into unions. Only when the 
{·mployees too are organised will the prosperity of the country be ensured. 
Xo worker from the bottom of his heart ever wishes to go on strike. 
Who can strike work ? Strike brings about a number of disasters. 
Strike as an economic weapon to be too frequently used is dangerous. 
We fully realise that. In my lifetime I have organised and had to 
lead 72 strikes, and at no time have I felt a deeper sorrow than at the 
time when I found that I had to be in the midst of strikers. When 
the employers do not want to recognise their own employees' organi
sations and the employees get out the strike can be said to be the 
-outcome of such non-recognition. The strikers are like so many stray 
cattle. It is due then to sympathetic leaders like us to organise them, 
to meet them on a common platform of understanding, to collect their 
grievances and to represent the same to the employers. If, after doing 
so, out of ten demands even two are conceded, we call o:ff the strike. 
The misfortune is that there is something gone wrong with the employers. 
They believe that these union leaders are very dreadful people ; and 
primarily their belief is that they are agents of Russia. May I here 
bring to your notice, Sir, an incident that happened but yesterday? 
An important member of the treasury benches told the members of 
one of my unions when they went to him for the redress of their grievances 
as the redress was vested in his hands: "You fellows are carrying 
on a mighty communist propaganda. Why do you join in a procession, 
stop business and collect together here ~ This is the verandah of the 
Assembly Hall. What do you mean by propaganda in this manner 
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against the Congress Government 1 The best thing to do is to go back 
and tell your union secre.tary to make a petition in the terms I dictate. 
Then, I shall consider it and give you redress." I am after the proper 
clue, and when I get it, I shall move an adjournment motion, when the 
whole question will have to be threshed out on the floor of this House. 
'Vhen an important Minister holds a kind of view like this and refuses. 
to listen to the workers whose legitimate_grievances have to be redressedr 
on ~he ground that a particular secretary or a particular man in the 
union holds particular views, then I dare say that is the worst of things 
that could happen under a Government with civil liberties. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: What is the name of that Minister! 
. Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I am here not to give names ; nor am I here 

to call names. 
Now, .Sir, in the first place, let me explain to many of my honourable 

friends here .what is a trade union. The majority of my friends here, 
though, they might have employees under them, do not know what a 
trade union is. A trade union is a conjoint body of employees i:t). a 
particular industry gathered toget~er for the legitimate redress of their 
grievances. Now, Sir, the redress of grievances can be carried out in 
·a number of ways. Some institutions are mere subscription-collecting 
companies ~nd have by some people been called unions; for example, 
theN. U. R., the National Union o£ Railwaymen. They collect subscrip
tions and they give legal aid to the members. They issue some calls 
and arrange for mutual assistance. But such a union is not a trade 
'union in the accredited sense o£ the term. It is called a trade union in a 
·way under the Government of India Act. It is only a subscription
collecting company. Subscriptions are collected, not essentially for the 
pinposethat the Secretary or President might be fed, but for the purpose 
that the members may be assisted. That is the principle. Beyond that 
such bodies do not do any real Trade Union work. We find that such a 
kind of organisation is readily recognised by the employer because the 
employer knows that it is not a full-fledged, live trade union as such. 
Then there are others that have laid down a broad policy, and that 
policy is to organise the workers, train them, give them knowledge, tell 
them what their duties are, and what their rights are. Certainly, Sir, 
my friends may rest assured that we teach the workers first what their 
duty is before we teach them what their rights are. Our misfortune is 
when we tell them what their duty is, somebody from among the members 
tells us : "Sir, we have no rights." As a result we stand up and tell 
them what their rights are. When we tell them "At the time you are 
sick, you must eat fruits, you must drink milk "-my friend Dr. Collaco 
willassistmein that, because he is a medical man-somebody will stand 
up and say: "Sahib, it is all right for you to say' eat fruits, and drink 
milk'. What about the money 1 If our wages are raised, then we can 
eat fruits and drink milk." Immediately, we get up and tell them 
"Friends, if you want better wages,youmustorganiseyourselves." And 
we begin to tell them what their actual rights are. Now, is it anyway 
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wrong to organise trade unions of this kind 1 Under' the Government 
of India legislation, it is perfectly legitimate and perfectly constitutional · 
to have a trade union on these lines. I do say openly here-1 do not 
want to mince matters-t.hat trade unionism has got its own political 
value. Well, you cannot deny that it has got its political value. Trade 
unionism has got its own politics. It has a politics which will adjust 
itself to the needs and requirements of the political evolution of· the 
pountry. For example, some of our trade unions have gone and joined 
the side of the Liberals; some have gone and joined the Congress; some
have remained loose bodies, because theyhave not been able to realise 
what is their political creed ; and some trade unions, I am ashamed to 
say, are communal organisations. Dr. Ziauddin would start a 
communal organisation of his own among the railway workers. In this 
manner we are split up into faction parties. But it does not matter. 
Politics is a very uncertain game. But that is not a factor which should 
weigh with the employers in the matter of the recognition of a union if it 
has true credit as a trade union. The object of trade unions is the settle
ment of grievances of the employees. · Here is my friend Comrade 
Saklatvala. We have gone to his office several times' on behalf of the 
unions. I can challenge my honourable friend here to stand up and say 
whether we ever went up to him and said, " If you do not do it; we shall 
go on strike." We have never done it_;_never. Yet comrades of that 
great fraternity have always kept us unrecognised. What has been the 
ultimate result 1 The result has been that the working classes have been 
more and more aliena ted from their masters. The master says, "Why do 
you organise through trade unions ~ .There is no need for trade unions. 
Come straight to us and talk." Now, my friends,· can you eversay a 
poor man, who is working in some lonely, remote corner of a factory on 
a mere pittance which is less than the minimum liviri.g wage~an such a 
man go to a big man like one of the employers present here and say," Sir, 
I have got this grievance; it must be remedied"? The employer chucks 
him out. In the first place, there are regular rigid .rules in every factory 
laying down that no employee can go to thehighest man in. the event 
of a grievance not being settled by the lower subordinates. The man is 
caught by the lowest subordinate official; his application cannot go further 
than that at. all. During the twenty years of my life in a numbe,r of unions 
that! have set up and have been conducting, I have come across a number 
of instances in which poor workers were not given permission to go and 
see the faces of their dying relatives, even when the employees applied 
to the employers for leave. These men are never allowed to approach the 
highest official in a factory. Their applications are suppressed. . 

Now, Sir, this happens due to the fact that the employer does not 
permit of trade unionism in his. factory ; and if some trade union is 
formed out of the factory, the employer does not recognise it. What 
has been our condition ! We. get ourselves registered according to the 
constitution. Government recognises us. Government sends us all its 
publications. Government demands all our reports, which we submit 
to it. Government demands all our triennial accounts; those also we 
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submit. Everything is done satisfactorily· and constitutionally. But 
when it comes to the employers and our dealings with them there we are 
caught. Our relations are more with the employers than \'\ith Govern
ment, because we have got every-day transactions with the employers. 
Therefore, I press upon the attention of the House that the time has 
now arrived when, on account of the persistent insistence of these 
obstinate and stubborn employers, a certain law must be framed by the 
Bombay Government so that what could not be done in the course of th~ 
last so many years by the free will and choice o£ the employers may be 
done by Government under certain obligations to be exercised upon 
them. We are a constitutional body. As soon as Government register 
us, we ought to be formally and legally recognised by the employers. · 

What is our position now ~ I£ we remain a mere registered trade union, 
the union does not remain any longer a trade union functioning on 
desirable and effective lines, in view of the fact that we have daily 
relations with the employers rather than with any other factor and when 
we find for this reason the union cannot redress our grievances, ~he 
registration o£ a trade union also becomes valueless and meaningless. 
When registration has a constitutional value, that in itself should be 
sufficient index to the employer to realise that it is a constitutionally 
working legal body. It may happen that in these modern advancing 
times certain members o£ the union may hold particular views adaptable 
to the nature o£ their studies. But what has the employer got to do 
with those particular views o£ particular individuals ¥ Suppose, as the 
Honourable Minister stated yesterday or the day before yesterday, 
·there is a man in a trade union who holds certain revolutionary views, 
it does not mean that the trade union as such should not be recognised. 
That man is free to hold any views he likes. He is not going to be in the 
leading strings o£ the union. Nor are those views going to dominate the 
trade union. To assume that position is rather undesirable as it is 
uncom£orting to believe that because an individual or individuals hold 
particular views the whole union as such is committed to those views. 

The primary concept of a trade union and its value so far as industry 
is concerned is unfortunately not recog!J,ised by the employer. One fact 
is certain, that the employer will have now to remember that everywhere 
·there will be a trade union ; and as the Congress Government, now that 
it is in power, has announced its intention that it is going to assist the 
cause o£ the workers and the agriculturists, the employers must 
remember that the best way in which real, tangible assistance can be. 
given is by helping in organising these workers who are under them. 
I£ the existing trade unions have been doing that work, then I pray that 
those existing unions must be given a kind of further value by compelling 
the employer to recognise those unions that have been working on 
constitutional lines. 
N~w, Sir, as regards recognition, there has not been a complete under

. standing among friends here. I want recognition. only in particular 
items. By recognition l do not mean that I want too many things. 
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I want only a limited number of things. I may be blamed for not drafting 
the Bill like a lawyer. But I am not a lawyer. I have done my best 
in the attempt at drafting. I am a layman; I passed my first LL.B. 
and th<>n gave it up because I was mad after these poor workers. 
The whole Bill is of my own making ; nobody has touched it. I thought 
and wished that the Legal Remembrancer would assist me by brushing 
up the whole Bill. He seems to have done something and presented the 
Bill in the form in which I am submitting it to the House. 

There are but few clauses; and it is a small, simple Bill. If it is 
admitted by my employer friends here, I assure them that there will 
be little fear of any possible contingency in the form of strikes. This 
is a startling truth that I am telling you, that you will eliminate greatly 
the fear of strikes taking place in the province by accepting the fact of 
recognition. Why should we not have the employers and employees 
meet together and thresh out differences if they are resolved upon 
bringing all troubles to an end ? Do you mean to say that human 
beings in these modern times cannot devise means to reach a common 
understanding ? Is that not possible 1 In foreign countries they 
have done that. Do you mean to say that we by holding particular 
radical ideas are out to ruin indus~ries? You maybrand us as com
munists, as socialists, but certainly we do wish well of our industries. · 
If your industries were not to exist, how are we to exist 1 Rest assured, ' 
we are not fools; we have eyes and we have brains. We are alive 
to the reality of the situation as well as the employer is, but the 
misfortune is that the employer is full of gas, he is full of pig-headedness; 
full of swollen-headedness. He thinks that he is the man who controls 
the workers and, therefore, he does not much meddle with the poor 
man's problems. My friends may rest assured that to an employer 
in India the worker is-I am tellingthisafter20 years of my experience
nothing more than a cattle. He is treated like that. By our 20 years' 
continuous struggle we have made the employer realise at least that 
a worker is not a beast, he is not a brute, but he is a human being. That 
realisation was caused only when the workers gathered together and 
declared a strike and broke the head of the employer. What to do, Sir? 
That is rather a sad experience to find that only that kin~ of treatment 
can bring the employer to his senses, and my honourable .. friend 
Mr. Currion of the Progressive Group, who is the Secretary of. the 
Xational Union, will bear me out. Though today he is sitting in the 
Progressive Group, he is a man who will certainly join hands with me 
so far as trade unions are concerned. Well, Sir, on account of the non
recognition of the rights and privileges of the workers these strikes are 
declared. When is a battle declared ? When the employer sits here 
and the worker sits there, and in between there is no intermeddling 
machinery by which a common pla.tform of understanding would be 
established. The same thing happened in the case of numerous strikes 
that have taken place in the past. At last, even the highest body like 
tl1e Government of ·Bombay itself had to interfrre to bring abou.t 
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a compromise, to bring about a settlement. That has been 
unfortunately the result only on account of the obstinacy of the 
employer. I know the employer has got his difficulties. I fully realise 
that. All of us who have given our lives in the service of the working 
class fully realise that the employers have got their difficulties, but 
the employers ought to realise at the same time that the workers have 
got their greater difficulties. Their difficulties are pertaining to food, 
clothing, and practically everything. Even if these amenities are not 
given to the worker, how can the worker exist 1 The employers are not 
prepared to recognise this. Supposing· in a factory the employer is 
brought to a miserable condition, even then the workers are prepared 
to co-operate with him. I may give you one case. Only a short time 
ago, in a small factory, the Government of Bombay tried to impose 
certain restrictions with regard to the Factories Act. Now, this small 
factory could not exist if Government imposed certain restrictions under 
the Factories Act. The workers then went to the employers stating 
that they were prepared to work in a way which would indicate that 
they were not in favour of a particular clause of the Factory Act. So 
great is the willingness on the part of the employees to co-operate with 
the employers, but the misfortune is that the employer has never 
extended his sympathetic hand to the workers. If, therefore, there 
was no trade union, if these various workers were in a disorganised 
state, then certainly the employer would be justified in not recognising 
anybody, but if in an industry there is a recognised union and if the 
constitution of that Union has been sealed by the sanction of the Govern
ment of India Trade Union ·Registration Act, then I think the onus 
lies on the employer to immediately extend his hand of sympathy by 
way of recognition. But that is not done. 

Now, Sir, the compulsion to introduce a Bill on that point demands 
a certain amount of elucidation on my part. It is this that for 
a number of years we found that there are only a few sensible people 
who understand trade unionism and wlio understand the value of trade 
unionism in its relation to the working class, in its relation to the industry 
as a whole. Such employers alone· h.ave given us co-operation. But 
unfortunately that has not been the general view held by the employing 

·community in this Presidency. A majority of the employers are our 
own Indian people, and pardon me if I say that these Indian people 
are not prepared to recognise their own fellow workers. Under such 
circumstances, as a result of my experience, I have been constrained 
to bring in a Bill of this kind. On account of the non-recognition of 
our unions, our unions are collapsing, because we cannot redress the 
workers' grievances, the employers would not recognise us, they would 
not take any notice of our communications, no scientific understanding 
could be evolved. Under such conditions, the workers are disappointed 
and they keep themselves out of the unions. That is the result, but 
the employers must not think that this is a happy sign for the bettering 
of their industry in future. Trade unionism is a necessary asset in 
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these modern days. I will quote here the case of railway unions. 
Railway is a subject which falls under the Imperial Government. We 
have got scattered unions all over the line, and I may tell you what 
has happened with regard to our railway unions. Here is my friend 
~Ir. Jamnadas about whose honesty of purpose and sincerity of interest 
in the welfare of working classes no one can ever question and no one can 
say that he will be an ally of strikers. On the contrary, he is a terrible 
opponent of strikers. He has always opposed strikes tooth and nail 
and sometimes there have been differences between him and other men 
holding another point of view on the question of strikes. But Unions 
conducted by friends like him also have not been recognised simply 
because there is no arm of law asking the employer to recognise a union 
even of such a moderate character. Everything is unfortunately kept 
dependent on the free-will and choice of the employer. '\\"hat do I want 
under the recognition clause ? I do not want a very big thing. I want 
only a common platform of understanding to be established between 
the employees and the employers. I know the drafting of the Bill 
has not been perfect. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: It is all right. 
Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: That is very well. If my honourable friend 

M:r. Nariman thinks that it is all right, then I rise.above a common lawyer. 
Kow, Sir, I do not want to read this Bill clause by clause, but certainly 

I will briefly read one or two clauses £or the purpose of enlightening you 
as to what I want by recognition and it is this: Clause 12 says that: 

"Every Union so recognised shall have the right of meeting a.n officer or officers 11 

in cordial relationship ; it does not mean going there to give a blow or 
a threat of declaring a strike. My friends the employers need not be 
afraid. The clause further says: 

" concerned in the place of employment on behalf of the Union in the matter 
of compla.ints forwarded or representations made at times previously appointed' and 
suitable to the officer or officers concerned." 

Without recognition, can the elllployers, in their heart of hearts, believe 
that establishment of understanding could be created leading to the right 
of meeting and discussing grievances ! 

Another point is that I want that once every two months every union 
so recognised shall have the right of holding joint meetings with the 
employers in the matter of various grievances, complaints andrepresenta• 
tions. Joint meeting is the best thing that British Trade Unionism 
has evolved in Western countries-joint meetings for bringing about a 
compromise, understanding, mutual fellow-feeling and all that, but yet 
that requires, unfortunately we have been driven to this position that even 
that requires, recognition at the hands of Government. Sir, I can give 
you au illstance here when I see my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta here before me. He can tell you that such a kind of right has 
been concedeu to a body called the All India Railwaymen's Federation of 
which he is the President. There they holu a six-monthly meeting 
with the presiding Railway bosses and certain grievances that may be 
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outstanding pertaining to all railway systems are. presented for discussion, 
they are discussed and talked on and disposed of. ·we know the results 
are very disappointing, but still there is this much advantage that grievan
ces are discussed. But the position is not so with other unions in the 
Presidency just now in the matter of recognition. At least this fact 
remains that we are invited by no less a body than the Railway Board 
presided over by the Chief Commissioner, Sir Guthrie Russell, to go there 
and meet the railway bosses and discllSI!' -with them the problems of the 
railway labour. That in itself has helped to keep the railway unions 
satisfied to a particular extent in the knowledge that their grievances are 
being lodged even before the highest body. When such a kind of right is 
conceded by such high officials and by such a high department under the 
Government of India, there is no reason why these small employers must 
not negotiate with trade unions of this kind by recognising them. 

Sir, I have taken up much time. I shall be highly obliged to the House 
and especially to the Congress Party here, because to tell you the plain 
truth, the whole control of this House is held by the Congress Party sitting 
here and it is a good fortune as my honourable friend on my left suggests 
to me, and I do hope that the Congress Party will assist me in carrying this 
Bill. If that is done, I can give them assurance of the fact that much of 
the present labour trouble will have abated, but if youcontinuein the same 
state in which at present the employers, in the absence of such a law, 
continue to exist, the result, I am afraid, will be disastrous, for, before 
I sit down, I want to tell you a plain truth that Capitalism, if it were to 
continue in the same scientific way of oppression in which it is doing now, 
certainly will reach a crisis and then workers will be more and more 
alienated, more and more resolute, will be more and more determined to 
carry the fight further as bred by alienation; and i£ they desire to do so, 
certainly there is nothing to prevent them, but we, on behalf of sound and 
sympathetic leaders, feel that it is up to us when we are here on the floor 
of the legislature to enlighten the whole House on the actual situation and 
thus to prevent the development of a crisis. By that I do not want to 
extend any kind of threat to the employers. Certainly not. Those who 
hold the wealth certainly today hold power. It so happens that the 
Capitalist structure has so determined it. It is highly unfortunate, and 
I hope the Congress Government will assist me in helping the worker to 
stand upon his own legs. Today he is like a fledgling that is standing or 
attempting to stand on tottering legs. Let him not fall down completely 
in the interest of the future prosperity o£ the industries of this province. 
For that let this House give a legal value to the registered trade union. 
If a trade union is not registered, I have nothing to say about it, but i£ a 
trade union is registered, i£ the Government of India accord their seal of 
sanction, then certainly the employers must condescend to recognise such 
a union and should extend to it the sympathy and fellow-feeling which are 
so necessary for the prosperity both of the employers and the labour. 
· ·Sir, I have done and, when occasion comes again .for me to sp~ak, 
I shall seek the indulgence of the House to permit me to expatiate 
more on the subject. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, if the Government will at this 
stagP. state what their attitude towards this Bill is going to be, it will be 
of great help in shorte~g the discussion. On all important matters 
it is usually done elsewhere. When a Bill is proposed for the first 
reading, Government give an indication of the attitude they propose 
to take towards the Bill so that the discussion is regulated in the light of 
that attitude. Otherwise, honourable members have to make their 
observations in the dark. This is of course not obligatory, but this is 
ordinary practice and also courtesy to the honourable member who has 
moved ·the Bill. I would 'like to know whether Government will be 
pleased to take us into confidence in this matter so that the discussion 
may be shortened. They have also the right of a final reply. So, if they 
would only indicate now what theii intentions are, our task will be 
lightened. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Here is a request to Government 
by a member of the House to give an indication as to what their position 
is with reference to this particular Bill and the object of the request is 
stated to be to shorten the discussion. It is for Government to consider 
what they should do. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A: I regard it more appropriate that 
some further expression of opinion should be forthcoming from the 
honourable members who represent employers of labour before 5Jovern .. 
ment can let its mind be known to the House. 

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA (Bombay 1\iillowners' Association) : Sir, 
before I tell this honourable House whether I am going to support the 
first reading of the Bill which my honourable friend has brought forward 
or whether I am going to oppose it, I think it is due to my honourable 
friend that I should congratulate him on making for the first time 
a really temperate speech. I hope, Sir, that this will not be his last in this 
direction. 

My honourable friend has put his case no doubt very lucidly from his 
point of view, although, as I shall show him later on, his Bill is not 'so 
helpful to the interests of labour as he thinks it to be, but at the same 
time I must say that he has brought to bear on this question his unique 
experience. I know my honourable friend very well, although when he 
referred to the employer who told him that he did not know him, he 
referred to myself, but I can assure my honourable friend Mr: Jhabvala 
that I know more about him than he thinks I do. 

Now, Sir, I rise not only to express a formal opposition to the first 
reading of the Bill, but I am going to appeal, even at this stage, to. my 
honourable friend not to press the further stages of this .Bill for. the 
reasons which I shall make quite clear in the course of my speech •... 

-
Now, the principle which we are asked to accept is this: That because 

a trade union is registered, therefore the employers are bound to g1ve it 
recognition. Let us see what this fact of registration means. Under 
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the Indian Trade Unions Act of 1926, if you read this Act, it will be clear 
that any seven people can combine together and apply for registering 
their union and this is what my honourable friend calls "Government 
recognition." What does the registrar do 1 The registrar is only 
concerned with the internal affairs of this union as to how this union is 
going to function. The registrar, for instance, is concerned with the 
fact that the uni~n must have a regitt.ered office, that the objects for 
which they join must be laid down, that the joint funds must be spent 
for a clearly specified purpose, that they should have separate flinds for 
political purposes, that they will be immune from civil suits in certain 
cases, that there will be enforceability of agreement between· the union 
and the employers, that the registrar will have the right to inspect books 
of trade unions, that the office-bearers of the union will have a right to 
amalgamate with other unions and so on. The registrar is not concerned 
with the actual policy of the union, or its relationship with the employer. 
Now, Sir, this being the case I ask my honourable friend 1\Ir. Jhabvala 
whether there is any particular charm in registered unions. There may. 
be unregistered unions which may be working well on trade union 
principles to which I would rather give recognition than to a union, 
which though registered, is not working on proper trade union lines, simply 
for the reason that it is a registered union. There is no particular charm 
in having unions registered. Because it is registered, my honourable 
friend has tried to create an impression that because there is Government 
registration it means that Government accept everything that the union 
does. The registrar is concerned merely with the domestic affairs of the 
union and he has no power to cancel the registration so long as the rules 
are not altered and so long as the accounts are submitted to him. 
Therefore, first of all, I wonder whether this Bill will achieve the object 
he has in mind which in itself is a very laudable one. I will certainly 
support him there that, if there are properly organised trade unions 
the employers should give them recognition. I am entirely at one with 
him on this point. Is he going to achieve this object by bringing a Bill 
which forces· the employer to recognise a trade union, simply because 
it is a registered trade union ? 

Now, Sir, as regards the recognition which my honourable friends 
referred to, I do not want at this stage to rake up the past and tell the · 
honourable member as to what has happened in the past, in 1928 
and 1929. I think ~he sooner the past is effaced from the memory both 
of labour and employer, the better, so that the industry may be put on a 
better footing and that there may be a really sound trade union which 
will not only be registered by Government but recognised by employers 
themselves. After all, my honourable friend himself conceded that the 
unions have got to deal with the employers and not with Government. 
It is the goodwill of the employers and the goodwill of the unions that 
count for much and it is not affected by the fact of 'fhe union being 
registered. Government are not going to come to the help of either the 
union or the employers, simply because a union is registered. Whether 
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the union is registered or not, for settlement of d..i8putes, there are other 
channels as well. There is the Trade Disputes Act, particularly of 
Bombay, there is the Conciliation Officer, and there is the Government 
Labour Commissioner. As I said, without going deep into the past, 
since we are asked to accept this principle that every registered trade 
nnion must be recognised by the employers, I will just refer my honour
able friend to the report of the Court of Enquiry-the Pearson 
Committee-1929. Here, the nnion referred to is the Kamgar Union 
which my honourable friend very well knows. The enquiry was presided 
over by a Judge of the Calcutta High Court. These are some of their final 
findings. In paragraph 72, they say: 

"They (K.amgar Union) adopted an unconstitutional method of converting the Mill 
Committee from advisory ir,to executive Committees and their policy was to encourage 
individual action an:ong the officers of a Mill Committee even to declare a strike though 
such procedure was unauthorised by the rules and in breach of the agreement of 
23rd November." 

Further on, they say: 
"There was nothing in the attitude of the representatives of tlie Millowners at the 

conference of 24th April which justified the officials of the Girni Kamgar Union in breaking 
off the negotiations and taking the extreme step of declaring a strike •••••• 

" But we think the blame lies wholly at the door of the officials of the union for the 
state of affairs which prevailed during the months of March and April result.ing in the 
general strike." 

I do not want to go much further into this report. But I want to refer 
to one or two sentences of their findings where they say: 

"To sum up, the main causes of the prolongation of the strike are : 

(a) the aggressive and mischievous propaganda of the officials of the Girni Kamgar 
Union and inflammatory appeals made by them to the workers, 

(b) picketing and intimidation by the strikers and acts of violence committed by 
them on non-strikers." 

Now, my honourable friend will see whether a union of this type should 
be continued to be recognised, because it was a registered union. This 
union was registered and it was recognised. This report was published 
in September 1929 and it was on the 25th November 1929 the Millowners' 
Association of Bombay formally withdrew their recognition which had 
been granted and advised the members of the Association not to deal 
with that union because of the findings of an impartial judicial committee. 
So, Sir, it is quite obvious that merely the fact that the union is registered 
does not carry much weight. If it is a good union, it does not matter 
whether the union is registered or unregistered. The main fact is how 
the union functions. The soundness of the Ahmedabad Union is due in 
a great measure to the personality of Mahatma Gandhi. Nevertheless, 
there is an instance in which the employers and the union have gone 
on together and done fairly well without resort to frequent strikes which 
have been the experience in Bombay. Not that in Bombay there was no 
recognition granted to unions, registered or unrf'gistered. We-I am here 
speaking mainly of the employf'rs of the textile industry in Bombay-we 
ha\·e always maintained that it would be a distinct advantage to have 
a real, good trade union. We know our difficulties in dealing with labour. 
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Our labour is, in the first place, illiterate for no fault of its own. 
Secondly, it is disorganised: even when there are unions, unfortunately, 
the unions try to pull one against the other. .And thirdly, there is no 
unanimity among the unions and that fact presents considerable di.fli.
culties. The unions may have been registered, but when there are a 
dozen unions among 15,000 workers and different policies are adopted by 
such unions, what are we to do 1 I will quote an instance. I think my 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala knows-about it. When the Fawcett 
Committee was sitting, one Mill came forward with a complaint before 
Justice Fawcett to the effect that they had dismissed a jobber, and as 
a result they had received communications £rom two registered unions, 
one union threatening that if that jobber was not reinstated immediately 
there would be a strike and there would be great trouble in the mill 
industry, and another union threatening that if that jobber was taken 
back, there would be serious trouble and there might be a strike. Now, 
both the unions were registered unions and both the unions were 
recognised unions. Now, what is the employer to do when such a state 
of affairs prevails amongst the unions themselves 1 
· Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : What did the employer do in that particular 
case! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 
Mr. S.D. SAKLATV ALA: That is on record. So, Sir, I do not think 

that the object which the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala has in his 
mind-avery laudable object, an object with which I am in agreement, 
namely, to bring about harmony between workers and employers-! do 
not think that that object will be achieved merely by forcing the 
employers to recognise each and every trade union simply because it is 
registered. Sir, I think his purpose will be served better if he tries to 
bring about a real union which will act, for instance, on the basis of the 
Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association. Rather than having several 
small trade unions, all registered and on that account recognised by 
employers, !think it will be much better if we have one or two sound 
trade unions including the large majority of the workers in the industry. 

Now, Sir, befqre I proceed, I just hay_e to offer a personal explanation. 
My honourable friend referred to me when he talked about the employers 
and gave a story. He did not give the. complete story; he did not 
complete the picture. He told the House that when he came to me 
I told him " I do not know you at all ". I could not possibly tell him 
that I did not l-now him. But I certainly asked him, and had every 
right to ask him, how it was that he came specially to represent my 
men of the Swadeshi Mills in Kurla, when previously he had never been 
in Kurla before, and when there was no trade union at all, leave aside 
a registered trade union to which he attaches so much importance. 
I put it to him when there was no trade union how it was that he came 
to represent my men. Certainly, it was quite a legitimate and quite 
a fair question to ask. Then he informed me that he came as president 
or vice-president-! do not now remember which-of a strike committee 
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which had been formed some days ago after a strike had taken place. 
Well, after this explanation, I certainly dealt with him. He knows 
that very well. Therefore, it is not a correct picture to place before 
the House that the employer told him " I do not know you". I know 
him only too well. 

Now, Sir, the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala has taken. a lot of 
time in trying to teach us the A, B, C of trade unionism. The picture 
that he has drawn is of what a trade union should be. But will he 
really tell this House that that is a picture of the unions that do exist 
and that did exist in the past in Bombay 1 I am referring to the unions 
concerned in the textile industry. I am afraid, Sir, the answer will 
certainly be in the negative. · 

~Ir. S. H. JHABVALA: I agree. 
Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA: I am glad my honourable friend agrees 

with me. Therefore, it is no use saying that the employers have failed 
to recognise the unions, and therefore a Bill is necessary to the effect 
that every registered union should be recognised. My honourable 
friend knows very well why particular trade unions in Bombay are 
not recognised, and why in one instance recognition was actually with
drav;'ll after recognition was duly granted. As I said, I certainly am 
in agreement with him when he says that employers ought to encourage 
trade unionism. I certainly agree with him that there should be a really 
sound movement as far as the trade union movement in Bombay is 
concerned. 

Then, Sir, my honourable friend appealed for sympathy particul~rly 
to the Congress benches. Although I have not the good fortune or 
bad fortune to be on those benches, I suppose that appeal applies to 
me as well. All I say is that my honourable friend certainly needs 
the sympathy not only of the Congress benches but of all the benches, 
because he himself, after telling us why employers should recognise 
all registered trade unions, admitted that there were certain unions 
which were merely fee-collecting companies, that they were not 
functioning as proper trade unions, that although they had got 
themselves registered as trade unions, the main purpose was that 
somebody should get something out of the four annas charged on the 
workers. I am surprised that after saying this, he should seriously still 
insist on every registered union being recognised. 

Then, Sir, he himself has also admitted that, after all, it is. with the 
employers that the union has to deal and not with Government. Then, 
I do not see the force of his argument that because there is Government 
registration, therefore there should be recognition by the employers, 
a body which is quite distinct from Government. Government, after 
all, merely registers the fact of a union being formed. Any seven 
members can ask for registration, and under the Act Government is 
bound to register them. I do not see why my honourable friend wants 
this fact of rt>gistration to compel recognition by employers. 
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(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

~Ir. S. D. SAKLATV ALA: ~Ir. Speaker, Sir, I will not take much 
time of the House now. I have touched on most of the important points 
already. But, Sir, I might just mention., when we are asked to recognise 
each and every registered uuion, that in Bombay some people have a 
regular flair for starting unions. My honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala 
himself is either the president, vice-president, secretary or something 
or other of about 43 unions. Now, ~ir, is the Goverumeut going to 
encourage this state of afiairs ~ Should the employers also encourage 
this state of afiairs and go on producing more unions actually as if it were 
au industry ¥ 

As regards this recognition., Sir, what is it that my honourable friend 
wants ~ I will not go through all the clauses ; I will refer to only one 
or two of them. Clause 9 of the Bill says: 

"Recognition shall consist in the employer immediately investigating into all the 
complaints both individual and general that may from time to time be sent by the Union 
for his consideration and replying to the Union communicating the results of such investi· 
gations." 

I wonder if my honourable friend himself realises what this means, when 
there are, say, at least a dozen unions aud the employer is pestered 
every day with hal£ a dozen letters asking him to investigate this 
complaint or that complaint, uot only about general principles, not only 
the general wage question, but even individual grievances. Surely, 
my honourable friend ought to realise that in a large industry grievances 
are bound to exist. In fact, grievances will be found in every human 
institution. (An Honourable Member: In families). Not only in 
families. Man is born with a grievance. A child cries-either it is 
hungry or wants something or other. That is its grievance. Nobody 
understands it; it keeps on crying. Grievances will be there. They are 
there, not only among workers, but among capitalists also; among 
communists also. So, merely to pounce upon one grievance or other 
and then to write letters just to show the importance of this or that 
union-it will become an impossible proposition. It is hardly practical 
to deal with such a situation .. 

Then again, in clause 11 (a), my honourable friend wants the right to 
collect subscriptions within the premiStJs of the place of employment. 
No doubt my honourable friend the Parliamentary Secretary (Mr. Nanda) 
will tell us that in Ahmedabad at least some time ago that practice 
prevailed. I think it is stopped now. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAl{DA: No. 
Mr. S. D. SAKLATVALA: I£ it is going on, I can understand it, 

because there is one union, and the employers can allow one union to go 
and collect subscriptions. But here,. our experience was quite difierent. 
Once we did allow this sort of collection-in fact, our permission was 
not asked. Collections were going on, and then we had to stop them 
for the simple reason that when there are more than three or f~ur unions, 
the officials of those unions come inside the premises on the pay day, 
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and just as a Marwari or a Pathan waits outside the gate, to harass the 
work-people and ask for his money, these officials are likely to pester 
the workmen and ask them to give subscriptions. One union official 
wants it for his union. The other one opposes it and says," No, it must 
b0 paid to my union." How can such collections be permitted ~ So, if 
this is his idea of recognition, I think the sooner my honourable friend 
gives it up the better. · 

Now, Sir, another difficulty which we have experienced in Bombay 
so far is this, that most of the officials of the unions are unfortunately 
ignorant of the elements of the processes and working and conditions 
that obtain in the industry. I do not see the honourable member 
Mr. Khandubhai Desai here, but I must say that in Ahmedabad things 
must be quite different. I have come into contact with him on the 
Textile Wages Enquiry Committee. He represents the Ahmedabad 
Textile Labour Association. I was really pleased to find that he had 
got a fair k"nowledge of the industry. He possesses, although not a very 
great, at least a workable knowledge of the industry. You can. argue 
with a man who knows something about'the industry. He can. tell the 
workers whether they are right or wrong. But here the situation is 
quite different. We are confron"ed mostly by leaders who know very 
little1an,d never care to apply their minds to study the processes in the 
industry. There are exceptions, I grant; but they are very few. When 
we have to deal with such people, how can. we possibly grant recognition 
to a union simply because it is registered 1 

So far, Sir, I have attempted to appeal to my honourable friend's 
· reason. He said he was open to reason, that he was a reasonable man; 
and I must say that I have found him to be so in. moving his Bill. So far 
I have been appealing to his reason. Now I propose to appeal to his 
heart, believing that that is a. more potent factor with him than his 
faculty of reason. My honourable friend is aware that a Textile Labour 
Enquiry Committee has been appointed. One of the questions it has 
got to deal with is the trade union movement. This Committee is going 
to find out what can be done and what cannot be done, why it can be 
done and why it cannot be done, what should be the lines on which the 
trade union movement should be established in. this province, and so on. 
Questions have been asked by it, and replies have been received from 
associations, including labour associations. I think that to bring in, 
before the result of this enquiry is out, a Bill of this character and try to 
upset the existing situation is not in the interests either o£ the industry 
or of the workers. I would therefore appeal to my honourable friend 
not to proceed further with this Bill, and if he has any substantial 
proposal to make, it had better be made to the Enquiry Committee, 
which is in a better position to go into the merits of the whole situation, 
to hear the views of everybody concerned, and then to come to some 
decision,-rather than that he should ask this House to pass a. Bill 
which, to my mind, is certainly not going even to serve the purpose for 
which it is intended. 

'' ith th<'se words, I oppose the first reading of the Bill, 
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Mr. SAKARLAL BAL.ABHAI (Ahmedabad Millowners' Association}: 
Sir, while sympathising with the object of the Bill, the Bill which is 
presented to us is incomplete, badly drafted and shows some other 
objects behind it which would certainly disturb the smooth workina 
of the industry. I, therefore, oppose the first reading of the Bill. M; 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala, the mover of the Bill, has tried to 
show that this is a very simple Bill, that it is meant to redress the 
grievances of the workers, that it is m.eant to hold joint meetings, and 
thus he has tried to show the importance of this Bill in some way or 
other ; but, he has not correctly put before the House his real or 
the other objects. I will now try to show what are the other objects 
or the motives behind this Bill. "'hat is the present Act ? The present 
Registration Act is that a number of seven people forming into a com
bination may form a union and get the same registered. Now, 
Mr. Jhabvala says that any ;registered trade union should be recognised. 
In support of this, clause 5 of his Bill says that every such registered 
representative organisation shall .have a right to be recognised by the 
employer regardless of the numbers of members joining the Union. 
Now, supposing in some industry there are 5,000 or 10,000 workers 
working and if 7 or 10 or 50 or 100 workers form into a union and get 
the same registered, does the mover of the Bill think that such a registered 
union should be recognised by the employers 1 I do not think ~o. It 
would certainly disturb the smooth working of the industry. Then 
he says in clause 4 that every Registered Trade Union shall be acknow
ledged by every employer to be a representative organisation of the 
workers expressing an organised opinion of the workers in the Trade 
in which the Union is formed. So, it means 7 or 10 or 50 or 100 people, 
out of a total of 5,000 or 10,000 workers, can form into a union, get it 
registered and say that it is expressing an organised opinion, representing 
the opinion of the whole class of workers in that industry. Then in 
clause 7 he says that no speeches delivered etc.-I do not know whether 
he means fiery speeches also-or writings made or resolutions passed 
by such a Registered Trade Union shall be deemed a factor weighing 
with the employer against recognition. Now, Sir, if these are the objects 
behind this Bill, then such a Bill would never be accepted by Govern
ment. The recognition to trade unions- i~ accorded by voluntary efforts 
~nd mutual understandings and not by the State intervening and by 
this process. I am not opposed to the principle of recognition of trade 
unions nor am I opposed to the principle of the growth of trade unionism. 
Let there be trade unions on proper lines ; let there be a registrar 
appointed by Government who may impose on the trade unions certain 
conditions to be fulfilled before it is fit for recognition. One such 
condition may be that there should be a certain number of workers 
belonging to that industry joining the union as members-say, 30 or 
40 per cent. 

Then it is suggested that the Bill is meant to redress the grievances. 
Now, while redressing the grievances there are bound to be differences 
of opinion. Unless and until some sort of machinery, say, an industrial 
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board or an arbitration board, is set up to settle these disputes and 
differences, who is going to settle them ? On the contrary, in the absence 
of such a machinery, there are bound to be quarrels and ultimately 
they will result in strikes. So, the Bill, as it is drafted, is very incomplete 
and serves some other objects. It will certainly disturb the smooth 
working of the industry. I, therefore, oppose the first reading of this 
Bill. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: On a point of explanation, Sir. In his 
speech, the honourable member Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai said that 
there were other objects behind this Bill. Will he please explain 
them 1 

Mr. SAKARLAL BALABHAI: I h~ve stated them in my speech. 

Mr. FRED J. CURRION (Presidency, Anglo-Indian): Sir, it is 
most unfortunate that my maiden speech on the floor of this House 
has to touch on a subject of a highly controversial na,ture, but I am 
sure that the true friends of Labour will readily admit that the Bill 
that is now before the House is likely to do more harm than good to 
the cause of the workers in the Presidency. I am perfectly aware, 
Sir, that the mover of the Bill (Mr. Jhabvala) has been actuated with 
the best of intentions, but then I must state that he has allowed his 
own enthusiasm to override all limits of caution. I yield to none, Sir, 
in my earnestness to serve the cause of Labour and since it may not 
be generally known to the majority of the honourable members of this 
House, I must, in support of my credentials, add that I have been for 
over a decade now closely associated with Labour, first, in the iron 
ore mines of Bengal and latterly as the General Secretary of the 40 years 
old National Union of Railwaymen qf India and Burma. In my dual 
capacity I have had an opportunity of studying labour conditions in 
India. Now, speaking about the National · Union of Railwaymen 
of India and Burma, my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala has 
criticised us. I would like to state this much. He said that this Union 
is a subscription-collecting one, but perhaps it will interest the House 
to know that the National Union of Railwaymen of India and Burma 
is the only one in the East, this side of the British Isles, which affords 
the greatest number of benefits to its members. I would go further 
by stating that the National Union of Railwaymen was declared as 
a " MODEL UNION " by one of the Members of the Government benches 
on the floor of the Assembly in the Central Legislature, Delhi. My 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala also forgets that it was to my Union 
that he appealed for help, which help was given, and his cutting remark 
is the unkindest cut of all. In my dual capacity as Secretary of the 
Union I have had oppportunities of studying labour and I think I may 
be justly proud that I have done my mite to serve the interests of labour 
in India.. I consider-! speak on behalf of the Progress Party-that 
this Rill ht>fore the House is at hest a wrong remedy. The Progress 
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Party wants industrial peace. We are most anxious that legislation 
of a coercive nature should not be rushed through this House to secure 
what might in the end prove to be of a doubtful benefit to Labour .. 

Sir, my opposition to the Bill arises from two considerations. Those 
of us who have presided over the destinies of Trade Unions know 
only too well that the recognition of an Union ipso facto by the employers 
does not connote any transference of alrfreal power to the Unions con
cerned. In actual practice, the Unions on recognition gain nothing 
more than consultative privileges, by which I mean the privilege to 
represent the grievances of Labour. The representatives of the Unions 
place proposals after proposals which the employers dispose of very 
much as they like. To my mind, the recognition of an Union is a matter 
of little account so long as the employers choose to be antagonistic 
to all representations from the Unions, and therefore, I would say that 
it is an atmosphere of friendliness that is more important than 
recognition, and I do not think that Labour stands to gain from 
recognition of the type that has been outlined in the Bilf before the 
House. 

Sir, · again, my opposition to the Bill also arises from an entirely 
different consideration. Time and again, has it been shown that it is 
not necessarily those that are loudest in their protestations that have 
the welfare of the workers nearest their hearts. Unfortunately, Labour 
in India is still in a disorganised state, due to what I may mildly put 
as the lack of sound leadership, as well as to the continued exploitation 
of Labour by the demagogues for political purposes. We have had 
in the past the sorry spectacle of the true interests of Labour being 
sacrificed at the altars of personal ambition, political schemes and what 
not, and it is to obviate such chances in the future that I say that the 
employers should have a discriminating right to choose and reward 
Unions that are run on constitutional and methodical lines. Under 
the Trade Unions Act of 1926, seven workers can join together and 

· register themselves as a Trade Union and if this Bill becomes an Act, 
we shall have the depressing spectacle of mushroom unions springing 
up overnight, only to linger for a week. or so and then to die a certain 
natural death thereafter doing nothing, achieving nothing and gaining 
nothing for the uplift of those for whose benefit the Unions were formed. 
What is more, recognitions of such unions by the employers will 
only encourage the gro·wth of such institutions and nobody will stand 
to. gain by such recognitions except perhaps those who happen to be 
at the helm of.affairs of those unions .. We will then have more of 
lightning strikes, more of illegal lock-outs, and more and more 
exploitation .of the gullible workers by political adventurers and 
opportunists. 

I will conclude, Sir, as I began with the assurance that the :Progress 
Party wants industrial peace. The Party is prepared to support any 
llleasure that will have the result of promoting industrial peace and 
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well being, but we on this side of the House are not satisfied that 
Mr. Jhabvala's Bill is a beneficial measure. Its coercive character 

. alone is a sufficient condemnation of the Bill. Its potentialities for 
harm are more pronounced than its possibilities for good. And last 
but not the least, the Bill defeats its very object by compelling the 
employers to recognise all Unions. And which institution, I would ask, 
can hope to gain respect and goodwill by legislation 1 If this Bill is 
passed into law, Labour will find itself in a hopelessly unreal position, 
even as the wife .who has won a suit for conjugal restitution in a court 
of law; and Labour, like our unhappy sister, will soon find that a paper· 
declaration of rights is no substitute for possessive rights. In short, 
Sir, I oppose the Bill, because it is mischievous, futile and superfluous, 
and I would appeal to all sections of the House not to touch it even 
with a pair of tongs. 

Mr. M. C. GHIA (Indian Merchants' Chamber): Sir, while I agree that 
it would be good to have trade unions working on sound lines both in the 
interests of Capital and Labour, I personally feel that the Bill that 
has been brought in by the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala is 
detrimental, not only to the industry but also to labour. Sir, many of 
the points have been talked over by my honourable friends Mr. Saklatvala 
and Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai. I will only speak about one or two other 
clauses of this Bill. I refer to clause No. 11 which reads as under: 

" When recognised among others the following privileges shall be accorded to the Union 
by the employer:-

{a) Right to collect subscriptions within the premises of the place of employment;. 
{b) Right to hold meetings of the Union." · . 

Well, Sir, from what I know of Trade Union Registration Act, it is clear 
that if a Union has got only seven members, it can get itself registered 
irrespective of all other considerations. Apart from the textile industry, 
the Bombay Presidency has many other industries employing 400 or 500 
or 1,000 hands. Suppose, Sir, that with ulterior motives some of the 
men come out and form four unions or even three unions from that 
particular industry, say for example, the foundry-work industry where 
they employ 400 to 500 men. In that event, there is surely going to be a 
clash among all those unions whose representatives will come into the 
factory for the collection of subscriptions from members o£ their respec
tive unions. Apart from this, in the case of mill premises there is a 
chance of each union trying to come within the mill premises in order to 
address lectures at four different corners of the mill area. 

Sir, considering all these things, I personally feel that this Bill ought 
to be rejected by the House, for it is a Bill which is detrimental to the 
interests of both Capital and Labour. Even in cases where there are 
500 to 1,000 men, forming a union and registering the same unless these 
unions are brought out on proper lines and approved by Government, 
to say that because of the fact of their being registered they should be 
recognised by any industry would, I think, be detrimental not only to 
the industry but to labour itself. We must further remember that apart 
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from the textile industry, there are other industries in this presidency 
which will be affected by this Bill if it passes into law. For these 
reasons, I object to this Bill being passed by this House. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA (Thana cum Bombay Suburban District): 
5 }J.m. Mr. ~peaker, Sir~ I do no~ propose to make any 

detailed observatiOns on this Bill. Though we are 
not aware of the attitude of Government on this Bill, we are anxious to 
.see that we should be just both to capital and labour. 'Xhe honourable 
member who has moved the Bill wants that the unions registered under 
the Trade Unions Act should be given recognition by the employers. 
Under the Act only seven persons need join together-none of them 
need be over 16 years of age-in order to get a union registered. In an 
industry, there may be thousands of employees who may form several 
unions. Suppose there are 100 unions for one mill. Just visualize what 
will happen. All these unions will clamour for subscription, ·not 
impossibly for purposes wholly opposed to one another. They will place 
before the management their several grievances. Will it be possible for 
the management to look into all their numerous grievances and send 
replies to them ~ Will it be possible to work the provisions of the Act ~ 
Clause 9 says : 

"Recognition shall consist in the employer immediately investigating into all the 
<Complaints both individual and general that may from time to time be sent by the Union 
for his consideration and replying to the Union communicating the results of such 
investigation." · . 

This is what the employer has got to do, Will it be possible for him to 
. reply to the letters specifying the grievances from 100 unions of workers 
in one mill' I appeal to my honourable friend to reconsider the matter 
and bring in a Bill after mature consideration which will satisfy all parties 
in this House. All parties are interested in the trade of this country. 
We are anxious to be just both to capital and labour. We are 
today under a Government pledged to help the labourer and we know 
that this matter of trade unions is before our Government. Why not 
leave it to the Government to bring in a measure which will really help 
the cause of labour~ I once again appeal to the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala to withdraw this Bill. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Rail;ay Unions): Sir, I rise to support 
-the first reading of this Bill. I would have very much preferred to 
have Government's opinion and attitude before I rose. But I have 
been disappointed. On the contrary the Treasury Benches are all 
but deserted, which shows which way the wind is blowing. And yet, 
in this most industrialised province o£ Bombay, industrial peace depends 
upon the contentment of the working classes. Various criticisms have 
been made on the Bill, but all of a negative character. Somebody thinks 
that my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala knows nothing and others 
complain that his drafting is bad, a third honourable member says 
that it has some ulterior object behind, a fourth gentleman says that 
he should .consult somebgdy and bring again a properly drafted Bill. 
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'This is all a policy of negation. I wish that honourable members who 
found that the Bill was not well drafted had made suggestions to improve 
it. I fear that there is no real intention seriously to tackle the question 
of t'rade union recognition ; and yet to my mind that is the most 
important question in the industrial sphere that this Province bas to 
face today. The trade union has a history of nearly 200 years. In 
this country also, it can fairly be said to have been in existence for nearly 
55 years. In its modern form that trade union was not so called at 
first, but we have England's History of Trade Unionism by l\Ir. Sydney 
Webb where a clear definition of" trade union" is given. Therefore, 
there should have been no difficulty in defining what exactly a trade 
union is. I£ my honourable friend Mr. Jhabva.la's definition of trade 
union does not meet with the approval of honourable members 
here-

1\Ir. D. J. FERREIRA: Nobody ·said anything about the drafting 
of the definition of trade union. The definition of " trade union " in 
the Bill has been taken from the Trade Unions Act without the provisos 
which are mentioned there. Nobody complained about the 
.definition. 

l\Ir. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: I am very glad that the honourable 
member did not complain about the definition of trade union in the 
Bill. When people complain about the drafting, the reply is there are 
ways and ways to improve it. I was pointing out to one most autho
ritative work. Mr. Sydney Webb is a man of international repute and 
is an authority on trade union matters which will not be challenged 
by anybody on either side of the House. A trade union is a continuous 
association of wage-earners for the purpose of improving the condition 
of its members. Kow, in this industrialised province, do we or do we 
not wish to have an association like this which is working for the con
tinuous improvement of the condition of the employees in the industry 1 
I do not think that it will be seriously said that it should not be done. 
H that is so, how can we achieve the object which is accepted to be 
the need by all of us ¥ My honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala has proposed 
that one of the important ways in which you can achieve the well being 
of the employees is that their association or union should be recognised 
by the employers. You find that Viceroys and Governors pay visits 
to the Chambers of Commerce, to the Federation of Commerce and. 
assure them of their continuous interest in the well being of commerce, 
but I have not heard any Governor or any Viceroy going to a trade 
union and telling them: "My friends, you go ahead. I shall see that 
your lot improves." When my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala comes 
here, I find member after member saying not one word of encouragement 
to him; and yet the problem is simple. Whichever committee has 
held an enquiry, has found that greater recognition of trade unions is 
absolutely essential. We have got the latest from the Royal Commission 
on Labour where repeated emphasis has been laid on the need of greater 
contact and wider recognition by the employers of labour organisations" 
That report was made in 1931. Now, we are today in 1938. No progress· 
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has been made during the last seven years towards the consummation. 
which was so much emphasised by the Royal Commission on Labour. 
· My honourable £riend Mr. Saklatvala said: "Are we to recognise 

a so-called labour union which consists of seven members?" The 
Royal Commission has given an answer that, i£ you want to encourage 
real trade unionism in this country, do not go on complaining that 
only a minority o£ workers are in the union. The Royal Commission 
on Labour says again: "Do not go on· complaining that there is more 
than one union in the same industry, do not go on complaining that 
they are people who do not know anything about trade unionism, do 
not go on complaining that the unions are dominated by outsiders.'t 
The Royal Commission has told the employers that these pleas won't 
do. The whole history of trade unionism in England itself bears testi
mony to the £act that it was the outsider who devoted himself to the 
work of amelioration of labour conditions. .Therefore, all these pleas 
are not merely negative pleas, but exploded pleas. The one fact is that 
if you want peace in industry, you must know your workers. Is the 
employer going to deal with 5,000 workers individually ? My honourable 
friend Mr. Saklatvala rightly said that it may be 5,000. I£ a union 
consists of a small minority, even then take it from me that it represents 
the viewpoint of even those who are not members. '\\ny is the Indian 
National Congress claiming to represent the whole nation of 36 crores of 
people when it has barely a few lakhs of membership 1 Yet my 
honourable friend has nothing to say about that. Do they represent 
100 per cent.~ They do not claim that they have a representative 
membership~ Behind every one active member there are a hundred 
members.· That is the claim of the Indian National Congress. That 
is also. the claim of the workers. I£ the actual worker participates 
in the ~tctivities of the Union there is the danger of victimization. He 
has got such paltry wages that he cannot even afford to pay the minimum 
fee for membership. Then, he has hardly time to have active partici
pation in the work of the union. His fear of victimization, his poverty, 
and his inability actively to associate himself, are often the reasons 
for the small membership. The union to him is the embodiment of 
the collective will. of the workers. Therefore, this minority plea is, 
to sav the least, an indication of the unwillingness to recognise and 
not o£ the unrepresentative character of the union. . 

Then, my honourable friend Mr. Saklatvala quoted something about 
communists in the Bombay Textile Labour Unions. Here also the 
Labour Commission has said : " Do not try to dictate to the union who 
should be their members and who should be their leaders. The man 
who merely pretends to lead and does not serve the workers will have 
his innings cut short." -That is in effect what the Labour Commission 
says ; he will not be allowed to continue in leadership if he is not working 
to the satisfaction of the union members and the workers. Therefore, 
Sir, all these pleas of minority membership, domination by outsiders, 
and absence of active association by large numbers of employees have 
Iong since ~ee~ dealt with and they have been ~ound not to hold water 
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As against that, what is it that the Labour Commission says about 

the need of active contact between the workers and their employers ¥ 
That is the most important tlllng which I hope my honourable friend 
)lr. Saklatvala and the honourable member Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai will 
remember. The Royal Commission on Labour has emphasize~ the need 
for contact in chapter XYII, pages 316 to 332 of the Report. Wherever 
you go you will £nd that the need for active contact with the employees 
is the biggest need of industry today. There may be innumerable 
occasions of misunderstanding when the employer will not £nd it possibl~ 
in the absence of a Union to ascertain what his workers are thinking. 
In the union he has got available an organization which, even if it is 
small, knows what the worker wants and can prevent misunderstanding, 
prevent strikes, and prevent far worse results. Therefore, it is to the 
interest ofthe employers to be inactive touch with their workers. Have 
they found any alternative short of a trade union, through which they 
will be in touch with the sentiments, aspirations, difficulties and 
grievances of their employees ? Do they want to know them ? Well, 
if they do, then this is the only instrument by which they can receive 
that information. It requires a very broad outlook to realise this. 

I know that unions in England are not given recognition under any 
Act : I know that. I know further that in no part of the world, except 
perhaps in America, there is compulsory recognition of trade unions. 
1 myself am not particularly in favour of compulsory recognition if 
voluntary recognition could be secured by methods of conciliation. 
Experts, whom I have consulted, have all told me that compulsory 
recognition is not prevalent in any part of the world today, except in 
~-\.merica in certain cases. But if you think the employees and the 
employers must know each other, must come into daily, hourly and 
.constant contact, then, in case you do not £nd the voluntary method 
possible, you might have a somewhat modified form of compulsion. I do 
not want to say that you should accept Mr. Jhabvala's Bill as it stands. 
I do not say that. But show some constructive attitude, some sign that 
you are prepared to meet him half way ; show that you are anxious to 
solve the problem. The gentlemen who have made speeches so far have 
fought shy of the problem. I want this House to face the problem and 
to indicate how it proposes to solve it. In the absence of any solution, 
,conditions would be much worse tomorrow than they are today. 

The history of trade unions shows that with the beginriing of the 
eighteenth century, when foreign trade and commerce in Europe was 
increasing, when scientific inventions were comina to the assistance of 
industries, when rapid fortunes were amassed b; individuals beyond 
the dreams of avarice, they neYer cared about the conditions of their 
employees. On the contrary, in England, there were anti-combination 
laws; even the presence of trade unions was not desired, and combina
tion of workers was discouraged, and cruel repressive laws were framed 
.and were in force up to the year 1824. In 1869 or 1870, when, for the 
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first time, legal recognition was given to the existence of trade unions 
.an amending Bill was passed, which you will be surprised, Sir, to know: 
took a~~y by on~ hand what was given by the other. After giving legal 
recogmt10n to un1ons by one Act another Act was passed in which were 
used the words "violence", "threat", "molestation", "coercion", 
"obstruction," "intimidation," "picketing," "persistently following,"' 
"watching", and "besetting", and th_ey were punishable offences. 
Strike was permitted ; yet if you told the worker " Please, do not go to 
work " it was called besetting and watching, and it was made criminal. 
So, while on the one hand the workers were allowed to strike and a strike 
was perfectly legal, if the means employed were even remotely 
calculated to coerce the employers, they were called illegal means ; and 
a combination to do a legal act by illegal means was a criminal 
conspiracy. In other words, a strike was lawful, but anything done in 
pursuance of a strike was not lawful ; and the judges tore up the remedial1 

statute, and each fresh decision went further and developed new dangers. 
Thus even in England, the development of trade unions and the right 
of workers were not secured without a long and bitter struggle. Do .the 
Government and does the House want to go through the whole period 
of terror that the workers there experienced during the 200 years before 
they came into their own ? Are we not going to learn anything by the 
experience of British trade unionism 1 The employers went after profits. 
and profits alone and did not care in what condition their workers were~ 
It has been round that the workers ' conditions were the one thing that 
the employers never cared to inquire into. Their associations were 
kept at arm's length. And what is more, the exploitation of workers
men, women and children-went on unchecked to the extent that 
I shall read : · · 

" Children of nine or ten years are dragged from their squalid beds at two, three or 
lour o'clock in the morning and compelled to work for a bare subsistence until ten, 
eleven or twelve at night, their limbs wearing away, their frames dwindling, their faces 
whitening, and their humanity absolutely sinking into a stone-like torpor, utterly 
horrible to contemplate." 

I am reading from the book" Roads to Freedom" by Bertrand Russell,. 
page 39. This was the condition of ~~e British worker. They were 
two hundred years of terrorisation, intimidation, repression, and cruel 
anti-combination laws against the workers. It is only after this experience 
that there has grown a powerful trade union movement in England. 
Do we wish to go through this experience ? Are we going to allow. 

. workers to be. exploited in the manner in which it was done in England 
and will be done in this country so long as trade unions are not strong 1 

For these reasons, I submit that the Government and the employing 
classes should not take up merely a negative attitude. Let us agree to. 
the first reading of the Bill. Let us at the time of the second reading 
send it to a select committee ; let us then send it for circulation for 
elicitinO' public opinion. There may be ways and ways in which some 
sort of 

0
compulsion can be applied. We need not go the whole hog with 
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my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. That perhaps does not go down 
the throats of most of those present here. But if we introduce some 
sort of compulsion, the principle of the Bill will be met. I am here put
ting forward a suggestion for what it is worth. I am not saying that it 
should be accepted. It is possible to devise at a later stage a machinery 
by which a trade union can apply to an employer to recognise it; failing 
that, that trade union can approach Government, and if Government are 
satisfied that it is a bona fide union working in the interests of the 
employees and yet the employer does not recognise it, then it is possible_ 
for Government to devise machinery whereby the employer can be 
called upon to show cause why the union should not be recognised. If 
Government seriously apply their mind to it, if they take it into their 
head to solve this problem and not evade it, and if the employers, as 
they say, are keen to recognise bona fide unions, a machinery can be 
devised at a later stage. To defeat the Bill at the first reading shows 
the absence of will, not that there is no way out. I submit there is every 
way out. Although the world has not yet, except in America, made 
recognition compulsory, we must advance; we must not stay where we 
are. Without introducing compulsion in the sense in which the 
honourable member Mr. Jhabvala has proposed it, let us agree to the 
principle of compulsion and make the necessary changes at a later 
stage when the Bill comes up for second reading. 

The honourable member Mr. Sak1atvala gave expression to the opinion 
that the outsiders did not know anything. It is true: outsiders do not 
know anything when they begin. Nobody knows anything when he 
begins-not even employers. In Bombay we find the Banias and Bhatias 
and Parsis putting on a big turban and getting into the office of a mill 
and becoming Shetias, because they are their fathers' sons although 
they do not even know the spelling of the word" mill". They go to the 
cotton exchange with a big red turban. The turban is the only qualifi
cation-and the fact that they are their fathers' sons is another qualifi
cation. As to the actual knowledge of the trade and industry, the honour
able member Mr. Jhabvala knows much better than the son of an average 
mill·o'\\ner. They are in possession because their fathers were there. This 
knowledge does, not come to anybody at birth ; it comes by experience. 
Trade union leaders are, after all, ordinary human beings. They do not 
claim to be angels. They are there to learn. The Textile Labour
Enquiry Committee knows that with all their absence of knowledge, the 
statement submitted by the Labour leaders was not a document which. 
showed any lack of knowledge. 

I therefore once more plead that the House should take this Bill very 
seriously. This province in particular is getting more and more 
industrialised. We are 22 per cent. industrialised as aga~st 3 or 4 or 
5 per cent. in the case of other provinces ; and the task that faces this 
province is much more immediate and much more important than the 
task that faces other parts of India. If we do not set an example, we will 
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.not only be doing an injustice to ourselves, but will be delaying reform 
outside Bombay also. 

The last appeal, therefore, that I would make to Government is this. 
Let them lay down·a standa1:d as to what is a bona fide trade union. 
There was a great deal of confusion in the mind of my honourable 
friend Mr. Saklatvala when he said that registration was a bad thing. 
He said he would not even recognise ~_registered trade union ; he would 
prefer an unregistered union. Why ~ 

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA: I did not sav that registration was a bad 
thing. . • 

· Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: The honourable member said that 
he would prefer an unregistered union. I am prepared to bring the 
shorthand writer's notes. He said that he would rather recognise an 
unregistered union than a registered union. That is what he said. 
But he actually recognises none. That is not the right attitude. I admit 
there may be some unregistered unions which may be better than some 
registered unions. But registration presupposes two things: that the 
union is prepared to work on constitutional lines, and that it is willing 
to submit itself to certain rules which make for publicity. All the 
returns of a trade union have to be filed. with the Registrar of Trade 
Unions, and any employer is free to go and see how much income it 
has, what membership it has, and how it is working. We have to 
submit audited statements o£ accounts. This publicity is the fust 
step towards realisation o£ responsibility on the part of the union men. 
Even the Railway Board, which is an employer bigger than any other 
employer in this country, admitted, at least in the evidence that it gave 
before the Royal Commission, that the fact that a union was registered 
would create a presumption in its favour. Registration of a trade 

5_30 union must be there as a prima facie fee for 
p.m. recognition, and then what is the next stage ? 

.Will you please specify your conditions on which you will recognise 
them ~ Have you ever stated them ~ I£ not, well, state them now. 
I£ you are prepared to have the condition that in addition to registration 
·the workers' unions should do this and should do that on which you 
.will recognise them, specify the condition. But the real difficulty is 
that the employers in this country have got a medieval mentality about 
industrialism ; they. still think that industry is their private 
property, and they ask to themselves who are these outsiders 
who are poking their nose into their· preserves 1 That mentality of 
absolute proprietorship o£ the industry, which was a feature of the 
industry two hundred years ago, still persists. They have not realised 
the modern doctrine that industry is a partnership in which both capital 
.and labour are equally interested. The modern outlook is that the 
workers are .as good partners in the industry as the industrialists 
themselves. The capitalists give some part o£ their money, but the 
worker gives his life. His interest in the industry is therefore greater. 
He has to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow, while the employers 
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may be enjoying the horse races at Mahaluxmi. It is one of the ironies, 
Sir, that in the summer the people who go to Mahableshwar and 
Matheran are those who do not deserve to go there. All the employers 
go to Mahableshwar and Matheran. which they need not do. They 
have got beautiful houses, they have got friends, they have got well
-equipped motor cars, while the people who really deserve to go to some 
hill station or some sanitarium are toiling in the Bombay mills in the 
mid-summer. Therefore, this mentality that the industry is the 
vrivate property of the captains of industry has to disappear and th~ 
Government at least are bound to make .it clear to them that ·the 
industry is not their property exclusively ; that both the workers and 
the State. are interested equally with the industrialists in the industry. 
And how are Government going to ameliorate the condition of the 
workers if the very elementary condition of establishing contact 
between the employers and the employed is lacking ! This is the 
modest proposal of my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala that the very 
foundation of peace in the industry-recognised organisation of the 
workers-is lacking. In the interest of the industry itself, in the interest 
of peace, law and order ab.out which we hear so much and in the interest 
·of the community itself, the recognition. of the representative organ 
of the workers is fundamental, an.d, therefore, at this first reading I ani 
'Only asking that the principle may be admitted. I am not touching 
the various sections. I shall agree to any radical alterations to every 

·one of the sections, if need be, to suit the needs of the situation. 
I, therefore, submit that this Bill is absolutely necessary. ·I pray the 
Government not to run away from this most serious responsiblity. 
The foundation of industrial peace in this Province depends entirely 
'()D a contented working class, and the ·basic necessity of that content
ment is at least a recognition. of their association. on. conditions which 
may_ be laid down. I want the human element in the consideration 
of this problem; the human factor should appeal to Government. In 
Bombay Mills alone there are nearly 1,50,000 workers; then there 
are several thousands of railway workers. There are 75,000 shop 
-assistants who are working 12 hours, 14 hours and even longer hours 
a day, and one of the changes that I myself propose to make is that 
this Bill should not be confined only to the industrial workers as my 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala has proposed. Any worker whose 
·trade union satisfies the conditions laid down ·in the Trade Unions Act 
{)f 1926 and any other conditions that Government may impose should 
get the benefit of this Bill. Government are the custodians both of 
the interest of the workers, the industrialists and the community. 
Their obligation. cannot be evaded. I beg Government not to run away. 
I want them to face the situation, and if they are not pleased with 
~Ir. Jhabvala's Bill, they should come out with some alternative 
sug~estion at the second reading, but the worse thing that they can 
.do 1s to oppose this Bill. That will not solve this problem o£ the 
workers. The workers are waiting expectant. The number of workers 
in. this country is not small. We have got at least 25lakhs of workers 
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who are working in. factories ; in addition to that there are workers 
who are working not in any factory but outside factories. The total 
number o£ workers will'be somewhere about 12,500,000. How are 
you going to treat these people ! .A:te you not going to recognise their 
right to ameliorate their own conditions! How are you going to
tackle the question of minimum wage, of hours of work, of unemploy
ment, of sickness, of various other labour. conditions, unless you start 
with the recognised associations of workers 1 And if you do not recognise 
them, it is a clear indication that you are still· flirting with the task ; 
yolt are not serious in tackling these questions. 

. With these words, I wholeheartedly support the proposition for
the first reading of the Bill and earnestly appeal to Government not 
to face it with a negative but with a constructive proposal. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock
workers): Sir, I stand to support the Bill moved by my honourable 
friend Mr. Jhabvala. There may be a little difference of opinion or 
I shall say I may have some disagreement with the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala in its details, but the first principle is to acknowledge the 
principle of recognition. As regards certain points raised by my 
honourable friend Mr. Saklatvala, I would like to point out a few facts .. 
Mr. Saklatvala did say that he was prepared to recognise an unregistered 
trade union rather than a registered trade union which is not, according 
to him, .a bona fide one. I understand what he refers to. He refers 
to the principle of collective agreement. On the Continent there is 
a principle of collective agreement, but unfortunately he is comparing 
the conditions of India with the conditions of labour on the Continent. 
There, the labour is so organised that even if you want a servant, say, 
on Rs. 4, to do some domestic work, unless such a servant produces 
a card from this Union, you cannot employ him. It is not due to any 
codified law nor to any provisions of any statutory enactment, but 

. it is due to the collective agreement. According to the collective agree
ment, .if any non-member of a Union is employed by any employer,. 
the result will be that all people employed in that trade will declare 
a strike. That is due to the recognition of labour on the Continent .. 
If the Indian masses and Indian labour are to be organised on that scale, 
if they have got that strength and power, of course it will be futile to 
ask today on the floor of this House that we want recognition, but., 
as I say, we are still in the stage of evolution and we need certain support 
from Government. May I take the liberty to say that there has been 
a constant effort on the part of Government to stop the movement 
and growth of trade unionism in this country 1 There have been always 
attempts on the part of Government to discourage this movement, 
with the result, I may tell you, that it is the Government's repe~ted 
refusal that is throwing the people right into the hands of Communism. 
Government knows it perfectly well. Communism is nothing but 
a bogey or " Haiwan " which Government is bringing forward. It has. 
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not entered India and Indian conditions are not at all conducive to its 
growth in this country. It is nothing but an instrument of exploitation 
in the hands of employers. Indian conditions are unfit for communism, 
but because they want to exploit Indian labour, they have come up 
with that bogey and it is nothing but a bogey. 

Sir, the rival unions-! would only use these words in my own terms
more than one union in one trade, are more injurious to the labour itself 
than to capital. These people themselves call them rival unions ·which 
are to the interest of the employers, and let me tell you that I can challenge' 
any impartial and right thinking judge that these rival unions in one 
and the same trade are nothing but the creation of the employers them
selves. I can prove it, if anybody wants to know, to his best satisfaction, 
that employers go out of their way and pay money to these people and 
try to see that rival unions are set up. So, it is not the workers who 
are responsible for starting these rival unions. In fact, it will be my 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala and it will be other leaders like him 
who will be more affected by our giving recognition to more than one 
union in the same trade. He has been very impartial, very just and 
liberal in asking for recognition for all unions and that depends on his 
own bona fides. He knows that though in the beginning of any work 
which a man undertakes to do in the interest of humanity, he may be 
beset with difficulties, but ultimately he succeeds if he serves his cause 
with zeal and if only he is actuated by enthusiasm for his ideal, but 
still he must admit that recognition of various unions in one and the 
same trade or occupation has done far more harm to labour itself than 
to employers. 

Xow, with reference to what the honourable member lli. Saklatvala 
said, we all know that since 1927 there have been several Commissions. 
and Committees appointed by Government. What has been done 
during these 15 years by Government when we had been expecting 
much encouragement from the side of Government 1 What has been. 
the result of the working of all these committees 1 I take the liberty 
of saying that it is nothing, and from time to time we have seen that 
the work of these committees has been of no avail. I would only cite 
one instance. In 1922, in my Trade of Seamen and Shipowners Govern
ment sent people from Bombay to Simla to place evidence before the 
Clow Committee. From all over India people went there to be examined. 
People from Calcutta also went there with a similar purpose. Certain 
recommendations were made bv that Committee that the Brokers' 
institution should be abolished. This recommendation went to the 
Legislative Assembly in 1927 and after that we have not heard anything 
as to what happened. Our grievances were placed before the Interna
tional Organisation year after year, but nothing has come out of that. 
So, this is the result of the commissions that we are having at the hands 
of Government ; and the policy of Government in giving us simple 
recognition should be prompt which I should say is the inherent right 
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and which. should be a genuine right and which I should say we can 
expect from Government and also from the employers. I am quite 
at one with my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta when he says 
that G?vernment should declare its intentions with regard to this Bill. 
The Bill can be sent to the select committee, various opinions can be 
invited from the employers, from Government and from workers them· 
selves. If necessary, a sub-committee can_ be appointed, but the principle 
mu~t first of ·au be admitted by Goverirfuent, and that is the only thing 
which labour c·an expect from Government today and afterwards any 
number of changes can be made. 

With these words, I support the Bill introduced for first reading 
.and resume my seat. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA (Ahmedabad Textile Unions): Sir, 
I rise to oppose the first reading of this Bill which my honourable friend 
Mr. Jhabvala has placed before this House for a first reading. 
To oppose this is to do the best thing under the circumstances. I w~nt 
to make it clear at once that in opposing this Bill I should not be under· 
stood to stand in. opposition to any effort, any real effort, that may be 
made for the encouragement of trade unionism or for the protection of 
trade union recognition.. Such an antagonistic attitude to trade union 
recognition would be, for me, something unthinkable. It would be 
unthinkable for this Party also. It would be unthinkable for this 
Government also. · The Government's view is well known. 
·Government have expressed themselves in. unmistakable language 
that they are very anxious to do all that they can to help forward the 
growth o£ trade unionism in this province. After assumption of 
office, as far as I remember, the very first announcement o£ policy 
was in. respect of industrial workers. I have got a copy of that 
~ommunique. 

An Honourable MEMBER: We do not want to have it read again. 
We have read it several times. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A :· Still,_ it is just a few lines to which 
I would like to draw your attention: 

11 While Government propose to do all that is practicable for the amelioration of the 
tondition of the working class, they are convinced that no legislative program~e ~an be 
a substitute for the organised strength of the working class, and tillorgarusat10ns of 

'workers run on genuine trade union lines grow up in the vari~us fields of.th~ moveme~t, 
no lasting good can accrue. Government are therefore anx10us to ass1st m remoVl.ng 
real hindrances in the way of the growth of labour organisations and to promote ~ollectJve 
bargaining between employers and employees. Means will be devised to d1~c~ur~ge 
victimisation of workers for their connection with labour organisations and partJclpatwn 
in legitimate trade union activity." 

This is emphatic language, but it may be asked, "What has been done 
in pursuance of this ~ " A circular letter has been issued to employers. 
I will come to it again. later on, but I will just read out a few sentences 
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from it to emphasise what the attitude of Government and its anxiety 
iu this matter are : 

"Government fully re.alise that with a few notable exceptions, the trade onion move
ment in this presidency has received neither the support of the workers nor of the 
employers. It is not ~ecessary t~ dis;uss the ~ea:sons wh:r ~ut ~he fact only emphas.ises 
the necessity for a ra.du~al alterahon m the exlStmg conditiOns m order that the relations 
between the employer and the employed in the Presidency may be put on a proper footing 
and thus bring Bombay into line with other industrial centres of the world in this matter 
of negotiation between employers and workers." , 

And it has further been stated : 

"It is the intention of Government to give the earliest possible effect to their promise 
to assist in removing the real hindra.nces in the way ofthe growth of labour organisations 
in order tha.t Government may most effectively discharge its responsibility for the wel
fare of the worker and industrial peace." 

Sir, I think .there can be no doubt with regard to the intention 
of Government in this matter. 
~ow, my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala will ask me "Then, why 

do you not accept this Bill of mine ?" I ask him in tum "What is it that 
his Bill wants? Does he want merely the word' recognition'¥ Will it 
satisfy him ~ Or has his concept of recognition any content o£ value to 
the working classes~" If he believes that it is the latter, then I warn him 
that for him and for the working classes there is in store sore 
disappointment and disillu.c;ion if this Bill is passed into law. What is 
the aim o£ recognition f In the statement of objects Mr. Jhabvala has 
himself stated that the aim is to get redress of day to day grievances 
of workers. I agree with this aim. It may be something more-to 
secure for them better living and working condition.s, improvement in 
wages and hours of work-and something more still-the improvement of 
the workers' status in industry and society. Now, I ask him whether 
it is possible to achieve all these things by his Bill. Can he, by any 
stretch of imagination, say that his Bill will bring about all these 
improved conditions to workers! Just scan the provisions o£ the Bill. 
All that he wants by his Bill is that he should have the right to 
communicate with the employer in order to have replies from him and 
to have meetings with him. I do not think it helps the worker very 
much. Suppose my honourable friend Mr. Jhabv.ala, as president or 
secretary of a union, writes a. letter to the employer stating the 
grievances which are to be redressed. What will the employer do 1 
He will ask a clerk of his vast establishment to write in reply: "I beg 
to acknowledge your letter No. so and so, dated so and so. I am sorry 
to say I cannot agree with you. I regret I cannot comply with your 
wishes in the matter." The next thing he wants is meetings. The 
same thing will happen with regard to meetings also. He may meet 
the employer and the employer may listen to him patiently or 
impatiently and then say, "Nothing doing." I want to know from him 
whether these concessions will really mean anything of moment or value 
to the worker. These concessions mean nothing. They are not 
calculated to advance the cause of the labour movement: I believe this 
will be a mere moe kery of recognition. 
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The honourable member Mr. Saklatvala has referred to this matter 

and I do not agree with him. His exception to this clause .was on the 
' ground that there might be numerous grievances which the management 

eould not :find time to look into and go on sending replies about. 
liy objection to this is not on that ground. If the management has 
time to look after the sales, look after procuring money for the purpose 
of running the industry and to pocket the money which comes as a result 
of the profits for which the worker is mainly responsible, they should 
have time to attend to every little grievance of the workers. My ground 
is different. Now, my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala may say: 
"It may not be very much. Let it be just a beginning. Let us proceed 
in this direction. It is an approach." There also I do not agree with 
him. I believe it would be a beginning in the wrong direction. 

This proposal of his appears to be innocent but is not so innocent as it 
looks. I am sure it is fraught with a great deal of mischief and it will 
defeat the very object which the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala has 
in view. I believe that, although the object which he has stated has 

· got the consent and agreement of everybody in this House, the means 
.he prescribes for the achievement of that object will meet with the 
.approval of very few in this House. I hope he will agree with me in 
this view. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Will you mention your means ? 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: Well, Sir, I have not yet finished
Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : You have finished us. 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: Are you so soon finished 1 Please 

have the patience to listen to me for a few more minutes. I am certain. 
that you will agree with me in the stand that is taken by this side of the 
House. 

I have some amount of familiarity with the conditions of the workers. 
[An Honourable Member: "Some"?] Possibly more; and I do not want 
to make any boastful claim. I know more about the difficulties of workers 

·than my honourable friend there. I know it is true that workers have 
a very bad time and that at every step the workers take to move forward 
they are confronted by a virtually irresistible force. I understand that 
there are practically insurmountable difficulties in the way of the workers. 
I know all that. And because I know all this, I oppose this Bill. 
I think there is absolute agreement on the point that the organisation of 
labour is very weak in this country. It is in a very elementary stage 
today; and every effort that may be made in the direction of strengthening 
organisation of labour will have the support of every right-minded person 
in this country. The aim of a union is to unify the scattered forces of 
labour, and to inspire solidarity in the ranks of workers. My objection 
to this Bill is that it would destroy that solidarity andscatterthose forces. 
I can very easily explain how it Vl'-ill happen. · It is latent in the Bill. 

The Bill says, as has been explained already, that all that is necessary 
for a union to secure recognition is that it should be registered under the 
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Indian Trade Unions Act ; and it has also been explained that to secure 
recristration 7 workers may combine together and make an application for 
registration. Now, it has been pointed out by my honourable friend ~ 
there that the employers themselves are responsible for the setting up of 
rival unions. I want my honourable friend to ponder over this. If any 
7 men can come together and form a union, the employer also can buv 
out some 7 men and there will be recognition for that un~on. It has n~t 
been noticed that in this Bill it is stated that the employer mllllt accept 
the union of 7 men as representative organization. What the expression 
''representative" means I know and my honourable ·friends know. 
A union having 7 members is representative and a union having 
10 members is also representative. I do not know what the word 
''representative" will come to mean. There is a very deplorable 
tendency in this country to create splits and further splits. For these 
splits, the basis may be anything. It may be ideological, it may be 
personal or it may be communal; but the fact remains that unions will 
multiply and the strength of the workers will be divided. I am 
absolutely certain that this tendency will be greatly strengthened by the 
proposal which my honourable friend :Mr. Jhabvala is making here. Up 
to now, it was only a question of the trade union coming into being and 
getting some kind of immunity and protection as a consequence of 
registration. If this Bill is passed, what is going to be done is that the 
registered unions will get recognition from the employers ; and it will be 
.a temptation to many people to form more unions for the sake of merely 
getting such recognition. The ultimate result of this will be that not one 
union but several unions will come into existence in one centre of 
industry. This is going to render the organiSed strength of workers 
absolutely ineffective. It will practically wipe out all group action on the 
part of Labour. This is my fear. It is not simply a fear but it has been 
supported by the conditions we see today. These unions are going to 
{:ompete for membership and in competing for membership they are 
going to pitch the demands higher and higher. That woUld lead to 

irresponsible and unreasonable strikes, and, owing to 
6 p.m. the disunity in the ranks of labour, those strikes will 

have very little chanc~ ol success. And, then, the employer will be 
tempted to put up one set of workers as against another ; and, ultimately, 
the very worst terms would be obtained by the workers as a result of this 
.arrangement. This is not all. There will be complete chaos and 
confusion in the industry, as has been pointed out. · An instance has 
been cited, that a jobber was dismissed, and one union said that if they 
did not take him back there would be a strike and the other union said that 
if they took him back there would be a strike. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Is that the only instance ~ 
Mr. GULZARI LAL XA~!>A: When there is compulsory recognition, 

multiplicity will arise, and multiplicity will mean that there is difference 
in policy. And, therefore, it is not only possible, but probable, that 
demands will vary, and with varying demands certainly I do not know 
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where the employer will be and where the workers will be. This is 
a thing which can easily be contemplated, and I believe it will ultimately 
mean paralysis of the industry and ruin of the working class. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Ruin of the employers ? 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA : Ruin o£ the working class. Multi

plicity o£ unions will mean ruin of the working class. In the statement 
o£ objects and reasons attached to the Trade Union Registration Bill, it 
is stated that the primary aim o£ the Bill is to safeguard the workers' 
right to combine. Now, this right to combine has been confused with 
the duty o£ the employers to accept any sort of combination. The 
right of the workers to combine is there already. My honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas was dilating on this aspect. He has given us harrowing 
stories-:-they are £acts-from the history of trade unionism in England~ 
and said that as a result o£ bitter fights the English trade unionists 
got the right to combine. But that right is here already. Therefore, 
all that comparison. is really n.ot at all relevant. I£ you go further and 
impose a duty on the employer, to recognise a combination, that duty 
must mean something. You can compel him just to give recognition 
in a nominal sense, but you cannot compel him to give and to do all 
that this recognition. really aims at. You can. impose recognition on 
the employer, but you cannot impose co-operation on the employer, 
much less the spirit of co-operation. Therefore, what is really needed 
is to find out the basis for that co-operation.. And, as far as I can read 
this Bill, I do not find there are any elements in it which can make for · 
that co-operation. 

Now, I have been asked what Government is going to do. On behalf 
of Government I have said that the Bill;. as it is framed, is totally pre
judicial to the interests of the working class; and I have also stated 
that it is Government's intention and determination to do all that is 
possible to promote trade unionism in· this presidency. Then, how 
is that·to be accomplished¥ I have already said that a circular has 

·been issued to the employers, in which it has been impressed upon them 
that Government are very keen to see that trade unions are recognised 
and everything possible is done to support this movement. They have 
been. asked to state the conditions under which they will be prepared 
to .give recognition to trade unions~ Certain conditions on behalf of 
trade unions have been suggested to them. Some of the conditions 
I will read out to you. I believe they mean much more than is intended 
in the Bill itsel£. 

"I am to suggest for your considerlltion that, quite apart from absolute freedom from 
victimization, that is to say, freedom to belong to any organization of workers without 
risk of dismissal or unfair discrimination, and grant of facilities for collective bargaining, 
recognition of trade unions might imply the granting of facilities for carrying normal 
trade union work, including-

}, permission to collect trade union subscriptions at the time of the payment of 
wages; 

2. latitude for communications between trade union officials and representatives 
of leaders of the workers ins: de the factory ; 
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3. circulating of notices of meetings of the union and notification of other hnportaut 

information on behalf of the union ; . . . 
4. acceptance of letters and answers thereto ; 
5. granting interviews to union officials and representatives of the workers; 
6. joint investigations vf complaints brought up by the union or .the representatives 

of the workers ; 
7. permission to hold meetings inside the mill compound during the interv&l of .rest 

after previous intimation to the manager." . . ., , 

There are several other things. But really they are not the .crux of 
the matter. The crux lies here. I want to refer to the long speech. 
of my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas 1\Iehta. He has referred to 
the Royal Commission's Report, and quoted several things from that 
report. He has cited the authority of that report .for compulsory 
recognition. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Not compulsory. 
:Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: If it is not compulsory recognition, 

then there is no meeting ground between him and this Bill. In regard 
to compulsory recognition the Royal Commission says : 

"These considerations, apart from any others, ma.ke it illlpossible for us to endorse the 
proposal, advanced by several labour sympathisers, that recognition should be obligatory 
in certain cases. It was suggested, for example, that an employer should be compelled 
to recognise a. J:'j'gistered union of his men. Recognition may mean much, but it may 
mean ~othing. No law can secure tha.t genuine and full recognition which we desire 
to see. . . . . . 

~fr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: We agree there. 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: I£ he agrees there, I really wonder 

what it is he can have sympathy with in the provisions of this 'Bin, 
because it only says that a registered trade union should be compulsorily 
recognised. The Bill says that it should be compulsory and the Royal 
Commission says that it should not be compulsory. So, there is n()thing 
common at all. 

My honourable friend has cited the American legislation. It las 
been agreed and admitted on all sides that Western experience does 
not really furnish any example for this sort of legislation, except, as 
has been pointed out, the American experiment. Now, I 'have got 
the Act with me-the United States of America Act in regard to labour 
relations. Even this Act does not even remotely resemble this Bill. 
I would not weary you with all the details, but I would only point out 
the essence. The Act only recognises the right of workers when there 
is only one agency exclusively representing the workers. Therefore, 
I request my honourable friend to think about it. Here it is not 
a question of altering or improving ; it is the very principle of the Bill 
that is objected to. The principle is multiplicity; therefore, it is not 
capable of improvement. And that is the thing for which there is no 
instance, no example, no support, at all. 'Therefore, as I said, it is 
not possible at all to accept this Bill. As we know, there is really no 
experience in its favour; on the contrary, there is experienoe here in 
this country against dual unionism-not only in this '(lountry, b~t ill 
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America, where dual unionism has existed, the experience is that it 
has done great harm to the working class. For these reasons, I would 
w;~~o my. h~nourable friend Mr. Jhabvala that he should drop 

' ·. !h: S. H. ,JHABVALA : (can drop a hundred Nandas instead. 
:[Laughter:]" ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :.._Order, order, 
' :Mr. 'GULZARI LAL NANDA: I have now just to state in a few 

·words , what really can be done. The method suggested by the 
'honourable :.;nember :Mr. Jamnadas Mehta is also not acceptable, because 
'really it 'does not lead to any essential improvement in .the situation. 
·The Bill says, recognise any and every union. The honourable member 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta says, let the union go to the employer, and later 
on, let it go to Government, and unless there is a reason against it, let 
,it be recognised. But I say that that is not the right thing. There 
:cannot be more than one union going in for recognition. And, there· 
fore, the whol~ basis of this, Bill is entirely unacceptable. I do not 
visualise any possibility of improvement in it. 
· · . I can only jU:St indicate what Government can do in th~ matter. As 
I have pointed out, a circular has gone to all the employers, and matters 

. have advanced one stage further. The opinions of the employers have 
been received. A large number of employers have responded.. They 
have stated their views as to what are the terms and conditions on which 
they wou,ld be prepared to recognise the u,nions. This is what my 
honourable friend wants. This has been done. The next step that 
we are going to ,take is this.· The views are going to be summarised, 
and ~hey will shortly be circu,lated to the workers' organisations, Their 

,.opinions will also be elicited. Then, out of that will emerge conclusions 
which can thereafter take legislative shape. . 

Mr .. S. V, PARULEKAR: No Bill! 
Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA : I do not think that a Bill is different 

; from conclusions which will take legislative shape. 
) ·That is· the position. I wish to emphasise again that the opposition 
to this Bill is purely in the interests of the working classes .. There· 
fore, my honourable friend should really agree to withdraw his Bill. 
[Applause.] 

Rao BahadU.r G. K. CHITALE: Sir, I move the closure. 
Mr. S. V .. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise 

to support the first reading of the Bill which has been moved by my 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. 

, I was not surprised when the employers opposed the Bill. They 
.. were unanimous in condemning the Bill. 'Their opposition is an exhibi· 
. tion of the fact that the interests of capital and labour cannot be recon-
ciled.· The Bill which has been moved by the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabva.la is one of the p:lqst innocent ~ills that could. b~ move<! 
on behllU of lt\bour, · 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Define innocence. · . '' : 

·Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I think the Honourable the Home 1\Iinister 
finds something mischievous which ought to be suppressed in everything 
that is moved on behalf of labour. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I did not· say that. I said, 
define innocence. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The Honourable Minister does not ~gree 
that the Bill is innocent. · 

The Bill does not ask the employers to pay more wages. It does 
not lay any burden on the employers. It does not lay any burden 
on the Government. The only thing that the Bill. begs for is that 
a trade union which is registered under the Trade Unions Act ought 
to be recognised by the employers. 

·Now, Sir, the employers state that they sympathise with the aims and 
objects of the Bill, but they want to oppose it. They are prepared 
to recognise a good union. That is what my honourable friend 
Mr. Saklatvala and others say. But they never care to define what 
a good union is. They also say that they are prepared to recognise 
a union which is conducted on sound lines, and they point out that 
the union which is, according to their view, conducted on sound lines 
is the Ahmedabad Labour Association. Sir, their remarks create suspi· 
cion in my mind. I begin to doubt whether that union is really being 
conducted on sound lines when I find the representatives of capitalists' 
whose interests conflict with those of labour praising a union which 
is being conducted by the representatives of workers. Another· repre"·: 
sentative of the employers stated that unless a union has 40 per cent:·' 
membership it should not be recognised. I think my honourable friend · 
Mr. Nanda too agrees with the view. The union which ought to be 
recognised must be a representative .one. Sir, you might not know 
the difficulty experienced in building up a union. I will tell you my 
experience. I tried to organise a union at Ambemath. That union · 
was recognised for the first five months. Then the employers laid 
down a condition that unless Parulekar was chucked out of the union, 
it would not be recognised. That demand was complied with, and 
the union was composed of only representatives of workers, who began 
to deal with the employers direct. Their names were taken down and 
registered in the black list by the employers. When there was a strike, the 
five workers who used to meet the employers and discuss the grievances 
of the workers with them were the first to be victimised by the employers. . 
But they were not satisfied with the dismissal of five workers. All 
those who used to associate with those five workers were also victimised. . 
In all, 011t of a total number of 900 workers, 200 were victimised.· The 
State also went to the help of the employers by prosecuting the workers · 
and sending them to jail on frivolous charges. Is it possible, under 
these terrible circumstances, which do not prevail in· other countries, 
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to. build. up unions and have a 40 per cent. membership 1 Sir, it is not. 
Sir,. I can give you an instance of another union with which I am 
connected. It is the union of tannery workers at Dharavi. The total 
number of workers employed in this industry at Dharavi is 1,000. Out 
of this number of 1,000, five hundred workers have been victimised only 
because they belong to the union. The employers have laid down a. 
condition that only those who do not be1ong to the union will be employed 
in tlie industry. The result is that those workers who are members of 
the union have been starving for a month and a half. Is it, therefore, 
possible· under such circumstances to build up a representative union 1 
There· is victimisation by employers ; there is repression by Government. 
If you, therefore, put down the condition that a union should not be 
recognised. unless it has a 30 or 40 per cent. membership, it means that 
you do not want any union to be recognised by the employers. 

Sir, there is another thing which the employers resent. They say, 
""Why should. the State intervene and coerce us to recognise a union 1" 
Now, they do not resent State intervention when it ~elps them .. They 
did not show. any. resentment when my honourable friend the Home 
Minister promulgated. the Criminal Law Amendment Act to crush 
the strikers- at Ahmedabad. They welcomed that intervention. They 
did not grumble when Government went to the help of the employers 
with section. 144 in Sholapur. [Interruption.] They show resentment 
only when the State goes to the help of the workers in a most innocent 
manner· by compelling the employers to recognise a trade union. 

The· employers have pointed out a difficulty. If there are .several 
unions it will be impossible to deal with all of them. I really fail to 
understand the difficulty of the employers. Supposing that there are 
7,000 workers in a factory, is .each union composed of seven persons 
going to ·approach the employers and. ask them for a feast 1 No, Sir. 
All· that they ask for is .that each union, should be given the right to 
represent the grievances of the workers. What does it matter whether 
the grievance is represented by a union of 7 men or 700 men or 7,000 
men 1 So long as the· union represents genuine grievances of the 
employees, there is no· difficulty in .Qealing with it. If there is a bogus 
union of 7 men, then it will have no grievance at all to represent. It 
cannoir manufacture. grievances. People are not required to manu~ 
facture grievances because they are so many. 

Sir, the employers say that they want peace in industry. Is it br 
allowing grievances to accumulate in the industry that they can have 
peace in industry 1 Are they aware that the workers in factories are' often 
assaulted by the officers 1 Are they aware that bribery is rampant 
among jobbers and head jobbers 1 No worker gets a job unless he· pays· 
a bribe to the jobber or the head jobber ~ If he does not pay the monthly . 
instalment- of bribery, he is dismissed. If all these grievances 
accumulate; you cannot expect to have peace in industry and there are 
bound to be strikes. If you want to avoid strikes, recognition of the 
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Union is one of the methods by which you can avoid them. Employers 
ought to have, therefore, congratulated the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala for going to their help in avoiding strikes, and in preserving 
peace in the industry. Sir, I was not surprised when the employers 
opposed this Bill. But what surprised me most, and what might 
surprise others too, was the fact that Government should have gone 
hand in glove with the attitude taken up by the employers. It reveals 
the fact that the interests of the Government and the employers are 
the same. (Interruption.) You may deny it, but just now the
honourable member Mr. Nanda opposed the Bill. Like the employers 
he sympathised with the aims and objects of Mr. Jhabvala's Bill, but 
still he opposed it. It is, therefore, abundantly clear that his attitude 
is going to help the employers in. achievin.g what they want. If you 
really want to help the workers, here is a Bill which you ought to support. 
The Bill asks of you nothing ; it does not ask for any funds either from 
the Government or the employers. The Bill only seeks to compel the 
employers to recognise a Union. The Bill lays down that whenever 
there is a grievance, the Union should have the right to approach the 
employers with a view to redress the grievance and that the union 
should have the right to have a discussion with the employers to settle 
the disputes, as far as possible, amicably. Is it such a demand of the 
workers that it cannot be satisfied by Government! Sir, the honourable 
member Mr. Nanda referred to the statement of Government's labour 
policy which is six months old. I am afraid he will continue to read 
the same statement as long as they are in office, but beyond that state
ment he does not seem to have advanced towards tangible results. 
He said that the Bill would encourage rival unions, and assured the 
House that Government would bring forward a Bill for the recognition. 
of Trade Unions. He does not condemn the Trade Unions Act which 
allows rival unions ; but he does not want rival unions to be recognised. 
He wants only one union to be recognised: If I may guess the nature of 
that Bill, it will provide for recognition of only those unions which will be 
on the model of the Ahmedabad Labour Association. That is the real 
motive of the Government in opposing this Bill of Mr. Jhabvala, and 
I have grounds for saying so. Sir, as soon as the Congress took office, 
the first thing they did, and of which they boasted, was to settle the 
strike at Gokak; and, if you go into the history of how that strike was 
settled, you will realise that my fears and anticipations are bound to. 
come true. There was a Union which was already functioning at Go~ak. 
When the representative of the Government went to Gokak, he did not 
ask the representatives of that Union to go with him and negotiate for 
a settlement of the strike ; but he took his own men. He neglected 
the Union. A settlement was arrived at, and was signed on behalf of 
the Union by one who was never connected with the Union at all. 
It was Mr. Narayanrao Joshi. And, there, in the settlement, a condition 
was put down that the Union would be recognised only if it was 
conducted on the sound lines of the Ahmedabad Labour Association, 
of which Mr. Nanda is the General Secretary. (Inte"uption.) I will 
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produce the agreement which is with me and let Government challenge 
the statement which I am making. Then, Sir, he (Mr. Nauda} has 
addressed a letter to the· employers asking them which of the Unions 
they would like to recognise, and we can well predict what their reply 
will be. From the ·attitude which they have consistently taken 
during the last 10 years, it is evident that they are going to write to 
Government, saying that they. are pPepared to recognise only those 
unions which are on the lines of the Ahmedabad Labour· Association. 
Then Government will come forward with a Bill, supported · by the· 
weighty opinion of the employers, embodying the principles that only 
such unions as are conducted on the lines of the Ahmedabad Labour 
Association ought to be recognised. That is what Government is 
thinking to do. Not that they want the unions to be recognised, but 
they want to sttengthen their own position in the working class. For 
achieving this end they want to. use the :political power they possess: 
Sir, if Government want to strengthen their position among the workers;, 
they are welcome to do it, but they should n,ot use the. political power 
which they. have today for suppressing one kin~ o£ unions all,d 
encouraging another. 1£ they have a different ideology, let them go and 
preach it among the workers. If the workers accept that ideology, 
they should not be afraid o£ others who are preaching a different ideology. 
Sir, they are free to carry on their own propaganda, but let them not 
make us believe that they are thinking of bringing a Bill which will be 
superior iD. merits to the Bill which has been moved by the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala. No doubt, there may be some defects in'his 
Bill_; but the Bill can be improved upon if it is sent to the . select 
committee.· But what I fail to understand is that, having made solemn 
promises six months back to help the workers, they should oppose a Bill 
of_such a simple character. They do not say, "there are some defects 
in *e Bill, let it be referred to a select committee so that those ~efects 
may be removed." But they say, "Drop the Bill, withdraw the Bill, 
we will come . forward with another Bill.'' Nobody knows when.· 
Perhaps it may be at the end of £our years when they will be interested 
in creating a deadlock. They do not give .even a vague idea of the 
character of that Bill although they seem to have made up their minds 
as to what the Bill should be. Sir, the Government is pledged to help 
the cause of the workers because they have issued a statement 
declari.Jig to help the· growth of the trade union movement. 

_The Honourable the SPEAKER: Is the honourable member likely 
to take some more time ~ 

:_Mr. s: V! .PARULEKAR :. Yes . 

. The . Honourable the· SPEAKER: He might continue his speech 
tomorrow. 
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RE : ADJOURNMENT MOTIONS. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Before we adjoum, Sir, may I know 
whether your ruling will be available to us in the course of this week 
on the submission that I have made on the question of an adjoumment 
motion 1 

The Hononrable the SPEAKER : I do not think I shall be able 'to give 
my ruling during the course of this week. So far as the motion itself 
is concerned, I have already intimated to the honourable member that 
I will not be able to give my consent. As regards the request to me to 
reconsider as to how far the previous rulings be modified, the ruling which 
I propose to give shall be only with reference to the point, namely, 
whether a sufficient case has been made out which would justify my over· 
riding the previous rulings. That is the scope. So far as the adjoum· 
ment motion itself is concerned, the matter i~ not before the House. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: If your ruling went in my favour, the 
situation may improve. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Am I to understand that the fate. of the 
' notice of the adjournment motion which I have given depends upon 

this ruling of yours 1 · ' · · · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So far as the adjournment motions 
that came to me are concerned, I have definitely 

6·30 p.m. told each member who came to me for having my 
consent that I was unable to give my consent ; and, therefore, those 
motions will 'not stand at all. The only question now, as I said, is whether 
a sufficient case has been made out for justifying me to reconsider the 
previous decisions. If I take the view that a sufficient case has been 
made out, then it will be a matter for considering other further motions, 
but not the motions which I have ruled out of order or in respect of which 
I have already said that I cannot give my consent. Any ruling that 
I give will not be retrospective in effect. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: For the future it will be of help. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : What about the statement which the 
Honourable the Prime Minister wanted to make in this connection 
which we are eager to hear ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That will be a matter primarily for 
the Honourable the Prime Minister. Whether I consider that these 
previous rulings should be reconsidered or not, it will be open to the 
Honourable the Prime Minister, if he thinks fit, to make his statement and 
that has nothing to do with the view that I may take. He has been given 
permission because a reference to a particular matter was made and it is 
but fair that he should have an opportunity of explaining with regard 
to that reference only whatever he has to say. 
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. ADVISORY COMMITTEE 'RE: :SEATING ..ACCOMMODATION. 

· ·The Honourable the SPEAKER : :Before ·We adjourn, I have to appoint 
an Advisory Committee relating to the seating accommodation in the 
House. I am requested by members of the House to allocate seata .to 
each party and I think the House would agree that it is desirable that 
the allocation should be on the lines of party formation. I therefore 
appoint the following Committee, which will kindly advise me as to 
how· they propose the allocation of seat!; and, then, after having the 
Committee's report, I shall proceed with the allocation: 

, I. The Honourable the Prime Minister, 
2. Sir Ali .Mahomed Khan Dehlavi, 
3. Mr. B. X. Gaikwad, 
4. Mr. C. P. Bramble, 
5. Sir D. B. Cooper, 
"6. Mr. D. W. Raut, 
7. Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta, and 

· '8. Mr. Sakarlal :Balabhai. 

The House then adjourned till2 p.m. on Thursday, the 13th Ja;nuary 
1938, 

llO:MllAt; PIIN'l'llD 4~ THll GOVERNMENT Cll'lT&A.L l'BESS, 
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Thursday, the 13th January 1938 . 

. 
The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 

Thursday, the 13th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the 
Speaker, Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B:, presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF HAJI I!AJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
AmALE, :Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, 1\Ir. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BEGMAHOMED, l!!Ir. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, l!!Ir. R. G. 
BHOLE, l!!Ir. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, ~Ir. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, ~Ir. ISMAIL I. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
DABHI, l!!Ir. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLA VI, Sir Atr 1\!AHOMED Kru.N 
DESAI, ~Ir. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, Mr. GURASBIDDAPPA K. 
DESAI, Mr. KHANDUBHAI K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, 1\Ir. RAND HI& p. 
DESAI, Mr. S. B. 
DESH:MUKH, 1\Ir. K. B. 
Dom.mrr, Mr. A. D. 
FArz MOHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, 1\Ir. D. J. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GADKARI, Mr. V. A. 
GAIKWAD, l!!Ir. B. K. 
GAJ\"DHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVANKER, ~Ir. s. K. 
GAVIT, 1\Ir. D.P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEWALE, Mr. A. A. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
Gnu, 1\Ir. 1\I. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GI.RASEY, l!!Ir. G. B. 
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GmME, Mr. R. B. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr.l\1. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B.l\I. 
HAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
HALLIKERI, 1\Ir. N. F. 
HIRAY, 1\f.r. B. s. 
ltKAL, l'tir. A. N. 
JADBAV, 1\Ir. D. G. 
JADBAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAGTAP, 1\Ir. D. K. 
JAKATY, l\Ir. P. C. 
JANVEKAR, Mr. K. A. 
JBABVALA,rucr.S.H. 
JosHI, 1\Ir. JINABBAI P. 
JosHI, rucr. N. G. 
JoG, 1\fr. V. N. 
KACHHI, Khan Saheh lliJI AHMAD KAs.A.!II 

. KALE, 1\Ir. R. s. 
KALYANI, Rao Saheb A. N. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANUGA, l\Irs. VrJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANmKAR, rucr. s. L. 
KARAVADE, 1\Ir. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI Y:EsHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KAzi, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MoiNUDDIN 
KAzx, Mr. Azxz GAFUR 
KERSON, rucr. KANJI GoVIND 
KEsHwAxN, rucr. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, rucr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJI, 1\Ir. BBAWANJI A. 
KrttEDAR, Mr. MAHoMED MusA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
JJALA, rucr. BHoGILAL D. 
WLCHAND HIRACBAND, Mr. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R.N. 
1\USTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
1\IITBA, Mr. MAHo:M:im S.C. 
1\IoRARBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. 
1\IUKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
1\IUNSHI, the Honourable 1\Ir. K. M. 
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MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
N'AIK, Mr. V. N. 
NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NANDA, Mr. GuLZARI LAL 
NARIM:AN, Mr. K. F. 
NEsVI, Mr. T. R. 
XniANEE, l\Ir. P. A. 
NuRIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBRAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. Is:rurL MusA 
PATEL, Mr.lVfAHOMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL,l\1r.l\!ANGESHB. 
PATEL, 1\Ir.l\IUSAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, l\Ir. LAXllfAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATrL, :Mr.MAwounA P. 
PATIL, l\Irs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, l\Ir. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, l\Ir. s. K. 
PATIL, l\Ir. SRANKARGOUDA T. 
PH.ADAKE1 l\Ir. G. K. 
PIKE, 1\Ir. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAIS1 K. B. Sardar HAJJ AMIRSAHEB M'.OHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAKHICH.AND, Mr. . 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, 1\Ir. B. R. 
RAUT, 1\Ir. D. W. 
ROHAM, Mr. P. J, 
RUSSELL, l\lr. w. w . 
. SAKARLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SAKLATVALA, Mr. S. D. 
SATHE, llr. s. H. 
SAVANT, l\lr. K. s. 
SHAIKH JAN l\!AHOMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHINDE, l\Ir. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEO:RAO 
SHIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, llr. L.l\1. 
SIDDIQUI, l\lr. IsMAIL HAsAN BAP-c 
SINGAPORI, l\lr. A. E. 
SONG A VKAR, l\lr. s. G. 
TALKAR, l\lr. K. R. 
TH.AKOR, 1\Ir. B. P •. · 
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THUSE, Mrs. LA.nnBAI GANESH 

TutPULE, Mr. H. V. 
TYABJJ, Mrs. F AIZ B. 
VAGHELA, 1\Ir. B. u. 
VARALE, 1\Ir. B. H. 
VINCHOORKA.R, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, 1\Ir. IsHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, .Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, 1\Ir. P. W. 

WALVEKAR, 1\Ir. B. B. 
w ANDREKAR, 1\Ir. D. N. 

(13 JAN. 1938-

BILL No. VII OF 1937 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR RECOGNITION 
OF REGISTERED TRADE UNIONS IN THE PRESIDENCY OF 

BOMBAY). 

Question again proposed, "That the Bill be read a first time". 

1\lr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri. South) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, let 
me start by referring to the statement which was issued by the Govern~ 
ment on the 17th August 1937, outlining the policy of the Government 
in respect of trade unions. That statement says: 

"Government are therefore anxious to assist in removing real hindrances in the way 
of the growth of labour organizations and to promote collective bargaining between 
the employers and the employees." · · 

Now, I should like to ask Government whether they can assist the growth 
of labour organisations without conceding recognition to trade unions .. 
And further I would like to ask the Government benches whether a 
trade union is not a labour organization. The statement which the 
Government made on the 17th August is unambiguous, and according 
to that statement they are bound to concede. recognition to trade unions 
which are registered. But their policy, Sir, which was · adopted in 
Gokak and the way in which the Gokak strike was handled, are 
unequivocal proofs of the fact that they want to .kill the unions which 
are not run on the lines of the Ahmedabad Labour Association and to 
start unions under their own patronage. Sir, I referred yesterday, in 
my speech, to the agreement which was arrived at in the Gokak 
dispute, and I will now refer to terms of that agreement. One of the 
terms runs as follows : 

" The company will accord recognition to the ucion workers if its constitution provides, 
and the union undertakeS; thai it. would adopt only peaceful and legitimate means, and 
that disputes arising between the company and the employees will be settled by 
negotiations and conciliation, and, failing that, by arbitration.". . 

Sir, this is one of the vital issues which differentiates the Ahmedabad 
Labour Association from other unions in the presidency. Now, before 
Government intervened in the Gokak dispute, the,re :was already a union 
in Gokak. That union was not taken into confidence in arriving at the 
settlement which they placed before the workers and· in which the 
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condition for recognition was that the constitution of the Union should 
be so changed as to bring it in conformity with that of the Ahmedabad 
Labour Association. Sir, on the grave of a union which was existing 
and functioning at Gokak they built their own organization. . The state
ment which was made by my honourable friend Mr. Nanda yesterday 
is but the continuation of the policy which was carried out at Gokak. 
Sir, the agreement further says: · 

"This method of settlement of disputes is also accepted by the company." ·. 

~ir, the employers have all along, during the last ten years, taken up 
the attitude, that if a union is run on the lines of the Ahmedabad Labour 
Association, they are prepared to recognise it. That is what the Gokak 
·employers said. That is what the employers of Sholapur said in 1931, 
when my honourable friend Dr. Antrolikar was the president of that 
union. Sir, a dispute arose between the textile workers in Sholapur 
and their employers, and one of the demands on behalf of the employees 
was that the union should be recognised. And I am sure he will bear 
me out when I say that the employers stated that they would recognise 
the union provided the union adopted the constitution of the Ahmedabad 
Labour Association. Sir, during the last ten years I have met several 
employers, and one of the things that has been. invariably insisted upon 
hy them is that they would not like to recognise a union which does npt 
.accept in its constitution arbitration as the final step in the settlement 
{)£ a trade dispute. They have always' said that they are prepared to 
concede that a union which adopts the constitution of the Ahmedabad 
Labour Association is a good and a sound union. Sir, now we kno"\
we have known since long-what is in the mind of the employers. They 
.are prepared to concede recognition to unions of the type of the 
Ahmedabad Labour Association. And the way in which the Gokak 
strike was settled also gives us an idea o£ the conditions on which Govern
ment are prepared to compel the employers to recognise unions. Only 
those unions that are cast on the model of the union of which the 
honourable member the Parliamentary Secretary is the Gen~ral 
Secretary, are to be recognised. And things a.re now being manreuvred. 
in order that this may be forced upon the workers. And I have reasons 
for saying so. The Bill which was introduced by my honourable friend 
)Jr. Jhabvala was in the hands of Government for the last three months. 
They had enough time to ponder over that Bill, and to come to certain 
conclusions. If they were not satisfied with this Bill they should have 
prepared their own Bill by the time this Bill came in the House for 
discussion. But instead of doing that, they wrote a letter to the 
employers asking them to state the conditions on which they were 
prepared to recognise unions. Sir, even today, when they come before 
us after three months, in spite of the fact that they got enough 
opportunity to study the Bill and to come to conclusions, they have 
not been able to say which of the unions, in their opinion, deserve 
recognition. The honourable member Mr. Nanda was not able to tell 
us which of the unions, in his opinion, deserved recognition. Why do 
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they fight shy of saying what is in their minds 1 It is difficult for us 
to believe that my honourable friend Mr. Nanda-who has been in the 
labour movement, as he said yesterday, even longer than I or some of 
us have been-has not been able to come to conclusioM on one of the· 
fundamental issues in the labour movement, which vitally affects the 
trade unions in the country. I fail to understand how, having the time 
and the experience of my honourable friend 1\Ir. Nanda at their disposal, 
Government have not been able to maKe· up their minds. Let them 
tell us frankly what is in their minds and lay down the principles on which 
they think a union should be recognised. Instead of that, they adopt 
a procedure whic:h is dilatory. And that, Sir, is an indication that 
they are manreuvring matters in such a way that we may arrive at 
a conclusion, the only conclusion, that the employers 11hould recognise 
those unions which are of the type of the Ahmedabad J ... abour Associa
tion. It is clear that Government after a few months will bring forwant 
a Bill to coerce employers to recognise unions which have for their model 
the Ahmedabad Labour Association. Sir, I have no doubts in my mind 
that Government, when they want to do a certain thing, are bold enough 
to do it. It is not that they lack courage. In regard to the policy of 
prohibition, only a few days after they took office they announced in 
this House that they WE're prepared to lose a revenue of 3! crores in 
order to achieve their ideal. It was a bold policy. They have the 
courage to take a bold step when they want to. But they are very 
touchy in matters which affect labour. This matter has been under· 
their consideration for the last three months, or for the matter of that 
fol the last several years, because in 1931 tht:y pasfed a resolution at 

. Karachi sympathising with the aspirations of the working classes. But 
when.it is time for translating into action the promises which they made 
in 1931 at Karachi, they become touchy. As regards prohibition, they 
say that they are prepared to forego a revenue of 3! crore::;. They said 

·that immediately after they came into power .. If they seriously wanted 
to concede recognition, they would have come before us with certain 

. definite proposals today, instead of saying that the Bill which has been 
"Dloved by my honourable frimd :Mr. Jhabvala fails to achieve the object 
which he wants to achieve. 

Sir, they have asked for the opinionS' of the employers. After they 
receive the opinions of the employers, they are going to ask for the 
opinions of the working classes. May I ask them whether, before they 
decided upon the policy of prohibition, they asked for the opinions of 
all the drunkards in the Province or for the opinions of all the liquor 
merchants in the Province 1 It was not necessary. That issue was 
a fundamental one and there could not be two opinions about it. So 
also recognition of trade unions is a fundamental issue ; I put it to 
Government whether recognition of unions is not such a fundamental 
issue as to .dispense with the necessity of asking employers on what 
conditions they are prepared to recognise the unions. It is the inherent 
right of the working classes .. · They have a right to organise themselves 
in order to place their grievances before their employers and to demand 
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r<'dress. That is what recognition means. I fail to understand why 
Government who adopted a bold line on the question of prohibition 
should choose altogether a different line on the issue of recognition of 
trade issues. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: Has any other country got it 1 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Has any other country succeeded in 
prohibition 1 It is going to be only an experiment in India. There 
are no precedents for the successful enforcement of prohibition any· 
where else in the world. On the other hand, Government know that 
it was tried in America and that it failed. All the same, Government 
have the boldness to say that they are going to have an experiment in 
India. They entertain a still greater ambition to establish a new civilisa· 
tion in the world by winning independence through non-violence. Has 
independence been won anywhere else in the world through non· 
violence ? They have set before themselves these ambitious schemes 
which have not been tried anywhere else in the world. But when it 
is a question of the fundamental rights of the working classes, they ask 
us whether there is a precedent in any other country. Yes, Sir. There 
are precedents; and if my honourable friend wants to ~ow them, he 
must study the history of Russia. That is a most enlightening document, 
and I would recommend it to the Honourable the Home 1\Iinister for 
study. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. 111. l\lUNSHI : That is your limit ! 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Yes, Sir. 
Now, Sir, I will refer to some of the objections which my honourable. 

friend Mr. Nanda raised during the course of the debate. He said that 
there would be rival unions. I should like to ask him whether there · 
are no rival unions even today, when there is no such legislation in force. 
He talks of solidarity. Is he serious about 'solidarity 1 I wish he had 
appreciated the value of solidarity before he became the Parliamentary 
Secretary. In 1928, in the whole of India, there was one central working 
class organisation called the All-India Trade Union Congress. There 
was only one organisation, an important organisation, in the whole of 
India with a strength of 40,000 workers, I refer to the Ahmedabad 
Labour Association, which stood outside the central organisation. The 
All-India Trade Union Congress represented the will of the working 
classes in India. It was the most solid working class organisation. 
It was in the interests of the working classes to join the central 
organisation for achieving solidarity in the ranks of the working classes. 
That was never done by him. But today, when he becomes Parliamen· 
tary Secretary, and is in charge of the labour portfolio, the honour~ble 
member finds that solidarity is an essential and useful thing. But SIT, I 
wish he had appreciated the value of solidarity in the past. The time 
has once again arrived when his desire for solidarity will be tested. 
Unity among the trade union organisations is imminent; and if he has 
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rea~y come to value solidarity, the Association which he represents 
will be affiliated to the united organisation which will come into 
existence shortly. 

Another bogey which the honourable member Mr. Nanda raised 
was that if there were rival unions, they would pitch their demands 
at different levels. What is wrong in it 1 The honourable member 
1.Ir. Nanda may be satisfied with a 10 per cent. increment; I may want 
a 15 per cent. increment ; the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala may 

. clamour for 20 per cent. increment. What is wrong there if we are ail 
agreed that an increment i,s necessary 1 But the thing of which he 
is really afraid is strike. He went on to say that if the demands were 
pitched at different levels, the consequence would be strikes and chaos 
in industry. When I heard him yesterday, I thought it was not my 
honourable friend Mr. Nanda, the representative of the workers 
who was speaking ; I thooght it was an employer who was talking. 
Employers also say the same things which the honourable member 
ltlr. Nanda said yesterday. They are afraid of high demands; they 
are afraid of strikes. They want peace in industry. They are afraid 
·of chaos in industry. 

Mr. GULZARI L.AL NANDA: You want chaos~ 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I do not want chaos. The workers do 
not want chaos. That is why they reconstructed society in Russia. 
There is chaos everywhere .else in the world. 

Sir, the honourable member Mr. Nanda said that strikes were some
thing which were bad. He also said that by pitching the demands at 
a high level strikes could be brought about. I am really sorry that ~ne 
who has been in the labour movement for more than a dozen years should 
insult the working classes in that way. Does he really think that it is 
possible to bring about strikes by pitching the demands high 1 Can 
he tell me whether there was any general strike which had taken place 
in the absence of genuine grievances 1 A strike can be engineered 
among 50 or 100 workers-

Mr. GULZAIU tAL NANDA ;___ Strikes were broken by dual 
unionism. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Because the Ahmedabad Labour Associa
tion never joined the strike when the workers in Bombay were fighting 
their battles. They opposed the strike. That was one of the reasons 
why strikes failed. We do want unity among the working classes
unity in the interests ohhe working classes, but not in the interests of 
the employers. · 

As I was saying, it is really an insult to the workers to say that they 
go on strike by merely looking at the demands. Suppose, Sir, I formulate 
the demand that all the factories should be owned by the workers. Is 
.it not a demand pitched at the highest level ~ Does my honourable 
:friend Mr. Nanda think that it is possible for me to take all the workers 
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in India on btrike on the strength of this demand 1 Has it ever happened 
in working class history 1 No, Sir. I think the sooner he dislodges 
that conception from his mind the more he will be serving the cause 
which he says is de~tr to his heart. 

Now, Sir, in conclusion, I will only say a few words. This Bill is one 
of the most innocent Bills. Yesterday I pointed out that this is a Bill 
which does not throw any burden, either on the employers or on the 
·Government. But Sir, Government have made up their mind, it seems, 
to oppose thi3 Bill, and if I am not wrong, perhaps they will oppose all 
private Bills [Interruption]. If they do not want to be more antagonistic 
to the aspirations of the working class, let me, in all humility, suggest 
to my honourable friend Mr. Nanda not to do more mischief to the 
interest of the working class by introducing a Bill of the type, which 
he is thinking of doing. Enough harm will be done to the working class 
by opposing this Bill, but let no more harm be done to them by intro
ducing a mischievous Bill. '!'hereby, you will be driving the workers 
to a desperate state of mind. They are already groaning under 
innumerable grievances; do not add one more. Sir, the other day 
when the peasants from all over the Bombay Presidency-from a large 
number of districts near about Bombay-

An Honourable 1\IEl\IBER : Barring some districts--:-

1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: You did not allow them to come here. 
I will tell you how far you allowed them to come and how far they 
-came. Now, Sir, the other day the peasants of the Bombay Presidency 
had to come in a procession to place their demands and grievances before 
the members of this House, but the Honourable the Home l\Iinister 
thought that it would not be prudent on his part to allow the members 
to. be disturbed, by allowing the peasants to come within such distance 
.as would disturb their peace of mind. So, he kept them at an arm's 
length, ordered them to march at such a distance that they may have 
only a hazy view of this House but not of the honourable members. 
Sir, I give him. credit for acting like a master . tactician. Without· 
disturbing our procession, he defeated the object of our procession. 
When the deputation waited upon the Prime Minister-

An Honourable :MEl\IBER : Is it relevant, Sir 1 

· The Honourable the SPEAKER : The subject matter under discussion 
is the Bill. · 

Mr. S. V. PARCLEKAR : I was just po~ting out that if Government 
adopt such attitude, they will force us to bring out another procession. 
That is how the reference to the procession is relevant to the matter which 
I am discussing. When the deputation met the Honourable the Prime 
Minister, he chastised us for organising a procession by bringing the 
starving peasants from long distances and making them spend lot of 
money on coming over here. Well, Sir, it was not a. football match that 
.attracted them here. He did not realise that it was only an indication 
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of the fact that the peasants had been driven to such a state of affairs. 
tha~ th~y were compelled to come here. Let me give them a word of 
adviC~, 1f. they care to have it. If they bring forward a. Bill, which will 
do miSChief to the workers, they will be provoking the workers to start 
on another march to the House-a bigger march. Sir, I know they are 
relying on their strength, on their numbers, but they will be also teaching 
the working class to rely on their numbers and on their strength which 
is greater. -.-

Mr. ALI BAJIADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District) : 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, all the honourable 
members, who have spoken against the Bill, have been very unjust in 
making capital out of some of the defects of draft of the Bill and also 
of the drastic nature. of some of the sections of the Bill. Instead of 
leaving that phase of the Bill for the second reading, they have tried to 
make out, if this Bill is passed into an Act, that so many things would 
happen inside the mills and inside the factories ; that there will be a chaos 
and collapse of the whole industry. They have objected to some of the 
provisions of the Bill-that subscriptions will have to be collected inside 
the mills and factories, that meetings of the workers will have to be held 
inside the compounds of the mills and factories, that the employers would 
have to ignore the nature of the speeches-whatever be the type of the 
speeches delivered by the members of the unions ; that they should not 
take into consideration these speeches while recognising the Unions. Sir,. 
I myself differ from most of the sections of the Bill. Yet, the question 
of all questions, that has been raised in the Bill, is the fact that today in 
the mills and factories, there is no connecting link between the employers 
and the employed, and the Bill seeks to create a connecting link. There 
·are grievances and grievances daily arising, but there is no machinery 
through which these grievances of the workers can be redressed. I think 
the honourable member :Mr. Saklatvala, representing the employers 

. in this city, has totally ignored this side of the question. In fact, he has 
very nearly pooh-poohed the idea of redressing the grievances of the 
workers. He has gone to the length of saying that a man is born with 
grievance, that we should not worry about the grievances of the workers. 
So long as the industry is there, there-will be grievances. Well, there 
will be and there are grievances, and all that we want is that these 
grievances should be redressed. Show us the way in which these 
grievances can be redressed without bringing the unions in between ~he 
employers and the employed. If he thinks that he can tackle the questiOn 
of grievances of say 1,000 or 2,000 workers in the mills without any 
intermediary like that of a union, I think he is mistaken. Sir, I have 
been living for the last 17 years in the mill area, and have been 

· in constant touch with the mill workers and other workers. 
:, I have worked in several unions-in the Dock Workers' Union, 
·Hawkers' Unions and other unions. I think the fear of the 
Parliamentary Secretary honourable member Mr. Nanda that the~e 
will be a multiplicity of unions, if such a Bill is accepted, ts 
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absolutely ill-founded. I think, if that is the fear, and i£ on account o£ 
that, Government are opposing the Bill, they ought to have come forward 
with a constructive suggestion. I might suggest one thing and it is this ; 
The All India Trade Unions Congress also does not admit of multiplicity 
of unions in any particular industry in any particular locality. If 
a stipulation or condition is laid down, for the recognition of the unions. 
that only those unions will be recognised, which are recognised by the 
All India Trade Unions Congress, that will certainly obviate this difficulty. 
There are other suggestions that can be made, and if we on this side of_ 
the House cannot make any suggestions, it is the duty of Government to 
come forward with a Bill or with some constructive suggestion. What 
we want is that there should be a connecting link, that there should be 
a machinery, an agency, through which the grievances of the workers 
can be redressed. There is multiplicity of unions even in the present 

condition of things and in many cases employers 
2•30 p.m. are responsible. I can give you my own ·experience-

of the Dock Workers' Union. When I, as President of the Dock Workers,. 
Union, laid the grievances of the workers before the employers, they,. 
instead of hearing those grievances from me, set up a rival union of the 
Pathans and when I entered that union and represented the Pathans 
and put the same grievances before the employer.:~, they, the employers, 
then set up a third union by bribing some of the pE-rsoll3 or by giving 
money for" Niaz" and" Sabiz"; in this way a third union was set up. 
You find in the mill area the same thing. If employers are not satisfied 
with a particular union, then they always manipulate affairs in ·such 
a way that new unions spring up. I am not ready to join with those who 
haYe condemned the Ahmedabad Mill Mazoor Association, because 
I find from facts and figures that the condition of workers in Ahmedabad 
is not worse than that of the workers in Bombay but there is a difference 
between the character of the unions in Bombay and in Ahmedabad. 
'l'he workers in Ahmedabad are mostly controlled by the union that has 
been condemned by so many honourable members here, while practically 
all the unions of Bombay now which are worth the name of unions 
are controlled by communist elements. The communist influence in 
Bombav so far has failed to achieve better conditions for the workers 
than the Ahmedabad union which is being condemned. I think the 
wages and other conditions that obtain in Ahmedabad do not wanant 
that sort of censure which has been made just now by honourable members 
against the Ahmedabad union, but I ask the honourable member 
Mr. Saklatvala representing the ~Iillowners of Bombay, what is this 
communist influence due to 1 In Bombay this is due to the attitude that 
has been expressed by him while givina exposition of the rnillowners' 
case. The millowncrs of Bombay and practically other classes of em· 
ployers ignore the grieYances of workers here and there is no agency in 
Bombay of the type which exists in Ahmedabad. In Ahmedabad~ 
whatever may be the caae, an agency has been set up and it_is working 
and has been working. 'fhere mav be defects in that Union perhaps; 
but, if so, they can be improved. ·Perhaps it is too moderate~; perhaps 
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in so~e c~ses it leans towards the capitalists; perhaps in exceptional 
cases 1t m1gbt have made itself the tool of the capitalists. In spite of all 
that, ta~en as a whole, I think it has done much good to the workers, 
but herem Bombay the whole labour movement has fallen into the control 
{)fthe communists. Whose fault is it 1 I think it i3 the fault of 
that attitude which has been expressed by the hon.::mrable member 
:Mr. Saklatvala, because it is due to this attitude that they do not allow 
any union to prosper on right lines. -They say that they want 1mions 
worked on right lines. What are those right lines? He ought to have 
given some indication of those right lines. He ought to have told us what 

· sort of unions he wants. Sir, I differ from the honourable member 
1\Ir. Nanda in this matter. What I have gathered from his speech is that 
he believes that that union should be set up and should be allowed to 
work which can achieve the cooperation of the employ6rs willingly. 
I say, Sir, that employers in Bombay have never given willing cooperation 
to the unions. I do not know how it has happened in Ahmedabad. 
It may be due to the great influence of Mahatma Gandhi or some other 
-causes might be working. I have very little experience of Ahmedabad. 
:But in Bombay the millowners and other employers have never allowed 
the trade union movement to prosper and it is on account of this that 
so many strikes take place in Bombay. A strike is the outcome of the 
.accumulation of grievances which have remained unredressed. Because 
there is no agency to redress grievances day to day, they go on accumul
ating, and the intensification of the class war becomes more and more 
b.eightened and results in strikes. It is due to this alone that things 
b.ave becmne worse in Bombay than in Ahmedabad. It is the fault 
neither of the unions nor of the workers, but it is the fault of the situation 
that has been created by this attitude shown by the employers. Com
.munists will always make use of the situation and if they find that the 
workers are harassed too much, they will go there certainly to help them 
and if the employers are not reasonable, .then naturally the reault will be 
that there will be a strike. Therefore, what I want to lay stress upon is 
.this that whatever type of agency it may be, you can provide conditions, 
safeguards, safety cia rues in th~ body of the Bill, but at this stage when 
we are only discussing the principle of the Bill, you should not defeat the 
.Bill. The principle of the Bill is only this that a machinery should be 
set up. We are not concerned with what should be the conditions of 
recognition of trade unions. You can hedge the whole recognition qms· 
tion with such conditions as would safeguard against all these drawbacks 
that you are thinking of. I have suggested one that you may follow 
.All India Trade Unions Congress. Sir, it has been suggested by 
l\Ir. Saklatvala that there is a machinery called the Labour Officer. 
I think this post of Labour Officer has failed to serve the purposes for 
which it was created. llle Labour Officers-I a:m sorry to say but it is a 
:fact and I must sp~ak out-prove themselves to be tools of the capitalists .. 
They never sincerely want to get the workers' grievances redressed. 
They have absolutely failed. The workera, moreover, are not intelligent 
-e~ough to approach the Labo~ Officers at the proper time and to give 
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all the data and all the materials that may be required. ·The Labour 
Officer is not such a person. He does not live and move with the workers. 
Such won't be the case if there is a union. The union officials and the 
union members are in constant touch with the workers and the grievances 
of tbe \rorkers can be better put before the employers through the union 
than through the Labour Officer. I have myself come across cases 
when Labour Officer failed. For example, there was a case of a worker 
whose hand was mutilated and for which injury he wanted to get some 
compensation. Do you know what the employers did 1 The mill 
management took the man's thumb impression on a statement which 
they placed before him to the effect that the accident was through his 
own fault and the Labour Officer did not do anything, and the worker 
could not get any (Ompensation. Similarly, when at the end of the 
month they get their tickets of wages, there are mistakes due to mis· 
calculations and due to the ignorance of the workers, t_hey are not able 
to calculate their own wages properly and they therefore find themselves 
unable to account for the short wages which are paid to them ior a whole 
month's work with the result that they find that their whole month's 
income is not enough to enable them to make the two ends meet for their 
family expenditure. They cannot detect the mistakes, but those who 
can check the mistakes are the officials of the union. But at present 
these officials or workers of the union are not allowed to take the 
grievances of the workers to the employers. Therefore, a union is the 
proper agency for redressing grievances and you should not condemn the 
Bill at this stage. Of course, we are not enamoured of the sections of 
the Bill, but you can bring in amendments at a later stage or refer the 
Bill to the select committee for overhauling the Bill. All that I want 
now is that Government should accept the principle of the Bill. I think 
that, if this Bill is thrown out, it will bring the Congress Gove:rnmi:mt into 
unpopularity. [Laughter.] '!hey may laugh now, because they are not 
expecting any elections and they think they can sit safe in their seats. 
I may say that I am also a humble worker of the Congress. There are 
many workers in Madanpura and surrounding places who have joined 
the Congress. 1hey are coming to me every day in dozens and asking 
me when will Government do anything for the workers. I ask them to 
wait and see. They ask how long to wait. I say there should be an 
end to that and something constructive mu~t be done. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, at this stage 
I had no intention of interposing in the debate but for the remarks which· 
fell from my honourable friend Mr. Parulekar. A part of his argument 
ran as follows : He said that Government opposed this Bill because 
they are against workers and are in favour of employers ; and, as an 
instance he said (which, I am sure, on a second thought he would not 
ha\·e f.:aid) that Government applied section 144 and the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act in .Ahmedabad and section 144 in Sholapur in the 
interests of employers. It is a very serious charge and I think it due to 
Gow'rnment that I should refute that charge which is as fictitious as it is 
malicioUB. · 
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I will take first the case of Ahmedabad. It was suggested by the 

honourable member that Government intervened in the interests of the 
-employers of .Ahmedabad. Nothing could be further from truth. Sir, 
Government have time and again published facts as they came within 
their knowledge and we thought we had laid the ghost of these malicious 
rumours and charges. But, if a statement like this is repeated on the 
floor of the House, it is due to the House that Government should take it 
once more through the facts and circllmstances which impelled Govern
ment to take these steps. I can assure the House that those steps were 
not taken either at the instance of employers or any other interest ; 
they were taken only in the interest of preservation of peace and main
tenance of civil liberty which we consider really essential for orderly 
government. I will only give a short recital of the facts between 
9th November and the time about which section 144 was applied. That 
will satisfy any man who is in his senses that the section was applied 
purely in the interest of peace and for no other purpose. From the very 
beginning, the strike leaders declared their intention to establish a rule 
-of peasants and workers ; and preached and practised intimidation. 
The strike began on the 9th November. On the lOth November, some 
.strikers of the Vijay :Mills threw stones to bring out the weavers of the 
Ashok l\Iills. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : It is the police report. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : It is not police report only, 
but statements corroborated by Congressmen and other non-officials 
who have made inquiries on the spot. My honourable friend who was 
nowhere near the scene has no right to contradict it. 

On the 11th November, the officials of the Majoor Mahajan were 
.assaulted at National Mills. On the 12th November spinners of the Lall 
Mills were beaten outside the mill gate. On the 13th November, 
workers of the National Mills were kept out by open intimidation by strike 
workers and the hirelings whom they had employed. On the 15th, 
posters were put up at the National Mills threatening serious consequences 
for those who were responsible for keeping the workers in. Women 
carrying meals to workers at Arun Mills were abused and threatened by 
the Red Flag people. Workers of Patel and Nagri Mills were kept out by 
strikers by-dealing out threats on their way. A spinner of New Raipur 

, Mills was beaten by strikers. On the 16th November, spinners of the 
Lalllfills were assaulted and stoned. Two hundred strikers surrounded 
the workers of Behari Mills who had come out for recess and a scuffie 
was avoided with great difficulty. Arun Mill representatives were 
threatened to be dealt with severely in case they failed to bring out 
workers, Night-shift workers of the same mill were kept out by 500 
strikers surrounding the entrance and dealing out threats. On the 
17th November, 200 knives, daggers and kirpans were reported to have 
been collected from the strikers. On the 18th of November, 1,500 
strikers surrounded the Raipur Mills and prevented the workers 
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from entering the mill. Two hundred strikers collected in the Jamalpur 
area and threatened that heads would be broken. On the 19th. Novem
ber, 300 strikers armed with lathis, brickbats and l"Dives assaulted 
workers going to Raipur Mills. Pickets of the Mill Kamdar Union 
resorted to Yiolent tactics and were assaulted by the workers. Later, 
Htones were thrown into Raipur Mill compound which hit workers. The 
weavers left the mill in fright and declared they would not return unless 
they were brought under some protection. The strikers stopped buses 
~arrying workers along the Naroda Road. It was only when Govern
ment clearly came to know from official and non-official reports that 
intimidation was practised on an extensive scale at the houses of workers, 
that threats were held out to workers on the roads and entrance to mills,-
1 l1a\'e statements of individuals who were hurt in a violent manner by the 
henchmen of the strikers,-it became the duty of Government to take 
action under section 144 and the Criminal Law Amendment Act. To say, 
therefore, that this was done in the interests of the owners is to say that 
Government must sit quiet while intimidation of this sort is going on, 
till the rivers of Ahmedabad flow with blood,-as one of their leaders 
once said. Government cannot do that, and if any one says that in 
taking the action they did, Government were acting in the interests of 
the owners, well, reluctantly I will have to say that the statement is not 
only incorrect but malicious, and made in the hope that the lie will 
proceed so fast that truth will not be able to catch it. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I repeat it, Sir. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN"SHI : Well, Sir, some people are 
inveterate. I will take, Sir, the other case of Sholapur. Curiously 
enough there was no question of employer and employee. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: [Inaudible.] 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : 1\Iy honourable friend can go 
on talking any quantity of irrelevant matter. His statement is that 
section 14! was employed at Sholapur in the interests of the employers. 
I am trying to point out that the employment of section 144 at Sholapur 
had nothing to do with strikes or employers. It-was done to meet a case 
of mischievous propaganda. 

1\Ir. S. V. P .ARULEK.AR : [Inaudible.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. The honourable 
member should not interrupt as he has been doing. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IUNSID : Section 144 was not applied 
in a strike, much less in the interests of any owner. It was done because 
a certain set of mischievous leaders was carrying on a propaganda in 
connection with the Criminal Tribes Settlement, which led to poor, 
innocent, residents of the settlement being led into adopting violent 
activities. Sir, by now, not only myself, but some of the other members 
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of this legislature who are on the committee are familiar with those 
members of the criminal tribes. They are persons who have been con
victed of non-bailable offences in the past on several occasions. They 
have a propensity to commit certain classes of offences. Except for 
that, they are as innocent and as excitable as a little child. I will tell 
you an experience of my own, which came to me as a surprise. When 
I received a deputation from these cr~~al tribes with regard to their 
grievances, they first of all told me parrot-like what they had been taught 
to say by the Red Flag Union. Having spoken about human rights and 
·everything else, when .they were asked to tell us something which they 
immediately wanted, the leader turned round and said: "Sir, what we 
·want is a nice l\Iaruti temple in the settlement." 'Illat ~the naive kind 
of people there. They are uncultured and highly excitable. And no sooner 
Congress came into power, a tearing campaign was carried on against 
the Criminal Tribes At:t, against the officer in charge of the settlement, 
and against Government. Every sort of action was preached ; they 
were incited to break the wires ; they were made to live on excitement 
and defiance. 'I;he poor innocent people who did not understand the 
consequences took the words at their face value. I will read to the House 
one passage which will show the attitude of those whose activities led to 
the use of section 144 : 

" If a. lion a.nd 25 sheep will be kept in a. ca.ge, the lion will eat a.ll the sheep. In the 
same way, if 30 crores of peasants would join Congress, a. handful of capitalists will eat 
them ..••....... La.khs of people are in, Congress but the power is in the hands of rich 
men ........... Congressmen now support capitalists, collectors and the police .... . 
The Honourable Mr. Kher advised you not to ma.ke any violence and agitation, but he 
did not look to the oppressions committed in mills and in the settlement by Mr .......• , 
... , . , .In such circumstances what we should do if we· want to oppose the Congress 
leaders? We ha.ve lost faith in them. We should not sit quiet." 

That is in reply to the Premier's speech advising them to be non
violent. 
· "We will solve our questions on the strength of li lakhs of people i; Sh~lap~. AU 

the people in Sholapur are ready to help you in your struggle for breaking the wires .... 
. .. The Honourable Mr. Kher has betrayed your trust." 

This is only a specimen. · Speeches of this kind resulted in a group of 
settlers throwing stones at the. few officials in the settlement on. the 
evening of the lOth ot November. . Th~ officials had to seek shelter in 
the office ; the medical officer ·was injured ; the screen of a lorry was 
smashed. Even an armed guard had to be called. Then it became 
necessary in the interests of the poor innocent people, who did not 
understand the value of the speeches or anything, to apply section 144. 
The speeches were entirely disconnected with their lot ; their only object 
was to make political capital out of the unfortunate conditions of the 
criminal tribes.. This, Sir, was the circumstance, and as these facts will 
show, the application of section 144 had nothing whatever to do with the 
attitude of Government with regard to labour or owners. As a matter 
of fact, only a small portion of the criminal tribe settlers in Sholapur go 
to the mills. · .Therefore, Sir, it has become necessary for me to say that 
the statement made· by the honourable member Mr. Parulekar that 
section144 was applied in the interests of employers, is entirely unfounded. 
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Government have done their best in all these disp~tes to hold the scales 
even, and it hopes to do so in spite of political vandalism which very often 

· masquerades in the name of trade unionism in this Province. 
. Sir, there is only one more remark that I will make, and it is this. As 
the honourable member the Parliamentary Secretary said, this Govern
ment believes in trade unionism ; it believes in creating conditions 
which will make it possible for workers to have bona fide trade unions, 

' trade unions working to benefit of the economic under-dog. This 
Government believes so, because it believes that trade unions are 
absolutely necessary as agencies for collective bargaining, as part of the 
democratic machinery of society. Sir, in this connection, Government 
are very anxious and are applying the closest attention to enlist the 
power which rests with the workers in the interests of highest productive 
efficiency and at the ·same time to raise the standard of living of the 
workers themselves. It is with this object that from the time that 
this Government came into power, it has been doing its best in that 
direction. 

But my honourable friend says" You started prohibition immediately ; 
why have you not started this?" Well, as a matter of fact, where is 
prohibition ? Prohibition will start from the 1st of April. After all, 
questions of this kind which do require considerable thought, which 
require taking into account various factors, have to be thought out and 
planned carefully. We do not propose to rush in where angels fear to tread. 
We want time to consider this question. The question of trade UnioniSm 
is not so simple as my honourable friends would make it out to be. It 
has to be studied in all its aspects, not only with regard to Bombay City 
but also with regard to other places in the presidency, not only from the 
point of view of one party or other, but from the point of view of the 
ultimate interest'! of the workers. And it would require some time to 
enable Government to come to conclusions. Any attempt at hU:Stling 
us on the plea that we are stifling trade unions or are being hostile to 
workers is merely a party cry, not in the interests of the workers, but in 
the interests of certain political parties which are outside the House and 
whose spokesmen some of my honourable friends are. [Applause.] 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CIDTALE (Ahmednagar South): Mr. Speaker, 
I had no intention of intervening in the debate but for certain remarks 
that fell from my honcurable friend :Mr. Parulekar as to the necessity of 
unions not only in one established industry like the textile industry, but 
also in others. I am here putting f:Jrth certain facts, which cannot be 
challenged by my honourable friend 1\Ir. Parulekar, showing the ways in 
which the unioru are manufactured by the capitalist class to which the 
honourable member 1\Ir. Jhabvala belc,ngs. He is a capitalist because he 
manufactures so many unic ns and becomes either their secretary, 
president, or vice-pre.;ident or managing director. I am only pointing 
out certain things which happened in ccnnecticn with the sugar industry, 
which is in its in.fincy in my district. Everybcdy will acknowledge 
that the people in the Ahmednagar district are very docile i they have 
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a repu.tation of being not a criminal cla~ ~enerally. But I may say 
that smce the release of some of the soCialist-cum-communist leaders 
on the larger plea of civil liberty, situations have arisen in that district 
which have compelled the authorities to take action, and which have 
also Sa.ved the trouble to the Honourable Minister of promulgating· 
section 144. , 

What are the fact:~ 1 In order to give you a picture of the situation, 
I will say that the sugarcane factorie,s.a.nd the plantations extend over 
several miles. There are several wadis, as they are called, separated 
from each other by a distance of one t.o four miles. These people go to 
t.he servants who work in the fields, l'eside there, enjoy their hospitality, 
and then begin propaganda, saying, "What are you getting 1 This is 
slavery. You are working in an enclosed mill, you are not allowed to go 
out." and so forth. I have nothing to do with that. But what happened 
as a resu:t of this propaganda ~ A short time either before or after the 
conference that took place, there was such intimidation that 8 acres of 
full grown sugarcane was burnt out altogether. Have my agriculturist 
friends ever heard of a fire spreading over 8 acres of sugarcane 1 If that 
kind of intimidation is resorted to either before the conference or soon 
after it was held, I think the inference is irresistible .. However, we took 
absolutely no notice of it, because we thought that discretion was the 
better part of valour. So that that spirit might not be contracted by 
others in other areas, we made no complaint whatever .. 

Now, my honourable friend M.r. Parulekar also will admit that the 
wages that are paid in the sugar factories-both the Belapur and the 
Maharashtra Sugar Factories-are certainly higher than what the 
labourers get in the actual fields. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : What about the profits of the companie8 1 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: I do not want to· enter into that 

question of profits. So far as the population which is working in the 
sugar factories is concerned, it gets employment from .the time that work 
starts. About 1,000 to 4,000 people are working in each factory. 
I challenge the honourable member to say that the wages paid there 
are not more by 20 per cent. than the wages they get in the fields. If 
that is so, where is the necessity of organising unions and trying to put 
in conditions so that a strike may be·-declared ? I am not sure whether 
my honourable friend was there or not, but I may tell him that at least 
a thousand of the poor workers were brought out of the factories and they 
made demands to the managers when, as I said, there was absolutely 
no case made out. My honourable friend must have found that the 
capitalists there are much more docile than the capitalists of Bombay, 
because the work cannot be allowed to stop. I believe the workers 
succeeded in getting half an anna more than what they were getting. 
At that time, my honourable friend knows, though section 144 was not 
promulgated, a large number of armed police had to be brought into that 
area, and that resulted in additional cost to the public purse. Even with 
the increase, the propagandists. were not satisfied, because the afl'aira 
were in charge of three different people. I will not name them. 
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It is really a struggle between Congress-minded people, socialists and 

~ommunists as to who should have supremacy over all the labourtrs in 
· a particular district and as to who should dictate to them. This question 
· of supremacy is at the root of all the trouble that is being fomented and 

i'l likely to be fomented in the whole of the province at least in the 
infant industries which are now growing. It i<J for the House to judge 
whether the Bill can be mended from that point of view or whether it 
should be ended at once. It is too true that the Bill is certa.inlv 
mischievous and has got potentialities in it which a lawyer can dai~1 
to expose. · · 

I must say that the Bill is not conceived in a philanthropic spirit of 
doing justice between party and party, nor even justice to the people 
whose cause they want to advocate here. As I have said, it is a pointer 
as to who should be supreme-socialist, communist or Congress-in 
order to carry on the struggle. [lnterr~ption.] I must therefore say 
that when the Government comes forward and says that it is enquiring 
into the matter, when the Government promises to keep the scales even, 
I do not see why this Bill should be allowed to go to a select committee 
at all. It deserves to be ended at once with as little delay as possible. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City, Textile Labour) : . 
llr. Speaker, I rise to support the first reading of the Bill which my 
honourable friend :Mr. Jhabvala has moved. Those who oppose the 
first reading of the Bill seem to feel that there are ulterior motives behind 
it. Some feel that it is a mischievous measure. Others feel that it is 
not at all wanted. One .of the reasons put forward against the Bill is 
that there is more than one union in one industry. And, if the ~ill is 
passed, all the unions will have to be recognised and many more may 
spring up. Sir, those who have worked in the trade union movement 
have already replied to these questions. It is not the worker who desires 
more than one union in one industry, but it is the owners who encourage 
·more than one union in one industry because it suits them. Divide 
and rule is not the monopoly only of alien rulers but also of the 
capitalists. . • . . . 

A.n Honourable MEMBER : Of the Congress Government also i. · 
~!-r· R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Yes, even of the Congress Government.' 

It IS the fault of the Trade Gnion Registration Act. Why should it 
all?w J?ore t~an one union to be registered at all ? If the rule " On~ 
uruon m one mdustry " is accepted, why should the Government ha.v~ 
~llowed a pr~vision in the Act which enables as many unions as peopl~ 
hke to be registered in one and the same industry 1 This is not the fault. 
of the workers. Even today a stop can be put to the system if the 
Government .wants to register only one union in one industry. Govem1 
me?t can brmg amendments to the Trade Union Registration Act and 
reglBter only one union in one industry. That being so, there should-not 
be and cannot be any real opposition to the first reading of this Bill~ .: 

Then .again, it has been said in Bombay particularly that the 
<OmmllD.lsta are leading almost all .. the unions. Sir, I may give my ori 
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experience. Nobody can call me a communist o~ my honourable friend 
Mr. J amnadas Mehta, who if! here. Can anybody call him a communist 1 
He is the President of the B. B. & C. I. Railway Union which Union is still 
not recognised .. As for the G. I. P. Railway Workers' Union, so many 
people w~re saymg th~t the ~orker~ are led ~way by outside agencies, by 
commumsts, by outs1de ag~tators for therr own political ends. The 
employers would appreciate if the workers ·themselves manage the 
unions. On the G. I. P. Railway, everyuffice-bearerwas an active worker 
himself right from the president to the lowest worker. What was the 
result 1 Within six months every office-bearer was victimised under 
some pretext or other. Within six months not less than six office
bearers were discharged from the service. Can you call that justice .1 
You do not want the workers themselves to manage their affairs, you 
do not want others to help them and Government also does not want 
that the trade unions should grow ! 

Now, Sir, so much has been said on the Government side that their 
labour policy is so generous that the workers should not complain. Yet, 
Sir, the policy, I must say, is not fully satisfactory. I myself welcomed 
it when it was announced, but so long as it remains only on paper it will 
not satisfy any worker. The policy has been tbere since September 1937. 
What has the Government done 1 They say they want to improve 
the conditions of the workers and therefore the honourable 
member the Parliamentary Secretary Mr. Nanda says investigations 
have been set on foot. Why does he want investigations in his own 
department 1 Why did he not increase the pay of his peon or of your 
own peons, Sir 1 Their salary is not more than Rs. 17 or Rs. 18 a month. 
That is the case. 

Now, Sir, about the application of section 144 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, the Honourable the Minister in charge of Home Depart
ment, after making so many allt:gations, has disappeared. I am sorry 
that· he :id not in his seat when I am repl) ·ing to his allegations. He 
placed before the House a number of outrages alleged to have been 
committed by the strikers. Has he got a list of the violent a ttacb made 
by the millowners upon the strikers 1 I do not know much of Ahmedabad 

· a:ffair5, but I would request Government to set up an enquiry and I shall 
be prepared to abide ·by that enquirr's findings, but if they judge by 
the reports made by the police officers and then say" that is correct", 
it will be a wrong procedure. As for Shclapur, I would unhesitatingly 
say that there was absolutely no cause for the application of section 144 
to Sholapur at all. Even in the Government press note this is what 
is said: 

"At the beginning of the last month the District Magistrate, Sholapur, considered that 
the state of tension and unrest created amongst the Sholapur workers was such that 
acts of violence were apprehended." 

'fhey do not say that there were any cases of violence. In fact, there 
were none at all. 'l'he District ~fagistrate's only fear was that there 
might be cases of violence. Do you think that aimply by the taking for 
granted by some officials that a certain man is going to murder a certain 
man, you would be justified to hang that man 1 [Interruptions.] 
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The Honourable 1\Ir. MORARJI R. DESAI: Should you not iake 
stPps to prevent that ? · 

~Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: Cases of violence were only apprehended 
as far as Sholapur was concerned, and if the Honourable l\linister will· 
read the press note again, he will see that there is not a single line to 
show that there was any resort to violence. We actually went beyond 
our way and told the settlers to remain quiet even if they were beaten 
or kicked and we advised them that in any case they must not lose their 
heads but be quiet. 'lhis is what we preached to the settlers. In or.e 
way Government wants to suppress the trade union movement by · 
appl.ring section 144 and at the same time they want to allow their own 
people to come and address the men inside the settlement. Why 1 Is 
not this section 144 applicable to Congress members 1 What does it 
show 1 It shows Government's desire that the trade union movement 
among the settlers should be suppre.3sed and that the Congress move· 
ment should be spread among them. If you are going to use their 
powers for these purpose.i!, you are welcome. [Interruption.] Even 
now the Honourable :Minister said there was stone-throwing. Why 
have those three people been transferred from there 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. The affairs of the 
Criminal 1 :ribes Settlement are not before the House on this motion. · 
A charge·was made, and that is why the Honourable l\Iinister for Law· 
and Order was allowed to give a personal explanation about it. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Since he has placed one side before the 
House, I propose to place the other side also, but if you do not permit 
my doing so, I shall give up the attempt and proceed with my speech. 
Now, Sir, it may be that by passing this Bill it will not do any tangible 
good to the workers. What is the real state of affairs in the presidency 
at this moment 1 The workers have got a lot of grievances. 'l'hey 
are accumulated. They have registered trade unions and they request 
the owners to recognise those unions. This Bill wants only a 1ecognition, · 
a right to get replies from the owners, a right to sit together and discuss 
the matt~rd and come to a conclusion.· That is all what the Bill wants. 
If) on discuss the things with the labour leaders, with the representatives 
of labour, certainly you can avert certain strikes, though not all. What 
will the workers gain from this Bill? Only one thing, viz., the recogni
tion of their union. At present, we do not get any response, any reply 
from the employers. If the grievances are accumulated, if they are 
not cared to be repliEd to, the outcome will be nothing but a strike. If 
the millowners and the employers really want peace in the industry, 
they must at least listen to what the grievances of the workers are. If 
t.hey refuse to do it, they are responsible for the consequences. The 
workers are not going to sit tight. On several occasions they have 
requested both the employers and the Government, and, if at every 
stage they are disappointed, then there shall be no alternative left to 
them but to resort to a strike. We know a. strike means serious trouble 
.to the workers and also loss to the industry. We do not want that ; 
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we want to try to avoid it, but if the State and the owners do not want 
real peace in the industry, let them continue their present attitude. The 
workers are now awakening; they are trying to stand on their own legs~ 
They are not very strong, I admit. If Government come f-:>rward and 
oppose the principle of granting recognition to trade lmio:ns, then 
I expect nothing from this Government except repression and section 
144 and the Criminal Law Amendment_ Act. Now, what do they lose 
by this Bill ? They say that if the ..... \mions are recognised, so many 
unions will spring up and every representative will come and intermeddle. 
and try to collect subscriptions in the mills and create trouble. Now, 
the Ahmedabad Union is collecting subscriptions inside the mills. My 
honourable friend Mr. Sakarlal Balabhai will tell us whether they have 
got any trouble ·in Ahmedabad because of collec.ting subscriptions in 
the mills. 

Mr .. SAKARLAL BALABHAI : They do not collect subscriptions in · 
the mills in Ahmedabad. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: liy honourable friend Mr. Nanda has 
agreed that they collect subscriptions in the mills. So, if subscriptions 
are collected in the mills, there would be no trouble ; and, who are the 
persons who will collect subscriptions ? They are wise men ; ~hey will 
not create any trouble and stop the work. They are not Pathans. They 
would collect subscriptions only .from those who are willing to pay. 
So far as the holding of meetings is concerned, we are not going to hold 
meetings in mills when the work is going on; surely, the meetings will 
be held in some open space. It is in the interest of the millowners and 
the employers themselves to support this Bill. If they do not, well, 
the ways are open to them as well as to the workers. But my request 
to Government is not to oppose this Bill at this stage. If the Bill is 
defective, you have got a number of opportunities to correct it. You 
can send it to a select committee ; but instead of doing that, I am 
pained to see that Government have selected a labour leader to oppose· 
this Bill. A man, who has spent. so many years in the trade union 
movement, should come forward and say, " I oppose the recognition. 
of the tr~de unions "-I fail to understand this mentality. 

An Honourable MEMBER: It is the Congress mentality. 

1\Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Bona fide trade union, real trade union, 
sound trade union-so many words have been said, but none has 
explained what it really means. I am in the trade union movement 
for the last 20 years-not as an outside agitator, but. even while in· 
service; I was working in a trade union. l\Iy experience is this: when
ever an owner does not like a particular trade union, he will call it 
a. communist union and withdraw r.ecognition. I will quote one recent 
example. On the B. N. Railway, the workers had a number of 
grievances.. They represented them to the Agent of the Railway and, 
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the Railway Board ; nothing happened and at last they were forced 
to go on strike. The strike was going on ·for two months, and at last 
the administration had to settle this strike with the aid of the trade 
union; but, what happened afterwards 1 Within six days, the first 
thing that the administration did was to withdraw the recognition given 
to that trade union. My honourable friend (Mr. Currion) spoke the 
other day on behalf of the National Union of Railwaymen of India and 
Burma. I also was a member of that union in 1908, when it was the 
only union of the railway workers. That union also, which was 
considered to be sound and bona fide and what not, declared a strike 
in 1914. As soon as that union dedared a strike, recognition was with~ 
drawn, and that recognition has not still been restored to that union. 
Today the workers have got so many grievances. Though I do not 
belong to the textile workers' union, still a number of workers come to 
me and say, "our wages have been deducted, we have got so many rupee~ 
short this month and so on and so forth ". If the union is recognised, 
all these small grievances can be redressed. I know increase of. wages . 
or reduction of hours cannot be achieved by recognising the unions .. 
It all depends upon the strength of each party. If you expect that the 
millowners or the employers will give their consent to the introduction 
of any social legislation, then I think we shall have to wait for centuries 
together. Let us take the latest example-when the hours of work were 
reduced from 10 to 9, the millowners opposed it tooth and nail. But 
the Government thought that it was for the good of the workers, and so 
they did not care for the opposition of the millowners. They passed 
a law, and it is now working all right. If the present Government really 
think that, in spite of the opposition of the millowners, a certain piece 
of legislation is necessary, they must have sufficient courage to come 
forward and say" this is for the good of the workers and we are going 
to do it in spite of the opposition of the millowners ". But today what 
is the position 1 Government are trying to ride on two horses-they 
want to please the capitalists on one side, and they want to please the 
workers on the other, which they cannot do. Unless they take out 
something from the pockets of the owners, they cannot give anything 
to the workers. So, you shall have to take something from the owners 
and give it to the workers. If you are not prepared to do it, then do. 
not talk that you are doing something for the workers. Leave them 
alone to fight for their rights, but do not boast that you are doing this 
and that for them and give them false hopes. As the majority party 
and the Progressive Party have opposed this Bill, we know the fate of 
the Bill, but I congratulate my honourable friend Comrade Jhabvala. 
for baving brought forward this Bill. It matters not if our Bill is 
Jo~;t. We do not care. "Not failure but low aim is crime". We do 
not care for failures, we are prepared to face any number of failurest 
lmt we will march on and on. 

With these words, I support the first reading of the Bill. 
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Mr. N. G. JOSHI (Belgaum North): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I had no mind 
3-30 p.m. to take part in this debate, had it not been for the 

fact that. the honourable member Mr. Parulekar 
referred to me by name in his speech while he made a reference to the 
Gokak Mill strike. It is only a sort of personal explanation I am giving. 
While he was referring to the Gokak Mill affairs, he has levellea two 
charges against the settlement that was arrived at between the workers 
and the mill management. The first charge was that I signed the settle
ment, though I have nothing to do l!ith the workers there. This is 
a personal charge against me. The second charge is that an attempt was 
made to bring about the settlement in such a way that the Gokak 
Workers' Union is to be run in the way in which the Ahmedabad Union 
is run. As a proof of the second charge he read to this honourable 
House term No. 5 in the settlement. 

Firstly, I want to give an explanation as to how it came about that 
fhad to sign this settlement. As a result of the strike in the Gokak Mills, 
there was great hardship to workers. Some 3 or 4 responsible workers 
of the union came to the District Congress Committee of Belgaum and 
expressed their desire that the Congress should interfere in this affair 
and see that the hardship of the workers is lessened and that the strike is 
ended by some settlement between the workers and the management. 
It was at their instance and with their consent that the District Congress 
Committee in its general meeting appointed a committee to interfere in 
the matter and bring about a settlement between the workers and the 
management. It was a committee of five members of which I was one. 
The committee met several times, saw the manager and, after certain 
negotiations, brought about the settlement to which the honourable 
member Mr. Parulekar made a reference in his speech. No doubt, the 
honourable member Mr. Nanda was present doing some part of the nego
tiation. But believe me that we were not at all influenced by him in the 
settlement we brought about. When the committee appointed by the 
Belgaum Congress Committee was negotiating, it was found necessary 
that somebody must be authorised to go to the management and do 
everything in the name of the committee. All the members of that 

·committee authorised me to do something in the matter. When 
a settlement was arrived at, it was in that capacity as an authorised 
member of the committee appointed by the District Congress Committee 
of Belgaum and as representing the workers of the Gokak Mills, I signed 
the settlement on behalf of the workers. This honourable House will 
now understand that probably my honourable friend Jlrfr. Parulekar 
does not know that I had that authority given to me by the committee 
appointed by the District Congress Committee at the instance and with 
the consent of responsible workers of the Gokak Mill Workers' Union. 
It was in that capacity I signed on behalf of the workers and the workers 
themselves have absolutely no complaint about my signing the settlement 
in their behalf. Probably, the honourable member Mr. Parulekar does 
not know that, after the settlement was arrived at, at a meeting of the 
workers numbering about 3,000,' this settlement was read out. Every 
word of the settlement was explained to them and the workers gave their 
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approval to it. It was with the unanimous consent of the union members 
this settlement was made final. It was under these circumstances, I came 
t.o sign the settlement, though it was complained by the honourable 
member Mr. Parulekar that the settlement was signed by one who had 
absolutely no authority in the matter. 

As regards the second charge, namely, that the settlement was brought 
a bout in a fashion that will make the Gokak Mill workers' union ru.'l in 
the manner in which the Ahmedabad workers' union is run, I do not know 
what he meant by saying "to run in the manner of Ahmedabad union". 
As a proof of this he relied upon clause 5 of the settlement which reads as 
follows: 

"The company will accord recognition to the union workers, if its constitution provides 
and the union undertakes that it will adopt peaceful and legitimate means and that the 
di8put._,s arlliing between the company and the employees will be settled by negotiation 
and conciliation and, failing both, by arbitration." 

This method of settling was also accepted by the company. I do not 
know whether my honourable friend wants absence of peace, violence 
.and illegitimate means to be adopted. Every sane man will agree that 
it is a sound condition that the company will accord sanction only if the 
union agrees to lay down in its constitution that it will adopt only peace
ful and legitimate means. Apart from the general reason that the 
Congress will observe absolute non-violence in all its activities, there is 
a special reason why this condition was inserted in the settlement.. The 
reason is this. Some time before the settlement, 7 or 8 workers attacked 
Mr. Cook, the Assistant Manager of the Mills, and beat him to such an 
extent that he was very badly hurt. The accused were prosecuted and 
.sentenced to a term of imprisonment. After they came out of jail, 
the members of the committee found that they were repentant. They 
confessed that they did the act at the instigation of some men. We 
intervened in the matter and the management has re-employed all those 
persons. As the settlement was drafted after this incident, we put in 
that clause. We found it absolutely necessary that the condition of non
Yiolence, peacefulness and legitimate means should be inserted in the 
settlement. It was for this reason that clause 5 was inserted. I do not 
think that this honourable House vl'ill find it wrong that such a condition 
was inserted in the settlement. The committee appointed by the 
Belgaum Congress Committee in this connection has done nothing wrong 
an the matter. . . ' 

A;; regards the three conditions or ways to bring about settlement of 
d.isputes between the management and the workers, namely, (1) negotia
tion, (2) conciliation, (3) arbitration failing both, I do not think there is 
anything wrong. I do not know whether it is the desire of the honourable 
member that immediatelv a dispute arises the workers should go on· 
strike and bring chaos in the matter. When a dispute arises, negotiation 
oommences and it is well and good if the dispute is settled by negotiation. 
If negotiation fails, then comes in conciliation by which the conciliator 
approaches both the parties, sees what the right thing is and brings 
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about a settlement. If both these methods fail, there comes in arbitra
tion which is a sort of compulsory imposition of a decision upon both 
parties. Under these circumstances, there is nothing wrong in condition 
No.5 which has been inserted in the settlement between the workers and 
the management of the Gokak 1\Iill. The reason for the embodiment 
of the words " peaceful and legitimate means " in the constitution of the 
union has already been given by me. rJn these circumstances, the 
honourable House will see that there was nothing wrong in my signing 
the settlement. I had complete authority from the committee appointed 
by the District Congress Committee to sign it, and I signed it with the 
consent and at the instance of the union workers. Fortunately for me~ 
the president of the union is a member of this honourable House; he is 
present here. Till now he has not found fault. with me for signing that 
settlement. 

!vir. S. V. PARULEKAR: The President was J.Vlr. N.l\1. Joshi. 
Mr. N. G. JOSHI: He was once. "Was" is not the same thing as 

"is t'. 'fhe president now is the honourable member Mr. K. S. Patil. 
Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: When did he become the president.:_. 

after or before the settlement 1 

!vir. N. G. JOSHI: After the settlement. 
1\Ir. JAMNADAS M.MEHTA : That makes a difference. 
1\Ir. N~ G. JOSHI : It does not make any difference at all. If my 

honourable friend Mr. K. S. Patil had f01md fault with the condition, 
he could have insisted on the deletion of the condition. 'lhe oettlement 
was placed before a meeting of the union workers, numbering about. 
3,000 or 4,000 ; the terms of the settlement were read and .re-read to 
them ; every word of it was explained, and every implication of it was 
explained to them ; and yet not a single voice was raised against it. 
In these circumstances, the settlement was arrived at and I signed the 
settlement. It is working very well now. I know there are some com
munists who are trying to create trouble in Gokak. They are not satisfied 
as they see that there is peace in the village and peace in the mill a:p.d 
work is going on smoothly. They want to create trouble. I do not 

·know whether they will succeed or not,--tut attempts are being made· 
by them. 

1\k K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City) : 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, I am afraid 
that since this morning we have been drifting miles away from the original 
.subject. We have drifted to an interesting discussion on Russia, the 
Continent, Ahmedabad, Sholapur, Belapur, Gokakpur and all sorts of 
places, seven hundred miles away from Bill No. VII of 1938, and we have 
not heard any real discussion centering on the real topic. After the 

·exposition of my honourable friend :Mr. Nanda, who put forward specific 
objections as to why this Bill should not be accepted by this House, 
I wished that instead of accounts of the individual experiences of members 
in different centres of the presidency, we had definite specific statements. 
as regards the J>?int raised by the honourable member Mr. Nanda. I am 
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afraid, Sir, from the very beginning, on every topic, there has been an 
attitude of distrust and suspicion, and that has taken us off the track. 
In th~ matter too, rightly or wrongly, I have no doubt t~at the capitalist 
attitude is always one of suspicion, and rightly too. I was sorry to hear 
the sorrowful and tragic wail of my honourable friend the mover of this 
Bill. He told the House that when he went to an honourable member 
of this House, who was a capitalist owner, although the honourable 
member knew him personally very well, still he told him that he did not 
know him, as much as to say" I do not know you if you come to me as 
a representative of the workers. If you come as a representative of the 
House, you are welcome." I want to ask the honourable leaders of the 
workers, what brought about this tragic position of the workers-this 
impotency, this helplessness that is responsible for the humiliation of 
the workers 1 Why is it that· in other countries, without compulsory 
recognition of unions by legislation, the workers can assert themselves, 
and the leaders of the workers can go to the top of the ladder,-and even 
kick the ladder by which they ascended 1 In England, the late Ramsay 
~IacDonald, from the position of a poor leader of a trade union rose to 
the position of Prime :Minister of England and took the topmost rank in 
sO<'iety. And why !sit that my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala could 
not gain recognition in the house of a capitalist in a country like India ~ 
It is admitted that in England there is no legislation to force the owners 
to recognise unions, as is proposed by this Bill. 

· I am, Sir, really surprised at the drift of the discussion. In the last 
session in Poona, we also had about a hundred non-official resolutions on 
all important topics, and yet I thlnk, we wasted nearly three days on one 
single resolution. Similarly, in the agenda for this session, I find SOo 

many non-official Bills and resolutions, and yet two days out of the four 
days allotted for non-official business are gone, even a.fter the Bill has 
been practically buried. 

We are all carrying on an academic discussion on it. In fact, the fate 
of the Bill has been sealed after the funeral oration of my honourable 
friend ~Ir. Kanda. We have therefore to find some way out and reach 
the original topic and go to the rescue of the helpless workers. It is the 
y_~estion of the rescue of the workers tha(is:in the mind of my honourable 
friend Mr. Jhabvala. Can we not rid ourselves of the attitude of 
suspicion and distrust and find some solution ? One view that I wish to 
put forward to the leaders of the workers is that it is not this kind of 
legislation that is going to bring real strength to the workers. Real 
stre11gth will come to the workers automatically through organisation and 
development of their power of resistance. They have to cultivate their 
P?Wer of resistance. Let them not depend upon external helps as this 
piece of legislation. It is the same as politicians in India saying that 
they ~ill wait for Swaraj till the British Parliament passes a legislation 
gra.nt~ us Swaraj .. ~waraj is not going to come to India by means of 
legiSlation by the BntiSh Parliament, but by means of the development. 
of our own power. Similarly, real strength to the workers is not going to. 
come by means of such legislation. 
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What is it. that the workers are fighting for 1 I was rather surprised 
when my honourable friend the representative of the millownera com
plimented the honourable mover of the Bill on his temperate speech, 
moderate tone and gentlemanly expressions, but refused to grant 
recognition to unions. ~[he honourable mover of the Bill wants one thing; 
the honourable member (Mr. Saklatvala) gives all things, except the one 
that he has asked for. I say, then, it i:! humiliating for the workers to be 
knocking at the gates of the capitali'3ts wh.~are kicking them. Why do 
they go to their doors at all1 Let them gather their strength, and then 
the capitalists will come to knock at their doors. 1herefore, I say to the 
workers : gather your own strength, and the capitalists will come to you. 
When labour has gathered its strength, the capitalists will go to the leaders 
of labour and beg for their help to run the industry. It is by gathering 
their own strength and not by knocking at the doors of capitalists or by 
knocking at the doors of the legislature that labour will gain its goal. 
I ask the honourable mover, what does he want 1 lhe precious right 
of recognition 1 What does it concede ~ As the honourable member 
Mr. N'anda put it, does it solve the problem ? Supposing this Bill is 
passed tomorrow, dces it solve the prollem 1 In other. words, doe.:s. 
it redress the legitimate grievances of the workers for which we have been 
clamouring for years~ '\\hat is it that you are asking for 1 'lhis precious 
right of recognition-this right of the worker to see the capitalist, this 
right to di:!cuss 'Yi.th the owner the grievances of the workers. 1hat is 
all. What does it matter 1 I am sruprised to see the capitalists here, 
opposing it. What does it matter if a workman looks at his master 1 
A cat may look at the king, and the worker may look at his employer. 
What is the objection to the worker going into the office of his employer 
and seeing him 1 It only means a waste of half an hour both for the 
leader and for the capitalist. It does not go further. It does not impose 
any responsibility on the owner to do anything after the discussion. 
There ·is no demand that you are called upon to meet. You have not to 
go to arbitration. Nothing of the sort. 1\ferely hear what he has to say. 
When the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala comes to you, do not say, 
'·'Mr. Jhabvala, I do not recognise you; I do not know you." Say, 
"Come in, Mr. Jhabvala; have a cup of tea; if you smoke, have 
a cigarette." Have a chat with him. I d.Qnot know why the capita~ts 
are so serious about it ; nor do I know why the workers are so senous 
.about this precious right. 

An honourable member from the Muslim League Party said there 
were rival unions. I know there are rival unions. I know that they are 
manufactured by the capitalists. Why should they not do it 1 'I'h~y 
have the resources. 1'hey will employ any means to fight labour m 
~rder to keep them going.· Self-preservation .is a h~an instinc~. It is 
the first human rule. 'J.hey will fight for their survival. You Will fight 
for yours. Survival of the fittest is the rule. 'Ihey will employ all 
possible means to run you down. lhey will fabricate false unions. .And 
why should they not, when the law gives them facilities, when the workers 
are not· united 1 When the workers are not united, when the leaders 
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are not able to unite them into one body, the employers will take 
advantage of that circumstance and exploit it. 

What is going to happen if this Bill is passed 1 Suppose a bogus union 
is started by the capitalists. This law will recognise that union. This 
union will be favoured by the employer as against the genuine union. 
It will be welcomed by the owner. It may be a union of 7 or 17 men. 
It is considered to be a representative union by the law. Then the 
capitalist-owner will say," Come along, lir. Thomson; come and discuss 
matters with us ". As a result of bogus discussions with a bogus union, 
certain decisions will be arrived at which will be binding on the workers, 
because that union has been recognised. Therefore, this Bill has poten
tialities of great mischief. I ask the leaders of the workers to consider 
that standpoint. Because the honourable member Mr. Nanda happens 
to be the secretary of a particular union,_you distrust him. I quite agree 
that it is not right for a Congress Government or any other Government, 
because a particular union holds particular political views, to look upon 
it with disfavour. Also, it is not right for the opposition, because the 
honourable member :Mr. N anda happens to be the secretary of a particular 
union, to view everything that comes from him with distrust. 

I appeal to you to find a solution which meets the requirements of the 
case. A solution of the problem-that is how to go to the rescue of the 
workers. We must be able to redress the grievances of the workers, 
grievances which nobody disputes nor doubts. 'When Government 
makes a promise, you distrust Government. You say that they are not 
bonafide in their intentions. Give them time. They say that they want 
to bring in legislation which will satisfy the House. That legislation' 
will be before you. Government will not take any action without your 
knowledge ; it will not be a story behind the curtains. It will be open to 
the public. You will be invited to join the discussion and consider the 
measure. It may be during the next session, or it may be during the 
session after that ; it does not matter. If honourable members are 
satisfied with that measure, this Bill drops automatically ; it will be 
superfluous. The object of the Bill is to redress the grievances of the 
workers. It does not matter whether the redress comes from this side or 
the other side. So long as the object is served, honourable members 
ought to be satisfied. 

Therefore, Sir, I ask the House not to pursue this futile debate any 
further and waste time. Instead of having this Bill buried, I would 
suggest that it should stay over for some time till the Government 
measure is before the House. You can go to a select committee and 
discuss it ; and if you are satisfied with it, then you can drop this Bill. 
If, on the other hand, any of the provisions of this Bill can be incorporated 
in the &>vernment Bill, t1.at prcposal can be made in the select 
committee. By co-operation and harmonious working the whole House 
can attain the object which is behind this Bill, namely, the redress of the 
grievances of the workers. 
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It was expected, when the Congress Government came into power, that 

whatever differences there might be in higher politics, in questions relating 
to the. am~lioration of the condition of the workers and peasants there 
would be full co-operation between both sides of the House in order to 
attain that object. This is the first measure before the House wherein 
real relief to the workers is sought. Government say that they do want 
to give relief to the workers. Leave the ca-pitalists alone. Why do you 
.appeal to the capitalists 1 They are not expected to help you. They 
are expected to look to their own incomes. They know it is against their 
interests. Just as we cannot appeal to a Civilian to help us to get Swaraj 
you cannot expect the capitalist to help in the organisation of labour. 
If they do it,-there are honourable exceptions,-welcome their 
assistance. But the various leaders of workers should join hands in 
order to find out a proper solution of the problem. 

I, therefore, appeal to my honourable friend the mover not to pursue 
this futile Bill in order to complete its funeral and have it buried. Leave 
it where it is. Stay your hands for the present. See what the Govern-· 
ment Bill is going to be. H you are satisfied with the Government Bill. 
you are at liberty to proceed in your own fashion. If you are not satisfied 
with the Government measure, you can incorporate this measure in the 
Government Bill. ThUs, I think that by the co-operation of all the 
parties the object of this Bill will be served. I do hope that no more 
time of this House will be wasted. I hope that the honourable member 
will agree to this Bill being held over till the Government bring forward 
their own measure. 

(The House 1·e-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

HOLIDAY FOR MAKAR SANKRANT. 

· Dr. K. B. A.J."\TROLIKAR: Sir, I have a request to make. Will 

4 
you l-indly declare tomorrow and the day after 

·
30 

P· m. as holidayr? It is t~ general desire of the House 
tbat we should have a holiday tomorrow and the day after. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The' request may be repeated when 
there is a fuller House. · . . 

Honourable l\IEl\IBERS: Sir, we have not been able to htar a single 
word. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : An enquiry was made as to wheth~:r · 
tomorrow and the day after tomorrow should be holidays. It was 
represented to me that it was the general desire of the House that 
tomorrow and the day after tomorrow should be holidays. My reply 
was that the request might be repeated when there was a fuller House; 
so that I might consult the views of all groups. 
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TRADE UNIONS RECOGNITION BILL-(Discussion resumed). 

Mr. K. K. DESAI (Ahmedabad Textile Unions): Sir, m·v task is 
rather not an easy one in opposing the Bill moved by my friend 
)Ir. Jhabvala, but it is my duty to oppose it in the interests ofthe working 
class. Now, Sir, I will place befor~ the House my grounds for opposin~ 
the Bill that has been moved before this House. I was not surpri.ied 
when I read this Bill because constitutionally Mr. Jhabvala is incapable 
of producing anything better. For the last 20 years, I have found that 
he had been in the habit of fathering scores and scores of unions which 
die a natural death because he had not been able to feed them with work. 
He is constitutionally so built up and so one need not be surprised. He 
has brought before the House a Bill which, if passed, will toll the death 
knell of the trade union movement in this Presidency. I am saying this 
from my own personal experience as a trade union worker for the last 
20 years. As a matter of fact, what does this Bill propose ~ The Bill 
proposes in reality the recognition of self-styled lAbour leaders without 
any following. '!his will not strengthen the growth of genuine trade 
union movement, but it will certainly strengthen the growth of irres
ponsible and self-sty led labour leaders, who will positively harm the 
interests of the workers, and that is exactly what we have seen in the . 
City of Bombay. We were told that the employers do not recognise 
the communist unions. Well, Sir, I will not be wrong if! say on the floor 
of this House that in the year 1928-29, the Bombay 1\Iillowners them
selves gave recognition to the union which was then run by my friends 
Mr. Dange and 1\Ir. Nimbkar. What has happened 1 They called 
~uta strike which was not proper and naturally the recognition was· 
withdrawn. Personally I do not stand for the employers' attitude so 
far as the recognition of the unions is concerned. There is nothing to 
choose between an ultra diehard employer and an ultra leftist labour 
leader. Between these two extremes they have practically ruined the· 
textile industry of Bombay. I have. got reasons to believe that if the 
employers of Bombay had been a little more wise, they could have saved 
crored and crores of rupees to the textile industry of Bombay. Simply" 
because they have not recognised the unions in the beginning, the situa
tion has come to this disastrous stage. 

Now, unfortunately, I found that the -aebate was not proceeding on 
the right lines; it has gone into a channel which is most undesirable.· 
'l'he debate went on as if the Ahmedabad 1'extile Labour Association 
was being discussed. Well, Sir, I am proud to own that I belong to the 
institution which has been so much maligned without any knowledge 
hy some of the labour leaders sitting on that side (the horwurabk 
member points his finger toward.r;; .Messrs. Jamnadas Mehta, Jhabvala,. 
J(hedgikar and Parulekar). In spite of their opposition and abuses~ 
in spite of their maligning it in season !l.nd out of season, our union has 
not only thrived but the union is growing from day to day, as it is t~e 
genuine trade union organisation. I am saying with the fullest responsi
bility at my command that that union is the only union . in this 
Presidency which is being run entirely on democratic lines. What. 
I mean by democratic lines is this that a strike in the t.extile industry in. 
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.Alunedabad cannot be called out UDless workers themselves decide fio. 
do so by a ballot. It is not thatwe have always easy time with the 
employers. Our unicn has grown not because of the sweet will of the 
employers, but our union has grown out of. our own inherent strength. 
From my own experience of the last 20 years I can definitely say that 
no compulsory Act asking the employers to recognise the unions will 
strengthen the trade unionism in this Presidency, but it will rather 
retard its growth. .._~· . 

Certainly, Sir, time has no doubt come-for this the people who have 
shouted the loudest in thi.a House are responsible-that some sort of 
protection should be given as far as reoognition is concerned, that is to 
say, it must be considered on the same merits as protection is consideted 
advisable in the case of indl].l)tries, that is, it should not be 
a permanent compulsion on the employers to recognise unions. It may 
be given temporary protection. Unions can only be recognised by 
inherent strength of the working class which is developed in 
those unions. Recogniticn is not a thing thab can be imposed either 
on· the employers or on the employees. My experience is not only 
limited to the city. of Ahmedabad alone. We have had our branches 
in a few Indian States and other places where the textile industry is 
working. ~'here we have not gone begging either to the States or to 
the employers to reccgnise our UDicns. In the beginning there wa3 some 
resistance, but because the workers wanted t.o get their right of UDionism 
recognised, they fought for one mcnth, two months, three months, four 
months and even six months and got their right recognised, and now 
I find that there is no employer there who dare oppose our unions. 'I 'hat 
is the position in the Indian States also. 

Now, I would like to place before this House very b!iefly the weakness 
of this Bill. This Bill has been brought before this Rouse, as I have 
placed it very candidly and frankly, not for the recrgnition of genuine 
trade union organisations but the recognition of a few self-styled leaders. 
who would like to call themselves labour leaders. As it is, the employers 

. are called upon to recognise a union with seven members, and that is 
my solid ground for opposing the first reading of this Bill, because it 
will never strengthen the traQe union movement which we all desire .. 
My honourable friend the member representing a Muslim Constituency 
of this City said that if the Congress will oppose this Bill it will lose its 
popularity with the masses. Sir, I may just say that the Congress does 
not depend for its popularity on sloganising or on bringing forward Bills 
that might appeal to the gallery, but its popularity rests on the actual 
and solid service of the masses, whether peasants or labourers, and that 
is my answer to my honourable friend l\1r. Ali Bahadur. 

Now, Sir, much has been said about the Ahmedabad Textile Labour· 
Association, because my honourable friend the Parliamentary Secretary 
Mr. Nanda happened to be the Secretary of the Ahmedabad Union. 

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA : On a point of information, Sir, I want 
to know if the Parliamentary Secretary is 2till the Secretary of the · 
Ahmedabad Association. 
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~Ir. K. K. DESAI: I haw stated that he happened to be the Secretary 
of thP Textile Labour Assojatioi<. 

~Ir. S. D. SAKLATVALA: Bu he is not now~ 

~Ir. K. K. DESAI: I have given my answer. Now, Sir, the Congre-_s 
Government--even if there had been anybody else in the place of the 
present Parliamentary Secretary-·would have failed in its duty if it had 
not opposed the pernicious and mischievous principle of thii Bill, and 
if Government has done anything in opposing this Bill, it has · been 
certainly done to help the cause of labour organisations in the
Presidency. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. I have to invite 
the attention of honourable members to a conventional practice that 
while any member of this House is speaking, no other member entering 
or leaving his seat for any reason should cross the line between the 
member speaking and the Chair. I find instances of this type and there
fore I deem it necessary to invit.e attention to it. Membere will kindly 
refrain from doing so till the speech is over. 

Mr. K. K. DESAI: Sir, I was referring to an allusion made by one 
of the previou!l speakers to the effect that in the very first session the 
Government declared its Prohibition policy ; and why should it, therefore, 
take so much time in bringing in a Bill for recognition of trade unions ~ 
If this Government had to begin on a clean slate, I could and would join 
in that chorus because then it would be possible to bring in a Bill for 
recognition of trade unions immediately. But, Sir, unfortunately the 
Government has to deal with a situation in this Presidency for which 
the people who are today shouting the loudest, are themselves 
responsible. There are not one union or two unions or three unions 
but a dozen unions, and so the Government has to take stock .of the 
whole situation before bringing in a responsible Bill which '\\ill be likely 
to strengthen trade unions themselves. Sir, I, on behalf of the trade 
union organisation which is considered to be a well organised union in 
this Presidency, urge upon the Government that it must take time and 
should take time in order that the real interests of the working classes 
are served. It is no use hurrying in a leg~lation which willmore or less 
result either in helping or harming the interests of workers according 
to the way in which it has been drafted. My friends have also asked
! am surprised to hear that-" why should employers' associations 
have been invited before the unions of labour organisations to express 
their opinion?" Well, Sir, I am putting this question to the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala, namely, " Are you coming before this House 
as a matter of right owing to your strength ? " · 

~lr. S. H. JHABV ALA : On a point of order, Sir, I never said that. 
I never mentioned to tht> House that it was an objectionable practice 
that Government should have elicited the opinions of employers prior 
to eliciting the opinions of la hour leaders. I did not say that. 

Mo-l Bk Hb 142-3 
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Mr. K. K. DESAI: I mean, Sir, thatci£ Mr. Jhabvala and his friends 
have come here before this House to ask this facility as a concession 
from the employers, I am really sorry for the working classes because 
the people who have been the loudest have themselves brought the poor 
workers to this unenviable position of pity. I would certainly have 
a union, a union recognised by the clear inherent strength of its workers 
and not because of Government patronage or because of the employers 
giving the recognition as a matter of concession. I would like the 
recognition to come to the organisatitrii'through the fight which the 
workers will be able to put up. Now, Sir, beggars should have no choice, 
and I am telling you that I am sorry, very sorry. 

1\ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : ~Iay I know, Sir, whether the term 
'' beggar " is parliamentary 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The term '' beggar " by itself is not 
unparliamentary. It is not intended to be applied to any member. 

Mr. K. K. DESAI : Sir, I regret very much the pitiable position to 
which the workers of this Presidency have been reduced by t~eir 
leaders. 

Now, Sir, there is one point which has pained me the most. When 
my honourable friend Mr. Khedgikar said that Government were not 
doing anything and that whatever they wrote on paper remained only 
on paper, it is preposterous for the honourable member to say so, in spite 
of the fact that he is a sitting member along with me on the Textile Labour · 

. Enquiry Committee, which has gone into the question of wages and has 
<Jome to report stage. Is not the Textile Enquiry Committee by its \York 
implementing what has been, stated as the labour policy of the Congress 
Government 1 Anybody else more ignorant than the honourable 
member would have been excused for this reckless charge. It breaks all 

. record for a member who is himself sitting on the Committee to come 
forward and say that Government have not done anything. [Interrup
tion.] The honourable member said that Government had done nothing 
and he has not the least ground to make such a statement. 

Then, Sir, some reference was made to the recent strike in Ahmedabad. 
Of course, the Honourable Minister fQr Law and Order has effectively 
replied to it. I just wish to refer to one point. What is the origin of 
that much talked of strike 1 The weavers of the New Commercial Mill 

. working on night shift, came out on the night of 9th November. I can 
very definitely state that there was no ground whatsoever as there was 
no grievance, there was no reduction in wages so far as that mill was 
concerned. The weavers of that mill came out on strike at the instigation 
of a man, who wanted to be the head jobber. When they came out on 
strike, there were not wanting men in the city. who wanted to fish in 

. troubled waters. The next morning, the Red Flag Union which has got 
hardly 50 members found out that there was no ground for any grievance 
and they were puzzled as to what to do; Immediately after the strike, 
they came out with a handbill demanding 12}- per cent. increase in wages, 
an increase in night shift wages, etc. They put in all sort& .of imaginary 
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demands. One honourable member observed here that it was an insult 
to the working classes to say that they had been pitching their demands 
high. I may point out to the honourable member what sorts· of impossible 
demands the workers are made to make, During the last Bombay 
strike, the demands made, among others, were that the political 
prisoners should be released and that the rents of private cha\vls should be 
reduced. Wha.t have these demands got to do with the genuine economic 
strike 1 Even my honourable friend Mr. Saklatvala and his Association 
could not be expected to concede these demands, however much they try, 
as release of political prisoners was not in their hands. To continue the 
strike on this ground is the height of absurdity. Now to come to my 
narrative : Sir, what happened in .A.hmedabad was that the strikers put 
fon\'ard all sorts of impossible demands and, as has been pointed out 
by the Honourable Minister for Law and· Order, coercion, intimidation 
and violence were very largely exercised. I have been working in the 
Ahmedabad union for the last 20 years. \Ye have had general strikes 
lasting for 65 days and individual strikes lasting from 3 to 6 months. 
But never during all these years had I experienced the spirit and atmos!. 
phere of violence of the type I saw during the 'recent strike. I aru 
ashamed to say that Ahmedabad was converted into a city. not fit fol' 
decent people to live in. This is the achievement of those so-called 
friends of labour. Now, Sir, I shall point out how the strike ended~· 
The strike went on for 18 days. and the men wanted to resume work 
saying, where is the moon that has been promised? Incidentally, a friend 
of theirs came to our Association and asked us somehow or other to settle 
the dispute and save their faces, and Sir, we settled the strike. · This is 
the origin, progress and conclusion of the ill-conceived and thoughtless 
~trike which benefited nobody. · 

We ourselves are not afraid of strikes. But we do not believe in strikes 
called out by individuals. A Gulzari Lal or a Desai cannot call out 
a strike in Ahmedabad at his sweet will. Any strike that may be found 
necessary shall be called out democratically, i.e., if the workers in 
a ballot decide to strike. And, Sir, that strike won't be a strike for 
defeat ; but it will be a strike that will lead by its very genuineness to 
victory. · 

l\Ir. T. S. JADHA V (Sholapur North-East) : 

:al\:.~~U'Jf enftrr ij'P1 tr+ml({~, 
+ft ~T ij'P1 ~fT. m~T ~i-:otrt ~T01 T~ co\m:ncfiRaT ~ ~ 

~. rriHUf ~ ~TRF~~ ~~:q rrcfit :a{ij cro~; q{~ ~'1ffi ~~OJT ~ 

c~ffi co~~cr 'ti\co mfl trfcfil{ fela: ~mtt.trflr ilrrlfm ~ 
~ idffUJTJTT\ an~. tfR' ~~m ttRaT ~~fit ~;jf \ifl ~\Rr1 ~oo 
tfi~ ~rr;t~~Tf.Ff ~ ~ 00~ \if\ ~~ ~ ~H· ~ 
-q)r.n~ idff~. ~ ~~ta afm:q ~cofclr \iftre err~ ~~ ~m:q lft::iftlf 

Mv·l Hk till J4~-3a 
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cnl:w.ria amfr ~. ~~ \ifTRf Pm~~ ~ q:jl;rmti-:oqy ~t~l 
~~~ anfOT awreffi +mot ~. ~r~rrr t ~ ~ &TT tflr3l1T~l 
~ ~m ~ cnuCJt :aia ~. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member will not 
be in order with regard to that matter. The Honourable Minister in 
charge has already given explanation. ._~~ 

ltir. T. S. JADHA V: 

+r~Tl ~ arfOTcrrl{ ~ ~ m. m~"-lrel ~fill ~~:q ~WTT6f~Rr 
. 5 P.M. I ~ ~' t<itcff ~f~T Wfffi<.? ~Tflf ij ?t~ m:~ ttcilrr ~<.? 

· · anfOnifqqcr :ai~ f?t~ q«f ~~. 
Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Maratlti): 

Sir, I rise to support the Bill. The Bill provides that all unions registered 
under the Trade Unions Act should be recog~ed by the employers. 
I think it is in the interests of the employers themselves that they should 
recognise these unions. The difficulty of the employers is to know what 
the wishes of the labourers are, and a union is the best agency to acquaint 
the employers with the wishes and desires of the labourers. We have 
staff unions working in the case of the employees of the district local 
boards and school boards, and those unions have been found to be working 
very well. Recognition is absolutely necessary, because without 
recognitionthe unions will not have any status. We do not want the 
employers to dictate to labour what kind of unions labour should have. · 

At the first reading, only the principle of the Bill is under discussion. 
The principle of the Bill being good, the first reading may be accepted .. 
I£ any alterations are necessary they can be made in the select committee. 
The honourable member Mr. Nariman said that the Bill may be with
drawn, as it was Government's intention to bring forward a Bill of their 
own. Sir, the difficulty is that if the Bill is withdrawn now, under the 
rules of procedure it will not be competent for the House to· discuss 
a similar Bill for some time to come. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: On a point of explanation, Sir. I did not say 
that the Bill should be ·withdrawn. l only suggested, under Standing 
Order IV, 4 (1}, that it would be possible to postpone consideration of 
the Bill either to the next session or to any future session. The Standing 
Order says: 

"A motion that consideration of a Bill which has been introduced not being a Bill sent 
under section 90 of the Act or of any resolution moved in Assembly be adjourned to any 
future day in the same Session available for such business or to any future Session or sine. 
die may be moved by any member at any time ............. " 

Sir ALI 1\IAHOl\IED KHAN DEliLA VI : Before the honourable
member proceeds, may I ask whether he is moving such a motion 1 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: I do not move it. I am simply correcting the 
misapprehension in the mind of the honourable member :Mr. Raut. He 
said that I suggested that the Bill should be withdrawn. I did not 
suggest withdrawal ; I suggested postponement. 
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Sir ALI MAHmiED KHAN DEliLA VI : Then in connection with 
t.hat, I should like to know, first of all, from the Government benches 
what their intention is. I do not remember-! might have missed the 
point-any of the responsible speakers from the Government benches 
having said that Government intend to bring in a Bill later on dealing 
with the question of trade unions. If that is the intention of Govern
ment, then what has been suggested by the honourable member 
)lr. Nariman may be in point. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. M. M:UNSHI: Government do intend to bring 
forward legislation relating to trade union&. · 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : Within a comparatively 
reasonable time 1 

The Honourable M:r. K. l\1. ~IDNSHI: Yes. 

Sir ALI MAHOM:ED KHAN DEHLAVI: Sir, I move, under Stand
ing Order IV, 4 (1), that the consideration of this Bill be postponed till 
after Government find it possible to bring in a Bill dealing with the 
.subject. Because we do not know when Government will be in a position 
to bring in such a Bill,-they cannot tell us the date approximately
the consideration of this Bill should be postponed sine die. I think that 
was a very reasonable suggestion made by my honourable friend 
)fr. Nariman that the consideration of this measure should be postponed 
so that it should not be doomed in this House today. I think according 
to the same Standing Order, my motion has to be put first. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Under the rules, if the motion is 
opposed, I l1ave to permit a short explanatory statement from. the 
member wishing to oppose it. 1\Iay I know i£ this motion is propofed to 
be opposed? 

jir. GULZARI LAL KANDA: We are not opposing it. 

Tl1e Honourable the SPEAKER : So I put the question no~. The 
motion before the House is that the consideration of thi~ Bill be po~tponed 
~ine die. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

PRESENCE OF STRANGERS ON THE FLOOR OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Before we proceed with the 
.:onsideration of the next business, I wish to invite the attention of the 
lnembets of the House to one little matter. Before we adjourned, 
I noticed some person coming into the House and having a talk with 
!'ome members. As I thought that the gentleman was not a member 
of the House, I immediately inquired of the members with whum the 
gentleman was talking as to who the gentleman was and how he came in
whether at the invitation of the members or others, or under what 
circumstances. I was informed that none of the members with whom he 
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apparently talked, as I could see from this place,~! could not hear ~1.. 
talk, obviousl.v,-knew the gentleman. '.I'his means that there is .a 
misapprehension on the part of at least some members of the House that 
their friends or other people or strangers can be introduced into tbt 
House for the purpose of having a private talk or consultation, or what· 
ever it may be. I therefore wish to make it clear that it is not permissible 
for any one who is not. a member to enter the House, nor is it permissible 
for any person who is not a member to cross the galleries and come into 
the "Ayes " and "Noes " lobbies. It is also reported to me thal 
strangers are introduced beyond the place where the board is put up 
forbidding strangers to go beyond it. I would, therefore, earnest~ 
request honourable members that they will kindly see that none of thf'ir 
friends or any other persons come within the House itself or into tht> 
lobbies. If any member wants to see anv of his friends, there is a 
separate place 'provided for that purpose ~utside, and it is permissihl~ 
for members to leave the House and see their friends there. 

)Jr. JAl\IXADAS l\L MEHTA: This applies when the House is ill 
session? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Obviously. "The House" doet 
not mean the structure consisting of brick and mortar. 

:Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR rose. 

1'he Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. · '.l'here is no occasion 
for any personal explanation, as the Chair did not refer to any member 
by name. 

HOLIDAY FOR MAKAR SANKRANT. 

Dr. K. B. ANTROLIKAR: :May I repeat the request which I made 
earlier, that tomorrow and the day after should be holidays for the 
Assembly ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The request which was made when 
the House was thin is being repeated now. A request was conveyed to 
me that the House, instead of sitting tomorrow--

Honourable MEMBERS : And the day after. 
'l'he Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. There seems to be 

unanimity that it should not meet tomorrow. 
Some Honourable MEMBERS: Meet on Tuesday. 
Some Honourable MEMBERS: Monday. [lnten·uption.] 
'lhe Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the wish of the House ? 

Instead of every body getting up and speaking, it would be better if their 
request is conveyed to me after an informal consultation among the 
party leaders. The question whether the House should be adJourned till 
Monday or Tuesday may be settled by informal consultations among the 
party leaders, and their agreed views may be communicated to me later 
on. '!here is yet time enough for adjournment. In the meanwhile, the 
House rna y proceed with the business before it. 
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BILL No. VIII OF 1937 (A BILL TO MAKE PROPER PROVISION 
FOR THE FIXATION OF TARIFF FOR VEHICLES PLYING FOR 

HIRE IN THE PRESIDENCY OF BOMBAY). 
Mr. S. H. JHABV .ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move the first 

reading of my Bill to make proper provision for the fixation of tariff for 
vehicles plying for hire in the Presidency of Bombay, being Bill No. VIII 
of 1937.* 

Question proposed. 
Sir ALI MAliOMED K!IAJ." DEHLA VI : I am sorry to interrupt, 

Sir, but I should like to know whether the question about holidays 
will be considered before you rise this evening 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I conveyed to the House my desire 
that they might carry on informal consultations and let me know their 
agreed views at the end. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, in moving the first reading of 
my Bill, I have to make a few remarks. I stated yesterday, in my 
preamble, that all the Bills that I have presented so far· to the House 
are poor man's Bills, but I was loath to see that the Congress benches 
have opposed the first poor man's Bill. Now, I pass on to the next of 
them-the second poor man's Bill-in order to gauge the volume of 
G~vernment opinion on my second Bill. 

What is the present condition of the vehicular traffic in Bombay City . 
and the. Bombay Presidency 1 We :find that with the developing 
industrial system in the Province of Bombay, there is growing in our 
midst a large magnitude of vehicular traffic which needs a certain amount 
of adjustment so far as the fixation of tariff is concerned. We have got 
in our midst the tramways, we have got the buses, we have got taxis, 
we have got carts, we have got motor lorries and we have got victorias. 
These are the principal vehicular machines which carry the whole traffic 
of Bombay from one place to another. But, Sir, the tariff which is fixed 
is of such a queer nature that, as I have said in my objects and purposes 
of the Bill, a regular rate war settles in, or sometimes it so happens that 
particular interested parties raise certain prices or some other interested 
party, in order to capture the trade, lowers the prices. The result is 
that the driving community has got to suffer much. I want to quote an 
instance to the point. In fact, the principal reason which actuated me 
to bring in this Bill is the one which pertains to the taxi-driving trade in 
Bombay. It must be noticed that the taxis are driving at a particular 
tariff which is fixed by a meter which is an indication of the journey and 
the amount of money spent for the journey. This meter is an index-
1 am simply quoting an instance to the point ; the same may be said in 
connection with other vehicles as well-indicating the fact that for 
a particular journey so much amount of money shall be paid. But while 
the taxi driver is the man who has got to deal primarily with the tariff, 
that tariff is imposed on him by a party, which is absolutely foreign to 
the interest, for example, the Commissioner of Police. Now it may be 
urged that the Commissioner of Police has got certain powers, amoni 

• Appendix 5. 
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which one is the fixation of tariff for different vehicles in the To,,n , ,f 
Bombay, but there are other vehicles over ~Yhich the Commissioner , ,; 
Police has got no control and such vehicles are not affected by thi
tariff, such as the bus. The consequence is that there starts actuallY 
a rivalry between these two competing bodies, one, say, for exampl;·. 
the taxi and the other the bus. Now, I sh.all quote the instance of ti)•· 
bus. The bus is a vehicle which is driven by a Company which is a 
limited concern. As it is owned by a large Company, it can easily afford 
to lower its charge and the result is that the taxi becomes a valueles.-> 
conveyance in the vehicular traffic on the streets of Bombay. This i:o: 

simply an instance to the point which has been quoted to indicate to you 
the necessity and desirability of introducing a Bill of this character. 
Now, Sir, my point was that as a result ofthis, some time ago, through 
the Taxi Drivers' Union we had to start a regular struggle, a struggle for 
the aesertion of our right, namely, that the tariff should be fixed at, the 

• will and at the desire of the driver himself and not by the Police Com
missioner because under the statute he happens to have a right. Tl1e 
Police Commissioner under a particular right dictates a particular fare, 
but when that is found to be incompatible \\"ith the needs and require
ments of the driver, certainly it is up to the driver to protest. Well, 
Sir, the result was that the whole combined organisation, the trade union 
of the workers, protested against it and the drivers had to declare a strike 
which lasted for about a month. The strike had to be resorted to in 
view of the fact that the taxi driver himself was declared not to be the 
master of his own vehicle though in actual fact and practice he was one. 
Even though he drove the vehicle, he was not the master of that vehiclf, 
that is to say, so far as the earning was concerned. Under the circum
stances, what happened was that the taxi drivers l1ad to carr.v on a 
lengthened etrike. On behalf of the Police the action was faulty and it so 

happened that 11 particular will was forced on the 
driving community and that will was that they 

should fix a rate which would facilitate the right of a private capitalist 
company like the Bus Comp(lnyto enter into baffling competition with the 
taxi drivers. Why should such arbitra.ry will of the Police have been 
permitted to interfere 1 They could not flout the law of the land, they had 
not power enough in them to do that because they had not got sufficient 
strength in them to do that. So, a small red flag was brought into 
existence and that flag was an index of the fact that taximen were 
prepared to drive at a rate which could easily compete with the other 
vehicles in the country. Then there arose a tussle between the two wills, 
the will of the Police Commissioner as i\ldicated by the taxi-meter and 
the will of the taxi drivers as indicated by the small red flag. Now, as 
a result of that, it naturally so happened that the Police Commissioner 
had got his own way of dealing with these things, and my friends here will 
agree with me that those who have control of the executive power in the 
country have got peculiar methods of their own to demolish their 
opponentshoweversound-reasoningtheymay be and the result was that 
this flag was thrown to the earth, not that the taximan was not able to 

J 
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continue driving at the competitive rate of four annas but because the 
police control was so very tyrannous in many indirect ways that ultimate
ly the flag had to be thrown out. The consequence was that the man had 
again to revert to the Police Commissioner's will indicated through the 
taxi-meter, and today we find that in the absence of a will like that 
envisaged in this Bill, the taximen are suffering. Of that this is an 
instance in point, and I am quoting that instance immediately in view 
of the fact that I happen to be closely associated with the Taxi Drivers' 
Cnion. The same thing has happened with other members of the driving 
fraternity. I happen to ~e associated with the Victoria Drivers' Asso
ciation and there I find the same state of affairs. My main plea in regard 
to the Bill in hand is this that those who own the vehicles, those who 
own the means of livelihood, who own the principal means from which 
thev can earn maintenance for themselves and for their families, must 
ha~ the control and power of bringing about a settlement of tariff rate. 
So far as the canying trade is concerned they must be free to create 
mutual relationship in the matter of agreements of rates of fare, and in 
fact the vehicular fraternit~r rna \i be free under the control of Government 
and other social factors. \Vhat do I want? I do not want to give an 
ultimatum of any kind, because I know the Congress members, our friends 
here, and even our Congress Minister will not be prepared to resort to 
vu y radical mtasures. I am sure of that fact and I have been prompted 
to bring in a Bill like this in view of the fact that I always have relied on 
the manifesto of my Congress fri€nds here who have often expressed in 
very glowing and shining terms their great oympathy and their determina
tion to bring about a great improvement in the condition of the masses, 
and I naturally thought that the Congressmen would be sure to lend their 
support to any measureA that would be calculated to bring about such 
a happy result. But., Sir, I must admit that I have been disappointed and 
disillusioned by their preYious performances. However, Sir, disappoint
ment is not in the tode of labour Leaders, much les!'l i.n my vocabulary. 
If any kind of disappointment had been capable of demolishing the class 
of people like me, I should certainly have died 20 years ago, but we are 
prepared to give our life, our energy, for what we feel to be right ; our 
whole work lies in fighting, fighting for the goo4 of the masses. It may 
be that at times we are in opposition to the Congress here or to somebody 
else there. But, Sir, I have been actuated with the feeling that our 
Congress friends here, with all the sympathy they have been expressing 
for the masses, would be bound to look upon my Bill with nothing but 
a spirit of good will, and in that hope I have sponsored this Bill. 

Xow, Sir, I do not want to enter into very many details pertaining to 
the different clauses, but I shall hurriedly explain to you the general 
p~rpose underlying the various clauses. 1'he general purpose is such as 
will be acceptable to all the different parties concerned. In a legislature 
of this kind which is a very heterogeneous body consisting of various kinds 
of elements owing allegiance to various school~ of political thought, 
I know we have got to observe caution. I hope my honourable friend 
~It. S. K. Patil will agree "ith me. 
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Sir, my first point is that with regard to these vehicles there shall be 
a standing Board of Control. Don't please bring in that flimsy pretext 
that " such a thing has never existed anywhere in the world and why, 
therefore should it be brought into this country 1" Please do not say 
that, because, rest assured that the Congress achievement of driving 
away the strong and powerful British administration that existed onlv 
a year ago is in ito>elf a very great achievement and, therefore, those who 
could bring about such a kind of achie¥.ement should certainly be relied 
upon in the matter of accepting such a radical principle as the one I have 
propounded in my Bill. What I want to tell you is this that the worker 
is an important factor in the State. I would even go a step further and 
say that the worker is the only chief pillar of the State. I have, of course, 
got to direct my energies in such a manner that my Bill will be ca.cried 
through and, therefore, I have to urge upon your notice the fact that you 
will have to begin with the acceptance of the fact that the worker is an 
important event in the State. Very good. Having accepted that 
theory, we go a step further. The worker who oWns the means from 
which he earns his livelihood has a right to use his machine in such a way 
that he earns out of it just as much as he needs. That is the second fact 
which cannot be gainsaid. Each man having a vehicle of his own ha.s 
got the right to earn out of it according to his Will, but in such a way that 
the general public may not be exploited, and that such ideao of general 
welfa1e of the body of the general Society are not a way from the mind of 
Unionism could be evidenced from the fact that the Union was instru
mental in starting the agitation for a four anna flag, but, alas ! you know 
with what result. I want to tell you how the worker, when he is assumed 
to be a useful factor in the common society, could be made to assist in 
the promotion of the welfare of the life of society in general. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will the honourable member please 
confine himself to the subject matter of his Bill1 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: I was just explaining the general purpose of 
the Bill and trying to show that I have some clauses in my Bill which 
would assist the worker in helping forward the welfare of the common 
society. By one of the clauses in this Bill I have given the sole control 
to the Local Government itself. '!'he Local Government is the presiding 
factor. By "the Local Government "I mean the Honourable the Home 
:Minister in charge. He would be the President of a Board like this. 
You can therefore judge about the bona fides and guarantees of a helpful 
scheme of this character, and you can drive out of your minds all those 
hazy p€rceptions of fear of communism, socialism, revolutionism and 
all other isms, if not for anything else, at least for this reason that I have, 
in this Bill, entrusted the destiny of a Board like this to no less a person 
than the Honourable the Home l\Iinister himself. 

TbE.'n, Sir, there are other factors in sociE-ty. What are they 1 

An Honourable MEMBER : "\\'hat does the honourable member mean 
by "Local. Government "? 
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)fr. S. H. JHABV ALA: By ''Local" Government" I mean the 
Government f:>r the time being.ruling in t.he province, whateYer the 
time may be, now or hereafter. · 

Secondly, I have provided for a Control Board which will be composed 
of, besides the Honourable Minist~r of Local Government, one representa
tive of the Tramway Company; one representative of the Victoria 
Owner Drivers ; in the ;-:arne way one representative of the Taxi Owner 
Drivers; one representatire of the Bombay .l\Iunicipality ; one repre
sentative of the passenger public from the Passengers and Traffic Relief 
AS80ciation whic,h has been in existence for the last several years doing 
efficient work for the relief of the distress of passengers, because I feel . 
and you will agree ultimately the passenger community use the vehicles ; 
one representative of the Private Bus Owner Drivers ; one representative 
of the Lorry Owner Drivers and the C()mmissioner of Police, Bombay. 
I am running the Lorry Owner Drivers' Union and in order to be fair to 
them I have given one representative for that union as well. You will 
find, therefore, that the constitution of the Control Board is impartial 
and representative in character. 

'I he next question i.:J, what the board should do. This board will meet 
from time to time as determined by the member in charge of this port
folio. 'fhe board will fix the rates. In the fixation of the rates, we have 
now got the direct voice of the persons involved in the trade. That· 
is all I want. '!his Bill is intended to take the arbitrary powers from the 
hands of those who are representatives of ve3ted interests and the Police 
Commissioner, Bombay, and to vest them in those people who are actually 
doing the work. Kow, the House will understand why this Board has 
been constituted in this manner. This board has got nothing ebe to do. 
but only to control tariff. I shall briefly point out how the necessity 
for this measure has arisen. C£.rtain persons who are not entitled to ply 
their cars for hire do so, thus deceiving·the public and taking away the 
trade from the hands of the people who have the right to run the trade 
11nd who pay heavily by way of taxation for the right. these persons 
defraud the public and the persons involved in the trade. Some of the 
priva.t(' owners of motor cars, there are manv of them, do not use their 
motor cars for a certain period of time, durmg the day, nor do they pay 
their drivers and cleaners a monthly salary. '!lese private owners send 
round their motor cars during day time on a contract with the drivers, 
that a certain percentage of the day's earnings should be given to the 
owntr and the balance takm by the drivE>r. In order to stop this illegiti
mate trade, this measure which has been brought in will be of particular 
value. 'lhis board will fix the rates which will be in force for one year 
and at the end of one year there will be a revision of rates according to 
the changes in the condition of industry, in the different relevant economic 
factors and so on. At the end of the year this change if any will be 
brought up. 'l'his is the main purpose of this Bill. '!;he very idea of 
c-ontrol indicates to us certain amount of powers being vested somewhere. 
In connection with this particular matter, it is fair that that power should 
'est in the hands of those who use the vehicles and those who are involved 
in that trade. This Bill will relieve the distres~ long felt by the drivers 
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in the Bombay Presidency. In view of the fact that the Congress Govern· 
ment are prepared t':> assist the ad\ancement of trade unionism, the 
advancement of industry, the advancement of the masst.s and so on, 
I hope Government will accept my Bill giving a constitutional right in the 
matter of fixing rat~s which serve aa the source of livelihood for many 
poor people in this trade. It might be argued whether the Police 
Commissioner is not a proper judge of the whole situation and why that 
power should be taken away from him ... ". I want to say in answer to that 
that the times have changed and we have entered the dawn of a new 
political era. One more fact that should be remembered is that those 
who held these arbitrary powers should cease to do so now. This power 
should vest in those persons who have a direct interest in the trade, 
because it affords them means of livelihood. With these remarks, I beg 
to move the first reading of this Bill in the hope that Government and the 
House will support it. 

Mr. K. F. NARUIAN (Bombay City) : l\Ir. Speaker, Sir, this is another 
measure which I am afraid the honourable mover, with the best of in
tentions, has brought in under entire misconception. He describes it as 
a poor man's measure. I will prove it that, if this measure is passed, 
so far as at least the Bombay City is concerned, I do not know of any 
other measure which will be more harmful to the travelling public than 
this one. Among the vehicles he has mentioned, the poor man's vehicle, 
the proletarian vehicle, is the tramway ; it is not the taxi, nor the bus, 
nor the victoria. The cheapest vehicle for the poor man is the tramway. 
So far as the tramway is concerned which is used by millions of travelling 
public, this is the most reactionary measure which we could conceive of. 
If only my honourable friend knows how the tramway tariff is controlled, 
he would not have included tire poor man's vehicle in his Bill. The 
tramway fare is controlled by the Bombay City Corporation. The 
tramway fare is suggested by the Tramway Company and unless it is 
approved by the Bombay Municipal Corporation, it cannot be sanctioned 
and enforced. I am sure my honourable friend will admit that the 
Bombay Corporation is a better representative of the travelling public 
than the Board he proposes. I will mention only one instance to show 
how the public interests were safeguarcled by means of this democratic 
control of the Municipal Corporation. Some years ago, the Tramway 
Company wanted to enhance the fares from one anna to two annas. 
The capitalist members in the Bombay Corporation, who held shares in 
the Tramway Company, voted in favour of a resolution for sanctioning 
the enhancement of fares, and with the help of their votes that resolution 
was passed. But one of the members o£ the Corporation went and 
challenged the decision in the High Court and got it nullified. Thus 
nearly 14 or 15 lakhs of rupees have been saved every year .to the 
poorest of the travelling public by the action of one member of the 
Corporation. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, may I rise to a point-of order? 

At the first reading of a Bill only the principle is discussed and not the
details. If you go into the details, the principle will be lost. It happened 
so on the first Bill, and that prejudiced the chances against .Mr. Jhabvala. 
Here, I submit that the principle of popular control is the only thing to be 
discussed just now, and not the composition of the Board, which can be 
chan()'ed later on. Therefore, Sir, unless you regulate the debate so as to 
allo'Yi; only the discussion of the principle, the honourable member 
Mr. Jbabvala's Bill will have no chance. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : While agreeing entirely with the_ 
proposition that only the principle of the Bill is to be discussed at the 
first reading, I am afraid it is very difficult to define or limit the scope of 
discussion having regard to relevancy. The question of popular control 
is, in short, the principle of this Bill. But there is something further than 
that in this Bill, and that is the constitution of the proposed Control 
Board. And whe-n a particular form of constitution is proposed as the 
means of carrying out what the author of the Bill desires, if a speaker 
says that that form of constitution is not desirable or practicable, I am 
not prepared to rule that he is irrelevant on the ground that he is straying 
from the principle. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: I would be the first person to agree that the 
control now vested in the arbitrary hands of the Police Commissioner 
should be transferred to a more popular body. But I am now trying to 
show that the control as proposed by the Bill will be transferred to a more 
reactionary body than the one that at present exists. Today there is 
a more popular body than the proposed board to control certain classes 
of fares. If you see the composition of the board, as it is proposed in the · 
Bill, you will find that out of the total of nine members, five are re
presentatives of interested bodies, namely, the Tramway Company, 
the victoria owner drivers, the taxi owner drivers, the private bus owner 
drivers, and the lorry owner drivers. These bodies are all interested 
bodies, and their interests conflict with those of the travelling public : 
these bcdies are all interested in enhancing the fares. The five represen
tatives sent by these bodies will always be in the majority in the board,. 
with the result that they can combine and compel all the travelling public 
to pay enhanced fares for the tramways, the victorias, the buses and the 
lorries. They can all combine to raise the fares, and the rest of the board 
would be absolutely helpless against them in looking after the interests 
of the travelling public. Therefore, Sir, the control proposed iii the Bill 
is not popular control, but control by vested interests. I am sure my 
honourable friend, with the best of intentions, is trying to protect the 
interests of the few unions he is representing. But if he had looked to the 
interests of the travelling public, I am sure he would have been the last 
person to introduce a Bill like this. 

At the same time, I quite agree that the present system of arbitrary 
fixture of fares by one officer like the District Superintendent of Police 
or the Commissioner of Police is out of date and should be changed. But 
this is quite a different matter from trying to transfer the control from 
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a popular body to a reactionary board. X ow that Government's atten
tion has been drawn to the matter, we expect from them an authoritative 
statement on the subject. So far as the rest of the Bill is concerned 
I submit that the travelling public will be in a worse condition than it i~ 
today, if the Bill is agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : ~Ir. Speaker, Sir, I congratulate 
the mover of the Bill on the interest that ne has evinced in the poor man 
and also on the principle that he has tried to enunciate in this Bill. And 
if, after I have spoken, the honourable mover sees that there is not 
much difference in principle between Government and himself, perhaps 
he may think it worth while to consider the question of withdrawing this 
Bill altogether. I entirely agree with him, Sir, that the question of fare 
is such an important one, not only to the drivers but also to the public in 
general; that it should. not be left in the arbitrary hands of a single 
individual, however trusted he might be or however highly placed he 
might be. Secondly, I entirely agree with him that the fares have to be 
fixed from two or three points of view. Two of them he has enunciated 
himself. The first is that of the traders-I will call them traders for the 
time being-that is, those who are plying the vehicles. The second is 
that of the public, who should not be exploited by charging a higher fare. 
And the third, if I may add,-1 am sure he will agree to it,-is the 
maintenance of the efficiency of the vehicles for the purpose for which 
they are intended. So that, as between him and Government there 
is very little difference in outlook with regard to this Bill. 

But as to the Bill itself, he will permit me to point out that in view of 
the existing Acts which cover the field, the greater portion of the Bill is 
either unnecessary at the present stage or will become unnecessary. This 
Bill proposes not only to control ordinary vehicles which are governed 
by the Public Conveyances Act, 1920-that is, the hand carts, horse 
carriages, and bullock carts-but also motor cars, buses and tram cars. 
Now, Sir, we have different Acts to cover different kinds of vehicles, and 
if any of them have to be amended, my honourable friend will agree with 
me that the proper course would be to amend each particular Act rather 
than deal with all in one omnibus Act. Take, for instance, the Tramways 
Act, 1871. Under that Act, by a deed ~f concession dated the 7th August 
1905, the Municipality of Bombay has come to certain terms and condi- · 
tions with the B. E. S. T. Co., and it would not be possible by a Bill 
of this character suddenly to alter the terms of that deed of concession, 
because the parties to that deed of concession are the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation and the B. E. S. T. Co. . To that extent, therefore, the 

honourable mover will see· that the Police Commis-
6 p.m. sioner has not got the deciding voice in the matter, 

but that it is a matter of negotiations between the Bombay Municipality 
and the Tramway Company. It is presumed that the Bombay Munici
pality and the Tramway Company are expected to take all the three 
points of view into consideration, namely, the point of view of the Tram
way Company and that of the public, and of efficiency of the vehicles. 
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Therefore, I do not think that in a case like this it is necessary to refer the 
fixation of fares to any particular board, as is suggested. For instance, 
if a question with regard to tramway fares came before the board which 
he proposes, most of its members would have no knowledge of the question 
at all. There would be only one person to represent the passengers ; 
there would be another to represent the Bombay Municipality, and there 
would be the Commissioner of Police to represent Government. There
fore, today the position is better. The Municipal Corporation of Bombay 
will be certainly a. better body to consider the question of the fares of 
tramways than a body like the one proposed by the honourable member, 
which consists of different kinds of representatives. Even if my honour
able friend wants to go to the length of taking away the power. of the 
Bombay Municipality and vesting it somewhere else, a Bill like this would 
not be the proper way to do it. Possibly, the Tramways Act as well as 
the Municipal Act will have to be amended for. that purpose. But! am 
sure the honourable member realises the implications of such a. step, 
and will accept that the present system is perhaps the better of . the 
t\\'0. 

The next is the Public Conveyances Act, Act No. VII of 1920. This 
Act, as I mentioned before, cov~rs the cases of hand carts, bullock carts 
and victorias. So far as they are concerned, it is not correct to say that 
the Police Commissioner fixes the farea. Section 18 of the Act says that 
the power of the Police Commissioner is subject to the conditions of 
previous publication and the previous sanction of Government. There
fore, so far as the vehicles covered by the Public Conveyances Act· are 
concerned, it is the Government which has the right to decide. And 
I am sure the honourable member will realise the difference between the 
old Governments and the new ; now it will be a Government respon~ible 
to this House. Therefore, the principal objection of the honourable 
mover is taken away. 

The third class of vehicles which is sought to be included in this Bill is 
the taxi. This is governed by the rules framed under the Motor Vehicles 
Act of 1914. As the honourable mover knows full well,-he is a great 
.authority on mechanically propelled vehicles,-the Government of India 
have on the anvil a legislation which controls the whole subject of 
mechanically propelled vehicles. Under that Act, a regional authority 
will be set up for Bombay by the Local Government. That authority 
will have the control of motors and taxis, including fixing their fares 
and various other matters incidental to the trade. Therefore, this is 
a question which will really be governed by that Act when it comes into 
force. Even the power which the Police Commissioner possessf::s now of 
fixing the fares of taxis will pass into the hands of a regional authurity 
which Government will appoint. 'lhe proper time will be in April, when 
that Bill become3 an Act and when the Bombay Government is called 
upon to form a regional authority, to see that the power is entrusted 
to a representative body which is likely to do full justice to the ta.xi 
()Wner and to the public and al,o look after the efficiency of the vehicJes. 
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From that point of view, what is contemplated by my honourable friend 
is either provided so far or is going to be provided by the new Act. 

I will now turn to the Bill itself, which does naturally require a lot of 
amendmenta before it can be made to fit in with the e:xistina structure of 
law. The Bill provides that it should extend to the whole of the Bombay 
Presidency. If it extends to the whole of the Bombay Presidency, I fall 
to see how the representative of the victoria owner-drivers in the citv 
of Bombay will represent the cab drivers of Poona or of Ahmedabad. 
In the same way, how is the representative of private bus owner-drivers 
of Bombay to represent the private bus owner-drivers of Belgaum 1 Such 
a Bill requires to be looked at from the point of view of the whole Presi
dency. There is another point which is not cle~rly brought out. The 
fare is to be fixed not only from the point of view of the drivers, but also 
from the point of view of the owners of the vehicles, who are generally 
different from the drivers. They are not represented here at all. There
fore, asauming that this Bill goes to the stage of a select committee, it 
will have to be redrafted in its entirety. The control board should really 
be intended to apply to the Province of Bombay. In addition to having 
the Police Commissioner, it will become necessary, when the question 
relates to districts in the mofussil, to consult the police officials of the 
district concerned also. 

In view of all these difficulties, I would appeal to my honourable frimd 
the mover to withdraw this Bill. The point of view of Government 
being the same as his, namely, that the fixing offares should not be in the 
hands of a single offic.ial but must be controlled by a representative body, 
I think there will be no objection to his acceding to my request. There 
is only one point which I want to add, and it is this. A board like this 
will be a very expensive luxury. If you have a representative board 
like this, it may involve a considerable amount of money in the shape of 
travelling expenses and other expenses incidental to a representative 
board. If at all a method is to be devised, it will have to b.e devised for 
the three different sets of vehicles that I have mentioned, and in three 
different ways. I would, therefore, again appeal to my honourable 
friend to withdraw this Bill. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR lrnAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District): Sir, before the speech of the Honourable 
the Home Minister, I was going to support the Bill ; but, after his speech, 
I believe I am in a position to appeal to my friend Mr. Jhabvala to 
withdraw the Bill. Only one point remains to be cleared ?Y Gover?
ment. As .fa~ as I see, there are two important features mvolved m 
the principle of this Bill. First, the question of popular control ; the~e 
is another important point which has been lost sight of so far-:;-and 1t 
is the question of co-ordination. I think the Bill aims at stoppmg the 
tariff war especially in' the City of Bombay. Tramway fa~es ~re 
controlled, to a great extent, by a popular body, but the fa~es of viCtonas 
and taxis are not controlled by any popular body. I thmk at present 
the most important point is that there should be one body that should. 
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control all the fares of all sorts of vehicles. If there is an assurance 
from Government that they are going to bring some legislation or that 
they are going to take some steps in this direction, then I think a Bill 
of this nature, in the body of which there are so many flaws and defects, 
should be withdrawn at this stage. I think the greatest difficulty that 
arises, so far as the city of Bombay is concerned, is this that the taxi 
drivers are hit hard in their profession because of the tariff war with the 
buses. I give one instance. Whenever there is Mahim fair it is always 
a season of roaring trade for the taxi drivers ; but this year the buses 
r~duced their fares-in fact, the buses were running at the rate of 2 or-
3 pies per mile. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Public benefited by it. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: It is true, but what about 
the persons who are carrying on trade in taxis 1 They will be ruined·. 
Even in considering the point of public benefit, there should be some 
system. Supposing the taxi drive!S also reduce their fares to a very 
low degree, then what about the victorias 1 They will be absolutely 
ruined. 'What I want to impress upon Government is this that there 
should be co-ordination and collaboration between the agencies that 
are given the power of fixing the tariffs. Different bodies should not 
be allowed to fix tariff for different vehicular trades. That is the· 
important point in this Bill, and I think if this point is conceded by 
Government and if they promise that they will take this point int(} 
consideration while taking the necessary steps in this direction, then 
I shall advise my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala to withdraw the 
Bill. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I do not think 
it is necessary any further now to advise my honourable friend Mr. Jhab
vala. The time is advising him and within a quarter of an hour he will 
be advised quite definitely where he stands. It is clear that the debate, 
if further prolonged, will be quite dull, and, therefore, I do not wish really 
to make any elaborate statement, except to say that the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala has brought out three important points in his 
proposed Bill, and they are, first, that some public control of the traffic 
and the fixation of rates is necessary ; and, secondly, that, both in the 
interest of those who run these vehicles and in the interest of the public, 
the present control should be decentralised ; thirdly, that that should 
be done through an organisation like the one which he has indicated. 
At this stage, I only want to mention that my honourable friend 
Mr. Jhabvala has brought out two difficulties of those who are plying 
the vehicles for hire. Some people can ply vehicles and bring down 
their rate up to any limit ; others are not allowed to bring down the 
rate. Then some people evade the vehicles taxation, and the taxis 
have to bear the whole taxation. Sir, there is in the city of Calcutta 
even a recognition of the private taxi driver. Here, in the city of 
Bombay, he is not recognised in law, though in fact, he plies about the 
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·whole city, and he is entering into an unfair competition because he 
avoids paying the same taxation as the taxi driver. He can cut the 
taxi driver's throat because he evades taxes ; he can charge any fare, 
and one of the biggest difficulties of the poor taxi driver in the city of 
Bombay is this contraband or rather smuggled traffic of the private 
taxi drivers. Then there are the motor buses:_the Tramway Company's 
buses-running today at a fairly cheap· rate. If the taxi driver is 
eliminated by them, God knows where his trade will go. For these 
reasons, it is time to institute some decentralised and more popular 
control. All that my honourable friend 1\Ir. Jhabvala pleads for is this 
simple principle, and I must commend the Honourable the Home 
Minister's statement as confining himself, with almost meticulous 
precision, to the principle of the Bill, which, I am afraid, my honourable 
friend Mr. Nariman did not do. He harped upon the reactionary 
character of the proposed Board, but it can be changed out of recognition 
if once the principle is conceded. The last Bill of my honourable friend 
1\Ir. Jhabvala went by the board because too· many details were given 
in it; now, this Bill is going by the board because there are no details . 

. My only request to Government, therefore, is that the principles which 
the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala has indicated, namely, that of 
a more decentralised and popular control, may be kept in mind when 
they bring out a Bill in this connection, and the business of running 
private taxis should be strictly controlled so as to run on lines which 
will put more bread and butter in the mouths of the poor taxi drivers. 
All that the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala is concerned with is that 
those people who ply for hire-whether taxi drivers or others-should 

· not be at a disadvantage on account of an improper competition and 
on account of an improper control. That is what I conceive to be the 
central point of this Bill, and which, I feel certain, Government will 
keep in mind. That will be the reward for my honourable friend 
Mr. Jhabvala for having brought this fact to the knowledge of Govern
ment, and, therefore, any disappointment that he may feel on account of 
the Bill not being carried further will be counteracted by the knowledge 
that his work has been done. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, under the rules 
I have a right to reply. Before the final verdict of the House is 
taken on this Bill, I feel fortified by the assurance given by the 
Congress Government as regards the betterment and amelioration of 
the lot of those persons who are involved in the trade of driving the 
different vehicles in Bombay. But, Sir, my object, as an independent 
quantity in this Legislative Assembly, is not only to try and win over the 
friends here, who are now vested with all the auth·nity in their hands, but 
also to impress upon the mind of the House that there a.re certain factors 
in the body politic which have hitherto not been taken care of, which 
have never been given any consideration by the previous administration, 
~nd it is the duty of the present legislature to see to it that their condition 
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improves. I shall carry every Bill of mine to a division. I would not 
mind doing so, because I want the verdict of this House on all the 
different principles that I have adumbrated here. The assurances of 
the Government benches are not going to detract me from the firmness 
of my purpose in the least. Unfortunately, our friends like my 
hono~rable friend Mr. Nariman do not understand and do not care even 
to read the Bill. [Interruptions.] They have made the mistake of 
entering too much into details of the Bill while they were thinking that 
they were discussing the general principles of the Bill on the first reading; 
and naturally when they begin t:> enter into details at the first 
opportunity they get, it so happens that the general principle is always 
lost Eight of. I am therefore glad that the Honourable Mr. Munshi has 
understood the principle of the Bill, and I am also equally glad that he 
has begun to move in the matter and that he has also given me an 
assurance that the Indian Motor Vehicles Act is going to be brought 
into force and that certain measures will be taken. But still, I am afraid 
he is not quite alive to the actual situation. What is the point 1 The 
point is that the control of fixing tariff should vest in the person who 
owns and who drives the taxi. Why 1 Because those who control 
the means of production should be their masters. That central theory 
from working-class point of view cannot be lost sight of, but I am 
afraid this theory will sit too high upon your heads. I am quite sure 
of that, but then this is the theory which is now coming into vogue 
everywhere in the world. Yes, I do admit that the public also is entitled 
to consideration, and for that reason, I have given a special seat to the 
public in the col1.3titution of the Board which my Bill seeka to establish. 
I have given a· seat even to the Bombay Municipality, whose welfare 
the honourable member Mr. Nariman has so much at heart-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I hope the honourable member 
wishes to bring his remarks to a close within about two or three 
minutes. 

l\Ir. S. H. JHABVALA: Yes, Sir. I know that it is nearly 6-30 p.m. 
and the 2 or 3 minutes now at my disposal will be enough to bring my 
remarks to a close and then to have the motion put to the House. 

Now, Sir, I do not attach any vuy great importance to the opinions 
advanced by some of the honourable members, but I am surprised to 
hear my honourable friend 1\fr.l\iunshi saying that the previous sanction 
of Government is taken before the fixation of tariff by the Police 
Commissioner. It must be rem€mbered that there are various items 
in. w?ich the power is vested in the executive authority like the Com
m~~oner of Police and in which matter Government is guided by the 
?Pllll?n of thos~ authorities concerned. I will give you an instance 
m pomt. I am )lliit now having a very hard tussle with the Honoura~le 
Minister in charge of the Home Department as regards new meters, but 
the only guiding factor which influences the decision of an important 
Government like the Provincial Government of Bombay is the 
Commissioner of Police. 
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The. Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : No. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: My honourable friend Mr. Munsbi knows 
very well that oftentimes he has had to postpone giving his own personal 
opinion because of the fact that he has not had the guidance or the 
necessary consultation with the Commissioner of Police. Can he denv 
this 1 No, I think not. In the Act governing this matter the Provinci~l 
Government has to be consulted beforehand by the Commissioner of 
Police, and the whole system works this way. Every power here is 
vested in the hands of the Commissioner of Police. He delegates it to 
his. subordinates, so that the ultimate man who determines the whole 
question is the man who holds the key of the Motor Vehicles Department. 
~his is the explanation which I wanted to place. before the honourable 
House before I sat down. 

Sir, with these words, I do desire that the House do consider the merits 
of this Bill and deliver the control of the :fixation of tariff to the persons 
who are directly interested in the trade and in this way evolve a new 
system under which all people who are working in the trade may be 
masters of their own rates at which they should ply, and thus they will 
be happy and independent without in any way imperilling the interests 
of the general public. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, however much Government 
might sympathise with the Bill of my honourable friend, it entirely 
ignores the public, the most important factor in the ·consideration as 
representing the Taxi Owners' . Union. He has taken only a one-sided 
view, namely, that of the taxi drivers. 'lhat cannot be the attitude of 
Government, and if he presses his Bill to a division, very reluctantly 
Government will have to oppose him. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER.: There is no question of withdrawal, 
as I understand 1 

Mr. S. H. JHABV .ALA: No, Sir. 

Question, "'Ihat the Bill No. VIII of 1937 be read a first time," put; 
and negatived. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, I have tried to ascertain the 
wishes of the members of the different Groups and I find that for one 
reason or the other it will be more convenient for the House to assemble 
on Tuesday instead of on Monday. '!here is an Agricultural Show to be 
opened in the Karnatak [Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: Not a Cinema 
Show ?] and many members are interested in the Agricultural Show. If 
the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mthta puts an agricultural show 
and a cinema show on the same footing, the next time he wants a holiday 
h~ may bring up the excuse of a cinema show. To-day, I restrict it only 
to the Agricultural Exhibition. Perhaps the word "show" was not 
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to his liking and that is why he put a cinema show and an agricultural 
show on the same footing. Sir, there ia a fairly big Agricultural Exhibi
tion to be opened in the Ka.rnatak and I find, on consultation of the wishES 
of the principal members of the 0ppo8ition, amongst whom, if my 
information is oorrect, is also the honourable member llr. Jamnadas 
liehta, who is also agreeable that the House should re-assemble--

~Ir. J.A..MXA.DAS M. MEHTA: liy name should not he mentioned; 
I did not sa.y that. 

· The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : If my informant was in error, 
I will omit the honourable member's name from those who have agreed, 
and say that the other members are all, or most of them, of the view that 
the House should now assemble on Tuesday, and I therefore request 
that the Rolliie do stand adjourned till Tuesday morning, i.e., the 
18th instant, and the order of business on that day will he as 
follows: 

There will be Government Motion N'o. II, which has been part-heard 
and which will be continued ; and after that, Government Bills will be 
taken up, and in order that honourable members may know beforehand 
in case they lea'\"e Bombay immediat~ly, I would like to mention the Bills 
which are to be taken up. 

First will be Bill N'o. XXV of 1937 (Collection of Taxes Bill). There 
has been some amendment of the Bill in the Upper Chamber and that will 
have to be considered in this House. That is why it is placed first on the 
agenda. After that, there will be Bill No. I of 1938 (A Bill to amend the 
Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923). Aft~r that, there will be Bill No. ill 
of 1938 (A Bill to provide far the release on probation of offenders). 
After that, there will be Bill N'o. IV of 1938 (A Bill to amend the City of 
Bombay Municipal Act, 1888), and thereafter, Bill No. V of 1938 (A Bill 
to remove the disabilities of Harijans in regard to worship in 
temples). 

This I submit, Sir, should be the Order of the Day on whichever 

6·30p.m. 
day the House decides to meet after the adjourn· 
ment. 

The Assembly then adjourned till2 p.m. ~n TtJ.e.Sday, the 18tl& January 
1938. . . ' 

xo.I Bk lib U2-5 
-------- ·- ---· 
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Tuesday: the 18th January)938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 
Tuesday. the 18th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
)!r. G. V. ~U VA.LAXK.A.R, LL.B., presiding. · · 

Present,: 

ABncr. LAm HAn IIA.nut KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
AIDALE, ~Ir. J. S. 
ALI BAHAD'CR BAHADUR K.H.AN, Mr. 
!KBEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
A.!\TROLIKAR, Dr. K. B . 
• WDHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BEGMAHOYED, Mr. HusELY A.BooBAKEB 
BIIARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATAXIUR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CmT!LE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CIIITRE, Mr. A. v. 
CHAWDH!RI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
Cl!Uh"DRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DIU.NJISHAll B. 
DABm, Mr. FULSIN11Jl B. · 
D~"DEKAR,Mr.V.V. 
DEHLA VI, Sir ALI lliHOMED Klu.N 
DESAI, Mr. Dn.'K.ERRAO N. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RUDBIR P. 
DESBllUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESBllUKH, Mrs. b'NAPUR...~A GoPAL 

DESHP.U"DE, Mr. G. H. 
DODMETI, Mr. A. D. 
F.uz MoHAMED KIU.N, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA. Mt. D. J. 
FIRODEA., Mr. K. s. 
FRENCH, lli. F. H. 
GAIK.WAD, Mr. B. K. 
G.umm, Mr. M. M. 
GAV~~ER,Mr.S.K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D.P. 
GHATCE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEWALE, .Mr. A. A. 
GBIA, Dr. C. J. 
Gau, Mr. M. C. 
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GILDER; the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. 
GIRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GIRME, Mr. R. B. 
GoKBALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPr, :Mr. M. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
HANAGI, Mr. ABDUL KARIM A!IHNSAJ;"· 
HIRAY, Mr. B. s. 
lLKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADRAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JANVEKAR, 1\lr. K. A. 
JRABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
Josm, 1\Ir. JrNABHAI P. 
Josnr, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, 1\Jr. V. N. 
KAcnm, Khan Saheb fuJI AHMED KASAM 
KAtE, :Mr. R. S. 
KALYA~'I, Rao S.aheb A. N. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KA.NUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. 1. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESRWANTRAO alias BAPUSAREB 
KA.zr, KnwAJA BASRIRUDDIN KRWAJA MomuDDIN 
KAzr, Mr. Azrz GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GOVIND 
KESRWAIN, 1\fr. s. N. 
:KlmDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KmMJI, Mr. BRAWANJI A. 
KiLLEDAR, Mr. MAROMED l\1USA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr •. BHOGILAL D. 
LALcRAND HIRACHAND, Mr. 
LA.TTRE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 

· MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MAsTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MERTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
M:mzA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
MITRA, Mr. M.Ano:M.ED S.C. 

[18 JAN. 1938 
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MoHAliEDALLY ALLAnux, ~rr. 
MoRARBHAI KAsAxJr, Mr. 
MoRE, Mr. J. G. · 
MUKADA)I, ~fr. W. S. 
1\IUNSHI, the Honourahle ~Ir. K. M. 
::\IuxSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NATK, Mr. V. N . 
.NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NANDA, Mr. GutzARI LAL 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NEsvr, Mr. T. R. 
NmANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NurtiE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BAnUBHAJ J. 
PATEL, l\1r. BHAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. ~b.HOliiEDBAWA M. 
PATEL~ Mr. :MiNGESH B. 
PATEL, l\Ir. MusAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARA:tll N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRA.O A. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable 1\Ir. L. M. 
PATIL, Mr.l\IALaounA P. 
PATIL, MRS. NAGAli1MA 
PATIL, Mr. N.o\RHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. · 
PHADAKE, 1\fr. G. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RArs, K.B. Sarda,r H.A.Jr AMIRSAHEB MomnnrN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, 1\Ir, 
RAl\'E, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAKARLAL BALABH.AI, 1\Ir. 
SAK.LATVALA, Mr. S. D. 
SATHE, l\lr. s. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN MAHOMED, Khan BahadUl' 
SHINDE, Mr. BA.JIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORA.O 
SmRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, Mr. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. Isl!AIL HAsAN BAPu 
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SINGAPORI, 1\Ir. A. E. 
SoNGAVKAR,~.S.G. 
SuGANDm, 1\Ir. M. S. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
TRAKOR, ~Ir. B. P. 
THORAT, 1\Ir. R. B. 
THUSE, Mrs. L.AxMIBAI Gn."ESH 
TuumLE, 1\Ir. H. V. 
TYABJI, :hirs. FAiz B. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. u. 
VINcHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, 1\Ir. lSHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, l\Ir. P. w .. 
W ALVEKAR, 1\Ir. B. B. 
WANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

(18 JAN. 193~ 

SHORT NOTICE QUESTION AND ANSWER. 

l\h. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, there is a short 
notice question and the Honourable the Revenue Minister has intimated 
that he is going to reply to it today. 

The Honoura.ble the SPEAKER : It is with reference to it that the 
honourable member was requested to put his question. 

FACILITIES IN PA\'MENT OF LAND REVENUE TO SUPERIOR HOLDERS 
IN RATNAGIRI DISTRICT. 

1\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Will the Honourable· 
1\Iinister for Revenue be pleased to state- · 

(a) whether Government are aware that the people in the Ratnagiri 
district generally pay the land revenue regularly and fully; . 

(b) whether Government are aware that for the last 5 years, land 
revenue has been paid in full in the Ratnagiri district in spite of the. 
low prices which·agricultural produce-has been fetching; · 

(c) whether Government have ascertained the amou.nt of arrears 
which the superior holders have been forced .to leave uncollected, 
during tbis period ; 

(d) whether Government have received complaints that tenants 
· and inferior holders intend to make def11ult this year in paying their 
·dues; 

(e) if so, whether. Government propose to give any facilities to the 
superior holders who are directly responsible for the payment of land 
revenue 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R •. DESAI 1 (a) Yes. 
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(b) Yes. The land revenue hRs been paid after deduction· of the 
remissions of land revenue given on account of the fall in the prices of 
.agricultural produce in several of the talukas ofthe district. 

(c) No. 

(d) No. 

(e) Does not arise. 

Mr. S. L. KARA}t1)1KAR: In view of part (c) of the question, will 
Government undertake to make an enquiry 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : If a represenhtion is 
made, Government '\\'ill certainly consider the question. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDTKAR: With regard to part (d) of the question, 
may I know whether any complaint was made to the Honourable Minister 
when he toured the district 1 · . 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: No specific complaints 
·were made to me while touring the district about this. There was a 
.complaint made of a. general apprehension. It does not mean there is 
.a specific complaint. 

MOTION REGARDING TITLES. 

Question again proposed : 

" This Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles of honour or titular 
distinction on any person in the Province by His Majesty or the Governor General btl 
discontinued." 

The·Honourable the SPEAKER: The other day when we adjourned, 
the Honourable the Prime 1\linister moved a motion and stated what he 
had to say in support of it. We now take up the further discussion 
of it. There are three amendments which have already been moved
one by the honourable member Sir Ali l\Iahomed Khan Dehlavi to insert 
the word " indiscriminately " between " person " and " in: " ; ·the second 
one by the honourable member 1\Ir. Jhabvala; and the third one by the 
honourable member 1\lr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan. 

Sir ALI l\UHOMED KHAN DEHJJA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
Mr. Speaker; Sir, in the first place, I am inclined to think that the form 
in which the motion has heen brought is not the right one. I am sure 
that the Honourable the Prime Minister will say that he and his 1\Iinisters 
h&ve given their best thought to the motion and therefore we might take 
it that it is the right form. But, if he would dispassionately consider 
the matter, he would be at one with me in the view that the motion 
~ncroaches upon the prerogative of the King, the privileges of the Viceroy 
and also the rights of the Governor. It might have taken the form of 
an address or any other form except the present one which says: 

. ".Thi~ Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles of honour or titular · 
ilistmctlon on any person in the Province by His Majesty or the Governor General be 
.disoontinued." 
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[Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi] 
It is neither a recommendation nor a prayer but it assumes to itself, 
if I understand the spirit underlying the motion, a sort of a right of 
Government to come to a conclusion in the matter. I think that, if 
Government is under that delusion, it is mistaken in taking that view. 

Further, coming to the merits of the question, I must admit, as the 
Honourable Minister has pointed out, that in Canada, at a certain period 
after the war, titles were bestowed on p.eople by the numbers. Similarly~ 
as far as I can consider this question, I think that titles were bestowed 
on people indiscriminately during the period of dyarchy, by the various 
governments that came into power. I call it an indiscriminate method 
and I even felt it in those dyarchical days. I quite agree with the 
Honourable Prime 1\:Iinister that such indiscriminate bestowal of titles 
had a demoralising effect on public life, particularly on political life, 
and hampered political progress. Dyarchy was condemned after giving 
it a trial for 15 years. The Simon Commission came to that conclusion 
and the British Government accepted it. The present Act, although 
unfortunately it upholds dyarchy in the Centre when the Federation comes 
in, confirms that view. I think that, during the dyarchical period, if the 
methods that were followed had not been followed, even dyarchy wot,ld 
have proved more useful. Well, that is now a matter of the past ; let 
us forget it and bury it. I am in entire agreerr:ent with the Honourable 
the Prime Minister that titles should not be conferred indiscriminately. 
That is why I have moved an amendment which supports the motion 
that titles should be conferred with proper discrimination and raison 
d'etre in order that we may continue that time-honoured institution 
which has its own ntility. In the Western countries and also in Asiatic 
countries, 'titles have a value of their own. They are the appreciation 
of public services, particularly in the field of literature, science and so on .. 
If a gentleman has done laudable work, either in science or literature 
or other public service, what is the method of appreciating his work ~ 
If I am not very much mistaken, the Congress has been bestowing titles 
in appreciation of services. My honourable friend 1\ir. Jhabvala gives 
titles by the shoals every day by addressing certain members as comrades,. 
which I think is a title-like Shriyut which means Shrimant--

An Honourable l\1El\1BER : It is ·only Mister. 

Sir ALI 1\IAHOMED KHAN DEHI~AVI : It is something more than 
that. I will come to more important titles bestowed by the Congress 
such as Deshbandhu, Lokamanya and Mahatma. These are titles of 
honour. [I-nterruption.] Sarda.r is a title given by the Congress. 

An Honourable l\iEl\1BER : By the people. 

Sir ALI 1\IAHO:MED KHAN DEHLAVI : I do not. know what 
" people " means. The vision of the Cabinet is always narrowed when 
it talks of public and people. It only looks around and sees th~t 
the people and the public are confined to Congress world. There 1s 

a huge public outside the Congress, much larger than the Congress. 
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[Sir Ali :Mahomed Khan Dehlavi] 

The Honourable the Prime Minister stid that the public are at the back 
of this motion. I doubt that statement. In the alternative, they must 
find out some means to appreciate the laudable services of people and 
grant titles like Deshabo.ndu, Lokamanya, Sardar, Veer and l\Iahatma 
which is well deserved by Mr. Gandhi. When you come into power and 
have the control of all the departments, which you have not at presentr 
either in the centre or in the province, you will find that your diplomatic 
relations will compel you, as kings confer titles on kings, to confer title 
on the ruler of a neighbouring state in appreciation of a good turn o:r 
friendship of that ruler. Titles have a value of their own. I, therefore, 
think that titles should be conferred with discrimination, after mature 
thought. The method of conferring titles lies in the hands of Govern· 
ment and it is not the proper method for Government not to confer titles 
or not to recommend for titles. It is for the Honourable the Prime 
Minister and his Ca.binet, who are asked, as a matter of courtesy, to 
recommend or not names for titles when they are called upon to do so 
by the Authority whose function it is to confer titles. They may refuse 
to suggest names. They may say that they have none ro suggest. The 
remedy is in their hands, and it is of non-feasance. A story has filtered· 
down to me-l think others must have heard it too, I do not know how 
far it is true-that the late Mr. Vithalbhai ·Patel, when he was the 
President of the Central Assembly, was asked similarly, officially, whether 
he had any one to recommend for a title. He said that he had his twD 
chobdars and that one must be made a Khan Bahadur and the other 
a Rao Bahadur. I repeat the remedy lies in your hand~!!. Do not 
recommend if it weighs on your conscience. To strike at the root 
of the institution is a mistaken policy ; and a mistake from the 
administutive point of view. Sir, you must have possibly read of an 
incident of which I am reminded today. I hope the Honourable Minister 
doea not take it amiss as coming from me. The Emperor Humayun 
was trying to ford a river and after a little distance he came to grief. 
A bhisti or waterman, who was filling his leather bag at the bank, 
saw the plight of the Emperor, jumped into the river and saved his. 
life. The Emperor, unlike present Emperors, felt that the bhisti 
should be well rewarded. He gave the bhisti the Emperorship of India 
for 2} days. The first thing that the bhisti did was to run and strike 
coins out of his leather bag so that he might hand down his memory 
to posterity. Similarly, unless the Congress Ministry thinks that they 
are a fixture ad infinitum, they seem to me to be running like the bhisti 
to do "hat they can possibly do, and strike their coins whenever they 
c~n, so that no time is lost in blighting out old and time-honoured instit~
hons and that they might be remembered and applauded for thell' 
socialistic tendencies. 

~Ir. BAB"GBHAI PATEL: On a point of order, Sir. Is this amend4 

ment in order, because it is almost a negation of this resolution ! The 
resolution is for discontinuance of titles and this amendment in fact says 
that titles should be continued in a particular manner. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not a direct negation and 
therefore it is in order. 

Mr. K. F. NARThiAN : On a. point of information. Is it suggested 
that titles are given indiscriminately now ~ [Laughter]. 

Sir ALI NAHO:MED KHAN DEHLA VI : Very strongly and 
mnphatically, yes, in many instances; and that is why I agree and 
I stand together with the Honourable the Prime Minister in the matter 
of this resolution. I think he has d.Qne some good to the country 
by bringing the motion1 but not in the form he has done by trying to 
obliterate and undo and strike out from the roots, an institution which 
has its value . 

. Sir, you cannot level up the country, you cannot level up the whole 
social structure like that. I am sure that the Honourable Prime Minister 
is gifted, like many of us, with a number of sons and i£ he distributes 
his property equally amongst his sons, he would find after a few years 
that they do not fare equally. One goes higher than the other, who 
possibly-if I may say so-goes to ruin. The attempts at levelling 
the social endeavours that are being made by the Congress and other 
communistic and socialistic parties in the country have some good 'in 
them, it may be admitted; but on the whole, the ideology may remain 
a dream. Utopia has remained a dream for centuries. Rome was not 

· built in a day., Take it easy. Accept my amendment which is a very 
wholesome amendment and if you can fix it at that, use your discrimina
tion, do not take up your pen and recommend anybody and everybody, 
but appreciate merjt and good work, encourage it by conferring the 
right and proper titles which individuals may deserve. 

With these words, Sir, I need not take much mere time of the House. 
I press my amendment . 

. Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move an 
1 

amendment to the resolution moved by the Honourable the Prime,·· 
1\finister and my amendment reads as follows :- · -~ 

After the word " discontinued ", add th~ words " and that any such titles of honour 
-or titular distinction so far conferred on any person in the province by His Majesty or the 
Governor General be withdrawn ". 

Sir, in associating myself with the idea presented by the ~onourable 
the Prime Minister in connection with the resolution that be has moved, 
I desire to go a step further and that step is of very great :tirgency, and 
I· am quite sure that honourable friends like the honourable member 
Sir A. 1\f. K. Dehlavi will agree with me, ere I sit down; that just .as it 
was very beneficent for him to move his amendment~ it would be much 
more so for him to accept mine. ' 

:Mr. J. B. GREA YES : On a point of ord~r; Sir. Is this amendment 
in order 1 It seeks to abolish titles conferred by the King on recom· 
mendations made by the Government to the King. This amendment 
seeks to embodvinto law the abolition of those titles. Is the amendment 
in order! • 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is only an expression of opinion, 
nothing else. I should lean in favour of the member who has 
moved it. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: What I was saying, Sir, is this that the 
honourable member Sir A. M. K. Dehlavi would feel glad at the time 
when I sat down that this amendment was moved for one particular 
reason that the existing title-holders should be terminated, .who I hold, 
are a positive nuisance to the whole social organism. [ Laugltter.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Not only are they a nuisance, but they are 
a living canker eating into the very vitals of. the social fabric. In 
support of this, I have to advance a few arguments which are entirely 
different from those which were advanced by the Honourable Prime 
Minister. His were rather very ethical, whereas mine are positively 
economic based upon historical foundations-historic materialism. The 
main point is that the existing structure of society is based on capitslism 
and capitalism wants to keep itseli in permanent power with the help o£ 
.a certain gang of individuals who .are always helpful in carrying out 
particular dictates of capitalism and in fulfilling the exploiting ideology . 
of capitalism. This gang is the gang of title-holders. They are an easy 
company which His Majesty the King or His Excellency the Governor 
·General always finds in his hand~ like so many dogs in the leash. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : Pardon, Sir. They can be easily let loose on 
the working classes or upon other individuals whom they want to 
.suppress. The existing capitalistic structure of society, instead of having 
one class, has introduced two classes and that particular class; the 
exploiter community, is the chss which has always been endowed with 

· a gift by capitalism as a reward for a number of services done in connec
tion with the game of exploitation.· Now, on account of that, this band 
~£ individuals as I S!l.id, are a positive .danger to the existing social order 
and the sooner they are wiped out the better. The meaning and the 
·object of the original resolution of the Honourable Prime Minister will 
not be fulfilled for as long a time as the whole progeny of these title· 
holders is not wiped out from the existing social order. So long as the 
last Khan Bahadur lives or the last Rao Saheb exists, will there be an 
inducement for others in the existing order to run after these people and 
to get some work of theirs done easily. How great and corruptive a force 
they are is not fully understood by many of our friends here. I can tell 
them that by the time the New Year comes to an end, there a.re a number 
of applications sent to the Police Commissioner, to the District Officers 
and similar other people in which requests are made that the titles of 
Ua.o Bahadur or Khan Bahadur and so on should be conferred on certain 
people for their numerous so-called services that are rendered by them to 
the State. In this way they actually beg for some of these titles. Now, 
Sir, this is indeed, morally speaking a great crime. But it is not only 
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[lli. 8. H. Jhabvala] 
from this point of view that I want to attack the problem. There is 
another point of view still. We have aU heard of the Devil quoting the 
Bible to serve his own ends. So, I would like to quote the Gita at this 
crucial stage. [Laughter.] The point is that in the Gita, if I mistake not 
and my Hindu comrades here will correct me if I am -wrong, it seems that 
it is laid down that for services rendered there should be no expectation 
of reward. I think it was Lord Krishna who said to Arjuna on the field 
of Kurukshetra in that beh~l£ and it wiU be remembered that Krishn1 
said that for whatever services that are rendered nobody should expect 
any reward but that duty should be performed for duty's sake and not 
in anticipation of reward in any shape or form. Sir, this is a very sound 
fundamental theological fact, namely, that there should be no expectation 
of reward. If there were no expectation, no exploitation would be possible. 
In its very effect, expectation is fundamentally very vitiating and there
fore the very fact that there should be existence any longer of titles 
is very dangerous to society. Now, Sir, as I said before, my amendment 
gees only a step further than the resolution of the Honourable Prime 
Minister and, therefore, I beg to suggest that at the earliest opportunity, 
practical measures should be taken by His Majesty or by His Excellency 
the Governor General, namely, that the titles so far given should be with
drawn and it would be in this way that the Congress Government will 
help society in purging it of one of its standing eviL~. In this way it will 
also be able to move as expeditiously in the direction of reforming the 
existing sochl order as it would be practicable for them to do. If this 

· resolution only is accepted and my amendment is. 
2·30 p.m. not carried, the effect .will be that the original 

resolution also will be niuch delayed in its practical results. · 

With these words, I desire that this amendment should be accepted by 
this House. I am quite sure the House will accept it. · 

Dr. J. A. COJ.JLACO (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, when I read 
the motion of the Honourable the Leader of the House, I waa very <1nxious 
to know why Government were against the granting of titles. Was it 
perhaps because the title-holders as a class were trying to do something 
heinous-perhaps conspiring and trying to overthrow the Government 1 
Or are they violating some provisions of the Indian Penal Code 1 What 
sins have they committed? The Honourable the IJeacler of the House 
said nothing about it. But if you study the amendments, it seems that 
they have committed some grievous offence or some heinous crime, 
because the movers want to deprive them of certain rights. 

Sir, I really expected, before I heard the Honourable the Leader of the 
House, that he would fight ag'linst titles from a different standpoint. 
I expected him to say that India being a nation, the conferment of titles 
should lie with India itself and that ell the titles should be given by India 
as a nation. He has done nothing of the sort. I thought he would devise 
some means of giving Indian or swadeshi titles, for example, " The Order 
of the Lotus", "The Order of Hind", and so on. Instead of providing 
a substitute, he is trying to demolish the system of titles altogether. The· 
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Leader of the House has given no cogent reasons in support of his resolu
tion. I am disappointed with the reasons advanced by him for the 
abolition of titles. He seemed to me like an excellent lawyer who has 
a bad case, trying to ilPfend it to the be&t of his ability. Instead of giving 
cogent reasons in support of his resolution, he has wid us about equality 
and fraternity. I thought the question of equality was a special preroga
tive of my lwnourable comrade Jhabva.la, who is all for levelling down. 
It may hearten him to see that he is making converts to his creed. Sir, 
inequality has been there since the creation of the world and will continue 
till the crack of doom. No l\Iinist~r and no Government, be it the 
Congress Government or any other Government, can do away with that. 
There are a hundred kinds of inequalities : rich and poor, strong and weak,. 
and so on. In fact we are born unequal. · 

What is the significance of giving titles 1 Titles are generally given, 
or should be given, to individuals who have done some outstanding deed, 
who have done something for the good of humanity, as a mark of 
appreciation of Government and as an example and incentive to others 
to go and do likewise. For instance, in the field of medical science you 
have Ronald Ross, who has discovered the carrier of malaria and done so
much for humanity. Then, you have Leonard Rogers who has discovered 
Emetine for dysentery and saved so many. lives. Take scientists 
like Raman and Bose. These outstanding figures have done a lot for 
science and humanity. Should not Government recognise their merit 
not only as a mark of their appreciation, but also as an incentive to others. 
to do likewise 1 

I entirely agree \\ith the Honourable the Leader of the House that the 
system of giving titles has deteriorated and become almost a scandal. 
I entirely agree. But that is no reason why the system itself should be 
abolished. There are many other things that have deteriorated and 
become a scandal. T;~oke the Police service, fer instance. Government 
themselves have issued orders which show that there is bribery, corrup· 
tion and so on. Are they going to abolish the Police Department because 
there is hribery and corruption 1 The Congress Government is surely 
able to devise some means by which the system of giving titles which has . 
Jeterionted can be raised higher so that titles are given only to those 
gentlemen who deserve them and are not distributed indiscriminately. 
The Honourable the Leader of the House has rightly pointed out
I entirely agree with him-that because a gentleman gets into Goverr.
ment service and rises higher and higher in it, he is given a title when 
the time for his retirement arrives; he is given a title for doing nothing 
extraordinuy. This practice should be stopped at once. If a Govern
ment servant has really done something, for instance, has shown how 
saving can be effected in GovernmeDt expenditure, or has devised some 
machinery by which Government work can be improved, then certainly 
that man deserves a title. It is .a strange irony of fate that Mr. Thomas 
of the Thomas Committee gets nothing, while others who did nothing get 
something. But it is for the Honourable the Leader of the House to-
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devise some machinery by which this deterioration can be stopped. If 
Y?ulook ~oundin this veey city, what do you find~ You find Hospitals, 
dispensanes, maternity homes, rescue homes, home~;~ for the blind, homes 
for the deaf, homes for the dumb, infirmaries and so on. All these have 
been started as a result of munificent gifts of certain individuals. What 
does Government do 1 Government recommends such individuals for 
titles in recognition of their good deeds. Government as representing 
the will of the people thank them for th.e-suffering3 they have alleviated 
and good they hllve done .by granting titles. That should continue. 
But this Government says," No, abolish the whole system". 

The honourable member Mr .. Jhabvala referred to the Gita. J will 
also mention something from the Bible. l do not mind if it goes ag<tinst 
me. I a""ll going to tell you facts, and they go in favour of the leader of 
the House. Charity must be done for the sake of charity. Let not your 
right hand know what your left hand does ; it must not be dcne to get 
rewards. Th tt is what the Bible says ; in fact, th.1t jg what all religions 
teach. J understand that point. But I shall mention another instance 
from Hindl.l mythology-J do not know whether it occurs in the Gita or 
somewhere else. There was in heaven a gentleman who was allowed to 
occupy a high place there ; he was radiating with happiness. When the 
people asked what that particular gentleman had done on earth that he 
should merit such a high place in heaven, they were told th·.tt he had dug 
a well and planted a banyan tree. Of course, this was in olden times 
when P.eople had to walk long distances and were in need of water to 
quench their thirst and ot shade. Our religion also tells us that charity 
must be done for the sake of charity. But I would not be so uncharitable 
as to say that all those gentlemen who build hospitals and do other 
charities do so with a view to get titles. What happened formerly was 
that the good deed preceded the title. But what is going on now: is that 
instead of the deed preceding the title, there is a sort of bargaining going 
on, and the deed and the title come simultaneously. I entirely agree 
with the Leader of the House that this practice should stop. 

Sir, my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala further said that for any good 
work done in this world, ~person must wait for his reward in heaven. 
My religion teaches me that. But in this materialistic world, some people 
may not like to wait so long, and they would rather have a reward from 
the benign Government in the shape of a title-a terrestrhl honour from 
the Government rather than a celestial honour aft.erw::Jrds. That is the 
materialistic point of view. 

After all, Sr, what will happen if this. system of titles is allowed to 
continue ~ Will the heavens fall1 I ask the Honourable the Leader 
of the House to look at this question from a different angle. Why not 
consider this as a form of taxation of the rich, a most equitable fo.rm 
of taxation which falls on broad shoulders, taxation which is accepted 
with smiles and congratulations from friend9 and which does good both 
for the giver as well as the receiver 1 Nobody will mind payingthis form 
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of taxation. They will give lakhs of rupees for the sake of a title. Of 
course I consider this motive a little base, but let the Honourable the 
Leader consider this as a. form of taxation towards maintenance of 
hospitals and othE>r social services. I am for that kind of taxation, 
although I am not aspiring for a title. 

~Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAH.A.DLrn KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I have . heard very 
attentively the two speeches that preceded mine, and a.ll the time that 
I was listening to those speeches, I was thinking that it W3B very difficult 
to mak~ the opponents understand our viewpoint on this question. 
They have been bred and brought up in a different atmosphere, and they 
do not realise that this resolution, and more so the amendments, are 
really the outpourings of the lacerated hearts of those who have got 
bitter experience of title-holders in this country. The honourable 
member Dr. Collaco cannot understand why we should consider it a 
heinous crime to hold a title. The amendment that I have moved may 
not pass in this House, but I just want to give a foreta.ste of what is to 
happen in India when India really gets power. I have not the slightest 
doubt that if the present Congress Ministry had not been handicapped by 
the limitations of the Government of India Act, then certainly they 
would not have brought forward such a halting resolution. Circum..: 
stanced as they are in the present political condition, they could not go 
further. But we independents have an opportunity of moving these 
amendments, and I can safely say that in their heart of hearts even the 
Congressmen sitting on the Government benches agre~ with us. 

They m'ly not vote with us simply on account of 
3 p.m. certain political exigencies, but they certainly 

agree with us in the heart of their hearts. I was 
surprised to hear Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi to say that this 
institution has come down to us from time immemorial. If he had only 
referred to the history of the Islams he would have found that this was 
a cognisable offence in the Islamic days-1 mean those days when the 
power of Ishm had not deteriorated into a. sort of an imperialistic power. 
But in the days of the four Khalifs it was a cognisable offence, and I would 
refer him to the history of Islam when a Governor was dismissed simply: 
because he wanted to rreate a title for himself. No one was allowed tQ 

use a.ny title except the head of the whole· administration, who was: 
simply caller!'~ Khaliph ". No other man, whatever be his position, was 
gh·en any title. When the Khaliphate was occupied by the First Caliph 
Abu Baker, there were not only no titles but the most distinguished 
persons like Umar and Ali were addressed as 0 Umar and 0 Ali. During 
the days of four Caliphs same practice continued. 

If the President of the Unit'!d States Qf America can be called or·ly 
Mr. Roosevelt and if that is enough for him, why should we introduce 
these titles in t.bis country 1 Holding a title will certainly be declared 
a cognisable offence by those who assume full power, whenever that may 
be, because of the bitter experience that they have got of these title 
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holders in their political life. Titles may be given sometimes 
discrim.inately, ·but generally they are given indiscriminately. The 
only basis on which they are given are. the fidelity to the imperialistic 
power and infidelity to the motherland. These titles have created into 
India a brand of persons who have worked as the honorary agents of the 
British imperialism, who have worked as a sort of an honorarv intelli
gence department reporting all the national activities to high" officials. 
Just as my honourable friend Mr. Jha"h-vah said, they are a sort of 
a canker eating into the very vitals of the body politic of India. There 
are potential title holders who go and make a salaam to the Collectors and 
Commissioners in the hope of getting titles on the 1st of January or on 
the occasion of the Birth Day ·Honours IJi&t. There are so many 
potential title holders who have made it their habit and their profession 
and the aim and object of their life to oppose all national movements 
and thereby get titles. They cannot become Khan Bahadurs or 
Rao Bahadurs if they participate in any of these activities. My 
honourable friend Dr. Collaco pointed out that so many title holders 
have constructed hospitals, but I submit that construction of hospitals 
has never been the basis of conferring titles ; otherwise there would not 
have been so much objection to these titles. Congressmen and other 
people who have got anti-Government leanings have also constructed 
hospitals and have done other philanthropic acts, but they are not given 
any titles. Therefore, it is wrong to. say that titles are given on the 
consideration of philanthropy. Titles are conferred on such people only 
who are always supposed to be pro-Government-by pro-Government, 
I mean pro-imperi!l.listic. But the greatest evil is that if a man becomes 
a Khan Saheb or a Rao Saheb, he becomes a potential Khan Bahadur or 
Rao Bahadur. First o£ all, for his services-here, service means treachery 
to the country-he is made a Khan Saheb or a Rao Saheb. Then he 
thinks, " I am just on the first step of the ladder, and I must go up ". 
He becomes more active in the same sort of service, so that he might get 
a higher title, and when he becomes a Khan Bahadur, he becomes 
a potential C.I.E., and when the title of C.I.E. is conferred on him he 
aims at Knighthood. This is our experience, as evident as day light ; 
no one can deny that. All those people, who are bringing these amend· 
ments that indiscriminate conferring .of titles should be .abolished, are 
simply deceiving the people. No one can be deceived by these amend· 
ments, because titles have been given indiscriminately; they have never 
been given discriminately. There is only one discrimination and it is 
this that the recipient of title must be traitor to motherland and loyal to 
the imperialistic power; this is the only discrimination. Titles are never 
given except to those who are apt to see things through the imperialistic 
glasses ; and look to the records of all these title holders and more so, the 
record of the title hunters. The title hunters are greater in number than 
the title holders. Therefore, we should try to cut at the very root of this 
evil in order to put a stop to this rivalry, mobbery, ~md to this 
continuous effort for getting titles ; it is necessary that· this institution 
itself must be abolished, and my amendment and the amendment of 
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my honoura'Lle friend Mr. Jlul bvala. are simply the logical corollrries of 
the motion that has been moved by the Honourable the Prime Minister. 
As I said, the Government may not, circumstanced as they are in the 
present political atmosphere, go further, but it i9 a fact that, if these titles 
are hrtted by so many, a remedy is there. If the Crown or the Governor 
Geueral, whoewr that power may be, is not prepared to withdraw the 
titles, then an alterna.tive remedy is propor:,ed that they should either 
renounce these titles, or some of their civic rights must be curtaile1.. 
I know that all the rights cannot be curtailed under the present 
constitution, but there must be some rights which th:~ present Govern· 
ment, under the present limited authority, can curtail. There is not the 
slightest doubt, that whenever this party gets the real responsible self· 
government, the axe of retaliation will fall on the title holders, because 
they have been putting all sorts of obstacles in the progress of India 
towards its recognised goal of independence. I think he will be a. bold 
man who stands up and says that the record of the title holders can ever 
be called patriotic. These are the men who have caused people to be sent 
to jail. They have worked as informants, though their information has 
never been correct. They have been more enthusiastic than the most 
imperialistic man from Great Britain. In these circumstances, my 
amendment is neither frivolous nor is it, as one of the honourable 
members called it, a tomfoolery, but I think it represents the voice of the 
people of India ; it represents the sentiments that are being expressed 
.e\'erywhere. They may not be the sentiments of certain big capitalists or 
of some of those who have got hopes of getting these titles, but if you go 
to the masses, you will find that the m:tsses are fed up with these title 
holders and they have re!tlised that these people are the agents of the 
British Imperialism, and therefore this institution of titles must be 
abolished. 

Mr. G. 0. , PIKE (Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Bombay. 
Presidency Trades Association) : Mr. Speaker, I am in favour· of the 
amendment moved by the honourable member Sir .Ali Mahomed Khan 
Dehlavi. The interest which I take in this resolution is only just suffici
ent to justify a few comments. It is rather difficult for me to emulate . 
the solemnity with which my honourable friends on the other side of the 
House approach a matter of this kind. In fact, I am rather inclined to 
feel that the time of the House would be more profitably occupied in 
more pressing matters. · 

Since listening with interest and attention to the speech in favour of 
the resolution by the Honourable the Prime :Minister, having duly 
envied him his flair for findin'g apposite quotations, I have been 
wondering whether I am a snob or a flunkey. I understand that an 
Englishman falls into one of these two categories. I have come to the 
conclusion that I must be a flunkey because my breast is so far innocent 
of any objectionable honour, nor (in parenthesis) do I fancy my 
chances of being converted into a snob. Speaking therefore, as a flunkey
as an English flunkey-I suppose I admit the horrid depths of flunkeyism 
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in my nature. by saying that I like to see merit rewarded by honour~ 
In other words, I hold that a State or community which receives distin· 
guished services from its citizens should show its gratitude in tangible 
form. The cynic is always with us and when a citizen renders notable 
services to the State, the cynic will tell you that he has his eye on the 
honours list. Even if the cynical vjew is correct, at the lowest compu· 
tation the State still receives the services. But I say that the cynic is 
wrong and that honours are usually -earned by those who have given 
service without ulterior motives and have received a just reward. 

But trying to forget for a moment that I am an English flunkey, and 
speaking as a member of this legislatqre, I would have been reluctant to. 
oppose the Honourable the Prime Minister's resolution if I had felt con
fident that the resolution did, in fact, reflect the wishes of the country. 
Since I have been in this legislature, I have been particularly struck by 
the frequency of one particular phrase from the Government Benches. 
That phrase is "consensus of opinion". There has been a consensus of 
opinion for prohibition ; there has been a consensus of opinion for the 
Constituent Assembly ; there has been a consensus of opinion against 
Federation ; , a little while ago, there was a consensus of opinion ag~inst 
Provincial Autonomy,· which shows that a consensus of opinion can 
change rapidly. With . admittedly less claims to judge, I am still free· 
to doubt. Why, when there has been a consensus o£ opinion about all 
these subjects, is compulsion always necessary 1 Do not Congress. 
give their countrymen the courage of their convictions 1 Why is com
pulsion necessary in order to enforce abstinence from alcohol1 Why 
must honours cease to be awarded~ Cannot people refuse them and 
regard with pity the poor snobs who accept them 1 

I say I doubt if any consensus of opinion does in fact exist. The Con
gress at times appears to be directing and not reflecting the wishes of the 
country . and, therefore, they show themselves more akin to a. 
dictatorship than to a democracy. I might say that they. are sliding 
from the democratic hilltop down the slippery slope of dictatorship.· 
Where -does this opinion come from ~ From the agricultural worker or the 
industrial worker 1 I doubt it. To my mind, and in the light of my 
limited experience, it appears to me tliat the poor worker is in no way . 
concerned to see that this motion is passed.. Does this opinion come 
from the middle classes, from the potential Rao Bahadurs and. 
Khan Bahadurs about whom the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. 
is pleased to be Sarcastic ~ I do not t~k so. :Ooes the opinion come 
from the rich~ I should say that no country m the world has more. 
philanthropic rich men than India, hut does the Congress attribute such' 
philanthropy to the desire for honours 1 · 

There is another danger confronting the Congress in their putting 
forward resolutions of this kind, that of making Government too drab.· 
I hold to the view that the dignified side of Government is as important· 
as the efficient side. They have already ~emove~ one. ince~tive to; 
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a political career by fixing absurdly low sahries for the highest position 
in the land. They now wish to eliminate another way by which merit 
ran be justly rewarded. 

There is a Latin proverb "Natm·am furca expel"ws, tamea usque 
recurret ". The literal translation of this is: "You may expel nature 
with a pitchfork but it· will always return". I think the Congress is 
trying to expel nature with a '' charkha" but it will return. One strong 
characteristic of human nature all over the world is that people, just as 
they like to give thanks for services rendered, also like to receive thanks. 

In conclusion, I hope all members, before voting for the resolution, will 
ask themselves sincerely whether they are satisfied that there is a genuine 
desire among their countrymen to abolish honours. There is just one 
further word of warning on that subject. It is a well-known psychological 
fact that men in a crowd or in an assembly Bre apt to talk contemptu· 
ously of honours ; but individually, this is not so, in fact they feel more 
respect for those who have received honours than for those who have none. 
So, I would ask each honourable member to consider whether he himself 
objects to people getting honours and whether in supporting this resolu
tion he is reflecting what his constituency thinks. For my part, 
parodying one of the English poets, I think I can sum up the theme of 
my remarks by saying : " I could not love thee Kher so much loved I not 
honours more". · · · 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKH JAN MAHOMED (Poona District) :··sir, 
may I be permitted to address the House in Urdu~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Is the honourable member prepared 
to make a declaration that he will not be able to address the House in 
English 1 · ' 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKH JAN MAHOl\njjn: I feel that I will not be 
able to address the House in English on this subject. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: If the honourable member feels 
that he cannot address the House in English, he can speak in Urdu.· 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKH JAN :M:AHOMED (Addressed tlie House in 
Urdu): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to support the amendment moved ·by 
my honourable friend Sir Ali Mahomed ·Khan Dehlavi. I agree with 
the Prime Minister that titles have not always been conferred discrimin· 
ately in the past, but that is no reason whv titles should be a.bolished 
altogether. There is no doubt that an ·~discriminate conferment of 
titles has led some persons to hankel! after titles and has led to some 
intrigues. However, it should not be forgotten that a title can be a source 
of solace or satisfaction to a person who has rendered honorary meri
torious services to society, and who has not received any reward for it in 
any other form. Instances are not lacking when persons who have 
rendered meritorious services, irrespective of the hope of getting any 
title in recognition thereof, have been rewarded by titles. The example 
of Sir Pherozeshah Mehta and patriots ofthat type "ill suffice to make 
my point clear. It will thus be seen tha.t titles have a proper use also. 
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As I submitted before, I am against an indiscriminate conferment of 
titles. It may not be supposed that I take up this attitude as I am myself 
a Khan Ba.hadur. I may assure you that I shall be the first to give up 
my title, if my, party of which I have the honour to be a member 
resolves to renounce titles, but I stand to support the amendment ns 
I believe it to be a proper course. 

I must here contradict the statements made by the honourable 
member.:M.r. Ali Bahadur Khan in ignorance of Islamic History. God 
has given titles as men~ioned in the Koran. Adam was called " Khalifa' '. 
Musa was given the title " Kalimulla ". Ibrahim was given the title of 
"Khalilulla ". Isa was given the title of "Rub-ul-lah ". Then again, 
iitles were conferred in the time of Prophet. Abu Baker was called 
" Siddique " ; Usman was called " Gani ". Hazrat Ali was given the 
title of " 1\Iaula ". · 

Then, I doubt whether the Congress will stick to this policy, when we 
get Swaraj. They have often said things in the past, which they haye 
not put into practice. The Congress first said that they would \\'Teck 
the Government of India Act, 1935, but they are working it now. The 
Congress condemned the Criminal Law Amendment Act and the use of 
section 144 in industrial disputes, but they have themselves used the 
same at Sholapur and Ahmedabad. They even now use titles such as 
"Mahatma", "Sardar ", "Lokmanya ", "Deshbandhu" and so on. 
This resolution has only been brought for propaganda. I, therefore, 
support the amendment of the honourable member Sir Ali ~Iahomed 
Khan Dehlavi. 

Mr. V. V. DANDEKAR (Thana North): Sir, I rise to support the 
motion moved by the Honourable Prime JYrinister. As the Honourable 
P,fime Minister pointed out, there are three classes of cases in which t.itles 
have been conferred. One class is the. Cn>vernment servants' class for 
rendering distinguished service to the State ; the second is that of 
munificent donors; and the third is the private individuals who have 
rendered service to the then Government. So far as Government 
servants and the munificent donors are concerned, there are very few 
instances in my district.; but I know many cases of the third class. 
Owing to the prevailing circumstances, Government were pleased to 
confer titles on individuals who rendered service to the State. A title
holder had a printed list of his deeds of benevolence. One such deed 
was that he distributed a few bags of rice on the Coronation Day. 
Another deed was that he distributed sweetmeats to the students on the 
Armistice Day. When I went through the list, I found that one deed 
was that he was supplying confidential information to the Government 
servants. The House can imagine for what good deeds the Government 
must have conferred a title on the gentleman. 

I may quote another instance of my district. In the full swing of the 
non-co-operation movement of 1929, the forest contractors of our district 
were contemplating not bidding st.t the auctions. A breach was created 
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in their ranks and their plan \Vas frustrated. The Govemment was 
pleased to confer a title on the gentleman who proved useful to them. 
I may quote another instance. Government wanted to increase the 
licence fees of all Sindi trees. The Sindi tappers were forming themselves 
into a committee in order not to bid at the auctions. Some friend 
.of the Government came forward and seduced some people among the 
tappers and got some toddy trees for himself. Because a strike was 
a\'erted, the services of that gentleman were recognised by the bestowal . 
-of a title on him. I know the case of a title-holder who was prosecuted 
for t.heft, but happily he was ultimately discharged or acquitted. If it is 
the desire of the House to know what opinion the public hold about these 
title-holders, I may mention that there is a strong public opinion that 
title-holders have committed unpatriotic acts towards the cotmtry, 
unless they prove to the contrary. 

Sir, the honourable member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehla.vi suggested 
that the word "indiscriminately " should be added. What a lot of 
.J.iscrimination is used in the conferment of titles can be seen from the 
Jlistory of the incidents that I have just given. Government always 
believe that they use discrimination in the conferment of titles. But it 
is absolutely necessary that His Majesty or the Viceroy should be informed 
jn what light the public hold all these title-holders; 

With these words, I support the original resolution moved by the 
Honourable the ·Ptime :Minister. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. l\IEHTA (Railway rnionr:.) : llr. Speaker, Sir, 
it is not difficult to appreciate the spirit behind the resolution moved by 
the Honourable the Prime Minister, nor is it difficult to sympathise with 
his aspirations, namely, to discourage snobbery and to remove 
temptations from the way of citizens for 'doing something which is not 
in the interests of the public. But again I feel that this is merely a 
gesture and that it might well have been postponed till after something 
more substantial had been attempted and done by Government. It 
.almost appears that all other good things having been done, Government 
find so much leisure that they think of starting such amiable stunts, 
which really is a waste of time and dOes not lead to any substantial 
results. 

It is obvious, Sir, that the titles them.Selves ought not to be any attrac
tion to any public servant or to anybody who wishes to serve the public ; 
and it is equally clear that if you are dealing with a strong-minded person, 
a title is not going to make him weak-minded. At best, even if you 
remove the system of titles, you will not have l'emoved the disease. 
A title is merely a symptom of a disease, the disease being snobbery ; 
and until you remove snobbery from the world, you are not going to 
remove, merely by the abolition of titles: the disease that is behind those 
titles. Nor is it right to say that all title-holders are sne1.ks or flatterers 
()I sycophants. The example of the late Sir Pherozeshah Mehta was given. 
I would like to see in the whole .body of this House a stouter champion 
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of Indian swara j than the late Sir Pherozeshah 3Iehta. Sir Dinsha w 'Ya cha 
was another. Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose was the third. The late Lord 
Morley was the fourth. Innumerl}.ble names can be given of savants, 
learned men and men of science who have rendered service not merelv 
to eountry but to humanity. They deserred and have been give~ 
·recognition on their merits. · · 

. . . . 

: Besides, even if you are not in favo)JJ. .of titles, you must realise that 
it is an amiable weakness. The desire for a title is not a very wicked 
crime ; it is an amiable weakness. It leads to some very good results, 
.like contributions to charity. We would not have got in the city of 
.Bombay a college of commerce but for a simple title t.o an amiable, 
worthy gentlemap. That aspect of the question should not. be 
forgotten . 

. Then, Sir, as the honourable member Sir Ali lV!ahomed.Khan Dehlavi; 
pointed. out, even theCongress Government cannot plead that they ar~ 
not in favour of this mentality of some recognition of merit. He gave · 
.us the case of the title "Sardar ". Perhaps the House does not know 
that. the title of Sardar was conferred on Mr. Vallabhbhai, not by Govern~ 
.ment, but by the honourable member Mr. Narim.an. It was during 
the Bardoli Satyagraha., when we were giving a purse to :Mr. Vallabhbhai. 
Patel, that the honourable member lh. Nariman in the Excelsior Theatre 
called him the Sardar of Bardoli ryots. From that has originated the· 
title "Sardar ". It has continued, and if you do not call him Sardar 
on a public platform, your fate might be in doubt ! (Laughter.) How 
tenaciously" the people who are out to destroy titles hang on to the titles 
which they haye created is obvious to me. The honourable member 
Mr. Nariman was a Vir yesterday; he is an ex-Vir today. Then, you 
ha:ve gotfor Mr. Rajagopalachari the title of Chakravarti. (I nterr11ptions.) 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. . . . 

. ·, Mr. JA..WADAS M. MEHTA : I know it is his name. But his name 
js Rajagopalachari-,-[ I nlerruptions.] 

·'.·An Honourable :MEl\IBER: No. [lntermption.~.] 
!. ' .. '. t.. .. ~ • ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :Order, order. Let there be no 
cross-table talks. The honourable member will not reply to the inter-
r?ptions .. · . .. . · 

· Mr. JAMNADAS l\I. }lEHTA: I submit with all respect that I have 
been interrupted and I am bound to defend myself. 

·The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member will not 
reply to members interrupting him. If he wants protection, he must 
apE~al to the Chair. ·. ' . . . . . · . : 

·.. Mr. JAl\INADAS M. ME.HTA: ~Iay I know how I am to appeal to· 
you; Sir ~ I· want to be enlightened on this point, because the right 
of a member to defend himself against interruption must be vindicated. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Chair distinctly stated. that 
there should be no interruptions ; and the only efiective way of stopping 
int~rruptions is to set an example and not to reply to interruptions but 
to ignore them. If the interruptions oontinue even after that, the 
honourable member should appeal to the Chair for protection against 
interruptions. · · · 

)lr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA.: i .do not feel confident of b~ing 
protected in that manner. I will try my best. But the right of a member 
to drfend himself a.gainst int~rruptions is a right which I do not wish to 
surrender. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I must express ·ni.y. disapproval 
of the manner in which the honourable member has been ·expressing 
hlm~~ · 

)lr. J.UL.~ADAS ~I.l\IEH'IA ~ Sir, I am humbly trying and co-operat
ing with you in doing your duty, and I plead that you will allow me 
to do mine. It is my duty to speak out my mind as a representative of 
the people ; and if anybody interrupts me, it is also my humble right to 
defend myself. I cannot wait till a pandemonium has been created 
from all sides and you are pleased to interfere. If you wish to give 
a clt'finite ruling: I will abide by it, much as I may disagree with it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What ruling does the honotl.rable 
member want from me? 

)lr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: Your desire is, Sir, that I should not 
reply to anybody who interrupts me. Is that also your ruling ~ J wish 
to be perfectly clear about that. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not think there is any occasion 
tor any ruling. If the occilsion arises, I will give my ruling. 

~Ir. JAl\INADAS M. :\IEHTA: I repeat, Sir, that although 
~I.r. Rajagopalachari's name may be Chakravarti, it would have been 
rnough if he had been called 1\Ir. Rajagopalachari, because that is his 
name. But he is called Chakravarti Rajaji. All this is done out of 
fot1tlness for the man who is a great national leader. What I was trying 
to show is the psychology, the human nature, which delights in honouring 
tlwse whom it likes. A title is an expression of your approval of the 
pen-on. You fondly call your near relations by big, good names ; some· 
timf>s you giYe them very bad names. That is an expression of fondness. 
I am net unaware of the snobbt'ry and the demoralisation which it 
er•·atef;. 

I cannot agree with my honourable friend Sir Ali )Iahomed Kh3n 
Dt'hla,i that there is such a thing as discrimination in giving titles; I do 
not think there is any discrimination. The origin of nobility in Englani. 
d8te::~ buck to the time when Kin(!' John was defeated on the battle-field; 
;md all the nobles who were bancllts at the time have become the aristo
c.:racy of England. la the time of Charles the Second mediaeval ba.stards 
~mel in later times all the brewers became the aristocl"a.cy of England; 
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that aristocracy, with a small percentage of capable men, consists of 
ancient bandits, mediaeval bastards and modern brewers. Therefore, 
let there be no mistake that aristocracy of birt.h has any origin except in 
this kind of snobbery. What is the origin of the Knight of the Garter 1 
The garter of a mistress of the king got loose, and the gentleman who tied 
it became a Knight of the Garter. Therefore, the origin of these titles 
is in bastardy and in the8e kinds of fa.y~mrs at the feet of mistresses of 
kings and in the recognition of the other man's rowdyism-" He is as 
bad as you; therefore, he is a lord". Titles themselves are never 
given discriminately ; they are given indiscriminately. It is t1wir 
purpose to go to the wrong man ; and to give a thin veneer of 
respectability, a title is sometimes given to people like my 'honeura ble 
friend Rao Bahadur Chitale. [Laughte1·.] As a matter of fact, titlesar6' 
not always !liven to deserving men. For instance, in Bombay we had a 
Governor, Sir Frederick Sykes. Lady Sykes was, as is well known, 
a daughter or niece of Mr. Bonar Law. One of the big gentry of 
Bombay went to see Lady Sykes when she was here.. In the course 
of conversation she asked him whether he knew Bonar Law. Jile 
said, "J know Hindu Law "-{Laughter]-" I know Mahomeclan Ijaw; 
but we have no Bonar IJ3.w in India". · [Lourl Laitgllter.] So, the title
holderS are of this kin.d; about this I have no doubt. They do not know 
what ordinary common history is. In a large number of cases~ title!j are 
given to people who back up the existing regime. 

I do not agree with my honourable friend Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur 
Khan when he says that all those who are title-holders are scoundrels and 
emissaries of scoundrels. But most of them would be nothing if they had: 

3-30p.m, 
no titles, and some of them would have remainec1 
something without titles, and others want it simply 

becau.&e it is a pastime, after having made their pile, to look for something 
which adorns them and entitles them to parties and entrance at the 
Government House. The late Mr. Vithalbhai Patel's example was given. 
I know more about it and, therefore, I wish to enlighten the House on the 
point. He had as much a hatred for titles as the Honourable tlv~ Prime 
Minister here or perhaps more. As the Pre.:~ident of the Central Assembly~ 
he had to recommend one man for some title. He called upon the office 
to submit to him the name of the most senior man in the department. 
The most senior man in the department happened to be a Cl!apmsi~ 
Then 1\Ir. Vithalbhai Patel asked, "Is he a good fellow"·1 The clerk had 
to admit that he 'vas a good fellow. " Has .he served loyally f' Yes, 
he has served lovally. "Is he good looking 1" Yes, he was good 
looking. In £~wt: he was the Chobdar of Mr. Vithalbhai Patel himself; 
he knew him. He said, " All right, we shall make him a Khan Saheb". 
At these words, there was horror written on the face of the Chief Clerk, 
and all members of the staff were horrified to find that the occupant of 
the Chair, the President of the Assembly, was playing ducks and drl.lk~s 
with titles. 11Ir. Vithalbhai Patel then asked the clerk to send thts 
Chaprasi to his place 8t night for dinner because the Cbaprasi was going 
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to <'nttr society. The Chaprasi went to the hoUBe of the President, 
ft~aring all the while as to what was going to be hia fate. What was 
coming on ~ Was his service doomed ! Had he committed any offence ! 
The poor fellow was trembling, when lfr. Vithalbhai Patel said to him : 
"Aiye Janab, ap to bade admi honeke ha~; Mai a.pk~ Khan Saheb karane 
rJ,ahata ll.u ", The man would not beheve and sa1d that the titles of 
Khan Sabeb and Khan Bahadurs were meant for those people who did 
d••serve them. He had, however, to dine with Mr. Vithalbhai Patel, 
and the next morning Mr. Vithalbhai Patel recommended that Chaprasi 
this and that should be made a Khan Saheb. Mr. Vithalbhai Patel told 
me what his object was in doing so; it did not matter to him whether 
this man was made a Khan Saheb or any other man was made a Khan 
Saheb, but if this Chaprasi got the title of Khan Saheb, the other Khan 
Sahebs would be equal to a Chaprasi. That was, Sir, the object of 
~ir. Vithalbhai Patel in suggesting the tide of Khan Saheb for his Head 
Chapra.si. The recommendation did go to the proper quarters, but Lord 
Irwin turned it down. 

Therefore, let us remember that titles are not always given on merits. 
Kow, what is the use of merely abolishing the titles so long as we have 
not abolished the psychology behind the titles 1 . Lord Macaulay said 
that people who have broken idols in the temples have not been able to 
tlt>molish them from their hearts, and so long as people make distinction 
between man and man, mere abolition of titles will not help us much if 
we do not at the same time abolish the psychology. I am not particularly 
against the aspirations of the Honourable the Prime Minister. I know 
that the titles have a demoralising effect on society, but let us not. forget 
that portion of the title holders who are men of real merit, who are men 
of distinction, who are men, who in the quiet of their home and in 
the quiet of their study, devote themselves to serious thinking, to serious 
t~J.:perimenting ; and to such people a public recognition of their merits 
is worth while. And remember that the abolition of titles does not 
aholish snobbery. There is more snobbery in America, where there 
are no titles, than in England. Their snobbery is based on wealth. You 
"ill find American women crossing the Atlantic to find a nobleman with 
a ,·iew to become a " lady ". Even after the abolition of titles, the 
American~ are still hankering after social distinctions. Their distinction 
is based on wealth and power. Until you have abolished power, until 
real equalities are established, until class distinctions are abolished, until 
the principle of equality is fully realised, this abolition of title is merely 
a gesture and a thing which will lead us nowhere. T. have no particular 
ohjection to titles. It is a. relic of ancient times, and on the whole, it is 
nc)t ?oing much mi~chief. Therefore, I am not particularly anxious to 
a bohsh these titles. If it came to voting, I cannot say that I will oppose 
the rPsolution, but I am not particularly. in favour of this resolution . 

. The Honourable 1Ir. B. G. KHER : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I will not this 
tnue refer to any consensus of opinion or similar observations on the 
c·harart.er of thE' debate. I have listened to the last speech of the honour· 
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able member Mr. Ja.mnadas Mehta, and I thought it was a ~ery conclusive 
and a very able denunciation of the practice of giving titles, and I agreed 
with him wholeheartedly when he said that the psychology, which is the 
cause of making tlu~se artificial distinctions, must be abolished. With 
that stat~ment, Sir, I take the liberty of associating myself whole
heartedly. It is not, however, by a resolution of this House, however 
you may word it, that that psychology can be abolished ; it is only the 
symptoms of that psychology that ca.n ~-abolished, and for that reason 
I should have thought that, in co:Q.clusion of his very able speech, the 
honourable member would say that the unanswerable corollary to be 
drawn from his own remarks was that the proposition should be 
supported wholeheartedly. Unfortunately, hoiVever, he diq not do so. 
This was perhaps because the resolution comes from a side of the House 
which does not today appeal to him, and therefore he drew quite another 
conclusion from his own speech. All the same, I am indebted to. him 
for supplying to me some very cogent arguments in support of my 
proposition to abolish titles. 

Sir, I shall now deal with the question dispassionately, as one honour
able member appealed to me to do, and at ~he outset, may I say that the 
resolution proposes that titles should be abolished and not manners, 
and if that is borne in mind, much of the criticism of the honourable 
member Mr. Pike will, I think, not find response in the hearts of people. 
I do not wish in the least to convey that his speech did not conform to 
the best manners, but I do for the moment feel inclined to refer to his 
apprehension that a society, in which there were no titles, would lose in 

. dignity. I think this is exactly what he said," we are lowering salaries; 
now~ the titles will be gone and the dignified style which lends some 
piquancy to society will disappear". It was then that I wished to 
interrupt him, but good manners prevented me from doing so and saying 

· that my resolution was not for the abolition of good manner'3, but only 
of titles. · · · 

I shall now deal with the other arguments in a very brief comp1ss. 

. The honourable member, the Leader of the Opposition, Sir .Ali 
llahomed Khan Dehlavi, seemed to take an objection to the fonn 
of the motion. He thought that it should be either a recommendation 
or an address. The motion, Sir, is quite ln order, and if he will take the 
trouble to read our motion, he will see that it does not transgress the 
powers or the scope of our authority, nor does it lose sight of the fact that 
it is a prerog11.tive of the Crown to confer the titles. Sir, the form of om 
resolution is that-

"This Assembly is of opini~n tha.t the conferring of a.ny titles of honour or titular 
distinction on any person in the Province by His Majesty or the Governor General be 
discontil1ued." 

And whatever force that little part o£ his argument might have had was 
lost, because he did not oppose the resolution but sought to amend it by 
introducing a word "indiscriminately". On the face of it, this looks to 
be an amendment, but, as one honourable member remarked, althouf.!h 
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it may be not opposed to the rules es ruled by you, Sir,·on the point of 
order which w·as raised, it has in fact negatived the whole of the proposi

. tion, because what Government is there which is going to admit that it 
· confers titles indiscriminately, and what is the force of the resolution 

which says, "please do not do what is wrong j please do not confer titles 
indiscriminately "1 It will be a proposition with which everybody will 
agree, and everybody will maintain that wha.t has·been done in the past 
has been done with the utmost scrutiny and quite discriminately. I am, 
therefore, rather reluctantly· compelled to oppose his amendment arid 
I must alo;o say that there were some remarks in his speech with which · 
I cannot see eye to eye. I quite agree with the honourable member 
)fr. Jamnadas :Mehta that there is too much snobbery in the country 
and it does not cease to be snobbery if it is in the Congress ranks or if it 
is on the part of people who put on white clothes or who do not put on 
any clothes at all ; we know even among the ascetics there is snobbery
they are proud of their renunciation: they think they are great, 
they are flamboyant. If he had listened carefully to. my remarks 
he would remember that what I had said was that this will be a right 
beginning in ushering an era of equality, liberty and fraternity, which it 
is the aim of our Government to usher. There were only three points 
which I had advanced, and I may remind the House that it \Vas on a very 
modest plea that I based my resolution. I said that conferring of titles 
was incompatible with the principle of equality which is the very essence 
and the very basis of democracy. I further s3id that it creates· an 
artificial distinction in society, where it is truly out of place. Titles are 
particularly objectionable in a country like ours where already so rilany 
tastes, so many creeds, so many other distinctions exist, and of which 
our country is so full. My last ground was that titles are not conferred on 
considerations of merit, but on some other considerations with the result 
that they encourage and promote snobbery and corruption and h:we 
a very demoralising effect on society. In this opinion, I have, Sir, the 
highest opinion on my side, because in the United Kingdom, where the 
practice is obtaining for such a .long time, what is the experience of 
distinguished authors, distinguished political workers, distinguished 
,.;ervants of society ? Sir, I am now quoting from Keith on 
''Responsible Government in the Dominions": 

"Honours ha\"e pro\"ed in the United Kingdom a deplorable source of corruption and 
injury to public life ••••.. The theory that they emanate from the Sovereign personally 
is an idle farce, save in the case of the Royal Victorian Order, which ill awarded to 
membel'8 of the Royal household who render services of a peNonal cha.racter which 
a Dominion stateslll3n neither can nor wishes to render. Honours are tlBually conferred 
on the ad'lice and responsibility of the Imperial Government and they have only such 
value as attaches to the recipients' own merits." · 
I was referring to " Keith On Responsible Government in the 
Dominions". Sir~ I thought that the reasons which I gave would find 
favour particularly in the benches opposite, because, as the honourable 
member Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan rightly pointed out, if there is one 
feature of Islam for which people admire the tenets of the Prophet; 
it is the tenets of democracy, the tenets of equality which find eo 
much fayour in the eyes of Islam that even in these snobbish days 
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the highest Count or the highest Duke does not think it beneath 
his honour to share his food with his own servants, with any class 
of guests, with any people of his fraternity who arrive in his house 
at the time of taking his meals. Sir, .I should have thought that 
aa attempt like ours would certainly evoke no opposition of :Muslims at 
any rate and I do believe that the honourable member Mr. Ali Baha.dur· 
Khan was properly expounding the principles of Islam which ought to· . 
govern any democratic society. Th.~~Leader of the Opposition was 
pleased to draw the attention of the House to the very fine story of 
Humayun and the Bhisti. I was wondering what I would have done in 
hi& place and Humayun has now risen very highly in my esteem. If fol" 
saving his life he had conferred on that bhisti the title of " Life-saver " 
or" Bahadu.r" and then gone his own way, I should' have thought of 
him as a very useless, a very lmkind, a very churlish man. What did he 
do ~ He gave to the Bhisti what was the highest possession in his hands, 
he gave the whole empire maybe for 2! days as the story goes, but he did 
give something of value, he gave the right of ruling the whole province 
which he was then ruling, he did not confer mere titles; and that is where 
we may these days learn a great lesson from the story of Humayun~ not 
from the bhisti striking coins out of his leather bag. There again, I am 
highly indebted to t.he J.eader of the Opposition for trying to inform the 
House that maybe in our 2! days' regime (for it is on t.he knees of the 
gods how long our regime "·ill last but certainly whatever it io;), we are 
trying to rush through what he described as socialistic legislation, 
measures which savour of socialism and equality. Alas! that he 
should have said so and not the Honourable Comrade Jhabvala, because 
a tribute from that side to this effect would have been of very great value 
to us indeed and, if, as the honourable member Sir Ali :\Iahomed Khan 
Dehlavi thinks, we are trying now to introduce measures which are· 
for introducing more socialism, more equality, after all, we are not 
afraid of socialism because there is so much in it thlt is noble. 
The whole world, as is now being rightly &aid by so many politicians, 
is drifting to socialism· and the quarrel is as to by which method 
it is going to do so. There are two schools of thought about this, but, 
Sir, on this issue of titles I will not digress on methods by which socialisn~ 
is to be brought into being in the W.Qrld of the future. I only wish to 
observe that merely conferring of this or that title neither rewards the 
services nor is it a proper motive for rendering those services, and I must 
with very great respect differ there from the honourable member 
Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Deblavi in his wanting to request either the 
Viceroy or His 1\Iajesty thfl King in a way which is tantamount to 
rebuking them, by saying that they have not been so far conferring 
titles discriminately and that in fnture they may go on conferring titlrs 
but t.hey shoulcl not do so indiscruninately. 

Then, Sir, I may also refer to the amendment that was moved by the 
honourable member :Mr. Jhahvala and by Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan. Titles, 
which have been once conferred, can only be taken away for disgracefu~ 
conduct. I do not think it will be a proper t.hing to· do now to- accuse 
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Jleople who have been the recipients of titles of sue~ conduct withont 
any enquiry to accuse them and to condemn them for any such conduct 
and take away the titles that ha.ve already been bestowed upon them. 
I, therefore, find myself entirely unable to accept the amendment that 
lws been moved by the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala and also by 
the honourable member l\Ir. Ali Bahadur Khan. 

And now, Sir, I come to the next speech, namely, that of the honourable 
member D..:. Collaco. I must say I had expected much better assistance 
to arrive at a correct opinion on this point from the honourable member. 
Really, his speech was in a way a bundle of contradictions. He begari 
by Raying that we should have opposed the conferment or bestowal of 
titles by His Majesty the King and taken the right to ourselves and th~t 
the Indian Nation of the future should go on, instead of conferring the 
Order of the Galier, bestowing the Order of the Lotus or the Order of any 
other type, but his objection was not to the grant of titles alone. He 
admitted what is of material importance to me that the practice itself 
does degenerate. He said that "he quite agreed with the Prime 
l\linister that it deteriorates and becomes a scandal," and it is precisely 
for this reason that it is inherent in the practice that it does deteriorate 
and it does become a scandal that we want to stop it. That is the lesson 
of history. That is what has happened in the po.st so long, and it is 
because of this t.hat now after years of experience we must learn not 
to make use of this expedient. I fully agree that there· have been 
honourable men in the ranks of the title-holders. Who can, for example, 
challenge the claim of the honourable member 1\Ir. Jamnadas Mehta that 
Sir Pherozeshah ~Iehta, in spite of the knighthood eonferred upon him, 
was a Yaliant champion of democracy and a very independent-minded 
man? But, Sir, the temptation or the inducement that a Pberozeshah 
eould withstand cannot be equally withstood by humbler men, because 
e\·en mv honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas will have to admit that men 
like Ph;rozeshah Mehta are born only once in a lifetime. There are very 
wry fe"· people who can claim to have the strength of character necessary 
to withstand this kind of temptation, this kind of blandishment, this kind 
of indueement. Then the honourable member quoted the Gita, he quoted 
the Bible~ and he fully agreed with the sentiments which are at the root 
of this problem of action and reward, and then he said ultimately that it is 
much better to utilise these little weaknesses of human nature and offer 
titles to people and get them to serve society. He himself characterised 
it as rather a base use of the power of bestowing titles, and I must say 
I wa~; rather shocked when he ended by advocating it, because I should 
haYe thought that after all his noble arguments he would have at least 
condemned the practice of offering titles by way of bargaining, because 
're know that it is utterly opposed to all principles of public policy, 
not merely on the ethical ground to which the honourable member 
M:r. Jlwbnla referred, hut on legal grounds. This is not a place where 
geRerally law reports are quoted, but for once I may be permitted to quote 
the case of Parkinson against the College of Ambulances, Limited, which 
is f('})Orted in (192!1) 2 King's Bench Division and that case lays down 
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particularly that a;ny kind of offer, any kind of blandishment 01 induce~ 
ment for the purpose either of procuring a title or giving of a title is 
absolutely forbidden, it is against public polic) . Honours cannot be the 
subject of negotiation or purchase or procuration in the manner in which 
it is su.ggested, they should be, so that ultimately, I do feel, Sir, that even 
his speech was more or less in support of what I said. 

I think, Sir, that the honourable member l\Ir. Ali Bahadur Khan did 
a great ser,vice to the House by bringing to our minds the great regard 
that Islam has for principles of democracy and equality and also by 

· pointing out to us that in the old days of Muslim power it was considered 
improper to confer any titles. · · 

And now I come to the honourable member Mr. Pike. I have dealt 
with his argument about dignity. It is exactly that kind of dignity 
that one dislikes and I think he did himself an injustice by classifying 
himself in the latter of the two categories of Snob and Flunkey, because 
it is hardly correct to say that Mr. Gardiner divides all Englishmen into 
Snobs and Flunkeys. He gave me a quotation which only pointed out 
what Mr. Gardiner thought was the result of this improper practice of 
conferring titles, EO that he was really doing himself an injustice. But by 
the way in which he argued and by his insistence on maintaining that 
kind of dignity and pomp and show, I do not think I will be doing him 
an injustice if I say that he is very near the danger point of qualifying 
himself for the first of those two categories. I quite agree that we cannot 
e:li.'Pel honour by pitchforking and it is boillld to return. He ended by 
warning the House that members should vote according to their 
conscience, and after that he described what is happening now -riz., 
that members are deferential, in spite of themselves~ to those who are 
the recipients of honours. I think he supplied me with a yery good argu· 
ment indeed, because there is no reason why simply because Govern
ment considers a man worthy of having three or four letters behind 
his name, I should be inclined to be ashamed of myself before him or 
to give respect where respect is not due on its own merits. 

And now I come to the honourable member J:Ir. Jamnadas :Mehta. 
I do not think it is necessary for me to deal with his arguments except 
perhaps to correct him if he will permit me to correct him. I believe 
I am right in saying that Chakravarti is neither a title conferred nor a 
distinction bestowed on Rajagopalachari, but it is simply an indication of 
t.he family from which he comes. It is not a part of his own name, so 
that Chakravarti is never used either in the way as Sardar i'l used or 
Mahatma or Vir is used or any other title is used. It simply happens to 
be part of a name, but I do not think it is necessary for me to go into this 
matter in detail. And now I beg to submit to the House that nothing 
has been said in this Holl8e which goes against the three principles which 
I put before them. I do not think that in the society which we are now 
trying to reconstruct, we should give any place at all to further distinc· 
tions to be conferred, as it happens now, on the recommendations of the 
Provincial (',.oyemment.s, by His :\Iajesty or by the Viceroy. I do not 
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wish to put dte 'consensll$' argument again, but I do feel and we ha¥e all 
along felt that. this has been a &Ovrce of exploiting human weakness and 
creating artificial values particularly in a society like ours, because, Sir, 
what happens! The Collector of a place or the Commissioner of a place
or going higher ~till, the Governor, the~ high officials do not know our 
people 1n the intimate manner in which it is only possible to :l""D.ow them 
if you live, move and have your being amongst them. All these officers 
have to reh· for forming their opinion, for their information, upon people 
who go and take reports to them, and what is the class of people on whom 
they most frequently depend for information ? It is either their· butlers 
or their retainers or shirastedars or their sen-ants or people lrho know 
that their whole life and their whole career depends upon the goodwill 
of their masters, and we often and often see that these titles are bestowed, 
I should say in a '<ery large percentage of cases, on grouri.ds which would 
not find fa,·our in any genuinely free and democratic society at all~ 
It is not genuine human values which get distinction. I am now talking 
of the pre~ent regime. I am myself opposed to the practice of creating 
these distinctions in this or in any other regime and wholeheartedly 
appro,·e of the aim of removing the psychology which encourages this 
type of snobbery, but it is particularly wicked and particularly bad in 
our country in these times when these values are bound to be artificial 
and where genuine human merit which always goes on doing its work in 
silence goes unnoticed. Was it not, if I am not wrong, Carlyle who said 
that Yirtue CJl.n only operate in secrecy 1 It inight perhaps be said of 
vice also, but surely a man who really does good and whose action can 
really he characteri'led as good, does not do it either for publicity or for· 
honour, and in the measure in which it is done either with a view to that 
honour or with a ¥iew to that recognition, or with a view to publicity, to· 
that extent the goodness of that act does deteriorate. So that I think 
we can say that if we \\·ant genuine merit to be recognised, it is not neces
sary to bolster it up with any kind of artificial props, viz., titles of either 
Rao Bahadlll'3 or Knighthoods, and in the society of the future which we
would like to see in our own country, is it not much better to follow the
footsteps of the Dominions I mentioned 1 Take for example- Irelandr 
I will not tire you with quotations because I did tell you when I began 
what is happening throughout these Dominions. My honourable friend 
opposite or those who may not share the ideal of the Congress for complete 
independence, those who want Dominion Status, even those might · 
ponder and take thought that in such a Dominion as Australia, m South 
Africa, in the Irish Free State which is now independent, in New South 
Wales, we now find that the practice of conferring titles has been 
condemned. The Irish Free State, for example, has always avoided 
making recommendation for the grant of titles in the past. That is also 
the practice in Canada. If, as a result of centuries of tria~ it hss. now 
been known that it has a corrupting influence, are we to continue. this 
l-ind of practice, in spite of 100 years of experience we have had in this 
country ! There can be only one emphatic answer to this. You must 
discontinue that pradice. We cannot do it ourselves. We do not 
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recommend names for honours, because we cannot. But we must record 
.our protest against it. We must say that this practice must be 
discontinued. Therefore, I commend this resolution for the whole
hearted acceptance of t.his House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : We shall proceed with the Yot.ing · 
.after we re-assemble after tea. 

Khan Bahadur ABDUL LATll~.rHAJI H.AJRAT KHAX : Is it 
not the practice, Sir, that the voting is taken up immediately after t.he 
:final reply is ~iven 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It will take ten minutes. Wh11.t 
.difference does it make if we proceed with the voting at 4-30 ? 

An Honourable 1\IE:MBER : It would be better if we take up the voting 
now. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If that. is the desire of the House, we 
will proceed with the voting now. 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: We will get all the same half an hour 
for tea. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put the first amendment 
Qf the honourable member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi, which is as 
follows: 

Insert the word" indiscriminately" between the words" pe1·son" and" in". 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

'The Honourable the SPEAKER : I shall now put the second amend· 
ment of the honourable member 1\Ir. JhabYala to the following effect: 

Alter the word " discontinued " add the following :-

"and that any such title of honour or titular distinction so far conferred on any 
person in the Province by His llajesty or the Governor General be withdrawn." 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I shall put the third amendment by 
the honourable member 1\Ir. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan, which runs 
:thus: 

Alter the word " discontinued " add the following :-

"and all the titles conferred in the past be withdr~wn. This Assembly is of opinion 
that if the titles are not withdrawn the title-holders should be deprived of the rights 
of citizenship-like voting, being members of elective bodies, possessing arms, ete." 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I shall now put the original 
motion: 

" This Assembly is of opinion that the conferring of any titles of honour or titular 
.distinction on any person in the Province by His 'Majesty or the Governor General be 
.discontinued." · 
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Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 98; ·Noes, Nil. 

Dit~sion X o. 1. 

AIDALE, 1\lr. J. ~. 
ALI BAHADt'R BAH.wnt Kn.,:s, ::llr. 
• \:STROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ABADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BHABTIYA, llr. S. H. 
BBATANKAR, )[r, R. G. 
BHOLE, }lr. R. R. 
<JHITBE, Mr. A. r. 
{'UAWDHARI, )lr. D. X. 
CHAWHAN, ~r. P. L. 
DABHI, Mr. Fn.si:sHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, }lr. V. V. 
DESAI, Mr. DI:SKERRAO N. 
DESAI, Mr. KHA:SDf'BHAI K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRABJI R. 
DEsAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESBMrKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESH:Mt'KH, )Irs •• o\.,:sAPtRH GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, llr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FIRODEA, Mr. K. S. 

{J.ANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
HHIA, Dr. C. J. 
·GILDER, the Honoural)le Dr. M.D. n. 
GJRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
(jJRME, Mr. R. B. 
•GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M.G. 
Ht'PTE, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. Y. F. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
• JAouAv, Mr. T. S. 

Ayes. 

LAtcHA:SD HIRACHA.,D, Mr. 
)IAGANWL N'A.GIYDAS, Mr. 
)lASTER, llr. NAGI.,DAS T • 
MEHTA, llr. H. P. 
::llORARBHAl KASANJI, Mr. 
MoKA.DAlf, Mr. W. S. 
::llt'NSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. )I. 
~r:ssHI, llrs. LILAVA.TI K. 
NAIK, llr. V. N. 
NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NA:SDA, )lr. Gt"LZARI LAL 
N'ARIMA:S, Mr. K. F. 
NEsvi, }lr. T. R. 
NUIAYEE,llr. P. A. 
NuRrE, the Honourable Mr.l:£. Y. 
PAR"C"LEKA.R, Mr. S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. )IANGESH B. 
PATIL, )[r, ATMAB.AM N. 
P ATIL, ~lr. G.orBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMA.N G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. )f. 
PATIL, Mr. }ULGOUDA P. 
P ATIL, }Irs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL,lir. NAHHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PATIL, Mr. SHANKA.RGOUDA T. 
PRA.DAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAJMAL LAKHICHA.ND, Mr • 
RANE, Mr. B. R . 
RAOT, Mr. D. W. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
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• JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 

SHINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BAB.lSAin:B 

KALE, Mr. R. S. 
KANtrGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAt"RI BALVANTRI 
1\.ARA:sniKAR, l!r. S. L. 
KAllA VADE, Mr. R. K. 
K..l.Rot:DRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWA~"TRAO ali<Js 

JAGDEORAO 
SHIRALKA.R, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKA.NT, Mr. L. M. 
SONGAVKAR,Mr.S.G. 
8UGANDHI, Mr. M. s. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAXOR, Mr. B. P. 

BAPUSAHEB 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. ~. 
KHEDGIJUR, Yr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
Kun!Jr, Mr. BHAWASJI A. 
Kt'UE, Mr. D. K. 
LAu, Mr. BHOOILAL D. 

TausE, Mrs. LAXMIBA.l GANESH 
TULPULE, }lr. H. V. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
VYAs, llr. lsHVARWL K. 
WA.DEKA.a,llr. R. B. 
W ALVEJUR, Mr. B. B. 
WANDREKAB, Mr. D. N. 

Ttlltrafor the .4yM: lfr. C. B. PURU'I and Air. ALI BAHADU'B. BAHADUll. KHAN. 

Noes. 

Xo member voted for: the Noes. 

Telkrs for tht Xou: )lr. IsMAIL L Cllt:l'DBIGAR and Khan Bahadur SHA.IliJI JA:s 
)[AHOHED, . 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: The motion is calTied. 

Sir ALI liAHOMED IUIAN DEHL.A VI : Before we disperse, Sir. 
I want to ask you to consider one point. An honourable member takes 
a different view to that of the mover of the motion and submits an 
amendment also. The whole question is discussed threadbare. Then, 
when you put the question, he calls for a division and takes up more than 
half an hour ; but he does not vote against the motion : in fact, if 
I mistake not~ he h~s vo:ed with the ._9..o.ngress. Is that practice to bt> 
allowed ~ In my time, if there were only a few members against any 
motion, we attempted to introduce the practice of asking honourable 
members who opposed the motion to stand in their places; but objection 
was raised to that practice on the ground that there might be some 
members outside and therefore the bell inust be rung ; and so a division 
was called. Then we began giving divisions. But in this case, it is over~ 
stepping that practice a little too far. It is for yon to rule in any way 
you like. 

1\Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: On <t. point of personal 
explanation, Sir-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Ordel', order. I have not exactly 
understood the point on which the honourable member wants my decision 
or ruling. Do I understand it correctly if I say that the point is that 
a person who has not voted against the resolution is not entitled to ask 
for a division ~ 

Sir ALI MAHOUED KHAN DEHLAVI : The point that is troubling 
me i~ this. An honourable member calls for and insists upon a division 
when he wishes that the votes on both sides should be recorded. But 
why should he call for a division when he knows that there is no one 
opposing· the motion and when he himself is not going to oppose it ? 
He calls for a division before the House rises, and then he goes and joins 
the mover of the motion. There is none on the oppm,ite side. · Wby WM 

the division calledfor 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I find a little difficulty in following 
the honourable member's point. During the comse of the debate there 
were members who spoke against the proposition. That being so, 
I reallv find i~ difficult why any memb~ who wants to call for a division 
must ~ssume that those who spoke against the . motion will not vote 
against it. That is the difficulty I have been feeling. The question of 
legality is entirely different from that of propriety. The procedure may 
be assailed on the ground of propriety, but not on the ground of legality .. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: May I on this question enquire 
whether it is not open to an honourable member who is for the proposition 
to ask for a. division 1 I think you have once given a ruling that any ~nt' 
is entitled to ask for a division, irrespective of whether he is for or agamst 
the motion. Aaain Sir, one does not know when one asks for a division 
whether some h~no~able members are going to vote or not and whether 
there will or will not be anybody in the opposition. 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEIILA VI : The member who asb for 
<\ divic;ion knows at least his own mind. 

The Honourable the SPE..\KER: That is why I said that something 
may be said against it on the ground of propriety, but not on tht> ground 
of legality. And I do not think I should give a ruling as regards the 
propriety of a certain action. 

Mr. ALI BAHA.DUR BAHADUR KH..L"i : Sir, I think I am entitled 
to sav a few words on a point of personal explanation. I do not want to 
keep' it a secret that I asked for a division in order to know whether _ 
those who were opposing the motion had the courage of their conviction 
t.o record their votes accordingly so that their nllmes might be published 
and so that the public might know that those were the people who: even 
though the times had changed, still hunted for titles. 

Sir ALI ~L\HmiED K.II.A..-~ DEHLA VI : He was gathering material 
for an article for his paper, perhaps ! . 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 5-5 p.tn.) 

BILL No. XXV OF 1937 (AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR IMMEDIATE 
EFFECT BEING GIVEN FOR A Ul\fiTED PERIOD TO PROVISIONS 
IN BILLS RELATING TO THE IMPOSITION OR INCREASE OF 
TAXES). 

(.A.s Amended by the Legislative Council.) 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : Sir, I move that the amend
ment made by the Legislative Council in c1ause 4. (1) of Bill No. XXV of 
1937 (An Act to provide for immediate effect being given for a limited 
period to provisions in Bills relating to the imposition or increase of 
taxes) be taken into consideration. 

Sir ALI MAHmiEn KHAN DEHLA VI: What is the amendment! 
The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : The amendment is: 
In clause 4 (1), after the words" the force of law", insert the words, figure and brackets 

"from 5 p.m. (Standard time)." 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable lli. A. B. LATTHE : Sir, as the clause stood, it was 

possible to interpret it to mean that the collection of taxation might 
begin at any time on the day the declaration was made under this Act. 
The effect would have been that even before the declaration was made, 
even before the declaration was published, it might have been possible 
to say that the transactions which took plaee earlier could also be taxed. 
Suppose, for instance, the declaration was made at 4: o'clock in the after
noon, and some transactions had taken place earlier in the day. It might 
have been possible, under the wording which was used in the clause as it 
stood before this amendment was made, to say that those transactions 
which had taken pbce earlier on that day could be taxed. In order to 
remove that difficulty 3. fixed t.ime on the day of the declaration was 
proposed in the Legislative Council, and that amendment was passed. 

XO·II Bk Hb 1-18-3 
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It was accepted by me on behalf of Government. I hope this House 
also will agree to the amendment, as it does not go against the intention 
with which this Bill has been moved. 

:Mr. J. B. GREAVES: On a point of information, Sir. At what time 
will such a declaration be made 1 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATT!p£: I could not quite follow the 
honourable :member, but I take it that the honourable member wants 
·that Government should not make a declaration after 5 p.m. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: My suggestion is that Government should not 
p1ake a declaration in the morning ; but they should make a declaration 
after3p.m. 

· The Honourable :Mr. A. B. LATTHE : I entirely· agree with the 
honourable member. That will be the desire of the Government, ana as 
far as possible that is what will be done by Government. 

Mr. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR : I take it that no Bill of this kind shall 
be published after 5 p.m. ; if it is introduced after 5 p.m. then it would 
.create an anomaly. Would it not be desirable e1ther to mention that 
the Bill shall be introduced before 5 p.m., or if it is introduced after 
5 p.m., say, at 6 p.m., that it will have effect only from the next morning~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am afraid there is some misunder
standing. The amendment refers to the publication of the Bill ; 
introduction takes place after the publication. Clause 3 of the Bill 
runs thus: 

" 3. Where a. Bill to be introduced in the Bombay Legislative Assembly on behalf 
of the Provincial Government provides for the imposition or increase of tax, the Provine ial 
Government may cause to be inserted in the Bill a declaration that it is expedient in the 
public interest that any provision of the Bill relating to such imposition or increase shall 
have immediate effect under this Act." 

Then clause 4 says: 

'' 4. (1) A declared provision shall have the force of law on the day on which the Bill 
containing it is introduced or published whichever day is earlier." 

Now, clause 4 is sought to be amep.ded by inserting the words "from 
·5 p.m. (Standard t.ime)" after the words "the force of law", and the 
·amended clause runs thus : 
· "4. (1) A declared provision shall have the force of law from 5 p.m. (Standard time) 
<ln the day on which the Bill containing it is introduced or published whichever day is 
earlier." 

· Mr. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: Supposing th3 Bill is introduced at 6 p.m., 
then the Bill will give effect to the t.uation :from 5 p.m. on that very day. 
Unless there is any prohibition from introducing a Bill after 5 p.m.-

The Honourable :Mr. A. B. LATTHE: May I explain, Sir t It is 
absolutely clear that no taxation can be given effect to unles.q the Bill 
is published or introduced in the Assembly. Therefore, the possibility 
~f Government beginning to collect taxation before introducing the Bill 
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1s really ruled out. There is no reason for the House to entertain any 
fears that the Government of the day will make the publication at a later 
l10ur and say that the proposed taxation should be given effect to from 
an earlier hour. It is impossible, because the Bill presumes that a 
declaration is made aml as a result of that declaration collection of the 
tax will begin, and not before the declaration. is made. The fear which 
is in the mind of the honourable member really need not exist. What 
the Upper House has done is to say that instead of leaving the question 
"Of hour indefinite-some time after the declaration is made-the Upper 
House desire that the tax should be collected from 5 p.m. onwards 
ou the day on which the declaration is made which makes it absolutely 
necessary that the declaration should be made before 5 p.m. That goes 
without saying. Therp.fore, there is no danger of the kind mentioned 
by the honourable member. 

::\Ir. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR : ~Iy doubt still remains. If the Honourable 
the Finance Minister assures the House that no Bill shall be introduced 
after 5 p.m., then that assurance will remove my doubt. But there is 
nothing in this Bill to debar the Finance Minister from introducing any 
Bill a.t 6 p.m., on any day, and if any Bill is introduced at 6 p.m;, on any 
day then there will be an anomaly. I think if a provision is introduced 
in the Bill that a Finance Bill of this type shall be introduced only 
between 4 and 5 p.m., the whole difficulty will be solved. 

The Honourable 1\fr. A. B. LATTHE: I think, under the Bill as it is, 
it is impossible for any Finance :Minister to introduce a Bill of this kind 
after 5 p.m. 

::\Ir. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: But there is nothing to debar you from 
.doing S<t. · 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: I will explain how it 
is impossible. The Bill requires that the collection of taxation should 
begin at 5 p.m. and it also requires th~t no taxation will be collected before 
the declaration is made; &o that, the declaration must be made before 
5 p.m. I think it is absolutely clea.r that even if the Finance Minister 
wanted to make a declarc~otion after 5 p.m., taking the whole Bill into 
-consideration, it is impossible for him to do so ; and if an assurance 
were needed, of course it is obvious that no Crt>vern.ment would think 
-of making a declaration after the t.ax has begun to be collected. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA (Thana cum. Bombay Suburban District): Sir, 
my difficulty is this. Suppose a Bill is iutrodtmed or published at 4 p.m. 
on the 15th of January 1938; then under this provision imposition of 
taxation will begin from 5 p.m. on that day on all traL.ss.ctions taking 
place at 5 p.m. 

The Honourable Mr. A. R. LA.TTHE : The same difficulty is being 
expressed. One thing which is made clear in this Bill is that the collection 
of taxation should not begin before the derhration is made and the second 
thing is that taxation should be collected _from 5 p.m. onwards; so that. 
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taking these two things together, it is clear that declaration must be
made before 5 p.m. in order that the provisions of this Act may be
adhered to properly. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Shall I now put the amendment 
~o the House t [Horwurable Members indicated assent.] 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

BILL No. I OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923). 

The Honourable Mr. IJ. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to introduce Bill No. I 
of 1938 (.'\.Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923)*. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill is introduced. 

. The Honourable Mr. IJ. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move that Bill No. r 
of 1938 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be read. 
a first time. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable 1\fr. L. M. PATIL : Sir, there are two main principles: 
which are enunciated in the present Bill. One is the abolition of nomina .. 
tions and the other is the introduction of joint electorates in the local 
bodies. These two problems form a part of the questionnrure which was 
issued some months back by the Government for eliciting public opinion .. 
The local bodies and important leaders holding different views and belong
ing to different communities have expressed their views. The question
naire was published and there was a lot of discussion in the press and on 
the platform. I am glad to note tbt the analysis of the non-official 
opinions shows a majority in favour of these reforms. The press is 
also not behind others in according its support to these reforms. The 

. system of nomination is not only incompatible with the principle of 
democracy but it is pernicious. It is not fitting with the present times 
when everywhere there is a cry for democracy and for complete elective 
representation in the local bodies ; it is.JJ.ot in tune with . the changing 
circumstances. Nominations have been abolished in . the provincial 
legislaturesi and I do not know why thi~ system should be continued in 
the local bodies. There are various defects in the system of nominations; 
one is that thi.q system unnecessarily causes delay in the functioning of 
the newly elected local bodies. The local body cannot function unless 
the full number of nominated members is filled up. There is such 'l great 
scramble on the part of minorities and others in order to get the nomina
ted seats that various claims have to be assessed in the light of statistics 
of population, vuious enquiries have to be made regarding the character, 
the merits, the abilities and services of persons who are to be non..inated. 
This all means a. great delay and considerable correspondence. If we 

• Append.u: 6. 
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abolish nominations, I am certain that matters will be smooth and the 
administration will be simplified. Moreover, there is a great deal of 
lobbying and intriguing on the part of those who seek nominations: 
They try all kinds of means to influence those in whom the power to 
nominate vests. Their very existence depends on the goodwill of others 
and, therefore, they cannot hold independent and strong views. They 
haYe got a slavish mentality, and these two elements, the element of 
nominated members and the element of elected members, are inconsistent 
in local bodies and they often conflict. That is one of the reasons why 
the affairs of local bodies are not. running smoothly. In spite of these 
defects, the system of nomination has been followed: up to this time, and 
tllilt is for three reasons. One is to give representation to the minorities 
who are backward educationally and econoplically. The other is to have 
()fficers and e.>...]>erts on local bodies in order to imp.rove the tone of the 
administration and the third is to enable competent persons to be on the 
local bodies who are unable or unwilling to bear the expenses of, 
election. 

Sir, as regards the representation of the minorities, we have provided 
in the Bill to give them sufficient representation by allotting to them 
reserved seats. Up to this time, the minorities were getting only one or 
two nominations, but now they will get a sufficient number of reserved 
seats having regard to their population. They will not have to look t<) 
Government for patronage. They will have to rely on the confi.d~nce 
of the people. 

Sir, as regards the representation of officers and experts on the local 
bodies, I would like to mention that during the last fifteen years people 
are sufficiently trained in the subject of local self-government and in every 
district there is a sufficient number of people who take intelligent interest, . 
who are educated and who can be relied upon to carry on the administra
tion of the local bodies properly. :Moreover, in order to improve the· 
administration, there are other means by which we can do it. One of the 
means is to have a cadre of the important services of the local bodies and 
this proposal is under the consideration of Gov{'rnment at present. 

Sir, as regards the competent persons and the educated persons, who 
do not want to undergo the bother of elections and who do not want to 
spend money for the elections, I do admit that up to this time it has been 
really difficult for these people to get themselves elected. But now the 
people are sufficiently alive and educated. Though a majority of them 
are illiter:1.te, politically they have become conscious, they know that 
their lot will be improved if they elect proper and honest people. . It 
would not be hazardous to say that they have learnt to vote for the 
candidates on their merits and their programmes. So, I do not think it 
will be impossible for persona who are competent and who are educated 
to g.et themselves elected if they put before their eyes the motto of 
Bef\'lC!'. 
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Sir, I have already said that the nomirations have been abolished in 

the provinciallegil!lature and it is high time to remove them from the 
local bodies also. Some people have suggested to trv the system of co-: 
opti~n. in the place ~f nomin~tions, .This syste~ was txied in the Bombay 
Muruc1pal Corporation and 1t has miSerably failed there and I am afraid 
that all the evils which it is proposed to eradicate Ly means oi abolition 
of nominations will be ushered in in these local bodies by the backdoor 
if we introduce the system of co.option 4!:-the local bodies. This syste~ 
of nomination is really a great obstacle in the growth of democracy and 
the sooner we end it the better for us and the Bill intends to achieve. 
this object. 

Sir, I now deal with the principle of the joint electorates. The majority 
of the non·official opinions received shows that tbey favour this system 
of joint electorates. The system of separate electorates, however it may 
appeal to certain communities, is really a great evil. It has divided th& 
Indian nation, it has weakened our strength and it has disabled us in our· 
efforts to achieve our goal of complete independence. So it would be in· 
the best interests ot the public at large if we do not delay any longer the 
removal of this pernicious and vicious system of separate electorates. 
Th~ system of joint electorates will create a solidarity and unity 
amongst us. It will foster and conduce to the growth of democracy .. 
It will remove the communal canker which is eating into the very vitals 
of our national life and I hope those, who still want to hug to thli, system~. 
will soon realise the evils of separate electorates and will agree to the. 
system of joint electorates. 

Sir, there are various arguments put forward in favour of separate 
electorates but they are all illogical, and unsound except one. The 
minorities fear that in joint electorates they will not get" real" represen-· 
tation. I do not understand the meaning of " real representation". 
In the first place, the local bodies on the whole affect all alike and their 
interests are the same. Even taking it for granted that the interests of 

. different communities a-re different in local bodies, I do not know how two 
or three Muhammadan members who are elected on the separate electorate: 
are going to safeguard the interests of the Mahomedans without the co
operation and the assistance of the members who belong to the major 
communities. The minorities are minorities and they must realise that 
they can serve their communities only by throwing in their lot with the· 
majority communities, by working with them and not by remaining out-. 
side the majority communities. :Moreover, the interests of the masses,. 
whether they are Europeans or Hindus or Mussalmans or Harijans, are 
the same, and all the communities must realise this. I do not understand· 
how only the Hindu.~ can safeguard the interests of the Hindus, how only
the l\Iussalmans are going to safeguard the in.terests of the Mussalmans· 
and.how only the Harijans are going to safeguard the interests of Harijans .. 
It is fallacious. It gives rise to hypocrisy and it really undermines ~he· 
sincerity, the honesty of human endeavour. A very unhealthy feeling: 
is created by the separate electorates in the communities concerned that. 
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the people belonging to their own communities only can safeguard their 
interests and that people belonging to other communities or other religions 
will never be able to safeguard their interests even if they are self·sacrifi.c
ing, honest and sincere and have devoted their life to public service. 
Thus, by the system of separate electorates, the masses are kept in dark· 
ness, they are kept ignorant. Really speaking, those who care for 
t.he system of separate electorates are doing harm not only to the 
community to which they belong but they also are doing great harm to 
the nation as a whole. So, I hope that the honourable members of the 
Muslim League will also realise the evils of this system of separate . 
electorates and I will earnestly appeal to them that they should, in the 
interests of national good and the good of the communities concerned, 
agree to joint electorates. 

Sir, I have pressed on the minds of honourable members the importance 
and the urgency of the proolem of joint electorates. You will naturally 
ask me: why is it that the joint electorates have not been made compul
sory by legislation as regards the Muhammadans and why are they given 
an option 1 Though we are convinced that the system of joint electorates 
is in the best interests of the public at large, still we do not want to force 
this reform on any community which is unwilling tq accept it. We are 
eager and we will try our level best, we will carry on negotiations with 
them and I hope a time will come when they will also be convinced of our 
bona fides and of the importance of joint electorates. The door is kept 
open even as regards the Muhammadans for having joint electorates and 
whenever they desire, whenever they feel that their interests will be served 
by joint electorates, they are able to accept that system at any time. 
I hope a time will come soon when they will realise this and all the people, 
whether they belong to different religions or communities, will come 
together and will fight for our common goal o£ complete independence. 
Sir, with these words, I earnestly request the honourable House t~ accept 
this Bill unanimously, and I again fervently request the honourable 
members of the Muslim League, and if they agree, I hope we can still 
remove the option .clauses and we can introduce joint electorates in 
respect of the Muhammadans also. [Applause.] 

Sir ALI :MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA. VI (Surat and Rander Cities) ~ 
Sir, apart from the merits of the Bill in many other respects which are 
indicated by the vari~us clauses introduced by the Honourable Minister~ 
the one particular thing I should like to address myself on is the question, 
the thorny question, of separate electorates which the Honourable 
~linister has chosen to refer to in his speech. Greater men than himself 
have tackled that question and have tackled it for years and the Round 
Table Conferences hfl.ve a!so dealt with that question ; the Parliament, 
while framing the constitution, htve considered the question and all of 
them, even including the Honourable Minister himself today, lMd to come 
to the conclusion that until certain cJrcum.'!tances come into being and 
are well understood by both communities and understood mutually, 
mutually agreed upon, sep11.rate electorates must exist. The Honourable 
Minister himself, in the end, said that with all his speech and fears about 
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joint electontes and the national object underlying it, he in this very Bill 
had to leave it to option and not make it compulsory. That itsel£ is an 
indication that the subject of joint electorates is thorny. What I object 
to in this particular Bill under that particular clause in which this option 
is given is an attempt to get at the question, to get at the thing which 
they cannot get at straight and on defined lines which had been spoken 

'

of all over, namely, what they cannot get directly now they are trying to 
get indirectly. II this option is gi!.en, the option given there in that 
clause is an invitation of the spider to the fly to come into it.s parlour 
and if some individual falls into the trap and ent.ers the parlour, he would 
find his fate to be the same as that of the fly at the hands of th~ spider. 
We are totally opposed to that. Every one has said, from England 
down to India, that separate electorates are not the rettl thing from the 
national point of view. The Muslims have stood against joint electorates. 
Circumshnces which stare us in the face are however real and do not allow 
joint electorates. It need not be reiterated here, for, it will be opening 
a question which has been debated upon, and which Will be debated upon 
until the moment we come to a mut,ual understanding. Until that is 
done, these are side-w1ys which ere questionable and aim at an objective. 
That will not be agreed to either by the Muslim League or the Muslim 
community. The question bristles with many important points. The 
relationship between: the two communities is such that, until it is bridged 
over, joint electorates cannot be accepted. As I said, I am intentionally 
avoiding going into the details, in order to show to my honourable friend 
the Minister that the two communities as they ere situated at present 
look upon each other with want of confidence. Joint electorates cannot 
come in Ulltil both sidet:! Muslims and Hindus, come to a settlement an!l 
until the people representing both the communities and having the 
sanction behind them come to an amicable settlement. Till then, joint 
electorates will have to stand. · One object of this Bill is to abolish nomi· 
nation and that object may be good; but I object to the choice being 
given to the lfmlims to have joint electorates. The l\Iuslim 
commuaity should stand firm on the question of separate electorates and 
no argument, until a mutual settlement is reached, will convince the 
Muslim Leagu.e or the Muslim community that they could come into 
joint electorate by this indirect method. Therefore, I oppose the first 
reading of the Bill on that ground. The details and amendmentb will be 
taken up by some members of my party. If the Honourable the Speaker 
decides that any of them are amendments of principle, they will be taken 
up and referred to. now. If he holds them as mc~.tters of dehils, they 
will be taken up at the second reading. But on this one point, I cannot, 
with all the authority I have at my back of the :Muslim community} accept 
any deviation from the position that separate electorates and the Award 
must stand, until there is mutual understanding. · 

*Dr. B. R. AMBEDKA.R (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, having signed 
the Poona Pact, I am, of course, entirely out of court in discussing the 

• Speech not revised by the member. 
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.subject of separate electorates. Therefore, lam not going into that part 
.of the Bill "hich deals with the method of re:presentd.tion to be devised 
for the different minorities for which provision is made in this Bill. 
Perhaps, it will be justifiable forme if I mention from what angle of vision 
I look at this very thorny question of joint versus separate electorates. 
Sir, the way I look at it is this. What is to be the effect of joint 
-electorates, supposing that it was introduced £o1 the different minorities t 
What will happen, as I see, is this. One day in five years when the 
('lections will come, a Hindu and a Mahomedan may go together to a. 
common polling booth. I do not see what else can happen as a result of 
joint electorates. [Interruption]. Please allow me to go into the 
rest of the five years. When there are no elections, the Mahomedan 
community-! am taking that as an illustration-will beliving a separate 
life, a compartmental life to itself. I do not see that, as a result of 
joint electorates, the Mahomedans and the Hindus will come to live 
together in the same chawl. I do not see, as a result of joir...t electorates, 
that Mahomeda.ns and Hindus will begin to inter-marry. I do not see, 
.ts a result of joint electorates, Hindus and Mahomedans will inter-dine. 
·Sir, I tak<' this opportunity to say deliberately that, if we want to build 
up unity, it is not by devising a. day, however sacred that. day may be, 
whe11 both Hindus and Mahomedans will come to the same polling booth. 
If we want really to devise some means to build up unity, what .we should 
do is to break up the social barrier. I say that in this matter the lead 
has to be taken up by the Hindu community,· because they are a very 
exclusive community. If other communities live a separate life, it is 
because the Hindu community regards certain interests as its own 
interests and the fault is entirely due to the Hindu community. I say, 
therefore, deliberately that there is no use playing with this problem by 
putting forth a scheme \\'hich is ineffectual and which will have no 
operation except for one day which may come in the course of five years 
or three years. There is no use; and nothing will happen as a result of 
this. You may try it. I request my Mahomedan friends to grant them 
this opportunity and see if any particular protection will give an 
opportunity for the two communities not to remain s.part. I cannot 
hold a brief for separate electorates having signed the Poona Pact. · 

I will turn now to the other aspects of the Bill and begin by saying 
that the Bill, so far as it goes, certainly marks a stage in advance from 
where we are standing. But there is nothing which I find in the Bill 
itself. It is an empty shell. It contains nothing. But for the speech 
of the Honourable Minister giving what be proposed to do with regard 
to the reorganisation of local bodies, we would certainly have known 
nothing from the Bill as it is. All that the Bill says is that the Govern
ment will be given the power to make rules for this and for that. 
Beyond that, what is there in the Bill ! If the statement of objects and 
reasons were not attached to this Bill, we would not have even known 
what was the principle Government were going to adopt in providing for 
representation of the different minorities. I say it deliberately that 
the questions are constitutional questions. It is not a question of 
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carrYing ordinaiy legislation into effect where it has been the practice now 
almost sanctified, that Government should be allowed to carry out th; 
policy by rules. We are delegating part of our authority to Government 
to do something. We are delegating part of our taxing power to them. 
We are delegating to them the authority oi making electivE'. 
repesentation. I submit most deliberately that it is a constitutional 
question and as such ought to be settled in all its details in this House 
and ought not to be left to the sweet wi.U.-<>f the executive. Take the 
example of the Government of India Act. Whjj,t does this Bill deal 
with~ This Bill deals with franchise, deals with the communities tha.t 
are to get representation, deals with· constituencies and deals with the 
method of voting. Look at the Government of India Act. What does· 
it do 1 Has it left the number of seats to the minorities to the sweet will 
of the executive ~ Has it left the question of dividing constituencies to 
the sweet will of the executive 1 Has it left the· method of voting to the· 
sweet will of the executive 1 Nothing of the kind. All that has been 
done by Orders in Council which are as much part o£ the Government of 
India Act as the Government of India Act itself. It is necessary that we 
should do things in the way in which constitutional things are required 
to be done. This is my first submission with regard to this Bill .. 

As regards other matters, the first thing I should like to know from the 
Honourable Minister in charge ot the Bill is this. He ha.s very graciously 
said in the statement of objects and reasons that the principle which he 
wishes to follow in allotting seats for the different minorities is the prin 
ciple of population. I am grateful to him for t.hat. Bt.t I do want to 
11sk him that, if tha.t is the principle on which he proposes to allot seats 
for the different minorities, why he should not embody the principle in 
the section itself. What guarantee is there that we will get the benefit 
of the principle stated in the statement of objects and re,asons 1 We 
do not want charity. We want our rights which we do not want to leave 

· to tho sweet will of the executive. We want it to be definitely 
laid down by law. The second tbmg wit.h which we are materially con
-cerned is the question of system of constituency. I am most concerned 
about my honourable friend v;ho could not come in as an M.JM\.. I want 
to kllow wha.t the system of constituency is in the matter of constitution 
of these boards. Is it to be a smgle member constituency or is it to be 
a plural member const.ituency ~ Nothing is stated even in the statement 
of objects and reasons. Why is that 1 If the executive wishes that here
after they should adopt the system of single member constituency, then 
we ought to know, because that would decide whether we are to vote for 
this Bill or vote agallist it. That has not been done. · 

The third thing with which I am most concerned i.<1 the question. of 
voting system. Is the voting ~ystem to be cumulative system of votmg 
or is it to be distributive system of voting 1 That again has .not been 
made clear. I like all these matters to be made clear and definite on the 
1loor of the House. I hope the Honourable Minister will reply to all the 
queries I have made, and embody those principles I have mentioned. 
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in the Bill itself, so that we may know what our rights are. In 
this Bill everything is sought to be done by rules, but the 
Honourable Minister does not even propose to place these rules 
on the floor of the· House, so that the House may know what 
exactly the executive has done. That is the least bit that can 
be done with regard to this Bill. I do not want to repeat what 
I have already stated. I regard it as solely and purely a constitutional 
question. It is a question of according a. constitution for the local 
authority which is endowed with legal authority to do certain things, 
even t.o penalise the people by tax. Surely, before we can give these, 
powers to the executive, the executive should agree to place on the floor 
of this House what they have done by way of using the powers which they 
ask us to confer upon them. I content myself with these retp.arks at this 
stage. 

l\Ir. D. W. RAUT (Thana North): (Addressed the House in Marathi)! · 

ar~~, \31Itfirrt~~ \31Iot ~ ¢fre: (>3~at~~~an~ ~~(a-t 
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~ tfiij ~ ttre ~fS 'Thft. m~ 'l,~T mtijf llt\ii~ 
~ct\!Jf ~ \if~ ~~ ~\ it~ ~· ~ijft ~II m~tEti 
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$ ~ ~ ~~ ~:fi ~ ~. l R~ qm ~lnllem~t 
~e1~t~kft~ t~~ €t~m:;;i~ ~em ~~~ it~t idil~~ er Gft~ 
mT~:o!JT OTWW~ qm ~~ er rim R«Uf!IT ~(l1e ·~UT~ 
<rr · tir~:fi~~t Cflrm ~~ Ifc'itcn c:~ffi 'ffl ~ ~.fcfiR 
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• c-. 

f;r~tF.ftat Cflrt~ ~re~qy ~ c;q~1it 'ffl ~ i3l'6 0\6 ·~~ 
t&~~ u~ ~?rm:rrtm:w.n i3l?.la ~~ · If'Jltfif{at ~ 
~Tifrlr·~w:rr:ij f-ft:qJ Fl« m ~~t I~Ci:tcn ~m~qy JI~R 
~;fr i3l6 ~! ~ij~ +m ~cne~rit~ mfrr~ ~~~qrqr ~~\ q~fa 
'71I6~ 'ilftrcn Ci4Thii3' OlG{~Jal ~ ~~· c:r~ ~~~~1 ~ · ~Uf 
~ant:. 

1\'Ir. S. JJ. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, if I am 
to describe my feelings about this Bill very briefly, I shall say that a 
mountain in labour has brought forth a mouse. The Government, when 
it faced the Legislatu.re at Poona during the last session, made so many 
declarations ; and after those declarations suggestions were invited and 
correspondence was going on between the Government and all the local 
bodies in the Province. It was expected, naturally, that by the time 
this session was ·called, Government wodd be ready with a ·fuU-fledged 
scheme of local self-government in aU its phases. But what we find 
here is a piece•meallegislation that avoids doing much and tries to do 
very little. · 

As I started by saying that it is a mountain that has brought forth 
a mouse, I ain going to describe the good points of the mouse, so that 

· I should not he accused of being partial. There are two good points 
in the Bill, and for them I am ready to give £ull credit to the Minister 
in charge of the Bill. First of all, he had done away with nominations. 
That was a suggestion which was made practically unanimously by all 
the local bodies in the Province, and I_~ave to congratula.te the Minister 
on the readiness with which he has responded to the suggestions that 

. were made. The second good point that I find is that the Communal 
Award has been at least partly attacked in this Bill so far as separate 
elector!ttes for women are concerned. And, so far as the double-election 
difficulty in the case of the Harijans is concerned, that difficulty at least 
has been faced and faced well, as I see. For these two good points, 
I have praise to offer ; hut for the rest I have nothing hut condem· 
nation .. 

This Ministry, in spite of its election pledges, yet wants to continue 
the Communal Awa.rd in the remaining of its aspects; while doing away 
with separate electorates in the case of women, they are going to continue 
separate electorates in the case of Mahomedans. And this in spite of the 
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insistent wording of the election pledges. What is it that they have 
provided for the :Mahomedans 1 If Mahomedans who have attained 
majority in a particular area-[ Interruption.] . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. The honourable 
member may proceed. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : If M:ahomedans who have attained 
majority in a particular area agree, either unanimously or by a majority, 
that separate electorates should be done away with, then alone that part. 
of the CommulliJ.l Award is to go ; and so far liS this aspect of the question 
is concerned, I believe we shall have to wait till doomsday before such 
a declaration is made by the Mahomedan community. If you want 
the Mahomedans brought into the joint electorate system, you h1.1.ve to 
do it whether they wish it or not. All this cry that 1\Iahomeda.ns want 
protection from the majority community in this Province is 11. cry thst 
has been raised often but for which no justification has ever been given. 
If anybody wants protection here, it is not Mahomedans ; it is the major 
community that wants protection. [buerruption.] And history is 
here to support what I am saying. All through the course of history, 
it is the major community that has suffered at the hands of the 
Mahomed.an community ; the h:Iahomedan community has never suf.ered 
at the hands of the mfljor community. Still that community comes 
forth every now and then raising the cry that it stands in danger and it 
must have protection at the hands of the Govel'LlD.ent against the major 
communiiy. And this Government, with thi& majority behind it, is 
going to yield to the cry of the Mahomedan community. That is the pity 
of the situation. 

The Congress has promised in its election manifesto that as a non
communal party it is pledged to break through the Communal Award 
with all its pernicious principles. Now that you have come into power 
as a Government, it is your bounden duty to try and t.a.ckle that problem ; 
and if you do not face it squarely, you will have the deserved condemna.· 
tion of the whole Province. Therefore, my second point of attack as 
regards this piecemeal legislation is that, '\II> bile Government have done 
something to tackle the problem of the Communal Award, so far as 
separate electorates for women and the Scheduled CaF;tes are concerned, 
they have left theserious problem tlf separate Mahomedan representation 
unhandled. If you in this WdY shelvt:> that problem from time to time, 
there is no hope either for the Hindus or for the 1\Iahomedans. The 
Mahomedans are in a fool's paradise. They think that by having separate 
electorates they are going to have all that they want. As a Government, 
it is your bounden duty to take them out of that fool's paradise and 
keep them on the path of wisdom. You have failed in your duty. If 
you want to stand by the promises that you have given, it is up to you 
now at least to correct that mistake. , · · 

Another omission deserves to be pointed out. In the Budget spe~h 
of the Honourable the Finance Minister a promise was held out that m 
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this Province there would be a network of village panchaya.ts. So many 
other achievements were promised through the help of the machinery 
of village panchayats. It was rumoured in the meanwhile that owing to 
the expensive nature of elections to local bodies, very probably village 
panch1yats would become the primary bodies and elections to the local 
boards would be on an indirect basis so thfl.t much of the expense at 
present incurred in repse.ct of elections would be saved. It was suggested 
that the real basis of the foundation "'tlocal self-government would be 
laid right from the bottom, namely, in the village. Nothing of that sort 
is to be found in this Bill. Therefore, my impression after reading the Bill 
as .a"' hole has been that even after these six or seven months Government 
is unprepared. If you are really unprepared today, you can openly 
say it rather than tackle the problem piecemeal in this fashion. Defer 
it, and when you do.take it up, take it up seriously aad as a whole. If 
you take up the Local Boarcl<J Act for amendment every now and then, 
it will be rendered so threadbare that perhaps the whole scheme of the 
Act will be thrown overboard and we will not know where we will be. 
Therefore, my suggestion is come to certain conclusions that you want. the 
local boards to run in a particular fashion. You have got certain power 
under the Government of India Act. Whether you are going to decen
tralise that power or not, whether you are going to arm even the village 
panchayats with some power or not-aU these questions are very 
important from the point of view of local self-government, and they 
should be seriously thought out. After that, you have to come to 
certain conclusions, and then draft Bills. It is no use coming forward 
every now and then with such measures which are only half digested. 

For these reasons, my humble suggestion to the Honourable Minister 
in charge would be this. If he wants that this Bill must pass for the sake 
of elections and for certain other reasons, of course it will pass. But 
when the problem is taken up, it should be taken up as a whole. All the 
allied problems should be taken up and faced boldly. Do not take up the 
.case of the Harijans and leave the Mahomedans alone. You have to face 
that problem boldly, and it will disappear for ever. If you take 
courage in both hands, you will succeed ; otherwise there is no hope of 
local self-government being established on a sure foundation. 

This is the criticism that I have to offer. I£ I have pointed out more 
defects than good points in the Bill, it is due to the faulty nature of the 
Bill. Had there been any good points in the Bill, I would have been 
very glad to point them out.· But, unfortunately, there are none; and, 
therefore, I had to devote a greater part of my speech to criticising this 
Bill. But I believe my criticism will be taken in the spirit in which it is 
offered, and earnest efforts will be made to bring a better Bill next time. 

The Honourable :M:r. K. M. MUNSHI : With reference to the remarks 
last made bv the honourable member Mr. Karandikar, I feel that if he 
was inclined to be so charitable to what he described as a mouse, he could 
_equally have been chari~able towards Government. Why does he think 
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that the Village Panchayat Bill is not on the anvil! Why . does 
he think that this Government, which, I can assure the honourable 
members, is working as hard as any other Government, is not devoting 
all its time and energy to redeeming whatever pledges it gave in the last 
session 1 He must not forget that since this Government came into 
power it is straining every nerve to do as much as is huma.nly possible to 
do, and that the Government has not slept over any question. It is 
rather difficult to answer the charge, while discussing a Bill relating to the 
Die.trict Local Board~, why Government have not yet brought out their 
Village Panchayat Bill, and I can assure the honourable member and 
other honourable members of the House that it will come in the fulness 
of time and then the honourable member Mr. Karandikar will have the 
fullest opportunity to describe it in any graphic language that he thinks 
appropriate. 

Then my honourable friend~ in trying to s1y something about the 
good points in this Bill, sa-id about the pledges on which the party in 
power has been returned, and he said something about the communal 
award and various other matters which, I wish, had not been drawn into 
discuse.ion on a small matter like this. The Bill, if it had a voice, could 
.rightly say, "Save me from frieuds like Mr. Karandikar ". 

Sir ALI ~UHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: The Honourable Minister 
introduced the subject first. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI : What has this Bill got to do 
with the election manfesto of the Congress 1 He either misread or 
misunderstood the Bill completely when he thought that the Congress 
had pledged itself to drive a coach and pair through the communal 
award by all means and at all costs. What the Congress has said, and 
again and again said, is that the communal award will stand till the two 
communities are in a position to evolve a new formula by consent, and 
the Congress-,..and also the party in power or the Government here-will 
not ,Po anything with regard to the communal awllrd unless t.he Hindus 
and :Mahomedans both are in a po!)ition to come to an. understanding 
with regard to the questions inYolved in it. And, therefore, when my 
honourable f.riend (Mr. Rarandikar) attributes to Government the 
motive to circumvent the communal award in this manner, he is not 
only doing us injustice, but something worse th'il.n injustice. I can 
assure the honourable member that there is no intention in this m~tter 
to go behind the communal award or to do aDything which the .Muslim! 
community does not want, or to do anything of the kind which my 
honourable friend described. It is a very simple Bill. It only affects 
the question of nominations and such incidentqJ questions which arise 
from their removal. It adds, as the Leader of the Opposition said, a 
provision to give an option to the Mussalmans to decide in favour of 
joint electorates, if thev like. That is a new element, I admit. With 
this exception it does,· really speakin~, nothing beyond changing the 
~onstitution of the local board by removing the nominations. . Members 
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of no party, I respect£ully submit, are justified in reading into the Bill 
any sinister motive of doing something which in fact we do not propose 
to do, do not intend to do and have decided not to "do. Wha.t does this 
Bill propose to do ~ Why did the Government not bring in a Bill to 
overhaul the Local Boards Act~ Today,the local boards are functioning 
with nominated members ; it is compulsory under the Act to nominate 
members. This Government, pledged as it is not to nominate members 
would be in a difficulty with regard to thtise nominated members. Eve~ 
if we want to overh'lul the Local Boards Act, it would be much better to 
have wholly elected local boards first, then seek their advice, and then in 
consultation with the new boards take up the question of revising the 
whole Act ; but at the present moment to take upon ourselves the task of 
over~uJing the whole Act would mean that the nominated members, 
whom we want to remove: will have an effective voice in these 
deliberations .. Therefore, this Bill is nothirg else, if I may inform the 
honourable member Mr. Karandikar, but a step towards a proper 
consultation between Government on one side and the elected members 
·of the local b:>ards on the ot,her to find out how the whole Act can be 
adjusted.to the present needs of the times and the country. That is 
the sole obJect of this Bill, and it is not, therefore, fair to charge the 
G.overnment with not having brought the whole Bill and having btought 
only a portion of it. 

Then, as regards what the Le().der of the Opposition was pleased to say, 
T have already allayed whatever fears he might have had, that we are 
going to short.-circuit the communal award in any manner whatsoever. 
There is no intention, I can assure the House, to do anything of the kind. 
The communal award is not for small parocn.ial bodies like Local Boards, 
to consider or for the Provincial Legislature to decide. It is an All
India question; it is a question which is to be settled on an all-India 
basis ; it is a political question. But the local bodies and the small 
municipalities or the village panchayats are not political but only 
local bodies with limited powers. They have nothing to do with 
politics or with anything else except the ~conomic adjustment of the 
people of a particular city or town or a village. They are not affected by 
the large political considerations which weigh in the matter of legislatures. 
As a matter of fact, in law they cannot ·even touch political questions at 
~11. In the few questions relating to the development of their own little 
area, what would be the difference between a Hindu and a Muslim ~ 
Whether a street should be laid in one way or another, whether a light 
should be lit at one place or another, are not questions on which there is 
a Hindu outlook or a Muslim outlook. They are no political rights of 
communities to be considered. No concern with cultural rights or even 
with languages and scripts. They are not concerned with their ways of 
life. Both the Hindufl and Muslims in their own respective areas will, 
it is expected, bring together a common outlook on the little develop
ment of the village or a taluka or district as the case may be. I respect
fully submit that we should do our best. to segregate political qu~!!tions 
in their proper sphere and look to the large number of econom1c and 
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other fields in which Hindus and Mussalmans can sit together without 
consideration of the religion or community to which they belong. 

Sir AU nL\HOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : May I request the HonoJr· 
able Minister to answer a queiy. of mine in his speech ~ Why should 
Government be so very over-anxious to bring in even the optional ques
tion 1 If they came in by separate electorates and sat together in these 
local bodies, coulrl they not serve the whole body ~ Why should there be 
a separate optional question introduced here ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I am just going to answer that. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEliLA VI : I th~ught you might not. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : The reason is this. My honour-
able friend Dr. Ambedkar asked Government as to what extraordinary 

· things would happen if all Hindus and Muslims went in one polling booth, 
and what would it matter if they went through separate electorates and 
came in and sat down on the same board 1 All persons familiar with the 
ways of elections can anf:!wer these questions. Th~ constitution of an 
electorate weighs considerably on the minds of every candidate when he 
is out to seek votes, and if there is a composite electorate, each member 
will think in terms of his village or taluka; persons will come to feel that 
the economic development of the taluka or city or village . ~oes. not 
depend upon the fact that the candidate is a Hindu or a Muslim ; and 
as a result it would induce both Hindus and Muslims to think in terms o£ 
common problems, and in terms of candidates who would be Mu'slims 
but at the same time acceptable to Hindus and Hindus who would be 
acceptable to Muslims.· 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: Have the local b~ard& 
suffered by the present system 1 . . : 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : It is not a question of sUffering. 
If the Leader of the Opposition will permit me to complete what I have to 
say, I would say th9.t the fact remains that today each candidate £or the 
local board thinks in terms of his community, in terms of his political 
prejudices in relation to a board which would have to deal purely with 
local questions, with economic questions, "ith non-political questions. 

The object of this Bill is to leave it t{) the free will of the Muslims. 
There is no compulsion in it. If the Mussalmans .of a particular locality 
feel that in matters which fall within the scope of the local board, which 
are non-political, they want to have Hindus and Muslims electing common 
candidates who would be able to agree, it would be one step in the right 
direction. You will then get a local body which "ill think in terms of 
the locality and not in terms of each different community. 

But, after all, what is it that my honourable friend fears that he loses 1 
It i~ left entirely to the option of that locality, whether the members of 
that locality think that this is purely a non-political sphere in which 
from the bottom upwards they should think in terms of the locality and not 
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think in terms of the communities. If they do not want it, if the 
party to which the honourable member the Leader of the Opposition 
belongs wants that even in local matters, even in the matter of roads 
and pipes and lights, the communal spirit must remain, it is possible for 
that party to go and tell the Muslims of 'the locality to vote only on the 
communal spirit; then they need not accept the option, they would be at 
perfect liberty to continue to do wM.t t~~y are doing. It is only if the 
members of a local area say that they ... do want to h.tve representatives 
who will not come on Hindu or 1\Iuslim ticket but on a common ticket, 
why should this House or any other House preclude them from having 
their own way 1 Why should we not encourage them to think in terms 
of the little town or of the little village 1 Why should this House or any 
other House interfere in matters which do not relate to them at all1 
That, Sir, is the real question. 

After all, does it take away any right 1 It is purely an enabli.ug 
.section. It all depends on this question whether those who think with 
my honourable friend here are able to in:B.u~nce the local people. 
I am sure that for some time to come, perhaps you will find few people 
or perhaps none at !til who will be prepared to take the benefit of this 
option, but assuming that within a short time we do find a new change 
coming over the communal spirit which would allow people to think of 

'local questions in the non-communal way, why should we debar them 
from doing so 1 That is the only object of putting this provision in, 
nothing more, nothing less, and it would not. be fair to Government to 
attribute to it any motive of doing something which they would be 
ashamed of doing or which they ought not to do. 

Sir, then my honourable :friend Dr. Ambedkar raised a few constitu· 
tional questions. His first question was with regard to--

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Is the Honourable Minister likely 
to take some time 1 If so, it would be better to adjourn now. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Yes, Sir, I will require some 
time. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: In that case, the House will now 
. adjourn till tomorrow. 

The Hmtse then adjourned till 2 p.m. o-n "Wednesday the 19th January 
1938. 

IOMRAY: PRINTED A.:l TBE OOVIRNMENT OENTRlL PRES&• 
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Wednesday, the 19th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 
Wednesday, the 19th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the 
Speaker, Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. . 

Present: 
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CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
COOPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINHJI B. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, Mr. KHANDUBHAI K. 
DEsAI, the Honourable M.r. :MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHliiUKH, 1\Irs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, 1\Ir. G. H. 
DODliiETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAiz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FIRODEA, Mr. K. S. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
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GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
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SBIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHIUKA..~, Mr. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IS:IWL HASA..~ BAPU 
SINGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SONGAVKAR,Mr.S.G. 
SuGANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
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(19 JAN. 1938 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S ASSENT TO ACT •. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have to announce to the House 
that His Excellency the Governor-General has been pleased to accord 
his assent to Bombay Act No. VI of 1937-An Act to amend the 

. Indian Limitation Act, 1908, in its application to the Province of 
Bombay. 

BILLS PASSED BY THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The second announcement I have 
to make is that the Bombay Legislative Council has passed Bill 
No. XXVI of 1937 (A Bill to amend the. City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
1888) and Bill No. XXVII of 1937 (A Bill to provide for the extension 
of the term of office of the members of the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation). 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE-Mr. C. F. GOLDING. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Then, there is an application for 
leave of absence from Mr. C. F. Golding. I will read it to the House :· 

u On the 11th February next I am proceeding to England on leave and all being welL 
I shall return by a steamer due in Bombay at the end of July or early in Augu~t 
1938. . 

For this reason I shall be obliged if the Assembly may be requeRted to grant me leave 
of absence for the necessary period." 

I take it tlat the honourable member has the permission of the 
House. [After a pause.] Leave is granted. 
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ADJOURNMENT MOTIONS. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before we proceed further, I wish 
to give my ruling in connection with a point raised the other day by 
the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta. I have considered the 
matter, and I will read my ruling. 

The point raised by the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta 
is that the test hitherto applied in the Bombay Legislature for 
determining urgency within the meaning of the phrase " definite matter 
of urgent public importance " occurring in rule 11 has not been accepted 
.anywhere else, and that it is restrictive of the freedom of private 
members to move adjournment motions on. subjects which they believe 
to be of public importance. He urges, therefore, that 1 should reconsider 
the matter and see if I can induce myself to revise the course of rulings of 
my predecessors laying down the test of urgency. 

The honourable member has advanced ·a few considerations for which 
he urges that the urgency of a matter should be tested differently from 
what has been. done up to now. I believe it is and will be conceded that 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to define exactly the scope of the word 
"urgent". Every case will have to be judged on its own merits; and 
all that is possible, is to lay down a general rule which can. be only a 
guide in deciding whether a particular ·motion is urgent or otherwise. 
'There can be no inelastic, rule-bound interpretation of the word 
"urgent " as there can be none in respect of the words " definite " or 
"importance" with reference to a public matter, for the discussion of 
which an, adjournment motion. is sought to be moved. The test 
of urgency hitherto applied by my predecessors is to consider whether 
the subject-matter of the urgent motion occurred at a period which did 
not give the member moving the adjournment motion an. opportunity 
of tabling a resolution and there by bringing the matter up for discussion 
before the House. . , 

The honourable member's three main submissions. are :-

(1) That the right to move an adjournment motion is a definite (he 
perhaps means "absolute ")right ; while, in the case of a resolution, the 
right consists of only tabling it wh.ile the actual right of moving it is only 
})roblematic. The test of urgency, therefore, as hitherto applied, substi
tutes a definite right by a problematic on,e, and, in this sense, deprives 
the member of a right which he enjoys under Rule 11; ' 

(2) That the practice in. the Central Legislature at Delhi is 
.different ; ' 

(a) That if a member is deprived of his right to move an adjournment 
motion, he has no course open to him to bring the matter up for discussion 
except that of moving a motion of no confidence in the Ministry, if he 
thil~ks the matter to be of sqfficien.t importance. Such a course is not 
.J.es.ll'able. · · 

He also further urged that "a private member should have a point 
.l'ltretched in his favour as he is powerless against the majority.'~ 
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[The Speaker] 
· At the outset, I should point out that the right to move an adjournment 
motion is not such an absolute right as the :first submission of the 
honourable member assumes. A perusal of the relevant rules will show 
that that right is a more restricted and restrained one than the right 
of tabling resolutions. A reference to the history of the origin of the 
practice of moving adjournment motions for discussing a definite matter 
of urgent public importance will enable us to appreciate the true 
principle underlying the practice with..J:eierence to and the proper scope 
.-of such motions. According to the past usage of the House of Commons 
it was in the power of any two members of the House to move and second 
a motion for the adjournment of the House, either whilst questions to 
members were being asked or at any moment before the commencement 
of public business, and to raise thereon a general debate. Though the 
right to move an adjournment of the House at any time was considered 
on~ of the fundamental rights of a representative assembly, essential 
to its life and never called in question, experience impressed upon the 
House_ the necessity of placing upon that power some restrictions. 

The formal moving of the adjournment of the House was a tactical 
method of introducing a new matter into the day's work and has been 
gradually but steadily discouraged by the rules of the House. The 
principle of fixity in th'e day's programme was considered to be at least 
as important as, i£ not more importan,t than, the right to move an 
.adjournment of the House to introduce some new matter into the day's 
work. Though this principle of "fixity in the day's programme " is 
diametrically opposite to the old principle of "fi"eedom of debate " secured 
by motions fqr adjournment, the more modern principle has proved the 
stronger, and more and more restrictions have been placed on the scope 
.of and the occasions for adjournment motions. A standing order was 
passed so early as 1882 by the House of Commons, and the tendency 
has been to restrict further and further any departure from the principle 
of "fixity in the day's programme". It will be both juteresting and 
instructive to know that the number of adjournment motions for which 
permission is sought in the House of Commons hardly exceeds, on an 
average, about half a dozen or so per year, the highest number being 
20 in 1893-94. These statistics a.t once indicate as to how this right 
of moving an adjournment motion ~js understood, interpreted and· 
exercised. In contrast, it will be interesting to know that the number 
of adjournment motions submitted to me £or my consent during the 
first session of this House was 11 and that during the current session& 
comes to 9 up to date. 

As to the objective of such motions, I cannot do better than quote 
here the observations of the Honourable the President of the Central 
Legislative Assembly, made during the course of his ruling disallowing 
a. motion for adjournment by Dr. Nand Lal on 16th July 1930 :-

" llotions for adjournment are meant for obtaining an immediate debate on grave an~ 
1eriou matters which cannot otherwise be immediately and effectively dealt with, and 
the very object of such motions will be lost if they are permitted to assume the oharactev 
of an ordinary course of action of every day occurrence." . 

I am in entire agreement with what has been stated there .. 
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[The Speaker] 
What then should be the nature of the test of urgency! Should 

it be a Yery strict one, or should it be a liberal one leaning in favour 
of a prirnte member ! While evuy individual member of the House 
ought to have the fullest liberty to ventilate whatever he feels to be 
necessary and essential to enable him to discharge his obligations to 
his constituency and to the House, it is equally important that there 
must be some limitations to that freedom, to secure an equal freedom 
to everr other member of the House and to the House as a whole. In 
this vi~w, the right to move an adjournment motion is not an absolute 
right of an individual member which he is entitled to exercise irrespective. 
of ancl without reference to the rights and convenience of the whole 
House, but it is a qualified right with the corresponding obligation of 
seeing that a mere desire to discuss a subject on the floor of the House, 
however important and far-reaching in consequences it may be, does 
not interfere, as far as possible, with the fixity of the day's programme. 
It is thus a question of rights and convenience of other members too. 
It is possible that members relying upon the "order of the day" may 
prefer to be present or absent and are entitled to expect that no business 
is put before them or taken from them by surprise. In my view, there
fore, the various conditions governing the admission of an adjournment 
motion should be interpreted neither very liberally nor with undue 
strictness. The practice in the Mother of Parliaments has been to 
interpret strictly the requisite of " definiteness " and also to require 
a prima facie case of urgency or " special " urgency, as it is stated by 
some text-writers. 

To my mind, the test adopted in Bombay is reasonable and is such 
as would be the best and reliable guide in. broadly meeting the generality 
of cases. Further, the test hitherto applied has, on the whole, worked 
satisfactorily and is not known to have resulted in the curtailment of 
any legitimate right of having a discussion on matters of urgent public 
importance. 

I may now shortly refer to the various points urged by the honourable 
member ~Ir. Jamnadas :Mehta. I have already shown that it is incorrect 
to believe that the right to mo\e an. adjournment motion is ·an 
un.qualified, absolute right There is, therefore, n.o question of one 
clefinite right being exchan.ged for another problematic one. I may, 
howewr, point out here that under the provisions of Standing Order 
Ir, pro\iso to paragraph 2, a remedy is provided to enable a member 
to obtain priority for any of his resolutions, irrespective of the place 
allotted to it in the ballot. If, therefore, the subject-matter of the 
resolution is of sufficient importance and of au urgency as compared 
with the other resolutions on the agenda, it is always possible for 
a member to ha\e a discussion on the subject. Neither the argument 
about the exchange of a definite right for a problematic one nor the 
apprehension of being deprived of an opportunity of a discussion over 
a truly urgent matter of public importance, have, therefore, any 
foundation in fact. This also disposes of the other plea about a member 
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being driven to a more drastic remedy, such as a no-confidence motion 
by being deprived of a lesser remedy in the form of an adjournment 
motion for the purposes of discussion of a particular subject. I may 
add that if the right to move an adjournment of the House to discuss 
a definite matter of urgent public importance is understood in its proper 
perspective and conception as in the British House of Commons, there 
would be no scope for an argument of this type. 

I carefully looked into precedent.g.'On the subject not only in the 
proceedings of the Central Assembly, but also in the proceedings of the 
Provincial Councils of the United Provinces, the Central Provinces 
and Madras. I find that in other Provincial Councils too the same 
test as in Bombay has been recognised as one of the tests to decide the 
question of urgency (vide C. P. Legislative Council Proceedings, 25th 
January 1936, pp. 163-164, and a press report of the U. P. Assembly, 
dated Lucknow, 2:ri.d September 1937). 
. The reasons advanced by the honourable member for a revision of 
the rulings are not new and I find that they were present in the minds 
of my predecessors. 

For these reasons, I am of the view that no case has been made out 
which would justify me in revising the previous rulings and departing 
from the practice followed for a long number of years by my distinguished 
predecessors. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Mr. Speaker, I do not know 
whether, in view of the ruling which you have read to the House, I may 
again remind you of the request that I made, when this subject was 
broached by the honourable member :Mr. Jamnadas Mehta on the last 
occasion, that in view of what was said and referred to while raising the 
adjournment motion, I ·might be permitted to make a statement. 
Obviously, as it may not be possible for other members to put questions 
or to make speeches, I will, if permitted, only make a statement on the 
subject that was referred to in the argument of the honourable member 
who moved the motion . 
. The Honourable the SPEAKER: As I stated the other day, the sole 
ground on which I wanted to permit the Honourable the Prime Minister 
to make a statement was the fact that a reference had been made to the 
subject by the honourable member moving the motion. It had nothing 
to do with my ruling. The Honourable the Prime Minister has, there
fore, my permission to make his statement on the subject referred to. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: May I make a submission befor~ ~ou 
permit the Honourable the Prime Minister to speak~ . My subm1s~Ion 
is that it was I who gave notice of the adjournment mot10n for ventilat
·ing this question. I am getting no permission to address the House ~n 
it while the Honourable the Prinie Minister has got it. The result will 
·.~that l will have no voice, and a reply will be given without in the 
first instance the charge being heard. · · 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am not inclined to agree with that 
\'iew. But even assuming that that view is possible, the honourable 
member must thank himself for that situation-as it was his creation by 
a reference that he made to the particular subject of the adjournment 
motion. Had he restricted himself only to arguing as to whether the 
particular test as it had been laid down in the previous rulings was 
a proper one or not, there would have been no occasion for me to give any 
permission to the Honourable the Prime Minister to make a statement. 
But I have felt that, the subject matter having been referred to, it would 
be unfair if the other side were not to be given an opportunity of having, 
not a discussion, but a bare statement on the subject. And I trust the 
Honourable the Prime Minister will do nothing more than make a short 
statement of facts. 

The Honourable Mx. B. G. KHER: I may assure the honourable 
member that I am not at all anxious to make that statement. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: And I am not anxious to hear it. 
The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I craved your permission, Sir, 

because, unfortunately, the subject was referred to in the House by the 
mover of the adjournment as the "notorious Lokashakti circular": 
Otherwise I should not have taken the time of the House. And now, 
in strict accordance with your instructions, without saying a word more 
I will make my statement and resume my seat. · 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: On a point of order, Sir. After the ruling 
which you have given, there is nothing before the House to which this 
statement is relevant, and if a statement is to be made simply because 
you have said that the statement should be made, we must accept it. 
But I must in all humility submit to the House that the question. of 
relevancy is an important one and this intrusion into the business ot the 
House is a matter for very serious consideration. If because you have 
allowed the statement to be made, it is to be made, it is another matter; 
we must submit to it. But so far as the question. of relevancy goes, the 
procedure is of a very doubtful character. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The House will remember that 
during the course of discussion as to whether there should be a revision 
of the previous rulings or not, reference was made to this particular 
subject and immediately permission was asked for and granted. The 
only question was as to whether that statement should be made then or 
should be deferred till my ruling was given., and I do not think any 
question of releYancy really arises. · 

STATEMENT RE: "LOKASHAKTI CIRCULAR,. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, the statement I propose to 
make is as follows:-

Government regret that the circular dated the 30th November 1937 
issued by the Secretary of the Home Department should have been 
unfortunately so worded as to lead to any impression that Government 
intended to cast a reflection on all Marathi Newspapers or that they 
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singled out the Loka Sliakti as the only exception thereto. The circular 
clearly refers to a number of Newspapers and not Marathi Newspapers 
generally, and refers to Loka Shakti as a notable exception and not the 
only exception. Government have no intention, and had none, to make 
any such charge against all Marathi Newspapers generally, or even the 
bulk of them, and regret that hostile critics should have read into the 
circular any such sweeping generalisations. 

BILL No. I OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923). 

The Honourable 1fr. K. 1\1. UUNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, yesterday 
when the House rose I was addressing it on the remarks made by my 
honourable and learned friend (Dr. A.mbedkar) who does not happen 
to be in his seat this morning. I was trying to point out that some 
of the remarks that he had made were scarcely relevant and that others
did not apply to the Bill before the House. My honourable and learned 
friend with his characteristic emphasis laid dovm. certain obiter dicta 
about the Hindu society. I do not want to go into that matter except 
only to state that .the great work which the honourable member is doing 
for his community will certainly bear greater fruit and would be more 
welcome-! say so in all humility-if he introduces in his attitude 
towards the Hindu community a little more charity, a little more sense 
of historic perspective and a little more sociological insight. With 
these remarks-I do not want to reply to that point any further-I will 
go to the points that he has made. His points have been these. He 
says that this Bill does not contain all the details about the basis on 
which the constituencies have to be carved out, a list of constituencies; 
that the voting system has not been properly defined; that rules have 
not to be placed before this House. And also in a vague manner he 
tried to suggest, though he was not very clear about it, that in some 
way this Bill ~ll hurt the interests of the Harijans. 

Sir, I take the last point first. Up to now, the Scheduled Castes 
were represented on the Local Boards by nominees of Government. 
Is it an advance or a retrograde step now to give them the right to elect 
their own representatives on the Local Boards ¥ This is the first time 
when the Local Boards are being purged of an evil which has been 
universally denounced, namely, nominated members, and for the first 
time in Local Boards the Harijans are entitled to elect their own 
representatives irrespective of the favours or the frowns of the Minister 
of the Local Self-Government. Is it not an advance, a distinct advance, 
in the interests of the community? And I certainly could not understand 
my honourable friend when he tried to make out that this Bill was 
intended in some unknown and undefinable manner to hurt the interests 
of his community. 

Then, Sir, he dealt with other technical matters, with a solemnity 
which does require very careful consideration. With great emphasis 
he upbraided my honourable colleague by saying that this Bill should 
ha\·e dealt with all the various matters which he relerrd to. Not 
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content. \\ith this, he even referred to the Government of India Act • 
. He said that the Government of India Act says this, that and the other • 
. Sir, the eye of my honourable friend, trained as it is to the glamours 
of the Round Table Conferences, generally looks up to the imperial 
heights of the Government of India Act, but if it had come down upon 
the lowly and vulgar reality of the Local Boards Act, he would have 
found that this is not a Constitution Bill, this is not a Bill which is going 
to reframe the Local Board~ and there is the Local Boards Act of 1923. 
That Act consists of 137 sections. There are numerous rules under it. 
All those remain intact, and all that this little Bill seeks to do is 
to amend Rection..~ 5 and 6. Sir, should this Bill be compared with the 
Government of India Act t Should it be compared, as I said, with an 
important constitutional Bill which changes the whole political structure 
of India ? I do not think he was fair to this Bill, and I am sure this 
Hou!le will bring to bear its sense of proportion and see that in a small 
matter like this all that could be done is what has been done in this 
Bill, namely, to take away from section 5 and another section the 
reference to the nominations and add an option clause with regard to 
separate con.(jtituencies for l!uhammada.ns. These are only small pointe. 
Xow, let us look at the actual position. Under the Act of 1923, these 
constituencies and the franchise and the manner of voting has to be 
determined by rules under section 133 of that Act and by certain orders. 
That system has continued from 1923 up to 1937, and those remain 
undisturbed except to the extent to which they are qualified by this 
Bill. It is not the desire of the Government to amend those rules which 

are not necessary for this purpose. Why should 
these matters not be governed by the rules and 2-30p.m. 

orders as it. has hitherto been done ! The Bill was passed in 1923 and 
my honourable friend, for a number of years, when I was on the other 
side of the House, had an honoured seat on this side, as the favourite ally 
of the then Government. He did not see at that time any necessity 
for asking the then Government to say, "Why do you not put all this 
in the Act t Why do you lea\·e it to rules and orders ! Why do 
you not draw up a Government of India Act for the Local Boards!" 
He did not say that. It is only when this little change is made which 
gh·es people the right to elect representatives that he says: "Oh, but 
why ha,·e you not brought everything in it!" The complaint made 
by him is really unjustified. 

But I will take his favourite Government of India Act. Wliat did 
it do~ Did it, by the Act itself, settle all the matters which he wants 
to be settled by an Act ! Is it possible to settle all these matters by 
an Act ! The Government of India Act itself will be the reply. 
Section 291 of the Government of India. Act left all these things to 
Standing Orders. Seetion 291 of the Government of India Act says : 

"In I'O far a~ Jlf'O\'iHion with lt'SJJeCt to the matters hereinafter mentioned is 
not Jnadp by this Act, Hiil llajesty in Council may from time ~ time make provisioa 
1rith m]lf'Ct to thoee matten or any of tllem, that ia ~ eay-

(a) the «k-limitation of tf'rritorial romtitvntil"' for 'he parpotlf fif electiOill •ndet 
thi11 Aet: 
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· (b) the qualifications entitling persons to vote in territorial or other constitu· 

encies at such elections, and the preparation of electoral rolls ; 
(c) thequalilicationsforbeingelectedat such elections as a member of a le"i~lative 

body; · "' • 
{d) the filling of casual vacancies in any such body; 
(e) the conduct of elections under this Act and the methods of voting thereat; 
(/) the. expenses of candidates at such elections ; 
(g) corrupt practices, etc." 

.....,., ... · 

. And if you look at the dates, Sir, the Government of India Act came into 
force on the 2nd of August 1935 ; after that, in view of the provisions 
.of the Act, the Hammond Committee investigated into all these matters. 
Their report was published on the 23rd January 1936 and the Order· 
in-Council was passed on. the 30th of April1936. This Act, therefore, 
is perfectly consistent with precedent and, therefore, his complaint 
is really of no substance. As has hitherto been done, the rules will be 
. framed to carry out the new provisions of the Bill. Such orders as 
. .are . provided for by the Act will . be passed to carry out these 
. provisions. There is n.o reason, to apprehend that something will be 
. done which will not be justified by the Act which we are passing now. 
Therefore, there is no need to be apprehensive that by not bringing 

. .(J,etailed provisions in this Act the Government is going to do something 
very extraordinary. 

Then., his last point was about the rules. The Local Boards Act, 
section 133, has been standing since 1923 and it has not been alleged 
1lither in the old Legislature .or this, that up to now the power has 
.not been working satisfactorily. · Under that section 133, rules will be 
'made after previous publication, and the General Clauses Act, section 24, 
makes it perfectly clear as to what should be done in such cas~s. 
It prescribes the formalities necessary for publishing rules and they 
·Frovide sufficient safeguards. Section 24 of the General Clauses Act 
l'Uils in this way : 

"Where, by any Bombay Act, a power to make rules or by-Jaws is e;~.'}lressed to be 
·given subject to the condition of the rules or by-Jaws being made ..... " 

That is the kind of rule which is to be made under section 133 : 
"then the following provisions shall apply, namely-

(a) the authority having power to make lbe rules or by-la'I'I'S shall, before making 
·them, publish a draft of the proposed rules or.by-laws for the information of persons 
likely to be affected thereby ; · 

· (b) the publication ~hall be made in such manner as that authority deems to be 
sufficient or, if the condition with respect to previous publication so requires, in such 
manner M the Local Government prescribes ; 

·, (c) there shall be published with the draft a notice specifying a date on or 
.after which the draft will be taken into consideration; · 

(d) the authority having power to make the rules or by-laws, and, where the rules 
·or by-laws are to be made with the sanction, approval or concurrence of another 
.authority, that authority also, shall consider any objection or suggestion which may be 
received by the authority having power to make the rules or by-laws from any person 
with respect to the draft before the date so specified ; 

(e) the publica.tion in the B&mbay Government Gazette of a. rule or by-law purporting 
<to have been ma.de in exercise. of a power to make . rules or by-lawij after pre,ious 
publication shall be conclusive proof that the rule or by-law has been duly made." 
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Therefore, this section fully safeguards the rights of persons who are-· 
interested in the rules. As regards his desire that they should be put 
on the table of this House, at the Poona session, I made my respectful 
submission to the House, on the authority of Laski, as to what, in a 
modern parliament or legislature, should be the limitations of the rule
making power, and as I pointed out there-of course, my honourable
friend was not then in the House and he is not now, so I need not repeat 
them-but they have been considered salutary by the highest authority
on the subject and have worked with success in the other legislatures .. 
There is no meaning in placing the rules before the House ; it ·is, 
always open to any member of the House to raise a discussion on these 
rules if he feels that the rules are not satisfactory. That is a sufficient 
safeguard and I think there is no reason why, with a fully elected 
legislature, we should not follow the precedents of fully representative .. 
Houses in other parts of the world. Therefore, his complaint about the 
rules is far from valid. 

Sir, there is no validity in the arguments of my honourable friend~ 
The fact remains that by this Act, all that you do is to keep the 
structure of the Local Boards exactly as it · is ; you keep their
powers and functions and duties exactly as they are ; you only remove · 
all the nominated members, re-arrange the constituencies on a popular· 
basis ; .those seats which are reserved for the Muslims will continue to 
be filled by separate electorates as heretofore, unless in the event, which 
I pointed out yesterday, that the Mussalmans of that locality come to-· 
a conclusion by unanimity or by majority that they want in the interests· 
of the local body to vote together.. Those are the only two things and· 
there is no reason why· these few principles which are distinctlY' 
in advance of the existing structure of local boards should not be welcome
to any section of the House. 

Sir, I have done. 
Mr. S. H. JHABYALA (Railway Unions): Sir, on a point of informa· 

tion. I have given notice of two amendments, one of which, I under· 
stand, is an amendment of principle. If you agree, Sir, t. at this is an 
amendment of principle, then at this stage I can move that amendment .. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I find that notices of nearly 23 
amendments have been given and some of thtm seem to me to be. 
amendments of principle. I would draw the attention of the House 
and particularly of the members tabling thtse amendments, to this 
aspect. There is one amendment by the honoUiable member 
M:r. Jhabvala. There are some amendmtnts by the honourable 
member Mr. Phadake and some by the honourable member 
Mr. Chundrigar. These appear to me to be amendments of princi le~ 
If the honoUiable members would re er to th'l coasolidated list of amend· 
ments circulated to· hem, they would find that amendmen·: No. 4, which 
stands in the name of Mr. Jhabvala, is o.:v~ of pruciple. So is amend
ment No.5 by Mr. Phadake. Nos. 12 a 1d 16 tabled by Mr. Phadake are 
identical with Nos. 13 and 17 tabled by Mr. Chundrigar. Nos. 12 and 16· 
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can as well be treated to be consequential to No. 5 and can also be treated 
to be independent amendments. Anyway, they seem to me to be amend· 
menta of principle. No. 9 seems to ~an amendment consequential 
to No. 5, but that seems to be purely a consequential one. Similarly, 
Nos. 18 and 19 are amendments-tabled by 1\Ir. Phadake and lir. Chun
drigar and are identical, and they seem to be consequential. 

So, to my mind, these are amendments which honourable members 
desirous of moving them have to mo.ve during the course of the first 
reading. The other amendments will be amendments of detail which 
can only be ·moved during the course of the second reading. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, of the amendments Nos. 5, 9, 12, 16 and 
19, Nos .. 9, 12, 16 and 19 are consequential amendments. These are 
parts of the whole amendment. Shall I be allowed to move them 
together or separ~tely 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: They will have to be taken 
separately. 

Sir A. M. K. DEHLAVI : There is an amendment by the honourable 
member Mr. Greaves and also by the honourable member 1\'Ir. Bramble 
as regards the deletion of the words" 21 years" and substitution by the 
words" are qualified electors". Would it be permissible to discuss that 
at the first reading~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think it would be an amendment 
of detail. I will make the position clear. The principles of the Bill are 
the abolition of nominations, reservation of seats for Harijans and Back
ward classes, and joint electorates on population basis, with the option 
to the Muhammadans to abolish separate electorates. These matters 
are matters of principle. All other matters such as qualifications or 
whether there should be adult franchise or 21 years etc. will be matters 
of detail. The main principles seem to be three, as I have just indicated, 
and on that assumption, I have classified these amendments into amend· 
ments of principle and amendments of detail. · 

Mr. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: As my amendments Nos. 13 and 17 are 
treated as amendments of principle, I submit that my amendment 
No. 18, which is a part of the same scheme,may also be treated as an. 
amendment o£ principle, because if the principle of option is rejected, 
the case of prescribing the manner in which it is to be exercised cannot 
survive at all. May It therefore, submit that amendment No. 18 may 
also be taken along with the others as an amendment o£ principle 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I will just explain the situation. 
I stated that amendment No. 19 is consequen~ial to amendments Nos. 13 
and 17. So, they are all amendments o£ principle, but they will have to 
be taken one by one. They all cannot be taken at the same time and 
1 take it that if one of the principal amendments falls through or is 
carried, there will not be much of debate or discussion on the consequen· 
tial amendments. This will shorten the length of the debate. 
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Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I am thankful to you 
that you have considered my amendment. Ko. 4 as an amendment of 
principle and, accordingly, I beg to move that amendment at this stage. 
My amendment reads as follows :-

Tn section 6 (l) after" general" take the following: 
"ConstituPncies which shall consist of peasants and workers either intellectual or 

manuaL" 
Delete everything else besides. 

I have asked for the deletion of everything else besides. But by that 
I do not mean that the whole of it should be deleted, but I mean the 
clauses on page 2 of the printed Bill ending with " Muhammadan. 
constituency". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I invite the'· attention of the 
honourable member to the wording of his amendment 1 Perhaps it will 
require a little alteration, and I will amend it accordingly. The honour
able member says "in section 6 (1) after 'general' take the following". 
He refers only to clause (1) and then he ends up by saying "delete 
everything else besides ". Obviously, he refers to everything else in 
clause (1). I understand that it is reasonable to suppose that what the 
honourable member requires is that clause (1) should be amended and 
everything else in section 6 be deleted, including clauses 2 and 3. • 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: By "everything else besides" I meant all the 
rest of the whole clause ending with sub-clause 3 which concludes 
with the words "Mu:.amma~an constituency "; the whole of it because, 
Sir, if that wording were adopted, then naturally and automatically the 
whole expression would vanish. That is why I said "everything else 
besides ", and your understanding that only clause (1) was to be omitted 
up to a partkular point, namely, up to the words" general constituency" 
of clause (1) appearing on page 2 shall be dropped, is not quite correct. 
I mean to say, up till sub-section (3) ending with the words "Muhamma: 
dan constituency , on page 2, line 42. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member perhaps 
did not understand me clearly. My understanding of the amendment 
was the same as the honourable member now explains. Therefore, 
I suggested that the amendment might perhaps require a little verbal 
alteration, which can be done in the course of the debate. The 
honourable member may proceed on the assumption that the whole of 
sub-sections (2) and (3) are to be deleted as also that part of section 6 (1) 
which the honourable member says should be deleted. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: In moving my amendment, I beg to make 
a few observations, and at the outset I have to state that the whole 
policy adopted by the Congress Government in the matter of changing 
the original Act in its present form is rather pernicious. The mentality 
that has prompt~d the submission of a Bill like this in its present form 
is nothing but the one that prompted the passing of the new Govern
ment of India Act. If the Government o£ India Act landed the country 
in a quagmire of confusion, a Bill like this carries the quagmire far into 
the countryside and lands us into confusion worse confounded. The 
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whole principle is that the Honourable Minister in charge understands, 
and unfortunately he is supported by another Minister, the Home 
Minister, that the country means so many temples, so many mosques 
and Muslims and Hindus. Sir, the country does not mean that. The 
whole trend of economic activity that is sweeping all over the country, 
pract~ca}ly all ~ver the wo~l~ and our count~y is a very important part 
of this world, IS the demolition of these vanous houses of worship that 
have brought about the present unfortu;g,a.te state of things in our midst. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I should not be prepared to say 
that any such general observation is absolutely, cent. per cent. 
irrelevant. But if it is the earnest desire of the House to put through 
its work efficiently, as also with dispatch, then it is essential that members 
should kindly restrict themselves to what is strictly relevant to the 
subject-matter and not go into general principles and propositions. 

!h. S. H. JHABV ALA: No one is more keen than myself to do so, and 
you must have always noticed, Sir, that I have been very brief in my 
observations. I have never taken long hours like the Home Minister 
who sat down just now, nor also like the Prime Minister himself. 

Sir, my suggestion was that the Bill perpetuates the present mentality 
t~at governs the whole of the Indian population, namely, religion and 
communalism. These are the factors which hold a predominant sway. 
Now I want to protest against that, and that is the reason why I propose 
to lop off everything, and put in only a few brief words, namely, peasants 
and workers, intellectual and manual. The country does not mean so 
many temples and mosques. The country means the field, the forest and 
the factory. If something is produced, then we can live. If something 
is produced, then we can have our very existence. Things that are 
produced fill our stomach, things that are produced provide clothing for 
our bodies, and the very persons who prepare this food and who prepare 
the clothing are not given a proper consideration so far as this Bill is 
concerned, but so many Hindus are brought up, and so many Mussal
mans are brought up, so many Harijans are brought up and so mav.y 
minorities are brought up. These are considerations that have certainly 
depleted the social mechanism of our country. What are we to do ~ 
[Interruptions.] An.y kind of noise on my left side is not going to deter me. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member may 
proceed without minding the interruptions. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: I do not want any protection from you, Sir. 
I can demolish them. 

The point is that similar conditions exi~ted in a bachvard country 
like Russia a1so. In the days of the Czar, the same conditions existed. 
No less than 140 nationalities lived there, no one Russian-speaking. 
Some were Turcomans, some were Tartars, Uzbegs, Ukranians and 
so forth. They individua]Jy numbered 2 to 3 crores, and all of them 
fought with one another in the days of the Czar for the assertion of 
what are just now only known as cultural rightfl, and the result was 
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that there arose a clash of interests, a conflict of interests, and the Cur, 
to his own advantage, always found it very necessary and convenient 
to pit one nationality against another ~ the name of culture. Sir, 
culture is such a vague term that there Is no knowing as to where it 
will begin. and where it will end. If culture means on. the part of the 
Mussalman.s the eating of meat and culture means on the part of the 
Hindus the non-eating of meat, then I do not know where we can meet. 
I know that in. between the two a new culture has risen, that some of 
the Hindus eat meat and some of the Mussalmans have been giving 
up meat. Under such circumstances, the Russians found it a very 
hard thing to settle their differences. It was in. the year 1915, when 
the great revolution. came that these differences were smoothly levelled 
up, by the State itself accepting the principle of econ.omism. For it 
was thought that unless these different classifications of cultures, this 
imaginary ideology was smashed and a correct principle was visualised 
and the correct ideology was substituted, it would be impossible for 
the country to have any k~d of progress whatsoever. That is exactly 
what is happening just now. At that time a conference was held of 
the Bolsheviks and the Mens]leviks, and they evolved a common plan, 
and I imagine that the pre;:;ent Congress Party is passing through that 
particular political evolution. They evolved a plan., and the plan was 
based upon the fact of acceptance that the country consisted of so many 
factories, fields and forests that produced the actual wealth of the 
country, produced the actual wealth of the nation. Here, now that 
the Congress Party are in. power, unfortunately that principle is not 
accepted and a divergent creed is enforced by a Bill like this upon. this 
House, so that what we are doing just now in. the towns, the squabbles 
that we are having in. the towns and cities where there are different 
communities existing the Bill tries to send the same quarrels, the same 
hubbub and the same noise in. to the countryside as well, and there divides 
the whole community of interest into two factors, namely, that the 
Mussalmans should have so many seats and the Hindus should have 
so many seats reserved for them. Naturally that will be a very 
calamitous day for the country. · 

The point is, Sir, that the whole history of the Local Boards Act 
requires to be thoroughly grasped. Captain. Davidson in. 1839, when 
he thought that the people of the country side must get something like 
a local right by which they could manage their local fund, so that they 
could build roads, introduce education. and conduct their own local 
affairs, did not imagine that a time would come in. 1938 when.our own 
people would be in power, there would be so many principles of 
community, principles of religion. and principles of these factious splits 
inaugurated by alteration in. the law of the land whose preliminaries 
he had with a vision laid down. This founder of Local Boards was 

3 
assisted later on by one J. D. Inverarity. Even 

p.m. in his remarks we do not find similar principles 
being adumbrated. As the whole system further developed, it was 
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laid down that particular rights ~hould be granted to the Indian masses 
and that a board should be constituted by which people could manage 
their own affairs in their own villages. Even then, this idea of communal 
representation was not present there. The only principle that was 
known then was the one known as the principle of self-government, but 
this principle of communal represenation was not visualised at any 
stage. This is a pernicious principle _splitting the country into two 
parts as Hindus and Muslims. ....-
. Sir, in the days of the Tsar, what happened 1 Those persons who 
:followed _a particular religion, or followed a particular kind of education 
~ere given high administrative positions in the country. Similarly, 
~n, the year 1840 and onwards, there was the terror of Christian 
missionaries in our country. Those persons who adopted Christian 
religion and who followed the British .principle of education, as laid 
down in the despatch of Sir Charles Wood in 1854, were given higher 
.rights and easy entrance into high administrative posts. in public service. 
J~ is . only one community in our country that struggled against this 
position. It is the Parsi community who struggled against the inroads 
of Christian missionaries and tried to establish a kind of belief in the 
people that everything Indian should be maintained and preserved. 
That is why we :find•in our midst a new social evolution. Why should 
not the Hindus and Muslims follow this new social evolution and take 
advantage of it, without splitting themselves into so many communities 
as Jiarijans, Hindus, Mahomedans and so on which is a very obnoxious 
.situation 1 
: J ~ill once ag~in take the example of Russia and point out that they 
have built up. a soviet. system which corresponds to our panchayat 
system by nullifying these nugatory principles of communalism, 
races and religions .. They are ad':ancing very well as a result o£ that 
system. Their foundation is an econ~mic one ; and yet they haYe left 
un,touche~ the culture of the different peoples of their country. The 
autonomous province o£ Ukraine has its own culture and the autono· 
mous province of Turco Tartars has its own culture. These Yarious 
autonomous provinces have their federal institutions and every one o£ 
them has its own culture and its own land for a particular culture~ 
They do not quarrel among themselves, because the produce, the land 
.and the yield of the country is equally distributed among them. It is 
-the peasant worker that is given the primary right. I too want to 
:amend the section in such a way that only the man who actually works 
.can get representation. Being in the initial stage of reforms, I h~ve 
.given to intellectual labourer also some rights. A measure accordmg 
io my principles viz., vote for manual workers only, may be looked upon 
.as revolutionary and may not be accepted by my honourable friends. 
'Therefore, I have given a privilege to intellectual workers also. 
The real worker is the man who actually toils and produces 
wealth; but he is not a worker according to the modern 
-conception of the word. Let our constitution and organisation 
be born out of the real life of the country and not out of our mere 
inner consciousness. I use the words inner consciousness because rights 
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have been conceded by Government on that basis to the Muslims 
who think that, because they can combine in overawing others, they 
want certain rights to be allotted to them. For that reason, it is said 
''give them a few crumbs." That policy is not a sound one. We must· 
follow the policy of recognising only one community, the actual worker, 
and then alone the day will come when imperialism will leave this country 
for ever. It is due to the fact that the country is thus being split 
up by disastrous efforts of Government that you have a part of the 
land known as Hindustan. Perhaps you might have a part of land known 
.as Muslimstan sometime in history. [AnHonourable.Member: Parsistan.] 
Parsis do not want any separate rights for themselves .. They can hold 
t.heir own against anybody socially, economically and politically. If the 
same principle is adopted, the problem of representation of minorities 
will di':lappear. Because Government have not been sufficiently rear.on
able, it has given room for suspicion and fear. All this fear and suspicion 
will be demolished by the revolutionary method of giving the right of 
representation to the man who works and not to the man who is the 
capitalist, whether he be a Hindu or he be a 1\fussalman. Let not the 
Muslim capitalist stand up and say that that right should not be given 
to the Muslim worker. Let not the Hindu capitalist say that that 
right should not be given to the Hindu worker .. llitimately, there is 
going to be a fight between the capitalists and the labourers at one stage 
in the country's history. I think that fight can be avoided, if my amend· 
ment is accepted by the House. I think that the right of representation 
must vest in the hands of those who actually toil and produce the wealth 
of the country and not in the hands of people because they worship in a 
mosque or worship in a temple. I£ matters were allowed to drift in 
this way, there will be continuous struggle and fight. With these words, 
I commend my amendment for the acceptance of the House .. Sir, you 
will agree and I hope I have been very brief in my remarks. (Laugltier.} 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, in my amendment, I 
propose to substitute joint electorates for separate electorates for 
Mahomedans on a population basis. I am glad that my task has become 
lighter on account of the speeches that we have heard yesterday from 
the two Honourable :Ministers. The Honourable Mover of this Bill has 
ably advocated joint electorates, and the Honourable Minister for Law 
and Order has explained to us that -local board administration admits of 
no communal feelings. There is n,o question. of politics and .there is 
no question of religions in the working of these administrations, and 
there is going to be a change over the communal parties. Exactly for 
these reasons, I propose my amendment. I am glad to tell you that the 
president of my district local board, a Mahomedan gentleman himself, 
elected by a Mahomedan constituency, has given opinion that there 
should be joint electorates for the local boards. [Hear, l1ear.] 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KlUJ.'\: On a point of order, Sir. 
Is it relevant ¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is relevant. 
llO·DI•·I. Hb 149-:.rJ 
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Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : There are many Mahomedan gentlemen of 
this opinion in the mofussil. They do not know how these separate 
electorates were introduced. The relations between the communities 
in the mofussil are more cordial than we imagine. They have to come 
into contact in various walks of life, and, therefore, they believe that 
their interests are· common as far as public questions are concerned. · 
And that is why I propose this amendment. 

Apart from these considerations, lJlllt some practical points in favour 
of this amendment. 

My :first point is that separate electorates are more expensive and 
more troublesome to manage. Separate electorates cover a wide area 
and the voters are diffused in distant localities. So, a candidate in a 
separate electorate has to undergo more expense and trouble than a 
candidate in a joint elec~orate with an equal number of voters. 

My second point is that the Mahomedans are going to lose their· 
proportion o£ strength if they do not accept joint electorates. There 
was the system of nominations, and on accoU.nt of that system they used 
to get more representation than was strictly allowable to them. I shall 
illustrate my point by citing the example of my board, the Thana 
district local board. This board consists of 36 members, out of which 
27 are elected and 9 are nominated. Out of the 27 elected, one goes to 
the Mahomedans. Now that the nominations are to go, there will be 
36 members on the board and the Mahomevans v;ill only get one seat .. 
Formerly, there were three Mahomedan members on the board, one 
elected and two nominated; so that, the proportion was 1: 12. Now,. 
that proportion will be reduced to 1 : 36, and the reduced proportion. 
is going to be constant and it is not going to be changed. So, I think 
in their own interests the Mahomedans should accept my amendment. 
There are many Mahomedan gentlemen who would be returned by 
general constituencies. In that case, they would get the reserved seat, 

· and iri. addition some more seats. For these reasons, Sir, I have put 
forward this amendment, and I hope that on account of the abolition 
of nominations Mahomedans will give due consideration to my 
amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member has not 
mm·ed his amendment. Will he move it 1 

Mr. G .. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I move that in section 4 of this Bill, the 
word " Muhammadan " should be dropped. If the amendment is. 
~ccepted, the amended section 6 (1} will read thus: 

"~lhe elective members of local boards shall be elected by general constituencies .... •• 

TL.e Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member's first 
amendment is : 

Delete the words "and Muhammadan" after the word "general" in the second 
line of section 4, sub-section 6 (1). 

That is one. Now, the other one will be No. 9. 
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1\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE : No. 9 and the others are consequential 
:~.mrndments. If this amendment is accepted, then there will be 
reserved seats for Mahomedans. So, in section 6 (1) to be introduced 
by clause 4, after "(i) Harijans ", "(ii) Muhammadans" will be added. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That will be moved now. 
Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I move-

Add "(ii) Mohamedans" after "(i) Harijans" and renumber the following clauses 
accordingly in clause 4, sub-section 6 (1) (a). . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member has moved 
.No.9. All the other amendments that he has may be moved now. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Amendment No. 12 is: 

Delete sub-clause (2) of proposed section 6. 

Amendment No. 16 is: 

Delete sub-clause (3) of proposed section 6. 

'These are consequential amendments. I move them. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Then, amendment.No. 19. 
1\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, I move-

Delete (al) and (a2) of sub-section 2 of section 7. 

'These, Sir, are consequential amendments. If my first amendment 
js accepted, then all these will be consequential amendments. 

l\Ir. ISM:AILI. CHUNDRIGAR (Ahmedabad District): Sir, I m~ve 
.amendment No. 13, which stands in my name: 

Delete sub-clause (2) of the new section 6 proposed to be substituted for the original 
section 6 by clause 4. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable memb.er's 
~mendments Nos. 13 and 17 are identical with the amendments Nos. 12 
.and 16 formally moved by the honourable member Mr. Phadak~. 

Mr. ISMAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR: Sir, the honourable member 
l\Ir. Phadake has moved his amendments with a view to have a result, 
directly opposite to the one that I have in view. He wants to have 
joint electorates for all including 1\fussalmans ; while I want to provide 
separate electorates for Mussalmans without even an option to the 
Mussalmans of any particular constituency to abolish separate electorates 
and have joint electorates. Therefore, my submission is that my 
amendments may be considered as a batch by themselves and I may be 
allowed to move the~ separately. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendments will be voted 
o~ separately. The object with which a particular amendment is moved. 
will be of no consequence. I am going to place each of the amendments 
separately for the vote of the House, and whatever be the object of 
the mover in moving a particular amendment, it is open to the House 
to accept or reject any or all of them. So, the difficulty pointed out 
by the honourable member will not arise. · 
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· :Ur. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I sent in notice of the 
three amendments which stand in my name for the purpose of deleting 
'the provisions which propose to give an option to the Mussalmans of any 
particular constituency in the Province to determine whether they will 
have separate electorates or not. Sir,· it has been a great surprise to 
me that such a. provision should have been introduced in this Bill by 
the Honourable Minister in charge and that the same principle should 
have been supported by the Honourable the Home :Minister when both 
of them made certain admissions whic~ as I shall show hereafter, con
clusively prove that the incorporation of the option clause in the Bill 
will have a very mischievous effect. It was conceded by the. 
Honourable Minister Mr. Patil that we will have to wait till doomsday 
before the Mussalmans themselves give up separate electorates and 
desire to have joint electorates. That was his opinion. . 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: I have not said so. Those were
not my words. 

Mr. 1 I. CHUNDRIGAR : If it is so, I stand corrected .. I now 
remember that i,t was said by the honourable member 1\fr. Karandikar. 
But it was distinctly stated by the Honourable the Home Minister that 
this was a clause which very few people or none at all would take
advantage of. 
: .The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: For some time to come. 

1\Ir. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: Yes; and so for some time to come there 
is no need of this option clause. By making provisions in the Bill, 
which ensure separate electorates for the Mussalmans, I think an 
admission is made by the mover of the Bill that under the present 
circumstances separate electorates for them are a necessity. 

Separate electorates give the right to a minority community to select 
its own counsel or advocate who will place its case before the House. 
It is but natural that so long as a feeling of mutual trust and goodwill 
does not exist, the counsel should be selected by the party whose case 
is to be represented. It was stated by the Honourable the Home-
1\finister that we should put in such a · clause in order to see th:lt 
1\lussalmans have a voice in the selection of Hindu representatives and 
Hindus have a voice in the selection of Mussalman representatives. 
As a matter of fact, with a populat!on of nearly 9 per cent. in the 
Province, the Muslim. voice in the selection of Hindu representatives 
.will be almost negligible; while the voice of the Hindus in the selection 
of Muslim representatives, with such· a huge majority behind them,. 
will be so powerful and decisive that 'it is possible that in ce.rtain con-

. tingencies mere puppets or men of straw may be put up by them, who 
will support their own case, and not represent the Muslim case at all. 
It is to guard against a policy of that type that separate electorates 
are reaarded as a necessity at the present time. That is why the Bill 
'proVid~s for separate electorates for Mussalmans. In view of this, 
I expected that this question will not be referred to at all and that the· 
~ption clause will not be moved at this stage. 
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~ir, as the Honourable the Home Minister candidly admitted, this 

is not a small question. It is a great political question. It is not even 
a provincial question; it is an all-India question. I entirely agree 
with him when he says that it can only be tackled by mutual under
standing and by mutual settlement. I submit that the introduction 
of such a clause is likely to postpone the day of settlement rather than 
bring it nearer. Let us remain where we are at present. Let us rather 
strive, as the honourable member Dr.Arnbedkar put it, to create a better 
feeling between the two communities by our conduct, let us behave in 
such a manner that each community may trust the other so that the.. 
Ilecessity of having separate electorates may vanish. But so long as 
we find that even attempts are being made, as my leader put it 
yesterday, surreptitiously to introduce an option clause of this nature, 
I am afraid the day of understanding is put off. As the Honourable 
the Home Minister himself said, for some time to come very few people 
or none at all will take advantage of this option clause. If that is the 
position, I put it to the House whether this is an opportune moment 
when a clause o£ this type should be introduced in a Bill. I venture 
to say that it will open up an avenue for a lot of intrigue. In a parti-· 
cular constituency Muslims ·may be induced-by persuasion, threats. 
or certain baits, as was done in some other cases-to agree to abolish 
separate electorates in their own constituency. But that is not the 
way in which a. major problem of this type can be solved. The only 
way in which it can be solved is, as the Honourable the Home Minister 
suggested,-although he did not want to put it into practice-for us 
t.o arrive at a settlement of an all-India character. The mover of the 
Bill also said that if the minority wanted to protect its rights, it must· 
join the party which was in the majority. I differ from him. So long 
as the majority party does not treat the minority party with the fairness 
with which it should treat it, the only way in which the minority party 
can protect itself is to have its own representatives, who will at least 
have the satisfaction of presenting the case of the minority party in 
a proper manner and exposing the manner in which the majority party 
wants to take undue advantage over the minority. · · · 

The Honourable the Home Minister also said, in reply to the remarks 
of the honourable member Mr. Karandikar, that the Congres$ attitude 
towards the Communal Award was well known. He rightly said that 
the Communal Award should not be touched except by mutual under~ 
standing. I submit that the option clause which is introduced into this. 
Bill goes against that attitude and policy of non-interference with the 
Communal Award until the substitute is mutually agreed upon. Unless· 
there is mutual agreement, the introduction of this option clause into
the Bill will amount to a violation of the principle on which the 
C<>mmunal Award is based, and with which the Congress has agreed 
not to interfere. 

I would, therefore, suggest to the Honourable Minister in charge 
of the Bill to drop the option clause. As the honourable mover and the 
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Honourable the Home Minister are both agreed that for some time to 
come at least this clause is not likely to be made use of, there is no reason 
why it should be incorporated in the Bill at this stage and an unnecessary 
suspicion created in the minds of the ininority that undue advantage 
may be taken of the existence of such a clause to induce a particular 
constituency to exercise the option by unfair means. Sir, I will give 

the very instance which was cited by my honourable 
3-30 p.m. friend :M:X. Phadak,.e, when he proposed his amend-

ment. He said there was a Mussalman"''President of his own Local Board 
who had recommended that joint electorates should be introduced. 
Now, we can understand the position of a 1\Iussalman President of 
a Board, 33 members of which belong to the other community and 
only 3 members belong to his own community. In order to get the 
Presidentship, it is possible that he had been induced to take that view. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, the opinion of the President was 
individual and the Board consists of 3 Mahomedans and 33 non
Mahomedan members. 

Mr. I. I. CHlTh"1JRIGAR: Sir, that is exacty what I said. In 
a Board of 36 members in which there are only 3 Mussalmans, 'the 
President has to rely on the support of the 33 non-Mussalman members. 
Otherwise, he has· to sacrifice his Presidentship and give his candid 
opinion .. It is possible, I say-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The President of the Board is 
absent. 

Mr. I. I. CHU~DRIGAR: Sir, I only said it is possible. Those 
are the wordS I used, and I took the case as a hypothetical ~stance. 
In fact, there may be s~veral instances where methods of this type may 
be adopted, and what I submit is that we should not open out an avenue 
for the use of such temptations or any other methods in order to induce 
any particular constituency to abolish separate electorates. Then 
there is another important thing. Supposing that one constituency 
is induced to agree to abolish separate electorates, and to have joint 

. electorates instead today, but after 2 or 3 years that very constituency 
gets a bitter experience of the working of joint electorates, finds out its 
mistake and feels that they were misled in agreeing to have joint elec
torates, is there any provision in the "Bill which gives a right to that 
very constituency to revert to separate electorates ~ I find none. 
This shows that the option clause has not been framed in a manner 
:fair to the minority. I therefore oppose the option clause especially 
as it is not likely to be made use of £or some time acc9rding to the 
Honourable the Home Minister. I therefore submit that the option 
clause should be omitted and that is my amendment . 

.Mr: K. S. FIRODEA : Sir, on the point of order with regard to the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend .Mr. Jhabvala. Sir, you will 
:find that this amendment wants to introduce constituencies which shall 
consist of peasants and workers, either intellectual or manual. What this 
<:onstituency will consist of is not determined by section 6. It is 
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-..letermined by section 15 and as long as section 15 remains the same, and 
as we are not going to take away the rights of those persons who get 
the right of voting under section 15, this amendment, I. submit, will 
not be in order. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Sir, I have a point of order. The definition of the 
word ''peasant" is not given in the amendment, and supposing the 
House passes this amendment, whom are we to call a peasant ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Difficulties of interpretation and 
-.lifficulties of classification or qualifications as mentioned by the honour~ 
nble member Mr. Firodea are of a di:fferent nature altogether, and they 
will not cover the consideration as to whether a particular amendment 
is or is not in order. It is possible to assume, for the sake of argument, 
that the peasants and workers who are mentioned there may have the 
necessary qualifications described in section 15. '\\1lether it will be 
workable in practice or not is quite a di:fferent matter. 

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA: Sir, my submission is that if this amendment 
''Constituencies which shall consist of peasants and workers either 
intellectual or manual" is accepted, then those who have a right to vote 
under section 15 will be excluded. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That does not seem to be the real 
significance of the amendment. It says that the constituency shall 
<'onsist of peasants and lforkers, either intellectual or manual, and 
I suppose every one of us would even be included under the amendment. 

~Ir. K. S. FIRODEA: Sir, if it were to include everybody, then the 
,.1ualifications mentioned in section 15 will be unnecessary. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The amendment does not say 
that everybody will be included. It says: "Constituencies which 
shall consist of peasants and workers, either intellectual or manual., 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAL~ DEHLA VI : And none other . 
. The Honourable the SPEAKER : It does not say so. 
*Rao Bahadur G. K. CHIT.ALE (Ahmednagar South): Sir, I rise to 

support the amending Bill and to reject the amendment of my 
honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. I also rise to support the amendment 
that is moved by Mr. Phadke. I claim certain indulgence from this 
House because when this District Local Boards Act of 1923 was on the 
anvil it was debated and one of the clauses which caused us an amount 
()f anguish was this clause about the separate electorates then given to 
my honourable friends, the ~Iahomedans. It was then hoped, and you 
will find that in the debates, that within a period of 5 or 10 years or 
·f'ven 15 years a contingency would be reached by which it would be 
found by actual experience that there was no necessity in this small 
measure or rural administration to insist upon the qualification ~nd the 
separation of these di:fferent castes. As it is~ we have found that then 
there was no mention in the Round Table Conference of any inkling 
{)f the new Act because we had just then begun the dyarchical form 

*Speech not revised by the member. 
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of Government. Sir, I wish to state on the floor of this House that all · 
these years have rolled by and we had a flickering hope of Jommg 
together at the basis of the local self-Government which wields powers. 
before vanishing into the thin air for some reason or another. I wish· 
to state that several attempts have been made by introducing the 
Village Panchayats Act1 by ~troducing the Village Sanitation Act, by 
which at least this quarrel would not b.e carried to the villages which. 
is going to be the unit of administratiOn in the present Government~ 
It was only in the year 1936 that my honourable leader was in charge 
of this portfolio, the honourable . member Sir Ali Mahomed Khan 
Dehlavi; who is the leader of the Opposition and when he carried his. 
amendment and brought the franchise on the same basis as that of our 
present electorate for the Assembly, we know what difficulties he had. 
to contend with and after all wisdom prevailed and. we wer:e able to· 
carry that little reform which raised the platform a little more, because 
it enfranchised the population from 3 to 9 per cent. in the District Local 
Board area. After that, we had this Government of India Act and 
I had then stated in my speech, when I supported that amenc:ling Bill 
of my honourable friend, the honourable leader of the Opposition, that 
when under the new Government of India Act, instead of a few members. 
sitting in this House, we would have 175 members chosen by the people 
themselves, things would move much better and the pace of reform would 
be accelerated in the right spirit. I know we are right in stating here 
that the better minds of the Congress Ministry, who have been now ins
talled in. the seven good provinces, thought that the patent ground was to 
insist at the lower rung of the ladder of this administration, to insist upon 
joint electorates and in case my Congress friends will search their hearts~ 
they. will find that at one.time that was undoubtedly their ambition and 
I think that was the right ambition and the hope that was expressed in 
1926 that after we come here· in such a large number of 175, our 
hopes would be . encouraged and the 1\Iinistry that would come into 
power would give us hck our joint electorates and accord whatever· 
was absolutely necessary in the lower rung of the ladder of this. 
civil administration. I am really pained to find that ·even here, 
in such a small measure of local option, which has dealt to 
such a degree with very practical points of view, as my· friend 
Mr. Chundrigar said, I do not think he rightly read the mind of 
the Honourable the Minister for Home Department that the instances 
will be very few if this local option is given. I have sat on these Boards, 
I have sat on these municipal boroughs for a number of years and I can 
claim :to state with all the authority that I can command that the 
.1\Iuslims and those who want that particular water-tight compartment 
to be kept separate are doing a lot of injustice to their own community 
which is scattered and which is in. a very small minority. As my 
honourable friend, Mr. Chundxigar, himself stated that even if we agree to 
give the muslims all the weightage that they want, c:lisproportionate to. 
the population, where will they be in a Council of the Board wherein thev 
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will be 1 : 12 or 1 : 15 or 1 : 20 1 Unless and until-I wish that my 
argument is appreciated-unless and until you cast your lot with the 
majority population in the rural areas, your economic interest and my 
economic interest are one and identical. Just to give you an idea of 
what Sir Henry Lawrence said when this Bill was in the Council and 
was being discussed, he said: What are the matters that are being 
discussed and what are the matters that are to be decided upon by these 
Local Boards ¥ Roads and buildings, sanitation, village uplift, water· 
supply, school education and so on and so forth. It may be, and I do say t
that it may be that the interest of the Muslims, so far as the education 
in their own mother tongue is concerned, may be little divergent from 
the view which we would like to take. A long experience of so many 
years however has convinced me, that ought to convince them at least, 
that as a matter of fact, the larger majority community in no Board of 
which I can take cognisance has done the least injustice so far as this. 
question of education in the mother tongue is concerned. I stand here 
to contradict him in that particular statement and I am sure that so far 
as I was concerned, even though the Muslim members wer~ fewer than 
what they are now, I have done my best to advance the interests of the 
~fuslims even to a larger extent than I could, even with the restricted 
powers that I had. Let it be granted, therefore, that with a minority 
which is too insignificant to have the slightest pressure on the major 
community in a Board, I think you are doing a lot of injustice to 
your fellows. Your Muslim population in the district is scattered 
a.nd, under no circumstances, I must say, the desired objects which. 
you have in view will be achieved. I wish also to present another 
picture of the electorate when the Muslim constituency is delimited, 
you will find that it is all over the district and I know, and everybody 
knows, what it means. How to travel, how to get hold of your voters, 
at what expense and at what mental anguish ! ·And is it or is it not 
desirable from a practical point of view to have a reservation 
and a weightage in order to make your voice felt on the whole and see· 
t.hat even in a single constituency your members are returned so that 
you may be able to obtain your voice 1 Can it be said by the honourable 
member Mr. Chundrigar that if he had moved in his district with the 
members that have been returned, if they had not. the power of the 
purse they could have been returned! If so, where are the poor people 
to come from, if they are riot able to have all the tactics ofthe electorate 1 
May I give him one instance that we have one M.A., LL.B., a practising 
pleader at Sanganmer, who has been. trying to get in these Local Boards 
for a number of years t You cannot say that he is incompetent. Yo11 
cannot say that he cannot do justice to the various interests which will 
come before the Board for consideration, but such a man cannot find 
a place. He is a true Islamic fellow. He prays ·to God four times 
every day, but even that man is not able to find a place in the local 
board. Why? There are a thousand and one difficulties in getting 
a man of that t.ype, a very desirable addition to the board's adminis· 
tration from every point of view, and I believe, Sir, that with the joint 
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~lectorates introduced even in this optional manner, I am quite sure 
that in. the taluka wherein he has made a name it will be possible to have 
that optional electorate and they will get a much better man who will be 
.able to represent the interests of the Muslims much better, much stronger 
and from the real nationalist point of view. 

An Honourable MEMBER: Question. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: You may go on questioning, but 

I know that you have been able to mak·Erquite a good thing of it all these 
many years and that you have been fed upon the power that has been 
growing every year from the year 1906 and I am quite sure that unless 
11. stop is put in somewhere, I know that you will go on asking, like OliYer 
Twist, for more and more and be never satisfied. 

Mr. 1\IUSAJI PATEL: We demand it. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: I do say, therefore, "Do not look 

.at this alternative or optional clause which has been put into the Bill 
from that narrow point of view." I am really sorry that my honourable 
friend seems to have succumbed to this narrower vision and is not 
looking at the matter from the larger national standpoint which we all 
-expect from the honourable member the Leader of the Opposition, but 
that is always the fate of all men that when they enter a party they 
become slaves of that party. I am not surprised. I myself have become 
.a slave to my party. But I do say that after all, Sir Ali Mahomed Khan 
Dehlavi, when he was with us in that higher spirit, has lost or is likely 
to lose that higher spirit, and, therefore, I am appealing to his instinct 
having regard to the actualities, the practical side of it, whether he will 
not open a little door by this option, this local option, to allow people 
to come in. It may mean that in that process he may not succeed in 
having his type of men, and I am perhaps afraid that he feels-I must 
.say what I do feel-that this Muslim Mass contact business of the 
Congress is going to be the ruin of all and naturally, therefore, he is 
.afraid even to have a little door ajar so that the right kind of the Muslims 
.could slip in.· I do beg of him, I do beg of him, I do beg of him, Sir, and 
.say that he might look at it from that point of view as far as he could 
.and I would take his own similie and beseech him to look at the bear 
in the light of that similie, viz., one brother of his was caught in the 
floods while the other brother was shritiking from the bank of the shore 
.and he was asking him to come out. He says "well, I am in possession 
<>£the bear, and how can I 1 " I will present him the same similie which 
he presented to us when he wound up the debate in 1936. It is a bear, 
.a black bear, and I am quite sure both brothers, Hindus and Muslims, 
who are now trying to be on the opposite banks, will do well soon to make 
up their minds to leave that bear altogether and come together, and 
the sooner they do this the better it will be for the administration. 

Then, to come to the next point, Sir .. The Honourable the 1\finister 
in. charge of this Bill deserves some small practical sympathy. from this 
;Side of the House. Why ¥ Every one ofus from the year 1922 OJ?.Wards 
bs been against this nomination, and you know very well how this 
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power of nomination was being abused to turn a majority into a minority 
and a minority into a majority, and, therefore, you cannot come against 
this power being taken away so that really good persons who are 
interested in the electorate might be elected. To that there could be n<> 
objection. 

Then, there could be nothing said so far as we can see against the 
present Bill being only a piecemeallegislartion. That objection raised on 
t.he floor of this House has no substance. A big Act, after a l~ng debate 
of 15 to 20 days, was enacted in the year 1922-23. Not only this one 
Act but se,·eral Acts of this legislature have been amended by small, 
smaller and smallest Bills of this nature whenever it was necessary that 
an enabling Bill or on amending Bill should be introduced. The Govern
ment made up its mind to abolish the policy of nominations. As soon 
as they made up their mind about the abolition of nominations, that 
could only be done by an amending Bill to achieve that one particular 
object. That does not mean that all the rules, that all the other sectionst 
all the other administrative measures were generally to be read along 
with it, and from that point of view, you will find that the arguments of 
the Honourable the Home Minister were right and should be appreciated 
by the whole House. It was said that this measure is a half-hearted, 
halting measure, that it does not as a matter offact give us the whole 
picture. I agree there. So far as this particular amending Bill is 
concerned, we have not got the whole picture as to how and what the 
present Congress Ministry is going to do and to start a measure of rural 
uplift which will build up the village administration upwards, but we have 
been told by the Honourable the Home Minister that he has got all his 
Bills which will come up in the fulness of time, and I think surely 
we should have some patience. I am sure that if you look at it from that 
point of view, you would expect me to support the first reading of the 
Bill which I am going to do. I must add in conclusion that I am not · 
speaking on behalf of my Party but I am spea.ldng for myself. I have 
held very strong views on this point of joint electorates from the very 
beginning. I am not prepared to give them up for the sake of any 
Party or any Party connection. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: There are only one and a half 
minutes now. I think it is better that the House should adjourn now 
and resume at 4-30 p.m. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

Mr. A. E. SIN'GAPORI (Surat District) (AJJressed the Ho-use i;~ 
Urdu): Sir, the discussion about the relative merits of joint and separate 
electorates for the Hindus and llahomedans has been going on for tw<> 
days, and many amendments have been sent in on the question. I do 
not quite understand why joint electorates are so much insisted upon in 
preference to separate electorates. Sir, the Mussalmans in this Presi~ 
cleucy are in a minority. This right of separate electorates was gained 
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by the Mahomedans after their representatives went to the Round Table 
Conference in London and discussed this question of vital importance. 
'Today, when we are enjoying this right, attempts are being made to 
deprive us of it. Up to now the Mahomedans have been getti.Jvr 
representation through separate electorates. I do not see why th: 
same privilege should not be continued to them now. Sir, the Congress 
have said that they attach equal importance to the rights and privile<tes 
of all communities, and the rights ot~rio community will be in danger 
under their administration. If that is so, why should they insist so 
much upon having joint electorates 1 Sir, the minority will always be a 
minority, and therefore there is all the more reason to see that the rights 
~f minorities are protected, and if any minority community is enjoying 
.any particular right or privilege, it is necessary to see that that is 
continued to them. 

Sir, there is enough evidence to prove that joint electorates clo not 
always give the minorities the representation which they are entitled to. 
It has been found by experience that in Bihar in municipal elections 
":~ere they had the system of joint electorates, not a sin,gle Mohomedan 
was returned. I cannot just at the moment recollect where this fact 
is to be found published, but there is no doubt that it is a fact. If the 
Mahomedans do not want joint electorates, why should they be forced 
on them with the help of the majority that the Government possess 1 
I think it will not be right to do so. I£ due to join,t electorates the 
Mahomedans do not find proper representation in the local bodies, their 
rights will be in danger. On the other hand, if there are separate elec
torates, the minority community will be satisfied that they have been 
able to send representatives o£ their own choice to support their cause. 
I therefore hope that the Congress Govern,ment will be generous enough 
to look to the interest of the Mahomedans and reject the principle of 

· joint electorates.· 
Mr. MIR.ZA AKHTAR HASAN (Seamen's and Dock Workers' Trade 

Unions): Sir, I rise to support the amendment of the honourable member 
Mr. Chundrigar, and I wish to make a few observations. In the first 
place, the whole basis of the argument seems to be fallacious. The 
very principle underlying the local bo1trds and municipalities, what we 
call local self-governing institutions, is foreign. It is a principle which 
has been forced upon us, and it has been borrowed £rom the Continent 
or from other parts of the British Empire. We find that these principles 
have been introduced £rom time to time from 1863 right up to 1915, till 
we had the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. From time to time we had 
been imbibing these prin,ciples, and in the smallest possible means these 
driblets had been coming to us. Certain powers had been delegated to 
.the Indian people, however negligible they may have been, so that they 
may have some share in the administration. Theref~re, the guiding 
principle in ·such matters will be Govern,ment of India Act. And so 
long as the communal award stands, we cannot change the principle 
in working details. 
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Kow, Sir, once the principle of the communal award has been admitted 

if we were indirectly or directly to contravene the provisions of the 
communal award, then it would amount to this, that we are going to have 
a structure without a foundation. I am much indebted to the Honourable 
Home Minister for candidly saying that there is no sinister motive 
behind the Bill. He said that they were going to give the most 
ordinary common thing to the people in the local bodies. Allow me to 
say that I am equally indebted, even more indebted, to my honourable 
friend Mr. Karandikar. It is unfortunate that, so long a gentleman. of 
that view exists in India, the Mussalmans will have no confidence D;t 
their sister community. · My statement requires no fu~~her proof. Such 
people have unfortunately thrown us into despair and we feel that we 
cannot repose confidence in any other community except in ourselves. 
Kow, Government have stated that they have no sinister motives 
and I appeal to them to translate their intention into action in the 
interest of Muslims by embodying in the measure the principle of separate 
electorates. Why should they give a thing which we ourselves do not 
want 1 I appeal to the Congress Government that this will be the most 
opportune time for them to prove by their action that they do not want 
to force anything against our wishes. This will be the most practical 
proof on the part of the Congress Government that they have no sinister 
motive in moving this Bill. · 

Then, Sir, I do not want to go into the details of what has been stated 
both in favour and against this Bill. For one thing I congratulate the 
Honourable Minist~r on his doing away with nomination in local bodies. 
This reform was really long overdue and the credit goes to the Honourable 
Minister. So far as that part of the Bill is concerned, we are at one 
with him. The second thing is this. Though this will not be the proper 
time to say that, let me tell you, although I do not associate myself with 
people who hold that view, the fact remains that Mussalmans have 
no confidence in such people who give out such things and the · proof 
for it we haYe seen to day. This morning, when I took out the papers 
from the pigeon hole, I saw a press note stating that Mr. Aziz Laljee has 
been appointed a member of the Primary Teachers Training Advisory 
Committee. Is it because that he is a young man who has just returned 
from England~ Has he any views on the question of training primary 
tfachers ? I can challenge that gentleman. He knows neither Urdu 
nor Hindi. There are well-1:nown gentlemen like Mr. Killedar, Mr. Bawla 
who is a member of the school committee, Shafi Tyebji and Mr. Ali 
Bahadur Bahadur Khan. They have all been ignored and Mr. Aziz 
Laljee comes in. Is it a reward for presiding over presentation of address 
to Congress Minister 1 That is how honour and high distinction is dis
tributed. I may tell you that these are the matters which call for an 
immediate attention of the Government, because people feel that places 
of honour and distinction can be had by resigning from Mu lim League. 

The honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale and the honourable 
member Phadake were prepared to give us a certain number of seats 
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with weightage. We do not want the number as we have known what 
it is. We have to live in India and we have to rely not on the number, 
but on the genuine type of people to represent us. If in the House 
consisting of 175 there is one of our men, he must be our man only in 
voicing our views. That is the type o£ people we want. We do not 
want represenatives who accidentally happen to be Mahomedans. We 
want Mahomedan representatives who really enjoy the confidence of 
the Muslim public. This is the most~opportune time for Government 
to show their good-will and win the Muslims to their side. The 
communal question has to be decided by both the communities and 
until the question is amicably settled by both the communities the 
communal award must stand. In the interest of both the communities~ 
I think that it is better not to disturb the arrangement made until we 
come to a final settlement on the question once for all. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to support the 
Bill as moved by the Honourable Minister in charge of Local Self
Government. I had no intention to take part in this debate at. this 
stage, but I am forced to say a few words by some remarks that were 
made in the course of the debate by some honourable members. Sir~ 
the point at issue is not one of separate or joint electorates in all its. 
bearings. Therefore, I shall make only a passing reference to this 
question. Unfortunately, this question of separate electorates in our 
Indian politics was introduced, not because of any genuine demand 
from the Muslim public, but it was introduced by what I may call the 
result of a " Command performance " staged before Lord Minto by 
those who were set up by the Imperial power. From that time onwards. 
India has been politically divided into water tight compartments with 
the result that it has hampered the political progress of the country 
as a whole and of Mahomedans in particular. This is a pernicious 
principle which should be condemned not only from an Indian national 
point of view but more so from a purely Muslim point of view. My 
honourable #iend Mr. Chundrigar and again my honourable friend 
Mr. Mirza Akhtar have just now pointed out that in all local bodies 
we want those who can speak for ''us " and who can voice " our " 
sentiments. May I ask these honouraole members what they mean by 
''us" and ''ours "1 In these local bodies, what will be the purpose of 
the candidates for which they will go to these boards ~ Will they go 
there to fight for Islam ¥ Will they go there to decide the question 
of prayers and mosques and such other religious things ¥ They will 
go there to decide the question of lighting roads, primary education 
and such other subjects in which there cannot be any division of interests 
on communal basis. I beg to submit that the very premises of opposition 
argument are wrong and faulty, because those people who go there d(} 
not go there to decide any religious issue, because there are no issues 
involving religion coming up for discussion in those bodies. I do admit 
that once in a way, once or twice a year, some questions may arise 
involving religious principles, but that is only once in a way. From 
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lllY experience, I might say that it is only one in. on.e hundred. Out 
of the thirty days that you sit there, perhaps only on one day you discuss 
questions in which you can never introduce communal considerations, 
on which you can never utter the word "Mussal.mans" or "Hindus". 
Supposing there is a question of slum clearance; supposing there is 
a question of lighting ; supposing there is a question of roads, dispen· 
saries or water supply; on these questions, will you say that we should 
have separate dispensaries for Muslims, separate roads for Muslims Y 

Will you say, on a question of road mal-ing, that roads approaching 
a village should be separate for Mussalmans and for Hindus ~ The 
whole question of separate electorates is an artificially created one. 
Although, after Lord Minto's days, it has come to stay in the politics 
of India, fortunately we all recognise and admit that it has come to 
stay not for all time but only temporarily. I think even those who 
are enamoured of the communal award and talk of the communal 
award in place and out of place and in season and out of season, even 
they admit-they have admitted times without number-that there 
would be a settlement and the communal award is only a temporary 
decision. And what does the Bill say! Giving an option. as it does, 
I think the Bill satisfies the condition.s underlying the communal award. 
The Congress policy on the question of the· communal award is the 
on.ly practicable and right policy. However much we might differ 
on the question of the communal award, however much we might 
dislike its provisions, we say that it is a matter of negotiation between 
the two communities. Now, do not extend this pernicious principle 
even to the local boards and other departments of life. Do not extend 
it, because religious questions do not arise in local. boards-at least 
they do not arise frequently. Once or twice a year if a question arises, 
you should not mind that. Again, it is not, I submit, an all-India. 
question, as has been made out by other members of this Honse-

Mr. ~IIRZA AKHTAR HAS~~: It was admitted to be so by the 
Honourable Minister himself. · 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADl7R K.HAN: If it had been an all
India question, we would not have had joint electorates in the Bombay 
~Iunicipal Corporation. [I;1terruption.] Give me an instance where 
the Mahomedans have protested against the system o£ joint electorates 
prevailing in the Bombay Municipal Corporation. I have never heard 
a. prot€st ; I have been a member of the Bombay Municipal Corporation, 
and I have never come across Mahomedan Councillors who have 
prot~sted against the system o£ joint electorates prevailing in the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation. In fact, the experience of this very 
city shows that the Mahomedans have gained by the system of joint 
electorat~s; they have always gone to the Corporation. in greater 
numbers than are warranted by the basis of their population. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Your second election.l 
~Ir. ALI BAHAIHJR BAHADUR KHA ... ,: I do not follow what 

you mean. 
HO·Ul Bk Hb 149-3 
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Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Your second election to the 
~Iunicipal Corporation. 

Mr. ALI BAHADlJR BAHADUR KHA..~: What about the second 
election? 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I. l\IEHTA: You failed there; that is what he 
implies. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: I failed ? But I passed 
in the Assembly elections. I failed in the second election because 
it had taken a communal turn. Bu1i;-when I had succeeded in the first 
:Municipal election I had the support of many non-Mahomedans; the 
whole community of Sikhs had supported me. 

What I want to emphasize is this : that so far as the local boards are 
concerned, you cannot bring in the question o£ the communal award. 
If you go on extending this pernicious principle even to local boards and 
municipalities, then certainly the situation that has been pointed out 
by some members will arise, namely, that you will have to wait till 
doomsday. But if you proceed on diplomatic lines, as is done in this 

. Bill,-

Mr. SHAIKH MOHAMAD HASAN: Mr. ~peaker, Sir, may I know 
what the honourable member means by "diplomatic"~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member will 
proceed with his speech. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Might I inform my 
honourable friend that by" diplomatic" I mean that we have to solve 
the question in the manner it deserves ; i£ you admit that the 
communal award on the question o£ separate electorates is a temporary 
one, then you have to consider the lines on which the problem can be 
.solved. Diplomacy demands that the doors of settlement should 
not be banged. The diplomacy should result in joint electorates, 
because that is our goal. You cannot allow this pernicious principle 
to be there for all time. I do not think even the Moslem League has 
that point of view. People's views change; and therefore the 
principle of separate electorate cannot be a principle recognised for all 
time. The instance o£ the president of the Thana District Local Board, 
that was quoted by some honourable member, is one to the point. 
I might enlighten this House that that gentleman, the president of the 
Thana District Local Board, who has sent his opinion in favour of joint 
electorates, was a candidate on behalf of the Moslem League on the 
Moslem League ticket in the last general elections. Evidently opinions 
are changing, and they may change in some particular locality.-

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Sir, on a point of information. May 
I know whether that opinion was sent in after the result of the election 
was known, or before that~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I would request the honourable 
member speaking not ~o enter into these details, but confine himself 
to the principle of the Bill. 
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Mr. ALI BAHADlJR BAHADUR KHAN: Sir, I beg to submit that 
I am entitled to answer these attacks. I would say that Khan 
Saheb Divkar-that is the name of the president-must have believed 
in separat~ electorates, otherwise he would not have got the Moslem 
League ticket. What I want to stress is this that opinions are changing 
in these days, and it 1s possible that the l\fussalmans of a particular 
locality may decide, say, after 6 months, one year or 10 years, that it is 
to their advantage, and in their interests, to change from separate 
t>lrctorates to joint electorates. Why do you not give them an option¥ 
'Yhy do you compel them against their wish, against their best interests, 
they are the best judges to decide what is in their interests and what is 
against their iuterests-why do you compel them to continue to run 
elections on the system of separate electorates? I think I might inform 
the House why some of the so-called leaders of the Muslim community 
are so keen for separate electorates. The fact is that they are afraid 
in a system of joint electorates they might lose their seats, and they 
might lose their leadership, because their leadership is based on the 
fa.ct that the election campaigns are carried on on communal lines. 
I haYe never heard politics on communal platforms [Interruption.] 
They never talk politics, and why should they~ Just conceive of people, 
enlightened people, saying that in a local board we want a represent
ative who will voice our feelings, the feelings o£ Islam! I am a Muslim, 
and I shall fight where it is a question o£ Islam. I have shown that I can 
fight, and I still have got that spirit. nut where is the question of 
Islam in these bodies ? Where is the question of Islam even in this 
Assembly ? 

Mr. JAl\L\ADAS M. MEHTA: That is the point. 
l\Ir. ALI BAHADTJR BAHADUR KHAN: For thirty days we 

assemble and discuss questions of common interest. 0£ course, .for Ol\,e 
or two days in a month a discussion is raised more often artificially, 
in order that some people may justify their representative character as 
Muslims. Only sometimes, of course, the question does arise in its 
natural course, because there are certain differences. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: So kind of you! 
l\Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Sir, both of my honour

able friends-~&. Chundrigar and· 1Ir. Mirza Akhtar Hasan-are 
lawyers. They say that they want some one who will fight their case in 
these bodies. Suppose there is a. case entrusted to them in a law court 
and it is a. question of some money being lent to some other party, and 
these honourable members have to appear in a court o£ law to recover 
that money on behalf of their clients, will they bring in the question 
Qf Muslims and Hindus there~ [Interruption.] The questions that 
will arise in local boards also do not admit of advocacy of religion. 
There you cannot say that you want a representative who will represent 
religious feelings. My honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala has advanced a 
point of view ; it is that point of view that must in the long run. prevail. 
If you are not trained to appreciate that point of view, it is most unfortu
nate for India. But I hope we all agree that by and by we must develop 
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that mentality; and we can develop that mentality only by having 
the optional clause in the Act. It is a most moderately drafted Bill 
that should satisfy even a communalist point of view. 'Yhat else do 
the communalists want ! 

Sir, I may enlighten the House on the reason why separate electorates 
are advocated by communalists. I have fought elections. Being · 
a poor man, I have had to adopt-

1\fr. MUSAJI E. PATEL: Tactie&:-' 
1\fr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Tactics which were based · 

on teaching the electorates on right lines, because it was only by this 
method that I could get votes against those whose only tactics were to
say on the platform, "I have got this mosque painted; I have given so 
much money to this Jamatkhana; I have given so much for this Idgha; 
I have given this donation for this and that religious institution.'' 
These were their arguments, and they want that those elections should 
continue to be fought on the basis o£ such arguments. Such a state 
of affairs can be continued only i£ there are separate electorates; because 
if there are joint electorates, they shall have to make an appeal which 
will have a bearing on issues of common interest. They shall have 
to put a programme before the electorates. When I fought the munici
pal elections I fought on the Congress Socialist ticket. We had to place 
a programme before the public. But they cannot, because their only 
slogan is, "We are Mahomedans; therefore, we shall protect the 
Namaz." I had .great difficulty in convincing the people that these 
questions would not arise in the House. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN: And nobody listened to you. 
1\fr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : From a narrow commu

nalistic point of view some objection can be made on the basis of 
the communal award so far as it concerns Assemblies because it is 
a political question.. But so far as local boards are concerned, it is not 
a political question at all ; it is a civic question. If you want to divide 
society, even in its civic life, into two watertight compartments, I think 
you are aiming at something very unnatural, which cannot stand for any 
length of time. You will have t~ subin.it sooner or later. And it is in 
this spirit that the option clause is added. Because you are going against 
nature, a time must come, sooner or later, when people must see things 
in their true perspective and must submit to the natural course that 
politics and civic life must adopt in this country. We are now living 
in very artificial and unnatural divisions. Those divisions must got 
and will have to go. 
· One point more, and I shall have done. The argument has been 
advanced that they do not want joint electorates because the members 
who would succeed would be puppets or agents of majority and that 
. they might get rewards. It has been said that rewards are being given 
. to those people who resign from the Muslim League. I have no such 
·instance before me at least so far as the Bombay Presidency is conc~rned • 
.I do not know and I do not want to discuss about the other provinces, but 
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80 far as Bombay is concerned, I think it is a remark that ought not to 
have been made in this House. I would like to make it clear that there 
is no one in this Hot:se who has resigned from the Muslim League 
and received a reward. 

Sir, this question is not an all-India one. In fact, in Sind and in some 
other provinces a move is already afoot for doing away with separate 
electorates. That move is made, not by Congress circles, but, so far as 
Sind is concerned, by those people who have always been anti-Congress. 
I believe a similar move will be made in some other province-perhaps 
in the Frontier Province-and the people in that province will adopt 
joint electorates and set an example for the whole of India, as they haYe 
done in so many other political and civic matters. So far as local boards 
are concerned, it is not only in Bombay, but there are several other places 
also where elections are going on on the basis of joint electorates, and 
there has been no protest from those places. Therefore, all this protest 
here is absolutely wide of the mark. It is based on self-interest, on the 
desire to keep one's position as a communal leader in society. The 
option clause that has been introduced in the Bill is the right one and 
deserves our wholehearted support. 

Mr. S. H. PRATER (Bombay City cum Bombay Suburban District): 
~Ir. Speaker, Sir, on behalf of the Progress Party, I rise to oppose the 
first reading of the Bill. 

The Bill seeks to abolish the system of nomination and, ultimately, 
the system of separate electorates under which certain minorities secure 
representation in the local boards. The Bill proposes two alternatives. 
For the smaller minorities it proposes reservation of seats within joint 
electorates on a population basis; for Mahomedans it introduces the 
system of local option, with the ultimate object of replacing separate 
electorates by joint electorates. 

Sir, the question of joint versus separate electorates has been debated 
andre-debated and discussed andre-discussed but it remains. today 
a live and burning issue, in the country, an issue which has defeated all 
attempts at settlement. The British Prime Minister's Communal 
Award has provided the only t'ia media out of the impasse; and the 
country today yet awaits a solution based on the goodwill and consent 
of all the parties concerned. If this Bill is an indirect approach to the 
settlement of that issue, then I say that it is wholly a wrong approach. 
It is even dangerous to the issue. To impose upon a community this 
Bill in spite of the opposition of its elected representatives in this House, 
will only increase animosity and postpone the amicable s~ttlement 
which we all desire. Sir, eventually this issue will have to be decided 
not on the floor of this House but in the country. But what I submit 
is this that the majority community today has a greater opportunity 
of winning over the confidence of the minorities in this Assembly than 
it e\·er had. For, by its wise and prudent decisions this Assembly will 
contribute materially to the settlement which we all desire. But wise 
..and prudent decisions do not imply riding rough-shod over the wishes of 
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the. minorities, but rather does it imply seeking every measure t(). 
alleviate and remove suspicion and mistrust to induce an atmosphere 
of confidence which would tend to an amicable settlement. Remember, 
the actions and decisions of this House will have their repercussions 
in the country and let not that reaction be such as will cause greater 
friction, but rather let it engender that understanding which is broad
based on confidence and goodwill. 

Sir, another issue is the questiQJ}--of reservation of seats within 
joint electorates on a population basis. The Lothian Committee 
has indicated that population cannot always be made the basis of 
representation, because if such a criterion was universally applied, then 
there are minorities such as the one I represent, which would secure 

· no representation whatsoever and, if Government wishes to secure 
representation of such minorities who have received representation 
under the Government of India Act, then it cannot always apply the 
principle of representation on a population basis. 

Sir, I have tried to indicate some of the main reasons why we are 
opposed to the principles of this Bill. We are wholly in sympathy with 
the aims and objects of Government and its anxiety to arrive at a settle
ment. But we consider that the present measure is inopportune, 
because it makes no recognition of the actual conditions in this country 
and it endeavours to raise a super-structure upon a wholly insecured 
foundation. Sir, this Bill, if passed, will defeat its own objective. 

For these reasons, we oppose the first reading of this Bill. 
Khan Saheb FAIZ 1\IOHAMED KHAN (Kaira District): Sir, I feel 

that an utterance is due from us. By "us" I mean the 1\Iuslim League 
Party. Sir, one honourable gentleman who rejoices himself to be called 
"Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan" and who takes his name from ''Hafiz", 
which means a person who knows Quoran by heart, has spoken against 
us, in spite of the fact that we, not onl} one, two or three of us, but all 
the elected representatives from the Presidency who form the l\Iuslim 
League Party in the Legislature or the Assembly had expressed our 
definite view with regard to this Bil! and the amendment that was dis
cussed. He has in the name of Islam just because he happens to be 
a Mussalman, denounced us in a manner, which I am afraid, is certainly 
deplorable, and I take this liberty to defend myself in the House. Sir,. 
I feel that members must not come here for ventilating their religious or 
com.munalfeelings in a manner as has at times been done in the past. An 
honourable member yesterday called us whether we as l\1ussalmans--
. The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I request the honourable 
member to speak on the question before the House and not to refer to 
personalities 1 
. Khan Saheb FAIZ ~IOHA~IED KHAN: Sir, other members did 
refer to personalities and I am trying to defend myself. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Because mistakes have been made 
in the past, it does not mean that we should repeat them, o~ imitate 
·those honourable members. 
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Khan Saheb FAIZ ~IOIIA)IED K.R..\N: I do not "ish that anybody 
t:hould imitate me, nor do I wish to imitate anybody. I will say what 
I have to say and that will be because I have the right. Sir, the 
honourable gt>ntleman told us that we were living in a fool's paradise, 
and I doubt this. He has discovered this fact. He has taken long 
years to find that out. The whole of the Spanish world was jubilant 
when Columbus discovered America. The whole of the Mahasabha 
world was jubilant this morning when the article appeared in the 
honourable gentleman's newspaper that Mr. Karandikar made a speech 
in which he denounced the Muslims in this manner. Sir, I must give 
him the credit that he has not only discovered a fool's paradise but also 

- Muslim community in it. I am asking him, has he discovered the fool ! 
Bir, I have found him, but I am not going to say wb·o he is. I leave 
it to the imagination, and we begin from this day when it is the part 
of the duty of the majority party to listen to these arguments on 
a question which the HonouraHe :Minister !or law and order had said 
had nothing to do "ith the major question in the country. It was 
a minor l3Jll, a small Bill which was ushered in by the Honourable 
~linister for Local Self-Government. My leader has expressed his 
definite views on the question. But, now there seems to be somebody 
else who is claiming to speak on behalf of us, i.e., Muslims. Sir, I cannot 
apologise for this l:ecause I have to say so, as lot has been said 
this morning on the question of the Mussalmans and their relative 
position in the rolitical world. We are not asking anything on 
communal lines in th:s manner nor do we win over people by sentiments. 
Sir, if anybody has really gone, as my honourable iriend Hafiz Ali 
Bahadur Bahadur Khan says, to ask for money required to whitewash 
some mosque, I must say that the persons who had approached the 
man, and the man himself must have been of the same category, who 
have really no right to speak on our behalf, or for Islam, or for the 
interests of the )luslim world, or even for the majority of the 
~lussalmans. Sir, I am afraid I must agree with you that I have 
expressed my views somewnat in a passionate manner. I adnut I had 
to be so in view of the speech~s which hve been allowed to be made. 
Sir, I resume my seat. 

)Jr. K. S. FIRODEA (Ahmednagar South) : Sir, I am really surprised 
to find that such a simple and an innocent Bill should have evoked such 
large opposition from the OppobitiOn Benches. If we were only to look 
at the two opposite ends of the Opposition Benches, to hear their 
speec-hes, look at their amendments, we would ha,·e been convinced 
that the Bill which the Government has introduced is the proper Bill. 
Look at the amendments, look at the speeches from one end to the other. 
They are as opposed to each other as the two ends themselves. 
fAn Honourable Member: "Are they 1"] Therefore, it is really that 
this modest Bill has been introduced at this ju,ncture by the Government. 
What is this Bill? I have carefully listened to the speeches of honourable 
members. This is a. Bill which is intended to remove nominations. 
Xot one member has so far opposed the principle of removing nomina
tions. I could not really understand what the honourable member 
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l\Ir. Prater meant. He did not definitely say that he was against 
~emoving nominations. He only wanted to say that the rights of the 
minorities should be safeguarded. Now, if we are all agreed that the 
principle of nomination should be removed what then is this Bill gorog 
to do 1 This Bill, when it removes nomination incidentally does those 
things which are necessary, which were being done before this 
nomination principle was removed by--a-piece of legislation. What was 
being done previously ? Rights of minorities were safeguarded by 
nominations.. Nominations were given to 1\iahomedans, uominations 
were given to other minority communities who could not be represented 
by election. Now so far as the argument of the Muslim Group 
is concerned, they are very vehement. They say: Do not disturb us, 
let us have our separate elections as they are. My humble submission 
is : Look at the Bill. What does the Bill say ~· Does the Bill remove 
your separate electorates 1 No. It is keeping your separate electorates, 
as they are. It is only giving you an option; No concession is taken 
away from you. The option is given to the minority community by 
a unanimity or by majority to seek or ask joint electorates. If those 
leaders of the Mahomedan community are not confident of their own 
fo1lowers, they might become st spicious, but if they are quite confident 
of their own followers, if they think that the 1\iahomedan public will be 
always after them, what fear is there for them when this option is given 
to the Mahomedan community. But my humble submission is that 
this Local Board affair, as has been put by the Honourable Minister for 
Home Department and several other members, is really a family affair. 
It is an affair which we people living in the district, can manage 
among ourselves. In this family affair, it is not necessary at all to 
introduce all these big questions. When we are arranging our O'\l.'D. 

family affairs why look at this question from this particular point of 
view. Only look at it from a family point of view. Supposing two 
brothers living in a house think of compromising their own quarrels, 
if they embrace each other. Why should there be insistence on some 
members sitting here if they are not sure of their followers ~ If those 
persons ask for joint electorates, why-should these people insist that 
they should not ask for joint electorates ~ The option is given to the 
l\iahomedan public and it is given not only to the electors by the Bill, 
it is given to every M:ahomedan who is of 21 years of age. Look at the 
broad option that is given to the l\Iahomedan community. It is under 
these circumstanCtiS I cannot really understand the position. 1£ they 
really want to put the opposition simply because at one .time they are 
trying to stick to this communal award or other questiOns, let them 
stick to it, but if they really want to see that our famliy affairs, as we 
always take these Local Boards or Municipalities, I think there should 
be no opposition of the Muslim community. It is our experience in t~e 
mofussil that when there were joint electorates in local bodies our affaus 
were very smooth. The outlook of the Mahomedan members who were 
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elected by these joint electorates was an outlook which was a broad 
outlook, while what we find now after the separat~ electorate is that the 
state of things has changed and therefore I would humbly request 
Muslim members here not to press this point because after all the 
option is given to them. We are not taking away their rights. 

Then coming to the argument of the leader of the Labour Party, 
Dr. Ambedkar, he said at the outset that he may not be against joint 
dectorates, but all the same he said that some details are not provided 
for in this Bill. Some details, whether it should be by plural consti~ 
tuency or it should be by the particular constituency, he said, are not 
provided in the Bill itself. My answer to that is, really speaking, it is 
not an argument of principle. It is an argument of detail. I find that 
several amendments have been tabled to this Bill, but leaving aside 
that, what do we find ~ The way these people are standing to gain or 
lose by this Bill. If we refer to section 5 of the Local Boards Act, we 
find that formerly nominations were in the hands of Government. It 
was stated that the Government shall nominate one such member to be 
a member of the Local Board. So far they could ~t only one nominee 
on the Local Board from the scheduled caste. Kow, when reservation 
of seats is given and when it is given on the population basis, I really 
cannot understand their opposition. Instead of one, even if we take 
my district, if it is given on the population basis-

Yr. D. W. RAUT: As it is reserved to the Harijans, the Bill does not 
say that it should be given on. the population. basis. 

:\Ir. K. S. FIRODEA: My hon.our~ble friend is not correct. ll he 
had read the statement of objects and reasons-

~Ir. R. R. BHOLE : That is not part of the Bill. 
Mr. K. S. FIRODEA: That really shows what is the mind of the 

mover of the Bill. Instead of getting one, they are really standing to 
gain six members in a small district like mine. Therefore, I cannot 
understand their opposition at all. . 

Coming next to the opposition which was moved by the honourable 
member lir. Prater and the honourable member Mr. Raut, he stressed 
upon section (b) of clause 4. It says : 

''unless the Pro\·incial Govl"mment is of opinion that the m;ervation of such seats 
is neeessary, having regard to the population of such caste, community or tribe 
in the area constituting the gl"nl"ral c<>n..,titul"ncy." 

His fears were that even in the case of these Harijans and these 
bacl:ward classes, the Government may not give reservation of seats. 
That is not so. If we really find that the provision that has been 
made is for this purpose by the Government of India Act, separate 
representation. has been. given to about ten communities. These ten. 
communities are : The European community, the Anglo-Indian commu
nity, the commercial interests. These interests do not really figure, do 
not really exist in the population of the districts and therefore there is 
no nec-essity of safeguarding the interests of these communities or these 
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interests. Then only Government '\\-ill not think it necessary, other.~ 
wise when the necessity of any such community requires that they 
should be represented, that representation should be there. My submis
sion is that when we look to the Bill as a whole, there seems to be no. 
reason why there should be so much opposition at the fust reading itself .. 

Looking to the amendments that have been moved by several honour
able members, I find they are really cut_!.ing at each other's throats. Alh 
these amendments are such that they cancel each other. 

Therefore, I oppose all the amendments and I support the fust reading 
of the Bill. 

Mr. D. N. W A11])REKAR (Bombay City Korth and Bombay 
Suburban District): Sir, I rise to support the fust reading of the Bill 
moved by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. The 
Leader of the Opposition, the honourable Sir Ali Mahomed Khan 
Dehlavi, administered a sort of a rebuke to the Honourable Minister 
because according to him he is trying to solve the communal problem 
by this Bill when greater men than him have failed. I want to m~ke 
it clear to him that not the greater but the smaller people will alone 
succeed in solving the communal problem and that not by harangues 
or speeches, but by concrete constructive work. The present Bill itself 

5.30 p.m. is giving an opportunity to the workers, to the 
small men, for doing concrete work which we 

want to carry on. among the masses. I am aware that the masses as. 
such have not got any communal mentality. I£ we approach our masses 
in the proper way and in the p:coper spirit, I am quite sure that they 
will give a proper response to the particular method now being initiated 
by this Bill. We were waiting for an opportunity of the sort provided 
for in the Bill. We will show and will show conclusively that the masses 
are for joint electorates, that the masses are for joint work in a truly 
national and non-communal spirit. This is what the Bill is meant for. 
I am not referring to the nomination side or to the Harijan side o£ the 
Bill. I am addressing myself only to the question of the provision 
regarding option to the Muslim friends either to have separate electorates 
or not, or rather to have joint electorates in supersession of the separate 
electorates if they so prefer. In support of what I have said, I may 
give just one or two instances from my own district. I remember a case 
which occurred soon after the introduction of the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reforms. In or about the year 1921, a circular was sent to our munici
pality asking for its opinion as to whether the municipality would like 
to have separate electorates for the Muslims in their area. At that 
time, the present Municipal Boroughs Act was not passed and separate 
electorates for Muslims were not foisted upon the Muslims. In spite 
of the fact that there were joint electorates before this and that they 
had worked very well, this sinister circular was sent asking for the 
opinion of the local Muslim community along with the other communit!es 
as to whether the Muslims should have a certain number of seats w1th 
separate electorates. I may tell you, Sir, that we Congress workers,. 
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who have all along been working with our· Muslim friends in many 
common matt<>rs, for instance, in carrying on the K.hilafat agitation~ 
got .together our liuslim friends and placed these proposals before them 
and through them before the liuslim masses. I am glad to say that one 
of our staunchest workers :Mr. Somji, the father of :Mrs. Sofia Khan, 
came forward to lead the agitation against the sinister proposals and 
the result was that the Muslim community of Bandra unanimously 
rfjected thfm and voted in favour of the continuance of the joint 
t'lt>ctorat<>s. That was the way in which we worked then and we say 
that _way is going to succeed even now. The same method of work is 
going to be provided for by this amending Bill. We .want to show to
the world, we want to show to our Muslim friends here as well as outside, 
that we smaller workers are capable of solving this problem in a different 
way from that in which it has hfen so far tackled by the greater Muslim 
uaguers or so-called Jiuslim Leaders. I shall now come to the other 
instance. The last one pertained to the Bandra Municipality and 
the present one is in regard to our District Local Board. A.fter the 
new _District Local Boards A<t came into existence with its provision for 
separate electorates a pitiable state of things so far as the Muslims are 
concerned arose in our Board. Ours is a small district and a seat has 
lX'en, resen·ed for the Muslims in the District Board. What do we fihd t 
Although it is a w.•ry enlightened district in general, not a single lluslim 
candidate has at times come forward to contest the seat and Go¥em
meut had to nominate a )fahomedan gentleman to that seat on more 
than. one occa.'!ion.. On other occasions the prospective President, who 
is interested to get a party for himself, would put up some unwitting 
:Muslim friend for that seat which was always uncontested. This will 
tohow how separate electorates have killed the civic sense of the Jfuslims 
in the Bombay Suburbs. I am sure the Muslims of the Suburbs will 
be owrwhelruingly for joint electorates if a Yote is taken. I may 
mention that when the proposals for the reconstitution of the local 
boards recently circularised by the Government. were considered the 
Suburban District Local Board unanimously recommended the substitu
tioJl of joint in plaee of the present separate electorates. The instance 
of Thana quot~d by my friend the honourable Mr. Phadake and this 
i11~t~nce. will show how the wind is blowing and what the trend of public 
OpllJlfllliS, 

Sir, it has been argued that this question of separate electorates should 
be left entirely to the :\Iuslims. This is what the Bill itself is providing 
for. Here are these locallluslims who are going to be given the option 
as to what they should decide. If they decide in favour of separate 
electorates, the separate electorates are there. If they decide in favour 
of joint electorates, they must ha¥e them by riaht. That is what the 
Bill is meant for. The aruument that has ai{ alona been advanced 
that this question should be

0

left entirely to the Mus~ is thus conceded 
hy this Bill which seeks to do that Yery thing through the local 
units. 
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Sir, another argument that has been put forward is that the Muslims 

who will be represented under joint electorates will not be the true 
representatives of the Muslim community. I do not understand 
exactly what is meant by "true representatives of the community." 
Mter all-and it has been admitted here also-so far as local problems 
are concerned, there are no such things as Hindu interests or Muslim 
interests or any other communal interests, but they are all common 
interests such as, interests regarding"'foads or wells or dispensaries or 
public hygiene and sanitation which are common to all communities. 
All these matters are such that the people when administering them 
forget that they belong to a particular caste or religion. If this is so, 
I fail to understand why separate electorates should be insisted upon 
there in these bodies. We have already made a beginning in the 
direction of nationalism in place of communalism. We want to show 
that true nationalism prevails all over the country. That is why the 
Congress has initiated the Muslim Mass Contact Movement and the 
Harijan Movement and all the other movements. Similarly the 
ameliorative measures of the Government either inside or outside the 
legislature, must in the end do away with communal feelingo and rouse 
the .national or civic consciousness of the citizens irrespective of the 
community to which they may belong. 

Sir, the idea- of joint elec~orates has also been ridiculed by one or two 
speakeM who were saying that a vote once given to a Mahomedan along 
with a Hindu is not going to solve the communal problem and is not 
going to establish nationalism. I really do not understand the meaning 
of this argument. The vote i~ no doubt given on one particular polling 
day hut it is not the giving of the vote that matters. It is the whole 
psychology behind the vote that has got to be understood. The voters 
feel that they are a part and parcel of the same Nation, of the same 
body politic. That is the psychology behind that vote. When this 
psychology is created as we intend doing in the constituencies, joint. 
·electorates must logically follow. It is not the voting on that parti
eular day which is going to bring about the desired result. The vote 
is the result of communal harmony and unity already achieved. 

Now, Sir, coming to the question r.aised by the honourable member 
.Mr. Prater regarding the basis for the reservation of seats for the 
minorities, we find the basis adopted in this Bill is on~ of population
And it alone is the correct basis. I really do not understand what other 
basis can there be. Even our 1\iuplim friends have condemned 
weightage. For instance, our friend the honourable member :Mr. Mirza 
Akhtar Hasan bas I believe jus~ said, that the :Muslims do not want 
a.ny weightage but what they want is true representation on the 
population basis. I think the same is the case with the Anglo-Indians 
a.nd Indian Christians. If the honourable :Mr. Prater had suggested 
any other basis and had asked for weightage, his suggestion would haYe 
been sympathetically comidered. I do not mean that weightage may 
not be given. Weightage may be given if that is necessary, but so 
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far as local civic, matters are concerned, I do not see how the question 
of weightage can come in. That is why I submit that population alone 
should be the basis for the reservation of seats. 

Coming to the question of the provision in clause 4., proviso (b) to 
section 6 (!), regarding the powers of the Provincial Government about 
reservation of seats, I may cite the instance o£ the Christian community 
in the Suburhan District. I am quite sure my honourable friend 
~lr. Ferreira will bear me out when I say that the Christian comniunity 
of the Suburban district and specially of Bandra is an enlightened 
communit,·. But in spite of the fact that the Christians are in 
a minority, they have been able to secure a majority of the seats in the 
Bandra Municipality in successive elections. They have been carrying 
on t,he administration of the Bandra town for years together even though 
thev have no reservation. The same is the case with the Suburban 
rlistrict local board. Although on a population basis· they may not 
have more than one seat or at the most they may get two seats, still 
it will be found that they have every time been getting more than two 
seats, sometimes up to four seats. The question whether seats should 
be reserved for such a community must therefore be decided by the 
Government. The minorities need not he afraid of the power given 
to the Government under this chuse. The Government will use its: 
discretion ·only after mature consideration. With these remarks 
I resume my seat. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, l heartily 
support the first reading of the Bill. At this stage we are not required. 
by the rules to go into the details of the provisions of this Bill, and the 
principle is that of abandoning this age-long principle of nominationt . 
and introducing in its place something more democratic. This does not 
mean that Government are going to the logical conclusion of their
principle. That, I know. Government naturally are more cautious,. 
and having their own commitments outside, they have not gone the 
whole hog with the principle of democracy, but that they are moving 
in that direction is absolutely clear to me from this Bill. They are 
conscious that up till now the affairs of public bodies have been run and 
,are being run, and threatened to be run not on civic or national lines, 
but on communal and sectional lines, and that the reason for that is this 
"Tetched principle, or rather the "Tetched absence of principle called 
communal representation. Viceroys and Governors, Secretar~es of 
State and big leaders, in season and out of season, tell us how sorely 
they feel about the communal differences, how much they would love 
to see all communities living in peace. And it is becoming the fashion 
with the Governors General and even the Governors to say that they 
are waiting for the day when all the communities will live in peace and 
amity and concord. Their argument always amuses me, because I know 
that they are themselves the authors of the bad results which they 
pretend to 'deplore. They are like a man who is an incendiary, wh(} 
hilllS<'lf lights the fire and then telephones for the fire brigade, and. 
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pretends to~~ helping~ extinguis~g the fire. I am .sorry to say that 
all these BntiSh vested mterests, mthout always be1ng con,scious of 
it, ever since 1905 have played the part of incendiaries, settino fire 
forgetting that they are setting fire, and all the time shoutino f~r th~ 
fire brigade. That is really the attitude of the British Gov~rnment. . 
and I always read it with great amusement, not to say with cynicism, 
their talk of communal concord, communal amity, and their intention 
that the communities should live in .peace. Having set the fire, they 
want it to go on, and yet they talk of the fire brigade ! 

. The Government, being rep!esentative o£ the largest political party 
m the country, have unhappily also talked the language of the rino 
keeper. The honourable member Mr. Firodea just now talked of th~ 
thing cancelling that, and he being the arbiter. I beg you not to think 
that you are a nationalist. You have surrendered nationalism. 

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA : I am a nationalist. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Let there be no interruptions. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I remember, Sir, yesterd~y's 
admonition. 

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA: "·hen he referred to me personally, I had 
to reply. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not want any interruption 
while an honourable member is speaking. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: He talked as if he was the ring 
keeper, keeping the two fighters apart and maintaining peace. This 
is exactly the road which the British Government have been following. 
You have been an incendiary only to a slighter degree. That, I must 
say. Read the statement of the Working Committee in 1936. Listen 
to the speech of the Honourable Minister for Law and Order. What 
does it come to ! The only difference is that the Congress Group starts 
with an enunciation of the most lofty principle. The expression of 
the condemnation of the Communal4_ward by the Congress cannot be• 
improved. No nationalist could have spoken better. But when they 
eome to conclusions, they are identical with those of the late Mr. RaniSay 
Macdonald. That is my difficulty with them. Look at their statement 
of the case. It is printed in the Congress Bulletin of September 21, 
1936. Whl\t do they say~ They say: 

"The communal decision which forms part of the new Act has lt>d to much 
-controversy, and the Congress attitude has been much misunderstood. The rejection 
in its entirety of the new Act involves t.he rejection of the communal award. Then the 
·communal decision is wholly unacceptable as being inconsistent with independence and 
the principles of democracy. It encourages fissiparous and disruptive tendt>ncies, 
[11 IhJnjel come w judgment] hinders the normal growth and consideration of economic 
and social questions, is a barrier to national progress and strikes at the very root of 
Indian unity." 
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This is the declaration which the Congress made. Now look to the tame 
conclusion to which they come : 

•· The effort of one community only to change the decision in the face of opposition 
of another community might well result in confirm'ng and consolidating that decision • 
.Any attempt by one group to get some communal favour from the British Governmt-nt 
at the expensl} of another.results in the increase of communal tension. t'ltimately, the 
Congress is of opinion that to seek a common basis for agreed conciliatioa will be of help 
l,r1 strengthen the unity of India." 

That is exactly the position of the Communal Award given by 
1\Ir. Ramsay Macdonald that, until all the communities agree, the 
Award will remain and nothing is to be done. And that is what the 
Honourable Minister for Law and Order was reiter!lting yesterday. 
He was so apologetic yesterday lest the intention of Government may be 
misunderstood ; said again and again that Government did not 
wish to change that Award. I regret I am pained at this very apolo· 
getic attitude of Government while making only one inch of progress 
where a mile of progress has yet to be achieved. Yet, it is a step in the 
right direction. That is the reason why I am here to support the Bill 
without any qualification. 

Sir, I am glad to see my honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar here. He 
is like the angel who flutters his wings only occasionally. Yesterday, 
I saw him participating in the debate; I saw also that, after his day's 
work in the court, he had to improvise such arguments as he could 
find 011 the spur of the moment. What was his complaint against the 
Bill t His complaint \Yas that he could not see that a single day's voting 
it1 a common polling booth was going to abolish castes and creeds and 
do away with communal prejudices. He asked: Is this common voting 
for a single day in a polling booth going to lead to inter-marriages; is 
this going to bring about the fusion of castes and inter-dining t That 
was the way in which he proceeded and kept a solemn face so that some 
people must have thought he was giving arguments of a most cogent 
character. Sir, what is a Local Boards election¥ Is it a matrimonial 
agency¥ What is the point in saying that local board elections will 
not lead to inter-marriages 1 A polling booth is not a matrimonial 
agency and it is not intended that that voting should lead to inter
marriages. The whole purpose of the Local Boards Act' is difierent. 
Secondly, it is not intended to be an inter-dining function. We inter
dine almost every week in the Taj Mahal. People dine at the same table 
while representing most hostile interests. They come together for 
a mere ceremonial occasion. I am inter-dining wherever there is vege
table food served. I do not think that inter-dining leads to anything 
like communal fusion. Therefore, I am very much surprised that my
learned friend Dr. Ambedkar raised only such objections to this Bill, 
namely, that these joint electorates do not lead to inter-marriages, do 
not lead to inter-dining and do not lead the Hindus to come out of their 
exclusiveness. It is because we waut that the Hindu exclusiveness 
must disappear that this Bill is brought. The Bill takes a step towards 

. leading the Hindus to give up their exclusiveness. I agree with him 
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that the Hindu, particularly the orthodox Hindu, is exclusive in the sense 
that he fears that, by the touch of some one else, he will not go to heaven. 
There may not be the possibility of the fellow going there at all. 
Except to reduce the exclusiveness of the Hindu, it is not intended to 
bring about by this Bill the other results mentioned by the 
honourable member Dr. Ambedkar. . . 

There is another thing which I wish to say. Look at the composition 
of the Municipal Corporation of BQIRbay. I will humbly invite him 
and invite the leaders of the Muslim· League to look at the 'composi. 
tion of the City Municipal Corporation. It consists of 112 members out 
of whom'86 seats are under joint electorate. What is the composition 
of this Corporation! Honourable members will, perhaps, be aware that 
in the City of Bombay, out of 12lakhs of population, Hindus form 
8,50,000. Our :Mahomedan fellow citizens form about 2,65,000; and: 
the rest, out of a total of 12lakhs, are our European fellow citizens, our 
Christian fellow citizens, our Parsi fellow citizens and so on. The House 
will be glad to know that in this joint electorate, in a house of 112: 
members, the number of Hindus is not even hal£. And yet, I must say 
to the credit of the Hindus that they never complained, because they 
do not go there as Hindus. I am not going to the Municipal Corpora
tion simply to worship Shiva or to have some emblem of caste or any 
other thing. I go there for such purposes as are defined in section 50 of 
the Local Boards Act. I tried to make a list of the functions of the local 
boards under section 50 of the Local Boards Act, 1923. What do. 
I find ! I cannot exhaust all the functions, mentioned there but I will 
mention some of them.: Roads, communications, hospitals, dispensaries, 
markets, public tanks, wells, water works, schools, payment o£ teachers, 
primary education, sanitary works, infectious diseases, smallpox, plant· 
ing trees, light railways, tramways, weights and measures, telephonest 
obstruction and encroachment, taxation and so on. These are not things. 
in which Allah is going to desire things differently from Buddha, or Christ 
is going to say differently from Vyasa; I beg of you to consider whether 
there can be any difference of opinion on matters like these between the 
great prophets of any religion-t.he Great Allah whom the Muslim 
community worship and revere, Christ whom the Christians worship 
and revere, Zoroaster whom the Parsis worship and revere, and Vyasa 
and Buddha whom the Hindus worship and revere. I want you to tell 
me whether the functions I have enumerated and many more are of any 
denominational character. Telephone is a telephone, whether it is 
operated by a Hindu or a Mussalman. I have a telephone in my 
house, it has nothing to do with my religion, but it is only a machine to 
give me service; In the same way, the tramway serves all communities. 
The tramway man asks for your money and not your caste. When 
an infectious disease attacks a locality, the same treatment is required for 
all. When there is smallpox, can a Mussalman claim any special protec· 
tive measure which the Hindus should not get~ Or can there be any 
reservation for the depressed classes ~ Smallpox is the same for all and 
the treatment is the same for every community· professing any faith. 
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If some Mahomedans are able to give me good water supply and prot{'ct 
me from infectious diseases, I will elect them all. Ko Hindu is needed. 
The question of communal representation simply does not arise. It 
never did ari~e. It has arisen because incendiaries have set fire to our 
common household. The civic functions which I have point{'d out are 
common to the local boards as also to the municipalities. It is the 
same all over so far as civic welfare is concerned. I know why Govern
ment are hesitating further than they have done; I am not going to 
raise that issue today, because, as I told you, they are moving in the _ 
right direction. 

Then, Sir, we are asked how are we going to get tlie confidence of 
the minorities ! I think the honourable member 

6 P·~ Mr. Prater asked that question. Their confidence 
can be secured by appointing, say ,as a health officer a person who is most 
qualified to look after the health of the city, by opening schools which 
will educate the children of the city, by sanitary measures wlich will 
improve the health of the locality. Is it necessary, therefore, to bring 
A who is a Christian, 13 who is a Mahomedan, or C a scheduled caste 
man t I think it is a most preposterous principle, but it has become 
a most respectable principle today. The values in this country have 
so changed, that what was thoroughly wrong yesterday has today 
become the first principle. Time was when people used to apoloeise 
for communal electorates ; they were ashamed of standing for communal 
electorates; since the Ramsay MacDonald award, however, they have 
become a matter of principle. As a matter of fact, it is the foreigner 
who has inoculated this disease into our minds, and we are playing into 
his hands. It is not a question oi communities. If you want, as a trial, 
I do not mind all the seatf. being filled by others than Hindus. But 
believe me you are playing into the hands of the foreigner who does not 
want that you Phould unite. 

Now, Sir, I agree with my honourable friends Dr. Ambedkar and 
Mr. Karandikar in sa}~ that Government have not really brought 
before us the revi8ion of the other parts of the Local Boards Act, that 
there are more important matters in the local Boards Act wbich require 
revieion. I agree ; I hope they will expedite and bring before us at the 
earliest moment measures which will make the Local Boards Act far 
more satisfactory than it is. But in the statement of objects and 
reasons it is clearl} indicated that this Bill is meant only for doing away 
with nomination~ and introducing the elective principle. I do not think 
it is a serious fault that the Bill does not do something which ii, was not 
intended to do. The Bill is a 'ery modest one, a small step in the right 
direction ir the sense that nomination~ are being abolished. Although 
Government have been proceeding far too slowly and cautiously, becau~ 
of their past commitments, I congratulate them on taking at least this 
first step in the right direction, and my heart is with them in the first 
reading of this Bill. 

-.o-mBkHbHH 
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Sir ALI MAHO~IED KHAN DEHLX\1: Sir, I should like to ssk 
for some little information from the honourable member who spoke last, 
and I hope he wolld enlighten us. He has been the .Mayor of the 
Corporation. I wonder· if he could tell us whether in the City of 
Bombay, where there is mixed electorate, he has analysed the voting, 
and, if so, whether he could give us the figures of the last few elections 
showing how man} Hindus voted for Mahomedan can.di9ates and how 
many Mahomedans voted for Hindu candidates. · 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. :MEHTA :J..·will certainly give him.' Every 
time this has been the result: in joint electoratet, Hindus have voted 
for Mahomedans and Mahomedans ha"\'e voted for Hindus. 

An Honourable MEMBER: Never. 
Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : I can give you names by the cart

load. 
Sir ALI MAHmiED KHAN DEHLA VI : I want figures. 
Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I have not been a. polling officer. 

But I know the Mahomedans who have Voted for me. I know them. 
I would have liked to vote for them. 

An Honourable MEMBER: What about it when it is vice versa~ 
Mr .. JA.MNADAS 1\1. MEHTA: I think the honourable member 

Mrs. Tyabji will tell you that. her husband voted for me. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : I find that a large number of 

-honourable members are still anxious ~o speak. The principlea of the 
Bill have been under discussion since yesterday, and I should think 
that all possible arguments have been advanced and replied to from 
one side or the other. It is, I think, as well that we might consider 
whether we should not now proceed to close the debate so far as the first 
reading is concerned. I should like to how if that is the consensus of 
opinion. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: I want to speak, Sir. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Yes. 
Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD (Nasik West) (Addressed the House in Marathi): 

Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the amendment moved by my honourable 
.. friend Mr. Chundrigar. I had no in.t..ention of speaking on this question, 

as it has already been discussed for a longer time than was necessary, 
. but one or two new points have been raised and I think I should reply 
to them. 

· In the closing part of his speech the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas 
·Mehta asked what difierence it made if all the. members constituting 
a local board were elected through joint electorates. He said. that 

· local bodies concerned. themselves with administration of purely civic 
. subjects. He read out a long list of works which local boards were 
expected to carry out and asked what difference it would make to any 
member it he got himself elected through joint electorates instead of 
through separate electorates. May I ask the honourable member another 
<luestion on the same subject 1 Suppose that Mahomedan membe:rs 
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and Depreseed Class members were elected through separate electorates 
instead of joint electorates. Does he mean to say that they would 
go on discussing their religion in local bodies 1 What difference does 
it make if they come through separate instead of through joint 
electoratet 1 

Sir, this question of joint and separate electorate.> has not been raised 
in this House for the first time. This questioD. is _being discussed. 
throughout the country. I belong to the depressed classe,,. Our! 
leader, the honourable member Dr. Baba Saheb Amoedkar, entered in~ I 
a Poona pact with Mahatma Gandhi in order to save his lif~. \By that 
pact depressed classes were brought into the joint electorates with 
reservation ot seats. Now, Sir, if you want to know why we want 
separate elect.orates even in local boardf':l will tell you. The depressed 
classes are not allowed to use public wefls which are under the control 
of local boards. Nor are they allowed to take tbe benefit 01 hospitals 
and dispensaries that are run by those bodies. If these disabiht~es 
are to go, it is absolutely nece3sar} that their own representatives should 
represent them on the local boards and fight for their rights.(. ' 
~Sir, the leader of my party, Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar, has really 
expreEsed our wishes. He has advanced very cogent reasons, and I need 
not go over the same grow1d and take up the time of the House/) 

Sir, big cities like Bombay are divided into groups. What is the 
propriety of t.hese groups, I ask ? These groups are specially made 
so that· persons who are elected trom such group. will be able to look 
after their own groups. But, what is the actual experience~ The 
majority party in a local body always carries the day, and the demands 
of the minority party are left unheeded. It is said. that in Bombay 
Muslims have not demanded separate electorates. The answer is eary. 
In Bombay there are different wards. There are some wards in whicl 
Mahomedans predominate. In others Hindus predominate. Because 
the Hindu and the l\lussalman population live in entirely separate 
wards, which are mostly inhabited by only one particular community. 
Separate electorates therefore exist by force of circumstances. They 
do not need to be created. 

Mr. JA~INADAS M. MEHTA: No. That is not so. 
Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : I hope you will excuse me. But please don't 

interrupt me. What I have stated is a fact. 
Now, Sir, what is the condition in our villages 1 There are hardlY' 

half a dozen Mussalman houses, and those Mussalmans have to depend 
entirely on the support of the majority. The majority partY' wants 
to get elected to these local bodies persons from the minority 
communities who will be under their thumb. You blamed the British 
Government because they used some of your men by giving them titles 
such as Rao Sabebs and Rao Bahadurs to defeat your purposes. Why . 
do you want joint electorates? Do rou want to get ho1d of the joiri.t 
electorates, just as the previous Government had got hold of title holders 
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to keep them under your thumb 1 I am afraid that is your plan. 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta said mostly for the purpose of creating fun that 
Dr. Ambedkar spoke of inter-marriages and inter-dining and asked 
whether Local Boards were agencies for inter-marriages, etc. If joint 
electorates cannot produce social solidarity what is the good of it 1 
Even among Hindus people vote according to caste and creed. If joint 
electorate has not produced any social solidarity among Hindus, how 
can you expect to bring about any soliaarity among the Hindus and 
Muslims. I venture to say that even with joint electorates the trouble 
will not be over unless castes are removed: 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member may 
take his own time as there has been no speech from hia party. 

• Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : I do not think there is much in what has 
been said against the Muslims. It is incumbent upon the majority 
party to agree to the Muslim demand. I support the suggestion of my 

,honourable friend, Mr. Chundrigar. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : To my mind, the subject has been 

sufficiently debated upon and I do not propose to allow any further 
debate on the subject. I will now call upon the movers of the amend
ments to begin. There is one point which I may make Clear at this 
stage and that is that I find that the honourable member Mr. Chundrigar 
has not been able technically to move his amendment, because some 
amendments were moved by the honourable member Mr. Phadake . 
.All the same, as he had tabled the amendments and as his point of view 
is difierent, I will allow him to reply. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE rose. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : Does the hon~urable member 

want some information 1 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : I wish to raise a point of order, Sir. 

The HonouraUe the SPEAKER :·I have just declared that the matter, 
to my mind, bas been sufficiently debated upon and I find arguments 
are being repeated. That is what I said before the honourable member 
Mr. Gaikwad stood up for speaking;-but, as there was no speech 
whatever from his group all through ·the debate, I thought it proper 
to permit him to participate in the debate. His speech having been 
finished, I am now calling upon the movers of the amendments to ·reply. 
The honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. 

1\Ir. ALI BAIIADUR BAHADUR KHAN : On a point of order, 
Sir. Have the movers of amendments a right of reply 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Not in the case of resolutions; 
but, so far as Bills are concerned, they have. 

Mr: S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I am very glad to hear 
the debates that we have had on this Bill today and that has led me to 
but one conclusion, namely, that no case has been made out by either 
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the one or the other party in the matter of separate electorates, joint 
electorates and all that, and, therefore, I beg to submit that the amend· 
ment which I have moved is perhaps the choicest one of its kind. It will 
be observed that I am correct in view of the fact that all the friends · 
that have already offered their various remarks have found that 
ultimately they have led the House to nowhere. 

Now, Sir, what was the point that I was urging upon the House! 
My point was that friends like the honourable member Mr. Prater are 
still on a wild goose chase. They are still in the belief that the State 
is of particular vested interests, but who the vested interests are, they . 
are not able to decide for themselves. Ultimately, they divide up the 
whole country into two blocks, namely, the Hindu community and the· 
Muslim community. That exactly is the charge which these very 
friends were laying at the door of the Government of India and at that 
of the Parliament at the time when the Act was being framed. If you 
were to refer to the history of the Local Boards Act, it would be found 
that the ultimate logical corollary that will be arrived at today in the 
year of grace 1938 would be that the whole case of representation under 
the Government of India Act as well as under the existing statutory 
laws permits of the idea that the country is Rplit up into two 
communities. This very idea requires to be uprooted by a Congress 
Government and unless the Congress Government takes courage in both 
their hands and resolutely determines upon a definite plan of over
hauling the very fundamentals and the very basis of that pernicious 
idea, it will be impossible to face the problem at any stage. Lord Mayo, 
in the year 1871, accepted the fact that a scheme must be arrived at 
and he introduced the Decentralisation Scheme by which the general 
economic management of the rural districts such as roads, education, 
sanitation and things of that character should devolve upon the 
shoulders of the members of the population of the village community · 
itself. Ultimately he devised a scheme and a Government Resolution 
was issued in the year 1870. I have that resolution before me. It says: 

"Local intel'e6t, supervision and care are necessary to success in the management 
of funds devoted to education, sanitation, medical, charity and local public works. This 
scheme (the decentralisation scheme for rural administration) will afford opportunities 
for the development of self-government, for strengthening municipal institutions and 
for the association of natives and Europeallcl to a greater extent than heretofore in the 
administration of affairs." 

Sir, if we look to this resolution of Government, and if we also lo~k to the . 
purport of the present Bill, only one difference is to be found, that 
whereas in the year 1870 Lord Mayo advanced the plea that there 
should be representation of the natives and of the Europeans, today 
the Congress Government are simply going a very short step further, 
and have been saying that the natives should be Hindus and 
Mussalmans and that the Hindus must have a particular number of 
seats and the Mussalmans must have a particular number of seats, 
meaning to say that they should have separate electorates. Separate 
electorates are fundamentally opposed to all sound canons of social 
democracy. Though in the Bill as it stands they have advanced 
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a scheme of joint electorates and given the option to Muslims to adopt 
it or not, the sorry fact of separate electorates is accepted by the 
Congress. It was in the year 1881 that Lord Ripon once again surveyed 
the whole field, and in the year 1915 it was the Lawrence Committee 
that went a step further and gave further privileges to the local boards. 
But we find in the year 1938, even though 13 years have passed away, 
not a single step further and in the right ·direction has been taken in the 
matter. Be it mentioned to the· discredit of those persons who 
formulated the Montagu-Chelmsford scheme that the present principle 
of separate electorates was introduced. But this kind of perpetuation 
of one community dominating over the other and one community 
struggling for assertion over the other, as has been indicated in the 
various speeches that were delivered here today, will ultimately lead the 
country to nowhere. Therefore the whole basis of representation needs . 
to be changed and a correct colour requires to be given ·and it was for this 
that I presented my amendment to the House, namely, that the consti
tuencies themselves being general must be based on the principle of the 
fact that the workers, both intellectual and manual and the peasants 
should be given the right of voting, and the constituencies should be 
formed on those lines. Look at the villages, look at the small towns. 
We will find that these villages and these small towns are inhabited by 
the Mussalmans ·and Hindus who never quarrel and never. fight among 
themselves. They have never been known to fight among themselves 
over a particular issue so far as their matters of daily life are concerned. 
But if the principle of separate electorates from a democratic Govern
ment like the Congress Government is stressed, and if it is accepted by 
them that there should be an acceptance of the fact by the general body 
polit~c that the Hindus and the Muslims are separate entities, who have 
separate administrative rights, then certainly I am afraid that there 
will be not only political chaos but communal riots now and then. 

The Deputy SPEAKER: How much more time will the honourable 
member take ~ · 

:Mr, S. H. JHABVALA : I think, Sir, I shall have to continue 
tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned till2 p.m. on Thursday, the 20tlt January 1938. 
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Thursday, the 20th Janwry 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Thursday, 
the 20th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, • 
Mr. G. Y. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

ABDUL LATIF fuJI IIAJRAT KHAN, Khan Bahadur 
AIDALE, 1\Ir. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
AMBEDKA.R, Dr. B. R. 
.ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, 1\Ir. D. T. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HusEN .ABooBAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAn IssA 
BHARTIYA, 1\Ir. s. R. 
BHATANKAR, 1\Ir. R. .G. 
BHOLE, 1\Ir. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CmTRE, Mr. A. V. 
0HAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
0HAWHAN, l\1r. P. L. 
CnUNDRIGAR, l\1r. IsMAIL I. 
CoLLA.CO, Dr. J. A. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLA VI, Sir A.Lr M'AHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DrNKERRAO N. 
DEsAI, Mr. KHANDUBHAI K. 
DEsAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHMUKH, 1\Irs. ANNAPURN.A GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, 1\Ir. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAiz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, 1\ir. D. J • 

. FIRODEA, 1\Ir. K. s. 
GAIKWAD, ?.Ir. B. K. 
G.u"Dm, 1\lr, l\1. 1\1. 
G.AVANKAR, l\1r. s. K. 
GA.Vrr, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEWALE, Mr. A. A. 
Gru, Dr. C. J. 
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GmA, Mr. M. C. 
GnnER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GIRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GIRME, Mr. R. B. 

' GOKHALEj Mr. It. G. 
' GOLD~Gi .Mr. c. F .. 

GoPr, Mr. M.G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. 
lliKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
lliLLIKERI, Mr. N. F.-
lliNAGI, :Mr. ABDUL KARIM AMl:NsAB 
HAs~, Mr. SHAIKH MoHAMAD 
HIRAY, J\Ir. B. s. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s. 

'JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
Joe, Mr. V. N. 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADE, J\Ir. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. s. s. 
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KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias .. BAPUSAHEB 
KAzr, KawAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA Momunnm 
KAzt, Mr. Azrz GA.Fu'R 
KERSON, 1\'ir. KANJI GOVIND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mt. R. A. 
KHER, the Honouralle M:r. B. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KrtLEDAR, 1\'ir. MAHOMED MusA -
KUNTE, 1\'ir. D. K. 
LALA, 1\ir. BHOGILAL· D. 
MAGANLAL N'AGINDAS, Mr. 
MA.NDLIK, lV.lr. R. N. 
MA.RATHE, J\lir. N'AMDEORAO BunHAJIRAO 
1\'iASTER, 1\.lr. N'AGINDAS T. 
1Y.fEHTA, 1\.lr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAI\INADAS M. 
lViiRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
M:rTHA, 1\.J-.l\'.lAHOMED S.C. 
'M:I H1MEDALLY ALLABUX, .Mr. 
::&loRARBHAI KASANJI, 1\'.ir. 
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lroRE, Mr. J. G . 
.MUKA.DAM, 1\Ir. W. 8 . 
.MuNSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. M . 
.MuNSHI, 1\Irs. LrLAVATI K. 
NAIK, :Mr. V. N. 
~ALA.VADI, Mr. G. R. 

NANnA, Mr. GutZARI LAL 

NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, I\t:t. P. A. 

NuRIE, the Honourable ~Ir. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR, 1\Ir. S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, 11Ir. BABUBHA.I J. 

PATEL, :Mr. BRAILA.LBHA.I B. 

PATEL, 'Mr. IsMAIL Mus.A. 

PATEL, :Mr. MAHOMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATEL, 1\I.r. :rtfUSAJI E. 
PATIL, 11Ir. ATM.ARAM N. 
PATIL, ~Ir. GAMBHIRRAO A.· 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 

PATIL, ~I.r; LA..XllAN G. 

PATIL, the· Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, ~I.r. MALGOUD.A. P. 

PATIL; 1virs. NAGAMMA 

PATIL, 11Ir. NARHAR R .. 
PATIL, 11Ir. s. K. 
PHADAKE, 11Ir. G. K. 
PIKE, 1\fr •. G. 0. · 
PRATER, llr. s. H . 

. PUMNI, :rvir. c. B." 
RArs, Khan Bahadur Sardar HAJI AMmsAHEB MomDDIN SAHEB 

· RAJ MAL LAKHICHA.ND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 

RANE, Mr. R. R. 

RAUT, 11Ir. D. w. 
ROHAM, Mr. P. J. 

· RussELL, 1\Ir. W. W. 
SAKARLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SAKLATVALA, M.r. s. D. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN M:AHOMED, Khan Baba.dur 

SRLVDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORAO 
SHIRA.LKA.R, blr. P. K. 
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SHRIKA....l'fl', Mr. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. ISMAIL liA.SAX BAPU 
SINGAPORI, 11Ir. A. E. 
SoNGAVKAR, ~Ir. S. G. 
SUGANDHI, Mr. M. s. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUBE, Rao Bah.adur V. L. 
THUSE, 11Irs. WMIBAI GANESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
TYABJI, Mrs. FAIZ B. 
VAGHELA., 1\h. B. u. 
VINdHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, Mr. IsHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, ~Ir. P. w. 
w ALVEKAR, ~Ir. B. B. 
W ANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

REFERENCE TO THE DEATH OF SIR CHARLES TURNER.· 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Mr. Speaker, Sir, before we enter
on the business of the day, it is my sad duty to announce to this House 
the sad and rather unexpected death of one of the past members of this. 
House, Sir Charles Turner. As most members know, since 1925 
Sir Charles Turner had been almost continuously a member of this 
House, and I may say without fear of contradiction that during 
this time he had endeared himself to all those with whom he came 
into contact by his very quiet and unassuming attitude, gentle 
demeanour and cordiality. He had been working in the Secretariat 
continuously for a very long time, and his acquaintance with the new 
reforms that have been initiated was very thorough indeed. Although 
he spent many years of service in the Secretariat, his knowledge of the 
districts also was very intimate. He had done duty particularly 
in the famine districts, and his knowledge of those problems was of 
considerable value in the administration. He was also on two occasions 
a member of the Executive Council. -

After the reformed constitution was introduced, Sir Charles made a 
special study of it. Speaking personally, Sir, I would like to say that 
the way in which he adjusted himself to the new order of things and gave 
me wholehearted co-operation made my rather difficult task fairly easy. 
The situation was naturally very difficult, but even when there were 
difierences of opinion, he was quite willing, as every member of the Civil 
Service should be, to put forward his advice boldly, without fear, and 
strictly as he felt it was his duty to do, and then to carry out the wishes 
of the Ministry. His intimate knowledge of procedure and his willing
ness to adjust himself to the new order of things made matters very 
smooth indeed. When he was compelled to retire rather abruptly owing 
to ill-health, I felt his loss very keenly. 
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It was only last month that Sir Charles retired on medical advice, 
and it is very sad indeed that he did not live long after his retirement. 
Soon after he reached the shores of England, we have now the sad news 
of his demise. I move that this House should record our sense of great 
grief and loss and convey our condolences to his relatives. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
l\ir. Speaker, Sir, I associate myself entirely with whatever the :Prime 
Minister has said regarding an. old colleague of ours. To many of us 
he was a personal friend and a sound adviser. As the Honourable the 
Prime Minister has said, he was connected with the Secretariat ever 
since the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms right up to ·the new reforms. 
He showed himself to be of that personality, as a civilian, whose duty, 
as the Honourable the Prime Minister has said, is to put his point of 
view strongly and honestly, and after that to carry out the behests of 
those under whom he works. Sir Charles Turner was a prominent 
figure in the old Council for many years. His departure for England 
at the fag end of his life, as it seems, was postponed ; he could have 
gone earlier on leave .under medical advice, but he could not be spared. 
That shows the intrinsic value Government attached to his services. 
He could not be spared at a moment when the new constitution was 
about to be launched, and I know it personally that he had to stay on 
to see that the new constitution was launched smoothly and properly 
and that it worked fairly well. I am glad that the Honourable the 
Prime Minister has nothing but words of praise and appreciation for 
him as a character in the Civil Service of the highest order. We are 
all very sorry; actually, we were shocked yesterday afternoon when 
the news was broken to us that he died so suddenly. We wish his soul 
~p~~ . 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, although none of the members 
of my party, except perhaps the leader of my party, had the privilege 
of knowing Sir Charles Turner personally, my party certainly associates 
itself with the view a of the Honourable the Prime Mini.ster and the words 
of praise that have been showered by him and also by the Leader of 
the Opposition. 

Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE (Bombay City cum Bombay Suburban District): 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I wish to associate myself with what the l{onourable 
the leader of the House has said about the late Sir Charles Turner. As 
is well known to the House, he was an official of the greatest importance 
a year ago; but in the case of man'V members of my party, he was also 
a close personal friend. · 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I. 1\IEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I wish to 
express our sense of loss and grief at the sudden death of Sir Charles 
'Iurner. We were hardly prepared for this shock. When he left these 
shores last month we never thought that he would be lost to us in such 
a short time, and I agree with all the sentiments that have been expressed 
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-on the floor <Jf this HoUde by the Honourable the Prime l\Iinister and 
.my other colleagues. I had some personal experience of .the late 
·Sir. Charles 'Iurntr and I can say that .he literally died a martyr to his 
duty. He was at his desk from 10 o.,clock in the morning. to late in the 
evening, and he devcted himself to his work with the thoroughness and 
.earnestness which was an iiJ.Epiration to others~ As the Chief Secretacy 
to Government he really felt that he had to set an example of having 
been thoroughly reconciled to the neworder of things, and he did ·his 

·best to make the· task of the ministers easy. It is not perhaps known 
that amcng the many gcod things that he did, he was the author of the 
Famine Relief Codt. 'lncse who have read that Code will reafue what 
·labour and what insight, for the needs of the famine stricken people,. 
'the late Sir Charles l urner had undergone and gained. Sir, although 
it is a document many years old now, still it is a document. which, u· 
applitd to famine 'stricken areas in the spirit in which it was framed, 
would leave nothing to he desired. I am told that he was so devoted 
to his duty that he would not grant too many interviews and would 
rather come out himself out of his room than waste time for seeing 
·the visitors in his room. It is, I feel sure, the desire of the House that 
·you will coiDmunicate our sense of grief and our condolences to the 
family of the late Sir Charles 'Iurner. 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER : I hope, as usual, the honourable 
members of this House will pay their. respect to the memory cf the 
deceased by rising in their places. [All the honourable members rose in 
their places.] 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DRAFT RULES. 

'The Honourable the SPEAKER : I present to the House the .report 
of the Cci:nmittee anJOinted to frame draft rules made under section 
84 (1) of the Government of India Act, 1935. I presume the honourable 
members would require scme time to study the report and the rules,. 
and the matter may be taken up for discussion in the House at some 
convenient date. -- · 

:Ur. JA.MNADAS :M. l\IEHTA : Next session. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I understand that it would be 
convenient to the honourable members if it is taken up at the next 
ses3ion. 

Honourable 1\IEM.BERS: Yes. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, I entirely agree with what 
has fallen frcm ron. . It will be convenient for members to take it up:· 
.next session because they will get sufficient time to read the report and. 
make suggestion.~. · · 
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BILL NO. I OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923). 

Question again proposed, "That the. Bill be read a. first time". 
Mr. S. H. JHABV AIJA (Railway Unions) : Sir, inasmuch as the 

Bill moved by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government 
accepts the principle that nominations should be done away with,-' 
he has carried the whole House with him, -·inas~uch as he has advocated 
the principle of joint electorates with .reservation of seats for minorities 
on population basis, and inasmuch as he has given option to a minority, 

. namely, the Mthamed.ans, I have moved my amendment which tries 
to obvi:Lte that kind of ingrained fear and suspicion which has been 
constantly lurking in the minda cf those two rival communities . ever 
since the Morley-Minto Reforms came into being and ever s~ce the 

. Round Table Conference developed the whole issue in what i~ now 
called 'the communal award'. Sir, if the whcle idea Gf social demo
cracy is studied, it will be found that liberals, the bourgeois, the social 
democrats, all spin round and round and trot one after the ot.her, while 
they never attath their mind seriously to any grave problem, the serious 
problem of sombre economic. truths of life. They, however, alwa~ ·s with 
a certain amount of electici.sm, go round and round, never go. to the 
right iqsue, and make pacts, compromises and create .positions. which 
are as knotty as the positions that are created today by the Congress 

. Government; lle positicn cr~ated by some social democrats who h:lld 
the reins of administration in their hands today is just the same, and they 
have indicated a certain amount of fear and suspicion, though they have 
tried to eliminate the same from the minds of th~ir opponents. By 
mi amendment I totally uproot this kind of suspicion, or this kind of 
fear by delivering the right of election, the right of management of the 
Loual Board, over into the hands of the workers and peasants. · If we 
study the whole rural position, if we study the whole countryside situa
tion, we will find that the real persons who form. the bulk of the 

·population are those who do manual work. 'llese persoiB have, down 
to the present day, been deprived of their direct share in the manage
ment of their own affairs: Politics, Sir, i3 the handmaid of econ.Omics. 
and I am loathe to see- · · 

'!he Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable · member 
1\!r. Jhabvala might be reminded that he is speaking Ly way of reply" 
and therefore all his remarks shculd be limited to meeting the case that 
he thinks has been made out. 'llis is not a second opportunitt for 
a second .speech in respect of the amendment. 

· Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, I was simply replying to the various 
arguments that were advanced in favour of separate electorates and 
local option and all such other things, and so far I Lelieve my reply is 
a direct reply to those arguments •. I .say that I was very loathe to 
see that evm the Indepmdent Labour Party, who in their manifesto 
has stated that they primarily e~t for the wo~kers and the labouring 
ommunity-the words ' depressed classes ' come next, but the primary 
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idea so far as the Independent Labour Party is concerned is the working 
classes, Labour and labouring community-are today talking in terms 
which appear to be entirely different from the creed of that party. 
Instead of boldly standing up and supporting the amendment that 

, I have proposed, they are still trotting one after the other behind the 
bourgeois, the social democrats, a large crop of whose groups we have 
been here experiencing. Sir, I have said that even if we study the Local 
Boards Act, we would find that Lord -Ripon's Government in 1882 went 
a step further and a committee was appointed and when the committee 
made a report, the Government of Bombay itself passed a resolution. 
I have got the resolution in my hand and according to that resolution 
it has been stated that the electorates are small and merely a mass of 
people, that they are ignorant and illiterate, and that different creeds 
and communities cannot be properly organised and represented. 
'Ihey have said that, and it is very sad to find an advanced political 
vanguard, as they proudly call themselves to be, namely, the Congress 
Party, taking a retrograde measure, and trying to create a position by 
w:hich there will certainly be great confusion. If they desire that joint 

"electorates should be imposed upon the people, it is a very welcome idea, 
but in doing so they should accept my amendment, namely, that the 

4 right of voting should be given to the workers ; those persons who create 
'the economic wealth of the country should get the right of voting for 
their own economic and political bodies. I do not mean only illiterate 
workers, but I include also the intellectual workers. If this amendment 
is accepted, then the mutual fears, the mutual suspicions and the mutual 
doubts will vanish. 

With these words, I commend my amendment to the kind care of the 
House. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, by my amendment 
·1 propose to substitute 'joint electorates' for 'separate electorates'. 
·Many of the points raised by the honourable members against my 
amendment have been well answered by the honourable member on my 
left (Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan), and some of my friends from the Congress 
Benches while supporting the option clause in the Bill. Even that. 
stalwart champion of the down-troaden, the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala, has partially supported my amendn;tent since he is not for 
separate electorates ;_ but one or two points remain to be answered. 

The introduction of separate electorates in the local bodies was due 
to the Lucknow Pact of 1916, but there is no reference to local bodies 
in that pact. That Pact refers to provincial and central legislatures. 
It was introduced by a 1\Iahomedan Minister, and since they have come 
last they must go first. 

'Ihen, Sir, the honourable member belonging to the Independent 
Labour Party has asked us, perhaps in a ridiculous tone, why we insist 
on joint ~lectorates, when they want men of their own cult to represent 
them. It is for these very reasons that we want joint electorates. 
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We want them to feel that our interests and theirs are not different so far 
as public questions are concerned; we want them to realise that their 
problem will not be solved so long as the main problem of our country 
is not solved. We want to disabuse their mind of the idea. that the-v 
will get all their demands even though all of us are ground down under 
the foreign domination, and finally disabuse their mind of the idea that 
the question of national struggle is subordinate to the removal of their 
disabilities. And what are these disabilities ~ Are they peculiar to 
our unfortunate country ~ My honourable friend 1\i'.r. Jhabvala will 
corroborate me when I say that they exist in every country ; they existed, 
in Russia also, but the Russians never asked the help ~fa foreigner to 
remove those disabilities. 'lhey depended on themselves, and we know 
t.hat they have removed their disabilities. Let us not lo.;e confidence 
in ourselves. After all, Sir, what have they got by separate electorates 1 
Have they got enough bread and butter for their people 1 Have they 
got enough education for the masses 1 '!hey have not. It is not 
possible for them to get anything by these separate electorates. Ours 
ia a fight for all. [Interruption.] Yes, it is for all, and if they help us 
in our fight, join us in our fight, then when we are free we shall see that 
all of us get enough bread and butter ; all of us get education. And 
supposing for a moment that all the positions which the higher classes 
are Pnjoying today are given to these people, will that solve their 
problem 1 I do not think that will, because then we shall be depressed 
and we shall give them more trouble for our bread and butter than they 
are giving us today. 'lhat is why we want them, we want their help in 
the solution of this problem and that is why we ask for joint 
electorates, 

Then much is said about the religion and culture of a community being 
in danger. Is not our religion already in danger 1 Do we or can we 
do all that our religion prescribes 1 No. Sir, it is not that our religion 
is in danger, but we ourselves are in danger. Unless we protect our
selves, it is not possible for us to protect our religion. Neither the Hindu 
religicn and culture nor the Mahomedan religion and culture could save 
us from our downfall. Neither the excessive zeal of the Mahomedans 
for their religion, nor the ridiculous credulity of the Hindus would save 
us from the downfall to which we are subjected. No religion would 
help us to attain our rise as it has not helped us to avert our abject 
fall ; but it is only the spirit of nationalism, that spirit that you and 
I and all of us, who form the nation, are one, the spirit that the slavery · 
which is the main cause of our misery must be removed, that spirit 
akne will save us frcm our troubles. Sir, these separatist tendencies 
have hampered our progress towards our goal, and in order that we 
should march as quickly as possible towards that goal, we want the 
ht>lp of all. 

? hen with regard to the Congress members. 'l"hey have assumed the 
rcms of Govemment, to do good and justice to all, to achieve Swaraj. 
When they want t.o solve eoonomic problems, they are not afraid of any 
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class, becau:se they know that it is the right thing to do. When they 
want to help labour, they are not afraid to wound capital. When they 

· 
9

_
30 

want to help the agriculturist, they are not afraid 
· · · "' p.m. to wou.nd the money-lender. But when it comes to 
the question of communal classes, colirage fails them. 'lhey know full 
well that this spirit of anti-nationalism, inherent in separate electorates, 
is hampering the very cause for which they are fighting so nobly. 'l'he 
logical conclusion of all their arguments in support of the o.ption clause 
in the Bill mu~:~t lead them to the acceptance of my amendment, and 
I therefore request them to be bold enough and to be wise enough to 
accept my amendment. 

Mr. ISMAIL I. CIUJNDRIGAR (Ahmedabad District): Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, it is said in support of the plea for joint electorates that the questions 
·which come up before the local boards are mostly of such a character 
that the communal question does not come in at all. It is said that we 
have got to' deal in local boards with the making of streets, lighting, water 
supply and other amenities which are common to all the people of 
a district. I concede that a majority of problems coming up before the 
local bodies affect all the inhabitants of the districts equally, but it should 
not be forgotten that there are some other questions which either come in 
or are brought in intentionally which affect a particular community and 
have got a bearing on the communal question. I was surprised to find 
that these remarks should have come, among others, from the honourable 
member :r.Jr. Ali Bahadur Khan when he knows that he had to resign 
from the Municipal Corporation on a. question which was a communal 
question-! mean the Sabha Mandap question. . 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Once in a year. 
1\Jr. ISJ\IAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR : And if once in a year a matter 

comes up before-.:.- · · 

[ A.t this stage an Honourable 1lf ember was seen coming in between the 
·Chair and the' lwnourable member in possession of the House.] ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. The honourable 
member should not cross the floor like that. I have already invited the 
attention of honourable members to the convention that no member 
should come in between the Chair and the member addressing the 
House.· 

l\Ir. ISMAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR: Sir, even if such matters were 
to come up in a local body on ·some rare occasions, they: often 
involve questions so serious as to compel a member to ~es1gn on 
that issue. Is it not desirable that the member who resigned on 
that issue should have an opportunity ·to get a vote of the people 
whose opinions he was voicing in that Hous.e 1 ~t w~s therefore 
that Mr. Ali Banadur Khan could not after his resignation get the· 
.verdict of the people whose opinions he .claimed to voice and .as 
a protest against whose grievance he resigned from the House. Agam, 
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it should not be forgotten that even in the matter of common amenities, 
it is possible to make a differentiation and representatives of backward 
communities have to see that the poor and. neglected wards are.given the 
amenities on the same Reale on which they are supplied at public experise 
to the other people, whose voice is stronger. It is desirable for this 
reason also that backward communities should have the right of choosing 
their own representatives who can raise a strong voice for the supply of 
common amenities to the poor and neglected areas inhabited by their 
poor and ignorant communities. · · · 

Then, Sir, it was stated t1Jat the Communal Award has been brought 
in the discussion time and again though it is to be in force for the time 
being only and that the problem has to be solved once permanently. 
I concede that and it was on that very ground that I suggested that the 
present status quo should continue till an agreed solution is substituted 
for the Communal Award on an All-India basis. The Mussalmans are 
not enamoured of the Communal Award, but unless and until a satis
factory solution acceptable to all the parties to the Communal Award 
is forthcoming by mutual settlement, the Communal A ward must 
remain. 

Then, it was stated that by a substitution .of joint electorates, 'the 
Hindus will have a voice in the selection of Muslim members and Muslims 
will have a voice in the selection of Hindu members. Sir, I submit that 
that reasoning· would have got some force if the population of both the 
communities in each ward had been almost equal. It could tlien have 
been said" that both communities have a voice in the selection of both the 
candidates", but that, unfortunately, is not the case in this presidency. 
Here the majority· of the Hindu community is so great that it can eJect 
its nominee "'ith ease. 

Then, there is another very important point about the Option clause 
which the Honourable Minister in charge of this Bill wants t:> incorporate 
in this Bill and it is this. 'l'he Option clause enables the Mussa.lmans 
of one particular constituency to resolve to give up separate elect:>rates 
and have jcint electorates instead. Hat will lead to many practical 
difficulties. To take the instance of rhana·, there was a l:oard of about 
36 merohrs and there cannot be one constituency for all these members. 
In fact, the idea is to have single member constituencies as far as possible 
and, at the most, constituencies -returning two members in some cases. 
Supposing the Mussalmans of one constituency resolve to give up . 
separate electorates, Muslims of that constituency will have no voice 
whatever in the selection of any Mussa.lman member and will only have 
a voice in the selection of non-Mussalman members. To give you a. 
ccncrete instance, supposing thtre are 10 constituencies. In spite of the 
exibtence of 10 constituencies, 10 Muslim members will not.have .to be 
returned, because their population id not large enough. In the whole 
dibtrict only two Muslims may have to be returned. ~'hat means that 
these Mussalmans of one Constituency, who resolve to give up separate 
electorates, will be merged in the general constituency where they 
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thewelves cannot stand as candidates because the two seats reserved for 
Mussalmans, will be reserved in the remaining 9 oonstituencies which will 
be there. It will, therefore, lead to very practical difficulties. If 
1\Iuslims of one constituency out of 10 resolve to give up separate elec· 
torates, the Mussalmans of 9 remaining constituencies who still want 
separate electorates cannot be deprived of their two seats in the instances 
given above. 'Therefore, the 1\luslim seats shall still have to be retained 
in these 9 constituencies which have-1iot given up separate electorates. 
'J.he re&ult will be that the Mussalmans of that one oonstituency, who 
give up separate electorates, will have a vote in, the general constituency 
where they themselves cannot stand as candidates, as there is to be 
a reservation of seats for Muslims. What I submit, Sir, is that we must 
leave the .solution of this question alone till the restoration of goodwill 
and mutual trust between the two oommunities; have it by mutual 
agreement which may be approved of by both sides. The majority 
should not try to thrust a solution which in its opinion will be good for 
the other community. The 1\lussalmans are the best judges and I submit 
that unless and until a mutual understanding is arrived at, the matter 
should not be precipitated by forcing a provision like this in the ·teeth 
of oppJsition which, I am afraid, will only lead to further complications 
and estrangement. I would, therefore, request the Honourable :\Iinister 
in charge of the Bill and the benches opposite to concentrate their effort.; 
and energies on creating an atmosphere which alone will make a change 
possible. I will not try to embitter feelings by quoting instances like 
the one which was quoted by the honourable member :Mr. Mirza Akhtar 
Hasan yesterday. In fact, innumerable instances of that kind could be 
·quoted, but it is not in the interest of communal amity that these 
instances should be brought to light and feelings further embittered. 
My only appeal to the House is not to force a change against the wishes 
of the Mussalmans, but to approach the problem by the only one method 
available, as was admitted by the Honourable the Home Member himself, 
that is, the method of arriving at a settlement between the two 
communities acceptable to both. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, the principles involved in this 
.Bill are thoroughly discussed by many of the honourable me~bers of 

· this House. In my opening speech on this Bill I have also gmm.the 
views of the Government in this matter. So, I do not now wi.::lh to go mto 
the merits or demerit3 of the principles involved in this Bill. I will only 
try to remove certain misgivings, doubts and misunderstandings whi~h 
are still lurking in the minds of some of the honourable member a. I will 
alio try to refute. the charges which are levelled by some against the 
Government. 

Sir, the Leader of the Opposition has said that the Government is 
following surreptitious ways and indirect methods when they are tackling 
this problem of joint electorates. There is no such intention. We do 
not want to follow any indirect or surreptitious wayt!. Under the 
provision for joint electoratea in the Bill as regards 1\fahomedans, a local 
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option is given ta them. I want to ask this question of those who oppose 
the local option to Muslim adult population in the matter of joint 
electorates : do you or do you not want joint electorates 1 It is a 
straight question and I want a straight answer. From the speeches that 
have been made even by the honourable members belonging to the 
Muslim League, I think they have made it clear that as a principlt they 
are for joint electorates. If that is so, how to tackle this problem~ 
A reference was also made to the fact that big people have failtd in this 
matter. I know; and it is unfortunate that up to this time we have not 
bEen able to reconcile our differences and to come to an agreed settle~ 
ment. But does that mean that we should not try henceforth, in the 
future to approach this problem and to solve it~ I know I am a small 
man. I am a villager. I come from a village. I have moved amongst 
the Mussalmans and the Harijans. I have got friends amongst them. 
I have lived with them, dined with them. In villages these communal 
differences do not exist. It is only when we come to the cities, when we 
come amongst the big people that we witness these communal feelings. 
I d'J admit that this is a very delicate question and it ought to be solved 
by mutual understanding and goodwill. Therein I perfectly agree. 
But are we not solving this problem by taking the consent of the people, 
of the masses who are our masters 1 Every member of this House is a 
servant of the masses. How to solve this problem 1 If you say on 
principle you favour joint electorates, then why not leave the door open, 
so that this question will be solved by the people themselves 1 And, 
this is what is provided by this option. We are not forcing this reform 
on the Mussalmans. 'lhis is really not a surreptitious or indirect way. 
It is the most direct way, a royal road, the high road of democracy.. 'Ihis 
means has been followed in all democratic countries. Whenever there 
is any intricate problem, it is always referred to the people themselves, 
and we are also doing the same. We are not forcing it on the people, we 
are not going against the will of the :Mussalman masses. Therefore, I do 
not understand why the honourable members of the Muslim IJeague 
should have .~o vehemently opposed this provision giving an option. 

:Much has been made of the Communal Award. I must make it clear 
that the Communal Award d~als only with the legislatures, the Provincial 
Le~Zislatures and the Central Legislature. It does not affect the local 
bodies. In the Madras Presidency joint electorates for Mahomedansr 
have been provided by the legislation, and the Prime Minister of the 
Province of Sind is also contemplating the introduction of joint electorates 
in the Province of Sind. I do not know why we should lag behind the· 
Province of Sind which is a baby of our Province. 

Sir, I will now turn to the amendment moved. by the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala. He says that by having reservation of seats 
for the minorities we are continuing the communal divisions. We are 
the last persons who will perpetuate the commu~l factions. On. t~e 
other hand, we want to reconcile the interests of different commumties 
and bring them together. As a principle, I agree with him that. 
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separate electorl).tes and reservation of seats are ~gainst the principle of 
democracy. But. facts are facts and we must face them. The peculiar 
circumstances which are existing in our society are unfortunately not 
allowing us to follow the principle of democracy especially when com
munal considerations are. involved. Look at the Ruijans .. They have 
been down~trodden, oppressed, and put down under the name of a false 
religion. In the past they nevj:lr got repreeen~ation in any local body 
through election and in the future als-2_J fear that they will not get their 
due share in the elections. From the speeches which the honourable 
member Mr.-Jhabvala has made up to this time on the floor of the House 
I think ,that he is sympathetic towards the down-trodden, and here are 
the Harijans who are down-trodden. The same is the case with the 
Backward tribes.. I therefore hope that he will not object to the reserva
tion of seats which is provided in this .Bill for the Harijans, the backward 
tribes and other minority co~unities. So, I would request the honour
able member to withdraw his amendment. 
·The honourable member Mr. Phadake has strongly advocated joint 

electorates. I llave already stated t4at on principle we are· for joint 
electorates. But . we are not. able at this juncture to provide joint 
electorates for Muslims compulsorily by legislation because there are still 
misgivings and doubts in the minds of the Mahomedans. And we do not 
wish to add to these already existing misgivings by forcing joint 
electorates on them against their will and so we are giving them option. 
Sir, J.have made it clear that there is no sinister motive behind this Bill. 
We are not following any surreptitious ways. We are following direct 
methods, and we do not wish to follow any unclean methods in this 
matter.· · 

There are certain doubts in the mind of the honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar, who is not n~w present in the Hou"se, regarding the forma
tion of constituencies, the system of voting and other matters. These 
are matters of detail, and they can be dealt with at the time of the second 
reading of the Bill. With these words, I request honourable members 
who have moved amendments of principle to withdraw them, and to 
support this Bill unanimously. [4pplause.] 

Khan Bahadur ABDUL LATIF HAJI HAJRAT KHAN : On a point 
of information. Is it not contemplated by the Government 'to increase 
the .number of seats by the abolition of taluka local boards 1 · 

. The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Yes. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: There are n~w six amendments and 
I propose to put them one by one. There were nine amendments in the 
list of amendments supplied to honourable members, but three of them 
were .not liJ.oved as they were duplicate. Today, members have been 
supplied wjth a list of amendments with the serial order changed, because 
other amendments have come in. · I, therefore, refer to the amendments 
by serial number in the fresh list supplied to honourable members today. 
I suppose all of them have got the list. The first amendment is-
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lir. S. H. JHABV ALA: As there is one other amendment moved by 
me u.s a consequential amendment, if you put to vote amendment 
No. 4, you can put the other amendment also. The ·Other amendment 

· which I have moved is " Omit the words from 'and .... tribe' in cia use 7 
· (a)." Both of them are of .the same nature. 

. . 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member has moved 

only one amendment and not the other. This is the first reading of the. 
Bill, and, therefore, amendments of principle have been taken. The 
other amendments refer to details. As the honourable me:nber stated,· 
the other amendment referred to by him is of a consequential nature. 
In case his first amendment which he has moved is not carried, he need · 
not move those consequential amendments, thus sav~g the time of 
the House. · · 

So, the first amendment to be put is the amendment, serial No .. 4, 
moved by the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. I deem it proper to 
.alter it a little verbally so as to make it complete and intelligible in legal 
language. I will read the amendment as verbally amended : 

"In sub-clause (1) of clause 6, after the word' general 1 a.dd the following' conatitu
encies which consist of peasants and workers either intellectual or manual' and dele~ the 
whole subsequent part of sub:dause (1), sub-clause (2) and sub-clause (3) of clause 6." 

I will now put this .amendment to the House. 
Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The next queStion I put to 
the House is serial No. 5, the honourable member Mr. Phada.ke's 
amendment : . 

'' Delete the words ' and Mahomedana 1 after the wor•i 'general' in the second line 
of section 4 of sub-section 6 (1)." 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 9; Noes, 126. 
3-00 p.m. ' 

Division No. 2. 

t'lllTALE, R&o Bahadur G. K. 
G&VIT, Mr. 0. P. 
GtB.&.SEY, Mr. G. B. 
JaABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
KA..B.ANDlli..AB, Mr. S. L,' 

Ayes. 

KHEDGIKA.R, Mr. R. A. 
MANoLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MiNTA, Mr. JAMNADA.S M. 
PHADA.KE, Mr. G. K. 

Teller• for t1wl .Ayu: Khan Saheb FA.tz Moli.Ul&D KH:.A.N and. Mr. S. L. K.&.&.uroiUB• 

Noes. 
ABon .. LATIF Hm IUJ.B.AT KIIA.li, Khan • CIUwoiWU, }[r. D. N. 

Bahadur CHA.WHA.N, Mr. P. L. 
AI DUE, Mr. J. S. CnuNoBJGA.K.. Mr. lsJUJL I. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. Cotuco, Dr. J. A. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. Dum, Mr. FuLSI'!o'lLJf B. 
B&oKABOltr.o, Mr. HusEIY ABooBAXEB · DANDEIUR, Mr. V. V. 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb .A.uorLLAH H.ur Dr.aL.AVl, Sir Au lliHOHED KIIA.li 

lss.A D&s.u, Mr. DISJrlmB.AO N. 
BnARTfY A, Mr. S. R. DESAI, Mr. KIUNDUBJLU K •. · . • 
BBOLE, hlr. R. R. DESA.I, the Honoumble Mr. Mo.B.ABJI R. 
BR..UIBL&, Mr. C. P. 

1 
DESAI, Yr. RANDHIB. P. · 

Cllrrn, Mr. A.-V. DESRllUKB, Mr. K. B. . 
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Hoes-contd. 

DESBlltrK.H, Mrs. kfl.iAl'tlllU. GOPAL 
DESHPAlllDB, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
F..uz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FIRODEA, Mr. K. s. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
Gunm, Mr. M. M. 
GAVANKRB, Mr. 8. K. 

· GliEEW ALB, Mr. A. A. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
GBIA, Mr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GIRME, Mr. R. B. 
GOKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GOLDING, Mr. C. F. 
GOPI, Mr. M. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUl'TE, Mr. B. M. 
llixEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
HANAGI, Mr. ABDUL KARIM AMtNSAB 
HAsAN, Mr. SJLUKH MoHAMAD 
J.t.DHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. 

· JAKATY, Mr. P. C. 
· Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
JOG, Mr. v. N. 
K.t.LE, Mr. R. S. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VIJAY.t.GAURI BAtVANTRA.I 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KABGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APP.t.JI YESHWANTRAO alia.s. 

BAl'USA.HEB 
KAZI, Mr. AZiz GAFUR 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K: 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D .. 
LALCHAND HIRACHAND, Mr. 
MAGANLAL N.t.GlNDAS, Mr. 
MASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
Mrrn.t., Mr. M.t.HOMED S.C. 
MoHAMEDALLY ALL.t.Bux, Mr. 
lloRARBlLU KASANJI, Mr. 
MuunAM, Mr. W. S. 
MUNsnr, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MuNsm, Mrs. LILAV.t.TI K. 
N.t.IK, Mr. V. N. 
NALAvAni, Mr. G. R. 
NANnA, Mr. GULZARI LAL 

• 

NARlMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NEsvr, Mr. T. R. 
Nl:M.A...'i"EE, Mr. P. A. 
NuruE, the Honourable ~{r. M. Y. 
PATASKAB, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. B.t.BUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBliA.I B. 
PATEL, Mr. ISMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. MA.HOMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
hTEL, Mr. MusAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L.l'ri. 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
P.t.TIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAIR, K. B. Sarda.r H.t.J.I AMIBSAREB. 

MOHlDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAX1UCHAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAKABLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SAXLATVALA, Mr. S.D. 
SaTHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT,l\Ir. K, S. 
SHAIKH JAN MAHOMED HAJI SHAIKH 

KALLA, K.B. 
SmNDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BaBASAHEB 

JJ.GDEORAO 
SHIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, lllr. 1. M. 
SIDDIQui, Mr. ISMAIL HASAN BAl'U 
SINGJ.PORI, Mr. A. E. 
SONGAVKAR, Mr. s. G .. 
SuGANDHI, Mr. M. S. · 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. v. 
Tv .t.BJt, Mrs. F AI?. B • 
VaGHELA, l\Ir. B. U. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sarda.r N. G. 
Vns, Mr. lsRVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
W AI.VEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
WaNDREKAR, l\lr. D. N. 

Telltr.~ for the :Soes: Mr. S. K. PATIL and Mr. S. H. JIIABVALA. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The next amendment that I will 
put to the House is No. 9 in the revis~d list. It reads as follows : 

"Add '(ii) Mahomedans' after '(i) Harijans' and renumber the following clause~> 
accordingly in clause 4, sub-section 6 (1) (a).". 

1\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I do not think it is necessary to put this 
amendment. It is a consequential amendment. Since the first amend· 
ment has failed, ·it is not necessary to move this amendment. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : It has already been moved. Unless 
the honourable member wishes to withdraw it, I have to put it to the 
House. Does the honourable member wish to withdraw it! 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : No, Sir. 

Mr. JAl\1NADAS M. MEHTA: All ihe other amendments hang on to 
the first. If the first fails, the others will be inconsistent with the rest of 
the Bill. Even if they pass, they have lo~t their force on account of the 
first having failed. That is the honourable member's submission. If 
you wish to put it, we have no objection. . 

Mr. IS~IAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR: May I submit, Sir,. that so far as 
amendment No. 9 is concerned, I concede that its passing will create an 
inconsistency after amendment No. 5 is lost. That is not the case with 
amendments Nos.12 and 16 corresponding toamendmentsNos.13and 17. 
As I stated before, I tabled them with a motive altogether different and 
diametrically opposite to the one which inspired the honourable member 
Mr. Phadake. They will therefore surviye even if amendments Nos. 5 
and 9 are lost. Therefore, iny submission is that amendment No. 9 
should be considered differently from amendments Nos. 13 and 17. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am not at present considering 
amendments No1. 13 and 17. The only question is about amendment 
No.9, and it is whether it should be put to the House at this stage or not 
in view of the decision just taken by the House. It would be inconsi:;tent 
with the decision just taken, and I do not think it need be put to the 
House. Amendment No. 9, therefore, falls. Amendment No. 12 does 
not fall ; it can stand independently of the first. 

Sir ALI MAHO:MED KHAN DEHLA VI : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I have 
a submiEsion to make. Amendments Nos. 12 and 13 were bracketed 
together according to your directions. One was placed formally and 
the other was allowed by you for discussion. It was found by the House 
that the reasonings in respect of the two amendments were diametrically 
opposed to each other. However, you ruled that No. 13 need not be 
formally moved but could be debated upon. No. 13 is the amendment, 
I wish the House to understand, in which we the Mahomedans on this 
side are keenly interested. If the Government benches consider that 
there could be some negotiations regarding that, and if you, Sir, permit, 
we can see whether there can be a better understanding between the two 
opposite parties. This amendment, if they agree, might be left over and · 
not put to the House until tomorrow. If the Honourable the Prime 
Minister agrees with this view, then my submission may be accepted. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, I have not been able to follow what 
the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition said. 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable the leader of the 
Opposition just submitted that amendments Nos. 12 and 13, and 16 and 
17-two sets of amendments-are put in by two different representatives 
of two different groups with diametrically opposite objectives-! am 
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stating the substance in my own language and am not repeating what 
he said-and his appeal, as I understood it, to the Government Benches 
was that before both were put to the House, there was room for ne..,otia
tions and for an understanding, and that they would proceed with the 
negotiations and understandings, if I permitted them to do so in the 
interest of better understanding of all sides. His tinal request, therefore, 
was that these amendments should not be taken up for the decision of the 
House just now, but should be keP,.t..over till tomorrow. That is the 
request which the Leader of the Opposition has made. 

The Honourable 1\lr. B. G. KHER : Sir, I must frankly state that 
I thought that the position that bad been taken by us in drafting the Bill 
was so uncontroversial that the speeches of some of the occupants of the 
benches opposite have come to me as a very great surprise. I do not at 
this stage naturally wish to speak on the merits of the amendments'. 
I had certainly hoped that in the interest of general unity and harmony 
as the Honourable Minister in charge· of this Bill observed, no sinister 
motives would be read into an attempt to give those people, who want to. 
get rid of communal electorates, the liberty to do so by their free and 
unhampered choice. Unfortunately, the position that has been taken 
by the Muslim League is that even this might result in a kind of influenc
ing or as they choose to call it coercing people to accept the joint electo
rates which at least a part of the Muslim community considers, are not 
opportune. I certainly understand that kind of feeling though I believe 
it is not right. The gentlemen who are making these statements are very 
good judges of their own fears and I do not doubt their motives. 1\Iay 
I suggest a solution 1 We might, Sir, in the interest of that larger unity 
of the communities, refer this Bill to a Select Committee. In the Select 
Committee we can all sit and all the parties can be represented, and we 
can have a free talk, and decide whether even giving this option would 
amount to a coercion as it is feared. What I understand is that the 
Leader of the Opposition thinks that, although the words of the clause 
are such that they clearly give the option to the members of his com
munity in any particular Local Board Constituency to decide whether 
or not to give up the cori:ununal electorate, the separate electorate they 
have, this might in effect amount to hampering their free decision at the 
request of the majority community. -sir, it was our intention to proceed 
with this measure through all its three readings in the hope that it would 
not rouse any opposition and, as I frankly stated, the opposition that has 
been roused did come to me as a very great surprise. Personally, I must 
state that I am unable to appreciate any risk or chance of coercion in 
a measure like this which is a pure relief, a pure choice or right. But, 
Sir, as an appeal has been made to me, I would suggest that the best 
solution is that this matter may be considered by a representative Select 
Committee and then it may be decided whether or not this clause might 
be retained. 

I am sure that if, with the frame of mind that we see now coming over 
the members, we sit down for a discussion, it will not be di:flicult to find 

• ,. f " 
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a solution and therefore I would appeal to the Leader of the 
Opposition now at this stage to withdraw the amendment, let the Bill go 
to a Select Committee, let this point be considered, and, although it was 
our intention to proceed with the second and third readings, we will now 
discuss this matter further and then proceed with the Bill. 

Sir ALI MAHOJIED KHAN DEHLAVI: Sir, there is one technical 
difficulty which no one can bridge over. You have ruled, to start with, 
certain amendments as of principle, and, under our present Standing 
Orders, amendments of principle can only be discussed at the first 
reading. Sir, the debate has taken place at length; in fact, you were 
tired of the debate and, without the closure having been asked, you felt 
that it was right that the debate should stop. However, if these 
amendments and the discussion on these amendments in the Select 
Committee as well as at the second reading could be allowed, then alone 
that suggestion has a practical value, because that would give us time and 
give time particularly to the Government Benches to come into a better 
frame of mind. 

The Honourable ~Ir. B. G. KHER : Sir, I do not think that we need 
any time. Because, there is no better frame of mind that I can induce 
myself to come to on this simple question. As I said frankly, all this 
came to me as a great surprise, and I do not need any more time to come 
to a better frame of mind. I am in the best frame of mind already. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: Sir, I am sorry to see that 
my honourable friend says that there could be no better frame of mind 
to which he could be induced to come. '!hat is not logical. The clause, 
as it is, came to us as a bolt from the blue and a surprise much more 
than our objection today has come as a surprise to the Honourable the 
Prime Minister. Whatever that be, I would agree to his suggestion 
if you permit that all these broad questions be left open to be discussed 
in the Select Committee as well as at the second reading. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CIDTALE (Abmednagar South): Sir, I rise to 
a point of order which is very very important. It is all very well for two 
parties to agree when an awkward situation comes in the way, but there 
are certain rules by which we the le!J'islators are bound. 'fhe principle 
of this Bill v:as enunciated, amendme~ts were moved, they were debated 
upon and now we are on the point of voting, and I pray to you to establish 
a. precedent and establish the privilege of this House by ruling that this 
amendment bhall be put to the vote and the vote of the legislature will 
decide the whole point. 'l'his is not the time for a motion to the Select 
Committee, nor can only twc parties be allowed to decide this matter now. 
Sir, it would be introducing a bad principle. . 

)Ir. J. B. GREA YES (Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Bombay 

3
_
30 

Presidency J."rades Association) : Sir, it seems to me 
p.m. that the best conroe is to adjourn and accordinglJ 

1 move for an adjournment of the Hou~e now till after tea. 
JJJO·I .Bk Hb 17l-2a 
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'Jhe Honourable the SPEAKER :.I was considering as ro the best 
scluticn <lUt of this difficulty ; but the request rome that I should h::1ld 
what I cnce held to be amendments of principle as amendments of detail, 
and !>hould allow them in the second reading is too much for me ro swallow. 
At the same time, there is also the difficulty pointed out by the honour~ 
able the Leader of the Opposition that if the principle is once decided, 
then their objective would not be gained. 1be discus~Ji(ln in the Select 
C<mmit.tee will then be only confined ro the details, and what the:,· object 
ro is the principle of the Bill. So, I 'i(as myself considering what would 
be the best course. I think it will be better if we adjourn this particular 
item of business at this time so that the parties may come to an agree~ 
ment, and then the matter may be proceeded with further from the point 
where we leave it now. I do not think there will be any technical or 
legal objection ro that; it will be keeping the precedents intact, it will 
give an cpportunit-y to the honourable members to come to some agree
ment, and it will also save the time of the House by curtailing, in tase of 
an agreement, further discussion at the time of the setond reading. 
An adjournment of the House has already been moved by one of the 
honourable Dlembers. 

l\1x. K. F. NARil\IAN: I submit, Sir, that consideration of the Bill 
may be adjourned, under Standing Order IV, 4 (1) on page 21, which 
.says that the comiderat.ion of a Bill may be adjourned to arr; future day 
in the same session available for such business or to any future session. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, the correct procedure would 
he the one pointed out by the honourable member Mr. Nariman. 
Standir.g Order lV, 4 (1)-I refer to page 21-is: 

"A motion tha.t. consideration of a. Bill which has been introduced not being a Bill sent 
under ~tlllUon 90 of the Act or of a.ny resolution moved in Assembly be adjourned to any 
future day in the sa.me Session a.va.ilable for such business or to any future Session or 
8ine die ma.y te moved by a.ny memler a.t a.ny time a.nd such motion sha.ll ta.ke precedence 
of any other motion then before the Assembly. The Speaker, a.fter permitting, if be 
thinks fit, a brief expla.na.tory sta.tfment from the mo' er of thE'! motion and, if the motion 
is oppoSt'd, from the member opposing the motiQn, ma.y without further debate put the 
question thereon." 

So, the correct procedure, under this rule, is to adjourn consideration 
of the Bill to some future day. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, I want to know what 
is before the House. 'What is your verdict on the point of order raised 
by my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale ~ 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: Sir, I submit that the rule just now pointed 
out by me, namely, St11.nding 01der lV, 4 (1) on page 21, is a complete 
answer to that point of order. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES (Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Bombay 
Presidency Trades Association): Sir, I beg to move that the considera
tion of this business be adjourned to 1\londay ne1..1i. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I would suggest, if it is 
convenient to the Chair, that it should be adjourned till Saturday. 
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Mr. JA)INADAS M. MEHTA: There will not be any difficulty; 
from tea time it went to Monday ; now, from Monday it can come back 
to Saturday. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: I accept the alteration, Sir. 
The Honourable thP. SPEAKER : So, the motion is that the considera-

tion of this business be adjourned to Saturday the 22nd instant. We are 
not fixing any time. 

Q.uestion put, and agreed to. 

BILL No. III OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
RELEASE ON PROBATION OF OFFENDERS}. 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\I. i\IUNSID: Sir, I beg to move for leave to. 
introduce Bill No. III of 1938, being a Bill to provide for the.release on 
probation of offenders.* ' 

lhe Honourable the SPEAKER: The Bill is introduced. 

The Honourable Mr. K. )1. lfUNSHI: Sir, I beg to move that Bill. 
No. III of 1938, being a Bill to provide for the release on probation of 
{)ffenders, be read a first time. 

Question proposed.· 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. ~I. ~IUNSHI: 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, this Bill. 
which has been before the members of the House some time now, is to 
provide a criminal, wherever possible, having regard to his age, character 
and the surrounding circumstances, an opportunity to reform himself. 
The intention o£ this legislation is to introduce a modern and bumane 
outlook towards crime and punishment in our law. The law, as it stands 
at present, is really the survival of the old outlook which society had. 
Our present idea i':l those whom we consider morally inferior must be 
looked down upon and we have no compunction about inflicting any 
punishment upon them. The second idea is that in order to prevent 
.others from committing a similar offence, we must punish the offender 
severely. Retribution and deterrence are the two principles <?four law 
as it is at present. Unfortunately, the idea of retribution is very little 
separated from the idea of the old vendetta-a tooth for a tooth, an eye' 
for an eye, blood for blood-the idea of vengeance. In civilized times, 
the society, through its judges and magistracies, took upon itself the 
function of the avenger. The result was that the law visited retribution 
upon offenders irrespective of the causes which led to the offences or in 
complete disregard of the social environments which led the offenders to. 
commit the offences. Sir, I may mention to the House an instance of the 
wooden manner in which our present Ia w worked in a recent case which 
was full of harrowing details. Some time back, the wife of a village 
servant attracted the attentiollS of the patil of the village who, incidentally 
happened to be the village bully. Whenever the mood seized on the 
patil, he forced his attentions upon the woman in entire disregard of the. 
time, the hour or the presence of the husband. Ultimately, tired and 

*Appendix '1. 
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terrorised, unable to go to any authority for refuge because the pati1 
himself was the effectual authority and, unable to get assistance of the 
neighbours, they· decided upon taking the law in their own hands .. 
Once, when the man insisted on satisfying his lust when the husband and 
wife were taking their food, they invited him to a field a little away, and 
there, just when the man was trying to gratify his lust, the husband and 
wife killed the man. Both of them confessed. When the case came on 
before the Sessions Court, the assessors-...introduced an element of huma
nity and decided that the accused were not guilty. The learned judge 
also decided, after ·due consideration of the law and tinctured with 
a little humanity, that they had the excuse of self-defence and acquitted 
them. Naturally, the Government took the strictly lega,l attitude that 
the decision was not correct in law and an appeal was taken to the High 
Court and the High Court, very reluctantly, came to the conclusion that 
in law, under the circumstances presented in this case, there was no right 
to self-defence, and both of them were sentenced to transportation for· 
life. Of course, the High Court asked Government to exercise their 
clemency and, ultimately, the Government acquitted them. But, Sir,. 
this is a curious illustration of the inelasticity of our law. The notion 
is that once a man was murdered, doesn't matter under what circum
stances, doesn't matter with what motive, the law must have somebody 
to punish; and the net result was that two persons were, according to 
law, duly sentenced to transportation for .life for having committed 
a murder. It is unfortunate that the law could not provide any discre
tion to any of the courts to exercise their mercy or to take into considera
tion the circumstances under which the offence was committed or to take 
into account the extenuating circumstances. This is a glaring case, but 
I dare say cases like this must be found in every court and in respect of 
many of the offences known to the Indian Penal Code. Therefore, the 
idea of retribution is an exploded myth and the sooner we grow out of it 
the better. 

Sir, the second idea against which this Bill is intended to operate is 
. the idea of deterrence. The theory of law is that if you punish an 

offender severely enough, every other potential criminal will be terrorised 
into harmlessness. This does not, in fact, work. All practitioners. 
who have been at the criminal bar know-very well that a criminal rarely 
takes into account the deterrent effect of a punishment which is given to 
somebody else. He only takes into account that there may be a 
possibility of escape if he is clever enough. Then, so long as there are 
police officials who are either inefficient or corrupt, so long as there are 
lawyers who are very able and persuasive, or judges who are humane 
enough to exercise the prh·ilege of mercy, no criminal can be said with 
certainty to be liable to be convicted; and, therefore, the theory of 
deterrence is, I submit, unsuited to modern tin1es. 

We, therefore, come back to the real purpose of this Bill, that the court 
should take into account not merely the fact of the offence having been.. 
committed but must take into account the age, the ·character, the 
antecedents of the offenders and ·the circumstances under which the 
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offence was committed. This is the principle which has been now 
accepted in modern countries and which is soubht to be introduced by 
this Bill. A crime is not due to the deliberate decision of a free, prudent 
and wise man ; it is more often than not the result of pathological 
conditions ; often of uncontrvllability of temper; in scme cases of 
social environments ; and the purpose of this hill is to meet the diffi.
<mltit>s which the courts come across in dealing with the large cla.sses 
of offenders who have committed offences under any c.f the~Je tonditions. 
A criminal may be feeble-minded, he may have loot his temper, he may . 
be of an uncontrollable temper, he may be the victim of social conditions 
or he may have been driven to commit the offence under the urge of 
circumstances over which he had no control ; and, therefore, the mere 
fact that an offence is committed need not attratt the penalty which 
the law provides for it. 

Sir, in this connection, I will deal shortly with the provisions of this 
Bill. '1'his Bill enlarges the scope of section 5b2 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code. '1'hat section is not resorted to by the courts as often 
as one could wi:,h. ~l'he distinction between section 562 and this Bill 
is this : in section 562, the offence must be of a trivial nature ; in 
dause 4 of this Bill, the only considerations to be taken into account are 
(a) the age, character, antecedents or phy.~ical or mental condition of the 
offender, and (b) the nature of the offence or any extenuating circum
:-;tances under which the offence was committed. After all, if all these 
ennditions exist, there i::~ no need to go to the tiiviality or the .seriousness 
of the offence. An offence which attracts the penalty of two years' 
imprisonment cannot be considered trivial at all, and that is why part 
of section 562 has not been applied more often. l!'urthar, section 562 
is this. ili':! clause does not apply necessarily to fi.rot offenders, while 
:-;ection 562 applies to first offenders only. Sub-clause (1) (a) of clause 
5 says "any ruale person is convicted of an offence not punhshable wit~ 
death or transportation for life ; " while section 562 requires that it 
must be an offence not puni~hable with more thari 7 years' rigorous 
imprisonment. So the scope of this clause is larger. rlhen again sub· 
clause (1) (b) so far as women criminals are concerned, gives an un~ 
limited scope. Further, clause 5 provides for a supervision order, which 
i:< not provided for by section 562 at all. Clause 6 deals with the pay
ment of certain damages by t.he parent:s and guardians of minor offenders 
in special cases. 

Now, Sir, the whok reason, as I said, of the scope being widened is · 
that very often if a man, when convicted, is given a. chance to improve; 
h~ might improve. But if you send him to jail, if you herd him with 
habitual criminals, if you put him through the paces of a rigorous jail 
syl!tem, he is flung out at the end of his sentence as an ex-convict; the 
world would not recognise him as a respectable man ; he would be 
t.reated as a man unsuited for any decent .service. 1he only result of 
such a thing is that numerous persons ultimately go back to a life or 
crime and seek as> lum only in a jail where all their old pots and pans 
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and old mattr~sea are waiting for them. It is a very common thing 
in a jail for a man of th~ kind whJ has been in once or twice to go to the 
jemadar and.tell him" Oh, please do not give my pots to an.rbody else, 
and do not gtve my mattress to others. I have kept it clean for the last 
five years. I am coming back within a month, please do not give it 
to anybody else". ~hat is a very common thing, because he has no
where else t<1 go. ~he only safe place where he thinks he can live, where 
he has got his friends, is the jail. If this man had been, at the beginning 
of his career, when he first slipped into crime, given the opportunity to 
behave prcperly, perhaps he would never have gme back to jail again. 
And therefore it is that the scope of this Bill has been made wider. . 

At this stage, I should like to draw the attention of the House to the 
principles involved in it, so that the discussion might be comparatively 
narrowed down. As I conceive it, Sir, the principles of this Bill a.Le 
three. ~he first is whether clause 5 ~::hould be restricted to first offenders 
or to offenders, may be for the first time, second time or third time ; 
the seccnd is whether women should be given the benefit, as has been 
dont in this clause, irrespective of the nature of the punishment ; and 
the. third is whether the element of supervision should be introduced 
or not. ~nese I concrive to be matters of principle, and I will briefly 
deal with them one after the other. As regards the first principle, I 
:find that the honouraUe member 111. BramHe has moved an amendment 
to restrict the operation of clause 5 and to make it applicable only to 
first offenders. Well, this will have this curious result. '.there an three 
boys, of whcm one has been convicted for riding a bicycle negligently, 
and the other has been ccnvicted for ~aving a flag and E-houting "Bande 
Mataram"; a third might net have been taken up for a political 
offence, but taken up under what is said to bt "a chapter caoe" i.e. 
under sections 106 to 108 of the Criminal Procedure Code. If these 
boy~ comli'it any other dfence, they will not get the benefit of this clause. 
Why, my honourable colleague over here will not get the benefit cf this 
clause .at all, became three times he has been convicted fer driving 
without a pre per li!;ht. ~ 'herefore, oo narrc w down the scope of this 
clause to a fust C~ffend~r will practically 1ender the section useless. 

· Perhaps, a conceivable aroument way be that if you do not use the 
words "first offenders ", th; magistrates may take a very liberal view 
of offences and let off. offenders. But that is not quite correct. As 
a matter of fact, all the conditions which must exist before this clause 
can be invoked are l~id do~ here. lhey are the age, character, 
antecedents or physical or mental condition of the offender, or 
the eircumstanceg in which the offence was committed. How can the 
magistrate go against them 1 It can ·go to appeal or to the High Court 
for revision, and no magistrate worth the name will become so liberal 
as ro jeopardise his reputation. Under this clause, thete will be no 
difficulty on this score at all. Even today a magistrate can give a man 
one day's sentence. ~hat is perfectly in order. ·Are you afraid of s~ch 
a power 1 Why is any member afraid of the magistrates .taking 
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an ultra-liberal view ~ Supposing in 5 per cent. of cases this cla.use is 
applied in a more liberal spirit than it is intended to be, even then it 
would be much better than restricting it to first offenders and making 
it entirely useless. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: As it is now 4 o'clock, the 
Honourable Minister may continue after t~. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Very well, Sir. 

The Honourabh the SPEAKER: There iii one point which I think 
must be cleared up. I think what the Honourable .Minister meall3 is 
the principal features of the Bill and not the principles of the Bill. 'lne 
mixing up of the phraseology mi~ht create difficulties about the stage 
at which the amendments will have to be moved. In the view which 
I am taking, I am looking upon what the Honourable Minister has 
stated as the principal features of the Bill ; they cannot be the principles. 
At the first reading, onl.v the principle of the Bill is considered. ·what 
the Honourable Minister has so far placed before the House are, I "think, 
the principal features. If they are deemed to be principles, I should 
like to be enlightened as to why they are considered principles. If they 
are the principal features, I have nothing to say. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSffi: I said "principles" in the 
ordinary sense, and not in the sense of their being the only principles 
which are embodied in this Bill. 

(Tile House t'e·assemblecl after tea at d:-30 p.m.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Mr. Speaker, Sir, the second 
principal feature of this Bill, as I was saying, is whether women should 
be given the benefit, irrespective of punli,hment. On that question, 
I think, Sir, there will not be much difference of opinion in this House. 
It is very rarely that the major offences are committed by women, such 
as dacoities or house-breaking. Wherever they commit an offence of 
a serious character, they are scan·ely responsible for it in the same sense 
as men are. 'l'ake for instance a case of infanticide. Numerous c,.rimes 
of that nature come to the notice of courts eveq year. What else would 
happen in a society like ou.rs which frowns upon widow re-marriage t 
lnere is an unhappy widow who, perhaps, in a. moment of 
unusual ecstacy, submits to the laws of nature. She conceives. ~[he 
society, or the family or the parents become a terror to her. Out of 
sheer fright, bhe kills her poor child, which she would have very much 
liked to bring up and rear in the norma.l course if the society had 
pe1mitted her to do so. In order to escape the infamy, the terror of 
society, she kills the child. What doei!law do 1 'lne Ia.w imposes upon 
ht>r double infamy. She is duly tried, expoi!ed and sent to jail. When 
.she C(lmes out of Jail, she has no decent place to go to ; there is none 
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l:IO Un.righteous as to befriend her; and ultimately, in many cases, a life 
of vice or a life of crime is only open before her.. Is it any fault of hers 
that she was not given the benefit of the doubt by the society, that she 
was not allowed to live a decent life ? So, in. most cases, women are 
more sinned agai.n.at than sinning. To them, perhaps, a much larger 
scope should be given under this section than to men ; and, therefore, 
clause 5 has been enlarged to that extent. 

The third principal feature is with regard to probation. Probation is 
not very common in India ; not very much in vogue even in this Province. 
If I may refer to the existing conditions in Bombay, you find that in 
Dharwar, Belgaum, Sholapur, Poona and Ahmedabad, you have 
stipendiary probation officers. In Broach, Panch Mahals, Surat and 
Bijapur, there are only after-care societies recently started. There are 
sub-committees and sub-associations functioning in several other districts. 
But we have not reached a stage where probation system could be 
introduced all over the Province. Therefore, we have introduced two 
features. The first is that this Act should be extended to such parts of 
the Province as are ripe for it ; and, secondly, in every case, where. the 
offender is over 25 years of age, he may be let off, not under a supervision 
order, but under the guarantee of two sureties. This will secure the 
same purpose as a supervision order can. We may reach a stage here
after1 as in England, where every one is let off only on probation and 
under a supervision order. But today, the conditions in this Province 
are not such as to warrant such a course, a.nd the solution put forward by 
this Bill is one which will, perhaps, be most effective in the present 
conditions of our society. In this connection, I may read to the House 
the position as given by the Report of the Committee of Enquiry set up 
by the Bombay Government to enquire into the care of destitute 
children and young offenders. It says: 

"ThE' super-Vision of an offender in his or her normal surroundings by a probation 
officer, posse~sed of tho~e rersonal qualities likely to exert an influence for good, is 
relatively easily carried into effect in a country where destitute children form a ncgligiblt> 
portion of the population, where trained probation officers exist, where suitably trained 
magistrates sit in authority and where there is compulsory education. 

These conditions do not obtain in the Bombay Presidency, and until the situation is 
improved by the introduction of at least some of the recommendations made in this 
Report, and more important still by an awakening of social responsibility generally, 
'probation, itself must be on probation for many years to come." 

Therefore it is that we have departed from the recommendation of 
the committee recently appointed in England that in all cases criminals 
who are given the benefit of probation must be placed under supervision 
officers. If we insist on that condition in our country, as I said, clause 5 
may be entirely useless. But we cannot wait. If we go on waiting, we 
will never he able to have a proper system. The object of Government 
in having this Bill is that once this kind of law is there on the Statute 
Book, it will be possible for Government to establish a net-work of 
supervisors all over the Presidency, so that the after-care of offenders 
under this Act may be duly provided. . · 
· , This is the object of the Bill. I have no doubt this Bill may serve ~o 
draw the attention of the judiciary and the magistrates and of the pubhc 
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to the \'ery urgent necessity of dealing with criminals in the way which 
I have suggested. I therefore hope and truet that this Bill may perhaps 
open a new chapter in the history of crime and punishment in this 
Presidency. As only the other day a newspaper remarked about this 
Bill, it is the first of its kind to be introduced in any assembly of this 
country and I do hope that it will meet with success, though I am not quite 
prepared-! frankly confess-to say how far the judges and magistrates 
will fulfil the high hopes that Government have entertained with regard 
to this Bill. Bernard Shaw, I remember, remarked at one place that 
judges, magistrates and Home Secretaries,-corresponding to the Home· 
:Minister of the present regime,-are generally of the vie:w that criminals 
are very much better off in jails than outside and that they are positively 
pampered there. Shaw further remarks on this belief of theirs, that the 
judges, magistrates and the Home Secretaries should be lodged in jail 
for six months inccgnito so as to appreciate the difficulties of the situatioD 
of a criminal. But so far as this House and not only this Home Minister. 
but many members of the Cabinet and a substantial section of the House 
are concerned, they are fully ali,·e to the situation and do not need the 
dose which Shaw would prescribe for similar persons in England. The 
bulk of the House knows, by first-hand experience, the terrible system. 
which prevails in jails-the insult, the indignity, the rigour, the ferocity 
with which a criminal is sought to be tamed under the system which 
pre,·ails in our jails. I have no doubt that if the whole of the system, 
as many of us saw in working, were properly known in the full details, 
it would shock the Prince of Darkness himself. But I do hope that this 
Bill might enable our judiciary and our. magistrates perhaps to save many 
persons, after conviction, but before they reach the jail-door and harden 
into proper criminals. 

With these words, I lllO\'e the first reading of this Bill. 

Mr. )liRZA AKHTAR IB.SA .. ~: On a point of information, Sir. 
May I know whether my amendment would be treated by you as one of 
principle or detail ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is rather difficult and awkward 
to bind oneself down to a view. All that I can say is, that for the moment 
out of the 39 amendments-there are 37 which, I believe, are in the hands 
of members and two more are added on, so 39 in all, I have looked into 
them and, prima facie, I believe they are all amendments of detail
there does not seem to be any amf'ndment of principle. That is my 
Yiew. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA: On a point of information, Sir. May I enquire 
under what Act the probation officers referred to by the Honourable the 
Home Minist~r in hii speech moving the first reading of the Bill have been 
appointed 1 

1he Honourable Mr. K.l\I. MUNSHI: !"hey are not appointed under 
any Act. District Associations and Societies have been formed and the 
offirt'r~ have boon approved bv the Government administratively. 
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:Mr. S. H. JHABV .ALA : Sir, my point is to know whether the amend
ments which I have given notice of, are not amendments of ·principle. 
I could not catch you. 

1'he Honourable the SPEAKER: On enquiry from one member here 
{Mi·. ?t'iirza Akhtar Hasan), I said that all the amendments that have been 
tabled so far, appear to be amendments of detail and, in my view, they 
can be moved in the second reading. 1hey need not be moved at the 
first reading. 

l\Ir. C. P. BRAMBLE (Bombay City cum Bombay Suburban District): 
l\Ir. Speaker, Sir, the principle of this Bill is one whi<,h I fully support and 
I &hould like to take this opportunity of congratulating Government on 
dealing with this subject so early in their career. '.1 be Bill, hJwever, ia · 
far from being perfec,t for reasons which I shall attempt to set out and 
as a member of a party which is so often misnamed-the real deaignation 
is the· Progress Party-I believe that I am not beh ing our name when 
I say that this Bill goes, not so much too far, as too"fast. 

In the statement of objects and reasons, Government have made it 
clear that they intend to limit the placea to which the Bill should apply 
in the first instance. 'lhey have in mind places where the1e are prospects 
·of the Bill being worked satisfactorily. In other words, Government 
have in mind a geographical restriction. But in my opinion the scope of 
the Bill itself should be limited. It should deal with true probation 
only and with this end it might have to be limited to first offenders. 
I very much hope that that will not be necessary. It all dependi! on the 
machinery availaLle to Government and the Honourable 1\'.linister in 
charg,e has aheady indicated that the machinery is very scarce. 

Now, Sir, I should like to define probation. A probation order is an 
order of conditional release, subject to supervision by a probation officer. 
lhe important factor is supervision. But this Bill concerns itself with 
three different kinds of treatment, only one of which is probation proper. 
l.be Bill provides, first, that first offenders may be merely admonished 
.and released; it provides, secondly, that offenders, n.:>t being first 
offenders, may, if they are 25 years of age or more, be released on what 
I would call so-called probation-it is not probation proper, because it 
dces not contemplate the servict>s of a probaticn officer. 1.l'hirdly, Sir, 
-and this is a very small category, but quite the most important-it 
concerns itself with those offenders, not being first offenders, who are 
under the age of 25 ; such offenders may be placed on probation proper-.: 
this is the real thing. N'ow, Sir, let us consider what chanced any delin
quent has of receiving the benefit of the advice, control and general help 
of a probation officer. If he is a first offender, he will almost certainly 
be admonished and released ; this is the line of least resistance, and 
magistrates will tend to follow it, with the result that it may very easily. 
become a rule to administer the law in this way. Likewise, if he is not 

. a first offender but appears to be about 25 years of age, the danger is that 
his age will be guessed at and he will be accepted as being 25, becaus:-
1 say this again-this is the line ofleast resistance. I am not condemnmg, 
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all our magistrates by a generality. It must be unde~tood that the 
alternative to this line of least resistance would mean delav in a court 
while inquiries were made and while the delinquent wa; medically 
examined. And even supposing that the court is abnormally conscien· 
tious and thorough, there may still be a very large marllin of error about 
the doctor's view as to a man's age. It is open to question whether any 
doctor-1 see that a most distinguished doctor is not present here now
but I say, with due deference to the lhinistry, that it is open to question 
whethtr any d:>ctor can definitely testify that a man is 23 or 25 or 27. 
Yet upon his certificate depends whether or not auparvision will b 
ordered by any court for any given delinquent. It boils down to thia, 
that the only delinquent who will definitely rective the benefit of super
vi~ion by a probation officer hi he who is not a first offender but who is 
between the ages of 16 and 25. 

Sir, I must say that when I heard the introduction of this Bill,. 
I thought that the House might consider it was beyond criticism. 
Nevertheless, my criticisms are practical ones. They are made in the 
light of my knowledge of human nature and of courts generally. It 
should be remembered in this connection that any first class magistrate 
is to be authorised to exercise powers under this Bill. I have also 
criticised the Bill in the light of knowledge of up-to-date opinion in 
England. In England the existing law on the subject leaves a great,deal 
to be desired. I admit it. The reason is that the law has grown up 
piecemeal during the last 50 years. It is true that all the three kinds of 
treatments contemplated by our own Bill have been provided for in 
England at one time or other by specific Acts. But any further legisla
tion-there has been none for over 12 years-will almost certainly be 
based on the recommendations of a committee which sat in 1934 and 
finished its deliberations only 18 months ago. That committee, the 
name of which is the Committee on Social Services in Courts of Summary 
Jurisdiction, points out that because the Probation Acts in England 
concern themselves with a number of practices which are not probation 
proper, the different courts in England have gone astray, and that they 
tend to dismiss some cases unconditionally and to release the accused in 
come cases conditionally but without supervision. As I have already 
pointed out, the essence of probation is supervision. The result is that 
offenders are denied that constructive help which they need in keeping 
straight. This Bill of ours, which should be the last word on the 
subjcct,-we are now in 1938, and the committee to which I have referred 
sat in 1934-35-is every whit as much confusing as the several English 
Acts put tcgether. It provides, in one enactment, for all the several 
types of treatment which in some cases have been found wanting in 
England. Over and above that, it differentiates between the treatment 
of the two sexes. 

Now, Sir, I should tell the House that I make no apology for referring 
to the position in England. The Honourable Minister has made it quite 
clear where he found his pattern. But I do ask the House not to repeat 
here the mistakes which he has found there. 'lhe practical difficulties 
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which manifested themselves in England during the rapid growth of 
probation work led to the appointment, several years ago, of the com
mittee to which I have already referred. And that committee recom
men~ very largely the removal from English law and practice of methods 
which this Bill seeks to set up for the first time in this Province, notably,
and this, I think, is the worst aspect of the Bill-release on admonition. 
That committee reports, with its experience of English court.s, that tha.t 
method of dealing with offenders ity.seless. 
. Sir, there are some Bills which possibly incorporate vital principles of 
Congress policy ; there are some Bills which the prestige of Government 
demands should be passed without any substantial amendment. This is 
not one of them, and I would point out to the Honourable Minister in 
eharge,-if I could only get his attention,-that this is an opportunity 
when Government might very reasonably listen to the constructive 
criticisms of the Opposition-a course which, if I may say so, they have 
not followed very much in the past-and to refer this Bill to a Select 
Committee where our constructive criticisms and those of others who have 
taken the trouble to go through the Bill as drafted and table amend
ments might all be reviewed. I would ask the honourable the ·Home 
Minister very seriously to consider this appeal. I admit that the adoption 
by the House of my point of view would mean that the benefi.t3 of the 
Bill-and I have never disparaged it-would nece3sarily be felt very 
slowly. But against that, it must be remembered that probation is not 
to be used generally: probation i!; suitable only in picked cases. We are 
told, again, by the Honourable the Home Minister that in England the 
system has proved efficacious not only in checking crime but in keeping 
down the population in jails. The one is largely, though not entirely, 
the result of the other. But I am sure that the l\finister in charge has no 
intention of urging the House to accept the principle of emptying all 
jails in order to keep down expenses. The point is that indiscriminate 
use of probation-even of probation proper-will speedily lead to under
mine the entire system of jail administration, and the hasty application 
of so-called probation will also result in bringing the whole thing into 
disrepute. I hope I have made myself sufficiently clear. We in this 
party approve the Bill in principle, but we very strongly urge that it 
should be referred to a Select Committee and that there it should be 
altered in several important respects. To this end I have tabled 
several amendments which I hope I shall be allowed to move later. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA (~bana cum Bombay Suburban District): Sir, 
I am speaking for myself and not as a member of roy part:·, nor as a 
criminal whl} has had the advantage and expe..:ience of life in prison, as 
the Honourable the Hrme Member sa~ she had, but as a crL.ninallaw; er 
who has lul.d many many occasions to se~;, how sometirr.es offenders in 
a moment oftemptatim which they are unal·le to resist, have committed 
offences and been brought bef. re the CrL.ninal Courts there to ba punished. 
I 1>ta1ted in practice in the year 18S2. At that time the C!huinal 
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Procedure Code of 1882 was in force, and being in Court in the very .first 
cases which I conducted, I found cases of first and second offenders 
brought before the :Magistrates for being punished for certain offences. It 
;;eemed to us all who were present, waiting there for our cases to be taken 
up, as also to the Magiatrates who were trying those cases, that there 
should be some means whereby these offenderi! could be dealt with w a 
wav other than under the law set out in the Indian Penal Code and the 
Code of Criminal Ptocedure. But there was no section like section 562 in 
the Code of Criminal Procedure of the year1882. Six years after I started 
practice, a new Code of Criminal Procedure was enacted and there for the 
first time appeared this section which allowed the Magistrates to deal 
with first offenders, offenders against whom no pr~vious ccnvicti::m 
had been proved. This section laid down that in cased of theft, 
theft in a building, and the other cases in the section mentioned including 
all cases of offences under the Indian Penal Code for which the punish
ment was n:>t more than 2 years' imprisonment, if it appeared to the 
Court before which the offender was convicted, regard being bad to the 
age, character or antecedents of the offender, and to the circumstances 
under which the offence was committed, that it was expedient that the 
offender should. be rdeased on probation of good conduct, the Court 
might instead of sentencing him at once to any punishment, direct that 
he be released on his ente1ing into a bond for keeping the peace and for 
being of good behaviour and agreeing to come up for being sentenced 
whenever called up during such period. · 

It will be observed that under section 562 as it then stood, providion 
wa ... made only for first offenders ; ·it was expressly laid down that the 
section was applicable only if no previous conviction was proved against 
the offender. Under this section, however, not only could persons, who 
were found guilty of offences punishable under the Indian Peng.l Code 
with not more than 2 years' imprisonment before any Court, be dealt 
with, but aL.;o those persons who were convicted of theft, theft in a 
building, dishonest misappropriation, and cheating. All the~:~e came 
within the purview of that section, and my submissivn to the Honourable 
the Home Minister i.s ~hether it is right that instead of enlarging the 
scope of this section WG should curtail the powers which have been 
.already given. It was only 25 years thereafter, by Act 18 of 1923 that 
section 562 was made applicable to all offences the punishment for which 
was not more than seven years and, in the case of persons under 21 year~ 
of age, to all offences other than offeLces punishable with death or 
trallbportation for life. But yet, Sir, no proviaion was made for cases in 
which the Magistrate using his judgment would wish to say "I will 
release this man. I will convict him, but I will release him without 
any punishmtnt and I will take no bond." That, Sir, was provided for 
by Act 37 of 1923, an Act which enabled the Magistrates not to convict 
but to release after due admonition. Now, it has been said, that this ia 
an imp«per thing to do. Sir, I have b(.>en practibing at the Cri:ninal 
~ar fu the last 4.5 years and have come across very many cases in w~ch 
Jt has heen felt by everJ body present, as I said, both by the trymg 
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llfagistrate.s and by the Counsel during the trial of that particular caser 
that that case ought to be dealt with by the MagL"trate in these terms 

· "I do convict him, but under the circumstances of the case, I am not 
going to sentence him, but I will release him after due admonition." 
By Act 37 of 1923 an addition was made to section 562 which stat€d that 
if in any case in which a person was convicted ofth~:,ft, theft in a buildincr, 
dithcne5t misappropriation, cheating or any other offence, under the 
Indian Penal Cede, punishable with not more than 2 years' imprisonment 
and no previous conviction was proved, the Court could release the 
offender after due admonition without sentencing him or without asking 
the cJfender to execute a bond. 

Now, Sir, what is this present Bill going to do~ The present Act 
curtails this power of the magistrate, and, therefore, I feel that I ought 
to invite the attention of the Honourable the Home Minister to this 
position. The words " where a person is convicted of theft, theft in 
a building, dishonest misappropriation, cheating" are omitted. These 
are all offences which are punishable with terms of imprisonment 
ranging from two to seven years, and the result of the present Bill would 
be to curtail the power of the magistrate to this extent, that he can 
only deal with offences for which a two years' term of imprisonment is 
provided, that he cannot do what he formerly could do, that he 
cannot in cases of thdt, theft in a building and such like cases, 
release the offender after due admonition. 1Vhat is to happen in 
the case of a person, who, in an unfortunate moment, commits the offence 
of theft. The Honourable Minister gave us instances which affected 
family life. I will give an ordinary instance. A man is starving ; the 
members of his family are starving; while passing along he sees a purse 
lying unclaimed in a compartment of a railway train ; nobody is about ; 
he pockets the purse. He does it out of sheer necessity. Remember, 
his family is starving. Now, in this case, what could the ma.gistrate 
do after the passing of the Bill ~ He can release him on his executing a 
bond. It was proved that the family members of this man were actually 
starving, that this man once occupied· a good position, that his ante
cedent-s were excellent, that he was unable to make both ends meet 
having lost his employment because of illness, that it was only in a 
moment of temptation-temptation oorn of dire necessity-that he did 
this act. '\Vhat should the Magistrate do 1 He says, "this is a case 
in which I convict but I will release you after due admonition". This 
the magi£trate may say, but he cannot do if this Bill i'l pas ~ed. Why 
is the present Government anxious to reduce the power of the magistrate,. 
and not to allow the magistrate to have this power which he had under 
section 562 1 As you will observe, once this Act is made applicable to· 
any particular area, then the Court cannot act under the provisions of 
section 562, because clause 14 of the Bill says " In any area in which 
this Act is in force, no Court shall ma.ke an order under section 562 of 
the Code in respect of any first offender ". Therefore, it will not be· 
possible for the magistrate to deal with such a case ae he would like to, 
and so I say that by the present Bill the powers of the Magistrate would 
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be curtailed. I am glad to observe that whilst und~r the Code-under 
the provisions of section 562-the powers of the magistrate were limited 
to offences which were punishable under the Penal Code with imprison
ment for two years, this Bill is providing for all offences punishable with. 
two years' imprisonment, both under the Penal Code and under special 
Acts. This is a great advance which, I have no doubt, was present to 
the mind of the Honoura.ble the Home Minister when this Bill was placed 
before him. I was once caught riding on a cycle without a lamp after 
lighting time. Fortunately for me, the sepoy, who caught me, said 
" Sab, I know you ; do not do this again ". He was more reasonable 
than the legislature, because if he had taken me before a magistrate, 
the magistrate would have said, "Well, no doubt, I could release you 
under the second part of section 562, if you had committed an offence 
under the Indian Penal Code, but having committed an offence under 
a special Act, I am sorry I must impose on you at least a fine-may it be 
a fine of a rupee-but I must impose that fine upon you". Therefore, 
in so far as this Bill provides for cases where the term of imprisonment 
is two years-no matter, whether under the Indian Penal Code or under 
any special.Act-I have to thank the Government for enlarging, in 
a sense, the powers of magistrates. 

Then, Sir, there are some other points which I wish to mention. 'Cases 
have arisen where we felt that there should not be even a conviction. 
We are all out for the uplift of the masses. · I£ any one requires 
uplifting, if any one requires to be raised, to be helped, it is the man 
who, in a moment of excitement, in a moment of temptation, 
has committed an offence. What do we do for him 1 We say, 
" we will convict you " ; in other words, we stamp him as a criminal 
offender, as a man who has been convicted, The Act of 1907, 
upon which the present Bill is based, provides for release without 
conviction, and I do not know why the draftsman of this Bill has not 
incorporated such a provision in the present Bill. I refer to Chapter 
17, section 1, of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1907, It says: · 

" Where a person is charged before a Court of summary jurisdiction with an offence 
punishable by such Court and the Court thinks that the charge is proved, but is of opinion 
that having regard to the character, antecedents, age, health, or mental condition of the 
person charged, or to the trivial nature of the offence, or to the extenuating circumstances 
under which the offence was committed, it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment or 
any other than a nominal punishment, or that it is expedient to release the offender on 
probation, the Court may, without proceeding to conviction, make a.n order dismissing 
the information or charge." . 

Why is. it that in this Bill, which is based upon this English Probation 
of Offenders Act, 1907, we have no such provision which certainly is 
a very humane provision. If we want to rehabilitate the offender, the 
first thing is to get him an employment, and this becomes next to 
impossible after a conviction. What are we doing for him 1 We say 
we will convict him .. Why not take advantage of the idea which is given 
to us by the ProbatiOn of Offenders Act and say that there are cases 
in which we will release the man without convicting him 1 No doubt, 
we feel that the man has done something that is wrong but we should 
not convict him because the moment we convict him the first thing 
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that happens to him is that he is thrown out of work, nobody cares to 
employ him and the result is that we, who are anxious to uplift him, 
are unable to do anything for these unfortunate brethren of ours who 
have committed some offence under special and very extenuating 
circumstances. 

'Jhere is one thing more which I wish to add. No doubt, much will · 
depend upon the probation officers, more perhaps will depend upon our 
magistrates. But, Sir, I do not understand why the present Bill says 
that only in the case of persons under 25 shall such an order be made 
as this supervision order. Sir, it is true, no doubt very true, that proba
ticn and supervision would be very helpful in the case of youthful 
offenders, but as pointed out in the report, page 41, I believe, referred to 
by the Leader of the group to which I belong, there cannot be any shadow 
of a doubt that probation and supervision prove helpful in the case of 
offenders of all ages. Now, Sir, I do not know what justification there 
has been. for fixing this age of 25. First, it will be very difficult for any 
doctors, as aheady pointed out, to say that a particular man is above 
or belcw 25. There would be an in<;ui.:ry whether the offender is 25 or 
below 25. What is this age 25 1 Is there any charrr. in this figure of 25 1 
Why should it not be 23 or 27 1 Why has this age of 25 been fixed 1 
Is there any special reason 1 Does something special happen to a man 
at 25 t I do not know. I sugge&t that this age limit should be removed 
entirely and we should follow the Act of 1£07. In the Act of 1907, there 
is no age limit. Probation officers would be very helpful to men also 
of greater age. Whilst men of greater age have got their ways of 
thinking, they have also the will to reason and to understand and to be 
lEd. Why I ask again, this particular age of 25 1 I do not understand 
why this age has been fixed in this Bill. . 

Sir, there are other points which I would like to make referenc,e to, 
but on the first reading I do not propose to do so. 1'here is no doubt 
whatever that we welcome whole-heartedly the advance that is being 
made in this Bill. First and foremost it is an advance that most clause.:; 
oftbe Bill have been made applicable to all offenders. I cannot agree 
with the honourable member :Mr. Bmmble that so far as we can we 
ought to make it applicable only to first offenders. I am very glad 
indeed that thid Bill has been made applicable to all offenders. Again, 
in the case of offences which are punishable with higher terms of imprison
ment also, these provisions have been made applicable, and last and 
not least the Bill has gone further in the case of women and provides 
that in the case of women, no matter what the offence is, this Bill 
should be made applicable to them and the magistrates should be 
empowered to deal with them and to send them on, under bond, to 
a probation officer. ~L'hese are all matters for congratulation. Sir, 
I have given notice of amendments and I have made certain suggestions 
in addressing the House just now. I shall no doubt have an opportunity 
of moving those amendments at the proper time, unless the Bill goei:'l 
to a committee, the demand for which I htartily support. · 
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notices that there ia not much enthusiasm for this Bill because one does 
not see the same competition that is observable when other Bills are 
before the House, and when I rise, although I am desirous of making 
reference to only one section, I also confess that I do not feel any very 
great enthusiasm for this Bill, and that, I submit, is very natural, 
because the Bill does not touch any problem which can be said to be 
either grave or urgent. It touches a very small problem. 'l'he Bill, 
I am told, follows very closely an English statute. I do not know· 
whether the English people who are made subject to the statute which 
is taken as a model for this Bill have derived any benefit which may be -
called to be considerable, but I trust that the Honourable the Home 
Minister has exaJI!.ined the ·position carefully and has evidently come to 
the conclusion that the benefit arising from this Act in the country 
in which it i:5 now prevailing, id certainly so considerable that we ought 
also to follow it by similar legislation in our province. 

Sir, I have nothing to tJa.y with regard to the detailed provisions 
contained in the Bill, and I say at the outset that reading the Bill as it. 
is, I think there are principles embodied in this Bill to which I can lend 
my support. There is only one clause about whic~ I feel some trouble 
and which I would like to place before the Honourable the Home Minister 
for his consideration, and that clause is clause 6. Clause 6 seems to me 
to embody a principle which may become in its operation some
what oppressive, to use a ve1y mild expression. 1he latter part of 
clause 6 says : · 

"and if the offender is under the age of sixteen years, and it appears to the Court that 
the parent or guardian of the offender has conduced by his neglect or in any other way to 
the commission of the offence, the Court may order payment of such damages or com pensa.
tion and costs by such parent or guardian." , 

It seems to me that this may rightly involve a great deal of oppression 
as against the parent or guardian. My learned friend the Honour
able the Home Minister will agree that the words "neglect" and 
" negligence " are the vaguest of the vague words, and it is very difficult 
to give any positive definition of what is negligence and what is not 
negligence. If I may refer to what happened during the course of the 
Civil Disobedience 1\Iovement, I think it vo111 give an analogy by which 
it might be possible for my honourable friend to realise the difficulty 
which I feel. I believe it is true-I will stand corrected if I am told 
that I am wrong-that during the Civil Disobedience 1\Iovement many 
civil servants who were in the service of the State and whose children 
had taken to the Civil Disobedience Movement, were brought under 
disciplinary action on the ground that they had not justified their duty 
to the State by seeing that the children did not follow the movement 
which was subversive of the Government of the day. I think I am. 

right in saying that members who are now sitting 
5
'
30 

p.m. opposite did take great objection to that principle, 
because, if I understand them correctly, their contention was that no 
parents could be responsible for the conduct of their children, especially 

•Speech not revised by the ntemhl.'r. 
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if the conduct involved the holding of a certain opinion which may differ 
very legitimately from the opinion of their parents. My submission is 
that a child may develop criminal proclivities notwithstanding the fact 
that the parent has been as careful and as dutiful as ordinarily parents 
are ; and unless the word " neglect " or " connivance " or " conducing " . 
is properly defined, it seems to me that this Bill may lead to consequences 
which would he far greater than those which probably the Honourable 
the Home :Member himself intends. ....-- · 

My honourable friend :Mr. Bramble, who undoubtedly, as one sees 
from the speech that he made, has devoted special attention to the 
study of this problem, has pointed out that the English law contains 
certain anomalies, and that if the English law is to he taken as our model, 
we ought to take this occasion in order to see that the anomalies which 
are found in the English law are not introduced in the legislation that 
we are passing. I have every reason to believe that the statement 
that he has made is based upon the deepest study, and if that is so and 
the prestige of the Government does not come in the way, I would join 
in the request made by the honourable member :Mr. Bramble that this 
Bill could very well be referred to a select committee, where all the p'oints 
that may be raised either in favour of certain principles or against may 
be threshed out, so t~at the Bill may become as perfect as we in this 
House can make it. With these remarks, I support the first reading 
of the Bill. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): ·Sir, in the beginning of 
my public life I have had to do a good deal with what· is known as the 
Bombay Prisoners' Aid Society-! do not know whether it exists now. 
I have also been myself a prisoner for a pretty long time in a Central 
Jail in the United Provinces. Accordingly, I deaire to place before the 
House certain experiences so far as this Bill is concerned, and viewing 
from that point I feel myself inclined to the view that the suggestion 
made by the leader of the Progresa Party (Comrade Bramble) should 
be accepted by the House and the Bill should be sent to a select 
committee. 'l.he principle of the Bill that the Honourable the Home 
Minister has explained in the Statement of Objects and Reasons is release 
on probation. Now, Sir, the whole...science of criminology, so far as 
the modern system of society is concerned, requires to be thoroughly 
understood before a Bill of this character is suddenly rushed through 
the House. 'lhis principle, namely, that society, constituted as it is at 
present, is not prepared to accept in toto the Bill as laid out by the 
Honourable the Home .Minister, requires to be thoroughly threshed out 
in a colnmittee. 'Ihe whole list of amendments of which notice has 
been given-and you have already said, Sir, that there are no less than 
39 amendments-will in.dicate to the Member in charge that the Bill, 
though generally acceptable in its principle, is certainly one that requires 
to be, if not overhauled entirely, recaat and put in a proper form suitable 
to the needa and requirements of the economic situation of the conntiy. 
Under the circumstances, I shall not expatiate further on the whole 
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issue, because I want to reserve my remarks at the time the second 
reading is moved if the idea of a select committee is not acceptable. 
I shall then explain further what I have to say. In the meanwhile, I do 
suggest, Sir, that the suggestion of the honourable member Comrade 
Brarr1ble must be accepted, that as soon as the principle is accepted it 
should be sent to a select committee .. But with one reservation, that 
the select committee should not mainly consist of lawyers, because, Sir, 
pardon me, lawyers are very good gentlemen, but then they are a great 
nuisance to society and too many lawyers will bring an end of the Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The constitution of the select 
committee may be discussed when we come to that stage. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: I was forecasting, Sir. 
Mr. l\IUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division) : Sir, a Bill of this 

nature, involving principles both modern and humane, was long overdue, 
and really the Government are to be congratulated on bringing a Bill 
of this nature. My honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar has observed that 
no great enthusiasm is found over this Bill in this Houoe. 
Unfortunately, we have been observing that unless there is any 
communal or class touch attaching to any Bill or measure no enthusiasm 
is found, though as a matter of fact great and very urgent problems are 
involved in this Bill. The question of the improvement of a considerable 
portion of our fellow eitizens is involved in thiil Bill i still, it is regrettable 
that no enthusiasm is to be found in this House with regard to it. 

No doubt, a great latitude and great discretion has been given to the 
magistracy, and this Bill is a great advance on section 562 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code. However, at least I have found in my small practice 
in criminal courts in Bombay that principles of this nature are double· 
edged swords. Sometimes it has a salutary and healthy effect on 
criminals, and sometin1es it has got a very bad effect. Of course, it all 
depends on the nature or the mentality of the people with whOm we have 
to deal. Now, Sir, the success or failure of a Bill of thiil nature depends 
considerably upon the way in which our magistrates administer it. As 
I observed in the beginning, great latitude and discretion have been 
given tu the magistracy, and our only hope is that this discretion is 
used judicially and not arbitrarily by the magistrates. 

Now, Sir, it is certainly very commendable that the Honourable the 
Home Member has provided that this Bill is to be applied only to those 
portions of our Presidency which are fit for its application. Great 
care will have to be taken in extending the application of this Bill, 
because in our Presidency there are some districts in which. the tendency 
towards criminal acts is very apparent, and criminal propensities and 
tendencies are found there. Hence great care will have to be taken in 
selecting the areas to which this Bill i> to he extended. 

Xow, Sir, my honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar also has observed that 
dause 6 is a very intriguing clause in this Bill, because many unfortunate 
parents will be held responsible for tbr ddior1uencies of their children, 
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and it is also provided in the clause that the compensation that is to be 

. awarded to the complainant will have to be recovered from the parent 
concerned in accordance with the provisions of sections 386 and 387 
of the Criminal Procedure Code, and hence it would be better. I endorse 
the views expressed by the honourable member Dr. Am.bedkar and the 
honourable member 1\Ir. Bramble that this Bill ought to go to the select 
committee wherein we can thresh sut the several amendments put 
forward by several honourable members. '!here we can, without any 
outside influence, examine the Bill clause by clause and come to the 
conclusion whether this Bill when passed into an Act will serve the 
purpose for which it is intended and do good to the society for which it 
is meant . 
. Mr. l\HR.7.A AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock

workers): Sir, I rise to support the first reading of this Bill and 
I sincerely congratulate the Honourable the Home Minister on the 
enunciation of the principle underlying this Bill. It is my exclusive 
privilege for the last 10 years to practise in l\lazgaon Police Court and 
I can say without being challenged that no other court records more 

·criminal cases than this court. I quite agree with the Honourable 
Minister when he says that the Bill is intended to ward off an ordinary 
criminal who sometimes on account of circumstances gets into the 
clutches of the law from contact with hardened criminals who are jail 
birds .. You are aware that there is an Act in Bombay known as the 
Children Act.· The first principle of that Act is that the juvenile 
offenders should be kept apart from jail birds and it has had very good 
effect. 

As regards the very important principle which has been laid down in 
this Bill, I have to make certain observations. A great latitude and 
a greater discretion has been given to the magistracy. I really desire 
that some means· or other should be found to define this discretion 
in such a way that the public may be protected froin encroachment on 
their rights. I think it is better that the discretion of the magistrates 
should be so restricted that it may not infringe on the ordinary rights 
of the people and that it may be in keeping with democratic 
principles. I shall give an instance.- It is provided that offences under 
section 324, Indian Penal Code, can be compounded with the 
permission of courts. Some members may be aware of it. There is 
a circular issued by the Commissioner of Police that the practice of 
compounding cases in which knife is used should not be encouraged. 
Whenever we point out that an offence under that section deserves to 
be compounded, the Magistrate has to consider that circular, and the 
prosecutor has to oppose it formally. I beg of you not to leave a wide 
discretion to the magistracy without defining its limits as to what he 
can do. After all, we are all huma:n beings and the· magistrates are 
not above that. 

I now come to the most objectionable part of it. In this Bill a latitude 
has been given, I may say a license has been given, to women to commit 
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offence. This will prove a sufficient premium on hypocrisy. I do 
not refer to innocent cases. But I invite your attention to the past 
history as to what happened in this House. You will remember that 
the Purity League was formed and in pursuance of the recommendations 
of the society, vigilance societies were created. As a result of that, 
a legislation, known as Prevention of Prostitution Act, was passed. In 
pursuance of that Act, the vigilance branch of the city police is functioning 
and doing very useful work. With all that, what is the result 1 
We have got so many professional women in Bombay who are importing 
girls from Kashmir, Karwar and other places for prostitution. There 
is a history behind it; and honourable members will know more about 
it, if they refer to the debates in this House in 1929. and 1931. If such 
offences are protected by section 5 of the Bill, I do not know what will 
happen to society. A number of professional women carry on this trade. 
If they can get a privilege under this Bill, it will be a great menace to 
society, with all our good-will to do service to humanity. In spite of 
all legislative measures to stop gambling, gambling is on the increase 
every day. The more the penalty Government impose, the more the 
number of ways they find to carry on gambling. 

I have to make one more observation. The honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar has referred to the operation of section 6. There is already 
a section under the Bombay Children Act, where the parents or guardians 
of the juvenile offenders are made to pay. There is another thing that 
the working of the Children Act will be greatly hampered. Sufficient 
attention will have to be paid in drafting the provisions and various 
rules of this Bill so that the good work done under the Bombay Children 
Act is not hampered. With these words, I support the first reading 
of this Bill. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City): I was rather surprised, Sir, 
at the remarks of my honourable friend Dr, Ambedkar. He stated that 
there was no great principle involved in this Bill and that there was no 
great enthusiasm shown by this House. Although this is a· Bill with 
a few sections, there are more amendments than the sections of the 
original Bill. '!hat shows that honourable membe1s regard this Bill 
as an important Bill, have paid attention even to ordinary details, and 
have proposed several amendments. I consider this as one of the very 
important measures which deal with fundamental rights of people. 
~.'his Bill deals with the very great question that has been agitating the 
country about jail reforms. 'J'here has been a· very long agitation and 
substantial agitation based upon good ground and a clamour for years 
that the existing system of jails and penaltiea and punishments need to 
be overhauled, as it has been overhauled years ago in the civilized 
countries in the world. 1he object of penalty, the object of jails and 
punishment, are entirely matters misconceived in many cases, 70 per cent. 
of the cases, which have been tried in courts of law. '!'here ha.:4 been 
no distincticn. As has been pointed out, it is a question of crime 
psJchology, it is more than crime p::,ychology. l'here is a distinction 
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between crime and crime. You will find several section.;; in the Indian 
Penal Code which are known as accidental crimes where there is no 
criminal intent for offences, as we find in raoh driving, rash and negligent 
act and so on. In such offences, you do not find the criminal intent as 
you find in house-breaking and robbing. Two different kinds of crimi
nality are involved. Still, on the question of accidental crime and 
deliberate crime,· there is no differentiation made at all. Similarly, 
there is no difference made between '\\'"nat is known as crime . involving 
moral turpitude and a crime involving no moral turpitude. During 
the time of political upheaval, when everywhere, in all parts of the world, 
political offenders are treated entirely differently from ordinary criminals, 
you will find in our jails, in our courts, there is absolutely no distinction 
made between political offences and ordinary criminal offences, one 
involving great moral turpitude and the other involving even moral good, 
a commendable act. Particularly with regard to the juveniles, the 
question has been agitating the minds of all social reformtrs as to what 
is to be done in the case of juveniles. We have known in courts of law, 
a magistrate is much disturbed when a young lad, sometimes of good 
family, sometimes of good antecedents, by mere accident or mischievous 
propensity, happens to come within the clutches of the law, and it is so 
easy to come under the clutches of the law as an accused person. Then, 
the question arises if it is an offence punishable by the law with imprison
ment as it is provided in the Penal Code. There is no other alternative 
for the Magistrate ·but to i:mpose some .. kind of penalty on that boy. 
What happens 1 Today some kind of arrangements have been made for 
a separate jail for juveniles, but that is also a very unsatisfactory arrange
ment. There is not a sufficient number of reformatory schools. There 
are not a sufficient number of juvenile jails and very often it happens, if 
you go to the jails you will find even today, young boys are kept miles 
away from good society but are mixing up with hardened criminals. The 
result is that at a tender age if they get a crimin~l training in jails instead 
of being reformed good citizens, that criminal propensity grows and they 
become hardened criminals, when the society could have saved them, 
if only a measure like this had ex~ted. 'lhere are numerous cases where 
young lads commit a little offence which a law technically describes as an . 
offence and he is put into the company . of criminals and instead of 
becoming a citizen he becomes certainly a hardened criminal for life. It 
is, I understand, that type of incidental crime, that type of crime without 
moral turpitude, to deal with which this provision is certainly made. 
Unfortunately I was not here when the honourable member, who is 
experienced in the line, spoke. But great care is to be taken to see that 
you do not create a new tribe of juvenile criminals just as you have 
created a criminal tribe. Here a separate provision, a separate section, 
is necessary. An attempt should be made to efface from the young 
mind of the juvenile, who accidentally has committed a crime, and make 
him forget all about that. By such measures probably we constantly 
remind him of the past and we look upon him with an eye of suspicion. 
Kc!'ping an eye on him and looking upon him cautiously may defeat the 
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object and the collllllendable provisions of the Act and instead of the little 
lad forgetting the past, he is constantly reminded of it and the reform 
which is intended may be defeated. 'lherefore, this provision of officers 
and supervisors does not seem necessary. Although a certain amount 
of supervision is necessary, that supervision ought not to be of that type 
which is usually given in the case of criminal tribes. Because securities 
are associated in law and in society with the worst class of' Badmashas,' 
what are known as chapter cases are cases of hardened criminals. 
Against them security proceedings are taken because there is no other
way of dealing with them. Let this not be mixed up with that kind of 
security proceedings. Because in this case it is practically the same. 
If bond is to be taken somebody is to look after him. Let those methods 
be as mild as possible, as less harsh or affecting the mind of the juvenile 
as possible, so that he can forget the past. 

If I may be permitted, Sir, to make an humble suggestion, not with 
a view to criticise, but with a view that the Honourable :Minister can 
consider the suggestion, I really feel that clause 6 does require recon· 
sideration. It might have been put with the best of intentions. I do not 
know if it is incorporated bodily from the English Act. (An Honourable 
.Member: It is so.) But if it is so, then I really think that this is one of 
the anomalies from the English Acts which ought to be removed. With 
my recent experience, as my friend Dr. Ambedkar suggested, this is 
a clause which is very carefully to be reconsidered, because after all we 
are leaving into the hands of a judicial officer or may be a Collector, 
the necessary powers. What was our experience during the Civil Dis
obedience Movement 1 We know that it was a daily crime for boys 
and girls taking part in political demonstration, for . picketing, for 
shouting slogans. They were inflicted heavy penalties and those penalties 
were recovered from the parents and guardians as a matter of penal clause 
imposed upon the parents and guardians. They were told that it is 
your duty to see that your boys and girls are turned out to be loyal 
citizens, they do not take part in nationalist movement and the fact that 
you did not take sufficient measures to prevent them from taking part in 
demonstrations, resulted in fine that was recovered not only from Govern
ment servants, as disciplinary measures were taken against them, but 
even ordinary citizens were made to pay heavy penalties because of the 
supposed crimes of the children. These are recent experiences. 

Then I Eay it is a very wrong principle. ~fter all a man or· woman 
must and should be made responsible for his or her own acts. I can 
understand the parent inciting a child to commit a crime, as very often 
beggars do. They make children blind, in order that their beggary is 
increased or send children for pick-pocketing. Not because he is the 
father of his children, he certainly deserves to be punished as an abettor. 
Supposing a lad throws a stone at a railway train with the idea of mischief
making, the stone hurts a passenger and the passenger loses his eye. 
It is a criminal offence and an accidental crime by the boy. In a Civil 
Court., the parent would not be responsible for serious damages. The 
damages may come to lakhs, if the deceased person is a millionaire, but 
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the boy may be released. But under this clause, the guardian or parent 
may be made liable for damages for the alleged crime of the boy. 
Similarly, so many instances may be mentioned. So many boys try 
to run the cars and accidents do happen. That is also criminal and rash 
and negligent driving. The boy may be convicted, but not the parent 
or guardian·. How is the parent to prevent the child from such mischief 1 
After all boys will be boys. Half-a-dozen headmasters cannot prevent 
him, il he is inclined to make a miseiiief. Is the parent or guardian to 
be made responsible for this sort of crime 1 

.I therefore suggest that this clause is capable of great mischief. There 
·may be some good, but I do ask the Honourable :Minister to consider in 
view of our recent experience and it is not necessary that the Bill should 
be delayed. I am sure the Honourable Minister will consider. 

:My honourable friend here, with ten years' experience in the criminal 
courts, particularly the Mazagaon Court, with the largest number of 
crimes, objects to certain patronising attitude given to women. I say 

·it is the one clause which ought to be there. We know of several cases, 
most tragic cases, where women do deserve this protection, which has 
not been given to them under the existing law. Those are the 

unfortunate cases ·of disposal or desertion of newly-
6 p.m. born and still-born children. The accused is some-

. times a poor girl of seventeen or nineteen. How many cases of this type 
come before the courts where the real criminal who is responsible for the 

, crime escapes 1 He is not within the 'purview of the law, but the poor 
woman, both in society and in law, is made the victim. Wbat happens 1 
The magistrate says that it is a case which deserves sympathy and pity. 
The Sessions Judge says that it deserves all sympathy. But the law 
says it is murder ; and there is no other penalty for murder except trans
portation or hanging. Then the case goes to the Governor. The 
Governor mercifully exercises his privilege and the sentence of trans
portation is sometimes reduced even to very long terms of imprisonment. 
So many such cases occur where the unfortunate woman, who is more 
a victim than a sinner, is brought before the court. She deserves the 
sympathy of all of us. But even the magistrates and judges say that 
they are helpless under the existing law. 

A provision like this will come to the rescue of such persons. I am 
sure the courts, the society and the women themselves will welcome this 
provision, which I think is a belated provision, and I hope that it will be 
passed with as little delay as possible. There are dozens of such cases. 
You visit any jail and you will find so many young girls, sometimes 

· belonging to respectable families, who as a result of a lapse have had to 
land in jail. As I said, the real culprit is some one else, and he is free. 
The girl has to spend her life in jail for a little lapse here and there. Such 
a case would be covered bv this provision. I therefore do hope that thiil 
Bill will not be delayed a·day longer. I know the procedure of a select 
committee: it may mean three or four months. All the amendments 
are such as can be considered within an hour or two by the Home Minister 
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and some of the honourable members who are interested in the matter: 
But I do appeal that this much-delayed measure should be passed into 
law without delaying for a day or an hour. In this way we should give 
a lead to the other provinces. This is a measure which I hope will be 
introduced throughout India. This is the first step towards jail reform, 
and gradually will come, I hope, the much needed reform of criminal 
courts. I do congratulate the Home Minister on this measure and hope 
that the House will unanimously accept it. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, there is only one 
point on which I rise to speak. My honourable friend}Ir. Mirza Akhtar 
Hasan, while speaking on the Bill, brought forward one point, namely, 
that he did not agree t() the provision in the Bill that women should be 
specially protected. Well, Sir, I may point out that we do not want 
any special treatment for women as some of the parties in this House-or 
some of the members of the public out3ide want. But I am not inclined 
to agree with the honourable member when he made some remarks about 
some of those unfortunate women, namely, prostitutes. Sir, prostitutes 
are made ; they are not born. l'hey are the creatures of circumstances. 
They are there because of the man-made social laws or whatever you call 
them. I met some of these unfortunate beings in jail. I was twice in 
jail, and I had occasion to come into very close contact with them and 
talk to them. They were as human as we all are. They responded to 
kindness. 'l'he majority of them wanted to live a clean life. But they 
were there because of the force of circumstances. Therefore, Sir, I think 
the honourable member was very hard on those unfortunate women when 
he made that remark. '!hose women, if given a chance, have ·eve:ry 
inclination to lead a clean life, the right kind of life. If a chance is to be 
given to those women to do that, it should be welcomed and not 
rejected. 

I would not have risen to speak, because this is a Government Bill, 
but I had to say a few words on the point raised by the honourable 
member Mr. Mirza Akhtar Hasan. I hope the House will take my 
remarks in the same spirit in which they are offered. There was once 
a great woman of the past about whom I had to speak on one occasion. 
She was a woman of Greece, and she was the subject matter of my 
lecture. According to our ideas, she was the wife of Pericles, but 
according to the old ideas she was not recognised as his wife.. All the 
same, she was great. Some of the people were very angry to see 
a respectable woman standing up and defending a person who according 
to them was not quite respectable. I hope that this kind of view will 
not be taken in this House and the memberB would rather welcome the 
effort made by the Government. 

With these words, I resume my seat. 

Mrs. FAIZ B. TYABJI (Bombay City): Sir, I should like to point out 
that there is a slight misunderstanding on ~Irs. Munshi's part as to what 
~Ir. Mirza Akhtar Hasan said aa regards prostitutes. He really did not 
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mea.n prostitutes, but he meant women procurers. Sir, I have worked.. for 
a grea.t many years on the Committee of the Vigilance Association, and 
I do know: that there are many women procurers who do deserve punish
ment. I should only like to point out to the Honourable the Home 
Minister that we do not, as Mrs. Munshi rightly said, want any preferential · 
treatment, and I feel sure that the. members who will be sitting on the 
Select Committee will keep in mind both these things. I do not mean that 
prostitutes who are unfortunately p1iiced in that position not because 
they deserve it, or because they are born prostitutes, but because some 
unfortunate circumstance in their way has made them what they are, 
should be penalised. I hope that this consideration will be kept in 
mind, as I see from the Bill that it has been kept.· 

. ' 
Sir, I just wanted to give this explanation as :Mr. Mirza is not here. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Sir, I have great 
pleasure in supporting the principle that is involved in this Bill. As 
I rise to support the principle of the Bill, I cannot, Sir, concur with my 
learned and honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar, who, in the course of his 
speech, remarked that this Bill had nothing in it to commend itself to 
the House. If I support this Bill, it is not for the details that are 
mentioned in the Bill. I may state jUEt now that I agree with those 
honourable members who have criticised some of the details of the Bill. 
It is not for the details of the Bill that I .want to lend my support to it. 
It is for the principle that is involved in it that I rise to support it. 

, Administration of justice in every country has several functions to serve, 
and one important purpose for which justice is administered in every 
society is the retributive part of justice. If we look to the course of 
penal legislation in this country right from the day of the Indian Penal 
Code, we find that this retributive part of the administration of justice 
has been over-emphasised. That was probably due to the fact that the 
ideas of administration of justice even in Western countries at the time 
were far behind those of a progressive society. As society has been 
progressing, it has been found necessary that the other aims and objects 
of the administration of justice should be incorporated into the administra
tion of justice, and should be given mcu:e prominence than they had been 
hitherto receiving ; and the second aspect of the administration of 
justice is the corrective side of the administration of justice. And, if 
I welcome this Bill and the principle involved therein, it is for this reason 
that the corrective side of the administration of justice is being, for the 
first time, emphasised in this Bill. Many fears have been expressed as 
regards certain provisions of the Bill. General statements have been 
made and it has been said that the criminal is an offender against society. 
That was the view that prevailed formerly. Even now we have to admit 
the fact that the crin1inal is a sinner against society, but Vl1.th the march 
of times we have also to admit the fact that just as the criminal is a sinner 
against society, he is also a product of the self-same society, and as such, 
while trying to punish the crin1inal for the wrong doings that he may be 
guilty of, the society has also to treat him leniently, because he is nothing 
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more than the product of the se~-same society; and for this reason, as 
we advance more and more, we have to emphasise the corrective aspect 
of the administration of justice. As this Bill tries to take into 
consideration this corrl'ctive side of the administration of justice, 
I want to lend my support to this Bill. 

Now, Sir, one question might be asked in this connection. Even the 
Indian Penal Code has given so much discretion to the magistrates and 
to the judges, who are asked to administer the several provisions of the 
Code. There are, if I remember aright, only a few sections of the Indian 
Penal Code, which make it incumbent upon the judge to give the maxi
mum punishment. In all other cases, discretion is given 'to the judge to 
give a very lenient sentence or to give a very harsh sentence, according 
to hi.'l own discretion. But the very fact that the necessity of such a Bill 
has arisen means that this discretion which was given to the. magistrates 
has not been properly exercised by them, and it is, therefore, found 
necessary to have some specific measure for leniency being shown to 
offenders. 

N'ow, Sir, there is one point that was criticised, and that was as regards 
the punishment by proxy to parents and guardians. Now, as I read that 
section, and as I read that section sympathetically, I began to think that 
the section in the original English enactment and the section in the 
present Bill itself might have been inserted from a certain point of view. 
This Bill tries to effect a kind of compromise between the two aspects 
of the administration of justice, to which I have already referred. There 
is the retributive side and there is the corrective side, and in the retri
butive part of justice, the man against whom an offence has been commit
ted wants some sati~faction, wants that for the offence that has been 
committed against him, he should get something in return. This return 
is not alwa)·s in the form of money, but it is in the form of mental satis
faction. Kow, this punishment by proxy clause, that has been inserted 
in this Bill, is, I believe, an attempt to give a kind of satisfaction to 
those who want something in return for the offence that has been 
committed against them. But though I have tried to explain why the 
section has been inserted in this Bill, it does not mean that I am going 
to justify it. When you want to introduce a lenient measure, when you 
want to introduce that as a means of correcting the criminals in your 
society, why emphasise the 'retributive part of justice? You ought to 
show even greater leniency, and therefore, my suggestion would be that 
this part of the Bill should be dropped, and if at aU the retributive part 
of justice is to be incorporated in this Bill somehow or other, some 
other provision may be made when the Bill ia taken to the Select 
Committee. 

There is one point which I would like to refer to. In the statement 
of objectg and r€.asons it is stated that the Act, when it was pas.sed in 
England, succeeded in brincrincr about a substantial reduction in the jail 
population. X ow as that s~nt~nce has been put there, I fear it is likely 
to lead to FoOme kind of misapprehension and some kind of misunder-
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standing. As this Government is bent'upon economy in all sphe1es of 
ad.min13tration, the Government also wants to reduce the number of 
prisoners in jails, and in order that this may be possible and in order 
that the expen~ture on the. jail administration may be considerably 
reduced, thiS B1ll has been mtroduced. I hope I shall not be mis· 
understood when I criticise this Bill in this regard, but I fear that this 
will be the direction in which the public is apt to criticise this Bill on 
account of the statement that has been-made in the statement of objects 
and reasons, and I believe, therefore, that when Government answer the 
debate here, they will be able to answer this criticicm. 

With these remarks, I give my whole· hearted support to the principle 
involved in the Bill, and I hope that, accepting the unanimous view of the 
Opposition that for details the Bill should be sent to a Select Committee, 
the Honourable the Home Minister will be pleased to remit this Bill to 
a Select Committee. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It appears there has been a 
unanimity as regards the principle of the Bill. Is it desired that this 
discussion should go on further ~ 

Honourable MEMBERS : No, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: .Jt has been sufficiently debated 
upon to my mind and it will be better if, at this stage, we stop further 
discussion and then consider whether the Bill should be put through the 
second reading and then taken up clause by clause. I will, therefore, 
request the Honourable the Minister in charge to say how he proposes to 
proc,eed. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I only want to 
. advert to the points made by some honourable members, very shortly. 

My honourable friend Mr. Bramble need not have appealed to Govern
ment to listen to constructive criticisms and not to waive them aside. 
I have heard with great interest and considerable benefit to myself the 
varioua comments which have been made on this Bill and I heartily 
reciprocate his offer to co-operate in making this Bill as good and as 
complete. as it possibly could be. -I have no objection to take 
the Bill to a Select Committee after it has passed the first reading. 
(Hear, hear.) . 

Sir, what my honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar said about the lack of 
enthusiaam about this Bill is scarcely a reflection on the Bill itself. It is 
a reflection on our age which can put so much heat into separate electo
rates and Federation and Titles but which cannot warm up at the 
misery and plight of those who have been criminals. It is, therefore, 
a reflection, to some extent, upon ourselves. 

There are only two points which I need deal with in this House now. 
A point was made, I think by my honourable friend Mr. Ferreira, that 
the probation should not apply after conviction but before it. The 
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question is this whether, when you apply a probation order to an offender, 
he should be convicted or the magistrate should straightway proceed 
to make the order if he finds against the accused. There has been a 
sharp difference of opinion between experts on this point, and even the 
Committee which was appointed in England to consider the question 
of probation, by a majority came to the conclusion that conviction is 
necessary before, and I think I may read in this connection a judgment 
of an eminent Judge on this question. In connection with these words, 
Lord Darling in (1919) 2 K. B. p. 278-the words in the English section 
being "without proceeding to conviction "-said: · -

"The words of section 1 of the Probation of Offenders Act, 190'7, are unscientific, 
thoroughly illogical and are merely a concession to the modern fashion for calling things 
what they are not, for finding pl.'ople guilty and at the same time trying to declare them 
not guilty." · 

It has led to a considerable difference of opinion among the judges in 
England, and we need not be chary about calling a conviction a convic
tion. Even if the judgment is delivered by the magistrate saying "he 
has committed an offence, but I do not record my conviction and give 
him a probation order for 2 or 3 years for his benefit," it will have exactly 
the same effect as if the offender has been convicted. It is merely an 
empty solace that the word conviction is not there. 

Then something was said by some of the honourable members on the 
other side with regard to the clause about women. The cases that they 
contemplate are fully covered by clause 5. To get the benefit of clause 
5, whether it is a man or a woman, it mu~t be found that age or ante
cedents or other circumstances are in his or her favour. In the cases 
which they are thinking of, neither the one nor the other of the factors 
would exist and they would not get the benefit of the section. But 
the reason why Government have departed from the rule applicable 
to men in favour of women criminals is simply this : if you find worn_ en 
offenders who by age or antecedents or extenuating circumstances are 
entitled to the benefit of this section, then you will mostly find that these 
women offenders have been victims of society or victims of their· 
surroundings rather than deliberate offenders or incorrigible villains. 
That has been the uniform experience of criminal lawyers and though, 
somehow or other, criminals never thought much of me as their defender, 
in the course of my practice, I know sufficient about them to say that 
women, except where they have bad antecedents or there. are no 
extenuating circumstances, are generally not such hardened criminals 
as cannot get the benefit of this section. 

With these remarks, I think most of the points which have been made 
by honourable members here will, I dare say, be duly considered in the 
Select Committee, and therefore, Sir, I submit that the motion for the 
first reading of the Bill be accepted. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA: On a point of information. Would the 
Honourable the Home Minister be so good as to inform us why thli$ 
particular age of 25 has been fixed ? 
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The Honourable 1\lr. K. l\1. l\IUNSHI: I am not particular on that. 
My honourable friend can have 26 or 30. The age of 25 has been put 
in for this reason, that persons above 25 will be so confirmed in their 
habits that though a supervision order is made in respect of them, they 
will not remain under the tutelage of anybody. They will either be 
released on furnishing suretiee, if they can be sufficiently relied upon, 
or given the benefit of the section. If my honourable friend now wants 
the benefit of this t·o be given to people up to 30 or 40 or even up to 60, 
that is a different matter. _.,.. 

Question, "That Bill No. III of 1938 be read a fir~t time," put, and 
agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IUNSHI: Sir, I move that Bill No. III 
.of 1938 be referred to a select committee consisting of the following 
ladies and gentlemen :-

Mrs. Faiz B. Tyabji, 

" 
Annapurna Gopal Deshmukh, 

" 
Vijayagauri Balvantrai Kanuga, 

Mr. C. P. Bramble, 

, M~saji. E. Patel, 

, Mirza Akhtar Hasan, 

, D. J. Ferreira, 

, S. 1. Karandikar, 

, B. K. Gaikwad, 

, S. H. Jhabvala, 

, H. V. Pataskar, 

, H. V. Tulpule; 

, D. N. Desai, 

, B. M. Gupte, 

, G. R. Nalavadi, 

, M.S. Sugandhi, 

, K. B. Deshmukh, 

, Nagindas T. Master, and myself; 

with 7 to form the quorum, and to report on Monday, the 24th January· 
l938. 
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Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE: On a point of order. · May I ask the Honourable 
Minister in charge to reconsider the time he has allotted to this select 
committee? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. :M:UNSHI: I have no objection to extend 
the time for a week from today. The committee can submit its report 
next Wednesday. 

M:r. C. P. BRAMBLE: In deciding the date, it will be helpful if the 
Honourable Minister informs us how long this session is likely to last. 
If it is likely to last for more than 10 days, we may report _on 
Monday week-

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Possibly, the session may not 
continue till then. It is difficult to say how long the session will last. 
There are one or two Bills and it depends on the time those Bills take up. 
The Bill that was postponed in -the earlier part of the session today was 
expected to be finished in an hour. I am quite willing to extend the time 
till Wednesday next. 

Mr. D. J. FERREIRA: Is there any special reason why this Bill 
should be passed in this session 1 Cannot this important Bill stand over 
till the next session 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The next session will be so 
occupied with the budget that this Bill may not have a chance of being 
taken up. As there is no likelihood of passion or prejudice arising on this 
Bill, we can get over the numerous difficulties put forward within a couple 
of hours. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I want to put in a suggestion, if it is accept
able, that the select committee may be given the power to co-opt 
members from the outside public who may be interested in the subject. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That would not be in order. 

Do I take it that it is Wednesday, the 26th instant 1 The motion · 
6-ao stands amended that way. Instead of Monday, 

p.m. the 24th, we substitute Wednesday, the 26th. I now 
put it to the House. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I have to inform the House 
that the preliminary meeting of the Select Committee will take place 
tomor~ow at 12-30 p.m. in the Select Committee Room. 

The House tlten adJourned till2 p.m. on Friday, the 21st January 1938. 
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Fdtlay, the. 21st January 1938. 

The Ho:Isf' re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay,· on Friday; 
the 21st January 193R, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speakt'r, 
Mr. G. V. MAYAJ;ANKAR, LIJ.B., preeidir1g. 

Premtt: 

AID.lLE, ~h. J. s . 
. A.LI BAHADUR BAHAnn. KHAN, ~Ir . 
.AlmEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
AmROLIKAR, Dr. K. n. 
ARADHYE, :Mr. D. T. 
BEGnAHOMED, Mr. HusF.IN AnoonAKER 

BHAGAT, Khan Saheb .\BTitTLI.AH HAJI IssA 
BHAIJI, l\Ir. 1\I. M. A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, l\Ir. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. · 
CmTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, l\Ir. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, ~Ir. P. L. 
CHUNDRitiAR, .Mr. IsM An. I. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
DAnm,. Mr. FULSINHJI R. 
DANDEKAR, J\Ir. V. V. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI 1\lAHOll:ED KHA'N 

DESAI, ~[r. Dt1"KERRAO N. 
DESAI, the Honourabl~ Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR r. 
Dr:SHllfUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESIDIUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 

DESHPANl>E, 1\Ir. G. H. 
DomtETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAIZ lfo~nm K.IIAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FmonEA, ~rr. K. S. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. R K. 
GA ~Dill, 1\lr. M. M. 
GAVANJ\ER, Mr. S. K. 
GAvtT, Mr. D.P. 
GRATGE, ~Ir. G. R. 
GHEFWALE. Mr. A. A. 
GHT.A, Dr. C. J. 
Gau, Mr. ~J. C. 
GILDER, t.he Honourable Dr. M.D. D. 
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GIRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GTRME, :Mr. R. B. 
GoKJW.E, J.'..Ir. K. G . 

. GoPI, Mi. l'tl. G. 
GREAVES, Mr: J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HAKEE.M, Khan Saheb A. B. 
IIALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
liANAGI, Mr. ABDUL KARIM .AMINSAB 
HAsAN, Mr. SHAIKH MoHAMAu .._-· 

HTRAY, Mr. B. s. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAG'rAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, ~It. P. c. 
JHABVALA,Mr.S.H. 
Josm, Mr. JIYABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KALYANI, Rao Saheb A. N. 
KAMBLI, Sir RIDDAPPA T. 
lU.NuGA, Mrs. VrJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 

. 'KARANDIKAR, Mr. s. L. 
'KAP.AVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KAzr, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MoiNUDDIN 
K.1ZI, :Mr. Azrz GAFUR 
KEsHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. .A. 
KHER. the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
Kmm, Mr. D. K. . 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LA.LcHAND IIm.AcHAND, Mr. 
MA.GANLAJ, NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MllmLIK, Mr. R. ~. 
M!RATHE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BunHAJIRAO 
MASTER, Mr. NAGJNDAS T. -
MEHTA, Mr. n. P. 
MEHTA, .1\h. J.A:MNADAS M. 
MmzA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
MITRA, Mr. :~l.AHOMED S. C. 
Moru.MEDAJ.LY AI.LABUX, ~ir. 
1\[0RARBHAI 'KASANJI, ~fr. 

MoRE, Mr. J. G. 
MUKADAM, 1\tr. W. S. 
MuN~m, the Honourable Mr. K.. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILA v .A TI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
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NALAVADi, Mr. G. R. 
NA.l'."DA, Mr. Gti'LZ.\RI l.AL 
NAR.rnAN, Mr. K. F. 
NEsvt, Mr. T. R. 
NrM.A.NEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuRIF., the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PuEL, 1\Ir. BARUJ3BAI J. 
PATEL, 1\fr. BHAILA.LBHAI B. 
PATEL, M.r.1\fAJW:MEDBAWA :\L 
PATEL, Mr. MAXGESH B. 
PATEL, Mr.l\IusAJI E. 
PAnL, Mr. ATMARAlt N. 
PATIL, Mr. G . .lliBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PAUL. ,,Ir, IAXMAN G. 
PATIL; the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, Mr. ~lALGOUDA P. 

PATIL, ~hs. NAGAJ.IMA 
PATIL, Mr. NARHAR R. 
l>ATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PRATER, ~rr. s. H. 
PIJRANI, ~fr. C. B. 
R.A.Is, K.B. Sardar JIAJ! Al!IRSAREH MoHIDDI~ SAHEB 
RAJMAL LA....lCHICITAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Sabeb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RCJHAM, 1\Ir. P. J.' 
RusSELL, 1\Ir. W. W. 
SAKARUL BALABHAI~ Mr . 
.SAKLATVALA ~tlr. S.D. 
SATHE, 1\Ir. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. s . 
.SHAIKH JAN ~lAH<''MED, Khan Bahadur 
SmNIJE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAREB JAGDEORAO 

SHJRAJ.KAR, ~Ir. P. K. 
SHRfKANT, Mr. !1. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IsMAIL HASAN BAPU 

.SrNGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SoNGAVKAR, Mr. S. G. 
SuGANDRI, 1\Ir. 1\l. S. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
THORAT, Mr. R. B. 
~HtiBE, Rao Bahadur V. L. 
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TnusE, Mrs. LA.'X:lliBAI GANESH 
Ttrr.PULE, :Mr. H. V. 
TYABJI; Mrs. FAIZ B. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. t. 
YINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, "Air. ISHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, :Mr. R. B. 
WAGK, Mr. P. W. 
WALVEKAR, 1\Ir. B. B. 
W .. tSDREKAR, l\1r. D. N. 

NEW MEMBER SWORN. 

Mr. Muhammad Mohsin Muhammad Amin Bhaiji. 

BILL No. IV OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE CITY OF 
BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

The Honourabie Mr. 1. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to introduce Bill No .. IV
of 1938 (A Bill to 11mend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888).* · 

The Honoma.llle the SPEAfillR : The Bill is introduced. 

The Honourable Mr. 1.1\L P.ATIL : Sir, I beg to move that Bill No. IV 
of 1938 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888} be
read a first time. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. L. ~r. PATIL : Sir, the Bill contains sevE>rat: 
provisions intended to be introduced in the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act of 1888, All these provisions deal with matters of details. Th<.> 
Bombay Corporation experienced, from time to time, difficulties in its. 
administration of the said Act. The Corporation considered f,,r itself as 
to how these difficulties should be overcome. After carp,fuJ consideration, 
they made suggestions to Government to amend the Act in sev::-.ral 
·respects in order to remove those difficulties. Government, from time 
to time, approved the suggestions of the Corporation and drafted several 
amending Bills. All those Bills were1 for-a long time, kept i11 await until 
we have strung together all the pending Bills and brougbt this one 
consolida.ted'Bill before this honourable House. . · 

The main provisionll of the present Bill give power t-o the Corporation· 
( 1) in order to take measures for the eradication o! malaria in view of the 
recommendations made by l\Iajor Covell, who was appointed by the 
Government to make ei.lquiries into the malarial conditions or the City 
of Bombay, (2) to rectify certain defect~; in connection with the water· 
supply which E<ta.nd lll'gently in need of removal in order to carry ~ut 
effectively anti-malarial measurefi, (3) to give power to the Corporation 
to issue revised debentures in any case, and (4) also to give llrlditional 

*Appendix 8. 
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powers t~ the Corporation and the Commissioner as rt>gards the reappro
priation 01 budget grants. The uel)essity for all these provisions i.s clearly 
l'xplained iu the notes on clausPs. At present there is no clear definition 
of '' market " in the present Act and so the Corporation was not able 
io take action against the owners aud occupiets of the p1emises who 
unautborisedly eatablisled markets, lnd so it '\':as necessary to define the 
tl'rm "market''. 

The second provision de~ls with the procedure of elections of the 
·councillors who are elected ou behalf of the Bombay University, the 
Intlian Merchants' Chamber of Commerce and also the Bombay Mill-
· owners' Association. The present procedure is found to be cumbersome. 
So by clauses 3, 5 and 6it is intended that the procedure for holding these 
dertions should be left to be determined by the bodies concerned in 

,acrordance with the statutes or the ru1es to be made by the University, 
•Chamber or Association in this behalf. It is further proposed that 
a person will not be entitled to the right of voting or to stand as 
•t candidate on behalf of the University, unless he resides for at least 6 
months in the city. At present the Councillors who are elected on behalf 
of the Indian Merchants' Chamber of Commerce, the Bombay Chamber 

· 01 Commerce or the l\Iillowners' Associa.tion can continue to be members 
even if they cease to be connerted with these bodies. This ii really 
an anomaly and it is intended to remove this anomaly .. It is therefore 
pro\·ided that as soon as a councillor ceases to be a member of a Chamber 
·or A 'lsociaticn he autonutically ceasfls to be a member of the Corporation. 
At present a councillor can remain absent for any length of time if he is 
alltl\ied by the Corporation to do so. Thus a constituency fromwhich 
tht' member is elected remains unrepresented for undue length of time, 
so it is now proposed to limit the total absence of a Councillor to not 
mc•re than one ye:u. 

There is no provision ·in the Act empowering the Corporation to is~me 
a re11ewed debenture in any Mse. (Tnder dauses 12 to 14: it is proposed 
that the Act should be amended so as to give the Corporation a similar 
·protection to that given to Gvvernmf'nt under the Indian Securities Act, 
.1920. 

Clause 17 proposes to amend section 123-A (3) of the Act so as to 
·proride for the publication of the Improvement schemes accounts once a 
·ye:tr only in the Bomhay Government Gazeit..e. Clause 18 intendS that the 
financial transactions of tl,e Corporation on the.expenditure side should be 
.classified on lines similar to those as adonted in Government accounts. 
·Cl~u~e 20 of the Bill propuses to sirnplily the pr()('edure for the reappro
priatiOn of budget granh and subordinate . heads of accounts and to 
confe~ lar~er powers of transfet within such budget grants npon the 
:StanJ.mg Committee and the Cornmi.%ioncr. 

Then, the other provisions deal with the supply of water. At present, 
the owner of the premises can make the arrangements for the supply of 
'water at any place he likes. This does not meet the needs of a modem 
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city when structures four and five storeys high with modern sanitary 
arrangements are erected, and so the Commissioner is empowered to 
compel the owners of the houses to furnish adequate supplv of water to. 
all parts of the premises. · 

· Then, the Commissioner is given power to compel the owners of thE_>, 
houses to keep the cisterns accessible for inspectioD. He can compel the 
owners to have proper locks and keys for-the cisterns and to deposit the 
key with the Commissioner. 

The Commissioner is given power to see that the water pipes, cisterns. 
fittings, etc. are kept clean and in efficient repair, and he is empowered 
to take the necessary action against those who are defaulters with respect 
.to the abovementioned provisions, namely: (1) access to the cisterns. 
for inspection, (2) providing the locks and keys to the cisterns, etc. 

The Commissioner is also empowered to issue licences to barbers, 
cobblers and others and the Bill further provides for proper penalties for 
offences against the new provisions which are intended for the eradication 
of malaria. · 

These art) the few important provisions that are intended to be 
introduced in the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, by the 
present Bill. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS 1\I.l\iEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I rise to support 
the first reading of this Bill; while it is difficult to say what principle 
there is in this Bill, I shall confine myself to the salient points of the Bill ; 
this Bill contains in substance such amendments to the Bomba.y 
Municipal Act of 1888, as, from time to time, the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation have represented to Government should be made ; but 
they are all mixed together in this Bill, and relate to the different 
services of the :Municipality. The Corporation, being human, have also 
sometimes changed their mind ; even while the Bill is before the House, 

. they have altered some of the proposals they had made, to which I shall 
refer when we are reading the Bill.clause by clause. The Objects and 
Reasons set out very properly the main features of this Bill, but there are-
4 or 5 important provisions which are likely to produce hardship, and were 
not intended by the Corporation, I take it, to cause that hardship ; but 
drafting is, after all, a hUm.an endeavour and often· does not carry out 
what is intended. For instance, the definition of the word "market,,. 
has been attempted to be given in this Bill. The absence of the definition 
has been some" hat of an inconvenience to tne municipal administration, 
and we have not alwa.)S been able to suppres~ private markets run 'vith
out the permission of the Commissioner ; a.nd, therefore, this Bill rightiy 
sets out-to !rive m, a definition of "market"; but the draft definition 
goes far beyond what was intended by the Corporation. For 
instance, Sir, if you see the definition in clause 2, it seeks to include all 
places for the sale of food or other eatables whatsoever, with or without 
the consent of the owner of such place. Now this, "with or without the 
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consent of the owner of such place " was intended to be a private 
market, but as it is stated, it might include the municipal foot. p&.t,hs where 
n1.1 licence is required, and if in such a place two or three more pl'l'20ns 
begin to fi,€11 vegetable:-;, then they would come within the definition of 
a market and th(l punishment provided for is Rs. 1,000 for such una'Itho
rised art. Therefore, the poor vegetable sellers who might be selling 
yegetahles worth Rs. 5 at the end of the morning, woultl come under the 
proposed definition of "market " and be liable to pay a penalty of 
Rs. 1,000. This definition will also cover several shops which might be 
selling vegetables. If one or two shops in a street contiguous to each 
other sell vegetables or any other article of food E.S laid down in this 
section, then lmder thi~ definition they would constitute a market and 
would be liable to pay a- fine of Rs. 1,000. I am aure that that was not 
the intention of the Corporation and I am more sure that if Government 
were aRked whether that was their intention, they themselves would say 
that it was not ; and yet, the definition is so wide as to include these two 
kinds of sellers or vendors. The object of the Corporation and Govern· 
ment is identical in this matter; we all are agreed that we should not 
allow private markets to be established against the Municipal Act, but 
I am sure we do not want to cover things which were never intended 
to be covered by the definition of a mark~t, and to e:xpose peoplf' to 
hardships and penalties. 

Then, Sir, so far as the residential qualification is concerned, the only 
difference in the Act and the new Bill is that formerly the voters or the 
candidates were requir.~d to re!lide for some time in a particular locality; 
now they '·ill be requh:ed to reside ordinarii}. That, I think, will be 
a matter of difficult legal interpretation, whether, if a man lives some 
time every year ~n a pd.rticular place, it is not his ordinarv residence. 
But I have nothing to suggest. ' 

A bout the debentJrc renewal, there is nothing more than what v:e 
asked for. 

One seriou:-~ flaw I find is the defi.n.ition of the budget grant that is 
proposed in section 19. The present definition given in the Municipal 
Act is in section 1~0. There, the definition i~ : 

"Any sum entered on the expenditure side of budget-estimates which has been adopted 
hy the Corporation shall be termed a budget-grant." 

Kow, I am sure, the Government never intended to change this 
definition except for the purpose of the distinction which they make, of 
a major head, a sub-head and a unit. But what they have forgotten is 
they have omitted the words. "on the expenditure side". Tlie 
original definition in section 130 is that in order to make a sum a budget
grant, when adopted by the Corporation, it should be entered on the 
expenditure side. Receipts will not be budget-grants and I am sure, 
Government themselves did not mean to make an income side item a. 
budget-grant. The words '' on the expenditure side " in the original 
section haYe been omitted by an oyersight and I submit that the 
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Government should re-instate those words in order to bring out the 
meaning that they and everybody should have as to what a budget
grant is. A budget-grant is a sum sanctioned for expenditure by a 
competent body. 

Then, as regards transfer from one sub-head to another, the Com
missioner and the Standing Committee are given certain powers. The 
Commissioner is empowered to transfef"Rs. 500 from one sub-head or 
unit to another sub-head or unit. Now, the Commissioner is given a 
power for a sum which does not exceed Rs. 500 and a Standing Com
mittee is given a power of a larger amount than it possesses today. And 
then it is provided that although they have the right to transfer as 
stated in this clause, they shall report to the Standing Committee in the 
one case and the Corporation in the other, and both the Commissioner 
and the Standing Committee shall carry out such orders of t.he Standing 
Committee or the Corporation as the case may be, when such orders are 
given. But the difficulty is of a serious nature. In fact it is likely to 
cause a daily conflict, because today the Commissioner has power. to 
spend Rs. 500 without the permission of the Standing Committee or the 
Corporation and then to bring it to the notice of these bodies. Now 
supposing the Commissioner spends, after these transfers have been 
made by him, five sums of Rs. 500 each under his present existing right 
and then this clause requires him to bring to the notice of the Standing 
Committee and then to carry out the ord.ers of the Standing Committee, 
he might have already spent on all the objectives which he thought 
required expenditure. He has the right under the present law to spend 
it and this clause will come whereby the Standing Committee can call 
upon him to do otherwise. But he has already done it, he cannot undo 
it and therefore a serious difficulty will arise, the Standing Committee 
asking him to do a certain thing which he says is beyond recall. The same 
will be the difficulty with the Standing Committee and the Corporation. 
The Standing Committee might have authorised expenditure before 
the Corporation pass orders and there again chances o£ conflict will 
arise. 

There is one way, Sir. Under secti® 38 (a) of the Bombay Munici
pal Act, as it at present exists, certain plenary powers are given to 
certain committees. These committees can act on their own autho
rity, but if the. Corporation later on directs to the contrary, they 
will be required to act to the extent which is not beyond recall. These 
committees are not bound i1 they have already acted. If a provision 
similar to that as is found in section 38 (a) were also included in these 
clauses, namely, proviso to sub-section 3 of section 133 and sub
section I) of section 133 as laid down in clause 2 of this Bill, this difficulty 
would be met. Otherwise, I do not see how you can reconcile two 
parallel authorities acting under two parallel rights under the same Act 
bemg made responsible for the orders of one authority, when they ~ave 
already acted upon the authority they have possessed. These thmgs 
might be taken into consideration. 
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Then we come to the question of improved provision for water supply. 

I think, this is one of the most beneficial provisions that the Corpora
tion have been asking for years ever since I entered the Corporation 
15 years ago. The clamour for water by the tenants in buildings of 
two, three, four and five storeys and the unwillingness of the landlord 
to spend one copper coin, whatever might be the plight of the tenants, 
has been a scandal in the City of Bombay. Every year we receive 
shoals of complaints where tenants, particularly in the summer months, 
crowd round one feeble small pipe at the bottom o£ the building; being 
all humble people requiring to attend their office or their job as early 
as they can and crowding at the water tap which is not enough for 
six, while the tenants are 20 and so long as the ground floor tap is 
working, great hardship is caused ; there may be taps on the first storey 
and the second storey, but the water never comes out of them and 
women are put to no end of inconvenience ; many of these water-tap 
squabbles which sometimes are reflected in the police courts of the City 
are merely a manifestation of the inevitable collision between tenants 
trying to get water. It is a tribute to the tenants of Bombay that no 
serious consequences have happened even when so great a necessity of 
life has been denied to them all this time by the landlord. This provision 
M1erefore is one which is most . beneficial and the City will welcome it 
after the Act makes it obligatory on the landlord to provide water on 
e\·ery floor. 

Connected with this, there are two provisions which are unhappily 
not intended, but are going too far and one is about stopping of water. 
'That, I think, is clause 31. It i& proposed that when any offence against 
the Municipal Act regarding the waste of water takes place, the land
lord shall be liable. Now, it is good to control the landlord. He is not 
an over generous person. But this House will not treat even the land
lord in a manner where he is punished without having been responsible 
at all. One of the most frequent cases of waste of water occurs almost 
every day in the City of Bombay. Taps are left open and water flows 
freely until somebody closes them, aud the waste of water in Bombay 
·City is almost criminal ; it may happen that the landlord might be 
living in Fort and the tenant might be living in Bhendy Bazaar, and if 
the tenant is wasting water as generally he does, it would not be just to 
punish the landlord living in Fort for the waste of water commit~d by the 
tenant. I have some very funny experience of waste of water bJ the 
tenants in Bombay. At the Municipal elections, some years ago I went 
clown to a house in Sandhurst Road to request a friend to vote for me. 
I found that his tenement was locked and on enquiry from the neighbours, 
I was told that he had gone upcountry, but I found some noise within 
the tenement and I wondered what it was. I then found that he had 
ldt t.he water tap open when he went to Ahmedabad. So, until he 
returned,-which may have been after six or eiuht months according to 
his com·enience-the municipal water would be 

0

wasted. In this parti
·cular c~se, I cat} not forget this shocking waste of water by the tenant 
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and yet, under this provision it is the landlord who will be punished which 
I am sure would be a hardship. It cannot be intended that for the waste 
of water by a tenant the landlord should be punished. Sometimes, the
landlord may happen to be a minor, sometimes a poor old widow and the 
small house may not be under their control, and yet, under the provisions. 
now contemplated the landlord would be punished, which I am sure is· 
not at all the intention of the legislatw;e.. 

Then, Sir, there is another provision about punishment in the matter 
of water which I am also certain was never intended. That is this, viz. 
failure to provide a safe and easy access to a cistern will also mean a 
stoppage of water supply. This is a converse case, when in purswmce 
of the provision of increased facilities for the inspection of water taps, 
cisterns, against malarial tanks, it is provided that if the landlord fails to
provide for an easy access to the cistern or to provide a lock and key for 
the same, the water supply will be cnt off for the tenant. The provision 
for helping the malarial campaign o£ the Bombay 1\Iunicipality is one 
we all wish well, but if in providing a lock and key to the cistern, the 
landlord makes a default, the water supply is cut off and the tenants 
will suffer. Here the tenants will suffer and the landlord may be rolling 
and lolling somewhere on the Malabar Hill where the water supply is 
open for all the 24 hours. I am quite sure the Government never wanted 
to penalise the unfortunate tenants somewhere for the sins of omission 
or commission of the landlord under clause 31 of this Bill. Therefore, 
I hope that so far as these various point~· are concerned, Government will 
be prepared to reconsider them and although I am not at all anxious to 
delay the passing. of this Bill, I am clear, Sir, that some delay will be 
necessary if these amendments are to be carried out. 

Lastly, there is the question· of the hawkers. We have now provided 
that those who mend our shoes or men who mend our beards or give us 
a shave in the public streets shall be considered to be hawkers, and that 
if they occupy unauthorised places, they will have to be punished and 
their licences will have to be taken from them and their tools and 
implements of their profession will be carried away. Now this provision 
becomes necessary because all over h~wkers are under a licence, but 
barbers and shoemakers are not, and very often they also occupy places . 
where the pubhc are obstructed in their use of the footpaths. But the 
Encroachment Department of the municipality as it is called has a right 
to remove the articles possessed by the hawkers when they are encroach
ing, but not the articles of the barber and the shoemaker when they are 
encroaching. So, the Bill now mak~s provision for seizing them. Fortu
nately or unfortunately, we have a large class in the city of Bombay who 
are pro-hawkers in the sense that they think the hawkers have every 
right to do as they like in the use of the thoroughfares, footpaths and 
roads, and on account of their poverty and sometimes the folly of the 
encroachment department, they have earned the sympathy of very well
meaning people, but the fact remains that the roads and footpa:hs are 
pximarily meant for the public of Bombay, for the pedestrians, partiCularly 
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for the old women and children of this city and people who are ill or 

· infirm. When they use footpaths, they find that they are blocked by 
hawkers here, there and everywhere, and accidents occur-accidents of 
a verv serious nature-because the hawkers obstruct the footpaths and 
the citizens have to use the roads and the traffic overtakes them before 
they are aware of it. In order to minimise the difficulties, we have tried 
to license them, and here although the municipality wanted it, Gover~
ment haYe provided that the hawkers' articles shall be removed in. all 
ca!'es. The Corporation have only last week or perhaps on Monday last . 
asked the Government to delete this provision that the barbers' and 
shoemakers' articles should not be taken by the encroachment depart
ment. I appeal to Government that they will not, that they will stick 
to their guns. With these words, I suggest that some arrangements 
might be made by which serious consideration could be given to the 
difficulties I have pointed out and, subject to that, I heartily support the 
first reading of this Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It appears from the provisions of the 
Bill and the different matters to which they relate that it is difficult to· 
distinguish as to what is the discussion on principles and what is the 
discussion on details, and even if one tries possibly to touch the main 
provisions, the discussion is bound to be repeated when the Bill is taken 
clause by clause. I also feel that if a detailed discussion is taken up when 
the Bill i~ being read clause by clause, the House will be in better posses
sion of all the materials that could be put forth in respect of that parti· 
cular clause on which the discussion may be going on and the House 
will he thus better able to appreciate the points of view o£ various speakers 
on that clause. I would, therefore, like to know whether the House wili 
now like to adopt the first reading without any further discussion, and 
the members might offer their detailed suggestions as each clause is taken 
up one after the other; because, after all, there will be a discussion of the 
Yarious clauses of the Bill. I do not wish to stop any discussion on the· 
general aspects of the Bill at this stage. That is not my objective. 
I have been feeling what I stated and I thought that I should place the· 
suggelition before the House just to see that time is saved, and have· 
a fuller discussion of each clause at a later stage, instead of now. 

)lr. K. ~·. NARUIAN (Bombay City): Sir, I quite appreciate the 
remarks made by you and will not offer any remarks on the general 
principles, because, as you said, Sir, it is very difficult to see as to what 
are the actual principles of this Bill and what are the details. As a matter· 
of fact. this Bill consists of several detailed recommendations made· 
from time to time by the Corporation, and therefore practically it is not 
one principle that is inrolved in the Bill, but it consists o£ several details. 
I will confine myself only to one clause to which my honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas ~Iehta referred, particularly as a separate recommendation 
with regard to that class is coming, and we are moving the Bill' before 
perhaps the recommendation from the Corporation arrives. Sir, I want 
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to put in a plea on behalf of these much maligned hawkers, particularly 
the barbers. and the shoe-blacks, who were ridiculed by my friend 
:Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta. I do not know whether he avails himself of the 
:services of these poor hawkers on the streets, but I know, Sir, thousands 
·Of poor men who cannot afford the luxury of a saloon, who cannot even 
.afford the luxury o£ a safety razor, do avail themselves of the sen·ices of 
these poor barbers on the streets, aiLd..i£ he comes along to the poorer 
localities, hewill see hundreds of men being shaved or if they have got 
·shoes at all, hundreds of them making use of a shoe-black to mend their 
.shoes and to polish them, and it is certainly an institution which is of very 
great use. Sir, I am one of those who are very strongly of opinion that 
public streets and pavements should not be obstructed by any unauthori· 
:sed obstruction, but I do say that it is a part of public service which these 
hawkers are rendering, and it was at my instance that this recommenda· 
.tion was made by the Corporation or is to be made, that although these 
people may have licences, which is in itself a hardship, the remora} of 
.the tools and implements of the barbers and shoe-blacks should not be 
!insisted upon. Under the present condition, if any hawker of vegetables 
-or fruit or anything occupies a place outside a certain limit, the encroach
ment department, which has been a department much criticised in the 
city, comes along and removes the articles, and days after, the poor 
hawker may go to the place and recover them, if at all anything is left 
·Of what has been taken away. There is a general clamour against this. 
There is a cry that the activities of the ~ncroachment department should 
be minimised or restricted, or they should be very closely watched. Y ery 
often very great hardship is caused to the poor hawkers whose wares 
are taken away, and sometimes when they are returned, they are not in 
a fit condition to be sold again. Now I ask my friend 1\ir. Jamnadas, as 
I asked the members of the Corporation, to consider the situation, as to 
what would happen if the taking away of their tools and implements were 
to be insisted upon. A barber is sh11ving a customer in a street and the 
encroachment department comes along to the spot, and the poor customer 
is half shaved, what is to happen 1 It is not a matter to be laughed at. 
You have got to consider the situation in which the half-shaved customer 
is left on the streets. I£ the barber's .implements are taken away, is the 
customer to run after the lorry to complete his shave 1 Similarly, it is 
a very embarrassing position for the poor customer who bas one of his 
shoes being polished by the shoe-black and taken away by the encroach
ment department and the other left with him. Such a situation might 
arise. That was really a practical point of view which appealed to the 
common sense and the practical minds of the members of the Corporation, 
except my honourable friend, who sometimes talks philosophy but fails 
to see the common sense point of view. Therefore, Sir, the Corporation 
reconsidered the position and said that it is enough if licences are issued 
-to the barbers and shoe-blacks, but that if they go beyond the limit they 
·should not have their tools and implements taken away. Another 
.difficul+Jy is that these are sharp instruments, and very often there is 
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a tussle between the vendors and the men of the encroachment depart
ment. each one trying to pull half of the article. Suppose there is a similar 
tussl~ over a razor, I do not know what will happen. On all these· 
considerations, the Corporation has thought fit to revise its previous 
recommendation and to ask Government to delete the provision that the · 
encroachment department may not remove the tools and implements of 
the poor barbers and shoe-blacks, but should leave them alone. I would 
therefore ask the Honourable Minister, i£ he has already received the 
recommendation to give effect to the later recommendation of the Corpo
ration and to delete this particular provision. 

With regard to other matters, I will follow the suggestion made by the 
Chair and not waste any further time. My remarks refer to a matter 
which refers to the delet.ion of a particular provision according to the· 
recommendation of the Corporation. In section 314, clause (d) which is 
proposed to be added reads : 

"any tools, implements or other articles used or intended to' be used in any publia· 
place or in any public street by any person acting in contravention of the provisions of: 
section 313B." 

· This provision should be deleted, as I think the Honourable Minister· 
has received the recommendation of the Corporation to that effect. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, while feeling myself 
in general agreement with the Honourable Minister in charge in his efforts. 
towards making certain democratic changes in the existing City of· 
Bombay Municipal Act, I do £eel that in certain points he has taken 
a retrograde step, and instead of being rather larger in his sympathy, he 
has become too narrow in his vision and too narrow in his mind. You 
know, Sir, that I am known to be always taking up the cudgels on behalf· 
of the workers. Therefore, as regards clauses Nos. 37 and 38, I feel: 
myself in total disagreement with him. I have given notice of amend-. 
ments to the clauses and I will discuss them at the time the Bill is read1 
clause by clause. But I believe that at the time o£ the first reading· 
certain principles require to be radically modified. The feeling that 
has prompted the Honourable )linister in charge that the municipal: 
admiuistration should be such that the masses for whom the Congress 
proverbially stands may get some improvement in their lot is not substan-
tiated by his action. But, Sir, the inclusion o£ these two clauses in the· 
Bill is indeed a step backward. I do not think it refers only to the barber· 
and the shoe-black. Speaking subject to correction, I think it applies. 
also to the persons who carry monkeys or take bears with them for
purposes of entertainment. Such a person also uses his skill and . 
entertains the people. If that is so, then certainly it would be a great 
hardship upon these poor people as well. My honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta referred to the sad lot of the hawkers. But his. 
sympathy was more or less lip-sympathy, for the reason that while on 
the oae hand he sympathises with their lot, on the other hand he advises 
the House to accept these clauses and to be strict enough even to the shoe
black and to the barber and to the juggler. My point is that this is. 
a wrong attitude in which the Bill should be conceived. 
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Before we proceed with the discussion, I hope the Honourable )Jinister 

will undertake to make a statement in regard to clauses 37 and 38 so 
that we will be able to carry the measure unanimously. What is the 
()Ondition of the hawker today ~ Unfortunately, the whole picture has 

·not been fully painted before the House. The hawker is primarily 
.a public servant who carries, either on his shoulders or on his head, bundles 
-of goods, and hawks his wares without obstruction to public traffic. 
The man actually goes to the doors of people and offers his wares at a price 
<Jomparatively lower than the ordinary market price. He hawks clothes 
and articles of daily necessity at the very doors of people and at very 
cheap rates. Imagine an old widow or a woman or an invalid person 
living in a house and unable to go to the hazar to purchase some articles. 
What will happen to those persons, if these restrictions are placed on the 
hawkers·~ I was one of those who expected some relief to the hawkers, 
but unfortunately, the Honourable Minister is taking steps in the opposite 
direction. Besides, how do the cobblers, barbers and jugglers cause 
'Obstruction to public traffic ~ For whom is the traffic supposed to be 
obstructed ~ For the superior class who drive in motor cars. · Who walk 
on the footpath 1 The ordinary middle class people who need the services 
of these poor workers. The hawker question has been one of the most 
obnoxious questions in the city of Bombay. There are not less than 8 to 
10 thousand hawkers, on the existing municipal list. These poor people 
will lose their trade, will be thrown in the street and will swell the lists of 
the unemployed. Instead of allowing t~em to earn their bread, Govern
ment will drive them away from the footpaths. The hawkers are not the 
sort of people who will deposit their goods in places where they are not 
wanted, thereby causing nuisance to the pedestrians. For example, go to 
a place like Chowpatty. There are hawkers. How do they cause obstruc
tion to the public traffic r Still, they are to be driven out of footpaths. 
'This should not have been the measure brought in by the Honourable 
Minister. Instead of giving some relief to these hawkers, he has imposed 
more restrictions on them. Otherwise, the Bill is deservingly necessary 
and I support the first reading of the Bill. 

Question," That Bill No. IV of 1938 be read a first time," put. and 
.agreed to. 

The Honourable .Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I move that Bill No. IV of 
1938 be read a second time. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Before we proceed further, I would 
like to invite the attention of honourable members to what I have stated 
before, namely, that notices of amendments should be gh·en in due 
time. The provisions of Standing Order VIII, part 10 (2), on page 13, 
read thus: 
"No~ice of the propCJsed am3nim9nt shall be sent to the Se1reta.ry seven clear days 

before the date on which the Bill is re 1d fCJr the second time: Provided that the Speaker 
m:.y dispense with such notice in any case." 
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This provision is more observed in breach than compliance. Unless 
there are substantial reasons, members should be careful to see that the 
amendments are tabled as early as possible, so that the whole list of 
amendments can be digested and the Government given a chance to 
consider them, before they are discussed in the House. I find, today, 
the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala gives notice of his amendments at 
11-40 a.m. or 12 noon. They are 6 in number and including the sub
parts thereof, they will be 9. I am admitting them at present, waiving 
the notice. In future, the waiver will be an exception and I will exercise 
waiver only when necessity arises. In the interest of all, it would be 
desirable that members should give notice of their amendments early and 
try to make the waiver an exception and not a general rule. I am invit
ing the attention of honourable members, particularly for the future, to 
follow the rule and not observe it in breach. Any .amendment coming 
in without proper notice will not generally be admitted. Before I follow 
that practice, I consider it my duty to inform the House about it. We 
shall now proceed with the Bill before the House. 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Mrs. LILAV ATI K. MUNSHI : I have sent in amendments .. Shall 
I move them now 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : As each clause is taken up, I will 
call out the amendment. The honourable member proposing the 
amendment may invite my attention. · · 

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : I gave my amendment so late as that 
because-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Let us not enter into any discussion 
on the subject. 

Clause 2 (Amendment of section 3 of Bom. III of 1888) : 

After clause (kk) in section 3 of the City of Bombay !IIunicipal.Act, 1888, hereinafter 
.c·alled u the said Act", the following new clause shall be added, namely:- · · 

" (U) ' Miuket ' includes any place where persons assemble for the sale of, or for 
the purpose of exposing for sale, meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, 11>nimals intended for human 
food or any other articles of human food whatsoever, with or without the consent 
of the owner of such place, notwithstanding that there may be no common regulation 
of the concourse of buyers and sellers and whether or not any control is exerdsed over 
the business of or the persons frequenting the market by the owner of the place or any 
other person." · 

Mr. JAl\INADAS l\i. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I regret that 
I am not in a position to move the amendment which I have in mind, 
but I would suggest it now if you are pleased to permit me to do so. 
The definition of'' market", as proposed to be embodied in the Act, 
is: 

"'Market' includes any place where persons assemble for the sale of, or for the purpose 
of exp:>si t~ for s \le, meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, animals intended for human food or any 
other articles of human food whatsoe\'er, with or without the consent of the owner of such 
place •. , ..... n · 
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So. far, the pro~sion is .perfectly as we want it to be that the setting. up
of an unauthonsed pnvate market should be made punishable. But 
this provision goes much beyond what the Corporation, I am sure, want
ed and what the public would want and what the Government intend .. 
Any two or more sellers of the articles described in this clause assemblincr 
on a municipal footpath would constitute a market, and any two o; 
three shops in the same street where vegetables or any of those articles: 
are sold would also constitute a m~ket. That, I am sure, is not the 
intention of Government. If it is, I am sorry to say that I will not be 
able to support it. But if yon permit and the Government accept, this. 
change can be made. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the specific amendment ~ 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. l\IEHTA: I want to make it clear that the· 
definition does not cover municipal footpaths. If the footpaths which 
belong to the municipality are occupied by two or three persons and 
vegetables are sold, they should not constitute a market. Secondly, if 
in a single street three contiguous shops are selling vegetables, they 
should not constitute a market. Otherwise, the provision is perfectly 
proper.. . 

~Ir. S. K.. PATIL (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, the suggestion that 
the honourable member :Mr. Jamnadas Mehta has made is bound to· 
make confusion worse confounded. I can understand his misgiving that 
by a far-fetched way possibly a footpath n;tay be regarded as a market. 
But the suggested remedy is worse than the disease. A footpath is not 
the only municipal 'property ; there are so many other open spaces as 
well. To attempt to tackle a small problem, possibly room for mischief 
may be given. I do not think that by any stretch of the imagination 
vendors who gather on a footpath can be taken to form a market even 
within the definition given in this clause, because hereafter they will be 
under a licence. Therefore, the grievance seems to be imaginary. If 
you make an exception in the case of footpaths, you will have to extend 
it to open spaces as well. The clause as it stands is not fraught with 
any mischief. It appears to be an imaginary fear. I therefore oppose 
the amendment. 

The Honourable th~ SPEAKER : The amendment is not yet formally 
before the House. I was just enquiring in what form the amendment 
was intended to be moved. Will this suit the requirements ? " After 
the word& ' the owner of such place ' occurring in line 10, insert the 
following : ' not being the Municipality and not being independent 
adjoining shops'." 

1\Ir. JMINADAS M. MEHTA : But I accept the honourable member 
1\Ir. · Patil's araument. I only want that footpaths should not become 
markets unde; the conditions that I have described. I do not include 
open spaces. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I shall feel thankful if the honourable· 
. member c.an give me his amendment. 
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Mr. JAl\!NADAS M. MEHTA: These words'' not being the Munici· 
pality in relation to its foot-paths" may be added after the words" owner 
of such place". That will meet the honourable member Mr. Patil's 
point. Otherwise, I am clear that municipal foot-paths will come within 
the definition of" market". That is why I am ~nxious. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Do I understand that the honourable 
member wants to exclude only municipal foot-paths and nothing else t. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: And the adjoining shops. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI : But I understand that so far as 
foot-paths are concerned, the vendors are under a licence always. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. · MEHTA : Not all. 

Mrs. LILA V ATI K. UUNSHI : But then there are other provisions. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I was only trying to see i£ I ~ould 
help in the drafting of the amendment. I am not supposed to look into 
the merits of the amendment. 

An Honourable MEMBER : " Other than the municipal foot-paths " 
can be added. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : After the words " owner of such 
place "in line 10, clause 2, insert the following : " not being the municipal 
foot-path nor independent adjoining shops." 

Mr. JAl\INADAS 1\1. MEHTA: That is all right. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment is : 

"In clause 2, line 10, after the words 'owner of such place', insert the following: 
'not being the municipal foot-path nor independent adjoining shops'." 

Dr. J. A. COLLACO (Bombay City): Sir, I rise to oppose the amend· 
ment moved by the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta. The 
very fact that we had so much difficulty in making his amendment :fit 
in clause 2 shows us that it ought not to be supported, because it will 
create more difficulties. There are two portions in the amendment 
and the first is about shops. Sir, the definition of the word "market" 
has become necessary because there are many_ roads where there are 
about 20-30 fruit-shops in private buildings and we could not take action 
against the owners of these shops, because they were located in private 
buildings. This, Sir, is the reason why the definition of " market " 
was necessary. 

Secondly, any one who starts selling vegetables or anything on the 
foot-path can be easily removed with the aid of the police. While we 
could easily remove such foot-path sellers we could not touch the fruit-
shops in private buildings. · 

For these reasons, Sir, I oppo$e the amendment of the honourabl~ 
member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta~ · 

~O·D Bk Hb 174-2 
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·. The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I do not understand what is 
meant by the amendment which is suggested by the honourable member 
:M:r. Jamnadas :Mehta. He wants to exclude the foot-paths from the 
definition. But suppose 20 or 30 persons gather on the foot-path for 
the purpose of marketing, why should they not also be governed by the 
_provisions under the Act 1 Sir, therefore, ~ oppose the amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: ~ow I put clause 2 of the Bill. 

Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 3 (Amendment of section 15 of Bom. III of 1888). 

In section 15 of the sa.id Act, hereinafter called the said Act, for the words " he resides 
in the city ",the following shall be substituted namely :-

11 he has resided in the city for six months immediately preceding the date of the 
election. 

E:eplanation.-A fellow shall be deemed to have resided in the city if he resides in 
any dwelling in the city which he uses from time to time as a sleeping apartment and 
the fellow shall not be deemed to cease ' to reside ' in the city if there is the liberty 
of returning to any such dwelling and no abandonment of the intention of returning 

, tliereto, even though he is absent therefrom or has elsewhere another dwelling in which 
he resides." · 

· Mrs .. LILA VAT! K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I have to move 
an amendment to clause No.3. I think it is a very formal amendment 
and the reason for moving this amendment is this. Sir, we are governed 
by the Bombay Municipal Act of 1888; and there is already one definition 
in existence. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Will the honourable member 
Mrs. Munshi formally move it 1 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSID : Sir, I beg to move : 

"Delete the explanation to clause 3." 

Question p~oposed. 

Mrs. LILA VAT! K. MUNSffi : Sir, as I said, we are governed by the 
Bombay Municipal Act of 1888 an~ there is already one definition of 

' a person who resides in the City of Bombay in the Act, and if this new 
explanation becomes a part of the Bill, then there will not be one defini
tion of a person who resides in the City of Bombay but two with different 

· wordings. Sir, you know how lawyers fight on words and if there are two 
definitions of the same term, perhaps there is likely to be a quarrel. 
Sir, the explanation is not necessary at ·all in this case, and therefore 
it should be deleted. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : Sir, the explanation ~qer clau~~ ij 
is superfluous and therefo~e I accept the amendment. 

. Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 3, as amen~~d, qrdered to stand p~ ~£ ~~e ~m, 
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Clause 4 (Amendment of section 17 of Bom. I II of 1888) ordered to stand 
part of the Bill. 

Clause 5 (Amendment of section 30 of Bom. Ill of1888). 
For sub.section (1) of section 30 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted. 

namely:-
'' (1) An election of a councillor by fellows shall be made, subject to the provisions 

of section 15, in accordance with the statutes made by the Senate of the University of 
Bombay in this behalf : · 

Provided that no fellow who. has not resided in the city for six months immediat.ely 
preceding the date of the election shall be entitled to vote at such election. 

Explanation.-! fellow shall be deemed to have resided in the city if he resides in 
any dwelling in the city which he uses from time to time as a sleeping apartment and 
the fellow shall not be deemed to cee.se ' to reside ' in the city if there is the liberty of 
returning to a.ny such dwelling and no abandonment of the intention of returning 
thereto, even though he is absent therefrom or has elsewhere another dwelling in which 
he resides." · 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. ~IUNSill (Bombay City): Sir, my amendment 
is: 

" Delete the explanation to section 5." 

Question proposed, 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI : Sir, I have to advance the same 
reasons and I think to avoid confusion this also should be deleted. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. P ATIL : Sir, I accept the amendment. 

Amendment put, and agreed to, 
Clause 5, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

SirALIMAHOMEDKHANDEHLAVI: Sir,may'Iaskwhy the word 
" fellows " has been used 1 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : It means Fellows of the University. 

Clause 6 (Amendment of section 31 of Bom. III of 1888.) 

For sub-section (1) of section 31 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted 
namely:-

" (1) An election of a councillor by a. chamber or association mentioned in sub. 
section (1) of section 5 shall be made by the members for the time being of the said 
chamber or association, as the case m&y be, subject to the provisions of section. 15, 
in accordance with the rules made~ the se.id chamber or e.ssocia.tion in this behalf.'' 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move my 
amendment to clause 6. · · · · 

Section 6 (1) After 15 substitute for" fu accordance .......... beha.l£" the following 
''at a. Special Extraordinary General Meeting of the said Chamber or .Association called 
for the purpose." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I invite the attention of the 
honourable member Mr. Jhabvala to the original section 31 which says; 

"31. (1) Elections of councillors by a chamber or association mentioned in sub
section ( 1) ofseetion 5 shall be made by the members for the time being cf the said 
cham~er or 1m.ociation subject to the provisions of section 15, in such manner &I! F~li.ll 
from ti-ne to tune be determined at a meeting of the said chamber or aseoc!f~.bOP. 
convened in accordance with the rules at t~e time PI fof9e ~!1 tl$ ~eh~." 

MO·h ~k Hb 174-~ll 
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[The Speaker] 
The amendment seeks to restore the section as it is. Will the 

purpose of the honourable member not be served by rejecting the 
clause 1 , 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): This clause is particularly 
brought up here and it is the duty of the legislators to enter into the 
merits or demerits of the clause before the House. I£, as a result of this 
alteration, some corresponding chang~ is effected elsewhere, naturally 
the same will have to be carried out there also. The clause under 
discussion is clause 6 for all practical purposes, and I desire that this 
expression should be replaced by the one I have suggested. I£, as a 
result of this amendment, some alteration is necessary elsewhere, 
'Jlaturally that alteration will have to be carried out there. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Perhaps,_ I was not quite clear to 
the honourable member. Clause 6 proposes to make a change in the 
existing law and it may be seen from notes to clauses 3, 5 and 6 that the 
procedure laid down in sub-section (1) of section 30 and sub-section (1) 
of section 31 of the Act for the election of a councillor by fellows of the 
University of Bombay or by a chamber or. association mentioned in 
sub-section (1) of section 5 necessitates the convening of a meeting of 
the Senate of the University or of the chamber or association, as the 
case may be. · 

So, the provision in the Bill is a suggestion to replace the present 
method-which is the method the honourable member is advocating 
by his amendment. Therefore, it appears that his amendment, though 
not in form but in substance, is a negation~ of the original proposition. 
That is why I was requesting him to consider whether his purpose would 
not be served by voting against the clause instead of bringing in this 
amendment. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : If I were to vote against the clause, then 
I would not be able to explain the reason why I want to make this 
amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member has a right 
of speaking for or against the clause and he can give his reasons then. 

· He need not move an amendment .merely to get an opportunity to 
l 'his • exp am reasons. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I agree to your suggestion, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So, I take it that the honourable 
. member is not moving his amendment. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: No, sir. I will oppose the clause. Sir, 
I oppose this clause inasmuch as it seeks to establish a very undemo
cratic method of aending a councillor from a Chamber or an 
Association. The membership of the BoJ+lbay Corporation has a very 

· valued and well meriteq right. It is required to be fought out on a 
scale, which those people, who have entered the lists, know very well, 

. and the right is veated1 r~ally spealQn~, in the ori~inal member~ 
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[Mr. S. H. Jhabvala] 
. themselves, and therefore, when a councillor is to be sent from a parti
cular chamber or association, then the original units mlli!t be consulted 
in the matter of such deputation. Ordinarily, it would so happen that a 
small body or a coterie of individuals will meet together and sanction the 
sending of a councillor to such an august body as the Bombay Municipal 

. Corporation. Therefore, I request the Honourable Minister to be really 
democratic and to vest the right of election of a councillor on behalf of a 
chamber or association in the hands of those very representatives them-

; selves and should not allow that right to go into the hands of a small 
coterie of individuals. All members will thlli! then realise the value and 
importance of the right of sending a representative on their behalf to the 
Municipal Corporation. Therefore, I have suggested that these words 
may be replaced by what I have suggested. 

Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City): I cannot understand the extra• 
. ordinary logic of my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. I do not under• 
stand where the coterie of individuals comes in. Either he has not read 
the section, or having read it has not understood it. The clause says : 

" An election of a councillor by a chamber or association mentioned in sub·section (1) 
of section 5 shall be made by the members for the time being of the said charnber or 
association, as the case may be, subject to the provisions of section 15." 

It seems he has not read that section 15. Section 15 clearly lays down 
the voting qualifications. Therefore, I do not know why an extra• . 
ordinary general meeting is necessary. The whole purpose of this clausa. 
is to simplify the administration. This amendment defeats the purpose 
for which this clalli!e is introduced. I, therefore, do not agree with my. 
honourable friend. ; , 

The Honourable :Mr. L. M. PATIL : The intention of this clause is, · 
as pointed out by the honourable member Mr. S. K. Patil, to simplify 
the administration. The amendment seeks to retain the original pro
visions of the present section as they are and thus wants to perpetuate • 
the difficulties of the corporation. Therefore, I oppose the amendment. 

Clause 6 (Amendment of section 31 of Bam. III of 1888) ordered to. 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clalli!e 7 (Amendment of section 39 of Bom. Ill of 1888) .. 
In section 39 of the said Act-

(a) in sub-section (1·0) for the word "he" the following shall be substituted, 
namely:-

" or absents himself during three successive months from the meetings of the 
committee, except on account of tempora.ry illness or other cause to be approved 
by the committee, or absents himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of the 
committee during eight successive months from a.ny cause whatever, whether 
approved by the committee or not, such person " 
(b) in sub-section (1-D) after the word" office" wh~re it occurs for the second time,. 

the words, brackets, figure and letter " or of his seat becoming vacant under sub· 
1100tion (I ·0) ,. , shall be inserted. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: To this clalli!e there are three 
amendments, all by the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. 
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.Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions}: Sir, I beg to move my 
three amendments to clause 7. They are-· 

(1) Substitute "four" in ple.ce of "three" 

(2) Delete from line 5 "months from the" 

(3) Line 9, substitute for words •' during ••••• ,not" the following:

without a reasonable cause to be approved by the Committee • .._--
The Honourable the SPEAKER : So, the clause as amended will 

read as follows : 

"(a) in sub-section (1·0) for the word 'he' the following shall be substituted, 
namely:-

or absents himself during four successive months from the meetings of the committee, 
except on account of temporary illness or other cause to be approved by the committee, 
or absents himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of the Committee without 
a reasonable cause to be approved by the committee, such person " 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. H. JHABYALA (Railway Unions}: Sir, in moving this amend
ment I desire to say that the Standing Committee, 

· · s~ao p.m. as it at present is worked has got sufficiently 
large powers and so far as those members who 

habitually absent themselves or who cannot work or who have become 
disabled or who may be sick even,-it does not matter-,those persons 
should not be allowed to become an encumbrance to the smooth and 
expeditious working of the Standing Committee. The Standing 
'Committee is perhaps the ruling body which is vested with very important 
responsibilities and its work requires to be expedited, its work requires 
to be responsibly carried out from day to day in the spirit of democracy 
in. which the whole Corporation is conceived. Here, according to the 
original arrangement, the Honourable the Minister-in-charge states that 
if he absents himself during three successive months from the meeting 
[interruption]. A member of the Committee remains absent for three 
successive months from the IL.eeting of the Committee and this body 
consists of a very small number of people, in comparison with the 
Corporation itself and therefore, the absence of a few people who remain 
absent for three successive months from the meeting is certainly a very 
big gap a loss that is felt and that gap should be immediately filled in 
by constitutional methods. Therefore, I have stated that a latitude 
should be given so far as four successive meetings of the Committee are 
concerned, but beyond that certainly not the Standing Committee, nor 
the Corporation, nor the rate-payers of Bombay, would ever afford to 
wait and his place should be immediately filled in. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. :MUNSHI: On a point of information, Sir. The 
honourable member is referring to the Standing Committee. In this 
clause there is no reference to Standing Committee. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, I am sorry. Wherever I have said 
c: Standing Committee ", let the honourable members understand 
''Schools Committee ". Otherwise, my arguments are the same all 
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[Mr. S. H. Jhabvala] 
through. My arguments apply to the Schools Committee, the argument-a 
ought to appeal to the lady and others much more keenly because the 
Schools Committee has to carry on a duty which is perhaps much more 
responsible, much more wide, for the reason that the Schools Committee 
has got to build up the destiny of so many children. 

Now, I have stated, ''meeting of the Committee without a reasonable 
cause to be approved by the Committee". Under the provisional scheme 
of the Honourable the Minister in charge, a latitude of eight successive. 
months has been allowed, whether approved by the Committee or not. 
That means that it is a very large undemocratic latitude which should 
not be given. The Corporation is a very serious body. The Schools 
Committee is a much more important body in view of the fact that they 
are entrusted with the care of the children and for that reason any person 
who is not fit physically or because he absents himself should be 
immediately discharged and his place should be filled in. 

Therefore, I beg to move these alterations in the original clause. 

Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City) : Sir, I oppose this amendment. 
The amendment lays down that instead of three successive months, four 
successive meetings should be the criterion. My honourable friend, 
lli. Jhabvala, must not be knowing that sometimes it is possible for the 
Schools Committee to hold four successive meetings within a week. 
A member might be sick, he might be indisposed, he might not be knowing 
that the next day a meeting might take place. Therefore, to substitute 
four successive meetings instead of three successive months is really 
a hardship. On that ground it has got to be opposed. 

The second thing is; the honourable member has not understood 
the purport of this section as the Act stands to-day. What happens 
in the Corporation is this: Under the protection of the sanction of the 
Corporation, several members make it convenient to remain absent either 
from the Corporation or these committees, not only for weeks or months 
on end, but sometimes years on end and if that continues, I certainly 
do not see any reason why a man elected on the Committee or Corporation 
as a representative, either of the· rate-payer or the Corporation should 
continue for months and years on end, if he continues to be indisposed 
and on that account of no use either to the corporation or the committee. 
In a contingency like this, he should resign so that it might be possible 
for the constituency to elect another member. 

With that view, corresponding changes have been made in this section, 
which have dealt with the various committees. Therefore, both these 
suggestions are not reasonable and they will create chaos in the working 
of the committees. For this reason I feel that the amendment should 
be thrown out. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. P .!TIL : Sir, I oppose the amendment for 
the reasons already given. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : As the amendments ·are all opposed, 
I put them together. 

·Amendments put, and negatived. 

Clause 7 (Amendment of section 39 of Bam,. III of 1888) ordered to stand 
part of the Bill. 

Clause 8 (Insertion of a new section 4uA in Bom. III of 1888) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 9 (Amendment of section 47 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

·Clause 10 (Amendment of section 49G of Bam,. III oj.1888) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 

~ Clause 11 (Amendment of section 491 of J3om. III of 1888). 

In clause (j) of section 491 of the said Act after the word " committee" where 
it occurs for the third time, the following shall be inserted, namely :-

"or absents himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of the committee 
during eight successive months, from any cause whatever, whether approved by the 
committee or not." . _ · 

·_Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, here too I want to · 
effect a change on the same grounds as those I advanced in the case of 
the previous one and the change is : . 

"In line 51 clause 11, substitute for the word 'the ' the following : 
~five successive', and delete.' during eight successive months'." 

. ·When amended, as I propose, the clause will read as under : · 
"Or absents himself from or is unable to attend five successive meetings of the com· 

mittee from any cause whatever, whether approved by the committee or not." 

. My arguments are the same as those advanced in connection with the 
previous one, and further to that, I am very sorry that a clear under· 
standing in the minds of the members-some of the municipal corporators 
are bound to be here-has not been sufficiently raised, perhaps they may 
be persons who were absenting themselves off and on and they want to 
have a means of escape. However, my·onJ.y point was that an advanced 
legislative body like this would certainly, in the march of time, introduce 
a newer and a fr~sher spirit into the affairs of the Bombay Municipal 
Corporation to expeditiously. carry out its business. It is still my 
desire that better reason will prevail with the members present and I want 
to stick to my guns and all know me. I desire therefore that this 
amendment should be effected, namely, "absents himself from or is 
unable to attend five successive meetings of the committee from 
~ny cause whatever, whether approved by the Committee or not." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City): Sir, the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala forgot that these are all recommendations that have come 
from the Corporation. It is not a question whether a particular member 
likes them or not. These have been discussed in the Law and General 
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· Purposes Committee. Proper consideration has been given to them. 
· The Corporation has approved of them and then they have come for 
being embodied in this Act. As I have pointed out in regard to the other 
amendment that the honourable member moved, "5 successive meetings " 
is a meaningless expression. As I said, for the last four days the 
Municipal Corporation has been sitting every day although it sits only 
twice a week ordinarily. When there are important things to· be 
transacted, we sit continuously for days on end, and therefore, the period 
of 8 months provided in the Bill is the only proper remedy and not 
the number of meetings, because that. will land us into a very great 
difficulty, indeed. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Sir, in clause 7 there is a provision as regards 
a member absenting himself for three successive months. I fail to see. 
why in this case it should be "absents himself continuously for 8 months 
•.•...•• " Even when a member absents himself for 8 months 
continuously, his name is not to be removed. If the provision were 
" three months successively " I would have agreed to that, but if the 
clause were to read that a member who absents himself continuously 
for 8 months is to retain his seat, it is too much and, therefore, I oppose 
the clause and support the amendment. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City) : Sir, if I may be permitted to 
make an appeal to the Honourable Minister which may be taken into 
consideration, it is that I want to bring to his notice a certain abuse 
which does prevail not only in the Bombay Municipal Corporation but 
in all these bodies. It is this, that some of the members, even when 
they go on long leave to England for months together, instead of resign· 
ing their seats and giving a chance to others, leave their seats open and 
send one pretext or another. I have known of instances in which mem· 
hers have written they are now in England or Europe on holiday, tour
ing for months together. Still, their seats are kept vacant, the 
constituencies lose the privilege of representation and under this 
particular rule which gives them a number of facilities, they apply for 
leave, period after period, which is a distinct disadvantage to the rate· 
payers. I am only making a suggestion that so far as the Corporation 
is concerned, we must remember that this particular recommendation 
is in the interests of the members themselves. It affords certain 
facilities and conveniences to members themselves. Therefore, it is 
necessary that we have to look at the matter from the point of view of 
the ratepayers also. It is not fair, it is wrong in principle in the case of 
an elected member, who has been sent there with a particular purpose
it may be all right in the case of illness or some important work to keep 
away from certain meetings-but the fact is that members go away for 
months together on leave, sometimes for eight or nine months or even 
twelve months, and from there every three months they ask some friend 
to represent that the member is on sick leave or that he is touring in 
America or some other far off place, and that of course is given some 
consideration as a matter of course. That I think is very wrong in 
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principle. I do not want to disturb the present arrangements and I am 
only making a suggestion to the Honourable Minister that he will bear 
in mind that this is a practice which may be remedied as early as possible. 
Some way should, I suggest, he found out by which the convenience of 
the members can be taken care of and a~-the same time a check might be 
put on the abuse which does no douot exist at present. This is my 
humble suggestion which I am making. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sbolapur City Textile Labour): Sir, 
I woul<l suggest the following amendment : 

Delete "eight " and substitute "three ", instead. 

, The Honourable the SPEAKER : I could not follow the suggestion 
.made by the honourable member. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : If you permit me to move an amendment 
at this stage, I would move the following amendment : 

Delete·" eight " and substitute " three", instead. 

It will then read "during three successive months". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It seems there is some misappre
hension about the provisions of the clause. It will be better, I think, if 
I read the proposed amendment and the original section of the Act, as 
sought to be amended herein. It appears that .the absence of three 
months only from the meetings is provided for already by the clause on 
the ground of temporary illness or other cause when approved by the 
Committee, and the clause seems to check any absence longer than eight 
months. The clause will read as under-I will read the whole clause in 
the original Act incorporating therein the proposed amendment: 

"Any member of the Improvements Committee who absents himself during three 
successive months from the meetings of the Committee, except on account of temporary 
illness or other cause to be approved by the Committee, or absents himself from or is 
unable to attend the meetings of the Committee during eight successive months, from any 
cause whatever, whetner approved by tho committee or not, shall cease to be a member 
and his office shall thereupon be vacant." 

That will be the entire clause if the amending clause is accepted. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, under section 17 (b) of the 
Act a councillor who absents himself during three successive months 
from the meetings of the Corporation except on account of temporary 
illness or other cause to be approved by the Corporation, ceases to be 
a councillor. The effect of this provision is that the councillor can be 
absent for any length of time on account of illness or other cause approv· 
ed by the Corporation. It is now proposed to limit the total absence of 
a. councillor to not more .than one year. The amendment is too vague 
to be acceptable to Government. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
Clause 11 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 12 (Amendment of section BOA of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 13 (Insertion of new sections UOAA, UOAB, UOA.O, llOAD 
· and UOAE in Bom. III of 1888) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 14 (Amendment of section UODD of Bom. III of 1888) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 15 (Amendment of section 115 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 16 (Amendment of section 117 of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. · 

Clause 17 (Amendment of section 123A of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clawl.e 18 (Insertion of a new section after section 125 of Bom. Ill of 
1888) :-

After section 125 of the said Act, the following new section shall be inserted, 
namely: 

"125A. Classification of btulget head8-The expenditure side of a budget estimate shall 
be cla.ssified under major heads, minor heads, subordinate heads and primary units. 

(a) ':t.Iajor head' means the principal head of accounts corresponding to the 
different services under which expenditure is classified in the budget estimate, and 
may be divided into two or more minor heads. 

(b) 'Minor head' means the head of accounts immediately subordinate to 
a major head under which each major head is classified, and may be further sub· 
divided into two or more subordinate heads. 

(c) 1 Subordinate head' means the head of accounts immediately subordinate 
to a minor head under which each minor head is classified and may be further sub· 
divided into two or more primary units. 

(d) 1 Primary unit' means the ultimate group or groups into which individual 
items of expenditure in the budget estimates are arranged." 

Mrs. LILA V ATI K. l\IUNSHI : I want to know, Sir, whether I can 
move my amendment now. The amendment refers to three clauses, 
18, 19, and 20. These are the budget clauses, and my amendment is 
that clauses 18, 19 and 20 shall come into force as from the 1st of April 
1939. . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Will it not come after clause 20 1 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. MUNSHI : It refers to clause 18 also. · Should 
I move it now or afterwards 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have not been able to understand 
the point. 

Mrs. LILA V ATI K. MUNSHI : There is an amendment which I have 
sent and which says that clauses 18, 19 and 20 shall come into force as 
from the 1st of Aprill939. Shall I move it now or after all these three 
clauses are passed! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It will have to be ~rwards. 
Otherwise, for each clause there will have to be a separate amendment 
in the same form. The amendment may be moved at the end of 
clause 20. When we come to clause 20, the amendment may come in.· 
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Clause 18 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 19 (Substitution of new section 130 in Bom. III of 1888)

For section 130 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" 130. The total sum entered under a major head, which has been adopted by the 
Corporation shall be termed a' budget grant'." 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Raif~ay Unions): Sir, I make a sub· 
mission with regard to the definition of " budget grant ". In section 130 
of the present Municipal Act it says that "any sum entered on the 
expenditure side is a budget grant". Here the words" on the expendi· 
ture side " are omitted, whether by oversight or because Government 
think that what is given in the new section 130 is a definition of budget 
grant, I cannot say. I. submit that a budget grant is an expenditure 
grant, and therefore unless you reproduce the original words of section 
130, that the total sum entered under a major head on the expenditure 
side is a budget grant, it will create a somewhat difficult situation, because 
as I understand it and as the framers. of the Act of 1888 understood it, 
a budget grant is an expenditure grant. Therefore, with your permission 
if the Honourable Minister accepts it, then there is nothing further to be 
done. " The total sum entered under a major head on the expenditure 
side " should be the wording of the section. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I invite the attention of the 
honourable member to the definition of the expression " major head " in 
new section 125A (a) in clause 18 1 There the expression" major head" 
is defined. 

:Mr. JAMNADAS M. 1\IEHTA: That does not make much difference. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It says there, "Major head "means 
the principal head of accounts corresponding to the different services 
under which expenditure is classified in the budget estimate, and may be 
divided into two or more minor heads. . 

:Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I submit that the definition of the 
words " budget grant " should not hang on some other definition. There 
is no reason whY' it should not be put as a definition by itself. That is 
all my submission. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I have no objection to accept 
the amendment as suggested by the honourable mover . 

.. The Honourable the SPEAKER: How will the amendment fit in t 
Should it read "The total s~ entered under a major head on the 
expenditure side " 1 

Yr·. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA:. The wording should be as in the old 
section. 

· The Honourable the SPEAKER : If the honourable member moves 
his amendment, it will be : 

The words 11 on ~he expenditure side ,. be added after the word 11 head 11 in line 4. 
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Mr. JAl\lNADAS M. MEHTA: That is right, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment is : 

The words 11 on the expenditure side " be added after the word " head "in line 4:, 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 19, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

Clause 20 (Substitution of new section 133 in Bom. Ill of 1888.) · 

For section 133 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-
" 133. (1) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (1) of section 131, the 

Corpora.tion may on the recommendation of the Standing Committee from time to time 
during an official year sanction the transfer of any amount from one budget grant to 
another. 

(e) The Standing Committee may at any time during an official year
(a) reduce the amount of a budget grant; 
(b) sa.nction the transfer of any amount within a budget grant from one minor 

head to another or from a subordinate head under one minor head to a subordinate 
head under another minor head ; or 

(c) sanction the transfer of any amount exceeding rupees five thousand within 
a. minor head from one subordinate head to another or from one primary unit to 
another. 
(3) The Commissioner may, at any time during an official year, sanction the transfer 

of any amount not exceeding rupees five thousand. within a minor head from one 
subordinate head to another or from one primary unit to another, if such transfer 
does not involve a recurring liability: · 

Provided that every transfer of an amount exceeding rupees five hundred made 
under sub.section (3) shall be reported forthwith by the Commissioner to the Standing 
Committee and that the said Committee may pass with regard thereto such order as 
they may think fit; and it shall be incumbent on the Commissioner to give effect to 
such order. . 

(4) When making any transfer under sub-sections (1), (e) and (3) due regard shall 
be had to all the requirements of this Act. 

(6) If any such reduction as is referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (2) is of an 
amount exceeding five hundred rupees, the Corporation may pass with regard thereto 
auch order as they may think fit, and it shall be incumbent on the Standing Committee 
and the Commissioner to give effect to such order." 

~lr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, about this 
I have already made reference in my speech on the first reading of this 
Bill. I will briefly mention the difficulties that are likely to arise. The 
new section 133 has a proviso to sub-section (3) and also there is a sub~ 
section (5) by which the Commissioner and the Standing Committee will 
be obliged to report what they have done and it shall be incumbent on 
them thereafter to act as they are ordered, in one case by the Standing 
Committee and in the other by the Corporation. 

Now, both the Commissioner and the Standing Committee have power 
to spend some amount from the budget grant. If after this transfer is 
made and they have spent the amount before the orders of the next 
superior authority are received and those orders happen to be different 
from what the action was, there will be occasionally an impasse. For 
instance, if under the powers which the Commissioner possesses he has 
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[Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta] 
already spent Rs. 500 and the Standing Committee takes a different view 
the money having been spent already, the latter's orders cannot h~ 
enforced. In that case a difficulty will arise and a wholly undesirable 
conflict will result between two authorities in the Corporation. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER ~May I invite the attention of the 
honourable member to old section 133, sub-section {2) : 

" H any such reduction or transfer is of an amount exceeding five hundred rupees, the 
corporation may pass with regard thereto such order as they think fit, and it shall be 
incumbent on the standing committee and the Commissioner to give effect to the said 
order." 

.That is the existing law. It appears that it refers only to transfers so 
. far. as the budget heads are concerned and not to actual expenditure, 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : I quite agree. But I am submitting 
that the Commissioner, under his ordinary power, can spend up toRs. 500 
under a budget grant and then report to the Standing Committee. Now, 
if you say that the Standing Committee should issue an order which it is 
incumbent on the Commissioner to give effect to, and it happens that the 
Commissioner has already spent that transferred amount, there will be 
difficulty. I invite the attention of the House to a provision in the 
Municipal Act under section 38A. If .a committee has already. acted 
and then the orders from the Corporation happen to be different, the 
proviso to section 38A, sub-section (6), says that steps shall be taken to 
carry out any orders passed by the Corporation as may still be practicable. 
If action has already been taken, it becomes irrevocable, but under the 
proviso to which I have referred, if there is still room for taking any step 
which will meet with the wishes of the superior authorities, then so far as 
·may still be practicable the committee will be required to do it. Therefore, 
if the words " as may still be practicable " are added at the end of ·the 
proviso to sub-section {3) and of sub-section (5) of the new section 133, 
any possible difficulty that may arise will be obviated. If you permit, 
these words may be added as I ha¥e suggested. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : On the merits, I do not think I can 
express an opinion as to whether those words should or should not be 
added, but I am prepared to help the honourable member by allowing 
him to. move an amendment, if he wishes to press for it. So far as the 
form of the amendment is concerned, I will try to help the honourable 
member. But it will be for the Honourable Minister for Local Self
Government to say whether or not he deems any such amendment 
necessary. 

The HonourableMr. L. M. PATIL': !have not followed the exact 
wording of the amendment. 

M.r. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: At the end of the proviso to sub-section 
. {3) and at the end of sub-section {5), I suggest to Government to add the 
. woJ:ds "~Q fa~ a~ m.ar be fracti~ble ", ~ t~e language of ~e~t~on 38A~ · 
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Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, although I have 
tried to follow the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta very carefully, I do not see in the proviso in this clause anything 
very materially different from the proviso that exists in the original 
section 133 of the Act. The only difference is that in this clause, instead 
of the standing committee, there is a reference to the Corporation. But 
so far as the expenditure of money or the transfer of money is concerned, 
the position remains the same. Here, in sub-section (5) of new section. 
133, it is stated : 

"If any such reduction as is referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (2) is of an amount 
exceeding five hundred rupees, the Corporation may pass with regard thereto such order 
as they may think fit, and it shall be inrumbent on the Standing Committee and the 
Commissioner to give effect to such order." 

The House will see that both the Standing Committee and the Commis· 
sioner are mentioned in this sub-section. It is the Corporation which 
passes the orders. Sub-section (3) of new section 133 lays down: 

"The Commissioner may; at any time during an official year, sanction the transfer 
of any amount not exceeding rupees five thousand within a minor head •..••••• " 

Here is merely a question of transfer-merely a book entry. The proviso 
to this sub-section reads : 

"Provided that every transfer of an amount exceeding rupees five hundred made under 
sub-section (3) shall be reported forthwith by the Commissioner to the Standing 
Committee and that the said Committee may pass with regard thereto such order as 
they may think fit; and it shall be incumbent on the Commissioner to give effect to such 
order." 

Under the original section, the Corporation passes the order, and it is 
incumbent on the Commissioner as well as the Standing Committee 
to give effect to it. Here, it is a question of the transfer being reported 
forthwith. As I said, it is only a book entry. I do not think any such 
difficulty as is contemplated by the honourable member will arise. I do 
not think that we should so stretch our imagination as to think that the 
Commissioner will act so recklessly as to spend money to which the 
Standing Committee may take objection. Therefore, I do not think that 
any change in the wording is needed. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, I have no right to speak again; 
but, if you will permit an explanation, I am not suggesting anything 
new. Today, Sir, the Commissioner has no power of transfer, but he has 
the power of spending. You are not taking away that power and you 
are giving him the power of transferring. If he has done both the transfer 
and the expenditure and afterwards he receives orders, it will be too late. 
That is the only point which I wish to submit, and this is not a contro
versial matter. I am only submitting it for the sake of convenience so 
that afterwards an amending legislation may not become necessary. 
If the Government are not inclined to accept my submission, then I do 
not wish to emphasise it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The word in the proviso is '' forth· 
with", That does not contemplate any time passing between-
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Mr. JA.MNADAS M. MEHTA : Between one meeting and another 
of the Standing Committee there is a week's interval. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. L. M. PATIL : Sir, the proviso to clause 20 only 
refers to the transfer and not to the expenditure and I do not think that 
the situation as contemplated by th{(honourable member Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta will ever arise. So, I oppose the amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It has not been yet moved. It was 
suggested~ 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : Sir, if the Governm~nt are not willing, 
I do not press it, but my only fear is that they will have to come with an 

·amending legislation again. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Now, I will put clause 20 to the 
House and thereafter Mrs. Munshi may move her amendment. 

Clause 20 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay Oity) : Sir, I beg to move : 
Add a new clause 20A :-

"Clauses 18, 19 and 20 shall come into force as from the 1st of Aprill939." 

Question proposed. 

Mrs. LILAV ATI K. MUNSHI : Sir, this amendment has been moved 
in order to remove a little difficulty. The present Bill requires that the 
budget of the Bombay Municipality should be prepared in a particular 
way. Now, Sir, the budget of the Bombay Municipality has already 
been prepared and it is being discussed in the Municipal Corporation. 
It has to pass before a certain date, and if these clauses come into force 
immediately, there will be a kind of an anomaly. The Corporation cannot 
go on with. the present budget which has already been prepared and 
a new budget cannot be prepared overnight. The budget of the Bombay 
Municipality is not a very simple affair which can be prepared in a very 
short time, and so there will be a kind of a deadlock. To avoid such 
deadlock I have moved this amendment. It is merely a formal one. 
There is not great substance in it, except that these cJauses should come 
into force in 1939 when the new budget is prepared. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, may I know from what date the 
Act itself is coming into force ~ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : ·As soon as it is passed. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 21 (Insertion of new section 260A in Chapter X of Bom. III of 
1888) ordered to stand part of the Bill. · 

Clause 22 (Amendment of 8ection 269 of Eom, lll of18~8) ordered to 
stand :part of the Bill. · · · 
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Clause 23 (Amendment of se.ction 271 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 24: (Amendment of section 272 of Bom. III of 1888). 

In ~~e<:tion 2;.2 of the sa.id Act-
(aj In sub-section (2) for the words "from and including the ferrule on the supply 

main up to and including the stop-cock nearest the supply main", the word "thereon" 
shall be substituted. · 

(b) In sub-section (3) for the words "Every such new connection or renewed 
connection with its communication-pipes and fittings up to and including its stop-cock 
118 aforefl&id shall thPreafter ""est " the words " Every such communication pipe and 
fittings thereon shall vest ". shall be substituted. 

(rj For sub-section (4) the following shall be substituted, namely:-
" (4) All supply and distributing pipes and cisterns and fittings not being the 

propPrty of the Corporation shall be laid and applied under the supervision and to 
the satisfaction of a municipal officer appointed by the Commissioner in that behalf, 
who shall give and sign a certificate, free of charge, when such supply and distributing 
pipes, cisterns and all necessary fittings have been laid, applied and executed in 
a satisfactory manner and when proper and sufficient arrangements have been. 
made for draining off waste water." · 
(d) For sub-section (5) the following shall be substituted, namely:-
" (5) Where any supply or distributing pipe, cistem or such fitting is laid, applied. 
added to or altered, or any connection is made in contravention of t is section the 
Commissioner may, with the prerious approval of the Stan~ Committee, remove 
such sup;>ly or distributing pipe, cistem, fitting or connection, or additions or 
alterations thereto, and make good such pipe, cistem, fitting or connection; and the . 
owner and occupier of the premises in which or for supply to which such supply or 
distributing pipe, cistem or fitting has been laid, applied, added to or altered or such 
ron tection has been ma.de, shall be jointly and severally liable to pay the expenses 
incurred by the Commissioner in so doing." . 

lfr. S. H. JHABVA.LA (Railway Unions) : Sir, there is an amendment 
which I wish to move, and I was waiting to be called. Every time you 
used to call. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am sorry that the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala relied upon my calling out. Of course, I usually 
call out as a matter of assistance and not as a matter of obligation. 
However, in case I do pass on by mistake, honourable members will 
kindly call my attention. 

llr. S. H. JHABVALA : Sir, I beg to move : 

~tion 24 (5) line 39. Omit •' and occupier". 

Section 24 (5) line 43. Omit ''jointly and severally." 

Question proposed . 

.Yr. S. H. JHABVALA.: In support of my amendment I desire to 
state that the obligation as laid down under this amending Bill is both 
upon the owner and the occupier. I do not see any reason why the 
occupier should be jointly and severally liable to the burden. The whole 
burden ought to lie upon the owner of the property himself. So far as 
the water supply question is concemed.-1 trust this' is in connection 
with the wah~r supply-the whole burden ought to lie upon the owner 
himself. Without any further comment, I desire to submit this amend
ment to the care of the Rouse. 

MO·U Bk Hb 1 ii--3 
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. The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, it is necessary to have the 
. words "occupier" and "owner", because it is 
5 p.m. a serious matter and the Commissioner or the 

Corporation must have sufficient power to take 
suitable action against all the partie~~.{)oncerned and so I oppose this 
amendment.· 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Clause 24 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 25 (Amendment of section 273 of Bom. III of 1888). 

· In section 273 of the said Act for the words " all communication-pipes and fitt-ings 
?f any. existing private service connected with .any munid~al water-work up to and 
xncludmg the stop-cock nearest the supply mam for the sa1d service", the words "all 
or any coru;umer's pipes and fittings" shall be substituted. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE (Poona City) : Sir, I beg to move the following 
amendment :-

For clause 25, substitute the following :-

" For section 273 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-
273. The Commissioner may, by agreement with a. consumer, take charge on behalf 

Commissioner may of the Corporation of all or any of the consumer's pipes and 
!!~:~ti~~:. of private fittings ; 

Provided that if any of such pipes or fittings are communication-pipes or fittings 
only not vesting in the Corporation, the Commissioner may, if he thinks fit, take charge 
of the same without such agreement. 

Any consumer's pipes and fittings, of which the Commissioner takes charge under this 
section, shall thereafter vest in, and be maintained at the expense of, the Corporation as 
a municipal water-work." · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. 1\1. GUPTE : For explaining the necessity of this amendment, 
I may point out that the Bombay Municipal Corporation some years 
ago had some agreement with the Bombay Port Trust, by which 
the private water works of the Port ~rust were taken over by the 
Corporation. At that time the Corporation found that section 273, as 
it stands today in the Act, was defective and it did not allow the water
works except the communication pipes to vest in the Municipality only 
because the Commissioner took charge of these water works. It was, 
therefore, suggested by the Corporation that an amendment might be 
made in section 273 ; an amendment was made but subsequently the 
Corporation pointed out that the wording of the amendment, as given 
in the original Bill, went far beyond their original intention because it 
prevented compensation being paid for certain portions of the pipes. 
The communication pipes can be taken over by the Corporation without 
agreement, but the subsequent portion of the pipes, which is comparatively 
very much larger, should not be taken over without compensation, other
wise it would be very iniquitous to the consumer and to the private 
owners. Therefore, the amendment suggested by me makes it clear that 
some portion might be taken without compensation, but the rest of it 
should be taken after agreement, that is, with compensation. 
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The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I accept the amendment. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Cla.u8e 25, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 26 (Amendment of section 273A of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordere•l 
to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 27 (Amendment of section 274 of Bom. III of 1888). 

In section 274 of the said Act-

(a) For sub.section {1) the following shall be substitut.ed, namely:-

" (1) The CommiKsioner may, whenever it shall app~u to him to be necessary, 
hy wdtte t notice rcquir~ the owner of any premises furnished with a private water 
sup?IY from any municipal wate ·.work to provide such premises within a rea.s ma.ble 
perio1 which shall be pres~ribed in the said notice, with cisterns and fittin~s of euJh 
size, mat.erial, qutlity and description and placed in such position and with such 
safe anl ea~y means of access as he think fit." 

(b) After sub·section (1), the following new sub·section shall be added:-
" (IA) The Commi~sioner may also in the like manner require the owner of any 

premises to provide such safe and easy means of access as he thinks fit to any 
existing cistern which on an examination under section 278 is found to be not eagily 
arcesAi hie." 
(c) In sub-section (2)-

( i) for the words "pipes, taps, cocks and other fittings ", the words "pipes and 
fittings" shall be substituted; 

(ii) for the word" purposes" the word" purpose" shall be substituted. 
(d) In suh·section (3) for the words" pipes, taps, cocks and ot.her fittings", wherever 

they occur, the words" pipes eisterns and fittings" shall be substituted. 

Jlr. S. H. JHAVBALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move my last 
amendment and it is this : · 

•· In line 10, a.ft.er the \"\'ord 'and' take the word' anti-malarial'." 

Question proposed. 

llr. S. H. JHABVALA: The whole clause is intended for protection 
against malaria and there is nothing in the body of the clause suggesting 
the fact that the fittings and the other appurtenances should b~ of 
a character which should prevent the disease, against which this clause is 
intended. Therefore, I have suggested the expression "anti-malarial". 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : The whole clause is meant for 
removal of malaria in the city, and I do not understand why the 
honourable member wants to add the word "anti-malarial" before the 
word " fittings ". I therefore oppose the amendment .. 

Amendment put, and negath,ed. 

Clause 27 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 28 (lnsettion of new section 274:-.J in Bom. III of 1888) ordered 
to stand part o£ the Bill. 

Clause 29 (Amendment of section 275 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

H'l-ll I:Jk Hb 174-34 
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Clause 30 (Amendment of section 278 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to. 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 31 (Amendment of section 279 of Bom. III of 1888) : 
In section 279 of thP. said Act

(1) in sub-section (1)-

(a) in clause (a) after the words "sum due for water" the words "or hire of 
meter " shall be inserted ; 

(b) for cla.uses (b) and (c) the following sha.ll be substituted, namely:-
"(b) if the owner of the premises neglects within the period prescribed in this 

behalf in any notice given under sub-section (1) or (1A) of section 274 or under 
section 274A, to comply with any requisition made to him by the Commissioner 
regarding. the provision of any cistern, fitting, lock or key or any means of acces~r 
to such clStern; 

(c) if the owner or occupier of the premises fails, within the period prescribed 
in this behalf in any notice given under sub-section (2) of section 278, to comply 
with the terms of such notice or fails to use articles of the kind prescribed under· 
sub-section (3) of section 274 ;" 
(c) for clause (e) the following clause shall be substituted, namely:-

. "(e) if the owner or occupier of the premises wilfully or negligently injures 
or damages any meter, pipe, cistern or fitting or lock thereof in such premises;" 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\1. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, in the notes 
on the various clauses-in the tt.ote on clause 31 it has been pointed out 
that this is intended to empower the Commissioner to cut off the water 
supply from the premises in cases of (1) failure to pay meter hire for 
a meter on the premises and (2) failure to provide safe and easy access 
to a cistern or to provide a lock and key for the same. So far as the failure 
to pay for the meter hire (for a meter on the premises) is concerned, 
the man should suffer i£ his water supply is cut, but if there is a failure 
to provide safe and easy access to a cistern or to provide a lock and key 
for the same, this is obviously the fault of the owner and the power taken 
is that in that case the water supply should be cut and the occupant 
or the tenant shall have to suffer for the default of the owner. As the 
Government are not inclined to consider seriously any amendment that 
I may suggest, I shall only state my point here . 

. The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is not an amendment. The 
honourable member has simply made a suggestion for the Honourable 
Minister. · 

. Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I. MEHTA: I agree, Sir, to the power being given,. 
provided. that notice shall be given to the owner before the water supply 
is cut off and the fact is brought to the notice of the occupants also. 
Because, even if a notice is given, the occupants might not know and so 
long as you do not restrict this right of cutting water supply for a default 
of providing even access to a cistern, the tenants will suffer more often 
than the owner. Therefore, before water supply is cut, both the 
occupants and the owner should get sufficient notice. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I will join 
with my friend, 1\:Ir. Jamnadas Mehta, in requesting the Honourable 
Minister to consider the clau~e as it stands today. It works very great 
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(Jir. K. F. Nariman] 
hardship on the tenants because the landlord may be living at a different · 
place, but the water supply of the tenant is cut off and it is a ¥ery great 
hardship on the tenant ; although the tenants pay their rents and d-oos, 
because the lanJ.lord makes a default in his payments, not the water 
supply of the landlord, but the tenants' is cut off. That provision would 
work great hardship on the tenants. Sometimes the landlords harass 
the tenants to pay their dues, so that the tenants may be put to this 

i hardship and made to vacate. Do not continue that hardship, which 
this clause seeks to do, by going to the length that even if the landlord 
makes a default the water supply should be cut off ; it is not only a great 
hardship to the tenants but a great danger to public health. In cases 
where there is flush system, without water it would be very insanitary. 
Therefore, this clause requires modification, so far as the cutt.ing off 

• of the water supply is concerned. 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. ~I. ~IUXSID: ~Ir. Speaker, Sir, I do respect
fully protest against this method of moving amendments. :No notice 
is giYen to the Treasury Bench and at the last minute something is 
stated which appears to be difi'erent in the section, as well as in the 
amendment. If my honourable friend wants to move an amendment, 
he cannot get up at the last minute and say, ''This is my suggestion 
Will the Government benches take it ?" I do submit, if there is any point 
in it, he should move it. We would not mind waiving notice of time, 
but surely he must have a draft ready now. 

~lr. JAllXADAS ~I. :MEHTA: Sir, I plead guilty to the charge of 
suggesting an amendment and the inconvenience caused.. I read the 
Bill only last night. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I understand no amendment is 
sought to be moved now and I shall put the clause to the House. 

The Honourable lli. K. M.lll""XSID: I can assure the House that 
if any of the sections works a hardship on any person-most of the 
honourable members who are taking interest in this Bill are members 
of the Corporation and can say whether it works hardship
Gowrnment-

)lr. JA~IXADAS ~1. )IEHTA: I would suggest these amendments 
to an honourable friend in the rpper House so that in the meantime the 
Gorernment may not be incon,·enienced. 

Clause 31 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 32 (Amendn,.ent (1 sed ion 284 of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 33 (Amendment of sedirm 286 of Bo11l. Ill of l8S8) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. · 

Clause 34: (Am.elidment of sectioll 287 cif Boul. Ill of 1888) ordered to 
J)tand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 3/S (Amendment of section 287.A. of Bom. III of 1888) ordered tC)
. stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 36 (Am~ndment of section 287B of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 37 (lnse·1tion of new ~;ion 313B in Bom. III of 
1888): 

"313B. Except under and in conformity with the terms and provisions of a licence 
granted by the Commissioner in this behalf, no person shall, for purposes of gain, use 
his skill in any handicraft or in rendering services to and for the convenience of the public 
in any public place or public street." 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I rise to oppose 
clause 37. In my general remarks I have already offered certain observa
tions with regard to the people against whom this clause is intended. 
Already much harm has been done by the existing clause in the Munici
pal Act in connection with the plight of the persons who number several 
.thousands in the City of Bombay. In addition to that if Government 
are desirous by the introduction of this clause to impose further hardship 
upon more people then certainly it would be to the discredit of the Con
gress Government for the Congress Government have always said that 
they have the interest of the worker at heart. Now, in the interest of or 
better organisation of a highly capitalised town like Bombay, they are 
shoving them away in a corner by elbowing them out-this honest 
labouring community who have to keep themselves in existence· 
either by retailing or by mending shoes or by blacking the shoes or in 
a number of any other ways. Even those will be brought in who can 
create a certain amusement in the streets like the young Japanese boys. 
or like the wrestlers, jugglers and junkers. Even they will be debarred 
from coming into the street, having their exhibitions in hand. It should 

. be remembered that even though the Congress Administration in their 
manifesto have stated that they are going to give protection to the 
poorer masses, they have consistently gone on defeating my amendments. 
meant in the interest of the masses but it is not a defeat to me. 
Every defeat to me to-day, Sir, is the future defeat but to themselves, 
and they will soon realise the power of this my defeat to-day. I am also 
one of their fraternity and if they cause me a defeat, it will be a defeat to 
themselves also. · 

Coming to my point, Sir, much harm has been done by the present 
stringent clauses; I say let not matters be rendered further worse. I am 
also going to oppose clause 38 on the same grounds. L'et clause 37 be 
deleted so that a certain class of poorer people may be able to earn for 
their existence. I do not want to dilate further upon the issue, because 
I have already made my remarks. I am sorry I have also noticed that the 
who]e House appears to be in a very pliant mood accepting everything 
that is served to them by the Government. Under such circumstances .. 
to go on protesting is to plough the lonely furrow. I do understand and 
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realise it, but I shall carry on so long as I have a head upon my shoulders· 
I have a mission to fulfil in this House and I will struggle on to the bitter 
end. It has been stated, Sir, that the Congress Government have done 
nothing for the workers and this seems to be a step further in that 
negative direction. Let them not do their worst, and therefore, I 
suggest and I fear that this clause is intended to prevent poor people 
from being able to eke out their very livip.g. If they prove an obstruc
tion on the road, the police have sufficient control over them. The 
Municipal Commissioner issues licences. The licences of course are 
very costly to these people considering their means and their 
earnings and not easy to obtain. These people earn their daily wage 
honestly in order to keep body and soul together. In spite of that, 
they have to pay a fee for their licences and I do not think that now any 
further step in the destructive direction than what has already been 
done by the Corporation should be taken by the present Administration. 
Therefore, I appeal to them and say "let them desist from the harm they 
have so far done to these poor people. Do not proceed further worse. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City) : Sir, my honourable friend 
Mr. Jhabvala has referred to a very thorny question which troubles the 
Corporation as it often troubles this House, namely, the question how to. 
adjust the rights and privileges between two conflicting people, and I must 
say that it is the interest of the Congress and the duty of the Congress 
not only to protect one section of the public but to protect and see all 
sides and sections of the public. Here the conflict is between the general 
public, the right of the pedestrians to use the pavements on the roads, as 
against the right of a particular class of hawkers to occupy the pavements 
so as not to disturb the right of the former class of citizens. The Corpora
tion, after a very careful consideration, found out a via media whereby,. 
as my honourable friend suggests, they are trying to see that the poor 
hawkers' reasonable right is exercised in a manner which will not obstruct 
the general primary right of the pedestrians to use the pavements on the· 
roads. As a matter of fact, if he will consider this matter from the other 
point of view, he will see that this is a measure which is also for the. 
protection of the hawker and I will tell him how. If there is no licence, 
if there are no spaces allotted to them on the pavements or the roads. 
for hawkers to sit upon, they are not entitled to occupy any places.and 
they will be harassed and hunted out by the police wherever they sit. 
As a matter of fact, that happens today. If they will not pay a small 
licence fee, a legitimate fee, to the municipality, they have got to 
pay something illegitimate and unauthorised to somebody else in order 
to retain illegitimately some part of the roads. In order to legalise that 
procedure, what has happened is that the Commissioner and other people 
have tried to find out what is the most convenient from the hawkers' point 
of view and the least inconvenient from the public point of view places 
which can be safely occupied by the hawkers, and these places are marked 
out as the limits and licences are issued to hawkers who are then allowed 
t•1 carry on their tradt> tht>re without disturbance by the police. If there 
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are no such licenced places, the hawkers themselves will be liable or open 
to disturbance by the police and the hawkers will have no protection. 
Therefore, Sir, the important thing to do is to see how best to reconcile 
the rights of the pedestrians with the claims of the hawkers. We have 
seen in many crowded streets and congested areas particularly old women 
and children being driven out of the pavements because they are occupied 
by hawkers and these old women and children are obliged to go on to the 
roads where there is heavy motor traffic or other kinds of vehicular traffic 
and their lives are thus exposed to serious dangers of grave accidents. 
As it is, we find that hawkers, by making illegitimate and illegal payments 
. to some persons, occupy any places anywhere unrestricted by any control 
and become a veritable and dangerous nuisance to the public, the 
pedestrian public which uses the pavements. When the hawkers do 
not resort to these illegal payments, they .lay themselves open to 
harassment by the police. For all these reasons, it is considered advisable 
from all points of view, the point of view of the hawkers, the point of 
. view of the public and the point of view of the Municipal Corpora
timi, that definite places should be assigned to the hawkers, that these 
hawkers should be controlled and they should be allowed to carry on 
their trade or ply their work without disturbance or extortion by 
the police. 

'Then, Sir, as regards the licence fee to be charged, I think it should be 
a very nominal fee, just intended to control and to restrict and not with 
a view to make this licencing business a source of revenue. The fee may 
be very nominal, one rupee per year or one anna per month. It is 
often said that licence fees are sometimes made a source of revenue. 
That should not· be allowed to happen. I hope the amendment for the 
deletion of the power as regards removal of tools and implements 
will be insisted upon and I am sure the Government also will consider it 

· sympathetically. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR B.AHADUR KHAN (Bombay City, North, and 
Bombay Suburban District): Sir, I rise to raise my voice of protest 
against this clause which has come to me as a surprise. I expected that 
the Congress Government,. when it proposed an amendment to the 
Municipal Act, would not be in favour of extending all these penal 
·clauses to barbers and shoeblacks and so many other people who are 
following different sorts of humble professions to eke out a meagre liv.eli
hood, but I expected in fact that that clause would be don~ ~way .w1th, 
because I believe that all those who are aware of the political life of 
Bombay know that there are about 15,000 to 20,000 hawkers in the City 
of Bombay who have been clamouring and who have been passing resolu· 
tion after resolution and taking out procession after procession and raising 
their voice against the treatment that has been meted out to them by the 
municipal officials and specially the Encroachment Department of the 
municipality. The abuses are so current and so well known that they 
need no telling on my part on this occasion. Sir, the Encroachment 
Department of the Bombay Municipality has become a first class scandal 
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and however much it may look on paper to be justified, when we come to 
the practical details of life, we find that the officials of the Encroachment 
Department never do their duty honestly but they are always harassing 
innocent people who want to carry on their trade and want to earn their 
honest livelihood. If any one thinks that by extending these penal 
clauses to barbers and shoeblacks and others, the rights of the pedestriall8 
will be safeguarded and the footpaths or the pavements will become clear, 
I think he is mistaken1 because bribery in the police department is. so 
rampant that, licence or no licence, the footpaths are always crowded by 
these hawkers. The hawkers' problem is a great economic problem and 

you cannot do away with that so easily, because as 
5-30 p.m. unemployment increases in the city the number of 

hawkers goes on increasing. You may go on 
prohibiting them from sitting on the footpath, you may go on penalising 
them, you may go on fining them or imprisoning them, but in spite of the 
thousands of imprisonments and fines that take place the hawkers are 
there and they will remain there as long as the problem of unemployment 
remains unsolved in the city. Therefore, to look to o.ne side of the picture 
only, by claiming to safeguard the right of the pedestrians, I think, is 
a crime against these people who have no other means of livelihood, 
except to sit on the footpath, because they find they can do nothing else. 
You have penal clauses in the Act, but 8 annas or one rupee to the police
man every day-that is what is happening-makes the penal clause 
inoperative. With the 8 annas or l rupee that these poor people have to 
pay to the policemen out of their earnings, the penal clause is done away · 
with in practice. What purpose does this penal clause serve 1 It serves 
only this purpose, that it gives a handle to the police to harass these poor 
people, and the policemen do not care what the law says ; they are always 
trying to exact more and more from these hawkers, and I think that so 
long as the problem of unemployment remains unsolved we should, as 
men of practical common sense, look at this problem not only from the 
point of view of those who live at Malabar Hill, far away from the hum
drum of Bombay city life and who have not experienced the pangs of 
poverty and do not know what earning a livelihood like that of a hawker 
me.ans. We should not look at this question from those people's point 
of view. We should also realise the situation of the hawkers. However 
much you penalise them, I assure you that the footpaths would remain 
crowded and you are only giving a handle to the policeman to harass 
the hawkers. Sir, the hawkers may be a nuisance, but they are not a 
nuisance that you can do away with by passing such an Act. It is a 
definite problem to be solved, and can be solved in a way different from 
the one in which you are trying to solve it. The barbers never sit in 
~ place where they hamper the traffic, because the profession of a barber 
1s of such a nature that they would not like to sit in a place where they 
can be interfered with. Otherwise, as just now mentioned by my friend 
~Ir. Nariman a situation would be created which I think nobody wants 
to be created. It was pointed out by the honourable member what would 
happen if the encroachment department officials came and tried to snatch 
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razors from barbers. Sir, I beg to submit that this clause should be· 
deleted. It imposes difficulties in the way of those who want to earn an 
honest livelihood, and it certainly is very surprising that the Congress 
Government should try to enact such a.-clause. It was hoped that when 
the Congress Government came into power there would be some 
proposals £or the amelioration of the condition of the hawkers who 
are in such large numbers in the city. Nobody expected that there would 
be an extension of these penal clauses to other people. Therefore, 
I oppose the clause. 

1\Ir. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City): Sir, I am sorry that my honourable 
friends Mr. Jhabvala and 1\ir. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan have very 
much exaggerated the issue. I do not understand what sin of omission 
or commission there is for which the Congress Government is attacked 
in this fashion. My honourable friends have proceeded on the assump~ 
tion that this is a penal clause. My submission is that it is not a penal, 
·but a protective measure. So far as the hawkers .are concerned, to whom 
a reference was mad,e, they are covered by section 313 of the Act. By 
clause 37 we are trying to remove some of the difficulties that are already 
there. So far as clause 37 is concerned, far from being a penal clause, it is. 
a protective clause. Under section 313 of the Act, if any hawker who has 
not got a license plies his trade on a footpath, or anywhere else in a place 
which is not" assigned to him, he is arrested and put to hardship. On the 
other hand, if a license is issued to him and he is assigned a place where 
he can carry on his business, no policeman dare go and interfere with him. 
I want to explain why this clause became necessary. Under the definition 
of "hawker", barbers, cobblers and shoe-blacks, the people that have 
been so eloquently described here, are not covered, because they do not 
sell anything like a hawker. They earn a living by their skill. While 
a hawker sells vegetables, fruit, or other articles, a cobbler or a shoe-black 
or a barber does not. They ply their skill, and that is why they are to 
be found on the footpath. The difficulty is that they are not covered 
by the definition, and the object of the clause is to protect them by licen
sing them. I quite agree with my honourable friend Mr. Nariman that so 
far as the licensing fee is concerned-it is not going to be a revenue 
measure-it should be very small. The picture is rather overdrawn by 
my two honourable friends who opposed this provision as if there is some~ 
thing wrong with the process of licensing. There is nothing wrong in 
it, and all the hue and cry that is raised against the encroachment depart
ment has nothing to do with the license fee. The license fee is as small 
as it can be imagined, and if any efforts are made in the direction of 
reducing the present license fee, the Corporation, I am sure, will sympa
thetically consider that matter. So far as the activities of the encroach
ment department are concerned under the penal clause, if a hawker is 
found contravening the provisions of section 313A, the encroachment 
department takes away his articles and keeps them for two or three days. 
In many. cases the articles are perishable and when the hawkers come to 
take them back most of these articl€S have perished and on the top of it 
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th~y hne to pay something. as fin~. !.ll that is conred by clause 38 
of th~ Bill. and not clause 37, which is merely for the purpose of enabling 
licenses to be issued. Th~refore, it is not proper for my honourable 
friends to rely on clause 37 for painting that lurid picture and sugg~st to 
this Hous~ as if the hardship is due to licensing. Licensing has always 
been regarded as a protecth-e measure. The object is to permit these 
&rti...;;ans to carry on their profession by obtaining a lic.ense by paying 
a small fee. In the ea~ of barbers, I think, licensing is necessary on 
~nitary and hygienic principles. I do not know whether other artisans 
will eomc in that category. II there is licensing, they will be brought 
Wlder proper control; that is what is aimed at, not that there should be 
additional harassment. A license fee of 1 rupee per year, I do not think, 
is a harassment in the case of a barber who certainly must be spending . 
much more for his luxu.ries and necessities. I am not contending for a 
moment th~t th~y ar~ really WE.'ll off and we should do something to 
harass them. I am ouly suggesting that the process of licensing by itself 
is by no means a harassment. It is a prot~ctive measure, and therefore 
it should be supported eyen by those who han sympathy for the hawkers 
and these poor artisans. That can be dealt with when you come to clause 
38, which is a different llroposition alt()gether. With these words, I hne 
to say that I do not agre~ with my honourable friends. 

The Honourable ~Ir. L. )1. PATIL: For reasons already given by the 
honoUiabl~ m~mber ~Ir. Xariman and the honourable member Mr. Patil. 
I oppose the am~ndm~nt . 

.\m~ndment put, and negatived. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ )IOII.UIED K.Hl...~: The honourable gentleman. 
who spokt before the Honourable 'llinister in charge described shoe
black as an article. Is that a fact ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member was 
ref~rring to the skill~ in handicraft. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ liOILUIED K.Hl...~: I haYe nothing to say t.o. 
that : but he was describing shoe-black as an article. I want to know 
whether it is a fact. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Nothing will turn on the inter-
pretation of that. 

Clause 37 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 3S (Jt)~ttdmetil of $tdion 314 of Bom. Ill of ISSS): 
1ftt>r rlau..~ (() of lile<'tion Ul oft~ Wd .\rt, the following new clause shall be insertfd. 

namt'ly:-

.. (i) any tools,implt'll}tnts or othenrtidt$ used or inU'Ilded to be used in anypublie 
~)~or in anv publk> strt'l"t hv r.nv person r.l;'ting in contn>rt'ntion of the proti..'\loll$ 
nf ~-tion 3138." • • 

llr. S. H. JHABYALA: Sir, I oppose the whole clause. 

The HonouraUe the SPEAKER: Order, order. 
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Mrs. LILA VATI K. 1\fUNSID : Sir, before I move my amendment, 
I request your permission to allow me to move the other amendment 
also, because both ofthem relate to section 314. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have my own view with regard 
to the admissibility of both these am"eii.ilments. To me it appears that 
the first amendment about the deletion of clause 38 is a direct negative 
of the clause. The clause can be opposed. About the second amendment, 
which I think will follow after clause 38, as it stands, is either opposed 
-or rejected, I feel a difficulty as to whether that amendment is within the 
scope of the present Bill. 

Sir ALI l\1AHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : May I bring one point to 
your notice 1 I should like to be enlightened on it. The amendment 
to section 314 of the Act brings the whole section 314: under discussion. 
Therefore, that section is open to amendment. If that is so, the 
honourable member 1\Irs. :Munshi will be in order in moving her 
.amendment. I hope I am correct. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I should express to the House as 
to what difficulty I feel. I have looked into the question and tried to 
~onsider it. I know, it has been laid down previously' that, whenever 
.a Bill amending a section of the Act is placed before the House, the House 
gets jurisdiction over that section ; and, therefore, the mover of an 
.amendment is not to restrict himself only to the matter or scope of the 
provisions of the clause seeking to amend the original section, but the 
whole original section can be amended in any manner the House thinks 
proper. I have seen the rulings carefully which lay down that, i£ a section 
·of the original Act is before the House, any amendment to that section 
~an be brought in. That is how the previous rulings generally lay down 
the rule. The difficulty which I have been feeling is this. When only 
-one point or matter is contained in a section and when that section is 
.amended, that section can be said to be within the jurisdiction of the 
House; but wh~re a particular section deals with a large number of 
different matters-matters entirely of a-different character and not inter
related to each other-could it be said that, because for the convenience 
-of grouping and numbering, they have been brought under one section, the 
whole section is before the House 1 That is the difficulty I am feeling .. 
I shall illustrate my point. In the District Municipal Act and the 
Municipal Boroughs Act, there are sections prescribing the discretionary 
as well as the obligatory duties of the municipality. Thirty or forty 
matters are bundled up in a section. Some one part of it is sought to be 
amended. Will it be competent for the House to introduce any matter 
not related to th~t particular sub-section, simply because a particular 
sub-section of that section is brought before the House to be amended 1 
What is intended by the previous rulings is that the entire subject mat.ter 
in that particular section comes within the scope of the amending B1ll ; 
but, where that section deals with different matters by reference to the 
obligatory and discretionary duties bundled up into one section, to ~y 
mind, it could not have been intended to lay down that the entire sect10n 
is to be open for amendments. Simply because one number of the section 
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is gh·en for the purpose of grouping, it cannot be said that every 
inch of it is within the jurisdiction of the House. Unless this 
interpretation is given, the difficulty will be that in sections o£ this type, 
any and every matter can be brought in without any consideration of 
relevancy or scope. That is the difficulty which I have been feeling. 
The present Bill seeks to amend section 314 and it is in a technical sense, 
no doubt, an amending one, because something is sought to be put in 
in that section which the section does not originally contain ; but the 
Bill does not make any changes in the section as it stands. It does not 
try to alter any of the clauses (a), (b) or (c). This section contains three 
separate sub-sections dealing with entirely difierent subject matters. 
All these are put in as (a), (b) and (c) in one section for the convenience 
of drafting and grouping. I would like to place my viewpo~t before 
the House, so that honourable members may enlighten me on the 
difficulty I am feeling. Assuming for the sake of argument that; because 
section 314 is mentioned in the Bill, any part of section 314 can be touched, 
will it be permissible to have an amendment relating to a difierent matter 1 
I shall first read the section : 

"The Commissioner may, without notice, cause to be removed-

( a) any wall, fence, rail, post, step, booth or other stmcture or fixture which shalt 
he erected or set up in or upon any street, or upon or over any open channel, drain, 
well or tank contrary to the provisions of sub-section (1) ofsection 312, after the same 
comt>s into force ; " 

This refers to the powers of the Commissioner with reference to some
thing done under section 312. It is entirely a different ~ubject. The 
powers of removal are there but the substantive provision will be found 
in section 312 which is a separate subject matter. Then, clause (b) of 
the section says: · 

"any stall, chair, bench, box, ladder, bale, board or shelf, or any other thing whatever 
placed, deposited, projected, attached, or suspended in, upon, from or to any place in 
contravt>ntion of sub-section (1) of section 313;" 

Section 313, which is grouped here for the purpose of vesting the Com
missioner with certain powers of removal, is again an entirely different 
subject matter. It has nothing to do with what has been provided for 
in section 312. Clause (c) of section 314: reads: . 

"any article whatsoever hawked or exposed f9r sale in any public place or in any 
puhlir street in contravention of the provisions of section 313A." 

This, again, is a power with reference to the powers vested in the Com
missioner in an entirely different section. So, the power to remove being 
common with reference to all the other powers exercised under these 
three different sections, they are grouped together in one section, namely, 
sedion 314. It does not mean, therefore, that section 314: deals with 
one matter; it refers to so many matters, the common point being 
power of remoYal. Now, if by the expression "section" in previous 
rulings it is interpreted that all these provisions are open to the 
jurisdiction of the House, I shall have perhaps to go to the length of 
even holding, if there is any amendment brought in here for preventing 
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the Commissioner from removing a dangerous wall or a dilapidated 
building, that such an amendment is admissible during a discussion on 
this Bill. To my mind, it is rather a very hard thing to maintain that 
simply because section 314 is mentioned here because it puts several 
matters as one group, therefore an amendment seeking to delete some· 
thing which is not the subject matter of this Bill could be brought in. 
That is the difficulty I have been feeling. I would, therefore, like 
to be enlightened on this point, if honourable members have anything 
to say on the subject. 

The Honourable Mr. K. :M. 1\IUNSHI: Sir, let me with great respect 
make my submission on this point. Our Standing Order says, if 
I remember aright, that the amendment must be relevant to and within 
the scope of the motion. The question therefore is this. When a 
section is sought to be amended in part, what is the motion 1 Is the 
motion to introduce only a clause, or to remove a clause, or is the motion 
to amend the section 1 That is the first point. It is not a question, 
I respectfully submit, whether an amendment to a section comes merely 
.as an effort to insert a sentence or to cut it out. The section is one unit 
.as it stands in the Act, and whenever you seek to amend any part of it 
you seek to amend the section as a whole ; you do not seek to add to or 
alter or deduct from one or the other of the provisions incorporated in 
the section, because a section is not only a unit of language, but a unit in 
<:onception. · Therefore, when an amendment has been brought forward, 
it alters the nature of the whole unit of conception and language. If 
I may refer to section 314, the first part runs as follows : 

"The Commissioner may, without notice, cause to be removed-" 

'Then follow clauses (a), (b) and (c). The section empowers the Com· 
missioner to do half a dozen things. Therefore, when you add to or 
deduct from it something, you either extend the scope of the power of 
the Commissioner or you restrict it. Any amendment to this section, 
therefore, would have the effect of not; merely adding or subtracting 
a sub-clause, but either extending or restricting the scope of the section. 
"May cause to be removed "-that is the power, in the first part of the 
section, which is sought to be affected. Suppose section 314 stood as it 
is ; then the power would extend over a certain jurisdiction ; that 
jurisdiction is sought to be either extended or taken away. Therefore, 
the motion before you is the amendment of the section ; in other words, 
the amendment seeks to amend the scope of the power of the Commis· 
sioner which is contained in the section. It would follow that if you 
are going to amend the whole scope of the power, then anything which 
further extends or further restricts that scope would be relevant to and 
within the scope of the motion and would be in order according to ~he 
Standing Order. If this were not, numerous difficulties would anse. 
Suppose, for instance, an amendment is brought and carried i~corpora
ting clause (d) in this section. It would conceivably req,me some 
change in any other part of the section. Then, Sir, if the whole section 
were not before the House, it must simply add that sentence, however 
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inconsistent it may be with the previous part of the section. Not 
·only that ; even if the different provisions are so conilicting that a 
change might become necessary to adjust them, it cannot be done. 
So, if the subject matter of the motion is treated as relating, not to the 
whole section, but only to that little part which is sought to be added, 
the House will find itself in the difficulty of being able to do nothing 
to the rest of the section. In this case, the first part of the section reads, 
"The Commissioner may, without notice, cause to be .removed-". 
Suppose there were some other words instead, you must, when this 
clause is added, see whether the first part of the section runs properly 
into the succeeding clauses and that this clause fits in with the scheme 
of the section. Therefore, you cannot forget the section as a whole and 
say that the amendment does not touch it but only adds a little clause at 
the end of it. The rulings since 1924 are uniform. The remarks of the 
Honourable the President in the July·August 1924: session deal 
exhaustively with this point, namely, that as soon as a section is sought 
to be amended in any way whatsoever, the whole section is before the 
House. If I may read the relevant portion : 

" I do not think I need allow the discussion to proceed any further. A point of order 
ha.~ b~en raised on two issues. The first issue is that the proposed amendment is not 
within the scope of the bill, and as an argument in favour of that contention it Is urged 
that the House can only deal with the actual amendment proposed in the amending bill 
and nothing else. In regard to that issue I should like to point out what has been the 
procedure uniformly followed in this House for the last many years: that i~, that when 
a. bill proposing am3ndments to certa.in specific sections of an existing Act is brought 
before the House, all the sections proposed to be amended are submitted to its jurisdiction, 
a.ni this House is entitled to alter or amend those sections in a manner which may appear 
in tluir con1ilered juigment to be in the best interests of the people. They cannot 
however ~o beyond the sections which are submitted to their jurisdiction, and all 
a.m~ndments proposed to other parts of the Act are out of order. Assume that Govern· 
m mt introduce ll'gisla.tion for a.mendin~ one section of an Act like the Bombay City 
l\lilnicipa.l Act, which contains over 500 sections. It must be obvious that the House 
cannot be allowed to go over all the sections of that Act. It can deal with only one 
section which is submitted to its jurisdiction, and in regard to it, it is entitled to do what 
it tb.inks is in the best interests of the people." (Bombay Legislative Council Debates, 
Vol. XII, pp. 97-98.) 

This is a clear authority to establish the proposition, because, I repeat 
once more and respectfully that it is the section as a whole which is 
sought to be amended and not any parcel of it. This ruling was follow· 
ed again in the October session of the same year. , I am reading from 
Volume XIII, page ii4 7 : 

"It ha.s been held that when by means of an amending bill anv honourable member 
>~ub11its :l"rtain se~tions of an existing Act to the jurisdiction of the House, the House 
is entitleJ to m1ke any am3nim~nts other than those which ma.y be embodied in the 
&Ul:ltin; bill to that section. Therefore, it would be perfectly open to the House to 
m~ke an ammimJnt of section 54. of the Mllllicipal Act .•.•.• " 

There also it was the City of Bombay Municipal Act. 
If that was not so, Sir, when amending a sentence, the House 

would not be justified in either looking at 
6 p.m. the other sentences and correlating them. The 

House is, therefore, entitled to look not merely at 
this particular amendment but at the preamble of the section which 
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gives the right to the Commissioner to remove certain things. 
Suppose, some member just now desires to move an amendment to
the effect that "as to (a), (b) and (c) nothing need be said, but as recrards. 
(d) removal should be after due :wttice of 15 days", I subrit it 
would be relevant, and ancillary to the amendment. Therefore, 
I submit that it is within the jurisdiction of the House to consider the 
section as soon as any part of it is amended. Of course, there is the 
danger of a. snatch-vote being taken on the floor of the House 
indirectly on a different matter, but if it comes to that, the majority 
in the House will have to take the consequences. That is my 
submission. 

The Honour~ble the SPEAKER: I may make the point clear. I am 
not concerned with the danger either way. It is not from that point of" 
view that I am looking at it. It is only from the point of view of the 
scope of the Bill and relevancy that I am looking at it. 

Sir .ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHL.A VI : Sir, I simply want to 
add that the Honourable 1\Ir. 1\Iunshi has defended the honourable 
Mrs. Munshi's amendment more substantially than I could have, and 
that was but natural. [Laughter.] Sir, I think the point of view that 
l raised and which has been so valiantly supported by the honourable 
member is relevant because it refers to similar articles. Now section 
314 (c) says: 

" any article whatsoever hawked or exposed for sale in any public place or in any public 
street in _contravention of the provisions of section 313A." 

and as we are talking of the subject matter which is of the same kind, 
·the point of view would be relevant. Sir, you might perhaps consider 
this point while giving your ruling. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The exposition of the Honourable 
·Minister for Law and Order has not t~:tken me away from my doubts. 
I have read the rulings myself carefully and I would not like, so far as 
possible, to differ from the precedents laid down. Now, in this 
particular case from which the Honourable the· Minister for Law and 

·Order read, the clause before the House was for the amendment of 
section 179 of the District Municipal .Act. My point is that if there is a 
section which, though divided into a few parts, consists of a certain 
matter which makes up a homogeneous whole, then the House can touch 
any and every part of it in an amending Bill, because the matter is 
one entire composite whole and not a bundle of matters grouped together. 
I will illustrate it by a reference to a section in the Municipal Boroughs 
Act. Suppose, for example,-! am quoting an illustration-that it is 
sought to amend a section by giving the Municipality power to present 
addresses without the previous consent of the Collector or the Commil!
sioner and an amendment only for this purpose is sought to be made. 
Now, simply because an amendment is sought to be made in a certain 
section of the Act which prevents the Municipality from giving addresses 
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without the consent of the Collector or Commissioner, will it be 
competent to any member to move amendments relating to other 
matt<>rs running over practically the whole of the Act t If a member on 
such an amending Bill, the object of which is only to give the Munici· 
pality power to present addresses without the previous consent of the 
Collector, were to move an amendment, so far as the object of primary 
education is concerned or so far as the object of milk supply is concerned 
or so far as the object of sanitary improvements is concerned, would it be 
~~aid that all these provisions in the Municipal Act relating to education, 
t"~anit.ation, milk supply, housing and what not, will all be before the 
House for the purpose of any amendment that the member might choose 
to move 1 That is the difficulty which I have been feeling.· The 
particular ruling referred to speaks of a " section " no doubt, hut all 
these rulings were given in respect of sections in which one composite 
homogeneous matter was there and not different matters grouped 
together in one section. To my mind, these rulings have to be read in the 
light of fa.cts and the circumstances tinder which they were given. I will 
not go the length of saying that if an amendment in one particular is 
made in any section, no other amendment to that section can be moved. 
That is not the point that I am urging. I am very clearly of the view 
that if there is a section which can be said to be a homogeneous one and 
not consisting of different matt.ers grouped together-if I may use an 
expression, a section which is not a physical mixture as distinguished 
from a chemical compound, and if an amendment is moved to it1 then 
certainly the whole section is before the House, hut my difficulty is 
whether, if different matters are grouped together in one section, 
practirally the whole Act itself can be said to be before the House. 
Unfortunately, that difficulty has not been overcome by the arguments 
of the Honourable the Home Minister. 

Then, in the subsequent rulings also the word " section " has been 
used and this particular ruling has been followed. I quite agree there. 
Therefore, I am not, really speaking, departing from the old precedents, 
but I am interpreting the old precedents in the light of facts and circum· 
11tances under which these 'rulings were given. Taking this view, I am 
l'till of opinion though I formally do not declare-

The Honourable Mr. K. M. UUNSHI: I am sorry to interrupt you, 
Sir. But your ruling on this amendment-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I want to give my ruling formally, 
as it is an important. precedent and may enlarge or ~urtail the rights of 
the House. Before I finally and formally give my ruling, I want to make 
it dear as to what is passing in my mind so that arguments to the con
trary may be advanced. .A.s I said, I do not want to go the length of 
saying that amendments will be restricted only to the proposals in the 
amending Bill. In a homogeneous whole section, the amendments can 
refer to the whole of the matter, that is, the subject matter of the parti
<"ular section, and it may also extend to other sections of the Act~ though 
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not mentioned in the amending Bill, if they are so correlated that · 
consequential amendments in the other sections become necessary. 
This is with reference to the point which was referred to by the Honour- . 
able 'Minister for Law and Order, viz.rthat it would result in a hardship 
if the other sections also cannot be touched. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSm: Other parts of the same 
section. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: But I go further. Not only other 
parts of the same section can be touched, but if it becomes necessary that 
by an amending Bill a homogeneous whole section is placed before the 
House, and it becomes necessary to touch the other sections for the 
purposes of amendments which are purely consequential to the amend
ments to the section, it might be done because such other changes will be 
mainly verbal and necessary to give effect to the permissible amendments. 
But if the subject matter is different and there are different clauses, I do 
not see as to how the matter would be relevant merely because of being 
grouped under one section. Here the question was of the power of the 
Commissioner. But the matter does not merely rest at that. The 
powers are given under different sections for different occasions and 
merely because the powers are grouped by one section, it does ·not 
become a common question merely of removal of powers. Suppose we 
take another instance. A section authorises or gives a rule-making 
power and if that is sought to be amended in one respect by either taking 
away the power in one clause or giving power by another, could it be 
contended that because a section groups together the powers of 
rule-making, under different sections of the Act, all the sub-sections 
dealing with different sections and various matters in the Act are before 
the House t To my mind, it could not be argued that way. That is the 
difficulty which is still present to my mind. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : 1-Wish to make one submission, Sir~ 
· I take it that section 37 and the amendment, namely 313B proposed, 
is passed and adopted by the .Assembly. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have not followed the honourable 
member. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Clause 37 has been accepted 
and 313B also has been accepted. 

The HonolH'able the SPEAKER: That difficulty did come to my 
mind in the beginning, but I may invite the honourable member's 
attention to clause 42. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I am just coming to that. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : But, at present, I am not 
concerned with how the Bill will appear on merits. 
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Rao Bahadur G. K. CIIIT.ALE: No, Sir, I am not making any subw 
mission as regards merit, but as regards a point of order and the difficulty 
that you have felt. I am pointing out that now that the clause 313D 
will be adopted by the Assembly and as it extends the scope of the 
previous section by bringing in such persons who, " for purposes of gain, 
use their skill in any handicraft or in rendering services to and for the 
convenience of the public in any public place or public street", that 
having been adopted, how would the clause which originally stood as 
(c) namely, any article whatsoever etc., if it were to be added with this, 
stand ~ The position then is that the interpretation that you wish to 
put that it is only under this clause and under this clause alone that the 
amendment would be admissible would lead to this-if I understood 
you properly-that you wish to lay down that when an amending Bill is 
brought which seeks to amend a particular section, if there are different 
parts pertaining to which the powers have already been given separately, 
then in that case that particular power which is introduced in the 
amending Bill alone is open and not others. . That is the view that you 
wish to put forward and my submission to that is that it would lead to 
this that as regards the present, the fact of the matter is that we are 
seized of the whole section 314, as in the previous Act, section 14-in the 
amending Act XIX of 1930, this clause was put in CC. CC has been put 
by the amending Act of 1930. Now, what the Government propose to 
do, if I have understood their intention correctly, is that they wish to add 
another clause, namely, D. So, this particular section 314 has been before 
the legislature. So also the original section 313 by the amending Bill 
and the scope is being slightly extended, and it must be understood that 
on all these two or three occasions, the whole section was open, especially 
as the qualifying words are "the Commissioner may without notice cause 
t.o be removed". Remove what 1 A, B, C and now D, and I should 
therefore submit that it is not only that part of the section that is now 
before the Assembly but it must be held consistently with previous 
section having regard to the facts in this particular case. I quite agree 
that if it were not connected in the way in which I am now trying to 
connect it, in that case it is quite conceivable to argue as a. point of 
order that that particular matter being quite distinct may not be allowed 
to be amended, but here that point is put before the House as the view 
that we are trying to extend the scope of it and therefore I should think 
that the interpretation or the point of order for which the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department is trying to put an interpretation is 
a matter which must be given very serious consideration. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the particular aspect of this 
section that extends the scope 1 That argument, I have not been able 
to follow. 

fu.o Bahadur G. K. CffiTALE: You will see, Sir, that in the original 
Act the section was 313 only. Then section 313A was added by Bombay 
Act I of 1925, section 19A. Then section 314 was amended by another 
Act, Bombay Act XIX amending Act, section 14. So, what I am pointing 
out on this question of point of order is this ; that this particular 
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section 313 and this section 314 have been amended, and the scope is 
being extended slowly as practical difficulties were felt. Now, a practical 
difficulty is felt and therefore we have adopted 313D. If we had not 
adopted that, that would have been another matter, but now that we have 
adopted 313D, then surely the present section, namely, clause D, becomes 
open to discussion, and therefore, the whole section is to my mind correctly 
under discussion now. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I think there is some misapprehension. 
The point at present for argument is not-and I am not contesting the 
point-that clause D as proposed to be added cannot be added. That is 
not the point. By the amendment of the honourable member 
Mrs. Munshi, she says that section 314, clause (c), of the original 
Act should be deleted. A sub-section which is part of a section already 
in existence in the Act should be deleted-that is the amendment now. 
The provision in the amending Bill is for the addition of clause (d). I am 
not saying that the discussion on clause (d) will be out of order. That is 
perfectly in order, because the amending Bill is to that effect. The only 
point is, when the amending Bill itself does not touch clauses (a), (b) 
and (c), which are entirely different matters, is it now competent to 
delete clause (c) 1 It can be done by another amending Bill, but that 
is another matter-not that it can never be done. 

There is another point also, that whatever decision we take now will 
become important from another point o£ view. Here it is a question 
of deleting certain powers of the Commissioner. Therefo~e, if this liberty 
is given, it can also be imagined that by way of amendment, further 
powers may also be sought to be taken by moving amendments. That is 
also another aspect. The House has to consider its privileges, and I have 
also to consider them from both points of view. At present it might be 
deemed agreeable to see that (c) goes. Butif a ruling is given and the 
word" section" in the former rulings is interpreted in this way, it may 
also be possible for Government to introduce by way of amendment any 
further powers that they want. Therefore, the principle has to be looked 
at from both points o£ view, and not only from the objective that members 
may have at present before their minds. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I only wish that the Chair appreciates 
the point that I have brought forward. The words in section 314 (c) 
are" any article whatsoever", while the proposed addition (d) mentions 
the articles. How can it be said that the words" any article whatsoever " 
which are already there cannot be interpreted to mean and include the 
few articles which are the subject matter of clause (d) 1 

The Honourable :Mr. K. :M. MUNSHI : Sir, may I respectfully submit 
that I realise the difficulty that you are feeling 1 The distinction 
appears to me to be this. An amendment must be relevant to and within 
the scope of the motion; that is the Standing Order. It really must mean 
therefore that it must be relevant to or within the scope of the subject 
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matter of the motion. )ly submission was, and it is the submission o£ the 
honourable membl'r who spoke last and of the Leader of the Opposition, 
that "Fmbjrct matter" means the section, when the section is sought 
to be amended. The view that was expressefl by you, Sir, was that 
" l'lubject mattrr " was not the section, but the matter about which the 
motion is brought. That appears to be the distinction. But I submit 
that even then this amendment is in order, even in the restricted view 
of the point of order. If you see section 313A, it says : 

'' Except under and in confonnity with the terms and provisions of a. license granted 
hy the Commi~~ioner in thl~ behalf, no person shall hawk or expo~e for sale in any public 
p~u:e or iu any public ~treet any article wbatsocrer, whether it be for human consumption 
or not." 

rnder this section the Commissioner today actually gives licenses, not 
merely to hawkers but to persons who for purposes of gain use their skill 
on the public ~:~treet. That you will find in the notes on clauses 37 
and 38. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is stated in the notes that that is 
the practice. I am not concerned with the practice, as to what the . 
Commissioner is doing. The view which I may put forward is, either 
the powers sought to be given are already there, in section 313A, or they 
are not. lf they are there, no amending clause is necessary. If they 
are not, then 313B becomes necessary, and obviously the provision 
contained in clause 38 is consequential to the acceptance of section 313B. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I think I have not made myself 
dt'ar. I am not relying on the practice. I am trying to point out that 
both section 313B which is added and clause {c) of section 314 which 
already exists deal with the same subject matter. As a matter of form 
ouly they are put in as separate sections. Both clauses deal with the 
same subject matter, viz., certain persons who are carrying on business 
in a public street can have a right to do so by license, but not otherwise. 
Then again, sub-sections (c) and (d) of section 314 are the same: where 
they carry on business without license the articles which they have got in 
their possession can be taken away. Taking it on the footing of the point 
of view which you were pleased to mention, I ask you, Sir, not to look at 
the linguistic division but look at the homogeneity of the subject matter. 
From this point of view, assuming the House throws out clause 38, the 
artides of persons falling under 313B cannot be taken away, whereas the 
articles of persons mentioned in section 313A.can be taken away by the 
Commissioner. It is the same subject matter, it is the same right of the 
Commissioner to license certain people to carry on business ; the same 
right, if they carry on business without license, to get them punished, 
and take away the artic.Ies they are using for the trade. It is one idea. · 
It could be drafted as one section in some such form. Except under and 
in conformity with the terms of the license granted by the Commissioner, 
no person shall hawk or expose for sale, or carry on business for purposes 
of gain, and, if they do it, their articles can be taken away. If, therefore, 
clause 38 is lost1 the result will be, that, with r('gard to the same right 
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of licensing, the Commissioner can take away articles of persons 
mentioned in 313A. but he cannot do so in regard to those mentioned in 
section 313B. Both are germane to each other. Even according to 
your standard, Sir, it is not the same right of the Commissioner relating 
to the same class of persons, who are carrying on business in public street 
without license: What is to be done with their goods 1 Even from 
a restricted point ofview, so far as this a:Q!endment is concerned, it is 
perfectly in order. Otherwise, in order to make these two sections 
uniform, Government will have to bring in a Bill to delete 
section 314C. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is nearly 6-30. I think it is not 
proposed to continue the sitting late to finish the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Finishing is not possible. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: In that case, I too want to have 
time to consider. Though I feel I am not shaken as regards the first part, 
so far as the nature of the two sub-sections is concerned, even 
within a restricted sphere, the argument appeals to me. I want to 

. consider. 

Sir ALI :MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Mter stating that you 
want to have time to consider, you say you are not shaken. It is 
disappointing. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am not shaken as regards the first 
part. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. MUNSRI : There was no intention to 
shake the Chair, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I will give my ruling tomorrow. 

TIME OF MEETING ON SATURDAY. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Now, about the time when we should 
meet tomorrow. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K.l\I. :MUNSHI: During the Poona session we 
sat from 10-30 to 2-30. 

An Hono1frable 1\tEMBER : Half-past one. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\WNSHI: Yes; half-past one. Sir, 
there is one thing which I should like to mention to the House. Bill 
No. I of 1938, which has been kept back, will be the first on the agenda 
tomorrow. It is essential, from the point of view of Government, that 
it must be passed tomorrow, because the elections in the various districts 
are pending on account of this Bill being before the House. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : The Honourable Minister 
means that it must be gone through tomorrow. 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Yes; I am sorry. I apologise. 
I did not realise the distinction. But I am afraid it will not make much 
difference, I can assure you. I am only mentioning this, that it may not 
be possible to finish it by half-past one. Therefore, if it is convenient to 
you, we may have to sit for a little longer time. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If the House is agreeable, I am 
prepared to sit from morning till evening. Suppose we meet tomorrow 
at 11 instead of at 10-30-from 11 to 1 and from 2 till we finish t 

An Honourable MEMBER: On Saturdays, instead of curtailing the 
time, we are lengthening it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It may be an incentive to curtail 
speeches. As the Honourable Minister for Law and Order has pointed 
out, Government ar~ anxious to have the Bill gone through because of 
the elections being held up. For that reason it is necessary that we 
must sit even longer hours for the convenience of the entire Province. 
Do I take it that we meet tomorrow at eleven 1 

Honourable MEMBERS : Yes. 

The House then adjourned till 11 a.m. on Satttrda,y, the 22nd Jaruw,ry 
1938. 
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Saturday, the 22nd Janwry 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Saturday, 
the 22ud January, at 11 a.m., the Honourable the Speaker, :Mr. G. V. 
MA VALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

AmALE, Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
AMBEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HusEIN A.BooBAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAn IssA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M. A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, M:r. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R.· 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, M:r. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MAHOMED KHA..~ 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, the Honourable :Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHr.JUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAiz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FIRODEA, Mr. K. s. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAI:K.WAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEWALE, Mr. A. A. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, Mr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
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GIR.ASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GIRliE, Mr. R. B. 
GoKliALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoLDING, Mr. C. F . 

. GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
JIA:NAGI, Mr. ABDUL KARIM AMINSAB 
HAsAN, Mr. SHAIKH MoHAMAD 
HIRAY, Mr. B.s. 
JADHAv, Mr. D. a: 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JHABVALA, Mr. s. H. 
JOSHI, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHHI, Khan Saheb fuJI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANuGA, :Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. s. L. 
KARAv ADE, Mr. R. K. 
KAzi, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHWAJA MOINUDDIN 
KAzi, Mr. AziZ GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GoVIND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, :Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honouxable Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KILLEDAR, Mr. MAHOMED MusA 
KuNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D . 

• LALCHAND HIRACH.A:ND, Mr. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLI'K, Mr. R.N. 
MARATHE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BuDHAJIRAO 
MASTER, :Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, llr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS :M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, llr. 
MITHA, Mr. MAHoMED S.C. 
MouAMEDALLY ALLABux, 1\lr. 
MoRARBHAI KAsANJI, 1\lr. 
MUNSHI, the Honouxable Mr. K. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. v. N. 
"N'ALAV ADI, Mr. G. R. 
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N'ANDA, Mr. GuLZA.RI LA.L 
N A.RIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, M!. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuRIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PA.RuLEKA.R,~.s. v. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL,~. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL,~. BHAILALBRAI B. 
PATEL,~. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL,~. MA'HoMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, Mr.l\lANGESH B. 
PATEL,~. MusAJI E. 
p ATIL, Mr. ATMA.RAM N. . 
PATIL, ~. GAMBHm.RAO A. 
PATIL, ~. KALLANGOUDA s. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, ~. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, ~s. NAGAMM.A. 
PATIL, ~. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. s. K. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
PuRANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAis, K.B. Sardar HAJI AMIRSAREB MomDDIN SAREB 
RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, :Mr. D. W. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAKARLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SAKLATVALA,~.S.D. 
SATHE, Mr. s. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN MA'HoMED, Khan Bahadur 
8HINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAREB JAGDEORAO 
SHIRALKA.R, ~. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, 1\Ir. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IsMAIL HAsAN BAPu 
SINGA.PORI, :Mr. A. E. 
SUGANDHI, Mr. M. s. 
TALKA.R, Mr. K. R. 
THAKoR, Mr. B. P. 
TRORAT, Mr. R. B. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. v. 

liO·III :Bk Hb 177-11.1 
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TY ABJI, Mrs. F AIZ B. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. u. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
WADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, Mr. P. W. 
WALVEKAR, Mr. B. B'. 
w ANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

ALLEGED DELAY IN ANSWERING OF QUESTIONS. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : On. a pomt of mformation, Sir. 
I have the misfortune to bring to your notice that the questions which 
we have submitted have not yet been. answered though six months 
have passed. I want to know whether it is possible for you to help . 
us· in. getting answers to our questions, or if it is not possible for 
you, will Government be pleased to enlighten us ¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have not been able to hear what 
the honourable member ·says. 

Mr. G. K. PHADKE: Questions have not been answered during the 
course of six months. May I know whether it is possible for you to 
help us in. !J.ny way in. getting over this irregularity ¥ If it is not possible 
for you, will Government be pleased to enlighten us on the point of 
this delay in answering the questions! 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: May I explain, Sir~ 
I believe the honourable member refers to some short notice 
questions. 

Mr. G. K. PHADKE: No, Sir. I refer to ordinary questions. It is 
nearly six months since we have submitted the questions and there is 
no answer yet. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I cannot say exactly what I shall 
be able to do, and whether,· whatever I may try will be successful 
or not, but all that I can say is that I !'ill just request Government to 
give replies as early as possible. I think it should be sufficient for the 
present ; we will deal with the matter later on .. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: May I say a word, Sir! There 
is no intention. to delay the answering of any question deliberately. 
I do not know exactly what question the honourable member has in 
view; but, Sir, may I just state to you that some of the questions are 
asked in s~ch a manner that they entail a very elaborate enquiry by 
reference to the districts, to the Commissioners and to other people, 
and it naturally takes some time to get all the information 1 But I will 
assure the honourable member that questions will be answered with the 
utmost despatch. Although we do not desire unduly to delay the 
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an15WPring of questions, I do find that some of the questions that are . 
put are of this character, e.g., "How many men have 10 acres of land, 
can you say how much land he cultivates himself, how much of it is 
let out to the tenants, whether his income is only derived from that land 
or whether he also supplements it by another occupation", and so on. 
Without elaborate enquiries, it is almost impossible for us to supply 
such information. Unless the questions are of a character which involve 
elaborate enquiries, Government will certainly answer them with the 
utmost despatch. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: The questions described by the Honourable. 
the Prime Minister are very few. There are other questions which 
do not ask for such information and which are not yet replied. What 
about such questions t 

The Honourable 1\fr. B. G. K.HER: I have answered. 

BILL No. I OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
LOCAL BOARDS ACT, 1923), 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put to the House 
amendment No. 12. The honourable members have got with them 
the revised list of amendments, and amendment No. 12 is the amendment 
moved bv the honourable member Mr. Phadake. The amendment is 
as under':-

"Delete sub-dause (:?) of proposed section 6." 

Sub-clause (2) of the proposed section 6 reads as under: 

"~otwithstand.ing anything contained in sub-section (1), the Muhammadans in the 
aroa constituting a Muhammadan constituency who have attained the age of 21 years 
may either unanimously or by majority declare in the manner prescribed under 
clause (a) of section 133 that the said Muhammadan constituency be abolished." ' 

This amendment is identical with amendment Ko. 13 of the honourable 
member Mr. Chundrigar which has not been formally moved. I will 
now put the amendment No. 12 to vote. Those in favour of the 
amt'ndment will say" Aye", those against it will say" No". 

Sir ALI MAHOliED KHAN DEHLA VI : Before you say anything 
further in this connection, Sir, I would like to know whether the 
amendment of the honourable member Mr. Chundrigar will be put to 
the House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member 
Mr. Chundrigar's amendment, being the same as that of the honourable 
member lli. Phadake's amendment, was not formally moved. When 
more than one member tables the same amendment, for the sake of 
convenience only one amendment is to be moved. That was the 
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[The Speaker] 
procedure followed. The honourable member Mr. Phadake's amendment . 
was, therefore, moved. The amendment of the honourable member 
Mr. Chundrigar ia not before the House at all. 

Sir ALI M.AHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I simply wanted to know 
whether the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Chundrigar 
would be put to the House, but now I understand the position. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The position is clear that the 
same amendment tabled by the hon2_urable member Mr. Chundrigar 
for different reasons was not moved from the beginning. Therefore, 
there ia no question of that amendment coming before the House for 
voting. The voting has been on the amendment of the honourable 
member Mr. Phadake, and I will now declare the result. So far as this 
amendment is concerned, the "Noes" have it and the amendment is 
lost. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I ask for a division, Sir~ 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 38; Noes, 78. 

Division No.3. 

AIDALB, Mr. J. s. 
AlmBDKAR, Dr. B. R. 

Ayes. 

KAzt, KBwAJA BASHIRUDDIN KBwAJA.. 
MOINUDDIN 

BHAGA'l', Khan Saheb ABDULLAJI HA..It K.A.zt, Mr. Azzz GAFUR 
KlLLEDAl:l., Mr. :MA.HOMED MUSA 
MITRA, Mr. :MAHoMED S. C. 
MOHAMEDALLY ALLABUX, Mr. 
PATFL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. :MA.HoMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, Mr. MusAJI E. 

Iss.& 
BHA'l'Ali'K.All, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLB, Mr. R. R. 
BB.UdllLE, Mr. c. P. 
CBITBB, Mr. A. V. 
CHUNDJUGA!l., Mr. IsMAIL I. 
DFHLAVl, Sir ALI :MA.HoMED MAN 
FAiz MoHAMED KBAN, Khan Saheb 
FRBNOH, Mr. F. H. ' 
GAXKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GHBBWALB, Mr. A. A. 
GOLDING, Mr. c. F. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
li.AUEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
HANAGI, Mr. ABnUL :KAB.m AMlNSAB 

• HAsAN, Mr. SHAIKH MoHAMAD 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 

PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. s. H. 
RAis, K.B. Sardar H.ut AMIRSAHEB 

MOHIDDIN SAHBB 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
RUSSELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. s. 
SHAIKH JAN :MAHoMED HAJI SHA.tm 

KALLA, K.B. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. IsMAIL HASAN BAPu 
TYABJI, Mrs. FAIZ ~· 
WAGH, Mr. P. w. 

Tellers for the Ayes: Messrs. SHAIKH MoHAMED HAsAN and R. R. BHOLE, 

· Noes. · 

ALI BAHADUB BAHA..DUB KHAN, Mr. 
ANTBOLIKA!l., Dr. K. B. 
!BADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M. A. 
BHABTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
CHAwDHABI, Mr. D. N. 
CIUWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKA!l., Mr. V. v. 
DBSA.I, the Honourable Mr. MoRAl:l.Jl R. 
DBSAI, Mr. RANDHIB P. 
DBSBlUJKH, Mr. K. B. 

DESHMUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
FIRODEA, Mr. K. s. 
GAVANKER,Mr. S.K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GaiA, Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. 
GIRME, Mr. R. B, 
GoPt, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIKEBI, Mr. N. F. 
HmAY, Mr. B. S. 
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Noes-contd. 

JADHAV, ~lr. T. S. 
JHABVAU., ~lr. 8. H. 
Josnt, ~lr .• hNABHAI P. 
JoSHI. llr. N. G. 
.Joo, Mr. \·, X. 
KANtOA, Mrs. \'IJAYAGAt,RI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIJUR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADB, Mr. R. K. 
KARGt'DRI, Mr. S. S. 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEB, the Honourable :Mr. B. G. 
KlUMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
K UNTB. Mr. D. K. 

PATEL, :Mr. M.u!OESH B. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAll N. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable 1\Ir. L.l\L 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PHADA.U, Mr. G. K. 
RA.JMAL LAKRICBAND, 1\lr. 
RAn, Ra.o Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT,lllr. D. w. 
SATHE, lllr. s. H. 
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LALA, Mr. BuooiLAL D. 
1\boANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
1\bNDLlK, M:r. R. N. 

SmNDE, Mr. BAJmAo aliaa BABASAHEB 

MASTER, Illr. NAOINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, M:r. JAMNADAS M. 
Muun.ur, Mr. W. S. 
MuNSili, the Honourable :Mr. K. M. 
NAIK, :Mr. v. N. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NUBIE, the Honourable M.r. M. Y. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATFL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, II&, BHAILALBHAI B. 

JAGDEORAO 
SIDRALJU.R, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIJU.NT, lllr. L. M. 
SUGANDHI, 1\lr. M. s. 
TALJU.R, lllr. K. R. 
TBAKOR, lllr. B. P. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH 
TuLPULE, M:r. H. V. 
VrNCHOORJU.R, Sardar N. G. 
Vus,lllr. Isav.ARLAL K. 
W ADEIU.R, llfr. R. B, 
w ALVEJU.R, Mr. B. B. 
w ANDREKAR, llfr. D. N. 

Tellers for the Noea: Messrs. D. N. WANDREJU.R and K. S. FmonEA, 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: Sir, I would like to ask whether the mover 
of the amendment has voted in this division, if you can tell from the 
report that has been submitted to you¥ 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: May I know whether it is the 
right of any honourable member to know in what particular way a person 
has voted¥ · 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: The reason why divisions are called is 
because not only the House but the public at large should know how 
members have voted. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I cannot be expected to read the 
list of all members who have voted, just for the information of one 
honourable member. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: This House is entitled to know on which 
side the honourable mover of the amendment has voted, because I think 
I may say that the House is entitled to know whether any particular 
member has abused the process of this House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I think that, in the light of what 
has fallen from the honourable member Dr. Ambedkar, before I give 
out the name, I must clarify the position and it is this; that the mover 
of the amendment, Mr. Phadake, moved his amendment from the point 
of view of abolition of separate electorates for the Muhammadan 
community. The same amendment was tabled by the honourable 
member lli. Chundrigar with the object of doing away with the option 
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[The Speaker] 
which the Bill proposes to give to the Muhammadan community, 
keeping intact the separate electorates. So, in this particular instance, 
what has happened is that though the amendments, in form and 
wording, of both these honourable members have been the same, the 
object of each was difierent. It was only an accident that the 
honourable member Mr. Phadake's amendment came to be taken up 
for discussion and therefore the honourable member 11Ir. Chundrigar 
was not able to move his amendment. If the honourable member 
:Mr. Chundrigar's amendment had been. moyed, the honourable member 
Mr. Phadake's amendment would not ha-ve been moved, and perhaps 
the difficulty which the honourable member 1\Ir. Phadake might be 
deemed to have been placed in at present, might have been felt by the 
honourable member 11Ir. Chundrigar. So, with this explanation, I think 
I shall say, on referring to the division list, whether the honourable 
meml~er Mr. Phadake has voted at all and, if so, whether he has voted 
for the Ayes or for the Noes. 

Mr. ISMAIL I. CHU:NDRIGAR: May I clear a ·possible misunder
standing, Sir~ It is not correct to say that I did not move my 
amendment. As a matter of fact, Sir, you ruled that it was not necessary: 
for me to move my amendment as an amendment in the same words 
was already moved by the honourable member Mr. Phadake. 

Tho Honourable the SPEAKER: I did not intend to say that the 
honourable member Mr. Chundrigar declined to move or that he was 
not a.nxious to move his amendment. Not that. He was anxious 
to mi)Ve ; but it has been the practice in this House that when the 
same motion is moved by a number of members, only one moves 
it for the sake of convenience ; not that Mr. Chundrigar declined to 
move it. 

Now, I find that the honourable member Mr. Phadake, the mover 
of the amendment, I again repeat, with the object of the abolition of 
sepaute electorates, and having found that his first amendment was 
lost &nd that separate electorates do continue, has voted against the 
amendment. 

-Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: I would like to ask one more question 
and ask your ruling in the matter, whether it is open to a member of 
the Rouse, who has moved an amendmenfl; to vote against it. 

Th.~ Honourable the SPEAKER : I think the point to my mind is 
obvious. It is always open to a person to change his mind up to the 
last. [Laughter.] 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: May I know, Sir, when 
did the honourable member Mr. Phadake express himself on this point¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It has been made clear to the 
House more than once that there have been three sets of amendments 
moved by the same two honourable members with diametrically opposite 
objectives; and, as a point was raised by one of the honourable 
members desiring that his name should be declared to the House for the 
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benefit of the public as to how members are voting, in fairness to the 
mrmber it is necessary that the Chair should state the facts fully, so 
that there will be no misunderstanding at all as to the attitude of any 
honourable member of the House, and that is why I thought it necessary 
to specify his attitude and also the attitude which Mr. Chundrigar might 
have taken if he had moved his amendment. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, as a matter of fact, .I was 
rather curious to see how the voting would be, 

ll-30 a.m. and I took the trouble to enquire of the honorable 
mover of the amendment and he told me that in the circumstances he 
had no other option but to vote in the way he did, and so far as I was 
concerned, when I found that a member of the Hindu group and 
a member of the Muslim group were moving a particular amendment, 
I thought-

Mr. JAMNADAS M.l\IEHTA: We are an Indian group. 

The Honourable :M:r. B. G. KHER: When I found both moving 
the same amendment with two different objectives, the best course 
was the one which was followed by Government. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: We are not a Hindu group, Sir; 
we are the Indian group, and we stand for joint electorates. I do not 
l11ow what group the Prime Minister belongs to. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI: Sir, presuming that 
Government intend to proceed with the Bill after this stage,-I suppose 
my presumption is correct-! have a painful duty to announce, that 
I deplore what I consider to be the lack of statesmanship on the part 
of Government in not accepting our amendment and proceeding along 
with the other part of the Bill. In that position, we feel that we are 
justified in leaving the House, walking out, until the Bill is finished. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think it is not for me to regulate 
or advise as to the course which the members of this House should 
follow, if one side does not accept or does not like to accept what the 
other side wants. The only thing that I would point out would be that, .. 
in view of the proposed "walk-out", it would be proper for the group 
led by the leader of the Opposition to offer the Prime Minister a chance 
of saying something in reply to what has fallen from the honourable 
member, and then follow whatever course they may have decided upon. 
As it has been declared in the House that it is "lack of statesmanship " 
on the part of Government, it is but fair that the Prime Minister's point 
o~ view rna! be heard. Whether it should be accepted. or not is a 
different pomt, but he must have an opportunity of making any state
ment that he wants to make, and that should be made in the presence 
of the party which made the allegations. . · 

Sir ALI liAHmiED ~~ DEHLA "1: I never knew, Sir, and do 
not even now accept the suggestion made from the Chair, that the 
Honourable the Prime Minister intended at all to make a statement. 
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He did not ask for it at all, and therefore I think that there is no state
ment. If he makes a statement which would call for remarks from this 
side, then it would go on at length. I therefore need not wait for what~ 
e\"'er statement the Prime Minister chooses to make, and ask your 
leave to walk out. 

The members of the Muslim group hari·ng left the House--

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It is only fair, Sir, that even in 
the absence of the honourable members--who have chosen to walk out, 
I should say a few words, and I do hope that I will have permission to. 
do so in view of what has fallen from the Chair. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : That has not been the practice in 
this House so far-when a walk-out is staged, to give any answer. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I did not know whether the Prime
Minister wanted to make a statement or not. In fact, till the remarks fell 
from the Leader of the Opposition I did not know even that they intended 
to walk out. I only felt at the moment that when a declaration of that 
type is made, it is only fair to any opponent to hear what he has to say 
with reference to the position. That is the reason why I suggested that. 
if the Prime Minister wanted to make a statement, he might make it, and 
therefore I requested the Leader of the Opposition to give the Prime 
Minister a chance to say anything he might wish to say in explanation. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: As it is, even before anything 
fell from the Chair I was trying my level best to say a few words in 
explanation of what has been done on the part of Government, if I may 
repeat the expression which was used by the Leader of the Opposition~ 
to bring about a better frame of mind. I do submit, Sir, that the clause 
which is under discussion has absolutely no communal tinge about it 
at all. Attempts were made to connect it with the Communal Award. 
There is nothing connected with the Communal Award as to what should 
be done in the local bodies. Sir, what is the effect of the clause f It 
is merely to put the principle of the democratic choice of the people into 
operation; and I am not committing any breach of confidence when I say 
that when first the principles of a. Bill like this were discussed, members 
of the party of the honourable member Sir Ali 'Mahomed were quite wil
ling-in fact, I believe I am quite correct iJ1 saying that they suggested
that a clause of the nature such as is now in the Bill should be put into 
the Bill. I do not know whether this statement was made to the House 
or not, but I think it is a matter of common knowledge that a number 
of members met the Minister in charge and discussed the principles that 
should govern these things. I think it was in Poona ; I was myself not 
present, but I was immediately told by persons of the different groups 
who attended that this was the suggestion which had come. 

And, Sir, what after all is the effect of it~ Can anybody even suggest 
faintly that there is any attempt to bring pressure upon any pe.ople in 
the suggestion that is contained in the clause ! If in a constituency 
the majority of the people decide that they want a joint electorate, or 
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that they want to join the remaining members of the constituency, 
they are being given the liberty by this clause to make a declaration to 
that effect and to have what is a natural consequence of democratic 
representation. But it is very unfortunate ·that although Government 
made attempts to discuss with the leader of the Opposition any fair and 
reasonable way in order to meet his wishes, our proposals were not enter· 
tained at all, and therefore, Sir, we had no other alternative but to do 
what is being done all over the country. Take the District Local 
Boards Act in Bengal and in Madras, one a Province where there is 
a Muslim majority and another a Province where there is a Hindu 
majority. If I may read out to the House the section in the Madras 
Act, this is what section 9 says: · 

" In auv district board the local Government may in their discretion by notification 
from time· t.o time reserve seats for Musa.lmans, Indian Christians, Adi Dravidae. 
Europt>ans, Anglo-Indians and women, and to determine the number of such seats." 

There is no question of separate electorates at all. Take the Bengal Act. 
In Bengal the :Mussalmans are in a majority. In the Municipal Act 
we have section 19 which provides for the representation of minority 
communities. It says: 

"The local ('T()vernme-nt shall by rule provide for the representation of a minority 
community within the municipality by reserving seat!! for wards to which commissioners 
are to be electe-d under section 16 or 17." 

Now, the whole history of this Bill is known to the House, namely, 
that long before the Bill was drafted suggestions had been made to this 
effect as a course which would be acceptable to the opposite party; 
and when that principle finds a place in the Bill, that any attempt should 
have been made to charge Government with raising any communal 
issue in these local self-governing institutions is, to say the least, very, 
\'ery unfortunate. For myself, Sir, as I observed, in matters of this 
nature, when I find that those who represent the Hindu Sabha. and 
those who represent the Muslim League are both dissatisfied, then I think 
that ordinarily for Government that must be a course which conforms 
to fair play and rational principles of democracy and of proper govern· 
ment. 

I find that the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta 'wan~d 
to know what I was. When I am here, as he observed, certainly I am 
an Indian; there is no question about it and there is nothing wrong 
in my saying that those who represent the Hindu Sabha point of view 
and those who represent the Muslim League point of view are different 
people. And when I find that a representative of the Muslim League 
proposes an amendment to the same effect and a representative of thB 
Hindu Maha Sabha view also brings an amendment to the same effect, 
the course we have followed, namely, leaving it to the wish of the people 
<'onc~rned as to what should be the electorate, giving them the liberty 
to d<'cide, not compelling them in any way, was a course which ought 
to &p):X'al to any rational thinker. That has happened in this case. 
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I deplore more than I can say that an attempt of this nature should 
have been made. After all that has been stated as the origin and history 
of this Bill, I am extremely sorry that the representative of the Muslim 
League has read into this Act an attempt to bring in the communal 
issue. I do hope a better frame of mind will, in future, prevail. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, one matter I wish to clear 
in view of the statement made by the Honourable the Prime l\Iinister, 
because I happened to be one of the members_ at the informal conference 
at the bungalow of the Honourable l\Iinister in charge of Local Self
Government. If the Honourable Prime Minister refers to that con
ference, I was a party to that and as such I thought I might say this. 
As far as I can remember-I consulted my honourable friend Mr. Gaih.-wad 
also-the Muslim members did not, in any way accept the principle 
of joint electorate nor did they agree to have a compromise in the form 
of the clause which Government have now brought. If the Honourable 
the Prime Minister refers to the written statements received in answer 
to the circular issued by Government, it is a different matter. If he 
refers to the informal meeting which took place at Poona in the 
Honourable Minister Mr. Patil's bungalow, then I should like to state 
that I was one of the party and, as far as I can remember, that was not 
the attitude of the Muslim members present at that time. 

:Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Sir, in view of the state
ment that has been made just now, may I ask Government information 
on one point 1 When the consideration of this item was postponed 
last time, it was understood that there would be some negotiations 
between the Muslim League party and Government. May I know 
from the Government if any further attempt was made to accommodate 
the Muslim League party and, if so, what was the result ~ 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER: On a point of explanation. 
I have already made it clear to the honourable member that I was not 
present at any formal or informal meeting. I told the House what was 
told me immediately after the discussion at that conference. Naturally, 
the Honourable Minister and other members who were present are in 
a better position to say what happened there. But we made our best 
attempts possible, long before the Bill was drafted, to get the average 
point of view in order that we may not unwittingly cause any kind of 
difficulty in the way of members of the different groups. 

Mr. S. L. KARA1'DIKAR: Sir, may I know under what Standing 
Order all this discussion takes place ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is not a discussion but state
ments of fact in view of the grave event which happened just now. 
In view of the statement made by the Leader of the Muslim League 
party, it was essential and proper that I should give an opportunity 
to Government to explain their point of view. I only allowed state· 
ments on points of information and I do not propose to allow any 
discussion. 
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The Honourable ~Ir. B. G. KHER: We are not anxious to carry 
on any discussion. The best course would be for the Honourable 
Miniskr who carried on negotiations to make a stat€ment. With your 
permission, I will ask the Honourable :Minist€r for Law and Order to 
make a statement. 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. :M. MGXSHI: Sir, I will only make a statement 
as to the facts. After the deliberation of this question was adjourned, 
I met the honourable member the Leader of the Opposition and wanted 
to discuss it with him and come to an agreement. He was not anxious 
to make any offer, but asked me as to what offer I would make. After 
due consultation with my honourable colleagues, I offered to him that, 
in view of the complaint that the constituency would be only a small 
section of the whole district, Government would be prepared to extend 
the option to the Mahomedans of the whole district. After some dis
cussion, he said that he would give me his decision this morning. 
Another leading member of the Muslim League party-I do not want 
to mention his name-asked me whether Government would be prepared 
to accept another clause to the proviso that, if after the Muslims of the 
district or constituency had exercised their option to have joint electorate, 
they found that it was not working properly, they would be permitted to 
go back to separate electorates. I told him that it was an extraordinary 
provision. but if this could satisfy the other members of his group, I would 
try my best to persuade my colleagues. Thereaft€r no further 
opportunity was given to Government to discuss anything at all. This 
morning, the honourable member, the Leader of the Opposition, came 
and told me that they were not prepared to consider any offer except 
a deletion of the clause. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD (In Marathi): Sir, I was also present at the 
conference held in the bungalow of the Honourable Minister Mr. Patil 
in Poona. What the honourable member Mr. Bhole said is quite correct. 
I do not remember that any member of the Muslim League Party present 
at the conference agreed to the joint electorate as proposed in the Bill. 

The Honourable ~Ir. B. G. KHER: I consider that, instead of 
speeches, a mere statement of facts may be allowed. About 30 people 
were present at that conference and each one would perhaps like to 
make a speech. Unfortunately, I was not present and I would not 
naturally make a statement. I submit what should be permitted must 
be a st.atement of fact by the representatives of groups. Otherwise, 
it will end in a long discussion again on the merits of the question. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member 
Mr. Gail"VVad supports the statement of the honourable member 
Mr. Bhole. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, it is my bounden duty to 
state the facts as they happened. At the informal meeting I called 
at my bungalow in Poona, important members of the Muslim League 
and Independent Labour Parties were present. Because the questions, 
as you l-now, regarding joint electorate and other similar problems 
are important I just wanted to l-now their minds in the matter. 
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While I was discussing the question of joint electorates with them, 
the members of the Muslim League Party were opposed to them, not 
on principle but because they said they had certain misgivings in their 
minds and unless those misgivings were removed, they would not like 
to have joint electorates. Then, to my great satisfaction, one of those 
members suggested, "If you are so eager about the principle of. joint 
electorates, you can provide in the preamble or in some part of the 
Bill that when the Muslim community i~ .ready for joint electorates 
it should be given such electorates." Tliis is what happened. This 
was a suggestion made by the member of the Muslim League Party 
himself. I took the hint and spoke to my honourable colleagues of the 
Cabinet. I remember also that I spoke about this to many of the 
correspondents of newspapers. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : 'We will now proceed with the 
further amendments. In view of the decision on amendment No. 12, 
amendments Nos. 16 and 22 (revised number) fall through; they are' 
consequential amendments. So, I will now put the question that the 
Bill be read a first time. 

Question' put, and agreed to. 
The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move that Bill No. I 

of 1938 (A Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be read 
a second time. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Short title) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 2 (Amendment of section 3 of Bom. VI of 1923): 

, In section 3 of the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, hereinafter called" the said 
Act", after clause {c), the following shall be inserted, namely-

" (cc) 'Backward tribe' means a tribe specified in Part II of the Thirteenth Sehe· 
qule to the Government of India {Provincial Legislative Assemblies) Order, 1936, 

(dd) 'Harijan' means a person belonging to any of the Scheduled Castes as 
defined in the Government of India. (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1936," 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD (Nasik West) (Addressed the House in M arathi): 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to move the following amendment: 

"In clause 2, delete sub-clause (dd)." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : Sir; the proposed sub-clause (dd) defines the 
word· " Harijan " in the following terms : 

" ' Harijan' means a person belonging to any of the Schedt,led Castes as defined in 
the Government of India (Scheduled Castes) Oroor, 1936." 
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:My amendment seeks to delete this definition. Honourable members 
may be surprised at this amendment which wants to prevent the sweet 
name "Harijan" being embodied in the Local Boards Act, but I shall 
give the reasons which prompt me to take this step. According to 
Government of India Act, these " Harijans " are known as Scheduled 
Castes. Now, by the definition proposed in th!s Bill, it is sought to 
substitute the word" Harijan" for the term "Scheduled Caste". 

Now, Sir, I may make it clear that our objection to the word 
"Harijan" did not begin in this House. We have expressed ourselves 
ou the subject through various conferences and meetings. We do not 
like the word "Harijan ". The word "Harijan" has no doubt been 
freely used during discussions on non-official motions and at other 
times ; but in this cas.e, it is sought to give statutory recognition to the 
word by embodying it in the Local Boards Act, and we think that we 
cannot allow it without raising a protest. Honourable members may 
ask, "The word' Harijan' is a very good word. It means the people of 
God. What is your objection to it!" I will answer that question. 
The word "Harijan" has come to be associated with the untouchable! 
classes. Now, if the so-called untouchable classes are to be called thej 
people of God, what about the touchable classes 1 Are they to be 
assumed to belong to the monsters 1 In that way it makes a distinction 
between the touchables and untouchables. If all the people were to be 
called Harijans, we should not object. But the word "Harijan " has, 
as I said, come to be associated with the so-called untouchables, and we 
object to giving statutory recognition to that word with that meaning. 
It is no use only giving the untouchables a sweet name. Something 
practical should be done to ameliorate their condition. We do not want 
only a good name ; we want something concrete in the shape of amenities 
for the untouchables. We do not expect that any good result will come 
out of giving them a beautiful name. 

I know that my amendment stands no chance of being passed. But 
on the analogy of the motion passed in this House the other day 
requesting His Majesty's Government not to introduce Federation 
in the Provinces, we the members of the Independent Labour Party 
represetlting the Scheduled castes make a request to, the Government 
not to give statutory recognition to the word " Harijan " by including 
it in the Local Boards Act. Sir, I do not understand why you should 

12 noon. force that word '' Harijan,. upon. us in spite of 
our disapproval. 

. I want to speak about one other thing. In India we are called by 
dtficrent names in different Provinces. In Madras we are called ''Adi 
Drat·ids." The Prime Minister himself has told us that this term is used 
in the Act itself. Now, Sir, the Congress is in power and they consider 
this term '' Harijan" a.s a good one. But tomorrow the MahasabhaiU 
or the Savarkar Party may come in power and they might change this 
term '' Ha.rijan" for some other one. When in the Government of India 
Act itself the term " Scheduled Castes " is used, I do not see any 
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necessity of putting any other term in its place. I therefore think that 
this clause is unnecessary and should be deleted, and I trust that my 
amendment will be accepted by the House. 

Sir, simply good words cannot satisfy us. Our position 

has become just li~e '' ilf.r ~tt{T~ ;affiOr ~Ril en~~T=ifr ;rrcot.n 
Wherever we tell that we are '' Harijans" these caste Hindus look down 
upon us, as they used to do, when we told.- them that we are '' mahars ", 
'' chambhars" or "mangs ". So, I fail to understand what improvement 
would be made by calling us '' Harijans ". Instead of being called 
'' Harijan" we would much prefer to be called ''Scheduled Castes". 
The masses really do know what is meant by "Scheduled Castes ". 
The word "Harijan" is now quite familiar lio the villagers, and, Sir, 
you might be knowing the familiar saying "Tell a slave he is a slave 
and then he will revolt ". · 

I therefore earnestly request Government to delete the clause, and 
accept my amendment. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the H()use in Maratld): 
Sir, I rise to give my wholehearted support to the amendment moved 
by my honourable friend Mr. Gaikwad. He is perfectly right when 
he says that today the Congress is in power and it calls the Depressed 
Classes by this term "Harijan ", but tomorrow the Mahasabhaits or the 
Savarkar Party may assume power and then they might give some 
other name. So, why not keep the term as it is in the Government 
of India Act of 1935, namely "Scheduled Castes" 1 Sir, the Govern
ment considers the wishes of the Mohamedans whether they want joint 
or separate electorate, and I do not see why they should not take into 
account the views of the "Scheduled Castes" in this matter. 

I therefore support the amendment, and trust that Government 
will accept it. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL: Sir, the word '' Harijan" is put 
here not in order to come in the way of the progress of Harijans or the 
Scheduled Castes as they are called. I know that mere change of the 
names will not improve the deplorable conditions of the Scheduled 
Castes materially. But there is a sort of odium attached to the word 
"untouchables " and we wanted to remove it and to give dignity to 
that community. With this good intention we have substituted the 
word '' Harijan ". I hope that the members of the Independent Labour 
Party will not simply quarrel over the word '' Harijan ". I oppose the 
amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Dr. B. R. .AMBEDK.AR (Bombay City): I am very sorry, but I think 
I cannot help saying that this is a matter on which the wishes of this 
group ought to have prevailed with Government. Nobody would 
have been hurt, the interests of the country would not have been injured 
if the amendment moved by my honourable friend Hr. Gaikwad had 
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boon accepted. In view of the fact that Government wishes to use 
ita majority in a tyrannical manner, I am afraid we must show our 
dissatisfaction by walking out in a body and not participating further 
in the day's proceedings. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : I hope the honourable 
member (Dr. Ambedk:ar) will give me an opportunity of saying a few 
words. 

It is a very sad commentary that feeling in this country, where even 
the slightest question of caste or creed is concerned, is so very touchy. 
As the honourable the Leader of the Independent Labour Party knows, 
since a long time an attempt has been made to take away from currency 
in our language the word " Asprishya ", because the very idea is a 
reminder of the most painful associations, of what has been universally 
now admitted to be a stain on Hinduism. If he takes a dispassionate 
view of the whole situation, I think, knowing him as I do, he will 
.co-operate with us in our attempts to obliterate from our languages, 
from our literature, and from our life all references to this most deplorable 
custom that has prevailed for centuries, which it is, I hope the honourable 
Leader of the Independent Labour Party will agree, our sincere and 
most cherished object to remove from our society. I quite agree with 
the honourable member Mr. Gaikwad that by merely changing the 
name we will not achieve this object, but I do hope that e~en he will 
admit that ever since we assumed office we have been trying our level 
best, in consultation with the leader of their group as also in consulta
tion with members of their party, to do whatever is possible by 
legislation or otherwise to remove the very obnoxious features of this 
custom in our society. The present section is an attempt in that direc ... 
tion. We tried an alternative expression ; we wanted to say 
"Parishishta Varga". But "Parishishta Varga" is the translation 
of the English expression "scheduled class ", and we thought that 
" Parishishta. Varga " would be a very inappropriate expression to 
introduce into the Marathi language. If instead of using the English 
expression "scheduled classes", we wanted to have a synonym for 
that expression, we had to accept this expression "Parishishta Varga, · 
as the only alternative to denote what class was meant. .All along we 
have thought that the best course to obliterate from the minds not 
only of the Hindus but also of the other communities any trace of this 
great stain on Hinduism was to give currency to an expression which 
would be generally accepted as polite and capable of expressing the 
desired meaning. I can quite understand, feeling as they do, that they 
do not like any attempt to differentiate them from the rest of the Hindus, 
but even for the purpose of legislation, to achieve this result even for 
bettering the condition of this class, we have to designate them as apart 
from the other Hindus-we may call them Ashprishya or by any other 
name, and the fewer the expressions we use to differentiate and classify 
as different such a large body of Hindus the better ; but I know that 
since the last 4 or 5 years the word "Harijan" has now gained a currency 
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in the whole-if not in the whole of the country, at least in many parts 
of the country. This is an attempt to substitute a word for the 
expression" scheduled class" which ought to have met with the approval 
of the honourable member, the Leader of the Independent Labour Party. 
It is extremely unfortunate that he does not look at this question in that 
light, but if he suggests an alternative which is suitable for the expression 
" scheduled class ", I do expect it will be possible to spare his feelings. 
In the alternative, I do appeal to him, at any rate, to read into this 
section no desire to hurt the feelings oi-a large class of people, who are 
unfortunately known as "untouchables", but merely a desire to recognise 
an expression which has, for such a long time, gained currency. I do 
not know exactly what the origin of this word " Harijan " is, but I think 
it is in one of Narsi Mehta's beautiful songs where a person, who was 
trying to do penance, thought that he had become a Harijan, and the 
song begins, " Thou hast not yet become a Harijan ". I am not familiar 
with the history as to how in literature this word has gaine4 currency, 
but I can assure the honourable member that it has the most respectable 
and reputed associations. It has now gained currency in all our litera
ture and journals ; the most respected journals, unobjectionable even 
from his (Dr. Ambedkar's) point of view, have used this expression, 
and I would appeal to him not to object to this, an attempt of using that 
expression which has gained currency, as a convenient substitute for 
the expression "scheduled class". The Harijan Sevak Sangh is a 
well known body and I believe the honourable member Dr. Ambedkar 
was himself a member of it. If he can suggest an alternative, I will 
assure him that we will bring another Bill and give currency to that 
expression ; but, in the meantime, I would appeal to him not to see 
in the word "Harijan " and in the definition, an attempt to cast any 
reflection on his community. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR : Sir, as you have ruled that this is not an 
occasion for making speeches, I will not make any speech. All that 
I will say is this that I am not in a position 'to suggest any better name, 
but I must say that the name "Harijan" has now become practically 

. equivalent to the term " Asprishya " ; beyond that there is nothing 
remaining in that name, and I would think that if the Honourable the 
Prime Minister had felt in the same wa"l. in which we feel that the word 
" Harijan " has now become .identical with the expression " scheduled 
class" then it was his duty, for the moment, to have withdrawn 
that word, and later on he could have discussed the matter with us 
with a view to find out some alternative term. His arguments, 
however, have not carried any conviction to us. I will, therefore, leave 
the Hall. 

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar and other members of the Independent Labour Party 
then walked out of the House. . 

Clause 2 (Amendment of section 3 of Bdm. VI of 1923) ordered to stand 
part of_ the Bill. 
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Clause 3 (Amendment of section 5 of Bom. VI of 1923). 

In sect.ion 5 of the said Act, 
(1) for sub-section (1), the following shall be substituUld, namely:-

" (1) Every district and taluka local board shall, subject to the provisions of sub· 
section (5), consist of elective members," . 
(2) sub-sections (3) aud (4) shall be deleUld, 

Mr. B. 1\I. GUPTE (Poona City): Sir, I beg to moYe the following 
amendment: 

In clause 3, sub-clause 2 insert the figure "(2) " between the words "sub-sections" 
.and the figure "(3) ", 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE: My amendment seeks to delete sub-section (2) 
of section 5 which deals with the ex-officio members. AB it is decided 
to have an entirely elected body, the ex-officio members must go, and 
I, therefore, suggest that the sub-section which provides for them ought 
to be repealed. 

The Honourable l\Ir. 1. M. PATIL: It was through oversight that 
sub-section 2 was not excluded, and this amendment rectifies the mistake. 
I, therefore, accept the amendment. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I beg to move my 
amendment-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: About that amendment I have 
been feeling two difficulties. One is of language-to understand exactly 
what is meant by that amendment-and the other is that the honourable' 
member is trying to move an amendment in the alternative. That is 
not permissible. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA rose. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : I think, Sir, you have given a ruling that it is not · 
permissible. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: I owe you an explanation, Sir.· The 
amendment proposed by the Government is in clause 3 and if you read 
it, it will be found that it is proposed that in section 5 of the said Act, 
for sub-section (1 ), the following shall be substituted, namely : 

" Every district and taluka local board shall, subject to the provisions of sub-section 
(5), consist of elective members." . 

Now, -sir, I have stated that this sub-section (5), which is a subjective 
clause, must be amended as follows, namely, that the last expression 
"may be filled by appointment by Government, must be changed into 
"may be filled by co-option from among the elected members" •. Subject 
to this, which is a part of the amendment suggested by the Government, 
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the whole may be altered. That is my point. But if it was proposed 
that it was not possible, then my point was that in the same clause~ 
that is, in clause 5, sub-clause (5) of the original Act, this alteration. 
should be made. But I do not think that this kind of alteration is 
possible. I have now myself found that it is not possible in view of 
the fact that here was an amendment and I was not going to 
propose an amendment to the Local Boards Act. My point was to 
propose an amendment to the Amending)3ill. in the way in which I have 
stated. Sub-clause (5) is a part of the suggestion made by Government 
which falls under clause (3), in which it is stated that it should consist 
of elective members. Then, Sir, I have arranged like this and if you 
will permit me to do so-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have not been able to understand 
the point of the honourable member at all if I may say so. He tries 
to make out that he is moving an amendment to what is· proposed by 
the Government. He is entitled to move an amendment to sub-clause (5). 
in any way he likes and sub-clause (5) of the original section runs 
thus. I will read that and will explain to the honourable member my 
difficulty : 

"Any vacancy due to failure to elect at any election or by-election the full number of 
elected members may be filled by appointment by the Government." 

What the honourable member wants by this amendment is that instead 
of the words " by appointment by the Government ", he wants these 
words, "by co-option from among the elected members". That is 
what he wants, so far as the original sub-section 5 of the original Act 

'is concerned. He has placed two alternatives. I have not been able 
to follow what those two alternatives are. He should specifically move 
any one he wants. I cannot allow any alternative amendments. 
The honourable member may make his own choice and move whatever 
he wants. 

. Mr. D. W. RAUT: His suggestion says, "by co-option from among 
the elected members ". I do not see how it is possible. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That was the difficulty of language 
which I pointed out first. If vacancies have to be filled, that means more 
members have to be brought in and you cannot :fill a . vacancy by 
members already elected. What he really means is by co-option by 
elected members. But whatever it may be, that is a difficulty of language 
with which I am not at present concerned. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : The point is this that members by co-option may 
be taken from outside. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The language may be rectified 
afterwards when we know what the clear intention of the mover is. 
I want to know what he specifically wants. 
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Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: I want, Sir, co-option and the right of 
appointment by Government to go in that particular way. I want 
co-option by the elected members and then the other alternative. 
I offered this alternative simply to facilitate matters of arrangement. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Will the honourable member 
clearly specify what he wishes to move ! 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Yes, Sir. I would like to move: 

Keep section 5 of the said Act as it at present stands and substitute io. 
sub-section (5) for the words 'by appointment by the Government' the following 
words:-' by co-option by the elected members'. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The form of the amendment would 
Le this: 

Add the following as sub-clause (3). In sub-section (5) delete the words "by appoint· 
ment by the Government" and substitute, instead, the following :- . 

" by co-option by the elected members." 

'The honourable member may move that. , 
Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: You are right, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not a matter for opinion 

12-30p.m. of a member as to. whether the conduct of the Chair 
is right or wrong. 

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, I move the amendment:-

In sub-section (5), instead of the expression "by appointment by Government" 
the following words be substituted, namely, "by co-option by the elected members". 

That is my amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put it now with a little 
verbal alteration again. The motion is :-

Add the following as sub-clause (3) to clause 3 of the Bill:-
In sub-section (5), delete the words " by appointment by the Government" and. 

substitute instead the words" by co-option by the elected members·~. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, before I speak a few words, I offer you 
my best thanks for correcting me and putting me right, but we are not 
expert lawyers, we are only well-meaning citizens with a pinch of 
sincerity in us and, even if we blunder, it is up to guides like yourself 
to correct us and for us to be corrected, but I may assure the House that 
.even if my amendment fails, I am not going to stage a walk-out. 
Yesterday, Sir, if there was any party in this House who wouldhave 
been right in staging a walk-out, it was my own self because the House 
went on giving me defeat after defeat, but even so, I am encouraged to 
move another today. I am here to fight through till the last. 

Sir, if you were to read the whole section in the original Act, namely, 
section 5, it will be found that there are certain sub-dauses in which the 
J>OWer of nomination has been given to Government, but those sub-sections 
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have now been wisely deleted or offered to be deleted by 
Government, on the basis of the new policy that Government propose 
that nominations should be done away with. But, Sir, Government 
was on the one hand proposing that nominations should be done away 
wth and on the other hand in a particular clause they were still main
taining a certain phase of nomination, namely, that the right of filling 
up vacancies falling due is vested still in the hands of Government. It 
is against this that I protest, because Qljs will involve the nullification 
of the very large original policy. Government create a stunt and give it 
a large name, viz., "Policy " to it; in the same way here, Government 
have created a stunt, namely, abolition of nominations and they say 
that a new policy has been formed, but ultimately we find that some
where or other a hole or a corner is kept where Government can escape 
the principle by maintaining that right. It is because in this amending 
Bill this clause is still maintained, that I have got up to put 
it right. · 

Sir, under the existing conditions, the right of appointment is vested. 
in the hands of Government. Governmen't has always been a suspected 
body, wheth:er it is a body holding national control or a body not having 
a large volume of public following behind it ; but still, Government 
everywhere in the world is a body that is universally suspected, even 
abhorred and it is, therefore, as far as possible that a particular right is· 
always sought to be taken away from the hands of Government and is. 
vested in the ·hands directly of the public so that the principle of true· 
democracy can still be maintained intact. I, therefore, move that the 
words" by appointment by Government" be taken away and the right 
of· co·option given to elected members. I do not think there is any 
particular reason to grumble against this. In the case of villages or 
small towns, it is highly necessary that this kind of power should be given 
to the elected members even by way of self·training. It has been found. 
that in case a man is not elected by the voters or in case of a vacancy 
falling due to failure at any election or bye-election, then instead of the 
Government being given the right, the people who are elected and who 
·already are on. the body itself may be given that right. Supposing 
the larger mass fails, at least the smaller mass of the House may be given 
the right of electing a member for their common board. It is with 
these words, Sir, that I beg to move the amendment. 

Question proposed. 

, Mr. JAl\INADAS li. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, I can. very well 
appreciate the feelings of my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala when. he 
foun.d the words "appointed by Government," an.d he desires to 
substitute something better in. the original clause. Of course, I agree 
with him that Government cannot be relied upon. in. such mat~er-n.ot 
this particular Government only but generally-and therefore some 
machinery by which the voice of democracy could be heard better would 
be desirable. From that point of view, Mr. Jhabvala has suggested. 
.co-option as a substitute for "appointment by Gov~rnment ". I will 
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tell him the experience of the Bombay Municipal Corporation and then 
I will leave him to judge whether sometimes things cannot be worse 
than appointments by Government. We had some years ago, the right 
of co-opting ten members ourselves, and we thought that we were getting 
some valuable right; but we found later on that only four or five first 
single votes could secure a man a seat in. the Bombay Municipal Corpora
tion and several people preferred to come in. by co-option than spending 
time and sometimes money in fighting a Ward election and it paid people 
to enter by co-option than to come in by election. And, Sir, if it had 
paid them only! it would not have mattered, but it paid some other 
people also and we found that individuals were not wanting who were in 
the habit of buying two or three first votes from the elected members 
which, on the whole, cost them less than the expenses of a Ward 
eiection and they got in, and one scandalous case, which is still 
remembered in the Bombay Corporation, was that of an individual 
(at least there is a strong suspicion) who purchased a seat by co-option 
by making a gift of a motor car, and that was so much known that 
from that year the Corporation went to Government to surrender 
their right of co-option. I think there is a great deal of force in. the 
argument that when there is a smaller body and the co-option is to be 
made by a few people, the chances of corrupting these few people are 
more. Of course I do feel that appointment by Government is not an 
unmixed evil and election would be better, but co-option would be worse 
in a small body. I£ the body was big, it might not, but in. a small body 
the evil of getting elected through corruption remains ; our experience 
in Bombay should be a warning and therefore I would ask my honourable 
friend 1\fr. Jhabvala whether he would not reconsider the position in th~ 
light of the considerations that I have placed before the House. 

The Honourable 1\fr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, sub-section (5) of section 5 
reads as follows : 

" Any vacancy due to failure to elect at any election or by-election the full number ct 
elected members may be filled by appointment by the Government." 

This situation is not likely to arise often. It is only in. the case of an 
emergency that the power is taken by the Government to fill in. the full 
number of the members, when in the election itself the full quota is not 
filled as is required by the law. The remedy suggested in the place of 
this power of the Government by the honourable member 1\fr. Jhabva.la. 
is co-option. But as the honourable member 1\fr. Jamnadas Mehta has 
rightly pointed out, the evil o£ the system o£ co-option is that it leads 
to corruption and favouritism, and gives rise to all sorts of bickerings 
amongst the different parties in a small board. So I oppose the a.mend-
m~l . · 
Amen~ent put, and negatived. 
Mr.: JAMNADAS · M. 1\IEHTA: Is the amendment of Mr. Gupte 

carried! 

' The Honourable the SPEAKER : Yes. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : Can I speak on the whole clause as 
amended, because I want to ask Government some question ! I am 
sorry I was out. Now when the whole clause is to be put, I thin,k it is 
open to me to ofier a few observations. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member can 
do so. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I will speak at a later stage. 
Clause 3, as amended, ordered to sta~~-part of the Bill. 

Clause 4 (.Amendment of section 6 of Bom. VI of 1923). 

For section 6 of the said Act, the following section shall be substituted, namely:-
" 6. Elective members of local board8, by whom to be elected.-:-(1) The elective 

members of local boards shall be elected by general and Muhammadan constituencies. 
The number of members to be elected by each constituency, and the number 
of seats to be reserved in general constituencies for the representation of women or 
of any caste, community or tribe shall be as prescribed by orders made by the 
Provincial Government under clause (a) of section 133: . 

Provided that no seat shall be reserved for the representatives of any caste, 
community or tribe, 

(aj other than
( i) Harjians, 
(il) a backward tribe, or 
(iii) any community the members of which are, under the Fifth Schedule to the 

Government of India Act, 1935, entitled to separate constituencies for electing 
representatives to the Bombay Legislative Assembly, and 
(b) unless the Provincial Government is of opinion that the reservation of such 

seats is necessary having regard to the population of such caste, community or tribe 
in the area constituting the general constituency. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), the Muhammadans in 
the area constituting a Muhammadan constituency who have attained the age of 
21 years may either unanimously or by majority declare in the manner prescribed 
. under clause (al) of section 133 that the said Muhammadan constituency be abolished. 

(3) On such declaration, the Provincial Government shall direct that the said 
:Muhammadan constituency be abolished from such date as may be specified in the 
notification in the Official Gazette and may make orders under clause (a2)of section 133 
for the purpose of securing representation in general constituencies of the Muham. 
mada.ns in the area constituting the said Muhammadan constituency." 

Mr. G. K. PRADAK.E (Thana, South) : Sir, I move my amendment, 
as follows: 

In clause 4, section 6 (1), in the second sentence, before the words "The number of 
members" add the words "the number and extent of such constituencies ". 

'Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, my amendment is a very short and simple 
one. But it is also a very necessary amendment. Section 6 of the 
Local Boards Act is sought to be amended. The original words in the 
section are " The elective members of local boords shall be elected by 
general and Mahomedan constituencies ·and the number ancl._,extent of 
such constituencies an.d the number of members ", etc; In the :Amended 
section the words "the number and· ei~ent of snch constituencies , 
have been omitted, and it js prescribed there that the number of 
members to be elected by each constituency a}',ld th~ number of seats 
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to be reserved in general constituencies, etc. would be prescribed by the 
Provincial Government. It is provided that the number of members 
for a constituency will be declared by Government, but nowhere is it 
.stated how many constituencies there will be for a district local board 
and what will be the boundaries of those constituencies. Alter the 
abolition of taluka local boards the present constituencies are going to be 
changed. They are going to be split up, and it will be very necessary 
to determine the extent and the number of these constituencies. Since 
it is very necessary, it must either be prescribed by the Government or 
a district local board. My amendment says that it should be prescribed 
by the Government. So I recommend that this amendment should be 
accepted by the Government, and I hope that I shall not be defeated 
<JU this point. 

The Honourable M~. L. M. PATIL: Sir, the amendment makes the 
meaning of the section more clear, and so I accept it. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Is not the word "and" necessary at 
the end of the words propos ed to be added ¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: A comma will serve the purpose. 
Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana, North): ·sir, I move my amendment, 
which is as follows : 

In clause 4, line 5, delete "The number of members to be elected by each 
eonstituency, and the number of seats to be reserved in gene.ral constituencies for the 
reprnsentation of women or of any c1ute, community or tribe" and substitute for the 
same "Every constituency should elect one member but in case where the seat would be 
reserved in general constituency that constituency should elect two membem only. The 
number of constituencies and the number of seats to be reserved in general constituency, 
for the representation of any caste, community or tribe shall be on the basis of their 
population and also for the women." 

Question proposed. 

Mrs. LILA V ATI K. MUNSHI : On a point of information. I do 
not know what the honourable member means by saying "also for the 
women." Does he want to give reserved seats for women on a population 
basis? Then he should amend this clause accordingly and say that 
for the women also the same procedure should be followed. Otherwise, 
it is not quite clear. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Let us see what the .honourable 
member has to,.say in support of his amendment. Then his point will 
be clear. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : ~~~~, ijf ~ \ift ~'ff 

+rt~~1 an~ ~n a41+.f~l ~l11\iffV11l aw.m !{at~ anl· ~ifcn 
~~'f~~~~~~~it~Frq'f .~ 
~an~ q m ~ ~ anl. &tcnei((~l~ ijQ~ ~ami~~ 
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are~ a\ • ~ cr ijf.lij~ @t ~r~ ~ murt{ ;rr{kt a\ 

~ ~ 1ffi ~~o ~ij:q ~)n \iflffi ~ ~. ~ ~H~R0' 
\if\ =tit{ fcficTr qfi:T ~ ehie~rs1et M;r~ ~~ ~~ q ol~Cfil 
{f \it\ ~ iffiooltr ~ o{ ~~en :alllf.4RI~r or~~m'R? trci 
'idi!JdCil ~~ q[~ Cf ~RTf ;r~ ~~~ w:fCif ~ tnTh:~ Cf 

~ ~kf ~ijf{ qfi:T ~\i1Ri4lfl\"1 ~~ikf 'iff~ ~ Cf 

~firt ~ ~Rif ;rij Nos~ Cf (?:fTflT 'ida:IC11Qj ~cnlUft atlOTT

CftlR ~ ifrn ~ ~men~ ~=til~ m'Ft i3ffi¥£ :an~. CfiRUT 

i3ffiT Ff.J~~crf r.o+furCfi+i1 ~ o o ~~ afr ~ ~(?' cr ~~~~~ 
qfuf~m 'i'o<:r'i ~l!N1d(?l ~ocn\'m: ~~ ~ ~ ~Cfi?Tl\ ;:n@. tRti 
11m ;a-q~wnOf \if\~ ~~{ fij~ ~Rt ;raGJ~J1~ d'-lt{ ~6t 

a\ ~ +l11lffi ~ {Wl ~ij(? c'-lt +!11TRn(? "o "~ ~~f=t1t a-r 
~ Cf ~l~~ ~ enift ~=r.itd" ~ ~CfiRJ ma-~ ~~ ~~l~ ; 
Cf ~~~T ffiCfl~ dtif ~colr~RT 'ia~~ eit!Uf \ii~ :an~ .. 
~ m~ \1\Cfil\(?l " -;r~"t;({f+WT +rr--'-1 ~1 cr ijij ~ (?:fRf Cfi'(G~ ~a: 
'itu ~ ~;rr \1\Cf\Rif ~~t cr.t mrt ?mift ~ ~ ;rr~. 

;rm :a-qf(=tliRr! ~00 tnrr J~ ~~(?' ~Tijij Cf ~er.« ~T~1il erm 
~lcot~T \if11TT \i".TT 'idG:Rtit!Td od~~'-11 iilld"l~ t'-lT iffia:R~ 'i1?f ~;r· 
ifaR: ~~ •. ~ +!11T erreu11ffi ~ ~~ ~UT~ \i'T.flfocotol'r \if11TT t{~~ 
~ m 'ida:R&.f \i1\ ~Cfi:q ~{ T~«UTRT ~ d"{ ~t~~ dt 

\iWIT ft~~ ~ ~ ~ iill~rf;ucrr'-1 ~{ \i1Ta\'1T :anq(?T W~lifr 
. ~e~f=q qto~at ltiJlH ;r~ ; cr \rl:ff~tcofuft \iirm R~~ ~ij~ c'-lTif~ 
;r~ ir~'i1 \ii~. {r ~ \{ Cfi\urertf=tr ~~r foCfilufr ijffl zyr ii1ilf 

. ~C!l;r ~~N q_:q~~ :an~. --

m~ \3"qf[:cJ~T RrOO ~TlT J&:UT~ ~~6 ~~~ij, ~Cfi~ ~ ~G\ii' erifi;ry 
\r'-ll \if11TT ~MT ~~ t~T~ ~~~q~'-lT It'iTUTffi ~ei:JT ~tiT ~l .. 
~ ~ ;rt{;({t+nif '-li iftit6T lW'-lai ~fre-1 &:l<ft tRij mr~ 
~ ~ ;r~ 'tim ~a-tita" ~li:Q, a{li~ ;.r ~~fiHi~~q ~ 
"~~altrifo t?tctffi~v.n wrrurto" 01ij ~~ ~a~6 ~~CT. '-lffi 

Cfif.lm~ te1;r CfituTm~ wtR :a-q~rr ;rt{t cr ~ \if~of \i11m ft~~ 
~t'cn iifrUTT{ · (?:f~ ~dtCfil{at C~:J~ t?ter.ij~"il~ wnurta \i1llTt 
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f'r<»iif ar~a- ~ am:. fW:rt~ ~ \iftm R~~ ~ affil{ 
~ ~~ ~ ~. arnr~ mm aqt(il'il ar~ ~ 
q \il;:fij~r ~~ smwr~.rc~~ ~~ a:m. anqtJT ~i'Fft Rim 
q]'t-.rr iqJ~ ar~ f?r;:tar a{{~. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I would like to know the wishes 
of the House about the recess hour. Yesterday, we decided that we 
should sit from 11 to 1, adjourn for tea for one hour, re-assemble at 2 
and sit till we finish. If we are likely to finish earlier, we can sit and 
finish, or, if honourable members want to adjourn, we may have half 
an hour for recess, then re-assemble and sit till we finish the Bill. I would 
like to know the desire of the House. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Looking to the important amendments tabled, 
I think we will take at least 2 hours. It is better we adjourn now. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I submit that we should carry 
out the programme,. because it appears that it will not be possible to 
finish the Bill immediately. Honourable members have tabled amend· 
ments and speeches may be made on other clauses. I think the best 
course will be to adjourn for lunch and meet again. If it is the wish 
of the Chair that the recess should be half an hour, I have no particular 
views on that point. I think it would be convenient to adjourn now and 
meet again. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The House now adjourns to meet 
at 1-30 p.m. 

(The House re-assembled after recess atl-30 p.m.) 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : With reference to the amendment 
moved by the honourable member lfr. Raut just before the recesst . 
I find that the honourable member Mr. Phadake has submitted an 
amendment to this amendment. It is No. 4 on the list circulated to 
honourable members. 

X ow, about tabling amendments, I wish to repeat to-day what I said 
yesterday. Ordinarily, seven days' notice is necessary for tabling 
amendments. Amendments are being tabled even on the floor of the 
House at the last moment; and, as I said yesterday, sometimes it does 
become necessary, in the light of the discussion that has taken place. 
to waive notices of these amendments. But I must make it clear that 
I do not propose to make the waiver of notice a rule ; it is only in 
exceptional circumstances that I shall permit amendments without 
proper notice. I may again repeat the difficulties that are found in 
the waiver of notice. I do not get sufficient time to consider as to how 
far the amendment fits in, as to whether it is relevant and within th& 
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scope, and so on. Again, there is no time left for the mover in charge 
of the Bill to consider the amendment and have a discussion with the 
mover of the amendment with a view to accept or reject it ; and then 
some time of the House is taken up while discussions are going on 
between groups of members. As, however, the practice ·of waiving 
notice has been followed very frequently, I do not propose, just for the 
day, to enforce the provision requiring notice. But I would intimate 
to honourable members that from 1\Io..uday onwards they should not 
expect me to waive notice so easily. It will be only an exception and 
not a rule that I shall waive notice to-day and exercise my discretion 
in favour of waiver and permit the honourable member to move his 
amendments. The honourable member Mr. Phadake handed in last 
evening-at 6-44, as the Secretary informs me-four or five amendments: 
From that list I find that he wishes to move an amendment to the 
amendment moved by the honourable member 1\Ir. Raut just now. But 
his amendment has not been clear to me ; it does not · fit in with the 
amendment of the honourable member Mr. Rant. Will he kindly explain 
what he means 1 Is it an amendment to the amendment, as he describes 
it, or is it an independent amendment 1 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : It is an amendment to the honourable member 
:Mr. Rant's amendment, No. 7 in the list. That amendment seeks to 
substitute the following words in clause 4, line 5 : 

cc Every constituency should elect one member but in case where the seat would be 
reserved in general constituency that constituency should elect two members only." 

To that amendment, I want to suggest the amendment of which I have 
given notice. 

In this connection, Sir, I should like to say something by way of 
personal explanation. It was on. account o£ shortness of time that we 
could not send in notices of amendments in time. If we are to observe 
the rule of 7 days' notice, the Bills should come to our hands at least 

· 15 days before they are introduced in the House. The Bills have to 
be read carefully and the original Acts also have to be read carefully. 
Unless we do that, it is not possible for us to suggest amendments. 
'These Bills came to our hands after the session began-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I interrupt the honourable 
member¥ So far as the provision requiring seven days' notice is 
concerned, in the proposed rules three days are sought to be substituted 
for seven days. When I say that waiver of notice will be an exception, 
I will recognise amendments given. notice o£ three days before also. But 
the difficulty is as regards amendments that come in as the first reading 
or second reading proceeds. A line will have to be drawn somewhere. 
When I consider the admission of amendments, I will take all those 
difficulties of late publication or late delivery into consideration before 
I refuse to waive notice. 
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I now \rant to know from the honourable member Mr. Pha.dake how 

the amendment to the amendment fits in with the original amendment. 
I can see what he wants, but I think the phraseology is not correct. Will 
he please put it in proper form and show how he wants to correct the 
amendment proposed. by the honourable member Mr .. Raut-what 
particular words he wants to take out, or what particular words 
he wants to add ! 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: May I ask whether your remarks apply to 
fresh amendments or to amendments to amendments ! If it is an 
amendment to an amendment, is it necessary to give notice ! I under
stand that the rule applies, in fact, to a fresh amendment. If it is an 
amendment to an amendment, it would naturally have to be submitted 
after the original amendment is published. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If it is an amendment to an amend
ment, no notice is necessary. It is true that the honourable member has 
handed in an amendment to the amendment of the honourable member 
l\lr. Raut; but there are three other fresh amendments along with it. 
So my remarks were general, with reference to all the amendments. 

l\lr. J. B. GREAVES : I understood that you made your remarks 
with reference to the fresh amendments. With regard to amendments 
to amendments, they would come after the amendments already tabled. 
Do I understand that you are admitting only the amendment to the 
amendment from among the batch of four, of which three are fresh 
amendments¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: For the day I am permitting 
all. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: As fresh amendments or as amendments to 
amendments ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Three of them are fresh amend
ments, and the last one is an amendment to an amendment. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES~ So far as that last one is concerned, no notice 
is necessary. But if you permit all of them as fresh amendments, would 
not notice be necessary ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There seems to be some misappre
hension in the mind of the honourable member. So far as the last one 
is concerned, it is an amendment to an amendment, and I am permitting 
the honourable member to move it. But, as I pointed out1 he handed 
over four amendments of which this amendment to amendment was one. 
I made a general statement in regard to all of them, and permitted all 
of them to be moved. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I want to explain my amendment. 
lli. Raut's amendment is: "Every constituency should elect one 
member " etc. Instead of that my suggestion is that every constituency 
shall be a plural member constituency. The word'' member" has been 
dropped somehow. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : Will the honourable member kindly 
specify it in a proper form as to which particular words are to be deleted 
and which words are to be added and substituted 1 That would be the 
best form of the amendment. As it is, the drafting seems to have been 
left to the Chair. I do help honourable members in placing before the 
House as to what they wish to place. But the drafting has essentially 
to be done by the members themselves and not left to the Chair, by 
stating what the substance of a particular amendment is. 

1\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, there is no question of deletion. The 
wording is altogether different. "Every constituency shall elect one 
member, " and for that, I put " Every constituency shall be a plural 
member constituency". Perhaps, it might be worded in this fashion 
u Every constituency should elect more than one member ". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think I will put the motion in 
this form : " From the amendment of 1\Ir. Rant delete the words 
beginning from the words ' Every constituency ' and ending "ith ' for 
the women' and substitute instead the following". Will the honourable 
member 1\Ir. Phadake now move the amendment 1 

1\Irs. LILA VATI K. MUNSm : Sir, is it not a direct negation of the 
principle that is given in this amendment, namely, a single member 
constituency should now be a plural member constituency 1 Sir, I do 
not think.Mr. Phadake's amendment is in order. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There are many other matters in 
the amendment and not only substitution of " plural member 
constituency" for" single member constituency". One of the matters 
being to delete the section, the whole matter, in fact, becomes new. The 
:first mover wants single member constituencies, and it is perfectly compe
tent for another member to say that he wants plural member 
constituencies. There are other matters too. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I beg to move that in the amendment 
No. 7 of 1\Ir. Rant delete the words beginning from the words "Every 
constituency " and ending with the words " for the women " and instead 
substitute "Every constituency shall be a plural member constituency. 
The number of seats to be reserved for the representation of any caste, 
community, tribe or women shall be on such a basis as would not 
materially a:ffect the interests of the g~neral constituencies." 

Question proposed. 
1\Ir. D. W. RAUT: Sir, the honourable member by his amendment 

has deleted the whole of my amendment. Is it in order, Sir ! 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is in order. 
1\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, there are two portions in the honourable 

member Mr. Rant's amendment. He has told us that by the :first portion 
he wants a single member constituency and by the other portion he 
wants the representation of the aboriginal tribes and women on popula
tion basis. I shall :first deal with the :first portion. There is some 
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misapprehension about the local bodies. There is a vast di:.fference 
between the legislative bodies and the local bodies. In a legislative 
body it is absolutely necessary to have a good majority, because the 
executive is responsible to the popular vote and that executive has to 
run an administration. But that is not the case about these local bodies. 
Ext:lcutive officers are appointed by Government in these local bodies, 
and these executive officers function by law. Therefore, it is not 
necessary that there should be an absolute majority. Then, Sir, the 
points of view of the minority must be represented on that body. I am 
not talking of a minority community but I am talking of a minority 
point of view. The effect of this amendme~t will b~ that minority view 
will not be represented on these local bodtes. It IS generally the case 
that single member constituencies do not give adequate voice, or 
adequate representation to the minority. I shall illustrate this by an 
example. Let us suppose that there are five constituencies in a taluka,
this is a theoretical example,-and ill each constituency there are 500 
voters. Out of these in four constituencies 300 voters are of one opinion 
and 200 are of a different opinion. And in the 5th constituency-let us 
describe the opinions as A and B; in the first four, 300 voters are of the 
opinion of A and 200 of B-300 voters are of the B opinion and 200 are 
<>f A opinion. The result of the election will be that 1,400 voters will get 
4 seats while 1,100 voters will only get ~ seat. Sir, this anomalous 
position has already been admitted in many of the countries and we find 
that now there is an improvement in the system and they have 
introduced proportional representation as a substitute for the general 
constituency system. 

Then, Sir, it is necessary to have representation o£ special interests 
in these local boards. We have special interests represented in this 
legislature, for example, Commerce, Industry, University, Labour etc. 
These interests are represented by separate electorates in this legislature. 
That is not at all the case in the local bodies ; they will not be represented. 
So, in order that there should be representation o£ the minority views, 
plural member constituencies should be resorted to, instead o£ single 
member constituency. Since there is n.o responsibility in the majority, 
it is generally found that the majorities sometimes act in a very irrespon· 
sible fashion, and therefore, it is very necessary to have representation 
<>f these minority views. There is no single member constituency for 
the local bodies in any country. It has been introduced only by the 
Government of India Act o£ 1935, and perhaps the Congress members 
are likely to accept this amendment, because they have won. the election 
by this method. They have got a majority on. account o£ this system. 
(Interruption.) But we must understand that in democracy, a majority 
party is never popular for a long time, and i£ the party which has come 
in power becomes unpopular, that party will be swept off by this very 
system after a time. So they should not be enamoured of this system. 
:My point is that minority views should be represented in these local 
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bodies. It is not necessary to have an absolute majority of a party 
in these local bodies. The Special interests ought to be represented 
in these bodies, and, therefore, instead of having a single member con
stituency, plural member constituencies must be introduced as in ths 
original Act. 

Then, as regards the other part. My honourable friend (Mr. Raut} 
proposed that there should be representation of minorities on a popula
tion basis. Representation of minoriti~s. on a population basis has 
not been accepted by the Government. "-You will find that in our legis
lature minorities have not been represented on a population basis. 
Mahomedans are not represented on a population basis ; they are 
represented according to the communal award, and there is a weightage 
also given to them. Then the Scheduled Class people have been given 
representation according to the Poona Pact and not on the basis of 
population. Christians have not been given representation on the 
basis of population ; otherwise they will get more seats. Europeans 
are not given seats on the population basis; they are given seats on 
accou.ilt of their importance. Similarly, these aboriginal tribes have 
also not been given representation on. population basis. Had they 
been so given, the districts of West Khandesh and Thana would have 
returned 4 members o£ these tribes but we find only one member, repre
senting these tribes, in a House of 175 members. 

I shall just illustrate to you the effect of this amendment. My 
honourable friend (Mr. Raut) has proposed 65 seats after the abolition 
of taluka local boards for the district local board of Thana. The district 
o£ Thana has a population of 7 lakhs; out of these 7 lakhs o£ people, 
2 lakhs belong to the aboriginal tribes. On a certain basis these seats 
have been distributed, a:rid on that basis these aboriginal tribes will 
get 16 seats out of 65 seats. Then 7 seats are already given to minorities 
like the scheduled castes, Christians and Mahomedans. That makes 23. 
Then women, who are to be given representation on the population 
basis, will get 16 seats. With that it comes to 39; so, out of 65 seats> 
39 seats will be reserved seats,and the remaining will be the general seats. 
·similarly, the district local board of Kolaba has proposed 32 seats 
after the abolition of the taluka local boards. On this basis, it has 
been found that there will be 26 reserved seats and only 6 general 

. seats. 

The first interest to be safeguarded is that of the cess-payer or the 
tax-payer. They must have adequate representation, and i£ this amend· 
ment is accepted, people who do not pay anything will get more 
representation than people who do pay. Therefore, I have proposed 
that the number of seats to be reserved £or the representation of any 
caste, community, tribe or women would be on such a basis as would. 
not materially afiect the interests of the ge.neral consti~uen?Y· As. 
I told you before, i£ Mr. Raut's amendment IS accepted, 1t will have
this effect that there will be less general seats than reserved seats. The 
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honourable member ~Ir. Ra.ut has said that a circular was sent by the 
GoYernment in which certain proposals were made. Well, we are all 
aware that this Government has recently come into power and the 
Honourable Minister in charge of this department has, I think, ne\·er 
been in any local board or a municipality, and therefore, if I am allowed 
to say so, he has not got sufficient knowledge. I beg your pa.rdon-
1 would say experience of the working of these bodies. But in order 
to get the views of these bodies and ~ or~er to have discuss~on on 
some points he must have proposed this thmg. And after gettmg the 

views of the District Local Boards, Presidents 
2 p.m. of the District Local Boards and other persons 

interested in this matt.er, it is not unnatural that his views would be 
changed. 

Then. Sir, the aim behind this amendment is really to eliminate the 
element of the advanced class communities from these bodies. If a 
taluka is divided into smaller constituencies, you will find that local 
people only will be elected. People who live in towns will not be elected 
and, in that case, I submit that there will be a mockery of these local 
bodies. We have got an experience about these things in the Schoo· 
Boards. There, the· representation of intelligent, proper and sincere
workers is not adequate. 

After all these considerations, I think, Government should come t() 
the conclusion that there should be plural member constituencies and 
seats should be reserved, as I have proposed, in a way which will not 
affect the interest of the general constituencies. 

I recommend, therefore, that the amendment should be accepted. 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. :\IUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I rise to oppose-' 
the amendment moved by the honourable member, Mr. Raut, and that 
is on two grounds. Firstly, because the principle of reservation is a bad 
principle and assuming that there is some merit in it, then, secondly.t 
so far as women are concerned, it does not go to its logical extent. "r.hen 
the honourable member moved his amendment, I was not quite clear 
about the meaning so far as his last sentence was concerned, that is,
"also for the women". I thought that the honourable membe:r was 
a very liberal-minded person, who, not onlv wanted to create reserved 
seats on population basis for different castes and different tribes and 
so on, but also he recognised that women also were as much entitled 
to that equitable distribution, because women are half the population. 
So, if the principle of reservation on population basis is recognised,. 
then surely half the number of seats must automatically go to women 
and I am sure that at some future day you will find in this House half 
the benches occupied by women. But, alas, when I heard his 
explanation, I found it, to my regret, that he was not so inclined to 
recognise the claims of women. What he wanted to do was merely 
to safeguard the interests of men population. For the women he had 
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lip sympathy, but that was all. As I said, Sir, in future a time may 
come when half the number of seats will be occupied by women, but 
not by reservation. We do not claim any reservation, but we will take 
places by merit. [Applause.] 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. Patil rose. 

The Honourable· the SPEAKER :·Does the Honourable Minister 
propose to reply 1 .._~. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. 1. M. PATI1: Sir, I will take the opportunitv 
to explain the position of the Government. The honourable membe;, 
:Mr. Raut, has referred to a circular which was issued by the Government. 
The circular contained certain suggestions regarding questions like 
formation of the constituencies, reservation of seats, etc. Those 
suggestions were merely tentative proposals. They were not :final orders. 
We called for the reports of the Collectors and Commissioners on those 
questions and also tried to have the views of diffe~ent communities 
in the matter. So, in the :first place, I must clear his misunderstanding 
that they were the :final orders. Up to this time, in our Presidency, 
the system of plural member constituencies exists in local bodies. We 
only wanted to know the views in the matter of single member consti
tuencies. We now propose to continue the old system of plural member 
constituencies. I hope this will satisfy the honourable member, 
Mr. Phadake. 

Then, the honourable member, Mr. Rant, wants the reservation of 
seats for the various minority communities exactly on population basis 
and he also wants to make this compulsory. But, under the present 

.clause, discretion is given to Government and this is always done in 
other Presidencies also, because if we provide, by law itself, to reserve 
seats for the various communities on the population basis, it will really 
mean a great hardship for the minorities concerned and it will also create 
various difficulties in the administration. For example, the Christians 
are given reserved seats under this clause for the present. Suppose 

· in future Christians say that they do not want reserved seats, then, 
as long as the law providing reserved seats peremptorily stands, it will 
be compulsory for the Government to provide reserved seats for them. 
That is why the discretion is provided for the Government. Though 
in the clause it is not stated that all these minorities will be given reserved 
seats on exactly population basis, in the statement of objects and reasons 
it is said that they will be given reserved seats on the population basis, 
as far as possible. I may, however, inform the House that we will try 
to give sufficient number of reserved seats for HariJans, backward tribes 
and other communities, in order to give them adequate representation 
on the population basis as far as possible. This will not affect, really 
speaking, the interest of the general constituencies as is feared by the 
honourable member, :Mr. Phadake, because the minorities will get seats 
on the population basis, not more than what they deserve on that basis. 
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The interests of the general constituencies will not. be affected because 
the communities other than minorities will get the remaining seats 
which will also be proportionate to their population. The extent 
and nature of the constituencies and the number of members to be 
elected by each constituency is decided at present by orders. It is the 
int-ention of these two amendments to determine the system as well 
as the extent and nature of the constituencies by legislation. But here 
I would like to point out to the honourable members that if it is provided 
to determine these matters by legislation it will be really hard for 
Government to get on with the administration, because these things 
are so changing and there are so many difficulties in the way of the 
Yillagers and the people concerned that it is not reasonable to tie down 
the hands of Governm~nt in this matter. The only principle involved 
in the amendments moved is whether we should have a system of single 
member or plural member constituencies and, as I have said in the· 
heginning, we intend to continue the old system of plural member con
stituencies and that is in the best' interests not only of minority 
communities but of political parties who are in a minority. I hope this 
.explanation will satisfy both the honourable members. 

::\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir,-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The mover of an amen<lment to an 
amendment has not got any right of reply. The honourable member· 
:\tr. Raut is the mover of the amendment and will have his right of reply. 
:Jir. Raut. · 

Mr. D. W. HAUT (Thana, North):-afb<.Tqt"+r~, ~liT ~q- . 

~::q-~?.1 +rrit ~ u. ~~ ~wff iifi ~~ :anarer :a:rrl q-~ 
f+rRf~iSf ~iff llliS\'T~ ~ ~refi\UT ~ c~ ~~ ~Itt .rt 
anqur~~ ~~ am-. ~. m <rf'ft ~ ijg ~~o..~r ~ o( 
~&~liT cmt~ ~ ~~ iliJlR ;n{ta :a:rm mftt tiTGff q- ~Dt'l 
(qt.;i :jfitCJ ~d~ i1o~ ~fi ~; qtg e<rt~ ~ 4ffiff ~ 
:an)', tORor ~~en m~icf ff~ ~ ;~ al{3?f41~ rrf.rF.rr m
~BIJTT\ q- c~~ ~~~~ ~ +r~ ~~ <ito trn<r ~. ~ 
~ij{ ~OJ :a;rij aT~ qTI, ~~fuFIT~CT \r<il ~qij~icfi iifTffT ~ 

~~ ti'I~A~ ~ ijrc tr.FrnOI_~tfT!J~ ~~ ~tfitiTR ;n~. qtg 
~f~ J~OlOT ~tliSf\ ;nfr tfil\Of ~Bi1Pirtal~ ~ mffi~ ~en ~ 
<?.l€fi<?-6illrq__;r :a:rB~~ ~ fufaN. · qUj ~~R? ~ttqe€4i6f. 
~l'qt ~ T?r. ~ ~'f[ cr;j qgrcftl ~ ~ ~. ;fi o{t 

31it ~m (t 00 q{fcf ~ ~ Wf en~. ttr. m <iMt 
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orOt~ ~(Cf ~ ttrr ~ ~':W1r:Wt ffir'il~. m cqRt 
am ~ anuTffi cf.t ~tm Sf:l<~&41 ~~ (ij~ a:matcn ~ 
~q(~ it! ij( +11411~~<!'£1 I :at~ +!'~~ ~; tRg +f!:."tt+l'CflTR" 

~~ ~~ (ij~ ~~ ~~ cr ~~~ ~ 
~q(611£1ij( iN fura ~. q~ ~Rt m"ffii{~ ~ ~ 
~ ~; ;r a- qffii fWr6 m{ coltrtc&(4ril~~:q ~ ~cna-re-. 
fit. m ~ ~~ m, ~t ~ $n ~N ~~~ Ifiji!JfRr 

\ilTlTT ~ fffii: ~a- Cf (?;[N ernul ~rr@' ~m COB1 ~~ arij 
~am; trtu~~r triji!Jfffi' mm ~qrn~ coTFfl&(~~ 
\ilTlTT Cfi+ft ~ Cfi® Cfil<UT fuRl iTT@ : +rT?T :atm ~cotrrr (ti'T~ ~Ni
~~ wnurta- ~m if ~t ~t:r.rr ~rar mll anqiJr ilro3~ r.o~· 
fij-. ~ (il-:&TT aq('{-qcf-qr f;r:ql\ ~~T Cf ij r1.11~~ ~~~ +J'lijf mer 
m"'N :atr~ • 

.wr;:ft d'l~l~d~iSll~ !Pfm qr.ft ~~ e1coij~~ Ifmurffi ~lTr 
~ ~:q~~ ifl~o ·~ mt?.TR: (ijliiRf +rrnr ~w'a' qm:q1 :atT~ 
etti ~ ; tttn ~ro1t~ ~taw awr~ q ~ur~ ar~h:n\~?.Tr 
~ +rlm~ ~at Rij~ ~r mffrn~ ~ {t ~ 
~~d' ~~ qn~~. ~2\fijt~ ~6 :atlJ( m?.TT (i~ot ~( ftij~ 
~ ~~ 0\ +rll ~ \iHm:q ~~ (RCfto?.TT t;~ r.tRUf ?.If 

~=eft ~TCfi~ ~ 0 c~?.Ttctw \iiTtCf ~. cr{R? ~TCfi(Uff.IWT 

~'i£41~~ ~are~~~~. ~ ~ 
ift ~~at. 

The Honourable l\lr. 1. M. PATIL_:_ Sir, really speaking, the system 
of single member constituencies is not in the interests of the advanced 
classes. It is specially meant for safeguarding the interests of the 
minorities just like the communities of Agris or Kunbis to which the 
honourable member :Mr. Raut belongs. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : I do not belong to either of those castes. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. 11. PATIL: If there is a certain community 
which has an overwhelming majority, the other communities will be 
crushed and they will be swamped by that major community. So, it is 
not fair that we should have single member constituencies in our 
presidency. · 
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)fr. S. L. KARAXDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, before you proceed 
to put the amendment to the House, may I· request the Honourable 
lliaister in charge of the Bill whether he would coMider a slight 
correction which I think is necessary in view of what has happened up 
till now Y. In clause 4 of the Bill the words as printed are I mean in 
line 2-" elected by general and Muhammadan constituencies". Xow, 
as regards the principle that has been accepted now, supposing the 
lluhammadans in one constituency accept the principle of joint 
electorates, still there might be some constituencies where separate consti
tw'ncies for Muhammadans exist. Now, all throughout the presidency 
there will be two kinds of constituencies and here provision has been made 
only for one. This second alternative that has now arisen as the result 
of what has happened just now is not provided for there, and I believe 
that it will have to be corrected. Unless an amendment of the Bill is 
introduced at a later stage, two kinds of constituencies shall have to be 
provided for. There may be a constituency in which Muhammadans 
have separate electorates, a general constituency plus a separate consti
tuency for Muhammadans. There may be another constituency where 
there is no separate constituency for Muhammadans and there the 
Muhammadans will come under the joint constituency, and both these 
~hall have to be provided for in this clause and, therefore, before we 
proceed to vote upon the several amendments, I would request the 
Honourable Minister in charge whether he thinks it necessary to 
incorporate this necessary correction. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The point, I believe, is met by sub
st>et.ion (3), which says "On such declaration, the Provincial Govern· 
ml'I\t shall direct that the said Muhammadan constituency be abolished 
from such date as may be specified in the notification," etc. So, that is 
the provision made for it. The wording in sub-section (1) is "elected. 
hy general and Muhammadan constitue1~cies ". The words " general 
and Muhammadan " are descriptive of the nature of the constituencies. 

)fr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: My point has not been sufficiently uuder
st.ood. As a result of what has happened at the first reading, another 
contingency has arisen. There will not be only one kind of constituency. 
There will be a general constituency or a joint electorate constituency 
for the Mahomedans and also a separate constituency for the Mahom
medans. In some constituencies the Mahomedans may choose to join 
with the others and have a joint electorate, while in\ others they may 
not. Therefore, you have to envisage two kinds of possibilities, and 
provision in this clause has to be made for both. Here, as I understand 
the wording of the clause, provision has been made only for one kind 
.of stat.<> of things, and I think another kind of state of things that 
might arise has to be provided for. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Do I understand the honourable 
member to suggest that there will be three kinds of constituencie•, 
:.!!t'neral, joint and separate ! 

llr. S. L. KARAXDIKAR : Xo. By general, I understand it is joint. , 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: As proYided in sub-section (1) 
there will only be Muhammadan and non-Muhammadan or generai 
constituencies. The third contingency contemplated by the honourable 
member does not arise. 

Mr. G. K. PHAD.A.KE : I ask for leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendment to the amendment, in view of the e-xplanation and assurance 
given by the Honourable Minister. 

Amendment to the amendment, by leave, withdrawn . 

. Mr. Raut's amendment put, and ~~atived. 
Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana, Korth) (Addressed the House in Marathi) : 

Sir, with yout permission, I should like to make a statement. The 
amendment which was just lost involved the interests of the 
agriculturists. As it has not been accepted, the members of my party, 
the Peasants' and Workers' Party, have decided not to continue t() 
take part in the discussions on this Bill. 

The membe;rs of the Peasants' and Workers' Party then left the 
Assembly Chamber. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana, South): Sir, the amendment which 
I move is as follows :-

In clause 4, section 6 (1), in the last but one line of the first paragraph, the 
word" orders" be substituted by the word "rules". 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, while opposing the first reading of this 
Bill, the honourable member Dr. Ambedkar complained that this Bill is. 
only a shell and much has been left to be done under the cover of orders. 
and rules. The Honourable Minister for Law and Order, while giving 
his explanation, cited the Government of India Act and pointed out 
to us that in that Act also much is left to be done by orders and rules. 
But, Sir, he forgot to make a distinction between orders and rules. 
A rule requires previous publication under section 133 (k) proviso of the 
Local Boards Act. With your permission, I shall read the proviso .. 
It says: 

"Provided that rules made under. this section shall be made after previous 
publication." 

Orders require no previous publication. If rules are published, we shaH 
get the opportunity of amending them. But it is not possible to amend 
or modify orders. After the abolition of taluka local boards, many new 
things are going to be introduced in the revised constitution of the 
district local boards, and in order that the people concerned should know 
what is going to take place under these modifications and revisions, it is 
necessary that they should have previous knowledge of these thi~gs. 
But if these· new things are introduced by an order, we shall be depnved 
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of this opportunity of modifying the orders. ·It is very likely that the 
Congress Government will introduce these orders. after consulting the 
people. But another Government may not act m such a democratic 
fashion. Once the power is there, it may be taken advantage of and any 
new thing may be forced on any district local board which is no(J. 
arrPptable to it. Therefore, my point is that no arbitary power should 
lJe given in this section to the executive. It may be pointed out to me 
t.hat the worrl "order" is in the original Act: but, Sir, that Act was 
passed by an irresponsible Government. Ours is a responsible Govern· 
ment, and it intends now to change, to revise and also to liberalise the 
Acts passed by an irresponsible Government. With that view, and in 
order that there should be no arbitrary powers given to the executive, 
the word "order" should be substituted by the word "rules", and 
I hope my amendment will be accepted. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. P ATIL : Sir, the regulation of election 

2-30 p.m. and the system of voting are at present determined 
by rules ; and these rules are called the Local 

Board Election Rules issued under section 133, after previous 
publication. I am explaining this, because some members are under 
a misapprehension that Government have reserved to themselves all 
powers with regard to franchise, system of voting and regulation of 
election. It is not so. If any change in the rules regulating election 
and system of voting is contemplated, the rules will have to be published 
and the objections from the public have to be invited. Therefore, the 
House need have no fear that the public will not be consulted, if any 
change is contemplated. 

At present, the system of cumulative voting is followed. If there 
is to be .a change, the change will be notified and the public will be 
consulted. . 

As regards franchise, there is a change made according to amended 
section 15 of the District Local Boards Act. If any change is to be made 
in franchise, that cannot be done unless and until the Act is amended. 
The power of issuing orders is only with regard to the formation 
of constituencies. I do not see why the honourable member Mr. Phadake 
should have still misgivings in his mind. I oppose the amendment. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : In view of the explan.ation given, I beg 
leave of the House to withdraw my amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
)lr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I beg to move : 

"In section 4, sub-section 6 (1), add after the words 'section 133': 
Pro,·ided that, after the abolition of taluka local boards •••••••• " 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : About this I have been feeling 
a difficulty. There a.re two amendments tabled by the honourable 
member. Both of them do not seem to fit in at the same time. Am 
I right in understanding that 1 
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~Ir. G. K. PH..illAKE: If this is not accepted, I shall move my next 
amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The question is whether they are 
independent amendments. To me, they appear to be the same. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Practica1ly the same. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Which one is sought to be moved 
now 1 . · 

~Ir. G. K. PHADAKE: No. 2. Tr~10ve the following amendment: 

In section 4, sub-section 6 (1), add after the words 'Section 133 ': 

"Provided that, after the abolition of taluka local boards, due regard shall he 
given to the population, number of voters and income from cess and other sources 
of a taluka. 

Explanation.-The population of a. taluka. includes the population.of minor munici· 
palities in that taluka." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : To cut the matter short, if the Honourable 
1\Iinister tells me that these points will be taken into consideration when 
.allotting seats, I shall withdraw my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : All these facts will be taken into 
-consideration as far as possible. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : I beg leave of the House to withdraw my 
.amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

Mr. B. :M. GUPTE (Poona City): Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 4, sub-clause (1) (b) for the words "in the area constituting the 
general constituency" substitute the words "in the local board area ", 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. :M. GUPTE: It is laid down here that, whether a particular 
tribe or community is• entitled to reservation, is to be determined by 
reference to its population. But the wording, as it stands, does not 
make it quite clear as to which would be the unit for calcul.ation of 
population, whether it would be the constituency or whether 1t would 
be the entire area which is covered by the jurisdiction of the local board. 
I suppose it would be conceded that it would be the proper method, 
-even in the interest of minorities, to take into consideration the entire 
.district, because otherwise, the population may be small in indi~idua.l 
-constituencies. If we take it as a whole, it may amount to a suffiCiently 
large proportion so that they.w~ll get a seat. I, therefor~, subll!it that 
this amendment be made, as It IS the proper method and m the mterest 
of minorities. 
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The Honourable ~Ir. L. ll. PATIL: I accfpt the amendment. 

Arnf>ndmfnt put, and agreed to. 

533 

~Ir. J. B. G REA YES (Bombay Cham her of Commerce) : Sir, I beg 
to mO\'e the following amendment :-

In tlt'rtion 4: of the Bill. in the propo!l('d new 8E'Ction 6 (2) of the .Act, for the words 
"'' ha\'e attainl'd the age of 21 yl'al'll" substitute the words ''are qualified electors". 

Question proposed. 

~Ir. J. B. GREAVES: Sir, I move this amendment to the clause 
lwcause I think the clause as drafted is indefinite and therefore dangerous. 
I propose to show how it is dangerous, but I do not \\-ant anybody to 
think that what I say is what we expect will happen; it is what we 
fear might happen. In a Bill of this kind one must consider all types 
of government being in power-good governments and bad governments. 
If one takes the clause in the Bill, it reads "the Muhammadans in the 
area". X ow, taking the word "in", "in" means in the area at any 
time-it might mean on the day on which it is decided to bold a 
rrferendum or election or whatever Government decide to hold under 
the rules on a certain day. That word" in "means that any Ma.bomedan 
in that area could vote-not a Mahomedan residen.t in the area, but 
a Mahomedan who came in on that day. N'ow, Sir, ":Yahomedan" 
means a member of a certain religion ; he might be an Arab ; he might 
be a Persian ; or he might be an Afghan. He might be imported into 
that area on that day. So, by fhe inclusion of the words "Muham
madans in the area ", you have got the possibility of importing total 
strangers into that area on the particular day and allowing them to 
settle the destiny of that area. 

The next ambiguity is one of age. Age in this country is largely 
a matter of opinion and not a matter of fact. This clause legislates 
for both men and women being allowed to exercise the right of deciding 
whether a particular constituency should be abolished. What happens 
if you get a hundred women in burkha about five feet in height ! Who · 
is going to decide whether they are 21 or 13 or 19 years of age ! That 
is another possible ambiguity in this clause. 

Take the parallel ease of a university constituency. Applying the 
same principles as are laid down in this clause, yoU: get this position: · 
you get the inmates of a university being able to determine whether 
that constituency should be abolished. "Inmates" will presumably 
include the menial staff, the wives of the menialsta:ft and all the under
~aduates. Obviously, it is too wide. Therefore, I suggest that by the 
inclusion of the words "qualified elector" you will determine exactly 
what you mean. I want to make it clear that I am not attacking the 
principles of general franchise. When the franchlse is extended, as we 
hope it will be, my amendment to this clause will still stand as & good 
.amendment. Sir, I moYe. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I was just referring to the previous 
sections to see whether the word " elector " or " voter , was used, so 
that the phraseology of the amendment might be consistent with the 
phraseology of the Act. 

The Hono~able Mr. B. G. KHER : Sir, it is rather awkward that 
the members opposite are not present here so that we might have t.he 
benefit of their views as to this amendment also. Might I inquire if 
the honourable mover has ascertained the wishes of that group or 
whether he has any knowledge all,..to their views on this point ~ 
Personally, I think we should have no objection to accepting this 
amendment at all. But as the representatives of the class immediately 
affected are not here, just on a point of information I desired to know 
whether he had 'any idea as to what their feeling on this particular 
amendment was. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: I also regret the absence of the group chiefly 
concerned with this amendment, but I understand that they have no 
objection to the amendment and that they did intend to support it. 
Of course, I cannot speak for them, but that is my understanding. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Now that the honourable member 
says that his understanding is that the amendment is acceptable even 
to the group opposite, I personally think that we could have no 
objection, because it is a fairly reasonable suggestion. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I suggest a little verbal 
alteration ~ Instead of the words " electors ", the word " voters " 
might be substituted, because I find that the word "voters" is used 
in the other sections. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment will then stand as 
follows:-

In clause 4 of the Bill, in the proposed new section 6 (2), for the words "have 
attained the age of 21 years" substitute the words'' are qualified voters'', 

The amendment, I understand, is accepted by Government. Is that 
so 1 

The Honourable 1\fr. L. M. P ATIL : I accept it. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: 1\fay I inform you, Sir, that I am leaving the 
House now, but I am not staging a walk-out~ [Laughter.] 

Clause 4, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 5 (Inse-rtion of new section 15A in Bom. VI of 1923) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 6 (Amendment of section 130 of Bom. VI of 1923) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 7 (Amendment of section 133 of Bom. VI of 1923): 

In ~ection 133 of the said Act,-

(1) in clau~ (a) for the words b~ginning with the 11ords "the proportion" and 
ending with the word~ "each constituency" the words and figure "the number of 
tnt'tubers to be elected by each constituency and the re~rvation of seats in general 
conHtituencies for women or for any caste, community or tribe specified in section 6 " 
shall be substituted: 

(2) after clalll!e (a) the following clauses shall be insertt'd, namely:-

" (al) prescribing the mannflr in which the Mahomedans in any area. for which 
a )lahomedan constituency is constituted may declare that the said constituency 
be abolished ; 

(a2) determining the mode in which the representation of the Mahomedans in 
the area for which a Mahomedan constituency is abolished under section 6 shall 
be secured." 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move an 
amendment to clause 7 which stands in my name. I want to delete 
from line 6 of the. clause the words "and the reservation of seats in 
general constituencies for women or for any caste, community or 
tribe". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : In view of the previous decision 
of the House on the question of reservation of seats~ this amendment 
falls through. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Now that the Congress Government have 
accepted the principle of reservation, I want to move my second 
amendment, namely, to delete sub-clause (2) of clause 7. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am afraid this too must fall 
through. It will be seen that by clause 4 as adopted it has been 
pro,·ided :- · 

"The number of men1bers to be elected by each constituency, and the ·number of 
seats to be reserred in general constituencies for the representation of women or of. 
any caste, community or tribe shall be as prescribed by orders made by the Provincial 
G<Jwrument under clause (a) of section 133 :" 

There are also further provisions in the e:ffective clause, which is clause 
4, proposed section 6. Sub-clause (2) of clause 7 merely says: 

"After clause (a) (in section 133) the following clauses shall le inserted, 
namely:-

' (a1) prescribing the manner in which the Mahomedans in any area for which 
a ~ahomedan constituency is constituted may declare that the said constituency 
be abolished ; 

(a2) determining the mode in which the rep~esentation of the Mahomedans in 
the area for which a Mahomedan constituency i• abolished \ll\ael section 6 shall be 
l!t'Cnred." · 
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l\Ir. S. H. JHABVAL.A.: Sir, you have ruled that my amendment 
falls. through. Will I then be able to oppose part 2 1 Will that be in 
order and will that be constitutional'? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala can speak against a part of the clause, but I shall not put 
to vote sub-clause by sub-clause again. The clause as a whole will 
be put to the House. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : Then, I oppose the clause, Sir. From the 
discussion that has taken place so far in the course of the day, it must 
have been evident that the very introduction of this amending Bill has 
been a very unfortunate event in the Congress history. Sir, it has always 
been an accepted fact that the Congress Party was presumed to have a 
very broad vision, but here up.fortunately they have not exercised their 
vision as far as it ought to have been exercised, and the benches on my 
right are deserted including that of my honourable friend 1\Ir. Greaves. 
I admit he has not joined the walk-out and may have left owing to 
.some other engagement. 

There is one particular point that I want to bring home at the time 
when the Bill is almost nearing its end and probably getting passed. 
Firstly, the Congress Government has stood for democracy as a whole, 
hut they seem to have given up this principle by accepting the reserva
tion clause, then. by giving option, and then also by accepting the fact 
that there should be separate electorates. In the first place, the very 
fact that separate electorates should be accepted is a very grave blunder. 
I do not know, Sir, what conciliatory measures were followed yesterday 
.or the day before that by the Congress in the matter-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is not relevant to the point 
raised. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : I wanted to hint at this point that if the 
.conciliation had been based upon the suggestion that I have been 
.continually hammering at in this House--

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The only question is that certain 
· powers-rule-making or order-making powers-have been given to 

Government. Whether they should 'be given or not is the only 
.question. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: I protest against the inclusion of the idea 
that there should be reservation for particular communities. I also 
protest that particular communities should be marked out and a kind 
.of option should be given. It might so happen when a particular 
.community-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. All that is irrelevant. 
'The House has come to a decision and the present clause-

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA rose. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will the honourable member take 
his seat ? What this clause purports to do is to vest Government with 
certain rule-making powers. The merits of the subject on which rules 
are to be made have already been discussed and decided upon. So they 
are not open for discussion again. The only point would be whether 
Government should be given the power of rule-making or no. That 
is the only question to which the honourable member will confine 
himself. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Then I reserve my remarks for the third 
reading. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE (Poona City): I beg to move a consequential 
amendment which has become necessary, owing to the acceptance of the 
amendment which was moved by the honourable member Mr. Greaves. 
We have decided that,.inst.ead of Mahomedan citizens, :Mahomedan voters 
should determine whether a particular constituency shall be transferred 
to the general constituency. Sir, I beg to move: 

In clau~e 7 (2) (al) for the word" l\Iahomedans" substitute the words" Mahomeclan 
\'otel.'l!.'' 

Amendment put, ~nd agreed to. 

Clause 7, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
I 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE: Sir, before we proceed to clause 8, I should like· 
to bring to your notice that I ha \'e suggested one amendment to add 
a ne"· clause, and if the amendment is accepted then the subsequent 
clauses will have to be renumbered. My amendment, therefore, may 
be allowed to be moved at this stage. 

Sir, I beg to move: 

After clau~e 7, the following new clause as clause 8 shall be inserted and the present 
<'Ia use 8 shall be renumbered as cla11-oe 9 :-

" 8 (1) Yotwithstanding anything contained· in this Act or the rules or orders 
Pronsion for lne:rea~~e of l't'S!'r· thereunder, in th~ case of a. local board-

wtl S!'aU for backward tribes in 
('ii'rtaiu districts. 

(a) of a district which includes a partially excluded area, or in respect of which · 
the Pronncial Govfrnment is of opinion that the population of the members of . 
backward tribes residing therein is sufficiently large to justify reservation of seats 
being made for the purpose of dving them representation, and 

(b) which is constituted on a date next following the commenoement of this Act~ 
the Provincial Government may, at any time during the term of offioe of uch board 
direct by notification in the Official Gazette, that the total number of members of 
such board prescribed by rules or orders under section 133 of the said Act shall be· 
incro&Sed to such number a.s it deems necessary for the purpose of providing seats 
for the members of backward tribes or adding to the number of seats already reserved 
for such members under the said rules or orders. 

(2) On the publication of such notification. elections shall, for the purpose of filling 
the number of seats so increa.sed, be held in the manner specified in the said Act or the 
rules or orders thereunder subject to such modification a.s the Provincial Govemmen' 
may direct. 

(3) The period for which the members elected to fill the said seats shall hold office 
~hall be coterminous with the term of office of such board under section 28 of the 
said Act. 
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[Mr. B. M. Gupte] 
(4) Nothing herein contained shall affect the constitution of any rommittee which 

may have been constituted .or the election or appointment of any officers who may 
have been elected or appomted, beforn the election of the additional members 
under sub-section (2). . 

Ezpla'IUJtion.-For the purpose of this sectio~. a partially excluded al't.'a ~hall bt> an:v 
of the areas in the Province of Bombay specified in the &hpdule to the Go,·ernment of 
India (Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas) Order, 1936." · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE (Poona City) : As I said, this is a provision of 
an unusual character; and therefore, I must o·ive 

3 p.m. the House some explanation about the set of tmu~ual 
circumstances which have necessitated this amendment. The triennial 
elections of a number of local boards were due to take place on the 31st 
March but Government was contemplating to bring this measure for 
the abolition of nomination ; they were also contemplating the abolition 
of taluka local boards, and these seats were available for increasin(J 
the number of seats in the district local boards. Then there was anot.he~ 
consideration also. Owing to the amendment passed in the Legislative 
Council of the old regime, the franchise has been widened, and naturally 
the number of electors to the district loca] boards has increased largely ; 
therefore, there was a good case for the increase of seats in the district 
local boards. The Government, therefore, thought that in view of 
these impending changes, which were so near in sight, it was not proper 
to hold the elections and deprive these boards of the benefit of these 
changes. Naturally, therefore, Government have extended the period 
of these boards, for a brief tenure, up to the end of June this year. Now 
according to the time-table laid down in the Act, the district local boards 
will have to publish the voters' lists three months before the election ; 
so, if we have to keep to the time-table, and we must keep up to it, 
orders about constituencies will have to be passed immediately on 
passing of this Bill. There is thus very little time. We have decided 
that, as far as possible, the population basis shall be taken into 
consideration in determining reservation, but this principle presents 
considerable difficulty in its application to the backward tribes. These 
tn'bes are concentrated in certain areas, and reservation of seats for 
them on population basis may result-in this that we shall be sending 
a large number of members of these backward tribes into the boards, 
members who cannot be expected to take any intelligent and independent 
part in the proceedings of district local boards ; and perhaps the presence 
of such weak units may become a source of weakness to the Board itself. 
It was, therefore, thought that it was not proper to give represeutation 
to these backward tribes on the basis of population. Unfortunately, 
today there was not sufficient material before Government to come to 
a positive and final conclusion in this matter. So, two courses were 
open to Government : one was to extend the period of these local boards 
for six months more, because if the elections are to be held they must 
be he1d before the monsoon sets in or after the monsoon is over. 
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Xaturally, therefore, either the period should be extended or some 
utLer arrangement must be found, and Government have come to the 
conclusion that this arrangement is both equitable and advantageous 
to all concerned ; because it is not fair to extend the period of the boards 
and thus unnecessarily delay giving them the benefit of the improved 
11ituation-improved by the enlarged representation and by abolition 
of nomination. Government, therefore, propose that these bacl-ward 
tribes should provisionally be given, say, about 50 seats-they have 
not laid down any hard and fast rule-they should be given some repre
sentation, and subsequently we should call for reports on the proposal 
from the district officers and the backward class officer. If it is found 
that the increase is warranted, then naturally we should get the power 
to increase the seats. It is definitely laid down in the interests of the 
backward classes that their seats could be increased-the change could 
not be by way of decrease. · 

As I pointed out, though it is unusual, it is in the interests of these 
backward tribes ; and yet, at the same time, because it was extra
ordinary provision, Government do not wish to put it on the statute 
book on a permanent basis. This will apply to such boards only as 
will be constituted on the day next following the commencement of 
this Act, i.e., this 'will apply only during the life of the boards that will 
come into being after passing of this Bill. 

In view of tllese circumstances, I hope the House will accept this 
proposal. 

Mr. L. 111. SHRIKANT (Panch Mahals East): Sir, I take this 
·opportunity~! know it is the fag end o£ the day-of congratulatinl!' 
the Honourable Minister on his boldly and bravely piloting this Bill 
No. I of 1938, and the credit for recognising the representation o£ the 
backward tribes for the first time goes to the Congress Ministry in the 
history of the Bombay Legislature. It is the first time that I find th.a.t 
the words " backward tribes and reservation of seats " for them occur 
in a Bill. So far, the position of these backward tribes, who number 
5 lakhs in partially excluded areas of the Bombay Presidency, was 
never thought of. It was never imagined that such a kind of people 
existed. The admiilistration was run ignoring altogether a big popu
lation of 7 lakhs, who lived in jungles. Nobody took any interest 
in them. I think it is all the same due to the Congress Ministry, for 
the first time in the history of the Legislature not only to come forward 
with proposals like nominations, a seat here and a seat there, but with 
a proposal quite democratic and that is the reservation of seats on 
population basis, as far as possible. I hope the words "as far as 
possible" would not take away the principle underlying population 
basis. Section 93 of the Government of India. Act is well known to 
be a mischievous section, but unfortunately sections 91 and 92 that 
precede section 93 are as mischievous as section 93. Sections 91 and 92 
gi,·e rertai.t\ powers to the Governor, but I think there will not be any 
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opportunity for His Excellency to intervene. Therefore I say that 
the area which comprises about 15 talukas with a population of about 
5 lakhs have been marked out rightly or wrongly. (Interruption.) 

. That is a good element out of evil indeed because it has rivetted the 
att~ntion ofa.ll concerned and ultimately, the back-ward tribes have found 
some representation in this Bill. I think I may not be misunderstood. 
that I want protection generally for backward tribes, but I cannot resist 
the temptation of expressing my joy and I can say that so far as restricted · 
areas are concerned, any legislation tnat is brought forward here in this 
Assembly, I am quite sure and confident that the C~ngress Ministry 
that has made a beginning will follow it up and apply all considerations 
equally to those areas because people there also deserve a seat 
rightly. 

One more thing and I have done .. With regard to the special 
provision in the clause that is being added by the amendment, I am in 
entire agreement. It is only for an emergency, as it has been said and 
well said by a member from Poona. and Parliamentary Secretary, 
:Mr. Gupte. I do not think it will last permanently. If it is not goin~r 
to last for three years, it may be found possible to do away with this 
clause after the first elections of the local boards on lines of new consti
tution are over. That is my conception. My anxiety about it is this~ 
that the special arrangement in the absence of any Pact, like the Yeravda. 
Pact or the Communal Award, will endure as nobody is'coming forward 
&om the tribal area to question it. We therefore take reserved seats 
as practical politics, but in future the population basis should not be 
forgotten altogether. I agree that they are backward, but backward
ness should not deprive the 7 lakhs of people of their birth-right, the 
fundamental right and the right of representation, and therefore I once 
more congratulate the l!Iinistt•r and wish him success in the piloting 
of this Bill. ~ 

The Honourable ~Ir. L. M. PATIL: Sir, for the reasons that are 
advanced by the honourable mover, I accept the amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I need not read this long amendment 

again. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 8 (Saving), renumbered as clause 9, ordered to stand part of 

the Bill. 

The Preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. L. :lf. PATIL; Sir, I mo\·e that Bill No. I of 
1938 ( A Bill to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923) be rea~ 
a third time and passed. 

Questi~n proposed. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, we have now 
reached a stage when we might review this new legislation briefly and 
see what we have achieved; and in doing so I wish to congratulate the 
Government on the first step they have taken in the right direction. 
I congratulate you, Sir, all the more for the remarkable patience, I would 
call it angelic patience, with which you have allowed amendments at the 
almost twelfth hour ·without any stint and this contrasts somewhat 
strikingly with the impatience of the Honourable Minister for Law and 
Oruer yest~rday when one or two amendments were given by me, at a 
l.1te hour. He must have realised that the Government find it necessary 
occasionally to revise their own considered judgment and need to propose 
amendments sometimes which may even be of substance and, as you have 
allowed all these amendments, I feel that this acknowledgment from 
us is due to you. 

'\11en I F3ay that this Bill is one step in the right direction, I am not 
oblivious of the serious blemishes which it contains and the great 
progress that still remains to be made in the direction in which this 
first move has been taken. As the front Opposition Bench, except for 
myself, is almost vacant, for one reason or another, I wish Govern· 
ment to take a lesson to heart from what has happened. I am sorry the 
Honourable the Prime Minister is not here, but I am bound to say that 
he, without meaning it" I am sure, cruelly misrepresented the situation 
that arose on the amendment of :Mr. Phadake. I only wished to make a 
brief reference to it and not to make any capital out of it. In moving 
that amendment .Mr. Phadake was simply indicating the direction in which 
the Government have still to move; to call that progressive outlook as an 
extreme, and for Government to pose as the arbiter between one section 
and another was, to say the least, wholly inaccurate. These benches, 
small as they are, stand for unequivocal nationalism and will never 
try or ask for anything which they are not prepared to give to the rest of 
their countrymen. Therefore, I hope, Sir, in future Government benches. 
who have still to live up to their reputation of nationalism, will beware 
before they criticise these benches on a matter of this kind and make any 
allegation that these benches stand for anything except for unalloyed 
nationalism and it is from that point of view that :Mr. Phadake moved 
his amendment. 

I agree with Mr. Jhabvala that this Bill contains many blemishes. 
We have put up with them for the time being because the first step taken 
may accelerate the process and this single step taken now wlil proceed at 
an accelerated pace until the whole attitude of Govem.m.ent becomes 
unalloyed nationalism. Today, we see there is separate representation 
for one section, reservations for others, appointment by Govem.m.ent, 
choice for this and discretion for that, but there is no constituency which 
stands for citizens as a whole. Even in the small district local board 
elections are still to be disfigured by these blemishes and spots of 
communalism. Instead of Government resting content with what littl& 
they have done, they should remember that they have still a large leeway 
to make and the less they compromise with reactionary forces the 
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be~ter; the less they apologise for the slight~st good thing that they are 
domg ~he b~tter'; the more they retain their foot firmly on the true ground 
of nati?nalism the better ; and I hope before this Government goes out, 
they will have removed from the statute book these blemishes and these 
black spots of communal representation. I say this for this reason that 
communal representation in local bodies is not to be found even in the 
wretched Communal Award, nor was it ~nctioned by the Luchow Pact 
of 1916. This ,Bill is yet another eifursion into communalism which 
is not justified even on the basis of the Lucknow decision of 1916 and 
~his Communal Award of 1935, and if Government had taken courage 
m. both hands, as some Governments outside this provinces have taken, 
they need not have apologised and gone down on their knees and almost 
~rostrated and rubbed their noses before the reactionaries for doing this 
httle bit of a good thing. If they take a lesson from all this, the better 
for all of us. · 

Then, Sir, they have taken an enormous power of rule-making under 
this legislation. It is true that such powers existed under the old Act, 
hut now that nominations have been discredited, and abolished, I agree 
with Dr. Ambedkar's protest made the other day that too much of rule
making power should not be left in the hands of Government and with 
his demand that the rules to be made, must be placed on the table of 
this House and until they are adopted, they should not be operative. I do 
not know whether Government will voluntarily do this or not, but if they 
believe in democracy, they will do so, so that it cannot be said that they 
have used what amounts to the power of nomination after having done 
away with nominations from the statute. I do hope that they will do so. 
Otherwise there is every danger of gerrymandering the electorates, the 
constituencies, and defeating the object with which nominations have 
been dispensed with and making this fact just a matter of convenience 
·of the parties in power. Subject to these observations, Sir, I once more 
heartily congratulate the Government for having taken the first step 
and I must couple these congratulations with my humble congratula
tions to you, Sir, and to the honourable member Mr. Shrikant who 
congratulated the Government and everybody else. Sir, he deserves 
~ongratulations more than anybody ~lse for having devoted a w~ole 
life-time to the service of the Bhils who are for the first time recogrused 
in this statute. 

Sir, I support. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I object to the third 
reading of this Bill. Under Standing Order VIII, 11, (2) (_a), .page 30 
of the Assembly Manual, it is laid down that where obJeCtiOns a~e 
broucrht forward the motion for the third reading should be made agam 
at a future meeting and then the Bill may be read a third time .. Un?er 
this clause, Sir, I beg to submit that the Congress Government will thmk 
over the whole problem and will also consider the situation that has. been 
created as the result of their ov,rn making and will bring up the B1ll for 
the third reading at a future date and not today. 
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Sir, for emphasising this point of objection, I have got my particular 

grounds. The Congress Government are today at a handicap. They 
have themselves accepted this position under the Government of India. 
Act. The Government of India Act has laid out particular entangle
ments in which the Government have to wade their way to power with 
the help of Indian Kationalists. They have got a. feeling of nationalism. 
I feel it. They are all my brothers, but if at the same time that 
nationalism cannot be directed in a proper channel as is required by the 
economic and the political exigencies-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Standing Order, paragraph 2, 
gives the Speaker power to suspend this particular provision, and before 
I declare that I have suspended that provision, I should like the 
honourable member to tell me very briefly, in three sentences, what his 
objections are, as to why the Bill should not be read a third 
time. He should not make any speech on the merits before he gives the 
explanation. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: My objections are (1) that under the existing 
Bill there has been brought in. compulsion of separate electorates which 
feature is detrimental to the country even in the Government of 
India Act and has been continued by the present action of the Ministry 
(2) under this new Bill has also been brought in compulsion. of 
acceptance of option to particular community. These are two 
important objections. Thirdly, there has also been reservation of seats. 
All of these three are opposed fundamentally to the principles of 
sound democracy. Sir, these are my objections, in three lines. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: These are all objections on the 
merit.s of the provisions of the Bill. There seems to be no particular 
valid objection as to why the Bill should not be read a third time. 
In fact, I may remind .the House that notice to that effect had been 
given from the beginning and even yesterday it was agreed by the House, 
by the whole House, that the Bill would be taken or gone through all the · 
stages. I do not, therefore, think that the objections are valid ones 
and I suspend this provision and allow the third reading of the Bill. 

~Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, I was saying that the Congress Go\·em
ruent had accepted office entangled as they were under particular 
restrictions imposed upon them by the Government of India Act, but 
at !he same time they were inspired by a certain feeling o£ nationalism 
which caused them to bring in a measure purporting a certain amount 
of. soc~al d~mo~racy. Guided by these forces, they have attempted to 
brmg m th1~ Bill. But looking to the practical results at the end of ~he 
second reading, we find that the very people to whom they were trymg 
to attempt to do some good have deserted the benches. This is the 
practical achievement immediately before their eyes. Why has. this 
bee~ ~one! The point that I was emphasizing right away from. the 
begmnmg at the tlDle I submitted my amendment was that the basiS of 
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representation should be enlarged on principles which should not look 
upon human beings as so many llin.dus and as so many Muslims. Under 

such circumstances, a new ideology was created, 
a-ao p.m. entirely a different stage was created, which was 

totally afar from the required economic situation of the day. .A.s I said 
in the beginning, the country does not me~n so many different communal 
beings, but the country means so ma~y fields, so many factories and 
so many forests. If the Honourable '1Iinister had taken this hint at the 
time that he negotiated certain terms with the opposite benches of 
Mussalmans and Achhuts, at that time if he had thought of this thing 
and had taken advantage of it, if he had talked to his friends 
and negotiated with them on these terms, viz., that the representation 
was for both the peasants and the working classes, for Mussalman 
workers and the Hindu workers, I am quite sure that the present 
deserted appearance would not have been in evidence before the 
eyes of the Congress Government. But then that advice was never 
taken to heart, and I am sure, situated as they are, they will never take 
it perhaps, but they are feeling the hitter consequences before their 
very eyes. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: All that has been stated by the 
honourable member during the course of his amendments. Has he any 
special ground to urge now as to why the third reading should not be 
accepted! · 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALLA : These particular items were not properly 
listened to by the Government. However, I will not cross the same 
ground over again. Taking therefore the attitude of the House
because I know the House is not in a mood to accept opposition
! briefly put these three points before them, that the whole Bill is against 
the true principles of democracy, in view of the fact that it allows 
separate electorates, it allows reservation of seats, and it allows local 
option to particular communities. Under these circumstances, I object 
to the third reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL: Sir, I never thought when 
I moved this Bill in the House that it would take such a ·long time to 
get through. I thought it would be finished within an hour or at the 
most within a day. But it has taken as much as four days. The Bill 
is described by some as an empty shell and by others as a mouse ; still, 
the attention of all the parties and of all the groups was concentrated 
on this Bill. If it does not contain anything, I fail to understand why 
it should have aroused so much bitterness in the minds of certain groups. 
Three groups have already left the House. Unfortunately, they have 
misunderstood the whole intention of Government. We are not oblivious 
to the imperfections of the Bill. Nothing is perfect in this world. We 
have tried our level best to remove certain defects which required t() 
be removed. 
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The Bill contains three main provisions. One is the abolition of 

nominations, the other is the reservation of seats and the third is the 
provision of local option for joint electorates in the case of Mahomedans. 
There are two extreme views on each of these provisions. We have 
tried to reconcile them and to find out a middle path, the golden mean, 
and it has unfortunately dissatisfied these two extreme views, because 
some say we have not gone far enough, while some say that we have 
gone too far. Under the circumstances in which we are placed and the 
legacies we have inherited, we could not follow the principles to the 

. letter. Still, I can say that the charge levelled by the honourable member 
M:r. Jamnadas Mehta has no ground; we do not deserve it. We did · 
not try to rub our noses before anybody in order to placate the 
minorities, but we at the same time ·do not wish to force reforms on 
the minority communities and thus create bitterness unnecessarily. 
We stand for certain principles and for a certain programme, and we 
have come here to carry it out boldly, courageously and independently, 
without caring for anybody. Let the different communities or groups 
say anything, let them misunderstand the Government. But one thing 
is certain, that I have made the principles of the Congress regarding 
the questions incorporated in the Bill quite clear and I have also made 
clear how the Congress intends to carry them out, and it is no boast 
but I can say this much that we have acted independently and taken 
a bold stand, so far as the principles introduced in this Bill are 
concerned. With these words, I conclude. 

Question, 11 That the Bill be read a third time," put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill is read a third time 
and passed. ' 

The House then a.dfourned till 2 p.m., on Monday, the 24th Janv.ary 
1938. 
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.Monday, the 24th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the A.s11embly Hall, Bombay, on Monday, 
the 24th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speak--er, 
Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

AIDALE, Mr. J. s. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, 1\Ir. 
AlllBEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
A.NTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. . 
BEG:IIAHOMED, Mr. HUSEIN .ABOOBAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb AnnULLAH I!AJI IssA 
BHAIJI, :Mr.l\1.1\1, A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BnotE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, .M:r. c. P. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. v. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHUNDRIGAR, 1\!r. ISMAIL I. 
CotLACO, Dr. J. A. 
COOPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
DABHI, 1\Ir. FutSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, llr. v. v. 
DEHLA VI, Sir ALI MA.HOMED KHAN 
DESAI, 1\lr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, !IIr. KHANDUBHAI K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDRIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHMUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE,l\lr. G. H. 
DODMETI, ?tlr. A. D •. 
FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, 1\Ir. D. J. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr.l\1. M. 
GAVANKER,l\&.S.K. 
GAVIT, 1\&. D.P. 
GBA.TGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEWALE, 1\&. A. A. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
GaiA, l\Ir. M. C. 
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GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GoKIIAJ.E, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
lliKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
li.w.IKERI, Mr. N. F. 

· IIANAGI, l\1r. ABDUL KARw AMINsAB 
HAsAN, Mr. SHAIKH l\loiWW> 
Hwv, Mr. B.S. 
ILKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. C. 
JHABVALA, Mr. s. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABIW P • 

. Josm, Mr. N. G. 
Jon, Mr. V. N. 
KA.cHHI, Khan Saheb liAJI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KA.MBLI, Sir SIDDA PA T. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANmKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
1U.RGUDRI, Mr. 8. S. 
KA.zi, Mr. AziZ GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GOVIND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KILLEDAR, Mr. MAHOMED MusA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 

' LA.u., Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
1\IA.GANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MA.."iDLIK, Mr. R.N. 
MARATHE, Mr. NAMnEoRAo BunHAJm•.o 
MASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HAsAN, Mr. 
MJTHA, Mr. l\fAHOMED 8. C. 
MoHAMEDALLY ALLABux, Mr. 
MoRARBIW KAsANJI, Mr. 
MuKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
MUNSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNsm, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
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NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NANDA, Mr. GutZARI LAL 
NuniAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
Nu.fA.NEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuRrE, the Honourable ~1r. ~1. Y. 
PARULEKAR,~.S. V. 
PATASKAR, ~.H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. MAH011IEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, Mr. MiNGESH B. 
PATEL, Mr. MusAJI- E. 
l'ATIL, Mr. ATMARUI N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. l\1 
l 1ATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAOAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
PRATER, Mr. S. H. 
PuRANI, Mr. C. B. , 
R.us, K.B. Sardar HAJI AMlRSAHEB MomDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAK.LA TV ALA, Mr. S. D. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN 1\iAHOMED, Khan Bahadu.r 
SHINDE, 1\lr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORAO 
SHIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SRRIIUNT, Mr. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI,~. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU 
SrNGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SoNGAVKA.R,l\h.S.G. 
SuoANDHI, 1\h. M. S. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAKOR, 1\h. B. P. 
THORAT, 1\lr. R. B. 
THUSE, 1\l.rs. LAXMIBAI GANESII 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
TYABJI, Mrs. FAIZ B. 
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VAGBELA, Mr. B. u. 
VrncHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, Mr. lsHYARLAL K. 
W ADEKAR, :Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, 1\Ir. P. W. 
WALVEKAR, 1\Ir. B. B. 
WANDREKAR, l\Ir. D. N. 

STARRED QUESTIONS-- AND ANSWERS. 

[24 JAx. 1938 

GRANTS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION OF ANGLO-· 
INDIANS, ETC. IN 1934-35 AND 1936-37. 

*Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Will the Honourable the Prime· 
Minister be pleased to state- · 

(a) the amounts of grants, recurring and non-recurring given by 
Government during the years 1934-35 and 1936-37 for primary and 
secondary education of Anglo-Indians, Mahomedans and of the 
Scheduled castes ; 

(b) the total amount of grants sanctioned for primary and secondary 
education during those years 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: (a) Budget grants (recurring and 
non-recurring) for Primary and Secondary education of European and 
Anglo-Indian communities were as follows:-

1934-35 .. Rs. 4,53,7CO (including Sind). 
1936-37 : .Rs. 4,39,700 (excluding Sind). 

As regards the grants (recurring and non-recurring) for Primary and 
Secondary education of Muhammadans and of the Scheduled castesr 
Government regret that they are unable to supply the information 
required as budget allotments are not made separately for these 
communities and it is not possible to work out accurately the amounts 
which can be said to have been spent for their education from the total 
amounts spent for all Indian communities. 

(b) They were as follows:-
Primary Education. Secondary Education. 

1934-35 .. Rs. 1,16,17,900 (includ- Rs. 26,18,200 (including 
ing Sind). Sind). 

1936-37 •. R's. l,N,67,300 (exclud- Rs. 22,05,200 (excluding 
ing Sind). Sind). 

Mr. S. L. KAR.AKDlKAR : In the reply it is stated that separate 
alit tment.:J for Mll.h< medE.n education are not made in the budget grant. 
So far as primary educaticn h; concerned, am I right in supposing that all 
the Urdu-Verna.cultr E.nd VE:rna.culr.r-Urdu schools are meant for 
Mahomedans and expenditure over them is for Mahomedans 1 · 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KliER : I have· not followed the question. 
Will tho honourable member repeat it 1 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: It is said in the reply that no separate 
allotment ia made in the grant for Mahomedan education. As regards 
primary standards or schools that go under the name Urdu Vernacular 
schools or Vernacular Urdu schools-they are all ~Iahomedan schools, 
so far as I understand, and expenditure on them is expenditure on 
Mahomedan education. Why was not that given here ~ No separate 
allotment need be made, but still that expenditure is the expenditure 
that Government incurs on Mahomedan primary education, and instead 
of saying no allotment has been made, was it not necessary for the Go vent. 
ment to say that this is the expenditure that has been incurred on Maho
Jnt'clan primary education ~ 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER : I do not agree with the honourable 
member, in the first place, as to the accuracy of his presumption. I am 
not. in a position to say whether all these schools are Mahomedan schools 
and I would require notice ; and, secondly, what I find is this. The way 
.in which these two figures could be separately worked out was somewhat 
as follows. I see that the honourable member Mr. Bhole, who put the 
original question, has not put any supplementary question, but in order 
to eonvince him that we made an attempt to find out separately whether 
it would be or it would not be possible to work out these figures, I shall 
say that we ma.de an attempt somewhat on the following lines :-

The total expenditure of Government on secondary education was 
taken up first. l'hcn, from this we deduced the expenditure per pupil. 
1 hen we multiplied it by the number of l\rahomedan pupils and the 
number of scheduled class pupils, and so we got certain figures, but 
we immediately found that these figures were not accurate. These 
figures will show that expenditure incurred in 1936-37 is less than that 
incurr~;d inl935-36, but as a matter of fact the expenditure is less not 
because per capita less was awarded but because the whole expenditure 
in itself was less. And, therefore, proportionately no less amount was 
n warded either for Mahomedan or for scheduled class education. Of 
course, for Mahomedan secondary education there are Urdu Arabic · 
teachers and scholarships etc., and in the case of.lackward classes 
there are grants to hostels paid by Government to the Backward Class 
Officer. AU these figures could be shown sepatately. If it is possible 
to deduce any figures, attempts would be made, but it is very difficult 
indeed. 

)Jr. D. G. JADHA V: Does Government consider that these two 
('ommunitie~, the Mahomedans and Scheduled Classes, are advanced in 
edul'ation ! 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KliER: It is a very difficult question to 
answer which is less advanced and which is more advanc.ed. I am quite 
will~ng to concede tha.t both are backward, but. the degree of comparative 
lll<'rit I shall have to assess and, if required, after due notice, I shall 
answer the question. At the moment, I am prepared to admit that 
botlt art' harkward. 
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Mr. D. G. JADHA V: Why haYe not grants been made separately to 
M.ahomedans and to Scheduled Classes 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: 1\Iore money is spent for Maho
medan& and for scheduled classes' education already, as the honourable 
member knows. Immediately this Government came into being, a grant 
was made for the purpose of host~ Is and for scheduled class education. 
Similarly, from this budget attempts are being made to give more 
encouragement to Mahomedan education a!> well, as both are very 
backward educationally. · -~· 

1\Ir. D. G. JADHA V : Is it in proportion to the population of the 
scheduled classes and 1\Ia.homedans that grants have been given for 
education? 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : I cannot answer that without 
notice, but I do not think this is so. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDI.KAR : Does Government take literacv as a test 
of a community being advanced 1 • 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Not only literacy. 

·1\lr. S. L. KAnANDIK.AR: Will the Honourable the Prime Minister 
accept it as a fact that the Mabomedan community, so far as literacy is 
concerned, is a bit in advance ofthe Hindu communitv as a whole in t.his 
presidency 1 • 

'Ihe Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER : On information I am inclined to 
agree, but in order to aD.3Wer, I require verification and I will answer the 
question after verification. 

~Ir. D. G. JADHA V : Will the Honourable Minister for Educat,ion 
continue this kind of lump grant in the amalgamation method for 
scheduled classes and :Mahomedans in future 1 

'lhe Honourable ~Ir. B. G. KHER: If the honourable member ha.; 
any ~:>uggestions, then they will be taken into consideration; otherwise~ 
of course, it is impossible to an~wer that question. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV AJ.JA: As regards the answer to (b), will Govern
ment enlighten the House ali to the policy which Government pursue as 
regarda the whole Education Department in the matter of granting aid to 
primary school3 and secondary schools in Bombay 1 

!he Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I do not think that question 
could he answered as arising out of the question that is before the House 
and I require notice. -

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Will Government he pleased to say whether 
it is not' a fact that certain schools that have been receiving aid for the 
last dO many years are still continuing to receive aid and others, in spite 
of thdr applicatiolli!, haYe been rdu;:~ed aid on no tenable grounds ? 

• 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I cannat admit that it is not on 
any "tenable" ground. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Will Government be pleased to submit a list 
of Bombay schools to which aid has been coru,btently given flr the Ja~t 
five or six or ten years t 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : 'Ihat question does not arise. 

LRECRUITMENT OF SCHEDULED CASTES CANDIDATES TO CLERICAL 
PosTs IN PuBLIC WoRKS DEPARTMENT._] 

r 
~*Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable 

llinister for Public Works be pleased to state-; 
(a) the number of clerks belonging to the Advanced classes, the 

Intermediate classes, the Backward classes, the Scheduled castes, 
the Mohamedan, Christian, and other .communities respect1vely in 
the Public Works Department in each district of the Province of 
Bombay; · 

(b) whether it is the declared policy of Government to give preference 
to candidates belonging to the Depressed classes in making clerical 
appointments in the Public Works Department in the districts; 

(c) if so, what is the number of candidates belonging to the Advanced 
Classes, the Intermediate Classes, the Backward Classes, the Scheduled 
castes, the :Mohamedan, Christian and other communities respectively 
appointed to the posts of clerks in the Public Works Department in 
each district since the above policy was declared by Governme~t 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE : (a) and (c) The information is 
gi~en in the accompanying statement.) 
Jb) Yes. Circular orders have been issued to all the local officers 

under the different Departments regatding the minimum recruitment 
to clerical establishments of suitable. cand1dates from the educationally 
backward communities. l 

l 
I 

SI4Umem sl10wing the preaent number of clerka in the Public W orb Department 
o.Jjicu from the dtJJeterll. commut~it&u. 
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Statement BMWlng 1M number of clerks appoitltd '" tile Public Works Department 
office~ from 1M different communities Binu orders regardi11g recruitme11t of oo 11didate8 

from 1M ducalioMlly backward comm11.nities were jir&t i&8'Ued in1923. 

Advan· Inter· I Back· : I "' """""I - S<clheduled ; Yadhome· ! c
1
1llis· Other 

-----l-class_ea._ cl~ses._ -= _:~--'-~-nus._ 
1
= 

Yortbern Circle 22 10 ..... ,_ • 10 
Central Circle 61 31 3 U 

7 
10 

D:e. Irrigation 86 

1 

15 : I 1 8 

1 :Ue!::,'!~~e .. 2: 4: j .. •• . ~ : •. 
Conaulting Public The Public Health BraDch was reduced from time to time nnd 1111s finallv 

Health Engineer's drastically reorganised in 1933. In the absence of the old records trnnsferrcd 
omce. . to the various Public Works DeJlllrtment offices, the informntiou required i~ 

i notthereioreavallablc. 
I 

.Mr. K. S. SAVANT : According to the statement showing the present 
number of clerks in the Public Works Department from the different 
communities, can you see that the number. of advanced class is far in 
excess? 

The Honourable 1\ir. M. Y. NURIE: It is evident. 

· Mr. G. K. PHADKE : Are any female clerks appointed in this 
establishment 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: I want notice. 

:Mr. K. S. SAVANT: Can you not see from statement No.1 that the 
number of scheduled class and backward c1ass shown ic; very low ? 

The Honourable Mr. :M:. Y. NURIE: It is evident. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : In view of the low number of clerks from the 
scheduled and backward classes in this establishment, is it not possible 
for Government to increase the recruitment from theee classes ? 

The Honourable 1\ir. 1\L Y. NURIE: I draw tl1e attention of the 
honourable member to reply to part (d). 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : 1\Iay I know what the circular is ? 

The Honourable Mr.l\1. Y. NURIE: It is a circular of 1934. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: What is the substance of that circular? 

The Honourable 1\Ir. 1\I. Y. NURIE: If the honourable member gives 
notice, he can get a copy of the circular. 

llr. B. K. GAIKW AD : 1\Iay I know whether the appointments that 
have been made since 1923 have been made wit.h due regard to the pro
portion of the different communities ? 
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The Honourable ~Ir. ~1. Y. J\rtJRIE: They ·might have been made so. 
)lr. B. K. GAIKWAD: )lay I know whether efficient candidates are 

not coming forth from the backward and scheduled castes ! 
The Honourable }lr. ~I. Y. NURIE: That i~ what follows. 
)Jr. G. K. PHADKE: Will Government take into consideration the 

claims of the educated unemployed women ' 
The Honourable Mr. M. Y. :r-.1JRIE : This claim has never been made 

and any suggestion made to Government in regard to this will be 
com;idered. 

PRIVATE TAXIS PLYING FOR HIRE. 

*.Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-
. (a) what steps the Police authorities have taken in the matter of 

private cars plying for hire in Bombay; 
(b) whether Government are satisfied with the steps so far taken 

and whether they propose to take further steps to end the illegal 
business; 

(c) whether Government should not modify the existing liotor 
Vehicles Rules for the purpose of suppressing the said business ? 

The Honourable ~1r. K. M. MUNSHI : (a.) During the year 1937, 
the Commissioner of Police sanctioned prosecutions in 36 cases for 
unlicensed plying. In addition, prosecutions were launched in 344 cases 
for causing obstruction in localities where these vehicles ply and the 
registrations of 83 vehicles suspected of unlicensed plying have been 
suspended for mechanical defects. Orders have also been issued by t-he 
Commissioner of Police that in serious cases of obstruction, action should 
be taken under section 283 of the Indian Penal Code, while in successful 
('ases the driving licences of the offenders will be suspended under rule 5-A 
of the Bombay Motor Vehicles Rules, 1915. . 

(b) and (c) Government are satisfied that the police officers have 
taken such action as was possible in the cases which came to their notice. 
Government have also proposed amendments to rules 58, 87 and 91 
of the Public Conveyances (Motor Vehicles) Rules, 1922, and the 
amendments have been published provisionally in Government Notifi
~·at~on, Home Department., No. 9082/3, dated 4th Ja.nuary 1938, to 
nmte suggestions or objections from the public. · 

lir. S. H. JHABVALA.: Supplementary to--
The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member must first 

put the qurstion t.o get an answer and then he may ask supplementary 
•1nestions. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: I shall follow the usual formality. Que.'>tion 
Xo.l. 

The Honourable ~lr. K. ~I. MUNSHI: As printed. 
lli. S. H. JHABVALA: The total number given here is 344. Is that 

the total number of taxis plying for hire in Bombay City 1 
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The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. MUNSHI : It is the total number of 
prosecutions and not the number of private taxis. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Am I to understand that Government have 
failed to prmecute the remaining number of private taxis in addition to 
344? 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. ~1. ~IUNSHI: The public are unwilling to 
give evidence. That is the difficulty of Government in prosecuting 
private owners of taxis. ~ _ 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : l\Iay I know whether Government contem
plate a measure by which this illicit traffic can be put down 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. MUNSHI : Draft amendments to rules 58, 
87 and 91 which are published would have the effect of securing the 
object of the honourable member. 

M:r. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I draw the attention of the Honourable 
Minister to the fact that these amendments now published will not be 
satisfactory 1 

·The Honourable 1\Ir. K. l\1. l\IUNSHI: The provisions will be tried 
after they are actually embodied in the rules. · 

M:r. S. H. JHABV ALA : 1\Iay I ask the Honourable Minister whether 
the taxi trade cannot be made better than what it is now 1 

The Honourable :Mr. K. l\1. MUNSHI: It has been quite rightly safe-
guarded so far. -

M:r. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: In regard to part (b) of 
the answer, may I know whether any complaints have ·been received 
from the taxi ov.11ers or drivers and whether any prosecutions were· 
launched on the information given 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K.l\f. MUNSHI: I want notice. 

M:r. S. H. JHABVALA : May I know whether the highest amount 
·of fine was imposed upon persons who are the offenders and, if so, what 
was it? 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. M.l\IUNSHI: I want notice. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER.: As regards the next question by 
the honourable member l\Ir. Karandikar, may I request the honourable 
member to put his second question first 1 I ask for priority for the 
second question, because I am required elsewhere. 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE OF A PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY 

FROM HEADQUARTERS OF GovERNMENT. 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Will the Honour
able the Prime :Miniswr be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Gulzarilal Nanda is a Parlia
mentary Secretary to one of tile Ministers of the Bombay Govern
ment; 
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(b) whether it is a fact that Mr. Nanda had gone to Cawnpore on or 
ahout the 27th September 1937 to help the U. P. Cabinet in settling 
some labour dispute; 

(c) if so, on what date did ~Ir. Nanda resume his duties with the 
Bombay GovernmeL.t; 

(d) what was the nature of the leave of absence grant~ to 
Mr. Nanda t 

The Honourable llr. B. G. KHER: (a) Yes. 

(b) Mr. Xanda did not go to Cawnpore on or about the 27th September 
1937. He was permitted to go to Cawnpore to help the Committee of 
Enqtilry (Labour) appointed by the U. P. Government and he reached 
that place on the 2Cth.October and remained there for three days for 
the settlement of the labour dispute. 

(c) ~Ir. Nanda proceeded from Cawnpore to Calcutta to attend the 
Conference of Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries for Labour held 
there for the co-ordination of the Labour programme of the several 
Provincial Governments. He returned to Bombay on the 4th Novem· 
ber 1937. · 

(d) Mr. Xanda was on deputation and not on leave. 

Mr. S. L. K.-\.RA~'DlK.!R : It is stated in the all8wer that the honour
able member )lr. Nanda reached Cawnpore on the 20th of October .. 
May I know when he left headquarters 1 

The Honourable )lr. B. G. KHER: He left Bombay on the 
15th October. 

Mr. S. L. KAR.L'\DI.K!R : Is it to be understood that llr. Nanda, 
though he was on deputation, did not receive any allowances or salary 
from any other pro'rincial government or from any other public organi'!a
tion! 

The Honourable lli. B. G. KHER: I may mention to the honourable 
member that the honourable member llr. Nanda did not receive any 
allowance from the Bombay Government at all. .As regards his travelling 
expenses also, et'en though he was on deputation, he did not get any 
trat'clling allowance from the Bombay Government. Whether he was 
paid by the rnit~d Provinces Government, I cannot all8Wer that question 
without notice. I do not know whether we could write to the Unital 
Pro'rinces Government to enquire whether they paid it. The honourable 
member Mr. Xanda is not here. Otherwise, I could have anticipated the 
honourable member and git'en him the information whether the honour
able member llr. Xanda got his train fare from the Vnit.ed Provinces 
Government. But the Bombay Government paid neither the allowance 
nor the fare. 

Air. S. L. ~'DIKA.R: Am I to understand that the other 
Parliamentary Serretary also did not receive a.ny allow&nCe ! 
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The Honourable lir. B. G. KHER: I am reminded of another 
Parliamentary Secretary, who may be the honourable member 
Mrs. Hansa llehta. I am quite sure about the honourable member 
llr. Nanda. I am not sure about the honourable member :Mrs. Hallila. 
l\Iehta. I will enquire and inform the honourable member later on if he 
.so desires. 

lli. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: Does the Honourable ~Iinister know 
whether the honourable member ~h. Nanda is getting any salary from 
the Ahmedabad Labour .Association 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

lli. S. H. JHABV ALA : It is stated in the allilwer that the honourable 
member ~Ir. Nanda went there to settle the dispute. I want to know 
whether he went there to settle the dispute or add to confusion worse 
(:Onfounded 1 (No answer.) The purpose of his visit is stated and not 
the result of his visit in the answer. May I know whether, because the 
United Provinces Government follow the labour policy of the Bombay 
Government, the honourable member lir. Nanda was requisitio_nec~ by 
that Government 1 • 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That question does not arise. 

)Jr. S. H. JHABV ALA: May I know whether the honourable member 
Mr. Nanda was thought to be a sufficiently fit person for the settlement 
-of the labourers' disputes in Cawnpore ? 

The Honourable ~h. B. G. KHER: From the fact that I received half 
.a dozen telegrams from the Premier of the tT. P. Government, I presume 
that must have been his opinion. 

RELEASE OF ONE WAllA~ B..rnCR.:\.0 CHAVAX, A PRISOXER 

IN YERAVDA CExTRAL Pntsm..-. 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Will the 
Honourable !\linister for Home Department (and Legal)· be pleased to 
.state-

(a) whether it is a fact that one Waman Baburao Cha,·an is 
a prisoner in the Yeravda Central Prison; 

(b) if so, when and for what offence was he convicted; 

(c) whether it is a fact that several public organisations have _Passe? 
resolutions and made representations to Government concermng h1s 
release; 

(d) whether Government are aware that in the course of his trial at 
the Bombay High Court Criminal Sessions he made a statement that 
he was prompted to fire shots at lir. Sweetland, because he wanted 
.to cause terror in the minds of Go'\"ernment officials ; 
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(e) whether Government are aware that the said t1Iavan no longer 
wants to cause terror in the minds of Government. officials~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~IUNSHI: (a) Yes. 

(b) He was convicted on the 14th August 1934 for the following 
offences (1) attempt to murder, (2) attempt voluntarily to cause
arievous hurt, (3) voluntarily causing hurt by a dangerous weapon and 
(4) possessing arms and ammunition without a licence. 

(c) Government have received a copy of a resolution passed at a public 
meeting held on the 30th August 1937 under the auspices of the Dadar 
Hindu l\Iaha Sabha and representations from Messrs. S. V. Deodhar of 
Bombay and R. N.llandlik, M.L.A . 

. (d) The statement n{ade by Chavan was as follows: "I did not throw 
the dagger nor did I fire the revolver with the intention of killing any· 
one. Nor did I go into the compound. There were many riots 
in Bombay. In order to frighten the authorities I fired the 
revolver." 

(e) No. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : With reference to (c), is Mr. S. V. Deodhar· 
a legal representative of Mr. Chavan 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. M. :\IUNSHI: I do not know. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: I believe the reply is to the effect that 
they have a representation from l\Ir. Deodhar. 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. M. 1\IUNSID: But I want notice to say 
\vhether Mr. Deodhar is or is not a legal representative. 

Mr. S. L. KARA!\1'])1KAR: The reply admits the fact-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: No argument please. 

:\Ir. S. L. KA.RA!\1'])IKAR: I am just putting it to you because it 
is a matter d the rights of a member putting interpellations. The 
answer admits the fact that a representation has been received, and 
yet in reply to a supplementary question directly arising out of that 
answer, the Honourable ~linister says that he wants notice.· Is that 
correct? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : He wants notice, and that is enough .. 
It cannot be discussed any further. 

l\Ir. R. N. ~l.\1\"DLIK: What is the reply given by Government to 
the representations of Messrs. Deodhar and Mandlik ! 

The Honourable llr. K. l\I, l\ltNSHI: That the representations are 
receiving attention. 
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:Mr. K. F. NARniAN: What is the term for which Mr. Chavan was 
sentenced! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: He was sentenced for seven 
years in 1934. 

Mr. R. N. M.ANDLIK : When i11 the consideration of thl.' 
representations going to end ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : As soon as the consideration 
is completed. 

·:Mr. S. L. KARA.1"1JIKAR : In the reply it is stated that Government 
is not aware of the intentions of Mr. Chavan. Will Government accept 
the assurance by an honourable member of this House 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. 1\lUNSHI : This is a suggestion for action ; 
it is not a question. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I do not contemplate any action being 
taken by Government. I am simply asking whether an assurance will 
be accepted by Government 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. 1\IUNSID: It is suggestion for me to act 
upon,-that somebody should give an assurance and Government should 
act upon it. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Will you accept the assurance~ I do 
·not want any action to follow. 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. l\1. 1\IUNSHI: After it is given, Government 
will consider it. 

Mr. R. N.l\IANDLIK: Is Mr. Chavan considered a political prisoner 1 

The Honourable l\1r. K. l\1. 1\IUNSID: The term "political prisoner" 
has not been defined so far in law . 

. Mr. R. N. l\IANDLIK: It has been stated in the Congress Election 
Manifesto that Congress is pledged_ to release all political prisoners. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: It may not be defined in law. But do 
Government not know who is a political prisoner ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That question does not arise. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: Will the Honourable Minister be pleased 
to state when the representations were received 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\J. 1\llNfiD: One was received on the 6th 
of September 1937, and the other from Mr. Deodhar is dated 
19th September 1937. 
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ExPENDITURE NoT Cou:t-."TED FOR GRA."rr BUT ADMITTED AGAINST 
PRIMARY EDUCATION FUND OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

*Mr. KANJI GOVIND KERSON (Thana South) : Will the 
Honourable the Prime Minister be pleased to state-

(a) what is the total amount of expenditure which is not counted 
for grant but which is admitted against the Primary Education Fund 
of every Local Authority in the Province of Bombay ; 

(b) whether Government intend to take steps to admit it for grant 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER : (a) The attached statement 
gives the required information. · 

(b) Government intend to make the necessary provision for the p~y· 
ment of Government· grant on the admissible expenditure of local 
authorities in the ensuing year's budget estimates. 

Statement showing amount of admiRRible. expe'llditure ii'I.Curred hy loeal, authorities wkicli 
is not oounted at present for Government grant. 

Name of the Local Authority. 

DISTRICT Loc..u. BOARDS, 

Bombay Dlvlsian. 

1. Kole.ba. 

2. Na.sik 

3, Ratnagiri 

4.. Thana. 

5. Bombay Suburban Di.btrict 

Central Divi8on, 

6, Poona 

7. Sa tara 

8. Shole.pur 

9. Ahmednaga.r 

10. Ea.st Khandesh 

11. W ~~St Khandesh 

I .. , 
I 

.. 1 

Amount of 
admissible espendi

ture inrurred 
during 1935-36 
not rounc.ed for 

Government grant. 

2 

Ra. 

8,652 

2,771 

22,800 

29,354 

9,558 

3,886 

35,765 

42,744 

2,963 

. 50,015 

25,905 
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Amount of 
admissible expendi· 

Name of the Local Authority. ture incurred 
during 1935-36 
not counted for 

Government grant. 

2 

Nortlulm DiviBicn. 
.._-· 

Rs. 

12. Ahmedabad 1,341 

13. Broach 460 

14. Kaira. 593 

liS. Panch Maha.ls 727 

16. Surat 13,521 

Sauthern Division. 

17. Dharwar 4,784 

18. Belgaum 51,076 

19. Bijapur 1,905 

20. Kanara. 1,742 

Total for District Local Botnds .. 3,10,562 

'MUNtCll'ALITIES, 

Bombay Division. 

21. Bandra 4,159 

22. Thana 7,794 

23. Nasik 4,469 

24. Malegaon 5,689· 

25. Vengurla 2 

26, Kalyan 1,970 

27. Chiplun 1,00& 

Central Division. 

28. PoonaCity 37,982' 

29. Poona Suburban 5,509 

30. Lonavla .. I 1,613 

31. Baramati 4.8 . .. , 
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Amount of 
admissible expendi-

Name of the Local Authority. ture inrurred 
during 1931l-36 
not counted for 

Government grant:. 

2 

Oemml Diviaio~ontd. Rs. 

32. Sa tara 729 

33. Shol&pur 26,919 

34. Pandharpur 1,630 

35. Barsi 6,619 

36. Ahmednagar 2,602 

37. Jalga.on 13,535 

38. Amalner 4,470-

39. Dhulia 2,598 

40. Nandurba.r 645 

Northern Diviaion.. 

41. Bulsar 222 . 

42. Nadia.d 10 

43. Ra.nder 2,420 

4:4:. Dohe.d 1,679 

45, Surat 4,281 

46. Godhra 2,045 

47. Broach 8,912 

48. Viramgaum 1,364 

BoutMrtlt DifJ:·a~o~ 

49. Dha.rwar 1,468 

50. Hubli . 7,511 

61. Gadag Bettigeri· 6,962 

52. Bag&lkot 24.4 

53. Bijapur 8,~79 

M. Nipani 446 

Tot&! for Municipe.litiea 1,76,030 

xo-1 Bk Hb 178-2 
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._-· 
Name of the Local Authority. 

CANTONMENTS. 

55. Deolali 

56. . Ahmedabad 

57. 1;Belga.um 

Total for Cantonments , • 

Grand Total •• 

[24: JAN. 1938 

Amount of 
admissible expendi

ture incurred 
during 1935-36 
not counted for 

Government grant. 

2 

Rs. 

640 

312 

420 

1,372 

4,87,964 

Mr. KANJI GOVIND KERSON:. With reference to part (b), from 
what year will the grant be made 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: The provision is being made in 
the ensuing year's budget. 

Mr. KANJI GOVIND ;KERSON : Will grant be paid for the past 
years 1 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: No. 

ACTION OF INSPECTOR OF PoLICE, PATHAN BRANCH, BoMBAY, 
IN CALLING PATHAN AND PUNJABI SARANGS TO SEE HIM. 

*Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Seamen and Dock-Workers 
Trade Unions): Will the Honourable Minister for Home Department 
(and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that Pathan and Punjabi 
Sarangs are employed by Shipping Companies in Bombay ; 

(b) whether Government are aware that after their employment by 
the Companies they are required by the Inspector of Police, Pathan 
Branch, to see him ; 

{c) if so, under what provision of law 1 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) Yes. 
(b) No. In particular cases the Shipping Companies refer these 

Sarangs to the Pathan Inspector who advises the Companies in cases 
where he apprehends any likelihood of breach of the peace or commission 
of any offence. . 
_ (c) Does not arise. 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : With reference to part (b), does Govern
ment think that a Pathan Inspector is the right man to advise companies 
.as to breaches of the peace and commissions of offences ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Yes. 
~lr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: Has Government ever heard that 

there wa.s a breach of the peace in the shipping offices or shipping 
companies ? . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M . .MUNSHI: I want notice. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : I suppose the expression " Pathan 

Inspector " means an officer for the inspection of the Pathans. 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MIJNSHI: He is a Pathan. 
Mr. M:USAJI E. PATEL: He is invariably a Pathan. 

ALLEGED GRIEVANCE OF MUSLIM: COM:M:UNITY REGARDING FAIR 
REPRESENTATION IN PUBLIC SERVICE. 

·~lr. MUSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Division) : Will the 
Honourable .Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be please~ to 
.state- · 

(a) whether it is a fact that the appointment of Mr. A. A. A. Faizee, 
Bar-at-Law, as officiating Judge of Small Causes Court, Bombay, 
was made when Mr. ·s. E. Kurwa, Judge of that Court, proposed to go 
on leave in June last; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the appointment was subsequently 
cancelled as Mr. Kurwa cancelled his leave; 

(c) whether it is a fact that Mr. A. C. Amin has been appointed to 
act as a Judge of the Small Causes Court, Bombay, in place of 
~[r. S. E. Kurwa who has proceeded on leave with effect from 15th 
Sept€mber 1937 ; 

(d) whether the claims of ~lr. Faizee were considered while making 
the appointment; 

(e) if so, what were the reasons for not appointing him this time; 
(f) whether it is a fact that out of the six Judges in the Small Causes 

Court, Bombay, there is not a single ~Iahomedan Judge at present; 
(.q) whether it is the policy of Government to secure a fair 

admixture of all the communities in the Public Services ; 
(/1) if so, whether Government are aware that there is a departure 

from this policy so far as the ~Iuslim community is concerned 1 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. ~I. MUXSHI : (a) and (b) Government had 
deeiJed to appoint Mr. Faizee in the leave vacancy of Mr. Kurwa who 
propos<'d to proceed on leave for 4 months and 7 days from the 7th June 
1937, but effect could not be given to it as .Ur. Kurwa withdrew his 
application for leave. 

(c) Yes. 
(d) Yes. 
»o-I Bk Hb li8-2a 
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(e) Owing to the short duration of the vacancy, viz., 28 days, and the
serious congestion of work in the Presidency Small Cause Court, Govern
ment decided to appoint an Advocate who had experience of work in 
that Court. . 

(f) There was no Muhammadan doing duty as a Small Cause Coiut. 
Judge during Mr. Kurwa's absence on leave. 

(g) Yes. ..,.,~· 

(h) There is a technical departure, the cause of which has been. 
explained in the answer to clause (e). 

Mr. W. S. :MUKADAM: Will Government be pleased to state as to· 
who took the initiative so far as this appointment was concerned 1 That 
is to say, whether Government carried out the recommendations of some 
institution or some officer, or they made the appointment themselves. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : These appointments are made 
on the recommendations of the High Court. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : May I know whether the High Court had 
recommended a few persons, out of whom Government had to pick up 
a certain person ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI : I do not follow. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM : May I know how many persons were recom-
mended for this post by the Chief Judge 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: One only. 

Mr. W. S. 1\lUKADAl\i : May I know whether that one person was 
appointed~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: Yes. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : With reference to part (c), was Mr. Amin 
the only advocate who had experience of work in the Court 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: I cannot say that. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : My question is based directly on the reply 
given. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : I cannot say he was the only 
man. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Then the reply is faulty. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : One more question. Is the report correct 
that Mr. Amin happened to be a junior to the Honourable Minister for 
Law and Order ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: Mr. Amin was reading in my 
chambers prior to 1929. 
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FoRCED LABOUR FROM AGRICOLTURIST LABoURERS IN 

THANA DISTRICT. 

568 

*Mr. G. K. PHADA.KE, (Thana South) : Will the Honourable 
l\linister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that the agriculturist labourers 
in certain parts of the Thana District are forced by Forest Officers 
to work in Forest areas though they may be engaged in their urgent 
agricultural operations of the season; 

(b) if so, whether Government have considered the desirability 
of issuing immediate orders to the Forest Officers concerned not to use 
compulsion in this behalf; 

(c) whether Government have also considered the advisability 
of giving daily wages to those agriculturist labourers who were 
compelled to work in Forest areas 1 
The Honourable Mr. l\IORARJI R. DESAI : (a) to (c) As one or 

two complaints have recently been made to Government about the 
employment of villagers on Forest works, the Chief Conservator of 
Forests has recently issued orders to the following effect under the 
instructions of Government :- · 

"Complaints are frequently being made against the Forest Depart
ment that villagers are forced to work on forest operations such as 
burning of fire lines, plantations, road making, etc., and that too 
without adequate wages in return. 

2. The system of forced labour wherever it exists in connection 
with forest works should be stopped. Conservators should also enquire 
about the adequacy or otherwise of the rates of wages paid, and bring 
them up to the level of market rates for the kind of work and duration 
of labour per day. "\Vherever piece work rates are fixed these should 
npproximate to the daily rates. 

3. The statutory obligations of villagers to assist the Forest Depart
ment in return for rights and privileges are defined in section 79 of the 
Indian Forest Act. All work not falling within the category of that 
section should be fully paid for, and payments should be made direct 
to the workers and not through patils or third parties." · 

DEcREASE IN INcoME FROM BETEL VTh"E OF AGRICtJLTURISTS IN 

BASSEIN TALUKA. 

*Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana, South): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that a major portion of the 
agricultural land in Bassein taluka. is not Bagayat land; 

(b) whether Government are aware that the income of the 
agriculturists from Betel Vine, which is the chief crop of the Bagayat 
land.ofthe said taluka, is diminishing day by day for the last ten years 
contmuously on account of a pest on this crop ; 

(c) whether Government are aware that the agriculturists depending 
()n the Betel Vine crop are completely ruined on account of this 
.diminishing of income every year ! 
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The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) In 1936-37 there 
were 4,064 acres under bagayat crops out of a total cropped area of 
42,472 acres in Bassein taluka. 

(b) About 15 years ago a wilt disease broke out in the betel-vine 
gardens of this taluka. The disease spread with great rapidity. As 
a result of the experiments carried out by a special staff of the Agricultural 
Depa~e~t, effective control m~sur{)s have been devised. They are 
~escnbed m leaflet No.7 of the Agricultural Department, a copy of which 
1s placed on the Assembly Table. Out of 5CO acres under this crop over 
100 acres are now treated. The area under the crop is not diminishing 
and the profits of cultivating this crop therefore do not seem to have 
fallen relatively to those of cultivating other crops. The income of 
betel vine growers has decreased both on account of the general fall in. 
prices and the wilt disease. 

(c) No. The growers do not depend solely on the betel-vine crop
as they grow in rotation other crops like plantains, ginger and vege
tables. Their income will increase with the adoption of the control 
measures recommended by the Agricultural Department. 

Gratis. - Department of Agriculture, Bombay. 

LEAFLET No. 7 OF 1936. 

(Replaces Leaflet No.3 of 1932.) 

CONTROL OF BETELVINE WILT. 

(FIRST EDITION l 

About 15 years ago a deadly disease broke out in the betelvine gardens at Bassein iit 
the Thana district. The disease has spread with such a great rapidity that there is now 
hardly a garden free from it. As a result of experiments done at Basse in, effective control 
measures have been devis3d, and these are now being followed by many betelvine growers. 
It is the purpose of this lea.flet to give a short account of the disease and the methods of 
control. 

SYMPTOMS. 

The first visible sign of the disease is the darkening and drooping of the growing tip· 
of the vine. The uppermost leaves then become yellow and limp, and drop at the 
slightest touch (Plate I, 9). Soon after the whole vine withers and dries up. The 
affected vine first turns brown at the "collar ",and in a short time the underground part 
of it and the roots rot away. The diseased vine can easily be pulled out of the ground. 
Sometimes only the roots are affected, but the"Vine becomes stunted and dies sooner or 
later. 

CAUSE. 

The disease is caused by a minute fungus parasite which lives in the soil. Its body 
consists of minute thread-like strands w bich bear flask-shaped bodies called spores or 
"seeds" (Plate I, 1). During the rains the.qe bodies (spores) form swarmspores which 
swim about in water and are thus distributed in a garden. The swarmspores then 
produce germ-tubes which enter a vine at the "collar" (Plate I, 2-9). The vine then 
turns brown at the collar and wilts. 

In the absence of the vine, the fungus can live in the soil on decaying organic matter, 
so a diseased soil is a danger to the young vines. 

CONDITIONS FAVOURABLE TO DISEASE. 

The severity of the disease is greatly affected by weather conditions. These are as 
followe:-

(1) Low temperature and moisture favour the production of swarmspores by the 
funjlus, which swim about in rain or irrigation water. 

(2) Water helps to spread the swarmspores in the ga den. 
(3) Short spells of warm weather after long rainy periods help the growth of tbtl" 

thread-like strands of the fungus in tlte tissue of the vine. 
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It will thus be eeen that a long period of rain followed by warm, sunny weather caueee 
aevere wilting of vines in the garden. Ia the cold weather the disease is much !eaa 
common due to low water-table of the soil and low temperature. The disease practically 
disappe&l'!l in the hot, dry summer. · 

The other condition affecting wilt disease is the excessive use of ca~tor cake followed 
by heavy irrigation. The disease is also virulent in low-lying situations and badly 
dr&ined soils. 

TREATMENT. 

Prevention is better than cure. 
Bordeaux mixture in the strength of 2-2-50 is the best treatment. It is poured around 

the base of vines by me&ru~of a watering can at the rate of 2 gallons per 10-foot row (haral). 
'I he mixture kills the fungus in the soil as well as stimulates the growth of the vine. The 
best results in control are obt&ined by improving the physical condition of the soil, since 
Bordeaux mixture to be effective must penetrate to the depth of the roota. 

The following programme of treatment has been found to be very effective :-
(1) Treat the soil in harala with Bordeaux mixture 2-2-50 before planting 

in October-November. 
(2) The second application should be made immediately after the vines have 

been lowered. Do not irrigate for two days after lowering of vines. Vines should be 
lowered about the middle of lllay. 

(3) The subsequent application should be made once in each month during the 
rains from June to September. 

(4) Whenever the disease is noticed in any part of the garden during the monsoon, 
treat the infected harals immediately to prevent infection from spreading to other parts. 

In addition to the treatment of the gardens with Bordeaux mixture, the following 
pointe should also be home in mind :- ' 

(1) Avoid planting vines in low-lying areas as they are difficult to drain. 
(2) Plough or tum up the soil by hand-digging and fallow for one year. 
(3) Plough into the soil well rotted farmyard manure to improve ita physical 

condition. 
(4) Practise green manuring by growing sann hemp which should be buried in thet 

soil (without uprooting) before its ftowel'!l. 
(5) Provide suitable drains, 1i to 2ft. deep, all round the plot and cross dra.ins, 1 to 

If ft. deep, during ra.ins. · 
(6) Avoid excessive watering. 
(7) Avoid excessive shade and dampness in the garden. 
(8) Keep the garden scrupulously clean of weeds and decaying leave~. 
(9) Restrict the use of cake particularly during rains. 
(10) Lower :vines about the middle of :May, but never during the rains. 
(11) Before the commencement of rains, open up the ends of each haral into the <~ram. 
(12) After the vines are lowered, cover the ·ridges between the Aarals 11ith dry 

gra.ss in preference to banana leaves, as it keeps the soil porous and helps the treatment. 
( 13) Lowering vines in August is fraught with danger. If rain follows lowering, th& 

lowered vind& are liable to be infected. 

How TO PllEPA.li.E BoRDEAUX MixTURE. 

Bordeaux mature is prepared when a solution of copper sulphate and milk of lime a!:$ 
mixed together. The strength of Bordeaux mixture usually tmplo~ed fGr the treatment 
of beteh-ine gardens is 2-2-50, that is, 2lb. copper sulphate, 2lb. quicklime (but stone 
lime) and 60 gallons of water. 

When large quantities of Bordeaux mixture, ssy 200 gallons of Bordeaux mixtiU'It 
2-2-60 are required, proceed as follows:- · 

In a 30-gallon wooden tub "A", dissolve 8 lb. of copper sulphate in 8 gallons of 
water. Tlail i8 tAt .skxl; 1oltaion of wpper 81/Jpllo.k. 

In another 30-gallon tub "B ",slake 8 lb. of quicklime with a small quantity of 
water, and then add enough water to ma.ke 8 gallons. Tli.t if Ut41Jlod miU of lime. 
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Now poor Z g1llons of the stock copper sulphate solution into a 45-gallon tub cc C" 
and add water to make 40 gallons. 

Then pour 2 gallons of stock milk of lime into a separate 60-ga.llon tub "D " and 
add water to make 10 gallons. 

Pour now· the copper sulphate solution from tub "C" into tub " D ", and stir 
vigorously. When the whole of the copper sulphate solution is poured, you have in 
tub" D" 50 gallons of Bordeaux mixture 2-2-50. This process may be repeated four 
times to make 200 gallons of Bordeaux mixture.---· 

Bordt>aux mixture must he applied immediately after preparation, but in no case 
mere than 3 to 4 hours after it hu been made. In preparing Bordeaux mixture, frosh 
quicklime should invariably be used; air alalce4 lime akoul!l neter be ttae4. Never 
use iron containers for making Bordeaux mixture; always use wooden tubs. 

Stock solutions of copper sulphate and lime may be kept for some time without 
spoiling. But the tubs containing these solutions should be kept covered, and the 
levels of the liquids should be marked inside the tubs. Before using restore the levels 
of solutions by adding w~ter, if the levels have fallen. 

CosT or TBEATM:&NT. 

The normal life of a betelvine plantation in Busein is about 2l years. The cost of 
tf('ating 100 haral8 (4 gunthas or 1/lOth .:Jf an acre under betel vines) for 2! years inolud-. 
ing the initial outlay on a Bordeaux mixture set is as below :-

,A,,....Borilea114: mixture set. 

One 60-gallon wooden tub, one 45-f,'allon tub, two 
30-gallon tubs and four 21 gallon watering 

· cans 

B.-Coat of Treatment, 

(1) First year. 

(a) 200 gallons of Bordeaux mixture 2-2-50 are 
required to treat 100 karal8 at a cost of 
Rs. 1-9-6 per application. Cost of 6 
applications. 

(b) Two men can t~t 100 harals in half a day. 
Cost of labour at 10 annas per man-day for 
6 days (i.e. for 6 applications) 

Total 

(2) Second year, 

(a) 600 gallons of Bordeaux mixture 2-2-50 for 
3 applications 

(b) Labour at annas 10 per man·day for 4 days 

Total 

Rs. a. p. 

25 0 0 

9 12 0 

3 12 0 

13 8 0 

4 14 0 

1 14 0 

6 12 0 

N.B.-Jn the second year the first application should be made in the first ytee~ of 
Juno. At this time it is necessary to raise the ridges by the additions of loose soli m!xed 
with farmyard manure, and to cover it with dry grass. All drains should be !Bpaued. 
The IMilond applil'ation should be made in the fourth week of June, and the third some 
time in August during the first break in rains. 
n will be Bel'n that the cost of treatinjl 100 harau for 21 years comes to about Ra. 20 

.A Bordeaux mature set costa about Ra. 25 and will be nseful for many yeara, 



Pia~/. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE. 

Fig, I.-Thread-like strands of the fungnB bearing spores or "seeds". 

572 

Fig1. 2-4.-Btagea in the formation of swarrnspores (swimming spores) within a spore 
1'' eporaogium"). 

Fig. 5.-Swimming spores ("swarm spores") each provided with two hair-like atrue-
1ure ("cilia."). · 

Fig. 6.-Swimming spores coming to rest and some germinating. 
Fig. 7.-'l'hreads ("mycelium") of the fungu within the tissue(" cell") of betelvine. 
Fig. 8.-Wected roots and underground part of a vine showing darkeqjng and 

1ihredding. • 

Fig. 9.-Inlected vine showing drooping of leaves and of the gro'lling tip. 
Fig. 10.-Treating A.arals with Bordeaux mixture before planting. 
Fig. 11.-A Bordeaux mixiure set. 
Fig 12.-Lowering of vines immediately after treatment of ka.rols with Bordeauz 

mixture. 
Fig. 13.-A partial view of a systematically treated healthy betelvine plot (left); 

t~n~:cated diseased plot (right). . . 
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

FREE SUPPLY OF QUINn.'E TABLETS IN DISTRICTS WHERE MALARIA 

IS PREVALENT. 
I 

~· D. J. FERRE~~ (Thana cum Bombay Suburban District)~ 
Will the Honourable Minister for Public.JI~lth be pleased to state-

(a) what the cost of a lb. of sulphate of quinine is to Government ; 
.(b} what the cost is of the other ingredients which have to be mixed 

With a lb. of sulphate of quinine to convert the quinine into quinine: 
tablets; 

(c) the number of tablets of the size sold at the Post Offices which 
can be obtained from the above mixture; 

(d) the price at which these tablets are sold; 
. (~) what, if any, are the profits which Government are making on 

the sales of these quinine tablets ; 
(/) whether Government have considered the advisability of distri~ 

buting these tablets free at the Post Offices and dispensaries in the 
Districts where malaria is prevalent 1 
The Honourable Dr. 1\I. D. D. GILDER : (a) Rs. 18-1-0 inclusive of 

packing and railway freight. 
(b) Re. 0-3-8; besides this the cost of labour and distribution charges. 

comes toRs. 9-3-10 per lb,. of quinine sulphate. 
(c) 1,763 tablets approximately. 
(d) Rs. 27-8-10. 
(e) Four pies per lb. of quinine. This does not take into account all 

overhead charges such as rent of premises, supervision charges, interest 
charges, pension charged, and audit cost etc. Hence, practically no, 
profits are made by Government. 
· {f) Yes ; Government do not consider that it is advisable to distribute 
quinine tablets free at Post Offices. Free distribution of quinine tablets 
is at present done through the officers of-the Public Health Department 
including the anti-malaria staff, epidemic medical officers, Inspectors of 
Sanitation and Vaccination and Vaccinators and through the School 
Board Administrative Officers, approved associations and societies and 
Officers of the Revenue Department. '!'be District Local Boards a~e 
also given free of charge twice as much quinine as they indent for at then 
own cost for distribution under the supervision of their health officers. 
Dispensaries where they exist are giving medicine including quinine free 
to the poor people. · 

GovERNMENT PouCY AS REGARDS SERVING or LIFE SENTENCE. 

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA (Ahmednagar South): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) what was the policy of the previous Governments ab~ut. t~e 
period for which a person under a life-sentence was to be kept m Jatl ~ 
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(b) whether Government propose to revise that policy; 

(c) whether Government intend to take any steps to ameliorate 
the condition of the long-term convicts and if so, what steps! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a} The relevant orders are 
placed* on the Assembly Table. 

(b) and (c) Government policy including the amelioration of the 
condition of long-term prisoners is under consideration. 

APPOINTMENTS OF MAHOMEDANS IN SUBORDINATE REVENUE SERVICE 

IN EAST KHANDESH DISTRICT. 

Mr. SHAIKH MAHAMAD HASAN (East Khandesh District) : 
Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) how many candidates have been taken up in. the subordinate 
service of the Revenue Department in the East Khandesh district from 
1931 to 1937; 

(b) how many of them are Muslims; 

(c) how many of the Muslim candidates have been confirmed 
since 1931 up to 1937 ; 

(d) what are the qualifications of the candidates refe~red to in 
(a) above' • 

The Honourable :Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : (a) 46 candidates have: 
been taken up between 1st January 1931 and 27th September 1937. 

(b) 7. 

(c) 2 within the period stated in part (a) of this answer. 
(d) 15 graduates and 31 non-graduates. 

ALLEGED GRIEVANCES OF CLERKS IN OFFICES OF SuB-DIVISIONAL 

OFFICERS IN PUBLIC WoRKS DEPARTMENT IN~HANA ~!STRICT. 

Mr. R. N. MA1'DLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Public Works be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a. fact that a large number of clerks ln. the office 
of the sub-divisional officer in the Public Works Department in the 
Thana District are on the temporary list for the last 18 years ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that these clerks have been making repre
sentations to Government requesting them to make them permanent; 

(c) whether it is a fact that their request in this behalf is not being 
granted; 

•Kept in Secretary's office. 
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(cl) whether there is any difference in the nature of the duties and 
responsibilities of these temporary clerks and those of the permanent 
clerks in the Executive Engineers' office; 

(e) if the answer to (d) is in the negative, whether Government 
intend to make them permanent in the near future and if not, what are 
the reasons for the same ! 
The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: "(-ttJYes. All the sub-divisional 

-clerks are on the temporary establishment. 
(b), (c) and (d) Yes. 
(e) The question of bringing the sub-divisional clerks on the permanent 

-establishment is already under consideration. 

LEVY oF STAMP DuTY oN APPLICATIONS IN THE NATURE oF 

REMINDERS TO OFFICERS IN THE REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a fact that according to the present orders of 
Government a court fee stamp of annas two is required to be affixed 
to applications or petitions of the nature of reminders to officers in the 
Revenue Department ; 
. (b) whether Government are aware that, as a result of these orders, 
the applicant is penalised for the fault of the officer concerned in not 
.answering the applicant in proper time ; . 

(c) if so, whether Government propose to modify the orders 
immediately; • 

(d) what was the amount of income derived by Government from 
such two anna court fee stamps during the last three years ending 
with 1936-37, in the Kolaba District¥ 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a), (b) and (c) Orders 

'have recently been issued by Government exempting petitions or applica
tions of the nature of reminders from the stamp duty of two. annas 
previously levied. 

(d) The ascertainment of receipts would: involve labour out o£ propor
tion to the value of the information. 

I 

" CHAIN '' BusiNEss IN K.ARNATA.K. 

Mr. K. S. PATIL (Belgaum South): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that "Chain" business is 
prevalent in Karnatak on a very large scale; 

(b) whether Government are aware that many ignorant persons 
. are fraudulently induced to join it ; 

(c) if so, what action, if any, have Government taken to prevent 
this " Chain " business, and with what result ; 

(d) if no action has been taken so far, whether Government propose 
-to take any action now, and if so, what action 1 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) It is prevalent in the 
Belgaum and Bijapur districts. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) and (d) Several prosecutions have been launched and their result 

is awaited. 

APPOINTMENT OF CANDIDATES BELONGING TO SCHEDULED CASTES 
TO PosTs or CLERKS AND BAILIFFS IN DisTRICT CoURT, SATA.RA.. 

Mr. K. S. SAVANT (Satara North): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a} how many candidates were appointed in the District Court, 
Satara, as clerks and bailiffs during the last three years ; 

(b) how many of them were Lingayats; 
(c) whether any candidates belonging to the scheduled castes had 

applied for these posts ; 
(d) if so, how many of them were appointed ; . 

· (e) whether Government propose to make such appointments in 
future in such a way that candidates belonging to the scheduled castes 
will secure their due share in them 1 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~IDNSHI: (a) Ten appointments of clerks 

and seven of bailiffs were made during the period of three years from 
1st June 1934 to 31st May 1937. 

(b) Six Lingayats were appointed as clerks, and three as bailiffs. 
(c) Seven persons belonging to the scheduled castes had applied for 

clerk's posts, and 49 for bailiff's appointments. 
(d) One of them was appointed to a clerk's post, and none as bailiff. 
(e) Government have issued orders from time to time for the better 

recruitment of members of intermediate and backward (including 
scheduled) classes to Government services. 

ALLEGED GRIEVANCE or GRADUATE APPLICANTS FOR. AmnSSION FOR 
TRAINING IN COIMBATOR.E TRAINING COLLEGE. 

Mr. ISMAIL HASSAN BAPU SIDDIQUI (Kanara District): 
Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that in the direct selection of Rangers for 
training in the Coimbatore 'Training College non-graduate applicants 
are preferred to graduate applicants; 

(b) if so, what are the reasons for the same ; 
(c) whether graduates with necessary qualifications are not 

available; 
(d) how many graduates had applied for selection during the last 

three rears j 

(e) how many of them wert selected ; 
(f) what were the reasons for not selecting the others; 
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. (q) how many no~-grad~ates w~re se~ected dur~g that period ; 
(h) what were theu spec1al qualifications for bema selected in which 

the graduate applicants were found wanting; 
0 

(i) whether Government have considered the advisability of issuin11 
orders to the subordinate officers concerned to prefer graduates to non~ 
graduates in this selection; 

(j) whether it is a fact that the maxi~um age limit of applicants for 
the said selection has been lowered ; ._-

(k) if so, what is the maximum age limit now prescribed and what 
was the former maximum age limit ; . . . 

(l) what are the reasons for lowering the maximum age limit ; 
(m) whether Government are aware that the maximum age limit 

now prescribed works unfavourably in the case of graduates ; 
(n) if so, whether Government intend to issue orders to increase the 

age limit jn t~e case of gr~~ua~es in g~neral and applicants belonging 
to· the mmor1ty communities m particular ~ 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : (a) No. 
{b) Does not arise. 
(c) Yes, they are available. 

(d) Year. No. of graduates. 

1935 16. 
1936 15. 
1937 19. 

(e) 1935 3. 
1936 2. 
1937 3. 

{j) The minimum qualification prescribed for candidates for the 
·Rangers' Course is the passing of the Matriculation Examination. There 
is no objection to candidates with higher qualifications submitting their 
applications for the course. Candidat.e.s, whether graduates or non
graduates, are first put through a test in English, General knowledge and 
:Mathematics and only the pick of those who have satisfied the examiners 
in the written examination are interviewed afterwards for further oral 
tests. Apart frcm academical qualifications, there are other factors 
which are to be taken into consideration, such as the intellectual capacity 
and general knowledge of the students judged by the result of the exami
nation and personal interview, their general suitability, physical and 
otherwise, for forest life, the necessity for proportionate recruitment of 
• oackward and intermediate classes in the public service and the like. 
'Ihe final selection has, therefore, to be dependent on all the above consi-

. derations and cannot be confined to candidates possessing high educational 
qualifications alone. Further the number of students required anntmlly 
is limited to the number of probable vacancit:.s occurring in the Rangers' 
eadre, the ~tal number of direct recruits taken in the years referred to 
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being respectively 5, 6 and 4. Obviously all graduates who apply cannot 
he selected. 

(g) SeveD. 
(h) Please see reply to clause (f). 
(i) Government do<'s not consider it desirable to issue such orders. 
(j), (k) and (l) No. The maximum age limit laid down for Ranger 

~andidates is 23 on the day of admission to the College. The maximum 
acre limit of persons belonging to the educationally intermediate and 
L:ckward classes is relaxed up to 3 years in suitable cases. It is relaxed 
up to 2 years in really deserving and exceptional cases of candidates from 
·~ducationallv advanced classes. 

(m) No. · 
(n) No. 

GovERNMENT PoLICY REGARDING GoVERNMENT SERVANTS 

AND PENSIONERS ASSOCIATING THEMSELVES WITH POLITICAL 

ORGANISATIONS. 

Mr. D. N. W ANDREKAR (Bombay City North and Bombay 
:Suburban District): Will the Honourable the Prime Minister be pleased 
to state:-

(a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
Circular issued by the :Madras Government about Government 
Pensioners being allowed to hold offices in political organisations ; 

(b) what is the policy of the Government of Bombay in regard to 
Government servants and Pensioners associating themselves with 
political organisations 1 
The Honourable Mr. B. G. KliER: (a) Yes. 

(b) The policy of Government in regard to Government servants 
a.ssociating themselves with political organisations is as laid down in 
rule 30 of the Bombay Civil Services Conduct, Discipline and Appeal 
Rules. The relevant portion of the rule is as under :-

" No Government servant shall take part in, subscribe in aid of or 
assist in any way any political movement in India, or relating to Indian 
affairs. J -

E:rplanation.-The expression 'political movement' includes any 
movement or activities tending directly or indirectly to excite 
disaffection against, or to embarrass, the Government as by law 
e~t.ahlished, or to promote feelings of hatred or enmity between different 
rlasses of His Majesty's subjects, or to disturb the public peace." 
As regards Government pensioners, the policy of the Government 

Q{ Bombay is the same as that of the Government of 1\Iadras, viz. that 
Government pensioners, as hitherto, are at liberty to become members 
of, or to hold offic,e in, any lawfully constituted political organisation. 
They are also free to stand for election to local bodies or the Legislature 
as members of such an organisation and to undertake constitutionally 
the responsibilities of office which may result from such ~lection. 
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RE : AN ADJOURNMENT MOTION. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, may I draw the 
attention of the Chair to the fact that Bill No. VI of 1938 is due to come 
up for discussion .before this Ho~e today 1 . The Chair did not give its 
consent to my adJournment motiOn because It was not urgent. In view 
of the fact tha~ th.e Bill is likely to come before the House today, the 
matter, I submit, lS urgent, and I wotrl'd therefore request the Chair to 
reconsider its decision. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Chair has refused its consent. 
I do not think I need discuss the whole question again. The honourable 
member Mr. Parulekar had tabled certain amendments to Bill No. VI 
of 1938, and in the view which I took of certain of those amendments, 
I thought that the previous sanction of His Excellency the Governor 
was necessary in respect of them. The honourable member's contention 
has been that in his view the consent of His Excellency is not necessary. 
He proposed to move an adjournment motion to discuss the question 
whether the previous sanction of the Governor to certain amendments 
tabled by him was necessary or not. The matter is important, un
doubtedly, but there can be no adjournment motion or discussion on a 
question of this type. Every amendment has to be judged and decided 
upon individually upon its merits. I also conveyed to him that I was 
prepared to discuss the matter with him and that if he could convince 
me and bring ine round ·to his view, I was always open to correction. 
As a human being, it is possible that I may err, and I shall not fight shy 
of admitting my mistakes. But the adjournment motion cannot be 
permitted. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN: On a point of information, may 
I know whether this amendment tabled by the honourable member has 
been disallowed by His Excellency 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not propose to enter into a 
discussion on that question. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER: -On a question of procedure, Sir, 
may I draw the attention of the House to one point 1 As you have 
pointed out, you as a human being are liable to err; but when you do err, 
I do submit that the proper procedure is not to move an adjournment 
of the House, but to bring the matter up before the House by means of 
some other kind of motion. On going through the rules, I was not able 
to find out whether the moving of an adjournment of the House on 
a ruling given by the Chair is the correct procedure. But I submit that 
that is .not the correct procedure. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Will the Honourable the Leader of the 
House tell us what in his opinion is the correct procedure ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have already given my decision 
on the point. An adjournment motion is not the proper procedure, 
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BILL NO. IV OF 1938 (A BILL TO AMEND THE CITY 
OF BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

(Clause by clause reading resumed.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. ll. ML"'NSID: Will you, Sir, permit me to 
continue with thi<J Bill on behalf of my honourable colleague, the Mii1Uter 
for Local Self-Government? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Yes. When the discussion on this 
Bill was last adjourned, the motion before the House was that clause 38 
do stand part of the Bill, and then we took up the discussion of the two 
amendments tabled by the honourable member Mrs. :Munshi. Her 
amendment seeking to delete section 314: (c) of the Bombay :Municipal 
Act ·will come up after we dispose of clause 38. So, the motion before 
the House now is ,that clause 38 do stand part of the Bill. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSID (Bombay City) : Sir, I have tabled 
an amendment to delete clause 38. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That amendment is out of order, 
as it is a direct negative of the proposal before the House. 

Mrs. LILA V ATI K. MUNSHI : What about the other amendment 
that I wanted to move 1 · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Mter clause 38 has been disposed of, 
that amendment will be considered. I have considered the point 
involved, and have got my ruling ready. As regards the honourable 
member's present amendment, namely, to delete clause.38, I have already 
ruled that it is not in order. 

~Ir. S. K. PATIL: Any honourable member can speak against it ; 
can he not 1 ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is competent for members t() 
throw out the clause ; but this amendment, being the direct negation of 
the proposal, is not in order. 

~Irs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI: Sir, I rise to oppose the clause which 
is before the House, namely, clause 38. My reason for doing so is this, 
that the persons who are plying their trade in the streets are not doing it 
because they find some pleasure in doing it, but because of necessity. 
If you drh·e them away and take away their tools and iinplements which 
a~e the means of their livelihood, then you will be turning them into 
either burglars or beggars ; there is no third way out for them. I have 
known some of these people. Once, when we were on our municipal 
round to inspect streets one hawker came to me. He was hawking some 
toys and other things. He said, "I have been hawking these things 
h~>re for a number of years, but now I have been given a notice to vacate 
this place". If he did not go away, his things were liable to be taken 
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away. He said, "I have got four children and a wife to maintain, and 
I have not got enough money to rent a shop. If you drive me away from 
this place, where I have a clientele, the result will be that I will have to go 
into the streets and beg, or I will have to steal and go to jail. There i~ no 
third way for me". Therefore, Sir, the remedy is not the one proposed in · 
this clause. The hawker nuisance i2 a-nUisance no doubt ; I have felt it 
myself. But unless you find out some means, as is done in other countries 
like England where unemployed are given doles or some kind of work, 
you will not be able to solve the problem. Unless we find out some such 
means as I have mentioned, we cannot be strict on these people and 
drive them away. Unless t4e Government or the Municipality is in 
a. position to adopt any of these measures and do something for the poor 
people, these harsh steps should not be taken. If you do that, as I have · 
said, you will turn them into burglars or beggars. 

This is a new clause, and it is going to be applied to a new set of people. 
I have moved an amendment to delete section 314 (c) of the Municipal 
Act. I have known some other hardships also which these people have 
to undergo. I wanted to say a few words about them, but that section is 
not before the House. I will merely content myself with saying that the 
proposed remedy is not the correct one and it should be opposed by the 
Government and by the party itself. This clause may have found a place 
in this Bill owing to some oversight ; and I hope Government will delete 
the cia use completely. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City): Sir, I hope the Honourable 
1\Iinister has by now decided not to press this clause, because, as stated 
in a previous speech, a recommendation has been made by the Corpora
tion that this clause should not be moved. I understand that the whole 
<>f this Bill is only by way of carrying out the recommendations made 
by the Bombay Municipal Corporation. I would like to draw the 
attention <>f the Honourable :Minister to the clause in the resolution of 
the Corporation itself passed on 17th- January 1938 which says that 
clause 38 of the Bill relating to the question of removing, without notice, 
tools, implements or other articles used by any person acting in contra
vention of the provisions of the proposed clause 38, be deleted. This 
resolution wab communicated to Government by a letter dated 
19th January 1938. 

In view of this, I hope that the Honourable Minister will not preo3s 
this clause and will declare to the House that this clause will not be 
pressed. 

The Honourable 1\lr. K. l\1. MUKSHI: May I at this stage say, Sir, 
that I am going to drop this clause 1 The time of the House may not 
he taken up by unnecessary speeches. 
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~rr. JA:\IXADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) :·Sir, in view of the 
statement made by the Honourable Minister, the fate of this proposition 
is scaled; but, the statement, I take it, is on the information that the 
Corporation have changed thej; opinion about the question and if they 
tlo not want the clause the Government are not prepared to press it on 
the Corporation. But I wish to point out that this is one of the most 
.difficult matters for the Municipal administr~tion, and the Corporation 
themselves have been acting like a see-saw-one day this way, next 
day that way, because the presence in the House of councillors holding 
one view or the other makes the decision one way or the other. But if 
you wish to adopt section 313 (b) then this clause is simply consequential 
(Interruption). If you make compulsory the license to a cobbler or a 
barber and if a man practises his skill or handicraft without a license 
or at the place for which he is not holding a license, what is the remedy 1 
The only remedy will be to take him to an honorary magistrate or to a 
Presidency Magistrate's Court and have him fined (Interruption); and 
it has been not{)rious that the Presidency :Magistrates are so .busy ~hat 
these prosecutions are either inordinately delayed, or after a protracted 
delay, the fine that is imposed is so nominal that it does not deter the 
offenders from repeating their offences; the licence becomes a dead 
letter and the whole object of giving the Corporation this power of 
compulsory licence for the huber or the shoemaker to do his job on the 
footpaths-that object is defeated. In this connection, Sir, the thing 
to be remembered is, who is the primary beneficiary of the footpath 1 
For whose benefit the Corporation builds footpaths ~ If my impression 
is correct, the Corporation has up to now spent nearly Rs. 40 lakhs on 
building footpaths and the Improvement Trust have spent several more 
lakhs. \\nat for 1 In order that in these narrow streets of Bombay, . 
with heavy rushing traffic, the citizens, the pedestrians, the women, 
the children, the aged and the infirm may have some security when 
they are using the King's thoroughfare that they will not be overpowered 
by quick-moving traffic from behind and felled to the ground. That 
is the object with which footpaths are built and if you are driving away 
the citizens, for whose benefit the footpaths are primarily built, you 
are imposing on the Corporation, and through the Corporation on the 
citizens, a burden of lakhs of rupees ultimately leading to no advantage 
to the citizens. My, honourable friend .1\rr. Jhabvala the other day 
stated that these footpaths were meant for the rich or for the bourgeoisie. 
I would beg of him to remember that the bourgeoisie or the rich men do 
not walk on the footpaths; they are travelling in cars-motor cars
or at least in tramcars or buses, and the user of the footpaths is as poor 
a man as the humble person on whose behalf such misplaced sympathy 
is shown. I humbly submit that no sympathy is due to the hawker 
class ~ this particular respect when you are driving out the poor 
pedestnan, the women, the child, the blind, the maimed and the infirm 
for the benefit of the hawker. The controversy here is not between the 
rich men of !\Ialabar Hill and the hawker, but it is between the hawker 
and the aYerage poor pedestrian, who takes his life in both hands as 
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soon as he leaves the footpath. Tht point is whether we are to safe(Tuard 
the personal safety and the life of the pedestrian or the vocati~n of 
this poor hawker, and between the two t~e choice is most embarrassin(T 
and difficult. At the same time, there is no gainsaying the fact that 
primarily the footpath must be reserved for the pedestrian and for no
body else. If the women, children, oldl!lffil and the ordinary pedestrian 
are driven away from the footpath into the busy traffic in the streets, 
it means a waste of severallakhs of rupees which the Corporation have 
spent in building footpaths, primarily for the benefit of the pedestrians. 
The choice is difficult, but in my humble opinion, the primary object 
remains, namely, that the footpath must be allowed to be used by the 
pedestrian and not monopolised by the hawker. Sir, I think Govern
ment are ill-advised; I realise that the Corporation have sent them 
their recommendation, but in this matter the Corporation has not always 
held one view. I think Government should take the responsibility upon 
themselves, and consider this point in the light of the submission 
I have made. 

A point has been raised by the honourable member ~Irs.l\Iunshi about 
the poverty of the hawkers. Nobody knows the poverty of these 
hawkers more than I claim to do. But the remedy is not to penalise 
the pedestrians for whose benefit the footpaths are provided. The remedy 
is not to cause an occasional murder of a child or an old woman. The 
remedy lies in adopting a measure of the dole, unemployment relief or 
any other thing. · Until you press for unemployment relief measures, 
you will be inclined to penalise people who least deserve to be penalised 
and the Government and the Municipality, which should discharge their 
duty, towards the unemployed are escaping. You are not doing the 
right thing. You are doing the wrong thing. Between the hawker 
and the pedestrian it is the Government who is escaping. They are 
primarily responsible for unemployment and they should not be made 
to take cover behind this poverty of the harwker but must do their duty 
and look to the interests of the public and prevent waste of lakhs of 
rupees by the Corporation. I humbly submit that Government should 
consider, not in a mood of sentiment biili in a real appreciation of the 
actual circumstances, what is the right course to adopt. For these 
reasons, I would appeal to Government to do the 'right thing now. 

Mr. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City): Sir, my honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas was not speaking to clause 38 which is going to be deleted, 
but most of his arguments were advanced against the clause (c) of the 
ori!rinal section 314 with reference to which an amendment that was 
pro

0

posed to be moved, you have ruled out of order. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have not yet ruled out of order 
anything. 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I. MEHTA: I was speaking of (d). 
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~Ir. S. K. PATIL: Coming to this clause, namely, clau:se 38 as it 
stands, one can easily see that it does not refer to hawkers at all. 

' '· 
~Ir. JAMNADAS MEHTA.: I beg the honourable member's pardon. 

It refer~ to shoemakers, etc. 

Mr. S. K. PATIL: This clause refers to the artisans that are described 
in this House, such as barbers, cobblers, shoeblacks and others. So 
far as hawkers are concerned, there is a separate clause altogether. 
'\'ben the Bill was referred to the Bombay Municipality for their opinion, 
it was almost by a unanimous vote that the Corporation recommended 
that this particular provision, namely, Removal of implements etc., 
should be deleted from the Bill. Therefore, I do not understand where 
comes the question of a particular member holding a particular opinion .. 
So far as the remedy is concerned, my submission is that it will be worse 
than the disease and my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas l\lehta suggests 
that this clause becomes a consequential one owing to the fact that 313B 
has been adopted. It is not so. The remedy is, as I put it the other 
day, worse than the disease. You are licensing these petty artisans. 
There are courts open and if you find those artisans infringing any 
conditions of the licences or if you find that they misuse their licences 
in any other way, they can be tried in a court of law in the ordinary course, 
and if it comes to that, even it is possible that the licence of a defaulter 
eould be cancelled, but to suggest that for the mere fact that a. barber 
is sitting on a footpath all his implements including a pair of scissors 
and razors should be removed is something which does not at all appeal 
to me. The illustration given by my honourable friend in this House, 
namely, that the procedure of a court is very dilatory, that it will take 
more time and so on does not support his argument at all. It is precisely 
for that reason that the tools and implements must not be removed. If 
the procedure of the law court is dilatory then the removal of imple
ments will entail greater hardship. If all his 1ools are removed, the 
poor fellow will have to wait for days on end till he gets his razor back · 
and till he gets his sdssors back and he is able to ply .his trade. For 
this purpose alone, for preventing such a calamity-to him it will 
certainly be a calamity-this clause should be removed. If the man does 
anything re&lly al!ainst his licence, he should be tried in an ordinary 
court of law, and if the worst comes to the worst, even his licence could 
be cancelled. Therefore, the existence of this clause as it stands today 
will work a great hardship on the poor man and, for this reason, that 
dause should go. 

)!r . .ALI B.Allill'L"R BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
B~>lllbay Suburban District): Sir, I am surprised that my honourable 
fncnd Mr. Jamnadas Mehta has tried to misrepresent facts. Everyone 
recognises the rights of the pedestrians to the use of the footpaths, but to 
safeguard those rights I think the penalty clause so far as fines are 
concerned is quite enough. The honourable member has misrepresented 
facts about the law courts. I do not think any inordinate delay takes 
l>lace in deciding these cases or that there are any dilatory tactics. On 
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the other hand, those who have got experience of these court~ of honorary 
magistrates who deal with these hawkers' cases, must have found that 
so many of them are made to stand in a line and at one stroke they are 
fined even without hearing them. They are not allowed to offer any 
evidence or to offer any defence, and if at all they take courage in both 
hands and try to put in some defence, tl:ren it is a patent fact that they 
are fined more heavily than when they do not offer any defence. 
Every hawker knows this fact and every member who is interested in 
the hawkers' affairs also knows it. As a member of the Hawkers' Union 
for a long. time, I had this experience and I can say on the basis of my 
own experience that no delay takes place in the courts. We do recognise 
the rights of the pedestrians but in the name of the rights of the 
pedestriaD.B, we cannot advocate barbaric methods. The objection to 
this law is not that the pedestrians' rights are not recognised, but the· 
objection is that to safeguard the pedestrians' rights, barbaric methods 
are used by the 1\Iunicipal Department. A municipal van comes down 
rushing and several peons or sepoys get down and rush and seize the 
implements and other things of the hawkers. In fact, as the honourable 
member 1\Ir. Patil has pointed out, so far as clause 38 is concerned, it 
is not a question of hawkers. I am sorry that the amendment of the 
honourable member 1\Irs. 1\Iunshi had to be ruled out on account of' 
a technical difficulty. 

An Honourable 1\IEl\IBER : It was not. 

1\Ir. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : If it was not. ruled out, 
let us hope that it will be allowed and that it will be passed by this House. 
It will be really a great day because a long standing grievance of the 
hawker~ will be removed. 

Sir, the most important point in favour of withdrawal of this clause 
is that the methods employed by the Municipal Department are simply 
barbaric. They leave behind a trail of woes, sometimes women and 
children weeping and crying as if somebody is dead. I think those who 
have got personal experience of these sigll:ts ~ill realise that I have not , 
in any way exaggerated facts. These mlSenes a~e ~mmonly s~n on 
footpaths of Bombay, and the most important pomt lS that even if you 
in the name of pedestrians' rights pass this clause and advocate the 
removal of all these implements and the goods that are sold there, even 
then as I pointed out before, the economic necessity is such that you 
never can clear the footpaths of these hawkers. They are always there. 
In fact, after the van goes away, in the same place where people were 
found crying a few minutes before, so~e others appear and.the ~bstruc
tion, as you call it, goes on and contmues. That obstruct1~n lS never 
done away with simply because you adopt these barban~ method.s. 
Owing to increase in unemployment, there is naturally an mcrease m 
the number of hawkers and some of them are always to be found on the 
footpaths~ Therefore, I think it is but right that Government should 
withdraw this clause. 
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)Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I am glad the Corpora~ 
tion was caught up with our sentiment and it transferred iJOnie of it to 
the Government and the Government have volunteered to withdraw 
this clause. I am sorry that my closest friend Honourable Comrade 
Jamnadas Mehta has taken a rather faulty view of this question. He 
imagines that the footpath is overcrowded with lots of people going 
about here and there. That is not so. The footpaths are indeed used 
by nrious kinds of people, both bourgeois and the lower classes, but 
at the same time the bourgeois are not so much given to the use of foot
paths as to throw out the barbers and shoeblacks from them. It must 
be remembered,-! am sorry that my honourable friend has lost the 
eorrect point of view-that the barber has to carry with him sharp 
instruments and he is therefore keen on seeing that his razor is not given 
a push by some passer-by. Therefore, he always tries to occupy a corner 
and that corner is certainly one that is not so much used by the 
pedestrians. He imagines that Bombay means right from Colaba to 
Byrulla Bridge, but real Bombay is beyond Byculla Bridge and you 
find people going here and there, footpaths are not enough to accom
modate these pedestrians and whatever footpaths are laid out there, 
are all thickly used only during a particular part of the day giving 
sufficient facility to any small trader to do his business in the service 
of society. Most of the working class population is engrossed in its 
business throughout the day and it is in the evening that we find some 
of this population here and there but the barbers and the cobblers against 
whom this clause is intended are not seen on the footpaths so frequently · 
or in such numbers at these pa.xticular crowded hours as to justify any 
of us in thinking that they deserve this kind of punishment of ejectment. 
Moreover, just imagine, Sir, the fine imposed under section 313B 
i~ Rs. 50. That certainly is an extraordinarijy harsh punishment. 
On all these points, I am sure the House will carry this point unanimously 
and side with Government to oppose this clause and I also hope that my 
friend the honourable member Comrade Jamnadasl\Iehta will also cast 
his Yote in our favour. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I want to 

3 
say a few words in reply to the arguments advanced 

p.m. by the honourable member l!tir. Jamnadas Mehta. 
It is true that Government accepted this view, because the Bombay 
Municipal Corporation forwarded their view on the subject. But, apart 
from that fact, there is also one consideration which Government had 
before it when it decided upon the course which it has now proposed 
~o take. Even as a matter of principle governing crimes and criminal law, 
1f a man commits an offence, as he does in this case, if he exercises his 
profession without a license, he is liable to be punished in a court of law. 
~here is already a provision for that. Why should law go further and 
m;po~;e ~pon hi~ a pe~lty of depriving him of the tools and instruments 
With whirh he IS carrymg on his business 1 He has committed the 
offence and has paid the penalty for it. Why should the Municipality 
carry on a vendetta. against him and deprive him of the tools he employs 
for his trade ! That is the only consideration which has led Government 
to a(!cept this section. . 
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. The honourable member stated that the honorary magistrates do not 
fine them properly. Does he not see that it was stated by the 
honourable member 1\h. Pa.til that the Municipal Corporation of Bombay 
came to this conclusion unanimously 1 That shows that the civic fathers 
are of this view. The fact that the honorary magistrates let these people 
go with small fines shows that the pJJ,plic conscience on this question 
represented by the honorary magistrates is quite prepared to accept 
this position, either in the interest of poor barbers or other consideration. 
The tonsorial artists will not be there on the footpaths, unless there are 
people ready to get themselves shaved. When there are hundreds and 
thousands of public to get this service, it shows that the population has 
a real need of an institution of this character. Our zeal for efficiency 
and clearing footpaths should not be carried to a length which makes 
us lose the real value of human life. There are hundreds of people who 
are prepared to have this service and, therefore, we should not go to the 
length of depriving these people who carry on such business of their 
tools and throw them on the streets. 

Question " That clause 38 do stand part of the Bill, " put, and 
negatived. 

The Honourable the SP~AKER : Clause 38 does not stand part of the 
Bill. 

1\Irs. ULA VAT! K. MUNSHI : Before you go to the next section, 
I have one amendment: 

After clause 37, a. new clause 38 shall be inserted, namely,-" Clause (c) of section 314 
of the said Act shall be deleted." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put this motion before the 
House and then I will give my ruling whether, in my view it is or is not in 
1'>rder. The amendment is : 

After clause 37, a new clause 38 shall be insert~d, namely: "Clause (c) of section 314 
of the said Act shall be deleted." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The question for consideration i:! 
whether the amendment tabled by 1\Irs:Munshi, namely," Delete section 
314 (c) of the Bombay Municipal Act " is in order. Clause 38 of the 
amending Bill sought to amend section 314 of the original Act by adding 
a sub-clause (d), the amendment being consequential to the proposed 
enactment of a further section 313B by clause 37 of the amending Bill. 
It has been contended that the amendment is in order for the following 
reasons: Firstly, it is urged on the strength of previous rulings in this 
House that, when a Bill proposing amendments to certain specific sec
tions of an existing Act is brought before the House, all the sections 
proposed to be amended are submitted to its jurisdiction. Section 314 
being one of such specific sections, to which an amendment is propo~ed 
by clause 38, it is competent for the honourable member to deal With 
the whole of the section 314 and, therefore, to table an amendment for 
the deletion of clause (c) thereof. Secondly, it is urged that, in any case, 
the subject matter of section 313B added by clause 37 of the Bill and 
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that of section 313A being the same, clause (c) of section 314 which is 
coMequential to section 313A can as well be dealt with, and, therefore, 
the amendment is in order. 

As regards the first proposition, it is no doubt stated in general terms 
by my predecessors that " when a Bill proposing amendments to certain 
specific sections of an existing Act is brought before the House, all the 
sections proposed to be amended are submitted to its jurisdiction and the 
House is entitled to alter or amend those sectioll.B in a manner which 
may appear, in their considered judgment, to be in the interests of the 
people ". While not wishing to dissent from this general statement, 
I cannot agree with the interpretation that is sought to be given to that 
general statement that any and every amendment can be brought in, 
irrespective of the homogeneity of matter or conception, merely because 
the amending Bill happens to group in one section certain subjects. 
The general language used by my predecessors has to be interpreted in 
the light of facts before them and in the light of the provisions of the 
Standing Order under which they had to decide upon the relevancy and 
the admissibility of the amendments. Ordinarily, a section of an enact
ment contains one point or one subject matter or one conception, and, 
therefore, if an amending Bill tries to touch the section in any one respect, 
the whole section is within the jurisdiction of the House, and amendments 
moved with reference to the other parts of the same section would be 
relevant to and within the scope of the amending Bill, but it would be 
wrong to suppose this statement to be of universal application. 

There are certain sections in some enactments which group together, 
for linguistic convenience, several matters widely different from each 
other and having no inter-connection between them. Such are, for 
example, the sections which lay down the discretionary and obligatory 
Juties of municipalities, or sections which group together the power of 
making rules and by-laws by various local bodies, or sections which vest 
Government with the power of making rules under various sections. 
In such cases, various heterogeneous matters are grouped together into 
one section, though there is no unity of purpose or conception in respect 
of the substantive sections to which the various matters relate. In such 
.a c:ast>, it would obviously be wrong to go by the teat of the number of the 
st•ction, and to allow amendments in respect of any and every part of the 
scetion, though each part may relate to quite a different matter. 
Similarly, it would also be wrong to restrict the rule only to the particular 
section sought to be amended, as it mav well be that the section sought to 
he amended may haYe a bearing on a~d relation to other sections in the 
Act and any amendments proposed in the particular section rna y requii:e 
corre~ponding or consequential amendments in the other enacted sectioM 
too. 

In my Yiew, therefore, though for the aeneralit'y of cases the fact of the 
matter being embodied in one section m~ht serve as a proper test, it will 
not be of universal application. It can apply only in cases where 
.the subject-matter of the section represents homogeneous matters 
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representing one idea. The principle of determining whether a motion 
is in order or not, is to see whether it is relevant to and within the 
scope of the amending Bill. The test of seeing to the section, a.s lirged 
on the strength of the previous rulings, will not apply in cases where 
sections group together several heterogeneous matters for the purposes 
of linguistic convenience or for any .9-f;her purpose. In such cases, 
it is only the subject-matter of the particular clause or sub-section 
that will have to be looked to and no amendment can be allowed 
unless it is relevant to or refers to a matter which is correlated to the 
subject-matter of the amending Bill. 

It may be interesting to refer here to a peculiar situation that had arisen 
on the lOth of September 1936 during the course of the second reading 
of Bill No. XVII of 1936, which was a Bill submitted to the House to 
amend certain enactments. The Bill touched various enactments!and 
amendments were sought to be made in various sections of existing Acts. 
Seeking to enlarge the scope of the previous rulings, amendments were 
tabled on various matters quite distinct from and in no way connected 
with the amendments sought to be made by the amending Bill solely 
on the ground that a particular section of the original Act was mentioned 
in the amending Bill and, therefore, that whole section was within the 
jurisdiction of the House. My predecessor-in-office (Sir A.M. K. Dehlavi) 
expressed himself : 

"I still hold that when a. part of a section of a.n Act is sought to be amended the whole 
section ought to be before the House, but a line of distinction has to be drawn on the 
merits of each case. Every time when a ruling was given before, it was given to suit the 
circumstances of the particular Bill on which the point was raised. Every Bill in regard 
to '1\·hich that ruling was given attempted to amend a section substantially and it was 
never a case of verbal changes." 

And the amendments, though relating to the same section mentioned 
in the amending Bill, were rejected on the ground of their being verbal 
amendments. This will illustrate how the previous rulings have been 
understood. ·If the test pleaded for were deemed to be that of universal 
application, it is difficult to understand how a distinction can be drawn 
between " verbal " and " substantial " amendments. 

In this view it is not possible to holfthe amendment of Mrs. :.Munshi 
to be in order simply because clause 38 of the amending Bill refers to 
section 314 of the Bombay Municipal Act. 

The amendment is, however, relevant to and within the scope of the 
Bill on the other more restricted ground. Section 313A of the City of 
Bombay Municipal Act deals with the question of control of public 
places or public streets by a system o£ issuing licences. Clause 37 of t~e 
amending Bill ia in furtherance of the !ame objective and proposes certam 
further matters for such control. Clause (c) of section 314 is consequen
tial to section 313A, just as the proposed clause 38 was consequential to 
clause 37. The purpose, objective and scope of section 313A and the 
proposed section 313B (clause 37) being the same, section 314 (c) ~an a~o 
be dealt with while considering clauses 37 and 38 of the amending ~ill. 
Both sections 313! and 314 (c) as also clauses 37 and 38 of the amending 
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· Bill deal with the same subject and there is thus homogeneity of idea and 

subject-matter. In this view, I hold the amendment to be in order. 
I 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir I move: 
After clause 37, a new clause 38 shall be inserted, namely :

"Clause (c) of section 314 of the said Act shall be deleted." 

Question proposed. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI: Sir, I shall first deal with section 314(c) 
to give the honourable members an idea of what that section is. 
~ection 314 (c) says that the Commissioner may, without notice, cause 
to be removed" any article whatsoever hawked or exposed for sale in any 
public place or in any public street in contravention of the provisions of 
section 313A ". That is the section which has created a great hardship 
to the poor people. To my mind, Sir, the Commissioner has wide powers 
because of this clause. Now, Sir, I shall give an idea of how he works 
that clause. As has already been stated by the honourable members 
Mr. Ali 13ahadur Khan and Mr. S. K. Patil and also by other honourable 
Dlt"lnbers, the Commissioner has got under him an Encroachment Depart· 
ment, which has got many lorries. In each of these lorries about half 
a dozen men with lathis, and in addition a policeman, go round in the 
city watching for hawkers. And if they find any old woman or any one 
hawking in the streets without a licence, they pounce upon that poor 
pt>rson. Sometimes, the goods are thrown about in the streets and are 
trampled upon; and they are removed to a police chowky, wherefrom 
the person can take them back after paying the cost of the Encroachment 
Department and a fine. Now, Sir, by the time the poor man finds the 
money to pay the cost and the fine, the goods, being mostly eatables, 
perish or disappear. How they disappear one does not know. It ·is 
allegt>d that a regular fee of four annas is levied on these poor people. 
I do not want to go into that matter now, because that is not the subject· 
matter of this amendment. In this way, a person who does not earn 
about 8 annas or a rupee per day has to find money to pay the cost of 
remoYal to the Encroachment Department as well as the fine. And it _is 
very hard on that person. 

As I stat.ed when opposing the other section, the root cause is something 
differt>nt. The root cause is the poverty of the people. Unless you find 
out some work for them or introduce a system of doles as it is done in 
other countries, it is no use being hard on these poor people and saying 
to them "Remove your goods; otherwise, we will drive you out". 
The Commissioner even wanted to have more powers than he already 
had, but I am glad, Sir, that the House turned that suggestion down and 
deleted the clause originally proposed in the Bill. 

Sir, the details of this department have already been dealt with by 
other honourable members, and I do not want to go over the same ground. 
But I should like to say a few words about the remarks made by the 
honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta. The views of the honourable 
member are really very inscrutable. When it suit.s him he speaks in the-
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.name of the poor ; when it does not suit him, then he finds out women· 
and children for the sake of his arguments and then goes on speaking 
about them. He says " W'hat will happen to ratepayers ? " The 
other day he said, Sir, that Government do not care for the poor because 
they are not the electorate. I do not know what is passing in his mind. 
He seems to be quite ready now tojeopardise the interests of people 
who are not voters. Well, Sir, he is a very intelligent man, and sometimes 
people really regret that such a brilliant man should be wasting his time 
.and energy in such a way, as otherwise he would be a great asset to the 
whole nation .. 

Sir, I need not go into the matter further. I will only hope that 
·Government will accept the new clause that I have pressed and will 
remove the great hardship that is now caused to the poor people. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : On the subject of this amendment 
there has been a good deal of discussion in connection with the previous 
.clause. If Government can say whether they are prepared to accept this 
.amendment or not, I think we may be able to avoid further discussion 
on the same subject. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, the position at present is that 
if the hawkers contravene the provisions of the Act, they can be 
prosecuted and fined. There is also a provision in clause (c) of section 314 
which says that the Commissioner may without notice take away the 
goods of the hawkers if they contravene the provisions of the Act. The 
provisions regarding the prosecution and fines are sufficient and the 
provisions which enable the Commissioner to take away without notice 
the goods of the hawkers will cause a great hardship to the hawkers. 
I am glad that the honourable member Mrs. Munshi has moved this 
amendment which takes away the power of Commissioner to seize 
.goods of the hawkers. I accept it. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 
Clause 39 (Amendment of section 402 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 

stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 40 (Amendment of section 402 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 

.stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 41 (Amendment of section 471 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to 

.stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 42 (Amendment of section 472 of Bom. III of 1888): 
In the table appended to section 472 of the said Act, after the entry relating to sec

-tion 313A the following entry shall be inserted, namely :-

" Section 313B .. Prohibition in a public place or street, of Fifty rupees." 
use of skill in handicraft or in rendering 
services without licence. 

Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment : 

"Substitute the word • five' for' fifty' in the third column in clause 42." 

Question proposed. 
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l\lra. LILAV ATI K. MUNSHI : Sir, I have very little to say about this 
amendment. Again, this is merely to prevent great hardship to people 
who do not earn more than two or three rupees a day. For such people 
a recurring fine of Rs. 50 every time is really a hardship. I am afraid 
this is a misprint. If it is, no arguments are required in support of my 
amendment. If it is not, Government will do well to amend the clause· 
in the way I have suggested. 

The Honourable M:r. L. M. PATIL: Sir, it is merely a mispr.int, and 
I accept the amendment which makes correction in the misprint. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 42, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 43 (Amendment of section 489 of Bam. Ill of 1888) ordered te> 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 44 (Amendment of section 492 of Bam. Ill of 1888) ordered tl>' 
stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 45 (Amendment of section 514 of Bom. III of 1888) ordered to
stand part of the Bill. 

ClaUEe 46 (Amendment of section 518 of Bom. Ill of 1888) ordered to: 
stand part of the Bill. 

The preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M:. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move that BillNo. IV 
of 1938 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888), as 
amended, be read a third time and passed. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. M. GUPTE (Poona City) : Sir, I beg to move certain verba~ 
amendments. The first is : 

"Clause 1 shall be renumbered as sub-clause (1) of that clause and the following new 
sub-sections shall be added:-

• (2) Save as provided for in sub-section (3), this Act shall come into force at once .. 
(3) Sections 18, 19 and 20 shall come into force on the first day of Aprill939 '," 

The second amendment is : 
"Clause 20A shall be deleted." 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : Are these verbaT 
amendments 1 

The Honourabl~ the SPEAKER : Yes, because they were accepted 
at the second readmg. 

Amendments put, and agreed to. 
Question, " That the Bill, as amended, be read a. third time and 

passed," put, and agreed to. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill, as amended, is read a. third 

time and passed. . 
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BILL No. V OF 1938 (A BILL TO REMOVE DISABILITIES OF 
HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSHIP IN TEMPLES). 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\I. :MUNSHI: Sir, I beg leave to introduce 

3 
Bill No. V of 1938, being a Bill to remove disabilities 

•
30 p.m. of Harijans in regard to worship in temples*. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: -Xhe Bill is introduced. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. 1\1. l\iUNSID: Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
No. V of 1938, being a Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in reuard to 
worship in temples, be read a first time. 

0 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\1. 1\IUNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, this is a Bill 
·which, though very short, is very wide in its scope and at the same time 
of considerable importance to the Hindu community of the Province. 
Such a measure really ought to have come on the statute book many 
years ago. 

Sir, it was in 1920, if I may remind the honourable members of this 
House, that the Indian National Congress put the removal of untouch
ability as a part of its programme. It was in 1934 that the first satyagraha 
for the removal of disabilities of Harijans was started in Travancore. 
I remember, Sir,· at the end of 1931, when Mahatma Gandhi returned 
from the Round Table Conference, in his reply to an address given to 
nim by several associations of Harijans he stated that the cause of 
removal of untouchability was very dear to him, and that he would take 
upon himself the duty of solving it as soon as an opportunity was forth
coming. The opportunity came almost within a year and he kept his 
word. In 1932, Sir, he passed through a fiery ordeal in the cause of 
removal of untouchability; and the Yeravda Pact which preserved 
the integrity of the Hindu community was made in that year. In the 
.September of the next year, a conference of Hindus, which met in Bombay, 
passed a solemn resolution pledging the Hindu community to the removal 
of untouchability. Sir, one of the pledges which were then made by the 
representative Hindus, runs as follows.:.. 

"This Conference resolves that henceforth no one shall be regarded as untouchable by 
reason of his birth and those who have been so regarded hitherto will have the same 
righta as other Hindus in regard to the use of public wells, public roads and other public 
.institutions. These rights will have the statutory recognition at the first opportunity 
and shall be one of the earliest acts of this Swaraj Parliament, if it shall not have receired 
,any recogrution before that time. 

It is further agreed that it shall be the duty of all Hindu leaders to secure by e>!'TJ 
·legitimate and peaceful means an early removal of all social disabilities now imposed by 
custom upon the so-called untouchable class including the bar in respect of admission to 
temples." 

That was in 1933 ; and after that Mahatma Gandhi's voice for a whole 
year heralded, even in the most distant villages, the advent of social 
justice and religious purity. It awakened the conscience of the caste 
Hindus on this matter as nothing else had done before. Many temples 

• Appendix 9. 
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were thrown open to Harijans in British India ; several Indian States, 
notably Travancore, opened their ~emples to ~11 Harijans, irresp?Ctive 
of untouchability ; and now the nat10nal consCience has been sufficiently 
.awakened on this subject to enable Bombay to have a legislative lll:e&sure 
by which the Hindu community can be at liberty to recognise the equality 
-of Harijans in temples. 

When the movement for the opening of temples to Harijans and 
removal of untouchability was started, many legal difficulties were found 
to be in the way. In some cases the worshippers wanted the disabilities 
t.o be removed and the trustees would not agree ; in some cases the 
trustees wanted to remove the disabilities and some worshippers did not 
agree to the opening ofthe temples to the Harijans. This led to numerous 
legal difficulties and much legal learning flew to and fro between clients 
.and lawyers. Ultimately, in order to get over this legal difficulty, as you 
know, Mr. C. S. Ranga lyer brought a Bill in the Central Assembly. 
That Bill, unfortunately, could not secure a place on the statute book. 
It was a Bill which did not seek to remove the second of the 
two difficulties, but only the first. UndE:.r that Bill, worshippers at 
a temple were provided with a machinery by which they could get 
.a temple opened to the Harijans if they so chose. That measure had two 
defects. The first was as regards the manner in which the opinions 
-of the worshippers were ascertained ; it was far from satisfactory, 
It is not the local area in which the temple is situate, which generally 
worships at the temple, and to take the votes of the residents 
of that locality is not nece11sarily the right way of deciili.ng as 
to what the opinion of. the worshippers is. For instance, take the 
temple of Bhidbhanjan Mahadev on the Colaba Causeway. For over 
50 years it has been worshipped by every Hindu cotton merchant in 
Bombay. Whenever any merchant got into difficulties it was this deity 
that was expected to save him-the name itself, "Bhidbhanjan Mah.adev" 
suggests that. The new scheme of developing Bombay resulted in the 
transfer of the cotton market from Colaba to Sewree. But even today 
many merch.ants, at the end oftheir day in Sewree, motor down to Colaba 
to offer their prayers to this Mah.adev. It is their money, their devotion 
and their faith in that deity which keep that temple today in a flourishing 
condition. If you take the votes of the Hindus residing in Colaba, they 
would not be those of the worshippers at the temple and therefore a vote 
taken. of the residents in a locality is not necesarily the vote of the 
worshippers at the temple. Take again, for example, temples which are 
fam?~s throughout the country, like the Shri Krishna's temple at Dakore 
or \ 1thoba's temple at Pandharpur. The worshippers at these temples 
a.re not only the loeal residents, but people from all parts of India. 
Therefore, the basis of that Bill was not as satisfa.ctorv as one could h.ave 
wished. The real way to solve his difficulty, as Go~ernment is trying 
to solve it in this case, is to make the trustees the barometers of the 
conscience of the worshippers. After all, the trustees or the managers 
of a temple are drawn from the most active worshippers. They know 
at least the regular. worshippers ; they know their feelings, and hence 
they would be the rtght men to give decision whether the worshippers' 
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conscience will permit the temple to be thrown open to the Harijans or 
not. Therefore, this Bill, in the first instance, wants to make the 
trustees the deciding factors in opening temples. Then a(J'ain, the 
scheme is that trustees, without an elaborate and extensive machinexy as 
provided for by Mr. Ranga Iyer's Bill, could by a majority declare that 
a temple should be opened. l'hereafte! !J.ll they have got to do is to make 
an affidavit and file it with the declaration in a court of law; and the 
declaration, subject to certain proceedings, straightway becomes as 
binilingasany decree of a court. In that way you have got a safe, cheap 
and at the same time a definite machinery which decides this question 
for each temple. I have no doubt that this will commend itself to this 
House. 

But, Sir, a Bill like this has not merely to come into existence or to 
live by its technical correctness. lnere are numerous points of view on 
a Bill like this. As a matter of fact, I have been, during the last week 
or so, receiving telegrams after telegrams almost in same words, telling 
me about the grave dangers which will overtake society and the world if 
this Bill was not dropped. Apart from this there are two sections of the 
public who would never be reconciled to a measure like this. The first 
class is-I hope there are none from it in this House, I hope-that of the 
"impatient Harijans ". They feel that the progress in this matter i::; 
not sufficiently fast. l'hey feel that what has grown up for 5,000 years 
should be destroyed overnight. l'hey say: "Oh, you have not done 
this, tha~ or the other and therefore we do not care for your temples ; 
we do not care to worship your gods. We do not care even for Hinduism.'' 
These are no doubt very very few. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: A majority. 

The Honourable Mr. K.l\1. MUNSID: I beg my honourable friend's. 
pardon. I know quite as many Harijans as my honourable friend knows 
and I can assure him and the House that the Harijans, as a community, 
are very devout. They have great faith in Hinduism. I can assure 
the House that their feeling towards this question is real, and genuine, 
whether a few of what I have called impatient Harijans-I will not call 
them by any other name-agree with me or not. I have seen worship 
offered nowhere more sincerely than in the Lakshminarayan Temple at 
Walpakhady where the Harijans who do scavengers' work for the 
Municipality live. I can tell my doubting friends over there that the 
finest, the most passionate and the most devotional Bhajans I ever 
heard was by a Harijan in the Dhedwada of Nadiad. Such fervour and 
devotion may not be a solace to the educated man or even to many 
who belong to the higher classes, but the vast body of Harijans appre
ciate very much the attempt to open the houses of gods for them on the 
same terms as the other higher classes. But, Sir, assuming that they do 
not want it,- I go further-the higher class Hindus have a grea~ dut! to 
discharge to themselves. We must remove this blot from Hindmsm. 
We want to remove this stain from our religion, from our culture ; we 
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want to open the doors of our temples to all Hindus irrespective of caste 
or creed ; we want onrt> more to establish the gods in our temples on their 
high pedestals on which they stood as" Patitpavan ",the Saviours of the 
Fallen. It cannot be a god, if a fallen person looking at it can destroy 
its divinity. 

The other class is of the extreme Sanatanist, whose notions of Hindu· 
ism are so wonderful that he will not and cannot be reconciled to the 
opening of the temples to the Harijans. He believes that his Hinduism 
is an arrogant creed which bases its existence on the superiority of one 
caste over another. His faith is in social inequality. He believes in 
hereditary social injustice to be perpetuated not only outside, but even 
inside temples. He feels that his god is so brittle that if a Harijan 
came and looked at it, its godliness would break. Sir, it is a very 
unfortunate mentality, though I am very glad to say that it is restricted 
to a very few. 

Those of us who have tried during a lifetime to understand Hinduism 
or its Scriptures can say that Hinduism is not what they understand it 
to be. It is a world culture which knows no racial arrogance, no social 
inequality. The social structure of Hindu India is entirely different 
from the spirit of Hinduism and we do hope that Hinduism will be purged 
of its greatest disgrace of which really we feel ashamed. If I may go 
a little further, I would say-I am only confessing my personal view
that if the Shastras are such as preach-they do not as a matter of fact 
do so-social inequality for generation after generation, then those 
Shastras would deserve to be consigned to flames. It will be no religion, 
-it will be no Hinduism,-we would be untrue to the Nation and 
to the whole spirit of Hinduism if we allowed such notions of social 
inequality to be perpetuated in times like this. 

But, Sir, as the Honourable the Prime Minister said the other day, 
when two extreme sections quarrel with Government, Gover.nment can 
be sure that it is going in the right direction. But, there is one argument 
on the nature of the Bill which I must meet. It is stated that it inter
feres with religious neutrality. It is said-! read in one or two news
papers-that because the Congress Party has got an election manifesto 
of which the removal of untouchability is one of the items, it ii trying 
to interfere with the religious neutrality. Now, Sir, that argument, 
examined closely, is entirely wrong. In the first instance, Sir, no 
Government is non-interfering. It mav be neutral, but no Government 
can ever be non-interfering in all "matters relating to a. religious 
community. Have not the old Governments passed laws prohibiting 
Sati ? Did they not pass the Muslim WaH Act 1 Did they not pass 
the Hindu Charitable and Religious Endowments Act ? But why go 
to them 1 Why go to the Briti.~h Government ? If we go to our own 
Hindu Kings, what do we find! Was not a Hindu King the fountain 
of religion ? How do we find them now ? Has not the Hindu Maharaja. 
of Baroda made rules and laws affecting the religious foundations of 
Hindu community as regards unt~mchability 1 Has not Travanc{)re 
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done it 1 1llerefore, the argument is entirely inconsistent with not only 
Hindu notions but with the so-called neutrality of a Civil Government. 
But even if you take Western standards, religious neutrality as 
understood properly is completely a different thing. The State is 
certainly entitled to control and regulate the externals of a community; 
it controls the trusts; it applies the dootrine of cy pres through its courts 
of equity; it decides succession to Maths. Therefore, first, the State 
always controls the externals of religious foundations; and secondly, 
it will allow that religious community to evolve on its own lines without 
legalfetters barring the way. All that this Bill purports to do is to take 
away the legal barrier which now exists and which prevents the Hindu 
community from evolving in the proper manner in which the Hindus 
want it to do. '!bat is the real point about this Bill. 'lhe Bill itself 
is an enabling measure. It does not impose a duty on any trustee to 
ope~ the temple. It does not compel any temple to be opened. · All that • 
it says is that, when a majority of the trustees comes to the conclusion 
that the temple shall be open(;d, it shall be opened. It i3 purely· an 
enabling measure which would prevent law from preventing the Hindu 
community through its representatives from doing what it thinks right. 

In this connection, I may draw the attention of the .House to one or 
two provisions of this Bill. Clause 3 makes it quite clear: 

"A trustee, or if there are more than one trustee, the majority of the trustees, of 
a temple which, by anything contained in the terms of instrument of trust, tho; term of 
dedication or a decree of a competent Court relating to such temple or by any custom, 
usage or law for the time being in force, is not open for the performance of worship to 
any Harijan may, of his or their own motion or on the requisition of any person having 
interest in such temple, notwithstanding anything contained in the terms of such instru· 
ment, the terms of the dedication, the decree, custom, usage or law, declare in writing 
that such ten1ple shall from the date specified in the declaration be open to the Harijans 
to whom such temple was not Ofen, for the performance of worship, subject to 
such conditions and the ohservanct; of such ceremonies as may be specified in the 
declaration : 

Provided that the conditions imposed as aforesaid shall not be made applicable to 
Harijans only." 

The proviso is intended to lay down that, whatever the conditions 
laid down for worship, they must be tb@ same for the Harijans. Certain 
conditions and rules may be laid down for worship. For instance, it 
may be a condition in a temple that flowers should be offered from a 
particular place and a particular worship should be done from some 
other place and so on. These rules are necessary for worship in a temple. 
The proviso is inserted with a view that the rules should not be only 
for Harijans but should apply to all Hindus. It safeguards the terms 
of the first part of the clause. This is really an important section. It 
does not take away nor does it impose anything which the Hindu 
community, as represented by its trustees, does not want to do. Pur~Iy 
and simply it is an enabling Bill; and to say that it interferes w1th 
religion is really the height of absurdity. 

Then, Sir, some people do not still realise fully why this Bill is so 
essential in order to enable the Hindu community to advance. That, 
Sir, requires a little careful consideration of what the existing law on 
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the subject is and why the disabilities imposed by it are required to be 
removed by this Bill. As a matter of fact, the Hindu community has 
been for several thousands of years developing organically on its own 
lines by the binding force of usage. In the old days, it was not a usage 
enforced by Ia w but an unforced usage which reflected the opinion and 
modes of action of the locality in which the temple was situate. As you 
know, Sir, untouchability is, if I may say so, a modern idea, 
comparatively a later idea. Sir, the Vedic scriptures are very clear to 
those who read them; and they do not mention untouchability. 
I will quote a verse which shows the absurdity of the claim of the 
Sanatanis to the observance of untouchability. It throws light on the 
early structure of the Hindu society. As the Hindu members know, the 
greatest, purest and the holiest of Vedic Sages was Vasishtha. He was 
the author of one of a Mandai of Rig Veda. His grandson was 
Parasara who was a great sage himself ; and his son was Vyasa, the 
greatest apostle of Hinduism, the author of Mahabharata, one 
who at one time was worshipped as Krishna Dvaipayana the eighth 
incarnation of Vishnu. Vyasa was considered as representing the 
trinity-Bramha, Vishnu and Rudra. The verse describes Vasishtha 

as the son of a Ganika. " rrfUT;,r.m~~ij: Efffi~~ ij~T~r~: " 
Vasishtha, the great sage was born of a Ganika-a prostitute ; 

" ij'ref ~on ijfffi: tlt=tril\Rrsr ~RUT~" He became Brahmin by 
reason of his austerities and his innate nature was the source of it. 

"\iflClt c;qtm1J ~('.:Jf: " Vyasa, his greatgrandson, the incarnation 

of Vishnu, was the son of a fisherwoman. " 'citmqwg q{J~{: :' 
His father was the son of. a woman of the lowest caste. A number of 
other non-Brahmins have thus attained Brahminhood in earlier days. 
Therefore, to say that Hinduism is based only on the sanctity of caste 
is to degrade Hinduism. 

Let us take later days. The Buddhist monastuies and temples were 
open to untouchables. Still later, you find Ramanuja and Chaitanya 
taking into the fold of Vaishnavaism hundreds of untouchables. At 
present you find that in the South Harijans join in certain· festivals 
on certain days. In the North, the Harijans are allowed the ilarshan 
of the deity in temples. Nothing is unalterable. It is all a matter of 
custom which was growing. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 5 p.rn.) 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. M. Ml:JNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, when the 
House rose, I was referring to the course of progressive custom which 
rt>gulated matters_ like the one with which we are dealing today. .As a 
matter of fact, Hmdu law does recognise that usaue is such a fluctuating 
thing that it can progress with the times. 

0

Quotations from two 
well-known legal authorities in Hindu law would suffice. 1\Ianu says: 

)IO·I Bk Hb 178-w 
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"Whatever an assembly consisting either of at least 10 or of at least 3 
persons who follow their prescribed occupations, declares to be the law, 
the legal force of that no one must dispute." Mitakshara says the same 
thing : " Practise not that which is legal, but is abhorred by the world, 
for it secures not spiritual bliss." 

That was the state of custom, whenthe British came and imposed 
upon an ever-growing customary law of the Hindus the rigidity of a 
legal barrier. About the middle of the last century, in a case which went 
up to the PriV'j Council and is known as the Shankarlingam case, it was 
definitely laid down that in order to decide whether certain Hindus had 
a right to go and visit a temple, you must look to the usage, the usage 
·of the locality. It is reported in 35, Indian Appeals. The point the 
Court looked at was whether the Shanar community in the presidency 
of Madras had a right to visit the temple. The Court looked up the 
reports of some Collectors and other officials who toured the district 
between 1871 and 1887 and came to the oonclusion that the Shanar 
community had not visited the temple. You know what is generally 
done, when a Collector reports upon the social condition of a district, 
you know how cursory and superficial his report is. The officials in 
this case had reported that the Shanar community had not visited the 
temple and were not considered of a sufficiently high caste. '!be Privy 
Council held, therefore, that the usage was definite that the temple 
was not open to Harijans. '!'he result of this decision has been very 
unfortunate. For even if all the rest of the worshippers in the temple 
agree to throw it open to Harijans, one solitary individual can say : 
" TrusteeB, if you open the temple, I shall file a suit, for this temple 
from time immemorial has been used only by high caste Hindus.'1 

The result of this position in law is that in spite of the whole volume of 
opinion in the community, a trustee would not dare to act in the manner 
in which his conscience and the conscience of the worshippers would 
dictate. After 1934, numerous cases came up for consideration in which 
the whole position was this : the hulk of the worshippers wanted to open 
the temples ; the trustees wanted to ~pen the temples ; and yet they 
were all afraid of some one out of the hundreds of worshippers who could 
come forward and file a suit and restrain them from opening the temples 
on the ground that possibly during the last 10 or 12 or 20 years no Harijan 
had gone to the temples in question. Now, that is really putting a legal 
barrier to the development of usage. If this doctrine of law had not 
been there, it would have been easier, under the pressure of modern 
public opinion, for all temples to he opened in the manner in which the 
community desired. But that simply cannot be done now, because, 
as I said, most of the trustees are afraid of the legal consequences if they 
opened the temples and somebody chose to dispute it. It is that 
difficulty which this Bill seeks to remedy. Once the trustees come to 
the conclusion that the temple in their charge should be opened, it 
should not be competent for any single worshipper or set of worshippers 
to C<>me forward and say, "This was the usage; therefore, do not open 
the temple." ~lhat is the fir:st important principld of this Bill. .A:i 
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I said, it is not religious interference: it is remedying the present Jaw 
which obstructs the Hindu community from developing on its own lines. 
Therefore, this Bill does not amount to religious interference ; really, 
it takes away the interference which the Privy Council decision and the 
judge-made law in modern India imposes. 

Then, Sir, the Bill also affects certain decrees and trusts. As regards 
decrees, we know how they are brought out. Most of them are the result 
of squabbles between different trustees. One trustee goes to the court 
and files a suit for accounts and for removal of trustees. A dozen 
trustees defend the suit. The worshippers do not take any interest in it. 
At the end of the suit; in most cases a consent decree is passed, because 
the trust estate always can provide a bumper crop of costs for both sides. 
Generally, the trustees incorporate in the decree some such declaration: 
" This temple is for such and such a clas8 or community ", 11 This temple 
is for high class Hindus", and so on. As a matter of fact, in very few 
of these cases has the community gone into the question of usage ; and 
merely because neither the worshippers nor the public were before the 
Court it was possible for the trustees to take and for the Court to give 
a decree which had the result of precluding certain castes from taking 
advantage of the temple. That defect also will be removed by reason of 
this Bill, because, once the trustees decide to open the temple, even the 
terms of the consent decree would not be binding upon them. 

Then there is the question of trusts. Even the terms of the settlement 
are to be disregarded where the trustees decide to open the temple to 
Harijans. In the first instance, there are very few public temples which 
are created by a deed of trust. Private temples, say for a family are not 
touched at all. If a man wants to have a temple for the Brahmins or the 
super-Brahmins or the super-super-Brahmins, he has the liberty to 
found a private temple and those people can frequent the temple in 
exclusive dignity. But when a temple where the public attends as of 
right, a temple which is maintained by public funds is the property of 
the community and the community is entitled to say that entry to it 
shall be regulated in a particular way. That is the purpose of the Bill. 
It may be that a man who died forty years ago thought that a particular 
temple which he opened should be reserved for this or that class of 
Hindus. Today, if the man had been alive, possibly he would never 
have made that stipulation at all. As a matter of fact, most of the public 
temples have been" Sarvajanik" or" Dharmada" and it is very difficult 
to say, that when the settlor used the word "Sarvajanik" he wanted 
any particular section of the community to be excluded from entry into 
that temple. In this way, Sir, this provision is intended to sweep away 
all those artificial barriers which have been raised partly by law and 
litigants and partly by persons who used dynamic words of evergrowing 
import like " high class ", which the court construes as static. There
fore, it is our duty to see that these barriers are removed by this Bill. 

Apart from the strictly legal aspect of it, the principle of the Bill is 
supported by the opin.ion of a wry large portion of the Hindu commu~~y 
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of this province. I just looked up the figures : the Hindu members of 
this House number 132 ; and the Hindu population of this province
! am giving a very rough figure-:-numbers 16,000,000. Therefore, it 
works out roughly at the rate of 120,000 Hindus to each member. I have 
no doubt in my mind that if you number up the Hindu members in this 
House who support this Bill and make...a.n estimate of Hindus whom each 
represents, you will see that an overwhelmingly large number of Hindus 
of the Province are in favour of this Bill. If the general public opinion 
in the Hindu community desires a Bill like this-and I submit it does 
desire it-there is no reason why a small section should insist on enforcing 
its will upon the general public by resisting attempts of this kind. If 
really we want to live, if the Hindu community wants to develop on its 
own lines, if-let us be frank-we really want to be a strong nation, 
we must accept equality for. each individual citizen; we must not 
allow anything to obstruct the nation from developing solidarity. 
And that solidarity can never come unless each individual is recognised 
as the equal component of the whole nation. From that point of view 
also, this Bill is of great importance, and I commend it to the acceptance 

. of the House. 

Sir ALll\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
Sir, I rise to support the first reading of this very important Bill, as I call 
it. I congratulate the Honourable Minister in charge of it on having 
summoned up all the courage he could command to bring it forwa.rd. 
Insufficient as it is, far as it does not go, yet it lays some little foundation 
towards what we should like to see-that the out-castes are brought 
on an equal footing. 
~he other day the Honourable the Prime Minister spoke so loudly of 

fraternity, equality and brotherhood, in another connection. I was then 
wondering whether the attention of the Cabinet had been drawn to the 
conditions as they exist in the country, which probably the Prime Minister 
has not had as many opportunities as we who move out in the country 
have of seeing how things actually stand. Fraternity, equality and 
brotherhood are more in demand there: It was my painful experience, 
when during my term as Minister I visited various places, to see the 
conditions as they exist in the mofussil. In particular, when I visited 
a local dispensary, I found that a number of people were waiting outside 
on the verandah and a large number were inside. I need not mention 
the name of the dispensary, but when I asked the officer in charge as to 
v.·ho those people were, who were waiting outside, he said that they were 
untouchables, and thev could not come inside and had to wait outside 
because of the orthodox feelings of the other castes. I asked him whether 
he had any orthodox feelings himself like the other caste Hindus; he, 
of course, said " no ". · 

Another instance, which pained me very much, was a very small one, 
but of a man who, looking to the occupation he followed, should not have 
ridden the high horse of the high class Hindus, and that man was a gold
smith. In a small place there was a small verandah, and I saw that in 
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the wall, which separatoo the small verandah from the room inside, there 
was a hole--a square hole-and a woman was sitting outside talking to 
a man inside. I asked" why is this hole there ; why is the woman sitting 
outside ; who is the man sitting inside" l 'lhe people who were with 
me told me that that man was the goldsmith and the woman was an 
untouchable, and, therefore, she could only do her business with the gold
smith from outside and not enter the inner shop. 

However, instances like that could be multiplied to show how things 
stand in the country-and many honourable members here will bear me 
out because they all know the fact that the orthodox portion of the Hindu 
community has not changed its mentali~v· and its attitude towards those 
whom thev consider as low caste Hindus. I, therefore, congratulate the 
l1onourable Minister for having come out to make a start in this direction, 
a11d where, Buddha, Christ and Mahomed had failed, where Mahatma 
Gandhi had failed in turning or changing the heart of the Brahmin ot 
the high clast:~ Hindus, he hopes to succeed. I hope he will succeed in 
bringing a feeling outside in the country in favour of the low caste Hindus. 
He quoted Manu and Mitakshara. In spite of their exposition of the law, 
the state of things in the country has not changed. I hope he succeeds 
in ere a ting a change of heart in the high class Hindus. I wish him success 
although he took a long time in tendering his apologia fearing the· success 
of his action, and he certainly endeavoured to bring to the notice of those 
Hindus who were orthodox Hindus that what he was doing was a. step 
in the right direction. But the Bill simply gives an option, as it were, 
to the trustees, if they decide to take certain steps and leave the doors of 
a certain temple of which they were the trustees open for the entry of 
those to whom it was closed so long. I hope that after this Bill passes 
into law there will be coming forth trustees of that kind, whom he looks 
forward to come out, and take the steps that this Bill suggests and open 
the doors of the place of worship to those who are entitled to worship. 

I have nothing more to say because the Bill is a simple one; in a few 
pages he wishes to achieve what thousands of years have not been able to 
achieve. I have my great doubts whether the mentality or the attitude 
of the orthodox Hindus would change, but I hope it does, and I also hope 
the laurel goes to the Honourable l\Iinister who has introduced this Bill. 
He is known to the outside public as a hero of social reform, who himself 
bas broken through some shackles of society and the orthodox 
C()mmunity. He is the best judge and he is the best informant-if he 
will inform us whether the orthodox Hindus do look upon him not as an 
outca.ste or have embraced him, or have forgiven him for the step he 
took in his own life as a great reformer. 

I congratulate him and wish his Bill a success. 

~fr. S. L. KARA~'DIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Mr. Speaker, Sir, 
I have great pleasure in according my heartfelt support to the measure 
that has been introduced bv the Honourable the Home Minister. As 
a man, not ashamed of calli~ myself a Hindu, as an individual, feeling 
always in fa\'our of the consolidation of the Hindu society, I always look 
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forward to measures, however small they might be in their scope, that 
tend to bring up some kind of consolidation in the Hindu society as 
a· whole, and as this Bill is an honest attempt at reconstruction and con· 

. solidation of Hindu society as a whole, I am glad to give my whole
hearted support to this measure. 

In the progress of the Hindu society, Iae~s have changed and some ideas 
that were very dignified in former days have become degenerate in modern 
times and if Hindu society is to be resuscitated with life, I believe it is the 
duty of popular legislatures to introduce measures which will cure the 
defects of the present system of the Hindu society and bring vitality into 
its life. I look upon this measure as a measure that will infuse some 
vitality-if not sufficient vitality-into the Hindu society. Formerly, 
temples-so far as I understand ancient literature-were not looked upon 
as being the exclusive privilege of any community ; they were not the 
exclusive privilege of the Brahmins or of the Kshatriyas or of the Vaishyas 
or of the Shudras. A temple was meant for the real devotee. If I may 
be allowed to quote a few stanzas, copying the instance of the Honour· 
able the Home Minister, from Ramayana, there is a dialogue between 
Rama and Shabari, where the true nature of worship in Hindu society 
is laid down. There it is specifically stated that a devotee is not a 
devotee because he is either a man or a woman; he is not a devotee, he is 
not entitled to be called a devotee simply because he belongs to this class 
or that class simply because he comes from this strata of society or that. 
He is a devotee whose heart is full of devotion-he must be weighed and 
tested only on that standard. The stanza runs thus :-

~~ ~~c~ ~itfi[l err \illRFrrm~~: 1 

;r coHui +fi\liil lfffli~Ef ~ enROl'~ II 
That is the standard of devotion as laid down in the Ramayana by Rama 
himself, and if that standard had been followed up till now, I believe 
all the social distinctions and these separatist tendencies prevailing 
amongst us would have disappeared lo!l_g ago, if they had at all entered 
into the body of our society. But by whatever social processes-we 
might not discuss them here-separatist tendencies have entered our 
society and attempts have to be made to wipe out the disruptive ten· 
dencies and bring the whole of Hindu society on a common platform 
as far as possible, of course, at the same time, without disturbing the 
other factors. Otherwise, if in order to create social equality in one way 
you try to disturb social equality in another way, it will not pave the way 
for real reform and as this measure really strikes on a middle course, 
I find great pleasure in supporting it. 

Sir, just now the honourable member the Leader of the Opposition 
referred to the Brahmins. Perhaps he is under the wrong impression
! do not wish to find fault with him if he is under that wrong impression 
because I do not expect a gentleman belonging to another faith to have 
very correct notions of Hindu society and of Hindu religion-that all 
this untouchability that prevails among Hindu society as a whole is due 
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to the hold which Brahmins are supposed to have on Hindu society. 
I wish to make an honPst attempt to disillusion the honourable member 
on that point. I am giving a concrete instance that will go to prove my 
point. It was only last year in the course of an election campaign that 
I had occasion to visit a far-off village in the hilly parts of my own district 
and there I came across a very curious instance. A gentleman belonging 
to the taluka place in the neighbourhood had only a year before' taken 
part in an inter-dining function where even the untouchables were allowed 
to come in, and when that gentleman-a very respectable worthy of that 
place-visited that village, it so happened quite by accident that a cobra 
was found in that village temple. There were no Brahmins at all in that 
village. It is a village that is inhabited entirely by Marathas who are 
very faithful and very sturdy in physique, but these Marathas were led 
away by the superstition that this cobra had made its appearance in the 
temple, where no cobra had made its appearance for several centuries, 
because this gentleman who had taken part in inter-dining had appeared 
in the same village. Now, I believe I can very frankly say to my honour
able friend that the Brahmin community as a whole-of course there are 
ignorant Brahmins also and there are superstitious Brahmins also
as a rule is free from such superstitions on account of its progress in 
learning of all sorts ; and, therefore, if there is some impediment, if there 
is somebody that comes in the way of the equalisation of the various 
strata of Hindu society, it is not anybody particularly, it is ignorance, 
superstition and want of progressiveness in society that is responsible 
for it and when society is found to be conservative by instinct, you have 
to pass sometimes legislation which that society does not want, and 
therefore, this kind of legislation, if it is not entirely of a revolutionary 
nature, is the right type of legislation introduced in society just to test 
how society takes to it and thereby understand how legislation can be 
introduced in future. · 

Kow, I have just now given to the House some idea as to what the 
Hindu society of ancient times thought about the notion of worship. 
In the Gita itself we find Shri Krishna also saying that God is not to be 
found in the forest or in the temple or anywhere else but God is to be 
found in the heart of the devotee. This is what Lord Krishna says:-

ijT~ qijtfij ~~~ ~rrllift ~~ ffi I 
~+1laT ~~ m~fra ~ m~fit ijl\~ II 

That is what Lord Shri Krishna has laid down and in spite of such dicta 
that have been laid down from times immemorial, we have got so much 
degenerated in our form of worship and our ideas of devotion tha.t we 
have practically turned temples into places that are not visited by any
body and we have gone the length of declaring God himself untouchable 
by our conduct. Who really visits temples now ! So far as cities are 
concerned, I believe not two per cent. of the Hindu population of cities 
really visit temples, and as regards untouchables we shut the doors of 
temples against those people who are clamouring for temple entty. That 
way we are turning tl.'mples into deserted places. That is an injustice 
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~ot only W them but W Hindu society as a whole and even to God himself, 
1f I may say that human beings are capable of doing injustice to God. 
But that is what is happening today and if God is not to be turned into 
a myth, if God is w be what He really ought to be, we ought ro throw 
off all these barriera that have been created by society in its march to
wards deterioration and, therefore, I welMme thia Bill as a move in the 
right direction. 

Sir, I quite remember the satyagrahas that were offered at Poona in 
the Parvati Temple. I quite remember th6 satyagraha that was offered 
at Nasik and even if some of my honourable friends tell me that this 
measure goes nowhere, that it does not lead them anywhere, that it is 
not temple entry that they want but that it is something substantial, 
something more solacing, I feel that this very satyagraha that was offered 
for the cause of temple entry clearly shows that there are in the midst 
of unrouchables hundreds and hundreds of men who are craving for the 
doors of temples being thrown open ro them. They will be more glad if 
bread is o.ffered w them tomorrow. I do not deny that; but simply 
bread is not going to give them that spiritual solace which temple entry 
alonecangivethem, which this concession-this right-i:3 going to give 
them. 

So far as the feeling of untouchables is concerned, I have to say that 
even the untouchables do feel that they will be brought on a footing of 
equality with touchables in case temple-entry is made possible for them. 
In this connection, Sir, I may state in passing that this idea that Harijans 
are entirely excluded from temples is not quite correct in all cases. If 
we go to villages and examine the conditions in villages, at first hand, 
we find that there are at least certain occasions during the year when 
untouchables are allowed to enter village-temples and occupy some of 
the parts of the temple on a footing of equality with other villagers. 
That happens today, but I am not satisfied with that small privilege 
that is given to the untouchables. I want this privilege ro be extended 
and I want the Harijans to be allowed to attend the temples just as other 
Hindus do on every possible occasion on all the 365 days of the year. 
lherefore, this measure is a welcome measure and I am going to support 
it entirely, but I cannot forget the fact that I have tabled certain amend
ments and those amendments are meant for making the object of the 
Bill more effective; and may I just ask you, Sir, whether my amend
ments or any one of them are amendments of principle so that I can 
speak on them just now 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I was just going to refer ro it. All 
the amendments appear rome to be amendments of detail and, therefore, 
those amendments need not be discussed now. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : As those amendments are all amendments 
of details, I have just referred to the object of the amendments. In order 
that the object of the Bill may be strengthened, I have tabled those 
amendments and I shall explain the purport of those amendments when 
we come to the second reading of the Bill, 
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With these remarks, I once more· sav that the Bill is conducive to the 

eonsolidation and the progressive development of Hindu society as a whole 
and as a member of the Hindu society, though not of a Hindu 
Party as was wrongly said yesterday by an honourable member-mine 
is not a Hindu Party unless that partj1 on the benches opposite can also 
be called a Hindu Party-! whole-heartedly support this measure and 
expect that it will receive the support of the entire House. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District) (Addressed the House in 
ll!arathi): l\ir. Speaker, Sir, I rise to accord my hearty support to the 
principle of this Bill, which ~ brought by the Government with the 
laudable object of removing the disabilities of Harijans in regard to wor· 
ship in temples. I am mostly in agreement with the views expressed 
by the preceding speaker, my honourable friend Mr. Karandikar, 
in connection with this Bill. I belong to the Democratic Swaraj Party, 
which stands for the complete eradication of untouchability from the 
Hindu community. Slanders are heard that the Democratic Swaraj 
Party is in league with the orthodox Hindus and is pledged to oppose the 
abolition of untouchability with them. But they are mere slanders. 
There is no modicum of truth in them. Anybody who will care to look 
into the constitution of the Democratic Swaraj Party and read the 
resolutions passed from time to time at its several conferences will be 
convinced that not only the Party stands for the abolition of 
untouchability, but that it is further pledged to work and agitate for it. 
The Manifesto issued by the Party at the time of the last Election will 
also bear out my statement. 

Now, who are the leaders of the Democratic Swaraj Party~ Are not 
Messrs. N. C. Kelkar, L. B. Bhopatkar and Jamnadas Mehta the 
accredited leaders of. this Party ? The views of these gentlemen on the 
question of untouchability are well known. They need not be reiterated 
here. Recently Barrister V. D. Savarkar has joined this Party. 

An Honourable 1\IEl\IBER: l\Iay I know on what the honourable 
member is speaking 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member may 
proceed. 

1\Ir. R. N. ~lQ"DLIK: Barrister Savarkar is a powerful propagandist 
for the eradication of untouchability and throwing temples open to the 
so-called untouchable classes. The names of Messrs. Kelkar, Bhopatkar, 
Mehta and Savarkar ought to be a guarantee for anybody who wants it 
that the Democratic Swaraj Party is not only not against the removal 
of untouchability, but that it is an active supporter of its removal. 

There is a wonderful change in the public opinion in regard to this 
qut'stion, during the last five or ten years. Every one must agree that 
it is due to the untiring efforts of ~lahatma Gandhiji. He has epared no 
pains to eradicate untouchability and raise the status of the so-called 
untouchables. He is still working hard at it. His invaluable service 
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in this respect must be gratefully acknowledged. I offer him my sincere 
homage for what he has done so far and is still doing in this behalf. 

It was Mahatma Gandhiji who founded the Harijan Seva Sancrh and 
put it into the charge of the late lamented Mr. Gopal Krishna n:odhar. 
The S~ngh unde~ him h~s been able to _do much good work and I pay 
my tnbute to him for It. On the death of Mr. Deodhar our Prime 
1\Iinister, the Honourable Mr. Kher, stepped into his shoes and worthily 
fulfilled his part, until the day of his resignation on accepting the burden 
of his present office. His services to the cause of the Harijans as 
President of the Harijan Seva Sangh have been highly commendable 
and, though he is not present in the House just now, I offer him my 
hearty congratulations for them. . 

I have given notice of certain amendments. If you give your ruling 
whether any of them are amendments of principle-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I know which amendment 'the 
honourable member thinks is one of principle 1 · 

Mr. R. N. 1\IANDLIK: Amendment No. 1. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : They are all amendments of detail. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK : I do n~t think that I need say anything on 
them now. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the Howse in Marathi): 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to give my hearty support to the Bill which has 
been brought forward as a first step towarda the removal of untouch
ability. Though a much more comprehensive Bill ought to have been 
brought to deal with this important problem, I consider the present 
measure is a step in the right direction. The honourable member 
Mr. Karandikar stated that, while Brahmins who should have stood 
against the removal of untouchability are coming forward to support it 
with great zeal, the Mahrattas are to a_great extent responsible for the 
continuance of untouchability. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: On a point of explanation. I explicitly 
stated that no individual community was responsible for this ; but 
collectively all the communities were responsible for this. When I gave 
an illustration, the Marathas came by accident. It does not mean 
that the Maratha community is responsible for it. It is wrong to say 
that I attributed the whole blame to Marathas. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: The l\Iarathas are ignorant and they were induced 
by Brahmins. to oppose movement of removing. t~e untouchability. 
The Brahmins are supposed to be the head of rehg10n and are always 
goina in this direction. They are not only against the untouchables 
but they had refused to perform the religious ceremony attendance. on 
Coronation of Shree Shivajee Maharaj. The Brahmins are responsible 
for the ignorance of masses in respect of reli~ion. 
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Mr. S. H. JIL\.BVALA (Hailway Vnions): Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Bill 
refers to Harijan community. A large part of this community belongs 
to the working classes. I represent the working classes. I, therefore, 
feel called upon to expres.'! my opinion in a few words on this Bill. The 
House need not feel surprised that I extend my hearty support to the 
Honourable Minister in charge for moving this Bill, not because it 
attempts at destroying caEte distinction or encourages the spirit of wor· 
ship but because it demolishes a long standing injustice imposed upon 
this unfortunate class of people called Harijans. Sir, I do not want to 
descend into the deep declivities of theological discussions, particularly 
of Hinduism. I can quote from the Gita, but I cannot quote the Upani· 
sh.ads or any other Shastras. However, one point is certain, that 
Hinduism is not a religion but a mighty world philosophy. Whenever 
I have read the holy Sltastras or the Upanishads, in the early morning 
by way of inspiration, I have always come to one conclusion, that 
Hinduism is an institution of a great world culture in a way. Let us not, 
as I said, descend into these theological discussions. One fact is certain, 
and it is this: that the Congress Goyernment have tried, by the introduc
tion of this Bill, to remove a long-standing injustice. But my protest 
always against this Government is that they do not move resolutely 
further than they actually do, and sometimes, in the name of policy, they 
bring up a stunt. I agree that under clause 3, the trustee, or a majority 
of trustees, if there are more than one trustee, can throw open a temple.' 
But I would request the Minister in charge, if he is really anxious to 
remove the injustice not only so far as worship is concerned, but also as 
regards the right of election to trusteeship, he must go a step further. 
He hin1self has agreed that there is a certain amount of democracy about 
these temples that governs the system of devotion and worship. 
I would, therefore, ask him to introduce a clause to the effect that the 
right to be elected as trustees sh auld also be given to these Harijans. 
That kind of right should be established by this class over the owners of 
temples. The democratic worshippers can then gather together and 
elect a Harijan even as trustee. This is the only thing that I wanted to 
offer by way of suggestion. 

On the whole, the Bill is distinctly a step forward in the right direction. 
Therefore, I extend my hearty support to the Honourable Minister in 
charge. 

Mr. R. B. THORAT (Na.sik East) (Addressed the House in Jlarathi): 
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Mr. R. R BHOLE (Poona West): Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the outset, 
I should like to state that we on this side of the House are quite 
unconcerned as to what measure or measures the Government on that 
side would like to attempt and pass. Having taken up this attitude, 

5-30 p.m. 
I must also add that we on this side do not at all 
believe in the sincerity of the Congress Government, 

because of past experience. I do not at this stage like to read the charge 
sheet relating to their violation of the Poona Pact. I do not like even 
to quote instances by which the resolution passed under the president· 
ship of Pandit Madan ~lohan ~lala,iya at the Cowasji Jehangir Hall in 
September 1933 was violated not only in letter but also in spirit. Never· 
theless I should very much like to enlighten the House as to what had 
happened immediately. after the resolution was passed and after wide 
propaganda was carried on, on behalf of Congress, by Mahatma Gandhiji 
and various other Hindu leaders. In the year 1934:-it was in 4.ugust 
of that year-a Bill was brought forward, as pointed out by the 
Honourable the Minister for Law and Order. It was brought in the 
Central Assembly ou the initiative of the Congress Party. L1timately, · 
circumstances so changed that the Congress Party itself had to oppose 
it when it was brought on the floor of the House. It was the Congress 
Party which took the lead in the matter and persuaded Mr. Ranga lyer 
to pilot it in that House. I should like. to state in this House what 
Mr. C. S. Ranga Iyer said in moving the Bill. I will quote 
a few paragraphs : 

" I have alre~t.dy stated that I owed an apology to Mr. Satyamurti, for, while inter
rupting Mr. Mudaliar, I wa.s not in a position naturally a.s he wa.s rushing along with his 
speech to explain myself fully and he would have been at a disadvantage if I had done so. 
I recognise that Mr. Satyamurti, who was at no time in favour of the Temple Entry Bill. 
ha.s succt>eded in making the Con~rt>ss drop it. I read the following written statement . 
of :Mr. C. Rajagopal&<·hariar in the Hindu of Madra.s, dated the 16th August.. The Hi11du 
is a very ret;ponsihle new~papE'r, and as it is not a mere telegraphic interview, but 
'IITitten statement, I believe Mr. Rajagopalachariar'a statement can be taken as accurate. 
Mr. Rajag:opalachariar is apologising to the public for his betrayal of the cause of the 
untouchables. As the prineipal lieutenant of Mahatma Gandhi, his betrayal must be 
placed on record. He says: . 

'The question has been asked by some Sanatanists whether Congress candidates 
will give an undertaking that C'ongreM will not support any legislative interference with 
re!ig:ious ob~ervances. Similar questions may be a.sked on a variety of topies by 
persons and groups interested in earh one of them. That such questions are asked 
only of the C<>ngret;s candidates and similar elucidation is not attempted in l't'i!pect oi 
other parties and independent candidates is a very great compliment paid to the 
Con~.' · 

So, says, 8riman R11jagopalachari. And, instead of following up the comvliment and 
arousing public opinion on an unpopular measure, here is a great Congress le&der who sat 
dharM at our houses with his son·in·law, Devida.s Gandhi, 11ho repeatedly called on me 
at Delhi and said 'We st>ek joint support for this legislative measure ',-here is a man 
-.·ho j!O('$ back 'like a crab', to borrow the lamruage of Sha.k~peare. Political parties, 
explllins this subtle brain from the South, have "distinctive policies on various questions 
covering a wide field : 

'Xot aU of them, however, are made into election issues at any one time.' 

Sir, this Congress ~ader is afraid of facing the public opinion which he has roused. 
Sir, are the Congress people slaves ! . 

' They are slaves 1rho fear to speak 

For the fallen and the weak." 
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[Mr. R. R. Bhole] 
According to Milton, 'To say and straight unsay argues no liar but a coward traced.' 

(Rai Bahadur Kunwar Raahulfir Singh: "Question.") My friend qut-stions. Not being 
a Congressman, the epithet does not apply to him. I was quoting Milton. Mr. Raja· 
gopalachari unsays now what he had beeu saying long before the General Election from 
every platform in the following words :-

' The Congress candidates go to the electorate in this election on well-defined 
political issues.' ._-. 

That is to say, they go to the electorate with a view to pandering to the prejudice of the 
masses whom they have misled, so much so, that they have got themselves into a bog. 
Lord Willingdon came to their rescue, to take them out of the bog by announcing the 
dissolution of this Assembly and giving them an opportunity, as a constitutional Viceroy, 
to return to the sheltered paths of constitutionalism. Therefore, they have run away 
from their own convictions and are playing every trick to come back to the Legislature 
with as large a number as possible. Had they gone on with the Temple Entry Bill or 
the untouchability question, they would have lost many votes, for it is not a popular 
issue. I said so, though Mahatma Gandhi contradicted me publicly at the time, I said 
so when Shankaracharya was .~taying in Malabar in my brother's house at Palghat. My 
brother' came on a deputation to the Viceroy to oppose the Bill. I said : ' I know, the 
reformer is not in a majority in Malabar'. Nowhere else are the reformers in a majority 
but the reformers believe in persuading the majority to their way of thinking. Then, 

· I said-whatever the result of a referendum the Congress people might have taken in 
Guruvayur in Malabar might be, I could not for a moment believe that the majority of 
the temple going people in Malabat were in favour of admitting the untouchables into 
the temples ; but, I was prepared to fight them, also to argue with them and to persuade 
them and to make them take an interest in the cause and the case of the untouchables, 
for, I feel, the untouchables are a part of my community. Sir, if one-third of my com
munity is to remain submerged in exclusion in the name of religion, I feel, as I have always 
felt and said, that that community has no right to existence. It is with a view to the 
unification of the Hindu community, it is with a view to building up the greatness of the 
future of that community on the past of that community, when untouchability was quite 
unknown as in the Vedic ages, that I have taken up their cause. And now, I find Congress· 
men, so keen about untouchability yesterday, explaining why they are not taking it up 
today. Mr. Rajagopalachariar has driven the last nail into the coffin of the Temple 
Entry Bill, as Raja Bahadur Krishnamachariar, the Raja Saheb of Kollengode, or 
Sir Satya. Chara.n Mukherji would perhaps like to say, representing as they do the 
various Sanatanist groups of the country. 

Sir, Mr. Rajagopalachariar goes on to say that they asked to be returned 'on ooother issue'. 
that is to say, not on Temple Entry issue, but merely on a political Anglo-phobia issue, an 
anti-British issue, because, ha.ving traded on public feeling, having tried to give it as 
much racial antipathy as possible in the name of non-violence, in the name of religion 
itself, because non-violence was sometimes given a. religious bias, having created that 
atmosphere of distrust in the country, finding that that atmosphere might not help them 
in the election if they fought it on a. bigger, a cleaner and higher issue, namely, th.e 
removal of untouchability itself, they side-trQ,£k the issue, they run away from the1r 
conviction : 

'They are slaves who dare not be 
In the right with two or three.' 

(Hear, hear.) 

Then he, a principal lieutenant of Gandhiji, goes on to say : 

"If succeasfuZ at tlle polls, they canoot belim they will receive the mandate of the 
electorate on any other queatiom "-

That is to say, they are not receiving the mandate of the electorate on the Temple 
Entry Bill. This man, who came screaming at our doors, begging us for Rupport. these 
beggars in the cause of the Congress,-who just begged of us to proceed with this Temple 
Entry Bill, are not only betraying the cause of the untouchables, but they are bet.raymg 
the principles of the Mahatma himself, for, we know, that Mahatma's fast was directed 
toward the uplift of the untouchables by giving them concessions in regard to the Com· 
muna.l Award, which the Congress naturally has hesitated to repudiate, and we, therefore, 
~now that that has a dired bearing on the untouchability question, to approach which, 
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to solve which, the Mahatma, the great Mahatma, wanted to tour the country, but todav 
the Congress, who betrayed him first in the betrayal of the Congress boycott of the 
Council~, have, by seeking to come to the Councils, further betrayed him with the 
assistance of his own Ramandhi, Rajagopalachariar, and they say that they are not going 
to proceed with the untouchability question and the Temple Entry Bill without a 
mandate from the people ! " 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Is the honourable member going 
to read the whole oration t 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: Only a minute, Sir. 
" Sir, where is the difference, I ask, between Raja. Bahadur Krishnamacbariar and 

Hriman RajagopaJachariar? Raja Bahadur Krishnamachariar has always conceded
' take a mandate from the people and then come and legislate.' Sir, he is not a. coward : 
a great Sanatanist himself, he is willing to face the music. On the contrary, thb!le people 
who pillory the San&tanists up &nd down the country, forgetting that Sanatana Dharma 
is eternal truth itself, are behaving in a manner which.even the Sanata.nists will not 
appreciate, for San&t.an Dh&rma is eternal truth and the betrayal of truth is worthy 
only of untruthful people. Having betrayed many a principle which would lead us to 
our national goal, having taken up the case of the untouchables only to save their faces, 
with no conviction behind them, as we now see, the great Congress leaders, with the 
exr~ption of Mahatma Gandhi, have said, through Rajagopalacb&riar, the Organizer· 
in-Chief of the coming elections on behalf of the Congress: 

' It will Le open to all Congressmen to have the matter duly considered before it is 
ever made into an official Congress Bill.' 

For this betrayal of the cause of the untouchables, I hope constitutionalists will 
organise them8clves, whether Hindus or Mussalmans. They can agree to differ later on 
on communal is8ues, but they will unite and offer a. great battle to the Congress and bring 
that organ of masqueradors down on its knees. Sir, I think here is a. betrayal of the 
cause of the untouchables and the Depressed Classes: and, if I did not believe in this 
movement before Mahatma Gandhi could take it up for Mr. Rajagopalachariar went 
from door to door to Delhi, I should not have been here to move this Bill." 

This was the state of affairs, Sir, immediately after the passing of the 
so-called famous resolution under the presidency of Pandit Madan ~Iohan 
Malaviya. I wonder what the difference is in the affairs today i I do 
not wish to go into details, but I would not be out of place if I may. say, 
by looking at the face of the Bill, how the Bill is liked. If really the 
Congress wanted to open the temples for the so-called untouchables, · 
I do not see for the moment why that particular clause about making . 
a trustee a middleman between the public and the Government 
is introduced in this Bill. Why should these trustees be made middle
men 1 After all, we know what the mentality of the majority of the 
trustees is. It is impossible, as we know from experience, that these 
trustees will ever open the temples to the so-called untouchables. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSffi: Sir, I have nothing to add to 
what I ha\'e already said, except to congratulate my honourable friend 
(~lr. Bhole) for giving me a living specimen of the impatient Harijan 
wlwm I referred to in my speech when I moved the first reading of the 
Bill. I can quite understand his feelings, and we, the higher classes, 
have no right to complain about them. It is the tyranny of centuries which 
has naturally created among impatient educated Harijans a feeling 
that the world is not being revolutionised in a day. He read the speech 
of ~tr. C. S. Ranga. lyer. He perhaps does no$ know the circumstances 
which made the Congress to drop the Bill at tliat time. It is old historr ; 
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I nee~ not go into it again, but he must not forget ~hat if there is any 
orgamsed body or any set of men who have taken thiS question to heart 
and have persistently tried to produce appreciable results, it has been 
the Congress. It is no use blaming us, saying we are trying to redeem 
a pledge which we had broken yesterday. If that is his out-look, I can 
only be sorry~ I understand the justifieation for it ; but there is nothing 
to prevent us from trying to redeem the pledge even now when we have 
got the power. I can assure my honourable friends opposite that 
whatever may be their view of us, the Congress and the Congress 
members on this side are actuated by one motive and one motive alone, 
and it is to see that this stain on our religion, our society, our culture, is 
removed as early, as swiftly, as possible. 

With these words, Sir, .I commend the Bill to the House. 
Question, " That the Bill be read a first time," put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I beg to move that this 
Bill be referred to a select committee. There are a number of 
amendments and I have no doubt that if the Bill is referre~ to a 
select committee, possibly the task of the House will become easier than 
otherwise. Of course, the report may be submitted on Saturday next. 

Mr. W. S. MUKADAM: Sir, we have not been able to hear anything 
on this side. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: I am moving that this Bill 
be referred to a select committee. There are a number of amendments, 
some of which are verbal. It will b.ecome easier to discuss those amend
ments in a select committee rather than in ~he House, and I suggest 
the following names ;...:... 

1. Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi. 
2. Dr. B. R. Arnbedkar. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: I am sor1;y, Sir, it will not be convenient 
for me to serve· on the Committee. 
· The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : Will any member of your 
Party, Mr. Bhole for instance, serv~ on the Committee 1 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : No. 
~ • .r 

:. Mr. D. G. JADHA V: No. 

: Sir ALI ~IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I would ask the Honourable 
Minister to excuse me; not that I shirk giving any assistance to the 
Honourable Minister, but I do not think I would be of any use. Instead 
'of me he should take some other member who can be more useful to him 
'in the matter. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : Is no member of your party 
·willin~ to .serve on the Committee¥ · 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I was wondering whether 

a Muslim member would be of any use. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : \\ny not 1 There ~re many 
legal aspects involved in the question. However, if no one is willing-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Will the Honourable Minister 
formally move the motion 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I beg to move that the Bill 
be referred to a select committee consisting of myself, Mrs. Thuse, 
Mr. S. L. Karandikar, Mr. D. W. Raut, Mr. R. N. Mandlik, :Mr. R. B. 
Thorat, Mr. D. N. Desai, Mr. B. D. Lala, Mr·. V. N. Jog, Mr. B. R. Rane, 
Mr. S. G. Songavkar and Mr. B. U. Vaghela. · 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI.: What about quorum ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: 'The quorum to be of 5 
members. 

Mr. B. P. THAKOR : Sir, I suggest that the report should be submitted 
by Thursday instead of by Saturday. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I accept that suggestion, Sir. 
Question put, and agreed to. 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN 

THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I beg leave to introduce 
Bill No. VI of 1938 (ABill to provide for the temporary relief of small. 
holders in the province of Bombay).* · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Bill is introduced. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: On a point of information. Is the Governor's 
sanction obtained for this Bill? · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, I move that 
Bill No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the temporary relief of small 
holders in the province of Bombay)--

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: What was the question 
asked by the honourable member Mr. Phadake 1 · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The question was whethe,_. the Bill 
had received the previous consent of the Governor. . 

Sir ALI ~IAHmiED KHAN DEHLA VI : The Honourable lwter 
has not replied to that query, I think. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : Yes, no reply was given. 
Now, with reference to the question of tabling amendments, I have 

already invited the attention of the House on more than one, two or 
three occasions to the desirability of tabling amendments as early as 
possible, as they have to be looked into, they have to be scrutinised, 
Government have to be given notice of them and I myself have to see aa 
to whether the amendments are in order 9f not. I find that notwith
standing my repeated requests during thelast week more than twice or 
thrice, three honourable members have submitted a long list of amend
ments this noon or afternoon, some of them having reached the office 
after 12 noon. It is not possible to scrutinise these amendments at such 
short notice and to see whether any of them requires the previous consent 
of the Governor ; and, if so, there is. hardly any time to obtain that 
sanction or to follow the necessary procedure. I do not see how I could 
be expected to waive the required notice in respect of amendments 
coming in so late as that. I would, therefore, not decide at present 
whether to waive the required notice in respect of amendments coming 
so late as that. 
· Sir ALI :MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : I once again repeat the 

important question, that was asked by one of the members from that side, 
whether-! would add-previous sanction to this Bill is necessary, and 
whether that has been obtained. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I was going to give the 
information when I rose to speak. According to the section 299 (3) of 
the Government of India Act, no Bill or amendment making provision for 
the transference to public ownership of any land or for the extinguishment 
or modification of rights therein, including rights or privileges in respect 
of land revenue, shall be introduced or moved in either chamber of the 
Federal Legislature without the previous sanction of the Governor General · 
in his discretion, or in a chamber of a provincial legislature without the 
previous sanction of the Governor in his discretion. From the fact that 
this Bill has been introduced, it must follow that the proper previous 
sanction of the Governor has been obtained, as otherwise we would not 
have introduced the Bill. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, my submission is that the House cannot 
proceed with this Bill for the following reason. 

I had given notice of some amendments which in the opinion of the 
Honourable the Speaker require sanction of the Governor. I do not 
accept that point of view and I have already written a letter to His 
Excellency the Governor saying that his sanction is not necessary for my 
amendments. Now, the rule 19 (3) on page 7 of'the Assembly 1\Ianual 
runs as follows : 

"If any question arises whether a Bill or amendment is or is not a Bill or amendment 
\Vhich cannot be introduced or moved save with previous sanction the question shall be 
referred to the authority which would have power to grant the previous sanction if it 
were necessary, and the decision of that authority on the question shall be final." 

So, the Chair has given its ruling that my amendments require the 
sanction of the Governor. I do not accept that point of view. A 
question, therefore, has arisen in which the Governor has to give his 
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decision in the matter; and, so long as he has not decided it one way 
or the other, the House cannot proceed with the Bill and with the 
discussion of the Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will invite the honourable member's 
attention to sub-clause (2) of Rule 19. I will read sub-rule (2), for 
instance, and follow it up by reading sub-rule (3). Sub-rule (2) is as 
under:-

" If notice is given of a motion to introduce a Bill or to move an amendment which. 
in the opinion of the Speaker, cannot be introduced or moved save with previous sanction, 
the Speaker $hall, as soon as may be after the receipt of the notice, refer the Bill or the 
amendment to the Governor and the notice shall not be placed on the list of business 
unless the Governor bas indicated to the Speaker that the previous sanction required has 
Leen granted." 

So, that prescribes the duty of the Speaker with reference to notice in 
respect of Bills or amendments in respect of which previous sanction 
is necessary. Then follows Sub-rule (3) :-

"If any question arises whether a Bill or amendment is or is not a Bill or amendment 
which cannot be introduced or moved save with previous sanction the question shall be 
referred to the authority which would have power to grant the previous sanction if it were 

·necessary, and the decision of that authority on the question shall be final." 

Reading the two sub-rules together, it follows that even if the Speaker 
feels doubtful as to whether sanction is or is not necessary, then also 
a reference bas to be made, for the decision of that question, to the 
Governor. The Rule contemplates three circumstances: the Speaker 
may feel sure that it does require previous sanction; he may also decide 
that it does not; and there is the third alternative in which there is 
room for doubt. In either of these first two alternatives, the matter 
is left entirely to the Speaker. If he comes to the conclusion that no 
sanction is necessary, he immediately takes notice, if it is otherwise 
relevant. If he comes to the conclusion that sanction is necessary, 
he immediately follows the procedure that is laid down in Rule 19 (2), 
and in the third case in which he feels doubtful, the procedure under 
sub-rule (3) has to be followed. Therefore, it is not a question of any 
honourable member of this House feeling for himself a doubt on the 
question or agreeing or not agreeing with the Speaker. If he agrees 
with the Speaker, well and good. If he does not, he has to accept the 
Speaker's decision as binding on him until the Governor has given his 
decision on the question. There is no question of challenging the 
Speaker's decision in t.his House in any form. ' 

N'ow, the second point is as to whether the consideration of the Bill 
cannot be t.aken up. I would regret the inconvenience caused to any 

6 
particular member of the House by being deprived 

p.m. of the right to move an amendment, if sanction 
is not received in time. But that will be entirely a different matter 
from getting the adjournment as a matter of right. I am, therefore, 
of the view t.hat the Bill can be proceeded l\rith and the point of order 
raised by the honourable member Mr. Parulekar cannot be admitttd. 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I agree with the Speaker that· he ia the 
final av.thority. There ll. also this k1sue ; so far as the rights- · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. I do not want to 
p~rmit any discussion on my ruling. 

*Dr. B. R. AMBEDK.AR (Bombar_City) : Sir, I would like to ask one 
question, because I am :finding some difficulty in understanding Rule 19. 
This is undoubtedly a matter which, in the :first instance, has to be decided 
by the Speaker as to whether a particular amendment or a particular 
Bill needs previous sanction. Clause (2) says that, if in the opinion of 
the Speaker, the matter requires previous sanction, the Speaker " shall, 
as. soon as may be after the receipt of the notice, refer the Bill or the 
amendment to the Governor and the notice shall not be placed on the 
list of. business unless the Governor has indicated to the Speaker that the 
previous sanction required has been granted." Clauee (3) deliberately 
states: 

" If any question arises whether a Bill or amendment is .or is not a. Bill or amendment 
which cannot be introduced or rnoved sa.ve with previous sanction the question shall be 
referred t.o the authority which would have power to grant previous sanction if it were 
necessary, and the decision of that authority shall be final." 

The question that is contemplated in clause (2) to arise is between the 
Speaker and the member who has given notice of an amendment or Bill. 

. If the member who has given notice of an amendment or a Bill feels 
that' his Bill or amendment does not require previous sanction clause (3) 
gives him the right to refer the matter to the :final authority, the Governor. 
Therefore, it seems to me,-1 will frankly say, I have not moved any 
amendment and am not, therefore, directly concerned-that the matter 

·is so important that, if you would not mind, it should be discussed 
on the floor of this House. Our rights to bring in Bills is so limited by 
the Government of India Act that, if we are not given the benefit of the 
few sections there are which give us the right essential to us, though little, 
this House will be very greatly handicapped in trying to do its bit in the 
matter of bringing legislation which is vital. Therefore, I would really 
like to know whether you are of opinion that under Rule 19, the Speaker 
is the final authority and that there ii no right of appeal to the authority 
which is vested with the power of giving previous sanction. 
. If you permit me, I shall refer to section 299, sub-section (3) of the 
Government of India Act in the light of the Bill for which permission 
has been asked by my learned friend. If I understand this Bill, 
technically it can be spoken of as a reme~ial measure. 

· The· Honourable the SPEAKER : Let us keep clear of two issues. 
One issue that has been raised by the honourable member Mr. Parule~ar 
is in regard to the interpretation of Rule 19 as to whether, when a questiOn 
arises as between a member and the Speaker, the Speaker is the final 
authority. That is one issue. I have stated what my interpretation of 
Rule 19 is. As regards the question whether a particular amendme.nt 
tabled by the honourable member 1\lr. Parulekar does or does not requrre 

'Spet•ch not by tho mcmlJt·r. 
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[The Speaker] 
. sanction under section 299 (3), it is an independent question. I have 
alrrady intimated to thl' honourable member that l do not propose to 
have any dL'lcu.ssion in this House over the question of his amendment. 
I have already come to a conclusion on that. I am prepared to hear the 
honourable member, if he advances any argument on the interpretation 
of sub-rule (3) of Rule 19. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: Unless I am permitted to point out that the 
Bill cannot come ·within the purview of sub-section (3) of section 299 
of the Government of India Act, it is futile for me to argue on the inter
pretation of Rule 19 (3). If I am to convince you that Rule 19 (3) does 
give a member aggrieved· whose amendment has been rejected the right 
of appeal to the Governor, then my submission is that section 299 (3) 
will have to be considered. · If you are not prepared to allow me to argue 
whether this Bill really does come within the mischief which is sought to 
be prevented by sub-section (3) of section 299 of the Government of 
India Act, it will be quite useless for me to argue. Reading sub-section 
(3) of section 299 of the Government of India Act, it seems to me that the 
Bill will have to be postponed until a member who is aggrieved has 
obtained the final sanction, because it has precluded the member from 
discussing the most important provisions of this Bill. It is shelving the 
whole question. If I am given the opportunity, I will show how. 
I have applied my mind to it. Neither this Bill nor the amendment 
tabled by my honourable friend Mr. Parulekar or members of my party 
can come within the proviso of sub-section (3) of section 299. If you 
permit me, I will do it in two minutes. · · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So far as the individual amendments 
are concerned, I have already decided one way. Now, if, without any 
reference t,o any particular. amendment, or any ruling I have already 
given in r<>gard to it the honoura~le member wishes to. say how 
the entire Bill is out of the scope of section 299, that. will be 
a different question, and I am prepared to give him a hearing on that 
question. 

Dr. R. R. AMBEDKAR: I am obliged to you, Sir. 

Sir, as I was saying, this Bill is a Bill which might be called purely 
a remedial measure. A person may obtain a decree from a. court. 'Iha.t 
d<>rrt'e m<>ans that he has got certain rights as against a certain person. 
All that this Bill says is that whatever rights that person may have 
acquin>d as the result of a decree against a debtor or against any other 
p<'rson, those rights shall not be enforce.d until a certain date is reached, 
Mmdy, 31st of ~Iarcb 1939. I understand that to be the gist of the Bill. 
Th('refort>, this measure deals with the enforcement of rights ; it has 
nothing to do with the extinguishment or modification of the rights. 
11mt is my first submission. I would make a. distinction between 
extinguislunt'nt or modification of a riaht which a pE>rson has got and the 
delaying or su:-pension of the enforce~ent of that right. 
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[Dr. B. R. Ambedkar] 
Secondl:,·, sub-clause (3) of section 299 is confined to the extinauish· 

ment or modification of rights in land. Now, this measure do:s not 
confine itself to the execution of rights in respect of land ; it extends 
aloo to debts and the eviction of tenants. 

The distinction that I am seeking ~ ,make is this : that the suspension 
of the enforcement of a right is something very different from the 
extinguiiliment or modification of that right. The object of the Bill being 
merely to suspend such rights as the parties may acquire through decrees 
given by the courts, it is not a Bill which can be said either to extinguish 
or modifY rights in land. Consequently, I submit that both this Bill 
and amendments which do not extinguish or modi:ft rights in land would 
not come within the mischief of section 299 (3). . 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. ~IUNSHI : May I, Sir, make my submis
sion 1 The honourable member goes to the length of saying that Govern· 
ment themselves should not have obtained the sanction of the Governor 
under section 299. Therefore, in fairness to· Government, I must ·state 
the position Government have taken up in this matter. Clause (3) 
of section 299 speaks of " extinguishment or modification of rights , 
in land. I shall only make use of the words that are necessary for this 
purpose. Now, the only question is whether this Bill seeks to modify any 
rights in land. That is the one issue. I would first submit that it is 
one of the rights of an attaching c,reditor to have the land of his debtot 
sold and sold forthwith. If that right is postponed, to that extent, it is 
a modification of his right to the property. That is my first point. 

The second point is with regard to clause 5. A person has got the 
right to alienate his property whenever he likes. If that right is post· 
poned, it is a modification of the rights of the owner of that property 
to that extent. I have got the right to sell the property now and here; 
and if you do not allow me to do it, it is a restraint on the right of aliena
tion,-may be for a !ihort period or a long period. Therefore, this Bill 
modifies the rights in property. 

Then, further, clause 7 is much moxe important still. It is the right 
of the landlord to evict his tenant under certain processes of law. This 
is a right inherent in every landlord. It may arise out of a lease or 
a decree. In either case, the right is modified. The landlord cannot 
evict his tenant--

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR : Up to what period 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : May be for a day or for a 
year. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: That is the whole point. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The postponing of that right 
is a modification of his right to the immediate eviction of. the tenant. 
n.e point is, a II!&n has got a risht to exercise in respect of his property ; 
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[Mr. K. M. Munshi] 
)·ou say you shall not do so for a period; to that extent, you modify 
his right. It id not extinguishment, but it is modification. If the word 
"modification" were not to indude cases like these, it would lose 
its meaning altogether. Therefore, I think this legi:;lation falls strictly 
within the word~ of section 299. 

Mr. JSj!AJL I. C:mJNDRIGAR (Ahmedabad District): l\lr. Speaker, 
Sir, I was a bit amused to hear the Honourable Minister on the Congress 
benches trying to put an interpretation on a section of the Government of 
India Act, which really went to curtail the rights of the members of this 
House. 

The Honourable l\lr. K. lL MUNSHI: .You cannot forget the law. 

jlr. JSjiAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR: I am not asking you to forget it. 
I am referring to the putting of an interpretation which would enlarge 
the rights of members of this House and not curtail them. · My 
submission, Sir, is that the words "extinguishment or modification,. 
of rights in land do not refer to the time at which the rights are to be 
enforced. As the honourable member Dr. Ambedkar put it, those words 
do not cover the suspension of the· rights in land for some time. 
Extinguishment of a right, Sir, meallE the extinction of the whole right ; 
modification of a right means the enlargement or the curtailment of the 
quant.um of the right itself and not postponement or suspension of the 
right for some time. If the legislation wanted to curtail the rights of 
this House, even to the extent of affecting the right to suspend or post
pone those rights, then there was nothing to prevent the legislature from 
using the word " suspension " also in it. \re should not read in the words 
of st'ction 299 any intention to curtail the rights of this House further 
than what they appear to do. Sir, that is the aspect which I want 
to place before you. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South) : Sir, the section says that 
the rights in land cannot be modified. Sir, the creditor who has got 
only a decree \\it.h him, so long as he is not in possession of the land 
against which he has a decree, has no rights in the land. And further so 
long as the decree is not executed, it is unnecessary to assume that the 
debtor's land would be attached. There is the debtor's moveable property 
wl1ich can be attached. This Bill, I would like to submit, Sir, does 
not modify the rights in land. On the other hand, the Bill itself wants 
to confer more rights on the man who has got land. The land of a small 
holder is not to be sold in E.'Xetution of a decree. The Bill does not modify 
the rights in land ; on the other hand, it enlarges the right& of the man. 
who has got rights in land. From that point of view, all amendments to 
this Bill will be in order, as they will not amount to any modification o£ 
the rights in land. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There was only one matter in respect. 
of which I was feeling doubtful, and that is, how far attachment by itself 
gives a right in or t<) the land. That was the only point of doubt. S()o 

MO·l Bk Hb 1 iS--6 
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[The Speaker] 
far as the Bill as a whole is concerned, it appears to me that the discussion 
is more or less of an academic type ; but I am not prepared to say that 
it is wasteful of the time of the House or unnecessary, because if the 
section is threshed out from difrerent points of view, it will certainly help 
us for our future guidance. It is from that point of view, and not from 
the point of view of this particular Ill.Q.tion, that I have permitted dis
cussion on the scope and extent of section 299. I am prepared further 
to discuss individually with members any and every point of view, not 
only with reference to this or that piece of legislation, but with reference 
to every amendment that any honourable member wishes to discuss 
with me. So far as the present point is concerned, it seems that the 
matter has already been decided, as His Excellency the Governor has 
already accorded his sanction : 

" The Bill to provide for the temporary relief of small holders in the Province of 
:Bombay requires my sanction under section 299 (3) of the Government of India Act, 
which I hereby accord." 

'Ibat is the sanction of the Governor. Kow, sub-section (3) of i!£ction 
50 of the Act provides: 

" If any question arises whether any matter is or is not a matter as respects which the 
Governor is by or under this Act required to act in his discretion or to exercise his indivi
dual judgment, the decision of the Governor in his discretion shall be final, and the 
-validity of anything done by the Governor shall not be called in question on the ground · · 
that he ought or ought not to have acted in his discretion, or ought or ought not to have 
exercised his individual judgment." 

So far as this particular Bill is concerned, the discussion is not very 
helpful, because it has been held by the Governor that it does require _ 
his sanction. · 

1\Ir. I. I. CHUNDRIGAR: As sanction was applied for .• 

Dr. B. R. Al\IBEDKAR: Supposing His Excellency were to accord 
t~an(,tion to such of the amendments as have been submitted to him, 
would you postpone the consideration of the Bill1 His Excellency 

. roay grant his sanction to the amendments just as he has done in the 
case of the Bill. In that event, what would happen 1 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER: I will certainly be glad to see that 
every amendment tabled gets a full chance of being discussed on the 
floor of the House and that no amendment is shut off on the ground of 
want of sanction. ~I.'hat is why I referred to the difficulty experienced 
by me when members sent in amendments at 12 or 1 o'clock today, when 
the Bill was before them for a long time. '!hat is the difficulty which 
I have been feeling. '!hat is the reason why I said that amendments 
should be tabled as early as possible. 'lhere are three honourable 
members who have tabled amendments today. It is difficult to 
.scrutinise them all and to decide whether any of them requires sanction. 
'.[here might be scope for hont>st difference of opinion. So I do not 
know whether in respect of all the amendments tabled now, it would 
be possible for me to waive notice. But, so far as the previous amend· 
ments are concerned, I will certainly try and see that the memb('r.; d() 
get an opportunity to move tht>m. 
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[The Speaker] 
Now, as regards precedents in this House, I may just invite 

attention of the House to a ruling given in 1935, perhaps by the present 
Leader of the Opposition: 

" If the sanction of the Governor General under section SOA of the Government of 
India Act to an amendment is not obtained by the mover, the House is entitled to prooeed 
with the measure. The mover should in the meantime take steps to obtain the required 
~anction and until the sanction is obtained, the amendment remains in abeyance. But 
in the case of the ~anction of the Governor under section SOC as the Governor is on the 
spot and his sanction c11.n ordinarily be obtained within a day or two, the House will 
not wait for that. The mem her concerned must produce the sanction before the House 
proceeds to discu~s his amendment." (Supplement to the Digest of Rulings' of the 
Presidents, Bomhay LPgiHlative Council, p. 12.) • 

That has been the previous pronouncement as regards the practice and 
the la,w. So, all I can say at the present moment is that I have not 
looked into any of the amendments to see whether they are amendments 
of principle or not. I have not scrutinised them all, including those 
received today. If I come to the conclusion that there is no amendment 
of principle among those which I have received, there .will be tinie 
enough for members to get the sanction before the House proceeds 
with the second reading. In the meantime, the first reading may 
proceed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : In this connection, may I bring to your 
notice the fact that I just received a letter from His Excellency saying 
that I should interview him on Wednesday at 10-15 ~ 1:herefore, it may 
not be possible for me to get his sanction tomorrow when the Bill comes 
up for discussion. Many of my amendments are amendments of 
principle. 

'Ihe Honourable the SPEAKER: I am sure that if the urgency of 
the matter is brought to the notice of His Excelltnc'y, the honourable 
member will get an earlier appointment. In the light of what has 
happened in the House, a second attempt may be. made to get an earlier 
appointment. If the honourable member succeeds, well and good; if 
not, we shall Eee what the House wants to do. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: So the matter will be decided by the 
House 1 

'!he Honourable the SPEAKER: Not necessarily .. 

1 he Honourable ~Ir. K. M. MUNSHI : May I, Sir, again request the 
honourable members not to fling amendments at the Government at 
the last minute 1 1'his is a. very important measure, and if amendments 
continue to come in even at the last minute, it would be imposoible for 
Government to consider those amendments. Therefore, in the case of 
important measures, the rules should be strictly adhered to. I a.in 
not saying this about the amendments which have come so far, but 
hereafter there must be some consideration .iliown to this side of the 
House. 
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Dr. B. R. MIBEDKAR: If the Honourable the Home Minister and 
the Government were not throwing up Bill:; while the session is in 
currency, we should be able to send in our amendments· much earlier. 
We should have had the Bill:~ at least 10 or 15 dayo ago. Thii! side has 
never had an opportunity to consider them. 

The Honourable Mr. K.l\1.1\IUNSHL;...The rule requires seven days' 
notice, and you have had it. · . . 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (in 1\Iarathi): May I poi~t.out, Sir, that I actually 
received the Bill on the 18th 1 1lat is to say, I have had only six days 

. in which to study it and table amendments. If the Bill ,had been in 
our hands earlier~ we would have been able to table our amendments 
in time. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : The public received a copy of this Bill on the 
22nd. A friend of mine has come from Satara after· receiving a copy. 
How is it possible to table amendments in time when we receive cop~es 
of the Bill on the 22nd 1 · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I said last week that I would not· 
insist on seven days' notice as the rules provide. But there should, 
be some limit to it. 

l\h:. R. R. BHOLE : So far as both the sides are concerned. 

Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR: You may admonish Government. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Last time I admitted all amend- ' 
ments. I have been practically giving notice to th,e House of my 
intention not to exercise the power as regards waiver. . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI : May I say that this Bill was· 
published in the Government Gazette on the 15th 1 · 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I gave notice of my amendments about 
a week ago. 

'The Honourable the SPEAKER: In any case, the Bill stands over 
till tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned till2 p.m. on Tuesday, the 25th J amtary 1938. 

lluAIBlY I l'BJliiTED AT 'l'BI OOVBBNl'IEU CENTRAL PRISS· 
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TU£sday, th£ 25th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 
Tuesday, the 25th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. ·v. MAVALANK.AR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

AIDALE, Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
AMBEDKAR, Dr. B. R. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K .. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDl'LLAH HAJI Iss.& 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M. A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CotLAco, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
DABHI, Mr. FutsiNHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLA VI, Sir ALI M.AHOMED KIL:\N 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, Mr. KHANDUBHAI K. 
DESAI, the Honourable ltlr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, 1\Ir. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUK.H, Mr. K. B. 
DESHMUX:H, Mrs. ANNAl'URKA GoPAL 
DESHl'ANDE, 1\Ir. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAIZ 1\IoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, 1\lr. D. J. 
FRENCH, 1\Ir. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, 1\lr. 1\I.l\I. 
GAV.U."KER, Mr. S. K. 
GAviT, 1\Ir. D. P. 
G.H.A.TGE, 1\Ir. G. R. 
GHEEWALE,l\lr. A. A. 
GmA., Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, 1\Ir. 1\I. c. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr.l\I. D. D. 
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GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GOPI, Mr. M. G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUPTE, M.r. B. 1\I. 
HAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
l!ALLIKERI, 1\Ir. N. F. 
HANAGI, Mr. ABDUL KARniAMI~SAB 
HAsAN, 1\Ir. SIWKH 1\IoHAMAD 
HIRAY, Mr. B. s. 
lLKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, 1\Ir. T. s. 
JAGTAP, 1\Ir. D. K. 
JAKATY, 1\Ir. P. c. 
JHABVALA,Mr.S.H. 
Josm, 1\Ir. JINABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHm, Khan Saheb HAJI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, 1\Ir. R. S. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANUGA, 1\Irs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. 1. 
K!RAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
fuGUDRI, Mr. 8. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KATHALE, Mr. B. S. 
KAzi, Mr. Aziz GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI GoviND 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, 1\Ir. R. A. 
KHER, the Honotirable Mr. B. G. 
KmMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KILLEDAR, Mr. 1\IAHOMED MusA 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, 1\h. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
M!.GANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
M!NDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
1\IARATHE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BuDHAJIRAO 
1\!ASTER, 1\Ir. NAGINDAS T. 
1\!EHTA, Mr. H. P. 
1\IEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, 1\Ir. 
1\IITHA, 1\Ir. 1\IAHOMED S. C. 
1\loH.A:MEDALLY AtLABux, l\Ir. 
MoRARBHAI KASANJI, Mr. 
'MUKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
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)lc:ssar, the Honourable )!r. K. )1. 
)lrNsm, ~Irs. LILAVATI K. 
NArK, Mr. V. N. 
NALAVADI, lir. G. R. 
NAXDA, ~Ir. GnzARI LA.L 
NARIMAN, llr. K. F. 
NESVI, ~Ir. T. R. 
NmANEE, !IIr. P. A. 
NuRIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARt"LEKAR, 1\Ir. s. v. 
PATASKAR, ~Ir. H. v. 
PATEL, ~Ir. BABtTBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BaAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA 
PATEL, Mr. :MAHOl!EDBAWA M. 
PATEL, ~Ir. MANGESH B. 
PATEL, Mr. :MusAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAH N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBIURRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. K.ALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable 1\lr. L. M. 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
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[25 JAN. 1938 

REPORT OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE RE : SEATING 
ACCOMMODATION. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have received the Report of the
Advisory Committee nominated in regard to seating arrangements and 
I accept the recommendations made by them. Members may sit accord
ing to their recommendations. Copies of the recommendations of the 
Committee will be sent to the leaders of parties. ... . 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (SMALL HOLDERS RELIEF BILL). 

Question again proposed, " That the Bill be read a first time ". 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, I beg to move that the business. 
be adjourned under Standing Order IV, clause 4, in view of the fact that 
my two amendments have been forwarded to His Excellency the Governor 

· for his previous sanction. I think it is my duty to see that the Bill which 
is under the consideration of the House at present is not discussed at 
present, because my amendmenb are meant to improve the main provi
sions of the Bill. The second reason is that it is the right and privilege 
·of the House to see that a Bill, whether it is brought by Government or 
by a member of the Opposition, be fully and exhaustively discussed in 
order to achieve the purpose for which it.is meant. It is only because of 
this, that I move the adjournment of this business. Moreover, I might 
add that I am personally concerned because of the fact that my two 
amendments to the Bill before the House have been sent to the Governor 
for his sanction. Therefore, I move for the adjournment of the business 
of the discussion of the Bill before the House until the sanction is received 
for the amendments that have been forwarded to the Governor. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. M. JHUNSHI: Sir, may I submit that no 
adjournment need be granted, for the reason that it is the intention 
of Government to have this Bill referred to select committee 1 So far as 
I can see, there is no amendment of principle and, within the time the 
select committee makes its report, if any amendment receives the sanction 
of the Governor, it will be available for consideration by the Select 
Committee or by the House. It will be a very unfortunate precedent if, 
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because an honourable member has not sent in his amendment and 
applied for sanction in time, the House should not proceed with the 
<"onsideration of the business. 

~Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR : The Bill was printed-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. Before the honour
able member Mr. Bhole got up to move the adjournment motion,,! was 
thinking of stating to the House that I had scrutinised all the amendments, 
inclusive of those received till last evening, and that all of them were 
amendments of detail. I, therefore, was thinking of placing before the 
House as to whether the first reading should not be gone through, because 
till that stage there wae no occasion for discussing any amendment. 
When it came to the stage of discussing the amendments, it was my object 
to request Government, in view of the importance of the Bill as also the 
general consensus of opinion of the Opposition that they had had a very 
short time for tabling amendments, whether it was not proper to postpone 
further consideration of the Bill to some suitable date, so that members 
might have time to think over the discussion on the first reading, to enable 
them to table amendments and also to enable those members who want· 
to get the previous sanction for their amendments to get it. The honour
able member Mr. Bhole has moved his motion and, under the Standing 
Order as it stands, I am bound to give that motion precedence and put 
the question without any debate. Therefore, the only aJternative before 
me is to put the motion to the House. May I know till what date the 
honourable member wants postponement 1 · 

~Ir. R. R. BHOLE': Until the sanction of the Governor is obtained. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not anticipate whether the 
sanction will be gh·en or will not he given. 

)Jr. R. R. BHOLE : I mean the decision and not sanction. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It means postponing it sine die. 

~lr. 'R. R. BHOLE : The Honourable Speaker may interpret it in any 
way. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Standing Order requires an 
adjournment to any future day in the same session or to anyfuture 
session or sine die. Therefore, I want to decide whether the honourable 
member means sine die or to any future date in this session or to any 
future session. 

)lr. R. R. BHOLE : In view of this fact, I may say sine die. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I shall now put the motion before 
the House that the consideration of this matter be postponed silt.e die. 

Question put, and negatived. 

The Honourable lli. K. ~I. Mt'NSHI: Sir, the Bill is intended to keep 
the status quo up to the 31st ~larch 1939 in respect of those who are 
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described as small holders. The scheme of the proposals of Government 
is this. The class of holders or agriculturists who are intended to be 
covered by this Bill are described by the word " holder " which has 
been used here as being the widest term known to the Land Revenue Code 
of this presidency. Therefore, it would have the effect of coverina not 
only the owner, but also the occupier and the tenant. 

0 

As to the limit prescribed under clause 2, the number of people who 
\\'ill be affected by this clause are about 13 lakhs of holders out of an acrare
gate of 16 lakhs in the presidency. Therefore, the definition ,:~uld 
practically cover over three-fourths of the present holders of land in the 
presidency. The position, therefore, comes to this: that relief will be 
given to such of these 13lakhs of holders who have got decrees against 
them. The scheme which Government propose to adopt in this matter 
is to carry out the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code. According 
to section 60 of the Civil Procedure Code, certain properties belonging 
to agriculturists are non-attachable. At the same time Government are 
given powers under section 61 of the Civil Procedure Code to declare that 
a portion of agricultural produce, or of any class of agricultural produce. 
as may appear to them to be necessary for the purpose of providing until. 
the next harvest for the due cultivation of the land and for the support 
of the judgment-debtor and his family, shall, in the·case of all agricul:... 
turiats or of any class o£ agriculturists, be exempted from liability to· 
attachment or sale in execution of a decree. This Government propose 
to issue a notification by which agricultural produce will not be attachable 
in such cases as fall within the meaning of " small holder " under this 
Bill. So, that saves his agricultural produce for one year. Then, 
the second notification which Government propose to· issue under 
section 68-

1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR : '\\ny is not that incorporated in the 
Bill1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. l\I. MUNSHI: Because, what can be done 
· ·under the Civil Procedure Code by an executive order need not be 
incorporated in any legislation. It is not necessary ; Government can 
do it without fresh legislation. and they pt'opose to do it. Under section 
68, it is competent to the local Government by a notification to transfer 
the execution of decrees in certain cases to the Collectors of districts. 
Government propose that in respect of all the districts, decrees against 
small holders should be executed only through the Collector. So, that 
would immediately attract the applicability of schedule III of the Civil 
Procedure Code. Now, under schedule III of the Civil Procedure Code, 
once a decree has been transferred to the Collector, the Collector has. 
several powers. They are mentioned under clause 1 of that schedule : 

"Where the execution of a decree has bel.'n transferred to the Collector under section 6S,. 
he may-
. (a) proctoo as the Court would procet>d \\·hen the sale of immovable property iK 

postponed in order to enable the judgmPnt·debtor to raise the amount of the dt><·rf.'f.' ;. 
or · 
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(IJ) re.ise the &mount of the decree by letting in perpetuity, or for a tenn, on payment 

of a premium, or by mortgaging, the whole or any part of the property ordered to be 
sold; or • 

(r) aell the property ('IMered to be sold or so much thereof as may be necessary." 

Now, Sir, it has been brought to the notice of Government that in anti
cipation of any conciliation Bill that might be brought forward by 
Government, creditors are bringing the land of small holders to sale under 
their decrees, and that if no action is ta.ken, the result will be that by the 
time the proposed Conciliation Bill becomes an Act, some of the small 
holders will lose their property altogether. The principal object of this 
Bill is to prevent the la.nd of such small holders from passing hands during 
the time that Government are considering the bringing in of legislation 
for the relief of agricultural debtors in the presidency. Therefore, Sir, in 
the first instance, it is proposed that for the period ending 31st March 
1939 the land of small holders shall not be brought to sale at all, except 
where the Collector is of the view, as stated in the Bill, that substantial 
loss will accrue to the decree-holder. Now, the reason for this exception 
is that, in some cases, the creditor may not be a money-lender but a very 
poor man himself. Take, for instance, a widow. and three children. 
She has lent some money to a small holder. . Her own house is under 
execution. If she is not allowed to execute her decree, she will lose her 
house, and she will su.ffer substantial loss. Therefore, an exception h:1s 
been made in the proviso in favour of a decree-holder who will su.ffer sub
stantial loss. Now, the words "substantial loss" are used advisedly. 
Mere stay of a decree for a year, normally, would not cause loss to the· 
judgment-creditor at all. It must be, in the first instance, a loss; and 
secondly, it must be a substantial loss. Therefore, the proviso will come 
into operation in very exceptional cases where the creditor himself is in 
such danger of su.ffering a loss that the Collector may have to decide as 
between two rival sufferers and come to the conclusion that by staying 
execution the creditor will su.ffer a much greater, a much more sub· 
stantial, loss than the debtor. That is the reason for the proviso. 
That is the main scheme of the Bill. 

The second important provision in the Bill is found in clause 5. It may 
ha ppeu in some cases that in order to defraud his creditors a small holder 
may sell or mortgage his property. The creditor in those circumstances 
can do nothing at all, because the execution is stayed. In order, therefore, 
to maintain sU1lU$ quo with regard to· the property, it is provided 
that no private transfer of any land belonging to a small holder shall 
Le ,·a lid except with the sanction of the Collector. The proviso further 
f'tates that no such sanction shall be given unless the Collector is of 
opinion-there are two cases given in the proviso, and both of them are 
of a grave nature-(a) that such transfer will enable the small holder 
to effect a composition in satisfaction of the debts due to all his creditors, 
or (b) (i) that substantial loss will be caused to such small holder if 
8uch transfer of such land or interest therein is not sanctioned, and 
(ii) that such transfer does not ad\·ersely affect the interests of any 
<·reditor of the small holder. Take the case of a holder who has got 
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15 acres. He collects all his creditors. They are willina to receive 
2 a~s in t~e rup~. If by selling two or three acres he is :ble to satisfy 
all his creditors, 1t would be nry much to his adYantage. That 
contingency has been provided for in clause (a). As regards (b), there 
are two conditions which must be fulfilled before the Collector would 
sanction a transfer. The first condition is that the Collector must be 
of opinion that substantial loss will bt,.ca.used to the small holder if the 
transfer is not sanctioned. So, it must be in the interests of the holder 
himself to sell the property. The second condition is that the transfer 
should not adversely affect the interests of any creditor of the small 
holder. W'hen these two conditions co-exist, the Collector would be 
justified in giving his sanction to the transfer of the land. That is the 
second provision in the Bill. 

The third provision is dealt with in clause 7. This clause gives to 
tenants who have been in possession since the 1st of January 1932 the 
right, if they are willing, to continue to be tenants on the same terms 
and conditions for one year, by which time it is expected that the 
substantive legislation will go through this House. Till then, the tenants 
will retain their present position on the same terms and conditions as 
exist at present. · 

These are the three principal features of this Bill. It stands to reason 
that if all these three provisions are properly worked, there will be very 
little danger either to the small holder of losing his property or to the 
tenant of being evicted from the land~ a hurry, pending the legislation 
which is contemplated. I find that I need not take the time of the House 
by any lengthy comment on this matter, because I see from the amend
ments tabled so far that they all err on the side of widening the scope 
of the Bill ; there is no amendment that I can see which wants to restrict 
it further. Therefore, Sir, I will content myself by commending this 
Bill to the acceptance of the House. 

. Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Jlaratlli): 
)lr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to offer a few remarks on the Bill which is intended 
to afford protection to the agriculturist§. The Bill has been brought 
forward in order to protect small holders-holders of 5 acres of irrigated 
or 15 acres of other land. · 

On going through the provisions of the Bill, I must say that the Bill 
is a disappointing one. We read in newspaprs and heard from different 
sources that Government intended to bring forward comprehensive 
legislation dealing with debt conciliation. There was also ta~ about the 
declaration of a moratorium. I must say that the present B1ll does not 
go as far as we would have liked it to go. 

It is intended to give the Collector wide powers as regards transfer 
of land, execution of decrees, and so on. The Honourable Minister has 
admitted that in anticipation of some legislation declaring a moratorium, 
the decree-holders have already started selling attached lands. He 
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has further said that this Bill is intended to preYent such sale. The 
Honourable Minister's admission is an indication of the state of affairs 
in the country. 

I will now deal with some of the defects in the Bill Take for instance 
an undi\i.ded Hindu family of 5 or 6 people which owns land to the extent 
of 25 acres. This Bill will not achieYe the protection of owners of small 

plots of whom there are about 15 lakhs, but what 
2-30 p.m. about undinded Hindu families ! Anv benefit that 

is going to be giYen ·to those who do ~ot belong to 
undiYided Hindu families should also be given to such undinded Hindu 
families. 

There is one thing I want to stress and that is, that during the year's 
time that is allowed, the sowkars who have not yet filed suits or obtained 
decrees will take steps to file suits and obtain decrees, for fear of the future 
legislation proposed to be brought forward for Conciliation proceedings 
and )Ioney -lenders Bill. We aU know what the expenses of filing a suit 
and expenses that are to be incurred after a suit is filed, expenses 
like lawyers' fees, witnesses and so on. Therefore, Government should 
make provision to prevent this sort of loss to the people. Those who 
have paid any instalments, those instalments should not be calculated as 
payments towards the back arrears, but those payments should be 
treated as payments of current instalments. The provision that unless 
the Collector is conyinced lands should not be allowed to be sold is a Yery 
desirable provision. As regards lands sold in auction, the provision that 
only those who have paid one year's interest will get benefit of this Bill will 
not be of use, as those who know the condition of the agriculturists will 
be able to t-ell. The agriculturist has no money just now. In December 
or January next he may have something to pay towards interest. This 
restriction as regards interest should be remo\·ed. The decrees that 
have alre6dy been obtained should be postpone.!. It ha.s been stated 
that all are not money-lenders but some are poor people who have lent 
money to agriculturists and therefore these people will be put to a loss 
if decrees are postponed, and lands are not sold. Such cases must be few 
as the Honourable llinister has admitted. Such cases should be referred 
to the Collector for disposal. . 

The •• Kuls " or tenanta should not be driven out of their lands by the 
landlords for failure to pay the rent. A.s Government reports for the last 
few years show, there hM·e been three remissions and suspensions because 
of fall in prices or poor rrops. Why should tenants or Kul.s be made to 
suffer by being depri,·ed of their lands ! In most of the cases rent paid 
in 1936-37 is credited towards rent due for 1935-36 and therefore 
this provision will be of no use to tenants. I do not see why Kuls of 
1932 ha\·e been singled out. Even the Kuls of today should be brought 
within the p\ll'\'iew of this Bill. 

If the improvements suggested by me are adoptro, I am sure the Bill 
"·ill be wry much bettered and. as the Honourable Minister wants to 
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send this Bill to a select committee, I s~ggest that that will be a fit and 
proper thing to do as there we can give better and fuller expression to
our views and we can bring forward our difficulties and within two or three 
days, the select committee's report should be ready so that this House 
can finish with this Bill at this very session and not postpone it to any 
future session. It is most important that a Bill of this kind should be 
passed without the least delay. .....-

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri, South): Sir, let me take this 
opportunity of offering my heartiest congratulations to the peasants of 
the Presidency who kept on unabated agitation and activity during the 
last six months. Sir, the peasants refused to learn the lesson from the 
Government that the credit machinery of the State would collapse if an 
emergency measure of the character of a moratorium were introduced. 
But on the contrary they have succeeded partially in teaching a lesson 
to the 1\Iinistry that an emergency measure to deal with the question 
of heavy indebtedness of the peasantry was urgently needed. Many 
sceptics doubted the utility of the agitation which was carried on among 
the peasants. Threats and persuasion were used to discourage the 
agitation. The Ministry does not want the ladder by which they climbed 
a few steps in the political status to be used by the peasants. Those'who 
in the past used the methods of holding meetings, organising conferences 
and taking out processions seem to have now lost all faith in those 
measures. They denounce them when others, especially the peasants 
and workers, use the methods which they used. But the peasants know 
and know it very well that, if they had not kept alive the agitation 
for the last six months, this dwarfish and deformed Bill would not have 
been before this House for our consideration today. The peasants took 
out two processions to the Poona Council Hall to present their demand 
for moratorium which was not granted. The peasants however continued 
to hold conferences and meetings. They kept on the agitation till the 
lOth January when the biggest procession of the peasants marched to the 
Bombay Council Hall. It must be realised that that procession did strike, 

· terror in the heart of the Ministry who then realised that something must be, 
immediately done for the peasants. Till lOth January, we used to hear, 
o£ a 1\Ioney-lenders Bill ; till lOth January we heard of a Debt Conciliation 
Bill. But never did we hear of this Bill before the 15th January. On the 
lOth the procession came and on the 15th, this Bill was published in the 
Gazette and brought before this House. I would therefore ask those who 
questioned the utility of that procession whether t.hat procession was 
not the cause of this Bill that is now before this House. 

In support of my contention I will briefly describe the attit~de of 
Government in this matter. When we met in Poona last, the Fmance 
Minister was very adamant and refused to bring in any measure. for the 
relief of the indebted peasantry. He went to the length of saymg that 
even if Jawaharlal Nehru were to ask him to grant moratorium, he would 
tell him that he was a fool in doing so. That was the attitude of the 
Government in August last. 
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The Honoura.hle the SPEAKER : I am afraid the history of the 
attitude of Government is not useful for the ruscussion of the Bill. Let 
the honourable member come to the merits of the Bill. 

~Jr. S. V. PARULEKAR: In order that the whole Bill may be under~ 
11tood in its proper perspective, it is necessary for me to say a few word.~ 
about the attitude of the Honourable the Finance Minister. The 
Honourable the Finance Minister presided over two conferences, one at 
Akola and the other at Shenoli. In both the conferences he found faalt 
with the peasantry for their indebtedness. He told them that because· 
they spent money on marriages they were indebted. He also said that 
they were crushed under a heavy load of debt because they had too many 
chiklren. That was the consistent ~tttitude taken by one of the responsi
ble Ministers who was the spokesman of the Government ·on that 
question. After a lapse of two months, what do we find 1 They hastily 
drafted this Bill and placed it before us. Why this Bill is crude and 
deficient needs no explanation. It is a measure prepared by a reluctant 
man who has been forced to do something against his will. Had Govern· 
mrnt been serious and if it had been their wish to give real relief to the· 
peasantry, they would have drafted a better Bill. The Bill brought 
before the House today is ill-thought out and ill-conceived. It will not 
be also out of place to state that this is a Bill which does not grant morar 
torium to the peasants. To call it a Bill which grants moratorium 
is not to understand' the meaning of moratorium. Even Government 
ha\'e not said in the statement of objects and reasons that this is a Bill 
which is intended to give moratorium. But the press which is controlled 
by the Congress Benches has been describing it as a Bill which grants 
moratorium t.o the peasants. That is why a reference to this question 
would be relevant. I will only read a small passage from the Encyclo
predia of Social Science which describes what moratorium is.. It nms-.. 
thus: 

"The desire to protect individuals or communities from the consequences of default 
or of t·ht• collapse of the general credit structure has resulted in the invention of various 
devices to postpone the fulfilment of obligations. Most important of these devices is 
the moratorium, which is a postponement of payment decreed by the State through the 
medium of the courts or legislation. A general moratorium is instituted either 
t~ l't'~e,·e pa.rtic~~a.r groups of debtors who have been placed in unfavourable 
Slluatton ....... . 

It further runs : 
·"Although the moratorium in the naturt' of special indulgences to individuals has 

pra.dieally disappeared, the general moratorium had displayed powers of survil"al and 
,.:rowth. A complex economic system carrying a huge load of debt might well collapse 
under a ~udden blow, unless some such instrument for permitting a breathing spell were 
utilist>d. It is doubtful whether creditors would be better off, if no moratorium were 
de~·l&l'l'll and & genera.! et>onomic debacle orcurred. The extensi\"e use of 'mora.toria 
durin,z the d<>pression which set in 1929 indicates that, unless the economic systl>m reaches 
a mud1 grt>&tcr dt•groo of stability than it now possesses, resort to them will continue 
to l11.• net•t•sse.ry in times of e<•onomic stl't'ss." 

Sir, after knowing what a moratorium means I think no one who has 
got his senses intact will describe this Bill as one which grants· 
~oratoriu.m, <'Xrept newspapers like Nara Kal. 

" ThE> Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 
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M.r. S. V. P ARULEKA.R : Sir, in introducing this Bill, Government 
ha-re made valuable admissions. The first admission is that there is an 
e~ergency. Government have further admitted. that the emergency 
anses out of heavy indebtedness. The third admission is that' it is the 
agricultural classes that are affected by this emergency. And it is further 
conceded that it is the responsibility of the Government to devise 
measures to meet this emergency. 

The Honourable Mr. K.l\1.1\IUNSHiw:· I do not remember to have said 
anything of the kind. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : You will allow me to continue. It is 
admitted by you. 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\L l\IUNSHI : I did not admit anything of the 
kind that you stated. · 

1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: You have not admitted in your speech, but 
you have admitted them in the statement of objects and reasons. Sir, 
I will read his admissions : 

"In the meanwhile, Government consider that it is necessary to prevent the sale of the 
lands of small agriculturists whose redemption from heavy indebtedness is one of the 
most important responsibilities of Government." 

Now, if you analyse the statement I have referred to, you will realise 
that the admissions are implied in it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\L 1\IUNSHI : The admission about emeligency 
is not there. · 

1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, they do admit these things. But they 
are not prepared to face the logical consequences of those admissions. 
They have not the courage to face the money-lender. They have courage 
only to face the drunkard. 

Sir, before we can come to correct judgment on the Bill, it would be 
necessary to find out whether the Bill does give protection to all those 
who are affected by the emergency. Since this is a temporary measure 
devised to meet an emergency, it must cover all those affected by the 
emergency. That being the chief test to be applied, let us enumerate all 
the different classes who are affected by heavy indebtedness. Sir, it is 
not disputed,-and I will not dispute-that the small holder who cultiva· 
tes either five acres of irrigated land or 15 acres of dry land, is very heavily 
indebted and is affected very adversely on account of his debts. Sir, 
I will no; dispute the principle underlying the Bill that this small holder 
does require some relief. So far, I go with the Bill. But, Sir, the other 
vast class that is E'qually wretched on account of heavy indebtedness is 
the class of agricuJtural tenants, and the number of agricultural tenants 
in the Bombay T residency is as large as the number of small holders. 
Sir, I should like to ask Government whether the condition of the agricul
tural tenants is not, in their opinion, miserable owing to their indebted
ness. Sir, I should further like to ask Government whether the tenant 
class is not a class which is economically weaker than the class to whom 
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they want to extend relief. Sir, their number is large and their condition 
on account of indebtedness is very much worse than the condition of the 
sma 11 holders to whom the Bill is intended to give relief. Sir, the agricul
tural tenant has to pay to the landlord, to the sowkar, and to the Govern
ment indirectly. Sir, the small holder has got only two burdens to bear: 
he bas to pay to the Government and to the money-lender. So, even if 
you draw a rough comparison between the conditions of the small holders 
and the agricultural tenants, you will find that the agricultural tenants 
are in a much more miserable plight than the small holders, and are in 
dire need of relief measures to protect them from the clutches of the 
money-lender But, Sir, this Bill does not extend any relief to the 
agricultural tenant so . far as his burden of debt is concerned. Sir, 
GoYernment want to give relief to the agriculturists-that is what has 
been stated in the statement of objects and reasons-and I should like 
to ask them whether they do not consider the agricultural tenant to be 
an agriculturist. Sir, if he is not, I should like to know who else is. 

Sir, th.ere is a third class of people who are in a still more serious 
condition due to their debts. This emergency measure, it has been stated 
in the statement of objects and reasons, is to give relief to all those whose 
condition has become helpless owing to heavy indebtedness. I should 
like to ask Government whether the condition of the agricultural 
labourers, who are in the neighbourhood of 24: lakhs in this Presidency 
is not pitiable and worse than that of the peasants to whom this measure 
is going to give relief. 

Sir, a Bill which excludes the agricultural tenants and the agricultural 
Ia bourers from its scope, must be pronounced as a measure which is totally 
inadequate. Even the small holder, whose interests this measure is 
intended to safeguard, is not really going to be protected against the 
onslaughts of the money-lender. All that is contemplated in this Bill
and I cannot speak of what the Honourable Minister contemplates in his 
mind-is to stay till 31st ~larch 1939 all proceedings for sale of land. 
Sir. it must be remembered that this is a temporary measure. Had this 
principle been incorporated in a Bill of a permanent nature, one could 
haYe conceded that that Bill had some merits of its own. But the fact 
is that this is a temporary measure, and is to be in operation oDly for one 
year. Therefore, it is not a measure which gives adequate relief even 
to the small holder. The Bill does not allow the sale ofland, but it allows 
the grain to be attarhed, the milch cattle to be attached, and some of the 
moreable property of the small holder to be attached. The Go'\"ernment 
fail to draw a distinction between the means ofproductionand the product. 
Sir, there is a fundamental distinction between the means of production 
and the product. The Bill aims at protecting the means of production, 
which is land ; but does not protect the crop which is the product of land. 
Of what use, I should like to ask the Government, is land to me, which 
may be in my name, if the product of that land is not assured to me 1 Of 
what use is the ownership of the land to a man unless its product is 
protected! The Honourable Minister is an advocate of the principle 
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·of private property. I ask him; what is the use of private property if the 
.owner does not get the benefit of it l The land may not be attached; 
but the produce of the land-the standing crops, the grain in his cotta ere
may be attached. How is this measure going to help the peasant at ~ll 1 
Of course, ownership of land may give him psychological satisfaction. 
]fthat is the object of the Bill, I have nothing to say. But psychological 
:satisfaction cannot satisfy hunger wh-tch is a physical need. 

Sir, this measure is really in the interest: not of the small holder, but 
.of the savkars. If you protect the means of production of the peasant 
but not the product, it means that the means of production is to be used 
by its owner not for his own benefit but for the benefit of the sowcar 
who is the owner of the product. The small holder will sow in order 
that the money-lender may reap. 

The Honourable ~lr. K. M. MUNSHI: On a point of explanation, Sir. 
I have aheady stated-! hope my honourable friend has listened to it
that Government propose to issue a notification by which the agricul
·tural produce will be non-attachable for a year. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, Government announce that they pro
pose to issue such and such orders. We cannot rely on mere proposals. 
·we know that the " Lokashakti " circular was issued by Government. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I will now deal with the details of the 
]ill. Even the limited relief which is proposed to be given to the small 
holder is not in any way likely to help him. The sale of land is not going 
to stop automatically as soon as this Bill comes into force. The debtor 
_will have to apply to the Collector. Are the Government going to 
provide him with the money with the help of which he may apply to the 
(Jollector 1 Are they going to pay him the expenses involved in the 
process 1 Are they going to pay him his pleader's fees 1 Do not 
Government realise that they are putting the burden of applying ~o the 
·Collector on an illiterate man 1 This is a measure which is intended to 
give relief to the peasant. But you --do not realise what a heavy 
burden you are imposing upon him. I will tell you a story. It happened 
very recently in the Ratnagiri District. In that district the Deccan 
Agriculturists' Relief Act is in operation. A poor untouchable peasant 
was sued for recovery of debt amounting toRs. 15. Naturally, he had 
no money to engage a pleader. He went to the court, and the creditor 
told the court that he was a merchant, because sometimes he sold 
grass in the hazar. So he was declared to be a merchant, and the 
relief which was intended to be given under the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act was denied to him. 

~Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: On a point of information. Will the 
nonourable member please quote the name of the village for corrobora
tion of the information that he has given ! 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will not allow the honourable 
member to criticise any judgment of a court of law. He has cited the 
case as an instance only ; that is enough. 

)lr. S. V. PARULEKAR: For the information of-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not necessary; that would 
mean referring to the judgment. I do not think I should permit criticism 
of a judgment of a court of law. 

~lr. S. V. PARULEKAR : I would have given credit to the Govern
ment if they had incorporated in the Bill a provision whereby instead of 
compelling the debtor to apply to the Collector, the creditor was made to 
make an application to that officer asking that the sale of land ought to 
take place. Instead of that, the burden of applying to the Collector has 
been thrown upon the debtor. And yet the debtor is being told by this 
Government that he is going to get relief. Sir, the peasant may be 
illiterate; he may be poor; but. he is not so naive as to swallow all that 
is told to him by the Ministry. 

There is another condition provided for in this Bill, and that is a still 
harsher condition. The debtor must pay one year's interest to the 
decree-holder before the sale can be stopped. He must deposit the 
amount either with the creditor or with the Collector. The whole 
difficulty arises because of the fact that in spite of all their protests, 
Government do not realise how horrible the conditions of the agricul
turists are. I do not doubt that they may have swept or whitewashed 
the houses of the peasantry. But I must say that they fail. to ullder· 
stand the problem of the agrarian indebtedness. The whole difficulty 
in the case of the small peasant arises because he has not got enough 
money to pay either interest or capital to the money-lender. I do not 
understand what difference it is going to make to him i£ he is asked to 
apply to the Collector after paymg off one year's interest instead of 
paying the dues to the moneylender. If you add the expense that he has 
to incur in applying to the Collector to one year's interest, you will find 
that the relief which he is going to get under this Bill is practically nil. 

Now, Sir, the Bill gives the Collector. the power to aJlow the sale.of 
land in certain cases. One phrase which I will quote from this Bill will 
reveal to the House the fact that in framing this Bill Government have 
taken more scrupulous care to safeguard the interests of the creditor 
than to protect those of the debtor. In the proviso to clause 3 (1) they 
say: 

"11rovided that such proreedings shall not be stayed if the Collect.or for reasons to be 
n'<'orded in writing is of opinion on the application by the decree-holder that such stay 
will ra.use substantial loss to such decree-holder." 

They are anxious about the loss that would be caused to the decree
holder, but they are not going to take into consideration the fact that if 
the debt<>r is compelled to pay, he will starve, that his family will starve, 
that they will have t<> go into the streets, that they will have to commit 
suicide. That is a state of affairs which does not appeal ro the Govern
ment benches. All that they want and care for is that substantial loss 
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~hould not he caused to the creditor class, the money-lender class, whose 
mterests they represent. All the safegu~rds which are proYided for in 
the Bill are such that if we consider the Bill in its totality, we will 
necessarily come to the conclusion that the Bill will not benefit the 
agriculturists. 

The Bill is also intended to give some relief to the tenants. They have 
put down two conditions which wi'lrentitle the tenant to haYe some 
protection under the Act. The first condition is that he must be the 
continuous tiller of the particular piece of land since 1932. Now, if 
this. condition were to. be fulfi.lled, will Government tell us what 
percentage of agricultural tenants will get relief 1 It will be hardly 
30 pet cent. This iS a temporary measure, and therefore it was 
necessary that the Bill should have provided that no tenant who had 
been in possession of the land last year should be evicted. If Govern
ment had done that, it would have been possible to say that they really 
wanted to do something to satisfy the claims of the agricultural tenants. 
They maintain that the tenant must have tilled the soil for six years 
uninterruptedly since 1932 before he could be allowed to continue 
to till it. · Ia that relief 1 A tenant tills the soil of another landlord 
because he has no other means of maintenance. This fact seems to have 
been lost sight of by the Honourable Minister. If that is the case, 
is it fair that a tenant who has cultivated the land for three years, should 
be asked to leave the land and go anywhere he liked 1 Can it be right ? 
Where can he· go 1 · What can he do ? This instance may not perhaps 
appool to the honourable members of the lower middle classes on the 
opposite benches, and I would therefore take an instance which would 
appeal to them. Suppose there is a clerk who has worked for three 
years, and at the end of three years if the employer asked him to leave 
the job and go anywhere he liked, would it be . a just proposition 1 
Similarly, would it be a just proposition to ask the tenant who has tilled 
.the soil for three years to leaYe the l~n.d and go anywhere he liked 1 

[At this stage an honourable member was seen crossing tlte floor.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. I have often and 
often invited the attention of the h01iourable members to the fact that 
they should not cross the floor when any honourable member is speaking. 
The honourable member Mr. Parulekar may continue his speech. 

Mr. S. V. PARtJLEK.AR: This is not a permanent measure; this 
is to be in force till the end of March 1939. If you really wanted to help 
the a!!ricultural tenants, you ought to have laid down in this Bill that 
those

0
persons who had tilled t~e piece of land_ last _ye~r should c?ntin~e 

to till it. As they have not mcorporated this prmc1ple even m this 
temporary measure, we can well imagine what will be the character 9f 
the permanent measure. It is bound to be much more reactionary than 
this Bill. 
· Sir, there is yet another condition which must be fulfilled before the 
tenant can continue to till the piece of land for another year and that 
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condition is that he must pay the rent due from him for the previous 
year. If he is to pay the rent, where is the necessity of Government 
protection 1 No legislation would be necessary to compel the landlord 
to continue his tenant in that case. No doubt, legally the landlord 
can ask the tenant to leave his land. But what generally happens is that 
when a tenant pays the rent he is allowed to continue. 

I, therefore, think that this Bill is not meant to give relief to the 
agricultural tenant, but it is meant to help the landlord to recover the 
rent compulsorily from the tenant. I doubt if you are really serious 
in your efforts to give some relief to the tenants. You have promised 
that you are going to consider the rent question, but till you have done 
that, let the tenants continue to till the land whether they pay the rent 
or not. Is not Government aware that the rents are so exorbitant that 
the tenants cannot afford to pay them! With all these safeguards in 
favour of the landlord and the moneylender, how can any one believe 
that the Bill is going to give any relief to the peasants 1 I do admit 
that this is a measure of relief ; there is no doubt about it. It is a 
measure of relief, but it does not give relief to the agriculturists. It is 
a measure which gives relief to the Congress Ministry. It helps them 
to save their face. It gives them an opportunity to go to the masses 
again and to tell that they have done something though they have done 
nothing. That is why I have come to the conclusion that this is not 
a measure which will give relief to the peasantry, but that it is a Bill 
which will give relief to the Congress 1\finistry which is in power today. 
With these words, I resume my seat. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI (Surat and Rander Cities): 
The intention at the back of the mind of Government in bringing this 
measure-a brief, temporary, palliative measure-has been described 
by the last speaker as probably an attempt on the part of Government 
only to save their face before the public. How far that is true is a matter 
which we could find o1,1t only if we could peep into the conscience of the 
opposite benches. However, as things go, possibly my honourable 
friend (Mr. Parulekar) may be right. As to the merits and the 
details of the Bill, I think those honourable members who represent 
the agricultural classes are better fitted to enter into them. I, for one, 
wish to point out one difficulty, which appears to me as an important 
difficulty to which, I hope, the honourable members on the Government 
benches would give their best attention. 

The Bill implies a moratorium to the agricultural classes-to the 
indebted classes. Our honourable friend (Mr. Parulekar) read out a long 
explanation of that word from the encyclopredia. I would like to add 
one more to it. I do not know whether that interpretation would be 
acet>pted by the authors of the encyclopredia, but it may be said, if that 
word can be interpreted as an interim, breathing time, it is a moratorium 
to the Government benches, to gain time to bring in a complete Bill 
\rhich they promise to bring ; and in the meanwhile, as the honourable 
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member has alleged, to save their face before the public they have brought 
this Bill ·However, whatever that be, I think the honourable members 
on the ministerial benches realise that whatever they do, they have to 
show and prove to this House that they do that thing as practical 
administrators. ·They have extended this Bill, as they call it, by way of 
breathing time to the indebted classes for about a year; but they 
have. not told us as. to how that indehted class is to carry on its affairs 
during the interim period. Knowing that this Bill is going to come 
out as an Act, the creditors who would be affected by it, are perhaps 
already taking steps to see that they do not suffer. The indebted class 
has suffered a greatdeal for many years, but their condition would be 
worse still during this one year. Where are they to go 1 Their needs 
arise. every day. What is to be done 1 The procedure which 
has been dealt with by the last speaker and which the honourable 
mover of the Bill pointed out is that the debtor should go to the 
Collector and. put his case before him for one thing or another. 
The last speaker has pointed out that it means expense to the man. 
Where is he to get that money 1 He is an indebted person. That little 
sowkar of his, who was very much disappointed in him for all 
the advances he made to him, is still willing to advance him a little 
inoney and he can carry on. That would be stopped. Where is this 
manto go 1 Possibly the reply would come that he can fall back upon 
the help of the co-operative credit societies. I do not know whether 
that is going to be the reply, but if that were the reply, I might inform 
the Honourable Minister-probably he. knows it, I know it full well
that the process of getting money on credit from the co-operative credit 
societies is a long process and probably in many cases it takes about 
six months, ~alf the period of the interim period which this Bill gives 
to the indebted class. How are his affairs to get on 1 Now, there is 
another little remedy provided for the yearly "tenant who cannot be 
evicted by the landlord. As soon as the landlord knows that the poor 
tenant, who continues there not as a friend or as a useful element or a 
useful'unit of the whole holding but as an enemy, as one whom the land
lord intended to evict but cannot do so because of this Bill, he looks at 
him with abhorrence and therefore any...assistance or any help his tenant 
could get from his landlord would also be stopped and would not be 
extended to him during this period.· What is he to do in the meanwhile 1 
Government have taken trouble to provide. t~is remedy which I think 
is only a·palliative, a sort of a peaceful breathing time for Government 
to bring in their Bill for which they want one long year. Why did they 
not give their best and full attention to redeeming their promises given 
to the country 1 That is one point I wanted to make as to what they 
have thought, if they are really studying the question, of the best interests 
of this poor man in the field. If that is their intention .that he should 
be saved, what have they done or what do they intend to do to save 
him for the period of one year, until :March 1939 1 Until they· have 
a decided mind on that question, they would be sinning against the poor 
man in bringing this Bill and creating ttoubles for those unfortunate 
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people to a worse degree than they hav~ been suffering frol!l in the past. 
I hope the Honourable Mover would pomt out to the House as to what is 
it that they have thought of in connection with this. I do not wish to 
enter into the details of the Bill because there are honourable members 
of the House who are better fitted, as I have said, but this one thing 
must be prominently brought to the notice of the members on the 
treasury benches, and some assurance must be given or some satisfactory 
reply, some practical tangible reply, must be given as to how these 
people are to get on for the 12 months that lie ahead. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : Mr. Speaker, Sir, my 
Honourable Colleague, when he moved the Bill, explained the purpose 
of the Bill and Government's intention connected with it. I may say 
in the beginning that the real purpose of bringing this Bill before the 
House is to see that Government get full time to prepare the Bills that 
they have the intention of preparing for the redemption of debts of 
agriculturists and tenancy legislation. It may be argued that the Bills 
could have been prepared straightway and could have been brought 
before this House. We tried to do so but found that it was not easy 
to prepare the Bills so hurriedly and bring them before this House in 
this session. It so happened in the meanwhile that on account of 
various rumours spread in this presidency in connection with measures 
'that were going to be brought before this House, some of the sowkars 
got frightened and we received complaints after complaints that 

, suits are filed in order to recover the debts. Notices are given by land· 
lords to tenants in various places in order to vacate the land because the 
landlords want that if that way they will succeed in making all the 
tenants vacate lands they may not have to pay the penalty of allowing 
their tenants to be p~rmanent tenants in case such legislation was passed 
by this House. It became, therefore, necessary that Government should 
in the meanwhile take steps to see that the classes of people to whom 
Government want to give relief are not cheated of that relief by any such 
actions in the meanwhile. It is open to some people to take credit for 
stampeding Government into a Bill like this. Whatever I may say is 
not going to prevent them from saying what they like, but I can only 
say that this Bill was decided upon about two months ago when Govern
ment decided what attitude to take and what steps to take for the relief 
of agricultural indebtedness. It is not necess':try for Gover.Qment to 

state just at present what Bills they meari to bring 
in in future in connection with the Bill that is 

3-30 p.m. brought before the House now. But I think, to have 
a better understanding of this Bill, it is necessary 

that I should gh·e an idea as to what we expect to do in connection with 
relief to the agricultural indebtedness. The question can be met in two 
ways--one, by a compulsory composition of all agricultural debts, and 
the other way is by voluntary conciliation. After along consideration, 
Go,·ernment have come to the conclusion that it would not be possible 
or it would not be proper or even of advantage to the persons concerned 
to have a Bill for compulsory composition for all classes of people, but 
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it is necessary to have a measure of compulsory composition for the class 
of small holders who are covered by the present Bill, and Government 
do intend to bring in a Bill to relieve their indebtedness by that method. 

For the other class of people, Government intend to set up debt conci
liation boards where there would be voluntary conciliation, and, as I said 
earlier, as we cannot or as we shoul<l.not prepare a Bill like that in a 
hurry-so that hurry may not make us lose sight of the harmful effect& 
of a provision like that-we decided not to bring in a Bill like that in a 
hurry but to take more time over it, and in the meanwhile to see that 
the people who are covered by this are not adversely affected on account 
of the delay in bringing in this Bill. 

Then, as regards this Bill, it is argued that we have made no provi
sion for agricultural tenants in this Bill. Unfortunately, these remarks 
are made because of ignorance of the provisions of the Land Revenue 
Code as it exists today. If a reference had been made to the definition 
of holding land, it would have been seen that to hold land means to be 
awfully in possession of land, whether such possession is actual or not. 
It does not mean ownership, but it means anybody who is in possession 
ofland. · 

:M:r. S. V. PARULEKAR: The agricultural tenants are not in posses· 
sion of any land. 

The Honourable Mr. :MORARJI R. DESAI : I have nothing to say to 
persons who refuse to see reason, but what I have stated is what the 

· English language of the Code plainly means, and I do maintain that 
a tenant is in possession of land and is in lawful possession of land. That 
is why he does hold it. , · ; 

Then it is stated that we did not cover the agricultural labourers by 
this Bill ; but I do not know i£ there are any suits against agricultural 
labourers in a court of law and what judgments are passed against their 
property, as I believe they have no property. This Bill is primarily 
meant to save lands from going into the hands of non-agriculturists, and 
to save the large agricultural class and to enable it to improve the agri
cultural conditions in this country. 

Then, it is said that on account of some provisions the payment of rent 
· will be inequitable, that is, as regards the protection given to tenants. 
I do not know what would happen if we said that the tenants cannot be 
evicted at all under any conditions; but I can easily imagine that no 
rents would be paid this year if such a provision were passed, and I do not 
think Government would be justified in bringing in a measure like that. 
There is no intention on the part of anybody to make the tenants 
dishonest and I do not see what harm there would be i£ the tenants pay 
a year's rent as they have been paying usually [Interruption]. And 
then we are not bringing here a legislation for wiping off debts or rents 
or expropriating property, but we are bringing in a measure to give help 
to the class which is at present engaged in agriculture and that help 
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ou<Yht to be consistent with what we can do reasonably and legally. It 
ha~ been asked what arrangements we have made for supplying credit 
to the people who will be affected by this Bill. It was mainly because of 
this that we have confined ourselves to the small holders, and Govern· 
ment do hope that they will be able to give help to those people for 
agricultural operations by way of co-operative credit societies and also 
in another form. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: I am sorry to interrupt 
you; I have pointed out that the real, practical difficulty that the 
process-

The Honourable :Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: If you would only give 
me a chance, I will explain. 

The procedure of co-operative credit societies is certainly cumbersome 
in many cases, but we shall see that the lengthy procedure is shortened 
and that people are not put to difficulties because of that lengthy process ; 
and with regard to the short-term loans there is no lengthy process as 
the honourable the Leader of the Muslim League tells us in this House. 
Even if it is so, Government will certainly see that the procedure is 
shortened and help is given by the co-operative credit societies wherever 
they are functioning properly. But even where.there are no co-operative 
societif'.s, Government do intend, as far as possible, to give help for 
carrying on agricultural operations to this class of people. 

Then there was a question about the help to tenants. I am. afraid 
I am not able to see what help is needed to be given, because, so far as 
I know, a few of the landlords give any help to their tenants for carrying 
on cultivation. That is so far as I have been able to observe in many 
parts of this Presidency, and supposing they were receiving the help, 
what is the course that the honourable member would suggest 1 Should 
we not give any protection as intended in this Bill1 

This Bill is brought before this House only in order to see 
that the tenants are not adversely affected before the tenancy 
legislation is brought before this House and it is also because of 
that that we have not included all the tenants in this Bill. The 
tenants who are tenants only for a year, that is, this year, have 
not been given protection, because Government do not contemplate 
making all tenants permanent tenants. If Government had intended 
that, they should certainly have made that provision in this Bill, because, 
if these tenants are not to be made permanent tenants, then it is no use 
giving them any protection for one year and then telling them next year 
that they are liable to be evicted and they should be evicted by the land
lords. We have here placed the limit at 1932, because we thought that 
it would not be possible, perhaps, to give that sort of permanency to 
tenants who are of a shorter duration. Of course, there would be a desire 
on the part of many or of some to declare all tenants permanent tenants, 
.Lut then there would also be the desire to take away all the lands from the 
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absentee landlords and distribute them among the labourers. There, 

. may be also a desire in the minds of several people to destroy property 
altogether. But all these things are not possible at present at any rate· 
or for some years, as far as I can see. But I am not concerned with that. 
I am only concerned with the fact that Government are bringing this Bill 
solely with the view of taking time to prepare the two Bills which they 
want to bring before this House for thtHelief of agricultural indebtedness. 
on sound lines and to give protection to the people who are likely to be 
affected by these Bills in the meanwhile. 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : :Mr. Speaker, Sir, had it 
not been for the desire excited in me by hearing the distribution of land 
among peasants by the Honourable Minister for Revenue, I would not 
have thought it necessary to stand up and offer my remarks on the 
present problem. But, Sir, further I am entitled to speak on this 
question in view of the fact that I have given notice of amendments, of the 
fate of which I am not aware. However, I shall take part in the debate 
whether my amendments are allowed to be moved or not--

. The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendments need not be 
debated upon at this stage, fearing their fate. The honourable member· 
can go on with his speech and be optimistic about the fate o£ his 
amendments. 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABVALA .: The unfortunate position in which the 
Government are placed is that they are obliged to keep up the continu
ance of the existing capitalist system. As such, they will always be 
bringing measures like the ·one we have before us. From a capitalist 
point of view, it is a step forward in the right direction, but from a prole
tarian point of view, it is a step backward and in the wrong direction .. 
It pretends to give some kind of relief from indebtedness to the agricul
turists, but it does not satisfy the larger economic purpose in view. 
Government will begin to realise the glaring blunders in course o£ time 

. when they actually begin to work the provisions of the Bill as the very 
principle of small holdings is unsound as an economic phase in any 
well-organised body politic. 

About 18 or 19 years ago, a similar condition had arisen in Russia. 
There the problem was really faced and solveu by the proletariat, the 
Government of the day handling the situation in a courageous manner· 
and not in the sweet manner and with a suave-worded policy like that of 
the Honourable the Revenue Minister. They faced the problem in a truly 
proletarian spirit and got over the situation by removing the whole 
system of private possession and appropriation of lands of the land
owning class in the interest of socialism. They reserved lands only for 
the peasant agriculturists. Gradually they developed the system by 
which land could be held under the state only for the purpose of society 
as a whole. But even today the problem of the small-holding commu
nity they have not been completely able to solve, even though the whole 
economic system has been very cleverly and ingeniously devised under-
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the requirements of increasing forces of the world socialism. These 
small-holders are yet a stumbling block in the matter Of evolving the 
correct classless communistic state of society. 

Under the present condition, Government think that they have under 
consideration the question of relief of agricultural indebtedness and the 
regulation of tenancy. The framing of a bold scheme for a correct 
purpose requires careful consideration at the hand of the State. The 
Honourable Minister for Revenue has declared, while expatiating on the 
problem, that it was the intention of Government to institute a system 
of debt conciliation. They are still running after measures of conciliation, 
arbitration and such other means which, I am sure, are not going to solve 
the very hard problem of a heavy indebtedness that is facing us. Accord~ 
ing to the report of the Banking Enquiry Committee, the agricultural 
indebtedness of this Presidency is 100 crores and over. I do not think 
that they will be able to wipe out this debt .even within a century, if 
they go on in the way in which they are now doing, namely, relief, remis" 
sion, conciliation and arbitration. Therefore, the best thing for Govern· 
ment to do is to totally wipe off the debt once for all. This was what 
was suggested to them in Poona when we were discussing the budget. 
Government have not yet thought about it seriously. The position in: 
which they are placed is acceptedly an awkward one and so they have to 
bring in hopeless Bills of this kind which the House is not in a mood to 
accept without amending its many flaws, because it does not solve the 
problem radically. This measure will not appeal to the large masses 
outside and those who are sensible members inside the House. But 
I am afraid this will be carried. Now, Government want breathing time. 
That is what the Honourable Minister says. They say that they want to 
have breathing time to evolve a programme to wipe out this debt and the 
present one is an intermediary measure towards the suggested aim ; 
but they have not declared how they are going to accomplish it. We do 
not know what conspiracy is going on behind the Secretariat. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 
Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I meant only, Sir, what consultations are 

going on. I say only that they have not taken us into confidence. 
As regards the clauses of the Bill, we find that in clause 3 Government 

give some kind of relief or pretend to give to the small holder some 
kind of relief. We do not know why this power to the decree-holde:t; 
~an at all be given to him, if the aim of Government is what is put forth 
m the statement of objects and aims. If this power is given to him, 
naturally the balance will be turned against the poor small landholder 
himself. It is stated " and on the amount of the interest, as specified 
under sub-section (2) being paid to the decree-holder or deposited with 
the Collector, : the proceedings shall be stayed only on that condition. 
That means, that the decree·holder has still a clutch upon the throat of 
the poor small holder or the agricultural tenant. The agriculturist lu!.s 
to pay the interest before proceedings can be stayed. And power is 
left to the Collector to determine that proceedings .shall not be stayed 
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even when interest is paid. Is this relief or sham of it 1 It is but 
a face-saving device. 

Proceeding further to sub-clauses (2) and (3) of clause 3, these sub
clauses give more powers to the decree-holder, that is, the money-lender, 
the shahukar. They are entirely such as should not be permitted by 
a pre-supposedly liberal-minded Congress. Government like this,-I mean 
to say a Government that pretend thatihey exist, somewhat at least, for 
the good of the masses. These sub-clauses take away even the very grace 
underlying the purpose of this Bill. Sole power is left in the hands o£ 
the decree-holder, that is, the creditor. Therefore, Sir, if sub-clauses (2) 
and (3) of clause 3 are not removed, then certainly the very purpose of 
this Bill will be frustrated, I am afraid. 

Then, Sir, the period of time is very short. I should s!l.y that the period 
for moratorium intended under the Bill should be such as to permit 
of the resuscitation of the economic condition of the debtor himself. Till 
such time as the economic condition of the indebted man will enable 
him to stand on his own legs it will be impossible to help the very client 
in whose interest the Bill is obviously framed. This Bill must have 
effect only when the revised economic state of the land-holder permits 
him to repay the obligations. 

Sir, coming to the last portion, clause 9, which gives powers to the 
Assistant Collector or the Deputy Collector or such officer as may be 
empowered by the Collector. Now, that is the longest rope possible 
with which this Bill must be hanged. What is the present condition 1 
The subordinate officials are not a little known for their art of corruption. 
Therefore, it would be meet on the part of the Honourable. Minister in 
charge to let the sanction come ultimately from the Collector himself. 
Investigations may be made by the subordinate officials as a matter of 
course, but the Ultimate sanction must come from the Collector himself 
who may be directly responsible to the Minister, i.e. the State. 

Last of all, Sir, I have to say one thing, and that is this. Instead of 
going about in this fashion, the present Government should have insti
tuted a very large measure of system bfwhich mass production could be 
advanced and for that purpose they should have gone in for the total 
abolition of the small holdings. The small holders are not going to 
solve the economic problem under our revised agrarian system. Mass 
production, communes, and artels : these are the live facts in our new 
renovated system under which our country can solve its problems to the 
common benefit of all. There should be equality of provision of food, 
clothing and other amenities of life for all the different factors 
in the State. 

Sir, though I need not oppose the first reading of the Bill, yet I dare
say that there are many flaws in the present Bill which should be repaired 
in a Select Committee appointed for the purpose. I assert Government 
have not gone about it in the right way. 
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Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I support the Bill, because 
it is temporary. While doing so, I may assure you that I am not 
insensible, though my honourable friend )lr. Jhabvala ·may call me 
insensible. I support it because of the admission by Gowrnment that 
relief is necessary to the agriculturist. Up to this time, no Government 
have admitted that fact. The agriculturis.ts are suffering for a long time 
on account of the abnormal fall in prices and on account of many other 
reasons. Beyond showing lip sympathy no Government have up to 
this time done anything in the matter. But here is a Government which 
not only admits the necessity, but is also doing something by legislation. 
For that reason, I support the Bill. 

Honourable members think that it is a very simple matter to relieve 
the agriculturists from their indebtedness. I think it is not at all 
a simple matter ; it is a very difficult matter. Not only this Govern
ment, but the next Government also will not be in a position to solve it 
completely. But while supporting the Bill I do not commit myself 
to the acceptance of the other principles involved in it. By this Bill we 
are deprived of the possession of our land ; we are also deprived of the 
right of cultivating our land. I mean that even the small holders are 
deprived of the right of cultivating their land. I am a small holder ; 
I did not cultivate my land from the year 1932 to 1937 for certain reasons, 

· and I gave it to a certain tenant ; and although in 1938 I want to cultivate 
my land~ I cannot evict the tenant because he has paid the rent. 
That is. a principle, which, if introduced in a permanent measure, will 
create a great wrong. So, in a permanent measure such principles should 
be introduced with great caution. 

The next point is that it is not the holders of five acres of land alone 
that require relief. Holders holding more than five acres are also in 
actual need of relief. People think that landlords are flourishing while 
agriculturists are in distress. That is not the case at all. The 
landlords are in an equally miserable condition as the agriculturists 
themselves. 

Mr. S. V. PARlJLEKA.R: Are they! 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : They are. Therefore, not only the small 
holders but all the agriculturists as defined in the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act are in need of relief. And I hope that when the permanent 
measures are brought before the House this fact will also be taken into 
consideration. ' 

With these words, I support the Bill. 

(The llouse re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

~lr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West) : lli. Speaker, Sir, when I first read 
the statement of objects and reasons of this Bill, I was very gla.d and 
happy that the principle of moratorium had been accep~d by the ~ngress 
Party. In fact, the wording used in that statement is really tall and 
noble. But aft~r reading the statement of objects and reasons, if one 
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turns to the body of the Bill, one finds oneself under an illusion which 
will not only continue when the Bill is read by a member, but also when 
it goes to the statute book. Even then it will be a sort o£ illusion for the 
common folks, for the common peasants, for the agriculturists at large, 
for whOm it is meant. 

I find, Sir, that there is nothing in this Bill which can properly be called 
a measure to relieve agricultural indebtedness. If I might say so, it is 
devoid_of flesh and blood. I may even go to the e:lient of saying
! believe I will not be far from the truth-that it is nothing but a ghost 
of moratorium. I advisedly use the word " ghost ", because it will be 
a ghost in the form of warrant of seizure in the hands of the money-lender. 
I cannot at all see any clause which is fully and sincerely meant for the 
amelioration of the indebted agricultural classes. 

At the outset, I would not be out of place i£ I read the election manifesto 
of the Congress Party, which perhaps they had drawn up in lighter vein 
when most of them were irresponsible leaders or party men. It -was 
perhaps drafted in what I should call a forced heroic manner-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not want to come in the way 
of the honourable member's reading any election manifestoes, but I may • 
point out that whatever relevancy they may have, is, to my mind, very 
remote. These questions are being referred to in this House so many 
times that it is better that attention is confined only to specific measures. 
The measure before the House is this particulg.r Bill. I therefore expect 
honourable members not to refer to these matters as far as possible. 
I am not prepared to say that they are not at all relevant. In my view, 
they may be very remotely relevant-the relevancy is so remote as to-
border on irrelevancy. · 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : Sir, I was not going to read the whole of the mani
festo. I was only going to read that part of it which is of .immediate 
concern to this particular Bill. Paragraph 8 of the manifesto reads : 

" Pending the formulation of a fuller programme, the Congress reiterates its declaration 
made a.t Karachi that it stands for exempting uneconomic holdings from payment 
of rent. 

The question of indebtedness requires urgent consideration, and the formulation of 
a scheme including the declaration of a moratorium-" 

I want to impress those words upon the House-

" including the declaration of a. moratorium, and inquiry into and scaling down of 
debts and the provision of cheap credit facilities by the State. This relief should extend 
to the agricultural tenants, peasant proprietors, small land holders a.nd petty traders." 

By reading this, Sir, one can easily understand and make out what the~ 
aspirations were when they were not in power. Today, naturally, thetr 
constituencies, the public at large, who have elected them, expect th~m 
to do what they promised to do. It was a public declaration for gettmg 
votes. Why should they not practise their gospel now ~ I ask that 
plain question to the Honourable 1\Iinister in charge as well as to the 
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Government. I understand that a responsible :Minister .of the Govern
ment had uttered some words in the conferences held during the last two 
months, to the efiect that agricultural indebtedness was mainly due to 
the agriculturists' own wrongs-in other words, agricultural indebtedness 
was technically unproductive. But this ·is an illusion under which the 
members as well as the Ministers live. I would like to clear that cloud 
which covers them and makes them draft Bills of the type that is presen
ted for discussion in this House. I would ask them to read what is known 
as the Bombay Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee Report. 
Indebtedness is of two kinds-productive and unproductive. We will 
have three groups-one group representing indebtedness incurred for 
obviously productive purposes; for example, for the purpose of buying 
cattle and implements which are immediately concerned with agriculture. 
The second group represents indebtedness incurred for unproductive 
purposes but which is strictly incidental or auxiliary to the agricultural 
busineEs: and the third group includes indebtedness which is incurred 
for what is called unproductive purposes. Taking these things into 
consideration, the Bombay Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee has 
broadly laid down that the agricultural indebtedness in our country, as 
existing today, is as follows:- · 

"27·4 per cent., obviously for productive purposes; 
60·6 per cent., immediately concerned with the productive purposes, and 
12 per cent., only for unproductive purposes." 

From this quotation, the Honourable Minister will convince himself 
that agricultural indebtedness, as it is called, is not due to the fault of the 
peasants, but it is there because of the circumstances, because of the 
environments, because of the times, because of the country in which they 
live. Sir, if we read the books on the problem of indebtedness, we will 
find that the agricultural indebtedness in our country, especially in the 
Bombay Presidency, is to the extent of Rs. 150 crores. In the year 1929, 
it was only 80 crores of rupees, but when the morass of great depression 
caught hold of India, and other countries of the world, our indebtedness 
went up by leaps and bounds, and today it stands at 150 crores of rupees. 
I say this on the authority of that eminent publicist Sir M. Visvesvaraya. 
If this is the state of affairs in our country and if this is the state of affairs 
of our peasants, why should you not, as you have promised, bring in a Bill 
which would really serve the purpose-really and honestly serve the 
purpose of the peasants ! 

If we go into the details of this Bill, we will find that there are many 
ugly features. In fact, I find that everything that has been given by 
the clauses has been taken away by the provisos and exceptiollB. It is 
like giving ten rupees to a man and taking back nine rupees from him. 
I do not think any reasonable person would say that this is a job which 
they are expected to do, or that this is a Bill which they are expected to 
bring. 

I wanted to examine in detail the main features of the present Bill, 
but as amendments are coming, I would not take the time of the House ; 
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yet, I would say that the provisos of the Bill take away almost every
thing that is given. I do not want to dispute what an economic holding 
is, but certainly in matters of non-agricultural lands, which they define 
as 15 acres of dry land, I do not think that 15 acres of land would be an 
economic holding from any point of view. 

The second thing is, as stated by my h_onourable friend Mr. Parulekar, 
that the decrees should be stayed on ... the application of the judgment 
debtor. If we take into consideration all the circumstances under which 
the peasant lives, it will be impossible for him economically to find a 
person who would apply for the stay of a decree; it would be impossible 
for him to approach the Collector; it would be impossible for him to 
epend that money which he is expected to do for the stay of a decree. 
I find the provisions which art' laid down in favour of the moneylender 
are so very exorbitant and are so favourable to him, that with the 
resources at his disposal he has only to lift his little finger and his purpose 
will be served. This Bill, therefore, does not at all serve the purpose 
of the peasant, but it serves the purpose of the person who troubles him 
off and on. 

I would not, at this juncture, try to go into the other details of this 
Bill, but certainly I should like to impress upon the Government the 
results which would take place if a proper measure is not passed. If the 
peasant is not released from this heavy burden, then there will be, what 
I consider to be, a national loss. We all know that the profession of 
agriculture is the mainstay of our country, and if the person at the back 
of the plough is not properly treated, is not properly considered, then 
perhaps the whole country will remain poverty-stricken, as it was and 
as it is today. What will happen 1 The best which a peasant would 
like to put in the land will not be put .. The second'thing that will happen 
is the acceleration of the transfer of lands into the handA of the absentee 
landlords; and the third important thing that will happen is that the 
bigger landlords will swallow up the smaller peasants. The peasant 
proprietors would be converted into tenants-at-will. In the face of such 
results, would Government like to bring in such a half-hearted measure 
and pass it through this House ? If th_ey are really concerned with the 
welfare of the masses, with the welfare of the peasants, as they claim to be, 
I do not think they will try to solve this problem in this way. · 

As there are doubting Thomases who say that this is a solution curious 
to our own country, I would quote the instances of other foreign civilized 
countries which have tried to solve this problem successfully. For 
their information: I would like to quote from the League of Nations World 
Economic Survey for 1934-35-

" In Belgium a law was passed in July 1933 empowering courts to postpone mortgage 
debt payments. From June 1933 auction sales of farmers' property wer~ suspended 
in Czecho·Slovakia. In the U. S. A. there was a good deal of refinancmg of farm 
mortgages by new government agencies and the Fa.zier Lemke Act imposed virtually 
complete moratorium of farm indebtedness." 

I would not try to quote Italy and Germany. Now having quoted 
this, I want only to appeal to the House, I want to appeal to Government 
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a;pecially and ask them to s~ that whatever amendmen!s might co~e 
from this part oft he House w1ll be gracefully acct'pted ana pas..c;ed. Th1s 
is a problem which does not require piecemeal tinkering, but it shall be 
thoroughly onrhauled. The Honourable Minister for Revenue said, 
it shall not be possible for ordinary tenants to be permanent tenants. 
I would not deal 'With that, but I would say that that sort of psychology 
should now evaporate. With these words, I might say that the 
peasants who are today hungering for bread shall not be anrded 
stone. 

~lr. B. K. GAIKW.AD (Nasik West) (Addressed the Bot~se irl JlaratA•): 
Sir, I rise to make a few remarks only to elicit some explanations from 
the Honourable Minister for Revenue. The object of this legislation 
is to prevent lands of owners who possess 5 acres bagayat or 15 acres 
jirayat land. from being sold. I nnt to know from the Honourable 
Rennue Minister whether one family of an agriculturist can live with 
a minimum of comfort on the small holding described in the Bill for 
one year. Then, suppose a man owns 5 acres and one guntha of 
bagayat or 15 acres and 2 or 3 gunthas of jirayat land. Will such 
a man be entitled to the benefit of this Bill ! 

The Honourable the ReYenue Minister pleaded want of enough time to 
bring forward a properly prepared Bill. May I know from the 
Honourable llinister Mr. Desai how many years are necessary for the 
~Iin.istry for framing a perfect Bill ! The Congress llinistry: has been in 
power since last 6 or 7 months. If they wanted more time to prepare 
a perfect Bill, they should haYe taken their own time instead of 
lmrriedly bringing forward an ill-digt'sted measure. 

As regards the honourable membt'r Mr. Parulekar's arguments 
rE>garding the poor people such as agriculturiSts being harassed over 
payment of debts, payment of assessment, sowkar's zoolum, as he 
speaks with authority gained from personal experience, I do not wish to 
take more time of the House on this question. 

The Honourable the Rewnue Minister said that he ns giving the 
agricultural tenants r-aluable lessons in honesty by asking them to pay 
a year's rent. But I would like to ask the Honourable Minister 
whether he hugs to the conception that the tenant who works. in the field 
'With all the members of his family day and night throughout the year 
is starring and liYing in half naked condition because he is dishonest ! 
Does he know the miserable life these tenants are living, for want of 
food, for want of clothes for themselves or for their children, for nnt of 
money and does he know how their children die from diseases for nnt 
of medical help which in turn is due to what of money! Does he dare 
to describe them as dishonest ! I am sure no one will dispute the 
proposition that no one <'an be suddenly rich without being 
dishont>st. I wish the Honourable ReYenue Minister appreciates the 
fact that the poor labourers and workers in the field, after a very 
hard day's work, do not get the full benefit of their .labour and 
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toil because somebody ~lse, ~y subtle means, must be depriving 
the poor tenant of the frut of hiS labour. Who that somebody is it is 
for the Honourable :Minister for Revenue to find out. I expect he knows 
who that somebody is. Is it not, therefore, ridiculous that the Honourable 
the Revenue Minister should give lessons in honesty to poor agriculturists 
instead of giving them to those who are dishonest and suck the blood 
of the poor labourers and agriculturaltenants ~ 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I am afraid the 
honourable member did not properly understand my remarks. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : I, for one, would respect the poor field worker 
for his hard work, for his honest work and for his honest rendering of 
assessment to the landlord. It is the labourer to whom great injustice is 
being done. 

As regards assistance to be derived from co-operative credit society 
or tagai, I will tell you of one instance to show how the tagai system works. 
The poor man applies. From the time of his application to the time he 
actually receives cash, what sort of annoyance and misery has the man 
to go through 1 The talati has to be satisfied. The Circle Inspector 
has to be kept pleased. The Mamlatdar's clerk looks to his own share 
of the reward. Then the Mamlatdar is there, of course. One poor 
agriculturist got a tagai advance sanctioned. All these individuals, 
from the talati to the Mamlatdar's clerk, took their own share from the 
tagai amount, with the result that the actual cash which the man received 
was very little. He was a shrewd poor man. In order to ventilate his 
grievance before the Mamlatdar and to bring this matter to his notice, 
he went to him with the balance left and placed it before the Mamlatdar 
and said " Each and every one from the talati to your clerk has helped 
himself to his share out of the tagai loan made to me by you. As you 
too have helped me to get this advance, you may take your share from 
this balance". The Mamlatdar was a good officer. He of course put 
the matter right. But all poor men are not so. shrewd as this man. 

It looks to me .that the Honourable :r.1inister is afraid today of what 
may happen tomorrow. Why should a man, because he is going to die 
·some day, be as good as dead today only 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : It is clear that the 
honourable member has misunderstood my speech. 

. 1\Ir. B. K. GAIKW AD : My honourable friend 1\Ir. Phadake said the 
·workers and labourers are in no worse condition of life than the landlords 
and that the condition of the landlords also is similarly pitiable. Can he 
show me one landlord selling" llfolya" or doing other odd jobs in order 
to eke out a living just as the labourer does 1 There is neither logic 
nor reason in his arguments and so I leave him at that. 

Haste is waste. The honourable member said that because on the 
lOth there was a big procession of agriculturists and workers, Government 
brought forward this Bill. Government might have waited even for four 
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months to bring a properly thought out measure. I would therefore 
suggest to them that. they should wit~draw: the .prese~t "Bill an~ take 
their own time and brmg before us a Bill which will satiSfy both s1des of 
the House. · 

Sardar N. G. VINCHOORKAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): 
Sir, the Honourable the Home Minister in his state-

5 p.m. ment yesterday conceded that this Bill meant 
a modification of rights in respect of land. As this 

means an encroachment on private and vested rights, I have to register 
my protest on behalf of my Constituency. 

In the statement of objects it is mentioned .that this. Bill is meant 
to frustrate the sale of lands. But I do not think that landlords do 
indulge in sale of lands or eviction of tenants in a light or frivolous 
manner ; nor are they happy to do so. Also the provisions of the Land 
Revenue Code are not so loose to the prejudice of the tenants. 

However, Sir, Government have now asked for time; and their idea 
in asking for time is to enable them to bring in legislation foramelioration 
·Of the conditions of the agriculturists. Under these circumstances, to give 
Government full time, I do not propose to oppose the first reading of 
the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : M:r. Speaker, Sir, I have o~y 
a few words to say in reply. I want to say a word in reply to those 
honourable members opposite who thought that they alone had the 
interest of the peasants at heart and that neither this Government nor 
the members on this side of the House ever knew a village or the plight 
of the peasantry. I will remind them that'_there are more members on 
this side of the House than on the other side who have intimate relations 
with villagers and their difficulties. [lnterruptwn]. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: There are more members on 
the Government benches who have gone to villages, lived in the villages, 
and who know the conditions of villagers as well as, if not better than, 
members on the other side of the House who speak the language of 
peasants and walk in the footsteps of aristocrats. [An Honourable 
M e111ber : Question]. It is all right for him to question. · But consider 
what this Government have done already. We have not been advertising 
ourseh·es in the manner in which some members on the other side and 
their associations have been doing. Since this Government came into 
power, the first thing they did was to st<>p all coercive processes of land 
revenue levy throughout the presidency. [Applause]. It has not been 
flaunted on the pages of daily newspapers as some of the little petty 
acth·ities in some distant villages by some of the gentlemen on the 
opposite benches haYe been. Secondly, Sir, the grazing fees, which 
operated most oppressively on the villagers, were immediately. done away 
with. And thirdly, relief was given in many districts administratively. 
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Was not two years' arrears of land revenue wiped out even during the 
first budget session 1 Now, are we to be told that the party in power 
does not know the villagers and does not care for their interests 1 It is 
all right to talk such things, because they happen to be in opposition. 
[Laughter]. Many things could be permitted to them, which, if I would 
let the honourable members on this side speak, will be proved to be not 
only exaggerations but worse .. Butwwe know our responsibility. We 
do not want to disregard the interests of the villagers or to be deflected 
even a hair's breadth from the policy of agrarian uplift which we have 
undertaken, either by the attacks of the other side or any motives that 
have been attributed to us maliciously. 

Sir, even this measure, I claim, if it is properly looked into, gives the 
largest measure of benefit to a very large class which is really and truly 
interested in this kind of relief. It may be you can take a text book or 
the Encyclopredia Britannica and try to find out that this Bill falls short 

' of the geometrical perfection of a moratorium prescribed by it. But 
if1 as I said, you look to the number of people who will be benefited-13 
lakhs out of 16lakhs-and look at the needs of those people, you will see 
that this measure will give them much greater benefit than any theoreti
cally perfect measure which may bring about a catastrophe in the 
presidency. Therefore, I commend this Bill for the acceptance of 
this House. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER·: Bill No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide 
for the temporary relief of small. holders in the Province of Bombay) is 
read a first time. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I now move that Bill 
No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the temporary relief of small holders 
in the Province of Bombay) be referred :to a select committee consisting 
of the following members of this Hou~e : 

The Honourable Mr. Mora~i R. Desai, 
Mr. b. J. Ferreira, 
Mr. D. W. Raut, 
Mr. S. L. Karandikar, 
Mr. R. R. Bhole, 
Mr. Aziz Gaffur Kazi, 
Sardar N. G. Vinchurkar, 
Mr. Musaji E. Patel, 
Mr. A. V. Chitre, 
Mr. Dinkerrao N. Desai, 

. Mr. G~ H. Deshpande, 
Mr. Kallangouda S. Patil, 
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Mr. K. B. Deshmukh, 
Mr. Morarbhai Kasanji, 
Mr. S. N. Keshwain, 
Mr. V. N. Naik, 
Mr. S. R. Bhartiya, 
Mr. L. M. Shrikant, 
Mr. Atmaram N. Patil, and 
the mover of the Bill ; 
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the committee to submit its report by Friday, the 28th instant, and seven · 
to form a quorum for the meeting of the committee. 

:Mr. D. G. JADHAV: I propose Mr. S. ~·Parulekar's name. 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : An amendment may be moved, 

if that is what is meant. 
Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: My suggestion is that in my place, the 

honourable member Mr. Phadake may be substituted. 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : You can move an amendment 

if you like. 
:Mr. A. V. CHITRE: [bu.~.udible.] 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : I would very much like to include in the committee 
the names of two members from our party, namely, those of Mr. Chitre 
and Mr. Parulekar. I would withdraw from the committee if the Honour· 
able Minister could take one of those two members from our party. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. M.UNSHI: If the honourable member 
wishes to withdraw,, I cannot force the membership on him. I have 
moved a motion, and it may be put before the House. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : I wish to move an amendment, that 
Mr. Khedgikar's name be included-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : I want to propose another amendment-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put the motion before the 
House first, and then amendments may be moved and I w.ill be prepared 
to propose them. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Sir, I move that the following 
three names be added to the Select Committee :-

1. Mr. G. A. Chavan (Patil) .. 
2. Mr. R. A. Khedgikar. 
3. Mr. S. V. Parulekar. 

~lr. G. A. CHAVAN (PATIL) (In Marathi) : I beg to be excused, Sir. 
KO·U Bk Hb lS0-3 
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Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : Then only two names may be added, 
:Mr. Khedgikar and Mr. Parulekar. 

Question proposed. . 

· Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : May I say a word 1 I am 
· sure the Honourable Minister in charge has his own reasons, perhaps very 
strong reasons, to stick to the list that he has submitted; but I should 
like to put in a word in the i)teres~f the safety of the House. When 
the Bill is considered by a Select Committee and comes back to the House, 
the House should be in a position to see that as little time as possible is 
taken up in further discussion. The honourable member Mr. Parulekar 
has a number of amendments in his name which are at present in the 
melting pot-he has to receive the sanction which has been applied for. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I may irJorm the honourable 
member that the sanction has been received. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: So much the better. That 
supports my argument. He will come out with a string of amendments 
that he has tabled, and there will be a debate in the House, which can be 
avoided by having them discussed in the Select Committee. And that 
is the object of a Select Committee. The Honourable Minister may be 
persuaded to be both just and generous in accepting my suggestion; 

. The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The experience of this 
Legislature which my honourable friend opposite has got is unchallen
geable and unparallelled. But I have also some experience, and I know 
the dangers of the course I am taking. 

: The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put the amendment to 
the House. It seeks to add the names of Mr. R.' A. Khedgikar and 
Mr. S. V. Parulekar to the Select Committee. 

Amendment put. The House divided: Ayes, 32; Noes, 75. 

Division No. 4. 

AtDALE, Mr. J. S. 
:Btum, Mr. M. M. A. 
:BRATANKAR, Mr. R~ G. 
:BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
CRITRlll, Mr. A. V. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. ISMAIL I. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MAHoMED KHAN 
FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN, Kha.n Sa.heb 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D.P. 
HAKEE'M, Kh&n Saheb A. B. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 
KAHBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 

Al'.~· 
KAZI, Mr. Aztz GAFUR • 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MARATHE, Mr. NA'MDEORAO BUDHAJIR!O 
MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
MOHAMEDALLY ALLABUX, Mr. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
PATEL, Mr. MAHOMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL, l'!Ir. MUSAJI E. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. s. 
THORAT, Mr. R. B. 
TYABJI, Mrs. F AIZ B. 
V ARALE, Mr. B. H. 

· TellersfortheAye.s: Mr. D. G. JADHA.Vand Mr. MmzAAK:BTallAsu. 
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Noes • 

.ANTROLIItAR, Dr. K. B. MEHTA, Mr. H. P. ·• 
ARADHY&, Mr. D. T. MoRARBH..U KASANJI, Mr. 
BRARTlYA, Mr. S. R. MUKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
CHAWDRARI, Mr. D. N. MuNSHI, the'Honourable Mr. K. M. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. MUNSHI, Mrs. LILA. UTI K. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. NALAVADI, 'Mr. G. R. 
DESAI, the Honourable h1r. MoRARJl R. NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
DESAI, Mr. ltANDHIR P. NIJ\U.NEE, Mr. P • .A. 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. NURrE, the Honourable Mr. lit Y. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
GAVANKER, Mr. S. K. PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAI B. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. P ATEi, Mr. MANGESH B. 
GHIA, Mr. M. C. PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. PA.TIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRA.O .A. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. PATIL, Mr. KAI.LANGOUDA S. 
Gorr, Mr. l\1. G. P A.TIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
HA.LLIKERI, Mr. N. F. PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA. 
HrRAY, Mr. B.S. PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
JA.DHAV, Mr. T. S. PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABIUI P. RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, Mr. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. RANE, Mr. B. R. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VrJAYAGAURI BALVANTRA.I SmNDE, Mr. BAJIRA.O a:Lws BA.BASABEB 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. JA.DEOB.AO 
KA.RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. SRIRALXAR, :Mr: P. K. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRA.O alias SHRIKANT, Mr. L. M. 

BAPUSAHEB StrGANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
KATHALE, Mr. B. S. TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
KESHWAIN, 1\lr. S. N. THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. V AGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
KuNTE, Mr. D. K. Vns, Mr. lsRVARLAL K. 
LALA, Mr. BHoaiLAL D. w ADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. W ALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
111AGA.NLA.L NA.GINDAS, Mr. WANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 
JII!STER, 1\Ir. NAGINDAS T. 

Teller8 for the N ou : Mr. S. K. PA.TIL and Mr. D. N. W ANDREKAR. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put to the House the original 
5-30 p.m. motion. . 

Original motion put, and agreed.to. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : Sir, I beg to say that I and the honourable 
member Mr. Chitre, on behalf of our Party, resign from the Select 
Committee. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think any explanation of 
that is needed at all. The honourable members may communicate their 
wishes to the Honourable Minister concerned. · 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: I also resign from the Select Committee. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: No declaration of any resignation 

need be made in the House. The House has carried the motion and it 
will be the pleasure or choice of individual members whether to continue 
or not to continue. 

KO·U Bk Hb 1S0-3a 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, tomorrow being the Independence
Day, it is practically the unanimous desire of the House that the House 
should not sit tomorrow. May I request you, Sir, to take this fact into
consideration 1 

Khan Saheb FAIZ 1\IOHAl\IED KHAN: Did the honourable member: 
say that it was the unanimous desire of the House 1 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: I sai<!jt. was practically unanimous. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If it is so, I shall certainly be glad. 
to respect the desire of the House. I would, however, point out that 
tomorrow is fixed for present.ation of the report of one of the select 
committees on one of the Bills ; and, instead of taking up any more time 
as to whether the desire is unanimous or not or as to what the wishes of 
the different parties in the House are, we m'1y proceed to the next 
business. The desire of the House, whatever it may be, may be intima
ted to me at about 6 o'clock. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: May I say that we will certainly
respect the wishes of the House 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I expect to have a further
communication from the honourable members at 6-25. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Sir, I think we will wait. 
till you finally give your decision on the question. However, if you 
desire to ascertain the wishes of the different groups or parties in the 
House, we are ready to give our views. 

The Honqurable the SPEAKER: My only desire was to save time,. 
instead of having a discussion on this question in the House itself, as: 
there is ample time yet and I may be informed at the end. The 
Honourable the Prime Minister has already stated that the Government 
are prepared to respect the wishes of the House. 

BILL No. VII OF 1938 (A BILL TO REGULATE THE TRANSACTIONS. 
OF MONEY·LENDING IN THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I beg leave to introduce 
Bill No. VII of 1938 (A. Bill to regulate· the transactions of money
lending in the Province of Bombay*). 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill is introduced . 

. The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: Sir, I beg to move that BilL 
No. VII of 1938 (A Bill to regulate the Transactions of money-lending. 
in the Province of Bombay} be read a first time. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. 1\I. 1\IUNSID: Mr. Speaker, Sir, this Bill. 
seeks to regulate money-lending in the province of Bombay. It is a very 

• Appendix 11. 
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·comprehensive m~asure and of very great importance to Jihis province. 
In a sense, it seeks to regulate and control the whole process of money
lending in the province, whether it is being conducted by a bank or a 
joint stock company or by a shroff or by a 1\Iarwari money-lender, big 
or small, or by a Pathan or by any one else-whatsoever, and, therefore, it 
would certainly affect the economic life of the presidency in a very large 
measure. Sir, I may take this opportunity to mention at the outset that 
Government are quite willing to devote the attention and time which 
may be necessary for giving to this measure the best possible shape. 
Aft,er the first reading is passed Government propose to have it referred 
to a select committee which may take its own time to report .. The Bill 
will also be circulated· to different authorities and commercial bodies 
for their opinion, because, it would not be proper to place on the statute 
book a measure of this important character unless it was fully discussed 
by the whole province and all points of view properly and duly placed 
before the select committee. Therefore, Sir, at the present moment 
the House has merely to consider the first reading without dealing with 
.the detailed provisions of the Bill. 

Sir, the object with which Government has placed this Bill before the 
House is two-fold: first, to place the money-lenders' profession on the 
iooting of a well regulated and honourable calling. When I say this, 
I do not mean to suggest that all the money-lenders do not answer the 
description, but there is, as in all professions, a certain elem~nt in this 
profession also which requires to be raised to the status of an "honourable 
calling" by proper regulation by the State. The second object of this 
Bill is to protect the ignorant and helpless borrower from the clutches 
·of the dishonest money-lender. · 

Sir, it is a well-known fact that money-lending is one of the most 
ancient, the most important and perhaps the most abused profession 
from the earliest times. It is curious to find that even the Vedic Rishi 
refers to the money-lender as "the usurer who counted days for calculating 
jnterest " but found him rather too much for him. You also find in the 
Old Testament, similar reflections on this important section of our 
.community. At the same time we find various prescriptions given by 
ancient and modem authorities for curing people of usury. It is not 
really a modern habit to try to regulate them ; even in old days they 
regulated them in curious ways. Sir, in the seventh century one 
Archbishop of Canterbury laid down that a person who extracted interest 
by usury must make penitence for three years one of which should be 
only on bread and water. Well, this Bill luckily does not prescribe any 
suth remedy. But it seeks, in the first instance, as I said, to regulate 
the conduct of money-lenders in such a way that all those who carry on 
honest business are not crippled in any way whatsoever. Secondly, its 
-object is to see that there is some control over the class of money-lenders 
whom most of us know, and whom every one wants to control but without 
success. As a matter of fact, some devices of money-lenders have 
recently come into existence. I may for the benefit of the House mention 
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a few of such devices adopted by the shady section of this community
in order to earn. a heavy return. Take, for instance, the body of smail 
~Iarwari m~~ey-lenders with ~·hich the Small. Caus:s Court in Bombay 
lS very familiar. I may mention a few of therr dences which will show 
the necessity of controlling and regulating this profession. 

· The Honourable the- SPEAKER ..... :.. I may request the Honourable 
Minister not to mention any community. Mention can be made generally. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\L 1\IUNSHI : As you please, Sir. I will not 
refer to the name. Some sharks are always on a lookout for youn()' sons 
of rich men who have just attained majority. Such a shark is gener~lly in 
league with a money-lender. Between them the boy is introduced 
either to some questionable character or to a cinema actress or to the 
race-course. The result is that the boy wants money to spend. The 
financial partner, the money-lender, steps in. What does he do 1 
Rs. 200 is actually advanced. This is an actual instance I am quoting. 
But a promissory note is taken from the young man for Rs. 1,000 ;·and 
another promissory note is taken from him for Rs. 1,000 in the name of 
the father. He passes the promissory note and signs it in his father's 
name. If, on the due date, the young man comes out with Rs. 500 or 
Rs. 700, both the promissory notes are returned to him. If he does not, 
the lender takes two steps. He files a suit on the promissory note against 
the boy anq gives a notice to the father demanding a sum of Rs. 1,000 
alleged to have been advanced to him on his promissory note. The 
father says that he has not received any money. The lender shows the 
promissory note to the father. The father recognises his signature 
forged by his son, and comes to know that his son has been guilty of an 
offence. The father is put to one of two alternatives: either he must 
pay Rs. 1,000 or expose his son to criminal prosecution. Between the 
promissory note of Rs. 1,000 and the threat of criminal prosecution of 
the son, Rs. 700 or Rs. 800 will be surely forthcoming. 

Another device which I came across is this. A promissory note is 
· taken for Rs. 1,000 against a, payment of Rs. 200. The next thing done 
is to take two post cards from the borrower, say, the first dated 25th 
January and other dated lOth February. In the first orie, the borrower 
says : "I have borrowed Rs. 1,000 on the pledge of my wife's necklace. 
I am thankful to you for giving to me yesterday the said necklace for 
use as she .is attending a marriage." The second one is in the following 
terms: "I was to have returned the necklace to you. Unfortunately, 
my wife has gone to her father. I will, therefore, return to you the neck
lace soon after her return, which I hold in trust for you." On the 25th 
January the money-lender posts the first post card. On the lOth Febru· 
ary the second post card is posted. He allows some time to lapse and 
then sends a demand from the lawyer saying, "On a particular date 
you pledged your necklace with our client and you have taken it away on 
the false pretext that your wife was going to a marriage. If you do not 
return the necklace, you will be prosecuted for breach of trust." The 
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man says: "I never pledged the necklace with you." The money· 
lender says: "Look at the postcard." The man has no aefence; either 
he has got to pay the amount or go to the Police Court.' 

The third device is adopted by the class of money-lenders which keeps 
no account book, and generally recovers· the money with the big stick 
at the mill shop or factory where the borrower is working. Generally 
this money-lender, once money is advanced, refuses to take back the 
money. The rate of int€rest is 150 per cent. As long as you pay interest 
it is all right. No sooner you go and say "Take back your Rs. 100", 
the man says "No, you wanted money and I gave you. 'Vhen I want 
money, I will take it from you. Pay only the int€rest." And if it is 
not paid, it is taken by force, locking up the man in a room or some other 
way. 

Here, again, I have got a copy of a promissory note for Rs. 100. The 
interest is 2 annas per rupee per month, which comes to 150 per cent. 
The money is not payable in Bombay where the money is advanced but 
at 51 different places in India. I will only mention a few of them to 
show what the object of it is: Midnapore, Banlma, Asansole, Burdwan, 
Dumk, Madras, Waltair, Surat, Broach, Cuttack, Bilaspur, Jubbalpore, 
Allahabad, Calcutta, Bcrhampur, Agra, Bhusaval, Bombay, Thana~ 
Gaya and so on. The result of this is that an action on the promissory 
note can be filed in any part of India. The Defendant, a poor workman 
or artisan in Bombay, soon is faced with an ex parte decree from 
a court in a distant place in India, and the decree is transferred to 
Bombay for the purpose of execution. A large number of small people 
who have little credit resort to money-lenders of this class. , It is there
fore absolutely necessary that this class of dealings which are criminal, 
both in int,ent and execution should be rigorously put a stop to. 

To remedy this state of things, attempts are being made not only in 
Bombay but in many other parts of India., I will shortly give you 
a resume of the legislations which are now in force in the whole of India. 

The first attempt was made by the Bombay Government when it 
passed the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act. This Act restricted itself 
only to a judicial control of transactions. Under it, it is only when 
matters go before a court, that the court examines the transactions;
this is what I call a judicial control ;-this control also is of a very general· 
character. The agriculturist borrower is indeed ignorant and does not 
understand the implication of what he is doing. The money-lender's 
ways are not examined until they reach a court of law. The result of 
this Act has been that the honest money-lenders have disappeared and the 
agriculturists haYe to submit themselves to extortion by unscrupulous 
money-lenders. The Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act is now generally 

6 p.m. considered to be practically a dead letter so far as 
protection from money-lenders is concerned. 

After that, the next attempt was made in 1918, when the Usurious 
Loans Act was passed by the Central Legislature. That al~ was. 
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restricted to judicial control of money-lending transactions when they 
actually we~t before a court. It was also narrow in its scope. First, 
the transactions had to be proved to be unfair. Secondly, the court was 
not obliged to use its powers. And thirdly, excessive rate of interest was 
not defined but was left to the discretion of the court to decide. The 
result has been that the Usurious Loan~ Act is invoked only in very rare 
cases. Even courts, I know, consider 36 per cent. as not an excessive 
rate of interest. 

This having proved useless, as you know, in 1930 Banking Enquiry 
Committees were appointed both for the whole of India and for the 
provinces separately. They proposed judicial control over accounts; 
some judicial control over the rates of interest and the terms on which 
moneys are lent. But administrative control, as the one embodied in the 
English Money-lenders Act of 1927, was considered not feasible. Then, 
in 1930, the Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act was passed by law. 
There, for the first time, judicial control was given by law over accounts 
and submission of accounts. It was laid down that if proper books of 
accounts were not kept and statements of accounts were not submitted 
to the borrower, the court could deduct a part of the interest. That was 
all that was done by that Act. Sir, in the same year, an honourable 
member of this House (Mr. Syed Munawar) brought a similar Bill before 
the old Bombay Legislative Council. In 1933, Sir, the Bengal Govern· 
ment took up this question, and they enacted a Money-lenders Act, which 
followed more or less the lines of the Punjab Act. All that it did 
was to give the courts control over the rates of interest. It laid down 
the maximum rates of interest for secured and unsecured loans. That 
Act has been working satisfactorily as the reports show. 

In 1934, Assam passed a Money-lenders Act, which was the first 
attempt to make judicial control over money-lending complete. It 
prohibited compound interest ; it introduced the principle of damdupat ; 
it imposed a penalty for stating a larger sum in a bond or a promissory 
note than was actually advanced ; it also imposed a penalty for contra
vening the provisions of the Act. And the court was also authorised to 
pass an order prohibiting a money-lender from carrying on the business 
of money-lending, if he was found guilty of any contravention of the 
provisions of the Act. But, there again, the principle was one of judicial 
control-control by the courts-and not of administrative control. In 
1934, the Central Provinces had an Act similar to the one passed by 
Bengal in 1934. Mr. Syed Munawar again brought a Bill before the old 
Bombay Legislative Council, but in 1935, the then Government threw 
out that Bill saying that it required great precautions before a measure 
of that kind could be accepted. In 1935, the Madras Debtors' Protection 
Act was passed. That also was more or less on the same lines as the 
Bengal Act . 

. Therefore, today, we have in different provinces in Indi~ several mo~ey· 
lending Acts which give to courts control over money-lending transactiOns 
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which come before them. Now, as a matter of fact; most of them 
followed the lines suggested by the Banking Enquiry Committee which 
adopted the old English Act of 1900. But that Act which gave judicial 
control over money-lenders did not prove much of a success in England ; 
and Parliament enacted another :Money-lenders Act in 1927, which, for 
the first time, gave control over money-lenders not only to courts of law 
but also to the executive. It introduced administrative control in the 
shape of licensing and registration. The control was dual. The 
money-lender had to be licensed and registered. If he was disqualiiied 
for any reason, he was removed from the list of money-lenders. The 
.court also could do the same if it found that he was disqualiiied. The 
judicial control over the terms and conditions of money-lending was 
maintained. The court had control over the rate of interest; it had 
control over various other terms. Penalties also could be imposed under 
certain circumstances. So, it was the 1927 Act which ultimately gave 
a complete machinery for administrative as well as judicial control over 
money-lenders. And experience during the last nine years in'England 
shows that that Act has been working much more successfu1ly than the 
previous Act. 

As a matter of fact, this Bill follows the lines of the English money
lenders Act of 1927, with such additions as can usefully be borrowed 
from the different provincial Acts in India. 

Sir, I will now. take the House through the principal features of the 
13ill. In the first instance, I will refer to the ~efinition of the word 
4

' money-lender" given in clause 2 (10). It is a very comprehensive 
definition ; it includes not only individuals, but undivided Hindu families, 
associations, joint stock companies and banks, with the result that the 
whole field of money-lending is covered by this Bill. The· pawn-broker 
is also included, as you will see from sub-clause (10) of clause. 2. 

Chapter III deals with the registration and licensing of money-lenders. 
In the first instance, the money-lender has to apply in the form which is 
prescribed by the Bill. If he is accepted by the Registrar, then only he 
can be qualified to trade as a money-lender. You will find that in clause 
10, sub-clause (3), powers are given to the Registrar to inquire into the 
qualifications and the means of the money-lender. The Registrar in this 
respect possesses all the powers of the civil court under the Civil Procedure 
Code. The penalty imposed by clause 13 is not prohibitive. If a money
lender does not take out a licence, his remedies are not barred altogether. 
But whenever he goes to court to recover money, he cannot get 
a decree unless he gets himself registered. The result is, he has to go to 
the Registrar and get himself regist~red, and the Registrar would be 
entitled to recover from him not only the licence fee for that year, but all 
the arrears of licence fee from the time this Bill came into force as an Act 
{)r from the time he started money-lending business, whichever is later. 
In addition, he will have to pay a penalty not exceeding three times the 
license duty. This would ensure that money-lenders go and get 
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themselves registered by paying all the arrears and penalty instead of 
taking the risk of their suits being stayed. Provision has been made 
under clause 16 for the cancella.tion of the licence. Power is given to the 
court to cancel the licence issued to a money-lender. Even when a suit 
is before the court, the court can cancel or suspend a licence. There is 
therefore sufficient guarantee that the money-lender will carry out the 
provisions of this Bill. ....~ · 

Chapter IV deals with regulation of accounts. This chapter follows 
some of our Indian Acts. The money-lender has to keep accounts. As 
I told you, there are classes of money-lenders who never keep accounts. 
They will be compelled to keep accounts in a particular manner and to 
furnish statements of accounts to the borrower once a year and whenever 
they are required to do so, subject to the payment of a very small fee. 

Chapter V regulates the transactions between the money-lender and 
the borrower. "Damdupat ", by Clause 27, is made applicable to all 
transactions. Clause 28 permits the court to give instalments in all cases. 
Clause 29 limits the rate of interest. It is 9 per cent. per annum for 
a secured loan, and 12 per cent. per annum for an unsecured loan. 0£ 
course, it is a suggestion made by Government, and this House will be 
-free either to increase the rate of interest or to decrease it if it so chooses. 
Compound interest is prohibited by clause 30. Under clause 31, there is 
a prohibition against the charging of any extra expense on loans. Most 
·members familiar with conditions in Bombay know that some classes of 
money-lenders first charge for "Dharmada"; secondly, they deduct 
a certain pe~centage for opening their bag ; then, i£ it happens to be 
Ekadashi or Chaturdashi, they deduct something for that sacred day ;. 
and having done that, they deduct interest for the whole period for which 
the loan is to be given ; and after all this, they enter double the amount 
of the loan and take the promissory note. The clause gives a right to the 
debtor to recover all the amounts which have been deducted in this 
manner. Clauses 32 and 33 deal with transfers of loans-purely a matter 
of law. Clause 34 deals with re-opening of accounts. The position in 
law is this. The borrower goes to the money-lender; he wants a further 
loan. He is given that loan only if he puts his signature in the book of 
accounts. He wants money ; he does not care-and he simply makes 
a scrawl in the book. The result is that the law says to him," This is an 
adjustment" ; and the burden of proving that the loan was not advanced 
is shifted on to the borrower. Some decisions of our courts go to the 
length that if a statement of accounts is forwarded to the borrower and 
a certain time elapses, then that would be treated as a kind of acquiescence 
in the correction of the accounts. Both these provisions of law work 
very harshly. The money-lender must, with regard to the loans advanced 
within three years, come into the witness-box and prove that the amounts 
have been advanced. This is an attempt to save the borrower from the 
effects of certain provisions of law which appear to be, in the present 
condition of the country, rather stringent. Clause 36 deals with cases 
where the money-lender refuses to take back the loan. The reply of the 
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money-lender is this : " You came to me when you wanted money; 
I will come to you when I want it". So, he will demand only interest, 
and will not take back the principal amount. The result is that 150 per 
cent. interest is running all along on the money, and the poor man cannot 
reprty the loan. Provi~ion has been made in this clause enabling him to 
go to the court and deposit the money, so that from that date interest 
ceases to run. Then comes clause 37, which makes it penal to enter in 
the bond or promissory note a larger sum than that advanced. Very 
often we find that although it is proved in a court of law that the full 
amount entered was not advanced, the man goes scot-free. In such 
a c.ase, under this provision the money-lender can be prosecuted or dis
qualified forthwith from becoming a money-lender. This is a very useful 
power which the courts should possess, and so should the Registrar ; 
because the greater part of dishonest dealings arise from this practice of 
taking bonds or promissory notes for larger amounts than are actually 
advanced. In one case, I know, a man went to the length of tak-ing· 
a decree for double the amount. The defendant Wll.nted a loan of 
Us. 2,000. The money-lender filed a suit claiming Rs. 4,000 for monies 
lent. The defendant submitted to a decree. A decree for Rs. 4,000 
was passed, and after that Rs. 2,000 was advanced. Under this provision, 
even that would be a penal act. Clause 38 lays down the penalty for 
molestation. There are some creditors who do not believe in the process 
of law; they believe in the big stick as a very efficient instrument for 
recovering money. This clause is intended to protect borrowers from 
such people. 

These, Sir, are the main provisions of the Bill, and, as you will see, the 
Bill is as comprehensive as it could be made. At the same time, as. 
I said, merely the comprehensiveness of the measure is not its only test. 
It has got to work well. .It has also to have safeguards, so that capital 
may not fly. It would be a catastrophe indeed if the fraternity which 
lends money suddenly restricts credit and ruins needy debtors. All 
these points of view have to be threshed out properly. That can only 
be done in a select committee after obtaining the opinions of the parties 
here, the courts of law, the authorities on the subject and the commercial 
bodies concerned. In the meantime, however, I commend this Bill for 
first reading. 

Mr. ~IIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock· 
workers): Sir, I rise to congratulate the Honourable the Home Minister 
for haYing introduced a measure, the necessity of which was being felt 
for a long time past. Some of the principles enunciated here are actually 
basf.'d on experience, and I am very glad to note that a certain illustration 
cited here by the Honourable the Home Minister has been of the very 
latest growth in the Small Causes Court. The practice ot issuing distress 
against person has been abolished only two months before. After the 
abolition of this practice, the ~larwari money-lenders have resorted to. 
another course to which the Honourable the Home l!inister has referred. . 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I would ask the honourable members 
not to refer to this or that community by name. :Money-lending is 
a profession, and it is unfair that any one community should be referred to 
in that manner. Instead of referring to the money-lenders as :Marwaris, 
it will be sufficient if they are 'referred to as money-lenders. 

Mr. 1\fiRZA AKHTAR HASAN: I am sorry, Sir. Then, it is only 
just to meet that particular provision-'Of the law that now the money
lenders have resorted to the practice of getting a sort of postcard posted, 
.as the Honourable the Home 1\Iinister stated. 

The very valuable principle underlying this Bill is that the rate of 
interest is limited ; the second principal feature of the Bill is the principle 
of Dam Dupat, and the third principal feature is that there will be not 
only a judicial control over the money-lenders' transactions, but there 
will be administrative control also. But in the administrative control 
there are certain defects which, I am sure, it will be difficult to overcome. 
For example, it has been pointed out in the speech of the Honourable 
the Home Minister that very often money-lenders advance only Rs. 1,000 
and get a writing or promissory note for Rs. 2,000 and get decrees passed 
on the strength of such promissory notes. I know of cases wherein 
cheques are issued to the debtors and when the cheques are cashed baH 
the amount is taken away by the creditor, and the poor debtor has to 
pay back the whole amount mentioned in the cheque. In such a case, 
it will be only a miracle if the debtor can prove that the whole amount 
mentioned in the cheque was not handed over to him but that the creditor 
took away hal£ the amount. Then there are cases in which the numbers 
of the cll.rrency notes-hundred rupee notes or thousand rupee notes
are mentioned in the pro-notes, but hal£ of the proceeds of such notes 
is taken by the creditor then and there. I therefore think that the penal 
clause which is included in this Bill will be very difficult to work. , · 

One thing more. On principle, I may point out that I do not agree 
with the Honourable the Home :Minister in respect of Clause 38 of the Bill. 
We know that the clause is meant as a protection against molestation. 
We have already got a provision in the Indian Penal Code and there 
are other remedies also. If a man is molested, he can go to a court of law 
and seek relief under sections, , 504 and 506 and sometimes under 
section 352 of the Indian Penal Code. I do not see why this clause should 
have been added in this Bill. In this connection, I think there will be 
another difficulty because, as we know, a debtor is always an intere~ted 
person, and as such he may unnecessarily try to involve an honest creditor 
also. The philosophy of the human mind is such that it sides with the 
man in distress ; but a judicious body like this House has .to .saf~guard 
the interests of the debtor as well as of the creditor. The mst1tut10n of 
the debtor presupposes an institution of the creditor. What I feel is that 
on account of this clause some honest creditors may be victimised. 

Then with regard to the Usurious Loans Act, I must disagree with the 
Honourable the Home Minister that it is a dead letter. In all cases 
of promissory notes, which are about 50 to 60 every day in the Small 
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Causes Court, Bombay, everywhere this Act is applied and on a pro· 
missory note showing a face value of Rs. 500 a decree for Rs. 300 is passed 
and it is made payable by instalments of Rs. 2 per month. What is th& 
relief that a credit-or gets 1 If the debtor does not pay the instalments 
regularly, he has to issue execution. He. has t-o pay the process fee; 
then he has to wait upon the bailiff who also requires some payment; 
he has to spend for conveyance and then the man is arrested or his 
property is attached. When the amount of the instalment in arrear 
only is paid into Court, the property is returned to the debtor. The 
result of this whole procedure is that the creditor does not get even the
amount that he spends on the bailiff, or the conveyance and so on. 

Your attempt to limit the rate of interest is a very laudable attempt. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Is the honourable member likely to 
take long 1 It is time for us to adjourn, but if the honourable member 
can finish within two or three minutes, he may do so now. 

Mr. :MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN : I will continue my speech. 
tomorrow, Sir. 

HOLIDAY ON ACCOUNT OF" INDEPENDENCE DAY". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Now, there is a question as to 
whether we should sit tomorrow or not. I have been given to under
stand that it is the desire of a substantial section of the House that we
should not sit tomorrow and that the other parties in the House haven() 
objection to that. That is what I am told .. I understand that the 
honourable the Leader of the Opposition wishes to say a few words in 
this connection. 

Sir ALI ~IAHO:MED KHAN DEHLA VI : Sir, it is very kind of you 
to give me an opportunity to make a statement. It is really a matter 
within your province whether to accept a request of this kind and adjourn 
the sitting tomorrow or not. But I was approached and was asked my 
opinion on the point; I said that I would like to make a statement. 

Speaking on behalf of the Muslim League Party and the party behind 
it outside, I may say that we have never observed the" Independence 
Day, at all, and that is not the line of our action on the question ot 
independence. Notices have been distributed and have reached me from 
which I see that a pledge or an oath is going to be administered to an 
people. Sir, the angle of vision with which the Congress looks at this 
great question of independence is quite different from that of ours. 
I, therefore, do not ask for adjournment of the House tomorrow, but if 
you decide to adjourn the sitting tomorrow, I cannot go against that. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: There are two other matters with: 
reference to which some arrangement will have to be made by the House. 
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The report of the Select Committee appointed for Bill No. III of 1938 
(A Bill to provide for the release on probation of offenders) is to be 
presented tomorrow. · . 

On the 27th, the report of the Select Committee appointed on Bill 
No. V of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in ree1ard to 
worship in temples) is to be presented, _and on the 28th the report of the 
Select Committee appointed on Bill"'No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide 
for the temporary relief of small holders in the Province of B~mbay) 
is to be submitted to the House. That means tomorrow,-in case we 
sit,-and on the 27th and the 28th, on all these three days, except the 
:Money-lenders' Bill (Bill No. VII of 1938), there is no other business 
in respect of which the House could carry on its work ; because after 
the Select Committees' reports are submitted to the House, I presume 
that the honourable members will require some time to go through the 
reports before they proceed further with the Bills. What length of time 
that should be is another matter, but it cannot be expected that those 
Bills will be proceeded with forthwith-or at least if a request is made 
to postpone further consideration of the Bills for some time, such a request 
will not be unreasonable. Some time will have to be given. Therefore, 
the question is how to utilise these two days in the best possible manner. 
I understand that the last two days of this session are reserved for non
official business ; if any adjustment can be made, it may be possible 
just to present the reports day after tomorrow and then take up the non~ 
official business on those two days-27th and 28th-and take Government 
business on Saturday. I am making this suggestion for the convenience 
of the honourable members ; otherwise the honourable members will 
have to stay in Bombay for a longer time. If this kind of adjustment can 
be made, the stay in Bombay of the mofussil members will be curtailed. 
If my suggestion is acceptable to the House, we may fix Thursday and 
Friday for non~official business. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I quite agree with what has fallen 
from the Chair. Thursday and Friday may be given for non-official 
business, if we do not sit tomorrow, so that. there will be two full days for 
non-official business, and whatever Qovernment business is left over, 
may be taken on Saturday, so that the non-official time may not be 
curtailed on any ground. If that suits the House, Thursday and Friday 
may be fixed for non-official business. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :·With this rider that the reports 
may be presented on these days; otherwise, if the reports are not 
presented on these days, there will be the same difficulty. This much 
·of Government business will not take more than two minutes. The 
honourable members will be in possession of the reports for two days and 
no further time would be wasted ; otherwise, if the reports are submitted 
only on the official day, further time would be wasted. I do not want 
to have any misunderstanding; Thursday and Friday would be mainly 
for non-official business ; but, if the House permits, the Select Committee 
reports can be presented on these days. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : As it will not take more than two 
-or three minutes to submit the reports, I do hope that the non-official 
members will not object to that much Government business being done 
on non-official days. 

Sir ALI MAHO:MED KHAN DEliLA VI : To put it in a nutshell, 
the non-official business would be a series· of Bills by the honourable 
member Mr. Jhabvala. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KliER: No Bills now. Only resolutions. 

1\lr. S. H. JHABVALA: On a point of explanation, Sir. I should 
be so arranged that two or three Bills of mine may be taken up and 
then a few resolutions-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : On the principle of autonomy the 
honourable member may arrange himself in any way he likes. If he is 
keen on giving priority to others, he should try to drop his Bills. [After 
a pause.] Do I take it then that we are all agreed that Thursday and 
Friday should be fixed for non-official business, that means, for non
official resolutions and not Bills, with the rider that all the reports of the . 
Select Committees which are to be made to the House can be and will 
be submitted on these two days 1 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: But what becomes of 
tomorrow 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am coming to that. In view of 
the general desire-at least in the absence of any opposition-! think 
I should concede to the wishes of a majority of the House and not sit 
tomorrow. We therefore adjourn now and sit on Thursday, the 27th 
instant. · 

The House then adjourned till2 p.m. on Thursday the 21th January 1938. 

BOKBAY: PIUliTBD AT THB GOVBBNllBN! CUTIIA.L l'RBSS. 
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Thursday, the 21th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on 
Thursday, the 27th January 1938, at 2 p.m .. , the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. V. 1\IAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. · 

Present: 

AIDA.LE, Mr. J. s. 
ALI BA.HA.DUR BA.HA.DUR KHAN, Mr. 
AMBEDKA.R, Dr. B. R. 
!NTROLIKA.R, Dr. K. B. 
ARA.DHYE, M.'r. D. T. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBA.KER 
BRAG AT, Khan Sa.heb ABDULLAH Hur lssA 
BHAIJI, 1\lr. M. M. A. 
BHARTfYA, 1\lr. s. R .• 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, 1\lr. c. P. 
CHAKRANARAYAN,Mr.B.B. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. v. 
CHA'\\'liAN, l'tlr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGA.R, Mr. ISMAIL I. 
CotLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISHAH B. 
DABHI, 1\lr. FutSINHJl B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. v. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, the Honourable 1\lr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHMUKH, Mrs. !NNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DODMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAIZ MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA, Mr. D. J. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVANKER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHEEW ALE, Mr. A. A. 
GmA, Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, Mr. M. c. 
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GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. 
GIRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M.G. 
GREAVES, Mr. J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
IJAnEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
ll..w.IXERI, Mr. N. F. 
JlrR.A.Y, Mr. B.s. 
ILKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JA.KATY, Mr. P. c. 
JHA:BVALA, Mr. s. H. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHHI, Khan Sahe b HA.JI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KAM'BLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANuGA, Mr.>, VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KAR.!NDIKAR, Mr. s. L. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
WGUDRI, Mr. s. s. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KATHALE, Mr. B. s. 
KA.zi, Mr. AziZ GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI Govmn 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
K'HER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KmMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGll.AL D .. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B .... 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIX, Mr. R. N. 
1\USTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MlRZA AKHTAR HASAN, Mr. 
MlTHA, Mr. MAHoMED S. C. 
:MOHAMEDALLY ALLABUX, Mr. 
MoRARBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. 
MmwAM, Mr. w. s. 
MuNSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAix, Mr. V. N. 

(27 JAN. 1938 
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N!.UVADI, Mr. G. R. 
N.!..\"1>!., Mr. Gt1'..ZA.RI L.u. 
NARUI..L't\, llr. K. F. 
!\ES\'1, llr. T. R. 
Nuu.'t\EE, Mr. P. A. 
XrRIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
P!.Rt'LEKAR,Mr.S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. B.ABt"'BBAI J. 
P!.TEL, Mr. BHAILALBIW B. 

PATEL, Mr. ls»AIL Mt:sA. 

PATEL, Mr.M!.BOKEDBAW!. M. 
PATEL, Mr.lli.'t\GESB B. 

PATEL, Mr. llt'SA.JI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATH.Ul.AM X. 
PATIL, Mr. G!.»BHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KAI.I.ANGOt'DA s. 
PAnt, Mr. LA.xlLL., G. 
PA.nL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, lli. M..u.cornA..P. 

PA.nt, llrs. N!.GA»liA 

PA.nt, lli. !\ARBAB R. 
PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
PBADllE, Mr. G. K. 
PtxE, lli. G. 0. 
PtitL."\1, Mr. C. B. 
lUis, K.B. Sardar H!.JI .!mRs.uiEB MoHIDDIN &B:o 
RA.NE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RA:SE, Mr. B. R. 
R!.n,Mr.D. W. 
Rouu, Mr. P. J. 
Rrssw., Mr. W. W. 
8.\UR.UL BAUBBAI,lli. 

S.tKUTV AU., Yr. S. D. 
SATHE, lli. s. H. 
Su A."\T, lir. K. S. 
SHAIKH JA:s liABOliED, Khan Bahadur 
8Ht:sDE, Yr. B!.JIRAO alias BABASAB.EB JAGDEORAO 
SHIRWtAR, Yr. P. K. 
SHRIK.L"\T, Yr. L. Y. 
SmDIQn, :Mr. lsYAIL HA.S..L"\ BAPu 

8ISGA..PORI, llr. A. E. 
St:GA.NDHI,lli. M. s. 
T ALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
TH.UOR, Mr. B. P. 
THORAT, llr. R. B. 
TlfCSE,llrs. WlllBAI GAXESH 

Tn.rn.E,lli. 11. V. 
Tv .&.BJI, llrs. F .uz B. 
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VAGHELA, Mr. B. u. 
v ARALE, Mr. B. H. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, Mr. ISBVARLAL K. 
WADE.KAR, Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, Mr. P. w. 
WALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
WANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

(27 JAN. 1933 

LEAVE OF ABSENCE-SIR CHINUBHAI MADHOWLAL, Bart. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There is an application fol" 
permission of the House to be absent on leave, and I am reading it to
the House. It comes from Sir Chinubhai Madhowlal. 

"I regret I am not able to attend the present session of the Bombay 
Legislative Assembly, owing to my ill·health. 

"I have, therefore, to reque~t you to grant me leave of absence due io the above 
reason." 

Sir ALI MAHOl\IED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) :. 
Sir, I wish once more to bring it to your notice that it must be now made 
known to all the hQnourable members that such applications are not 
necessary unless they see that they are likely to contravene the 
provisions of section 68 (4) of the Government of India Act. You might 
mention it in the House ; otherwise, these applications would become 
a sort of convention, and everybody would put in an application. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I might read again section 68 (4): 

u U for si:x:tv days a member of a Chamber is without permission of the Chambrr 
absent from all meetings thereof, the Chamber may declare his seat vacant: 

Provided that in computing the said period of sixty days no account shall 
be taken of any period during which the Chamber is prorogued, or is adjourned for 
more than four consecutive days." 

As I said on a previous occasion, a member does not know how long 
a session is going to last, and these applications are coming in as a 
matter of safeguard against the possibility of members being disqualified 
for being absent for a period of more than 60 days. But even if a 
member is absent for more than 60 days, it is in the discretion of 
this House to excuse that, because the wording is "the Chamber may 
declare his seat vacant". It may or it may not. If it is the wish of 
the House that members may not apply for leave, except for very serious 
reasons, I think it would be better if the House expressed that wish 
instead of granting the permission. That is one course; and the other 
course is to give permission. I am leaving it entirely to the House ; 
the application is for the permission of the House and not for my 
permission. 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Perhaps the practice which 
we have been following of granting permission would be t~e better one; 
because it would avoid any inconvenience to the members concerned. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : There is no necessity at 
all. The member is not bound to ask for permission unless 'his interest 
would suffer. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The members are not bound to 
ask for permission, but I presume they do so for the sake of safety and 
to gain peace of mind. This is an application on the ground of illness. 
I take it that the member has got the permission Qf the House. [After 
~pause.] Leave is granted. 

BILL No. III OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
RELEASE ON PROBATION OF OFFENDERS). 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I have the honour to 
present to the House the Report of the Select Committee appointed to 
consider and report on Bill No. III of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the 
release on probation of offenders) .. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Report of the Select Committee 
appointed to report on Bill No. III of 1938 is presented to the House. 

BILL No. V OF 1938 (A BILL TO REMOVE DISABILITIES OF 
HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSHIP IN TEMPLES). 

The Honour~ble Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI : Sir, may I ask the indulgence 
-Q{ the House for one day more for presenting the Report of the Select 
Committee on Bill No. V of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of 
Harijans in regard to worship in temples) 1 We have private business 
today and tomorrow; so, the programme of the House will not be upset 
in any manner. It has not been possible to get the report ready within 
the short time at the disposal of the Select Committee. So, I want 
an extension of 24 hours. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before we proceed to the non
Qfficial business, I should like the House to know the future programme 
with regard to the GQvernment Bills. Today and tomorrow, we proceed 
with the non-official business; and day after tomorrow, that is, 
Saturday, the House will resume discussion on the Money-lenders Bill, 
the first reading of which was proceeding when we last adjourned. 
Assuming that the first reading is over by Saturday, we might ~ke 
up on Monday Bill No. III of 1938-Probation of Oftenders Bill-the 
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report of the Select Committee on which has been presented today. 
On the assumption that the Select Committee's report on Bill No. V
Harijan Temple Worship Bill-is presented tomorrow, we might proceed 
with that Bill also on Monday in case we get time. Tomorrow is the 
day fixed for presenting the report of the Select Committee on the Small 
Holders Relief Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHi: Yes, Sir; but it may become 
necessary perhaps to have an extension for 24 hours. But both the 
other reports will be ready tomorrow, and if the non-afficial business 
is over, I have no objection if the Probation of Offenders Bill and the 
Harijan Temple Worship Bill are taken up tomorrow. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Tomorrow is allotted, I understand, 
for non-official business. As regards the two Bills mentioned by the 
Honourable ·Minister, the report of the Select Committee on the 
Probation of Offenders Bill has been presented, and the report on the 
Harijan Temple Worship Bill will be. presented tomorrow. I presume 
that honourable members would like to have some time to go through 
the reports, study the amendments made by the Select Committees and 
table amendments if they so wish: They will require some time to do 
all that, and I think they should have some time. So, it is better that 
the Bills are taken up on Monday instead of Saturday-! mean the 
Probation of Offenders Bill and the Harijan Temple Worship Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M.lfUNSHI: Then Saturday will be devoted 
to the first reading of the Money~lenders Bill only. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That is what I suggest. If, as 
the Honourable Minister just stated, an extension is asked for in the 
case of the report of the Select Committee on the Small Holders Relief 
Bill, that report will be before the House on Saturday. I was just 
considering as to when it should be taken up, leaving some time for 
members to study the amendments made by the Committee and totable 
their own amendments. It is possible that some of the amendments. 
tabled might require the previous sanction o£ His Excellency the 
Governor; in that case it would be neq~ssary to give some time to enable 
members to obtain that sanction. So, I was just suggesting this 
programme: on Saturday, the Money-lenders Bill should be taken 
up ; if it is finished, well and good; if not, it will continue on Monday. 
Then, on Monday, after finishing the Money-lenders Bill, we will take 
up Bill No. III-Probation of Offenders Bill; and if that too is finished, 
we will proceed with Bill No. V-Harijan Temple Entry Bill. The 
other Bill-Small Holders Relief Bill-may be taken up on Wednesday, 
so that, after the report is presented on Saturday, members will have 
some time to study it and table amendments and, if they require the 
Governor's sanction, to obtain such sanction. If the programme that 
I have suggested is agreed to, I would request members to give me their 
views as to the time which I should fix for tabling amendments, because 
honourable members will realise that the amendments require scrutiny 
and that some time has to be given for the purpose. 
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The Honourable Mr. K.lf. MUNSHI: There is only one consideration 
which I may place before you and the House. If the Money-lenders 
Bill-first reading-is finished on Saturday, and if the Probation of 
Offenders Bill is also disposed of on Monday as well as the other Bill
Harijan Temple Entry Bill-then on Tuesday perhaps the House will 
have no work to do. I do not think there would be much discussion 
on the Probation of Offenders Bill and the Harijan Temple Entry 
Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I was contemplating only one 
difficulty. If the report on the Small Holders Relief Bill is presented 
tomorrow, members will get two days to consider it-Saturday and 
Sunday; and on Monday they may be in a position to table amendments, 
and, in case any of them require sanction, to obtain it. But assuming 
that the report itself is presented on Saturday, then members wishing 
to table amendments will perhaps find it difficult to do so. In any case, 
the Bill may be taken up on Tuesday on one condition, namely, that. 
if any amendments are tabled which require sanction, and the sanction 
is not obtained till Tuesday when the Bill is taken up, then the Bill 
should be taken up on Wednesday. That is the position which I want 
to safeguard so far as amendments are concerned. That is why 
I suggested the programme. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: In case there is any such difficulty 
as regards amendments, the Bill can certainly be taken up on Wednesday ; 
but provisionally it should be placed on the agenda for Tuesday. If for 
the purpose of discussing any amendments difficulty as regards sanction 
is felt, it can be taken up on Wednesday, as you, Sir, have suggested. But 
we may, at the same time, provisionally fix it for Tuesday, so that, now 
that members have nearly come to the end of the session, it may not be 
necessary to prolong the session unnecessarily. That was the idea in 
suggesting that the Bill might be placed on the. agenda for Tuesday 
provisionally. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will accept that provisional 
programme on that understanding. 

Now, I would request honourable members to table any amendments 
that they wish to table to the Bill the report on which has been presented 
today-Probation of Offenders Bill-by 12 noon on Saturday. To the 
other Bill-Harijan Temple Entry Bill-amendments may ·be tabled 
by noon on Monday. To the third Bill-Small Holders Relief Bill
amendments may be tabled by Monday evening. I think that will suit· 
the convenience of the House. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: May we know when we sit on Saturday 
so that we may adjust our programme¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The usual time-10-30 to 1-30. 

~II. K. F. NARIMAN: Not in the afternoon 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : No. 
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RESOLUTION RE : FACILITIES FOR INDIAN APPRENTICES. 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE (Belgaum South): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to 
move:-

"This A.ssembl v recommends to Government to issue instructions to all Departments 
of Government, semi-Government bodies, Municipal Corporations and Municipalities 
to insert in all contracts and agreements with non-Indian suppliers for the supply of 
stores, materials, machinery or services, a CTause to the effect that the suppliers con
cerned shall afford every facility to Indian apprentices for practical training in factories 
workshops or offices, owned, managed, controlled or patronised by them so as to enable 
the Indian apprentices to acquire a full knowledge of the tecnhnique and work of 
their trade, in~ustry, calling or profession. , 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have received one amendment 
with reference to this resolution. The honourable member will move 
the amendment at this stage and have his speech on it later on, so that 
the honourable member moving the resolution will be in a position to 
know the point of view of the mover of the amendment. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Sir, Do I understand that I should move my 
amendment now but not speak on it 1 I understood that you wished 
me to move it now. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : My idea is that if all the amend
ments are before the House at this stage, the speakers following will have 
an idea as to what is passing in the minds of various members and the 
subject may be discussed more thoroughly from the beginning. 

Mr. D. G. JADHA V: Sir, I beg to move: 

In line 6, after the word "apprentices , add the words "especially preference should 
be given for Scheduled Castes." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Sir, I beg to move: 

For the words "non·Indian" aubatitu"UJ the word "all". Delete the words 
" or patronised " and between the words " managed " and " controlled " insert the 
word "or". 

Question proposed. 
The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I beg to move: 

(1) In line 4 for the word "non-Indian" substitute the word "all", and after the 
word "all" insert the words "manufacturers and". 

(2) In line 6 between the words " the " and "suppliers " insert the words "manu· 
facturers concerned and the "• and after the words "concerned" where it occurs the 
eecond time, insert "who have facilities for training apprentices". 

(3) In line 7 delete the words "or patronised". 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Sir, in view of this amendment of the Honour· 
able Minister, I should like to withdraw my amendment. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : First I will put the Honourable 
Minister's amendments to the House. After that I will .put to the 
Hou~;e the request of the honourable member Mr. Greaves for leave to 
withdraw his amendment. 

Question proposed. 

Amendment, (Mr. Greaves's) by leave, withdrawn. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Sir, I beg to move an amendment to the 
amendment just now proposed by the Honourable Minister for Local 
Self-Government: 

lllllert the words "or pf1)cure as the case may be " after the words "shall 
afford". · 

My second amendment is: 

Retain the word "patronised" appearing after the word "controlled". 

I will just read the resolution as amended for the convenience of 
the members. 

"This Assembly recommends to Government to issue instructions to all departments 
of Government, semi-Govllrnment bodies, Municipal Corporations and Municipalities 
to insert in all contracts and agrcomenta with all suppliers for the supply of store!, 
materials, machinery or services, a clause to the effect that the manufacturers ooncerned 
and the suppliers concerned who have facilities for training apprentices shall afford 
or procure as the case may be every facility to Indian apprentices for practical t.raining 
in factories, workshops or offices, owned, managed, controlled or patronised by them 
so as to enable the Indian apprentices to acquire a full knowledge of the technique 
and work of their trade, industry, calling or profession." 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I have no objection to the 
amendment moved by Mr. Karandikar. 

11Ir. R. A. KHEDG IKAR rose. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have not yet put the amendment 
of the honourable member Mr. Khedgikar to the House. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Sir, the acceptance of this amendment of 
Mr. Karandikar gives rise to a great difficulty because now the words 
" or patronised " are retained. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : In any case, the amendment of the 
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government is before the House for 
discussion. 

I will now put 1\Ir. Karandikar's amendment to the House. 

Question proposed. 
~Ir. R. A. KHEDGIK.AR (Sholapur City: Textile Labour): Si 

2-30 p.m. I beg to move-

(After a Pause.) 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If the honourable member is not 
quite ready with his amendment, he may move it at a later stage. 
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· 1\Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: I have got it, Sir. Delete the words 
" a clause "in line 5 and substitute the word " clauses " instead and 
add the following after the-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I request the honourable 
member to write out the amendment legibly, so that I can put it to 
the House 1 He may complete writing out his amendment ; in the 
meanwhile, the debate may proceed . ._-· 

~Ir. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City): Sir, I beg to move: 

" In line 3, after the word 'Municipalities ', add the words ' Port Trust and 
Railways'." ' 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am doubtful about this particular 
amendment being in order. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: If the expression" semi-Government bodies'' 
includes Port Trust and Railways, then there is no need for t.his 
amendment. I only want to specify them. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : These bodies are not the Provincial 
Government's concern. That is the difficulty. 

Mr. K. F. NARI~IAN: If the Provincial Governments have dealings 
with them of any description and if it is legally possible to include themt 
we may do so; but if there is any legal difficulty, then it cannot be 
done. But I think it will add to the strength of the resolution if these 
words are added. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The point is that by this resolution 
we are making a recommendation to the Provincial Government to 
issue instructions to all departments of Government, semi-Government 
bodies, Municipal Corporations and Municipalities. This amendment 
means that they should issue instructions to the Port Trust and 
Railways also which are not under their control. That is the 
difficulty. · 

· ~Ir. K. G. GOK.HALE (Belgaum South): 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, the intent 
and purpose of this resolution, namely, to provide facilities for 
practical training of Indian youths, i§ so obvious that I think I need 
not detain this House very long to explain my reasons for this motion. 
In India, the middle class unemployment problem has assumed such 
terrible dimensions that time has come to make certain provisions for the 
proper training of the youths of this country. After the Great War
was over, the Provincial Governments and the India Government 
thought it desirable that the Indian youths also should be given all 
possible facilities in the training of such professions and in 1921 the 
Government of India had actually inserted a clause to the following 
e:ffect: 

"Firms receiving orders in India will be expected to provide facilities in the!r wor~s 
for the training of Indian technical students and where such firms h&ve the1r m~m 
works out.~ide India or are subsidiary companies promoted or closely connected w!tb 
firms which have their main works outside India they will be expected to prov1~e 
similar facilities to students recommended by the High Commi&~ioner for Indu~ 
in London." 
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So, the policy which was laid down by the Government a£ India is the 
same policy which we ask to continue. 

Now, in India, we also know that the problem is more or less one of 
economics. Even the Viceroy had admitted that it was necessary 
to train the Indian youths and that they should be given all possible 
facilities to acquire full knowledge of the technique and work n all 
trades, industries, callings and professions. 

The second point is that in India we have not got so many facilities 
for training our youths in this country. His Excellency the Viceroy 
recently in his welcome address to the eminent scientists at the jubiloo 
session of the Indian Science Congress could mention only four such 
institutions in India. The fust was the Indian Forest Institute at 
Dehra Dun ; the second was the Imperial Agricultural Research 
Institute at Delhi ; the third was the Central Medical Research Insti
tute at Kasauli ; and the fourth was the Indian Institute of Hygiene and 
Public Health in Calcutta. India's grievances and the reasons .why 
India is comparatively back-ward in industrialisation are well known 
to all. 

Later on, after the War was over and when aggressive nationalism 
had its fum hold, India is not at present getting all possible facilities. 
for the training of Indian youths in the United Kingdom or in Europe 
or in America. I can reliably say from documentary evidence that 
the number is dwindling down day by day and we are not at present 
getting facilities for Indian youths as we used to do formerly. The 
following are the figures which will show as to why there is a necessity 
for bringing forward this resolution : · 

In 1929-30 applications received from the Indian students were 
134 and facilities could be obtained only for 76 students ; 

in 1930-31, 154 applications were received and facilities were provided. 
only to 98 students ; 

in 1931-32, 120 applications were received and 104 students got 
facilities ; 

in 1932-33, 143 applications were received and facilities were given 
to 114 students ; 

in 1933-34, 136 applications were received and facilities were given 
t() 76 students only. 

An Honourable MEliBER : By whom were the I applications 
received? . .. 

Afr. K. G. GOKILA.LE: By Government. Now, the High Com
missioner for India, to W"hom the applications are sent and who actually 
arranges for getting all possible facilities to Indian youths either in 
England or in the United Kingdom or in Europe, has to admit that 
at present Germany, Switzerland, Austria and other nations are reluctant. 
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to give facilities for the training of Indian youths. We are not getting 
any facilities in foreign lands now. Our students go there and the 
parents spend enormous money on their training there ; but if they get. 
-only theoretical education and not the practical training and knowledge 
-of these industries, then they cannot get any service on their return 
to India; hence the time has come ng.w- to pass such a resolution in this 
Assembly to impress upon the Provincial Government, as well as the 
Indian and Imperial Governments the necessity for providing such 
facilities. And pressure has to be brought on all these Government 
bodies, semi-Government bodies, Municipalities and other Corporations 
that when they want to buy any articles they should put it as 
a condition precedent in their contracts and in the terms of their tenders 
that they will not purchase articles from them if they do not give all 
possible facilities to Indian students for getting practical training and 
full knowledge of that particular trade, industry, calling or profession. 
If this condition is put in those contracts, it is quite likely that this 
kind of pressure will be of much use and the Indian youths will get all 
possible facilities in foreign countries. 

Now, the goodwill, as I have already told the House, is actually vanish· 
ing and therefore this new kind of pressure is absolutely necessary. 
This is not a novel procedure which we are following. All other 
independent nations like Mghanistan, Persia, Turkey or China are 
putting up such conditions in their trade agreements when they purchase 
articles £rom the West or any other country. And no orders are given 
unless this condition· is inserted. Hundreds of students are leaving 
China, Mghanistan, Turkey or Persia and they are actually admitted 
in all the European factories and in America also and every year they 
are getting hundreds of youths absolutely trained in all these crafts. 
They start factories in their own countries. And naturally with this 
outlet there is an all round development of the industries in their own 
i}Ountries. Unfortunately, in India, that is not the case. The foreign 
independent countries are not only satisfied by getting this particular 
kind o£ knowledge in trade, they go a.- step further and it was only last 
year that a batch of Mghan youths left from Bombay for Japan to learn 
military training. They say "if you are going· to supply some articles to 
Mghanistan, not only you are to train our youths in trade but actually 
you must train them in military art also. And if you do not give that 
training to our youths, we shall not purchase anything." All those 
countries have gone far ahead. This resolution does not contemplate 
even to go so much further. Our only request to all these firms, £rom 
whom the municipalities or Government or semi-Government bodies will 
actually get supplies, is that they , h• uld give training to the Indian 
youths and prepare them actually to do that work here in India. 
We ask only for all possible facilities. If there are no facilities in your 
firm, put pressure upon some other firms and procure certain facilities 
for our Indian youth. If these facilities are thus given, it is quite likely 
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that the industrial problem will be solved and our milliona_ires will invest 
money for starting hundreds of industries and i£ we get trained Indian 
youths in all the technicalities of the industries, then India's future is 
very bright. With that object in· view, this resolution has been 
brought forward in this Assembly. If you look to certain banks in 
Bombay, you will find that without bringing a pie from their countries, 
their dividends run to two digits; but even they are not prepared to give 
any facilities to Indian youths to train in the art of banking. 

One more factor is very important. In the western countries at 
present if there is any balance in favour of one country it squares up its 
ledger with the other by procuring all facilities in training the youth 
of its country. In spite of the adverse ratio, India has always got 
a balance in its own favour as far as trade goes and even i£ we also insist 
that our youths should be trained by all the foreign firms, I believe, youth 
being the invaluable asset of this country, will be trained and India will 
also gain in this particular field of life. 

Then I have already said that the western nations are actually making 
trade agreements. There is the Afghan-Japan agreement, China-German 
agreement, and so on. In India also, the Indian High Commissioner 
or the Government enters into certain trade agreements and in all such 
trade agreements, i£ this condition is also put, I believe that the 
purpose of this resolution will be served. If the whole of the nation, 
all provincial assemblies, the Provincial, the Indian and Imperial Govern
ments will all combine to see that the youth of this country is trained in 
all these arts, then alone progress is possible. Now the youth is in an 
absolutely desperate condition. They are not getting any facilities 
anywhere except two or three professions of a pleader or a doctor or an 
engineer, We have not got any other avenue open for our intelligence. 
India is not lacking in intelligence. But trained people are not getting 
service also. I know ofcertain cases in the Bombay Port Trust where 
even ordinary matriculates, not even Englishmen but Italians, have 
been given preference to the best Indian youths who have got western 
diplomas and who have passed higher examination in foreign countries. 
Indians have not been getting their due share even in this particular 
sphere of service. So we are moving in a vicious circle. If we ask an 
employer to employ Indian youths he says they have no practical 
training and there are no facilities for training available to the Indian 
youths. So this vicious circle must be broken. 

Therefore, I appeal to this House to see the significance of my resolu
tion which is absolutely simple. There will be no controversy on this 
resolution. And I hope that this House will give its unanimous support 
to my resolution. If this resolution is passed and i£ Government issues 
instructions to all the Municipalities, Local Boards, Corporations and 
all Government and self-governing bodies that in their tenders they 
should put this as a condition precedent that our Indian apprentices will 
receive practical training in factories, workshops, offices, this will 
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enable In~an apprentices to acquire a full knowledge of the technique 
and work of all trades, industries, callings and professions. Then the 
youth of the country will give this House its whole-hearted blessings. 
And therefore it is our primary duty to see that the youth of the country 
is well-equipped.. There is no way open except to bring this kind of 
direct a11:d indirect pressure on all those suppliers concerned whose 
articles we. pur.chase and do not 1eke free. It is not charity. We 
do not wan~ charity. We are not beggars. We stand on our own rights. 
We ·say, when we give you cash money, when we take things from you, 
why don't you do this small thing to us which you are doing already in 
case of all other countries like Afghanistan, Turkey, China and Persia. 
This is a resolution which is non-controversial and so I commend it 
:for the universal acceptance of this House. 

1\Ir. SAKARLAL BALABHAI (Ahmedabad Millowners' Association) : 
Sir, I rise to support this resolution. The resolution is self-explanatory. 
Unemployment has reached such a stage, both among the intelligent and 
the manual workers, that unless India is more industrialised, unemploy
ment cannot be relieved to a great extent. Even in the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission, 1921-22, they have said: 

"There is one direction however in which we consider that Government could with 
advantage take action. We think that whenever important Government orders are 
placed with firms outside India, one of the conditions of the tender should be that the 
firms should, if required, agree to afford facilities for technical training to Indian appren• 
tices sent by the Government of India. The competition for Indian orders is so great 
that in practice we believe few firms would decline to accept such a condition, and con· 
sequently the &<!option of the policy would entail no appreciable extra expenditure 
on the State. We observe that a resolution in this sense was moved in the Legislative 
Assembly by Sir Vithaldas Thackersey on the 23rd September 1921 and was treated 
sympathetically by the Government.'' . 

And that resolution held that :firms receiving orders in India should be 
expected· to provide facilities for training. I£ the amendment as moved 
by Government is adopted, the resolution will have no effect. Every 
fum will say that there are no facilities. Who is going to find out whether 
facilities do exist there or not 1 So, the resolution as moved origmally 
should be adopted. Practically, all the countries like Japan and others 
who have advanced considerably in industry have made such a condi
tion compulsory and they have benefited to a great extent, with the 
result that in those countries industries have developed enormously. 
So, Government must insist on such a condition in the contracts. 
Again, Sir, this is a most opportune time that when Congress is in power 
they should try to insist on the insertion of such conditions as will give 
more facilities to Indian apprentices for further training. I think, Sir, 
this resolution is a very simple one and should be adopted without the 
amendment moved by the Honourable the :Minister. 

Sir, I support the resolution without the amendment. 
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Mr. J. B. GREAVES (Bombay Chamber of Commerce): Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, I rise to support the resolution as amended by the Honourable 
l\Iinister Mr. Patil and I oppose the amendment of the honourable 
member Mr. Karandikar. I imagine that the House would like to know 
what British industrialists are doing with regard to apprentices and 
what their views are on the question of training apprentices in 
E~~n~ · 

Sir, one of the most important industries in India is the cotton mill 
industry. No cotton mill machinery itself is sold to any bodies contem
plated under this resolution. Cotton mill machinery is sold to private 
enterprise in India. Yet, it has been the practice for the last forty years 
for almost any suitable Indian apprentice who applies to be trained in 
any of the English works to get facilities for training. I know of many 
instances of Indian apprentices who have been so trained, and in the 
four or five works today who manufacture this machinery in England there 
are fifteen to twenty Indian apprentices undergoing training there today. 
That will give you some indication of what the British machinery industry 
is prepared to do in regard to the training of Indian apprentices. 

Now, take the large engineering firms in England. My difficulty as 
a seller of machinery has been to find Indian apprentices. I have 
the greatest diffi~ulty in getting suitable apprentices. The other day 
I had the pleasure of hearing the Honourable the Prime Minister address 
the Dufierin Cadets, and I disagreed very strongly with him on one thing 
he said. He said that all the boys trained on the Du.fierin should take 
to the sea as a career and that if they did not do so the time and money 
spent on their training was wasted, and he expressed the view that every 
boy trained on the Dufierin who did not go to sea was wasted. 
Two boy-apprentices that I have had trained in England are Dufierin 
boys who did not go to sea. One of them is already doing very well and 
the other who has just gone to England will also do well. The point 
I am making, Sir, is that the Dufierin Training Ship also turns out boys 
who are suitable for training as apprentices. 

Sir, the attitude of the English engineering works is that they are 
prepared to take"' up suitable Indian apprentices if they can get them. 
Moreover, most of the bigger works I find are prepared to pay Indian 
a.pprentices double the rate that they are paying to English apprentices, 
solt>ly to encourage Indians to come to them. The cost to these boys 
going to England is considerable. I reckon that it costs the firm which 
giws training to an apprentice about £300 and it costs the apprentice 
a bout the same sum for three years' training. A number of parents cannot 
afford that. Government give very few facilities to assist these boys. 
That is a point Government might take notice of and see whether they 
rannot do something about it. 

Sir, we have heard a lot about the High Commissioner in London. 
)f y el:perience of sending Indian boys Home is that I cannot expect 
much help from the High Commissioner, who appears to be concerning 
himself more with University students and boys in engineering colleges 
and not with the class of boys envisaged in this resolution. 
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I was glad to note that honourable members think that German and 
Italian firms are the worst offenders against the spirit of this resolution. 
I have no knowledge of this. But I think the High Commissioner 
should take up the question when carrying on trade negotiations with 
these countries. 

Now, Sir, there is one thing I d0"""6oject to in this resolution and that 
is the words "or patronised." The Honourable Minister Mr.Patil first of 
all deleted those words. Then, I understand, he agreed that they should 
be retained. Our objections to the words " or patronised "are these: 
take the case of a German supplier selling an electric power plant to 
a municipality or a public body. It is right that a clause should be in the 
contract compelling him to take an Indian apprentice or apprentices into 
h.is works. But suppose there is a clock supplied, costing three rupees. 
You cannot compel that German supplier, because of his sale to the 
public body of a three rupee clock, to take an Indian apprentice into 
the clock factory. That is an illustration of how impracticable the words 
".or patronised" .are. Take again the case of cotton mills. I under
stand the position there is fairly satisfactory under the excellent scheme 
which has been worked out recently by the Department of Industries. 
But, in the other trades where there is very little control of apprentices, 
I find one very objectionable practice that has crept in. I know of one 
firm-! am not going to mention the name of the firm-where the 
total labour force employed is 100 and out of that 100, 70 are so-called 
apprentices, none of them getting any pay. We do not want to encourage 
that form of apprenticeship. First of all, the "apprentices" get no 
training, they are merely there to provide the firm concerned with free 
labour. As the clause is worded, if a penal provision is inserted in 

· a contract, it is bound to result in suppliers taking in 3 
p.m. free apprentices and merely getting free cooly labour 

thereby. That is being done today and it is a most objectionable practice. 
So, while we support the resolution, great care will have to be taken in 
drafting the provision in the contracts, and I would> suggest that the 
Government avail themselves of the opportunity of consulting commer
cial and manufacturing interests iir the city as to the best means of 
phrasing the clause in the contracts. The suggested wording that has 
been put forward by the honourable mover of the resolution is not practi
cable. It lends itself to all sorts of abuses. What he wants is a provision 
put in a contract for the supply of an article of the value ofRs. 4 that the 
supplier of an article of the value of rupees fourshould t~ke in apprentices. 
That is not practicable. But it is practicable to put it in in the case 
of big contracts. It is practicable to see that great pressure is put on, so 
that it shall be carried out in the case of big contracts. If you put it in 
small contracts, for instance, for the supply of an article worth rureesfour, 
you may find, because of this provision, the article will cost thousands of 
rupees, unless you are prepared to allow the clause to be got over by the 
taking in .of free apprentices who receive no training and who are merely 
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treated as coolies by their employers. With these word.11, I support the 
resolution as amended by the Honourable liinister l.tr. Patil, and I oppose 
th(' amendment of the honourable member Mr. Karandikar. 

jfr. ~IrSAJI E. PATEL (Broach Sub-Dhi.,ion): Sir, I support the 
resolution moved by the honourable member Mr. Gokhale, and I am 
autlwrised by the leader of my party to speak on behalf of my party 
aho that the whole of the Muslim League Party supports this resolution 
and endorses every word that has fallen from the lips of the honourable 
ruo,·er. My grievance is that the resolution as drafted is very mild. 
It is only in a recommendatory form and not in a mandatory form. We 
ha ,.e heard enough of these recommendations, and really we have got 
f'ick of these recommendations, and it is high time that we keep away 
from all these expressions like "recommendation ", "consideration " 
and "under consideration". I say that this resolution is very mild 
because no machinery has been provided in it by which the spirit of the 
resolution is carried out or put into practice. It would have been better 
if certain provision were made or certain machinery established by which 
we could see that this condition is really carried out and given effect to. 
're should ask the firms, both Indian and non-Indian, who supply goods 
how many applications for apprenticeships they receive every year and 
how many apprentices have been actually taken in their factories. 
If such a condition is kept in the contract, then I think it would be 
better, and the meaning and spirit of the recommendation could be 
carried out more effectively. 

It is a pity really that there are many Indian firms also who employ 
experts from Germany, America and Japan. They do not want that 
other Indians should pick up their work, and so they deliberately keep 
Indian youths from picking up the work. They are kept away for fear 
that they may start rival business concerns. Not only we have to see 
that non-Indian suppliers take up Indian youths as apprentices, but we 
hare also to tell the Indian firms that when they engage any non-Indian 
experts they have to see that side by side suitable Indian youths are also 
employed in order to pick up the work and get a knowledge of the 
technique of the work. 

A reference has been made by the honourable member to the fact that 
only two or three professions are at present open to our educated youths, 
namely, the lawyer's profession and the doctor's profession. I say that 
it is high time these professions were not at all looked to. Already 
both these professions are overcrowded, and a move is afoot and certain 
suggestions have been actually made and are being made that strict rules 
!ihould be made for the admission of educated young men into the 
profession of Ia wyers The suggestions made are so drastic as to close these 
examinations for some years, or to see that young lawyers do not start 
practice unless they serve as apprentices under some senior lawyers. 
So I say that these two professions also will be very shortly closed. 
These professions are already overcrowded, and it is high time our 
<·ducated young men looked to other professions requiring technical skill 
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and therefore we have to se.e that our educated young men and youths 
get the necessary practical training. Really the question of unemploy
ment specially among educated young men is becoming very acute, and 
I think all the Provincial Governments of India will very shortly have to 
consider ~his question very seriously. \Ye see that in many places public 
peace is disturbed and there is dissatisfaction, and of course the cause or 
the root of this lies in the fact that tnere are a number of dissatisfied and 
djsgruntled ymmg men who are out of employment. That is one of the 
reasons why we see, of course not always but many a time, that the 
public peace is disturbed by all these people who are dissatisfied and 
disgruntled. So, it would be better, before placing an order for supplies, 

. if .a .condition is imposed that the suppliers should report as to how many 
appr~ntices they have actually taken for training every year. tnless 
· sucp. conditions are put in the con~racts which are made for the supply 
of articles, I do not think any useful purpose will be served, and this 
recommendation will be merely a paper recommendation. With these 
w:o~ds, I support the resolll:tion. 

Mr, R. A. KHEDGIKAR: May I move my amendment, Sir 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have read the honourable member's 
amendment. I am afraid it is out of order. Does he want me to read 
it out1 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment which, in my 
view, is out of order and which has been tabled by the honourable 
member Mr. Khedgikar runs thus: 

Delete the word "clause" in line 5 and substitute tlie word "clauses", and add 
the following at the end of the resolution : 

That means, he· suggests that Government should issue instructions 
for inserting two clauses instead of one clause, one of the clauses being 
the one mentioned in the resolution ; and now follows the clause which 
he is suggesting to be added to the original resolution : 

" that the oontract:>rS shall pay the same wages and give other facilities as obtaining 
in the Depa.rtments of Government, semi-Government bodies, Municipal Corporations 
and Municipaliti~s for the same type of work." 

. ,· 
It is clearly beyond the scope of the original resolution and, therefore, 
o my mind, it is out of order. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: Is the fate o£ my amendment also the same 
as ~y honourable friend's 1 

. The Honourable the SPEAKER : I thought the honourable member 
. :did. n~t wish to move his amendment.. . . . 
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lir. K. F. NARUIAN: If my amendment is not in order in the form in 
which I have given notice, I shall put it in some such way: "l'hisAssembly 
recommends to the Government of India to issue similar ivstructions 
to the Port Trust and the Railways ...... " 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I a:r.p. afraid it is extending the 
scope of the resolution, which is restricted to definite recommendations 
to be made to the Provincial Government. Is the honourable member 
anxious to move his amendment 1 

llr. K. F. NARIMAN: Yes. Shall I say "Insert the words 'Port 
'Trust and the Railways' after the word ':Municipality'"! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The difficulty is not about the 
form but about the substance of it. I am unable to suggest any form 
lJy which the substance, which is out of order, can be made in orde.r. 
I took it that, after the short discussion we had, the honourable member 

·did not want to move it. 

~Ir. K. .F. NARIMAN: I was anxious if I could devise .ways and 
means to move it. 

lir. U. C. GHIA (Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Sir, I support the 
Tesolution moved by the honourable member Mr. Gokhale. I am sorry 
to see the amendment brought forward to insert the words " who have 
facilities for training apprentices " by the Honourable Minister 1\Ir. L. ll. 
Patil. It will nullify the very aim of this resolution. I can tell you 
the amount of hardship the Indian apprentices are undergoing in 
England and other countries, with whom we place large orders. I know 
for a fact, when once I was in England, a student who was receiving 
scholarship from the Tatas was not allowed to enter some works. 
Because of my dealings with various manufacturers, I was able to put 
l1im for some days in one of the important works. Now, if you put 
this condition "who have facilities for training apprentices", it is very 
likely that the manufacturers will say "We are very sorry we have 
no facility and we cannot take Indian students in our works ". From 
my experience of 1933, I can say that, while as a matter of fact students 
of the United Kingdom are trained in the same works, the Indian students 
are not allowed to get into them and take training. 

I can see from our Chamber's record that a correspondence was passed 
by our Chamber in February 1936 with the Department of Industries 
and Labour, Government of India. The reply the Chamber got was 
as follows: 

"The attempts of the High Conunissionrr were latterly ham pen: d. There h.a•e been 
<'ll~t<s in whi<'h it was not possible for the High Commissioner for India to secure the 
required facilities in the United Kingdom." · 

They further add : 

" [,·en foroign firms are no more anxious th.an the firms in the r'nited Kingdom to 
.offer training facilities to th& Indian apprentices." 
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This was received from the Department of Industries and Labour on 
3rd February 1936, No. 1332. For the information of the House I mav 
add that I can give statistics as regards the facilities given to the India~ 
apprentices in the United Kingdom. In 1929-30, applications were . 
received from 134 students, whereas facilities were obtained by only 7 4 ; 
in 1933-34, 136 students applied for training but only 76 were allowed 
facilities for training. I may further add that :Mr. Satyamurti l1as 
brought in a resolution in the Central Assembly, where, according to 
what is appearing in the Times of India, dated 11th January, it 
says: 

"Facilities for practical training for Indian apprentices in workshops of non-Indian 
concerns which supply goods to Gov1.1rnment or semi-Government bodies are insisted 
upon." 

I am sorry to say these things against the popular Government. Though 
the original resolution is very mild, unfortunately it is not palatable to. 
the Honourable Minister 1\Ir. Patil, and hence my comments. I would 
request the House to consider the original resolution and I hope the 
House will accept the same without any modification. 

1\Ir. S. K. PATIL (Bombay City): Sir, while supporting the original 
resolution moved by the honourable member 1\fr. Gokha.le, I have to· 
move an amendment to the amendment which the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government and Industries has moved, It is more in 
the nature of a rider to the amendment which he has moved. I shall 
first read my amendment, which runs as foliows : 

"Delete from that amendment the words ' who have facilities for training 
apprentices '." 

Sir, it has been pointed out by honourable members o£ this Houser 
especially by the representatives of the Indian Merchants' Chamber 
and the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association, that when you include 
this proviso "who have facilities for training apprentices" you 
practically nullify the effect of that resQlution, because, with all the good 
intentions, what foreign manufacturer or supplier will come forward 
and say that they have got these facilities¥ It is an impossibility. In 
order to make the resolution effective, we must delete that proviso· 
from the amendment. Therefore, my appeal to the Honourable Minister 
is that he should see his way to take out these words from his 
amendment. 

This is an old question of 16 or 17 years. It has got a history passing 
through various phases. Though it is an interesting history, it is equally 
disappointing. ·Therefore, it has been felt by most honourable members 
that a resolution of this description must be passed. The fact that 
so 'Illany honourable members of this House have given notice of this 
resolution demonstrates conclusively the keen interest of the House so 
far as this question is concerned. As was pointed out by the honourable 
member the representative of the Millownera' Association, as early as 
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September, 1921, Sir Vithaldas Thackersey moved a resolution in the 
Central Legislative Assembly almost of an identical character. In 
the Report of the Fiscal Collllllission which was then sitting, it was clearly 
stated as their recommendation : · . 

"There is one direction, however, in which we consider that Government could with 
ad1•antage take action. We think that, whenever important Government orders are 
:Jllaced with firms out~ide India, one of the conditions of the tender should be that the 
firm~ .>hould, if required, agree to afford facilities for technical training to Indian appren· 
ticeR ~ent by the Government of India. The competition for Indian orders is so great 
that in practice we believe few firms would decline to accept such a condition, and 
(lonsequently the adoption of the policy would entail no appreciabl~ extra exprnditure 
-on the StatE'." · 

This is the recommendation of the Fiscal ColU1llission. And as a result 
of this, the Government of India laid down the policy to which reference 
has already been made by my honourable friend, the mover of this 
resolution. Even after the adumbration of that policy, the attitude 
of the Government o£ India has been really step-motherly. The figures 
that were quoted by more than one honourable member demonstrate 
that instead of getting facilities for more and more apprentices, year 
aUer year we are going practically in the opposite direction. Whenever 
the non-Indian manufacturers are asked why they are not providing 
iacilities they give two stereotyped replies, namely, that they have 
not got these facilities or that things should be done by goodwill instead 
of by a definite provisim~ in the contracts as suggested in the resolution 
now moved by my honourable friend. Now if we look to other 
.countries that are industrially advanced, this problem does not arise, 
'They are exchanging goods on a system of barter. One country 
exchanges its finished products for the finished products of another 
country, and they take good care to see that commodity is exchanged 
for conunodity. But so far as India is concerned, our position is quite 
different from that of any Western country or Japan. We cannot 
exchange one finished commodity for another finished commodity .. 
We have got to exchange only our raw materials for the finished products 
of other countries. Therefore, we cannot square the ledger in a manner 
adYantageous to us. How can we? Our aim should be to couvert 
our raw materials into finished products in this country. Therefore, 
we cannot square the ledger without loss to us. Placed as we are at 
present, there is one thing that we can do. ·It has been made abundantly 
dear in the report of the Indian Fiscal Commission that we are iri. need 
of so many articles and there is such a keen competition among foreign 
countries to supply these articles to us, that we can always insist on 
a provision for the training of our apprentices by our suppliers. We 
can tell our suppliers: "We shall not buy from you unless you make 
provision for the training of our youths." And that is what is suggested 
.in the resolution of my honourable friend. 

If you look to other industrially bacl.-ward countries, such as 
J.fghanistan and China, you will find that during the last two years there 
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has been a definite tendency on the part of those countries that whenever 
they enter into commercial agreements with other countries they make 
a stipulation-and they strictly, enforce that stipulation-that all. 
facilities should be given for the training of apprentices. Those 
countries, like India, are not in a positi~n-to barter finished products 
for finished products, but are suppliers of raw materials in exchange 
for finished products. Thus they ensure that in years to come they 
will be able to start industries in their own soil to produce the finished 
products they are now importing. We must have regard for human 
psychology whi~h is the same wherever we go. If it is left to the sweet 
will and goodwill of the manufacturers of other countries, they will not 
be so foolish as to voluntarily lose their market in this country by giving 
facilities to apprentices from our country and making it possible for 
them to start factories in our country. Therefore, unless we make the 
necessary stipulation, and strictly adhere to that stipulation, it will. 
be impossible to secure the necessary facilities. I may state here that 
last year China sent her selected young men to Germany for such training. 
Afghanistan did the same with Russia and Japan. Whenever they 
import finished articles into Afghanistan from other countries, the 
Afghan Government stipulates that Afghan youths should be given 
ample opportunities for getting training in the manufacture of those 
articles. When Iran and Afghanistan entered into a trade treaty with 
Russia, this stipulation was made, and thei:c youths are already under 
training in Russia. That happens in most other countries that are 
not industrially advanced and are on a par with India in this respect .. 
Therefore, Sir, if we want to build industries in our countries, we must 
also insert a proviso in every c9ntract that Indian youths should be 
given training facilities. 

this question has now become particularly important, because the 
·Congress is running governments in seven out of the eleven provinces .. 
If these seven provinces make it a point to insert such a condition in 
the contracts, it will have results more .Qr less throughout the country. 
The resolution tabled in the Central Assembly was not reached for 
discussion but I am sure that when that resolution is moved there, it 
will be passed. But so far as the provincial Governments are concerned, 
there is absolutely no reason why we should not pass this resolution 
and make the training of Indian youths an obligatory condition in every 
contract for purchase of goods. 

With these words, I move my amendment and support the resolution 
of my honourable friend Mr. Gokhale. 

~Irs. LILA VATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution moved by my honourable friend Mr. Gokhale. There 
are many amendments moved ; but without going into the merits of 
any of them, I hope the House will adopt the resolution in a form that 
is workable. 
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Sir, if I mistake not, this resolution was tabled by 1\Ir. Mathradas 

Yasanji in the c~ntral Assembly. He represented the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber in that Assembly. I do not know whether he got any chance 
to move it, but it shows that the minds of the mercantile community 
were so much agitated over this question that they waQ.ted tliis resolution 
to he passed in the Central Assembly long ago. 

Sir, there was one point made by the honourable member .Mr. Greaves 
that even if we made a condition, proper facilities 1rould not be given 
to Indian apprentices. Well, I can see the danger : our conditions 
may be made ineffective. But I would point out that hitherto our 
boys went as private apprentices, but hereafter they would be going 
through Government and Government should see that the contracts 
are properly observed and the apprentices are given proper facilities. 
We can quite understand that people who are desirous of obtaining 
orders from India, would not be very ready to give training to Indian 
youths. They want India to be a perpetual buyer of their manufactures. 
I can quite understand that. But no country can afford to go on buying· 
from foreign countries goods which it can manufacture from its own 
raw products. India's youths are India's assets; they have to develop 
our industries. Therefore, every opportunity should be given to them 
to get training. 

In 1930, when I was the Secretary of the Boycott Committee of the 
Pro,·incial Congress Committee, I remember we had a scheme for sending 
some youths abroad every year for training. We had then the late 
Mr. F. E. Dinshaw, who was always ready to listen to any good 
sul!gestions made and ready to advance the cause of the country. 

There was such a scheme; but, unfortunately, 
3
-
30 p.m.. because of the political situation, it did not mate-

rialise. Anyway, when the Go,·ernment take steps in accordance with 
this resolution, I hope they will be able to obtain every facility for Indian 
yout.hs whenever they have an opportunity to do so. 

With these words, I support the resolution. 

llr. K. F. NARUIAX (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, if any fault 
is to h<> found with the resolution as moved, it is that it does not go 
far enough. We should have expected the Government to give it a 
little more push forward rather than to recede it a little more backward. 
As nn- honourable friend Mr. Patil and also other honourable members 
hare ·suggested, if any option or loophole is left in this matter, it can 
Lt> taken for granted that the recommendation made in this resolution 
will remain a dead letter and nullify the whole resolution. Unless, 
as an honourable member belonging to the .Muslim League Party said, 
tht>re is some sanction behind this resolution, all the potential good 
which it is intended to do is not likelv to be effected. Therefore, we 
must put as much sanction in this resoiution as it is possible fot us to 
do, in order to make it more effective. . · 
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I thought, when my honourable friend ~Ir. Patil pointed out 
the recommendations of the Fiscal Commission, that he would 
move an amendment to that effect, namely, that it should be made a 
condition precedent before placing future orders that the manufacturers 
or suppliers concerned should take 'liP Indian apprentices and that 
unless they do that, all future dealings with the firms concerned should 
atop. As my honourable friend has pointed out, the dealings with 
those manufacturers and suppliers have been so large that many of 
them have been subsisting on those orders for years, and they would 
not like to take the risk of shutting down their business. Therefore, 
even at this late stage, I would like to suggest an amendment to the 
resolution in accordance with the suggestion of the Fiscal Commission, 
that such acceptance of Indian apprentices be made a condition precedent 
to placing future orders with such manufacturers, suppliers and firms 
concerned. I am sure this is quite within the scope of the resolution. 
It only gives a sanction to the resolution and makes it a little more 
effective. I am certain that the honourable mover and the House 
desire the resolution to be taken seriously and made really effective 
so that some real good may come out of it. I therefore hope that 
there will be no objection to embodying the proviso which I have 
suggested. If we leave loopholes by saying "as far as possible", I am 
quite sure they will give excuses in order to turn down our demand. 
They will say, "We regret we have no facilities". They will give 
a thousand and one excuses when they are unwilling to accept our 
direction. 

l\Iore than that, Sir, I should like the scope of the resolution .to be 
extended, if it is possible to do it, keeping it within the limits within 
which it is moved. I have heard so much about the difficulties of the 
Indian apprentices going abroad. As against the difficulties that the 
small number of apprentices going abroad meet with-their number 
does not exceed 100 or 150-I want to point out the difficulties of 
thousands of Indian apprentices in India itself who desire to take practical 
training in this country. What facilities are given to them 1 What 
opportunities are afforded to them to take practical training in India 
itself, where so many facilities and opportunities exist 1 Out of about 
10,000 students, 10 students may be able to go abroad through the 
help of their parents or guardians. But what is to become of the 
remaining 9,990 students ? What about those students, who are equally 
capable and who are in a position, if given the opportunities, to take 
advantage of them ? There are any number of facilities and opportu· 
nities even in the limited industrial scope of this country that could be 
made available to our young men. Take such concerns as railway~, 
port trusts, and other concerns with which the Government of India 
are directly or indirectly concerned or over which that Government 
exercise control. Therefore, Sir, if we can bring in this recommendation 
also by changing the wording so as to keep it within its original scope 
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it will help considerably the object which the honourable mover and t.he 
whole House have in view. That, I submit, we should do in the fo1lowing 
form: 

"This Ansembly further recommends to the Government to request the Govem
ment of India. to issue similar directions to Railways, Port Trusts &nd other institu
tions under their control and with whom they have dealin~." 

Similar directions can be issued by the Government of India to the 
railways, port trusts, armament factories, shipyards and other concerns 
in which facilities are available but the doors of which are shut against 
Indian apprentices. 1 do submit that this altered form is absolutely 
in order, because it is Vlrithin the scope of the original resolution. The 
original resolution intends to open for Indian students the doors of 
concerns which have dealings with the Government of Bombay. We 
<:an request the Government of India to issue similar directions to the 
{'oncerns with whirh they have dealings. 

With the enlarging of the scope and with the embodying of the sanction 
in the manner I have suggested, this resolution has got very great 
potentialities. I know it is a small beginning, but it is a very good 
beginning towards the solution of the very large problem of Indian 
unemployment. I do not think there is any problem which is so acute 
and of such vital importance and which necessitates urgent solution 
as this question of unemployment, particularly educated middle class 
unemployment. There have been schemes; there have been educational 
reforms; there have been so many other suggestions. But so far they 
have failed. The tragediesof unemployment are increasing month by 
month, week by week. Only the other day we had a case in the precincts 
<>f the Congress House itself in which an absolutely unemployed couple 
tried to commit suicide. The only shelter they could find was the 
f!raveyard. Such tragedies are repeated day after day. The only 
way to mitigate that tragedy and make even a small beginning towards 
a solution of the problem is to find this kind of potential, fertile employ
ment whereby those apprentices who get· themselves trained will not 
only find employment for themselves but will open doors to employment 
for hundreds of similar youths. We know, Sir, that some young men 
from this very city who had gone through their own enterprise to Japan, 
America and other countries and taken training in factories, started, 
after their return from those countries, factories like electric bulb factories 
and so on and provided employment for yoilllg nien in this country. 
'That shows the vast potentialities of this resolution. The effect of it 
will be to produce in this country not only more money but more 
new industries which are the foundation of the solution of the 
unemployment problem. I do hope that my suggestion to improve 
the efficacy and potentialities of the resolution by giving it 
a sanction and by extending its scope within the limits which the 
honourable mover has laid down will be accepted by the mover and by 
the House. 
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Mr. B. P. THAKOR (Ahmedabad City): Sir, I rise to support the 
resolution that has been moved by my honourable friend Mr. Gokhale. 
I cannot help remarking that it is a misfortune that the Assembly should 
have, as a. result of the legacy which we have inherited from the past 
bureaucratic Government, to recommend to Government to take these 
steps for the training of our youths. T!tre have been certain amend
ments to.the resolution. The word non-Indian is sought to be substi
tuted by" all". I do not understand the object of making this change, 
because many of the Indian concerns which are running at present try 
to give facilities to the youths of the country, and the new scheme which 
has been started by the Provincial Government, and which has come 
into force since last year, provides facilities to about 300 youths of our 
Presidency . 
. Then the addition of the clause " who have facilities for training " is,. 

I think, undesirable. I agree with the previous speakers that no loophole 
should be given to these concerns. Otherwise they will surely take 
advantage of it and will not come forth and admit that they have facilities. 
for training our youths. Some of the honourable members have referred 
to t.he steps taken by Afghanistan, Persia, China and other big countries. 
But they forget that they have their own Governments while we were 
under the Government which was in no way responsible to the people. 
So, that was, I say our misfortune and had it not been for this fact our· 
country would have advanced considerably and occupied a prominent 
position in the world. All along, in such matters we have received step
motherly treatment, and as a result of this we find unemployment hover
ing all over the country and many youths without any employment 
making themselves miserable and also adding to the troubles of the 
country. 

Then there was some objection taken to the word "patronised". The 
word " patronised " ought to be in the resolution, because some of the 

_.manufacturers purchase parts of the machines they supply from other 
•·oun.tries, so the word " patronised " would apply to these countries. 
'fhere ought to be no alteration on that score also. I would therefore 
ilppeal to the Honourable 1\Ir. Patil to drop the words "who have facilities 
for training " and I think that v;1ll serve our purpose for the present. 

With these words, I support the resolution moved by my honourable 
friend 1\Ir. Gokhale. 

~Ir. F. H. FRE~'CH (Presidency): Sir, I rise to support the amend
ment of my honourable friend Mr. Greaves, which, having been. accepted 
by the Honourable :Minister for Local Self-Government, was ~~thdrawn, 
but was subsequently repudiated by the Honourable Minister. In 
supportina this amendment I would like to make it perfectly clear that 
I ha\·e ev~ry sympathy with the resolution. I ~onside~ _it a. thoroug~y 
laudable object to give young Indianseveryposs1ble facility for technical 
training to fit them for industrial careers in their own country .. As 
I have said, I have no quarrel with the intention underlying the resolut~on. 
But why the word "non-Indian" has been ~erted I cannot conce1~e. 
As you know, recently the Director of Industries started an apprent1ce 
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scheme and he appealed to the various industries throughout the Province 
to take on as many young men as possible and train them up to be skilled 
workers. He naturally levelled his aE.Peal in particular at the textile 
industry, it being the largest in the Province. I cannot help thinking 
that he must have been very much disappointed with the response which 
he received. In Bombay, in all the textile mills only 118 apprenticm~ 
have been taken. Of these, 60 per cent. have been taken by non-Indian 
managed mills. In Ahmedabad the position is somewhat worse. There, 
only 82 apprentices were taken less, comparatively, loom for loom, than 
were taken by the non-Indian managed mills in Bombay. Under these 
ciremnstances, I commend to the mover of the resolution that Govern
ment would do well to concentrate on conditions nearer home rather 
than look further afield. This, I think, is a very good reason f()r 
deleting the word "non-Indian" and substituting the word "all." 

Now, Sir, as you know, it is the fixed policy of very many of the .big 
manufacturing houses in England to take apprentices in large numbers. 
Their primary object, of course, is to train up these young men eventually 
to serve them as skilled artisans in their own works. This is a point 
which I would like to commend to the Indian mills in this country. 
Train your young men yourselves, and you will get skilled men in large 
numbers to serve you. 

This resolution, I appreicate, is merely a recommendation to the 
Government and is not a Bill. But I submit it is loosely worded. What 
does "every facility" mean ? Most factories in England, or America, or 
Japan, or the Continent, wherever they may be, do give some facilities 
for training apprentices. Quite apart from safeguarding their O'\\'Il 

business interests, i£ Governmen.t were to desire them to take an unreason
ably large number of apprentices, they could not do so, because it 
woul~ not be in the interest of the apprentices themselves. 

Then, Sir, I come to the word " patronised." Now, the word 
" patronised " either means nothing or it means too much. My honour
able friend Mr. Greaves gave you ·an illustration of how unpractical that 
word is. But I would give you a simpler illustration. A municipality 
buys a bicycle for a peon. On that bicycle the tyres are made by Dunlop, 
the lamp is made by Lucas, the bell by someone else and the saddle by 
still another firm. Is it seriously suggested that before the order for 
that bicycle is placed every one of the various manufacturers who made 
all these component parts should be brought under the scheme~ It is 
really impracticable. Therefore, ·I do appeal to the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government to reconsider his previous decision, 
to go back po what1 he · first thought and take out the word 
"patronised." 

There is just one other point which is worthy of consideration. It is 
a serious point and it is a disadvantage to the scheme. We hear so much 
now-a-days, and rightly so, o£ the pressing need for economy. But 
when you are calling for tenders, if you impose conditions, then 
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obviously you will get fewer tenders and competition will not be so 
keen. Prices, therefore, are bound to go up, and this recommendation 
being to public bodies, it will be the tax-payer who will have to pay 
ultimately. 

With these words, I would ask the i~~er of the resolution to accept 
the amendment proposed by my honourable friend Mr. Greaves . 

. :Ur. NAGINDAS T. MASTER (Bombay City): This resolution, 
I am quite sure, has commended itself to the whole House. There 
have been a few amendments, but the object underlying the resolution 
has been accepted, and rightly so. It is to be remembered that we 
must have industrial development in our country. When we realise 
that imports in the vicinity of 240 crores are received annually, while 
raw materials are at our doors, every one will agree that a special 
scheme, which is necessary, must be developed in this country. Our 
students go to foreign countries in large numbers ; vast sums of money 
are spent, and they come back with a few theories but without any 
equipment which can make them useful either for developing or working 
in an industrial concern to the benefit of the country. Sir, it has been 
observed, instances have been given and figures quoted to show how 
up to now this idea has not been realised. "Wherever it is possible, 
we should see that industries, properly carried on, thrive in the country 
and we give points in industries to other countries. Therefore, whilst 
supporting the resolution, I take it that in the carrying out of it the 
various suggestions made will be kept in view, and in this reciprocity 
the least we can expect and enforce is what is enunciated in the 

· resolution. · 

With these words, I commend this resolution to the House and I am 
quite sure it will be carried. 

Mr. BHOGILAL D. LAL.\ (Ahmedabad North): Sir, I rise to 
support this resolution The principle .. underlying the resolution is such 
as would appeal to every member in this House. I shall not, therefore, 
be justified in taking up the time of this House by a long speech. 
I would refer to one or t"'o points which appeal to me. 

· To mv mind, Sir, the resolution is very mild and it is being made 
milder ;till by the introduction of the words " wherever facilities for 
training exist". I think that we rely too much upon the goodwill 
of the other nations, and I would submit, therefore, that we must stand 
upon our rights and must bargain and barter. We have seen the result 
of the goodwill of the other nations; we have seen the result of the 
efforts of the High Commissioner in London and we have seen that 
applications from Indian students have been turned down on one 
pretext or another by the producers in England and other countries. 
Therefore, I think that we should not give fhem any loop~~le ; we 
should not give them any pretext. We must put such conditions as 
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they must fulfil if .they want to have the Indian market. We . know 
that there is a large competition for finding new marketS in Europe, 
and therefore, if we take advantage ~f this opportunity, and try to 
insert such conditions, I think such conditions will ).le fulfilled and 
fulfilled to a letter. I will go further and say that the condition may 
be made even strict and stricter, and a clause may be inserted that 
if in the execution of the agreement it is found that the agreement is 
not carried out both in letter and in spirit, then the Government would 
have the power to put an end to that agreement, and that the 
Government's decision would be final. I submit that it is necessary 
to stand upon our right~ ; it is necessary now not to depend upon the 
good will of other nations ; it is necessary that such conditions should 
be put in the agreement, and unless we are serious in doing away with 
the unemployment which is so rampant in: the country, I think it is 
no good passing resolutions which are very mild. It is no good making 
any suggestion which would not fulfil the object underlying the resolution. 
I will appeal to the mover of the amendment that he will see to this 
fact and will not make the resolution more mild. 

:\lr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I have been much 
amused at the whole trend of discussion carried on on the resolution so 
ably moved by my honourable friend comrade Gokhale, and my only 
excuse to speak on this resolution is to show that most of the friends 
who have expressed their opinion on the question have been living in 
what has been described by my honourable friend comrade Karandikar 
the other day as Fool's Paradise. They have been living in a Fool's 
Paradise. I myself had given notice of moving a resolution of this 
kind. hut, Sir, the ballot changed the destiny of this resolution and 
put the motion of this resolution in the hands of another member, who 
has carved out a line of discussion which is entirely foreign to my 
mentality. The reason why I gave notice of this resolution was entirely 
different, and unless the whole House begins to think in the light which 
I am now going to suggest. I do not think there will be any purpose 
sen·ed by making a formal recommendation of this academical character. 
The purpose is, as my honourable friend (Mr. Lala) stated just now, 
to get a certain .amount of knowledge for our Indian youths who are 
debarred from learning certain, technical arts in foreign countries, and 
I think they mean England primarily. But, Sir, it is not that only .. 
Knowledge of foreign arts is not everything. What is wanted is real 
power in our hands. But supposing; as the reins o£ government are 
now in the hands of a kind of body which we all know to be preaching 
capitalist nationalism, they make this modest move. I am prepared 
to agree, but that is not going to solve the problem. The meaning 
of the resolution is not merely to make a recommendation; it is 
something different, and I shall unfold the whole theory shortly. The 
idea that these modest frtends seem to imagine is this. 'Supposing,. 
our honourable comrade Nurie desires to build a bridge, say, across 
the- Xermada, and he places an order of a certain amount of money .. 
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say about 5 lakhs, with a firm in Birmingham. In Birmincrha.m 
suppose there are 4 or 5 Indian students who desire to have entranc~ 
in~o a workshop. The purpose of this resolution is that, while placing 
this order of 5lakhs of rupees, Government should make a recommenda· 
tion that th~se five students shoul~ b!:_.!?ven an opportunity of learning 
all the details of the craft and vanous 1tems pertaining to those works 
in the workshops concerned. That idea is laudable, but is that aoin(J 
to solve the problem of unemployment staring us in the face ? 'fhes~ 
young lads will come to India from Birmingham, and they will say, 
~'Well, we have learnt a particular craft, and we wan,t to start similar 
works here in India ". What will they do ? They will go to some 
.capitalist 1\fr. X and get one lakh from him and two lakhs from another 
capitalist, and they will announce a Company called" Indo-Birmingham 
Company o£ Bombay". 

The Deputy SPEAKER : "·e will now adjourn for tea. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I will continue after recess, Sir. 

{The House re-assembled after tea at 4-JO p.m.) 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I was saying 
·supposing these five lads came to Bombay and they started what is 
known as the Indo-Birmingham Bridge-making Company and they 
gathered together some capital and on the basis of a joint stock company, 
they started a company on the western model here and attempted to 
provide various articles pertaining to the preparation o£ bridges in India, 
what would be the ultimate condition 1 Shall we really gain there by ? 
Will that solve the essential problem o£ the prosperity and the economic 
benefit of the country 1 I say emphatically that it will not. This 
will be an institution which will implant the foreign capitalistic notions 
and foreign capitalistic organisations upon the. spil of India. These 
friends will be only instrumental in implanting in the soil of India a kind 
.of system which has been only too well-known even to the foreign 
.countries themselves as agencies of exploitation. However, what are 
. these Indian manufacturers and Indian merchants in reality ¥ They 
.are nothing but the dalals and adatyas o£ the foreign firms. They 
are entrepreniu·rs and agents of foreign tradesmen. There is nothing 
like originality about them either· in trade or in industry. There is 
nothing like purposiveness about them in their economic system. 
'There is nothing like system even about them in their financial life. 
They are a band of exploiters that have habitually gone on exploiting 
till exploitation has descended into the very lowest strata of our social 
order. There will be an addition of Indian exploiter to what exploita· 
tion has already been imposed upon India. However, I say, in spite 
of that, I myself was of one those who had given notice of a motion or 
resolution of this kind because I had a difierent purpose in view. ~Iy 
purpose was different and I would have moved it in a different fashion. 
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I would have given the introductory remarks in a dlfferent fashion. 
My definite suggestion is this, that there ought to be a purposive organi
sation of the whole of our economic life. There ought to be a socialist 
purposive organisation of the whole economic life. There is more of 
the kind in foreign capitalist countries so that when these young lads 
to whom doors should be opened up in foreign countries for the purpose 
of learning particular arts and particular industries would realize for 
themselves the industrial life they would be naturally be faced with 
and they could then be provided with an opportunity of seeing the anar
chism that is prevailing in foreign capitalistic society. That is the 
point. The opportunity would open their eyes to the realities of the 
situation. 

This resolution, if passed, would certainly give the Indian youths 
an opportunity of understanding what oppositions, what contradictions, 
are prevailing in the foreign capitalistic society. Having been fully 
aware owing to the indirect touch with the whole system of management 
in the works and the factories, these youths will come here fully inspired 
with socialistic ideas. Then they will understand how best to solve 
the economic problem of our country. They would be inspired "ith 
a thorough understanding as to how anarchic the whole system of produc
tion is in those capitalistic countries and they should not implant, they 
should not import that anarchy inspired by foreign knowledge in our 
country. With that intention I had given notice. This will open up 
an opportunity of learning the true philosophy of economic life in that 
direction. What is the present position in our country ! Is there 
anything like a purpose behind it ? Is there anything like a system 
behind it ? No. Even if there is a purpose, it is a purpose of exploita
tion. These young lads are simply explorers of a system which is 
prevailing in foreign countries to their competitive ruination. The 
result will be that they v.ill be the exploiters of the working people 
here. That is not the line of argument which our friends have adopted · 
at the time of proposing this resolution. The line of argument ought 
to be that they will understand the opposite side, the negative side, of 
utility. What is that? That behind every economic system, there 
ought to be a socialistic purpose and unless that purpose of socialism 
prevails and unless that thing continues, it will not be possible for the 
country to save itself. 

What do we find here at present ? At present we find that in these 
(lifferent countries there is a commodity economy. There is mass 
production. But this mass production is in the hands of a few capitalistic 
monopolists. Do you desire by the passing of a resolution like this, 
that the same system should be upheld here ! No. If that is so, then 
certainly socialists like me would oppose it tooth and nail. But the 
outcome of the passage of a resolution of this kind would be that our 
youths v.ill enter the factories, will enter the workshops and will learn 
the harrowing condition of the miserable working-tlass people. They 
will understand how distressful the condition of the working-tlasses 
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is in the western countries, because even there, the working classes 
are in the same miserable condition in which our people are here. The
worker is the same everywhere. Then they will get into a live touch 
with the actual conditions there and be inspired in the spirit of opposi
tion to the existing order of things in our country. These lads will 
then come here and infuse into the whole social system an ideology 
which shoots itself in a correct direction and that would be the solution 
of the problem. Is that the solution of this problem that we should 
copy what happens in the factories in Birmingham or elsewhere? No, 
absolutely not. If that is so, then certainly a socialist like me would 
oppose the resolution. I do not visualise that possibility. There has 
been all throughout the western countries a capitalist system prevailing. 
That system is crumbling down surely and slowly in the different parts 
of the western countries, and when our young men entering the work
shops and factories will see with their eyes open the crumbling down 
of the system obtaining in foreign countries, then they will be enlightened 
and they will come here breathing those new, those vit~l, those vigorous 
socialistic ideas with which to enlighten the capitalists here, with which 
to enlighten the Indian industrialists here as to the proper course to· 
adopt, and in this manner they would advance the true ideology of 
socialism in our country. It is with that object that I support· the 
resolution. 

Sir, I do not see any possibility of these poor lads coming here and 
starting these workshops to earn for themselves or to help others. No . 

. I know of several instances of these lads having gone to foreign countries, 
having learnt some art and having come back to India only to find that 
they have no chance here of putting their hard-earned knowledge to 
practical purposes and that they have either to take up some service· 
in a bank or in a workshop or in a factory on a small stipend in 
spite of their costly knowledge. The same knowledge which our friends. 

. here who have spoken on the resolution have told us is faulty is not 
helpful, the perception of the young lads so trained being inaccurate. 
It was exactly that mental attitude of our capitalist friends here which 
has been responsible for bringing about starvation to these foreign· 
trained youths. These lads would not be stranded if they could under
stand the purposiveness of true economic life that ought to prevail in 
properly organized countries and, unless socialistic ideas are evolvedr 
unless redemption is given to the working classes, unless the system of 
exploitation is stopped, unless the Indian manufacturers and Indian 
artisans are resolved to give up the following up of foreign systemst 
there cannot be a true economic salvation of this country. It was 
with that purpose that I tabled the resolution, thinking at first that 
support would be given here but I find that our friends here seem to· 
imagine that immediately the young men go to foreign countries 
and return they will be able to start new industries, that they will become 
full-Hedged manufacturers and industrialists and will·collect capital 
here and start factories here and that there will be a new heaven and 
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a new earth so far as these industries are concerned. Sii:, years have 
passed, several lads have gone, several lads have been sent to foreign 
countries and several of them have come back, but they have made 
failures of themselves here because of the adverse nature of the circum
stances, adverse unsocialistic economic ba~is of the whole structure of 
society. That is a fundamental fact. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: A speaker on a resolution. has fifteen 
minutes. The honourable member has spoken five minutes before the 
recess and now he has spoken ten minutes. I hope he will bring his 
remarks to a close within a short time now. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Within five minutes, Sir, I will bring my 
remarks to a close. 

I think I have stated what I wanted to state, but then, I have still 
not been able to deliver my goods as completely as possible. Any 
way when the next resolution-

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Why not the next 
shipment! 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : When the next resolution comes on I shall 
do so. 

Sir, I am prepared to support Comrade S. K. Patil in the suggestion 
that he has made with regard to the object ·of the resolution plus the 
addendum of my honourable friend Comrade Nariman., but I do not 
agree with his second paragraph as regards the Railways and Port Trust, 
because I personally believe that it does not fall within the purview 
of the provincial Government, even as regards the matter of recom
mrndation, for I myself had given two resolutions of that kind--one 
as regards the Port Trust and the other as regards the Railways-and 
the Honourable Speaker ruled them out of order in view of the fact 
that both of them pertain to concurrent subjects which are foreign to 
our autonomous system. 

In connection with this, I have to say only this much that I extend 
my support to the resolution with the change that I have suggested 
only with the object that our youths might come back here full-fledged 
soei:1lists and implant socialistic ideas and revolutionise the whole 
economic system and not with the object that they will implant the 
foreign capitalist systems which will land the country nowhere and 
which will only create anarchy here in our country just as they ·have 
done in western countries as well. · 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I wholeheartedly support 
the principle enunciated in the present resolution. The principle is 
not a new one. It has already been laid down by the Indian Fiscal 
Commission in 1921 and it has also been accepted by the Government 
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of India. Sir, I would like to refer to tlie speech made by Mr. Chatterji 
on behalf of the Government of India on 2nd March 1922. He says:-

"The settled policy of the Government of India-as I think we have mentioned more 
than once in this Asgembly-is that no coilceJsion should be given to any firms in regard 
to industries in India unless such firms have a rupee capital, unless such firms 
have a proportion at any rate of Indian Directo'hi and unless such firms allow facilities 
for Indian apprentices to be trained in their works." 

And as far as I know, the Government of India has given effect to this 
principle. Sir, I will explain the purport of the amendment '"hich 
I have moved. Some of the honourable members who have spoken 
on this resolution have charged Government with curtailing the scope 
of the resolution. Let me make it clear that there is no intention on 
the part of Government to restrict in any way the scope of the resolution. 
Nobody is so eager and alive to its responsibil.ities in this respect than 
the Government to give effect to the resolution and to train Indian 
boys in the industries. I will first expla :n to the House the first change 
that I have made in the resolution. I have substituted the word" all" 
in the place of the word "non-Indian", and that is done with the best 
of intentions in order to make the Indian firms and manufacturers as 
well realise the importance and the usefulness of the scheme of 
apprenticeship. Government did not wait for this resolution being 
passed in the House, but they have already started work in this direction. 
They have, by carrying on negotiations with the owners of different firms 
and industries, induced them to admit to their workshops or factories 
a certain number of apprentices. Nearly thirty per cent. of such indus· 
trialists at Bombay and Ahmedabad have admitted 300 students. Sir, 
it is not of any use to accept an overriding resolution and then whittle 
it down in practice. It is with the intention of giving a better effect 
to the will of the House without curtailing the scope of the resolution 
that I have moved this amendment. I have, by adding the word 
"all", included both Indian and non-Indian industrialists. 

The second change that I have suggested is to insert" manufacturers" 
before the word "suppliers". In t.lie original resolution it is only the 
suppliers who are compelled to give facilities for the training of Indian 
boys in different industries. The number of suppliers is not very great 
arid so, in order to make it more comprehensive and all-embracing, 
I have inserted the word "manufacturers", as manufacturers are great 
in number and are more favourably placed to give facilities for industrial 
training. 

Taen, Sir, I have made certain verbal changes in order to see that the 
resolution is enforced not only in the spirit but even in the letter. 
It is because of this anxiety on the part of the Government that certain 
changes are made in the resolution. 

Sir, boys can be trained in the different industries in three ways, 
either by legislation, or by carrying on negotiations with the industrialists 
or by patronage. In Canada the State has passed an enactment which 
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<'ompels industrialists to admit to their firms apprentices: In England 
there is no such law, but the industrialists there have realised the 
importance and usefulness of the scheme of apprenticeships and they 
generally admit a number of students to their firms. Effect to the 
scheme of apprenticeships can also be given by affording preferential 
treatment, concessions or patronage. The resolution intends to 
give training to boys by affording patronage to the industrialist. The 
words which I have accepted after the word " afford " in the resolution 
are " or procure as the case may be". And these words are necessary in 
order to enable the Government to give practical effect to the resolution. 
Suppliers are of two kinds. There are suppliers who have got their own 
factories, or workshops. So they are in a position to give training or to 
afford facilities for training in the industries. But there is another class 
of suppliers, who have not got their own workshops or factories, and they 
are not in a position themselves to give training in industries. Now 
how are we to compel these suppliers to afford facilities for industrial 
training ? That was. the difficulty ; and once the resolution is passed, 
it is the duty of the Government to carry it out perfectly. It is on 
account of this difficulty that I have made certain changes in the 
resolution, and I have accepted the word "procure" because such 
suppliers can only bring pressure on the manufacturers from whom they 
make their purchases. They themselves have not got factories or 
workshops and cannot afford the facilities for training boys in industries. 

A scheme of apprenticeship will not only help to solve the intricate 
problem of unemployment amongst the educated and uneducated classes, 
but it will also help the development of industries. This resolution is 
really sound in principle and deserves support from all sides. I also 
accept the amendment moved by the honourable member Mr. S. K. Patil 
as I have accepted the words "or procure as the case may be". His 
amendment intends to delete the words "which have facilities for 
training apprentices". This means that even the suppliers who do not 
own factories or workshops and so are not themselves in a position to 
afford facilities for training apprentices should bring pressure on the 
manufacturers from whom they make their purchases and thus patronise 
tl1e producers. I hope the misunderstandings which are created in the 
minds of certain honourable members will be removed by my explanation. 

~Ir. F. H. FREXCH: On a point of information. The Honourable 
Minister has insf'rted the word "manufacturers". Having inserted that 
word, I simply fail to understand what the word "patronised " means. 
A supplier presumably patronises a certain manufacturer. If the manu
facturer is already v.ithin the scope of any future Bill that may be 
mo\'ed, then why the word "patronised"? It seems to me to be either 
redundant or to have no meaning whatsoever. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL : The word "patronised" is 
necessary, because suppliers who have not got any factories or workshors 
('an only command facilities by patronising certain manufacturers .from 
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whom they purchase their goods. So, the word "patronised , ought to 
be retained in the resolution in order to compel such suppliers to procme 
facilities for training Indian boys in industries from the producers whom 
they patronise. 

Mr. D. G. JADHA. V (East Khandesh East) : Sir, I have given notice 
of an amendment to the effect that l·w'holeheartedly support the spirit 
of the resolution that has been moved by Mr. Gokhale~ but I wish to add 
a few words here that special preference should be given to the scheduled 
castes. My object in giving this amendment is this. The condition of 
the depressed classes is very bad. Socially they are so mur.h handi
capped that their disabilities do not allow them to have any kind of 
special profession in their life, and especially when giving effect to this 
resolution if special preference is given to the scheduled castes, they will 
have no obstacle in their way to have any profession, and if they get 
training in the various professions they can even start their independent 
profession. Not only that, but economically also the position of the 
depressed classes is worse than that of the ordinary Indian. With 
regard to the attitude of the Congress Government towards the depressed 
classes, it has been very many times clearly shown that they are doing 
something for the uplift of the depressed classes. So, I would like to 
ask, not only ask but to appeal to them to give these facilities by includ
ing in the resolution the words "preference should be given to the 
schedule castes", which will be more beneficial to the scheduled castes. 
With these words I move my amendment. 

Mr. S. L. KARA1'DIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I rise to support 
the resolution that has been moved by my honourable friend Mr. Gokhale. 
and which has been practically accepted by the l\Iinister in charge of the 
Department, with a few amendments here and there. I rise to support 
the resolution very gladly, because it marks a definit.e progress in the 
outlook of the party that is now in power. Looking to the industrial 
philosophy that has been in vogue with this party for the last 17 years 
or more, it was never expected by us on this side that they would indicate 
any such welcome signs here, because their philosophy has been a philo
sophy of negation so far as industrial development is concerned. When 
the whole world is marching ahead with machines and power, they are 
returning to hand power and manual labour. Therefore, when they 
come out with this resolution to acknowledge the fact that technical 
skill is necessary if we are to march ahead industrially, I think it to be a 
welcome sign, and I therefore accord my wholehearted support to the 
resolution. I had, really speaking, thought before this resolution was 
actually moved that this party would try to industrialise this Province 
not by technical skill, not by power or machinery, but by their peculiar 
philosophy, because what I have noticed about them is that from the 
mill they came down to the hand-loom, from the hand-loom they came 
down to the charlha, and from the charkha they came down to the takli. 
I thought that their industrial outlook would be perhaps entirely based 
on that model of thinking and their handling of the problem of the 
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ind11strialisation of this Province would also be worked in that very 
fashion. I am very glad to find that whatever their pet theories may be 
so far as their individual opinions are taken into account, they, as 
Government and as part of the Government, are not going to be led away 
by their own pet theories, that they are alive to the necessities of modern 
life, and that they are keeping up a modernised outlook in tackling the 
industrial questions that lie ahead of us. It is in that spirit that 
I welcome the resolution that has been moved by my honourable friend, 
and though I have to say very candidly that the resolution does not 
go as far as it ought to have gone, still I give support to the spirit of the 
resolution. Even if we get what the resolution promises to give, it will 

5p.m. 
mark some progress in the right direction. Some 
of my honourable friends, while criticising or &upport· 

iug the resolution, were afraid that the resolution does not contain that 
much amount of sanction in it as was expected. I believe there is 
sanction and I am satisfied with it, at least at this initial stage. When 
as a part of a contract, a party undertakes to take some apprentices, it 
is naturally expected that the contract should be fulfilled, because other· 
·wise the party will ~tand to lose the benefit of the contract to make 
purchases. This sanction-part in the resolution will be sufficient warning 
to those who may be inclined to break the contract which they may enter 
into. The sanction-part may not be exactly to the satisfaction of all 
sections of people. We need not Vl'l'angle over that portion and we can 
accept the resolution with the sanction contained in it. 

I have to give one warning which is necessary. If Government have 
thought that by passing this resolution they have done what they are 
expected to do so far as the unemployment problem is concerned, I am 
afraid they are entirely wrong. The unemployment problem in this 
Province is so huge that any effort that we may make in the direction of 
sol ring it will never be found to be sufficient· to solve this problem. 
Simply passing a resolution of this type and sending a few apprentices to 
England will not even touch the fringe of the problem. Therefore, my 
suggestion to Government is that they should not remain quiet after 
pasRing this resolution. They should take the initiative in this matter 
of tackling the problem of unemployment in this Province. The cry that 
this Province is greatly industrialised is not the right kind of cry. This 
Province appears to be industrialised, but what is the real position! 
It is only in one industry we are much industrialised. That is as regards 
cotton-mill industry. So far as the other industries are concerned we, 
as a province, are entirely depending upon the other provinces of India. 
Of course, the problem of the dependence of India on foreign countries 
is one which we have all to face. W'hen we look at the industrial situa
tion in this Province, we see that there were many industries some of 
which are dying out; and, il there is no help in time, they will be wiped 
out of existence.· My suggestion to Government is that they should 
·undertake an industrial survey, at the earliest possible date, of the entire 
Presidency. When they have undertaken the industrial survey, they will 
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find out what industries are likely to be encouraged and what chances 
there are of starting new industries. When there are industries started, 
then alone will the problem of unemployment both among the educated 
and uneducated find a solution. Therefore, when I give my support to 
the resolution, I give it in the hope thg.t these cautions and suggestions. 
will be taken by Government in the spirit in' which they are offered. 
I hope that Government will tackle the problem of unemployment in 
this Province seriously ere long. 

Mr. BABUBHAI J. PATEL (Kaira District): Sir I rise to support the 
resolution; but not in the spirit and manner in which Comrade Jhabvala 
supported it. He happens to be himself in a fool's paradise, though 
he characterised the House to be in a fool's paradise, as he seems to 
look at things through jaundiced eyes. In season and out of season, 
he brings in his pet communist theories and doctrines in every discussion. 
He says that our apprentices should go to England to see the working
of relations between labour and capital there, to see the working of 
the labour movement there, learn those doctrines and preach them 
here. I do not think it is essential for our apprentices to go all the way 
to England, to spend money over it, in order to learn the working of 
the labour movement in that country. We want to send apprentices 
to England, not for the purpose of learning the technique of labour 
movement there, but to learn the technicalities of the industries there~. 
Further, I agree with the suggestion made by an honourable member 
of the Progress Group who moved the amendment that this resolution 
should apply to all concerns, both Indian and non-Indian, because the 
technique of the industry must be learnt from all manufacturers. Since 
our idea is to develop all industries and solve the unemployment prob
lem, it is essential that all concerns, irrespective of their origin, must 
give an opportunity to Indian apprentices for training in their branches 
of industry ; and, since our country is one with many potentiali
ties of raw material, and a country,which can be made to develop 
industrially, it is absolutely essential that the step-motherly attitude 
of the Government of India should ·be thoroughly denounced by us. 
As. my honourable friend 1\Ir. Nariman suggested, this Government 
should recommend to the Government of InJia that this policy should 
be adopted by the Government of India itself. The provincial 
Governments will not be in a position to solve this problem single
handedly. It requires the help of the Government of India which makes 
large purchases in England having under its thumb the office of the 
High Commissioner for India. 

I quite appreciate the object of the amendment moved by my 
honourable friend 1\!r.Jadhav inasmuch as he says that preference should 
be given to the depressed classes, but I am unable to accept the position 
that it should be put in the resolution itself, because it wou_Id create 
some hardships in actual working. If we put in the words, It would 
mean that the depressed class candidates should be. sent in _as appre~
tices because they belong to the depressed classes, urespectn·e of thell' 
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capacity. I think that will not be the proper spirit with which we 
should look at the question. To undergo training as apprentices, we 
want men with a high capacity and training to master the technique 
of the industry. If we send for training men who have not the capacity 
that \\--ill be required to master the technique of the industry, we will 
not be able to solve the problem of unemployment and we will not be 
even nearer the goal we want to reach. In a matter like this, I would 
not make a fetish of giving preference to scheduled castes, though I desire 
that it should be the policy of the Government and public bodies to 
give preference to communities which are economically backward and 
which have less opportunities of public service. In that spirit I agree 
with him. 

The honourable member Mr. Karandikar criticised the policy of the 
Indian National Congress inasmuch as it has passed the resolution of 
the village industries programme. This shows that my honourable 
friend has not understood what the village industries association stands 
for. It stands for the solving of the unemployment problem. It is 
merely a step forward in that direction and this resolution is comple
mentary to that. It is distinctly stated in the resolution of the Indian 
National Congress that the village industries association programme 
should be made to solve the unemployment problem as far as possible. 
It is not possible for the Indian National Congress to industrialise the 

· country in order to find employment for its starving millions in the face 
of the step-motherly attitude of the Government of India which rules 
over us in the interests of a foreign nation and which does not wish to 
industrialise our country, for fear of losing its own market. It is 
impossible for us to solve the problem of unemployment in the highly 
industrial manner in which he suggests. Therefore, the Congress has 
chosen to solve it in the poor manner that has suggested to itself. It is 
in the hands of every honourable member of this House to help the 
Congress in relieving the unemployment in this country. And it is in 
that spirit, Sir, that the Congress has fostered this movement of village 
industries for the relief of unemployment. This resolution does not 
n('gative that attitude of the Congress ; it only helps that attitude. 
The Congress stands for solving the problem of unemployment. The 
Congress has never stated that it is against mechanization or against 
large scale industries. In fact, it stands for them. And if proof is 
needed, it is here : the Congress party wholeheartedly supports this 
resolution in order to help the country's industrial policy. So, the 
bonourable member Mr. Karandikar who made that remark was himself 
under a delusion as regards the policy of the Congress in this matter. 

I suggest that the honourable member Mr. S. K. Patil's amendment 
should be accepted. If we say that facilities need be given only where 
they exist, it is not possible that the people concerned would thems~lves 
come forward and say that they have got the necessary arrange
ment for training of apprentices. I do not think they themselves would 
volWlteer to train our apprentices saying that there are vacancies. It 
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should be made absolutely compulsory. It is essential that they should 
take in apprentices even if they have no vacancies. If they have no 
vacancies, it is for them to find them out. 

With these words, I wholehear!!ldly support the resolution 
moved. 

Mrs . .lll~APURNA G. DESIDIUKH (Bombay City): Sir, I support 
the resolutiOn moved by the honourable member Mr. Gokhale. This 
resolution will help in giving technical training to the youths of this 
country. India is industrially a backward country, and she should try 
to advance industrially. The initial problem is to get training for our 
youths. H our young men go a broad, the foreign manufacturers do not 
give them the necessary training. As we purchase goods from them, 
we must compel them to train our young men. Such a policy is adopted 
by every other country. Why should we not follow other countries in 
this respect ~ Our policy should be to see that in India all our factories 
are sta:ffcld by Indians. This resolution has, as its aim, the attainment 
of that object. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City): Sir, I had no desire to take 
part in this debate until my honourable friend to the left (Mr. Babubhai 
Patel) attacked my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. It is unfortunate, 
Sir, that it has become the duty o£ my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala 
to preach socialism every now and then, and he will continue to do so 
until this House accepts that doctrine of his. 

My honourable friend (Mr. Babubhai Patel) said that this resolution 
would solve the problem of unemployment. [An Honourable Member: 
"He never said that."] He said it was to try to solve the problem of 
unemployment. Sir, i£ this resolution is accepted, our youths may go to 
England and other foreign countries, obtain diplomas and qua~fy them· 
selves ; but when they return to India, what will be their fate ~ To-day, 
I know more than 50 qualified engineers are unemployed. Are you going 
to add to their number by spending JJ!Oney on training our youths in 
foreign countries~ I know very well, Sir, that some factory o"11ers in 
foreign countries, for the sake of getting contracts, may agree to accept 
some apprentices for training. They may also extract sufficient fees both 
from the individual youths and from the Government. But real train
ing is never given to Indian apprentices. They are allowed to sit in the 
factories, but they are not given proper training so as to enable them to 
start factories when they return to India. I have not seen any engineer 
who has taken training in England and has started a factory in India. 
There may be some exceptional cases that I do not how of. If the real 
object of the resolution is to train Indians to start factories in India, 
then my wholehearted support will go to the resolution. But so far, no 
arrangement has been made for the employment of the persons already 
trained. It is no use, therefore, simply sending more Indians to foreign 
countries and spending money on them, when we know that when 
they return they will be unemployed. So, I wholeheartedly support the 
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resolution, but I go a step further and say: do not rest satisfied with 
training Indian youths, but make some provision for their employment 
when they return to India. If that is not.done, it will simply be an eye· 
wash, and you will make these apprentices miserable when they 
return to India. 

With these words, I support the resolution. 

Mr. ISHVARLAL K. VYAS (Ahmedabad South): Sir, I support the 
resolution moved by the honourable member Mr. Gokhale. 0£ course, 
the resolution has got its own limitation. It does not say whether the 
apprentices, when they return to India, will be capitalists or socialists. 
That is not the aim of this resolution. Nor does the resolution say that 
it alone is going to solve the great problem of unemployment. The 
honourable mover never told us that this resolution would be the only 
means or would be adequate means for the solution of the unemploy
ment problem. Some honourable members criticised this resolution and 
suggested other methods. Of course, they are at liberty to suggest other 
methods, but they can do it by moving other resolutions. The resolu
tion as it stands must be argued on its own merits. We know that our 
country is very poor. At the same time we know that it is predominantly 
agricultural. We have got plenty of raw materials. Past history tells 
us that we were capable industrially also and that we could compete 
with foreign countries. We possess the aptitude to become. indus
trialists; we have also got the artisan spirit. We have been told that 
countries like Afghanistan which were more backward than our country 
have advanced during the last decades, while we have not been able 
t.o do so. 

The whole problem rests with the Government that was ruling over us 
and that is ruling over us even to-day. Had there been our own Govern
ment, then probably we would not have been placed in the position of 
having to make such requests. This resolution has been brought forward 
by a member of the Congress Party. It requires the support of the whole 
House. · 

The honourable member Mr. Karandikar told us about takli and other 
things. The honourable members Mr. Jhabvala and Mr. Khedgikar 
told us that they wanted to think in terms of the masses. I submit that 
aHi has been introduced to serYe that very purpose-to teach the nation 

to think in terms of the masses. Do the honourable members Messrs. 
Jhabvala and Khedgikar mean to say that by sending 100 or 200 or even 
500 apprentires to foreign countries we will be able to solve, say, even 
within fiye years, the whole problem of poverty in the country! 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: That is actually what we do not say. 

Mr. ISHVARLAL K. VYAS: It is merely supplementary to the main 
method. It does not mean that we should not adopt other methods. -

I think, Sir, that the resolution is quite acceptable to all sections 
of the House, and it ought to be accepted. The honourable member 
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Comrade Jhabvala would not be averse to more production il our 
own students come back from foreign countries equipped with better 
knowledge and are instrumental in producing more wealth. He can 
then gird up his loins to solve the problem of distribution. I think 
his great complaint is that more attetttion is not paid to distribution. 
As far as production is concerned, il he looks at the question from the 
point of view that I have explained, I am sure he also will welcome the 
resolution. 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE (Belgaum South} : Sir, I am very glad to see 
the universal support which my resolution has received from all sides 
of the House. I want to reply to one or two points that were raised by 
a few honourable members while supporting the resolution. 

My honourable friend Mr. Jadhav appealed to me and to Govern· 
ment to provide that special preference should be given to Harijan 
candidates in the matter of facilities for training. Government would 
have been too glad to accept that suggestion, and I also would have 
been equally glad to do so, had there not been practical difficulties in 
the way. 

Mr. B. K. G!IKWAD: On a point of information. Will the honour
able member please explain those difficulties 1 

Mr. K. G. GOK.HALE: Yes, I was going to explain. This resolution 
is intended to deal with only those students who have already passed 
certain higher examinations of the university and are qualified to be 
taken up as apprentices. The students whom it is intended to help by 
means of this resolution are not of that type who can be taught any
thing in this country . .It is not simply a process in some cottage or 
village industry. This resolution is intended to apply to students who 
have passed, say, the M.Sc. examination or any other similar 
examination of the lJniversity. In the case of such Indian students, 
Government is going to request foreign firms to take them as 
apprentices. That is one difficulty. Another difficulty that arises is 
this. How can the Bombay Government tell the foreign firms, "Do 
not accept this Mahomedan, or that Christian, or the other Anglo
Indian ; you must accept and give special preference to our Harijan 
brethren."! It is not possible for any Government to insist on such 
a condition, as it brings in a communal bias. Had it been a matter 
exclusively in the hands of the Government itself-Government service, 
for example-my honourable friends :Mr. Jadhav and others would have 
been entitled to claim any kind of preference from it. But when they 
say that Government should go beyond this and put in a condition that 
special facilities should be given to Harijans, I believe they are g?ing 
too far. It is neither practicable nor feasible. My honourable friend 
Mr. Jadhav stated in his speech that he was convinced of the bema fides 
of the present Congress Government and that their whole heart ~as w~th 
the Harijans and that they were trying to do everything for theu uphf~. 
I assure him that absolute sympathy is uit large on every heart on this 
side including the Government benches. 
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Mr. D. a. JADHA V: Lip sympathy! 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE: The honourable member said an hour before 
that Government had real sympathy for the Harijans. Now he says 
that it is lip sympathy. It is highly ~fair. 

Mr. D. K. JAGTAP: It is only in words! 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE: Ko, it is proved by act:ons. I appeal to the 
honourable member Mr. Jadhav not to press his amendment, because 
Government will take the utmost care to see that the people belonging 
to the Harijan community are brought up to the level of other 
communities by giving them all possible facilities to become M.Sc.'s 
and B.A.'s and so on. After they come up to that level, preference will 
be given to them to be trained in any of these lines. 'Therefore, I request 
my honourable friend once more to withdraw his amendment. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: On a point of information. May I know 
what the honourable member's difficulties are in this respect I If suitable 
candidates from the scheduled castes are available, then they should be 
selected. If no such candidates are available, then naturally nobody 
will be st>lected from the scheduled castes. If my honourable friend 
Mr. Gokhale accepts this amendment, it will mean that only if suitable 
candidates from the scheduled castes are available, they should be sent 
out for training. That is our contention. 

Mr. K. a. GOKHALE: The real difficulty is as regards putting in 
such stipulations when dealing with foreign firms. If that point is 
appreciated, the whole difficulty will be solved. 

Now, coming to the second important point, a suggestion was made 
\ihat a condition precedent should be made that Indian apprentices 
should be taken up in all contracts. As far as the legal position goes. 
if, for example, a legal contract is made and a condition imposed that 
Indian apprentices should be taken up by the firms concerned, then it 
cannot be a legal contract unless it is fulfilled. There might be suits for 
damages and many other legal complications might arise if we put in 
that condition precedent. 

Mr. K. F. XARUUX: Do not place orders. 

~Ir. K. G. GOKHALE: l1timately the result will be that. There· 
!ore, it is desirable that there should not be any such condition precedent 
as is suggest{'d. The resolution as draft-ed, with the amendment accepted 
by Crt>\'ernment, should be passed by this House unanimously. 

~ow, Sir, coming to my honourable friend lli. Karandikar, I am very 
glad to see that at last our opponents have realised what the intentions 
of the Congress Government and the Congress people are. (An Honour
able Member: Xot fully). (~Ir. S. L. Karandikar: We are not your 
opponents). In the Poona Assembly the point was made clear times 
out of number that the Congress people were not against the machine 
as such or against the industrial progress of the nation. 
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Sir, the honourable member Mr. Karandikar ridiculed us by saying 

that we began with a spinning wheel and ended with 
5-30 p.m. a takli. I again say that if there is any more simple 

machine than takli which will solve the problem of our cottage industries 
and which will procure a morsel of bread for our poor brothers, we shall 
certainly make use of that machine. The idea of procuring bread for 
our poor villagers is certainly not counter to the policy of the Congress 
Government in securing all possible facilities to Indian youths in the 
foreign countries. 

Then, Sir, he has given us a warning which was absolutely unnecessary. 
If my honourable friend had taken the trouble of reading the resolution 
No. 2 which stands in my name and in the name of not less than 10 
Congress members, and the resolution No. 6 tabled by Mrs. Lilavati 
Afunshi, he would have at once seen that the object of the Congress 
Party by passing this resolution is not merely to train Indian youths, 
but to go further and see that the unemployment problem of this Presi
dency is properly tackled. Therefore, such warnings are entirely 
imcalled for. We are fully alert to the necessity of effectively dealing 
with the unemployment problem that now exists in our Presidency. 

Then a somewhat similar point was raised by my honourable friend 
Mr. Khedgikar. He said that he has got 50 trained engineers, but 
that they do not get employment anywhere. He cited this illustration 
to argue "Why send more men for technical training, when there are 
already technically trained person who are out of employment" 1 Sir, 
I believe this is not a fair argument to advance in supporting a proposi
tion which only deals with one part and not with the other. As I have 
already said, if really there are 50 engineers who are out of employment 
and who in spite of their efforts do not get employment anywhere, then 
it would be the duty of the Government to secure some employment 
for them. I am sure the Government are also trying to grapple with 
that problem of unemployment. 1\Iy honourable friend Mr. Khedgikar 
supported the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. But does he suggest 
that no one need be trained in industries? Sir, may I ask him if such 
a step would solve the unemployment problem 1 Sir, the problem of 
unemployment and the question of giving technical training to our 
youths are really two independent problems. Supposing these 50 
engineers, to whom 1\Ir. Khedgikar referred, are able in course of time 
to secure employment, will he be satisfied and would he then be in 
favour of this resolution 1 

Then I come to the suggestions made by my honourable friend 
Mr. Greaves. I gladly accept his first suggestion and substitute the 
word 'all' instead of ''non-Indian". W'hen this is accepted by me, 
I think the principal difficulty is over. Mr. Greaves further said that 
his experience of sending boys to England showed to him that we cannot 
expect much help from the High Commissioner who, in his opinion, 
seemed to be concernina himself more with University. The students 
in en!!ineerina colleaes a~e not at all the class of boys envisaged in this 

0 0 0 
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resolution of mine. My point in this case is that while w~ buy so many 
goo(ls from these firms, we should expect from them as a matt.er of 
right that they should give facilities for training our young men, and 
if mere goodwill is not sufficient we sho~ld stipulate a condition while 
making the contract itself that they must provide all possible facilities 
for the techuical training of our youths. 

Then his third point was with regard to the word ''patronised". Sir, 
another honourable member from his group gave us the illustration 
of a municipality purchasing 10 bicycles. He went on to say that 
in the case of such purchases, the frames of cycles are made by one 
firm, while the other parts like seats, lamp and pump are made by other 
firms. So, his point was that if we bring pressure upon all these firms 
that supplied us these petty articles worth £0-1-2 and odd, then there 
would be no keen competition and pr:ces will rise. Sir, we are not 
ourselves going to approach these subsidiary firms, but we are going 
to ask the original or the main firm from which we buy the bicycles1 

to take so many of our youths for training and then that firm will bring 
pressure upon these subsidiary firms to take up our youths for technical 
training in their factories. Sir, we have put this word ''patronised, 
in this spirit and we do not desire to put any embarrassment in the 
"'ay of those who supply us with such petty articles. I therefore feel 
that my honourable friend will appreciate our spirit and will accept 
the resolution as it has been brought forward and subsequently amended 
by the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. I appeal to 
the HouRe to give their wholehearted and unanimous support to this 
resolution. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The Honourable the Minister for Indus
tri('S might perhaps like to offer some remarks. 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, I have nothing to add to the 
rrmarks whieh I have already made on the resolution and my 
amendment. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The resolution as originally moved reads 
thus: 

"This Alisembly recommends to Government to issue instructions to all departments 
of Go\'ernment, semi-Go\'emment bodies, :Municipal Corporat:ons and Jllunic palities, 
to iust>rt in all contracts and agreements with non-Indian sunhrs for the FUfPly of 
sto!l's, ruat<>rials, machinery or services, a clarue to the effect that the suppliers con
~X•rned ~hall afford ewry facility to Indian apprentices for practical training in factories, 
workshops or offioos, owned, managtod, controlled or patronised by them so as to enable 
the Indian appll'ntices to acquire a. full knowledge of the technique and work of their 
tradl', indu~try, calling or profession," 

To this resolution tlH•re are two amendments. One was moved by the 
honour!ible member Mr. D. G. Jadhav and the other bytl e Honourable 
llinister for Indnstries. To the amendment of the Honourable 11 .. ini~ter 
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there are two amendments, one by Mr. Karandikar and the other by 
Mr. S. K. Patil. Mr. Karandikar's amendment is divided into two 
parts: 

Insert the words "or procure as the case may be " after the words "shall afford ", 

.And 

Retain the word "patronised" appearing after the word "controlled". 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: On a point of order, Sir. I understand that 
this is an amendment to the amendment of the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government. With regard to the second part of the 
amendment to the amendment, I submit that it is out of order because 
it is against the amendment of the Honourable Minister. The 
Honourable Minister moved the amendment to delete the words '' or 
patronised", while now the honourable member Mr. Karandikar moves 
an amendment to that which is a complete negation of the Honourable 
Minister's amendment so far as the words ''or patronised'! are concerned. 
I therefore submit that 1\fr. Karandikar's amendment to the amendment 
is out of order so far as the words ''or patronized" are concerned. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The amendment moved by the Honour
able Minister must be taken as a whole. I think that the amendment 
to this amendment by the honourable member Mr. Karandikar is 
quite in order. 

Now, as regards the amendment to the amendment moved by the 
honourable member Mr. Karandikar-

The Honourable Mr. 1. 1\f. PATIL: Sir, I have accepted both the 
amendments-the amendment moved by the ·honourable member 
Mr. Karandikar and also the amendment moved by the honourable 
member Mr. S. K. Patil. -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I propose to put this amendment of the 
honourable member Mr. Karandikar 41_ two parts separately, so that 
there will be no difficulty for any section of the House to vote on it. 

Mr. J. B. GREAVES: Is the second part of the amendment to the 
amendment.moved by the honourable member Mr. Karandikar in order, 
because I think it is a negation of the original resolution 1 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : If the amendment moved by the Honour
able Minister is taken as a whole, I think the amendment to it moved 
by the honourable member Mr. Karandikar would be in order. 

Now, I shall first put the first part of the honourable member 
Mr. Karandikar's amendment to the amendment which reads thus : 

"Insert after the words 1 shall afford' and before the words 1 every facility' the words 
• or procure as the case may be'." 

Question put, and agreed to. 
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then I shall put the second part of the 
amendment to the amendment moved bv the honourable member 
Mr. Karandikar. It is as follows: • 

" Insert the words 'or patrC~nised 1 after the word 'controlled 1 and before the words 
4 by them 1

•
11 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then there is another amendment to the 
amendment moved by the honourable member 1\Ir. S. K. Patil. His 
amendment to the amendment is-

"Delete the words 'who have facilities for training apprentices'," 

Question put, and agreed to. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then I shall put the amendment moved 
by the Honourable Minister Mr. L. 1\I. Patil. 

Amendment (the ·Ho,nourable Minister's), as amended, put, and 
agreed to. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then the next amendment that will be 
put to the House is the amendment moved by the honourable member 
.Mr. Jadhav. I think that amendment requires a certain verbal alteration 
to fit in with the grammar of the original resolution. His ~mendment 
IS-

"In line 6 after the word 'apprentices 1 add the words 'especially preference 
should be given .for Scheduled Castes'." 

It should be "preference being given to Scheduled Castes". That will 
be in order. It will read ~hus: 

"every facility to Indian apprentices especially preference being given to Scheduled 
Castes". 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then I Rhall put the original Resolution-

1\Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: I think an amendment was .moved by 
the honourable member Mr. Nariman. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER :As regards the so-called amendment moved 
by the honourable member 1\Ir. Nariman, certainly he did make some 
suggestions in the course of his speech, but he did not move any 
amendment as such. 

Mr. K. F. NARBIAN: Excuse me, Sir. But there seems to be some 
misunderstanding. I sent in an amendment in writing. I do not 
know whether it reached you. I was serious about it. I may not 
press my amendment, but I did move it. 
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER : No doubt, the honourable member made 
some suggestions--and very useful suggestions too-in his speech, but 
he did not fo~ally move the amendment. Then before the mover of the 
resolution rose for a reply, I myself wanted to make a suggestion to the 
honourable member (Mr. Nariman) to move his amendment, but at 
that time the honourable member was not in the House. That is the 
difficulty. ._w. 

Now, I shall put the original resolution, as amended, to the House. 
I need not read it again. 

Resolution, as amended, put, and agreed to. 

RESOLUTION RE: SCHOLARSHIPS TO MUSLIM STUDENTS. 

Khan Bahadur Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB MOHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAIS (Thana District): Sir, I beg to move: 

"This Assembly recommends to Government to provide sufficient numcer of 
scholal'llhips in the primary and secondary schools and in the colleges for the Muslim 
studenU! of the Province in order to spread education amongst them." 

Question proposed. 
Khan Bahadur Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB MOHIDDIN SAHEB 

RAIS (Addressed the House in Marathi): Sir, it is an admitted fact 
that Muslims are backward in education and they are very poor. In 
order to encourage primary, secondary and college education among 
the Muslim community, Muslim students should be given sufficient 
number of scholarships. I have brought this resolution with the above 
object. This fact is known to all. I therefore request all to pass this 
resolution. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : To this resolution an amendment has 
been received from the honourable member Mr. Gaikwad. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Sir, I beg to move: 

"In line 3, after the word' Muslim', add 'scheduled castes and aboriginal tribes'." 

Question proposed. 
1\Ir. B. K. GAIKWAD (Addressed the House in JJfarathi): My 

honourable friend has proposed a resolution £or Muslim students and 
I am merely moving this amendment as a supplement to that resolution. 
The scheduled castes and aboriginal tribes are equally back"Ward in 
education and therefore Government should try to help these people 
also. I do not wish to take much time of the House, as the fact has 
been agreed to by all and I shall request the honourable mover of the 
resolution to accept my amendment. 

Khan Bahadur Sardar HAJI .A.MIRSAHEB MOHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAIS: Sir, I accept the amendment. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, I want to move an amend· 
ment to the amendment of :Mr. Gaikwad, to add after the words'' in the 
colleges", ''for students of Muslim and other minority communities". 
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The DEPUTY RPJ~AK:f1~R : Will the honourable memiK'r repeat the 
amendment! 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Add after the word "colleges". •' for 
Atudents of Mutdim and other minority communities". 

The DEPUTY SP~aKER: That would b(' an amendment to the 
ori~inal proposition and not an amendment to the amendment. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: That cla.use does not specify-
The DEPUTY SP~~AKER: What.ever t.he amendnwnt is, he mav 

formally move it. Jt, will be an amendment to the ori~inal propoRit.io~. 
Ht• may move it. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I thoroughly agret• with t.he resolution 
moved by my frit•ml, Khan Bahadur Sardar Haji Amirsaheb Mohiddin 
Raheb Rak I also do not want to Rpeak much on this point.. 

The DRPtTTY RPEAKlm : The amendment is yrt to be formally 
moved. · 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, I beg to move : 

"Aft('r t·hll wnr!l · (•ollt'!lt'~' «d.d • At.tu!PntR of Muslim nnd ntlwr minority 
IIOOIIllllllit,jt'K '," 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir,my&mendmentdoesnotspecifytheminority 
communities. It. only says Muslims and other minor1ty communities. 
So my amendment will include all the other minority communities. 
I thoroughly agree with t.he resolution and I do not want to speak 
much on t.his point because the ~mi-official resolution has taken so 
much time of the non-offieial day and if we speak in this way much of 
our time will be taken up. So I think it is much better to speak as 
litt.lt• as possible and that is 'Why I only support the resolution while 
moving my amendment. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: On a point of informat.ion, Sir. May I know 
which minority communities are meant ? 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : In the sense in which it is used always. 
Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : Do you mean educationally backward minority 

<·ommunities ! 

The D~t;PITTY SPEAKER: Order, order. I take it. that no other 
honourable member wants to say anything. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, the resolution that is now 
moved before the House is really unimpeachable in this that it says 
''sufficient" number of scholarships should be provided, and I have oft.en 
dt•clared it from this bench t.hat in the matter of education, it will be the 
poliey of Govemmt'nt. to do everything that is possible to strain all 
possible J'('Souroes to giw education to those who are educationally back· 
ward. Now, we have got an amendment to the original proposi
tion whi<'h says that sufficient number of scholarships should be given in 
the primary and 1\('condary schools and colleges to Muslim students, that 
th('y should I)(' l{ivl'n also to members of thl' backward classf's and the 

110·111 Rk Hh 1!1!?-4 
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[Mr. B. G. Kher] 
scheduled castes. That again is unimpeachable. We have a further 
amendment which says that the scholarships should be given to Muslims 
and other minority communities. As the honourable member 
"Air. Gaikwad very pertinently pointed out, minority communities may 
mean Europeans, Jews, Christians, Pa~fes, etc. It also means Brahmins. 

6p.m. It would mean a number of communities which I do 
not believe the honourable member 1\h. Phadake 

wishes to include in his amendment. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: On a point of information. Is the assur
ance that the Honourable the Prime Minister contemplates in respect of 
educationally backward communities-minority communities which are 
educationally backward ' 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: What I- did say was this that 
those communities who are educationally back-ward must certainly 
receive the assistance of Government. If, therefore, the honourable 
member Mr. Phadake's amendment had contained words to this effect, 
viz. " minorities which are educationally back-ward ", I should certainly 
not have taken any exception to it; but as he chose to word his amend
ment, he says "Muslims and other minority communities", and I only 
wished topointoutwhat thetrueimplicationofhis amendment was. I do 
not believe he wants us to give a sufficient number of scholarships for 
Jews,Parsis,Europeans, Christians, or such other minority communities, 

·because indeed they are not educationally backward and I do not think 
they wish to take the benefit of the honourable member Mr. Phadake's 
advocacy. So t~at we shall now restrict ourselves 'to the original 
proposition as it relates to the Mussalmans and the backward classes, 
" backward " meaning those who are educationally backward. 

Now, I would like to draw the attent1on of the House as to what the 
position today is as to the number of scholarships that have been awarded 
by Government. Inasmuch as the resolution says that "a sufficient " 
number of scholarships should be given to the Muslim students, if it is 
sought to imply that the existing provision of scholarships is insufficient 
.or is disproportionate. or has not been made with due regard to their 
numbers, then I must inform the honourable mover of the resolution, 
as also the other members of the House, that his impression is not 
correct. I will show now to the House what the present position as to 
scholarships that have been provided by Government is. 

There are two types of scholarships-one is open to all communities 
and is awarded on the basis of merit. Then there are special scholarships 
sanctioned for encouraging education among the hack-ward-1 mean 
educationally hack-ward--communities, including the scheduled classes. 
I will now give facts and figures which will show how these scholarships 
are distributed. Let us first take primary education. For Mahomedans 
there are .}72 sets of stipends amounting toRs. 15,192, For the back-
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ward classes there are 142 sets of scholarships amounting to Rs.17,040. 
Then, we go to secondary education. For the Mahomeda.ns there are 91 
sets of scholarships amounting to Rs. 42,588. For the backward 
classes there are 87 sets of scholarships amounting to Rs. 40,716. For 
the intermediate classes there are 167 sets of scholarships amounting 
to Rs. 78,156. 

We then go to the Arts Colleges. There are IO! sets of scholarships 
amounting to Rs. 7,560. For the backward classes there are 21! seta of 
scholarships amounting to Rs. 15,480, and for the intermediate classes 
there are 29 sets of scholarships amounting to Rs. 20,880. 

Then we take up professional colleges such as the Engineering College, 
the Commerce College and the Law College:- · 

College of Engineering, . 

College of Conunerce .. 

Law College 

• . Intermediate Classes.. 5 

Backward Classes· • • 2 · 

Mahomedans 3 

. . Intermediate .. 2 

Backward .. 1 

Mahomedaus 1 

. . Intermediate 5 

Backward 3· 

Mahomedans .. 3 

Now, I wish to give the percentage of pupils in primary schools to the 
total population. These figures will convince honourable members that 
attention is paid to the special needs of ·communities which are educa· 
tiona.lly bacl-ward, and I have already said that more and more attention 
will be paid to the needs of education of those communities, because 
indeed if there is one thing in which we will be delighted if more and 
more is asked, it is in the matter of education compatible of course with 
the claims of the other sections of the population. The percentage of 
pupils to the total population is as follows :-

Intermediate Classes .. Boys 8·3 

Girls 2 

l3J.c kward ClasS('S Boys. 5·9 

Girls 1 

Mahomedans Boys 12•7 

Girls 5·9 
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This is the percentage of the pupils to the total population and 
the percentage of scholarships on the basis of population works out 
as follows :-

In secondary education, for intermediate classes, there is 1 for 
63,000 population; for back-ward classes, there is 1 for 43,000 population 
and for l\Iahomedans there is 1 for 11;100 population. In Arts Colleges 
there is 1 for 175,000 for intermediate classes ; for backward classes 
there is I for 363,000 population and for Mahomedans there is 1 for 
150,000 population. It will be seen from this that the Mahomedans 
have been adequately attended to in the scheme of special scholarships. 
As a matter of fact, when the first scheme of Rpecial scholarships was 
sanctioned in 1924, there was a strong pr<;>test in the Legislative Council 
and outside about the disproportionately large number of scholarships 

'given to the liahomedans then in 1924, but Government did not reduce 
any of their scholarships but attempted to increase the scholarships 
that were given to the other communities to bring up the proportion 
instead of bringing it lower by reducing the scholarships given to 
llahomedans. 

' Then, there is another principle which members ought to note and 
which is taken count of in the matter of awarding scholarships. In the 
case of the intermediate classes, scholarships are given to those who pass 
in all subjects and always the number of eligible students is much more 
than the · number of scholarships. In the case of Mahomedans and 
Backward Class students, the award is made on less rigid terms; the 
test is not quite so rigid and scholarships are given even to those who 
have failed in one or two subjects. 

Then, if we examine the percentage of population to pupils of different 
communities attending secondary schools, I have given the figures. 
The percentage of pupils attending the secondary schools is as , 
follows:-

Advanced Classes 
Intermediate Classes 
Backward Classes 
:Mahomedans 

. . 4 · 25 (a fairly large one). 

. . ·23 
• . ·07 
• • •66 

and if you take up the average for all Hindus it is ·53. These figures 
will show that Mahomedan students do get proportionately more 
scholarships than intermediate class students and backward class 
students and also more than the average for all the Hindus. 

Now, Sir, my object in stating this is, as I said, not to quarrel about 
the demands that are made by representatives of the communities for 
more and more adequate provision for scholarships in order to 
encourage education. As I said, if there was any implication in the 
resolution that Government is not paying adequate attention to, or is 
not making sufficient provision for, encouraging education, then it is 
not a correct impression and I would have to oppose it. As I said, it is 
my desire to provide for education for the Mussalmans and for 
the members of the depresse<l classes as also for those communities 
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which we can safely consider as educationally backward, to give them 
as much facility as it is possible to give, to increase the amounts pro
vided for their education if that can be done. I think we have given 
an earnest of our intention even during the short time we have 
administered our policy of education by providing a fairly decent 
amount for the education of the scheduled castes. . We are also now 
taking' active steps to encourage education not only 'among Muslim boys, 
but also what is according to me of far greater importance, education 
among Muslim girls. It is therefore the object of Government to act 
according to the spirit of this resolution, which I do not think there is 
any reason to oppose. I will certainly accept the suggestion that is 
made, if the honourable members accept the statements that I have 
made, which show that Government has already acted on the principle 
of the resolution which, I understand, is that adequate provision may be 
made for awarding scholarships to those communities which are 
educationally backward. To that principle I do not take any 
exception. From the fact that I have not heard many remarks on this 
resolution from any other members of this House, I do not think that 
this is really a controversial resolution. '\\1latever may be the 
unfortunate position of the communities, whatever may be their 
rivalries or feelings in other matters, I am sure there is not a single 
member in this House who is not agreed on principle on the necessity 
of providing more and more education to those who are unfortunately . 
educationally backward, behind their fellows. The reason is obvious .. 
It is only if we give the benefit of education to the large numbers of . 
people in this country that we are likely to advance in every aspect of 
our public life. We see that with education we generally begin to take, 
or at least ought to take, broader views of affairs. Sometimes we do, 
indeed see that the result is not as happy as it ought to be, and 
the temptation is very strong even on the part of those who have 
received education to think and to act on narrow sectarian and 
communal grounds and not to take a view which will be more in· 
consonance with the general interests of society as a whole. But, on 
the whole, I may safely assume the benefits of education are not 
a subject on which at this time of the day it is necessary for me 
to expatiate. I therefore accept the principle of this resolution and 
I assure the House that even as scholarships are provided at present, 
Government have been keenly alive to their duty to provide sufficient 
educational facilities to ·members of communities which are educa
tionally backward, and the same principh will be continued to be 
observed in future with due regard to the finances at our disposal and 
to the general claims of all other communities. 

Mr. S. L. KARAXDIKAR: Ou a point of information. It being 
au accepted fact that the Ma.homedan community is a bit in advance 
of the Hindu community in general so far as literacy is concerned, is 
Government going to look upon the Mahomedan community as educa
tionally backward eve11 hereaft~r f 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: If this had been Question time, 
I should have asked for notice of the question. Sir, the resolution 
as worded says that we should make sufficient provision. I do not 
think the honourable member can take exception to the word 
"sufficient". "Sufficient'' enables you to take all the factors into 
consideration, and having once accepted the principle that those who 
are educationally back--ward ought..-to be adequately provided wit.h 
sufficient facilities, I do hope that we will not now enter into lo~g and 
elaborate discussions which do not seem to be at all likely to facilitate 
our work any more. · 

1\Ir. B. K. GAIKW AD : I. have moved my amendment, Sir. 
Do I have a right of reply¥ . 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The mover of an amendment has no right 
of reply. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: If I had known that there were 
other remarks to follow, I would not have been in a hurry to state 
anything at all. 

1\Ir. G. K. PHADA,KE; On a point of explanation. If I may be 
allowed to explain my amendment, I would say that by my amendment 
I meant other educationally backward minority communities, and if I am 
allowed to add these words to my amendment, I am prepared to do so. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: If the debate is to continue in 
this fashion, I hope, Sir, you will allow me to have my final reply after 
this. Only one word with regard to what was just said by the honourable 
member Mr. Phadake. He said that he meant educationally backward 
minorities. May I draw his attention to the fact that there are very 
large majorities which are educationally backward 1 Is it his intention 
to exclude them from the benefit of his amendment ? · 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: I have not followed the Honourable the 
Prime Minister properly. 

Khan Bahadur SHAIK JAN MAHOMED (Poona District) (Addressed 
the House· in Urdu): Sir, I support the resolution moved by my 
honourable friend Khan Bahadur-- Sardar Haji Amirsaheb Rais, 
requesting that more scholarships should be given to the Mahomedans. 
The honourable member Mr. Phadake has moved an amendment that 
all the minority communities which are educationally backward should 
be given more scholarships. The Honourable the Prime Minister has 
replied to the point. Sir, the Mahomedans cannot be said to be educa· 
tionally as forward as the Parsis, the Brahmins, the European~, t~e 
Indian Christians and some other communities, and I do not think 1t 
is necessary to labour the point any further. The Honourable the 
Prime Minister in the course of his statement has made it clear that 
the claims· of the Mussalmans for increased scholarships will be duly 
considered as far as funds permit. I on behalf of the Muslim League 
welcome that statement. In conclusion, I am grateful to the Honour· 
able the Prime Minister for acct>pting the spirit of the resolution. I hope 
it will be acted upon. 
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Khan Baha.dur Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB MOHUHN SAHEB 
RAIS: Sir, I have nothing to say in reply. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I do not wish to say anything 
more. 

I 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : To the original resolution there are two 
amendments, one by the honourable member :Mr. Gail-wad and 
the other by the honourable member Mr. Phadake. I shall put the 
amendments first. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: My amendment has already been accepted 
by the honourable mover of the resolution. · 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: That will have to be accepted by the 
House. I will now put the amendment of the honourable member 
Mr. Phadake. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: I beg leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendment. · 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: ~ow I will put the amendment of the 
honourable member Mr. Gaikwad : 

" In line 3, after the word 'Mu~lim ' add the words' ' Scheduled Castes and 
Aboriginal tribes'," 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I \\ill now put the original resolution 
as amended. 

Resolution. put, and agreed to. 

RESOLUTION RE: COMMITTEE ON UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I move : 

''This A~~mbly recommends to Government that in view-·-

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: On a point of order. 
The first resolution that stands in the name of the honourable member 
is the same as stood in the name of the honourable member Mr. Gokhale. 
Since that resolution has been taken into consideration and disposed 
o£, the honourable memhE'r lirs. Munshi has forfeited her right. 
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The fust resolution is the same as that 
of the honourable member l\Ir. Gokhale. The second one of the 
honourable member Mrs. Munshi becomes the fust. 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. l\IUNSHI: Sir, I move: 

"This Assembly recommends to Govemm!ut that in view of widespread prevalence 
of unemployment in the Presidency a comnuttee should be appointed to inquire into 
its caust's and to recommend measures fer its relief." 

Question proposed. 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. MUNSHI : Sir, I have a very easy task, because 
my resolution is such that it affects all classes and masses, and members 
belonging to different sections of this House. Besides, it is a very 
simple resolution and, I believe, non-controversial. Unfortunately, 
we have no data to go upon about unemployment. There is no census 
taken at any time to show how many unemployed people are there in 
our Presidency, educated or uneducated. But, Sir, it is a common 
experience, I believe, of almost all of us, that, day after day, so many 
people come at our doors asking for employment, not belonging to 
one class or the other, but belonging'to all castes and creeds, and belonging 
to all strata of society. Really, Sir, it is very heart-breaking not to 
be able to find out any solution or not to be able to give them anything 
when they ask for it. In other countries, we find that this question 
is agitating the minds of not only the people but of the Government 
also. They have a machinery by which they know how many 
unemployed people there are in their realm and also they try to find 
out some employment or other, or, as I said the other day, give them 
doles. It is a question of giving bread; you will have to give a living 
person bread. You may not be able to give anything else, but a living 
person must have his bread. There is no escape from it. In oth,er 
countries, they go to such length that, if they cannot find. employment 
in their own country, they 'even invite wars and try to take away what 
belongs to other persons-even their colonies. We are a very non-violent 
people, Sir, and we do not want things which belong to others. But 
surely we want some solution to be found in our own country for our 
unemployed. 

In this respect, I may point out that our coun,trymen who have estab
lished themselves in other countries are driven out from those countries. 
Take the question of Zanzibar, Africa and so many other countries, where 
we are peacefully established, where we are· doing sdme kind of trade, 
where some of our unemployed youths find employment. Even these 
avenues are shut to us. Besides, we are turned out from every other 
country. We cannot acquire lands in so many countries. We cannot 
do business there and there are so many other disabilities from which we 
suffer. But only in India we can find other people coming and establish
ing themselves and the result is that all our key industries are in the hands 
of foreigners. Take, for instance, insurance. We cannot go .and start 
an insurance company in any other country, because the conditions 
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and rules there are such as prevent us from doing so. But here, 
anybody can come in-Italians, Japanese or Czechoslovakians-and do 
business and nobody will prevent them from doing so. Take,for inst.ance, 
railways and shipping, which really should belong to this country, and 
which should give employment to the people of our own country, also 
which should be instrumental in keeping the wealth of this country in the 
country itself. But they are all dominated or owned by foreign interests. 
Somehow, our Central Government, or even our provincial Governments, 
are not in a position to protect us. Year after year, times without 
number, they go on doing things and jeopardising our interests by giving 
preferences to other countries. This is not a place to go on relating the 
difficulties that we are suffering from. 

What I ask for is this. Everybody is conscious about the prevalence 
of unemployment in this country, and especially in our Presidency, and 
some kind of cerlsus should be taken by which we can know how many 
unemployed are there in our Presidency, and how far we can help them 
in finding out suitable employment. I believe a similar resolution was 
tabled in the Upper House and it was accepted by the Government. 
Government have promised that they are considering this problem in 
a very sympathetic manner. Therefore, Sir, it is really asking Govern
ment about things which they are already considering. By passing 
this resolution we will be supporting Government with the unanimous 
voice of this House. I am sure every honourable member of this House 
will support the resolution, which will strengthen the hands of Govern
ment in any measure they take for the relief of the unemployed. As it 
is time for the House to rise, only with these words I commend the 
resolution for the acceptance of the House. 

The llouse illl·n adjourned till2 p.m. on Friday, the 28th Jan!Ulry 1938, 
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Friday, the 28th January 1938. 

The Assembly re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Friday, 
• the 28th January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. V.l\IAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

AIDALE, Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH lliJI IssA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M.A. · 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
DAnHr, :r.rr. FutsrNnJr B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V .. 
DEHLA VI, Sir ALI MiHOMED KHAN 
DEsAr, 1\u. DrNxERRAo N. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DEsnMuxn, 1\us. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, 1\Ir. G. H. 
DoDMETI, 1\Ir. A. D. 
FAiz MOHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FRENCH, 1\Ir. F. II. 
GAIKWAD, 1\Ir. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. l\1. 
GAVAXKER,l\&.S.K. 
GAVIT, 1\&. D. P. 
GHATGE, 1\Ir. G. R. 
GmA, Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, Mr. M. c. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GtRASEY, Mr. G. B. 
GoxHALE, Mr. K. G. 
Gorr, Mr. ~I. G. 
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GUPTE, Mr. B. ~f 
liAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
1IALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
liw.Y, lli. B. S. 
ILKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADH.AV, lli. D. G. 
JADRAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JH.ABVAilA, Mr. s. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHm, Khan Saheb IiA.JI AHMAD KASAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KALYANI, Rao Saheb A. N. 
KAM:BLI, Sir SIDDAPP .A T. 
K.!.NuGA, M!s. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTR.AI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KAR.AVADE, 1\Ir. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. s. s. 
KATHALE,l\Ir. B.s. 
KAzr, 1\Ir. Aziz GAFUR 
KERSON, Mr. KANJI Govmn 
KESHWAIN, 1\Ir. s. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KmMJI, Mr. BRAWANJI A. 
KUNTE, 1\Ir. D. K. 
LAL.A, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
1\UGANLAL NAGINDAS, 1\Ir. 
1\IANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
l\I.AR.ATHE, Mr. NAMDEOR.AO BUDH.AJIRAO 
l\I.ASTER, Mr. N.AGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, 1\Ir. H. p. 
MEHTA~ Mr. JAMNADAS 1\1. . 
l\hRZA AKHTAR HAsAN, 1\Ir. 
1\hrn, Mr. lliHOMED S. C. 
l\IOHAMEDALLY ALLABUX, 1\Ir. 
l\IoRARBHAI KASANJI, 1\Ir. 
l\IUKADAM1 l\fr. W. S. 
MUNsm, the Honourable 1\Ir. K. 1\L 
MUNsm, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. v. N. 
NANDA,Mr.G~RILAL 
N.wMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIM.Ali'EE, Mr. P. A. 
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:Xt1UE, the Honourable )!r. lL Y. 
PARL'LEKAR, l!r. s. v. 
PATASKA.R, l!r. H. v. 
PATEL, ~Ir. BABUBHAl J. 
PATEL, l!r. BHAILALBHAl B. 
PATEL, l!r. IsMAIL lll'sA 
}lATEL, ~Jr. M'.AHOliEDBAWA l[, 
l1ATEL, lli. ll.A.XGESH B. 
p A TEL, llr 0 llt'SAJI E. 
PAnL, llr. Anu.RA...'\1 N. 
PATIL, llr. GA.liBIII.RRAO A. 
PATIL, llr. K.u.LA...\"GOUDA s. 
PATIL, Mr. LAnux G. 
PATIL, the Honourable ~Ir. L. lf. 

' PATIL, ~Ir. MALGOUDA P. 
PAnt, Mrs. N'AGAMMA. 
PATIL, ~lr. NARHAR R. 
P.urL, ~Ir. S. K. 
PHADAKE, l'llr. G. K. 
PIKE, lli. G. 0. 
Pt:IW.1, lli. C. B. 
R.us, K.B. Sardar fuJI AMI.RS.A.HEB lloHIDDL'V SAHEB 
RAJYAL LAKmCILL\'D, Mr. 
RANE, Ra.o Saheb B. N. 
RAsE, Air. B. R. 
Ru'T, :Mr. D. W. 
ROHAM, l!r. P. J. 
Rt:SSELL, l!r. w. w. 
SAK.A.RLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SAKLATVALA, Mr. S.D. 
SATHE, llr. s. H. 
SAV.U"T, lli. K. s. 
SH.A.IKH JAY MA.HOMED, Khan Bahadur 

SHI.\'DE, l!r. BA.JIRAO alias BABASAHEB JA.GDEORAO 

SHIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIIW."T, ~Ir. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, ~lr. IsMAIL lUSA..\' BAPu 
SINGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SONGAVKA.R,lli.S.G. 
St:GANDm, lli. M.S. 
TALKA.R, l!r. K. R. 
TH!KOR, ~Ir. B. P. 
THORAT, Yr. R. B. 
TnrsE, lirs. LA.xmw G.ut:sn 
TrLPL"LE, l!r. H. Y. 
Tn.BJI, llrs. F .uz B. 
YAGBELA, l!r. B. u. 
YARALE, lli. B. H. 
YJNCBOORKAR, Sardar X. G. 
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VYA.S, :Mr. IsHVA.RLAL K. 
WADEKAR, :Mr. R. B. 
WAGH, Mr. P. w·. 
WALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
''~~REKAR,~.D.N. 

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

' 
REVISION OF CONSTITUTION OF Mm.'lCIPAL BOARD OF BANDRA. 

*Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government have received proposals from the Collector, 
Bombay Suburban District, or the Commissioner, Northern Division, 
regarding the revision of the constitution of the Municipal Board of 
Bandra as a result of the inclusion of Santa Cruz within the limits of 
the Municipal Borough ; 

(b) whether Government are aware that the term of the Bandra 
Municipality is due to expire shortly ; 

(c) if so, whether Government propose to deal with the mattert 
urgently~ 

The Honourable 1\fr. K. 1\f. MUNSID: (a) and (b) Yes. 
(c) A Bill to amend the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act, 1925, with 

a view to abolishing nominations and reserving seats for certain back· 
ward communities and rr.inorities in joint electorates is to be introduced 
in the current session of the Bombay Legislative Assembly and the 
question of the reconstitution of the Bandra Municipality will be taken up 
ad soon as this Bill is passed into law. In the meantime it is proposed 
to extend the existing term of office of the Municipality by a suitable 
period. · 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: With regard to the reply to (c)-" In th& 
. meantime it is proposed to extend the existing term of the :Municipality 

by a suitable period "-may I know what is meant by "a suitable 
period " 1 What is the amount of time that will be required 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSill: I want notice. 

~. S. H. JHABV ALA : Shall I ask the question when the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government comes into the House 1 

~. D. N. WA:NDREKAR : With reference to the reply to (c), has not 
the Bill to amend the Bombay Municipal Boroughs Act been dropped for 
this s~sion at least 1 

The Honourable lli. K. M. 1\IUNSill: That question does not arise 
out of the reply. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am afraid I have. to invite the 
Honourable Minister's attention to the reply, which says: 

"A Bill to am!'nd the Bombay :\lunidpal Boroughs Act,l925, with a \"iew to abolishing 
nominations and rl'flerl'ing seats for certain backward communities and minorities 
in joint electorau•s is to be introduced in the current sesBion of the Bombay Legislative 
A•M('ffi bly •••• " . 

According to the Honourable the Prime Minister's declaration, this Bill 
is not to be taken up during this session. That is what the honourable 
member Mr. Wandrekar refers to. 

(At this stage, tlte Honourable Minister for Loool Self-Gorernment came 
in and took !tis seat.) 

::\Ir. D. N. WANDREKAR: The reply states that it is proposed to 
extend the existing term of office of the Municipality by a suitable period 
pending the passing of the amending Bill. Is it not a fact that this Bill 
has been dropped for the present session at least 1 

The Honourable ~Ir. L. 1\f. P ATIL : In the first place, the term of office 
of the Bandra Municipality has not been extended. The question of 
extending the period of the Bandra Municipality ~ still under considera
tion. The question whether the Bill referred to should be introduced or 
not has not yet been decided by Government. 

::\Ir. S. H. JIUBVALA: May I ask the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government, now that he is here, to explain what is meant by 
" suitable period"? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. That question has 
once been replied to. 

)lr. D. N. WANDREKAR: "nen do Government propose to come to 
a decision regarding the reconstitution of the Bandra Municipality 1 

The Honourable ~Ir. L. M. PATIL: It is impossible to say at present; 
unless the case is examined. 

REVIVAL OF CONCESSION GIVEN TO KHOTS FOR TAKING OUT COPIES 

FROM BOT KHATS. 

*)lr. S. L. KARA1"DIKAR (Ratnagiri, North): Will the Hono1ll'· 
al1!e )linister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that the bot khats in the several 
Taluka. Offices in the Ratnagiri District have some of their pages torn 
both at the beginning and at the end ; 

(b) \rhether Gonrnment are aware that under the Khoti Settle
ment Act, 1880, every khot is required to ke€p a copy of the bot kha.t 
with him; 

(c) whether Government are aware that till recently the Khots were 
allowed to ha.Ye copies of extracts from the bot khat in the Taluka 
Offices without being required to pay for them; 

(d) whether Government are aware that since recently this practice 
has been discontinued ; 
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(e) whether Government are aware. of the inconvenience to which 
the Khots are put on account of the discontinuance of this 
practice; 

(/) if the answers to the above questions are in the affirmative 
whether Government have considered the advisability of directing the 
revenue officers concerned to revive the old practice 1 

.... -· 
The Honourable 1\Ir. 1\IORARJI R. DESAI : (a) This sometimes 

occurs. When it does, fresh copies of the torn pages are supplied from 
the copies of the bot khats kept in the Collector's records. 

(b) The rules under the Khoti Settlement Act require the khot to take 
a copy of the bot khat at his own expense and to keep it properly 
corrected. 

(c) and (d) Until 1929-30 the practice of allowing khots to take 
extracts from bot khats without payment of inspection fees was in vogue ; 
it has, however, been discontinued and inspection fees are now charged 
according to the Land Revenue Rules. 

(e) No complaints have heel} received by Government. 
(/)No. 

1\Ir. S. 1. KARANDIKAR: As regards the aD£wer to (a), my question 
is of a specific nature, but the reply as printed is in general terms. Will 
the Honourable Minister give a specific reply to a specific question~ 

The Honourable 1\Ir. 1\IORARJI R. DESAI: No instances are 
mentioned in (a). If specific instances had been mentioned, I would 
have dealt with them in my reply. 

1\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR : 1\Iy question was with regard to several 
talukas. Does the Honourable Minister mean to say that there are no 
instances of this type in any of the talukas ? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. The question has 
·been replied to. 

1\Ir. S. 1. KARANDIKAR: With regard to the reply to (c) and (d), 
up to 1929-30 a certain practice was.in vogue. 'rhy did Government 
discontinue that practice ? 

· The Honourable Mr.l\IORARJI R. DESAI : That practice was again~Jt · 
the rules in force ; it was wrong. · 

Mr. S. 1. KAR.Th"DIKAR : After how many years did the Govern
ment find out that, mistake ? 

The Honourable )lr. ~IORARJI R. DESAI: It was found out in 
1929-30. 

lir. S. 1. K.-\.RA~"DIKAR : )Iy question is, how long did that mistake 
continue? 

The Honourable ~Ir. MOHARJI R. DESAI: I require notice. I have 
not inquired into it. 
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UsE or TAIL-WATER FROM TATA HYDRO-ELECTRIC PonR HousEs 

FOR REGENERATION oF ELECTRIC PowER. 

•Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Will the 
Honourable Minister for Public Works be· pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that most of the Tata. Hydro-Electric Power 
Houses are situated on the western side of the Sahyadri mountains ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the tail-water from these power houses. 
flows chiefly through the Kolaba District ; 

(c) whether Government have considered the possibility of 
developing industries by allowing the tail-water to be used for the 
regeneration of elect~ic power ; 

(d) whether Government propose to allow the tail-water to 
be used for the regeneration of electric power, and, if so, on what 
conditions ! . 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: (a) All the three Tata. Hydro· 
Electric power houses are situated on the Western Ghats of the Sahyadrf 
mountains: 

(b) Yes. 

(c) The plant installed by Messrs. Tatas is capable of generating much 
more energy than can be disposed of at present and it is not therefore 
considered advisable to generate additional energy in the same area. 
Possibilities of utilising the tail-waters for water supply and irrigation 
purposes are, however, being investigated at present. 

(d) Does not arise. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : The reply to (d) is that the question does·. 
not arise. It is an independent question. 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE : The question is about the genera~ 
tion of electric power. The reply is that there is a sufficient quantity of 
electric power available. That is the reason for the answer to (d). 

lli. S. L. K.ARAXDIKAR: Does it mean that Government has no 
answer to give 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. ~ruRIE : The answer is already given 
there. · 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: With regard to (c), will the Honourable 
Minister consider the feasibility of supplying that extra. quantity referred 
to in the answer to the eame area. 1 · 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. XURIE : If it is demanded, Government 
will consider the question. 
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REFUSAL OF PERMISSION TO INTERVIEW PRISONERS IKBAL SING 

AND SOMNATH WERI. 

*Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City) : Will the Honourable 
:Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that anapplication was made to Govern
ment by Mr. S. S. Mirajker asking permission to interview the 
prisoners, Ikbal Sing and Somnath Laheri ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the application was refused; 

(c) if so, what were the reasons for refusing the same 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) M:r. Mirajker gave no reason for his request and Government 
were not satisfied that any useful purpose would be served by permitting 
the interview. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: With regard to the reply to (c), is it not a 
fact that applications for interview are made in order to find out the 
state of the health of the prisoners 1 

The Honourable :Mr. K. :M. :MUNSHI: Generally, the applications are 
made by relations to see the prisoners and not necessarily to enquire after 
their health. 

1\lr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : If the relations are not near by, is it not 
a fact that the friends of the prisoners can make application 1 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The friends can give reasons 
for the interview. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : 'Vith rega~d to the reply to (c), is it true 
that interviews are not granted unless Government are satisfied that 
some useful purpose will be served by them 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. ·M. MUNSID: Yes. 

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Is there any customary form in which the 
request is to be made so that any reason could be specified, or is it only 
a formal request, for instance, " I want to see so and so "1 

The Honourable :M:r. K.l\1.1\IUNSID: In the case of relations it is not 
necessary ; in the case of others it is. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Was 1\Ir.l\firajker informed why his request 
for an interview was not granted 1 

The Honourable Mr. K.l\I. .MUN'SID: No; it was for him to give the 
reason. 
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GRIEVA."\CES OF AccusED 1~ PottcE LocK-t"PS. 

* ~Ir. R.N. )!A~"DLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Leg~l) be pleased to state---

(11) whether there are any rules as regards treating the accused 
in criminal cases as A and B class prisoners 'rhile kept under custody 
in the Police lock-ups; 

(b) what are the rules as regards scavenging work in the Police 
lock-ups; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the accused are required to do that 
work while in Police custody ; 

(d) whether Government are aware that the practice is against 
the religious sentiments of the people; 

(e) if so, whether Government have considered the advisability 
of putting a stop to that practice ; 

(f) if the accused are not required to do that work, who else does it ; 
(g) what are the monthly expenses incurred on this account at each 

taluka Police lock-up in the Kolaba District during the year 1935-36 ; 
(h) wh~ther there is any rule which requires that· the inmates of 

the Police lock-ups must have a daily bath and must keep their clothes 
dean by washing them at least once a week ; 

(£) whether there is any rule which requires that the inmates of 
the Police lock-ups should be given a shave once a fortnight or at 
least once a month ; 

(j) whether there is any rule which requires that the inmates of 
the Police lock-up should be allowed to have free air for some time 
daily by taking a walk or exercise outside their cells in Police custody ; 

(k) if the answers to clauses (a), (h), (i) and {j) are in the negative, 
whether Gowrnment haYe considered the advisability of making 
rules in this behalf 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a), (b), (h), (i) and (j) As 
Police lock-ups are intended only for the detention of prisoners pending 
J)roduction before a Magistrate-a period which may not exceed 24 
hours, and as cases of prisoners being remanded into police custody by 
Courts are rare, no detailed rulfls for these places of detention have been 
framed. The responsible police officers are, however, expected to use 
a wise discretion in dealing with persons in their custody and should 
ordinarily follow, in so far as may be possible, the rules relating to under
trial prisoners detained in sub-jails. 

(c) res, as a general rule. 

(J) and (e) To meet the circumstances rules have already been 
framed in so far as undertrial prisoners in sub-jails are concerned. Rule 
159 of the Sub-Jail ~Ianual prohibits any interference with the religioUB 
and caste prejudices of prisoners, and in so far as undertrial prisoners 
in Police lock-ups are concerned rule 1264 (11) of the Police Manual 
lays down that they should be treated with consideration. 
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(f) Such contingencies are not known to have arisen yet, but suitable 
arrangements will be made whenever necessary. 

(g) There are no Taluka Police lock-ups in this District. 
(k) No. But so far as Sub-Jails are concerned Government have 

taken steps to improve conditions. The Inspector General of Prisons 
now receives fortnightly reports fro!ll every Sub-Jail in the Province 
and he issues orders regarding sanitation, bathing and exercise of 
prisoners. He also visits as many Sub-Jails as possible, and efforts 
are being made to reduce the periods for which convicted persons are 
kept in Sub-Jails to the minimum consistent with economy and 
administrative requirements. 

Mr. K. F. NARIM~"'i: With reference to the replies to (b) and (c), 
do not GoVErnment think that the practice of making undertrials 
do scavenging work is highly objectionable 1 
. The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID : There is nothing extraordinary 
in making the prisoners cleanse their own room. 

Mr. K. F. NARUIAN: I am not referring to ordinary cleansing work. 
I am referring to scavenging work which, according to the reply, the 
undertrials are made to do as a general rule. 

The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. MUNSHI : I want notice if any further 
facts are wanted. 

Mr. K. F. NARil\IAN: I am only asking, as it is admitted that this 
practice prevails, whether Government do not think it objectionable and 
whether they will not take steps to discontinue it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\IUNSID : Government will consider the 
point of view placed by the honourable member. 

Mr. D. G. JADHA V: Supplementary with regard to (b). Is it a fact 
that scavenging work is got done by the depressed class convicts in 
jails 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\lU'NSHI: No. 
l\Ir. R.N. ~"DLIK: The answer to (a) is: "The responsible police 

officers are, however, expected to use a wise discretion ...... ""'ill 
Government issue definite orders to the officers concerned instead of 
depending upon the police officers' discretion ? 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. :u. MC:NSHI :·It is a suggestion for action and 
if necessary Government will issue such orders. 

l\Ir. R. R. BHOLE: Will Government get information from the Jails 
as to whether only the scheduled class convicts are asked to do the 
scavenging work or not ? 

The Honourable :rtlr. K. ~I. :MtNSHI: The question relates only to 
Police Lock-ups, while the honourable member :\Ir. Bhole refers to jails. 
If he will give me notice, I will find out. 
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Mr. R. N. llAXDLIK : Supplementary to (d) and (~. Sir, in the 
answer it is stated" .... rule 1264 (ll) of the Police llanuallays down 
that they should be treated with consideration." May I know what 
is meant by'' with consideration"? 

The Honourable lir. K. M.llt'NSID: It means wh.at it says, I think. 
If the honourable member lir. Mandlik will read the whole sentence, it 
is stated "Rule 159 of the Sub-Jail Manual prohibits any interference 
with the religious and caste prejudices of prisoners ••.. " It is clearly 
said that the undertrials should be treated with consideration with 
regard to their habits, caste prejudices, various needs, and so on. 

~Ir. K. F. NARDIAN: Are there no privies provided for the 
convenience of undertrials, because it is stated that the accused are 
required to do the work of scavenging? Are they asked to clean the 
privies 1 What is the praetice 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. llt,;'l\SID: Scavenging work in their celk 
only. I do not think there are privies for undertrials in the cells. They 
are given pots for the night and for the day they go outside. 

lir. K. F. NARDIAN: Is it sugg~ted that the undertrials are asked 
to clean the pots provided for the night ! 

The Honourable ~Ir. K. M. llt'NSID: I require notice. 

~Ir. K. F. NARUUN: Will Government please issue instructions to
discontinue this practice 1 

The Honourable lir. K. M. MtXSID: It is a suggestion for action. 

Mr. R.N. ~L~1)LIK : It is stated in reply to (c) that as a general rule 
the acrused are rt'quired to do the scavenging work while in Police 
custody. Supposing the accused is a high-caste Hindu, and if he is 
rt'quired to do scavenging work, then what would be the consideration 
shown by the Police Officers ? 

The Honourable ~lr. K. ~I. lll'NSID: I would like to have notice 
with rt'~ard to these details about the scavenging work. By ordinary 
scan.>nging work, as I understand it, it would be to cleanse their own 
rooms and rt'mo,·e the pots and pans that may have been supplied to 
them. 

lfr. H. Y. TrLPrLE: Will the GoYernment issue proper 
instructions ? 

The Honourable llr. K. M. llt"XSID: Government will certainly 
issue propt'r orders. If the honourable member wants to make any 
suggestion as to the nature of the orders, he can make it. 

llr. II. Y. n·LPrLE: They should not be asked to do scavenging 
work. 
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l\Ir. B. K. GAIKWAD: 1\Iay we know whether caste distinction is 
-observed in jails, so far as high-caste and low-caste Hindus are 
concerned~ 

The. Honourable l\Ir. K. )1. )lUNSHI: I do not think so. 

::\Ir. R.N. MANDLIK : With regaFd to reply to (f) it is stated" .... 
but suitable arrangements will be made whenever necessary." They 
.are necessary even now ; will the Government be pleased to issue the 
necessary orders ? 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. l\1. l\IUNSID : It is a suggestion for action. 

l\Ir. R. N.l\IANDLIK: With regard to reply to (g) it is said that there 
.are no Taluka Police lock-ups in this District, i.e., in the Kolaba District 1 
1\Iay I know where the undertrial prisoners are kept then 1 

The Honourable l\Ir. K.l\1.1\IUNSHI: Sir, I require notice. 

INTERIM MINISTRY: RELEASE OF COMMUNIST LEADERS. 

*Mr. R. N. l\IANDLIK (Kolaba District): Will the Honourable 
.Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state whether 
it is a fact that the Interim Ministry had passed orders that the 
.Communist leaders should not be released at all1 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. l\L MUNSHI: No. The Interim Ministry 
had decided that the outstanding orders under section 4 of the Bombay 
.Special (Emergency) Powers Act, 1932, against Communist leaders 
.and others should continue in force, subject to the usual six-monthly 
review under sub-section (4) of the said section. 

l\Ir. R. N. l\IANDLIK : What is the date of the decision of the Interim 
1\finistry 1 

The Honourable 1\fr. K. :M.l\IUNSHI-: I Will require a little time to find 
that out. But I will tell you. (After looking up the file) It is 7th of 
l\Iay 1937. 

l\Ir. R. N. 1\IANDLIK: When was the six-monthly review to come 
-out 7 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. 1\I. l\IUNSHI: It did come and the orders 
were cancelled by the Congress Ministry. The six-monthly review came 
at the proper time and orders were made, as you know very well. 

)lr. R. N.l\IANDLIK: Was it done in the six-monthly review by the 
Congress Ministry ? 

. The Honourable l\Ir. K. )I. ~lt'NSHI : Long before that. It did not 
become necessary for the six-monthly review because before that time 
the Congress Government vacated most of the orders. 
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llr. R. :X. ll-L\'"DLIK: Before the renew was made r 
The Honourable llr. K.ll. lll~"'Sffi: Oh ye8. 

Mr. R :X. )L~"DLIK : Do not Go,ernment know that an allegation 
to the effect that the Int~rim llinistry passed orders that the communist 
leaders should not be released at all was made by a responsible Congress 
leader at a public meeting! · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question is not in order. 

Esr.ABLISIDIE:O."T or C&nu PRiliARY ScHooLS. 

•11r. MIRZA AKHTAR IL\SA.~ (Trade Unions of Seamen and 
Dock-worker11): Will the Honourable the Prime Minister be pleased 
to state-

(a) how many Crdu primacy schools were established in the province 
of Bombay during the last 5 years; 

(b) what encouragement has been given by Government to such 
schools! 
The Honourable llr. B. G. KliER: (a) 237 Urdu Primacy Schools 

and 35 classes were opened during the last 5 years (i.e. from 1932-33 
to 1936-37) in District Local Board and Municipal areas as detailed 
~~~ . 

Distrid Local Board Area. 

District Local Board schoold 

Appro\"ed aided schools 

Approved unaided schools •• 

Total 

Schools. 

70 

16 

13 

99 

Local Auth()ritg Municipal ArttJ. 

Municipal Schools 
Approved aided schools •• 
Approved unaided schools •• 

Total •. 

Grand Total •. 

Schools. 

102 
28 
8 

138 

237 

Classee. 

15 

7 

22 

Claases. 

13 

13 

35 

(b) By "encouragement to such schools" the honourable member 
presumably refers to the special facilities gi'ren by Go-rernment for the 
encouragement of Muslim education. 'Ihese f'atilities are mentioned 
in the urious Chapters (and ffipecially the Chapter on Education of 
l!uhammadans) of the Reportd on Public Instruction in Bombay. 
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Several special facilities are provided by Government and Local Bodies 
for the advancement of Primary education of Muhammadans. Some 
-of these are :-

(1) For the training of Muhammadan men and women teachers 
Government maintain Urdu Training Institutions. All candidates 
and teachers admitted to these mstitutions from the District Local 
Boards are awarded Government stipends . 

. (2) With a view to providing additional facilities for Muhammadans 
three Central Urdu Schools are maintained by Government in the 
Thana, Kolaba and Ratnagiri Districts .. All pupils in standards V 
to VII in these schools receive Government stipends at the rate of 
Rs. 7 per melldem. 

(3) Special stipends at the rate of Rs. 12 per mensem are also given 
by Government to Muhammadan girls in the Central Urdu Girls' 
School (now Practising School) attached to the Urdu Training College 

~ for Women, Poona. 

(4) Scholarships for Muhammadans are also given by District Local 
Boards ranging from Re. 1 to Rs. 3 each per mensem in primary 
schoold within their area and prizes, books, slates are also distributed 
free amongst poor Muhammadan pupils. The expenditure incurred 
by the Boards on this account is admissible for Government grant. 

REMOVAL OF RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED ON PERSONAL LIBERTY OF 

CERTAIN PERSONS 

. *1\ir. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Will the Honourable 
the Prime Minister be pleased to state-

(a) the number and names of persons whose personal liberty has 
been restricted without any trial since the year 1930 ; 

(b) what is the nature of restrictions on each one of them; 
(c) whether Government intend--to remove the restrictions on all 

persons without discrimination ; 
(d) if not, what are the reasons for not removing the same in each 

case' · 
The Honourable :M:r. B. G. KHER: (a) There are no such persons 

at present. 
(b), (c) ~nd (d) Do not arise. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Supplementary to (a). May I know to what 
time the Honourable the Prime Minister refers by the words " at 
present "1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: It means" to-day", or some time 
after his question, if that is what he wants. But I have not got 
the dates. 
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ALLEGED GRIEVANCES OF AGRICULTURISTS IN BASSEIN TALUKA. 
REGARDING THE REMOVAL OF CERTAIY MIYOR FOREST.PRODUCTS. 

*Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana. South): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Uevenue be pleased to state-;-

( a) whether Government are aware that the chief bagayat crops of 
Pan (betel vine) and Kela (Plantains) in Bassein and Palghar talukas 
of the Thana Di.~trict are mainly dependent upon minor forest products, 
such as, :Manvel Bamboos, Tokar Padai, Bundhis, and Karvis; 

(b) whether Government are aware that on account of the disease 
on betel-vine and heavy slump in prices of agricultural products during 
the economic depression and owing to the heavy cost of production 
and uncertainty of the yields and profits, the cultivation of betel-vine 
in Bassein taluka is in danger and likely to be wiped out from this_ 
taluka; 

{c) whether Government are aware that the agriculturists have to: · 
pay four annas per cart load of Karvis at Bhatane in Bassein taluka, 
in Korth Thana. Division, while at a distance of one mile or so from 
that place they· are required to pay one rupee per cart load of Karvis, 
at Shirav li in the West Thana. Divibion in the same taluka ; 

(d) whether Government are aware that the agriculturists in Bassein 
taluka are required to consume large quantity of minor forest 
products; 

(e) if the an.swe.r to (d) is in the affirmative, whether Government 
intend to remove the anomaly referred to in clause (c) above and thus 
help the agriculturists in their present distressing condition. 

(j) whether Governril.ent are aware of the representation made by 
the Bassein Taluka Agricultural Association on the 12th March 1936 
to the Conservator of Forests regarding Fo~est grievances. · 

(g) whether Government intend to give relief to the agriculturists in 
Bassein taluka. in their present plight by permitting them to remove 
minor forest products from all the ranges of the West Thana. Division 
and the Korth 'l'hana. Division at the rates mentioned in their 
representation I 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Yes. 

(b) The disease on betel vines used to take a heavy toll in the Ba.ssein 
taluka for some years and, at one time (1928 to 1932), it was feared that 
the crop would be wiped out. However, suitable cheap and efficient 
remedial measures for controlling the disease have been devised and 
introduced by the ~icultural Department and have been demonstratoo 
widely to the cultivators in Bassein and Mahim. With the adoption of 
these preventive measures, there is no danger of the crop being wiped 
out. The areas under betel vine are given in annexture. It will be seen 
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that the area in Mahim is steadily increasing, while that in Basse in is more 
or less constant and not declining. 'l'his results from the demonstration 
of suitable remedial measures against disease. 

'!'he heavy slump in the prices of agricultu:ral products i3 general and 
has an ad verse effect on all agricultural producers, including the betel vine 
or plantain growers. 1here are no grounds for stating that the cost of 
the production of these crops is heavy with reference to returns. 

(c) With effect from 1dt September 1937 the rate for karvi removed for 
domestic and agricultural purposes at Shira vii has been reduced to 4 annas 
per cart load which is equal to that fixed for the Korth Thana division. 

(d) Yes. 

(e) Please see reply to clause (c) of the question. 

(j) Yes. 

(g) 'lhe following statement shows the rates suggested in the 'repre
sentation made by the Bassein Taluka Agricultural Association 
in March 1936 and those now charged by the Forest Department for the 
products removed for domestic and agricultural purposes :-

Serial Rate suggested in the Rate now charged 
Kind of produce. by the Forest No. representation. Department. 

1 Bundhis .. 2 annas per 100 .. 4 annas per 100. 

2 Manvel bamboos . . Re. 1 per 100 .. Rs. 3 per 100. 

3 Tokar Padai • . Rs. 2 per 100 .. Rs. 5 per 100. 

4 Karvi .. . . 4 annas per small cart 4 annas per cart (with· 
and 8 annas per large out distinction bet. 
cart._ ween a large and 

small cart). 

5 Zita (side branches) . . 8 annas per cart .. 4 annas per cart. 

The rate for serial No. 1 wasraised from 2 annas to 4 annas with effect 
from 1st l\Iay 1935 as the former rate was very low. ~rhe rates charged 
for serial Nos. 2 and 3 were fixed as long ago as 1891, while those charged 
for serial Nos. 4 and 5 are less than those suggested in the representation. 
All these rates have been fixed after a careful consideration of all factors 
and Government id unable to reduce further the rate for any of these 
products. Under the sanctioned privilege code the inhabitants of fores~ 
villages and wild tribes are pennitted to remove bamboos and karv1 
free of charge within the limits of the forest block in which their villages 
are situated for bona fide local consumption. 
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Annexure showing the areas under betel vine in Bassein and 
Palghar talukas during the last six years. 

Area in acres in 
Year. 

Basaein. Pal ghar. 

1931-32 434 60 

1932-33 451 49 

1933-34 495 7 

1934-35 519 11 

1935-36 520 15 

1936-37 516 31 

744: 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Supplementary with reference to reply to (g). 
Are not the rates of serial Nos. 2 and 3 too high in the present economic 
conditions 1 · 

The Honoi.Jrable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I cannot give any opinion 
on that point without further examination. · 

Mr. G. K. PHADA.KE: Will the Honourable Minister consider the 
advisability of revising these rates on account of the abnormal fall in 
prices of paddy etc. 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: This is a suggestion for 
action. I can say that the whole question is going to be examined as 
per proposals that will be sanctioned by this Assembly. 

ELECTION RULEs oF BASSEIN MUNICIPALITY. 

·~Ir. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Will the Honoiuable 
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

( a) whether Government are aware that the seats for election 
purposes Lave not Leen properly distributed by the Bassein 
Municipality ; 

(b) whether Government are aware that consequently the people of 
Papdy Ward No. 2 are continuously applying to the authorities 
concerned in the matter; 

(c) whether Government intend to take any steps to redress this 
grievance ofthe people of Papdy Ward No.2; 

(d) whether Government are aware that the existing election rules 
allow the District Municipalities to include in the electoral roll Assembly 
Yot<>rs residing outsiue the Municipal limits but living within a range 
of 2 mil<>s; 

110.1 llk lib 183-2 
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(e) whether Government are aware that these rules are detrimental 
to the interest of the Municipal rate-payers particularly of Wards 
Nos. I and 2 of the Bassein Municipality ; 

lj) whether Gov~rnment are aware that as the neighbouring villages 
coming within the range of 2 miles are thickly populated and as the 
franchise has now been extended;tn:itsiders are likely to outnumber the 
regular rate-payers; 

(g) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
criticism on this subject published in the 11 Bombay Chronicle" dated 
17th June 1937 ; 

(h) whether Government have considered the advisability of 
amending the election rhles of the Bassein Municipality so as to ~ 
safeguard the interest of the actual rate-pay~rs ~ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: The attention of the honourable 
member is invited to the reply given to questiont put by 1\ir. G. D. 
Vartak on the same subject. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Supplementary to (e) and {f). Is the Honour
able the Minister for Local Self-Government aware that such anomalies 
exist in some other municipal areas also 1 

The Honourable 1\ir. L. M. PATIL: Yes. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Will he be pleased to consider their cases ~lso 1 

The Honourable Mr. 1. M. PATIL: Surely. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

CASES DISPOSED OF BY VILLAGE PoLICE PATELS IN 1936-37. 

Mr. S. R. BHARTIYA (West .Khandesh East): Will the Honour
able Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to 
state-

( a) the total number of village police patels in the Province 
of Bombay who were empowered in the year 1936-37 by the Magis
trates of the Districts concerned, under section 15 of the Bombay 
Village Police Act, 1867, to try cases of the nature referred to in the 
sa~d section; 

(b) the total number of cases filed with the village police patels in 
the year 1936-37 under the powers vested in them under sections 13 
and 14: of the Bombay Village Police Act of 1867; 

(c) in how many of these cases were the accused acquitted; 

(d) how many of these cases were compromised ; 

f PriDtcd in the Unbtarnd Questions in to-day'sl)cb!ltcs. 
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(e) in how many of these cases were the accused convicted; 

(f) in how many of these cases were revision applicatiollS filed in 
the High Court; 

(g) what are the results of the revision applications filed in the 
High Court ; · 

(h) the total number of cat<es filed with the police patels of taluka 
towns! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Ml NSHI: (a) The total number was 16. 

(b) to (g) The information required is not readily available and the 
time and labour which would be involved in collecting it from the 
whole Province would be incommensurate with the utility. of the 
information. 

(h) The total number was 867. 

• 
SUITABILITY OF VISAPUR JAIL AS A JAIL. 

Mr. K. S. FIRODEA (Ahmednagar South) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state--

(a) whether Government are aware that the present accommodation 
in the Jails of the Province of Bombay is more than what is required 
for the ordinary Jail population; 

(b) whether Government are aware that the Visapur Jail has been 
condemned as unfit for being maintained as a Jail ; ' 

(c) if so, for what purpose it is still maintained; 

(d) whether Government have COil.Sidered the advisability o£ 
appointing a Committee to inquire into its suitability or otherwise as 
a Jail! 

'!be Honourable Mr. K. M. MUKSHI : (a) Government have recently. 
considered the question of jail accommodation of this Province and the 
possibility ofreducing the number of Jails has been found to be imprac
ticable and uneconomical at present. Certain retrenchments are, 
howevPr, under consideration. 

(b) No. On the contrary the jail at present is in a very good condition. 

(c) Does not arise. 

(d) No. 'fhe question of converting the Visa pur Prison into a. Farm 
Cdony is at pres('nt under the consideration of Government. · , .... : 

KO·l Bk Hb 1S3-2a 
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!.L:LEG!D PREFERENCE GIVEN TO NoN-GRADUATES IN THE ADMISSION 

TO PoLICE TRAINING ScHooL AT NASIK. 

Mr. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI (Kanara District) : Will 
the Honourable Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased 
to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that in the selection of proba
tioners for the posts of Police Sub-Inspectors for training in the Police 
Training School at Nasik non-graduates are preferred to graduates; 

(b) if so, what are the reasons for the same; 
:·. · (c) how many graduates had applied for admission to the said school 
during the last three years ; 

(d) how many of them were admitted to the school ; 
(e) how many non-graduates were admitted to the school during that 

period; 
. (f) what were their special qualifications for being selected; · 

(g) whether Government have considered the advisability of issuing 
instructions to ,lleads of departments to prefer graduates to non
graduates, when they satisfy all other requirements 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : (a) In the selection of candidates 
for admission to the Police Training School, Nasik, for training as 
Sub-Inspectors of Police the standard of education possessed by candi· 
dates is only one of a number of factors which are taken into consideration. 
Non-graduates are not given preference over graduates; in fact, other 
factors being equal, graduates stand a better chance of selection than 
non-graduates. Candidates found most suitable for police work are 
selected .. 

(b) Does not arise. 
(c) 219. 
(d) 14, thus giving a ratio of one selected out of every 16 graduate 

applicants .. 
(e) 78 out of 3,181 who had applied for admission, giving a ratio of one 

selected out of every 41 non-graduates. 
(f) Education, general intelligence, physique, previous record and 

antecedents and general aptitude for police work. 
(g) Government consider that there is no need to issue any such 

instructions. 

ELECTION RULES OF BASSEIN MUNICIPALITY. 

Mr. G. D. V.ART.AK (Thana. North): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state-

(a) whether Government are aware that the seats for election 
purposes have not . been properly distributed by the Bassein 
Municipality ; 
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(b) whether Government are aware that consequent!~ the people of 
Papdy Ward ·No. 2 are continuously applying to the authorities 
concerned in the matter ; 

(c) whether Government intend to take any steps to redress thls 
grievance of the people of Papdy Ward No.2; 

(d) whether Government are aware that the existing election rulea 
allow the District :Municipalities to include in the electoral roll 

' Assembly Voters residing outside the Municipal limits but living 
within a range of 2 miles ; 

(e) whether Goverri.ment are aware that these rules are detrimental 
to the interest of the .Municipal rate-payers particularly of Wards 
Nos. 1 and 2 of the Basse in Municipality ; 

(f) whether Government are aware that as the neighbouring villages 
coming within the range of 2 miles are thickly populated and as the 
franchise has now been extended, outsiders are likely to outnumber 
the regular rate-payers; 

(g) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
criticism ·on this subject published in the B<mlhay Chronick dated 
17th June 1937; 

{h) whether Government have considered the advisability of amend
ing the election rules of the Bassein Municipality so as to safeguard 
the interest of the actual rate-payers¥ 

The Honourable Mr. L. M. PATIL: (a) Government find after inquiry 
that the seats are properly distributed except in the case of Wards III 
and IV where a slight readjustment would be justifiable. 

(b) The people of Papdy Ward No. II had applied to the Collector 
of Thana. for the transfer of a certain area from Ward No. I to Ward 
No. II and for the allotment of one more seat to Ward No. II from Ward 
No. IV. As the proposal was considered inequitable in view of the basis 
on which the present distribution of seats has been made the request was 
not grant€d. 

(c) Ward No. II has no real grievance in regard to ihe a·Iotment of 
seats-t'ide reply to c!ause (a) above. 

(d) Yes. 

{e) and (j) Yes. Proposals for the amendment of the election rule 
in question so as to remove this grievance have been called for from the 
Commissioner. 

(g) Yes. 

(/1) Vide reply to clauses (e) and(/) above. 
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, BILL No. V OF 1938 (A BILL TO REMOVE DISABILITIES 
, . OF HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSffiP IN TEMPLES). 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I beg to present the 
report* of the Select Committee on Bill No. V of 1938. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : .1Jle report of the Select Committee 
on· Bill No. V of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in recrard 
to worship in temples) is presented. b 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN THE 

PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

· The Honourable Mr. K. :M. MUNSHI : Sir, may I ask for an extension 
of time till tomorrow morning to present the report of the Select 
Committee on Bill No. VI of 19381 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The motion is that time to submit 
the report of the Select Committee on Bill No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide 
for the temporary relief of small holders in the Province of Bombay) be 
extended till tomorrow. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

NOTICE OF AMENDMENTS TO BILLS. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before we proceed with the business 
of the House, I would like to invite the attention of the honourable 
members to one point with reference to the amendments that may be 
taken up relating to the Bills that will be coming for discussion from 
Monday onwards. As the Bills have come through the Select Committees 
and changes in some clauses are made, it will be necessary for the honour
able members to give fresh notices even in the case of amendments which 
are identical with the amendments already tabled. Some amendments 
may require some verbal change, and in some other amendments, sub
stantial changes may be necessary in view of the amendments that might 
have been made by the Select Committees. Therefore, honourable 
members who wish to table amendments, even if they want to have the 
same amendments as already tabled, should give fresh notices. 

Then, I would like to· make one further point clear and it is with 
reference to those amendments which require the previous sanction of 
the Governor. Sanction already obtained will be taken as proper sanc
tion in the case of amendments which are the same as those previously 
tabled. Fresh notice of the amendments will not necessarily involve 

. a fresh obtaining of the sanction of the Governor, provided, of course, the 
amendment is substantially the same. 

•AppendJx No. 12. 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : One thing ill not quite 
. clear to me yet. Probably you have not thought over the point. An 

honourable member tabl~s an amendment to a Bill,.and before it is taken 
up the Bill is referred to a select committee. When that Bill comes back 
from the select committee he finds that his amendment, as tabled, may 
yet be pressed. In Ruch a case, why should he table a new amendment ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: No new amendment is required. 
That is not what I said. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEliLA VI : Why is a fresh notice 
required 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Because the Bill that emerges from 
the Select Committee is an altered Bill. Therefore, to err on the safe 
side, it will be better to have a fresh notice of the amendment. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : A fresh notice is not called 
for by the Standing Orders. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have not closely studied the 
Standing Ord.ers from that point of view, but I felt some difficulty in the 
matter and that is why, in order to avoid any such difficulty, I have 
made this suggestion. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : A practical difficulty may 
arise. Suppose, for instance, one of my party members had tabled an 
amendment before the Bill went to the Select Committee. After the 
Bill has emerged from the Select Committee, he finds that his amendment 
can be moved even at this stage, but he is not here when you give this 
direction; and when he comes back and probably finds that the Bill is 
in hand, if he gets up to move his amendment it will be rather hard lines 
on him. 

~he Honourable the SPEAKER : In the particular cases the Select 
Committee have made considerable changes ; some of the clauses are also 
changed. So, it will be necessary to make changes in the amendments 
also. In a case like the one given by the honourable member Sir 
Ali Mahomed Khan, I do not see how the ab~nce of the mover of the 
amendment will affect the merits of the case. Assuming no further notice 
was llt~rt•ssary, the very fact that the mover ofthe amendment was 
absent wht•n the amrndment was called, debars his right to move the 
amendment. 

Sir ALI MAJIOMED KHAN DEliLA VI: Sir, I have not been properly 
undeorstood. I say suppose an honourable member is absent when you 
give this direction t<Jday and he returns to the House probably at the 
p~yt'hologieal nwment when the Bill is in hand; he then gets up and 
Lrgins to move his amendment. In view of this direction, you will rule 
it out, and if you do that, it will be hard lines for the member. 

'l'he Honourable the SPEAKER: 1he Chair can be trusted to use its 
discretion rightly. 
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.Sir AIJ J',IAHOllED KIUN DE:m.A. VI : 'This direction, I understand, 
is in the case of this particular Bill only and not a. snt of standing · 
instruction to the honourable members for all future occasion.:; 
also. 

'!he Honourable the SPEAKER : Not for all future occasions, but in 
the particular cased where Bills come ·from the Select Committee with 
changes made by them. 

We shall now proceed with the resolution before the House-the resolu
tion moved by the honourable member Mrs. Munshi. 

RESOLUTION RE: COMMITTEE ON UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Question again proposed-
" This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of widespread prevalence 

of unemployment in the Presidency a Committee should be appointed to inquire into its 
causes and to recommend measures for its relief." 

Mr. W. W. RUSSELL (Bombay City cum Bombay Suburban Dii!trict): 
Sir, I rise to support the resolution moved by the honourable member 
Mrs.l\Iunshi, but in doing so I would like to make it quite clear that while 
we, the Progress Party, are more than anxious to do all that iii humanly 
possible to reduce unemployment, we feel that a few counter arguments 
should be offered to those put before the House last night by the honour
able member Mrs. Munshi. 'lhe arguments used both during the dis
cussi~n on this resolution and on the apprentice~! resolution yesterday 
seemed to lack that air of reality which should be the hallmark of debate 
in such a House as the present one. While at least a portion of the lack 
of logic which characterised the speech of the honourable mover of this 
resolution (Mrs.l\Iunshi) may be attributed to her sex, I feel this excuse 
cannot be brought forward to justify a lot of the maiden speeches which 
fell from the lips of masculine speakers yesterday. 

To judge from the two speeches-that of the honourable member 
Mr. Gokhale and the speech of the honourable member 1\Irs. 1\Iunshi
one would imagine that they had neither of them heard of the balance of 
trade. The balance of trade for the last year, 1936-37, for the first 
time for a great many years, was definitely in favour o£ India, which 
means that during that particular period under review India sold and 
exported to the world 92 crores worth more of merchandise than she 
bought from the world, and this applies particularly to the United 
Kingdom to which she sold 18 crores worth more of merchandise than she 
bought from the United Kingdom. In fact Britain was a better customer 
last year of India than India was of Britain. I think the implications 
of this fact must be obvious to every member of this House. 

I would now like to refer to one or two main arguments which were 
advanced by the honourable the mover of this resolution and refute or 
attempt to refute them. 

To start with the question of the railways, Mrs. Munshi inferred that 
because the Railways were, as she suggested, in the hands of foreigners, 
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the result was that there was unemployment so far as Indians were 
concerned. This argument, in view of the many thousands of Indians 
employed-! do not think I am exaggerating-in the Railways, seems 
hardly worth dealing with in detail. · 

The second point concerns shipping. Here I would like to say that 
Mrs. Munshi is quite right when she says that shipping is largely in the 
hands of foreign interests ; but I would like to make one point clear that 
a large number of United Kingdom companies, who are engaged in 
shipping, employ a large number of Indian sailors. And that too in 
trades which are plied all over the world between countries not 

necessarily connected with India, which means 
2-30 p.m. that the wages and salaries paid to Indian sailors 

all over the world, perhaps in America and Africa, 
are remitted to their relations and friends in India and thus 
returned to the Indian village. Here perhaps you will forgive me if 
I mention a few figures in this connection. I am told on very reliable 
authority that there are 44,000 Indian sailors employed in foreign 
companies and of that number 80 per cent. are employed by British 
companies, that the monthly wage-bill of these sailors amounts to 
13! lakhs of rupees or in a year I! crores-a considerable sum which 
accrues to India from non-Indian companies. 

The other point which is of tremendous importance is the question of 
Indian companies proper, of which there are not many at present, but of 
which in all probability there will be more in future. Here, I think it isf 
true to say that no man in his senses would object to any Indian company 
which trades legitimately and in a spirit of healthy competition and 
co-operation with other companies. Here I would like to repeat a little 
story which was recounted the other day in the Council of State by the 
Honourable Mr. Parker, when the same question was being discussed in 
that body. Mr. Parker said that he was in London thirty years ago 
and at the same time there was in London another young man named 
Gordon Selfridge. The latter gentleman prospered during the course of 
thirty years by founding and developing a large shop. Mr. Parker went. 
elsewhere, did not do so well, did not become so rich; but merely because. 
he had not t.hought of the idea of a multiple store that Mr. Selfridge had, 
he did not feel that there was any reason why he should demand any 
share in the capital of Gordon Selfridge and Company. 

And now, Sir, I would proceed from the negative arguments, which 
were intended to refute those of ~Irs. Munshi, to a more positive argument 
and that is the question of population. In my opinion, one of the reasons 
for unemployment in this country must, indeed cannot but be due to the 
large increase in population, the rural population of India, which has 
taken place during the last century and a half, due to the settled condi
tions which have resulted from an India-wide administration. A cursory 
glance at ~Ioghul history or ~Iaratha history will, I think, prove that the 
condition of the peasantry in the days of the seventeenth or eighteenth 
centuries and much earlier was no bed of roses, and that warring armiea 
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passed across their fields, devastating their crops at the behest of petty 
princelings with no interest in the peasants as such but who were engaged 
in purely internecine warfare among themselves. It is very interesting 
to see that Government have published recently or completed the publica~ 
tion rather of the supplement to the ~~shwa's Daftar. This extremely 
interesting period of Maratha history Will now be available in detail to all 
of us, but I am quite sure that any member reading these papers will 
be absolutely convinced of the point I am putting before you. The 
peasants in those days did not have anything like the settled existence 
which they enjoy today and during this period of settled conditions 
their means of productivity have not increased commensurately with 
the increase in population, with the result that unemployment, poverty 
and disease have increased. Here I would suggest that the honourable 
the mover of the resolution should impress on her friend, the Honourable 
Minister for Agriculture, that one of the best ways of helping to solve 
this admittedly terrible problem would be for the Minister to insist on 
a very much larger grant than the 14 lakhs or 1 per cent. of the total 
revenues of the Province, which is now accorded to his department, 
in order that the propaganda of the Agricultural Department should 
be considerably improved and developed. The results of the admittedly 
excellent research work which is now being carried on at the Agricultural 
College at Poona and elsewhere should be made available to the agri
culturists in their fields, so that they can increase their productivity and 
enhance their purchasing power. 'lhe result of such a policy must be to 
reduce unemployment among the rural masses. Here, if you will bear 
with me for a minute, I would like to read out some figures from a reliable 
source which prove w my mind that industry in this country is on the 
up-grade and that employment in industry is incteasing every year. 
I quote from an article in the Times of India reading as follows: 

"During the year 1936-37, sugar output was more than trebled between 1928-29 and 
1936-37; cotron piece"goods yardage was nearly doubled; cement rose by 80 per cent., 
steel by 70 per cent. and paper by 25 per cent. These figures also provide an explanation 
of the drop in prices of industrial products within India., which may be put down to 
intensified internal competition and increased_efficiency in methods of production." 

• In conclusion, Sir, I would again emphasise vety strongly that we 
in the Progress Party wish that all methods may be tried which may help 
w do away with, to solve, this enormous problem of unemployment. 
We do however feel that industrial conditions are improving and that 
the real difficulty is the pzoblem of unemployment and poverty in the 
rural &rt'as which we believe can only be solved by undertaking intensive 
agricultural propaganda through the agency and under the aegis of the 
Agricultural Department. 

With these words, I support the motion of the honourable member, 
:Mrs. :Munshi. 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE (Belgaum, South): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I had no 
intention w take part in the debate today, but as the honourable 
speaker has refened to a matter about my resolution, I want to speak 
about that question. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : What the honourable m~mber means 
is the last gentleman who spoke and not the Speaker. 

Mr. K. G. GOK.HALE : I mean the honourable member Mr. Russell. 
The honourable member Mr. ussell has attributed a lack of knowledge 
to us and he said that we did not understand the principle of balance of 
trade. The very point which he has made out today supports my proposi
tion and not his. M_y proposition was that when India is sending out her 
raw material to such a great extent and though in return we are getting 
the finished products, still some balance remains always in our favour 
either with England or Germany or any other nation. The purchasing 
power of India is so gre~t that India ean command and demand from 
those people from whom we get goods to train our Indian youth. 
'lhat was the idea entertained by me when I said that in spite of the 
Adverse Ratio the balance of trade being in our favour, still India is 
not able to secure facilities for her youth to get that training from foreign 
firms. Nations like Afghanistan or China or Persia are getting all these 
facilities from Japan or England or Germany though they are not in such 
a favourable position as India is in the matter of balance of trade. So, 
that is one point. · 

Coming to the second argument which he has put forward now, about 
the healthy competition being allowed to foreign firms in India, in starting 
insurance companies or others-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: What is it that the honourable 
member is referring to 1 Is he referring to the-

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE: Unemployment problem is the proposition 
before the House and the honourable member stated that the un: 
employment problem is not there because of the healthy com
petition of the foreign companies, and that we should allow them 
such healthy competition. That was the point put forward by the 
honourable member Mr. Russell. My point is that even if he goes back 
to the history of England, as he has asked us to refer to the history of 
Peshwas, is it not that when in England the trade was in the stage of 
infancy, England first took to protection and then to free trade 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am afraid the discussion is pro
ceeding a bit tangentially. lhe resolution, as I see, is that a committee 
should be appointed to inquire into the causes. It is possible to include 
within the region of relevancy the possible cau.<;es, but if inclusion of 
every cause is made a subject matter of debate, I do not know how far 
the relevancy will extend. 'lhe only quC!!tion before the House is whether 
there is wide-spread prevalence of unemployment and if that is so, 
whether a committee should be appointed to inquire into the causes, 
and the various causes and the various measures are subject matters to 
be entered into by the committee to be appointed if the House agrees to 
one. So far, it is permissible to go into a detailed discussion of the 
e&\Ue.i and reliefs as may be referred to by individual members here and 
there just to illustrate as to what they mean. With these limitations, 
the honourable member might carry on his speech. 
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Mr. K. G. GOKHALE : Very well, Sir, but I was only trying to impress 
upon the House the causes of unemployment and the necessity or other
wise of adopting a certain measure of protection by stopping unhealthy 
competition between certain insurance companies, and I was emphasizing 
that the Indian nation, if it wants to remove the causes of unemployment, 
shall have to adopt measures of protec~ion as other countries do when they 
want to give help to their industrieswhich are in an infant stage. That 
was my argument. 

The third point was that over-population was ·one of the 
important causes of unemployment as stated by the honourable member 
Mr. Russell. 

Mr. W. W. RUSSELL : What I stressed was the increase in population. 
There is no question of over-population which I believe is only a tenet of 
the Malthusian theory. 

Mr. K. G. GOKHALE : Increase in population is not the only cause 
for the present unemployment. Nobody denies that there is an increase 
in population. It is so not only in India but it is admittedly so in other 
countries of the world and the last census did show that in Russia also 
within the last fifteen or twenty years, the population has not decreased 
but increased. But the Government in Russia try their level best to 
actually create such industrial situation in the country that they are able 
to treble the income of agricultural produce and they are resorting to 
several improvements in their industries by which the solving of the un· 
employment problem goes on side by side with the increase in population. 
That is not done in India and therefore we are suffering from the increase 
in population as there is proportionate increase in agricultural produce 
and other industries also. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Do you want to do that in India.1 

. Mr. K. G. GOKHALE : 0£ course. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

·Mr. K. G. GOKHALE: Therefore, in this particular case of the 
unemployment problem, as in so many other cases, it is the duty of all 
of us to see that this problem is properly tackled and handled and if the 
resolution moved by my honourable friend Mrs. Munshi is supported by 
all of us unanimously, without pointing out to certain reasons or the 
causes which were absolutely at a tangent, we shall be able to find out 
how best to approach this difficult question. I therefore appeal to 
this honourable House to give their unanimous support to this 
resolution. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member Mr. -Jadhav 
has tabled an amendment. Will he kindly move it for the information 
of the other speakers also if he is anxious to do so 1 Otherwise, he need 
not move it. 
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Mr. D. G. JADIU. Y: I do not insist so much. I ~anted to make 
it clear by moving this amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Then the honourable member does 
not wish to move it, that is how I understand his position to be. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR RASA.~,": (Trade 'Cnions of Seamen and Dock 
Workers): Sir, I rise to support the motion before the Bouse and ~ant 
to jm;t make a few remarks. The honourable member Mr. Russell has 
pointed out a certain thing about the seamen. He said at present there 
are 44,000 Indian seamen employed in foreign shipping companies. 
I think he read from the report of 1935. The latest number is U,OOO. 
Fom1erly, there were 81,000 Indian seamen employed on British ships, 
but there was a regular attempt-! should call it a deliberate attempt
on the part of foreigners to reduce the number and now it has come to 
41,000, and I will quote an instance. In the year 1935 a certain member 
from England, whose name I do not know and it was not mentioned also 
thert>, gaYe it out that he was prepared to give 8 million pounds sterling 
as a subsidy to the Trump Committee if they were to disengage all the 
Indian seamen from the British-owned ships. Luckily, the honourable 
member :Mr. Jamnadas Mehta. was at Geneva. at that time and we wired 
to him there· and he recorded our protest and it was found out that it was 
nothing but a bogey because the Indian seamen were only paid from 20 
to 40 rup('{'s whereas English seamen were paid six times what was paid 
to Indian 8eamen and it was going to come to about three crores of rupees 
loss to the British Companies. So, that scheme was not given effect to 
as it was not a practical idea. Otherwise, all the Indian seamen would 
haYe been disengaged to-day and the Indian seamen would have been 
nowhere. I should also most respectfully submit to this House that 
this 8hould &frYe a.s an eye-opener as showing the extent to which the 
Brit~h people are prepared to go, namely, they are not prepared to have 
an ordinary Khalasi or a Laskar on a British-.owned ship and all the 
while they are keeping Indians out of all the highways of trade 
and commerce. 

Secondly, I should like to show how dangerous to our interests the 
capitalist and imperial interests are. For example, every ship, which 
sails from the Indian coast, has to deposit as subscription with the Ship~ 
ping Board a certain amount for the Hospital Fund and that practice has 
been in vogue for the last forty years, and I understand as the reports 
haYe been non-official reports, one of the members, who is a very eminent 
business man. ~lr. Master of the Scindia Steam Navigation Company, 
carried out some researehes and found that out of the Hospital Fund a 
dub for the British seamen has befn established in Rangoon and the 
o!lice of the l't.'<'retary. as the report reads, of that club would have been 
an em·y of the Prime ~Iini.ster of the Indian Empire. So, all these thinocrs 
whil'h are tharged to the Indian seamen and Indian capital are being 
us..'\1 by the foreignl.'rs and we have b('{'n ignored for reasons unknown to 
us. I hope that now at least that ·we have this provincial autonomy, 
some good will rE>sult and that we should show some interest in this 
quc:ition and Si.l.feguard the rights and privileges of our Indian seamen. 
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I therefore strongly appeal to the honourable member Mr. Nanda that 
he will investigate the case of the Hospital Fund and that he will see the 
necessity of other recreations for Indian seamen and make sure that the 
money charged to Indian seamen and Indian capital is utilised at least 
for the benefit of Indian seamen. ..... -

Mr. P. J. ROHA.M (Ahmednagar South) (Addressed the Home in 
Marathi): Sir, I rise to lend my support to the resolution moved by the 
honourable member :Mrs. l\1unshi and in doing so, I will only say one or 
two things without taking up much time of the House. I would like in 
this connection to quote one or two paragraphs from the Press Note 
which the Government issued on the 17th August 1937 : · 

" For the protection of the industrial population, Government visualise the develop. 
ment of a comprehensive system of social insuranoo. The reqni~it~ Rta.tistical and 
actuarial basis for the various forms of social insurance are totally lacking at present. 
Government have already set in motion the machinery of the Labour Department for the 
collection of material which within a. reasonable distance of time should enable the Govern. 
me~t to dec~~e what can be do~,e to frame sound and workable schemes conforming to 
Indian cond1t10ns ..•........• 

From this it was thought that at least in these six months there would 
be some direct and practical efiort made by the present Government to 
do away with unemployment, by creating a Fund or any other thing. 
The honourable member 1\Irs. Munshi's resolution asks for the appoint
ment of a committee to go into the causes of unemployment and to 
indicate the . measures to be taken to relieve unemployment. This 
question of unemployment is a very serious one indeed. We all know 
that unemployment in the country is increasing. It is not confined to 
any particular caste or section of society. We can see unemployment 
in every class and community. I think it would have been much better 
if a committee had been appointed to go into the question of providing 
unemployment benefit. Merely a committee to go into the question as 

· to how unemployment is created will not serve the purpose. Six months 
ago Government have enunciated their policy, and I think efiorts should 
now be directed to providing means for unemployment benefit. 

l\1rs. ANNAPURNA GOPAL DESHMUKH (Bombay City) (Addressed 
the HouseinMarathi): Sir, I rise to support the resolution. The question 
of unemployment is an important one. Unemployment is not confined 
to any particular class ; it is prevalent among the educated as well as 
among the uneducated. 1\lany people think that unemployment prevails 
on account of education. That is an absolutely wrong idea, and there
fore the imparting of education should not be stopped on account of this 
wrong notion. We should have primary education as in other countries, 
not only for all men but for all women also. Illiteracy combined with 
unemployment is much worse thitn want of employment after education. 
The percentage of educated people in this country is 10 per cent. for 
men-folk and 1 per cent. for women-folk. Therefore, education is 
necessary. After primary education. the education imparted in schools 
and colleges should be of a kind which would encourage the opening of 
tactories .. and workshops. I do not think that because there is 
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unemployment education should be stopped. To say that would be like 
saying that because there is indigestion all food should be stopped. 
In my opinion the chief reason for unemployment in this country is that 
the wealth in the country was going out of the country. India used to be 
called " Suvarnabhumi " or the land of gold. All the gold has gone out 
of the country and even the sand is being taken out of the country. It is, 
in my opinion, only when we stop the drain on the country that 
unemployment is likely to be reduced. With these words, I support 
the resolution. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions} : Sir, I extend my support 
to the resolution moved, however lukewarm that support may be, for the 
reason that I believe that the approach to the problem made and that is 
suggested is not the correct one. The whole point underlying the question 
of unemployment has unfortunately not been tackled ·in the right spirit 
nor with a correct understanding of the course of discussion. At present 
the whole system of production is capitalist production and capitalist 
production is an instrument for the extraction of surplus value. Under 
the circumstances, we find that the capitalist State has so firmly planted 
itself that unemployment has inevitably become absolutely a by-product 
of the present system, and you cannot get out of it. 

I applaud the various arguments advanced and the various methods 
in which our various friends have brought forth various proposals, but 
sitting in a corner and viewing the whole economic situation of the 
country from the correct angle of vision we would find that all these 
methods are futile. In England the same crisis had arisen, and no less 
an expert than the late Mr. Ramsay Macdonl).ld made an approach to 
this problem and tried to solve it, and the only conclusion that he came 
to was to give unemployment doles, or start some unemployment benefit 
fund, or ask trade unions or philanthropic institutions to contribute to 
the general funds for the relief of unemployed or to give something by 
way of unemployment benefit of a temporary nature. That is all that 
they could do. But down to the present day unemployment rages in a 
civilised and far advanced country like England even. The same thing 
happens in Germany, the same thing happens in Italy, .for the reason 
that there is a continuous unabated system of capitalist production 
prevalent there. I know, Sir, in our own country, why, in our own town, 
there are a good many philanthropic gentlemen who own factories and 
\rho are prepared to give employment to a number of men in their 
factories and workshops. But there is a limit to their philanthropy 
and sympathy as well. They may be able to give employment to 500 or 
IJH..)() unemployt>d people. On account of the syst~m under which 
production is made and the factories are conducted, these capitalists 
however nationally minded they may be and however charitably inclined 
also, however sympathetic they may be even in their industrial outlook 
will have to say "Please, for God's sake, now our philanthropy is 
exhausted; we cannot entertain any more unemployed than we have 
done". l:nless the whole basis of the existing exploitationalsociety is 
radically alt~red, it is impossible to eolve the question of unemployment. 
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Take for example the Sapru Committee. I think Sir Tej Baha.dur 

Sapru is a very learned man. He has advanced much in the study of 
economic philosophy and he has tried to understand the whole problem 
fully well and he has submitted reports to the Central Government 
and to the United Provinces Govt~nment giving out his whole idea and 
solution of the problem as he imagines. Still, the whole position of 
unemployment is first where it was. The Sapru Committee began its task 
some three years ago. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru along with his other' 
friends have been unable to proceed further than they have done, 
and while Saprus are framing their reports only to-day, the unemployed 
people have been simply swelling in numbers increasingly. Only the, 
other day my honourable friend Comrade Nariman said here that near 
the Congress House a couple of young people had attempted to commit · 
suicide because they could not find employment. That will show that 
even after a man of Sir Tej Bahadur's eminence tackling the question . 
in the way in which he has done three years ago, we find only day before 
yesterday two persons attempting to commit suicide at the very door 
of the House of the Congress whose members are now coming here asking 
the House to pass a resolution for the appointment of a committee to 
investigate into the whole problem. The more you investigate, the worse 
the condition will be for your land in the region of no-where. The only 
way is that Government must gird up its loins in the right direction and 
must be prepared to undertake an agrarian and industrial programme by 
which the whole structure of society is overhauled, capitalist production 
is stopped and power is vested in the hands of those persons who work 
and who produce the wealth of the country but who to-day are kept out 
of their jobs. With these remarks, with the country placed as it is in 
a helpless position, with the economic problems unsolved as they are and 
faced as I am helpless with this whole army of opposition, I can only 
say that I also am prepared to support the resolution of Mrs. Munshi, for 
I am still prepared to give her and her friends a still further chance to 
investigate into the problem and to find out ways and means for remov· 
ing :!lllemployment, but I can tell y_Qu that all these committees and all 
this investigation will lead you nowhere until some radical steps are 
taken for the overhauling of the whole economic system by enlarging 
your industrial vi'lion on correct lines as required by the force of Socialist 
conditions. 

Mr. K. F. NARDIAN (Bombay City): Sir, my honourable friend to 
my right (Mr. Jhabvala) has imposed a task upon 

3 p.m. the present Government which it is absolutely 
impossible for them to fulfil. Knowing the disabilities of Government 
to ask them to destroy the capitalist system-I do not know whether in 
the country or in the world-it is too tall an order for this Government. 
But I would make certain suggestions which would go to show that 
Government can undertake them without any of the restrictions they 
might haYe been faced with in undertaking to change the capitalist 
system, though I admit that the present move is in the right direction. 
I was smprised that the honourable member of the Progrcs:live Party-
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Mr. K. F. XARB~\': "Progressive Party" would have been more 
complimentary. I was surprised at the.· remarks of the honourable 
member that he attributed the defective argumentg of the honourable 
mover of this resolution w her sex. I should have expected m:>re 
gallantry and chh·alry from a member of that community. I Wail not 
here to hear the defective arguments of the honourable mover, but 
I can assure the honourable member that, whenever these problems have 
been undertaken by the members of the fair sex, they have solved them 
with greater success tWin the male sex. The members of the fair sex 
when they undertake such problems, try to get what little help they 
can w achieve their object and solve the problems. Therefore, the 
defective arguments cannot be due w the sex of the mover. 
Ultimately, members of the fair sex solve the problems, and they are 
going w lead us in future. 

The other argument he emphasised was about the Indian sea-men. 
I can point out several other instances where Indians have been employed 
by large European employers. Large European employers employ 
Indians not because they want w solve the unemployment problem 
in India but because, according w my honourable friend .Mr. Jhabvala's 
capitalist system, they want to increase their profits. It is to their 
advantage, if they can get Indian labour as efficient as European labOur, 
at the same time much cheaper than European labour. An I11dian sailor 
getting one-fifth the wage.; of a European sailor can do work as efficiently 
as a European sailor. It is a. business proposition that in European firzruj 
they employ Indians. It is not out of sentiment for Indian unemploy
ment which we want to solve.. In the higher spheres, where it is a 
qm·stion of higher commerce, higher trade and higher adventured,· we, 
Indians, are thrown w the wall. But I would not go into the larger 
question but I will appeal w Government w consider a smaller issue 
which can provide employment and which can give practical mat~rial 
for solving this problem. · 

If you really want to solve the problem of unemployment, ev~ to 
a small extent, you will have to develop industries in out own presidency. 
During tl1e last session in Poona, I made a reference w this. About 
15 years ago, at the instance of the then legislature, a report was prepared 
by an Indian Director of Industries, who made a thorough industrial 
survt>y of the whole presidency. In that report, several industries were 
mentioned which would come into conflict with the interests of European 
imports. Because the suggt>stions in that report would have come into 
conilict with foreign importers if they were given dl'ect to, the report was 
D·Jt allowed to see the light of day. The then Honourable Home Member 
found that gi'ing effect to the sugge.stions in that report wotild clash with 
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the interest of the foreign importers and destroy it. The report 
contained lll.any new industries which would have destroyed foreign 
industry. I will ask honourable members of Government to see if they 
can lay their hands on that report. If that report is found and if the 
industries mentioned there are Sfirted in thi~ country, it will give 
employment to a number of young men who are unemployed, though 
it may cause some loss to the European importing firms. Even then, 
I hope our Em.:opean friends, from their new angle of vision, will self
lessly support the development of those industries, in the larger interests 
of this country. I ask Government to look for the report. Otherwise, 
I ask them to start an industrial survey of the country, and find out 
those industries which can be developed in this country. The capital 
needed for their development is either lying idle or being wasted. If 
these industries are started, they will give employment to at least 50 per 
cent. of the unemployed. 

Hundred and one instances can be cited where Indian enterprise has 
not succeeded without any facilities from the State and without any co· 
operation from the State. In addition, the powerful foreign competition 
killed these enterprises even before they were born. There are many 
industries which I can mention-match-making, soap-making, bulb 
Jrulking, chemicals and a hundred and one other industries. 

What is wanted is an industrial museum. There are so many young 
men having novel ideas and capacity for invention. They have got this 
patent and that patent. 'There are they to go to 1 \Then they knock 
at the doors of the Congress House, and ask for some guidance, for some 
advice, we cannot give it. An industrial museum, as they have got in 
other countries, is an absolute necessity in a city like Bombay. These 
young men must be provided with laboratory, for carrying on experi
ments, with a good curator to guide them. They can carry on experi
ments there. Even if 100 experimen.ts fail, there will be one discovery 
which will be successful and which will be very helpful for the solution 
of the unemployment problem. Something will come out of this, if not 
to-day, some years hence. This collection of statistics of the miseries 
of so many unemployed, their starvation and their suicide will not help 
towards the solution of the problem. What is the use of knowing these 
tragedies without going to the root cause of these tragedies 1 Unless you 
take steps to develop new industries, new discoveries and give encourage· · 
ment to young men, the problem cannot be solved in this ·way. Still 
as a step at the beginning, this resolution deserves to be supported. 

:Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH THUSE (Poona City) (Addressed tl1e House 

in Marathi): ~ cnf4tt if~ ;~OJ~ ~mmen~ ~q~ qOf ~mR~ 
~~ ~. \tlmt ~\tt\ ~ ~ ~ fu9-i~~l11 ~liT~T 

' . 
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~q+r ~~ enGT 'itliP-TT5<?; Cf '1 W~~~T~T ~off ertc+rftf~ 
~m~ ~e-~1.1~ ~Rt ~ij 01~. \1~ foettoTI arqcJra: aTtfijm 

C1.lT~+rrOf 1.1~ twirun 61tf.IJG: ~~ ~~~. ~r.ntW ~:\Cf 3~~t 
ffj1.li'il ~Rtftr.n q +rl'lffir.o q:;[\ iiltri'et cr.rmr. ~{ ~mij \rqlWlrtfr 

~qt-v~nr.nftat ffi~ ~~~ :a-~lN"~ an~ ~ ~l'1~ 
'i\1~~~~ f~qt;r~ ~'-Fittl 'f.R=tf CfTCl6't an~. ~ qr~ ir~ ar&~t 
~ qj{(f';q ~ J:G\Cf '-fil\Of ~~~ ~~. ffifilt'JtRl ffi \1\CfiR ~{ 
ifi\Oqftll fq=tfR Cliffij ·~~ ~ ~+r +rm OTT~· ~Cfilfuff fti~ffi ~~ 
~~q Oiij~~ ij~{ ~ ~qt'iJ ~ij~ ~. 

Mr. H. P. MEHTA (Ahmedabad North): Sir, I was greatly amused to 
hear what fell from the honourable member Mr. Russell of the Progress 
Party. Had it not been for the fact that he went at a tangent from the 
subject of the resolution, I should not have risen. He gave us a lecture 
on the Sin of increasing our numbers. It may be true that we have 
increased in numbers. But the point is, have we risen to the same 
extent in industrial progress 1 We have already been taught by our 
great masters, Dadabhai Naoroji and Romesh Chandra Dutt, and others 
that followed them, how our poverty and unemployment have arisen. 
"~e understand what our shortcomings are. The honourable member 
referred to what has been done to India by foreigners. He mentioned 
the shipping industry. The honourable member Mr. Mirza Akhtar 
Hasan has already pointed out what the British have done for us and are 
doing for us in the Shipping trade. So about the other trades. I feel 
that the resolution moved by the honourable member Mrs. Munshi is 
a simple one. It only recommends that a committee should be appointed 
to enquire into the causes of unemployment and to suggest measures 
for its relief. Does he mean to say that there is no unemployment 
in India 1 Does he mean that there is no unemployment in the Bombay 
Presidency ? . . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. The honourable 
member ()Ir. Russell) never said that. 

:\Ir. H. P. ~IEHTA: Then, Sir, the position is clear. The resolution 
is a simple one. Let him support it, and then the whole matter 
ends. 

:\Ir. W. W. RUSSELL : Sir, on a matter of personal explanation. 
I did support the resolution. I never said that it was a sin that there 
was an increase in population in India. I merely pointed out that 
unfortunately the productivity of the peasants had not increased in 
proportion to the increase in population. I hope I have made the 
point dear. 
• M<rl llli lib IS3-3a 
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Mr. H. P. MEHTA : I am very glad to know it. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, I move a closure. 
Out of the two days allotted for non-official resolutions, one and a half 
days have been devoted to semi-offici~! resolutions . ..... ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am inclined to agree with 
the honourable member Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan that the subject has 
been sufficiently debated upon. There seems to be also unanimity 
about the desirability of the appointment of a committee. So, I accept 
the closure. 

· Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI (Bombay City) : Sir, I am very glad to 
find that there is unanimity in the whole House about my resolution. 
But during the debate, a few points .were mentioned by the members. 
So, by way of clearing any misunderstanding, I should like to offer few 
remarks. · 

The honourable member Mr. Russell first of all pointed out that there 
was a lack of logic in my arguments ; and very graciously he wanted to 
make allowance, so he said that it was because I belong to the inferior 
sex. 

Mr. W. W. RUSSELL: Sir, on a point of personal explanation. I did 
not say" inferior". 

· Mrs. LILAVATI K. MUNSHI: Anyway, he said that it was the 
privilege of my sex to be not logical. Sir, I do not think that it is the 
sole privilege of ladies not to be logical. In thi~ case, I do not admit 
that I was not logical. I think, mostly-in almost all cases-wherever 
there is any bungling done, it is done by men. I will point out a few 
instances. What about the League of Nations, which is the greatest 
bungling done by a~ the great men politicians of Europe ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. We are now going out 
of the scope of the resolution. 

1\Irs. LILAVATI K. MUNSID : Well, Sir, the House is in a very happy 
mood and I wanted to give a few illustrations to show how illogical men 
are. Anyway, I would not prolong my remarks on the point 

Then, Sir, his first point was that Britain was a better customer of 
India than any other country. Well, I can only say that it pays Britain 
to be our best customer. He said then that the railways were giving 
employment to so many people. My objection was on the other ground. 
What about the money that they are sending out as the earnings of that 
body ! \Vho is ~naging it, and where does the profit go ~ I can say the 
same thing about shipping too. On that point the honourable member 
Mr. Mirza Akhtar Hasan has already replied very ably to the honourable 
member Mr. Russell. He said that the actual number of Indian sailors 
employed is decreasing and not increasing. Besides, Sir, as has been 
pointed out bv one honourable member, it really pays __ the companies 
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to employ cheaper labour. It is not a. matter of philanthropy or giving 
anything through generosity. We have been crying ourselves hoarse 
for the development of our Indian shipping. If we have not succeeded, 
the reason is not very far to seek. Whose interests require to be safe
guarded 1 And why are we not given scope for the development of Indian 
shipping 1 I will just ask these questions without answering them. 

lhe honourable member Mr. Rllilsell referred to the warring armies of 
the 17th and 18th centuries. He said that we had now peace and tran
quillity in our land and we were becoming prosperoru. You will find, 
Sir, that in the 17th and 18th centuries, not only in India. but all over the 
world wars were going on. [Interruption.] The honourable member 
was referring to the Peshwas' time and the unrest prevailing then and was 
comparing it with the peace and tranquillity that prevailed after the 
advent of the British regime. I am replying to that very argument. 
Sir, there may be different kinds of peace. There may be peace and quiet 
in death ; and there may be peace in life. So, if there is peace in India, 
I do not know what kind of peace prevails here today. 

But I quite agree with the honourable member when he says that the 
propaganda for agriculture should be improved. That was really a very 
good point that he made. I am sure the Minister in charge will keep it in 
mind. He further referred to the increase in trade. He said it had 
trebled during the last few years. Well, Sir, I wonder how much of it is 
due to gold exports. Any honourable member representing commerce 
will be able to answer that question. But I think that the favourable 
results that are apparent from the statistics are due more to gold exports 
than to real prosperity. Really speaking, we are a country producing 
raw materials. We cannot only treble, but we can produce everything 
that we want in this country if we are allowed to do it. And that is what 
I want. It is not a question of only increasing the output ; it is 
a question of making our country self-supporting and self-sufficient. That 
is what I am aiming at. Tbat is the only way in which we can solve our 
unemployment problem. We are not allowed to do that because o£ 
Yarious reasons. You will see how unfa.vourably freights and other 
barriers affect Indian indlliltries as against indlliltries from other countries. 
Foreigners ran bring their goods from a distance of 6,000 miles or more 
and sell them much cheaper than we can sell our own goods here. That 
shows that if we have our own <kvermnent and have got the power 
to denlop, then such anomalies will never occur. 

I will pass O\ ('r the point about the increase of population. But I must 
refer to the remark made by an honourable member on the other side 
that this r('solution merely secks for the appointment of a committee 
and that it will serYe no llileful purpose. I agree that mere appointment 
of a corumitt('e cannot do much ; but the question is so large that it is 
nect'i'Slli)' for llil to know the ext~nt of this problem of unemployment. 
As I said yesterday, there is no renslLS of the unemployed, and there is no 
data to go upon. t'nless we know exactly what is the extent of unem· 
ployment we are not in a position to decide how to proceed. It u for 
this reason that I ha\'e suggested a committee. 
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The honourable member Mr. Jhabvala, as usual, in a very superior 

way complained that the whole fault lay il'l the system of production
capitalist production, he said. I will answer him in this way. First, 
try to keep. your money in your own country. Produce more wealth 
and keep it in your own country. "-'Ihe question of division will come 

·later. So long as the wealth of this country does not go out, it does not 
lnatter whether this class has it or that class has it or the masses have it. 
That question will come later ; we need not go into that now. He further 
refeiTed to private philanthropy. I quite agree that such philanthropy 
cannot go far; no private person can tackle this question individually. 
It is the business of Government. to take up this question and tackle it 
properly. He said that this problem had been in existence for the last 
many years and that it was going to continue. What does he want us 
to do 1 Does he want us to sit quiet, with folded hands, and do nothing 1 
[Interruption]. Doitifyoucan. But,Sir,lmustsaythat the mentality 
which he showed while speaking on the subject does not befit him. 

There is only one more point which I want to answer, and that was 
mentioned to me privately yesterday by the honourable member 
Mr. Saklatvala. He said, " Do you not want that foreign countries 
should invest capital here .....• , . "-

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA : On a point of order. Can the honourable 
member refer to a private conversation 1 [Laughter.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is a point of propriety ; it is 
left to the honourable member to decide. The Chair cannot give a ruling 
on that . 

. Mrs. LILA V ATI K. MUNSHI : There was nothing sinister in my 
mentioning it. I was going to say : we do want foreign countries to 
invest capita.l here, provided we have the management and provided we 
keep the profits in this country. In that case, it is really a very good 
thing to have. Otherwise, it is a doubtful privilege. 

Anyway, Sir, I am very thankful to the House for giving me its whole· 
hearted support, and I hope Government will accept my suggestion. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A (Ahmedabad Textile Unions) : Sir, I rise 
to welcome the resolution which the honourable member Mrs. :Mun.:Jhi 
has moved. It is, to my mind, inconceivable that this House can 
be called upon to discuss a. more important matter than that of 
unemployment: 

Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE: On a point of order, Sir. I understood that 
when the honoul"a.ble member Mrs. Munshi was asked to t!peak, it meant 
that the discussion on the .subject wa.; closed. I thought that that was 
the intention you had in mind. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Government have a right of reply, 
even after the mover has spoken. 
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Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE: If that is your ruling, I accept it; but the 
honourable member who has risen to speak (Mr. Nanda) in no way made 
it clear that he was speaking officially, on behalf of Government . . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not a question of my ruling. 
It .is provided for in the Standing Orders. I may invite the honourable 
member's attention to Standing Order V, 9 (3) on page 24 of the 
Assembly Manual. 

Mt. C. P. BRAMBLE : I am not disputing the point; I only said by 
way of explanation that it was not clear that the honourable member 
Mr. Nanda was exercising that privilege in accordance with the rules. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think so. 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NAND A: Sir, if any doubt has remained in 
the mind of the honourable member (Mr. Bramble) 

3·30 p.m. on this point, I do not think it is too late to clear 
that up, and I am here on behalf of the Government to welcome this 
resolution. There are many problems confronting this Presidency and 
this country, but I cannot imagine that there is any other problem which 
has a better and a greater claim on the attention and the resources of this 
Government than the question of unemployment. Sir, in view of the 
importance of the question, and because there has been a good deal of 
analysis of the causation of unemployment and a bit of theorising 
about it, I too would crave your. indulgence to permit me to make a few 
general observations on this question. 

Sir, it is my own view that it is really absurd that there should be in 
existence anything like unemployment among human beings as long as 
humanity has not succeeded in getting rid of the need for food, clothing 
and many other commodities and services which are required for the 
satisfaction of the material and intellectual wants of human beings. 
As long as that need is there, there will be work to be done and labour 
to be put. I believe every human being has a right to have a share in the 
labour and to participate in the products of that labour. If a large 
number of people are kept out of that process of production, two 
things happen. One is that on those who remain employed falls the 
burden of maintaining themselves and those who are out of employment, 
and these latter are not able to procure all that is really due to them 
and which they require for the proper maintenance of life. Sir, as 
a matter of fact, as has been pointed out by the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala, the question of unemployment is of world-wide significance. 
Unemployment is not confined to one country or another. It exists in 
all the countries o£ the West. It exists where scientific knowledge and 
its application have gone farthest. In the year 1932 the International 
Labour Office made certain inquiries and they found that in the United 
States and certain other countries of Europe the unemployment figure 
had attained a total of about 3 crores. Of course they have taken only 
those statistics which were available and they did not cover all 
unemployment. Though this figure is of 1932, it cannot be said that 
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unemployment does not exist now. I think in Great Britain today the 
number of unemployed recorded is about 13-14 lakhs. In the United 
States today it is about 10-12 per cent. of the total number of persons 
who have got employment. For our country unfortunately we have 
not got statistics. .My honourable fi.i..end Mr. Nariman said that statistics 
are really a tragic thing which confronts us only with a tale of woe, without 
really having the power of removing that woe. I am afraid I would not 
agree with him. People do not believe that our ·problem is of such 
magnitude. People still belittle ·when we say that our country is 
suffering from a large volume of unemployment, chronic unemployment. 
They do not believe that. Therefore, I think statistics have certainly 
a value. But we have no statistics at all, and I think one of the first 
steps that will have to be taken in this direction is the collection of 
statistics of this kind. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR i Has it not yet been taken? 

·Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: Some statistics have been collected 
already. Possibly you remember that there was an inquiry into the 

. middle-class unemployment and a report also has been published. I think 
you may have. seen it. 

Sir, there is no gainsaying the fact that this country along with others, 
and I say more than others, is suffering from a heavy load of unemploy~ 
tnent. It is groaning under that weigh~. The causes of that unemploy~ 
tnent have been discussed in this House. It has been stated by the 
honourable member Mr. Jhabvala that it is due to the capitalist system 
and as long as that system is not destroyed or replaced by some better 
system, this problem of unemployment will. remain unsolved. It has 
been pointed out, though it has been qualified and explained that it is 
because population has outstripped our productive capacity that we are 
suffering. I am inclined to agree with this latter position, and that 
analysis is also true of industrialised countries. It is true that during the 
course of a century science has progressed, and our productive potentiali~ 
ties have increased vastly. But one thing which did not happen was that 
we could not devise a system of directing production into such channels 
that it could attain its goal-that of serving humanity. That is true. 
But in this country this theory does not apply in its full sense. In this 
country even the existing productive possibilities have not been fully 
utilised. It is possible that the material and the human resources of this 
country could be developed to the fullest extent and still we may suffer 
from unemployment because those resources cannot be put to the best use. 
But in this case we have not reached that stage. We have done very 
little in the direction of expanding on industrial and other production. 
I do not deny that there is great force in what my honourable friend 
Mr. Jhabvala has stated regarding the root causes. After all, it is true 
that in this country we have today all that we need to improve production, 
and it will be absurd to suggest that our population has increased to 
such a large extent that we have already reached the stage when our 
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country cannot sustain thut population in a decent way. I do not know 
of any estimate that has been made of the full potentialities of this 
country, if all ite resources are applied properly, as to what population 
can be supported, but it is certainly true that the population that exists 
today, and a considerably larger population can really be very well 
supported on the resources which we have at our command and which 
haYe not been properly developed and utilised. 

So much about the cause. '!he question is w.hose is the responsibility ~ 
Why is it that the productive resources have not been utilised properly 1 
Why is it that the process of distribution has not been properly adjusted 1 
It is apparent that although the productive system of the world 
has become very complex, our system of distribution has not at all 
advanced beyond the medieval stage when it was designed to satisfy our 
elementary needs. But who is responsible for this defect or for this 
omission 1 

I think it is a very painful task for me to perform. But at this juncture 
it would really be very good for everybody concerned, if I were to draw 
attention to a very important aspect of this problem. In this country, 
and in every country where the capitalist system obtains, the responsi· 
bility for all these things lies on those who made themselves the managers 
of the material side of our life, who command those resources, who con· 
duct businEss, who are owners of the instruments of production. On 
them the onus lies. It is certainly up to them sot{) arrange things that 
all the needs and requisites of humanity, of society, are supplied to it and 
that this problem is tackled successfully. I would just ask them one 
thing. \Yhat do they think of a businessman who fritters away his 
resources, who is not able to apply them to good purposes 1 I think it is 
wry often stated that the difference between a good businessman and 
a had businessman is this-that a good businessman is able to make the 
L<'st use of his resources whereas a bad businessman does not utilise his 
resources properly and allows waste and leakage to occur. C<>ncerning 
this question of unemployment, here are millions of people whose 
Yaluable hours are not being put to any good use, and if it is not a waste 
of resources and waste of assets, I do not know what ean be the meaning 
of the word " waste ". As long as that waste is allowed to continue 
those who are in cl1arge of the business life of the country are responsible 
fl)f it. I do not think there is anything sacred about one system 
of production or anoth<'r. 'Ih.e system will have to justify itself by its 
r<'sults and if its results, in course of time, fail to satisfy the expectations, 
then that srstem will have to be modified. If it is not modified in a. 
normal, us'ual way, well, there will be other ways by which it will come 
down. Tht•n.fore, I make this appeal t{) those gentlemen. '\Vha.tever 
tommittee we may appoint, the C<>mmittee will be able to do nothing 
at all until J:('alisation dawns upon the business community, upon the 
~·apitali:-ts, that it is their duty to solve this problem of unemployment; 
\lf coursl', the Stat~ can only assist them, but it is they who will have to 
~;oh·e this proLll'm and if they lack in their efforts the consequences 
will b() disastrous-the so-called civilisation will be necked. 
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. Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: 'That is the State doing 1 

.Mr. GULZA I tAL NAND A : The State will do its own part quite 
well. The significance of this problem has not been lost on the people 
who have thought on this matter. In every country attempts have been 
made to solve this problem, but it must·be confessed that so far it has 
baffled all attempts at solution. '!here have been many ways that have 
been devised. Committees have been appointed, statistics have been 
collected, causes have been explored and a certain amount of constructive 
work has been done in the direction of setting up employment exchanges. 
These employment exchanges do not create employment but they 
certainly regulate the flow of employment. A number of countries have 
even gone further than that; they have tried to create employment 
also by expenditure of public funds on suitable occasions, but that has 
not been really of a sufficiently large size-and I believe it cannot be-to 
solve the problem of unemployment in those countries. Apart from this, 
there have been certain suggestions made so to adjust production that 
those crises and those cycles which are regarded as being an indication 
of economic :mal-adjustment can be avoided. I :find that the Inter· 
national Labour Office has been collecting a good deal of information. 
I :find that about 30 countries are collecting statistics, and a number of 
countries have done a good deal in this direction. In our own country, 
I am very sorry to say, not much has been done. The Government of 
India recently circulated a letter in which information was invited as to 
the collection of statistics regarding middle-class unemployment. Some· 
thing may result from that. I was reminded by the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala that the U. P. Government had appointed a committee 
and he stated that no action was taken on the report of the Committee. 
My information is that action is being taken-of course, that action 
cannot be a revolutionary type of action which the honourable member 

. wants. Training of apprentices, overhauling of the educational system, 
making further openings in small industries-these things are being 
attempted there. In our own presidenc;r also action has been started : 
this resolution regarding the appointment of a committee is there. I wish 
to say that I have no illusions about this committee. I do not believe 
this committee is going to solve the problem ; I do not believe that this 
Government can solve this problem within the space of 2 or 3 or 5 years. 
It is not possible to do so. But, as the honourable member 1\Ir. Nariman 
pointed out, though we may not be able to destroy and reconstruct the 
whole thing in five years, we can do a good deal in alleviating the 
hardships arisinrr out of unemployment and in reducing its volume ; 
and I believe th:t whatever activities are undertaken after industrial 
surveys and assessment of the possibilities in various directions are 
completed v.'illlead to constructive steps which will go a long way, 
though they cannot completely solve the problem. 

Sir a similar motion was accepted by the Upper Chamber. That 
moti~n was introduced by the honourable member Mr. Joshi and I have 
to refer to that because it was very similar to this resolution. The only 
difference is that in Mr. Joshi's motion it is stated that "This Council 
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recommends to Government to appoint a representative Committee to 
enquire into and report upon th~ ext;nt of ~cute unemployment amo~ 
the middle and the lower classes m th1s Provmce and to suggest remed1es 
and methods for checking and improving the situation." In the case of 
this resolution, there is no mention of the middle and the lower 
classes. It appears to apply to all, and when we analyse the provision 
we will come to the conclusion that Mrs. ?tlunshi is very charitable to 
include the capitalists within the orbit of her resolution. I think that is 
really an improvement because while capital may be functioning it is 
possible that the capitalists may not be working all that they can and 
I think the capitalists will be thankful to the honourable member 
Mrs. Munshi for including them in her resolution. 

This resolution has had the unanimous support of the whole House, 
and on behalf of Government I welcome it gladly. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put the resolution to the 
House. The motion is : · 

"This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of widespread prevalence 
of unemploy!llent in the Presidency a Committee should be appointed to inquire into its 
causes and to recommend measures for its relief." · 

Question put, and agreed to. 

RIGHT OF PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARIES TO SPEAK 
ON BEHALF OF THE MINISTERS • . 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Sir,. before you proceed 
with the next business, I wish to raise a point on which I personally feel 
some doubt. I think the House should have a clear understanding as 
regards replies or speeches on behalf of Government by the Parliamentary 
Secretaries-whether that is the right or the proper procedure and whether 
it should be adopted as a matter of right and not as a mattet of exception. 
I remember, and I dare say, you will also remember-you must have 
read it-I was then in office when the late Mr. Vithalbhai Patel took the 
Military Member-the Commander-in-Chief-to task for being absent 
from the House when a speech relating to his portfolio was ·being dis
cussed, although the Secretary was present in the House. I remember 
from my own experience that the Secretary was also given a chance by 
the Minister to join the debate and at times when the Minister was absent 
the Secretary who was present spoke on his behalf or more properly the 
colleague on the front bench of that absentee :Minister, that is to say, 
another Minister, replied to any questions or any matter which cropped up. 
Today, as I learn the Upper House is not sitting, the Minister in charge, 
who is the Prime Minister, I understand, is absent and the Secretary as 
a matter of right gets up to reply to the debate providing very .useful 
information. And this is no attack on his speech, it is only a matter of 
procedure that I am going to ask. He gets up as a. matter of right and 
proceeds with a. reply. There wa.a an enquiry made from one honourable 
member on the same point. I looked into the Standing Orders and 
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I find that when that power is delegated in any special case, it is not 
eternally and permanently delegated to a Secretary to look after the 
business of tlie Minister, if the Minist~ absents himself without any 
particular cause that we know of. I think we ought to be clear about it. 
Is it going to be the rule or is it going to be an exception in rare cases 
that the Secretary would speak on behalf of the Minister absent 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The objection raised by the 
honourable member Mr. Bramble was, I believe, to any right of reply at 
all. That is how I understood it. 

:Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE : Sir, when I rose the second time I think 
I explained that my interruption was made because the honourable 
member is not in fact a :Minister and did not explain that he was
either with or without your consent-acting in that capacity. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So then the question appears to be 
a bit difierent from what I understood it to be for the first time. First 
I understood the question to be that after the honourable mover had 
given reply, no other person would have a right of reply. Thlltt is how 
I understood it and therefore I invited the honourable member's atten
tion to the Standing Orders. 

Mr. C. P. BRAMBLE: I put it that way because until the explanation 
was made by the honourable member, be was, to my mind at least, 
a private member of the House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question now raised is some
what different from the question first raised. To my mind, the question 
now raised is one essentially of relations between the Honourable Minister 

·and his Parliamentary Secretary. A similar question had arisen in this 
House over replies to questions and a point was specifically put to me by 
the Honourable the Prime Minister as--to whether his Parliamentary 
Secretary could reply on his behalf. I remember the honourable 
member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta then said that it was the practice in the 
Central Assembly at Delhi for the Secretary to give any explanations 
and replies on matters with which the Ministers were concerned. I had, 
at that time, ruled that it was perfectly competent for Parliamentary 
Secretaries to give replies on behalf of Ministers whose Parliamentary 
Secretaries they are, whether they do so in their absence or presence ; 
and I had also stated then that the authority of the Minister to give 
replies will be presumed. I had alSo further stated that in case the 
authority was questioned as to whether that particular Minister had or 
bad not authorised, it was enough for the Parliamentary Secretary to 
make a declaration that he had that power. So the procedure that 
I have laid down as regards questions applies to motions also, the 
principle being the same, whether the occasion be for answering the 
question or answering the debate. The principle is whether he has got 
the right to represent the ~linister and il that authority is questioned, 
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as I have already replied previously, the declaration of the Parliamentary 
Secretary on that occasion would be sufficient. If there is a desire on the 
part of anyone that this question should be further examined and re
co!1-;idered, I shall certainly be prepared to reconsider if I am given 
sufficient grounds to do so. To my mind, it is essentially a question not 
of rights, but of convenience and it is enough for this House that it gets 
the authoritative views of the Government irrespective of the fact as to 
who the spokesman is .. In this view, the other question raised by the 
honourable the Leader of the Opposition about the delegation being 
permanent or otherwise, to my mind, does not arise. If the Parlia· 
mentary Secretary gets up and if his declaration is enough, you can 
assume that every time he is delegated for the occasion only or you can 
work also on the assumption that it may be a permanent delegation, but 
I would not like to assume a permanent delegation because of my view 
that it is a matter between the Minister and his Parliamentary Secretary 
and not the right of any person outside. That is how I am inclined to 
think. 

(After a pause). It is very nearly time for us to ·adjourn. The 
honourable member M:r. Jhabvala would move his resolution. I will 
put it to the House and then we may adjourn. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF EMPLOYMENT BUREAUS. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I beg to move the 
following resolution reserving my comments to be made afterwards: 

" This Assembly recommends to Government that they should establish employment 
bureaus whose functions should be to k1.1ep registera of unemployed persons and to find out 
suitable l'mploymcnt for them." 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Sir, I want to raise a point 
of order that the motion just moved by the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala is out of order under rule 12, because it substantially raises 
the same issue as the House has decided in connection with the 
honourable member Mrs. Munsbi's resolution. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The resolution which was discussed 
was only for the appointment of a committee to 

4 
p.m. enquire into the causes and to recommend measures. 

This resolution is different. Though it is correlated to the subject, in 
substanee it is different because it definitely recommends the establish
ment of employment bureaus whose functions should be to keep registers 
of unemployed persons and to find out suitable employment for them. 
Tl1e first resolution was only for a committee for investigations into 
Ct'rt.ain matters and this resolution is for a definite action. So, on that 
ground I do not think the resolution is debarred. 

Sir ALI ~IAHmlED KHAX DEHLAVI: Where is that resolution 1 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is the same as No. 2 of 

~I.r. Gokhale. Does the honourable member ~Ir. Jhabvala move it now 
or after the recess ! 
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Mr. S. H. ~HABV ~: I have already ~oved the resolution but my 
comments will be delivered after the tea-tune, if you permit. 

Question proposed. 

(The Hcruse re-assenwlecl afrer tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Order, order. The honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV .ALA : Sir, before the tea interval I had moved the 
resolution in support of which I do not wish to say much and take up 
the time of the House, now that a resolution of a similar nature has been 
so discussed that some of the vital problems pertaining to unemployment 
have been brought out very clearly before the House. But, Sir, the 
main purpose of my resolution is different from the one that has been 
already moved and that purpose is embodied in two particular expressions 
which are of a very valuable character, namely, that Government should 
establish employment bureaus and that they should keep registers of 
unemployed persons so that on suitable and required occasions jobs 
can be found for these people. Sir, my resolution carries the House with 
unemployment and the whole problem of curing the disease of unemploy
ment a step further than what the last resolution did. I do not wish to 
dilate on the issue of unemployment and the causes thereof, which of 
course I am very glad my inseparable comrade the honourable member 
Mr. Nanda has already accepted, viz. that unless the existing order or 
system is radically altered nothing e:ffective could be done but that 
Government are attempting to do something and that we should rest 
assured that the Government and the Congress Party are keen on doing 
something. That something may not help them in solving the problem 
but I am sure will help them for the purpose of getting illumination for 
.themselves. Well, Sir, what do we find now as regards this unemployment 
question ' At present, we find a large number of unemployed people, 
not knowing what to do and having got -~he responsibility of supporting 
themselves and their families, move about from place to place, from 
office to office, from firm to firm, from bank to bank in search of jobs. 
Unfortunately, the present system of education has so constructed the 
mentality of our youths that they cannot do anything better than that. 
They cannot do manual labour and for mental work there is dearth of 
jobs. A large number of people gather somewhere say near the gates 
of the " Times of India " office early in the morning as that paper has 
been kind enough to keep exposed its advertisement columns and a large 
number of unemployed people go there and see those advertisement 
columns free of charge, take out blank application forms which they bring 
with them and fill them in and drop them into the box kept for the 
purpose. Sir, this is a typical instance. This will indicate to you that 
the unemployed people do not know what to do under the circumstances 
but pursue this method. They feel that they are a burden to their 
own people in the family, they are a kind of a burden sometimes to their 
own friends and they go about asking for notes of recommendation from 
place to place just forth~ purpose of getting s9me kind of~ job. Now, 
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all these loose forces are scattered and it is up to a paternal body like the 
Government to take charge of the whole system, the whole position and 
to face it and take it in their own hands for solving at least one phase 
of the unemployment problem, and that is in the matter of securing jobs. 
What do most or at least some of the more advanced countries in the 
West do 1 They keep a register in which they note down names of 
worker~:~ from various classes of the population. When the Government 
receives applications from various factorits or workshops or offices or 
industrial concerns forth~ purpose of distributing jobs, the Government 
look up the list of the people and their records as to qualifications etc. 
and send men from there to fill those vacancies and in that way they 
establish a kind of a happy connection between the person who needs 
a job and the person who wa.nts to give the job. Thus, a k-ind of healthy 
harmony is established by a refined system laid down by Government 
itself. I may tell you, Sir, that some time ago in the Labour Department 
of the Government of Bombay a system of that kind was adumbrated. 
I think it was during the time of Mr. Findlay Shirras when he was the 
Director of Labour, but then he could not proceed any further nor could 
he make any· move forward. Those were the times when owing to the 
post-war crisis a large number of unemployed had to move about begging 
for jobs in the streets of Bombay. I can give you my personal example. 
I bad started an unemployment bureau and I did get a large number of 
applications. I had to move about myself in connection with these 
applications and I tried to get them jobs and informed Government so 
that in that way at least Government could move in the right direction. 
Our friend the present Director of Labour, ::Mr. Gennings, was much 
interested in that and he looked into the probiem but he found that on 
account of the absence of ce:rtain machinery under Government itEelf 
which was very necessary, he could not take any official steps in the 
matter. Kow tl1at we have got a kind and beneficent administration 
like that of the Congress Government, they can initiate a move forward 
in the right direction. \Yhat is the move forward 1 What they have 
got to do is this. They have got to maintain a register of unemployed 
people. 'l'hen they have got to keep themselves in direct contact with 
the owners of factories and workshops and various other industrial 
concerns and seeure information about all their needs and demands in 
a central office. They have got to establish contact beween the seeker 
of the job and the owner of the factory or employer who needs some 
pt'<lple to fill up jobs vacant. lbat is a very easy contact to be maintained. 
In England only three or four years ago there arose an unemployment 
cri~is and a similar register was maintained, and every week in the papers 
an aruwuncelli(•nt used to be made by Government that so many people 
\Wre unemployed and that so many people who were unemployed could 
get jol1s through Government. In this way at least the public could 
tlarify the i:--sue. )!y honourable friend Comrade Xanda. was perfectly 
right in stating that some kind of statistics must be before our mind's eye, 
iu view of the fact that it is necessarj for us to realise as to what is actually 
the total allJ•)unt of unt.'mployment. At present we do not know. 
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~ e do say that there is a very large number of unemployed, that there 
IS very heavy unemployment, but we do not know as to what the actual 

· number is, and we do not know how to establish contact between the 
employer and the employee who may--be unemployed. 

· Sir, the question of unemployment also includes the question of under
empl~yment. There are certain people who are under-employed, 
meanmg to say that they are people who cannot get sufficient employ- · 
ment from which to earn as much as to keep body and soul together. 
Even such persons are required to be properly accommodated in our 
social system. Down till to day we have not established any measure 
for devising a machinery for est~blishing a minimum living wage in our 
country, nor do we know what Is the total amount of work a man can 
actually put forth. These are all important economic questions which 
require to be studied, and from which proper conclusions required to be 
formulated. Under the present conditions nothing of the kind exists. 
No machinery exists by which to study the problem, by which to realise 
the importance and eminence of the problem and knowledge of means 
by which afterwards to face the problem. We can face the problem only 
after knowing the actual position by the existence of a central machinery 
so that Government would be empowered, if they have got registe1s of 
this character both for unemployed and jobs vacant to deal with what 
they are faced with. 

But, Sir, the greateft problem of all so far as this resolution is concerned 
is in the last part of my resolution, and that is getting suitable employ· 
ment for the unemployed. That is a very important problem indeed. 
Here nobody could be more influential, no institution could be more 

· influential in the matter of securing employment for the unemployed 
people in our country than Government. Government is such a powerful 
body that it can introduce itself with a certain amount of influence and 
authority in private industrial toncerns. Situated as we are at present, 
private bodies and private individuals are not able to do that. We have 
been rendered helpless in that direction. The only ultimate solution 
under the present conditions is that people have to advertise in news· 
papers for any servants they require, and the unemployed people als:> 
have got to advertise in the newspapers for what jobs they are in need of. 
If you open the columns of newspapers like the Times of India you can 
see how very ingeniously and very well that paper has devised a syst6m 
by which the two parties are brought into direct contact. There are 
advertisements in which employers want all sorts of people, and there 
are other colUDIDS in which you will find advertisement~ from unemployed 
people seeking jobs. In this way some kind of a machinery of building 
up contacts has been created. But I do not think that private institutions 
of that charackr could effectively undertake this work. A public body, 
a body in which there may be universal confidence established, a body 

'which carries with it reputation, must move in the matter. With these 
few remarks I propose the resolution for the acceptance of the 
House. 
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llr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City) : Sir, I mo' e the following ' 
amendment to the reYJlution: 

Add the following words hetwf't'n the word!! " bureaus " and " whose " : " con8il!ting 
of the representative• of GQvernmeont and trade unionH ". 

Question pl'Oposed. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : I have only a few words to say in support 
of my amendment. The resolution merely states that bureaus should be 
establiRhl'd, but the constitution of the bureaus is not mentioned. In 
order to define it, I would suggest that the bureaus should consist of the 
representatives of the· Government and the trade unions. By trade 
unions I mean the organised workers, and if the employers want to send 
their representatives, I have no objection. But I wish that the repre
sentatives of the Government and the workers and of the employers as 
well should compose the proposed bureaus, and thus help in getting 
employment for the unemployed. With these words I move the amend
ment. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West) (Addressed the House in .lllarathi) : 
Sir, I move another amendment to the resolution, as follows: 

After the word " Hhould " add the word " immediately ". 

lly object in moving the amendment is this. We have listened to 
the pitiable condition of the unemployed workers, which is enough to 
melt any heart.. It is no good, therefore, to leave this question to be 
t.ackled by Government at their convenience. The position is so pressing 
that it should be tackled as early as possible. I do not think a com· 
mittee to find out how many 11re unemployed and how they can: be given 
employment will serve any useful purpose. I have some experience· of 
these committees. The Backward Class Board is created by Govern· . 
ment to look after the interests of the scheduled castes, and the Board is 
expected to secure employment for those among the scheduled classes 
who are without employment. My experience is that many young men 
have sent applications to the Board, but beyond registering the names 
of the applicants nothing has been done. And, what can the Board do ! 
If there is a vacancy they can send the name of an applicant with their 
reeommendation. The object of this resolution appears to be to lind out 
the number of unemploye1. The Labour Commission has made its 
report, there have been various other committees appointed. By the 
appointment of this committee they may be able to lind out that instead 
of 10 lakhs there are 15 lakhs unemployed, or 8 lakhs unemployed . 

. I do not think there has been a fall in the numbers of unemployed; if 
anything there is no doubt there has been an increa.F.e. The first step 
now is the adoption of measures for the relief of the unemployed, and the 
problem is so pressing that these measures should be adopted immediately. 
After the present Government came into power, they have declared it as 
their policy that they are going to do something for the workers. Now, 
what will happen is tha a committee may be appointed after some 
months. Then the committee is going to find out how many are 
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unemployed. After two years they are going to submit a report that 
so many are unemployed, and it is only after that that the necessary 
measures will be taken. So, I think it will all be a waste of time, \vhich 
is no• proper. Therefore I would ap_p.eal to my honomable friend 
lir. Jhabvala to accept my innocent ainendmE>nt. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: With regard to this amendment, it should 
be made clear that the word' inlmediately' should be inserted after the 
word 'should ' occurring for the first time in the re8olution. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. D. N. W ANDREKAR {Bombay City North and Bombay Sub
urban District): Sir, I really do not understand why this resolution has 
been moved by my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala, when already 
a resolution on this subject has been moved and passed a few minutes 
back. The whole trend of the speech of the honourable member seems 
to me that he restricts himself to a particular aspect of the problem and 
that too not as it prevails in the whole presidency but only in some 
industrial towns. Nobody denies the prevalence of unemployment in 
the whole province. The problem is too big and too vast to be tackled 
in the haphazard way he has suggested. The establishment of employ
ment bureaus and the keeping of registers of unemployed persons 
are likely to be the recommendations of the committee that is to be 
appointed ; may I ask whether these alone will tackle the problem ? 
Can the problem be tackled in the way which he desires the Government 
to follow ~ Further there is the amendment of my honourable friend 
Mr. Gaikwad, which says that the bureaus should be started immediately. 
My reply to him is that the problem cannot be tackled in the haste which 
he shows. I can understand the urgency of the call at the back of t.he 

. -amendment. Everybody is agreed that the problem should be tackled 
but it cannot be tackled immediately. It must, however, he tackled 
without delay. If the honourable member were to look at the pro
gramme of Government, as has been reyealed by the different measures 
and the different communiques they have been issuing from time to 
time, he will get an idea as to how Government themselves are feeling 
the urgency of this problem. Government are committed to tackling 
this problem to the best of their ability and they have taken it up. 
Already, we have had a statement from the honourable memher 
llr. Nanda on the last resolution--

llr. S. H. JHABV ALA: On a point of order. Unfortunately th(•re i111 
no clearness of understanding on this side-

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: He may state the point of order. 
~lr. S. H. JHABV ALA: The honourable member is referring to the 

regist.er, while I want by my resolution that employment bureaus should 
be established and that suitable employment should be found. The 
understanding on my left side is woefully defective. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: There is no point of order. 
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)lr. D. N. WAKDREKAR: t'nderstanding is not defective. I am 
ta.lking about the way in which he wants the problem to be taekled. 
He knows that the ket>ping of a register of unemployed persons is not 
going to help the solution of the problem. He therefore also wants 
Government t,o find out suitable employment for all unemployed, which is 
an impossible task. In the course of his argument, he has not suggested 
~ single way by which the problem can be tackled by Government. 
(Interruption.) I am not opposing the resolution; eo far as the spirit · 
underlying it is concerned, every one is agreed on that. There is no 
doubt that the problem must be tackled. There are no two opinions on 
that. The question is how best it can be tackled and how soon. To 
.find this out, a committee is to be appointed and I do not think it will 
take a long time for it to report. The problem haP got to be investigated 
in all its aspects, not only in cities, not only in towns but in the country 
side aL~o. We have got unemployment in the rural areas and in the 
agricultural industry. We have got unemployment among the educated 
.as well as the uneducated classes. Everywhere we are faced with it. It 
is a big problem and it has got to be thought out very comprehensi\'ely. 
That is why I am saying that the suggestion of merely establishing an 
·employmef!.t bureau and there opening a register, is not going to help us 
much. Such bureaus may help us so far as the towns are concerned 
·or so far as the educated unemployed are concerned. But I do not 
think they are going to help us in the mofussil. If the problem has to 
be tackled, it must be tackled as a whole and not in the piecemeal way 
suggested by my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. 

There is then the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Khedgikar. 
He wants t.hat these bureaus should consist of the representatives of 
Government and trade unions. As I am of opinion that the mere 
.establishment of an employment bureau and the opening of a register are 
.not going to help us much, I will not take much time in discussing this 
.amendment. The amendment as proposed does not carry us much 
further. When the employment bureau is decided to be opened, 
Government will certainly think out what its constitution should be. 
The constitution must be such as will help us to achieve the 
object we have got in view. I do not 'therefore understand why 
he wants only the representatives of Government and of the trade 
unions on this bureau. Which trade unions he has got in view and 
·which represent.atives of Government he wants to be on the bureau has 
111.ot been made dear by him. We have no idea about the personnel 
-of the bureau just at this moment. It would therefore be redundant 
to say anything as t.o how the representation of a particular body should 

. be provided for. To conclude, I may say that although I am in favour 
-of the objective underlying the resolution, I do not agree with its mover, 
in view of the comprehen.-,ive resolution which has been just passed 
and accepted by Government. 

lir. Gl'LZARI LAL XA.!\1U.: Sir, on a point of information. I 11ish 
to know from the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala 

s p.m. whether it is his intention to throw the respoMibility 
for finding out employment on Government ? · · 
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l\Ir. S. H. JHABYAL ... \.: Sir, the resolution, as it is worded, is clearly 
this, that they should establish employment bureaus whose functions· 
will be to keep a register and to find out suitable employment for un
employed persons. Now, Sir, under the circumstances, the existence of 
p~vate employment bureaus will not go ~~s11tisfactory way in finding out 
sUitable employment. I want that these bureaus should be established 
by Government. Thus, there is a contract, a requirement upon Govern
ment in the mattt>r of finding out employment. This is what I have 
to point out. 

1\Ir. K.. F_. NARDIAN: Sir, I think there is some misunderstanding. 
What my honourable friend the mover of the resolution wants is that the 
bureaus should keep a register, and whenever an unemployed person 
makes a reference to them they can tell him where to get employment. 
The bureaus are not to create employment but to direct the unemployed 
to the place where he can find employment. Otherwise, finding jobs 
is impossi~le. It is to direct the unemployed to the proper place where 
e~nployment is to be found according to the register. 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, I differ from my honourable friend. 
The point is-

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Order, order : no further explanation. 

Mr. BABUBHAI J. PATEL (Kaira District): Sir, I am amazed at the 
mildness of the resolution of the honourable member the professed mono· 
polist champion of the interests of the down-trodden masses. He has 
brought forward a very mild and half-hearted resolution after the very 
comprehensive resolution which was adopted by the House just a few 
minutes back. In his resolution he advocate~ that employmmt bureaus 
should be eotablished by Government and that the employment bureaus 
.should estimate the number of the unemployed persons in the Presidency 
and try to find out swtable employment for them. This Ho11 e only 
a few minutes back passed a resolution in which it has recommended that 
the whole problem of unemployment should be investigated and suitable 
means of finding employ~ent for the unemployed should be suggested 
by a comm!ttee appointed in that behalf. This resolution is a mere 
recommendation that a registering body should be established. The 
honourahh member has himself failed to understand that this resolution 
is contained in the resolution passed by the House. In spite of the fact 
that he himself has no clearness o£ thinking even to understand that 
this resolution is already incorporated in the one passed a few minutes 
ago, he ssys that the Congress members have no clearness of thinking to 
understand what he means. Naturally a pPrson who himself has no 
clearness of thinking cannot see the clearness of thinking in the rest. 
Just as I stated yesterday, he has a jaundiced eye. 

I agree with the honourable member Mr. Gaikwad that the problem 
needs immediate tackling. But the resolution suggested by my honour· 
able friend Mr. Jhabvala is not a solution. The resolution that has just 
been passed is a solution, and we need not try to reach the same goaL 
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},y other hall-hearted measures and overstress the thing which has been 
fully stressed by us. I agree with the mover of the resolution that the 
problem is urgent, but I disagree with the idea of pressing this resolution 
at this stage, when we have already accepted the principle thereof in 
greater detail. 

The honourable member Mr. Khedgikar suggests that the represent&- . 
t.ives of trade unions and of the Government should be there in the 
unemployment bureaus. I do not understand the necessity of making 
special mention of trade union representatives and not of other represen
tatives. I think all types of representatives should be there. It is 
not only the trade unionists that require employment but even others. 
l~nemployment is a problem bdore the educated middle classes; it is 
a problem for the starving peasants ; it is a problem even for the rich. 
~o, it is not a question of finding employment for trade unionists alone. 
So, Government representatives and trade unionists alone cannot solve 
the prob!em. A fully representative committee should be appointed, 
and that committee should investigate into the matter and make 
rN·.ommendations, and those recommendations should be acted upon. And 
inasmuch as we have accepted a resolution to fhat effect, there is no sense 
in putting forward this resolution at this shge. I do Iwt agree with this 
re~olution in view of the fact that '\\'t'! h~ve already passed the previous 
re:.;olution, "hich is a more sensible and more comprehensive one. This 
rNolution is, therefore, superfluous. My honourable friend· the mover 
••f this resolution has mieunderst.ood the spirit of the previous resolution 
;m(l that is why he has moved this resolution. 

)lr. ALI B.AHADUR BAHADlJR K1U.N : Sir! I move a cloeure. 
l beg to submit that the same arguments are being repeated over and 
••''t'l' again. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I do not think that the subject has been 
f'utficiently discussed. 

~Ir. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Jlaratlti): 
Sir, I would not have risen to speak but for the fact that some members 
on the Congress benches have opposed tbli. resolution. May I remind the 
House that it is the Congress. members who .first gave notice of this 
tf.'solution ! 

)Jr. BABUBHAI J. PATEL: Sir, on a point of explanation. This 
rt•solution was not moved by the Congress Party because they had put 
forward a more comprehensive resolution which was passed by the House 
jn:-:t now. 

llr. D. W. RAUT : I fail to understand how they think this resol~tion 
is now unnecessary. There is one important proposal in this resolution 
which should appeal to every one, and that is the establishment of 
t>mployment bureaus through which peoplt'! can get employment. So, from 
that point of view this resolution is urgent. As on the bureau there will 
be representatives from every section of the people, it would prove 

11. bclpful one. I hope the Government bE>nches will rerise their '\'it>ws and 
support thil resolution. · 
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Mr. K. F. NARDI.A.i\ (Bombay Cit.y): Sir, t.here stems to be a certain 
amount of misunderstanding and confusion with regard to this resolution, 
which I consider to he as important as any other resolution moved in 
this House. It bas been stated by several members that because the 
House has accepted another reoolutionjust now asking Government to 
inquire into the causes of unemployment and to recommend measures 
for its relief, therefore th.is particular resolution is superfluous and un
necessary. I think that th.is resolution, as a supplementary, as a begin
ning, of that resolution, is extremely important. 'l'he scope and function 
of this resolution is misconceived. I would appeal to the honourable 
members on the Govenunent benches to be unmindful of the attitude 
taken up by the mover and to accept what is really good in it. If the 
honourable member wants Government to undertakf; the task of finding 
employment in the sense that they should create employment for all the 

·unemployed in the Province, I can imagine what the attitude of Govern
ment would be. That is an impossible demand. I hope my honourable 
friend will understand that. But if what is wanted, as I tmderstand h,v 
the word "bureau", is simply a registry office whereby Government., 
being the most powerful and centralised institution in the Province, can 
communicate with all the biggest employers, manufacturers and suppliers 
in the Province asking them to supply information about vacancies in 

. their offices, factories, mills and so on,-if that is what is wanted, there 
should be no objection to accepting th.is resolution. There is the :!\!ill
owners' As3ociation; there are so many associations, factories, offices, 
and so on. 'lhey may write to the Government agency, " We want so 
many job~ers, weavero, weaving masters," and so on. I find, Sir, there. 
are oO many unemployed people, not only in the cit.y, but in the Provinc,e, 
knocking about from door to door, not knowing whether a particular post 
is vacant or not. InstE:ad of going from door to door and from town to 
town, they have bimply to knock at the door of the Government registry 

·office and say, "I am a weaver; I have these qualifications; I want 
a job." The registry office will find out which of the employers is in 

. need of a man with those quali:ficatio.Qs and communicate with him 
accordingly. From that point of view, it is a very useful and concretf; 
·suggestion, if it id intended in that spirit. I am glad to say, Sir, that 
.iense has da\'\'lled on the mover; he says that is his meaning. It was 
not so when he said that he wanted Government to create employment : 
as soon as a weaver or a jobber came to the registry office, whether there 

: was a vacancy or not, he should be provided for. That is impossible. 
· But if the honourable member's intention is that a registry office such 
as I have described should be started, then such a bureau will be very 
useful. It is the beginning of the larger work dealt with i~ the first 
resolution. '!hat resolution deals, for instance, with the startmg of new 
industries. It has a n1Uch largPr scope and will take a longer time. 
But the bur!'au suggested in this rPsolution can be started ~1mediatel~. 
1.he)• have only to start a rPgistry office. It may cost a httle, but, 1s 

·well worth doing. The difficulties of the unemployed are very great. 
'!hey go about in search of employment, they advertise, they do all sorts 
of t!ring11. 'Jhjg agency will bring the unemployed and the employers 
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together. If the resolution is construed in that spirit, I hope the Govern· 
ment, instead of opposing it, will accept it in that spirit and start the 
egency as contemplated in it. 

lit. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, I rise to support the resolution. 
In fact, I never intended to speak on this particular resolution and would 
not have risen but for the fact that we see a hostile attitude on the part 
of the party in power. Sir, I consider this resolution as altogether 
different from the one which preceded it. In fact, this resolution is the 
l'itep by which we can ultimately reach the vague principles involved in 
the resolution moved by the honourable member Mrs. Munshi. I consider 
that resolution as being nothing more t.han shedding crocodile tears. 
But this resolution I consider to be a practical and concrete one. I cannot 
understand the attitude of the party in power when they say--(A.n 
Honourable Member: No attitude.) Their attitude is clear from the 
various speeches that have been delivered. If their attitude is not 
hostile, then I commend this resolution to them for acceptance. I hope 
that they will do it if they really consider the problem of unemployment 
to be urgep.t. 'lhis resolution, after all, seeks to afford to unemployed 
persons some conveniences from the lack of which they now suffer. As 
the honourable member Mr. Nariman has said, a number of people knock 
at the doors of various institutions only because they do not know where 
to go and have no knowledge where to apply. If employment bureaus 
are established, their suffering.s due t~ ignorance as to where to applj 
will be mitigated in a large measure. I do not see how this resolution 
is included in the first resolution, as some honourable members on the 
opposite side argued. 'lhe very fact that the resolution was allowed by 
the Honourable the Speaker clearly goes to show that the two resolutions 
are different. So I only appeal to Government to accept this concrete 
and US!.'ful reholution. 

)lr. S. Y. PARULEKAR: May I reyuest the Government to make 
their position d!.'ar, so that we n1ay have a fair discussion on the proposi
tion t Several members have spoken, but Government have not yet 
made their position clear. Under such circ.umstances, it is not possible 
to hne a fair discussion on the resolution. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I cam10t compel the Government benches 
to ~:~peak. 

Mr. SAK.ffiLAL BALABHAI (Ahmtdabad ~Iillowners' Association): 
Sir, I rise to support this resolution. This resolution is in a way more 
imiJOrta.nt than the one moYed earlier in this House. It will serve two 
}lutiJOses. First of all, we will tind out the number of unemployed 
persons; and secondly, the employers will get a better quality of 
employeeo. Government may impose certain conditions to be fulfilled by 
the }letsons who apply for employment and communicate the names of 
l'iUch persons to the tmplop.•rs who are in need of workmen, clerks and 
others. In fact, the bureau contemplated in this resolution will serve 
u a ser\il·e securing agency. I do not ste why Government should 
oppose such a simple resolution. With the...;;e words, I support it. 
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Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA (.Ahmedabad Textile Unions) : Sir, after 
the honourable member )Irs. ::Uunshi's resolution on the question of 
unemployment had been accepted by this House~ I expected that this 
other rtsolut.ion would not be moved. 

·~Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: Oh! 

lh. GULZARI LAL NA.i~DA: I have no quarrel with the object 
underlying the resolution. It deals with the setting up of employment 
offices. lhe honourable member Mr. Nariman has pointed out cogently 
that there can really be no objection to a proposal for the setting up of 
employment offices. But, Sir, I want to point out to him and to my 
honourable friend 1\Ir. Jhabvala that if this resolution i:; to be lmde.rstood 
in one particular sense, it does not mean anything at all ; it does not take 
us any further at all from the position which we occupy today.· I would 
remind him that so far as the indust.rial workers are concerned, regarding 
whom the honourable member ~Ir. Nariman gave illustrations, that 
matter has already been taken up by Government. An announcement of 
policy in this respect was made in clear terms, that labour exchanges 
would be set up, that Governn1ent would try to see that they were set 
u~ 

"l\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: When? 

1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NAND A : I am pointing out that so far as 
industrial workers are concerned, that issue has already been taken up and 
Government's policy has been announced in clear terms. You may move. 
one resolution on the subject. You may move flft:v resolutions on t.he 
same subject. The policy is already there. 

l\Ir. R. R. BHOLB : Practise the goRpel! 

Mr. GULZARI LAL NANDA: This resolution is not praetice. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : Setting up of a .bureau is practice. 

1\Ir. GULZARI LAL NANDA: 'lhe queation then i:-~ tegarding 
the tdurated unemployed. I believe the utility of the labour 
exchange is much less in their ca.se than in the case of the 
ignorant, illiterate industrial workers. As has been pointed out, 
t.be Committee would have to inquire mainly into this question of 
educated unemployment, and I think that Government should not antici
pate the conclusion of that comn1ittee as to the best way of dealing with 
this question of unemployment. If this resolution is understood in a 
different sense and my fear is that the insistence on this side of the House 
is due to that fact,-1 will not say it has been done deliberately, but some
how or other the real purpose of this resolution has been kept vague, and 
when I rose to obtain information on this point that information was 
not given, or ii it was giv€n it only confirmed my doubts and my suspicions 
and strer..gthened my oppoi!ition to this resolution. When I a:~ked 
wht~thE>r it was the intention to create a responsibility for Government to 
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find out employment by this rt'SOlution, he did not give me a c.1tegorical 
answer, "yes" or ''no". He said that as the employment bUI'E:aUB 
would he established by Government .and .as the bureaus har-e the duty of 
finding out employment there was a connection between Gonrnment and 
the finding out of emplo)llleDt. l'b.en the honourable member 
)fr. Xariman rose 'lnd tried to clarify the position 1:ry saying that 
Government could not create employment. All that wad intended \faa 
that exchanges had to be sd up and the unemployed would re~1:er their 
names at these excha~es; the vacancies aoo would be reg~1:ered there 
and there would he some way of finding out suita.ble candidates for various 
vacancies. To that the honourable member )lr. Jhabvala objeded; 
be shook his head in a sense which is understood to be the ne-gative sense. 
'fhereafter, Sir, there was an am{'ndment from this side-the Inde{*ndent 
Labour Party. 

The objection to the previom; resolution was that it simply recorrunend
ffl the appointment of a committee. An example was given of the Back
ward Clasd Board and it was AAid that that Board was not successful in 
giving employment to so many. The hon()urable member made it clw 
in so many words that what he wanted was not merely the registration 
of the unemployed and the placing vf the unemployed in suitable vacan· 
des but. that scmebody should undertake to find out employment. Had 
this not been his object., I do not think that the honourable member 
!IIr. Gaikwad would haw asked for the inclusion of. the word 
"immediately •·. He expected that very probably th('se labour 
t>Xchanges W('re going to solve the question of unemployment. I want 
to make it dear in wry positi-re terms that labour exchang('s are not 
going to solve the problem of unemployment ; they are going to intensify 
it in a way. As it is, a large number of people are employed and their 
.,mployment id not continuous employment. 'Ihey share the employ
ment with otlu'r people. The labour exchanges will see that employment 
is rt>gulated. A 6Il1aller number of men will he absorbed in the indmtries 
than at present; thoS(' who are superfluous will be deprired of their 
jobs, and therefore the labour exchang('s are really going to add to the 
number of those who may be declared as unemployed. 1he ~ing up 
of labour exchanges does not really h('lp at all in this direction. The 
rerolution that. was passed does not say that Government should try to 
find out employment, but here it is implied that Government should 
find out suitable employment. It is a positive obligation. It is not 
merely that registers haYe to be kept up. I agree with the honourable 
member ~Ir. JhabYala that an indirect obligation does arise out of the 
wording o( thili resolution. ao,·erDlllent har-e not only to establiBh. 
labour exchanges but the labour exchanges haYe to be such that they 
<'&n find out suitable employment. I think the honourable member 
oot>S not want this Gov('rnment to make 11romises to undertake some
thing which at the moment thev cannot fulfiL I think the oommittt~e 
whCJl it oomes into being and when it has made proper inr-est4,ra.tions, 
"'ill ct•rtainly be ahle to point out wa.vs and rnE'aJli of finding out employ
mt>.nt, but today this GoYernment is not in a position to find out 
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t>mployment. To raise hopes which are doomed to failure, to disappoint· 
ment, is very cruel indeed. The honourable member will reconsider the 
whole position and not ask us to do things which are either meaningless 
or which mean too much. He should ·be content with the resolution 
already passed which means business. 

I now refer to the honourable member Mr. Sakerlal Ba.labhai. I am 
very glad that he supports this resolution becallile I interpret that support 
as a support to the proposal which we have already made for setting UJ?' 
labour exchanges in industrial centres. I much regret to have to say 

. that we have not had sufficient support and co-operation in our efforts to 
set up labour exchanges in the labour centres, with one of which he i" 
C?nnected in a prominent way. It was our idea that before any legisla
tion was passed to set up labour exchanges, an opportunity should he 
given to the employers to co-operate with Government in devising a 
system of labour exchanges on a voluntary basis. The idea was that 
these exchanges would function for some time and thereby we would 
accumulate that knowledge and experience which would enable us to 
bring up legislation which would be free from any defects. I am sorry 
to state that, though they were approached, no response has been given 
to that approach yet. I hope, however, the representatives of the mill
owners have reconsidered the matter, and now that they have supported 
this resolution, I am prepared to promise to the honourable member 
1\Ir. Parulekar that in a very short period, say, within a month, we will he 
able to set up labour exchanges in industrial centres. 

:Mr. SAKERLAL BALABIIAI (Ahmedabad Millowners' Association) : 
Sir, the l10nourable member Mr. Nanda is absolutely wrong when he says 
that the millowners of Ahmedabad did not give support to the labour 
exchange bureau scheme. I will now enlighten the House on this parti
cular sch€me. A scheme was framed and submitted to the Labour 
Union; an office was actually opened, hut the Labour Union did not 
support our scheme. '!'hey wanted a part in the management. We said, 
"l€t us try this scheme". But they did not give their support and, 
therefore, the scheme did not succeed. 

:Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, without any further 
comment I desire to press the resolution as it. stands 

5'30 p.m. before the House with only one addendum that 
I desire to make and that from my honourable comrade B. K. Gaikwad 
and that is the addition of the word" immediately". It should be placed 
after the ·word "should." I accept that amendment. Sir, we are all 
moving in a vicious tircle and I am c~urpri.sed that some of my friends 
here on the left side have expatiated by putting forth some wrong argu· 
men~ wrongly judged and wtongly concieved. Here, we are faced with 
a teaible crisis-the crisis of unemployment. 1'he resolution that has 
been already passed merely indicate:! that we should appoint a committee 
to in.\·estigate into the problem. Now unemployment is a problem which 
is Utternal problem extending its life1o economic eternity, and therefore 
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this Committee will simply deliberate eternally without effecting 
any practical purpose. My resolution of this character makes the whole 
machinery of Government immediately work, put forth some practical 
work in the right direction. 'Ihen, I challenge the ignorance of many in 
the mea.nilig of" finding out employment for them. " (Interruption.) 
I am not a socialistically jaundiced-eye man. 'lhe point is I never see 
yellow, I always ~ee red. If they want to know what is the meaning or 
"findin!!" out suitable employment for them, I would refer thexn and 
especially my honourable friend :Mr. N'anda to a dictionary. 'lhe . 
resolution as it stands explains everything and the meaning of the resolu- .. 
tion is perfectly clear. With these words, I press the resolution before 
the House. 

Mr. GULZARI L.AL NANDA (Ahmedabad ~rextile Unions): Sir, in 
the first place I wish to dispose of a question which has arisen on account 
of the honourable member M:r. Saka.rlal Balabhai's reference to the ques~ . 
tion of a proposal which the Millowners' Association according to him 
had made to a certain Labour Union and that Labour Union had rejected 
the proposal for creating a Labour Exchange in their centre. I think 
the reason which he gave himself, which he stated as being the reason of 
that La.bour Union for not accepting that proposal, should convince the· 
House that nothing more nee~ be said. In that case, the idea. was that 
the t'Dlployers were to create a r€snvoir of blacklegs. It would never be 
acceptable to any labour organisation. lhe counter-proposal of that 
Labour Union was that they should be allowed to run the Labour Ex· 
change, but in case that was found too difficult for employers to accept,. 
let that exchange be run jointly. I do not think there could have been 
any reasonable objection to that proposal. 'lhe whole idea then was, and 
regarding which I need not take up time of the House, that it was not 
a genuine Labour Exchange at all. I do not think we should bring all 
that past history here. Hue \\'as a proposal to the employers, not that 
a Labour rnion was to run that exchange, but that the Government was 
to run that exchange. Now I understand that though he is oppoSed to 
the Labour Exchange being administered by a Labour Union, he is not at 
all opposed to Government running that Labour Exchange and that there 
"ill he co-operation in that volunta.ry experiment. 

Regarding the further remarks that the honourable member 
)fr. Jhabvala has n1ade, I do not think anything need be added because 
he hu not contributed any new argument or any new point on which. 
I need make any statement. lherefore I, on behalf of (i{)vernment, have 
t.o say that thi~ resolution will be opposed. 

1 he DEPUTY SPEAKER : There are two amendments to the 
resolution. I shall put the aJnendment of Mr. Gail-wad first; 

"Aftt-r the- \uml · ~hould' '1\ht>~ it appt-IHS for the first time, in!'ert the 1wrd.. 
• immf'\Jiatdy •." . 

Amendment put, and net.ra.tin.J. 
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Then, the second amendment is : 

"Add the following between the words ' bureaus ' and ' whose ' in line 2 ; ' c:-onsi~ting 
.ofthe representatives of the Government and Trarle l~nions '." 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I now~ put the main reoolution : 

"This Assembly recommends to Govemment that they should establli;h employment 
bureaus whose functions should be to keep registers of unemployed persons and to tind out 
suimble employme11t for them." · 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 20; Noes, 6i. 

DitJision No.5. 

(;B.U:liDBIOAR, llr. IsMAIL I. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN 
FAiz MOHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
GAIXWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GAVIT, ~Ir. D. P. 
GBIA, Mr. M. c. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
K.ARA.NDIKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KHEDGIKA.R, Mr. R. A. 
MANDr.IK, l\[r. R. N. 

Ayes. 
PARrLEKAR, -~Ir. S. Y. 
P.4.TEL, :Mr. liAHO~lEDBA\H )[. 
l'HADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
R.wT, Mr. D. W. 
SAK.ARLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SHAIKH JAN )IAHOMED, Khan Ba.hr11lnr. 
StnDIQN, Mr. [~)!AIL HA~A:S BAPr 

THORAT, l\Ir. R. B. 
·YARALE, }fr. B. H. 

T~lltrB for tluJ Aye~: KHAN BAKAPUR SHAIKH JAN :MAHO:MED A!'<D MR. B. K. 
GAIKW;AD. 

Noes. • 
A::>TROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BHARTIYA, Mr .. S. R. 
CB.AWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABHI, llr. Ft.:LSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAB, Mr. V. V. 
DESAI, Mr. DINKARRAO N. 
DEsAI, Mr. KHANm;BB.Al K. 
DESAI, the Honourahle Mr. 1\foR.~RJI R. 
DESAI, llr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DonMETI, Mr. A. D. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
Gnu., Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. :M. D. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. )1. G. 
Gt:PTE, Mr. B. ll. 
HALIJKERI, Mr. N. F. 
BIRAY, Mr. B. 8. 
J.&nru.v, Mr. T. S. 
,J.AKATY, Mr. P. C. 
JosHI, l\lr. JrsABHAI P. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
KANUGA, Mrs. YrJ.&YAOHRI B.~LVASTRAI . 

KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, }fr. S. 8. 
KESHWAIN, l\lr. :-;, N. 
KBBR, the Honourable :'llr. B. G. 
KHWJI, llr. BH!WASJI A. 
KUliTE, Mr. D. K. 
L.u .. l,llr. BnooiLAL I>. 
Ll1"1'1lE, the Honourable Mr. A. R. 
MJ.oJ.NLAL NAGISnAs, llr. 
liF.HT!, llr. H. P. 

2\fORAltllHAI 1\.ASA:SJI, l\[1'. 
MPKADA.'U, Mr. W. S. 
:UrNSHI, the Honourablr l\lr. K.. )I. 
~lrssHr, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. X. 
NANI>A, Mr. fkLZARI LAT. 
NARI.'\IH, Mr. K. F. 
NE::!VI, l\[r. T. R. 
NlliA!O:E, lllr. P. A. 
Nt::RIE, the Honourabl, ~Ir. }[. Y. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, 2\[r. B.ull'BHAI J. 

L.PATEL, :\Ir. BHAII.ALBHAI B. 
PATEL, 1\lr. MrsAJI E. 
PATIL, llr. G.UIBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KAI.LANGOl'HA 1'1. 
PATIL, l\lr. LAXliAN G. 
PATII., the Honourable :'lfr. L. )L 
PATIL, :'l[r. }[AWOUUA P. 
PATIL, ~lr. S. K. 
Pr:RA::>I, ~Ir. C. B. 
RA.J.'IIAL LAKHICHA~Il. l\Ir. 
RA~E, l\Ir. B. R. 
:-!IURALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKA~T. Mr. L. l\1. 
Ho:soAVKAR, :Mr. S. G. 
T.U.KAR, :Mr. K. R. 
THAKoR,l\lr. B. P. 
THrSE, Mrs. I,AXMIIIAI <l.ut:-H 
Y.&r.HELA, ~lr. B. U. 
Yu~. l\Ir. I~HVARLAL K. 
W!llEKAR, l\lr. R. B. 
"'""''REKMI, l\lr. D. X. 

Tt11er1for tAt NOff: }[a. K. G. GoKHALE AND :'lla. D. :Y. WASDRr.uR. 
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~Ir. S. H. JHABVALA: Have I a right, Sir, to know where the 
honourable members Mr. Bhogilal D. Lala and ~Ir. ~Iaganlal Nagindas. 
and others who gave notice of the same resolution 88 ~r agenda before 
us, haYe \'oted ? 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : No. 

h1r. S. H. JHABVALA : Only the day before yesterday there was an 
occasion of a similar character when this right was accorded by the 
Speaker to a member and therefore, Sir, I claim to know where these 
honourable friends have voted. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The honourable member may get the 
information from the office afterwards. 

llr. S. H. JHABVALA : I want them on the floor of the House. 

QURAN AND SUNNAH FOR MUSLIM STUDENTS. 

lir. ISlB.IL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI (Kanara District) : Sir, I beg 
to move the following resolution : · 

"This A.K;.embly reoommends to Government that the knowledge of Muslim c11lture 
being PSsential m the Muslims in their daily life, the teaching of the Quran and SUJlll&h 
shollld be made romplllsory for Muslim boys in the primary and secondary schools aud. 
rolll'g!'H in the J>rovinre of Bombay." 

Question proposed. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have received notice of an amendment 
to this resolution by the honourable member Khan Saheb Faiz Mohamed 
Khan. He may formally move it. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN : The amendment which 
I mo,·e is as follows: 

Add the words" and girls" after the Wol'd" bo~ll ''. 

Question proposed. 

llr. IS~L\IL'H.·\J3AN BAPU SIDDIQUI : Sir, the reason why I move
thi.~ resolution is this. 1\l.any honourable members of this House may oo 
knowing that Islam is a practical religion, and in accordance with ita: 
injunctions we have to practise in our daily life the injunctions that are 
giwn in the Quran and the Suunah. Sir, now that the whole scheme of· 
education is being OYerhauled, it is the most suitable occasion to make th& 
neces...'\Sry changes that. are required by the Muslims, and for this, Sir, 
I haYe got three reasons. 

ln the first place~ according to the religion of Islam, the acquisition of 
Muslim tulture is obligatory on every Mussalman. In the Sunnah it is. 
mentioned that the acquisition of the Quranic knowledge is incumbent· 
on eYery Muslim boy and girl. Secondly, Sir, Islamic culture differs 
from the other religious cultures. Thirdly, it is diametrically opposed to 
the modern culture which we get in our schools. Sir, seldom was there· 
an age intellectually as restless as ours is. We are not only faced with 
new problems requiring unprecedented solution, but the angle of vision• 
"ith which they present themselves before us is also quite different from 
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the one to which we are accustomed. In all countries, societies pass 

6 
through fundamental changes. Islam also mnnot 

-OO.p.m. but be influenced by these changes. But, Sir, 
when a foreign culture sends its radia!i.ons amongst Ui and causes certain 
.changes, we are required to see how 'far these changes agree with our own 
-cultural aspects, and whether they serve as an invigorating semm in the 
body of Islam or act as a poison to it. Now, Sir, Islamic culture is 
·essentially a religious one. It ia. not only a spiritual attitude of mind 
.adjustable to different cultural setting.:~, but in itself it is also a self
sufficing orbit of culture and a system of clearly defined social features. 
According to Islam, the conception of worship is quite different from 
what is mentioned in other religions. In Islam it is mentioned 
·" I did not create men and genii but that they should worship ::\Ic ". 
Worship here means not only the pure devotional forms such as prayer 
.and fasting, but it extends to the whole of a man's life. If the object of 
-our life is the worship of God, then our life in the totality of all its aspects 
. is a complex moral responsibility. ThE'refore, Islam does not only define 
the metaphysical relation between man and the Creator but also defines 
the rt>lation between the individual and his social surroundings. ~ow, 
I have alrea.dy stated that the modern culture is diametrically opposed to 
the spirit of Islamic culture. Islamic culture is based on transcendental 
conceptions. Jts first and foremost goal is the inner, the moral progress 
of man-moral considerations over-rule the purely utilitarian considera
tions. But in the modern cultute, material prosperity governs every 
manifestation of human activity. How Islam 'looks towards this worldly 
life ~ It does not worship life. It says it is a passing stage but we are 
not entitled to despise it, because it ida necessary stage ; and hence, this 
worldly life has got a tremendous value. Islam does not make differen
tiation between moral and practical requirements of human beings. 
Moral knowledge automatically forces a moral responsibility ill Islam. 
A mert:. platonic discernment without the urge to promote the right and 
destroy the wrong i3 a gross immor~lity in Islam. In Islam, morality 
'lives and dies with the endeavour to establish its truth upon this earth. 
Now, Sir, the knowledge of Islamic culture being essential, and the source 
from which you can get it in its pristine purity being the Quran and 
Sunnah-that is, the authenticated Traditions of the Prophet-a know
ledge of it is quite essential. If it is not included, it will mean that you 
are going to thrust on the l\Iuslims a civilization, a culture, which is quite 
against their religion. Ours being a democratic Government., and the 
Muslims being an important minority-a component part of it-it is 
the duty of the majority Government to pay respect to the views of the 
minority community. It will be a ~heer injustice to thrust on t,hem 
such culture which is quite against the spirit of their religion. 

When I am speaking about the necessity of the introduction of Islamic 
~ulture, I should not be misunderstood as referring to the Islamic life at 
present. ·It is very far from the ideals given in the religious teachings 
.o£ Islam. Whatever in Islam means progress is in the present day 
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Muslims indolence and stagnation. Whatever in Islam there once had 
been of generosity and readiness for self-sacrifice is among the present 
(lay Muslims perverted into narrow-mindedness and love of an easy li.f'e. 
The one and the only reason for the social and cultural decay of the 
present da:; Muslims lies in the fact that they have ceased to follow the 
teachings of Islam in spirit. Islam is still there, but it is a. body without 
a soul. '!he very element which st.ood once for the solidarity of Islam 
is now responsible for its wealrness. The Islamic society was built 
from the beginning on religious fundamentals and the weakening of the 
fundamentals has nece~sarily weakened the cultural structure. 

'Iherefore, I suggest that as this resolution relates only to the lluslim 
<'Ommunity, Government will find no objection to accept my reAOlution. 
Renee I hope that they will heartily support the same. 

With these words, I commend my resolution to the Hou3e. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI (Surat and Rander Cities): 
Sir, there is something which I wish to bring. to your notice. An 
important matter which affects the Muslims is being discussed and the 
Honourable the Prime Minister, who is in charge of the subject under 
discussion, is absent.' This is highly unsatibfactory. I know there are 
present other Honourable Ministers who would take interest in the subject, 
but the main person who is concerned in the matter and on whose opinion 
we build our own arguments or may rely is absent. I think the Chair 
ought to see that the Honourable Minister, particularly when a subject 
which relates to his portfolio is being discussed, i/3 in his seat. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN'SHI : Sir, I see no reason why the 
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition should have chosen to make 
t.hese remarks. 'l'he Honourable the Prime Minister was here \IP to 
a few minutes ago. It would become impossible to carry on any work if 
the Minister cannot a b,;ent himself even for a minute during along drawn 
out debate. I am sure the HonoU!able the Prime :Minister will come 
shortly, and at any rate there are five Ministers whose responsibility is 
collective, and who are in a position to acquaint the Honourable the 
Prime Minister with what has happened adequately. 

Sir ALI MAHO~IED KHAN DEliLA VI : It is hardly a satisfactory 
answer. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUXSHI : But to lay down a. principle 
that "·hen a. debate C{)ncerning his department is going on the llinister 
should necessarily be in his seat all the time, is rather a very, very difficult 
principle to follow. The L~ader of the Opposition wishes to have 
a. definite ruling from the Ch.air on the point, but I submit if any 
principle is laid do\\"U without due con~idt>ration of the work of th.:> 
llinist~rs. work will become impo~sible. 

The DEPU'IY SPEAKER : HoweYer Jeairabl~ it is that the Minister 
in charge should be present in the House when a debate ~ncerning his 
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department is going on, the Chair cannot compel him to be preoent 
throughout. So far as this resolution is concerned, any of the Honour
able Ministers present here may state the Government position. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ 1\IOHAl\IED K.H:AN: As this particular resolution 
is connected with the Muslim community, I request that the Honourable 
llinister who is a Muslim may express his view on the subject. 

'The DEPUTY SPEAKER : It is for the Honourable Minister to see 
whether he can express his view-

The Horlourable 1\Ir. K. M. l\IUN'SHI : And at what stage to express it. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ !IIOHAl\IED KHAN: I do not say that he should 
express his view immediately. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, it will facilitate the 
debate much better if the honourable the mover of the resolution 
were to explain the word " Sunnah " to the House. Let me say at 
the very outset that I am not opposed to the principle of the 
resolution, but I think that he should explain. how the proposal 
would be fitted in the curriculum and the syllabus of the different schools. 
Whether the periods of other subjects will have to be curtailed, or will 
there be another scheme by which this resolution, if carried out, will 
be brought into practice ~ That is all I want to know. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The honourable mover will take the 
suggestion when he will be replying. I have received a notice of an 
amendment-

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : The House should know, 
Sir, what the meaning of the word "Sunnah" is. It is not an English 
word. 

Mr. ISl\IAIL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI : Every Mussalman is 
expected to know it, Sir. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have received an amendment by th 
honourable member Mr. Babubhai J. Patel. He may formally move 
his amendment. 

1\lr. ALI BAHADUR BA.HADUR KHAN : On a point of explanationr 
Sir. I beg to submit that it is impossible to discuss the resolution. 
without the real import of the word " Sunnah " being explained. I want 
to know from the honourable the mover of this resolution whether he 
wants to enforce the teaching of Sunnah on all the pupils irrespective of 
their community, the Shias, the Sunnis and others or he wants to confine 
this teaching to any particular sect. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The honourable mover has said what he 
had to say. The honourable member Mr. Babubhai J. Patel. 
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Mr. BABrBH.U J. PATEL (Kaira District): Sir, I am formally 
moving the amendment and I will speak later on: · 

In line 2, delete the word 'Muslim' and substitute 'their religious'. In the same line,. 
delrte the word '~luslims' and substitute the word 'people'. In line 3, delete ·the 
words 'the Quran and l:)unnah' and subt<titute 'their respective religious scriptures' 
and in the same line delete the word' ~lu.slim '. · ' 

The rl'solution as amended would read as follows :-

"This Assrmbly rerommends to Government that the knowledge of their religious. 
eultul'E' bein~ E'~st>ntial t<l the pt'Ople in their daily life, the teaching of their t'E'spective 
l'E'lil!inus srriptul'E's should be made compulsory for boys in the Primary and Secondary 
Schools and CQIIeges in the Province of Bombay." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. ISUAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR : Sir, I rise to a point of order. The 
original resolution being about the teaching of the Qura.n and the Sunnah 
a.nd that to Muslims only, is the amendment, which goes to alter it 
altogether by bringing in the teaching of other books and that to persons 
not mentioned in the motion, in order ! 

Dr. C. J. GHIA: Sir, on a point of information.· We on this side of 
the House should like to be enlightened about. the word " Sunna.h ". 
It is absolutely foreign tow. I want the members of the Muslim League 
Party to say what it is. . · · 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: It does not relate to the point of order 
that has been raised. 

As to the point of order raised, the principle of the resolution is 
imparting of religious education in schools and colleges. Now; the 
resolution relates to one community, and the amendment seeks to make it 
applirable to all communities. I think that .it is in order. 

Sir ALI MAHmiED KIU ... ~ DE:ID.A VI : Sir, I was just going to point 
out that an amendment to be in order must be within the scope of the 
motion. If it ex~nQs the scope of the motion, then it is not in orderM 
That is the only point I want.ed to make. 

'l11e DEP"GTY SPEAKER : 'lhe view I have taken is that the scope 
is imparting of religious education. 

Sir ALI 11LllimiED KHAN DEliLA \1 :. No. It is imparting of the 
knowlt>dge of the Quran and Sunnah to Muslim boys and girls in the. 
s<'hools and colleges. · 

'Ihe DEPt"TY SPEAKER: When the words" Muslim "• "Quran, 
and "Sunn.ah ".are deleted, the rest are arplicable to all communities. 

Khan Saheb F AIZ MAHmiED KHA....'\: Sir, what does "resptctive" 
mean! 

The DEP"GIT SPEAKER: The amendment makes the resolution 
ap11licabl~ to all communities. 
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Khan Saheb FAIZ l\IAHmiED KHAN: In the amendment, the 
word "people" id substituted for "Muslims". "respective" has,· 
therefore, no meaning. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : I do not think a discussion is ~ece.ssary 
at this stage. . ._r. . . 

Mr. P. C. JAKATY (Belgaum South) (Addressed the House in Kanarese): 
Sir, the resolution moved by the honourable member Mr. Siddiqui wants 
that a knowledge of the Quran and Sunnah should be imparted to l\Iuslim 
boys and girls in schools and colleges. This is a matter which concerns 
the Dharma of a particular community. Before we can decide whether 
the teaching of the Quran is proper in schools and colleges, we should 
·ourselv~ have a knowledge of the Quran. 

Sir ALI 1\IA.HOl\IED KHAN DEliLA VI : .Sir, may I know what he 
says 1 · . 

~rhe DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not know. It is one of the 
recognised rights of a member ro address the House in the language in 
which he is proficient. It cannot be taken away .. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Will some one translate 
the speech after the honourable member has delivered his speech 1 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The rules do not require that a translation 
· should be made. 

l\11. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: l\Iay we know whether 
he is supporting or opp0sing the re.:~olution 1 

'!he DEPUTY SPEAKER: It will be known after his speech. 

Mr. P. C. JAKATY: Sir, the crying need of our country is a system 
'Of national education. Instead of teaching the Quran to members-

1\lr. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI: Sir, on a point oforder. 
The speaker says that all the members of the House should learn the 
Quran before they give their consent to the resolution. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : Order, order. 

:Mr. P. C. JAKATY: Sir, we can get a knowledge of the Quran, the 
Puranas, the Vedas and the Basavapuran from our religious institutions. 
It is not necessary that these religious books should be taught in the 
schools and colleges. As I said, our crying need is national education, 
to fit Indians to govern their country, to attain Swaraj. It is sect~ar 
education that should be imparted in the schools and colleges, educatiOn 
that will fit the voung men who go out of them to take their place in the 
fight for Swara]. Let us therefore teach civics, political science and 
other secular subjects in our schools. The schools are not the places 
where religious education should be given. Schools and colleges are the 
training ground for the future citizens of India. Therefore, I oppose 
this resolution. 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED ~~ DEHL.U1 : Sir, from what I could 
gather from the able speech of the honourable member, I tl:Un.k: what he 
means is that the consideration of this resolution should be postponed till 
all the honourable members have gone through the Quran. 

·An Honourable MEMBER : No, no. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: For the information of the honourable 
members who have not understood the speech made in Kana.rese, I may 
tell them that the honourable member has opposed the resolution. 

An Honourable MEMBER : May I give the purport 1 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not think any translation is 
necessary. He opposed on the ground that the imparting of religious 
education is not possible in schools and colleges, where secular education 
alone should be imparted. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Has he supported the 
amendment 1 

Mr. K. <1. GOKHALE (Belgaum South): Sir, I stand to explain the 
resolution and the angle of vision with which I look at it. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER : The honourable member has got only two 
minutes more. 

)Ir. K. G. GOKHALE : Sir, I entirely agree that it is not only 
necessa1y for the Mussalmans to learn what is there in the Quran, but the 
time is come when all of us should also know of the Islamic 
Religion. 

)Ir. W. S. MUKADA.M : Sir, may I know whether the honourable 
member is speaking on the resolution or on the amendment ! 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order, order. The discussion is general; 
it relates both to the resolution and to the amendment. But as the time 
is now up, we may close the debate. 

'l'omorrow being Saturday, we shall meet at 10-30 a.m. 

Tile /louse tllen adjourned tilll0-30 a.m. on Saturday, the 29th January 
1938. 
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Saturday, the 29th January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Saturday, 
the 29th January 1938, at 10-30 a.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. V. MAVALANK.AR, LL.B., presiding. ' 

Present: 

AmALE, Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADt'R BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
!NTROLIK.A.R, Dr. K. B. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HusEIN ABooBAKER 
B~AGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH !Lui IsSA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. ~1. A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, 1\lr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CmTRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CotLACo, Dr. J. A. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINHJI B. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI lliHOMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAO N. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. M01u.RJI R. 
DEsAI, Mr. RANDIDR P. 
DESHMUKH, Mr. K. B. 
DESHMUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA.GOPA.L 
DESHPA.NDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FAIZ MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
FERREIRA., Mr. D. J. 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GA.DKA.RI, Mr. v. A. 
GAIKW AD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GA.vA..-.;KER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHA.TGE, Mr. G. R. 
GmA, Dr. C. J. 
GrLDE&, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. ~I. G. 
Gt'PTE, Mr. B. M. 
HAKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
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liA.LtiKERI, Mr. N. F. 
HmAY, Mr. B. S. 
lLKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G: 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAK.ATY, Mr. P. C. 
JHABVALA,Mr.S.H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KALYANI, Rao Saheb A. N. 
KAMBLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANUGA, Mrs. Vx.JAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANDIKAR, Mr. s. L. 
~VADE,Mr.R.K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KarHALE, Mr. B. S. 
KA.zr, Mr. Aztz GAFUR 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s. N. 

· KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable .:Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJl, Mr. BHA WANJI A. 
Kri:.LEDAR, Mr. MAHOMED MusA 
KuNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LAL.A, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANL.A.L NAGINDAS, :rtfr. 
!!A.NDLIK, l\Ir. R. N. 
1\!A.RATHE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BUDHAJIRAO 
l\1ASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
1\IEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
'MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MmzA AKHTAR HAsAN, Mr. 
MITHA, Mr. MAHOMED S. C. 
1\IoHAMEDALLY ALLABux, l\Ir. 
1\IORARBHAI KASANJI, Mr. 
!IUKA.DAM, Mr. W. S. 
1\luNsHI, the Honourable Mr. K.l\1. 
1\IUNsm, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NA.I.K, Mr. v. N. 
NANDA, 1\Ir. GULZARI LAL 

. NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NURIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. s. v. 
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PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBBAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BBAILALBBAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MAHOMEDBAWA ~I. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATEL, Mr. MusAJI E. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
l>ATIL, 1\Ir. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
l>ATIL, Mr. NARBAR R. 
PATIL, 1\Ir. S. K. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PIKE, 1\Ir. G. 0 .. 
PuRANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAJMAL LAKHICBAND, 1\Ir. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RANE, Mr. B. R. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RoBAM, Mr. P. J. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAKARLAL BALABHAI, Mr. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN 1\IAHOMED, Khan Bahadux 
SHINDE, :Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEORAO 
SHIRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SnRIKANT, 1\Ir. L. 1\I. 
SIDDIQUI, 1\Ir. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU 

SrNGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SoNGAVKAR, Mr. S. ·G. 
SuGANDHI, Mr.l\1. S. 

TALKAR, 1\Ir. K. R. 

THORAT, Mr. R. B. 

THUBE, Rao Babad11r V. L. 
TausE, 1\Irs. LAx:MIBAI GANESH 

TULPULE, 1\Ir. H. V. 
VAGHELA, 1\Ir. B. U, 
VARALE, Mr. B. H. 
VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAs, Mr. lsHVARLAL K. 
WADEKAR, 1\Ir. R. B. 
WAGH, Mr. P. W. 
WALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
Wn'l>REJUR, Mr. D. N. 
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SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member 
Mr. Phadake may ask his short notice questions. 

LEVY OF NoN-AGRICULTURAL AssESSMENT AT NAUPADA oF SALSETTE 

~IAHAL IN THANA DISTRICT. 

llr. G. K. PHADAK.E (Thana South): Sir, question No. 1. 

The Honourable Mr. M:ORARJI R. DESAI: Sir, Question No. 1 (a) 
is: "Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

(a) the order under which the revised non-agricultural assessment 
at a fiat rate of Rs. 4 per hundred square yards has been levied .since 
1932 in Naupada village of Salsette Mahal of the Thana district 1 

· The reply is:-" The full standard rate of Rs. 4 per 100 square yards 
was sanctioned in 1907 by Government Resolution No. 3411, dated 3rd 
April 1907 and was in force till 2nd September 1937. 

"It was, however, permissible under old Rule 56-III or new rule 83 of 
the Land Revenue Rules to levy a concession rate of Rs. 2 per 100 square 
yards when an agreement under section 67 of the Land Revenue Code,. 
complying with the building regulations prescribing the area of the open 
compound of the building plot and other similar conditions, was entered 
into by an occupant. This concession, which was given on the unbuilt 
area of a building plot, was withdrawn with effect from 29th August 1929-
by Government Notification No. 1890/28, dated 29th August 1929. 
Accordingly, the levy of the full rate of Rs. 4 per 100 square yards in 1932 
up till 2nd September 1937 was in order." 

Parts (b) and (c) of the question are: "(b) whether notice of this 
revised non-agricultural assessment was published in the Bombay Govern
ment Gazette as required by Rule No. 82 (3) of the Bombay Land Revenue 
Rules i 

"(c) if so, what is the date of the publication of this notice in the 
Bl»nbay Government Gazette and the page of the Bombay Government 
Gazette where the notice is published." 

The reply is: "(b) and (c) As the rate of Rs. 4 is not a revised rate, 
the question of issuing a public notice under section 82 (3) of the Land 
Revenue Rules does not arise." 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: With reference to (a), why was this concession 
withdrawn! 

The Honourable llr. MORARJI R. DESAI: In order to have 
uniformity throughout, because there were no concessions given 
elsewhere. 
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LEVY OF DOt'BLE AsSESS:ME:lli'T IY RESPECT OF NO:s--!GIDCULn:R.!L 

PLOTS IN NAUPADA VILLAGE OF 8ALSETTE lliB:A.L OP 
TILL"\A DISTRICT. 

llr. G. K. PHADAKE: Question No. 2. 

The Honourable )lr. MORARJI R. DES~U: Sir, the question is: 
"" Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

'(a) whether Government are aware that double assessment, namely, 
agricultural, as well as non-agricultural, has been recovered in respect 
of the same area, for the last three years from certain holders of non
agricultural plots of the Naupad.a villa.ge of Salsette Mahal of the Thana 
district; 

'(b) if so, under what provision of law; 

'(c) whether Government are aware that double assessment was 
recovered from the owner of survey No. 151, Hi.ssa No.4: of Naupad.a 
Yillage; 

'(d) whether Government are aware that the levy of double 
assessment is not in accordance with law; 

'(e) if so, whether Government have considered the advisability 
of refunding the extra amount recoyered to the persons concerned !' " 

The reply is : " (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e).-Government have made 
('nquiries and find that double recovery of agricultural and non-agricul
tural assessment has been made from certain building plots occupied by 
the Brahmin Housing Society, Naupada, and three other building plots 
in Naupada, Thana. One ofthese three other plots is in survey No.l51/-l. 
The Brahmin Housing Society, Naup~da, has a holding of 4: acres 
in which there are 4.3 non-agricultural plots. The non-agricultural plots 
Jlre assessed to non-agricultural assessment as each is built over, but the 
·Correction of the records, which will result in the removal of the agricul
tural assessment, has been postponed so that the whole correction may be 
.carried out at one time. This explains, though it does not excuse, the 
double levy in this case. The t.otal excess levy has, however, only been 
Rs. 33·5-0 a year. The procedure is wrong, and the Collector is taking 
steps to give refund of the land revenue collected in excess of what was 
.due." 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE TEMPORARY 
RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY.) 

The Honourable lli. K. ll. MUNSHI : Sir, I preient the report of the 
Select Committee on Bill No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the 
temporary relief or small holders in the Province of Bombay).• 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The report of the Select Committee 
'<>n Bill No. n of 1938 is presenW. 

1 Apptmdi.s 13. 
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BILL No. VU OF 1938 (A BILL TO REGULATE THE TRANSACTIONS. 
OF MONEY-LENDING IN THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY.) 

Question again proposed, " That the Bill be read a first time." 

The Ifonourable the SPEAKER : !!r. Mirza Akhtar Hasan. 

Mr. MIRZA AKHTAR HASAN (Trade Unions of Seamen and Dock
workers): Mr. Speaker, Sir, now I come to the most important feature 
of the Bill, namely, that relating to administrative control over transac
tions of money-lending in this province-that is, Chapter IV. Clause 
23 provides that the creditor shall furnish to the debtor a statement of the 
amounts of the principal and interest due to the creditor at the commence
ment of the year, the amount of any payment already received, the 
amount remaining unpaid, and the date upon which it became due, etc. 
I suggest for very practical reasons that not only a statement should be 
furnished to the debtor, but a copy of . it should be furnished to the 
Registrar. If a debtor is in dire necessity for loans, the creditor can 
dominate over him and get back from him all the copies given and destroy 
them. To avoid such a case, a copy of the statement to be furnished to 
the debtor should be furnished also to the Registrar. This may be 
provided at least in the rules to be framed under the Act. If a copy is 
kept with the Registrar, then the creditor will not be in a position later 
on to take any advantage of the debtor's position. Such a provision will 
greatly assist in the practical realisation of the object of this Bill. It may 
also be provided in the rules that on payment of certain fees, any man or 
the debtor should get copies of the statements filed with the Registrar. 

Clause 24 provides that a debtor to whom a statement of accounts has 
been furnished shall not be bound to acknowledge or deny its correctness 
and his failure to do so shall not, by itself, be deemed to be an admission 
of the correct.ness of the account. This is a novel departure from the 
existing principle of the law of evidence. I can understand the facility 
given to the debtor, but there should be some limitation on his rights. 
There should be some time limit within which if he does not accept the 
correctness of the inventory he should send an intimation to the Registrar. 
Beyond that period, he should be estopped from challenging the correct
ness of the account~. If a notice of a demand is sent to a pt>rson, and tba t 
person does not reply to that notice within a reasonable time, there 
is a presumption raised against him. Such presumption should apply 
against the debtor also, if he does not challenge the correctness of the 
statement given within a reasonable time. 

Clause 28 is a very important clause. It is the thin end of the wedge. 
When all other safeguards have been provided, this clause will act as 
a great tyranny over the creditors,-! mean those money-lenders who 
are carrying on their business legitimatel.v. Even at present, it will be 
seen from the records of the Small Cause Court that debts of Rs. 1,000 are 
made payable in instalments of Rs. 2 per month. You will, therefore, 
see how ridiculous such instalments have become. At least, there should 
be some safeguard for honest creditors .. 
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Then, we come to clause 34. The Honourable :t.Iinister in his opening 

speech has admitted that there is a growing tendency in our courts to 
show reluctance to order the re-opening of adjustment of accounts. or 
r,ourse, that has been the unfortunate position. But there must be some 
limit on the right to re-open transactions. Otherwise, there will be a la:.ge 
number of cases where applications will be made for the re"'()pening of past. 
transactions. Even now, we haYe provision in the Evidence Act, section 
91, to enable a man to re-open any issue when he wants to rebut any fact. 
Therefore, there need not be a hard and fast rule in this Bill enabling 
the court to reopen any transaction or any account already settled 
between the parties. If that is provided, frivolous requests will be made 
in courts. A man will come forward and say: "Some ten years ago, 
I had a transaction with the plaintiff, and I want that transaction to be 
examined". This will lead to multiplicity of work in the courts, and the 
courts will become congested. There shonld be at least some provision 
to limit the clause to tran.Qactions which occurred within the three years 
previous and to lay down that sufficient evidence should be produced 
by the debtor to convince the court as to the necessity of re-opening. 
Mere request ehould not be enough. 

I hare placed certain suggestions which may appear to go against the 
debtor, but we have to provide for the safety of everybody concerned. 
If re-opening of past adjustments is to be allowed on any frivolous 
requests, there will be great hardship caUBed to money-lenders, and the 
result will be that the institution of creditors is bound to suffer. The 
ultimate result will be the poor people will suffer, because they will not 
get any loan when they need it. 

Then, I come to clause 38. I do not agree with it at all, becaUBe 
loitering \\'ithin the vicinity of the house or residence would amount t() 
molestation. Where is the safety for the man who lends! If you put in 
a provision like this, no man will have the courage to invest his money in 
loans, bee<! use it will be something like backing a dark horse. This has 
to be considered very seriously. Those individual& who, for some 
reason or other, are not willing to go to the court, will have to send 
a man to collect the money. The debtor can then say:" Look here, this 
man has been loitering near my house ,, Then, the messenger will be 
St'llt to jail for three months. All these things should be taken into 
consideration. Only those persons who want to take illegitimate 
ad\'antage of the position of the debtor, those who want to belabour 
innocent people, should be dealt with. But people who want to carry 
on the legitimate business of money-lending should be safeguarded. 

With these words, I support the first reading of the Bill. 
~lr. D. W. HAfT (Thana Xorth) (Addressed the House in Marathi) : 

Sir, I rise to support the Bill. While doing so, I frankly admit that 
Government have taken every possible care to see that the lot of the 
agriculturist is improved. But I do not know how far that care will 
help the agriculturist in the actual working of the Act. If we look to 
some of the old enactments which were specially enacted for the benefit 
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of the agriculturist, we find that all these Acts had really an adverse 
efiect on the agriculturist. 

In the Bombay Presidency two enactments were enacted to improve 
the lot of the agriculturist, and th.!!y are the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act and the Usurious LoansAct. I do not, however, think that 
the agriculturists are really benefited by these two enactments. This 
has also been the view expressed by the Banking Enquiry Committee, 
which was appointed some 8 years back, for, in their report, at page 180, 
it is observed as under: 

"That the Act has produced evil effects almost everywhere is admitted by most, if not 
by all, but there is a great difference of opinion as to how it should be dealt with to counter
act them. Some suggest the entire repeal of the Act without any fresh enactment to 
take its place ; some its retention with modification, while others hold that tho Act 
should be repealed, and a new law containing such of the provisions of the present Act as 
have been found useful, should be enacted, and that, at the same time, the Usurious 
Loans Act should be more widely used." 

Now, I will proceed to the Committee's observations with regard to the 
working of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act. On page 180, at the 
top, they say as follows: 

" The evidence before us was almost unanimous in holding that the provisions of the 
Act were being evaded, that the agriculturist ha.d lost his credit, and that the honest 
money-lenders were forced to withdraw from doing money-lending business in rural areas. 
When the Act was first passed, the money-lenders were taken unawares. In their 
transactions with the agriculturists they had not bargained for the extraordinary pro· 
visions of the Act, and for the time being, they suffered loss which fell more heavily on 
those whose dealings were generally equitable and fair. Seeing that the working of the 
Act put a premium on dishonesty, the less scrupluous amongst them found means to 
circumvent its provisions. As the Court went into the past history of each transaction 
and often reduced the amount and the interest mentioned in the bond and allowed instal
ments for repayment, they took from the debtors bonds for much higher amounts than 
were actually advanced. They refused to give loans merely on personal security, and as 
the usual practice of the Court was to grant instalments in suits and the money could not 
be realised by foreclosure, they began to insist on the debtor passing a sale deed the 
oral agreement being that the land was to be returned when the debt was repaid." 

Therefore, the result was that the more the restrictions were imposed 
on the creditors, the more grew the .difficulties in the way of these agri
culturists getting loans. Sir, this fact has also been admitted by the 
Honourable the Home Minister when he introduced this Bill. In this 
Bill I do not find any provision which will put a stop to the creditors 
writing in the bond more amount than they actually advance. Honoux
able members know that generally creditors mention a larger amount in 
the bond than they actually advance. I admit that there is this provi
sion of a little fine, but in my opinion, this is not adequate. Even the 
agriculturist who has given such a. bond for a higher amount could not 
disclose that he has not actually received that much amount. So, in my 
opinion, it is necessary to provide a jail penalty for such transactions. 

Then, I submit that the money-lenders should be compulsorily 
registered. In the Statutory Report of the Reserve Bank of India, 
1937, it is stated as under:-

.. We are therefore in'favour of reasonable legislation regulating money-lending and 
making registration compulsory for all money·lenders." 
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'Therefore, I request the Honourable the Home Minister to see that 
compulsory registration is introduced, and every money-lender, before 
he starts his business, is required to take a registration certificate. Sir, 
suppose a money-lender goes on doing money-lending business for 
2-3 years, without taking a licence, and after that period he goes to court 
and is fined for not possessing a licence; he pays the fine and gets the 
licence and by having a licence he is able to obtain a decree of Rs. 1,000 
or Rs. 2,000 executed. In the English Act, registration is made compul
sory. So I submit that in our Act also there should be provision 
for compulsory registration. Sir, the Banking Enquiry Committeet to 
which I referred just now, say: 

"The English Money-lenders' Act requires every money-lender to take out a licence 
every year. No money-lender ill allowed to carry on businet111 without such a licence. 
&nd if he does ao, he ia liable to a fine of £100, and a similar. fine and imprisonment 
in addition for a second or a subsequent offence." 

I submit that such a provision is necessary in our Act. 

Then, Sir, provision should also be made for the inspection of accounts. 
There are .auditors, inspectors and such other officers appointed to 
inspect the accounts of Co-operative Societies. In the same way, 
I submit that auditors and inspectors should be appointed for examining 
the accounts of money-lenders and for paying surprise visits. In every 
taluka there should be such an officer and he should examine the 
accounts of the money-lenders doing business in that taluka. No doubt, 
inspection will be expensive. But we are told that the licence fee will 
bring in a revenue of about Rs. 3lakhs. A part of this amount may be 
spent for inspection. 

Another important thing is that before giving the loan we should 
make it incumbent upon the money-lender to 

11 a.m. enquire why the loan is required. At present, the 
money-lender gives the amount asked for or even 

more without making any formal enquiries as to why the loan is required. 
The sole object of the money-lender in advancing any amount, on some 
security, is to get possession of the lands of the agriculturist.· He knows 
too well that the agriculturist will not be able to pay back the amount 
and ultimately the lands would go into his hands. In this connection, 
I will quote what the report of the Reserve Bank says: 

" He is prepared to lend at all times of the d&y and he asks no inconvenient questions 
.about the object for whieh the 10&.11 is r&i.sed." 

So, I suggest that this Bill should provide that the money-lenders must 
enquire into the cause for which the loan is required, and the Court also, 
in dealing "·ith such cases, see whether an enquiry was made and money 
ad,·anced accordingly or not. On many occasions, loans are taken for 
performing marriage ceremonies. Most of the lands that have been 
mortgaged or Mid nre sold or mortgaged for repayment of loans taken . 
for marriages. Loans for marriages should be very small, i.e., not more 
than Rs. 00. The Co-<>perative Societies also make such enquiries. 
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Then with regard to the rate of interest, the Bill provides that for 

secured loans the rate of interest will be 9 per cent. and for unsecured 
loans it will be 12 per cent. I think this rate of interest is rather high .. 
We find from the report of the Ban~ing Enquiry Committee that in 
Gujarat the usual rate of interest is 12" per cent. and in Kolaba and other 
districts it is 18 per cent. The rate of interest provided for in the 
Madras Debt Relief Act is only 6 per cent. I, therefore, do not under
stand why we should not have the same. The conditions of this 
Presidency are quite similar to the conditions prevailing in Madras. 
The Co-operative Bank also charge only 6 or 6! per cent. Other Banks 
give on deposits only 2 or 3 per cent. We know that the agriculturist is 
not able to save any produce for himself, and over and above that, if he 
has to pay a heavy rate of interest he will be ruined. I think the rate of 
interest for secured loans should be 6 per cent. and for unsecured loans. 
it should be 8 per cent. 

Further, I find that the Bill is not restricted only to agriculturist 
borrowers but it extends to all borrowers. I submit there should be 
some special provisions in the Bill for the agriculturists. The definition 
of " agriculturist " is not given in this Bill. 

If all these suggestions are carried out, the agriculturists will get some 
relief. 

Khan Bahadur SHAIKH JAN MAHOMED (Poona District) 
(Addressed the House in Urcln): Sir, I rise to congratulate the Honour
able the Home Minister for bringing in this Money-lenders Bill. This 
Bill is as important as" Prohibition" itself. Just as a man who takes to 
drinking cannot get rid of that habit, so also once a man goes to 
"borrowing" he never gets out of that habit. I was Chairman of the 
Staff Enquiry Committee of the Cantonment Board in Poona. There 
I found that pro-notes for Rs. 500 were taken by the money-lenders and 
in return they used to pay only Rs._IOO or so. 

The money-lender is like a moth slowly eating the clothes. Once he 
gets hold of a man, he will not let him go until he is ruined. This 
money-lending business is bad and it should be controlled by Govern
ment. I particularly want to draw the attention of the Honourable 
Minister to the provisions of section 29, Chapter V, where the rate of 
interest for secured loans has been given as 9 per cent. and for unsecured 
loans 12 per cent. I hope the Select Committee, which will be 
appointed, will consider this question. This rate of interest i~ very 
high. Government does not pay more than 3 or 3l per cent. on 
its loans. Therefore this rate appears to be exorbitant. At the most 
it should be 6 per cent. and 9 per cent. respectively. This will be more 
beneficial to the poor people and they will thereby be able to pay back 
their money. I therefore propose that 6 and 9 per cent. should be 
substituted for 9 and 12 per cent. 

With these words, I support the Bill. 
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Mr. R. B. THORAT (Nasik East) (Addressed the HotMe tn Jfarathi) : 
Sir, I congratulate the Honourable Minister for bringing in this BilL 
I only want to bring to Lis notice that the wadhi-didhi business has not 
been included. (An Honourable Member: It is). I only wish to bring 
some more facts to your notice. In my part, this business is done on 
a large scale and the int€rest charged is exorbitant. For one maund 
sometimes one and a half to two maunds are received back and you can. 
imagine the rate of interest that it means. 

Another fact I wish to bring to your notice is that the account books 
should be registered as the money-lenders many a time keep more than 
one set of accounts, as will be borne out by my honourable friend 
Mr. Pataskar. 

My honourable friend Mr. Rant said that people take loans for 
marriages, etc. It is not a fact. The money-lender does not lend 
money unless the tenant is in trouble. Sometimes dam-dupat bonds are 
taken. Sometimes sale-deeds are taken, while there is an oral agree
ment to return. So I beg to point out that provisions should be made 
to meet all these contingencies. 

~Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Mr. Speaker, Sir, the 
Home Minister, who is in charge of this Bill, with llo view to impress upon 
this House the importance of this Bill, said the other day, that this Bill 
was going to affect the economic life of the Province. Sir, unless the Bill 
undergoes a radical change in the Select Committee, his claim that the 
Bill is important would not be justified. In support of my contention 
I will cite the statement made by the Prime Minister in connection with 
this Bill on another occasion when he spoke before the Bombay Shroff 
Association. He said in the course of his speech: 

" I am sure that your Association will welcome this mild provision. It does not affect 
any of your "rita! interests." 

Sir, I think the Honourable the Prime Minister has described the Bill in 
a more correct fashion than the Honourable the Home Minister did the 
other day. 

Sir, the objects of the Bill have been described to be the control of the 
rapacity of the money-lenders and the protection of the illiterate and 
helplef\S borrowers from the clutches of dishonest money-lenders. Before 
we can come to a correct estimation of this Bill, it would be necessary to 
d\':"erihe briefly how the ignorant and the illiterate debtors are being 
exploited by the dishonest money-lenders. Sir, the Honourable the 
Home )linister did not like when I quoted from the Encyclopredia of 
f:.orial ~cit'IH't•s th(' other day; but, Sir, today, I think he will. like if 
I quoh• snme passages from another document which he would respect. 
This is a passage from the proC'eedi.ngs of the Governor General's Council 
datt•d lith July 1879 when Sir T. Hope, the ~!ember in charge of the 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Bill, spoke on the occasion : 

"The passin~ of a bond by a natin of India is often of no more value as proof of a debt 
he tbf'rt:Ly a.:kno~ lc:.Jg(>6 than the confession by a man under torture of a crime he 
is <·h&l):OO ..-it h. The rommission urge two points that the money-lenders have learnt 
through our systt-m to u,;e an~ rely upon bonds almost exclusively and 'hat their bonus 
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.are mostly no correct representation of actual transactions. In close connection with 
this difficulty about bonds is that of usurious and of compound interest, whether only 
levied in the account, or also provided for in the bond. That the money-lenders do 
obtain bonds on false pretences; enter in them sums larger than agreed upon; deduct 
extortionate premiums; give no receipts for payments and then deny them ; credit 
produce at fraudulent prices; retain liquidated bonds and sue on them; use threats and 
warrants of imprisonment to extort fresh bOnds for sums not advanced; charge interest 
unstipulated for, over-calculated, or in contravention of Hindu law, and commit a score 
'()(other rogueries-these are facts proved by evidence so overwhelming that I scarcely 
know whos~ to quote out of the five volumes composing the report of the Commission." 

In another place, he said : 

"The Commission pointed out that the proportion of cases decided in Bombay 
-u parte, or in the absence of the defendant, vastly exceeded that in any other part of 
India. In the four districts the proportion ranged in 1876 from 60 to 74 per cent., and 
last year from 57 to 66 per cent. This has been ascribed to a variety of causes, of which 
the chief probably are ignorance of the ryot that he has a defence, want of means to 
pay a pleader, conviction that the Court, for want of time or other reasons, will not go 
.into the merits of his case or look behind the bond, fear of irritating his creditor by 
a defence or fraudulent non-service of summons." . 

He further said : 

"The tendency of the change of relations thus gradually brought about by the law will 
be seen to have been all one way in favour of the party possessing the most intelligence 
and money. Even of old, the superiority of the money-lender over the ryot was consider
-able, though the former had little power of compulsion; but by the law this superiority 
has been infinitely increased. The likening of the contest between them to one' between 
a child and a giant 1 is no figure of speech; yet the law presumes them both to be equal I 
"That the superiority is fully and often fraudulently availed of is proved by the vast 
increase of litigation just mentioned; by the evidence of judicial and revenue officers 
.and of numberless debtors; by the scrutiny of accounts by the Commission, and by the 
use in 1874 of some 150,000 warrants as threats only." 

Sir, the Deccan Riots Commission, which thoroughly investigated into 
this evil of indebtedness of the peasantry, came to the conclusion that of 
the many causes of heavy indebtedness of the peasant, one was the fraud 
-committed by the creditor and the other was the ignorance of the debtor. 
Sir, we shall have to judge this Bill by applying the test whether this Bill 
removes all the evils which have been described by the Deccan Riots 
Commission and which I have just now read. Sir, the Deccan Agricul
turists' Relief Act was enacted in order to remove the evils which were 
then found by Government to be rampant in the money-lending business. 
That Act has been now universally admitted to have failed miserably. 
I may give one or two instances to show how the object of that Act is 
defeated. Money-lenders cannot, under the provisions of that Act, charge 
interest which in the opinion of the court is exorbitant. In order 
to circumvent this provision in the Act, i£ the loan is for Rs. 100, the 
money-lender compels the debtor to pass a promissory note for Rs. 200 
-or Rs. 300. That is how he successfully evades this provision of the 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act. 

Sir another most serious defect in the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act ~ the definition of an agriculturist. Sir, this Bill wants to achieve 
what the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has failed to achieve. If 
therefore this object is to be achieved, it must contain more stringent 
measures and provisions than those which are provided for in the Deccan 
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Agriculturists' Relief Act. When I examine this Bill from that point of 
view. I come to the conclusion and the only conclusion that this Bill will 
not ~chieve the object which it has in view. 

Sir, when I read Chapter III of this Act, I am tempted to think that 
the Bill has been framed with the object of finding out a source of revenue 
to the Government. I do not quarrel with that object if that is the 
motive of the Bill, because I do want money-lenders to be taxed and 
hea,·ily taxe(l, but, Sir, in the explanation given in the Statement of 
Objects and Reasons about this third chapter, it has been stated:-

.. MrmPyl<·ndel'!! not holding a licence under the Act are precluded from getting a decree 
from any court in & suit to which the Act applies. The failure to obtain a licence would 
not necessarily non-suit the plaintiff moneylender; the Court may require him to produce 
a licence within throe months and may give him more time for such production." 

Section 13 nullifies the whole effect of Chapter three in the Act. 

11-30 a.m. 
I would have understood if Government had put in 
a provision to the effect that no suit would lie in 

any court unless a money-lender had a license with him. All suits of 
money-lenders, who have no licence, should be dismissed. Then, I could 
have understood the seriousness of purpose of Government to punish 
money-lenders who were not honest. By incorporating this section in 
the Bill, Government give a chance to dishonest money-lenders to carry 
on their business without licence and to plead before the court: "I have 
no licence. I will produce it, if the court gives me three months' time.'• 
The court is free to allow him time. The object of the Chapter III is, 
we are told, to penalise dishonest money-lenders, but it fails to achieve 
the object which it has in view. 

I now come to Chapter IV. This chapter seems to be intended t() 
protect the helpless and illiterate borrower from the clutches of dishonest 
mont>y-lenders. But, Sir, it does not achieve the purpose for which it is 
intended. Clause 22 (2) (a.) provides: 

"Every money-lender shall-

( a) deliver to the debtor within a reasonable time after a loa.n is ma.de, a statement 
in the langua.ge in whic·h he keeps his accounts showing in clear and distinct terms the 
amount and dare of the loan a.nd of its ma.turity, the nature of the eoourity, if any, for the 
loan, the name and address of the debtor and of the money-lender a.nd the rate of 
int~rest charged ; " 

It is provided that the statement of account is to be in the language 
in which the money-lender keeps his account and not in the language 
which is understood by the debt()r. Suppose I take a. loan from 
a Pat han money-lender, who has to deliver to me a. statement of account 
under this clause. He will give it in Pushtu, which I do not know. 
I will be required to approach some one who knows Pushtu to get it read. 
If I go t() a money-lender and ask him t() deliver a statement of account 
of the loan, he is to give it in the language in which he maintains his 
account which I may not know. I have had very bitter experience of 
how illiterate people are misled in the villages. Whenever handbills 
are distriLuted to them in their interest and they approach the literate 
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persons in the village to get them explained, they are told that the hand
hills are about a cinema. show. The statement of account should be 
delivered to the debtor in a. language which the debtor knows and not in 
the language in which the money-lender ket>ps his account. Suppose 
I go to a Marwari and ask him to give a statement of account. He will 
give it in one of the languages "Of Kathiawar or :Marwar which will give me 
no satisfaction. Sub-section (b) of that clause lays down: 

•• . , •• give to the debtor a plain and complete receipt for all payments made on account 
ilf any such loan within a reasonable time after such payments are made;" 

The clause here does not insist that the receipt should be given 
immediately but it only says that it should be given within a reasonable 
time. In this connection, I would like to draw the attention of the 
Honourable the Home Minister to section 64 of the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act, which runs thus : 

"The person to whom any agriculturist makes any payment of money in liq~dation 
of a debt shall, at the time of such payment, tender to such agriculturist, whether he 
demand the same or not, a written receipt for the amount of such payment." 

It is provided here that the receipt should be given immediately on 
payment of amount. It seems that the Honourable Minister either 
forgets or does not know that there are such provisions in the old Act. 
In spite of such clauses the money-lenders seldom tender receipts. 
It has been stated that the object of this Bill is to control the class of 
dishonest money-lenders. But we find not only nothing new in this 
Bill but that this Bill does not even come up to the level of the Deccan 
Agriculturists' Relief Act. 

Now, I will refer to Chapter V of the Bill. It has been made out that 
one of the most relieving features of this Bill is that it does not allow 
interest to exceed the principal. We are told that the principle of Dam 
Duppat is to be enforced. Sir, this provision can be easily evaded by 
dishonest money-lenders. By getting a bop.d renewed often, they can 
very easily secure more than Dam Duppat, which is allowed under this 
clause. Let me read another important passage from this weighty 
document: 

.. (But) under the law sincel859, the creditor is forced within every three years either 
to sue the debtor, or to obtain from him a fresh bond for principal and any accumulated 
interest. In practice, he does so nearly every two years, in order to make sure of not 
missing the period through any accident or default. To show the difference between the 
two laws : Rupees 100 at 9 per cent. becomes Rs. 208 in 12 years ; but if the bond be 
renewed triennially, the amount is raised toRs. 260." 

It will thus be seen that, though this clause does not allow interest 
that will exceed the principal, the money-lenders, most of whom 
are unfortunately dishonest, can easily evade this clause and get what 
they want. This clause does not achieve the object which it really 
wants to achieve. 

Now, I· will come to that clause which deals with the limitation 
of interest. In order to come to a proper judgment about this clause, it 
would be necessary to bring before the House what a heavy burden it 
imposes on the weakest section of the population. Sir, the Banking 
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Inquiry Committee in 1931 gave us the figures of debt on peasant.\:~. 
That report fixes the debt on agriculturist.\:~ at 95 crores of rupees. If we 
are to be satisfied with a rough estimate of the debt on peasants, the figure 
might be in the neighbourhood of 115 crores today. If you calculate the 
interest that they will have to pay on their debt under this Bill every year, 
taking the average rate of interest, it will come to 11 crores. This Bill is 
going to lay on the peasants this burden which is unbearable. The debt 
of the working classes which comes to 5 crores of rupees is not included in 
in the debt of the peasants. The working classes, according to this Bill, 
will have to pay annually 50 lakhs of rupees as interest. It means 
this. The peasants have to raise crops worth eleven crores of rupees every 
year in order that the money-lenders may have their interest. This is the 
greatest drain which my honourable friend 1\Ir. Raut forgot when he 
accounted for the indebtedness of the peasants. If the peasant has 
to raise corn and crops worth 11 crores of rupees for paying the interest of 
the money-lender, can he ever hope to keep enough to have for himself 
and his family two meals a day, so long as this drain continues! The 
rate of interest has been fixed at a very high level. 1\Iy own view on 
this point is that the rate of interest may be three per cent. on secured 
liebt or I! times the rate of interest charged by the Reserve Bank and 
41 per cent. on unsecured loans. 

We were told the other day by the Honourable the Prime Minister that 
he was a socialist. He aLso said that he differed from some of us in the 
ways and means of achieving that ideal. , I wish it were so. But I should 
like to ask the Cabinet, who sometimes say that they also believe in the 
ideal of socialism, whether they have considered the question of interest 
from that point of \iew. I will state the problem in the simplest possible 
terms. Suppose I lend a loan of Rs. 100 to the Honourable the Home 
~linister. [ltiierruption.] I say, suppose. According to this Bill, at 
the end of the year, I "ill not be satisfied if he pays me only Rs.100 back; 
I "ill expect from him, and demand from him, Rs. 109. I get Rs. 9 
more than what I had paid him. What did I do in the whole year to earn 
this amount of Rs. 9 1 Even if I had slept during the whole year and 
done nothing useful to society, I would get this amount ofRs. 9. I have 
not to la hour to earn this amount. I need not prove myself useful to 
society in any way in order to get the amount of interest; Then how 
does it happen that I can demand this amount of Rs. 9 for earning which 
I was not required t() work ! . Only because the amount of Rs.100 belongs 
to me. That is alL It is the toll of private property, collected with aid 
of State machinery from those who have not enough property. Sir, in 
this connt>Ction, I will read a passage from an authoritative book on this 
subject, "Economics as the Basis of Living Ethics", by John G. 
Murdoch, in order that in the select committee the whole problem may 
be considered from another point of view and from a different angle. 
The author says:-

.. ~ow the que.>tion is :-l\11t:tn~ this interest on cr.pit&l u such t W'beo.oe the 
poesibility of • m&n living, and that too very hand,somely,'llithout ever doing a single 
etrou of work t TIW he li\'118 from the in~' of his capital inTe&tmenta ia plr.ia 
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enough. But what is the explanation of the origin of this interest ? This interest is 
net interest. The profit of the enterprizers, of the Camegies, of the Harrimans in the 
days of their active service, might readily enough be granted to arise from the ~xercise 
of remarkable powers or from the using up of remarkable chances. Their rewards 
might be regarded at least a.s a just return for their extraordinary abilities. But how 
co!D~ it ~hat after they have cea.sed from th~!t .active labors! their capital can go on 
bnngmg m to them a yearly return, so many per cent. of thetr total investment? The 
laborer you plainly see .at work upon ~ ~erviceable article, a pair of gloves, a plough, 
a wagon or upon somethmg tha.t you posthvely know to be useful. The Superintendent, 
the maMger, and the boss you can plainly see to be doing necessary work in directing 
managing, conjoining the separate individual efforts of the hand·workers. You can easily 
see a Harriman evolving, as does an inventor, a new combination more effective than 
any former one for doing a certain work profitably. All these receive an economic 
reward, much of which you may be quite ready to pass by at first as more or less faultlessly 
earned and paid for. But these interest-getters, whose pleasant privilege it is to clip 
coupons, what do they do in the acts of economic production ?" 

And, Sir, he has given a reply to the question. 

"Some labor and reap ; some labor a.nd do not reap: some do not labour and yet 
· reap. These latter are exploitation. A part of this exploitation is interest. To b& 

a.ble to reap socially where one has not sown is the result of social conventions." 

Sir, I should like this Bill to be considered from that point of view, 
especially the provision which allows the creditor interest at 9 per cent. 
on secured loans and 12 per cent. on unsecured loans. 

Sir, the only clause which I welcome in this Bill is the one which deals 
with penalty for molestation. But even that clause does not go as far as. 
I want it go. The proviso which has been added takes away the 
e:ffect of the clause. The proviso reads : 

Provided that a person who attends at or near such house or place in order merely to. 
obtain or communicate information or to make a demand for a loan due shall not be· 
deemed to molest." 

If any one visits the mill gates on a pay day, he will find there hundreds 
of money-lenders waiting to snatch away the amount that the workers 
have earned by hard labour during the month. Before the labourer 
reaches home, the money-lender has his share with the result that he, 
again returns to the money-lender to borrow something more. That 
ought to be made a. cognizable o:ffence. That is what has been recom
mended ·by the Royal Commission on Labour. The Government of 
India had circulated this question for the opinion of the labour unions, 
and, if I mista.ke not, all unions did recommend to the Government of 
India to make it a cognizable o:ffence. But with this proviso, it will 
never become in e:ffect a cognizable o:ffence. The money-lender will say 
that he had been to see his debtor in order to demand his money back, 
and this proviso will protect him. The proviso is in a very crude form, 
and I hope it will be improved when the Bill goes to a select committee. 

In conclusio~, I will say only this-and I said it in the beginning
that unless radical changes are made in the Bill in the select committee, 
it will not achieve its object either of controlling the rapacity of dishonest 
money-lenders or of protecting the interests of the helpless and illiterate 
debtors. If, therefore, radical changes are not effected in the Bill, the 
Government may have only the satisfaction of getting a. Bill passed which 
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attempts to control money-lenderP-. In reality, however, it will mean 
that the Home Minister is being controlled by money-lenders inst~d of 
the money-lenders being controlled by him. 

~Jr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, it was the illustrious 
poet Shakespeare, more than four hundred years ago, who said, 
in his well-known drama Ilamlet, "Neither a borrower nor a lender 
be ; For borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry ". I am son] 
the poet forgot to say that lending cuts the very nose of human 
society. But he flourished in times when Britain was laying out 
her tentacles all over 'the different parts of the world in the form 
of co!onies and was laying the early foundations of imperialism. 
However, the present Bill has got two important factors which 
should be considered. The Government, as it at present stands, is 
certainly a union of master classes. By the introduction of a Bill 
like this, Government is not helping in the direction of rooting out 
exploitation totally and eradicating the system of indebtedness. 
The Government has always accepted a particular medium policy, and 
that policy is of the halting stage. In view of this the utmost members 
like me can. do is to put up with a Bill like this which certainly deserves 
all support. On behalf of the working classes-! have lived among them 
and worked for them-1 should say that this measure is a distinct step 
forward. It should not be delayed a day' longer and should be put on 
the statute book with the least possible delay. I heard the other day the 
Honourable the Home ~linister saying that he was desirous of sending 
it to a select committee, and the select committee would elicit public 
opinion, especially the opinion of those persons who go in for 
money-lending business, and on the basis of those ·opinions the 
select committee might formulate its final conclusions before coming 
back to the House. I heard him say so. My objection· to that is 
that it is a wrong step which is suggested by the Honourable the 
Home Minister. The Bill may be sent to a select committee 
I agree, but the select committee must submit its report before 
the present session closes and the Bill must go through in the present 
session. The debtor can no longer tolerate the present ignominons 
state of tyranny at the hand of the creditor. There is no need to elicit 
opinion on the subject. If it is going to elicit the opinion of big banking 
concerns and similar other money-lending concerns, the result will be 
that it will he put on the wrong track, and perhaps the opposition 
to the Bill a.s it stands at present might be stiffened when it 
might not be satisfactorily met in a House like this. Therefore, my 
submission is that if the Bill is sent to a select committee, it should 
submit its report as early as possible, and it should be gone through at 
an early stage. 

Sir, ~oney was avowedly started as a medium of exchange, but at 
prese~t 1~ b.'\8 become a regular source of exploitation. In the capitafut 
organiSation that we have all start~d in this world, without money one 
cannot do. But lending as a business is wicked. Lending .money suggests 
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the ~dea of fellow-feeling and human sympathy, and that was the reason 
why Prop~et :Mahomed objected to so?d, meaning interest charged when
ever help m the form of money was gtven to any person. It is a matter 
of surpr.ise to me to see ce~ain of my ]lahomedan friends standing up 
and saymg that the rate of mterest Should be altered this way and that 
way instead of asking for the doing away of the whole principle of interest 
altogether. However, the Congress Government has adopted a parti
cular line of policy, namely, to do as much good as possible under the 
present economic conditions, and with that view, certainly this Bill 
deserves all support at its first reading. 

Sir, when the Bill goes to the select committee, certain of the clauses 
will have to be overhauled .. This is not the time to discuss the details, 
but certainly some of the clauses require amendation to a very great 
extent, and that is with regard to Chapter V. Chapter V is rather a very 
mild one. It requires to be further stiffly strengthened. In paragraph 8 
of the Statement of Objects and Reasons it is stated that the rate oi 
interest will be 9 per cent. on secured loans and 12 per cent. on unsecured 
loans. This is ominously over-stepping the limit. This will have to 
be threshed out thoroughly well before Government arrives at a final con
clusion. The very idea that there should be a heavy rate of interest has 
prompted Government to resort to a measure like this1 and yet Govern
ment are still insistent on the fact that there should be a heavy rate of 
interest like the one that is provided for in the Bill. 

Then, Sir, with regard to the same chapter, there are certain other 
objectionable features, and they have been shown in paragraphs 9, 11, 12 
and 13. Coming to the last paragraph, No. 13, as regards molestation 
I have a good deal of experience among the working classes, and so even 
this clause requires to be thoroughly well elucidated. The whole 
principle of molestation should be thoroughly understood, and measures 
require to be taken by which the hands of the poor unfortunate debtor, 
who gets himself entangled due to tli~_ forces of economic circumstances 
are strengthened. He should be freed from molestation altogether. It 
is not right that any allowance should be accorded to any creditor, 
whether he be a bourgeois creditor or he be a proletarian creditor, mean
ing to say a creditor who advances money to the bourgeois people or 
one who advances to the proletariat. It is not desirable that anybody, 
who in time of need stands as a helper to anybody else, should try to 
dominate even the social and domestic life of the poor unfortunate 
indebted man, and the clause dealing with molestation requires to be 
very well strengthened in favour of the debtor. What do you find is 
the condition of the working classes ~ In the mill area you will find 
a. large army of these creditors, especially of the Pathan tribe, standing 
there and snatching away the wages that may be in the hands of the 
labourers after a month's wearisome toil. We have protested consistently 
against this, and some employers have found it desirable to keep these 
money-lenders out of their precincts. But then they could not be 
prevented from 'exercising elsewhere the kind of molestation which under 
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the present conditions they can so exercise. These Patha.ns are a tribe 
of people who group themselves together to carry on this particular kind 
of business. My protest is that lending money should not be a business 
u such. A man comes from the north having got barely Rs. 30 or Rs. ~0 
in his pocket and becomes a very prosperous man in a. short time by 
wandering about the places inhabited by the working classes and agricul
tural people and lending money to them at exorbitant rates of interest. 
What is t.ha.t due to! That is due to the fact that there is a heavy 
amount of indebtedness; people require to subsist themselves and when 
they do not find money they avail themselves of these resources. But 
those persons who lend money should not be privileged as a business class 
in themselv~>s, and allowed to exercise any kind of molestation whatsoever 
on whomsoever they would lay their hands on. Therefore, this clause 
also requires a great deal of emeqdation. 

Sir, my stand as regards this Bill is perfectly clear and it is this, that 
the money-lender is nothing but a product of the modern capitalist 
s~·stem and therefore he requires to be totally uprooted. But before 
the system of lending is totally uprooted, the old question will come, 
namely, the reorganisation of the whole social order itself, for which the 
Congress Government are unfortunately not prepared at present. How· 
ever, the Bill is a step in that pointed direction. It tries to modify the 
prevailing evil underlying the social order to a certain extent and it tries 
to give some relief to the poor indebted man. Therefore, I heartily 
welcome this Bill and request tbe Government Benches to speed up the 
whole business and put it on the statute book as early as possible. · 

Mr. H. V. PATASKAR (East Khandesh West): Sir, I .rise to offer 
a few remarks with respect-to the measure which has been brought forward 
by the Honourable the Home Minister. In spite of the fact that the 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has been in operation for over 60 or 
70 years in this Presidency, it has failed to achieve the purpose for which 
it was enacted. Without going into the details, I might say, as every 
man with experience of litigation and particularly civil litigation knows, 
tltat the Act has only been able to produce a dishonest class of creditors 
and an equally dishonest class of debtors. Beyond bringing these two 
classes into existence, it has absolutely failed to be of any use. Probably 
when the Act was introduced [Interruption] debtors were not so dishonest. 
But as a result of the working of this Act, the debtor also is made dis
honest. Impoverishment has also contributed to the same factor. When 
poor people now require money, they have no alternative but to go to 
a dishonest creditor, because the honest creditor has hardly any place in 
the present system by which money is lent by one man to another. The
present Bill is an improvement on the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act, beeJAuse under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act the State steps 
in only when the parties go to Court. But if they did not go to Court, 
there was no State interference by which the taking of excessive interest 
or carrying out other fraudulent acta was prevented. The present Bill 
seeks to control money-lending even prior to its reaching the stage of the 
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Court. For instance, though under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act Courts are empowered to reduce the rate of interest whenever they 

find it excessive and they have done so, still a 
dishonest credi~o.r was in a position to exact any rate 
of interest from a needy creditor without going to · 

12noon. 

Court. He used all means at his disposal to see that instead of reachina 
the Court his purpose of exacting this high rate of interest, or even at ; 
times exacting the double amount half of which had been really borrowed, · 
could be achieved. Therefore, this Bill is an improvement in this respeet, 
that it controls the rate of interest at a prior stage. Now, when this Bill 
is passed, the creditor cannot charge more interest than that provided 
for in the Act. There may be differences of opinion as to whether the 
rate of interest thus provided should be 1 per cent. or 2 per cent. or 
9 per cent. or even 12 per cent. These are matters of detail. Rates of 
interest will have to depend, as they always depend, on several factors 
and unless all those things are considered, we cannot say whether the . 
particular rates provided for are really excessive or are reasonable. 

Similarly, with respect to the keeping of accounts the present Bill 
provides that every money-lender to whom a licence is issued must keep· 
accounts in a particular manner. Under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act even though there was provision for taking accounts, etc., there . 
were several creditors who did not keep any accounts and were the better · 
for not keeping them, when they had to go to a Court of law. And that 
is why, I think, there is a tendency on the part of creditors not to keep 
accounts, or if at all they keep, not to produce them in a Court of law 
and say that they do not keep accounts. Such a thing will be prevented 
after this Bill is passed into law, be'cause it is provided that a licensed 
money-lender must keep accounts in a particular form. 

Then there is provision against molestation. This is also a 
commendable improvement. 

Then another direction in which this Bill is an improvement is that its· 
provisions will cover all transactions between any class of people. The 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act was confined to a particular section 
of the people, namely, the agriculturists. 

Then a point was made as to why the statement of accounts that iff 
to be given by the creditor should be in the language of the creditor. 
It is true that in many cases the debtor may not be in a position t(}c 
understand the language in which the accounts are kept by the creditor, 
but the fact is that from another point of view it is desirable that these 
extracts should be given in the language in which the accounts are kept 
by the creditor. Supposing there is a dishonest creditor who gives 
a translation and not an exact extract of what is written in the account 
books to the debtor and subsequently it is found that the translated 
extract is not correct and some entries are not found in the original 
account-books, then he can turn out and say that the translation was 
merely incorrect. So, in order that the creditor may be pinned down 
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to the fact that what is given to a debtor is an exact copy of what has 
bern written in his account books it is desirable that it should be in the 
language in which the accounts are kept. Of course, the debtor will 
have a little trouble in getting its translation from somebody else, if he 
does not know that particular language, but he can be sure that the 
extract which has been supplied to him is a replica of the original accounts. 
It was said that if a money-lender who is a Pathan-generally 
Pathans are money-lenders-was required to write his accounts in the 
Kabuli language, wherefrom was the debtor to get a translation of that 
extract of the accounts in the Kabuli language 1 I agree that there is 
some force in this argument, but it is certainly safer that a debtor must 
get an exact copy of what is written in the accounts of the creditor in 
his own language, may it be the Pustu of a Pathan money-lender. So 
that, if it is subsequently found that there is any change in the copy, 
he can be prosecuted and proceeded against, under the provisions of this 
A.ct. Therefore, I submit that it is desirable that an exact replica of 
what has been written in the accounts by the creditor should be produced 
to the debtor, and so the provision is correct. 

Sir, I know of dishonest creditors who, whenever they have to advance 
money, t.ake the document of a much earlier date and go to Courts and 
secure award decrees for a larger amount than they intend actually to 
adrance to the debtor and it is only after getting such decrees that 
they advance the agreed amount. The debtor is compelled to· give 
the document of a prior date because he finds that he is not in a position 
to get money anywhere else, and that is why he submits to all these 
harassments at the hands of the creditor. So, our attempt should be 
t<;~ bring together a class of honest debtors and a class of honest creditors. 
If we merely start with the idea ot crushing the creditor without regard 
to the fact that we want to bring into existence a class of honest debtors 
our attempts are likely to fail. There are some people who say that 
merely because certain restrictions of a very harsh character are imposed 
on the creditor, that by itself is not going to achieve the object. I have 
every sympathy with the poor people who are the victims of dishonest 
creditors, but rest.Iictions of a harsh character on the creditors alone are 
not likely to help us. Our attempt should be to create honesty both 
among the debtors and the creditors. I know there are debtors as well, 
who, because they find that the creditors as a class are generally ill~ 
r<>puted, go to a man, who is not a real creditor because he does not do 
money-lending business, but who happens to be their relation or 
neighbour, or with whom they are in some way connected, borrow money 
from him and then raise false contentions as if the man was a bad type of 
money-lender and belonged to that rapacious class of creditors, and try 
to cheat him of his dues. The result has been that we find both creditors 
as well as debtors who are dishonest. I believe, therefore, that the idea 
behind the present Bill which gives so much protection t<O the debtor, 
is that we want by this means to produce also a class of credit<>rs who 
will think that if they comply with all the conditions laid down and enter 
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into honest transactions, they will be able to recover the amounts without. 
any trouble or harassment. I think, Sir, from this point of view,. 
the present Bill is certainly a great progress. 

Then, this is not a very new experiment which this Congress Govern~ 
ment intends to make. It is a tri!l_d.measure. The present Bill very 
closely follows the lines of an English enactment passed there so lately 
as the year 1927 and after taking into consideration the experience of 
other countries and the conditions which prevail here, this is an honest 
effort on the part of Government to have an improved state of affairs 
so far as the dealings between these two classes are concerned. 

In spite of all sayings to the contrary, I submit the creditor and the 
debtor as such are bound to be there for all time. They are there from 
times immemorial and they will continue to be there in spite of all the 
provisions that have been laid down here. For instance, reference was 
made to Shakespeare, saying "neither a borrower nor a lender be", 
but his advice still remains practically without being followed for all these · 
400 years, and so long as society remains what it is today, we need both 
a creditor and a debtor. All that we want is that we must have an honest 
creditor and an honest debtor. 

It is with these objects that the present Bill is brought forward and 
I hope it will receive the unanimous support of the whole House. 

:Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I rise to support the first 
reading of this Bill. It is meant to control and regulate the transactions 
of money-lending business, and not to introduce socialism here. There 
are many bad practices in this profession, and as the Honourable the 
1\Iover of this Bill pointed out to us the other day, there are many 
dishonest dealings also. But dishonesty is not peculiar to this profession 
only. There are dishonest people in every walk o£ life. Nevertheless, 
it is necessary and wholesome to free this profession of the abuses that 
have crept into it. But, Sir, it is not necessary to introduce in such a 
measure such objectionable and novel features as would harm the 
interests of honest money-lenders. ·Much of the discussion has been on 
theoretical grounds. I am sorry that I am not so learned as my other 
honourable friends here. I am speaking from a practical point of view 
(Interruption). Yes, also from experience. I am a money-lender and 
I am not ashamed of it so long as I carry on my business as honestly 
as my friends can carry on their own profession. Sir, this is a very 
important Bill ; it is more important than the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relief Act. 1\Iany honest money-lenders were completely ruined after· 
the introduction of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, because it 
contains clauses which are harmful to the conduct of honest dealings. It is~ 
therefore, gratifying to note that this Bill has been framed with great 
caution, consideration and care. It gives the money-lender time to. 
pause and to think ; it gives him time even to wind up his bus~ne~s, 
ii he thinks it advisable to do so. Nevertheless, it will revolut10mse 
the whole money-lending business ; it will revolutionise the whole 
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economic life of the country. It will have far-reaching effects in the 
countryside. In those parts, there are money-lenders, who are ignorant 
of the modem ways and methods. The eniorcement of modem laws 
have made them so timid that the very words "Registrar of Money· 
lenders" would terrify them. There are money-lenders, who would rather 
forego their dues than go to a court of law. They want to avoid the 
insolence of the office, the law's delay and all the hardships that they are 
subjected to when they enter a court of Ia w. These people will close their 
business. There are others who are forced to do this business because 
they have to live amidst impoverished villagers; then there are others 
who are averse to such restrictions being put on them. Just imag4le 
the effect that will take place on all these people. There is no provision 
for credit to the agriculturists in any other way. When this supply 
is closed suddenly, it will be very difficult for them to get any money. 
It is these people who have helped them up to now, and if this source 
is not available to them, I cannot imagine how they will tide over this 
difficulty for the time·being. It is, therefore, gratifying to note also that 
Government do not wish to carry this Bill quickly. My honourable 
friend (M:r. Jhabvala) wants this enactment even today. I am opposed 
to it. It .requires still more consideration, and I hope after it is sent 
for eliciting public opinion and after it is referred to a Select Committee. 
many of the objectionable features in it will be modified. 

Then, Sir, the first objectionable feature in it-1 am speaking 
generally-is the liability of a co-parcener in a joint Hindu family. 
This is altogether a very novel idea. It goes one step further or it 
surpasses the Criminal Law Amendment Act. That Act provides punish
ment for a man who has acted, who is acting or who is likely to act ; 
but this Act provides punishment for a man who has not acted at all. 
A is a money-lender and B is his brother studying in a college. B is 
absolut('ly ignorant of the ways and methods of A's dealings, but B 'Will 
have to suffer all the punishment for a certain misdeed by A. That is 
wry objectionable and I think it should be modified in the Select 
rJ()mmittt>e. 

Then, Sir, the second novel feature in it is that there is & very, very 
heavy penalty provided in it. When a licens~ is cancelled, the money
l~nder is completdy ruined. If the money-lender acts in any contraven
tiOn of the provisions of this Bill regarding the license, his license will be 
cancelled, and in that case, it will not be possible for him to recover his 
outstandings. That "ill completely ruin him. No doubt, there must 
be rome punishment, but it is not proper to completdy ruin him for
a single misdeed of his. 

Tben, Sir, much is said about the rate of interest. I am sorry 
honourablt> members, who ha,·e spoken up to now, have never done this 
business. It is the misfortune of the money-lenders that they cannot 
Crt'ate or coin money. They ha\·e to borrow it from others. I miaht 
tell it from my experience and I tdl it to you from my own experie~e& 
that it is tery difficult to borrow money even at the rate of 71 per Ct!nt. 
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interest on a f.ecured loan. Under these circumstances, how is it possilJle 
for a money-lender to do his business with such a low margin as 1! per 
cent. t That is as regards secured loans .. As regards the unsecured ioans 
also, there is no consideration about the bad debts. Debtors generally 
borrow beyond their capacity and they have the liberty to borrow from 
as many sources as possible. It is very difficult for the money-lender, in 
such circumstances, to recover the whole advance that has been given to 
the debtors. That consideration must be met whilst stipulating the 
rate of interest on unsecured loans and, if this consideration is made, 
I think the rate of interest is not so high. :My honourable friend, 
:Mr. Parulekar said that the rate of interest should be li per cent., or 3i 
per cent. and 4l per cent. Then it is better to wipe out the whole class. 
(Hear, hear.) I shall not be sorry if you abolish this class, because it is 
n.:.uch abused and if it is not necessary in the society it should better be 
abolished, but if it is certainly very useful it should be there and it 
should be there with some checks in order that there should be no 
abuse. 

Then, Sir, it will be very difficult for the petty money-lenders to do 
their business. There are money-lenders in the villages whose advances 
do not amount to more than a hundred rupees in a year. It is not that 
they wish to do this money-lending business, but they are forced to do it 
because they are to live in a society, they are forced to advance money 
to their co-workers, their associates, their relations, in emergencies like 
'death, loss of cattle or certain other calamities. To enforce these 
restrictions on these people and to ask them to go through all the 
formalities of the law is not proper. There ought to be some exclusion 
made regarding the amount of capital. Those persons whose business 
cannot amount to more than a hundred or two hundred rupees should be 
.excluded from these restrictions. 

Then concession must also be provided for temporary and casual 
loans when submitting the statement of accounts. There are so many 
occasions when we have to make casual and temporary advances to our 
friends, relations and so many other people. It will be very difficult 
for a money-lender, if every time he has to give the statement of account 
to these people. 

· These are some objectionable parts in this Bill. There are others, 
but I am only dealing with these and I hope that they will be modified 
in the Select Committee. I agree with the honourable member 
:Mr. Pataskar that there is no restriction on the debtor. Such laws have 
the tendency to put restriction on the money-lenders only. There is no 
restriction on the borrower. He can act as he likes. The law teaches 
:him to defer the payment of his borrowing. It even helps him in having 
a loan which has been strictly given in accordance with the provisions of 
the law. That has been the effect of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act and the atmosphere is such that when a money-lender goes to a co~rt 
he is supposed to be the most dishonest person in the world, while 
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a l,orrower is supposed to be the most honest and straightforward one, 
willing to pay every farthing that he has taken and the court thinks it its 
duty to extricate him from the clutches of this money-lender. Such 
considerations shown to a debt()r compel the honest money-lender to be 
dishonest or to make room for others who will pay the debtors in their 
own coin. There must be some restrictions on the debt()r and if this Act 
is meant for protecting the honest money-lender, this attitude towards 
deLtors must be changed. Otherwise, the Bill will have the same effect 
as the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act has. Money-lenders will always 
obe,. all the restrictions of these laws, while there will be others who will 
not. ol•ey these laws and still flourish as we find them flourishing even 
now, though there is the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act and though 
their dealings are questionable. But as the honourable the mover of 
this Bill has said, it is a Bill to protect the honest money-lender. That is 
a good ain1 and I welcome this measure because it is meant in the right 
direction. Whether it will have the desired effect or not I cannot say 
for the present. But I wish that this measure may protect the honest 
money-lenders. Otherwise those who are still conducting that business 
on honest lines, even against odds, will have to clear the field for others 
whose ways Vo'e shall have to deplore. I, therefore, support the first 
reading of this Bill with these qualifications that these objectionable 
features in this Bill would be modified. It should be sent to all the 
people concerned, their views should be considered properly and it 
should Le introduced with a view that it shall not disturb the agricultural 
economy as far as possible. I do not say that it will not be disturbed at 
all, but it should be disturbed least so long as you do not make any other 
pro\·ision for the supply of their credit. 

With these words, I support the first reading of the Bill. 

~Ir. B. K. GAIKW AD (Nasik West) (Addressed the House in Maratlul: 
Sir, I rise to support the first reading of the Bill. 

12
-3° p.m. The honourable member Mr. Pataskar said that it 

was the dishonesty of the debtors that compelled the creditors to be dis
honest and to have promissory notes for larger sums than what are in 
fact }('nt. 

)lr. H. Y. PATASKA.R : I did not say that. The honourable member 
seems to have completely misunderstood my remirks . 

. )lr. B. K. GAIKWAD: Anyway, I have only one or two things to say. 
S1r, a fear has been expressed that this Bill will drive the money-lenders 
out of the money-lending business altogether and that, as a consequence, 
po_o~ agri~ulturists and other needy people will not have the means of 
raiSing a httlt> money when they need it for agriculture or for other urgent 
nt'cessities. It is feared that capital will fight shy of agriculturists. 
The honourable mt.>mber )lr. Phadake also said that some of the sahukars 
have lost all tht'ir money in this lendina business, but I say that the 
proportion of the debtors who have lost their all that belonged to them 
to the creditors as compared with the proportion of the creditors who may 
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have lost something in the transactions is certainly quite large. There
is, Sir, another class of creditors, sub-creditors, people who have no money· 
of their own to lend but who borrow money from bigger lenders, at say· 
4percent.andlenditto the poor needy persons at say 8 per cent. and thus 
make four per cent. profit for themselves. Such a class of parasites has 
arisen, no doubt. We see that no "niatter how much salaries or wages are 
reduced, the people, through sheer necessity, stick to their jobs and. 
continue their occupation even in spite of the reduction. Similarly, the 
money-lenders are sure to pursue their occupation of lending money
in spite of reduction in the rate of interest. Otherwise, how else can they 
live~ They live on interest. They cannot have interest if they do not 
lend. They do not belong to the class of producers. They live on the 
produce of others which they secure in the form of interest. · 

I know well that this Bill is not perfect at all. Sir, no man is perfect,. 
no Bill is perfect and nothing in this world is perfect. But as the, 
Honourable Minister is going to send this Bill to a select committee,, 
I hope. that the committee will be able to remove the defects that 
certainly are in it at present and resubmit a more perfect measure than 
we now see before the House today. Whether the suggestion made by 
the honourable member Mr. Phadake to send this Bill for eliciting public 
opinion would be accepted or not, I do not know. All that I express is 
a hope that the select committee will take every care to check and 
remove much of the oppression and injustice which are at present the lot 
of the poor, illiterate, ignorant. masses o£ our peasantry and working 
classes. 

Sir, I support. 
Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, while listening to , 

the debate on the Money-lenders Registration Bill and while passing, 
of course cursorily, through the various provisions of the Bill, I was 
reminded of an occasion in this very House nearly six months back. · 
When the Honourable the Finance Minister introduced the budget in 1 

the last session, in his opening speech he was at some difficulty as to the : 
definition of a money-lender, and th:ere was, if I remember aright, a good 
deal of heated discussion in this House as to whether a poor old widow, 
who did lending business out of the savings of her life-time, could be 
properly called a money-lender or not. I have to congratulate the Gov
ernment that during the last six months there has been an advancement 
of knowledge in their case and they have, after these six months, arrived 
at some kind of an idea as to the meaning of the word" money-lender". 
After these congratulations, which I believe they will accept from me, 
I have to turn to the discussion that has been going on here. If I have 
understood the discussion aright, money-lenders have come to be 
a class that is absolutely hated by all sections of society. My little 
acquaintance with literature tells me that former kingdoms, former 
rulers, did not look upon creditors and money-lenders in that way. There 
is one small book called on:rr~;:fu'ij which describes the principles of 
Shivaji's administration. In that book, a whole chapter is devoted to. 
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money-lenders and creditors for a king; and the chapter begins: 
ijl~~( at U~ q- ~~~ mm. That was the importance that 
was attaclll~d to creditors of ancient kingdoms. As I look to the 
cllanged outlook that has come over this affair, I am inclined to 
give credit to the subtle methods which our foreign Government has. 
introduced in this country : in order that there may be some bufier 
against which popular hatred might be directed and in order that 
the Government itself may escape from that popular hatred, it has 
created a certain class which suffers the most from the storm of public 
indignation. Several enactments were passed against these money
](·ndert~, sowcars or creditors, by various provincial legislatures. All 
these enactments in several provinces have tended towards this one 
culmination, namely, the money-lending class, the creditor class, has 
come to be a class which is hated by society, as a whole. (Interruption.) 
I am coming to that. I llave also had some occasion of knowing society. 
I am not 1.1.bsolutely ignorant of society, though I have not the audacity 
of pretending that I am omniscient. From my knowledge· of society, 
I ran say that. there arl' sowcars or creditors who are creditable to society 
just as there are creditors or money-lenders who are a disgrace to society. 
In this respect, a" in other respect.s, the general rule holds good. It 
there is one man who eats his own shoes or who marries his grand
mother, there will be one such man in every one thousand; if there is 
one plearler arr..ong one hundred who is dishonest, you cannot conuemn 
the whole profession ; if there is one trader who is dishonest, you cannot 
condemn the whole trading community; so also, if there are a few· 
money-lendt>rs or sowcars who are dishonest, you nef.'d not condemn 
the whole class. Therefore, I haVf.' not been able to follow, after a good 
deal of effort, all these vituperations which were freely indulged in by 
some members aj!ainst the money-lending class. After all, all our 
rfforts and the efforts of Gov('rnment are directed towards helping the 
agriculturists in the country side. The money-lenders, as a class are 
bound to tmrvive, whatever may be your efforts to wipe them out or 
f'xistrnre. The poor villag('r knows his value, because every now and 
then, he has to fllll upon his next door neighbour for his needs and the 
cn'l.litor also knows what the requirements of the poor agriculturists are. 
Th"Y adjust tht>ir relations. Though they borrow and lend money, 
thry do not call one another as money-lender or borrower. If you are 
to adjust society, this kind of vituperation will not do. The idea must 
be the adjustment of relations in societv. 

I now turn to certain disrrepanci;s in the Bill. Perhaps, these 
discrrpancies are due to the fact that Government were faced with the 
problem of finding one common solution for varying sets of circum· 
stancrs. In clause 9, thry ha\·e defined "loan". Under the definition,. 
"loan" means an advance, whetherofmoney or in kind, and includes 
any tran!'llction which is in substance a loan, etc. Even if advances in. 
kind are to be included in the class of transactions-if it is so contem· 
plated by Government-! think a very great hardship will be caused in 
the country-side. Those persons who advance seeds or grain in th& 
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month of June to the agriculturists at times charge high rate of interest. 
That is no doubt true, but if it is tried to include these advances in kind 
up.der money-lending transactions, the poor agriculturist will be the 
greate~:~t sufferer. Also, the man who makes advances in kind is not 
likely to go to the registrar's office._to get a licence for the purpose of 
lending grain or seeds to the agriculturists. I hope this is not contem
plated by this section. If this is contemplated, the measure is likely to 
do more mischief than good to the agriculturists. Another objection is 
this. Even shop-keepers and grocers advance goods to agriculturists 
today. Because agriculturists do not pay hard cash, and because they 
purchase things on credit, the grocer or shop-keeper charges more than 
he would have done if the money had been paid then and there. Are 
these transactions to be included under this clau11e ~ If that is the 
intention of Government in bringing this Bill, it will cover a vtider sphere 
than what this Bill seems to suggest. Therefore, I would request 
Government to make it clear what they contemplate by this clause, 
whether it is intended to be wider than what it purports or whether 
they .want to restrict the Bill only to money-lending. 

· In the molestation clause, the penalty provided may be all right. I go 
a step further and say it is necessary so far as certain classes of money
lenders are concerned in cities. If the same clause is to be applied to 
the rural areas in all its rigidity, it wijl be a great hardship to the money-
1enders. Some mischief-monger in the village will go and inform his 
next door neighbour, the police patel, that a certain money-lender is 
molesting a debtor. Because the police patel is the dignified office1 of 
the village, he will take into his head to trouble the money-lender and the 
money-lender cannot even go to the debtor's house to demand his money. 
I think the molestation clause, as it stands, may apply to cities; but so 
£ar as the village side is concerned, it may be a source of hardship. 
'Therefore, I hope the framers of this Bill will explain what exactly they 
have in mind. 

·· Now, in this machinery for licensing as provided in the Bill, I think 
Government will be faced with one more responsibility. I want to know 
from Government whether they want to accept that responsibility. 
When once it is accepted as a fact that creditors are necessary, in spite 
of this machinery that you are going to set up, in the country side, if 
agriculturists are to have a time of prosperity and if the creditors are to 
do honest business in the country side with all these restrictions, then 
Government should provide greater help for recoveries than they are 
.doing now. Unless Government say something in the matter, I believe 
they will be simply penalising a class and they are simply following the 
-example of the Government that was in existence up till now. If there 
is. hardship, you have now set up a machinery by which that hardship 
.can be relieved, because unless there is a licence, the money-lender has 
no status as such in a court of law £or recovering his money. That is all 
right. But experience has shown that on account of the small in~tal
ments which creditors have been forced to take from debtor agriculturiSts, 
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the creditors also have been put to a lot of inconvenience. Now that you 
want to regulate the creditor's conduct according to your own laws, what 
protection are you going to give the money-lender who has been carrying 
on business honestly ! What protection are you going to afford that 
class of money-lenders who will carry on their business according to your 
own regulations, in order that they may survive in the countryside and 
be of some use to the agriculturists, who stand badly in need of help ! 
You must create some machinery yourself for relieving the agriculturist. 
For instance, Government may open grain depots in every village so that 
corn is made available to the villagers at the time of sowing. If that is 
done, it will relieve to some extent the hardships of the villagers, wh<> 
have now to be at the tender mercy of the sahukar. But so long as 
Government do not take any steps in that direction, the agriculturist 
will necessarily have to depend upon the sahukar money-lender, or the 
grain-lender, or whatever you call him. If these grain-lenders or money
lenders are not going to get any facilities for the recovery oftheir advances, 
you are simply penalising them both ways. Up to now they have been 
penalised : when they go to a court of law for the recovery of their debt 
of, say, Rs. 500, the court in its generosity offers yearly instalments of 
Rs. 10, so that the sahukar cannot hope to get the money during his own 
lifetime. That is a hardship with which we are all familiar. Now you are 
forcing the money-lenders and the creditors to subject themselves to this 
new piece of legislation. Therefore, it is the bounden duty of Govern
ment to change the practice that has been in vogue until now,, When 
the money-lender restricts himself in this way and subjects himself to all 
these regulations, it is the duty of Government to protect honest money
lenders and honest creditors so that they may get back in proper course 
of time what they have honestly advanced. Unless Government in this 
way try to adjust both sides of the problem-of course, it is a very 
difficult problem, I admit-if they want to do right to one party only, 
they will be doing a very serious wrong to the other. As I understand, 
this Government is bent upon keeping the equilibrium. If that profes
sion of keeping the equilibrium in society is to be taken at its face value, 
the other side of the picture will have to be seriously taken into account 
when the'Bill is taken to a select committee. If in the meantime any 
suggestions are made to Government when the Bill is published for 
eliciting public opinion, I trust that they will pay serious attention to 
the factor that I have pointed out and adjust the Bill so that no hardship 
is caused to either side. 

It is very easy nowadays to speak on behalf of the poor: I belong to 
the poor classes myself. As I belong to the poor classes, I know what 
their hardships are, though I do not always like to speak about them, in 
seawn and out of season. I venture to say that the poor classes, from 
whate\'er t:trata they come, are likely to be benefited more by an adjust
ment of relations between the different components of society than by 
Cl\'ating any kind of haLl blood between them. Therefore, I have 
always failed to understand the \·olleys of abuse that have every now 
and then been showered on the landlord, the creditor, the money-lender, 
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and other classes. They have their purpose to serve in society, and so 
long as they continue to serve it, they should be welcomed in society. 
If they have any defects, they may be remedied. 

Sir, if the Bill is modified when it is taken to the select committee, 
I believe the objects with which the~Bill is introduced will be served. 
From that point of view, I lend my support to the first reading . 

. The HonouralJle the SPEAKER: It seems there is no one who wishes 
to speak. So, I call upon the Honourable Minister for a reply. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, in view of the generally 
favourable reception of this Bill, at this stage I do not want to add 
anything to what I have already said. 

Question, " That the Bill be read a first time, " put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. MUNSHI: Sir, I beg to move: 

That Bill No. VII of 1938 (A Bill to regulate the transactions of money-lending in 
the Province of Bombay) be referred to a select committee consisting of the following 
honourable members :-

Sir Dhanjishah B. Cooper 
Mr. R. A. Khedgikar 
Mr. M. C. Ghia 
Mr. Sakarla.l Bala.bhai 
Mr. G. 0. Pike 
Rao Bahadur G. K. Chitale 
Mr. M. M. A. Bhaiji 
Mr. G. K. Phadake 
Mr. V. A. Gadkari 
Mr. R. R. Bhole 
Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan 
Mr. J. G. More 
Mr. Mirza Akhtar Hasan 
Mr. Mohamedally Allabux 
Mr. D. W. Raut. 
Mr. Bhawanji A. Khimji 
Mr. K. S. Firodea 
Mr. D. T. Aradhye 
Mr. S. R. Bhartiya 
Mr. H. V Pataskar 
Mr. Raj mal Lakhichand 
Mr. Dinkerrao N. Desai 
Mr. H. P. Mehta 
Mr. :M. M. Gandhi 
Mr. Kallangouda S. Patil 
Mr. Ga.mbhirrao A. Patil (Chavan) 
Mr. B. B. W alvekar 
Mr. Ma.lgouda P. Patil 
Mr. B. S. Hiray 
Mr. S. H. Sathe and 
myself; 

the quorum to be ten, and the Committee to report within two months. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : On a point of information. While speaking 
on the motion for the first reading of the Bill, the Honourable Minister 
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· stated that the Bill would be sent for eliciting public opinion. Now he 

Mys that it should he sent to a select committee. Has he changed his 
mind t 

The Honourahle Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : The honourable member did 
not follow what I said then. I stated in the beginning that the Bill 
would be referred to a select committee and also sent out to commercial· 
associations and to courts of law and other authorities for their 
opinion. 

Mr. S. L. KARAND.IKAR: :May I make a suggestion to the 
Honourable Minister 1 When once the select com· 

1 p.m. mittee has finished its labours and then the Bill is 
published for eliciting public opinion, it becomes 

more or less a matter of prestige- · 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Not for eliciting public 
opinion ; I said the opinion of certain authorities-courts of law and 
commercial associations. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Even then if the Bill is to be sent to these 
bodies for their opinion, once the select committee has arrived at a certain 
decision, it will he, I believe, very difficult for members to change their 
mind when once they ha\•e put their seal by signing the report. 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. l\WNSHI: The honourable member 
e\•idently has not a correct idea of what we propose to do. The Bill 
will be sent out now and the opinions will be placed before the select 
committee, and the select committee will come to a decision on the 
strength of the opinions received. 

Mr. S. L. KARA..m)IKAR : Then it comes to what Mr. Phadake was 
saying. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: May I know whether the Honourable 
Minist,er is thinking of sending the Bill t.o the working class organisations 
and peasants' organisations, who are vitally concerned, for eliciting their 
opinion! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\lUNSHI : If my honourable friend has 
got any suggestions to make as to the persons to whom the Bill should 
Le sent for opinion-

Mr. S. V. PARUI~EKAR : I desire that the Bill should be sent to the 
working class organisations and peasants' organisations for their 
Qpinions. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. 111. 1\lUNSm: If the honourable member 
supplies me '\\ith a list of them, I shall certainly do so. 

Question, "That the Bill be referred to the select committee named," 
put, and agreed to. 

The llouse then adjourned tiU 2 p.m., on Monday; t'M 31st January 
1938. 
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Jfonday, the 31st January 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on)!ond.ay, 
the 31st January 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the ·S,peaker, 
Mr. G. V. MA V ALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. ' 

Present: 

AID ALE, M:r. J. s. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HusEIN AnoonAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAJI IssA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M.A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. s. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, Mr. c. P. 
CHITRE, M;r. A. v. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. IsMAIL I. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. 
CURRION, Mr. FRED J. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDE.KAR, Mr. v. v. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI MA.HoMED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRAo.N. 
DEsAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, M:r. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, MRs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
F ..uz MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Sahe b 
FRENCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAiKWAD, l!r. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAV.A.NKER, Mr. S. K. 
GA.VIT, lli. D. P. 
GHA.TGE, Mr. G. R. 
Guu, Dr. C. J. 
Guu, Mr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D, 
GoKH.A.LE, Mr. K. G. 
Go PI, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
H.A.KEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
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li.Aw:KERI, Mr. N. F. 
HAsAN, Mr. Sn.Ai:KH MoHAMAD 
HmAY, Mr. B.s . 

. ILKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JHA:BVALA, Mr. s. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 
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ADJOURNMENT MOTION. 

Order of Administrative O.fficer of Ahmedabad District School Board 
re: singing of" Vande Mataram " in schools. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. The honourabl& 
1 

members Messrs. I. I. Chundrigar 1t11d Khan Saheb Faiz Mohamed Khan. ! 

handed over to me a written statement of a motion for the adjournment· 
of the business of the Assembly which they proposed to move for-! 
discussing the alleged issue of Circular No. 2331, dated 4th January 
1938, by the Administrative Officer of the District School Board,.. 
Ahmedabad, ordering the daily singing of the first stanza of the National 
Song "Vande Mataram" before beginning the school work. The
honourable member Khan Saheb Faiz Mohamed Khan approached 
me to obtain my consent to the proposed motion as required by para
graph 2 of Standing Order VII. 

I considered the matter very anxiously and carefully and found myself 
unable to give my consent. As the matter is an important one and 
involves a principle, guiding the moving of adjournment motions in 
this House in relation to subjects which are the primary concern of, 
and within the cognizance of Local Bodies, I deemed it proper to accede 
to the request of the honourable member to state my grounds for which 
I felt unable to consent to the proposed motion. 

Under Rule 11, a. motion for an adjournment of the business of the 
Assembly can be made for the purpose of discussing a definite matter
of urgent public importance, provided the Speaker consents thereto. 
As the motion related to a matter within the authority of a Local Body,. 
I felt doubtful, in view of the provision of Rule 22, clause (2}, as to 
whether it would be correct for me to give my consent to the motion~ 
even if the subject thereof be assumed to be a definite matter of urgent 
public importance. While all Local Bodies are within the jurisdiction 
of the Provincial Legislature, it was, to my mind, yet a. question as 
to how far Government could b~ held responsible for the circular 
and how far, therefore, it would be proper or competent for this 
House to interfere within the sphere of the internal autonomy of a, 

Local Body to influence, in any way, its decision by a discussion in 
this House. 

I, therefore, looked up Parliamentary Procedure and precedents, 
as also precedents in the Central Assembly. These have cle~red my 
doubts and confirmed me in my conclusion. 

In order that a motion for an adjournment of the business of the 
Assembly to discuss a matter may be. permitted it is not enough that 
the matter sought to be discussed should be definite, urgent and of 
public importance. Even if all these three elements are present, the 
Speaker may-nay, must-disallow the motion in certain cases, and 
the present is one such case. 
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[The Speaker] 
The principle governing the admissibility of such a motion dealing 

with the subject matter of some action taken by another administra~· 
tion is laid down in the following terms by the late .Mr. V. J. 
Patel, after a careful study of the Parliamentary procedure and 
precedents :-

" Generally speaking, motions for adjournment under Standing Order 11 (whlch is 
'I!Ubstantially the same as the Standing Order in our ca.se) must have relation directly or 
indirectly to the conduct or default on the part of Government and must be in the 
nature of criticism of the action of Government." 

In stating that he was supported by the Parliamentary precedents in 
this respect, he quoted the following passage from a ruling of the Speaker 
-of the House of Commons :-

"Motions for adjournment must have some relation to the conduct or default 
-of <fflvernment and must be in the nature of criticism of the <fflvernmen' either for 
having done some action or for having failed to do some action which waa urgently 
necessary at the moment. 11 

· 

This is further supported by a very recent precedent in the House of 
Commons. On 17th June 1937, :Mr. Churchill requested the Honourable 
Prime Minister of Britain to define more exactly the limits within which 
he was prepared to answer questions relating to events in India. So 
far as the principle goes, it makes no difference whether the criticism 
of Government takes place in the form of Questions and Answers or 
in the form of a discussion on an adjournment motion. The governing 
principle for both the forms of procedure is the same, and what one 
has to look to is the existence . or otherwise of the responsibility of 
a particular Minister or the Ministry in relation to the matter which 
is sought to be made the subject matter of a question or an adjourn
ment motion or a resolution. The Prime Minister of Britain stated 
as follows:-

" In so far 116 Ministers are responsible to the Provincial Legislature for the Govern• 
ment of the Province, it would be entirely inappropriate if this House (the House of 
Commons) were to call in question or to criticise by Qwtion and Ans-.rer their policies 
and ~tivities. As the House ia 'Mlll aware, the broad general principle underlying the 
proceR~~ of Question and Answer in this House is that a question should not be put to 

.a Minister unless he is responsible for the subject matter and is in a position to intervene 
and to Becure that t. particular line of actioa is either taken or ab&ndoned. Ia 110 
far as the matter is within the control of Ministem in & Province, the Secretary of State, 
in fact, nolongerhasanysuchresponsibility." 

In respect of matters for which the Secretary of State is responsible, 
e.g., action by the Governor without consulting his .Ministers or against 
their advice, et~., the Prime Minister suggested to the House that, even 
in such cases, the right" ought to be used with discretion and restraint,_ 
(Vide Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, Official Report, 
5th Series Vol. 325, col. 555.) The same principle is laid down in May's 
Parliamen' tary Practice in the following words :--

" !lotion• have also been ruled out of ordet when it appeued that t.he 
:administrative responsibility of the <fflvemment na not involved." (fide llaf'a 
Pt.rliament&ry ~tioe, 13th Edition, page 248.) 
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[The Speaker] 
The principal question for consideration with regard to the admissi

bility of the proposed motion is, therefore, whether it has a relation,. 
directly or indirectly, to the conduct or default on the part of Govern
ment and is in the nature of criticism of the action of Government. 
It is clear, as I shall presently illtrstrate by reference to the relevant 
provisions of the law and the rules under which the District School 
Board is created and functioning, that the issue of the circular has D(). 

such relation and the motion is, therefore, not admissible. 

The District School Board is a creation of the Bombay Primary 
Education Act (Born. Act No. IV of 1923). It has been held judicially 
in the case of the District School Board, Bijapur, versus Bhagvan 
Vasudev :?!Iarathe, reported at 34 Bombay Law Reporter, page 1500, 
that the District School Board constituted under section 3, sub
section (1), of the Bombay Primary Education Act, is a corporation. 
It has a statutory existence of its own separate from and independent 
of the District Local Board. It is governed by the Primary Education 
Act and the rules made by Government under section 27 (1) (a) of that 
Act. Under rule 32 of the rules made, the School Board is responsible,. 
subject to the provisions of the Primary Education Act and of the rules,. 
for the management and control of all primary schools maintained by 
the Local Authority. None of the provisions of the Bombay Primary 
Education Act or the Bombay Primary Education Rules made under 
the Act appear to give power to Government to interfere in this particular 
matter. 

The proposed motion· has no relation directly or indirectly to the 
conduct or default on the part of Government and cannot be in the 
nature of criticism of the action of Government. 

it ma} be argued that Government have got the authority or jurisdic
tion to assume the necessary powers either by fresh legislation or by rules. 
While this is so, it does not follow therefrom that Government have or can 
assume powers so long as that legislation andfor the rules are not made. 
Under the law, as it stands toda}, Government prima fac•e have not 
got the power. The legislature has chosen to transfer the responsibility 
to the Local Bodies and has thus deliberately, by its own act, placed the 
subject matter beyond the jurisdiction of the Provincial Government. 
So long, therefore, as jurisdiction on the subject matter is not assumed 
~y proper procedure, the matter is not within the administrative 
responsibility of the Provincial Government. 

For the above reasons, I am of the view that the proposed motion is 
not admissible, and I must not, therefore, give my consent to it. 

~ · Mr. ISl\IA.IL I. CHUNDRIGAR : I wish to make a. statement to show 
how I am within the-four corners' of the law . 

. The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will not permit a. discussion on. 
m) 'ruling} 
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SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERs 

REcENT CRISIS IN BoMBAY SroCK ExCHANGE. 

Mr. B. R. RANE (RatDAgiri South) : Will the Honourable Minister 
for Finance Department be pleased to state-

(a) what the attitude of Government is as regards the recent crisis 
in the Bombay Stock Exchange; 

(b) what action do they propose to take regarding the same! 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: I am very glad of the 
opportunity given by the question to clear up what appears to 
be a widespread misunderstanding in the House as well as outside 
regarding the causes of the present crisis on the Stock Exchange 
and in particular of the position of Government in relation to the 
crisis. · 

2. The idea seems prevalent that the crisis is due solely to mani· 
pulations on the Stock Exchange and that if only Government took 
vigorous action of some sort normal conditions would be restored with· 
out delay. I do not deny that the conditions of stock trading in Bombay 
are such as to aggravate a crisis and sometimes to lead to it. The 
present crisis however is due to more fundamental economic causes 
operating all over the world. · -

3. As honourable members ate well a. ware, .throughout the last 
year or two, commodity and security prices all over the world were 
hardening to such an extent that economists were talking of a boom and 
an impending slump. Specially was this so in connection with the iron 
and steel industries which received a tremendous fillip partly as a result 
of a general price boom but more particularly because of the rumours 
and talks of war and the heavy armament programmes of almost all 
European countries and of America. The supplies of steel and iron fell 
greatly short of the demand and it was widely anticipated that the 
profit of the industry would be extremely high. Consequently iron and 
steel shares began to soar in every country. · 

4. But this state of affairs was of very short duration. The first 
signs of trouble were evident when the United Steel Corporation in 
America curtailed its steel production, and prices in Wall Street weak· 
f'ned as a result. This weakening soon turned into a rout. Even the 
London market felt the impact and during the last month of 1937 values 
on the London Stock Exchange also began to shrink rapidly. The 
United Steel Corporation shares fell from 120 dollars to 49 dollars, a fall 
of 59 per cent., and the Indian Iron and Steel Shares fell on the London 
Market from 120 shillings to 45 shillings, & drop of 62! per cent. 

Mr. S. V. P ARt1.EKAR : Is the Honourable Minister making a state
ment or repl1 ing to the question t 
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The Honourable the SPEillR : lt is a reply. Looking to the 
nature of the question, the reply may be long or short. 

5. The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : It is not surprising that a 
similar reaction has set in in India. The sequence of events has been 
~he same as in America and LondMr. · Consequent on the rapid raising of 
prices by the Indian Steel Companies prices soared to enormous lengths 
and Tata Steel defened went up to Rs. 2,290. The rumours of a reduc- · 
tion in prices led to a wholesale rout. Prices dropped to l,OOQ-a fall 
of 56 per cent. But it is well to remember that the fall in the London 
Market was even higher. In Calcutta where there are no forward deal· 
ings, but only cash dealings, Indian Iron and Steel shares slumped from 
Rs. 80 to Rs. 3Q-a drop of 62} pe:t cent. 

6. I would not like Honourable Members to get the impression that 
Government consider that no action is feasible at all to mitigate the crisis. 
Gqvernment have kept themselves in touch with the President of the 
Stock Exchange and have impressed on him that the Stock Exchange 
authorities should exercise fully and rapidly the disciplinary powers 
vested in them against brokers who are guilty of malpractices. Govern· 
ment will watch carefully the action that the authorities will take. As 
regards more permanent remedies, the Bouse will remember that 
Government had appointed an Enquiry Committee some time back to 
investigate into the affairs of the Native Share and Stock Brokers' 
Association. The comments of the Association on the report of the 
Committee have just been received and Government propose shortly to 
issue orders on them. · 

R:EcE:NT C~tsrs :tN BoMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE, 

. ~\tr. K. F. NARlMAN (Bombay City): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Finance Department be pleased to state---

( a) whether the attention of Government has been drawn to the 
reports that have bean appearing in the local papers about the present 
unsatisfat::tory state of affairs in the Bombay share market, resulting 
in heavy losses to the public; 

(b) if so1 who is responsible for this state of affairs; 
(c) what steps Government propose to take to prevent a recurrence 

of similar state of affairs ; 
(a) whethe~ Govel'tl.ment are aware that the tnarket was officially 

closed on Monday, the lOth January 1938; 
(e) whether Government are aware that on that day tnany sales 

were eftected by some of the Directors of the Exchange : 
(f) whether Government are aware of the change that has suddenly 

taken place in the methods of effecting monthly settlements of the 
Btook Exchange ; 

(g) if so, what are the reasons fot this 11Udden change of policy; 
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(h) whether Government are aware that the Directors of the 
Exchange knowing that Tata Deferred were being quoted a.t Rs. 1,050 
fixed board rate at Rs. 1,200 on Monday, the lOth January 1938, 
without giving to the public the slightest chance of liquidating their 
holdings; · 

(i) whether Government are aware that there is a dereliction 
<>f duty on the part of the Directors of the Exchange ; 

(j) if so, what.steps have they taken or intend to take in the matter_¥ 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: (a), (b), (c), (i), and (j) These 
areltcovered by the answer given to the honourable member lir. B. R. 
Ran e. 

(d) Yes. Government understand that this was done as a mark of 
respect to the memory of the mother of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. 

(e) Government understand that several sales were effected outside 
the Exchange, some of them by directors of the Exchange. 

(/) and (g) It is presumed that the honourable member is tefeiTing 
to the closing of the Exchange between making up price day and pay 
day. If so, there has been no sudden change in policy. The Stock 
Exchange authorities have in the past closed the market between these 
2 days. 

(h) The making up price was fixed at 1,200 as it was the market price 
at the closing of business on the previous working day, viz. the 8th. 
Government do not agree that the making tip price adversely a:tlected 
the public. 

Mr. K. F. NARIM'.AN: Is it not a. fact that under the rules of the 
Stock Exchange it is an offence for any member of the Stock Exchange 
to do business on a day which is declared a holiday! 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : I think the honourable member 
is referring to the holiday in memory of the death of Mrs. Motilal Nehru. 
If that is so, it is against the rules of the Stock Exchange for any member 
to transact business on that day and disciplinary action has to be taken 
against those members who transacted business on that day by the 
Board of Directors, as I said in answer to the question by the honourable 
member Mr. Rane. The Board of Directors of the Stock Exchange 
have been asked by Government to take disciplinary action against 
.such members who transacted business on that day. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: If no disciplinary action is taken by the 
Board of ~irecwrs, will Government see that such disciplinary action.is 
taken agam.st those members t 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : Government will try and 
see that disciplinary action is taken.. 
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Mr. S. L. K.ARANDIK.AR : Is it not a fact that both the honourabl~ 
members who put the question belong to the Ministerial Party 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : A question had to be put to get 
information. The honourable member need not invite the attention 
of the House to the fact that tW&~Congress members have asked the 
question, with a view to bring it to its notice indirectly what he cannot 
do directly. . 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIK.AR : After getting the answer, I want to raise
a question of procedure. When once it is ascertained that those 
two members are members of the Government Party, I want to know 
·whether it is correct procedure ·that they should put question~ tQo 
Government themselves. 
· The Honourable the SPEAKER : It will be conceded that all members 
of the Government Party are not Government themselves ; and there 
is no reason why the individual liberty of members should be restricted 
and they should not be permitted to put questions, if they think it 
necessary or proper to do so. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN: This is a matter in which the general public 
is interested; it is not a matter between a member and the Government 
alone. · 

Khan Saheb FAIZ M.AHOMED KHAN: What is the criterion to 
find out whether a certain member belongs to the Government or Congress 
Party? · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: We are drifting into an irrelevant 
discussion over this. But the parties are clear-cut; the lists have 
been submitted to me, and every member in the House knows who 
belongs to which party, except the 11 Independents who· belong to 
no party. There is no question of criterion; it is a question of record. 

BILL No. ill OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
RELEASE ON PROBATION OF OFFENDERS). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I move that Bill No. III 
of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the release on probation of offenders), as 
amended by the Select Committee, be read a second time. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause • 

. Clause 1 (Short title, extent and cOmmencement) ordered to stand part 
ofthe Bill. · · · 

Clause 2 (Definitions) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 3 (Cooirts empowered to pass orders under the '.Act) ordered· t() 

stand part of the Bill. . · · · . · . · · . 
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Clause 4 (Power of Court to release certain cont>icted o1Jenders after 
admonition) : 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any enactments for the time being in fo~ 
in any c&Me in which a pel'80n is oonvicted of any offence punishable with not more than. 
two yeal'll' imprisonment and no previoWI conviction is proved against him, the Court by 
which he ill so convicted, may, if it thinks fit having regard-

(a) to the age, character, antecedents or physical or mental condition of the offen<i.er, 
and 

(b) to the nature of the offence or any extenuating circumstances under which the 
offence waa committed. 

for reaaona to be recorded in writing instea.d of sentencing him to any punishment. 
1\'lelll!e him after due a.dmonition. 

Mr. S. L. KARA1"DIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Sir, I have tabled an 
amendment to clause 4. Shall I move it now ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member has tabled 
an amendment to clause 4. He has also, I find, tabled another amend
ment which seeks to add a new section. The amendment reads : 

"Add section 16: Nothing in this Act shall affect the provisions either of the I. P. C. 
or of any other law for the time being in force in the Presidency of Bombay relating to 
offencea against religion and females." 

Though from the minute of dissent that he has appended to the Select 
Committee report the honourable member's intention is clear, I am afraid 
that the amendment by itself, which seeks to add a new clause 16, does 
not make his meaning clear. However, that is a matter for the honour
able member to consider. The point to which I should like to invite his 
attention is that it will be necessary for him to move suitable amendment 
in clause 4 and in clause 5. Unless this is done, a very difficult situation 
is likely to arise, and it is that if clauses 4 and 5, as they stand now, are 
ordered to stand part of the Bill, his motion, coming at the end, may 
perhaps be barred. The Assembly will have taken a decision in that case 
that the provisions of those clauses should apply to particular offences, 
and then the exception that he wants to make by the addition of clause 
16 may not be permissible. That appears to me to be the difficulty in 
putting in his amendment as an additional clause 16. If, therefore, the 
honourable member is agreeable, and if he wishes that the subject matter 
dealt "·ith in his last amendment should be considered by the House, 
I would suggest that he should move an amendment to claus~ 4 t() 
insert some such words as these: 

"After the words 'two years' imprisonment' in lines 4 and 5 and 
before the words 'and no previous conviction', insert the words 'and 
not being an offence against religion and females'." 

The clause will then read : 

"Xotwithstanding anything contained in any enactments for the time being in force 
in any C&l'e in which a )lE'l'80n is oonvicted of any offence puniBhable with not mom than 
two years' imprisonment and not being an offence against religion and females ••••••••• " 

I think that would be a better form of amendment, and the honourable 
!llembees object would be better served by his moving it at this stage 
lil.Stud of moving an additional clause at the end. 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I am willing to accept your suggestion, 
Sir. My only object in putting that clause in at the end of the Bill 
was this. There might be certain offences for which the punishment that 
is laid down is more than two years. Therefore, if I am to achieve my 
<Qbject, the amendment will have to be made in two different places. To 
.avoid that and to bring out the purpose that I have in view, I have 
suggested one clause by way of amendment at the end of the Bill. 
But if you think that by putting in that clause at the end, the whole 
<Qbject is likely to be frustrated, I am quite ready to accept your 
suggestion and add the words in clause 4 as you have suggested. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have expressed my view that if 
·clauses 4 and 5 are adopted as they are, without the addition that the 
honourable member wants, it may not be competent for him to move his 
.amendment at the end j it would then be contrary to the decision arrived 
at by the Assembly at this very meeting. Therefore, the honourable 
member has to move his amendment to clause 4 at this stage. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Then, I beg to move these two amend· 
ments to clause 4: 

After the words "two years' imprisonment", add the words "except in cases relating 
to ofienllef! against religion or against females." 

'.rhe second amendment is as I have already tabled. 

The Honourab1e the SPEAKER: Would the honourable member 
.accept a little change, from the linguistic point of view Y I had suggested 
the form of amendment after having carefully scrutinised as to where the 
words' would fit in, and the form, to my mind, would be this : After the 
words" not more than two years; imprisonment", the following words be 
.added, namely," and not being an offence against religion and females". 
That would perhaps bring out the meaning of the honourable member 
better. 

·. Mt. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I a~_ ready to accept your suggestion. 
Is it necessary that I should move it again ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Has the honourable member moved 
the other amendment 1 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: I have already moved the second 
amendment. About the first one, there was some difficulty about the 
wording. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I will now put the amendments 
to the House with the verbal alterations which the honourable member 

·accepts. The first amendment is : 

Alter the words "two years' imprisonment" occurring in lined 4 and 5 and before the 
wotda "and no previous conviction"; insert the following, viz -

"and not being ali offence against religion and fem!Aiea '', 

That is the first amendment. 
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~fr. S. L. KAR.U."1HKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Sir, I beg to mo¥e 
%-30 p.m. the following amendment :-

" In claut~e ' add : 

• Tht magi6trate'e ordt-r of ~t>lea.e ~t>femd to in this clall!!e shall have cpt>rative foro& 
only wbl.>n it is confirmed by the District and Seeeiona Judge of the cliFtrict 
Within wh()il(l jurisdiction the magistrate had been working at tbe time of pal!i@ing 
the oi'OOr '.'' 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. L. K..lRA~l)IlL.\R: Sir, in seeking to amend the clause
in the manner that I ha,·e proposed, I haYe a definite object in new. 
TL.is Act tries to empower magistrates in a Yery important sphere of 
the administration of justice. EYen second and third class magistrates 
are to haYe power to let off criminals simply with an admonition. Now, 
Sir, kno""ing what second class and first class magistrates ¥ery often 
happen to be, it is important that eYen in those cases in which these 
magistrates find that the criminal deserws to be let off simply with an 
admonition, the final authority to let him off with an admonition should 
not rest \\ith the magistrate. The magistrate should make a recom· 
mendation and, if that recommendation is finally accepted by the 
Sessions Judge of the district in which that magistrate is working, then 
alone that recommendation made by the ma~-trate should ha\e an 
operath·e Yalue. ~Iy object in bringing this suggestion of restricting 
the po\rer of the magistrates is merely this. I am afraid that if 
magistrates are giYen this un.restrained power of letting off criminals 
simply with an admonition, it is likely to lead to an amount of bribery 
in the mofussil taluka places and this Bill, that aims at correcting society, 
instead of succeeding in that object, would tend to bring about corruption 
where it \\'as not preYalent up till now. If that is to be a\oided and if 
the correcth·e object of the Bill is really to be achiend, I belie¥e a kind 
of check ought to be there o'\"er the conduct of magistrates whose hands 
are going to be strengthened in this way and that check can be effectiYely 
exercised if the magistrate, who is to make that recommendation, 
remembers that there is always a superior power watching at e'\"ery 
stage and turn what the magistrate is doing. There are cases in which 
the magistrate may not exercise his discretion properly and there may 
be cases aLso of failure of the exercise of discretion. There may be 
cases of wrong use of that discretion. If these cases--e¥erj case
are submitted to the SeSI ions Judge, he may correct whatenr wrong 
has been done by the magistrate if any such wrong has in fact been 
done; and, therefore, I think that a '\"ery salutary object is likely to be 
achiend by making the orders of magistrates finally correctable by the 
&·ssions Judge of the district. I am not taking away anything good 
that is contained in tl:is Bill because I do not propose to wipe out the 
recommt•ndation made hv the maO'istrate. The recommendation is 
to remain there, but the final autbo~ity of the recommendation is not 
to rome into force unless the District and Sessions Judge of the district 
gin•s his seal of appro,·a.l to that kcommendation. Therefore, I belie\e 
that Gowrnment, if they really want that this Bill should not lead to 
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corruption, should accept my suggestion that the magistrate's recom
mendation should be final only when it is accepted or confirmed by the 
Sessions and District Judge of the district where the magistrate 
is working. That is one amendment that I have sought to move. 

Sir, another amendment is as regards the scope of the Bill. Clause 4 
says:-

" , , , •.• in any ease in which a person is convicted of any offence punishable with 
not. mo~ than two ye~· imprisonment and no previous conviction is proved 
aga1nst him, ••• , ... , •.• , 

In ~he above cases the magistrate has got the power of letting off the 
criminal with a warning. I find that both the kinds of offences that 
I have referred to in my amendment are most of them offences against 
females and almost all the offences that are contained in Chapter X of 
the Indian Penal Code-at least man} of those offences are such 
for which the maximum punishment laid down is two years. If we 
look to th whole scheme of the Bill, we find that provision is made 
there for giving compensation to the aggrieved party and these are cases 
where no compensation is likel) to redret s the wrong that has been 
done. If wrong is done, no kind or amount of compensation is likely 
to redress it. It a wrong is done to the character of a female or to the 
purity. of a deity, no provision of compensation is likely to redress that 
wrong that is done, and therefore, especially looking to the trend of 
tnings that are going on in our societ), I want that this Bill should keep 
ort of its scope these two kinds of offences, and if that is done, this Bill 
and Government even, while trying to correct the criminals in a lenient 
fashion, will also place before society some high moral standard. There 
mu,st be some checks over the conduct of the people. Otherwise, if 
it is possible for a criminal to go to a temple or a church or a mosque 
and defile the place of worship tbere simply because he knows that the 
utmost that the magistrate can do in that case is to let him off with an 
admonition or a warning, the results are bound to be most serious 
especially in view of the present tendency in the society. My humble 
suggestion, therefore, is that both- these kinds of offences should be 
entirely excluded from the purview of the Bill, and with these two 
modifications, the clause should be accepted and passed b} this HotJse. 
It is for this reason that I propose this amendment and I hope GoHrn· 
ment will find it convenient and prudent to accept the amendments 
that I have proposed. 

Mr .. K. F. NARIMAN (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I hope 
Government will be prudent not to accept this imprudent amendment. 
I want, first of all, to point out to the honourable member that his 
amendment is extremely vague when he says ''offences against females". 
I dO' not know if in any other statute book or law book he will find a vague 
description where the legislature is trying to make laws which are to 
be adminis~red by courts of law. They have got to have specific 
descriptions, offences have to be described specifically. What we find 
is that when we find exceptions made to this or that class of offences, 
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they are either mentioned by chapter or section as u offences under 
-chapter so and so of the Indian Penal Code" or" offences under sections 
so and so of the Indian Penal Code " should be excepted. We never; 
find such vague descriptions as offences against a particular class or 
a particular community or a particular section throughout should he 
ucepted. Otherwise, it will lead to a lot of confusion in courts, leading 
to arguments after arguments as to what is the offence, against whom, 
and so on. I know what my honourable friend means. He means 
ofiences against the chastity or virtue of a woman, such as outraging 
the modesty of a woman. If a woman passing on the road is abused 
or is slapped and if that woman goes to court as a complainant, then 
according to this description of the offence, that accused will not have 
the protection of the law. Therefore, this shows the danger of a vague 
description. He evidently does not know that while he means one 
thing, his description means quite another thing. Therefore, first and 
foremost, the amendment is very vague in describing offences against 
women and against religion. Sir, there are certain ofiences under 
the Indian Penal Code described in section after section, which ofiences 
are against religion. He should have mentioned that particular chapter 
or particular. section which should be excepted and in that case we 
could have seen as to whether that particular offence should be excepted 
or not. A general description of this kind " offences against religion "· 
might sometimes lead to some offences being excepted which are not 
at all intended even by the mover or covered by the statute. 

Now, with regard to his fear that unless there is some authority to 
supervise the orders of the magistrate, these penal clauses are likely 
to be abused, the first and foremost requisite of this provision is that 
there should be an expeditious and quick measure. It is not right that 
when we want to do a favour to the criminal that we should keep the 
sword hanging over his head for weeks or for months together. The 
procedure that my honourable friend suggests is that when a magistrate 
makes a particular direction either to admonish or to let the criminal 
go with a bond, the magistrate's order will have to be sent to a higher 
court, and we all know what a reference to a higher court means-it 
may take two weeks or four weeks or even two or three months-and 
till then the unfortunate criminal, who is going to be favoured, is, instead 
of kno\ring his fate soon, is to have the sword of Damocles hanging over 
him, for how long he does not know. It will be better if there is no 
provision of this kind, as in that case the poor criminal will not have 
to undergo all the torture of suspense and he would probably prefer 
to be sent to jail at once rather than have the sword of suspicion and 
uncertainty hanging over his head for two or three months. The object 
of the section is to introduce reform where it is possible to reform the 
ment-ality of the criminal. It is not applicable to those confirmed 
bad characters, habitual offenders, people with propensities to crime. 
Such types of criminals are to be excluded. In other cases in which 
sometin1es men fall into crime quite unexpectedly or unintentionally, 
either through misfortune or some such cause, discretion is given to 
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the magistrate, .and if a magistrate finds that a ~rticular case is really 
a case of outragmg the modesty of a woman and IS therefore a serious 
and grave offence, he will certainly not give the criminal the benefit 

. of this Bill as in that case he will say that it is clearly not a case formers 
admonition, that it is a serious crime of which the accused is charged. 
Therefore, the clause, as it stand!; ·is a sufficient safeguard and the 
addition of an amendment like this will create a situation which ought 
to be avoided, particularly in the matter of administering the law. 
Therefore, Sir, I oppose the amendment . 

. The Honourable Mr. K. M:. MUNSHI: :Mr. Speaker, Sir, I oppose 
the amendment. As regards the proposed confirmation by the District 
and Sessions Judge, the House will see that this proposed clause 
enlarges the scope of the section 562 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 
Under the Criminal Procedure Code as it stands, first class magistrates 
can discharge an accused after giving an admonition. The second 
class and third class magistrates also can give their reasons and refer 
the case to the first class magistrate or the sub-divisional magistratet 
for admonishing the accused. So, the powers are enjoyed by first class 
magistrates, and clause 3 of this Bill shows that the int&ntion of Govern
ment is to invest only magistrates of the first class with the powers; 
and, except in extraordinary cases, magistrates lower than those of 
first class will not be entrusted with the powers. As I pointed out, 
it is open to a magistrate to acquit the accused ; . it is open to him to 
punish the accused with one day's simple imprisonment and let him 
go. Surely, the magistrates who have not abused these powers can be 
relied upon to use these powers with equal integrity. Therefore, it is. 
entirely unnecessary. 

With regard to the other clause, the safeguard is· really contained 
in the two sub-clauses of clause 4. In order that a man who has com· 
mitted any offence against a woman or against religion can get the· 
benefit of any of the conditions contained in sub-clauses (a) and (b), 
he must fulfil the conditions as to age, character, antecedents or physical 
or mental condition, the nature of-the offence or any extenuating 
circumstance under which the offence was committed. If those 
conditions do not exist, the man will not get the benefit of this Bill. 
For instance, take the question of an offence against a woman. If 
the honourable member's amendment is passed, the result will be : 
two college boys, just in a fit of gallantry, after a social gathering, just 
push a college friend down a staircase and she falls down, those boys 
would not be given the benefit of this Bill even though they immediately 
apologise and try to make amends for whatever they have done. The 
honourable member had been to a college and I do not think he seriously 
wants to do away with such a helpful provision. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North}: Sir, I knew the fate 
of my amendment. Simply because I wanted to discharge my duty, 
I moved this amendment before the House. The objections that have 
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been raised by the honourable member Mr. Nariman are two. In the 
first place, he says that my amendment is not well drafted. I must 
admit that I am not an adept in the art of framing laws, and, therefore, 
if I am guilty of that point, I am open to correction. By attacking the 
amendment on that one ground, he has admitted that there is something 
in the amendment which is acceptable to a reasonable mind. 

The second charge levelled against the amendment is that they are 
accidental offenders. I do not intend at all to be harsh to accidental 
offenders. I believe, in the case of accidental offenders, the Indian 
Penal Code itself has made enough provision. I believe I am right 
in saying that a man who commits an offence by accident is not guilty 
of the offence under the Indian Penal Code. According to the Indian 
Penal Code, it will be an offence only when there is the intention behind it. 
So, if I have underst.ood my honourable friend aright, his second charge 
also a!!ainst the amendment is not correct. · 

Coming to the Honourable the Home 1\Iinister, he tried to be very 
pithy in his reply that he gave me. I am also going to be as pithy as 
himself. My only reply to him is that, if he does not go along the path 
of caution, the other path will be one of experience, which is the best 
school-master. If you want to learn from that school-master, the fees 
will be very heavy. If you are not going to follow the path of caution 
and prefer to sit at the feet of that school-master, the result will be that 
Government will have to pay very heavily. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. 1\I. l\IUNSHI: I do not want to add any
thing to what I have said. 

The first amendment: 

" In clau.se 4:, after the word 'imprisonment' add 'and not being an offence agains~ 
ll.•ligion or females'," 

put, and negatived. 

The sl.'rond amendment : 

''In clalll>e 4 add: 'The magistrate's order of release referred to in this clause shaU 
have op:•rative force only when it is confirmed by the District and Sessions Judge of 
tlte di~triet within whose jurisdiction the magistrate had been working at the time of 
Jla.<~inll: the ordt·r '." 

put, and nE'~?atived. 

C'laul"t' 4 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clau•e j (Power of Court to release certain convicted offenders on 
probatio11 of good cxmducl). 

(1) Xotwitill't&nding anything
1 
contained in any enactment for the time being in 

f,rt.~ ""ht>n 

(11) any m~tle p:•rson is convicted of an offence not punishable with death or 
tl'llu,portation fur l1fl', or 
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(b) any woman is convicted of an offence of any kind. 
if it appears to the Court by which the offender is convicted, that regard being had to 
the age, character, antecedents or physical or mental condition of the offender, or to 
the ciroumstances ia which the offence was committed, it is expedient that the offender 
should be released on probation of good conduct, the Court may, for reasons to be 
recorded in writing instead of sentencing him at once to any punishment, direct that he 
be released on his entering into a bond, with or without sureties, to appear and receive 
sentence when called upon during such period (not being less than one year and 
not exceeding three years) as the Court ma~direct, and in the meantime to keep the 
peace and be of good behaviour : 

Provided that the Court shall not pass a probation order under this section unless it is 
satisfied that the offender or one of hiR sureties (if any) has a fixed place of abode or 
regular occupation and is likely to continue t.o have such place of abode or such 
()CCUpation, within the local limits of its jurisdiction during the period of the bond. 

(2) Where the offender appears to the Court to be under the age of twenty. five years, 
the Court may for reasons to be recorded in writing make an order, hereinafter called 
a supervision order, directing that the bond to be entered into under sub-section (1) 
shall contain a condition that the offender shall be under the supervision of a probation 
officer named in the order during the period specified therein and such other conditions 
'&II in the opinion of the Court may be necessary for securing such supervision : 

Provided that the period so specified shall not extend beyond the date on which, in 
the opinion of the Court, the offender shall attain the age of twenty-six years. . 

(3) While making a supervision order the Court may also direct that the bond shall 
tContain such additional conditions with respect to residence, abstention from intoxicants 
and any other matters which the Court may, having regard to the particular circum· 
stances of the case, consider necessary for preventing a repetition of the same offence or 
a commission of other offences by the offender. 

(4) A Court making a superviei~n order shall furnish the offenders with a written 
atatement of the conditiollil which he is required to observe. 

Mr. S. ~. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I beg to move an 
.amendment to this clause. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I want to be clear about this 
:amendment. There are two " or's " in this clause. Which " or " does 
the honourable member want to be substituted by " and " 1 

Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR : I want the word " or " in the 11th line 
to be substituted by the word " and ". As the amendment was drafted 
to the original section, the mistake has occurred. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The motion is : 

In clause 5, in line 11, substitute the word ''and" for'' or." 

The other amendments of the honourable member will be to sub· 
<llauses (a) and (b)-

Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR : It is gone. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It has gone substantially, but 
technically it has not. It is perfectly open to the honourable member 
to move his amendment again, if he wishes to do so. 

Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR: Though it is open to me to move those 
amendments, I do not want to take any more chances that way. But 
this amendment to change the word '' or " to ''and " is very important. 
This is a mistake which has inadvertently crept in. 
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. The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have already placed the amend-
. ment before the House. • 
I 

. Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: If we refer to clause 4, we find that the 
magistrates are to apply two tests-age, character, antecedents or 
physical or mental condition of the offender. That is one test. Over 
and above this, there is the second test that the magistrate should look 
to the nature of the offence. Even when offences are of a less serious 
nature, as is contemplated under clause 4, the magistrate cannot give 
~he benefit of this provision, unless he puts the offence to the two tests 
mentioned therein. In clause 5, offences of a more serious nature are 
mentioned. We expect, therefore, that at least those two tests shvuld 
be applied. Of course, the offender is given the chance of probation 
or something of the kind. But in this case, we find that the magistrate 
is allowed to put one test only. Probably I think it is a mistake. It 
;s provided that the magistrate can take into consideration the age, 
the mental condition, physical condition or, if he is not satisfied with 
these, he can take into consideration the circumstances under which 
the offence is committed. ·I believe that it is not contemplated by the 
,ramers of this Bill. If that is a mistake, I may suggest that that mistake 
t1hould be rectified before it is too late. Therefore, I would request 
Government to· put in the two tests for the magistrate to take into 
~onsideration in the case of offences of a more serious nature than those 
contemplated in the previous section. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, the honourable member 
Is not correct in thinking that it is a mistake. The reason for putting 
the word " and " in clause 4 is different. There, the man is to be 
diseharged after mere admonition. Therefore, both the conditions 
should exist at the same time. But, in this case, the rnan is to be released, 
either on sureties or under a supervision order. So, two alternative 
tonditions are put in: either "(i) the age, character, antecedents or 
physical or mental condition of the offender, or (ii) the circumstances 
in which the offence was committed, .. " .. It is purposely put in in that 
alternative manner. It is not a mistake. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
Clause 5 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~fUNSHI: May I ask your indulgence 
to permit me to leave the House for five minutes as I am wanted in 
the other House! There are no further amendments-

Sir ALI MAH0~1ED KHAN DEHLA VI : We say '' no" to it. . 
\\llenever an important discussion goes on, we want the Minister to be 
here. 

An Honourable ME~IBER : His Parliamentary Secretary is here. 
He can delegate his powers to him. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Honourable Minister is feeling 
the difficulty of delegation in view of what happened the other day 
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[The Speaker] 
when the Honourable Minister responsible for the subject matter then 
under discussion was not present i;n...the House. And if his presence is 

urgently required in the Upper House, I do not 
3p.m. h I see ow or even honourable members in this 

House can say that the work there should suiier in the absence of the 
Honourable Minister from that House. 

Sir ALI l\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : The 'Via media is that 
neither you yourself nor we have anything to say in the matter ; he 
can do what he likes. 

The Honourable l\Ir. K. M. MUNSHI : As the Minister in charge 
of the Bill, it is my duty to ask your permission. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Not knowing the business ~ the 
Upper House or on what particular point the presence of the Honourable 
Minister is necessary there, it is not possible for us to come to any 
conclusion as to the comparative merits of the urgency of the presence 
of the Honourable Minister in that' House or this. But one thing appears 
certain, and it is that this Bill having come through the select committee 
and there being practically no amendments now before the House, so 
far as his presence in connection with the present Bill is concerned, it 
does not appear to be a matter of such great importance . 

. Mr. ISMAIL I. CHUNDRIGAR : This Bill will not now take long : 
it will be disposed of within five or ten minutes. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The other Bill is more import::mt, 
and that also is in the charge of the Honourable Minister. So, thl> 
Honourable :Minister may go and be back in a very short time-say 
within five minutes or so. 

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA: On a- point of information. I want to 
know why the Honourable Minister calls the other House the "Upper 
House." Is it because it is sitting on the first :floor, or. is it because 
the Honourable Minister is inclined to give it precedence over this 
House t 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The word " Upper " is not used 
in the sense indicated by the honourable member at all. " Upper " 
and "Lower " are conventional words. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. 1\fUNSHI: It is the revising Chamber; 
that is why they call it the Upper House. That is the constitutional 
term for it. [The Honourable Minister left the House a.t this stage.] 

Clause 6 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 7 (Appeal and powers of court in appeal and revision) ordered 
to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 8 (ProviS'ion in case of offender failing to observe conditi011 of 
release) ordered to stand part of the Bill. · 
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Clause 9 (Provisions as to bonds) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 10 (Appointment of probation ojficers) ordered to stand part 

of the Bill. 

Clause 11 C!Juties of probation officefs) ordered to stand part of the 
Bill. . 

Clause 12 (Variation of conditions of probation on application by pro
bation officer) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 18 (Power to make mles) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 14 (Barring of operation of section 562 of Act V qf 1898) ordered 
to stancl part of the Bill. 

Clause 15 (Saving of the Bombay Children Act and the Bombay Borstal 
Schools Act) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Mr. B. S. HIRAY: Sir) I beg to move that Bill No. III of 1938 (A Bill 
to provide for the release on probation of offenders) be read a third 
time and passed. 

Question proposed. 

l\ir. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, while supporting 
the third reading of this Bill, I desire to offer a few observations, at 
the end of which I wish Government will kindly give an assurance to 
this House, as they had done to me in the Select Committee on 
a momentous issue relevant to the present Bill of probation. · I need not 
divulge the secrets of the Select Committee here, but from the minute of 
dissent that I have appended to the report, it will be seen that I have 
made a definite suggestion for apt and applicable execution by Govern· 
ment in favour of the prisoners who are given a lease of life in the world 
abroad on probation. The whole system of probation presupposes 
a condition that the society in which we live is a classless society. 
But so long as we are in the existing economic structure, it is not possible 
that probation will have its fructifying result under the new Bill that 
has been presented for the acceptance of the House. Probation demands 
that the offender should be sent out in the same present disrupted and 
unwelcome economic structure and should fall back upon what help 
the present society can give him when he is enjoying certain privileges 
under probation. But unless a certain alteration is made in the 
economic system itself, it is not possible for it tp absorb the offender 
who is let off on probation. Probation in itself is a kind of social censure, 
and so the society as a whole has got to bear the burden of the offender's 
crime and subsequent probation contemplated under the Bill. I do 
not think the family, the friends, the society, situated as we are, are 
able to absorb the offender in case he is merely let off on probation. 
It is very nice to sympathise with an offender; and I am one of those 
who will always sympathise with .him, for the reason that I believe 
that a man never commits crime except when he is compelled to do 
so under economic stress-not that he is lacking in moral character-
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every human being, criminal as weU..as non-criminal, has got a certain 
moral standard. A man does not like to steal or commit some other 
crime merely because he is lacking in morality. That argument does 
not hold water at all. A man steals ; the man is deranged only on 
account of the fact that the economic strain upon him is so very great~ 
Most offenders in our country are starving for want of employment 
and hence food. That is why they commit crime. The present capitalist 
society has so ordained the whole system that the poor man has to 
commit a crime to avoid death by way of suicide. It is not a crime 
in the essential conscientious sense of the term. However,.if such a man 
is let off on the same standard of ill-equipped society, it is possible that 
there may not be any right approach made towards the solution of the 
problem of criminology at all. "lfiat is required to be done is what 
I have stated in my minute of dissent, namely,. that to every prison 
must be attached an industrial house to which a man who has committed 
an offence should be given compulsory ent:vance. He should be given 
all the liberty that he can enjoy. At the same time, he should be made 
to work to learn an art and if possible to earn a living. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The two subjects are no doubt 
correlated, but I am afraid the subject of Industrial Home is outside 
the scope of the Bill. So, any discussion on that point would be off 
the mark and not permissible during the third reading of this Bill. 

~'Cr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, in my opening remarks, I stated that 
if Government gave us an assurance that they would fulfil the objects 
of my minute of dissent, then certainly I would have nothing further 

· to expatiate on the subject just at present. I find now that this is 
the only opportunity when I can extract such an assurance from Govern
ment. Hence, to do so I desired to dilate a little longer on this question. 
If you permit me, I am prepared to finish my remarks within five 
minutes. If not, I would ask the Honourable Minister in charge to 
tell me at once whether he intends to open such industrial houses attached 
to prisons in future or not, for the reason that I conscientiously believe
! was a member of the Select Committee and certainly I should be con· 
sidered an important factor·-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order,. order. It is not a question 
of gaining time or of violating the honourable me.mber'~ right to speak 
what is relevant and 'within the scope of the B1ll whiCh compels the 
Chair to invite the honourable member's attention to the fact that his 
remarks are irrelevant. Unless he has to say something in regard to 
a matter within the. scope of the Bill, his speech may not be further 
prolonged. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : My speech is relevant in this sense, that 
probation-

'The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. On that point the 
Chair has given a ruling. There iS no doubt on that point. 
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Mr .. s. H. JHABV ALA: With the words then, Sir, already spoken 
I support the third reading of the Bill. [Laughter.] 

Question, " That the Bill be read a third time and passed," put, and 
agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Bill No. III of 1938 (A Bill to 
provide for the release on probation of offenders) is read a third time and 
passed. 

BILL No. V OF 1938 (A BILL TO REMOVE DISABILITIES 
OF HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSHIP IN TEMPLES). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I move that Bill No. V 
of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in regard to worship 
in temples), as amended by the Select Committee, be read a second 
time. 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, I beg to move, under 
Standing Order VIII, 8 {2) {b), that the Bill, as reported, be recommitted 
to the same select committee without limitations . . 

Question proposed. 
Sir, there is a general complaint that Government is in a great hurry 

in getting this Bill through the House. The outside public has not had 
sufficient time to study this Bill. The orthodox Hindu community 
is much perturbed over clauses of the Bill and the Honourable Minister 
has received, I am told, many deputations regarding these points. · 
A meeting was also held yesterday and there were two processions to 
be seen in the street yesterday. All these people want to express their 
opinions on this Bill. So, I move that the Bill should be recommitted 
to the same select committee again, so that they will have proper time 
to give expression to their opinions on the various points contained in 
the Bill 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I oppose this amendment 
moved by the honourable member Mr. Phadake for a recommittal of 
the Bill to the same select committee which has submitted its. report. 
The Hindu community and every section of it had ample time during 
the last seventeen years-knowing all along that this has been a plank 
of the Congress-not only to make up their mind but also to express 
themselves in effective opposition, if they so chose. This Bill is very 
much smaller in scope than Mr. C. S. Ranga. Iyer's Bill which was before 
the country for almost a year and a half, and every section of the 
Hindu community had an opportunity to express its opinion upon it. 
This is not a Bill which is very much different in its soope from 
Mr. C. S. Ranga. lyer's Bill which was before the country. On thiw 
question, as I sta~d in my opening speech when I moved the first 
reading of the Bill, since 1932 the whole country &lld most of its leading 
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men have not only expressed their opinion but have made a definite 
pledge, and there is no ground for resiliug·from .it. Therefore, there is 
no reason why further time is required to come to a conclusion upon 
such a Bill. The honourable member was pleased to refer to some 
agitation. I can assure him that even if seven years' time were to be 
given to consider this Bill, there is bound to be some section which will 
lead a procession or have it published in the newspapers that they are 
against it. If a Bill is to be sent back again to the select committee 
because some section chooses to take out a procession or to oppose it, 
this legislature will not be in a position to pass a single Bill, I can assure 
my honourable friend, however innocent it may be; and, therefore, 
I oppose this motion. 

l\Ir. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, There is no question ·of 
resiling from the position taken. It is simply for an opportunity for 
the expression of opinion. This question has been before the public 

. for so many years no doubt, but the present question, namely, the 
present Bill has not been before the public for a sufficiently long time
the particular clauses that have been included in this Bill have not 
been. before the public long enough-and the public wants to express 
its opinion on these clauses. 

Mr. Phadake's motion put, and negatived. • 
Question, "That the Bill, as amended by the select committee, be 

read a second time,'' put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

· Clause 1 (Short title, extent and commencement) ordered to stand 
part of the Bill. 

Clause 2 (Definitions}: 
' In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context,-
. (1) "Court" means the Court of the District Judge and includes the High Court 
in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction; , 

(2) "District" means a district constituted under section 3 of the Bombay Civil 
. Courts Act, 1869, and includes the City of Bombay; 
, (3) "Harijan" means a member of a caste, race or tribe deemed to be 

a scheduled caste under the Government of India (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1936; 

(4) "Hindu Community " includes Jains ; 
(5) "Person having interest" means a person who is entitled to enter or attend 

for the purpose of the performance of worship in a. temple or who is in the habit of 
entering or attending for such purpose or of receiving any share in the gifts the rete ; 

(6) "Prescribed" means pre.Scribed by rules made under section 9; 
(7) "Temple" means a place by whatever designation known lised as a ~lace of 

public religious worship and dedicated to or for the benefit of or used as of nght by 
the Hindu Community or any section thereof, as a place of religious wol'3hip. 

(8) "Trustee" means a person by whatever description known in whom the 
. administration of a temple is vested by any law for the time being in force or the terms 

.of the illlltrument of the trust, or the terms of a decree or order of a competent Court, 
relating to such temple, or if there is no such person, any person who has administe:ed 
the temple for a period of one year immediately prior to the date of the declaratwn 
made IUlder section 3 and who is liable as if he were a trustee. 
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(9) "Wol'l!hip "includes attendance at a temple for the purpose of dal'l!han of a deity 
or deities installed in or within the precincts thereof. · 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, I have tabled two amendments. 
I do not know whether they have been admitted. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: They have been held to be in order 
and I have also decided to waive the notice though the amendments 
have come a bit too late. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: I wish to move two amendments. As 
regards sub-clause (4) of clause 2, I find that the definition or the 
'description, whatever we may call it, of Hindu community is entirely 
unsatisfactory and therefore to make the description complete and 
comprehensive, I have tabled oue amendmen.t and the second amendment 
that I have moved is-..,.... 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: As the amendments are given to 
the separate sub-clauses of the same clause, it is better that each one 
should be moved separately. · 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Then, I restrict myself to sub-clause (4) 
of clause 2. We find in the clause that the expression ''Hindu 
community "-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member will move 
his amendment. ' 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I beg to move : 

In sub·clause (4) of clause 2, the words ''includes Jains" should be deleted ·and 
inswad of these words, the following words should be added : 

"Hindu community" includes every individual who either professes any one of 
the religions of Indian origin or who does not .......... " • 

Sir, I am sorry I have not kept a copy of the amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member is moving 
his amendment. After he moves it, I shall put it to the House and 
then I will read the whole section. · 

~Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: I shall formally move this amendment: 

In clau:<e 2, sub.clause (4), delete the words ''includes Jains" and after the 
'1\'ords ·• Hindu community " and the following words : 

"includt•s ew•ry iudi,idual who eitht>r profelises any one of the religions of Indian 
origin or who does not resent being called & Hindu." . . 

Question proposed. 
Sir, the description of the Hindu community as it is given in the draft 

Bill is eXtremely faulty and it is also insufficient. I know why those 
words are put in, the words ''includes Jains ". I know the reason that 
has led the framers of the Bill to include those words. Formerly, doubts 
were entertained as to whether Jains could be included in the word 
''Hindu., and I belie\'e, i! I remember aright, there is a ruling given 
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by the President of the late Bombay Legislative Council-Sir Ali 
:r.Iahomed Khan Dehlavi, now the 'O"pposition Leader in this House
when a heated discussion arose in the House at the time when the 
Religious Trusts Registration Bill was on the anvil, that Jains were 
not Hindus, ·and in order to obviate this difficultY' this description 
has been used in the present Bill. But, Sir, that does not suffice the 
purpose. Now, we are here passing a law that is to affect the whole 
of the Hindu community and hence the description of the Hindu 
communitY' should be satisfactory. I know it is very difficult to 
define the word "Hind a." or the words " Hindu community ". Even 
the writers on Hindu Law have not always succeeded in defining 
the word " Hindu " or the words " Hindu community ". They "have 
very often given a long list of those who can be called Hindus and who 
cannot he called Hindus, and that way they have got over the difficulty· 
of exactly defining the word "Hindu". I know that, but still you 
have somehow to make an effort and define the word ''Hindu" or 
'~Hindu communitY'" .. It is now no longer possible to avoid this 
difficulty and therefore· an honest attempt has been made to describe 
or define the words " Hindu " and " Hindu community ". 

My definiti<>n, I believe, is sufficiently comprehensive. The first part 
of it includes every sect of Hinduism, whether it is Vedic Hindu. religiolil 
or whether it is a Protestant Hindu religion. All these sects are of 
Indian origin. There are Lingayats. A Lingayat is a protestant 
Hindu. The original founder of Lingayat sect protested against certain 
things in the Vedic Hindu religion and formed a different school of 
thought altogether for himself. Still, the sect ot Lingayat is onlY' an 
off-shoot of Hinduism and therefore when we describe Hindus as 
a whole, we cannot exclude the Lingayats. There are al£0 the Sikhs, 

3-SO for instance, who are in the same category as 
p.m. Jains and Lingayats. All these classes protested 

against the ancient Vedic religion of the Hindus and still they are all 
Hindus. When you define the Hindu community, you should not 
exclude them. You will have to bring them in. Therefore, the first 
part of my amendment defines " Hindu " community as including 
every one who professes any religion which is an off-shoot of Hindu 
religion. Nanak, the founder of the Sikh religion, proteste;d against 
the Vedic Hindu religion and all the same Sikhs are within the Hindu 
fold. Therefore, when you are enunciating who form the Hindu 
community, you must include all the component parts of the 
community. You will have to include Sikhs among them. If you 
want to describe the Hindu community efficiently, you will have to 
bring in all these classes, th<>ugh they might have protested against 
certain parts of the V edia religion. 

I now come to the second part of my definition. There were certain 
laws relating to marriage. For instance, there wa.; the Civil Marriage 
Act, up to 1923." Those people wh_o :contraeted marriages under that 
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Act were forced to make a declaration that they belong to no religion 
at all. Now, the law is changed, but those people who contracted 
marriages under the old Act up to 1923, they are Hindus by birth and 
are brought up within the Hindu fold. They want to be called Hindus. 
Therefore, I propose that even these people should be included, namely, 
those who do not resent being called a Hindu. These people might 
have made a declaration for certain convenience, but, if you ask them 
to what community they belong, they will say ''Hindu community,,_ 
You will have to include all such people in the definition, whether they 
follow the precepts of any religion which is an off-shoot of Hindu 
religion, or whether they follow the old Vedic Hindu religion or whether 
they want themselves to be called Hindus. I should caution 
Government that they will be undertaking a great responsibility in 
defining the word in the vague way in which they have done. I want 
the term to be as comprehensive as possible. Here is an opportunity 
for them to put the definition precisely. It will facilitate very much. 
the work of Government and this definition I have given must be 
acceptable to every reasonable mind. I entertain a strong desire that 
the definition should be accepted by the House and the Honourable 
llinit;ter in charge. 

Sir ALI ~1AHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities): 
M:r. Speaker, Sir, at the outset, I must confess that this is a matter to be
decided carefully outside by the Hindu castes and creeds in India, whether 
they are more or less related to each other and whether they could be 
included in the term ''Hindu." At the same time, I want to point out 
one important thing whether it is right on the part of any Government. 
to legislate in an Assembly like this and put in any number of sects as 
belonging to one class or another and dub them as such. For instance,. 
if the Honourable llinister-Iuckily he has not put in the word ''Mahome· 
dans " also-had put in the word '' Mahomedans " when he drafted the 
Bill, with the backing of the majority he could carry that through the 
House and lay down the definition "Hindu community includes 
Mahomedans." Wbat right has the ~Iinister to include the Jains, if 
they are not willing to be called Hindus ! This is what I call a surrep
titious \\'ay of bringing into the one net people all around and make them 
come within the Hindu fold, by legislation. This is with regard to his 
first argument. 

Then, my honourable friend referred to the ruling which he traced ai 
coming from me on a certain measure which was before this House. 
When the Hindu Religious Trusts Bill was before this House, some Sindhi 
Hindu member proposed that Sikhs should be included as coming 
under that measure. A discussion followed on the point. An honour· 
able member of this House in those days, I think it was Dr. Dixit, 
said that, if Sikhs are going to be included, why not the lain.s aLio! 
He. is a Brahmin I understand ; it appeared to him as absurd to include
a Sikh under the Hindu community as it was absurd to include a Jain. 
A ruling of the High Court was brought in as authority-I cannot give-
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reference to it now-to show that Jains were not strictly speaking. Hindus. 
·whatever the merit of that ruling, ip is--really an important question for 
the Honourable Minister to consider whether he can by including these 
two words "includes Jains" in the definition bring the Jains under 
Hindus. 

Then, the honourable member who has moved this amendment said 
that hisdefinitionismorecomprehensive because it includes more commu
nities than can be included. Particularly, in the latter part of it, he says 
that those who do not resent to be called Hindus must be included. Take 
for instance my honourable friend Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan
I hope he will forgive me mentioning him by way of an example only
if he generously offers to be included as a Hindu, could that make 
him a Hindu 1 I know he is a very orthodox Mahomedan and very keen 
in the observance of Muslim principles. The honourable member's 
definition ''those who do not resent should be included as a Hindu" 
should not be accepted. I think the amendment should not be 
accepted, unless the Honourable Minister has any other ground for its 
acceptance. 

Apart from the amendment, I wish to draw his attention once again to 
the inclusion of the word '' Jains" and ask him whether he is right in 
legislating in this manner;. without knowing whether Jains are willing 
or not to be included in the Hindu community. If I remember right, 
there was a good deal of controversy~ and meetings were held in Ahmeda
bad and other places when the ruling was given by me that Jains were 
not Hindus and the ruling was strongly upheld by the Jains, that they 
were not Hindus. If we go into the details of each sect, it would be 
found that strictly speaking a particular class of people cannot be included 
as Hindus. I think Jains cannot be. However, it is an important matter 
whether these two words should convert the Jains into Hindus or should 
not, or whether they are included to serve the purpose of this Bill. ·It is 
a matter for the Honourable Minister to explain. It raises a difficulty in 
my mind so far as this clause is concerned, and so far as the amendment 
is concerned, it is too comprehensive for acceptance. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City North and 
Bombay Suburban District): Sir, I feel a little nervous in making a few 
observations on this question, because I feel I should strike a middle 
path between the two extremes, my honourable friend Mr. Karandikar 
and my honourable friend Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Delhavi. I think 
the amendment which has been proposed before the House will create 
great confusion both with regard t~ law and also with regard to the 
literature and nomenclature. I think the House will be well advised 
to throw out this amendment. I may enlighten the honourable member 
Sir Ali Mahomed Khan and also my'honourable friend Mr. Karandikar 
that both of them are wide of the mark so far as the word ''Hindu" is 
concerned-

An Honourable MEMBER: You kno'! i~ .better. 
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:Mr. ALI RUIADLTR B.!HAD\JR K.H.!J.": So far 8a Muslims are 
conctmed, those who read .Arabic papers and who keep theiDS('lns 
in t.ouch with the eventa should know that even the Muslims of 
India are included by them in the definition of a Hindu, meaning the 
people of India. Those who know .Arabic and read .Arabic newspapers 
will agree with me that the Muslims of India, so far as they are inhabi;. 
tants of India, are styled as Hindus in those papers. 

Sir ALI lLUIOliED KHA...~ DEHLA YI: lfay I interrupt the 
honourable member! Is the honourable member a Hafiz or a Haji! 

llr. ALI BAHADL"R BAHADUR KIIAX: I am a Hafiz and not 
a Haji. 

Sir ALI lL\.HOliED KH.t..~ DEliLA VI : The honourable member 
is a Hafiz. If he were a Haji. he would have done his pilgrimage. 
Then, not having been to Arabia, he is not correct in saying that in 
.Arabia Muslims of India are called Hindus. They are called Hindis 
and no~ Hindus. Hindis means residents of India. 

lli. ALI KUIADL"R KUIADUR K.1L\N: My honourable friend 
betrays his knowledge of .Arabic. I will simply recommend him to· 
go to the Crawford Market and purchase .Arabic papers. They are 
available there. He does not know Arabic. I know Arabic and I have 
bet'n reading those papers for years. 

Sir ALI MAHOliED KILL~ DEHLA \1 : Is it a newspaper ! 
lli. ALI BA.HADL"R KUIADL"R K.HA.j.~: Yes. 

Sir ALI lLUIOliED KHAX DEHLA VI: Some misguided paper .. 
People of India, irrespective of tht'ir religion or caste or community,. 
are called Hindis. 

llr. ALI BAHADL"R BAHADL"R KHAN: They are referred to· 
in writings as Hindus. It is not a matter the truth of which cannot be 
Vt'rified. It can be verified vt'ry easily in Bombay. No one will have to
go to Arabia t.o do that. We have got Arabs here; we have got Arabic 
papers and Arabic books here. There are establishments in the city 
!Jt>lling thousands of Arabic books. The word" Hindu, is there. 

Again, another mistake that my honourable friend Sir .Ali ::Mahomed 
Khan Dt>hlavi has committed is this. He says they are called" Hindis" 
and not "Hindus". Well, Sir, it is. the Persians and not Arabs who· 
call the people of India Hindis. Again, Sir, he has betrayed his 
ignorance of the knowle~ae of Persian. " Hindi " is a Persian word. 
"Hind" means India, and the suffix" ye "means" beloD.eoing to India ". 
That is what the word " Hindi " means-belonging to India. 

I want to correct the honourable member Mr. Karandikar. This 
word "Hi.nd11" was really giwn by the Mahomedan invaders of India
when tht>y first came across "Sindu '' in India. In course of time, they 
('Stahlished some systems of nomenclature, and gradually "Sindu,. 
became "Hindu". SeVt'ral interpretations hue been put upon this 
word by scholars in India and elsewhere. But let me enlighten the. 
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honourable member that the explanation which I am giving really 
holds the field so far as the majority .of scholars are concerned. In 
fact, it will create great conlusion if you introduce vague terms in the 
Bill as " any one who does not resent being called a Hindu should be 
included in the definition of Hindu , . So far as admission of certain 
people in the temples is concerned, if you want to allow any one to enter 
a temple and if he wants to enter it, and if the temple trustee wants 
to allow him to enter it, no one should have any objection. Why should 
I take any objection ! But I think the mover of the amendment will 
complain and perhaps he will have a grievance if some people belonging 
to religions which perhaps are not to his taste claim that according to 
this Bill they have a right to enter the temple. Therefore, both from 
the point of view of legal convenience and from the point o£ view of 
avoiding literary confusion, this amendment should be thrown out. 

Mr. A. E. SI~GAPORI (Surat District) (Addressed the House in Urdu): 
, Sir, the previous speaker (Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan) said that 
in Arabia and in Egypt, the Mahomedans of India were referred to as 
Hindus, As one who has travelled both in Arabia and in Egypt, I refute 
the assertion made by the honourable member. I have !lever heard of 
the M:ussalmans of India being referred to as Hindus. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : On a point of information. 
Does the honourable member know Arabic~ 

Mr. A. E. SINGAPORI (in Urdu): Yes, Sir; I know Arabic and 
I had been to Egypt and Arabia, I never heard-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. Will the honourable 
member resume his seat ! The point before the House is not how the 

· Mussalma.ns of India are called. The relevant point is whether the 
definition of " Hindu " as suggested by the amendment should or should 
not be accepted. If we were to enter into a discussion on the issue as 
to how the different people of India are styled in different parts of the 
world, we would be side-tracking the discussion to no useful purpose. 
I find that it is also giving rise to some heat. Honourable members 
may not now refer to the scholastic propositions about the nomenclatures. 
They should confine themselves to the merits of the definition as proposed 
in the amendment. 

Mr. A. E. SINGAPORI (in Urdu): As the honourable member Mr. Ali 
Bahadur Bahadur Khan referred to the matter, I wanted to make the 
position clear. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: If no other honourable member 
wishes to speak, I shall call upon the honourable mover for a reply. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri, North): Sir, I concede, of course, 
that Government have the right of final reply, but I would be in a better 
position to reply if I knew the mind of Government. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I have nothing to say at •this 
stage. 
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~lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, as regards the objections that have 
been raised against my definition of the term " Hindu community," 
I first of all take up the suggestion thrown out by my honourable friend 
~lr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan. The practical difficulty that he hinted 
at was whether he could call himself a Hindu. I would be willing to 
accept him in my temple. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : I never wanted to enter 
a temple and I never shall. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: That is your question. But I can very 
confidently assure him that if he does not openly resent being called a 
Hindu, I am prepared to admit him into my temple. Hinduism is compre
hensive and wide enough to embrace within its fold everyone who is not 
ashamed of calling himself a Hindu. Therefore, if my honourable 
friend comes forward boldly srying that he is a Hindu, I shall be the first 
man to recommend that he shoul.d be admitted into a Hindu temple. 

~lr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: On a point of explanation. 
I never said that the Muslims of India befonged to the Hindu religion. 
I simply said that the word "Hindu" was being used in the Arabic 
language for the people of India, irrespective of religion, caste or creed, 
as a geographical or racial expression. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: 1£ I understood him aright, the practical 
difficulty that I just now explained was referred to by the honourable 
memler at the conclusion of his speech. If I have misunderstood him, 
I stand corrected. 

As regards the other point that he made, namely, that the Mussalmans 
of India were called Hindus in Arabia and Persia, there is wrangling 
here among the Muslim honourable members themselves; so, the less 
I say on the point, the better for me. But I can give one answer to that 
line of thinking. If the Muslims of Arabia call the Muslims of India 
Hindus, they are very near the truth. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. I do not think that 
diocussion on that point should continue. It is not relevant for the 
purposes of the present amendment. 

Mr. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI : I emphatically refute the 
statement made by the honourable member Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan and 
challenge him to prove it. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, I have not followed 
what the honourable member said. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member 
Mr. Siddiqui emphatically refutes the statement made by the honourable 
member Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan and challenges him to prove it. 
Unfortunately, this is not the place for it. [Laughter.] The honourable 
member Mr. Karandikar. may continue. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Sir, the honourable member Mr. Ali 
Bahadur Khan also tried to enlighten me on another point, namely, 
that the word " Hindu" was derived from some Arabic word. 
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~· ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN :On a point of explanation. 
I sa1d that when the Mahomedans first came to India, they called it 

·" Sind" and that later on " Sind::~ was changed into " Hind ". 
Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR : This change of " Sind " into " Hind " 

is not due to Arabic or to the Arabs who came to India. . 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. I once remarked · 

during the course of this debate, that we are not here discussing th; . 
etymology of the word "Hindi" or" Hindu". The amendment before· 
·the House rela~es to the definition of the expression " Hindu com
munity ". The honourable member will, therefore, now confine himself · 
strictly to the amendment and bring his remarks to a conclusion. 

:Mr. S. 1. KARANDIKAR : I never wanted to enter into etymolo
gical discussions. The discussion that was indulged in by my honourable • 
friend Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan was likely to give rise to some : 
misapprehensions, and it was with a view that these misapprehensions 
should be corrected that I wanted to say a word on the subject. The 
only thing that I wanted to say was that this simple etymology that 
leads us from" Sind" to" Hind'' is due to no migrations-just as it is in 
the case of" septangular" and "heptangular". For that no invasion or 
anything of the kind is necessary. Simple rules of etymology lead to 
those results. All these points, really speaking, have very little bearing 
on the definition of the expression " Hindu community ". 

Sir, nothing was said by way of a reply to my definition. The only 
point that was made was the one put forward b}· the honourable Leader 
of the Opposition. He said that my proposed definition was a bit too 
comprehensive. Yes; I accept that criticism. But, Sir, when you 
have to deal with a very comprehensivesociety, your definitions also are 
bound to be comprehensive. When you want 27 crores of human beings 
to be included in the nomenclature, you cannot, however ingenious 
you may be, frame a definition that i&yery neat and handy ; and especially 
when you are in an experimental stage, your definitions are bound to be 
comprehensive. If they at all err, they are bound to err on the side of 
being a bit too comprehensive. That is the only answer I have to make 
to all the criticisms that were levelled against the definition which 
I have suggested. There is no more point to be answered, and I simply 
await the reply that may come from the Government benches. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 4-30 p.m.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. M.l\HJNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I do not want 
to pursue the honourable members opposite in the very interesting 
regions of comparative religion and philology. I only· want to restrict 
myself to this piece of legislation and nothing more. This legislation 
does not purport to define Hinduism. It does not purport to consider 
the question whether the Hindu religion has anything to do with another 
religion. The whole question involved is one of untouchability, and 
in considering that question it must be remembered that what is generally 
known as the Hindu community and the Jains have more or less similar 
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notions ; to a large extent, they are also governed by the Hindu law. 
For the purposes of this legislation, I need not go into all the matters which 
have bern threshed out here-1 am sure very successfully and in a 
wry hif!hly interesting n1anner. I will only content myself by saying 
that the Hindu community as defined here just answers that description 
of the community which is keen on the question of untouchability and 
desires a uniform solution. 

Then, Sir, as regards the other part of the amendment of my honourable 
friend Mr. Karandikar about those who resent being called Hindus. 

· he is using a word which from the legal point of view would be very 
difficult to -define .. "Resent" is such a wide word and surely he does not 
mean that if once in a lifetime a pucca Hindu like himself resents being 
called a Hindu, that should immediately put him out of the Hindu 
community. That would be the effect of his amendment. I therefore 
submit that his amendment should be thrown out. 

The Honpurable the SPEAKER : I put the amendment : 

In clause 2 (.f) delete the words "includes Jains" and add the following:
"includes every individual who either professes any one of the religions of Indian 

origin or who does not resent being called a Hindu." 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I beg to move my 
next amendment to this very clause and that is as regards the definition 
of the word" worship". In that clause, I want the word" includes" to 
be delr,ted and I want the word " means " to be substituted in its place. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: If I mistake not,· the honourable 
member has tabled one amendment to sub-clause (8). Does he not 
propose to move it? May I take it that he does not wish to move itt 

Mr. S. L. KARA:NDIKAR: Here again my difficuly is that I hurriedly 
wrc,te out the amendment and handed it over without keeping a copy 
with me. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think the honourable member 
was supplied '\\ith a list which contains all these amendments. At my 
request the Secretary gave him a copy. 

Mr. S. L. KARA ... \'"DIKAR: I beg to move: 
In clause 2, sub-cle.ll.S6 (8), delete all the words which follow "relating to such 

tempi!!." 

Question proposed. 
~lr. S. L. KARAKDIKAR: Sir, in moving this amendment my object 

is to bring this piece of legislation into line with the principles of the 
Indian Trusts Act. tnder that Act, some time has been specified during 
whid1 a trustee can go on doing things against the trust, but his actions 
can remain unchallenged during that interval. A certain time is speci
fit.>d. there, and now this part of the clause "any person who has admi.nis
t,.~t'd the temple for a period of one year immediately prior to the date 
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of the declaration made under section 3 and who is liable as i£ he were 
a trustee" reduces that period and it p~ts upon the public at large a greater 
responsibility than has been placelf upon the public by the Trust Act. 
If the Trust Act allows people to watch what is going on for 12 years, 
this Bill says that the public has to exercise its privilege within the period 
of one year but that if during that period they fail to do so and let the 
trustees work as trustees, their right of challenging is gone and when once 
the trustees, who have been really misappropriating the powers of .the 
trustees, have acted as trustees for one year and they make a declaration, 
that declaration is to be binding on the public in spite of the fact that the 
trustees had no right to act as trustees. I believe it is therefore necel:lsary 
that this Bill should be brought into conformity with the provisions of 
the Trusts Act and therefore I think we should delete that part of the 
sub-clause which I have proposed, as such a deletion is necessary if no 
confusion is to arise in the administration of this Bill when it becomes 
an Act. 

The Honourable Mr. K.M. :MUNSHI: 1\Ir. Speaker, Sir, the honourable 
member has not realised the importance of the latter part of clause 8 
which he wants to delete. In respect of only some temples is there either 
a trust deed or a decree or an order of a competent court; there are 
a few other temples where trustees are appointed by any law for the time 
being in force ; but generally, a large majority of the temples in the 
province have no regular deed of trust nor a decree or order of a compe~ 
tent court to control its administration. There they are and some one 
or other member of the public is managing it either in hereditary 
succession or some leading persons of the place meet together and 
take upon themselves the management of the temple. If this part of 
the ~lause is taken away, it would mean that none of those temples would 
be affected, which means that a large majority of the temples would 
be excluded from the operation of t~~ Act. That is why the second part 
of the clause, namely, sub-clause (8}, is important and should be retained ; 
and that is why I oppose the honourable member's amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Sir, my next 
amen,dmen,t, which is to the same clause, relates to the definition of 
the word "worship" and the amendment is very simple. It seeks 
to omit the word " includes " and purports to insert the word " means " 
in, the place of the word" includes". That is a very simple amendment 
and I beg to move it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will the honourable member move 
his amendment formally ! 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : I beg to move the following 
amendment : · 

In sub-chW!e (10) of claun 2, delete tho word "includes" and substitute the 
word " means " instead. ' 

Question proposed. 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, the definition of the word" worship" 
as is laid down in this clause is based on utter ignorance of facts as they 
happen in actual practice. Even in the case of those temples that are 
open to caste Hindus, we find that every caste Hindu is not allowed to 
go near and touch the deity. The only right that every caste Hindu 
can exercise in the case of temples is the right of Darshan. That is 
the last limit to which he can go. Beyond that every caste Hindu 
cannot go only because he is a caste Hindu as there are restrictions 
placed upon this right. ·For instance, there are certain temples in which 
womnn cannot go and touch the deity. There are certain temples in 
which evctl high class Brahmins cannot go and touch the deity unless 

· they have taken a bath, and therefore, the only right which caste Hindus 
UJlrcscrvcdly enjoy in the case of all temples is the right of Darshan. 
That is the last limit to which even a caste Hindu can go. In this 
definition the word "worship" includes Darshan. I say_that it means 
darshan plus something else, it means something more than darshan. 
ProbaLly, the interpretation that some people will be inclined to put 
upon that word will be that all people have the right to go and touch. 
the deity, and I believe if that futerpretation is put upon that 
word, because the phraseology is used there is " includes ", nobody 
will be v.Tong. In order that such c.:>nfusion may not arise hereafter, 
we have to restrict the right. Up to now, it was caste Hindus who 
had the right to take darshan and the untouchables were not allowed 
that right of darshan. We are now trying by this piece of legislation 
to put the Harijans also on the same footing as the caste Hindus. If 
you put the word ''includes", it may give rise to something which you 
do not contemplate. My request is that we should be clear in our minds 
and should exactly define what we mean by worship. AB I understand, 
the object of this piece of legislation is that the caste Hindus should 
not gPt a greater right than the Harijans in the matter of worship in 
a t.l•mple. If you leave the definition as it is, people are likely to stretch 
the phraseology and touch the idol thereby creating unnecessary trouble. 
My humble submission is that you should drop the word "includes" 
and substitute for it "means". If you are specific on that point, there 
is no difficulty and the purpose of the legislation will be rightly served. 
"'ith these remarks, I request the Honourable Minister to see his way 
to li('('t•pt the change that I have proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUKSHI: Sir, the honourable member 
has made the intention of Government quite clear himself when he. 
!'aid that the objl'ct of this Bill was to place the Harijans on the same 
footing as the so-called higher classes, but the word" means" which he 
has suggest<'d to be substituted for the word" inCludes" does not carry 
out that object. If you remove the word 1

' includes" in sub-clause (9) 
and put the word " means " there, it would mean that the Harijans 
would Le t>ntitlcd to worship so far as darshan is concerned and nothing 
more. There are several temples in the Presidency where Harijans 
are not only entitled to ddrshan but also to place flowers on the deity. 
If the honourable member's amendment is accepted, that right would 
be taken away and the Harijans will have the right to Jarsl~an only. 
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.It will only mean that, whereas higher classes will have the right 
of worship higher than darshan, the·Harijans will be permitted only 
darshan. The honourable member's difficulty seems to be that if we 
put the word ."includes" it would mean that the Harijans would be 
entitled to worship of a higher form than the higher classes. If the 
honourable member turns to section 3, he will find that it provides 
"subject to such conditions and the observance of such ceremonies 
as may be specified in the declaration: ...•.. ". It is therefore open to 
the trustees to provide conditions that the worshippers should go only 
so far and no further, provided the conditions imposed by them apply 
alike to the higher class Hindus as well as to the Harijans. The word 
is specifically intended to cover cases o£ that kind. The trustees 
will be entitled to impose conditions regulating different classes 
of worship hut in such a manner as not to give preference to any one 
class. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
Clause 2 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 3 (Declaration by trustees opening the temple to Hari}arts): 

(1) A trust'e, or if there are more than one trustee, the majority of the trustees, of a 
temple which, by anything rontain d in the terms of instrument. of trust, the terms of 
dedication or a decree or ord r of a competent Court relating to such temple or by any 
custom, usage or law for the time being in force, is not open for the performance of 
worship to any Harijan may, of his or their own motion or on the requisition of any 
person having interest in such temple, notwithstanding anything contained in the terms 
such instrument, tb~ terms of the dedication, the decree or order, custom, usage or law, 
declare in writing that such temple shall be open to the Harijans to whom such temple 
was not open, for the performance of worship, subject to such conditions and the obser· 
vance of such ceremonies as may be specified in the declaration : 

Provided that the conditions imposed as aforesaid shall not be made applicable to· 
Harijans only. 

(2) The declaration shall be in such form. and shall contain such particulars as 
may be prescribed. 

(3) The declaration shall be forwarded to the Court within the local limits of whose 
jurisdiction the temple is situate. 

(4) The declaration forwarded to the Court shall be accompanied by an affidavit made 
by the trustee or the majority of the trustees, as the case may be, that he is the trustee 
or they are th~ majority of the trustees of the temple in respect of which the declaration 
is made and also in the case of a temple which is a public trust to which the provisions 
of the Bombay Public Trusts Registration Act; 1935, apply, by a certified copy of 
an entry in the Register of Public Trusts maintained under section 7 of the said Act 
relating to the names and addresses of the trustees of such public trust. 

Mr. S. L. KARA11JIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I move th~ 
following amendment : 

•• In clause 3, sub-clause (1), in line 2, delete the words' the majority of the trustees• 
and substitute the words 'a clear majority of three-fourths of them'." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. L. KARA.11JIKAR : In moving this amendment,. I want the 
trustees to take their decision in the matter, after full, deliberate and 

. unequivocal consideration. It very often nappens the trustees are forced 
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to take up a problem which is quite new to them by the pressure that is 
IJrought to bear on them from outside ; and very .oft~m the trustees act 
on account of tho pressure from outside. Therefore, if you try by this 
piece of legislation to change the practice that has been in vogue for many 
centuries, it should not be, because one of the trustees tries to assert himself. 
This will entail great hardship. Therefore, it is necessary that there 
should be a substantial majority in favour of the change that is J!roposed. 
I shall quote a recent case to show what really happens. In a. very 
jmportant case, a settlement had to be arrived at, and the trustees had to 
be taken into the scheme. Now, the trustees stuck to a particular line 
of action. I am stating this without mentioning the names. The other 
party thought that it would strengthen their case if they got the signatures 
of the trustees to a particular document. As the party wanted to get the 
signature for the settlement, they brought outside pressure to bear on 
them and got the signature. When pople are zealous about a particular 
object, such .things are quite possible. I do not blame those who bring 
pressure to bear on the trustees. When an age-long practice has to be 
changed, a. decision should not be taken under such circumstances. 
Therefore, my amendment seeks to avoid this possibility_ or contingency. 
\\'hen the trustees do so with a three-fourths majority and come to a. 
definite conclusion, then that conclusion has weight. If it is only a bare 
majority of one, as five against four or 8 against seven, it is not a decisive 
settlt>ment. After having come to a conclusion, no trustee should repent 
the decision and sa.y that that fellow brought pressure to bear on him and 
so on. There should be no cause for repentence ; and progress should not 
be hampered. If you put the provision that the decision should be by a 
three-fourths majority, the reform that we are now making will have a 
better sanction. With this object I have moved my amendment. Even 
though the other amendments hav:e been thrown overboard, I think this 
at least will appeal to reason of the Government Benches. 

Sir ALI MAHOliED KHAN DEHLA VI : There are two things on 
which I wish t<> have information--@e from the Honourable Minister 
and the other from the honourable mover of the amendment. The 
prorision is ''A trustee, or if there are more than one trustee, the majority 
of the trustees •.•• " If there are only two trustees, how is it possible to 
ha,·e a three-fourths majority! The other point is that, if there are only 
two trustt:'es and if one trustee is for throwing open the temple to Harijans 
and the other against, that temple will go out of the operation of this 
Bill. I do not think that is the intention of the Honourable Minister. 
He does not wish 11.ny temple to go out of the operation of this Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Obviously, there will be no decision 
~rrived at. .This is only a question of modus operandi as t<> how the object 
1s to be achu~\·ed. If the trustees are divided half and half, no decision 
will be come to. 

The .Honourable lir. K.ll. lll1\SHI: Sir, I will reply to my honour
..able frtend llr. Karandikar. He seems to think that, if there is a cert~in 
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number of trustees in the majority, it indicates absence of pressure from 
the public. That is, in short, his argument. I shall put it in a concrete, 
way : There are seven trustees ; if they come to a conclusion by a majority· 
of four against three, that conclusion is not after mature deliberation or 
is arrived at as a result of public pressure. If there is a three-fourths 
majority, i.e., 6 against 1, then he seems to think that the conclusion would 
have beett come to after mature deliberation without any public pressure. 
This argument is not substantial. The real object of my honourable 
friend is that greater impediments should be put in the way of throwing 
open temples. The point is, who is to decide, when the stage has come,. 
that in view of the public opinion outside the temple should be thrown 
open to Harijans ! If there is the public opinion in support of it the 
trustees should decide by majority to throw open the temple. I do not 
understand why the number should be placed so high. Therefore, I am 
unable to accept his amendment. . 

As regards the remarks of my honourable friend the Leader of the· 
Opposition, I am considering the language of the section. If they do not 
agree by a majority, there is an end of the matter. But if there are four 

trustees, two on each side, it struck me that it 
5 p.m. might be argued by some ingenious lawyer that 

· as the clause seeks to cover only two kinds of temples-one, a temple 
, having only one trustee, and the other, a temple which is capable of 

having a majority of trustees on either side-a temple which is not 
capable of having a majority on either side should be excluded. I do not 
think such a construction is possible, but, if on a proper consideration, it 
is thought possible, it is merely a matter of a few words, and if you 
permit, the amendment can be made at the third reading. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Before this amendment is put to vote~. 
') rise to offer a personal explanation. The Honourable :Minister just 
now said that my object in bringing forward this amendment was to put 
some impediments in the path of reform. I have to repudiate the sugges

. tion very emphatically. In bringing forward all the amendments that 
· I have tabled, my only object is that the path of reform should be ensured, 

and not that impediments should be thrown in. the path of reform. Even 
if the Honourable Minister does not see his way to accept any of the 
amendments, he should be charitable enough and should not attribute 
motives to the member who has tabled them. 

The. Honourable Mr. K. :M. :MUNSHI: I did not attribute motives to, 
the honourable member. I suggested that the amendment would have 
the effect of putting an impediment in the path of reform. 

Will you, Sir, give me per~ssion to add the words that I have 
suggested~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It will be for the Honourable Minister· 
to consider whether any such amendment is necessary at all .. In the view 
that I am taking of the language of the clause, I do not thmk any such 
change is necessary. However, the House need not be guided by that ; 
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the Honourable Minister might consider whether any amendment is 
necessary at all. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : May I know whether it would 
be permissible to move it at the third reading 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The intention being clear, I should 
treat it as a verbal amendment. All that I suggested was that, in a. 
moment of hurry, no change should take place which might lead t() 
further difficulty. 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I only want time to consider 
whether it is worth while. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : So, I put the honourable member: 
Mr. Karandikar's amendment to the House. I shall read it again:-

In clause 3 (l), line 2, in plaoo of the words "majority of the trustees" substituta 
"a clt•ar maio.rity of 3/4 of the trustees", 

Amendment put, and negati,•ed. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District) (Addressed the Hou<e in. 
lllaratl,i) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 3, line 4, delete the words "instrument of trust, the terms of dedication 
or", 

I haYe already given the reasons in support of my amendment in the 
minute of dissent which I have appended to the report of the Select 
Committee. My first objection to the provision in the clau~e is that 
GoYernment are thereby going to encourage the trustees to commit 
breach of trust, for to violate the terms of the instruments of trust or 
dedication is nothing &hort of breach of trust on the part of the trustees. 
My second objection is that the provision is an invasion of the fundamental 
rights of an individual. It i~, therefore, clearly against justice, equity 
and good conscience. To elucidate these points I cannot do better 
than read paragraph 1 of the minute of dissent which I have written 
to the report : 

"The provision in the Bill to give fulllioonse to the Trustee or majority of them, to 
ride rough~hod O\'er the wishes of the author of the Trust, notwithstanding that they 
are clt•arly ('X pressed in the trust·deed, that the temple should be reserved for worship 
to th6 C&.'te Hindus alone, is to say the least immoral. No Government worth the name, 
k•ast. of all the Congress Government under the guidance of Mahatma Gandhiji, the 
Apo~tle of Truth, Love and Non· violence, ought to encourage Trustees to commit a breach 
of trust of this sort. If an Orthodox Hindu desired to build a temple for the 
exclusi\'e use of the Ca;;te Hindus and entrust same to the Trustee-s with a stipulation t~ 
that effect, this Bill will debar him from doing so. This is a clear invasion of his funda· 
mt•ntal ci\il ri~ht.s, If the Congress Government really stands for them and respects 
tht>m, tht>y ought to be the last to forte a man by law not to follow his religious principles, 
as he hon~tly understands thPm. One may dislike those prinriples and even consider 
tht>m silly! But nobody can h&ve any legal right to prevent him from following them, 
80 long a.s he cau..'l!'s no aetual harm t<1 anybody <lr does not transgress morality or 
public order, in doing so." 

I hM·e referred in my minute of dil)sent to Truth, Love and Non
violence for which ~labatma Gandhi st~nds. But it is possible that this 
Government may say that they are not one with .Mahatma Gandhi in 
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that respect. But then I am going to read a quotation from the speech
of the Honourable :Minister, 1\Ir. Millishi, in tl>is very House on the 15th 
September 1937 : 

"Non-violence to us is not a policy at all, It is a creed, a fundamental principle o.n 
which alone the greatness of an individual or a nation is based. Sir, it has been the only 
strength of the Congress and through it only will this country achieve freedom. We 
believe it as a ca.rdinal tenet of our political religion that it is by and through non
violence alone that this unfortunate world ca.n be rid of dictators and armaments which 
like a phantom overshadow the whole humanity. It is in this faith, Sir, that we are 
pursuing the path we do ; and we invite the members of this House to appreciate this 
point of view. They may not accept it as a creed; they may accept it as a policy. 
They may consider that we are religious fanatics in this respect. They are at liberty 
to think so, but let us agree on this, that they will assist us with all the power behind 
them inside and outside the House to maintain an atmosphere of non-violence, in w,hich 
.alone we will be able to translate our programme into action. Without such an 
atmosphere, Sir, whatever attempts we or they might make will fail, and if there are some 
who cannot see the wisdom of what I am saying, all I can say is that I am very sorry 
for them." (Bombay Legislative Assembly Debates, Vol!, p. 998). 

I can say the same about the Government. (Interruption.) Non
violence includes truth. There cannot be non-violence without truth. 
That is the answer given by Mahatma Gandhi. 

Now, Sir, I will read a quotation from a judgment delivered by 
Mr. Justice Beaman, in order to show that it is illegal to violate the 
eonditions o£ an instrument o£ trust :-

"Any extension or limitation of the scope of a trust so as to exclude those who were 
intended to be included or include those who were intended to be excluded is really 
:a breach an~ a very serious breach of trust." 

Sir, after the publication of this Bill,· orthodox Hindus started an 
agitation against it. The Government and the members of this House 
are fully aware of it. But they have not been given sufficient time 
to express their views on this Bill. In order to give them that time, 
my friend the honourable member Mr. Phadke had moved that the 
Bill be recommitted to the Select Committee. But Government did 
not accept his motion. They want t; rush this measure· through within 
three-fourths of an hour. This has made the orthodox Hindus very 
suspicious of the bona .fides of the GovernmeDt. I will now read a quota
tion to prove it, from the memorial which orthodox Hindus have sent 
to Government : 

"We ta.ke the liberty to point out to you that we, and numerous Hindus will agree 
with us, feel that this Bill is only the thin end of the wedge being driven into the heart 
()f the religious Hindus. We feel that when once the principle of departing from ihe 
purposes of the trust has been enunciated, there will be no limit to the deviation and 
<JOnsequently there can be no existence of any charitable or religious trust. Just as 
& stroke of the pen now seeks to utilise a temple for the benefit of a section for whom it 
was not intended. a similar stroke of pen can at a future date abolish worship in temples, 
nationalise them and divert the funds of temples to objects diametrically opposed to 
religion." 

That is the fear in the minds of the orthodox Hindus. If Government 
want to ignore it, they are at liberty to do so at their peril. 

As regards the fundamental rights of individuals, to which I have 
referred in my minute of dissent, I will quote from the Fundamental 
Rights Resolution of the Karachi Congress.· It is notorious that Govern
ment have pledged themselves to carey out whatever orders they receive 
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·from the Congress High Command; they have no independent 'iews 
of their own. I will, therefore, read from the Karachi Congress 
resolution about ft.ndamental rights: 

"Every citizen shall enjoy freedom of conscience and the right freely to profess and 
]lr&ctiBe hie religion subject to public order and morality." 

The concluding portion of that resolution makes it clear c: that there 
should be no interference in matters of collscience, religion or culture: 
&nd that a minority is entitled to keep its personal law without any 
·change in this respect being imposed by the majority." So, the opinion 
of the Congress in this matter is clear. If the Government want to 
respect it, they ought to accept my amendment. Before we pass 
this Bill and its various clauses, we should see whether the provisions 
()f the Trust Act are going to be either nullified or altered by the 
particular pro\ision now before the House. I hope and trust 
that the House will see that the duties of the trustees as laid down 
in the Indian Trusts Act are not whittled down at least in the 
present instance, and that they will therefore support the amendment 
now moved. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the HotPe in. Jfarathi): 
Sir, I oppose the amendment. When the Government are doing their 
level best and against odds to do a most helpful and necessar} thing, 
here is my honourable friend from the Kolaba District coming forward 
to put spokes in the Government's wheel and to hold back religious 
progress among the Hindu society. I come from the Intermediate 
Community and I make bold to say on the floor of this House that at 
least 70 per cent. of the intermediate communities want that more and 
more facilities should be given to the Harijans. l'tly honourable friend 
Mr. Mandlik can take this from me. 

Mr. R. N. l~1JLIK : It is false. 

~Jr. D. W. RAUT : It is true and not false. 

In fact, I would even go so far as to say that it is not Marathas in 
the villagt>s who are so much against the Harijans getting rights of this 
~haracter but it is those people who, under the garb of religion, want 
to keep a hold on the Harijans in this way. Truth and non-violence 
are not things t() be lightly set aside or neglected. I am sure that my 
honourable friend ~Ir. ~landlik, though a Brahmin, may have sometimes 
taken tea in an Irani's shop or at least in other shops at the hands of 
non-Brahmin waitt'fs. He must ha\·e done so at least in his student 
days, if not now. That also is a brt>ach of trust, the word "trust" 
Dlt'aning "faith " or " t'isltttas" in ~Iarathi. Non-violence and truth 
are t>ssential to the growth and prospt>rity of this country in these days. 
Today the cireumstances are not what they were 50 years ago. Even 
tht> wry dress whirh lli. ltandlik puts on probably was not the dress 
"·hich was worn by his grand-father or great-grand-father. We must 
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go according to the changing conditions. I, therefore, say, that instead 
of opposing this Government measure, every one of us should support 
them in their march with times. In fact, I am of the opinion that 
Government should have brought forward a far more liberal measure 
than the present Bill. I congratulate Government on the present Bill 
and oppose the amendment moved by the honourable member 
Mr. Mandlik. · 

· Mr. R. B. THORAT (Nasik East) (Addressed the House in Marathi) ~ 
Sir, I do not think there is need for so much argument because those 
very people for whom this Bill has been brought are not at all keen a bout 
this Bill if we can judge by the silence which the representatives of the 
Harijans in this Assembly seem to be studiously maintaining. They 
have not taken any part in this debate all these days. So long as. 
untouchability does not die and so long as the birth-right of Hindus of 
all castes is not recognised and so long as Harijans are kept out of their 
naturalrights, the agitation for Swaraj can never succeed. If during this 
debate the European members of this Assembly had been present, they 
would have felt sure that the British could still remain masters in India. 
for a large number of years more, because they would have known that 
we are still fighting among ourselves· over the question as to who is 
a Hindu and who is a non-Hindu even from the Hindus themselves. Our 
Muslim friends here a1so seem to have copied the English people. in this 
respect. Let alone the question of Mahars. When even we go t() 
temples, we find there is the question of Brahmins versus non-Brahmins. 
Take the question of the famous Kalaram Temple of Nasik where the 
question of Brahmins versus non-Brahmins is still supreme. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: This discussion is irrelevant to the· 
question immediately before the House. The point is whether the 
terms of the instruments of trusts should be permitted to be disregarded. 
That is the only point, not the other question which the honourable 
·member is dilating upon. 

Mr. R. B. THORAT: Sir, the object o£ this Bill, as we have been told 
by the Honourable Mr. Munshi, is, whether terms or no terms of the 
instruments of trusts, there should be no obstruction. Sir, very few of 
the trustees are elected trustees. I challenge them to show that any 
of those trustees are elected as trustees. They force themselves on the 
temples as trustees, that is all. None has elected them as trustees. 
Many of the trustees are self-elected or self-styled trustees. In Maha· 
rashtra nobody elects the trustees. It is only by their might, power and: 
education, some of the people come forward and take upon themselves.. 
the management of temples and call themselves trustees. 

I neither oppose nor support the Bill and I know the amendment of 
Mr. Mandlik will not be passed by this House. 

Mr. T. S. JADHA V (Sholapur North East) (Addressed the House. in 
Marathi): Sir, although the Hiudu·Mab.asabha has on several occas10ns 
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passed resolutions to the effect that untouchability should be removed,. 
I am very pained to see that the honourable member :Mr. Mandlik is 
opposing the removal of untouchability. Neither the Hindu Mahasa.bha.. 
nor the Congress Ministry or the Congress itself wants that the reform. 
of temple entry should be thrust, against their will, on the people, and 
whatever facilitie, are sought to be given., are going to be given more as. 
birth-rights of the down-trodden of human beings that we find in this. 
unhappy country. Untouchability has played such a dire havoc in.. 
our society that the sooner it is blotted out of existence the better
for all of us. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member is. 
digressing into the general question of removal of untoucha:bility. 
The only point is whether the trustees of temples should be permitted 
to disregard the provisions of trust. That is the only point to which. 
the honom:able member should restrict himself. 

Mr. T. S. JADHAV: Very well, Sir. Just as the trustees have a right. 
to go near the deity and touch the idol, so also the Hindu population should 
have that right unrestrictedly. By denying this right to the untouch
ables, the Hindu community is going farther and farther away from its 
moral duty and it is giving rise to and widening H avishwas " or " want 
of faith and trust." The trustees should do everything that would lead 
to the good of the public-I mean the Hindu public, whether they are. 
so-called touchables or untouchables. 

I know that among the orthodox section of the Hindus agitators are 
busy fomenting feeling against this measure. Have we not known. 
agitators springing up every time any reform is going to be undertaken ~· 
There was, has been and always will be agitation against every act of· 
social reform. But, fortunaroly, today that agitation is not so'violent as 
it used to be before. I therefore want to make one request to my Harijan 
brothers to remember that this is only a simple thing that Government 
are going to do for them and that they should support the Bill and oppose
the amendment moved by the honourable member Mr. Mandlik whom. 
I also request to withdraw and willingly withdraw his amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Would the Honourable the Minister
like t.o speak now or after the honourable member Mr. :Mandlik has. 
replied! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN'SHI : I would like to speak after his. 
rt>ply. 

Mr. R. X. MAN'DLIK: Sir, three honourable members have spoken 
and all of them belon~ to the non-Brahmin communities. Some or 
them belong to the Congress Party but they are non-Brahmins~ 
[ft~lemLptiOJI$.) 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. It will not help
&llY useful discussion to refer to the parties. The question may b& 
argued on its own merits; and the question as placed by the honourable: 
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. m~mber is as to whether it is proper OI.Jl.Ot to permit trustees to disregard 
terms of trusts. That is the only point, and all questions as regards 
untouchability or as to how many parties there are and so on ar~ 
irrelevant. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK: I bow to your ruling, Sir. The three 
honourable members who criticised this amendment have not under
stood the gist of my amendment. I say that the expressed desires 
of the author of the trust ought not to be disregarded by the trustee, 
.after accepting the trusteeship. I do not object to disregarding custom, 
law, order, decree of a court and things of that sort. I am afraid, Sir, 
that my amendment is not fully and properly understood by any of 
the honourable members who criticised it. The honourable member 
Mr: Raut said that 70 per cent. of the people are non-Brahmins and that 
none of this 70 per cent. object to all temples being thrown· open to all 
Harijans. I would only request Mr. Raut to visit villages and proclaim 
to the villagers this theory or opinion of his and see how he fares at their 
hands. · 

·Mr. D. W. RAUT: On a point of explanation, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. The honourable 
member can give his explanation if he wants to give any, after the 
.honourable member Mr. Mandlik has finished his remarks. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK : I know his experience will be queer. I know 
villages and villagers as well and what the views of the majority of the 
villagers are. [Interruptions.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

Mr. R. N. 1tfANDLIK : If you go to the villages and try to throw 
-open the temples or tanks or wells to the untouchables, I am sure the 
villagers will rise in a body and oppose your action. I am certain that 
-even my scheduled caste brothers in this House will bear me out when 
I say this. 

An Honourable MEMBER : You do not want those things 1 You 
want untouchability to continue 1 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK : I do want untouchability to go. I do want 
temples, tanks or wells to be thrown open to the Harijan brethren. 
But I am telling you what at present is the true attitude of the village 
people as we find them. The honourable member Mr. Thorat gave 
us the example of Kalaram Temple of Nasik, where according to him 
the question of Brahmins versus non-Brahmins is still supreme, and 
where this distinction is still observed. May I know from him what 
will be the fate of untouchables entering that temple, wherein the 
Brahmins do not admit even non-Brahmins, such as Marathas, to 
.a status of equality ? 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Who is responsible for it 1 
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)Ir. R. N. MAXDLIK: The honourable member Mr. Raut. Sir, 
one honourable member has requested me to withdraw my amendment. 
I am not prepared to do so and v.ill not withdraw my amendment. In 
fa.ct, if my amendment fails, I am going to demand a division so that 
the names of all those who are supporting the Government's measure 
enablin~ trustees of temples to disregard express conditions of trust, 
v.ill be enshrined in print in the annals of this Assembly and the posterity 
will see who these stalwarts were! 

(An Ilonourabie Member rose). 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable moYer of the 
amendment has concluded his reply and the Honourable Minister will 
now address the House. Other members have no right to speak now, 
If the honourable member had stood up before the honourable mover 
of the amendment had risen to speak, I ·would have given him an 
opportunity of having his say. 

The Honourable ~lr. K. ~1. MlVXSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the honour

5-30 p.m. 
able member ~Ir. Mandlik has raised several points 
which desen·e a detailed reply. For the benefit of 

those people whose Yiews are identical with those of the honourable 
memher, I propose to reply to them point by point. His first point was 
with regard to fundamental rights. The fundamental rights which were 
acrrpted hy the Karachi Congress accept the principle that untouchability 
should be remond. That resolution was passed by the Congress, the 
principal ohject of which is to remO\'e untouchability. It requires great 
ingenuity to argue that this clause affects freedom of religion. To say 
so is not to understand the Bill at all. As I said more than once, all that 
the Bill says is that, if representatives of Hindus come to the conclasion 
that certain Hindus should be allowed to have the benefit of a certain 
temple which they do not have at present on account of certain decree, 
custom or trust, they should be allowed to do so. The Hindu community 
is not sought to be com'erted by this Bill to another religion. The Hindu 
religion is not taught a new tenet, but it is accepted as the basic factor. 
All that it does is that people who are proud to call themselves Hindll8 
and to worship in Hindu temples should not be shut out because of some 
trust or custom or decree. There is no question of forcing a new tenet 
on the Hindu conm1unity. Therefore, the appeal to fundamental rights 
is absolutely irrelevant. 

The second point is about the appeal to non-violence. I know the 
reason why the honourable member has brought in the name of Mahatma 
Gandhi and non-Yiolence in his minute of dissent. I assure him that, 
if this Bill, in truth, want{'d to depart from the principles of Hindui.s~ 
this Gon•rnment will ha\·e nothing to do with it. _ 

Then, he argued that the trusts may relate not to a particular family or 
a particular caste but to Cchchavarnas-he said caste Hindus-; why 
should tl•Py be interfered \\ith! " Caste Hindus " is not a proper transla
tion of ld1thavarnu. The honourable member Mid that even the} are 
not allowed to touch the idol in many cases. What is an l:chchavama f 
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Does not the significance of Uchchavarna change from year to year 1. 
Thirty or forty years ago, people wh~q. were considered as Neecha varna s
low caste~have now among them lawyers, doctors and even Sanskrit 
students. Their fathers and grandfathers did not dare to go into 
a temple, simply because they felt that they were not Uchchavarnas; 
they never thought that they could belong to the Uchchavarnas; but 
during the last 30 or 40 yearsl they have taken their position among 
Uchchavarnas. If you look to the 1901 Census Report, a community 
(I won't mention the name) was considered to be lower than Banias; 
thereafter it put forward its claim to be Brahmin. By 1931, they estab
lised their claim as Brahmins. By a stupendous effort the members 

_ (llevated their caste, and now they have attained a position as 
Brahmins as high as a high caste Hindu may be proud. The elevation 
-of a lower class into a higher class is one of the lines on which the Hindu 
society is evolved. Have we not seen a number of people who were 
not considered Banias being treated as Banias 1 The present day 
Kshatriyas belonged to different communities when they came in the 
wake of invaders to India. Are they not completely absorbed~ Were 
not the Greek invaders absorbed as Kshatriyas 1 Why should 
Uchchavarnas be described ta be the higher classes as are known only 
to a settlor 1 Why should not his ·sons accept others as higher class 
ten years later 1 Does not my honourable friend think that honour
able members like Dr. Ambedkar and 1\Ir. Bhole are as decent and as 
pure as any member on eit~r side of the House 1 Do they not belong 
to Uchchavarnas 1 The temple is intended for the Uchchavarnas. 
(Interruption.) The honourable member will not try to understand. 
The settlor does not say : " Keep it for persons who were described 
as Uchchavarnas in 1882 A.D." Each society, each age, will decide who 
is a Uchchavarna and who is a Neechavarna. Sir, the public opinion of 
1937 is represented in this Hous~- and it wal}tS that those who are 
"described as untouchables today should be described as Uchchavarnas. 
Where does violence come in this 1 This is the process Hinduism 
is going through. Can we, the honourable member and myself, call 
ourselves pure Brahmins 1 Is there no admixture of blood in us 1 The 
whole process of Aryan civilisation has been to uplift all the whole 
continent of India by a change of creeds, schools of thought, beliefs 
and ideals. It has proceeded on this path all these years. The Hindu 
society and culture· exists today because it has been absorbing all 
other elements into it from time to time and elevating it to higher 
ideals and religion. Otherwise, Hindu culture would have shared the 
.fate of the Grecian, the Roman and the Egyptian civilisations. What 
.we are doing today is nothing but following the process of absorbing all 
communities who were thought 30 or 40 years ago as Neechavarnas. 

1'herefore, it does not contravene either truth or non~ violence. 

Then, the honourable member put forward a legalistic notion about 
trusts and said that they should not be altered. If he had said that 
it should not b~ altered by a court of law; I would have had no answer. 
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It has been recognised over and over again that courts have no right 
to alter a trust either in its purpose or intention. Sometimes, Sir, this 
has brought ridiculous results. Courts administer the law, but the 
legislature gives elasticity to it. Lord Halsbury in the famous case 
to which I made reference in the course of the first reading of this Bill 
stated:-

" Now, in the controver~y which ha.s arisen, it is to be remembered that a Court of law 
has nothing to do with the soundness or unsoundness of a particular doctrine. Assuming 
there is nothing unlawful in the vieW$ held-a question which, of course, does not arise 
here-a Court hM simply to ascertain wha.t was the original purpose of the trust. 

My Lords, I do not think we ha.ve any right to speculate as to what is or is not 
important in the views held. The question is wha.t were, in fact, the vie\Vs held, and 
what the founders of the trust thought important." 

But this is not a court of law. This is a legislature. It is competent 
to the legislature, when trust law is rigid, to give it elasticity so as to 
make it serve the purpose of a soeiety. In that case in England, the court 
decided that a trust should not be altered ; the Parliament at once 
took it up· and passed a legislation in order to secure the benefit of 
the trust to parties whom the court declined to give relief. We are 
not a court of law. There is a substantial change of Hindu opinion 
which requires that trusts ought to be altered. If we cannot succeed 
in giving effect to it in courts of law, we have a right to come to the 
legislature and say ; "Present day Hindus themselves want, either 
by reason of their progress or by reason of their changed views, that for · 
the sake of temple Uchchavarnas should include classes whom the settlors 
at one time excluded as Neechavarnas." What is exceptional or extra
ordinary about it 1 Therefore, Sir, my honourable friend has missed 
his forum when he thinks that that argument can appeal to this House. 
The honourable member says that the legislature is condoning breach of 
trust. This is incorrect. 

The legislature has got the right to define what a breach of trust is. 
\\llat is a breach of trust 1 It is a creature of laws ; that means that 
it can always be created or destroyed by the legislature. "\\"hy cannot 
the legislature say that what was a breach of trust yesterday shall 
not, in view of the overwhelming opinion of the · Hindu community, 
he ht>reafter considered as a breach of trust ~ Is it not a fact that 
legislatures pass various legislations pJescribing different duties for 
trustees, and then what was not a breach of trust yesterday suddenly 
becomes one t()day 1 Is it not a fact that even the courts very often 
give to a trustee who has committed a breach of trust a kind of free 
pardon for doing what he did because the courts feel that it has not 
been done with an intention to commit a breach of trust 1 Why cannot 
the legislature say that what had been a breach of trust till yesterday 
shall not be treated as such today, because the general community 
wants a new attitude ! Therefore, that argument also of my honourable 
friend is not substantial. . 

The last argument of the honourable member was his reference to 
an agitation which, he said, was being carried on very vigorously against 
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this measure. In replying to my honourale friend Mr. Phadake, I gave 
the necessary reply. I can assure -my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik 
that I have followed this agitation as closely as he has done. I know 
ap.d respect many of the gentlemen who are carrying on the acritation 
in the city of Bombay. They are sincere, devout Hindus wh; follow 
Hinduism according to their own light. I know they are pained ; 
and that fact has also caused us pain. But do you know what pain 

. it would cause to the lakhs and lakhs of untouchables if by rejecting this 
Bill you were to put upon them, not the stigma of untouchability, but 
the stigma that in the year 1938 a progressive legislature which claims 
Swaraj, which wants independence, was so lost to every sense of nation~ 
nood, to every sense of progress, that they turned down a Bill of this 
kinu ~ '\\"hat would be their pain in that case 1 We have to choose, 
in all matters which vitally affect society and life, between causing 
one kind of pain and .another; and ultimately we have to decide upon 
removing a gross injustice, even if it inflicts pain upon some of our friends 
whom we hold in respect ; we must be pr.epared to do it in order that 
greater pain may not be inflicted upon others. Those are my reasons 
for opposing the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik. 
(Applause.} 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : This disposes of the other amendment 

of the honourable member, which is consequential. 
Mr. S. L. KA.RANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 3 (1}, after the words "specified in the declaration" occurring before the 

words "Provided that," add: · 
"Provided that no declaration shall be made by the trustees if the instrument of trust 

or the terms of the dedication expressly prohibit admission of untouchables to the temple 
in question." 

-
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before I put this motion to the 

House, I should like to know, in view of certain doubts which I feel, as. 
to whether it would be in order now in view of the decision taken by the 
House just now. I do see the difierence between the two ; this amend~ 
ment expressly refers to the prohibitory clause, but it appears prima 
facie that in the amendment which sought to take the instrument of 
trust and the terms of dedication out of the operation of the section, the 
subject matter of the present amendment was included. I am feeling 
doubtful about it, and I should like to know if the doubts I entertain. 
are well-founded or not. 

Mr. S. L. ~1)IKAR : As I understood, the amendment moved 
by my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik referred to all kinds of trusts. In 
that sense, his amendment, if passed, would have affected the Bill more 
widely than my amendment seeks to do. My amendment very much 
agrees in substance with the amendment of my honourable friend 
:Mr. Mandlik ; but so far as the scope of the two is concerned, there is a 

. ma~rial difierence. I have, therefore, to request you to note the distinc
tion between the two and, if possible, allow me to move my amendment. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: That was exactly the. point to which 
I was referring. I do see that some distinction can be drawn between 
the two amendments. But in view of the decision that the House has 
taken, namely, that notwithstanding anything contained in the instru
ments of trust, the trustees may have the liberty to throw open the 
temple to Harijans, it is difficult to say whether this amendment is in 
order. 

Sir ALI MAHmiED KHAN DEHLAVI : Is it not a negation of the·. 
whole clause t The whole object and purport of clause 3 has been 
explained by the Honourable Minister. It gives power to the trustees, 
whatever be the terms of the trust deed, to throw open the temple to 
the Harijans. He made it clear in his last speech. If this proviso is 
accepted, it amounts to a negation of the clause as a whole. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It does not appear to amount to 
a negation of the clause. The distinction, to my mind, is this. The 
amendmel).t treats of saving certain express clauses in the deed of trust. 
It refers to such terms only. The other terms may be expressed or 
implied in an instrument or may be deduced from usage. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : Is it not the intention of 
the clause that the trustees should be able to modify the terms so far as 
entry of Harijans is concerned, even if there is a decree or order of 
a court f 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is what I was referring to. 
Therefore, it follo\\·s that the one is included in the other-not that the 
one is the negation of the other. 

Mr. ISMAIL I. CHUl\'DRIGAR: May I make a submission! The 
first amendment was much wider in scope than the second one. It may 
be that the members of this House were not prepared to go so far as to 
accept the first amendment, which was much wider in its scope ; they 
thought that this House should of course widen the powers of trustees in 
certain cases, but all the same, they may be of opinion: that in cases where 
there was an express declaration in a trust deed that the temple should 
not be thrown open to particular classes, this House may still be prepared 
to go that smaller length and decide that such temples shall not be thrown 
opt'n to members of particular communities in view of the express 
provision to that effect in the trust deed. I submit that it should be 
open to the members to express their views that they are prepare.d to go 
so far as the second amendment propose$ to go though they were not 
prepared to go so far as the first amendment proposed to go. Therefore, 
this amendment being narrower in scope than the first one, the members 
l'hould ha ,.e an opportunity of expressing their views on the matter, and 
the amendment should be allowe-d to be moved. · 

The IIonourable lli. K. 'M. ~It'XSID: Sir, this is more in the nature 
of an amendment to the amendment of the honourable member 
lli. ~Iandlik. The first amendment said that whereyer there were instru
ments of trust, this Act should not operate ; and the second amendment 
says that where\'er the instruments of trust expressly prohibit the entry 

llo•W Bk Hb l~ 
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of untouchables, the Act should not ~perate. Really speaking, this is an 
amendment to the first amendment, which has been thrown out by the 
House. Therefore, it cannot be moved. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: Sir, so far as I have been able to follow 
you and ~he Honourable Minister, the contention seems to be this, that 
as the wtder amendment has been thrown out, my amendment, which 
seems to be included in that amendment, cannot now be debated upon. 
My reply to that is that it is not possible in this particular case to look 
at the amendments only; you have to look at the amendments in their 
relation back to the Bill. I£ my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik's 
amendment had been accepted, the Bill would have been affected to 
a very large extent. The House has decided that the Bill shall not 

. be aftected to the extent suggested by the honourable member. Now, 

. my amendment is narrower in its scope and, therefore, its operation 
· on the Bill would not be as wide as would have been the case if my 

honourable friend :r.-Ir. Mandlik's amendment . had been accepted. 
Therefore, even though that amendment has been lost, my amendment 
can be debated upon, when it is related back to the whole scope of the 

· Bill. That is one submission. · . 

. · Another submission is this. I£ it was really an amendment that 
was included in the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik, 
I was, really speaking, entitled to have my say on that amendment. 
If I had been intimated to that effect, I would certainly have had my 
argument on that. But as no intimation was given to me even when 

my amendment was tabled, I was always under 
the impression that my amendment was getting 

proper recognition as an amendment. My submission therefore is 
that taking this circumstance into consideration and taking also the 
fact that in its relation to the Bill a·s a whole this amendment deserves 
to be treated as an independent amendment, I believe I shall get a chance 
of moving my amendment. 

6p.m. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am afraid my doubts have not 
been removed. The decision which was taken was that it is competent 
to trustees to make a declaration notwithstanding anything contained 
in the terms of the instruments o£ trusts. So, the amendment does 
not seem to be permissible now in view of the decision of the HoUBe 
on the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Mandlik. I now 
put clause 3. · 

Clause 3 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 4 (The publication of declaration). 
(1) The publication of dedaration.-On receipt of such declaration, the Court sha·n, 

if it is satisfied that the conditions specified in the declaration do not contravene the 
requirements of the proviso to sub-section (I) o~ section 3, cau~ public noti~ to be 
given at convenient places on or near the temple m respect cf which the declaratiOn has 
been made and shall cause the declaration to be published in the Official Gazette and in a 

~ newspaper published in the principal . vernacular of .a~d circulati~g in t?e district. 
The declaration so published shall subject to the proVISIOns of sect1on 6 be mevocable 
and the publication of the declaration in the Official Gazette shall be conclusive 
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evidence that the temple is open to the performance of worshlp to the Ha.rijana to whom 
it wu not 80 open and the instrument of the trust, the terms of dedication, the decree or 
order, cUBtom, n~af!:6 or law relating to the temple shall be deemed to have been 
amended according!~. .. 

(2) Alteration of condition~~ in declaration.-Any of the conditions specified in the 
declaration published under section 4 may, on the application of the trustee or if there 
are more than one trustee of the majority of the trustees of the temple be altered, added 
to or omittod with the previous sanction of the Court. 

Mr. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District) (Addressed the Hott$e in 
Marathi): Sir, I beg to move the following amendment: 

" In ~~ection 4, in line 10, after the word ' district ' add the following :-

• The Court 11hall further arrange to take a referendum of adult Hindu touchables 
residing in the area of one mile round about the temple and make the declaration 
absolute, provided two-thirds majority vote in favour of opening the temple to the 
Harijans '," 

Question proposed. 

Mr. R. N:. MANDLIK: Sir, it is said in the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons : 

"This is only an enabling Bill and its object is to remove all legal difficulties 
in the way of those trw;tees of public temples, who are convinced of the justice of tho 
<'la.im of Ha.rijans to make 1111e of Hindu public temples and who desire to throw open 
tht'ir templt~s to them." 

"This Bill'' 

so the Statement of Objects and Re_asons further says: 

"enables them to do so, notwithstanding anything contained in the instrument of 
trust, or the terms of dedication or a. decree of a competent court or any custom, usage 
or law, by tiling & declaration in the proper court." . 

Sir, I submit that this is not really an enabling Bill, because though 
in the case of trustees it is an enabling Bill, in the case of the worshippers 
this Bill is certainly coercive. I have elucidated this point in paragraph 
2 of my dissenting minute, 'Which runs as follows : "the Bill invests 
the trustee or majority of them with almost dictatorial powers. We 
read in the Bible that God said "let there be light "and there was light ! 
Similarly, under this Bill, i£ a trustee or majority of them say "let 
the temple be open to Harijans ", it will be opened to them, notwith
standing the wishes to the contrary either of the author of the trust 
or of the bulk of the usual worshippers at the temple. Dictatorship 
always breech irresponsibility. Legislature, therefore, ought not to 
t'ncoura!!e both. A safeguard in the form of a referendum, i£ included 
irl the Bill, will go along way to satisfy the orthodox Hindus and will 
also prove a \·alua Lie cht>ck on the irresponsible rendencies of the trmtee. 
This is what is further said in paragraph 5 :-

.. Tilt- bulk of till.' Hindu population is still orthodoL It is not vocal It is 
ditlOI')..'&niseJ, but for that V!'ry rt>ason we must win them by love a.nd jw;tioo, by 
ink'nsive and vij!oro•L" propaganda. A wonderful progress has beE-n made in this l'l'lllpect 
among the orthodox Hindua during the last five or ~n years, and I am confident. that if 
furtb.t>r \·)g,lroWl and int..•nsi\·e prop&t,tanda is carried on among tlll.'m for aome time more, 
t.he oppoo;ition in this matrer will complewly vanish before long." · · 
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Moreover, the suggestion about a referendum which I have now made 

was previously included in the proviSions of Mr. C. S. Ranga Iyer's 
Temple Entry Bill in the Central Assembly. It is well known that that 
provision for a referendum in that Bill was made on the suggestion 
of either or both :Mahatmaji and Rajaji. Both of them had then agreed 
to a referendum being taken. I do not, therefore, understand why it 
is not being agreed to now ! 

Sir, we know and we cannot be blind to the fact that the orthodox 
Hindus, whether Brahmins or Non-Brahmins, are opposed to the removal 
of untouchability and Harijan entry into the temples. I know they 
are not right but we cannot ignore the fact of their honest opposition 
to both. We also cannot forget thatthe orthodox element in the Hindu 
Society is in a majority. And as we are out, under democracy, to respect 
the wishes of the majority, under the constitution of this very Assembly, 
we must respect the wishes of this orthodox majority in respect of this 
particular question and allow at least for a referendum being taken. 
If there is two-thirds majority for the reform their view should prevail. 
Of course, I do not insist on the majority being two-thirds. You may 
reduce it, you may also reduce the area, but before you throw open 
the temples or before you bring a Bill of this kind throwing temples 
open, the people should be given sufficient opportunity of expressing 
their opinion. This is the duty of Government which I vdsh to specially 
bring to their mind. . 

Sir, it is said that some of the temples are provincial or national 
temples such as at Pandharpur, Dakor or Benares-Kashi; and it is 
asked," how is the referendum to be taken in their case?" I do not say 
that there is not that difficulty, but if you make arrangements 
for taking a referendum at least of the people residing in the particular 
area, you will have tried your best to understand public opinion in 
the matter. You know the adage that it is better to do something 
than not to do anything at all. By this Bill you are giving the trustees 
powers to disregard public opinion under the temporal powers given 
by this Bill to throw open temples to Harijans. If the people in the 
surrounding areas will not approve of the reform, many difficulties are 
likely to arise. There might be breach of peace. There might be cases 
of resistance by satyagraha. It is the Congress itself which has taught 
the art of civil resistance to the people and it is the satyaqraha. of the 
Congress which has proved to them that what Government considers as 
irrevocable a.t one time can be made revocable if only the proper kind 
and amount of passive resistance is resorted to by the people. The 
orthodox Hindus may not be organised now, but you may be sure that 
they will sometime be organised. And if they offer organised passi~e 
resistance to Government in respect of temples thrown open, after this 
:Hill passes into law, by the trustees regardless of the wishes or 
desires or inclinations of the people of the neighbourhood, what will be 
the plight of Government 1 They are making the declaration of the 
trustees, opening the temple, irrevocable. They themselves \\ill not, 
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therefore, be able to revokA it. I earnestly request them to take all 
these arguments into consideration and, to save themselves from the , 
above difficulties, accept my amendment. They will have at least 
partially satisfied the orthodox Hindu opinion by doing so. 

llr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I must now rise to 
oppose the amendment of my honourab~e. friend. I am not much 
intt-r~>sted either in worship or forms of rehg10n and temple and all these 
theological formalities. But my approach to the whole problem is as 
different as it is simple. The question is whether my honourable friend 
who has been moving one amendment after another desires to remove 
this great curse of injustice that is being mercilessly imposed upon the 
poor untouchables in the name of Hinduism. That is the only question. 
The present Bill seeks to remove this injustice. 

My honourable friend says that the decision for opening & temple 
should be taken by a referendum. The theistical democracy has not 
ad\·anced so far as to assert itself in the village or the countryside or 
even in the town. The untouchables are suppressed in ever}• respect, 
not only socially but economically also. A large number of these people 
are under the danda of the money-lenders-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. I am afraid that 
would be all irrelevant. 

lir. S. H. JHABV ALA: I am talking about referendum. If a 
referendum is taken, then naturally there will be unwholesome and 
undesirable influences exercised by the privileged class who hold 
the purse not only in the countryside but in the towns also. These 
are the Pandas who could easily dupe the religious-minded. There
fore, in the matter of referendum, I do not think that this suppressed 
class of people would have scope or occasion enough to assert themselves 
in the assertion of their rights which are safe under the Bill as it stands. 
Even the orthodox people are guided away by wrong sentiments. It is 
nowhere statt>d in the Hindu Shastras that the untouchables should be 
kept away from places of worship. They do not understand, I am 
afraid, the principle underlying the spirit of Hinduism. Hinduism 
is a mighty philosophy that has evolved the culture of ages among 
humanity and it is not applied to a section of people who worship 
in a temple. It is a philosophy and it is a culture of immense 
magnitude. rntil that problem is approached in that light, our 
orthodox friends are bound to misunderstand the new institution under 
the present Bill and they will be going on consistently opposing the Bill 
merdy \\Tangly. With these remarks I oppose the amendment for. 
referendum. 

*.lli. G. H. DESHPA ... ~DE (Xasik West): :Yr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to 
oppose the amendment mo¥ed by my honourable friend from Alibag. 
(All llotVJurablt Met,.ber: Pen.) He has suggested that, if the 
trustees would declare thelll.8elves in favour of opening the ttmple by 

•SpN.'<:h not r~ :i~d hy the ~fern her. 
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a majority, that should not be taken to be sufficient reason for opening 
the te!llple and a r~ferendum shottld. be taken. His argument is that 
there lB a large section of orthodox Hindus who still oppose this reform. 
What I have to say is that those people who are really orthodox and 
sincere, do not agree wit~ this. Their firm opinion is that religious 
matte~s should not be decrded by vote. Therefore, there is no necessity 
of taking referendum. If he wants referendum in order to ascertain 
public opinion, may I point out to him that even the Hindu Mahasabha 
has passed resolutions to open the temples to Harijans 1 Is it not public 
opinion ~ If it is not public opinion, I do not know what else is. 

There is a Marathi saying-"CI'(Cf ~, cr~ ~". It has 

become very notorious since 1920. To say that I agree with the principle 
but to say in regard to details this must be done and that must be 
done is to go on evading the main issue. A sufficient safeguard is 
the public opinion and there is already the public opinion in favour 
of it. 

The difficulty is how to persuade the trustees. If the trustees can 
be persuaded, there is no difficulty about the ·masses who are more 
conscious than the trustees. The trustees, most of them, are 
reactionaries. If at all, it is necessary to persuade the trustees. I£ the 
trustees are persuaded and if, by a majority, they declare the temple 
should be opened, there is no doubt that there will be any opposition 
whatsoever. I can assure you, if the trustees of the Rama Temple in 
Nasik decide to throw open the temple to Harijans, there will be no 
difficulty for the Congress Government. All people will come there 
without objection. My honourable friend Mr. Thorat has supported 
it and all the honourable members except a few from the Democratic 
Swaraj Party. What do we see here 1 Is it not public opinion~ Does 
not each member represent thousands of their electors ~ To say that 
public opinion is not sufficiently awakened I think is far from truth. 
There is absolute!} no necessity of taking a referendum. With these 
words, I oppose the amendment moved by the honourable member from 
Pen. 

Mr. S. L. K.ARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Sir, I am really 
surprised at the opposition that is being shown to the proposal to take 
a referendum, especially when that opposition comes from a party that is 
wedded to the principles of democracy. If you are so sure that public 
opinion is in your favour, why should you not strengthen the hands of 
the trustees or force the hands of the trustees by taking a referendum ~ 
That is my question. If you yourselves say that trustees are reaction
aries, why give them this power~ Do you mean to say that this Act 
should be a dead letter 1 If that is not your object, if you are sincere in 
opening the temples to Harijans, the Congress benches should welcome the 
proposal for referendum. The clear conclusion that. can ~e drawn is that 
this party wants to take to the crutches o~ the react10nanes, as they have 
descn'bed them, and wants nothing to be done in the matter. Otherwise, 
there was absolutely no reason. If they are_so sure of public opinion 
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being in their favour in the matter o£ temples being made accessible to 
Harijans, why should they fight shy of the proposal for a referendum 1 
The honourable member Mr. Deshpande taunted my party by quoting 
the Marathi saying ''ater ;JFlf, a-q~'tf3 e.TJTI~ ". Those who laugh at 
it have exploited it. Those people that are ridiculing these words have 
at last-[lnterruption]. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: -accepted those details that we put 
forward some time back. Now at least, they should wait before they 
ridicule. They are ridiculing themselves by ridiculing the expression. 
My fear as regards this Bill-I say it very honestly-is that Govern
ment are simply depending on the sweet will of the trustees who, it 
is agreed on all hands, are reactionaries. You are simply putting the 
hands of the clock in the wrong direction. If you want really the temples 
to be thrown open to Harijans, you have to create sanction whereby 
the trustees will be forced to sanction the temples to be opened. So, 
referendum is the only method by which it can be accomplished. I am 
at my wit's end to understand the Honourable Minister opposing a referen
dum in order that the trustees can be forced to accept this measure. 
We know the difficulties in the way of the trustees; we also know that 
the trustees, when they are so inclined, can magnify those difficulties. 
There is the question of income. The trustees are afraid that if the temple 
is thrown open to Harijans or low castes, as they are called, they may 
lose some of the income they get from the worshippers. Making use of 
all these difficulties, real or imaginary, they will go on postponing throw
ing open the doors of the temple to the Harijans. In order that this delay 
may be made impossible, some other sanction is necessary. Therefore, 
alongside the will of the trustees, you must have this will of the people 
by means of a referendum of the neighbourhood of the temple. After you 
take the referendum, you can go to the trustees and say, "These people 
are in favour of the temple being thrown open to Harijans. You are 
against it. Now you have no excuse to offer that the public opinion is 
against you." If you want the temples to be thrown open to Harijans, 
you must bring in the element of public opinion. In that way alone, 
whatever good is possible under this measure can be effectively secured 
for the Harijans. 

My honourable friend from Sholapur (Mr. T. S. Jadhav) has had his 
jibes at the Hindu Mahasabha also. As a member of the Hindu Mahasabha 
I tell him that nobody would be more glad than myself if all the temples 
in the province were thrown open to the Harijans. If I am moving all 
these amendments here, it is to facilitate it that I am doing it. I do 
not want the trustees to sleep over this measure. It is from that point 
of view that I have suggested that from the very beginning this measure 
of referendum should be resorted to by all of us if temples are really to be 
thrown open and God is not to be an untouchable as He is at present 
in very many cases. 
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Therefore, I request my honourable friends on the Congress Benches 

to reconsider their position. Even if after deliberate thought they think 
it worth while opposing this proposal of a referendum, I think I shall have 
occasion to say that they are sympathisers of democracy only in name 
and that they only pay lip homage-to-democracy but are reactionaries of 
the first magnitude. 

Mr. H. P. MEHTA : On a point of information. The honourable 
mover has circumscribed the referendum to one mile. Has he done 
so for the benefit of Pandiyas (priests) and their supporters 1 The 
worshippers are likely to be outside. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is not a point of information 
at all. 

Mr.' D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Marathi): 
Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose the amendment of my honourable friend 
Mr. Karandikar. In my opinion, the amendment seeks to frustrate the 
whole object of the Bill. The amendment says that after the trustees 
have made the necessary declaration, they should not stop there, but 
should proceed to take a referendum. Only if the referendum proves 
favourable will the temple be thrown open to Harijans. There is a 
difference between the referendum proposed in Mr. Ranga Iyer's Bill 
and the referendum proposed by the honourable member. Whereas 
Mr. Ranga Iyer's Bill proposed a referendum which could compel orthodox 
trustees to throw open the temples to Harijans, what the amendment 
of the honourable member proposes to do is to go backwards : it seeks 
to impede the action of progressive trustees who have already issued 
a declaration throwing open the temple to Harijans. I therefore oppose 
the amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Does the honourable member wish 
to reply to the debate ? 

Mr. R. N. MANDUK: No, Sir. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, only one word in reply. 
The honourable mover appeared to be a little inconsistent. In the 

·course of the discussion on the last amendment, he said that this House, 
representative of the voters, could not make a law which would have 
the e:IIect of making a breach of trust not a breach o£ trust. But in 
this amendment, he says that if the trustees commit a breach of trust, 
then the people residing within a radius of one mile can ratify it. The 
two positions are scarcely consistent. 

As to the other point, the honourable member Mr. Raut has very well 
answered it. The honourable member forgets that under Mr. Ranga 
Iyer's Bill, as the honourable member Mr. Raut said just now, the people 
of the locality could by a vote get reactionary trustees to open temples ; 
but here, my honourable friend does not propose a referendum of this 
kind. What he wants is that if the trustees decide not to open the 
temple whatever the people say, nothing should be done; but if the 
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trustees do decide to open the temple, then they must take a referendum. 
The idea is to put a barrier against opening the temples. It is not 
a democra.tic process; the democratic process is here. We sought 
election on a programme of which this formed a very important 
part-removal of untouchability. We have already secured a vote 'on 
this question, and we do not want a referendum on a referendum. · 

The trustees are selected as the deciding factors because they would 
in many cases form a conservative group. When the trustees do decide 
very seriously to open the temple to Harijans, it means that they have 
fully considered the economic factor and its effect on the temple if they 
open it to Harijans. Therefore, they would be, in the last resort, the 
most conservative element so far as decisions which are generally in 
the interests of the orthodox section are concerned ; the opening of 
the temples therefore will be slow. 1£, on the other hand, you refer 
the question to the people by means of a referendum, you can promptly 
get a decision and they will force their way in. T.his would scarcely 
please my honourable friends there. But the difficulty is that you 
cannot have a referendum; the ratio is not correct. They say the 
referendum should be of people living within a radius of one mile. But 
there are temples within the vicinity of which there are few devotees 
living; they may be spread over the whole of the Province. The vote 
of the locality will therefore be a wrong criterion to go upon. The 
decision can be taken only by the trustees. With these words, I oppose 
the amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: There are three further amendments 

of the same honourable member to this clause. They seem to be 
consequential to the amendment just lost. Therefore, they fall through.· 

Clause 4 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUKSHI: Sir, tomorrow we proceed 
with the Harijan Temple Worship Bill and then the Small Holders 
Relief Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : There will be Questions and Answers. 
I understand that the Legislative Council has made some slight 
amendment in the Bombay City Municipal Act Amendment Bill. That 
l.llaY also come on for consideration tomorrow. Do I understand it 
correctly~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUKSHI: Yes. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : So, the business for tomorrow 

will be : the amendment made by the Upper House in the Bombay 
City Munieipal Act Amendment Bill; then further consideration of 
the llarijan Temple Won;hip Bill; then we will take up the Small 
Holders Helie£ Bill. 

IIO·W llk Hu lS&-.5 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The Chair said the other day that if some 
of the amendments to the Small Holders Relief Bill required sanction 
of the Governor, it would be taken up on Wednesday. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It was said, and said correctly. 
I have held that so far as the ameitdments received up to now are con
cerned, they do not require fresh sanction ; they are already covered 
by the sanction previously given. Therefore, no fresh sanction being 
necessary, we proceed with the Bill tomorrow. This will not apply 
to further amendments which might be tabled. I may also say that 
I am very unwilling now to waive notice in respect of any further 
amendments. 

The House then adjourned till 2 p.m. on Tuesday, the Ist February 
1938. 

IO:MBA.Y : PRINTED AT TR:I GOVERNllENT CENTRAL l"RE/:18. 
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Tu.esday, the 1st February 1938. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Tuesdayt 
the 1st February 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable the Speaker, Mr. 
G. V. MAV ALANKAR, LL.B., pr~sid.ing. 

Present: 

Al:DALE, Mr. J. S. 
ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
ANTROLIKA.R, Dr. K. B. 
BEGMA.HOMED, Mr. HusEIN ABooBAKER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAJI IssA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M. A. 
BHARTlYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATA.NKA.R, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE, !Ir. c. P. 
CmTALE,.Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 
CHAWDHA.RI, ~Ir. D. N. 
CHAWRA.N, ~Ir. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Air. IsMAIL I. 
COLLA.CO, Dr. J. A. 
CuRRION, Mr. FRED J. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKA.R, Air. v. v. 
DEHLA vr, Sir ALI ALmo:M:ED KHAN 
DESAI, Mr. DINKERRA.O N. 
DESAI, the Honourable Air. MoRARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, llis. !NNAPURXA GoPA.L 
DESHPA.NDE, Mr. G. H. 
DODMETI, Air. A. D. 
FAIZ MoHAMED KHAN, Khan Saheb 
GAIKW AD, Mr. B. K. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVANKER, Mr. S. K. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHA.TGE, Mr. G. R. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. 
GHIA, Mr. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GOKILUE, Mr. K. G. 
Gorr, ~Ir. M.G. 
GREAVES, llr. J. B. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
lliKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
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H.tTJJKERI, Mr. N. F. 
IImAY, Mr. B. s. 
ILKAL, Mr. A •. N. 
JADJti.V, Mr. D. G. 
JADHA.V, Mr. T. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAXATY, Mr. P. c. 
JANVEKAR, Mr. K. A. 
JBABVALA,Mr.S~H. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
JosHI, Mr. N. G. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAc:Bln, Khan Saheb HAn AHMAD KASAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
K.msu, Sir SmDAPPA T. 
KANuGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KARANniKAR, Mr. S. L. 
KA.:&AVADE, Mr. R. K. 
fuGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATE, Mr. APPAJI YESHWANTRAO alias BAPUSAHEB 
KATHALE, Mr. B. s. 
KAzr, KHWAJA BASHIRUDDIN KHwAJA MomunmN 
KAzi, Mr. Azrz GAFUR 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KHIMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A •• 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr .. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
:M.!&A.THE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BunHAJIRAo 
MAsTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRzA AKHTAR HAsAN, Mr. 
MOHA.MEDALLY ALLABUX, Mr. 
MoRARBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. 
MuKADAM, Mr. W. S. 
MUNsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
NANDA, Mr. GuLZARI LAL 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F . 

. NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, 1\Ir. P. A. 
NURIE, the Honourable Mr. ?tf, Y. 
PA.RULEK.lR, Mr;S. v. 
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PA.TASKAR, lit. H. Y. 
PATEL, ~It. B.!Bt'BRA.I J. 
PATEL, Mr. BRA.ILA.LBRA.I B. 
PATEL, Mr.li.A.HOliEDBA.WA. M. 
PATEL, ~It. MANGESH B. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMA.RJll N. 
P.&.TIL, Mr. G.lllBHIRRA.O A. 
p A.TIL, l\lr, hlLLANGOUDA. 8. 
PA.TIL, ~It. WYA..~ G. 
P A.TIL, the Honourable Mr. L M. 
P A. TIL, Mr. MA.LGOUDA. P. 
P A. TIL, Mrs. !'AG.lllli.A. 

PA.TIL, Mr. NA.RHA.R R. 
PATIL, Mr. 8. K. 
PHA.DA.KE, Mr. G. K. 
PIKE, Mr. G. 0. 
Pt:rR.U\1, Mr. C. B. 
RA.rs, K.B. Sardar Rut AYIRSA.HEB MoHIDDIX SA.HEB 
RA.JliA.L WKHICHA..~D, Mr. 
RAsE, Rao 8aheb B. N. 
RAUT, Mr. D. w. 
RoH.Ul, lit. P. J. 
RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
SA.KLA.TVA.LA.,lli.8.D. 
SATHE, Mr. s. H. . 
8A.r.u"T, lit. K. 8. 
8RA.IKH JAN M.!HoMED, Khan Bahadur 
SHTh"DE, Mr. BA.JIRAo alias BABA.SA.HEB JAGDEORA.O 

SHIRA.LKA.R, lit. P. K. 
SRRIE..U"T, Mr. L. M. 
SmmQn, Mr. lsli.A..IL HAs.&.-.. Buu 
Sr:sGA.PoRI,Mr •• ~ E. 
So:sGA.\aAB,Mr.8.G. 

StGA..'\Dm, Mr. M. 8. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THA.KOR, Mr. B. P. 
TBORA.T, Mr. R. B. 
TBt'BE, Rao Bahadur V. L 
TursE, Mrs. WMIBA.I GuESR 

TrtPt'LE, llr. H. V. 
TYABJI, Mrs. F .uz B. 
YA.GBELA., lli. B. u. 
YA.RA.LE, Mr. B. H. 
v ARTA.K, Mr. G. D. 
YrxcnooRK.A.B., Sardar X. G. 
Yns, lli. lsBTA.JU.A.L K. 
WADEKA.R, Mr. R. B. 
WAGB, llr. P. W. 
WA.LnKAR, llr. B. B. 
W.&.'\DREKA.R, Mr. D. N. 
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS • 

.ALLEGED GRIEVANCE OF :r.fA.H.A.RS OF KmKETW ADI REGARDING DOUBLE 

RECOVERY OF LAND REVENUE. 

*:Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poom. District): Will the Honourabl~ 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

( a) whether Government are aware that the Mahars of l\iJ!ketwadi. 
in taluka Haveli of District Poona paid the land revenue for th~. 
last year to tho talati of the village in the presence of the Circle' 
Inspector ; . 

(b) whether Government are aware that the said talati had promised· 
to give receipt for the same but had subsequently failed to do so ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that the said talati has been since transferred 
to another place ; 

(d) whether Government are aware that the new talati of the village 
again collected the land revenue from the 1\fahars ; 

(e) whether Government are aware that the revenue was again paid 
by the Mahars to the new talati under protest ; 

(f) whether any application complaining against the conduct of the· 
talati referred to in (a) has been received by the 1\Iamlatdar; 

(g) if so, how was it disposed of! 

The Honourable Mr. 1\WRARJI R. DESAI: (a) and (b) Govern
ment are aware that the 1\Iahars of Kirketwadi made allegations to this. 
effect. 

(c) Yes. 
(d) and (e)· The new talati collected the land revenue from the· 

1\Iahars. The 1\Iahars paid under protest. 
(j) and (g) An application complaining against the talati was received 

by the 1\Iamlatdar on 13th July 1937 but as it was put in the,petition box 
and not presented personally, it wa.s..returned to the applicants the same 
day with an endorsement requesting the applicants to attend the l\1amlat· 
dar's office to give their st9.tement. The statements of the applicants 
were then recorded and an enquiry was made but the allegations of the 
1\Iahars were not substantiated by any documentary or reliable oral 
evidence and were held not to be proved. 

Mr. D. G: JADHA V: What is the proper answer for parts (a) and (b) 
of the question ~ The answer printed is not the proper answer. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : That is not a supple
mentary question for which a. reply is needed. It is a critic~sm of the 
answer. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the supplementary ques~ 
tion t · 
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Mr. B. K. GAIKWAP: Supplementary to (f) and (g): may I know 
whether there was any oral evidence ~ 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Yes, there wafl . 
. Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: May I know whether it was unreliable 1 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : The whole evidence was 

considered, and it was found that it could not be accepted as proving the 
allegations. I myself have seen the papers, and I have agreed with that 
view. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: Is it a fact that persons from the scheduled 
-castes, that is the Mahar community, came forward and gave evidence in 
the matter? 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Well, there are the 
people who had paid who stated this. There are no other people. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: My question was whether the Mahars of Kirket
wadi in Haveli taluka have paid land revenue in the presence of the circle 
inspector. So the answer can be in the affirmative or in the negative. 
But the Honourable Minister says in the reply that allegations were made 
to that effect. I cannot understand the meaning of "allegations". 

The Hono.urable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : It means that complaints 
were made, but they were not accepted. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : In reply to (f) and (g) it is stated " The state
ments of the applicants were then recorded and an enquiry was made, but 
the allegations of the Mahars were not substantiated by any documentary 
or reliable oral evidence." My question is, what does the Honourable 
Minister mean by the word " reliable " ~ · 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: "Reliable "means what 
can be relied upon. 

~Ir. R. R. BHOLE: I was trying to understand whether the evidence 
put forward by the Mahars of that particular village was found to be 
unreliable. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Has not that been already answered 
in reply to the question of Mr. Gaikwad ! 

Mr. H. R. BHOLE: I believe it has not been answered. 
Mr. A. V. CHITRE: Was there any special reason for the mamlatdar 

to disbelieve the story of the Mahars ~ 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: There can be no special 

reason to disbelieve any story, but the story as given and the evidence 
reeorded is such that it cannot be believed. · 

llr. H. R. BHOLE: How can it not be believed when the persons 
affected themselves say the whole thing to that effect ! · 

~Ir. B. K. GAIKWAD : May I know whether it is the policy of the 
Government that the Mahars, so-called Harijans, sons of God, should not 
be believed t 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Certainly not. There 
can be no such policy. 
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Mr. D. W. RAUT: Was the result of the enquiry communicated in 
writing to the Mahars concerned 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I cannot say. That 
information was not asked for. I canliot say offhand. If the honourable 
member wants further information, he can ask another question and I will 
find it out. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : I want to ask whether Government will place the 
papers of the enquiry on the Council1able. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: No. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : But if the Government is informed-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member need not 
argue. Only a supplementary question may be asked. 

·Mr. R. R. BHOLE: I was going to put a supplementary question. 
If the Government is informed to the effect that the Mahars whose 
grievances have been brought on the floor of this House have given 
evidence to the effect that they were the people who were harassed in 
regard to the matter of the tall"tti, will it consider that matter 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Any information that 
is supplied will be certainly considered most carefully. 

RECRUITMENT OF SCHEDULED CASTES CANDIDATES TO CLERICAL 
PosTs IN ExciSE DEPARTMENT. 

*Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD (Nasik West): Will the Honourable Minister 
for Excis~ be pleased to state-

(a) the number of clerks belonging to the Advanced· Classes, the 
Intermediate Classes, the Back-ward Classes, the Scheduled castes, the 
Mohamedan, Christian, and other communities, respectively, in the 
Excise Department in each district of the Province of Bombay ; 

(b) whether it is the declared policy of Government to give preference 
to candidates belonging to the Depressed classes in making clerical 
appointments in the Excise Department in the districts; 

(c) if so, what is the number of candidates belonging to the advanced 
classes, the intermediate classes, the backward classes, the scheduled 
castes, the Mohamedan, Christian and other communities respectively 

. appointed to the posts of clerks in the Excise Department in each 
district since the above policy was declared by Government 1 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: (a) and (c) The information 
required is contained in the sppended statement. 

(b) The orders of Government are that, if suitable candidates are 
available, one clerics! vacancy in eve1y ten is to be given to candidates 
from the backward classes until their strength reaches 5 per cent. of the 
cadre. 
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Bombay City 

Surat 

Ahmedabad 

Xalm 

llroach and Panch Mahala 

~ 
Bombay Suburban District 

Poona 

Naslk 

Ahmed:nagar 

East Xhandesh 

West Xhandesh 

:Batuaglrl 

Dharwar 

llelgaum 

Bijapur 
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District 

Hindus 

Backward 
Advanced Intermediate (I.e., De· 

clasa cl1188 pressed 

3S 

Cl 

' 

12 

91 

class) 

11 

1 

48 

Clam• (c)-lluruitment rirw lit Julg 1933. 

:Bombay City 

Surat 

Ahmedabad 

Broach and Panch Mahala 2 

Thana 2 

roona 2 

Naalk 1 

Eaat Xhandesh 2 

l!Atnagld 

Jlelgaum 

u 
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1 I 
i 

1 

... : ·I 
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1 I .... I 

I • 1---l 1 
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Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: With regard to (a), I have asked information . 
regarding scheduled castes, and in the reply information is given with 
regard to the depressed classes. May I know from the Honourable 
Minister whether there is no difference between the depressed classes and 
scheduled castes ! .._. · 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: Yes, but the statistics are 1 

collected now according to Government order for intermediate and 
backward classes, and the information is therefore given for backward. 
classes. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : Is there any such order of Government regarding 
the intermediate classes and communities 1 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER : I think there is an order. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : What is the order 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : If the honourable member 
will give me notice, I will find it out and give it to him. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : May I know whether the orders and circulars 
issued by the Government in the matter are strictly carried out by the 
officials 1 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: As far as we know, they are. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : Is it a fact that Government issued a circular 
saying that vacancies in the various departments shall be filled from the 
backward and intermediate communities 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : Not all the vacancies, but 
they laid down a. proportion. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : Was it 50 per ~~mt. ! 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: The ratio is stated in the 
Government Resolution both for intermediate and for backward classes, 
and the ratio changes as regards the intermediate classes from district to 
district. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Is it not seen by the Government that the inter
mediate communities are not properly employed 1 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER : They are employed according 
to the schedule laid down. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: It is stated in reply to part {b): 

"The ordera of Government are that, if suitable candidates are availa.ble, one clerical 
ncancy in every ten is to be given to candidates from the backward classes until their 
etrength reaches 5 per cent. of the cadre." 

May I know on what basis these clerical posts are divided 1 
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The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : The resolution is there that: 
one vacancy out of every ten should be given to the backward classes. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD : Is it in principle laid down! 

The Honoumble Dr. M.D. D. GILDER: The only order of Govern
ment issued is that as regards bacl"Ward classes ten per cent. of the 
vacancies should be reserved for them. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD : Taking into consideration the population of 
the dl'pressed classes, is not the number of posts reserved very small! 

The Honourable Dr. M.D. D. GILDER : Government have considered 
all the relevant questions and issued that order accordingly. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: Will Government reconsider this matter! 

The Honourable Dr. ~I. D. D. GILDER: It is a suggestion for action. 

· PROTECTIVE MEASURES AGAINST Am-RAIDS. 

• Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

( a) whether sufficient provision has been made by Government 
for the protection of the lives and property of the people of Bombay 
against possible air-raids ; 

(b) whether Government have considered the advisability of taking 
every possible measure to train the people of Bombay in the art of 
protecting themselves against such air-raids t 

The Honourable lli. K. M. UUNSill: (a) and (b) Government, in 
consultation with the Military authorities, have under consideration 
the organization of precautionary measures for the protection of the: 
ciYili.an population in the event of air raids. In this connection, recently 
an experimental " Black-out " was staged in Bombay and a public-. 
demonstration giYen by the Military authorities of the precautions to be
taken during an air raid in which gas bombs are used. 

Mr. S. II. JHABVALA: Government have Etated: 

" Gov-e-rnment, in oonsultation with the military authorities, have under oonsideratioa · 
the organir.ation of prec-autionary mtast~rea for the protection of the civilian populatko 
in the ev-tnt of air raids." 

llay I know the nature of the precautionary measures that Govern-
ment are contemplating ! · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Mt"XSill : The answer is given. 

Mr. S. II. JIUBYALA: May I know whether Government are
imagining that there will be an air raid in the near future ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 
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ltr. S. H. JHABV ALA: It is stated that an experimental black-out 
was staged in Bombay. Have Government got any report about its 
success 1 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : A report was received and a 
Government communique was issued incorporating the report. 

Mr. K. F. NARIMAN : Will Government see that this House is properly 
protected t (Laughter.} 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I ask ~hether any gas masks are provided 
for the civil population and any demonstration is intended to be held in 
order to train the civilian population in the art of feeling themselves 
thrilled at the next experimental demonstration 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I would ask the honourable 
member to ask one question and not three questions at a time. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: May I 1-now whether any demonstration is 
(}ontemplated in which. the military authorities will give the people 
a training in the art of protecting themselves against gas bombs 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The Military authorities have 
not so far asked for the co-operation of Government in this particular 
matter. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Are Government aware 
that the black-out proved only a wash-out 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\fUNSHI : The report of the Military 
authorities for whose investigation the black-out was arranged gives 
a different opinion. They say that as a first experiment it was 
a success. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Will another experiment 
be made in the near future 1 

· The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I have no knowledge that they 
propose to have it. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: May I know whether among the 
precautionary measures is included the precaution that pits should be 
dug underground and that people should hide there like rats 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\IUNSHI: I have no knowledge of any 
such intended precautionary measure. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : May I know whether all these measures are 
taken in view of an impending war ~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : There is a panic in the 
city and the people do believe that a war is coming. 
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The Honounble llr. K. M. MlJXSHI : I am not aware of any panic. 
Pro~r pMautiona were taken to apprise the public that the black-out 
was merely an experimental measure. · 

lli. ALI B1H!DUR B.UI.!DrR KH!...~: Are Government awm 
that an exodus took place ! · . 

The Honourabl~ lli. K. M. MUXSHI : Government are not aware. 

ALLEGED NoN-PA.nu:!rror Commn.nos !Lt.owA...'\CE TO MR. TBYAli.BA.lt 
DAlloDAB KuLK.AID.'l, A WATANDA.B KtJLK.An'1 or NACR.lNK.HADE 

IS J.&n'"ER TALt'll IN THE EAst KBA.NDESH DISTRICT. 

• Mr. S. L. ~'DIKAR (Ratnagiri North) : Will the Hononrable 
~lidster for Re¥enue be pleased to state-

(a) whether (jo,·ernment are aware that one Mr. Tryambak Damodar 
Kulkarni is a ntandar Kulkarni of the village of Nacbankbade in 
Jamner taluka in the East Khandesb District ; 

(b) what amount used to be paid t{) him annually by way of 
commutation up to the year 1~21 ; 

(c) whether it is a fact that he was appointed a supervisor at the 
rensus of 1921 ; 

(d) whether Go¥ernment are aware that subsequent to his 
appointment as supen·isor he resigned from Government service 
in obedience to some resolution of the Indian National ~oress; 

(t) whether it is a fad that the amount of commutation allowance 
due to him for the years 19"22, 1923, 19'.!4:, 1925 and 1926 bas not been 
paid to him by Gonrnment ; 

(/) il the answers to the abo\e questions are in the affirmative, 
whether Go\emn:ent propose to pay him the amount of commutation 
t.llowance now ! 

The Honourable lli. MOR!RJI R. DESAI: (11) 'Yes. 
(b) Rs. 119. 
(c) Yea. 
(d) Yes. 
{t) Yes. 

(/) No. The allowant'e is being paid again since 1926-27. Forfl'ited 
allowanc~s are not·paid in such cases. . · 

llr. S. L. KARAXDIKAR : It is ~tated in l't'ply to part(/) of the
question that '' forfeitt.'d allowancts are not paid in such cases". 
May I know 11·hethtr forfeitoo allowance stands on a di.trerent footing 
from forfeitoo lands! 

The IIonvurable llr. MORARJI R. DES..U: Most certainly. 
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.(ioVERNMENT RESOLUTION PERXITTING LocAL AUTHORITIES TO E:\IPLOY 
TEACHER.I:J TR!.Th"'ED AT RECOGNIZED. TRAINING SCHOOLS AND 

. COLLEGES ON 'cERTAIN CONDITIONS. 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ra!nagiriNorth): Will the Honourable 
:the Prime Minister be pleased to state-

( a) whether it is a fact that Government issued a resolution on 
26th November 1937 permitting the local authorities to employ teachers 
trained at private recognized training schools and colleges on certain 
·conditions ; 

(b) whether it is a fact. that the resolution requires that such 
trained teachers should be treated as untrained teachers for certain 
purposes; 

(c) if so, what are the reasons for the same; 
(d) whether Government are aware that the resolution is inconsistent 

with the recognition given to the private training schools and colleges 1 
· The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: (a) Yes .. 

(b) and (c) Owing to financial stringency Government have had to 
restrict the number of trained teachers to be employed by local 
.authorities to 50 per cent. only. In order that expenditure of local 
authorities and of Government may not rise unduly it was laid down that 
·Government had no objection to the entertainment of trained teachers of 
recognised private training institutions provided such teachers were 
not paid higher salary (trained teacher's pay). 

(d) Government have since· cancelled the orders and have under 
.consideration the issue of revised orders. 

l\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: May I know the date of the cancellation 
()f tbe order 1 

The Honourable :M:r. B. G. KHER: I bave not got the date here. If 
my impression is correct, the order was cancelled some time before the 
'honourable member's question was received. 

llr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: While revising the orders, will Govern
ment take care to see that no discrimination is made between the students 
turned out by private training schools and colleges and those turned 
.out by Government training schools and colleges 1 

The Honourable lir. B. G. KliER: All proper precautions ·will be 
taken. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Government have stated in reply ro part (b) and 
{c) of the question : 

" (b) a.nd (c) : Owing to financial stringency Government have bad to restrict the 
Dumber of trained teachers to be employed by local authorities to 50 per cent. only." 

May I know ·whether the teachers appointed from private training 
institutions, in case the number of trained teachers falls below 50 per 
-cent., will be treated as the trained teachers from Government training 
institutiona ! _ 
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The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER : I do not think it will be permitted. 
The whole point is that, when the circular waa issued, repre.sentations 
were received that several private institutions were training teachers 
who were quite of the same rank as teachers in Government training 
institutions and that they would be willing to serve on salaries paid to 
untrained teachers. Readily, the answer to these representations was 
that there woulJ be no objection at all. Naturally, if trained teachen 
from private institutions desired to work on the salary paid to untrained 
teachers, there should not be any objection. The Government order 
was not correctly interpreted. As soon as this was known, it was 
cancelled. All the proper points put before the House will be taken 

· into consideration before a fresh resolution is issued on the subject. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS APPOINTED TO EXAMINE THE 

PRoBLEM oF TEACIDNG AT THE MEDicAL Scnoots. 

*Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Will the Honourable 
llinister for Public Health be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Bombay Government had, in 1935, 
appointed a committee of experts to examine the problem of teaching 
at the medical schools in the Presidency; 

(b) if so, whether the committee has submitted its report; 

(c) whether the Honourable Minister will be pleased to place a copy 
of the report on the Assembly table ; 

(d) whether it is a fact that the question of the conversion of medical 
schools into medical colleges was one of the questions referred to the 
committee for consideration ; 

(e) whether Government have arrived at any decision in the matter, 
and if so, what decision 1 

The Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER: (a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) No. 

(d) The question of the conversion of medical schools into colleges was 
not referred to the Committee. But the Committee along with its other 
recommendations recommended that the medical school at Poona should 
be connrt.ed into a medical college. 

(e) Yes. Government did not accept the recommendation of the 
Committe~:'. 

~rr. S. L. KARA..'\DIKAR : The reply is that the report is not gom'g 
to be placed on the Assembly table. Is it because that the report will 
Le too hard a substance for laymen like us to digest ! 
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The Honourable Dr. l\1. D. D. GILDER : No. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR: If it is a report by a committee appointed 
by Govel'Dinent and if Government are not going to accept it, is it not 
a strong reason for placing the rep;ort on the Council table 1 

The Honourable Dr. l\1. D. D. GILDER: The report was not of a 
public enquiry committee but of a committee of Government officials,. 
or practically of Government officials, appointed on the recommendation 
of a Government official. It was an official document for official use. 

CP.IMINAL TRIBES INQUIRY CoMM.ITTEE. 

*Mr. R. A. KHEDGJKAR (Sholapur City): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that Government have appointed a Committee 
, called the Criminal Tribes Inquiry Committee to enquire into the 

grievances of the members of the Criminal Tribes ; 

(b) if so, how many meetings have been held by the Committee so 
far, since its appointment ; 

{c) whether any questionnaire was issued by the Committee; 

{d) how many witnesses were called and how many were examined; 

(e) how much time is the Committee likely to take to complete its 
work~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\fUNSHI: (a) Yes. 

(b) Five. 
(c) No. 

{d) Three witnesses were examined, excluding the settlers who were 
interviewed by the Committee. --

(e) This cannot be stated at the present stage of the enquiry. 

1\Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: With regard to answer to (b), will the 
Honourable Minister be pleased to give the dates of the meetings 1 

The Honournble 1\Ir. K. 1\I. 1\IUNSm : 24th September 1937, 
13th October 1937, 20th December 1937, 21st December 1937; 
27th December 1937. 

1\Ir. P. J. ROIWI: May I know when this Committee was appointed 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K.l\I.l\HJNSm: The Committee was appointed 
during the last sessions of this Assembly. I have not got the exact 
date. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR : Supplementary to (c). 1\Iay I know why 
no questionnaire was issued 1 
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The HooouraUe lit. K. lL lJ.r:xsm: There are so lew experts 
on this questbn that it i3 no use i.isuing a questioooaire to allandmndry, 
},ut .-heoenr any perK~n is !lund to be competent to !peak on this 
questio~ he iiJ ionted to gi'f'e his opinion. 

<. 

lit. R. A.. KHEDGIKA.R: SupplemellUuy to (l}. Will the 
Honoura hie llin.ister be pleased to gi'f'e the IWDE8 of the three~ ! 

The Honourable lit. K.ll l!CXSJll: lit. R . .A. Khedgihr, Yr. R. 
G. K&radhr, and lit. Abdul Karim Gul lanj~ Secretary, Sho1apur 
City Congress Committee. 

lit. R. A.. KHEDGIKA.R: Were these three gentlemen enmioed! 

The Honourable lit. K. lL liC'XSHI : Yes, they w-ere. 

lit. R. A.. KHEDGIKA.R : I mysel£ being a member know that I wu 
not enm.i.ned at all and that none of these three gentlemen were 
txamined. 

Yr. S. V. P!Rll..EK!R: Does the Hooom:able liinister belie'f'e 
tLat the members of the Committee are experta in the problem! 

The Honourable lit. K. lL liCXSill : They will be experts by the 
time they isme their repom. 

llr. S. V. P!RtLEK.ffi: Will the Committee ex.a.m.ine 
witne8Se8 .-ho voluntetr to give etidence ! 

The Honourable lli. K. lL M.asm: Cert.t.inly, if the Com.mittee 
is of opinion th•t it will add usefully to the matter. 

Yr. S. f. P.1RlLEK!R: How is the Honourable ll.in.b-ter 
or the Committee going to know .-hether the evidence that 1riil he 
tendered by a ..-itness will add usefully to the matter before the Com
mittee hears him t 

The Honourable llr. K. lL YaSm : If the honourable member 
addn-s.ses the question to the Committee, perhAps they will be able to 
&OSTer it. 

llr. R .• t. KHEDGIKAR: Hue any more 1fitnesses been inrited! 

The Honourable lit. K. lL lltXSill : Not a;o far. 

llr. R. .\.. KHEDGIK!R: Is the Committee inrit:ing any 
more ..-itnesses t 

Tht Honourable Yr. K. lL lft"XSill: It is really for the 
Committte to decide. I cannot say anything. 

llr. J!.YX..\.D!.S ll. liE.HTA: Supplementary to (t). Wu a 
qutstion.naire not i.soual because Gonrnment did not think it necessary 
to ~nd one t 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : It did not think it proper to 
issue a questionnaire. . 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Supplementary to (e). Cannot Govern
ment give some approximate time .... as to the result of the inquiry ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : The report may be ready by ! 

about 1\Iay. That is the present anticipation. 

~Ir. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: May I know who is the Chairman 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. M. l\IUNSHI : I am. 

ALLEGED DELAY IN REVENUE DEPARTMENT IN THE DISPOSAL OF 
.MATTERS REGARDING APPLICATIONS FROM PUBLIC. 

*Mr. G. K. PR.illAKE (Thana South): Will the Honourable 
Minister for Revenue be pleased to state-

. (a) whether Government are aware that there is extraordiruuy delay 
and unnecessary lengthy correspondence in the subordinate revenue 
offices with regard to the disposal of matters as regards which applica
tions have been received from the public; 

. (b) if so, whether this is due to the inefficient and inadequate staff 
and the tendency on the part of the lower grade staff not to do the 
work without receiving illegal gratifications ~ . 
The Honourable 1\Ir. MORARJI R. DESAI: (a) Government are well 

aware that the conduct and disposal of work in the su"Qordinate revenue 
offices is frequently subject to great de1ay and unnecessary C<?rrespon
dence. Government are doing their best to remedy this. 

(b) The reasons given are probably among those responsible for this 
unsati&factory state of affairs. Government cannot stop the taking of 
illegal gratification unless the public co-operate with them in checking 
this evil particularly by giving information which would lead to the 
punishment of offenders. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Do Government have• any time limit 
for the disposal of these applications 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir.l\IORARJI R. DESAI : It is impossible to put 
a time limit on disposal of these applications. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : How is Government going to remedy this 1 

The Honourable 1\Ir. MORARJI R. DESAI : It is a matter of 
administration which cannot be described in an answer to a question 
like that. ' 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Cannot Government themselves stop this 
practice of taking illegal gratification ~ 
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The Honourable :Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : They can if you all 
co-operate and help us. 

llr. G. K. PHADAKE: Does Government mean that this taking of 
illegal gratification will be connived at by Government till they get 
co-operation and help from the public in this matter ! 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : It is not connived at 
at all. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Do Government admit that they 
do not represent the public 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: We do represent the 
public. That question does not arise, however. · 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: Government have not· got co
operation from the public 1 

The Honqurable Mr. :MORARJI R. DESAI: The co-operation 
that I mean is not the co-operation which the honourable member 
means. What I mean by co-operation is mentioned in the reply 
I have given. If definite information is supplied and if definite 
evidence is given, then corruption can be rooted out very easily. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: What is the kind of protection that. ~vern
ment intend to give to the public for giving that information 1 

'The Honourable :Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : I do not ·know what 
particular kind of protection is the honourable member referring to in 
putting that question 1 · · · · · 

Mr. R N. 1.UNDLIK : Are Government thinking of ·increasing the 
.staff which is said b be inadequate as stated in (b) 1 

The Honourable :Mr. :MORARJI R. DESAI : There is no need· to 
. increase the &t:lft'. 

Mr. R. N. ~UNDLIK: Are not complaints received from the 
superior officers that the staff ~ ~adequate 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : There ray be some, but 
I cannot say definitely how many. . 

llr. G. K. PHADAKE : Cannot Government stop this practice with 
tlos.'r supervision and more . stringent measures ! 

The Honourable llr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Government is trying 
to do all that iii humanly possible for them to do. 

Mr. ll. R. SCGAXDHI : Sir, I have already sent to you a:OOut 40 
.questions to he forwarded to Government for being answered an4 I find . ,· 
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they have been admitted by the Honourable the Speaker. May I know 
what became of those questions 1 . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The fact that the questions 
have not been answered as yet nteails that they are under negotiations. 

MENIAL .STAFF IN. ExCISE DEPARTMENT. 

*Mr. 1\I. S. SUGANDHI (Bijapur North) : Will the Honourable 
Minister for Excise be pleased to state-

Whether Government have considered the question of increasing the
menial staff in the excise department so as to allot at least 10 men 
for each taluka 1 

The Honourable Dr. 1\1. D. D. GILDER: No. 

1\Ir . .S. H. JHABV ALA: 1\fay I know, looking to the size of thia talukat 
whether the number of men who are now working is sufficient 1 

The Honourable Dr. 1\f. D. D. GILDER: this is a question 
which refers to the pattewala staff and the. pattewala staff does not 
depend upon the area of the taluka but upon the number of officers· 
employed. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : 1\Iay I know whether the amount of work 
imposed on each of the pattewalla.s is not so much that it is not possible 
for one man to cary out 1 

!'he Honourable Dr. 1\f. D. D. GILDER: Government is not aw.tre 
of it. 

1\Ir.· S. H. ·JHABVALA :_Have any complaints been received 1 

l'he Honourable Dr. l\f. D. D:-GILDER: No, Sir. 

1\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA: Is it the intention of Government to increase, 
the staff in the near future 1 

:J.·he Honourable Dr. M. D. D. GILDER : No, Sir. 

\ 

1\Ir. ISl\IAIL H. B. SIDDIQUI . (Kanara District): Sir, I had given· 
a short notice question in the last Poona session in CODJ?.ection wit~ the 
Islamia Anglo-Urdu School at Bhatkal. lhat question was admitted 
by you, hut it was not replied to then. I thought it would be answered 
in the current session, but this sedsion is coming to a close soon and yet 
there is no sign of any answer from the Honourable the Prime Minister 
in charge of Education. 

!he Honourable 1\Ir. B. G. KHER: I will immediately 
make inquiries. 
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~Ir. S. H. JHABV.ALA: Sir, I have sent you a letter
lhe Honourable the SPEAKER : After questioll8, please. 

2·30 p.m. 

SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
. . 

904: 

~Ir. ~IIRZA AKHTAR HASAX: Sir, I gave notice of a short notice 
que$tion, and I understand that the Honourable the Home Minister is 
wahing the notice. My question is- . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will it not be better if the Minister 
reads the question t 

'!he Honourable Mr. K. M. MUXSHI: The question of the honourable 
member Mr. Mirza is: 

Will the Honourable Minister for Home Department (and Legal) be 
pleased to state : 

(a)-

~Ir. S. L. KARA .... '\DIKAR: Is it not possible to make the practice 
that was followed yesterday with regard to short notice que.stioll8 as 
the usual practice t Yesterday a different practice was followed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It was an· exception. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: (a) W'hether Government 
are aware that on 26th January 1938 :Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan, lii.L.A., 
kd a procession of Mussalmans to the Chowpaty sea-face ! 

~Iy answer i3 Yes. 

'Hen (b). Whcthtr it is a fact that the Honourable :Minister joined 
this procession at or near the Sandhurst Bridge! 

lhe answer is : No. I did not join the procession. That night while 
I was l'('turning from a. metting in the lta.ndvi ward my car was held 
up near the Royal Opera House, and on account of traffic being regulated 
my far was compelled to follow the proce~ion a short distanet', till the 
road was clear. I did not get down from the car, nor any car to my 
knowledge formed part of the procession. 

Then question (c) i3: Whether it is a fact that in the presence of the 
Honourable ~Iinister a lathi-charge wall made on those llussa.lmans who 
prott>bted against lli. Ali Bahadur Khan leading the procession in the 
name of the llussalman~ of Bombay t 

lly &lll!wer to this is: I did not see any la.thi-charge being made during 
the time my car W8i held up. 

Question (d) is : Whether GoV"ernment are aware that in consequence 
of the ~id lathi-charge sevual Mussalmans were injured ! . · 

The answer is : !\o. 
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Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: Sir, dot>s a report or 
information regarding a lathi-charge on the public by the Police ever 
come to the Honourable Minister 1 Has he learned anythina about 
it 1 Was anybody injured 1 ° 

The Honourable 1\Ir. K. M. ltfPNSHI: So far as the Police 
are aware, no one was injured by the police lathis. 

Sir ALI l!tWIOl\IED KHAN DEHLA VI : That shows that there 
was a lathi:charge. Will the Honourable Minister please repeat what 
he said 1 . . • 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. 1\IUNSHI: I am asked whether any 
lathi-charge took place in my presence. To that my answer is "No", 
Then the next question was: whether in that lathi-charge was 
anybody injured 1 'To that my reply was that no person was 
injured by any lathi-charge. So, it does not imply that there was a 
lathi-charge. · 

Sir .ALI l!tWIOl\IED KHAN DEHLAVI: Then what does it 
imply 1 'Iheimplication of the question put by the honourable member 
Mr. Mirza is that there was a lathi-charge. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : 1\ly reply is, Government are 
not aware that there was any lathi-charge, and, secondly, no one was 
injured in the lathi-charge, if you want to be very accurate. 

Sir'ALI MAHO:MED KHANDEHLA VI: Was the report called for, or 
it was in the course of things that it came to the Honourable Minister ? 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\I. MUNSHI : It was only with a view to 
reply to the question, especially to question (d), that I called for 
a report from the Police. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN: May I know whether the 
Honourable Minister was m the car w.hen it was detained 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I was in the car ; I did not get 
down. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MAHO:MED KHAN : All the time 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Yes, all the time. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Are Government aware 
that stones were thrown on the procession 1 

The Honourable .Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : If the honourable member 
wants to ask me questions about the time when I was not present, I would 
like to have notice. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Are Government aware 
that many Red-Shirts were injured by the stones which were thrown 1 
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The Honourable Mr. K. 1\1. MUNSHI : Some people were.injured, that 
i11 what I know. But I do not know whether they were Red Shirts or 
anyone eL.;;e, 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Are Government a" are 
that the Muslim League Papers published with full page head-lines 
that there was a shower of stones thrown at the Red Shirts ~ : 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : My attention was drawn to 
the he.a.ding of a paper in Urdu stating that there was a shower, or 
something of that kind, of stones and chappals. I think that was what 
''as read to me. 

Sir ALI 1\IAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : Is it not in the report 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\L MUNSHI : I am answering the question. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : But I think the Honourable 
Minister is giving his· replies from the report. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I am stating that it is from my 
personal kn~wledge that there was a heading in an Urdu paper. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI : Some stones were thrown 
according to your information 1 Or is that from the report ~ 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I am afraid the honourable 
member does not follow what I say. What the member Mr. Ali Bahadur 
Khan asked me was whether I knew that there was a report in 
a newspaper to that effect. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED ~HAN DEHLAVI : No, the question was

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The question was as stated by the 
Honourable Minister. · 

Sir ALI 1\U.HOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : The first question was 
whether any stones were thrown and to that the Honourable Minister 
stated that he not having got out of the car, would like to have notice. 
That is what I understood. But he stated, as far as he knows, stones were 
thrown. 

The Honourable 1\lr. K. 1\1. 1\IUNSHI : No, no. I did not say that. 
8ir, I would like to know the warrant for this procedure of imputing to me 
what I never meant or said. 

· Khan Saheb FAIZ 1\u.HmiED KHAN: Sir, I heard the honourable 
member ~lr. Ali Bahadur Khan saying that there was an article in the 
~luslim League Paper. This is very important-

The Honour.able the SPEAKER : The question has already been 
answered by the Honourable Minister, and I do not think that this point 
arises out of the question. · 
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Mr. ALI .BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Sir, I have to submit that 
many times we cannot hear anything on this side of the House. Honour
able members may be requested to speak loudly. 

lir .. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN : Will the · Honourable 
Minister say if he knows that com~!~ints have been made to the 
Commissioner of Police that subsequent to the procession cases of 
criminal intimidation are going on in the city against the Red Shirts and 
against those who took part in the procession or sympathised with its 
object 1 

The Honoli.rable the SPEAKER : I do not think it arises out of the 
original question. 

· Mr. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU SIDDIQUI : Will the Honourable 
Minister say if his attention was drawn to the reports that were 
made in some newspapers that a lathi charge was made on the 
procession 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: My attention was not drawn to 
any such report. -

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN : Wnat is the manner 
in which the Honourable Minister's attention is drawn to such 
papers! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : My attention is drawn eit4er by 
official papers put up to me or by any members approaching me and 
drawing my attention. · 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN : ~by I ask you that within 
the last so many days has any honourable member approached you 
in this regard ~ . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : This is cross-examining my 
source of knowledge. If you think, Sir, this question arises, I have 
no objection to answering it. 

· The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Honourable Minister may 
answer it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Several members have drawn 
my attention to it. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHlliED KHAN : ~lay I know any such 
names! 

The Hono~able the SPEAKER : The question does not arise. 

Mr. M. C. GHIA: May I, Sir, with your permission, pu~ my _questions 
t . . . . now. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not think I should now permit 
the putting of questions and answering them. If the honourable member 
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was not present at the time when the question was called out, I cimnot 
hdp it. The honourable member should have been present. I am sony 
I rannot allow the putting of questions when the turn is lost. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: '!he que&tion time being one hour, I submit 
that the Honourable the Speaker might allow it according to the Stand
ing Orders. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I remember I had made once an 
exe;eption during the Poona Session and that was in the case of the 
honourable member Mr. Bhole, but that was distinctly an exception. 
It was stated at that time that this was not to be a precedent. So far as 
I rtmember, the honourable member's questions stood first in the list 
of queEtions to be answered that day and he was late by about half 
a minute or a minute and it was, under those circumstancea, that I stated 
that I fihould make an exception on that particular occasion without 
creating a precedent.. In this particular case, the honourable member 
who now wishes to put his question has come in after most of the questions 
have been finished. I do not think that simply because one hour is 
allotted, therefore, it should be permitted that any member coming any 
time may put questions as he likes. If that practice is followed, I think, 
I shall be running contrary to the prwedents established so long and it 
would be putting others to inconvenience. I am. sorry for the opportunity 
lost, but I believe I am helpless in the matter. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, I have sent you notice of a resolution 
to be moved by me or reference to be made by you· as regards the sad 
death of Harendra Nath Munshi who died in Dacca Jail of hunger strike.' 
May I know what has happened to it 1 

'lhe Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think that the matter 
concerns this Assembly and that it is competent for this Assembly to take 
cognisance of that incident. I regrtt I. cannot give permission. 

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

AumT OF Co-oPERATIVE SociETIES' AccoUNTS. · 

Mr. M. C. GIIIA (Indian Merchants' Chamber) : Will the 
Honourable Minister for Reve.aue be ple~sed to state-

(i) the number of co-operative societies in the province of Bombay 
nnd in Bombay Division; 

(ii) whether there i.~ a statutory obligation on the co-operative 
societies to submit their accounts for audit at the end of each 
academic year ; 

(iii) whether all the societies had submitted their accounts for audit
ing at the end of the last academic year; · 
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(iv) how many of them were audited during the last academic year; 

(v) the ni.unber of societies which were not audited last year; 
' 

· (vi) whether they are charged any fees for getting their accounts 
audited; . . 

.,_w • 

(vii) whether the accotillts of any societies were not audited in 
spite of their having paid fees and submitting the accounts ; and if 
so, why 1 · · · 

· The Honourable 1\lr. MORARJI R. DESAI : ('i) At the end of the 
calendar year 1936 there were 4,950 co·operatiye societies in the province 
of Bombay, ?f which 787 were in the Bombay Division. 

(ii) Under the Act every registered society has to be audited at least 
once a year. 

(iii) The co-operative year ends on 30th June. ·The audit year, how
ever, is the calendar year and the auditor, when he visits the society, 
audits its accounts for the period intervening between the date of the last 
audit and the date of his visit. In the case of societies audited bv the 
Special Auditors, the audit is taken up to the date of the last qu~rter. 
If, as occasionally happen~: the accounts are not made up, the audit hns 
to be postponed. 

(iv) 4,031 societies wera audited during the calendar year 1936. 

(v) Th~ number of societies which were not audited dU:ring the calendar 
year 1936 was 919. Of these, however, 91 were not due for audit 
during 1936 under the rules because they were registered after 30th 
June 1936. 

(vi} All societies are charged audit fees except those exempted by the 
Registrar. · 

(vii) The accounts of 828 societies-due for audit were not audited during 
the calendar year 1936 although t.hey had paid the audit fees beca.use the 
audit staff is not adequate. 

CoNSTRUCTION oF CERTAIN RoAns IN THANA DISTRICT. 

1\lr. KANJI GOVIND KERSON (Thana District): Will the 
Honourable Minister for Public Works be pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Forest Department intends to 
construct for the convenience of the public the following road& in Thana 
District:-

(1) Shenva-Dolkhamb ; 

(2) Murbad·Mhase·Karjat ; 
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(3) Khardi-Parli to Wada; and 

(4) Kudus-Kanchad t 

91() 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. NURIE: (a) The Public Works Department 
is considering the question of the construction of the fo1lowing: 
roads:-

(1) Shenwa-Dolkhamb, 

(2) Murbad-Mhase-Chavchi, 

(3) Tembha-Parli Section (Extension to Khardi-Tembha Road). 

Roa.ds Nos. (1) and (3) above hwe been included in the Feeder Road 
Programme-Stage !-which was approved by the Board of Communicap 
tiona at its meeting held on the 15th March 1937. Survey estimates for 
these roads were approved in August last. Road No. (2) above is being 
included in the comprehensive Feeder Road Programme which is being 
prepared by the Superintending Engineer, Road Development. 

The Kudus-Kanchad Road is in charge of the District Local Board and 
is under construction. 

CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE ON THE RIVER NEAR AMBADI IN TALUIU 

BHIWANDI, DISTRICT THANA. 

Mr. KANJI GOVIND KERSON (Thana South): Will the 
Honourable Minister for Public Works be pleased to state--

(a) whether Government are aware that on account of the non
existence of a bridge on the river near the village of Ambadi in Taluka 
Bhiwandi of Thana District accidents take place there frequently ; 

(b) whether it is a fact that the Honourable Minister had visited the 
site of the river in question ; 

(c) whether Government have con~idered the necessity and desirabi-
lity of erecting a bridge there immediately ; · _ 

(d) if so, with what result 1 

The Honourable Mr. M. Y. :NURIE: (a) Government are aware that 
an accident took place on the 26th July 1937 at this place; There are no 
reports on record about any serious accidents having occurred prior to 
the a hove mentioned date. 

(b) Yell, 

(c) and (d) The officers concerned h.1.ve been asked to prepare the 
necessary plans and estimates for a full road bridge over the Tansa River 
near Ambadi on the Bhiwandi-Vada Road. These are awaited. 
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BILL No. IV OF 1938 (AN ACT TO AMEND THE CITY OF 
BOMBAY MUNICIPAL ACT, 1888). 

Message from the Bonlbay Legislati~e Council. 

!be Honourable the SPEAKER~· With reference to Bill No. IV of 
1938 (An Act to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888) which 
was passed by this House on 24th January 1938, a message ha$ been 
received from the Bombay Legislative Council. The message reads 
thus: 

" The Bill was passed by the Legislative Council at its meeting held on 31st January 
1938, with the following amendment, namely:-

"In clause 31 the following sub-clause shall be added: 
. (d) in the proviso the following paragraph shall be added : 

'(iv) In any case falling under sub-clause (b), the Commissioner shall not take 
action unless not less than fifteen days previously a copy of the notice under sub-section 
(1) <>r sub-section (1-A) of section 274 or under section 274-A, as the case may be, has 
been affixed to a conspicuous part of the premises.' 

"The Legislative Council requests the concurrence of the Legislative Assembly to the 
amendment." 

'l'he Honourable Mr. L. M. P ATIL : Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
No. IV of 1938 (An Act to amend the City of Bombay :Municipal Act, 
1888) as amended and passed in the Bombay Legislative Council be 
approved by this Honourable House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : rhe motion is that amendments 
made in Bill No. IV of 1938 by the Legislative Council be taken into 
ooni!ideration. 

!'he Honourable :Mr. L. M. PATIL: Sir, while this Bill was being 
discussed for the first time in this House, the honourable member 
:Mr. Jamnadas Mehta moved an amendment to clause 31 to the effect 
that the Commissioner should give 15 day~' notice to the tenants before 
the water supply is cut off. As the amendment was moved at the 
eleventh hour and as there was no time to consider the amendment in 
all its aspects, Government promised that they will take into considera
tion the amendmtnt, if moved in the Upper House. the honourable 
member l\Ir. S.C. Joshi moved a similar amendment in the Upper House; 
it was thoroughly discussed and approved by the Bombay Legislative 
Council. As the amendment ha,g already been read by the Honourable 
the Speaker, I am not going to read the amendment, but I would like to 
mention that the intention of the amendment is to give 15 days' notice 
to the tenants in order to give them time to make preparatioru to meet 
the contingency if the water supply iB cut off and also to give them 
opportunity to bring pressure on the owner of the premisfls in order to 
make him pay the water taxes or to observe rules which he has failed to 
observe a.nd for whith the water supply iB to be cut off. This amendment 
will certainly remove the trouble in the way of the tenants and it iB in order 
to give relief to the tenants that the amendment ia moved. I request the 
Bono~ble House to approve the amendment. 
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Mr. JAl\lNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, I wish to say that the amendment 
is only the point of Yicw which I tried to submit. I am thankful to 
Mr. Joshi and to Government for accepting it. 

Question, " That the amendment made by the Legislative Council in 
Bill No. IV of 1938 (A Bill to amend the City of Bombay :Municipal Act, 
1888) be taken into consideration," put, and agreed to. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

BILL No. V OF 1938 (A BILL TO REMOVE DISABILITIES OF 
HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSHIP IN TEMPLES). 

(Clause by clause reading resumed.) 

Clause 5 (Application to Court to set aside declaration): 
(1) Any person interested in the temple in respect of"which a declaration has been 

published under section 4 may, within three months from the date of such publication, 
make an application to the C9urt which has caused the declaration to be published for 
the following reliefs only :-

(a) that the trust!ltl or any of the trustees making the declaration was not entitled 
to a.ct as such at the time the declaration was made, or 

(b) that the trustees making the declaration did not form a majority of trustees of 
the said temple at the time the declaration was made. • 
(2) On receipt of such application, the Court shall cause notice to be served on the 

trustee or trustees who made the declaration or upon any other person to whom in its 
opinion notice of the application should be given, specifying the date on which the 
application is to be heard. 

(3) On the date so specified, or on any subsequent date to which the hearing may be 
adjourned, the Court shall proceed to hear the applicant and the trustees, if any of them 
appears and any other person who, it considers, ought to lx: heard, and shall hold an 
inquiry. 

(4) Ruch inquiry shall be held in th'.l manner provided by rules made, if any, by the 
High Court in this behalf with the previous S&liction of the Provincial Government. 

Save as provided by such rules, th•l provision~ of the Code of Civil Proredure, 1908, 
shal~ so far as may be, apply to such inquiry. . 

(5) If the Court is sati~fioo-
(a) that the applicant is a tJerson interested in the temple, and. 
(b) that person or persons purporting to a.ct as the sole trustee or the majority of 

trustt'es \\'as or were not entitled to act as such at the time the declaration was made, 
or the tru8tees who made the declaration did not form the majority of trustees entitled 
to ad. as su<·h at such time, · 

it shall ~~et aside the declaration. If the Court is not so satisfied, it shall dismiss the 
appli<'ation. 

(6) In df."Ciding such application the Court may make such order as to costs as 
it thinks rtasonabk. The provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, relating to 
the t'l ~ution of decl\'oes shal~ so fa.r as they are applicable, apply to the execution and 
ordor as to costs. 

(7) The decision of the Court under sub-section (5) shalll;e final and conclusive for the 
purposes of this Act. 

Mr. R. N. MAXDLIK (Kolaba District) (Addressed the House in 
Jlarathi): llr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 5, add the following after clause (b): 
"or that the trustt"e or majority of trustet>s did not act bona ji!k in making the 

declAration." 

Question proposed. 
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Mr. R. N. MANDLIK : Sir, the object with which I have brought 
-forward this amendment is this. It happens in some cases that pressure 
is brought to bear on trustees to make the declaration, and this results in 
injustice. I have referred to the question in my minute of dissent, and 
.I will read the relevant paragraph : . 

" A trustee may also be bribed or intimid:ted, as a n:sult of which he may make 
.a dEclaration under this Act to open the temple to Harijans. In such a case tht>re 
-ought to be a remedy through a court of Law to set aside the declaration. But the Bill ~ 
providts no auch remedy. This def.,ct in the Bill ought to be done away with." 

My amendment is meant to remove this defect. 
I will briefly narrate what happened in 1933, when the Deoli temple in 

C. P. was to be opened. Mahatma Gandhi accepted the invitation to 
open the temple, because he was given to understand that all the trustees 
were in favour of throwing it open to Harijans. But the fact was that 
all the trustees except one were against throwing it open to Harijans. 
And there were reports in newspapers that the one trustee who was in 

· iavour had been bribed by interested parties. l have been supplied with 
the names of these parties, but I do not want to disclose them here. It is 
for preventing such cases of fraud that I have tabled my amendment. 
I hope this provision will be incorporated in the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I have to oppose this 
amendment. The difficulty of proving the bona fides of trustees in 
a matter like this would reduce the whole Act to an agency to foment 
protracted litigations to no purpose. After all, the trustees have come to 
the decision under one of the earlier clauses of the Bill ; they have made 
an affidavit; they have filed it in the court. If that is not enough proof 
of their bona fides, how else is it to be proved 1 How is their mnla fides 
to be proved 1 Therefore, the amendment is unworkable and entirely 
unnecessary. It will only introduce an element which is scarcely 
advisable in a matter like this. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member's 
amendments Nos. 8 and 9 fall through, as they are consequential 
amendments. ·Before the honourable member moves his amendment 
No. 10, there is an amendment tabled by the honourable member 
Mr. Hiray in clause o. · 

Mr. B. S. HIRAY (Nasik East): Sir, I beg to move: 

In clau.<~t~ 5 :-
(1) in sub·clause (1) for the words "the trustee or any of the trustees making 

the declaration was not entitled to act as such ", substitute the words "the person 
or any of the persons purporting to act as trustee was not entitled to act as such " ; 

(2) in sub-clause (2) for the words "trustee or tru~tees ", substitute the words 
•• penon or persons " ; 

(3) in sub-clause (3) for the word "trustee9 " subatitute the worJ~ "perdons 
making the declaration ". 

Question proposed. 
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Mr. B. S. HIRAY: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the proposed amendment is 
moved in order to bring the wording in sub-clause (1) (a) into line with 
that in sub-clause (5) (b). I hope the House will accept it. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Clause 5, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

1\Ir. R. N. MANDLIK (Kolaba District) : Sir, I move : 
After clause 5, add new clause 5A as follows :-
"A trustee or majority of trustees of the temple may, if and when they deem necessary, 

move the Court to set aside the declaration made in respect of the temple and the Court 
shall set it aside." 

Questi~n proposed. 
Mr. R.N. MANDLIK (Addressed the House in Marathi): Sir, a trustee 

of a temple in a moment of elation may throw open the temple to Harijans. 
But after some experience if he comes to the conclusion that he has 
committed a mistake in opening the temple .to Harijans, the Bill does not 
provide him an opportunity to rectify himself. The object of my amend
ment is to give him that opportunity. If honourable members think 
that such an opportunity should be afforded to the man, they may support 
the amendment. But looking to the sense of the House so far, I can see 
what the fate of my amendment is going to be. However, I have done 
my duty. Sir, I have so far moved my amendments to this Bill not 
because I wanted to keep the temples closed to the Harijans. But among 
the people whom I represent there are a great many who are orthodox 
Hindus, and it is my duty to lay before the House what their point of 
view in this matter is. It is with that object that I have moved my 
amendments. My object is not to obstruct the passage of this Bill in any 
way. ·what my own personal view on the matter is I have made clear 
in my minute of dissent and in my speech on the first reading. I hope 
therefore that there will be no misunderstanding about my attitu~e, 
and I leave the amendment in the hands of my honourable friends to do 
what they like with it . . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, after the speech made by 
the honourable member on behalf of some persons whom he says he 
represents, I have nothing more to say, except that I am opposing the 
amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Clause 6, ordered ro stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 7 (Da,te on which dedaration to take effect) ordered ro stand part 
·of the Bill. 

Clause 8 (Pe,nalty) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 9 (Power of the Provincwl Government to make ru,les) ordered to 
stand part of the Bill. 

The Preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
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The Honourable Mr. K. l\1. l\IUNSHI : Sir, I move that Bill No. V 
of 1938 (a Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in rerrllrd to worshi}> 
in temples) be read a third time and passed.. 

0 

Question proposed. 

Mr. JAMN'ADAS M. 1\IEHTA iRailway Union11): Sir, in rising t() 
support the third reading of this Bill, I wiah to make a few observations~ 
firstly because I was not here when the Bill was referred to the select 
committee, and secondly becaude I did no~ wish to speak on any particular 
clauses but on the whole Bill. At this stage it furnishes an opportunity 
to say that I thoroughly agree with the principle of the Bill and also with 
most of its provisions, and to say that that is a definite step forward. 
I do not remember to have read that in any Provincial Legislature 
a similar measure has been passed; and if that impression is correct, 
then the Bombay Legislature will have the unique privilege and the 
Congress Government the unique honour of having been the first in the 
field to give statutory recognition to the principle of equality of all the 
Hindus. It should not be misundersto:>d that becd.use we on the~e 
Benches supportl!d or opposed some amendments that it wa::~ in the 
least intended to derogate from our supp:>rt to the main principle. 
I am only sorry that our friends of the Harijan classes have not seen their 
way to co~operate in the passing of thia Bill. All our hopes for the future 
unification oflndia, all our hopes for the freedom of this country, are 
centred round the levelling down of all these castes and communal 
dii!tinctions, and nothing could have been more productive of thi.; 
result than a public repudiation of any diatinction between Hindus and 
Hindua in respect of their right to temple entry. ~therefore, Government 
have the good wishes, I am sure, of every section in this House and also 
its active support . 
. Whilst saying so, I am somewhat pained that the orthodox Sanatani 

section were not given ample opportunity for submitting their case 
either before this Legislature or before Government. This is a blemish, 
I would say a serious blemiah, I say an almost inexcusable wrong, because 
the Government ought to realise that every section of the community, 
all citizell8, whatever their political or religious persuaoion, are entitled 
to equal protection, equal opportunities of making their submiilsion 
before Government and the Legislature. It is not only that justice 
should be done, but those sections against whom a legislative act is 
proposed should feel that they had ample opportunities to be heard. 
I regret to say that this thing has not happened. The Bill has been in 
a manner rushed through the Legislature. It should have been in the 
first instance circulated for the opinion of those classes against whom it 
operates. While we all agree that the Sanatanist Hindus are wrong in 
what they believe to be the sanction of the shastra.~, while we all regret 
that our ancestors were under such bdief, while we would like that belief 
soon to disappear, it cannot be denied that the Sanatan1t section of the 
Hindw are honestly, sincerely and most thoroughly opposed to any 
levelling down of the distinction. Becawe they are opposed, it should 
not mean that we sha~ give up our own conviction. Because they are 
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opposed, it does not mean that we shall not pass any legislation which 
will displease them. Because they are opposed, it does not mean that 
we will not give what we think is due to our fellow citizens the Ha.rijans. 
All that is true. But it is equally true that Sanatani Hindus are most 
sincerely and honestly convinced that this Bill is wrong. Whatever 
may be the facts of the case, even the humblest citizen is entitled to the 
privilege of representing his case. I wonder why the Government did not 
give them an opportunity to make their representation. The Honourable 
Minister admitted that he received shoals of telegrams. What was the 
good of receiving telegrams if he did not wish to give them an opportu
nity to be heard 1 He did make so light of their protests. \Vhat wrong 
would have happened if the Bill had been delayed for a month 1 When 
the Money-lenders Bill, which is a very urgent measure, has been referred 
to the select committee asking them to submit their report within two 
months, why should not these people who consider untouchability is 
a passport to heaven receive the same consideration that is shown 
to money-lenders 1 If the money-lenders were to receive that much 
protection, I think the hundreds of thousaQds of Sanatanist Hindus 
deserve even more respectful attention. In spite of that fact the 
Honourable Minister went to the length of telling us that if un· 
touchability was imposed by Shastras, he would consign them to the fire. 
I think I am not wrong. It was a very bold statement indeed for the 
Honourable Minister to make. But I think that such an attitude is 
unworthy of a Minister and it is unworthy of any Government. If he 
had said that he would consign Koran to the fire, he would not have 
gone safe out of this House. He had the temerity to make such a. dis
respectful attack against the scripture of a certain section of the Hindu 
community. If he had made the same disrespectful attack against 
Koran, his head would have been off his shoulders within 24 hours. It 
was cowardice on his part-I am not characterising it any worse-to have 
attacked a Eection of a community, however wrong they might have been. 
He may think that they are wrong. He may be lost in self-admiration 
or bt•lieve that anybody who disagrees with him is in the wrong. He 
receiYed a deputation. He lectured to them. I am pointing out the 
ways of the Honourable Minister while legislating a measure. I am 
illustrating it in the most brief manner. I am pointing out the attitude 
of the Minister who went to the length of saying that he would confine 
ct•rtain scriptures to the fire. It is entirely unworthy of the Honourable 
llinister and it is a cowardly attack. He made the statement he made, 
berause he is pri,·ileged in this House. He would not have made that 
statement about any other religion. I do not know whether he should 
apologise for making that statement in a cavalier fashion. [Honourable 
llr. K. )I. liunshi s111ild.] He may laugh; he may dance. It is 
a cowardly attack on a l'eetion of the Hindu community, though that 
st•l'tion de:wrwJ to be treated with as much respect as the Honourable 
)liuister re:::peds his office. He should have given respect and considera
tion to that seetion of the community against whom he is legislating. 
II"' has l!i\'en them no opportunity to represent their case. Nothing 
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would have been lost by circulating this Bill. Nothing would have been 
lost by accepting the motion of my honourable friend Mr. Mandlik to 
re-refer the Bill to the select committee. My Harijan friends do not 
seem to be in a hurry to get this ~f!asure passed. They have waited so 
long, for many years, and they would not have minded a delav of a few 
more weeks. Government ought to have been responsible tO any and 
-every section, however weak they may be and however misunderstood 
they may be. That is the real test of a Government. Are these people 
so undeserving of being heard~ They say that we are not entitled to 
enact a law affecting the fundamental rights of people. They say that 
this legislation is ultra tJires of this legislature, and that you cannot bring 
in a Bill of this character under the Government of India Act. They 
aay that this is an interference with the religious beliefs of a section of the 
eommunity. They rely on sections 107, 108, 110 and 295 of the Govern
ment of India Act. I have had no time to go through all these. Are 
they not entitled to be heard 1 Are they not citizens 1 Are they not · 
entitled to the protection of law 1 Are Government so impervious that 
they deemed it right to treat a section of people with such indifference 1 
I have not been able to understand how a delay of one or two weeks 
would have made any difference. I am more zealous about the removal i 

of untouchability-
Mr. G. H. DESHPANDE: Has the honourable member changed his 

mind to oppose the Bill1 
Mr. JAMNADAS M.l\IEHTA: When the honourable member under

stands English, I will answer him. If he cannot understand, it i3 not 
my duty to answer him. I am saying about the indecent and undue hurry 
in passing this legi&lation without giving an opportunity to a section of 
the community to be heard. Now, I suppose he will understand. 
1 submit, Sir, this ida gross lapse on the part of Government from their 
()rdinary obligations to every class or community. 

Npw, Sir, I have been told that these unfortunate people who have not 
been given even a hearing and who lia.ve been treated ao scornfully by the 
Government and whose scriptures were threatened to be consigned to the 
fire rely on clause 20 of the Instrument of Instructions. lht-y u,re going 
to wait on the Governor and request him, in so far as it lies in his power, 
"to secure amongst all clasaes and creed co-operatiun, goodwill and 
mutual respect for religious beliefs and sentiments " both in r~gard to 
legislation and administration. 'This measure does not secure all those 
things from the orthodox section of the Hindus ; on the contrary·, they 
have been treated with the utmost contempt by the Honourable Minister. 

Beyond that, I have to refer to one more point. It is in regard to the 
definition of the word "temple ". The definition is not as clear ag it 
mi(l'ht have been. It is not, perhaps, the fault of the Government. 
Dr~fting is not always an Msy thing and you tannot bring into shape in 
the definition what you want to express, because words themselves are 
imperfect agency for expressing what we wish tl) say. I only hope that 
in a~tering the measure the temples which are private and where 
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.admission is allowed to the public out of court:.esy would not really come 
"·itllin this BilL Suppose there are five temp lea in a locality of which one 
is claimed to be a private one. In l)rder to respect the sentiment of those 
people who think that it is a private ~mple, the.slefinition should be so 
interpret€<~ as to exclude that one from public temples. Tht sentiments 
<Jf those "·bo still hug to the belief in untouchability, in spite of the fact 
that it has become obSQlete, should be treated with the utmost considera
tion as citizens in the wrong are treated by an indulgent Government and 
they should not be persecuted. 

1hen, Sir, the last thin~ and in conclwion, I wish to repudiate what 
mv honourable friend ~Ir. Deshpande yesterday talked about the 
D~mocratic Swaraj Party. He thought he had made a great point by 
referring to the "Tatwa." and "Tapshil ". He said that Tatwa was 
.acct>ptable to us but that Tapshil was not, which means the principle is · 
a("('epted but not the schedule. I wish to assure him that the Hindu 
.llahasabha, which i.i denounced as purely a communf:l.l body, has more 
than once reiterated by unequivocal1'€S0lutions that untouchability must 
go. We vf the De!llocratic Swaraj Party go much beyond. Do 
I think it right that these fellow oountrymen of mine, these fellow
rdigionists of mine, who have been treated through ages past by my 
.aneestors in a most cruel and wrong manner, should continue to be 
similarly treated hereafrer! Do I not realise that~ Do I not wish to 
sit with them ¥ Do I not wish to aboli.sh all castes and cree<U ! Do I not 
rt:alise that the fall of India, this subjection vf this country, id due to the 
tyranny of the~ cursed customs and usages of the paiit ! If these people 
"·ere not separated from us, those (llu..ilim Iague) benches would Mt 
have existed. Sir Ali llabomed Khan Dehlavi would have been 
Jamnadas liEhta or ~Ir. ~[ahomedally would havE> been :lli. MaganlaL 
Those benches would not have existed. . Tne foreign invasion of India 
-would not have existed and this country of ours would not have been 
a prey to foreign invasion. Do we not know this ! Is there any do~bt 
there that we, from the bottom of our hearts, desire that these distinc
tion~ t:hould go, not onl.v between untouchables and touchables but 
llt'tween Hindus and liahomedaru a~ well, that these distinctions between 
all classes and cl't'ed.3 should disappear, so that anybody can worship in 
a mosque <Jr a tt.mple or a church as he like~ and when he likes! 'fhere
foie, let us ~W:e, ";thout any mental re~rvation, that all templed are 
thrown open to all c~mmunitie.s who want t.o worship in them. If we 
fail, it u because .-e are powerle:;s against old customs. We are aware 
tlu1.t old people are more sincere than those who are youngtr and that 
their ob.~tinacy is thE'ir n.isfortune, not their fault. Here is what an 
t>minent Hindu gE'ntleman said about this nnfortuna~ practice : 

"The lll'ntim~nt4 han gron up amongst oo.r people as the result of age-long 
('U~t(lms and practiOH. Tbt>w sentiments art' sincerely {t;lt and are cherished as prioeleaa 
htrit.alo!t' of thlt' past. What iAI in tlllt' bone .-ill not go out 800D out of the flesh. A spo~ 
(he att'l"mpt, a vi<•k-nt attad1.spreed ovu a ft>w .-reks or months eannot uproot .-ba' baa 
bt~ implantt.'d in thlt' minds of diiit>JtoOt castee and different oommunitiee aa the ft!SUlt 
<Of" bat bu btot1l happtning for many cent:uriee. This ia meft!'!y the difficulty of getting 
do• n the throt.t4 ef N.natani llindua .-hat we want to get there." 
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Therefore, Sir, I hope my honourable friend Mr. Deshpande and the 

honourable member Mr. Thorat will take a more liberal view of matters. 
The honourable member Mr. Thorat made his maiden speech yesterday 
only to point out how far away h.e ·is from Brahmins, being a Non· 
Brahmin. Beyond that he gave no indication that he has extended his 
vision, but I can assure him that no educated classes among the Hindus-
99· 9 per cent. of the educated classes-have got any but the deepest 
desire and readiness to purge these communal distinctions and, therefore, 
this Bill has our heartiest support, and if I make these comments, it is 
because the humblest of the humble is entitled to be heard and he was 
not heard. As regards '' Tatwa" and " Tapshil ", I know my honourable 
friend Mr. Deshpande is living in a glass house and he should not throw 
any stones. He has accepted the Tatwa of joint electorates and yet he is 

· enjoying the fruit of separate electorates. I can find out many things and 
he will not have the courage to stand up for separate electorates after 
accepting the principle of joint electorates. Sir, we stand both for 
Tatwa and Tapshil, we stand both for principle and details, but we wish 
that every section of the community will be heard, that it will be a con· 
vention which will be sedulously honoured by Government that no 
section of the community will go unheard. 

Lastly, I wish again to congratulate the Government for this first 
momentous step in the removal of untouchability and I hope they will 
administer this Act with as much thoroughness as with indulgence 
wherever it is necessary. Indulgence of course will not cover a wrong, but 
indulgence in ~eeing that any reasonable objections of people who want 
to put forward those objections will be duly considered and not brushed 
aside unceremoniously. With these words, on behalf of myself and on 
behalf of the whole of my party I say that we support wholeheartedly 
the third reading of this Bill No. V of 1938. 

Sir ALI ~L-\HOMED KHAN DEHLAVI (Surat and Rander Cities): 
Sir, I wish to make a few remarks, interested as I have always been in 
the welfare of the Harijan classes, and in furtherance of what I have 
stated at the first reading of the Bill when I congratulated the Honourable 
Minister for having taken this step so as to remove the great stigma 
which is attached to the Hindu community for long. But at the same 
time, Sir, I pointed out then, and I repeat it with greater reasons now, that 
the measure does not go far enough, and I say this with better reason 
because of the number of amendments I have listened to, which were 
pressed consistently one after another at the second reading showing 
that there is a big section of the Hindu community who may not welcome 
this Bill, even if it does not go far. What is troubling the members of the 
Hindu community who are orthodox-not only the Sanatani section in 
this House but the larger section outside 1 As far as this Bill is con
cerned, there is nothing to fear at all. As I said, the Bill does not go far 
enough. The Bill does absolutely nothing in the way of meeting the 
demand of the Harijans at all. It confers no boon on them. All th~t 
can be said in its favour is that it is a good step as far as it goes. It Js 
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a step which ought to bring compliments to the Honourable Minister and 
the Ministry for having launched it in this House and piloted it success
fully ; but if you study the Bill, what is there in it to be afraid of at all ! 
The honourable member who spoke last was a bit inconsistent, to my 
mind, when he said that the Bill should be circulated for the information 
and opinion of the public outside when in the same breath he said that 
almost 99· 9 of the Hindus would welcome it. If there are 99· 9 per cent. 
of the Hindus who welcome it, why is circulation necessary 1 • 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. l\IEHTA: 99· 9 per cent. of the educated classes. 
Sir ALI MAHmiED KHAN DEHLA VI: However, the non-educated 

or the educated who do not agree with the principles of the Bill need not 
fear the Bill at alL He also requested the Honourable Minister to see 
that he administers the Bill properly and very enthusiastically. 'That is 
there to administer in the Bill at all1 I see nothing at all. All that 
he has done is to give an option to the trustees of certain temples that if 
they so desire, they may go to court and take the steps that he has pointed 
out. But the Honourable Minister himself has told this House that 
as a rule trustees are the most orthodox, the most enthusiastically 
religious people who come forward and offer their services to look after 
the interests of a temple in the most orthodox manner. If that be the 
description of the trustees who look after the safety of the temple with 
those hackneyed and time-honoured views the Sanatanists hold, does the 
Honourable Minister expect that any one of the trustees would come 
forward and take the proceedings he has pointed out to them 1 Therefore, 

as I said then, and after following the amendments, 
3·30 p.m. I say with greater emphasis that the Bill does not 

go very far. The Bill has n~t let the doors of the temples open to those 
whom the Hindu Community would like to call Hindus. If the Harijans 
are anxious to call themselves a part and parcel of the Hindu com
~nunity, they may know that they have gained nothing in this Bill. It 
would be & heyday and a happy day for all those who wish to see in every 
direction in our country the merging of certain sects, to find even one 
instance, in a reasonable time, of any trustees or any temples coming 
forward t.o take the step suggested in the Bill. I, therefore, think that 
the Hindu Community need not be agitated, need not be excited, over 
this Bill at all, because jj they read the.Bill they will find that it does 
nothing but give a sort of a choice to certain trustees. The very fact that 
a Bill of this sort, brought with a timid heart before this House-and 
I am sure the Honourable Minister will admit it-iihows that legislation 
is necessary and certain people have to be curbed or shown the point 
of the bayonet and told that if they do not do it nicely, gracefully at this 
stage, later they would be forced to do it. That depicts the mentality 
of the society outside. That shows how far the society is ready to accept 
suggestions like these. It is very difficult to put together men who have 
remained asunder for centuxies. However, as I said at the first reading, 
I ·welcome the Bill. I supported the first reading and I support it even 
at this stage and oo~aratulate the Honourable lfinister, but wish him not 
to go elaW with the idea that he has acbieved ..-hat he hopes to achieve. 
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My honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta showed inconsistency on 

the one hand advocating in strong language, in words which were very 
unpleasant to hear, perhaps they were not unparliamentary, that the 
Minister has erred seriously, grievously,·in not circulating the Bill, in not. 
re-submitting the Bill to the Select Committee and so forth, and on the 
other concluding by the passages that he read to show that the country 
~utside ought to be taught and ought to be brought to realise their 
sense of duty to their co-religionists as he called the Harijans.. Well, if the 
feeling of the country outside the House is such that they must be heard 
before this Bill goes through, and if he holds the views he expressed in 
concluding his speech, I hope that the honourable member when he returns. 
home, will not be assaulted by these people on the way, and that he would 
not require a Police Guard from the Honourable Minister to take him 
home and :Save him from the clutches of the orthodox society. I think 
that :Mr. Jamnadas Mehta was certainly inconsistent, as far as the spirit 
of the Bill and the endeavour of the Bill was concerned, when he criti
cised the Honourable Minister with bad intentions in not taking int(} 
confidence the country outside. The simple reply is that if he had tried 
to take the country outside, the Hindu Community outside, into confi
dence, the Bill could not have been ushered in this House at all. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North). (Addr(Jssed the House in MaratM) : 
Sir, I rise to support the third reading of the BilL Sir, when this Bill was 
introduced I had made it clear that when we are clamouring for Swaraj, 
we should not in fairness to the Harijans refuse to give these rights of 
entering temples. 

Sir, it was argued by one honourable member that Government should 
have consulted the orthodox Hindu Community before bringing this Bill 
before the House. Sir, I do not see any reason why Government should 
consult the orthodox Hindus, because they are always opposed to bring 
even the slightest reform. Sir, not only in religious matters but in many 
other matters-and I can say this from my personal experience of the 
Thana District-these orthodox Hindus are not prepared to bring in the 
slightest reform. Sir, the agriculturists in our district wanted to curtail 
expenses in ceremonials like marriages, and they approacht-d the 
upadltyas (priests) to take less money than they were formerly paid. 
They plainly refused saying that all the religious ceremonials co~ld not 
be performed within that amount. Sir, in the House all the sectiOns of 
the House have supported the Bill, and, in my opinion, there was ~o· 
neces~ity of consulting Hindu orthodox opinion outside the House. ~iy 
honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta also congratulated the Govern
ment for bringing in this measure. Sir, we are the first in our country 
to bring in this measure. 
· I am surs they would have agreed tc. the proposal.· I do not thi~k. it i.<!. 

worthwhile arguing further. I only wish to congratulate the MilllBtl)' 
on its achievement. · 

Mr. S. K. PA'IIL (Bombay City): Sir, I had not the slightest desire to 
· intervene in the debate, particularly at this fag end, but for the remarks. 
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offered by my honourable friend here (lir. Jamna.da3 li. Mehta.) the 
member for Railway l:nions. I am afraid the honourable member was 
a brient from this House for about a week and all his accumulated paS3ion 
af!ainst the Government had perhaps to find vent in the kind of outburst 
in "·hich he indulged on the floor of the House. 'Ihe two attitudea, the 
one "ith which he began and the one with which he ended, are of a 
type which are perhap~ irreconcilable. He began by congratulaing the 
Gavcrnment.. He b<'gan in a process of self-admiration that it is a unique 
pri,·ilege of this House that such an enactment has been passed by this 
House and then he came perhap.i to the most significant thing which he 
wanted to say that the Mini!!ter, in his opinion, did not act in a manner 
in which he would have expected him to act. What is the sin of 
commission or omhsion of the Mirllster for which my honourable fritnd 
went into such a fury, I am really at a losa to under3tand. What did the 
Honourable Minister say 1 I am afraid, perhaps my honourable friend 
was not present in this House, when the Minister in charge of this Bill 
made his submission. I am recapitulating for the information of the 
House what exactly the Minister said. 1he Minister was discusding 
the question in a debate on a particular amendment that my honourable 
friend here, Mr. Mandlik, had moved. The honourable membet's sub
mission was that it would be a 8in or a crime against truth and non
''iolence, if he really made it a condition or an obligation on the trustees 
that they should set aside the sacred trust entrusted to their charge. 
He quoted llabatma Gandhi at large and observed that such an obliga
tion would revolt against truth and non-violence. An aDBwer to this 
contention given by the Honourable Minister in charge was that after 
all the condition imposed in a majority of trusts was not that the parti
('ular <·lasses should not go into the temple, but very often a condition 
was put in these trusts that the temple was meant for Uchch<Jvarniyas, 
i.e. for the higher castes. The Honourable :Minister defined that word 
Uchchnmrniya and in that he said: Are not our conceptions of higher 
and lower castes changing from time to time and from day to day t 
And if these conceptions are changing what was Uchchavar114 40 years 
Lark may not be so today and some others might have come into that 
definition and as times change, the definition may change and in fact it 
has been changing from time to time. The definition of UchchavarM 
i~ c·hanged and if that is sought to be incorporated in an enactment there 
ii'l nothing like violence to any traditional conceptions. The Honour
able ~linister had further observed that if there was any Shastra in which 
it was said that a particular class of society had got to be turned away 
from their God, had got to be prevented from entering the temples for all 
times to come, such a scripture or such a Shastra, if it existed. at all, 
~.-hould be consigned. to flames. I do not understand why my honourable 
friend here at once runs into a fury and says that these sacred ecriptures 
are to be consigned to flames. Where are these scriptures and where are 
the orthodox Hindus ! I can challenge my honourable friend that 
I am not aware of any scripture that lays down that a. particular class 
should be set aside permanently because it is born either a Shudra or 
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Atishudra. There is no scripture of that kind. Therefore, if what was 
alleged to be a scripture and what was at all events a scripture or a 
Shastra more in imagination than in actual existence, is consigned to 
flames, I do not understand why my ~o_nourable friend goes into flames 
himself. My honourable friend the Minister-in-charge has already 
pointed out and I would also like to put one fact before the House. I am 
not a Shastri, but certainly I am not going to be deceived by any Shastri. 
I know my religion too well to be deceived in that fashion. In one of the 
important Puranas, the Garudpurana, it was laid down as far back as 
fifteen hundred years ago that there were seven kinds of untouchables, 
and may I ask my honourable friend where are all these seven 
untouchables 1 

~~~ ifiT ~~~ ~ ;q I 
W·~~~T:~:I 

Look at these Rajakas (W ashermen) and the Kaivartas (Fishermen) ; 
are they to-day regarded as untouchables 1 . Are they to-day the people 
to whom we attach a stigma and say that these are the untouchables ? 
Where are the Rajakas, where are the Kaivartas, and where are the Natas 
(actors) 1 Are they not mixed into the society 1 Where are the Medas 1 
The same Hindu religion that can put its mark of "Uchcha Varna " on 
four of these seven types of "Antyajas " can as well extend that stamp 
to the remaining three castes. Wbat is wrong there if we absorb even the 
Charmakars (shoe-makers), Mahars and the Bhils 1 What is wrong there 1 
If the society is the same society, the scripture is the same scripture and 
the religion the same religion that put down these seven Antyajas for 
centuries together and then absorbed four of them with the advance of 
times, what was there to prevent that society from assimilating the 
remaining three if it chose to do so 1 I do not find what is wrong with 
the explanation that is given by the Honourable the Minister in charge of 
the Bill. If the honourable member for Railway Unions anyhow wanted 
to vent his spleen against the GovemmeJlt by characterising the attitude 
of the Minister as cowardice, I have nothing to say. When did the 
honourable member for Railway Unions become the champion of 
orthodox Hindus 1 If he wanted that a section of the community 
should be pleased, I doubt how much he has succeeded. The honourable 
member has done well in playing to the gallery; but, so far as the facts of 
the matter are ct>ncerned, there was no mis-statement that was made by 
the Honourable Minister in charge and he should not have been treated 
with the language of contempt which the honourable member for Railway 
Unions has used. 

Coming to another point which was more a point of expediency that 
the honourable member harped upon, namely, why the Bill was not 
referred to public opinion, I am really surprised at that argument 
because it was advanced by some one yesterday and it was properly 
answered. ·Sir, this is not a question which is before this House or before 
the public for the first time ; my honourable friend the Leader of the 
Opposition has made it clear that if 99· 9 per cent. of the public are in 
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favour of this Bill, where was the fun in waiting for the opinion of ·1 per 
cent. of the population that was left out ! I cannot understand that. 
Reference was made here yesterday on the floor of the House to 
the Bill introcluceJ in the Central Assembly by Mr. C. S. Ranga Iyer ~ 
This measure was even more drastic in its provisions than the present 
Bill and it was sufficiently commented upon all over the country. 
Then again, the attitude of the Congress in this particular respect is well 
known. When all these considerations are borne in mind, I cannot 
understand why my honourable friend wanted a month or two more to 
be wasted. \Vas there going to be any change in the attitude of those 
people 1 If that was so, I would have understood his argument--eince 
we have for ages tolerated this sin, if it was put off for a month or two, 
it would not have mattered. But we know it thoroughly well that for 
ages we have not been able to induce the orthodox section of the com· 
munity to see eye to eye with us, and a month more is not likely to bring 
about any change at all as if by a magic wand. That being so, I cannot 
understand the fulminations of my honourable friend representing the 
Railway Unions. There is neither logic, nor point nor propriety in what 
he has stated on the floor of the House. Since the Bill has received the 
support of almost 99 · 9 per cent. of this House, from all sections of the 
House, it deserves to be passed now and here ; and I do not know that 
even the honourable member himself, though he has spoken so much 
against the Minister in charge, is going to be a dissentient. With these 
words, I wholeheartedly support the third reading of the Bill. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN (Bombay City, North, 
and Bombay Suburban District) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to congratulate 
the Government on the occasion of the third reading of this Bill. 
Ordinarily, a non-Hindu member is not expected to interfere in this 
debate, which concerns only the Hindu community; but, Sir, the time 
ha8 come when we must take an interest in all these matters, the so-called 
exclusive matters of particular communities, because our interests lie 
there as Indian8. 

'\llat I appreciated was the attitude of the Government that has 
been consistently shown by them, not only in this Bill but in many others 
which have contemplated one reform or other. That attitude is this, 
that though they "ant to proceed on the path of reform, they do not 
want to do so at a break-neck speed. They only want to open the doors 
'vhich a1e now banged against any reform. And for once I congratulate 
my honourable friend Sir Ali llahomed Khan Dehlavi when he says, 
" Here is nothing more than mere option for the trustees to open the 
doors of temples for those who want to enter them". H~re is an 
option which he likes, and I congratulate him on his proper reading of 
the situation. All the Bills that this Government have brought forward 
are characterised by the spirit that there should be no compulsion and 
no coercion, but at the same time the doors that are banged against 
reform for one reason or other should be opened, and that at least the 
option must be given to all communities and all classes, if they desire 
a change, to carry out the reform. No Government c'an carry on for 
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a day if it resorts to coercion. But I hope people will not blow hot and 
~old with the same breath : I hope they will not say they like option 
~ certain ca~es and do not li'ke it in certain others. In the present 
c~cumstances of India, when there i~.great diversity of thought, beliefs, 
faith.s, c~nvictions, and superStitions also, while I agree that . 
cons1deration should be given to all classes, I must say that there is 
al":ays a limit to that consideration. Every one must agree tlut t if 
ultimately we have to reach our goal, we must proceed in the direction 
of that goal. And the present move is nothing else than an indication 
that the face of the community is turning towards the goal. That goal 
is, as my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas. Mehta has pointed out, the 
levelling down of all differences. But, Sir, these differences will never 
be levelled down unless you open the doors which are now shut. 
Experience has shown that in many cases satyagraha was resorted t() 
because the temples could not be thrown open on account of the fact 
that there was no option given to the trustees. That was the excuse 
put forward for excluding Harijans from temples. Here is a Bill which 
simply gives an option to the trustees, and nothing could be more innocent 
than that. I think the charge of coercion is absolutely beside the point, 
not only in this case, but in the case of all other Bills which have come 
before the House. With these words, I support the third reading of 
the Bill. 

Mr. S. G. SONGAVKAR (Bombay City, North, and Bombay Suburban 
District) (Addressed the House in Marathi) : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise 
to support the third reading of 'this Bill. I offer hearty congratulations 
to the Government on their having restored the right of the Harijans. 
. Sir, there seems to be an impression in the minds of some honourable 

members that GovernmEnt have not gone far enough in this Bill. But 
I may remind them that they have done far more than the 1928 Govern· 
ment ever thought of doing towards this reform. At that time, I used 
to be an interested visitor in the Gallery, and I can say that not a single 
ameliorative measure of this chamcter came up for discussion then. 
Compared with that period, we have gone far ahead towards reform. 

One reason why Government did not go as far as they would have 
wished to go is this. The policy of the present Government is conciliation, 
not riding rough-shod over all opposition, although they possess that 
power. They do not want to antagonise the Sanatanists all of a sudd~n. 
After all, Sir, this is only a beginning that we are making. The policy 
of this Government is to adopt persuasive methods and win over all 
opposition. That is why they have to give some considerati~n to the 
opposition to this Bill. I was a member of the Select Committee. If 
I had wanted to move an amendment compelling all trustees to throw 
open all temples to the Harijans, I could have done so, but I did not w~nt 
the Government to face the charge of partiality towards one commuruty 
as against another. That is why this Bill does not g~.as far as we would 
have liked it to go. And although some of the HarlJan members have 
not taken any part in the discussion of this measure, I am sure that they 
welcome it with as much ugerness ail I do. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER (in Marathi) : Is the honourable 
member likely to take long ? If he is going to finish hls remarks within 
three or four minutes, we can continue; otherwise, we can adjourn for 
tea now, and he may resume after the recess. 

(The House re-assembled at 4-30 p.m. after tea.) 

Mr. S. G. SONGAVKAR (Addressed the House in Jfarathi): Sir, 
I have already stated the reasons why I support this Bill. I do not 
understand why my honourable friends Mr. Mandlik and Mr. Jamnadas. 
Mehta should feel that this Bill should have been postponed, that the 
opinion of the Sanatanists should have been obtained in the first instance 
and then the Bill passed. Sir, have we any reason to believe that left 
to themselves, the Sanatanists will ever think of opening up the temples 
to the Harijans 1 Can you ever imagine that they will say that they 
will do so 1 You can ask a drunkard whether he will be prepared to 
give up drink, and you know what he will say in reply. He will ask for 
two bottles of liquor instead of one ; you can never expect him to say 
that he does not want liquor. The Democratic Swaraj Party through 
its press have always been advocating that the gulf existing between 
the depressed classes and the higher castes should be bridged, and now 
that Government have come forward to take a step in that direction 
they say that Sanatanists should have been consulted. Their attitude 
reminds me of the cow which cries for its calf, and when the calf comes 
near refuses to suckle it. Now that the Congress Government have 
brought forward this Bill they say that its consideration should have 
been postponed and the Sanatanists should have been given an 
opportunity to express their opinion. Will the Sanatanists ever say that 
the Bill is a good measure, and they will willingly throw open the doors 
of their temples to the Harijans ? I think it is quite right that 
the GoYernment have brought forward this Bill. There is nothing in 
it which can in any way injure the sentiments of the Sanatanists. It 
is not as if the Bill provides that the moment it is passed, the trustees. 
of all Hindu temples are compulsorily made to throw open the temples 
to the Harijans. It is a permissive measure. The whole thing depends 
on the will of the trustees. It is only when the majority of trustees of 
a temple decide that it should be thrown open to the Harijans that the 
temple will be so thrown open. Looking to the present condition of 
things, I do not think there are many among the trustees of temple~ 
who will open the doors of their temples to the Harijans. I do not 
therefore understand why my honourable friends should think that the 
Bill is being- rushed through. The honourable member :Ur. Mandlik said 
that it will have a bad effect on the minds of orthodox Hindus, and their 
sentiments would be injured, and they fear for their religion. I do not 
know whether this fear for religion has made the idols in the temples 
to sweat and this led to the meeting at Madhav Baug on Sunday. If 
there had bet>n any other Government they would not have brought 
such a Bill. It is only the C<1ngress Government, who want to do justice 
to all that has brought up this Bill. 
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Anoth.~r point is that when. the Congress Government wants to help 

the ~anJans, the representatives of the Harijans have not taken any 
part m the debate. I think they have adopted this attitude because 
the word " Harijan " has been usedjn- the Bill, and because Mahatma 
Gandhi started using this term for the untouchable~. I wonder whether 
my honourable friends b,elonging to the Harijan castes still want to stick 
to the terms applied to them a century ago. If you go to a village and 
call a Mahar "Mahardya. ", will he be glad about it, and if you call him 
a Harijan, will he feel ashamed about it 1 No. Therefore, I do not 
think there is anything wrong in the use of the word "Harijan ". 

I have not got anything more to say. I think the Bill should have the 
wholehearted support of the whole House. I do not know why there 
need be any difference of opinion. Some people may talk a lot about 
improving the lot of the Harijans, of having joint electorates for them, 

· and so on, but when they oppose a Bill like this, that shows what their 
true mentality is. I say this Bill is only a permissive measure. There 
is no compulsion on anybody to open any temple to the Harijans. There 
is nothing in it which need cause sorrow. I support it on behalf of the 
Harijans and I hope it will be passed. ' · · 

· Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, any measure, any 
proposition of a kind that points at radicalism and that is brought forth 
in this House by any member on any side of the House eliminating virus 
of differences and solving communal problems on harmonious lines will 
have our hearty support. The socialists dream of a classless society ; 
though the classes meant are economic classes. Unfortunately still 
our country is so much split up by religious schisms and communal 
factions, that we have to thank any member that brings forth any 
reasonable measure of reform in the direction of removing classes in 
matters religious and matters communal even so as to ultimately evolve 
classlessness. Such measures ought to be heartily supported. The whole 
<lountry has just now been caught in ·by new ideas, new principles and 
new ideals. The Congress Government are riding the tide of these 
new ideals and have had to move in the right direction, but they have 
moved in that direction by only a hair's breadth. They have also been 
caught in those new principles, ideas and ideals. They have tried to 
do what best they can under the circumstances. It is here again 
that they have adumbrated the principle of option, a measure of rational 
latitude which our Muslim friends in a former proposal mistakenly 
refused to accept. But in 1 his connection-

'The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. 

l\Ir. S. H. JHABV ALA : They did not take advantage of the offer of 
option in that direction. They now say that option· should be 
guaranteed by religious-minded orthodox temple-owners to the 
depressed classes, but they themselves did not accept the obligation in 
another .direction. Sir, in Russia, because of the tyranny-
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : Order, order. I may just remind 
honourable members that this is the third reading of the Bill which has 
been sufficiently debated upon at the first reading and at the second 
reading, and at the clause by clause stage various amendments have been 
discussed. Everything has been discussed threadbare. The· object 
of discussion at the third reading is not to turn it into a field of discussion 
as if the Bill is new. Honourable members should confine themselves · 
to the points they want to make very shortly with regard to third reading 
and not go into very lengthy or elaborate arguments. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV AL.:\. : Everything else was discussed except the 
position of classlessness in Russia. Russia is considered to be an irreligious 
country because in the country's cause they have kept conscience and 
temple as back· numbers. As you do not permit me the reference to 
that country, I will only then content myself with saying that this 
measure of reform which the Congress Government have brought forward 
should be accepted. 

There is a saying amongst us " lf'-n {Fill ij?.1T lt~T '' • As is 
the king, so is the subject. Unfortunately, the Government here is a 
slow moving Government'. The Congress Government have only offered 
a bit of reform which opens the goal to Harijans. In spite of our desire 
for more reform and for radicalism, we have to fall in line with them 
and in this respect I accord my support to the third reading of the Bill. 

Mr. K. R. TALKAR (Kolaba District) : al'i;;lf~ ~iif, 

~~;;ilfT ~~ ij-r ~ ~ ~ ~al. Cfil\UT mtr
~{it ~mi« ~ ~eft ~~ ~ @c<rT, ~ m ~ 
~ ~; CfiT\or ~;:ilfl ttm6~HtfiRffi ~ ~rcr 
ij~~ !f.(\1qt:t4 an~. am ~;r ~~lifirtij ~~ ~1 ~i~
'fl;.~ ~~ ~ti~lti~ ~ I{OJWOIR ~ ~ ~~ 
~'1o:r~ ~ ~ ~en, ~R~'ii~t ~ Cfire' ~ ~ 
if~. tr\ifiT\if ~ft~rn ~ 4{\U4~~1R1 ~ ~ arectT m: 
fit.w:rtffii~m~~t~m~~ ~ ~ 

0.. 

cnia. ffit q:;fa~ij 6~iittr ~lii461 ij~~ :anuret an{ 
':I 

~~ ~1 mtm\f.R~. ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ffi. 

~Ir. S. L. K..-\.RA!\"DIKAR (Ratnagiri North): Mr. Speaker, Sir,. 
I rise to support the third reading of the Bill. In spite of the fact that 
all the amendments that were moved from this bide in order to improve 
several pam of the Bill were defeated, I do think it necessary t;o. 

support the third reading of this Bill, because I am firmly convinced 
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that this Bill marks definitely a stage in advance of the state of 
things that obtained up till now. I was really grieved to find that 
.some honourable members went the length of questioning our motives 
when we moved those amendme:ats; I would be the first man to 
welcome a measure, if it were possible, that opened all the temples to 
the Harijans ; but as we find society to be in a peculiar state, we have 
to move according to a certain programme. We have to take certain 
precautionary measures and only in that light we moved amendments. 
The two Harijan honourable friends who spoke just now seein to have 
misunderstood the position not only of our amendments ·but of the 
·Sanatanists outside. Just as I am ready to look upon the Harijans 
.as my friends, I am equally ready to look upon i:ny Sanatanist friends 
as my friends. Simply because they are not ready to go the whole hog 
with us, I am not going to condemn them as the Congress Government 
have done. I am for consolidation of the Hindu society as a whole. 
1n our effort to bring in one community into the Hindu fold, we should 
not estrange another section. That would be a step in the ·wrong 
direction. So, I request all my Harijan honourable friends to agree 
with the view that the Hindu society is made up of many elements and 
that our efforts should be directed to bring in all the sections of the 
'Hindu society together and place them all on an equal footing. I believe, 
1£ we make adjustments, if we all try to accommodate the points of view 
·of all these sections, we can march solidly to the goal which is the common 
·goal of us all. I believe wh(m this Bill which is going to be enacted into 
law, when it is brought into force, many adjustments have to be made 
and many occasions for tolerance will arise. Unless we understand 
·the viewpoint of each other, the administration of this measure will 
be a hard task. We have to go to the trustees and persuade them. It 
has been admitted that the trustees are a reactionary people. If we have 

· to give effect to this Act, we will have to persuade the trustees, not by 
force, but by pressure of public opinion, to throw open the temples. In 
·doing this, the less the opportunity for unpleasantness and the less the 
()Ccasion for bitterness of feelings, the better for us all. Therefore, 
I request all those honourable friends of mine who brought in communal 
feelings and who tried to hurt each other in the course of the discussion 
to get over that feeling and make common cause in making this Act 
a success. Even though there are certain loopholes in the Act, as it is 
now going to be passed, I believe this Bill, when passed, will place my 
Harijan friends on a better footing than at present and they will really 
find that their manhood has grown by several cubits. t1timately they 
will realise that they are treated with perfect equality. I hope this Bill 
will bring in the long run fusion of all sections of the society. 
I support the third reading of the Bill and \\ish it every success in ita 
working. 
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The Honourable th~ SPEAKER: Before the Honourable :Minister in 
-charge replies to the debate, I wish to innte his attention to a slight 
<·hange or twa-one in clallbe 6 and. the other in clause 7. They are both 
small changes to bring out the meaning better. The Honourable 
)Iinister is not bound to accept them. The change I suggeat in clause 6 
is that in the la~t but one line, after the words" declaration publi8hed 
under section 4 ", he might omit the words appearing there, viz., "or the 
.Jecision of" and insert instead the worru "unless it is set aside by". 

Th(: Honourable )Ir. K. )t. MUXSHI: Yes, I am looking into it, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Another verbal alteration I would 
suggest would be in cia use 7, namely, after the words " declaration shall '' 
in the last but one line, he might insert the worru "if not set aside". 
'Ihi.s would make the la~auage more clear. 

The Honourable lli. K. ~t.lfGXSHI: Ve-ry well, Sir, I will look into 
it presently. 

*:\Ir. B. U. VAGHEL..\ (Kaha District) (Addressed IM House in 
Gujarati) : Sir, I rue to give my wholehearted l!upport to tht Bill before 
the House. We have been told on the floor of this House that there is 
.a strong opposition to this measure from the ~natanists, but to this 
argument I think a convincing reply has been already given by the 
Honourable tha )lini'lter in charge and so I need not deal with it at any 
length. 

Sir, I think, if I have followed the debate in this House on this question, 
it has been aoo suggested that this question should be left t? the option 
of the Sanatanists and that no coercion should be brought to bear upon 
them in the matter of throwing open temples to the untouchables. I am 
sure that so long ag ili>vemment do not pass a definite law, this monster 
(){ untouchability will not disappear. lly honourable and respected 
friend llr. Ja.mnada.s ~lehta asked the Honourable Minister to see if he 
possibly could postpone this Bill for a month or two. I am decidedly 
opposed to a suggestion of that wrt. Does he mean to say that the 
&natanists, who ha,·e not listened to reason for so long, will be likely to 
~ hange their news in two or three months' time t I do not think so. 
The Sanatanists have had more than enough time to reconsider their 
attitude in tht' light of reason and justice and humanity but I would 
sooner expect a rock to give forth milk than my Sanatanist countrymen 
to yidd an inch of ground on this question of untouchability. 

Sir, I n~ not remind the House and the Sanatanists at the same 
time that great Kings of the past like Shivaji ltabaraj were helped in 
their wars by armie~ rt.cruited from the dtspisfd Harijans. And why 
are Harijans dt't'pL..OO! Because, perhaps, they work in leather and 
hid~ and skins! But "a·hat do we find in Benares-Kashi, and llah.adev 
and other temples where these self-same Sanatanists have no objection 
to make u..--e of things made of leather. Then, why should these 
&nata~t& be ro much opposed to thii simple but important measure 
"a·hich, after all, is an optional measure 1 

*Speech not revisei by tbe member. 
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I am rather sorry that the Party belonging to the honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar has been sitting silent and has not taken part in this' 
debate. 

The Honourable the SPEAKE'li : That Party is called Independent:; 
~~h~ . . 

Mr. B. U. VAGHELA : Sir, I support this Bill, and resume my seat, I 

[Applause.] 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I a.m much obliged to you · 

5 
for the suggestions that you were pleased to make~ 

p.m. May I read how the sentence would read if tho.3e 
suggestions are put in: 

" •.....•. or if such execution would in any way affect or be inconsistent with the 
declaration published under section 4 unless ~t aside by the Court under section 5." 

In the other case also I will accept the suggestion that the words" if not 
set aside " may be put after the word " shall " in last but one line o£ 
clam~e 7. 

Mr. B.S. HIRAY: Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 6 in the last but one and the last line in place of the words " or the decisiolll 

of" the following words may be substituted, namely : " unless it is set aside by" 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

:Mr.· B.S. HIRAY: Sir, I beg to move: 
In the last but one line of clause 7 after the word " shall " the words " if not set 

aside " be added. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 
The Honourable :M.r. K. M. MUNSHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I had thought 

that it would not be necessary for me to speak anything after the 
elaborate debate which took place in this House for several hours. But 
the remarks made by the honourable member :M.r. Jamnadas Mehta are 
such that it becomes my painful duty to have to reply to them. But 
I assure you, Sir, and also the House that I propose to copy neither his 
taste nor the decency with which he made those remarks. Sir, all those 
who know my honourable friend-and the House by now is sufficiently 
familiar with his acrobatics-know how by one stone he can kill not two 
birds, but any number that he proposes to kill--

An Honourable MEMBER: Unless they fly away. 
The Honourable :Mr. K.M.l\IUNSHI: Yes, unless they fly away, which 

happens in most cases. In the first instance, by a short speech he cleared 
his conscience of the guilt that he was not present here during the last 
three days to give support of his mighty voice to the cause of "Harijans" 
which he says is so dear to him. The second bird which he tried to kill 
was that his last minute voice might be heard by those who may be 
interested m him in the gallery and outside, or whom it may be his 
interest to serve, to placate them for an immediate or a mediate purpose. 
Thethird-

Mr. J.L\lNADAS M. MEHTA: I beg your pardon. 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I know that my learned friend 
is hard in many things, but I never thought that he was bard of 
bearing. 

The third bird that he tried to kill was that he successfully gave an 
interesting exhibition. He is, Sir, well known as a prize dealer in 
Parliamentary billingsgate, and in that respect he reminded me of the 
great Daniel O'Connell who was supposed to be a master of the voca
bulary of abusive epithets. Sir, it is recorded of him that once the Bar 
of Dublin told him that in matter of abuses he was not the equal of an 
umbrella Peller on the outskirts of Dublin. But O'Connell, the great Irish 
leader, would not take this insult lying down. He promptly went to the 
outski.rtP of Dublin, to the shop of the umbrella seller,-she happened to 
be an old woman-and asked what the price of an old umbrella was. 
The lady said'' six pence." He etarted, ''you, old wench." On that, 
the umbrella dealer, who was supposed to be the greatest abuser in the 
whole of Ireland poured all her epithets upon O'Connell. For an hour the 
battle raged between O'Connell and the umbrella seller, but neither would 
yield. Aft.er an hour, however, O'Connell's vocabulary began to fail 
and the old lady was still coming out with a, torrent of abuses incompar
able in spiciness, taste, and decency. Ultimately, poor Daniel O'Connell 
in the last resort, turned to geometry and went on using such terms as 
triangles, rectangles and hexagon by way of abuse. The poor lady 
who knew no geometry thought they were all abuses and soon came to the 
end of her resources. Sir, I should like to congratulate my honourable 
friend ; for, had he been there at the time he would have been a perfect 
match-

Mr. JAl\L.VADAS M. MEHTA: I accept that compliment. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: It is only his misfortune that 
he is born possibly a hundred and fifty years late, otherwise he and 
the umbrella seller would have been a perfect pair. 

Then the third charge which he bas levelled against me was more or 
less of a personal character. He has, with his usual eloquence, charged 
me with various thiDeO"S including that of being very cowardly. Sir, I know 
the courage of my honourable friend very well. I will never try to 
imitate him. It is said of Julius Caesar that when he conquered Britain 
he said'' I came, I saw and I conquered." My honourable friend, unlike 
the hero of ancient Rome, but more like the hero of a third-rate burlesque 
"came, spoke and abused." Sir, I may not have his courage; I may be 
lacking in courage of his sort and kind ; but I have always maintained 
the cours~e of standing up to any bully, whether inside or outside the 
House, whether he is verbal or physical. Sir, the words which he flung 
at me were neither deserved nor necessary. It was only a fit in epithet
flinging which com~ over him and then he does not know the proper 
occasion or proper word . 

. It. was said that the orthodox community wanted time to (l()nsider this 
B!U. I have alr.eady met this argument in reply to my honourable 
fr1end ~Ir. ~Iandlik. Of oourse, he was not here and he did not care 

110o1 Bk H b 190-t 
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whether the point was replied to. · Why should we consult, whv was it 
necessary to consult people whose views are unalterable 1 Was"not this · 
a plank in the Congress programme since 1920 1 Is it not that in our 
elec:ion manifesto we pledged oursetr.,.es to do this at the earliest oppor
tumty 1 If the orthodox gentlemen, whom I honour very much for their 
sincerity, had suggested any change in the Bill, had made any proposal 
to put things right, it would have been a great pleasure t<> consult them. 
Then three months, six months or a year would have been well spent 
in discussing things with them. But what is the position 1 'They oppose 
the very fundamentals on which we have been elected and on ~hich we 
have to act. According to them, a born untouchable remains untouch
able for ever and there is no scope in the Hindu religion to open temples 
for them. What is the use of giving any time to them 1 When they 
came in a deputation they were patiently heard by the Prime Minister 
and myself. They submitted petitions, and they were carefully 
considered. They distributed all kinds of vituperative leaflets and they 
were closely scanned with a view to see if ·they contained anything 
which could improve the Bill. Throughout, their whole attitude was 
that this Bill is ba8ed on an erroneous principle, is an insult to the religion, 
and that untouchability could never be wiped off. Sir, in a meeting which 
took place of the Sanatanists the other day, two men had the courage 
to vote against them ; they were belaboured and thrown out of the 
Madhav Baug. Is it possible to argue with such p6ople 1 I assure my 
honourable friend that he can sit down with them till eternity and still 
he will not be able to :make them change their outlook. How can you · 
try to convince or argue with people whose religious faith, whose life's 
faith, is that opening temples to Harijans is the horror of horrors 1 
It cannot be done, it shall not be done under any circumstances 
whatsoever. Further consultation would have only :meant six more 
months; the result would have been that instead of the 200 telegrams, 
I would have received two thousand; it would have meant a few more 
processions, a. few more meE-tings. ~t would have been easy for Govern
ment to carry the Bill through without a Select Committee, but we knew 
that there were sevEral honourable members here who would not oppose 
the principle of the Bill, but who were fully posted up with the views 
<>f the orthodox section and would give the benefit of their views to the 
Select Committee. The Select Committee heard them with patience; 
every point of view that was urged was considered and the Bill was 
sought to be made as perfect as the Select Committee could do it. Why ? 
Merely with a view to give no opportunity for complaint. Even t~e 
l\Iahomedan members of thia House have given us the benefit of the~r 
point of view. Why is it said that it is being rushed in a hurry 1 Why IB 

it extraordinary to have it carried thus 1 No doubt in the honourable 
member they have got a great cha:mpion of the Sanatanists who does not 
believt in the:m. 

'!he other argu:ment which was advanced by my honourable friend waa 
this. He said that the Governor has certain powers under the Instru
ment d Instructions. Are we concerned with that or are we concerned 
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·with the Provincial Legislature! The deputation that waited upon the . 
Honourable the Prime 1\Iinister and myself cited the very article of 
instruction which my honourable friend has quoted here. But it has no 
relevante at all to the \rhole question. I fail to understand the argumed, 
perhaps except as a threat. 

'lhen it is said that I said that the Shastras should be consigL.ed to 
flames and that I insulted them, and hfi went on to oay that if I had 
offended the religious scriptures of any othu community my head would 
be broken in 24 hours. Sir, I never hurt the religious susceptibilities 
of any one. If the honourable member wanted to attack me in this 
mann.er,-a manner which legislatures rarely witness, for they believe 
in the courtesy of parliamentary life,-he could have looked up a copy 
of my speech and found what I said. What I said then I stand by still 
and it is this. I will read the transcript because he was net here •. 
[Mr. Jamnadas Mehta.: I was here.] rhen he either never heard the 
word~-very often he sleeps on the bench--()r did not understand them. 
'Ihe note~~ will speak for themselves, because some capital is made 
by certain interested people out of the worM I used. I will take this 
<lpportunity·to clarift the situation. I said thu: 

"Those of us who have tried during & life-time to understand Hinduism or its scriptures 
<'&n say that Hinduism is not what they understand it to be." 

1 

And I claim to be one of those who have read and tried to understand 
the meaning and the significance of Hindu scriptures more than many 
people who call themselves Sanatanists. 

" It is a "M'Orld culture~ which k-nows no racial arrogance, no social inequality. The 
social structure of the Hindus is entirely different from the spirit of Hinduism and we do 
hofe that Hinduism will be purged of its greatest disgrace of which really we feel ashamed. 
If may go a little further- . 

The House will bear witness to it ; 
" If I mav go a little furthtr, I would say,-1 am only confessing my personal view, 

-that if the Shastras are such as preach-they do not, as a matter of fact, do BO
·social int'q_uality from generation to generation, then those Shastra.s would deserve to be 
consignt-d to fiames." 

Is that an attack on the ShastQts 1 If any one says so, I ask him to 
read the words over again. I say it is not. No man in his senses can 
take objection to that qualified sentence. 

Then my honourable friend referred to Shastras. Does he know that 
the redas do not contain a word about untouchability, that they did 
not know anything like untouchability 1 Does he know that in Pancha
vimsa Brahmana there is actually a ceremony for lifting the fallen and the 
lower classes to the height of Brahminhood 1 Does he 1.-now that Bri.111ld
{lranya lays down that the wise man is he who does not know any 
difference between Clwndal and AchanJ.al ! With what face does he 
t.('ll us about Hindu Shastras, as to what should be done with them! 
:My honourable friend has, as I said, cleared his conscience by saying 
that what bas been done has been very well done and co~uratulated the 
House upon doing so. Sir, I also co~crratulate this House, because, 
however small this Bill, it is a great legislative effort. Alter 17 years, 
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.the Government, supported by the Indian National Congress, has had 
the privilege of coming before a House of Indians and putting on the 
statute book, as it will be done, a measure which will have the effect of 
removing this disgrace upon the name of Hinduism and India. And, 
Sir, this is not a moment for squabbles·; it is not a moment for personaL 
recriminations. When the House passes the third reading of this Bill, 
it will be a great moment for the new legislatures under the reforms
it will be the proudest moment for this Legislature-because when the 
Bill is passed, we shall have once for all given a quietus to this myth. 
that Hinduism countenances untouchability. · 

With these words, I hope the House will accept the third reading of the 
Bill without a single dissentient voice. (AppWJ_use.) 

Question, " That the Bill be read a third time and passed, " put, and 
agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Bill is read a third time and 
passed. [Applause.] 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN THE 

PROVINCE OF. BOMBAY). 

(As amended by the Select Committee.)" 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\iUNSHI: Sir, I move that Bill No. VI 
of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the temporary relief of small holders in the 
Province of Bombay), as amended by the Select Committee, be read 
a second time. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

Bill read clause by clause. 

Clause 1 (Short title, extent and duration): _ 
(1) This Act may be called the Bombay Small Holders Relief Act, 1938. 
(2) It shall extend to the whole of the Pr;vince of Bombay. 
(3) It shall remain in force up to and inclusive of the 31st March 1939. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 1 (1), for the word" holders", substitute the word" agriculturists." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, Government have admitted that the 
question of agricultural indebtedness was under their consideration for 
the last six months. They had also stated, when we met in Poona, that 
they hoped to bring forward a measure before this session that would 
solve the problem of agricultural indebtedness. But they have not 
been able to do so. In the statement of objects and reasons it has been 
stated that Government have under consideration the question of the 
relief of agricultural indebtedness. The natural conclusion, therefore, 
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is that this Bill is the outcome of that consideration. Consistency would 
therefore demand that instead of calling this measure the Small Holders 
Relief Act, it should be called the Small Agriculturists' Relief Act. But, 
Sir, I am not relying merely on consistency when I press my amendment. 
There are other and more important considerations. 

This phrase in the Bill excludes certain sections of people from the 
relief contemplated in the Bill. It excludes, first of all, large holders. 
I am entirely in agreement with the purpose of the Bill which tries to · 
exclude that section of the people who are not in need of any relief. 
That section consists of larger holders. I may have some quarrel with 
the definition of the " small holder " given in the Bill. But, Sir, the 
phrase also excludes other sections ·of people who cannot be described 
as large holders and who are in a more· pitiable plight than the small 
holders. I should like· to ask whether the agricultural labourer is not 
indebted and whether he is not suffering untold misery on account of the 
fact that his creditor i~ trying to attach his property, however trivial 
it may be. He may have a hut which may be attached and sold. This 
clause does not protect the hut of an agricultural labourer. He may have 
a couple of milch cattle which may be his only source of maintenance · 
when he has no employment. This Bill, in spite of the fact that in the 
statement of objects and reasons it has been stated that Government 
intend to give some relief to agriculturists, does not protect the agri
cultural labourer. I should like to ask the Government whether they 
do not consider the agricultural labourer to be organically connected 
\1.1th agriculture. He is ; and he does require protection. Therefore, 
in order that the Bill may not exclude all those sections of people who are 
in dire need of some such protection, I have moved this amendment. 

I want to make the Bill more comprehensive than it is. It is halting ; 
it does not go far enough to achieve its purpose. It does not go beyond 
small holders. It might be argued that it includes tenants within its 
scope. I will argue that point when I move the other· amendment. 
But I may definitely state at this stage that it does exclude agricultural 
labourers. In ordtr that this class of people, unfortunate people, who 
are on the last rung of the economic ladder, and who are suffering most 
on account of their debts and the harassment of the creditors, may not 
be excluded from the benefits contemplated in this Bill, I propose that 
for the word " holder " the word " agriculturist " should be substituted. 
Since GQvernment have stated that it is their intention to help the agri
culturists, I hope that they will readily accept this amendment. 

'lhe Honourable the SPEAKER : Nobody seems a.nxiolllJ to · 

5·30 p.m. 
speak. I call upon the Honourable Minister to 
reply. 

The Honourable )fr. K.. M. MUXSHI: Sir, I certainly would have 
accepted the amendment if the word " agriculturist " was as clear as 
the word "holder,, 'lhe word "holder" bas been advisedly used. 
The word "~griculturist " is defined in the Deccan Agriculturists' 
Relitf Act. It is known to law, and it has a definite meaning which is 
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not required for the purposes of this Bill ; and therefore that word has. 
not been used. But the word " holder " is the widest word known to 
the Land Revenue Code. Section ':f, · clause (11 ), of the Land Revenue 
Code define~ " to hold land , in this way : 

" ' to hold land ' or to be a. ' landholder ' or ' holder ' of land means to be lawfully 
in possession of land, whether such possession is actual or not." 

And the commentator (Rao Bahadur Joglekar) says that a holder may 
· .mean any person holding land by any right or title whatsoever. '!here

fore, the use of the word " holder " is meant to cover evE-ry class of person 
who holds land by any right or title and therefore I cannot accept the 
amendment of the honourable member ~Ir. Parulekar. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: So far as I understand, the object oi 
the amendment is that everybody who is likely to be in. distress-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I thought and I said that nobody 
seems tJ be anxious to speak, and that is why I called upon the Honour· 
able Minister to reply. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEH~rA! I thought he rose not to make the 
final reply but merely to speak, because it is ordinarily expected that the 
Government Member will speak immediately after an amendment is 
moved, though it is not the practice here, and that is why I was glad to 
see that happen. But if you so desire, I have not the least intention of 
adding to your burden. I thought that the Minister was simply explain· 
ing the position. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am sorry for the misunderstanding. 
I waited for half a minute, looked round and said that nobody seems 
anxious to speak on the amendment, and therefore I called upon the 
Honourable Minister to reply. I do not think the honourable member 
will be in order now to treat it as if the Minister spoke for taking part in 
the debate and not by way of reply-

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: May I suggest one thing, Sir,. 
for your consideration 1 lhings like this have happened very often in 
the past, and the Honourable Minister has not been in any way incon
venienced in that respect. If an honourable member thought that 
a speech like that was an inte?'im reply, then the. Honourable Minister· 
was allowed the right of a final reply. If there are arguments raised 
by any honourable member after the interim reply he can reply to them 
in his final reply. However, as you say, you certainly distinctly said 
that nobody seemed to be wanting to speak and therefore called upon the 
Honourable :Minister to reply. Even in that case, you may show your 
leniency and allow perhaps some useful arguments that may come from 
my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not that I should have any 
objection. But it was distinctly understood by all that the Honourable 
Minister was standing up for a reply. It would not be right that that 
should be treated as an interim reply. I shall therefore put the amend· 
ment to the House. 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Have I no right of reply, Sir! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: No. Unfortunately, the whole 
debate consisted of the honourable mover's speech and the reply of the 
Honourable Minister. That was the unfortunate position. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: If I speak now, the Honourable Minister 
has a right of reply. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is again begging the question. 
That i.@ what the honotirable member Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta also thought. 
I explained the position. As I did not find any one rising to speak, I said 
so in so many words and I said that I would therefore call upon the 
Honourable Minister to reply and he stood up. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : I was anxious to speak after the Honourable 
Minister had spoken. . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Had. I known that previously, 
I should have requested the Honourable Minister, instead of replying~ 
to say wha~ever he had to say on the question. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: As I spoke before the Honourable Minister 
spoke, I had no opportunity to answer him. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: If you treat it as an interim, reply, the 
whole trouble will be over. It all depends on how you treat what he. 
said. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is not a question of avoiding 
trouble. It is creating a. precedent. That i.s what is passing in my 
mind. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: Before the Chair asked the 
IlonouraLle .Minister to reply, would it not have been the just and proper 
and right thing to do to ask the honourable member to say anything he 
want.ed to say 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It could not be. He had said 
whatever he had to say, and unless he had heard some other person in 
the debate, I could not be expected to call upon him to reply to something 
which was never said. He had given out all that he had to say. 
Howenr, if the honourable member is so anxious, with the coDBent of the 
House and taking advantage of the fact that there was an honest mis
understanding on the part of honourable members, I may be inclined to 
trt'at the Honourable ~linister's speech at! not one of reply but an interim 
speech which he was entitled to make. 

The Honourable llr. K. M. llt"N'SHI: I would have no objection at 
all. But it is a question of precedent. I stood up only when you gave 
an indication that I should do so. After all, this matters nothing ; · 
the ht>avens are not going t{) fall; in this case, therefore, I am prepared 
to wai\'e it. But it is a matter of precedent. You looked round to see 
if anybody stood up and you asked me to speak for a final reply. In this 
case if the House wants it, I am prt'pared to waive my right, but it should 
be understood that it cannot be made a precedent. 
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Sir ALBIAIIOMED KHAN DEliLA VI: This is a very important point, 
and I should crave the indulgence of the Chair to let me make a statement. 
Tbe House fully understood what you meant and said clearly, and we all 
thought, except my honourable friend :.Mr. Jamnadas, that the Honour
able Minister gave his finalreply. Thelionourable member Mr. Jamnadas 
is attempting to get the Chair to allow him to make a speech. If you 
allow him to do so, then others would have a. right to speak. But there 
is a difference between his endeavour and the right of the honourable 
mover of the amendment to a reply after the Honourable :Minister has 
said whatever he had to say, and particularly when there was no other 
honourable member who wanted to say anything on his amendment. 
The h9nourable mover has a ·right to reply ~:tnd then the Honourable 
:Minister can give his final reply. The line I draw between the two is this : 
the honourable member Mt. Parulekar moved his amendment, there was 
no debate, and then the Honourable Minister said something which he · 
has a right to do. Then if the honourable mover, without going into 
any other matters, which you would not allow, has got to say something 
in reply to what the Honourable :Minister has said, I think he should be 
allowed to say it, and then the Honourable Minister can give a final reply. 
How can you deny to the honourable mover of an amendment the right 
of having his say in reply after some one else has spoken, whether it be 
the Minister in charge or any other member 1 That is the point for 
your consideration. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHIT.ALE: I wish, Sir, that once for all you are 
firm in your decision in not allowing the motion to be spoken to now. 
These are little precedents which grow up in time and spoil the whole 
game. I should think, right or wrong, the House understood that after 
the amendment was moved and spoken to, nobody else wanted to speak 
and the Honourable Minister in charge of the Bill was asked to give his 
reply. After that reply was given, the whole debate was at an end. 
Therefore, whateve.r the misunderstanding or understanding, I should 
think that the Chair should be firm- that after the reply is given the 
debate was closed. We are not losing anything. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : I hope, Sir, you won't listen to this 
old gentleman. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I believe I am bound to listen to any 
one, old or young. 

Mr. JAMNADAS 1\I.l\IEHTA : Not to carry it out. 
lhe Honourable the SPEAKER : To my mind, the position is clear. 

If cnce a reply has been made by the party which has got the final right 
of reply, the question cannot be re-opened. The only point I was 

' colltlidering Wa:l, if there was an honest misconception or rr..isunderstand
ing on the part of any member of this House, whether I should, in such 
a case, without affecting the general principl{,, allow or not allow a further 
speech. I appreciate the inconvenitnce felt by the honourable member 
:Mr. Parulekar. In view of the opinion expressed, particularly about 
creating a precedent, l think-1 regret the inconvenience caused to the 
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honourable member-rather than set a new precedent of re-optning the 
debate on the ground sugges~d, must hold the debate as closed. 

Qu(stion put. 'fhe House divided : Ayes, 25 ; Noes, 76. 

Ayes. 
KREDOIXAR, Mr. R. A. AlDALE, Mr. J. S. 

BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAJI MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. . 
Jsu. 

BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
CaiTRE, Mr. A. V. 
GAviT, Mr. D.P. 
fuKEEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JAOTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 

'KAzr, Mr. Azrz GAFUR 

MERTA, Mr. JAMNADA.S M. 
MOHAMEDALLY ALuuux, Mr. 
PARULEKAR,Mr.S. V. 
PATEL, Mr. MAHOMEDBAW.! M. 
PHAD.!KE, Mr. G. K. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
R.!UT, Mr. D. W. 
RoHA111, Mr. P. J. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
TRORAT, Mr. R. B. 
V.!RALE, Mr. B. H. 

TelltrB for t.he Ayes : Mr. K. S. SAVANT and Mr. S. L. KARANDmA.R. 

Noes. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BHABTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 

· CHAwnHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DESAI, Mr. DINKARRAO N. 
DEsAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
DEsAI, Mr. RANDRIR P. . 
DEsHMl:'KH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESRPANDE, lllr. G. H. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GAVANKER, Mr. S. K. 
GRIA, Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPt, Mr. M. G. 
Gt:PTE, Mr. B. M. 
HAWKERI, Mr. N. F. 
HtuY, Mr. B.S. 
JAnHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. C. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABB.U P. 
Joo, Mr.\'. N. 
KAliBU, Sir SlDDAPPA T. 
KANl'GA, Mrs. YIJAYAGAt"Bl BALV4NTRAI 
K.AuVADE, Mr. R. K. 
K..&oorDBI, Mr. S. S. 
KATIU.LE, Mr. B. S. 
KEsH\UIN, Mr. S. N. 
KBER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
W.u, Mr. BHooiUL D. 
I..A'M'HE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
~bGANLAL NAGIXDAS, Mr. 
MASTER, Mr. NAoll\DAS T. 
ME.BTA, Mr. H. P. 
MoBARBilAI KAs.t.s.n, Mr. 

MUKADAM, Mr. W, S. 
MUNsar, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVA'l'I K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
NEsvr, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NURIB, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBlU.l B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESR B. 
PATIL, Mr. AT:MA.Il.A.M N. 
PATIL, Mr. GaBlllRR.!O A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. ·M. 
PATIL, Mr. MAI.GounA P. 
PATIL, Mr. NABliA.B. R. 
PATIL, Mr. s. K. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RA.JMAL LA.x.RICHAND, Mr. 
SAKLATVALA,Mr.S.D. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SHINDE, Mr. BAJW.O alitu BABASABEB 

JAGDEOR.!O 
Snw.LKA.B., Mr. P. K. 
SIIRlXANT, Mr. L. M. 
SINOAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
SONGAVKAR, Mr. S. G. 
TALKA.R, Mr. K. R. 
TluKOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUSB, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESR 

i Tt'LPULB, Mr. H. v. 
I V AGHELA, Mr. B. U. 

VINCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
l VYAS, Mr. lsHVA.B.LAL K. 
. WADEIWl, Mr. R. B. 
; W .t.LVEIU.ll, Mr. B. B. 
i WunB.IWR, Mr. D. N. 
! 

Tdkn /Qt tAc :A'ou: Hr. D. N. W.a.n:uiU.B. and Mr. L. H. SIWlWI'r. 
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6 p.m. 
Mr. D. W. RAUT: Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 1, sub-clause (3), delete "and inclusive of" and add after 1939 "or till 
the operation of the proposed legislation regarding the relief of agricultural indebtedness 
and the regulation of tenancies comes into f.9_tce". 

Question proposed. 
1\Ir. D. W. RAUT (Addressed the House in Ma-rathi) : Sir,· the 

amendment that I have moved is before the HoUEe. If we see the State
ment of Objects and Reasons of this Bill, it will be seen that Government 
have brought thia measure in order to give relief to poor agriculturista 
and to prevent their eviction from their lands. Government propose to 
bring in two comprehenaive measures, but as it will take some time before 
they are brought before the House, they have brought this measure 
meantime. Sir, the present Bill when enacted into law will remain in 
force till the 31st March 1939, and to this provision I wish to add that 
this law should remain in .force till the two Bills that Government are 
going to bring are passed into law. 

Sir, I may be told by the Government Benches " We are going to bring 
in two comprehensive measures within one year, so your amendment 
is unnecessary." But, Sir, if we look to the Congress History we cannot 
know definitely that the Congress will remain in the saddle for any 
particular period, and we cannot say that there would be no difference 
of opinion between the Governor and the present Miniaters. Though 
nobody wishes that such an unfortunate state of affaira should ari~e, 
if such an impasse were to come, and if the period of this Bill lapses 
and no fresh legislation is passed, then the poor agriculturist will have 
to suffer, unless my amendment is accepted by Government. 

'lhe Honourable the SPEAKER: I think a good deal of discussion 
is likely to take place with reference to this amendment as also the 
amendment proposed by the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta. 
So, it will be better if he (Mr. Jamnadas Mehta) formally moves it now, 
so that the House will be in a position to discuss both the amendments 
simultaneously and much time of the House will be saved. 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : Sir, I beg to move : 
In clause (1), sub-clause (3), after the figure " 1939" add ''or such further time as 

the Government by notification in the Gazette fix provided that the time so fixed shall 
not be longer than 31st March 1940." 

Question proposed. 

Sir ALI 1\IAHOMED KHAN DEliLA VI : Sir, on a point of 
information. I thought that all thode honourable members in this House 
who were interested in behalf of the small-holders were anxious that 
Government should commit itself to a particular period of time within 
which they would bring the larger legislation. Government have chosen 
to fix 31st l\Iarch 1939, and if the honourable member put in those words 
at the end of the clause, then that would give Government longer period 
to bring in their legislation, and they would get .out of the promise that 
they make to-day as we see it in this clause 3. I do not know what the 
object of the amendment is. I have no~ been able to follow fully my 
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honourable friend Mr. Raut in Marathi, but I think that·the object at 
the back of every one who is interested in the small holders is that he 
should have relief as soon as possible, and, if that is so, I think we would 
be ill-advised in telling Government to accept 31st March 1939. 

Mr. JA.MNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, I shall try to convince Sir Ali 
Mahomed Khan Dehlavi that, at any rate, what I have moved will not 
come ·within his displeasure. All of us do want that the legislation 
promised by the Government, \\ill pass in both the Houses of this. 
Legislature and receive the sanction required, so that from the 1st of 
April 1939 the new permanent measure shall be in operation. We are 
only conceiving a possibility, not of the kind which my friend Mr. Raut 
has visualised that this Government will resign. That fear I have not 
got. They will stick to it like leeches. There is no such fear of any 
kind in my mind. :My honourable friend Mr. Raut is still a greenhorn. 
He thinks that they will not stick and will leave their places; I have 
no such fear. The past six months han proved that they are more 
capable of giving up their principles than of giving up their places. But 
I am hopmg that once in a way they will fulfil their promise, that they 
will bring the measure and that the measure will be of the kind we want. 
But in case in spite of the best that they do it happens that a few months 
or a few weeks are still needed to complete the legislation, then the 
interregnum that will follow will bring in an epidemic of attachments 
because this legislation will have ceased, the new one will not have come 
into force a.nd the interregnum will be a hard time for these people 
for whom this legislation is intended ; Sir, I am giving full credit for 
bona fides to the Government that they will bring in a legislation and 
complete it. But in view of something happening which might delay 
the best of intentions of Government, I am giving them the power, 
I do not want them to use it, unless they must, I do not want to go beyond 
the lst April 1939, but I realise that legislation requires sufficient time 
for consideration. The drafting of Bills cannot always be performed 
within a time-table. We are aware that even after the third reading 
of a Bill Government would need to make some amendments and after 
these amendments are made, the Upper House might make sOme more. 
My honourable friend Mr. Raut's amendment is intended to give an 
indefinite length of time. Of course, if Government agrees it will not 
put the agriculturist in a worse position because the protection will 
remain. E'en if Mr. Raut's amendment is carried, the agriculturists 
will get protection until a new Bill is brought. Therefore, by accepting 
eit.her of these amendments, the agriculturists will not sufier. But in 
~se neither legislation is completed within one year and this amendment 
JS. not allowed-the period that intervenes between the passing of this. 
B1ll and the passing of the new Act, will be a time of great hardship to 
the small holders who will have a volley of attachments and the sowkars 
and the creditors will take advantage of the situation ; neither the 
Governn1ent nor the Opp(X)ition want that and I do hope that Govern· 
ment therefore will agree to this amendment. That is the submission 
1rhich I am making to the House and Government in all seriousness and 
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it is both for the benefit of the Government and the people to pass this 
.amendment until the new legislation comes. At the same time, I do 
not want any indefinite period becau.s.e- it will cause hardship to the other 
side. For this reason, I have moved this amendment and I hope the 
:House will accept it. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I rise to support the 
·amendment of my friend Comrade Raut and in so doing I want to draw 
the attention of the House to the Statement of Objects and Reasons 
that Government have given at the end of the Bill. In that they say 
that they have got under consideration the question of the relief of 
agricultural indebtedness and the regulation of tenancies, but the framing 
of a complete scheme for this purpose requires very careful consideration 
and the detailed working out of the necessary measures. Now, these 
are very weighty expressions and this itself shows that the Congress 
Government, vested as it is with limited powers, will certainly take a lot 
of time in the matter of revising and completing their agrarian policy. 
Up till now, in reality we all are in dark as to what is the nature of the 
measure necessary nor do we know what is their careful consideration 
nor do we know what is the gist of their whole agrarian policy. Under 
the circumstances, though the object of Government is very laudable, 
namely, to relieve the small-holders of certain kinds and forms 
Qf indebtedness, but in the present structure of economic society, whether 
they will be able to realise that within a certain limited period of time, 
namely, one year is a matter that raises great and grave suspicions in 
our minds. Our small holdings are, in the first plape, uneconomic. To 
make them economic and to make these small holders stand on their 
own legs within a year. by suggesting a method of this kind, I think, is 
not possible nor feasible. Therefore, I have to support the amendment 
·of my friend :Mr. Raut that extension of time should be given as a safe
.guatd against possible contingencies as well as with a view to e:l"tending 
·economic facilities to small holders. -

*Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South): Sir, I rise to 
·Oppose both the amendments. Are you really in earnest as regards 
promoting the status of an agriculturist, uneconomic as it is or do you 
only want fireworks, passing a certain legislation, which I should think, 
is not properly conceived in the interest of the agric~lturist? The 
present Bill is only a temporary measure of relief. 'lhe shorter the 
period, the better from my point of view and I am quite willing to p~t 
my faith in the Government when they give you a promise that thiS .IS 

really no· relief but they want to bring in a w hole.1ome Bill which will 
relieve the indebtedness of the agriculturists in general. 

In the first place, you will find that this Bill confines itself to small 
holders. Even though the Select Committee has extended the scope 
·Of the definition of "small holders." by stating "who holds land not 
·txceeding six acru of irrigated land or eighteen acres of other land, or 
·lfho holds land of whatever description, the total annual agricultural 

• Speech not revised by the·member. 
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assessment of which does not exceed Rs. 30 ", it is certain that the Bill 
i".l not intended to benefit bigger land-holders or tenants. I may put to. 
you a straight question, whether the agricultural classes can hope to get 
the requL,ite financial help from quarters on which they have been 
depending for it so long, after the passing of a meaaure like this. 'lhe 
present condition of the agriculturist is such that he will not be able to 
get the wherewithal to carry on his agricultural operation.~, and he cannot 
produce the little he can without financial help from outside. As this 
measme will have the effect of drying up the source on which he has been 
depend.ing so long, I think the shorter the duration of this measure, the 
better will it be for U.s all. Look at the other side of the picture. While 
you want to help the poor agriculturists, you also throw them away from 
the stronghold of their financial source. 

Now, if you put it down to 1940, that is, two years hence, have you 
thought about the various dislocations which are likely to grow in the 
village economy, namely, between the creditor and the debtor~ 

Do you assume, as common sense men of this world, that afttr this Bill 
is passed they will get what little help they want within a particular 
period which cannot be exceeded 1 Just imagine this. After the rains 
fall, the grain must be sown in proper time, that is to say, within eight or 
ten days after the rains have made the ground sufficiently damp. If 
this Bill is in operation, the landlords or savkars would certainly restrict 
their advances and would not advance them anything in time, I am quite 
ready to put before you here a picture of some exp£rience that I had 
with respect to the administration of t~uch a piece of legislation. You 
know that in certain tracts in years of famine or scarcity, nothing grows. 
It has always stood to the credit of the .savkars that after good rains fall 
they provide the agriculturists with seed within the particular period 
within which it is nwessa.ry that the setd should be sown. Do you 
btlieve that the Congress Government, omnipotent though it may be,. 
has at its disposal so many distributing agencies which can operate over 
such wide areas and supply the want& of the agriculturists 1 As one 
who l1ad admini3tered famine measures on four occasions, I was asked by 
t1e revenue officers, even though I had ample funds in my hands for 
providing seed, whether I was able to make the necessary arrangements 
to provide seed supposing the rains were favourable. I told them, after 
the experience I had gained, that they need not worry over the matter 
and that the \illage savka.r, who had something to get out of the agri
culturist..:;, would take jolly good cart to provide the little seed that the 
agriculturist3 wanted, the value of which would not exceed Rs. 5 or 
lls. 10-l am talking about small holders, of course. If God helps us 
and the rains are plentiful, I am sure that all the barren land will be under 
cultivation. And with whose help? With the help not of the Govern
ment or their fund~, but with the help of the sa~kars. I am here to tell 
) ou that in the last four seasons of famine, every money-lender has 
advanced to the agriculturists for the purchase of seed to an extent to 
whilh it will be impossiLle for any agency to do. 
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I wish to put before the House another pha.se of the question. Mv 

honourable friend Mr. Parulekar want~d to extend the scope of the Bill. 
I ~Jhould think that the scope of the Bill is sufficiently wide now. What 
the Government have done i3 thib. Jhey are more practical. Instead 
of getting rid of all agricultural ind'i;btedness and gettin(J' a uood name, 
they say," We will try and S€e how the small holders a~e b~nefited bv 
the measure we are b~uing forward. We will gain experience. If oU'.r 
efforts are succesoful, we will go ahead." And take it from me that if you 
extend the period d this Bill, you will be giving excuses to the Local 
Government for delaying the measure which we r€ally want. We want 
that measure as early aa possible. We want the scope of that measure 
to be as wide as possible having regard to the limitatioru; which must be 
adjusted between the village money-lenders, the Government and othf.rs 
and to the safeguards which are needed from the p)ints of view of both 
parties. 

Xow, Sir, what does the amendment propose 1 You want that the 
holder vf land paying an assessment of Rs. 30 should-

Yr. JA~IXADAS M. MEH1'A : Extension of time. 
Rao. Bahadur G. K. CHIT.ALE : But I say, give them six months. 

When they promise that they will bring forward that measure, why not 
believe them 1 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : On a point of explanation-
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHIT.ALE: I am not prepared to yield. I do 

not want any explanations. 
Tbe briefer the Pf.riod, the better, from my point of view. [Inter

ruption.] I do not want to move such an absurd amendment. I am 
trying to make the point that new that the Government have promised 
to bring in an all-embracing measure for relieving the indebtedness of 
the agriculturists prop€r, you can take them to task if thia period expires 
without their bringing in such a measure. Even if that piect:. of legis· 
lation goes through in the September-se~sion in Poona, it will take the 
place of thhllittle Bill. It is not intended that it should go on indefi· 
nitely. Otherwise, why not accept the honourable mt:.mbu Mr. Rant's 
amendment 1 Go on for the full period of five years. Then go to the 
-el€ctions and come back again. I therefore think that this amendment 
.must be thrown out-I mean both these amendmenUI. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT : On a point of explanation, Sir. l\Iy amendmer1t 
does not say that the period should be extended. If the Bill which it 
is propvsed to bring in i3 brought within two months, my amendment 
will have effect, because it sars "till the operation of the proposed 
legislation comes into force". ·That means, if the prop::>sed Bill comes 
into operation within two monfu, the present Bill will go. 

The Honourable lli. )IOIURJI R. DESAI : Sir, two amendment$ 
llave betn brought forwa1d with two opposite views. The honourable 
member from 1hana (lli. Raut) ~ afraid that this ~Iinistry might 
re~rrn at any time and that there is a danger that pumanent legislation 
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may not be brought forward, whereas the honourable member for the 
Railway Unions (Mr. Jamnadas Mehta) does not believe in the capacity 
of the Ministry whicb is in charge, because h6 does not want to believe, 
and, it does not pay him to believe, in it. He says that it is ..necessary 
that'the Ministry shoUld be given more time so that they may bring in 
the proposed legislation and that till then this Bill should last. I wish 
he had not cast a reflection on t:h.e great party t::> which I have the honour 
to belong ; but I am afraid it is not possible to prevent him from doing 
so from time to time, because, after all, a man can reflect what is in him; 
he cannot appreciate what is in others. 

Government would ·not like to accept ·the amendments only because 
they are particular to· see that they bring in permanent legislation as 
soon aa possible. If the time is extended,, there is always a danger of 
temptation in our path, and it is not necessary to face us with such a· 
temptation. The fear about the Ministry going out of power and the 
agriculturists getting into difficulties is quite out of place-( Honourable 
Members: Hear, hear.)-not because my honourable friend for the 
Railway Unions thinks that we are going to stick to''office at any cost, 
but because the Congress Mini~try, when it goe3 out of power, will have 
left such precedent3 that it will be impossible for anybody fOllowing 
after them to put this work aside and not take it up immediately. 

The Honourable Mr. E:: M. MUNSHI : What about an interim 
ministry 1 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI; There is no scope for an 
interim ministry comirig into existence in future, as far as I can see, 
because they have had a sufficient lesson as to the result of accepting 
that sort of ministry. But we need not go into that discussion on this 
Bill. 

Even supposing that the Government which comes into existence after 
this Government resigns is very reactionary, there will be nothing to 
prevent that Government from scrapping this Act altogether. It is 
no use being afraid about this matter. (Mr. R. R. Bhole: Do·you want 
it 1) 'Iherefore, Sir, I should like to assure honourable members opposite 
who have ·any doubt~ in the matter that the legi'3lation which we wish to 
bring forward in this connection is not likely to tak-eJllore than six months 
at any rate. That is why we have taken a year's time at the most, to 
be on the safer side. We do not want any more time than that, because 
it is an unnecessary temptation in our path. ~therefore, I oppose both 
the amendn1ents. 

Mr. JAMNADASM. MEHTA: Sir, in viewoftheHonourableMinister's 
statement, I should be very happy to withdraw my amendment. 

Mr. D. W . .J!tAUT : I wish to reply to the debate. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: It may take some time. We 

may resume tomorrow. 
The House then a~journed till 2 p.m. on Wednesday, the 2nd February 

1938. . 
BOMBAY: PBIJ:{TED AT THE GOVER.NMENT CENTRAL PRESS• 
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lf't:eilleMlay, t~e 2ad February 1938 •. 

The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay,, on 
Wednesday, the 2nd February 1938, at 2 p.m., the Honourable .the 
Speaker, 'Mr. G. V. MAVALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

PreM'IIf: 

.\IDALF:, ~lr. J. 8. 
ALI BARADt~R BABADt'R KnAx, ~lr. 
Al<i"'TROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
A.RADRYE, Mr. D. T. 
BEGMABOMED, 1\Ir. HrsuN AoooBAKER 
BHAOAT, Khan Saheh AnnuttAR HAJI IssA 
BHAIJI, 1\lr. 1\L M. A. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, llr. R. R. · 
BRAMBLE, Mr. C. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. V. 

'CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWILL~, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIG.u, 1\Ir. ls!trAIL I. 
Cotuco, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHA.~nsHAR B. 
CURIIOX, Mr. FRED J. · 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINRJI B. 
DA.~DEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLAVI, Sir Aul\lAHOM.ED KHAN 
DESAI, 1\lr. GuRASRIDDAPPA K. 
DESAI, the Honourable l\fr. liORARJI Rr 
DEsAI, llr. RANDHIB P. 
DESRMUJC.H, Mr. K. B. 
DESHYUJC.H, Mrs. ANN.\PURNA GorAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G .. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
F.a.tz MoHAMED KIUs, Khan Sahel) 
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[2 FE~ 1938: 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN' THE 

PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

(Clause by clause reacling 1'esumed.) 

Mr. R. A. KIIEDGIKAR: Sir, may. I know how many members of 
the select committee, other than the Congress members, have signed the
report 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I believe the select com~ittee 
report is in the hands of the honourable member. That will show the· 
members who have signed the report. It is not a matter within the 
sp~cial cognisance of the Honourable 1\Iinister. 

The House was discussing amendments Nos. 2 and 3 yesterday
when it adjourned. Does anybody wish to speak 1 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. J\IEHTA: I have asked for permission to with- · 
draw my amendment in view of the assurance given by the Honourable 
the Revenue :Minister. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The Honourable Minister has assured 
the House that he would bring a Bill within six months. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : He said that he would bring in a Bill 
within six months but to be on the safe side, he had put in one year. 

The honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta wishes to withdraw his. 
amendment. Has he the leave of the House to do so 1 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendment No.2 of Mr. Raut is. 
before the House. I understand no member wishes to address the 
House. The honourable member 1\Ir. Raut is replying. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Maratld) : 
Sir, my amendment in whatever shape it may be is essential. l\Iy amend
ment only seeks to extend the operation of this Bill beyond 1939 in 
case the proposed Bill does not come into operation by 1939 I\Iarch as 
they have proposed in the Bill. In any case, my amendment will not 
affect in any way the Bill as it is. During the last six years the prices of 
commodities have fallen and Government have not done anything to 
ameliorate the condition of the agriculturists so far. 

Sir, th~ Honourable the Revenue Minister assured the House yesterday 
tlwt Govt.>rnment would bring in the legislation withfu six months. Even. 
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if it is introduced within that period, we cannot say how long it will take 
to reach the statute book. That point has not been made clear by the 
Honourable ~Iinister. ~ly fear is that if this Government resigns, 
a minority Government may not be able to settle down to business, with 
the result that the conti!mplated legisla.tion may not see the light of day. 
I will give you the instance of Madras. There, the Government have 
t&ken to themselves the power to extend the Act for one year more 
after it expires. 

After all, Sir, we must admit that this Bill has been brought forward 
for the benefit of the agriculturists. The period of its operation does not 
matter much. Even if the contemplated legisla.tion does come before 
the House and become law, my amendment will not be out of place, 
as the present Bill will automatically go out of operation immediately 
after that proposed Bill comes into force. Supposing that for one reason 
Qr other that legislation is not brought in within the promised time, my 
amendment St>eks only to extend the life of this Bill during the interven
ing period. 

The argument advanced by the Honourable the Revenue :Minister that 
my amendment would amount to putting a temptation in the path 
of the Government does not convince me. I do not think that this 
Go,·ernment will succu~b to that temptation. · · 

I therefore hope that Government will give us a definite assurance as 
f(•ga.rds the legislation which they contemplate bringing in. If the 
assurance is satisfactory, I am prepared to wi~hdraw my amendment. 

The Honourable ~lr. K. ~I. ~IUXSHI : Sir, my honourable colleague 
l~as already assured the House that Government are very serious about 
the le~islation which they propose to bring forward and that as far as 
possible they will be able to bring it before the House within six months 
a.nd make every possible attempt to see it through. In view of that 
assurance, the argument& of the honourable member who spoke last are 
really besid6 the mark. Evidently, what he is thinking of is that this 
Gowrnment may go out and some other Government may come and may 
not bring in the legislation. Well, Sir, another Government, if it is a 
parliamentary Governmt>nt with a majority behind it, will do all that 
it possibly can to carry it out. If it does not, then nothing can prevent 
it from deletin~ this clause from the Bill, if it has a majority behind it. 
But supposing it likely that this Government goes out and there is no 
majority Government ht>re, then nothina that my honourable friend can 
think of will save the situation. So, ; view of our assur11nce, I would 
ap}'eal t.o him to withdraw the amendment. Let us take all steps 
un the footing that the present situation is to continue another six 
munths. I hope, therefore. that mv honourable friend will withdraw 
his amendment. · • . 

)[r. D. W. IUL"T : In view of the assurance given by the Honourable 
)[inister, I beg leave of the House to withdraw my amendment. · 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
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Clause 1 ordert'd to stand part of the Bill. 

· Clause 2 (Definitions): 

In this Aet, unless tht're is anything repugnant in the subject or t'onh~xt.

(1) "Person" includes an undivided HiDdu family. 

(2) " Small holder" means-

(II) an indhiduaJ-

(i) who holds land not t'xeeeding six aeres of irrigated land or eighteen a<'l't>s 
of other land, or who holds land of whatever description, the total annual agriculhtral 
asst>ssment of "·hicb does not exct'ed Rs. 30, and 

(tl) "·ho cultivates land himst>lf or is an inferior village ser'fant: 
(b) an undh·ided Hindu family-

(~) which holds land not exeeeding the limits speeified in clause (n) (i). and 

(ii) at least one member of which personally culti'fates land. 

Erpk111alion.-For the purpose.s of this clau..~, in the case of a person who holds 
irrigated as \\'ell as oth(;lr land, one acre of irrigl\ted land shall be deemed to be equal to 
three acres of other land and t:il:e rerso. 

(3) The words and expressions used in this Act, but not defined, shall haw the 
meanings assigned to them in the Code of Ch·il Procedure, l!JOS, or the Boml111y 
Land Revenue Code, 1879, as the case may be. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKA.R (R.atnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 2 (2), for the word "holder" substitute the word "agriculturist". 

Question proposed. 

:Mr. S. Y. PARULEIUH: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I wish the HonouralJle 
the Home Minister had listened carefully to the few observations which 
I mane when I mo-red my first amendment. If he had done so, he would 
not have given the irrelevant reply that he gave yesterday. In 
order that the simple i'lsues may not be shrouded in vague discussion, 
I would like to put a few simple, specific questions to the Honourable 
the Home Minister and request him .to give straight replies. The first 
question is whether the phrase " small holder " does not exclude from 
the scope of the benefit contemplated in the Bill persons who are econo· 
mically in a much more pitiable condition than the small holders. )J y 
second question is whether the agricultural labourers do not form a major 
part of this unhappy class of people in this presidency. Perhaps the 
Honourable Minister will dispute it and say that agricultural labourers 
have notl1ing to clo with agriculture. In this connection, Sir, I will only 
quote a sentence from a book of one who is regarded as an authority on 
agrarian problems, Mr. Radha Kamal ~Iukherjee. In his book "L&nrl 
Problems of India ", he. thus describe!! agricultural labourers: 

"A conllideraLie portion of the large number of persons in the category of yague and 
unclwifiro Ot'C.'Up&tions are labourers rlearly ronnectcd with the occupation of the 
land.': 

'l.'he phrase 'bolder ' which has been adopted in this Bill does, in my 
view, t'xclude these agricultural labourers from the benefit ofthie Bill. 
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It al:;o excludes a certain class of tenants. Yesterday the Honourable 

the Home ~Iinister read from the Land Re\"enue Code the definition of 
a '' hold~r ". I \1\·ill read it again for his benefit: 

" ' to bold land ' or to be a 'landholder' or' holdft' of land met\WI to be Ja1fiully 
in ~ion of land, ..-bether ~t~Ch poEI!eSI'ion is actual or not." 

The phra~ small holder includes renants who are in law!ul possession 
of land to the extent of 6 acrts of irrigated land or 18 acres of dry land. 
But I 8hould like to put to him a question and illustrate my point of new. 
Take the case of a tenant who Las culti\"ated land since 19311Jut who was 
e\·ictt"<l on 1st January 1936. Is such an agricultmal tenant covered 
by the phrase which has been adopted in thio; Bill ! 

Sir, if it is the intention of the Go\"ernment to exclude agricultu.ral 
Llbou~ril totallv from the benefit of this Bill, if it is their intention aL'iO 
to exclude tena~ts of the de5Cription that I ha'e just gi\"en, let them state 
so in clear and unequivocal teim~. so that the people may know really 
in whose interests this Bill has been brought forward and how far the 
agriculturists are likely to be henefited by it. That is why I press this 
amendment. I wish the Honourable .llinister, instead of giving ngue 
replit>s, to come forward with straight. answers to my str-aight questions. 

Re : SHORT NOTICE QUJSTION. 

l!r. HU8EL~ ABOOB.\.KER BEG:.\LUIOll.ED : Sir, as I was late, 
on account of a break don of mv car, I could not ask the short notice 
question or \\"hi<·h I b~td given notice. Will you plt>ase permit me to ask 
it DO\\"·~ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It may he taken up tomonow, or 
at the next sitting, if the Bill is finished to-day. 

BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY REUEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN THE 

PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

Tht- Honourable the SPEAKER: I would not call upon the 
Honourable llinistt>r now to reply, because I should like to see that the 
bonouraM~ member lJr. Parulebr gets an opportunity to speak again. 
If the Honourabl~ ~linist<'r has to say anything, he may ~k. 

The HououraLle llr. K. :u. llt'XSHI: Sir, the scope of the Bill is 
already Jefined in clause 1. It i3 a "Small Holders Relief Act"; and 
the holder, as I have already pointed out, is not merely the owuer, not 
mcl't'ly tl·e «lerupant, hut e\"en a tenant o! an occupant, as has been held 
hy the High Court. That being the scope ol the Bill, I do not think the 
amendment -·hicb is sought to be moved is in any wav relevant to the 
pu.rpo~ of this 'Bill. · 
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Sir ALI }L\.HO:\IED Kli~ DEHL1 VI : I want the Honourable 
:Minister to dear a point. In the statement of objects and reasons they 
hne stated that the question of the relief of agricu1tural indebtedness is 
under consideration, and in thi'3 Bill thev have descended down to 
a more limited sphere. But I suppose the" Bill that is intended to he 
brought up would deal with tbl"-indebte<lne:;c; of the al!riculturists 
generally. ,. 

The Honourable )lr. K. :\I. )1U:X8HI: Agriculturists as a "hole. 

)lr. J.UIN.IDAS M. MEHTA (Uailway l'nions) : Sir, I am afraid tlte 
technical reply or the explanation given by the Home J[inister does not 
take the thing beyond what it was when Jir. Pamlekar moved his amend
ment. The Mini.o;;ter's only plea has been that it is not strictly releYant 
to the Bill. 

This, Sir, is a point for you to decide. You have allowed this amenll
ment :md al'3o the preamble dO<'s not stop where the Honourable Jiinister 
left it. It says : 

"Wht>rt"&$ it is expedient to prol'ide for the temporary relief of small holders in the 
Province of Bombay and for <'t>rtain other purposes ~pocified herein ; " 

Therefore, the preamble is wider than merely a provision for people 
who may be technically called small holders. You have been also pleastcl 
to allow the amendment. The question which Mr. Parulekar asked and 
which the House would like to be answered is whether the Government 
wish to provide not merely ior a person who is technically called a sma 11 
holder but for every agriculturist who is likely to be in distres_, in these 
12 months' time. This question requires to be answered because, as the 
honourable the leader ofthe Opposition asked and it was admitted bv 
the Honourable :Minister, that the next Bill, for which this is a stop·gap 
provision, is going to provide for the permanent relief of indebtedness 
of ~he agriculturists. Therefore, this Bill for the intervening period also 
should protect the agriculturists for the time being. The amendment is. 
therefore, perfectly relt;vant. It is ~pt only relevant but. it alone fulfils 
the real object of the Bill, namely, that the people "ho are to he protectetl 
at the end ofthe next )larch 193!:) should bf' protected during the interval. 
The words "holder" and "occupant " are defined in sub-sections (11) 
and (16) of section 2 of the Land Revenue Cotle. Sub-section 11 says: 

"'to hold land' or to be a 'landholder' 'holder' of land means to be lawfully 
in ~ion of land, whether such possession is actual or not; " 

(kcupant on the other hand means a holder in actual possession of un
alienated land. In the first. the land may be alienated also. 
Otcupant is a technical word for the holder of unalienated land other than 
a tenant. This is what sub-~ection (16) of section 2 says: 

" 'o«upant ' mt>ans a boldt>r in actual );lO&St'SSion of unalienated land, other than 
a tenant; pro'ided that ..-here the bolder in actual possession is a tenant, the landlorcl 
or eupt>rior landlord, as the- Cast> may bt>, shall be dt't'med to be the occupant ; " 

Then the foot-note says that the difference between l1older and 
occupant is that holder signifies a person holding any land alienated or 
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unalienated and "occupant '' means a holder of unalienated land. 
Therefor<', a tenant or an oeeupant may be protected hy this measure, 
hut an ordinary agriculturist, who bas got ;my debt for which his property 
is being sold, is not benefited. Mr. JJarulekar says : if you want to 
protect the poor agriculturist, look at his vocation and not the technical 
term under which he works. Tf he is an agricnlturist, if in essence his 
vocation is of agriculture and if he is likely to be distressed during the , 
next 12 months by way of :;;ale of his property, then that should he 
stopped. I think that is the real spirit, and letter of the legislation which 
we hope will be passed next year. Therefol'e, it is in the fitness of things 
that this amendment ::hould be accepted by Government, and I hope the 
House will accept the intended m('aning and not the technical meaning 
behind 'Nhich sheltt>r is taken. · 

~Ir. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, we on this side of the Honse 
only want to know whether the Government includes in the definition of 
··small holder '' laudless agricultural labourer, as it is defined in other 
statute books. People might say that if an agricultural labourer is land
less why should he be at all included within the provisions of this Bill. 
But, Sir, I beg to submit that this is a Bill .which is intended to relieve 
t.hem from their debts, and as such every agriculturist, they may define 
him in any way they like, should be included. I am sure the Government 
are aware of the fact that the agricultural labourers in our Presidency 
ttre to t,he extent of approximately 21lakhs, and if such a vast number 
is excluded from the scope of this Bill, then I should say that the Govern
ment would be doing a great injustice to thit1 vast number of agricultural 
labourers. Is it or is it not the desire of Government to include the 
landless labourers who are as indebted as any other small holder, and if 
it is not the desire of the Government, then certainly Government should 
accept the amendment which M:r. Parulekar has suggested, or any other 
term which might suit them to include these landless labourers. With 
these words, I resume my seat. 

:'\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I had asked very simple and straight 
c1uestions to the Honourable the Home :Nlini1:.ter. I cannot concein 
that he has not understood them. And yet he has avoided to gin· 
straight replies to the questions which I had put. Yesterday he was 
doquent when he was propounding the principles of shastras and vedas, 
but today when I ask him straight questions, he avoids to give straight 
replies, and he did not even remotely touch the point which I made out 
·in my speech. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The occasion is the exercise of 
a right of reply; it is only to reply to the points, if any are made out. 
It should not be used as an occasion for ventilating some other grievances. 
That is 1~ the proper scope of a right ofreply. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I had no intention of attributing 
motives to the Government when I moved this amendment. but I would 
. be ]ustified in saying now: since straight replies have not been given to 
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straight questions, that they have not the courage to go to the people· 
and say in unequivocal words that they want to exclude the agricultural 
labourers and certain class of tenants. If they are prepared to admit. 
their cowardice, I have nothing to ~Y· But let them be bolcl enough to- . 
tell people what they want to do, and let them not deceive people by · 
saying that this piece of legislation is for the benefit of all the agricul- • 
turists ill the Presidency. 

With these words, I press my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. K. )1. )!UNSffi : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am speaking 
on this Bill and on the particular amendment. If one can go to every-. 
thing connected with the agriculturists one might as well write a report 
like the report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, which I do not 
propose to do. The definition of the ''small holder" in clause 2 which is 
now sought to be amended, is only with reference to the operative part 
of clause 3. The object of these two clauses taken together is this. 
Government intend to bring legislation which will have the effect of 
alleviating rural indebtedness. Pending that legislation antl relying 
upon the rumours that are spread outside, the decree-holders are bringing 
the properties of small holders to sale. Sir, if these two clauses are not 
there, the effect will be to deprive small holders of their land by the time 
the substantive Bill is put through. Sections 2 and 3 are intended t()o 

save the property of those small holders against 
2-30 p.m. whom decrees are pending. That is the object of 

defining the term" small holder". I ask the House 
to read with me the section to see how absurd it would look if we accept 
the amendment to substitute the word "agriculturist" in place of the 
words "small holder". It would read like this: "Agriculturist •r 
means u an individual who holds land not exceeding five acres of irrigated 
bnd or fifteen acres of other land," etc. Therefore, the amendment 
would reduce this clause to this absurdity that an agriculturist means 
a person who holds land. Now," holder" is a well-k-nown term of law; 
it is a term well-known to the Land Revenue Code and the Department .. 
Then, why should we substitute the word" agriculturist" and say that 
an agriculturist is a person who holds land ? 

As regards other matters, they are entirely outside the scope of the 
amendment as I will show at the proper time. What I want the House 
to realise is that the word" holder" as stated by me and once more stated 
by the honourable mt>mber ~Ir. Jamnadas ~Iehta really means a person 
who holds land. If we accept this amendment and say that a person 
who holds land is not a holdt>r but an agriculturist it would be entirely 
inartistic, crude and stupid. 

I, thereforE.', oppose this amt>ndment. 

}lr. S. H. JH..\BYALA.: Sir, in their Sta~ment of Objects and Reasons 
Gon•rnment have stated: " to prevent tht> sale of the lands of small\ 
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agriculturists whose redemption from heavy indebtedness is one of the 
most important responsibilities of Government.'' }lay I know what the 
Honourable the Home ~Iinister means by this! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put the amendment 
to the House. The amendment is- · 

In tlauiK' 2 (!!) forth~ 1rord" holdE'r" substitute tl1e ..-ord "agriculturiHt ". 

Amendment put, and negath·ed. 

)lr. S. H. JIL\BVAL~\: Sir, what about my point l 

Thr Honourable the SPEAKER : I think the point has been 
sufficiently made dear in the reply ""hich the Honourable the Home 
lfinister ga,·e. 

Now, we will take up amendment Xo. 5 standing in the name of the 
honourable member ~lr. Jhab,·ala. 

)lr. 8. H. JHABVAL.\ (Railway "C'nions): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment-

In daul<(l 2, Auh-clalli!E' 2 (a) (i) aftE'r the word "land" in the second line add the 
th<" "·ord~ "in one particular villag(' ". 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment is-

In clause 2 (2) (a) (i) after the word "land" add the words" in one particular village". 

The sub-clause, when amended, will read as under: 

''-.rho huldslanri in one part.icular \"illage ". 

)lr. S. H. JHABVALA: No, Sir. It is not the first" land''. I mean 
the word "land" in the second line. It will read thus: 

" ttoho holds land not t:mJooing six ll<'l't'S of irrigated land or eighteen acres of oth('r 
land in one particular \"illagt'." . 

I want the words "in one particular village" to be added after the coma. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Unfortunately, the· honourable 
member did not make it clear, otherwise I should have arranged this 
amendment after amendment No. 6. However, as this amendment 
is put to the Houst>, I will read it with a little verbal alteration: 

14 clallllt'l 2 (:!) (a) (i) afttr tht' word "land" occurring~ third tim(', add the words 
"in one particular -rilla.gf.' ". 

Is that correct f 

)lr. S. H. JHABYALA: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The amended clause will read atJ 
follows: 

"•·bo boil.b land not n<'ffiiing .. ix acl'l"o of irrigated land or 18 &eM of othtr land in 
or.e J*tic.'ular rillllge." . 

Q'l•~tion proposed. 
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Mrs. LILAYATI K. lllJXSHI: On a point of info1111ation, Sir. 
Suppose a man has 6 acres of land in six different villages, that is, he 
has in all36 acres of land in different villages. Is it the meaning of this 
amendment that he will be exempted enn if he has 36 acres of land? 

The Honourable the SPEAKER·:· I believe the honourable member 
himself will make it clear while supporting the amendment. I think he 
wants to enlarge the scope of the clause. ' 

~Ir. S. H. JHABVALA: That is what I want to do. Sir, the present 
Bill is intended to give relief to small holders. " Small holders " are 
defined here as those who hold land not exceeding six acres of irrigated 
land or 18 acres of other land. Now, Sir, suppose a holder has got one 
piece of 6 acres of Bagait land aru:ll8 acres of other land in one village, 
and he has got another piece of a similar size or a little more or less in 
another village, then the condition becomes like this. The small holder 
.becomes a large holder, and under the circumstances he takes advantage 
of the privileges or of the freedom given in this Bill. The result will be 
that our object to give protection to small holders will be frustrated 
and protection "ill as well be given to those persons who own lands in 
different villages and whose .accumulated possession will be a very 
large one. Under the circumsta~s, in order to clear the ground, if this 
amendment is accepted, a good deal of the difficulty will be solved. There · 
is a qualifying clause indeed, namely, that the assessment should be 
Rs. 30, but there are different kinds of assessment for different kinds of 
soil and that qualifying clause may not solve the difficulty as well as thi111 
amendment would do. 

:llr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Ad<lres.sed the House in Mamthi): 
The amendment moved bv the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala is not 
in the interest of the s~all holders. Agriculturists generally possess 
lands in different villages. It is rarely that an agriculturist holds all his 
land in one particular village. If this amendment is accepted the small· 
holders will haV"e to forego the priyjleges given by this Bill. 

lir. T. S. JADH...\.V (Sholapur North-East) (Addressed the HoW>e itl 
Marathi): Sir, in opposing the amendment, I have to say that if a man 
owns six acres of land in three different villages he will cease to be a small 
holder and become a big landlord. This is not the intention of the Bill. 
I therefore oppo~e the amendment. 

The Honourable ~Ir. )IORARJI R. DESAI : Sir, there seems to be 
. some confusion in t.he mind of my honourable friend, )lr. Jhabvala, in 
brinuina this amendment and that is whv I want to know exactly what he 
mea~. 

0 

Does he mean that only those people who have six acres of 
land only in one villaae should be included in this Bill and that if a man 
has six acres of land ~cludina several villages, he should not be included, 
or does he mean that all 

0

those who have six acres of land in one 
viiiaue or in six villacres that is even 36 acres of land, should be 
inch~ded 1 Then one 

0

ca~ see the results of his amendment. As it ifl, 
it is impossible for one to know what his amendment wants. . . 
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:.\lr. S. H. .JHABrALA: Sir. I want to ask the Honourable 
iiinister one question : Whether the purpose of the Bill will be satis
fied if the expression ·'in one particular village '' is excluded. Sueh 
an inclusion is essential xo far as I think. Supposing a so-called small' 
holder owns six acres of land in one village and six in another and 
six in a third, his accumulate1l possession .will be 18 acres. Can such· 
a man be eallec\ a small holder aml does he deserve to be given protection 
und0r this Bill ! 

The Honourable }lr. :\IORARJI R. DESAI: Sir, the question now is 
quite clear. I am afraid my friend has misread the clause as it is. The 
clause as it is clearly lays down that only those persons who own six and 
not more than six acres of land are included. If a man owns 18 acres. 
he is surely exeluded. On the contrar~', if his amendment is accepted, 
he will havP the result which he does not want. 

The Honourablt' the SPEAKER : Does the honourable mover want to· 
reply ~ 

~[r. S. H. JHAB\'ALA : Sir. I think the explanation given by the· 
Honourable J\Iinister is convincing as he says that the holding of the land 
not exceeding six acres or 18 acres serves the full purpose. I accept, 
his explanation 'rith thanks anrl I ask permission to withdraw the 
amendment. 

Amendment. b~· .le:we, withdrawn. 

Jlr. S. V. PARrLEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, 1 beg to move: 

In clause 2(2) (a) (i) for the word ''::<ix''' ~ubstitute '' S€'V€'1l" and for the won! 
•· eighteen" substitute •' twent~- ". 

Question proposed. 

:\Ir. S. V. PARL'LEKAR: }Ir. Speaker. Sir, when the Bill was first 
introduced a small holder was defined as one who holds five acres of 
irrigated land or fifteen acres of dry land. I must thank those younger 
members of the lower middle classes who were in a majority in the Select 
Committee for introducing a favourable change in the definition of the 
small holder. The Select Committee has defined the small holder as one 
who cultivates six acres o£ irrigated land or eighteen acres of dry land and 
have also added as one '' who holds land of whatever description the 
total annual agricultural assessment of which does not exceed Rs. 30 ". 
Si:- I would like to be enlightened by the Cabinet as to what was the 
principle that guided them to define the small holder as one who owns 
five acres of irrigated land or fifteen acres of dry land. I should also 
iike to be enlightened why the Select Committee changed it to () and 18 
and not to 7 and 20. In fixing the limit to the holding of a small holder, 
the principle which would guide a sensible man would be ·whether the 
small holdi,lg is an economic holding. From my point of Yiew I would 
tegard a holding of 20 acres of dry land to be an economie holding. In 
support of my conte'ltion, I would cite the authority of Dr. Mann and 
Professor Kanitkar which has been universally recognised as an authority .. 
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These two gentlemen have carried on thorough inwstigations into the 
economic conditions of the agriculturists of two villages, namely, Pimpal
saudagar and Jategaon Budruk. We have yet to come across an iuvesi
gation into the economic conditions of agriculturists more thorouah thnn 
what was carried on by Dr. ~!ann ...... He draws his condusions

0 

in the 
following words : 

"The average return to a cultivator w01·king himself on land is Rs. 14-8...0 pt.>r ac1•0 
of cultivation. This will, of course, vary >ery much according to the class of land, but 
if we consider the village as a whole, the result will not differ Vl'ry widely from truth." 

This is the average income per acre of dry land. His investiaation 
further led him to the following conclusion : r:-

"We have ca.lcula.ted that a. landlord recei>l'S from the t~nant Rs. 7 per 1\<'l'l' and the 
tenant gets Rs. 7-8-0 per acre." 

Sir, if my ame~dment which lays down that a· small holder is one who 
cultivates 20 acres of dry land is accepted, it will mean that a man who 
has got an income of Rs. 300 a year ought to get the protection of this 
Bill.. I should like to ask the Government whether they do not consiaer 
that a man whose annual income is Rs. 300 deserves to get the protection 
contemplated in the Bill. I would further ask whether they are not 
prepared to consider the investigation carried on. by Dr. Mann as authori
tative on the subject. Is not Government prepared to concede that the 
agriculturist whose annual income is.Rs. 300 ought to be protected from 
the rapacity of the money-lender ? If this principle is accepted the 
conclusion that the income of Rs. 300 of a tenant also deser\·es to be 
protected logically follows from it. I owe an apology to the tenants for 
not having been able to look to this point before I sent my amendments. 
It would be realised that the extent of holding that deserves protection 
in the case of a tenant ought to be double that of the holding of an 
owner, because half the produce is given to the landlord as rent by 
a tenant and only half of the produce is left to him. (An Honourable 
.Member: Not so much.) It is always so, sometimes it is less than 
half the produce that is left to the ten!J,pt, but never does he get more than 
half. Does not Government, therefore, think it necessary to include 
all those small holders and tenants who have got an annual income of 
Rs. 300 within the scope of this Bill? Sir, if it is accepted that Rs. 300 
is the minimum income which is necessary for the maintenance of an 
agriculturist who has got a family of 4·2 members, Government will have 
to concede that a small holder ought to be defined as one who cultivates 
20 acres of dry land. Now, Sir, I will accept the proportion which they 
have fixed between irrigated and dry land. They have laid down that 
three acres of dry land is equal to one acre of irrigated land. If they, 
therefore, accept 20 acres of dry land as the basis, they will have also to 
accept as a reasonable proposition that those who cultivate seven acres 
of irrigated land ought to get the benefit of this legislation. In the 
~se of tenants the Bill contains a mistake-a horrible mistake. 
A tenant who cultivates 20 acres of dry land has been placed on an equal 
footing with the land-owner who owns 20 acrf.>s of similar land. Jugt 
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as I pointed out, the difference between economic status of a land-owner 
who has got 20 acres of dry land and of a tenant who is a holder of 20acres 
of dry land is vital. The owner cultivator has double the income of that 
of the tenant. If Government is pleased to move the amendment that 
will do justice tu the tenants at this stage, it would be welcome. In their 
tase it ought to be laid down that those who hold 14 acres of irrigated 
land or 40 acres of dry land ought to be entitled to the benefit of this Act. 
Unless this change is introduced in the Bill, I cannot say that Govern
ment are treating the owner and the tenant on an equal basis. If the 
Government do not do that, they will be open to the charge that the culti
\'ating owners are more favoured by the Government than the tenants. 
That would be an irresistible conclusion. Therefore, I would urge the 
rtOvernment to accept my amendment which says that the small holder 
is one who cultivates 7 acres of irrigated land and 20 acres of dry land, 
and I would also request Government to move an amendment which will 
entitle a tenant who cultivates either fourteen acres of irrigated land or 
forty acres of dry land to the benefits under this Act. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : Mr. Speaker, Sir, the 
amendment now brought forward by my honourable friend from 
Ratnagiri was carefully considered in the Select Committee and after 
careful consideration the Select Committee came to the conclusion 
that it would not be possible to accept it. I must admit that 
any figure that will be· put down in this section is bound to be 
empirical, after all, but the criterion that was adopted for fixing 
originally at 5 acres of irrigated land and 15 acres of dry crop 
land was certainly the criterion of an economic holding as we consi-
dered it. It is possible that there may be difference on this point 
and in order that injustice may not be done to persons who may be hold
ing 15 acres of land which may not be of good quality, we put in the 
other limit of Rs. 30 assessment. All land that is inferior will have 
an assessment of a rupee or thereabouts. In that case, 30 acres of land 
would be coYered by this very clause, and that is why it was not 
necessary to raise the limit of 15 to 20 acres. But then, it may be asked 
"Why have you raised it to 6 and 181" We raised it to 6 acres because it 
was argued by some representatives of one or two districts that in those 
districts irrigation was allowed on blocks of land not less in area than 
6 acres and in order that nobody may be excluded because they had to 
cultivate a minimum area of 6 acres, we raised the limit to 6 acres and 
then, in order that it may be possible to calculate a mixed holding, we 
had to keep the dry crop area at a multiple of 3 as originally fixed, and 
that is why we had to raise 15 to 18. If we accept 7, we will have to rais~ 
18 to 21, and then, it may be said that as that is a small area, why not. 
raise it to 8 and, after that, it may be said" Why not raise it to 9 ". So. 
there will be no limit to it. After all, we have got to fix some limit, and 
after very careful consideration, we fix the limit at 6 acres and 18 acres . 
. \s I explained before, there is the provision for includina holders of 
inferior land up to 30 acres or even more. There is uwkasland in three 
or four districts which is \•ery, very inferior but under this clause an area 
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up to 120 acres will be included in this section because for such lands the· 
assessment is nearly 4 annas per acre. 

As regards the tenants, I do admit that the tenants also are governed 
by this very limit as regards the protection given in this Bill, but there 
will be no question of any decrees against lands in the case of tenants 
who are not permanent tenants. Therefore~ the question arises only 
about permanent tenants. As regards the other tenants, tenants-at-will, 
no money-lender can get a decree against the land which does not belong 
to him or to which the tenant has absolutely no right, but as regards 
permanent tenants also, there is sufficient protection given by the new 
clause 9 which will show that it will not be possible for anybody to evict 
such a tenant by reason of any decree or order of a court. That saves 
the tenant from being evicted from land and I ani sure that it affords 
sufficient protection to all permanent· tenants because permanent 
tenants are bound to be there for more than 6 years. It is, therefore, 
not necessary to raise the limit for tenants as suggested by my honourable 
friend from Ratnagiri. For these reasons it is not possible for Govern
ment to accept his amendment and I therefore oppose it .. 

:Mr. D. W. RAUT : May I know why the limit of Rs. 30 assessment is 
included 1 

~Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, the Honourable 
Minister has not given any explanation as to the 

3 p.m. basis on which he made his calculations. He did 
not give us an idea of what according to him is the 

income from one acre of irrigated land and an acre of dry land. In 
order that I may be able to convince him, I cited the authority of 
Dr. 1\Iann. The Honourable :Minister has not refuted that authority. 
We cannot fix the limit at a fanciful figure. Dr. :Mann, who studied 
the conditions of the agriculturists for 30 years o£ his life in the 
Bombay Presidency, has come to the conclusion that 20 acres o£ dry 
land should be considered to be an economic holding. Is there any 
other basis, any other document, in the possession of the Government on 
the strength of which they can say that it is 18 acres which ought to be 
considered as an economic holding 1 In its absence it is but proper that 
they should accept my amendment. 

Then the Honourable Minister stated that in the case of tenants no 
injustice would be done, because they possess no land at all. Sir, the 
Honourable Minister has forgotten that one more clause has been added, 
namely, new clause 6, under which milch cattle, standing crops and the 
dwelling house are protected. Sir, if a small tenant is described as one 
who holds 14 acres of irrigated land and 40 acres of dry land, all those 
tenants who cultivate 14 acres of irrigated land or 40 acres of dry land 
will get protection under clause 6. It is true that they have no land 
which can be sold, but of course they have got huts, they have got cattle 
and they have got standing crops. I hope the Honourable Minister will 
realise that if this change is accepted there will be considerable improve
ment in the Bill, and no injustice will be done to the tenants. 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIK.AR : On a point of information, Sir, before the 
Honourable Minister exercises his final right of reply; may I kno~ 
whether 6 acres of irrigated land, 18 acres of rice land, 18 acres of warkas 
land and land the annual assessment of which is Rs. 30 are all to be 
deemed on the same level ! 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Yes, for the purposes of 
this Bill. : 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I will first answer the· 
question put by the honourable member Mr. Karandikar. In the new 
paragraph (i) of sub-clause (2) of clause 2, the words" the total annual 
agricultural assessment of which does not exceed Rs. 30" are intended 
to cover land which is so inferior that the almessment is less than one 
rupee or even 8 annas. The number of acres required to bring it up to 
that assessment would depend on the nature of the land. That is on~ 
new category, added by the select committee, which would cover warkas 
and other lands which a.re scattered over the Presidency and which 
are limited in number. · 

As regards the other question, the point which I made wh~n I moved 
the first reading was that there were something like 13 lakhs to 14 iakhs 
of small holders who hold land up to about 15 acres, and the object was 
to provide for that category. It was then found that 6 acres of irrigated 
land was the unit of agricultural land in many districts, and that if it 
was limited to 5 acres many persons who are on the border line would b~ 
denied the benefit.. That was the reason why 5 was raised to 6 .. Th~ 
income from irrigated land varies considerably. Six. acres of

1 
irrigated 

land are estimated to yield from Rs. 300 toRs. 1,000 per year~ that is 
taken as the unit ; and it is entirely a satisfactory unit, judged even frqm 
the standards· which have been set up by some members in this House. 
There is no logic in saying, increase it by one more: why not increase it 
by 2 more, why not increase it by 3 more 1 The point of keeping ·to 
6 acres, I repeat, is that there is in some districts no farm of irrigated 
land less than 6 acres in extent. That was why it was raised to-6, 
and therefore I oppose the amendment. · 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 17 ; Noes, 79 .• 

Dit·ision No. 7. 

BIU.UYKAB, :l\Ir. R. G. 
Baou, Mr. R. R. 
CKITB£, Mr. A. V. 
G.nn, Mr. D. P. 
JA.DtuV, Mr. D. G. 
J.t.OT.t.P, Mr. D. K. 
JKABVAU, Mr. s. H. 
Kur,llr. Azrz G.t.Ft'B 

KaEoonru, Mr. R, A. . 

Ayes. 

I 

:M:.!tRTA., Yr. JAMNADAS M. 
PABULEKAB,Yr.S.V. 
PATEL, Yr. :M.AliOHEDBAWA. M. 
R.urx, Rao Sa.heb B. N. 
RAVT, Yr. D. w. 
RoJWI, Mr. P. J. 
SA.V.urr, Mr. K. S. 
V awe, Mr. B. H. 

'tdkr•fQf' tlu! .4gu: Mr. K. S. S.a.v.urt and Mr. p, J. RolWl. 
Ko-U Bk Hb 193-! 
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Noes. 

AnBoLIKAR, Dr. K. B. :MUNsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
Alw>BYB, Mr. D. T. MuNSHI, ~. LILA.VATI K. 
BIUBTIYA, Mr. S. R. NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
CluwDIUBI, Mr. D. N. NALAVADt, Mr. G. R. 
CHAWHA.li, Mr. P. L. · NANDA, Mr. G'IJl,ZAll.I LAL 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
CURRION, Mr. FBED J. NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
DABm, Mr. FULSINHJI B. NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
DANDEKAB, Mr. V. V. NURIE, the Honourable 1\Ir.l\I, Y. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHII P. PATASXAR, Mr. H. v. 
DISIDI17Kll, Mrs. ANNAJ.>URNA GOPAL PATEL,l\Ir. BABUBHA.I J. 
DESHPANDB, :Mr. G. H. PATEL, Mr. BHAlLA.LBHA.I B. 
DODHETI, Mr. A. D. PATEL, Mr.l\IANGESH B. 
Fmonu, Mr. K. S. PATIL, Mr. ATMA.R.U~ N. 
FBENCH, Mr. F. H. PATIL, Mr. GAMBHmRAo A. 
GANnm, Mr. M. M. 0 PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
GAVANK.EB, Mr. S. K. PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
GmA, Dr. C. J. PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
GoXHALB, Mr. K. G. PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
GoPI, Mr. M.G. PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
HALLIK.ERI, Mr. N. F. PuRANI, Mr. c. B. 
JADBAV, Mr. T. s. RA.JMAL LAK.HICHAND, Mr. 
JAJUTY, 1\Ir. P. c. SATHE, Mr. s. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABJW P. S~DE, Mr. BAJIRAo aliaa BABASAHEB 
Joo, Mr. V. N. JAGDEORAo 
KA.NUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRA.I Sum.ALXAR, Mr. P. K. 
KAB.!VA.DE, Mr. R. K. Sll'RIK.A.NT, Mr. L. M. 
K..uwunRt, Mr. S. S. SuGANDm, Mr. M. s. 
KATIULE, Mr. B. S. TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
KEsuwA.IN, Mr. S. N. THAK.OR, Mr. B. P. 
KB:BB, the Honourable Mr. B. G. THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBA.I GANESII 
K.m.I:JI, Mr. BBAWANJI A. TULPULE, Mr. H. v. 
LALA., Mr. BHOGILAL D. V AGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
LATTHB, the Honourable Mr. A. B. V ABTAK., Mr. G. D. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. VINOHOORK.AB, Sardar N. G. 
MASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. VYAS, Mr. IsHVARLAL K. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. ! WADEJUR, Mr. R. B •. 
MORABBHA.I KA.sANJI, Mr. ! W ALVEK.AB, Mr. B. B. 
MUJUDAM, Mr. w. s. . WANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

TeUer8 for the Nou: Mr. V. V. DANDEJUR and Mr. V. N. NAIK. 

Mr. S. H. JliABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I beg to move: 
In clause 2 (2) (a) (ii), after the word" ser::ant ",add" doing agricultural work." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Sir, by" work" I mean agricultural labour. 
You will see that all along in this clause we have got the qualifying 
property of doing agricultural work or agricultural labour. What is 
specially emphasised is the vocation. Here, that vocation is not brought 
out ; the vocation that is brought out is the vocation of being a village 
servant. But the prime condition should be that he should be doing 
agricultural work. Hence, I desire that after the expression " village 
servant", these three word~ "doing agricultural work" should be 
added. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Sir, this amendment 
also, I am afraid, ii brought forward through some misunderstanding. 
Inferior village servants who hold land but· who cannot cultivate that 
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land because they are very busy with work connected with Government 
or with the villages are t~ought to be given protection by the clause as it 
stands. They are very poor people, and they do require to be protected. 
If they are not actually cultivating land in some cases, it is only because 
they have not the time to do so and are doing work which may be called 
public work. It is only for that reason that the inferior servants are 
sought to be given protection under this clause. But they are all of them 
agriculturists; of that there is no doubt. It is possible that they 
may not be able to cultivate all the land themselves because of other 
work. That is why they have been specially mentioned in this clau.Se. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, the only commitment is that the village 
servant is one who is employed in Government service. He may be a man 
who may be employed throughout the year; but there are other classes 
·of people as well who may not be full-timers. Moreover, agricultural 
work does not require full time occupation. My only fear is this, that 
the prime profession namely, agricultural labour, has not been brought 
out which it is the intention of the Bill to protect. The prime factor of 
being a village servant is brought out in the clause as it stands, and that 
is not a des~able feature. Hence, I desire to press the amendment. . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I think the explanation 
given by my Honourable Colleague ought to be quite sufficient. If this 
amendment is accepted, the result will be that an inferior village servant 
who is not doing agricultural work but who is a small holder will be 
excluded from the operation of this Bill. The object of having it wider 
is that it should include an inferior village servant, who is a very useful 
kind of man and who, though he is ordinarily a small holder, has not the 
time to work upon the land himself. I therefore oppose the amendment. 
1 hope the honourable member will withdraw it.· · · 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: No, no. This time I am unconvinced. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

a.so p.m. Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir I beg to move: 
After clause 2 (2) (a) (ii) insert--

The Honourable the SPEAKER: May I invite the honourable 
member Mr. Parulekar's attention to the fact that it appears that in · 
view of the decision of the House with reference to his amendment No.6, 
the first part of the amendment that he is now moving seems to fall 
through! 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Yes. 

· The Honourable the SPEAKER : And therefore the honourable 
member will move the other part: and instead of sub-clause (iv), we 
must say sub-clause (iii). 

KO·U Bk Hb 193-211 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I beg to move: 
After clause 2 (2) (a) (ii) insert the following: 

.. (iii) who ordinarily engages personally in agricultural labour." 

Question proposed. 

· Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, th~. purpose of moving this amend. 
ment is to bring within the scope or the benefit of this Bill the agricul
turallabourer who has been excluded and also those tenants who have 
cUltivated land since 1934 but who have been evicted, say, in January 
1937. Sir, it was admitted by the Revenue Minister in the course of his. 
speech at the time of the first reading of this Bill that the money-lenders, 
being frightened by the declaration which the Government made in the 
Poona session that they want to bring forward a legislation for scaling 
down debts, are trying their utmost to recover debts. It was also 
admitted by Government that these money-lenders will try to snatch at 
whatever is available during the course of the year, because they ar~ 
afraid that their dues will be scaled down when the Bill comes int() 
operation. I am glad that Government recognise the mistake which they 
committed in a mood of triumph in making the statement that they 
w&nted to scale down debts when they were not ready with the measure 
with which they could do so. The consequence has been that the 
money-lenders being frightened with that declaration have been .harass· 
ing during the last eight months the small holders, the agricultural 
labourers and the tenants who are indebted. I am glad that Govern
ment have admitted the mistake and I am sure that they will try to 
atone for the sin they have committed by making that declaration. Sir, 
I should like to ask the Government whether the money-lenders are 
trying to recover all that is due to them only from the small holders. 
Is it not true that when the Debt. Conciliation Bill passes into an Act all 
the debts that are due to the creditors will be scaled down 1 It is this 
fear created by the announcement of the policy of the Government 
which is weighing on the minds of the money-lenders. Sir, the debt may 
be due from a small holder, the debt may be due from· an agricultural 
labourer, or the debt may be due from a tenant who was a tenant last 
year but who is no longer a tenant ·today. In the case of every one of 
these classes the money-lenders think that if they are not able to recover 
the debts from them during the course of this year, it is very likely that 
the debts will be reduced and they will lose. So, they are trying their 
utmost, they are trying their very best to recover all that is possible from 
every class of these people. Sir, this Bill protects only the small holders, 

. but it does not protect the agricultural labourer and the class of tenants 
to which I referred just now. Does not Government therefore think that 
it is their responsibility to protect all these economically weaker classes 
from the money-lender who has become sensitive and who is trying 
to recover all that is due to him from these classea 1 Sir, wh!l.t is the 
logic in protecting only small holders while leaving at the same time 
other economically weaker classes outside the scope of the Bill? I could 
nave understood their exclusion if the Bill had not undergone changes 
in the Select Committee. All that the Bill aimed at was to stop the sale 
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of land. Now, the Bill which has emerged from the Select Committee goes 
further. It does not now stop at stopping the sale of land, but it wants 
to check the starvation and to protect the small holder from starvation. 
The Government seem now to be afraid that the money-lender will not 
()n)y attach the land, but that he may also attach his hut, the standing 
crop and any other property. Therefore, a new clause has been inserted 
in the Bill with a view that the small holder may be protected from 
starvation. Sir, may I ask the Government if it is not their duty to · 
protect a more unfortunate class of people, economically a weaker clas!t 
()f people, the agricultural labourer and the tenant, from starvation 1 
Sir, an agricultural labourer may have a hut which has been left by his 
father who inay have been an agriculturist. He may have a couple of 
buffaloes which may be his only means of maintenance and which may 
be attached during the course of this year by the money-lender if he is not 
protected, because the money-lender is afraid that he may not he able 
to get anything from him next year when the Debt Conciliation B~ is 
passed into law. Therefore, it is necessary, if Government are prepared 
to take a logical step, that Government should include those who person
ally engage themselves in agricultural·labour within the scope of this 
Bill. · 

Sir, I will now refer to some of the figures which, will indicate how 
essential it is that this class of people ought to be included within the 
scope of the Act. The figures are from a statement showing the number 
.and value of civil suits instituted in the Civil Courts in the Presidency 
of Bombay for the years 1934: and 1935. The total number of suits 
instituted in the Courts in 1934: was 1,59,521. Out of these suits, 48,501 
were for the recovery of an amount of the value not exceeding Rs. 50. 
Sir, most of these suits must necessarily have. been against agricultural 
la.bourers because the debt of a small holder is bound to vary between 
Rs. 100 and l'iOO. Out of the total number of suits in 1934, 10,711 were 
for the recovery of an amount of the value not exceeding Rs. 10. Does 
Government think that the debt of a small holder can be below Rs. 10 ! 
Certainly not. Such a proposition would be absurd in its character. In 
1935, the number of suits of the value not exceeding Rs. 10 shows an 
increase. It was 11,227 and the number of suits of the value not exceed
ing Rs. 00 was 48,633. Now, Sir, I will only refer to another statement 
()f Government, " Summary of administration of civil and criminal 
justice" for the last year. It says: "There was an increase in institu-
tion of suits not exceeding Rs. 10 in value." . . · 

'From all these facts Government will realise that even the agricultural 
labourt>rs are harassed by the money-lenders for the recovery of their 
debt. This class of agriculturists however does not deserve, in the ,l,ew 
of the Home 11inist€r, protection under this Act. Not to give him 
protection is to allow this class of people, who of all classes deserve this 

. protection most, to be subjeckd to severe hardship. H my amendment 
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is not accepted, the conclusion which 1 will be justified in drawing is that 
Government want to adopt a method of rule which they themselves 
condemned in the past. Sir, they condemned the bureaucracy because 
they tried to divide and rule. Now, Sir, this Government want to adopt 
the same method of divide and rule.r · They want to divide the ranks of' 
the peasants. In order to win over the small holders they have brought 
forward this Bill and have left ~he agricultural labourers severely alone 
to starve. What will be the consequences of this step at the end of the 

. year 1 Government statistics and reports will show an increase in the 
number of suicides ; there will be an increase in the number of thefts and 
crimes; and it will be necessary perhaps for some of the non-official 
members to introduce a Bill for punishing those who create conditions 
that render increase in theft and suicide inevitable. [Laughter]. Sir, this 
is not a matter which can be laughed away. It is a most serious matter ; 
I am very serious about it. 

The Honourable Mr .. 1\10RARJI R. DESAI: You are yourself 
.laughing. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, you are driving to a desperate state a 
class of people who have not got even a small piece of land, who possess 
nothing in this world except the labour power which they can sell but 
which cannot be sold. What are they to do if they are harassed by their 

. creditors, if everything that is in their huts is removed, if the small 

. quantity of grain that they may have is attached, if their buffaloes are 
sold, if all their property-if property it can be called-is taken away r 
By denying protection to this class of people-may I repeat-you want 
to divide the ranks of the agriculturists. You want to divide them in 

•order that you may establish your rule for a longer period. If that is not 
·your intention, why are you unwilling to accept my amendment 1 It 
onlY. includes more weaker people within the scope of this Bill. Do you 
want to exclude them 1 My honourable friend the Home Minister says 
that he stands for non-violence ; he stands for truth. But he is driving 
people to violence and if any one deserves to be punished for inciting 

· 'people to violence it will be he at the end of the year and nobody else. 
Is he going to preach non-violence to a man who has been deprived of 
everything ! I wish he does go to a village and preach non-violence to 
a starving man. You can preach non-violence to a man whose stomach 
is full, who has got a fat belly, but you cannot preach non-violence to 
·a man who is starving and who is even prepared to commit suicide. 
A couple came here and waited upon the Home Minister a few days back. 
They were starving, they had no place to live in, they were thrown on 
the streets, and they came here to commit suicide ~ the compound of 
this Assembly Hall. They were persuaded to go to the Congress House . 
. They went there and after some time took a dose of opium. It was not 
sufficient to kill them, and fortunately they have survived and are at 

:present in the police lock-up. This will be the consequence if you do. 
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not accept my amendment. If you are really serious and if you do not 
want to drive these agricultural labourers to starvation and death, you 
will accept my amendment. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: On a point of information, Sir. I want to 
know from the honourable member whether all the suits he referred to 
were against the agricultural labourers. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: They cannot be against landlords. No 
landlord is sued for a sum of Rs. 10. 

The Honourable the ·sPEAKER: It is an inferential statement. It 
is for the honourable members to accept it or not. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : Sir, I could not have 
heard a more laboured plea for the amendment put forward by the 
honourable member Mr. Parulekar. But I still do not understand why 
he says that though we can save these people we are not saving them. 
We have brought in this Bill to save the small holder, to protect him, 
because it is necessary to save his means of production. If his land is 
allowed to be sold, he will have nothing to cultivate and he will lose his 
means of production ; but in the case of the agricultural labourer no 
court and no money-lender, howsoever powerful he may be, can deprive 
him of his means of production which is with him ; and I do not think 
that there is much grain in the house of an agricultural labourer to be 
attached by a decree. Every agricultural labourer lives from day to 
day ; he· purchases his articles of food from day to day, and I do not see 
what can be attached in his house. If there is something to be saved, 
it can be saved under this Bill. But the only thing that can be done by 
an agricultural labourer is to seek insolvency, and we are not here bringing 
a Bill for declaring insolvency or for wiping out all debts. The object 
of bringing in this legislation is to help people to remove their debts in 
an honest manner, so that, freed of this burden, they can carry on their 
profession of agriculture more economically and more profitably. It 
is also necessary to give protection to the agriculturist in the interest of 
the agricultural labourer himself because if agriculture does not thrive, 
if the cult iva tors, the peasants, the small holders, do not do their industry 
profitably, tlle agricultural labourer is bound to starve. [An kanourable 
ttlentbcr: Die.] I would readily agree that if all agriculture fails and if 
there is no industry, labourers will die. But we are not here discussing 
what would happen if a certain contingency arises. We are here to meet 
the situation as it is and with the means at our disposal. We may wish 
to make everybody happy, to give a living wage to every person in the 
country; but if with the means and the power at our disposal it is not 
possible to do so, we have got to rest content with what we are doing. 

~Ir. J.U(XADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, I rise to support 
the amendment of mv honourable friend ~Ir. Parulekar. I am sure that 
the Honourable the Home ~linister will see that the original amendment 
which he ridieuled as stupid was not so stupid after all, but really an. 
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.intelligent amendment. If he had read the amendment of Mr. Parulekar 
:along with what he has now brought, he should have realised that the 
definition would then have fitted ve~ admirably ; it was because he over
looked this last amendment that he was disposed to be so harsh towards 
:ltlr. Parulekar's amendment. It is intelligent. It is not stupid. It is , 
those who do not read who deserve that appellation ; if the statement 
of objects and reasons was intended to be read as it stands Mr. Parulekar's 

'.amendment ought to be accepted. If it is accepted, the small holder will 
then be defined along with others as one who ordinarily engages 
personally in agriculture. And that is why the original amendment of 
Air. Parulekar wanted to describe him as ''agriculturist" instead of 
" small holder " and that would have fitted in more properly than even 
the term '' small holder ". But since it was not done, this amendment 
·furnishes an opportunity to Government to rectify the omission. What is 
it that Mr. Parulekar wants 1 He wants that you will include under the 
definition one who engages in agricultural labour also. If you do not, 

·what is the result 1 I am sure the honourable member who comes from 
'Broach must have seen on the banks of the Nerbudda, every year, 
hUn.dreds.o£ Kolis and Vagris taking what is called " chibda " (cucumber) 
and many other crops which are only temporary. These people ar~ 
in every sense of the word ''agriculturists" properly so called, though they 

. may not be called small holders because they do not cultivate the land 
· ~der a long lease-they take it every season ; they also borrow money 
from the money-lenders to carry on their agricultural work. I have seen 
in Thana District myself. You are definitely excluding this class of 
agriculturist who wants to earn a living by the sweat of brow. What is the 
t:evolutionary thing that Mr. Parulekar is asking in saying that this poor 
man should be protected 1 He is as much a part of agricultural economy 
as the other small holders about whom we find so much solicitude. 
The Honourable Mr. Morarji R. Desai says that we want to protect his 
means of production. Will you notj>rotect the means of production of 
these Wagris or Kolis also 1 I£ you will examine the Select Committee's 
report, a clause has been added that protects in the case of the small 
holder milch cattle not exceeding two in number and some other articles. 
That means if a man has a patch of land, the execution of the decree will 
not only be stayed but some other things also belonging to him will be 
protected. But unhappily if he does not have a patch of land then he will 
not be protected at all. I say what is the reason for this cussed attitude 
of Government in not recognising the claims of an humbler fellow being 
who stands in greater need of protection 1 Why is it that their orbit of 
sympathy is so strictly limited and does not go beyond their nose 1 
lfr. Parulekar has rightly tried to enlarge the clause of the Bill in the 
interests of labourers whose number is 36lakhs. I do not know whether 
the latest figure of 2llakhs is quite correct, but before Sind was separated 
the agricultural labour was 36lakhs. He may have a small hut, he may 
have a small crop of the kind mentioned. All this will remain outside 

. the orbit of relief in spite of the preamble, in spite of your statement of 
objects and rea.~onB, in spite of the repot:t of the Select Committee. 
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I hope that questions of prestige will not govern the attitude of Govern
ment so much as to leave out of their sympathy this class of men whose 
claim to our indulgence is proved on every basis of public policy. 

Sir, I support and I hope that Mr. Parulekar will carry this amendment 
to a division, if it is not accepted. · 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE rose. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : I believe there are hardly a couple 

of minutes now. Is the honourable member likely to finish in a short 
time ? I have no objection to adjourn later on if he finishes. If the 
honourable member is desirous of speaking for two minutes, he can. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South) : Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, I am sorry that both the honourable the mover of this amendment 
and the honourable the supporter Mr. Jamnadas Mehta have tried to 
make something out of nothing. In the fir~t place, V agris, Kolis and 
others, when they purchase the crop, that land is leased out to them by 
Government officers on which they have to pay a certain amount of 
money. (Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: No.) If he says no, he does not 
know it. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I know next to my own house in Thana 
this fact which he could not have known. · 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Now, Sir, there is the Land Revenue 
Code itself. These alluvial lands which are exposed in the river bed are 
leased every year. They are auctioned off for the season and some money 
accruing to the crop has to be paid to Government and therefore they 
come within the definition of the word '' occupant ". · When my honou:
able friend says so, I bow to him, but let me tell him also that"' there IS 

no use drawing away from the main point and to show to the House 
that we know nothing of ·this world except the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar and himself. It is a fact unfortunately--

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: You will see, Sir, that the main object 
of the honourable member Mr. Parulekar is to protect the labourer, 
worker and peasant. And if by any means you want to bring in the 

workers, his plea is, as far as he is concerned, they 
4 p.m. should be brought in. Now, Sir, a labourer is to be 

sued. If he shows that he ordinarily engages himself in agricultural 
labour, all these suits are. triable under the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act in which the definition of an agriculturist is clear, and I am afraid 
that under that definition-this Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act is now 
applied to the whole of the presidency and not merely to the four districts 

.tO which it was originally applied-if that Act applies-and it applies 
because I know as I have fought out cases and here my honourable friend 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta is at a disadvantage-in that case agricultural 
labour of this type is brought in and there ordinary labour (it is not 
<:asuallabour such as I often employ) is sought to be brought in. That is 
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the difierence. I am myself an employer as I employ 30 to 40 labourers 
on land paying about Rs. 300 assessment. I employ casual labour on 
4 annas or 5 or 6 annas according to ~~e exigencies of the day. What mr 
honourable friend wants really is tliat within the term of these workers 
those people should be brought. That is another matter altogether, 
I should think. If that is intended, I have no objection. The poorer 
people and those who may be coerced by the money-lender may be 
brought in in another form, but to say that this Bill does not cover the 
particular matters which are intended to be covered by a small Bill of 
this type is not correct. . 

I will further pofut out that even under the Deccan Agriculturists 
Relief Act, all these suits under Rs. 20 or Rs. 25 are only triable by the 
village munsiffs. They do not go to the courts of the subordinate judges 
where they have to pay stamps. The village munsiffs are intended 
primarily for the purpose of trying these small suits on a stamp of a very 
small denomination, and if he were to stick to his statement that those 
people are being harasssed, then under the Deccan Agriculturists Relief 
Act, there is protection for all the people who come within that definition. 
Not 'only that but they find the insolvency proceedings under the Deccan 
Agriculturists Relief Act are so wide or are so pertinent that they need 
not pay anything to the money-lender or to the other person, and if you 
were only to refer to insolvency proceedings, it must be said to the credit 
of the debtors that I have not seen in the course of 41 years of my practice 
even an ordinary agriculturist, let alone these labourers, taking advantage 
of the provisions of the Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act and resorting 
to these insolvency proceedings which they should have taken in shoals 
and in numbers. They want to say that they are willing to pay their 
honest debts and therefore if he were to examine the number of suits 
or the number of execution proceedings in which insolvency is resorted 
to, he would find in the whole of the presidency such a small number 
and that the honest debtors are quite willing to pay their honest debts. 
I therefore am sorry that I have to oppose this. 

(The House re-assembled ajter tea at 4-35 p.m.) 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendment No. 8. Will the· 
honourll.ble member Mr. Parulekar now .reply 1 

Mr. S. V. PARULEK.t\Jt: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Honourable the 
Revenue 1\Iinister in his reply gave us the rrason for not including the 
class of agricultural labourers within the scope of the Bill that this Bill 
wants to protect the means of production and not the product. That 
was one of the criticisms which I had levelled when this Bill was 
introduced and before it was sent to the Select Committee. I do not 
know why a chan(Je was made in the Select Committee for extending 
the prot~ction to the product as well. Clause 6 in the Bill, which has 
been placed before us as recommended by the Select Committee, protects 
milch cattle, one dwelling house and standJng crop. We, therefore, find 
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that this Bill not only protects the means of production but the product 
as well. Sir, I do not entirely agree with the Honourable the Revenue 
Minister when he says that an agricultural labourer has no means of 

· production with him which can be protected. He was not entirely right 
when he said that, but he was half right. The means of production in 
the ease of an agricultural labourer is the labour power by selling which 
he maintains himself. If the product in the case of a small holder has 
been protected, I see no reason why the product in the case of an 
agricultural labourer should not be protected. Therefore, I maintain 
that here is a class of people who are more unfortunate than the small 
holder, than those who have been protected under this Act and who 
deserve to be protected. 

Sir, the honourable member the Deputy Leader o£ the Progress Party 
treated the House to a very enlightening discourse on the Deccan 
Agriculturists Relief Act but he could not point out that all those classes 
who have been excluded under this Bill are covered by that Act. The 
fact remains that there is a class of people whom we may describe as 
agricultural labourers, who are most organically connected with agri
culture, who are for all practicaJ purposes included in the agricultural 
communly, and the product of whose labour is not protected by this 
Bill. Sir, in the absence of any protection they are likely to starve, 
nay, they nre bound to starve. They are likely to lose their huts and 
whatever little property that belongs to them. The Honourable the 
Revenue Minister said that it is not possible for the Government to 
protect this class of people. But he did not explain to us why it was not 
possible. What is the difficulty in extending the protection of this Bill 
to agricultural labourers 1 How is it impossible ? Sir, I wish that 
every member of the Congress had the same amount of courage aR the 
Honourable the Revenue Minister has to approach the agricultural 
labourer and tell him that with the power which they have been able to 
secure it is not possible for them to do anything beneficial for him. 
I wish every member of the Congress copies the example of the Revenue 
Minister. 

In conclusion, I would even now urge Government to be so generous 
as to include this class of people who ;:tre in the neighbourhood of 21lakhs 
of people within the scope of this Bill. The number o£ people who 
are likely to be protected under the Act as proposed by the Government 
is in the neighbourhood of 13 lakhs. If you extend the seope of this 
Bill, a larger class of people who number 2llakhs will also be benefitted. 
If you can protect them, i£ you can render them some help by only 
extending the scope of the Bill, there is no reason why you should not. 
With these words, I press my amendment for the acceptance of the 
Congress Ministry. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, it is easy to reply to 
reason, to logic and to argument. But it is difficult to reply to prejudice, 
ignorance and irrelevance. It is suggested, Sir, that a certain class of 
persons are intentionally and deliberately not protected by this Act. 
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I ask honourable members to look at the Bill itself and say whether any 
class which deserves protection has been omitted. Sir, i£ there is any 
agriculturist who holds even one inch of land, he is included in clauses 2 
and 3. The definition of holder l>emg very comprehensive, i£ he is an 
owner he is protected, i£ he is a tenant he is protected, i£ he is an occupant 
he is protected, i£ he is a tenant at will, even he is protected. The persons 
whom my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas :Mehta referred to are either 
lessees as stated by Rao Bahadur Chitale or at most they are tenants at 
will, and they will be '' holders " within the meaning of the Act. There
fore they are amply protected. That leaves only one class-the agricul
turallabourer who works for remuneration on somebody else's land and 
has no interest in the land itself. Now, Sir, that man needs no protec
tion, because the law has already given him ample protection, and for 
the benefit of such of them as do not know the p:rovisiop., I will trouble 
.the House by stating the provision~. of the law which protect him. 

In the first instance, the word 11 agriculturist " used in section 60 of 
_the Civil.Proc~dure Code expressly covers all agricultural labourers who 
are workirig for remuneration and who have no interest in the land at 
all. That section· protects his implements of husbandry, such cattle 
and seed grain as in the opinion of the court may be necessary to enable 
him to earn his livelihood, and such portion of the agricultural produce 
·or of any class ofagricultural produce as may have been declared to be 
free from liability under the provisions of the next following section. 
Therefore, whatever materials he has got are amply protected, and 
I stated when I moved the first reading of the Bill that Government 
propose to issue a notification by which agricUltural produce which is 
not covered by this Bill would also be protected, with the result that 
thls class of agricultural labourer is protected. Further, under clause (c) 
of section 60 of the Civil Procedure Code, the houses and other 
·buildings (with the materials and the sites thereof, and the land immedi
ately appurtenant thereto and necessary for their enjoyment) belonging 
to an agriculturist and occupied by him are protected. Further, even 
. an agriculturist within the meaning of the Civil Procedure Code 
who has no land and who is therefore not a small holder has his house 
and dwelling protected under the Code. That means that he is 
entirely immune from any coercive process of law. The only thing left 
is t9 prevent the first decree being executed against him personally. 
Section 21 of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act protects him against 
it. It says that no agriculturist shall be arrested or imprisoned in 
execution of a decree for money passed whether before or after the Act 
-comes into force. And now, the latest amendment of the Civil Proce
dure Code makes any decree against the person of a judgment debtor 
non-executable unless under certain specific conditions. That, Sir, 
is under Act XXI of 1936, which makes an amendment in section 51 
of the Code of Civil Procedure. It says: 

" Provided that where the dec~ is for the payment of money execution by detent~on 
in prison shall not be ordered unless, after giving_ the judgment-debtor an opporturuty 
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of 1howing cause why be should not be committed to prison, the Court, for l'e&!IOQ 
recorded in writing, iB eatisfied,-

(a) that the judgment-debtor. with the object or efieet of obstructing or delaying 
the execution of the decree,- · 

( i) iB likely to abacond or leave the loerJ limite of the jurisdiction of the 'eourt. 
or 

( ii) bas, after the imtitution of the suit in which the decree W&S pa.eeed, duhonestly 
transferred, concealed, or removed any part of biB property, or committed any other 
a.ct of b&d Ja.ith in relation to his property." 

Therefore, every honest agricultural labour'er · Will be fully protected 
against the execution of decrees so far as his person is concerned. 
\\'hat is then left to execute the decree against ! Assuming that there 
is an agricultural labourer who does not require cattle for his work, but 
who carries on a trade with a hundred head of cattle,· has he to be pro
tected! That is not the intention. The intention is that an honest 
and bona fide agricultural labourer should be protected, and he is fully 
protected in all respects by the existing law and the notification which 
Government propose to issue. Therefore, Sir, the phant9m. ~hich .has 
been raised only for the purpose of taking the credit of killing it really 
has no substance whatever. I therefore op~ose the amendment. 

Question put. House divided. Ayes, 15. · Noes, 73. 

Divist'on No.8. 

BJUTA.NKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHoLB, Mr. R. R. 
CHITRB, Mr. A. v. 
GJUTOE, lllr. G. R. 
JA.DBAV, Mr. D. G. 
JBABV.lLJ.,l'!lr. s. H. 
lUI.&, l'!lr. R. S. 
KBEOOIKAR, Mr. R. A. 

Ayes. 

MEHTA, Mr. JA.MNA.nA.S M. 
PA.RULEKAR,MX.S.Y. 
PluDAXB, Mr. G. K. 
RAUT, Mr. D. w. 
RolWl, :Mr. P. J. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. · 
V A.RALB, :Mr. B. H. 

'l'ellmf1Jf't/us.4yu: Mr. K. S. SAVANT and Mr. P. J. Roa..ut. 

Anaomn, Dr. K. B. 
• ,UDBYB, Mr. D. T. 
BJUBTIU, Mr. S. R. 
CKITJ.LE, Re.o Bah&dur G. K. 
CBAWDJUBI,lllr. D. N. 
Cu. wan, Mr. P. L. 
Duar, Mr. Fn.snran B. 
DANDEKA.R, ~lr. v. v. 
DES.A.I, the Honour&ble Yr. MoJt.A.BJI R. 
Du.u, Mr. RANDBrB P. 
DESRKUJUI, Mr. K. B. 
DESRVf!ltR, Mrs. Atrnrras.& GorAL 
DE.SBP.lNDK, Mr. G. H. 
DoDKETI, Mr. A. D. 
}'uwou, ~lr. K. S. 
O.ll'DHI, Yr. )[, M. 
G.lVANK.n, ~lr. S. K. 
Uau, Dr. C. J. 
Gau, Mr. Y. C. 
GILDER, the Honour&ble Dr. Y. D. D. 
ftoKJULI, }lr. K. G. 
.Gon, Mr. M. G. 

Noes. 

GUPTE, :Mr. B. M . 
HALLIKEBI, Mr. N. F. 
JA.niUV, Mr. T. s. 
Josm, Mr. JINABJW P. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
KAlroG.l, Mrs. VIJA.YA.GA.UJU BALVAJITli..U 
~VA.DB,Mr.R.K. 
IUBGUDRl, Mr. s. s. 
IU.TJULE, Mr. B. s. 
Kuaw.mr, Mr. S. N. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
LALA., :Mr. BaooiLA.L D. 
M.!GA..NLA.L NA.GlltDA.S, Mr. 
Mmu, Mr. H. P. 
MoRA.RBJW K..&.sA.lln, Mr. 
MUUDAll, :Mr. W. S. 
Mmrsm, the Honourable Mr. K. Y. 
YUXSHI, Mrs.l..n..i'fATI K. 

I 
XA.Dt, Mr. V. N. 
NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
N .urn .a., Mr. GU'UA.B.I L.u. 

l NAJUlWI', Mr. K. F. . 
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NmJVI, Mr. T. R. 
Nnwrn, Mr. P. A. 
NumB, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATA.SKAR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BA.BUBJW J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHA.ILALBH..U B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PAm, Mr. GAMBHmru.o A. · 
PAm, Mr. K.u.l.ANGOUDA, S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PAm, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PAm., Mr. M!LGouDA P. 
PATIL,~.NAGAMMA 
PAm, Mr. S. K. 
PUBJ.NI1 Mr. C. B, 

Noes-contd. 

RAJMAL LAxHICJUND, Mr. 
SATHE, Mr. s. H. 
SHmALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SUGANDHI, Mr. M. s. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 

'-' TBA.KOB, Mr. B. P. 
THUSE, :Mrs. LAXMIB..U GANESH 
TULPULB, Mr. H. v. 
v AGHELA, Mr. B. u. 
v ART AX, Mr. G. D. 
VINCHOOR.KAB, Sardar N. G: 
W ADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
W ALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
W ANDBEKAR, Mr. D. N. 

TeUers for the Noes: Mr. V. V. DANDEKAR and Mr. D. N. WANDBEKAR. 

Mr. ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN: Sir, there are so many 
amendments to this Bill, about 60 of them, and the session will have to be 
unnecessarily prolonged. So, I would suggest that we should have 
night sessions. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am entirely in the hands of the 
House; irrespective of any considerations of 

5 p.m. personal convenience, I am prepared to sit for any 
length of time if the House generally so desires. 

I think we have to sit today, and tomO:rrow very probably, taking a 
reasonable length of debate on the large number of amendments that 
have been tabled ; and if the House is agreeable, in view of the fact 
that the present session has prolonged much beyond what was antici
pated by a large number of members originally, we might, instead of 
adjourning at 6-30, stay on for some time today, and make a deter
mination to sit tomorrow till we finish. There is also another reason 
for it. The Upper Chamber-the Legislative Council-is sitting 
from Friday. If it is desired that that House should take this Bill into 

. ~onsideration, as it is believed to be an important measure, it is neces
sary that this measure also should be finished here before that. 
However, instead of coming to any conclusion now, we shall reconsider 
the position at about 6-30, and if the House so desires, I am prepared to 

~ sit till 7 or 7-30 or even till 9. 

Mr. B. P. THAKOR : We might sit till 9, and finish clause 6. 

The Hon~urable the SPEAKER : We will reconsider the matter later. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : May I, Sir, point out that there is a 
previous ruling that il the Honourable the Speaker is satisfied that the 
divisions are being called for with the object of prolonging the session, 
the procedure to be adopted is to make the members stand in their places 
for taking a count ! In this case, we know that the number is now 
fi.xed-16 against 72, or 15 against 75, and so on. That ruling, I know, 
was not followed by you, for certain reasons,-because this Assembly 
was in an infant stage. We have now progressed a good deal; and if 
we want to see that the proceedings are expedited, I think that that 
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procedure should be resorted to. That would be much better than 
having night sittings and exhausting ourselves. 

Mr. S. V. PARUI..EKAR: I cannot understand why the Deputy 
Leader of the Progress Party should think that divisions are being asked 
with the object of unnecessarily prolonging the discussions. Divisions 
are being asked on all important issues, and on all vit.al matters in which 
the poor population is concerned. It may be that the honourable 
member is not interested in those points. Whenever a division is asked 
for, it is not correct to 11ay that the only question to be ascertained is 
whether the majority of the members are in favour of the proposition. 
We want the names to be recorded on paper, so that we may take those 
names to the voters· and show them how the members have voted. That 
purpose will not be served if members are merely asked to 'Stand in 
their places when a question is to be decided. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : I was only pointing out the previous 
ruling of the Chair on the subject. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: There was no occasion for it. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : There was occasion for it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not think we need introduce 
any heat into this question. There is time enough to judge as to how 
the proceedings should be carried on. We can go on up to 6-30, as 
I have suggested, and then we may consider the matter. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : Only two divisions have been asked 
for till now. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question on which the honour.., 
able member the Deputy Leader of the Progress Party raised the point 
did not relate to the number of divisions but to the propriety of asking 
for divisions on these questions. That is how I understood him. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The number of divisions is not the· 
test. 'Whatever that may be, it is too early to come to any conclusions. 
We have, as I said, enough time till6-30 to see how we progress and then 
decide about the programme later on. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed t'M House in Marathi): 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to move : 

Cla~~t~e !!, aub-elause (2) (b) (i) should be substituted aa under: 
"W'hich holds land, not ex~ing the limits specified in clause (4) (i) forevery major 

~·p&reener of the family W'bo person&lly cultivata the land." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. D. W. RAL"T: Sir, this amendment is very important from the 
point of view of undivided Hindu families. U you study the definition 
carefully, you will fi.nd that while in the case of undivided Hindu 
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families the limits. specified in clause (a) (i) of sub-clause (2) .apply 
collectively to such a family, in the case of members of partitioned 
Hindu families, those limits apply individually. My amendment seeks 
to do away with this distinction by including in the definition of cc small 
holder" every major co-parcener-..of an Undivided Hindu family who 
personally cultivates the land. Otherwise, the benefits which the two 
kinds of Hindu families will derive will not be proportionate to their 
holdings. I will give you an instance. Suppose there is a joint Hindu 
family of 12, of whoin two are major co-parceners who actually cultivate 
the 'land: Then, under my amendment they would be able to claim the 
benefits contemplated in this Bill if the family holds 12 acres of irrigated 
land or 36 acres of dry land or pays Rs. 60 as assessment. That it can
not do unger the definition as it stands. Otherwise, the result would be 
that' if this Bill is passed into law, the Hindu families which are for the 
present undivided would like to· divide and will get divided in order to 
take. the benefit of this Act. Sir, this splitting up .would not be good. 
I hope the House will accept my amendment. 

The HonQurable the SPEAKER.~ Any statement .from the Honourable 
Minister 1 . 

. . . . ' .. 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. l\1UNSHI: No statement. 

. . . 
·'The ·HonoJ.lrable the SPEAKER: Then-. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I thought you were asking 
only for an interim reply. · · · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Yes, because if no interim state· 
ment is made, the mover of the amendment has this difficulty : he does 
not get a chance of replying to what the Honourable Minister might say. 
That difficulty was experienced yesterday when Mr. Parulekar moved 
his ·amendment. 

The Honoli.rable Mr. K. 1\I. :MUNSHI: Sir, if this is laid down as 
a matter of rule, it would be a great hardship. If this is .laid down as 
a rule, if .would mean that Government must announce its policy 
in the middle of the debate, and that, I submit, is not the intention 
of the Standing Order. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Not necessarily they must speak 
twice. After hearing the reply of the mover the Government may come 
t'o the conclusion that no further reply is necessary. In that case they 
need not speak twice. · 

The Honourable l\1r. K. 1\I. 1\IUNSHI : Should they not speak even 
once 1. The right of final reply is there by the Standing Order. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is true. The right of final 
reply is there, but I believe it would be more equitable if the mover of the 
amendment is given a chance of saying in reply wh!!.tever he may have to. 
s_ay •. :J.Ie may have nothing to say. also, but he should be give~ a chance, 
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of knowing what the Government view is; and finally i£ the Govern
ment so think fit, they may or may not reply. I am suggesting this not 
as a strict rule of law, but. more as a matter of equity and.fairness. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Sir, with your permission may I request 
the Honourable the Home Minister whether it would be convenient for 
him to express his views on this clause ?'This clause, as I understand it, 
involves important law points and, if he just elucidates the matter, we 
on this side 1vill be in a better position to discuss the whole point. 
Therefore, if he enlightens the House as to the legal position that is 
involved, the discussion would be on the right lmes. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That is just what I requested the 
Honourable the Minister to do and he has agreed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. lHUNSHI : Sir, the effect of this amend~ 
ment is that if there is a father with four adult sons constituting a joint 
family and we make our Bill applicable to such a case, then the limit of 
a smal1-h~ing would increase from 18 to 90 acres. That means that a 
Hindu joint family will be protected even if it holds such a large estate 
as 90 acres which is not the intention of the Bill. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) .(Addressed the.House i·n Marathi): 
Sir, the Honourable Minister stated that if there is a father having four 
adult sons he w~l get more benefit. Sir, I have put the words ''Major 
coparceners " and those sons who are above 20 or 21 will have a share in 
the property, but then in that case the family would also be getting on 
more and more big. I have Reen joint Hindu families comprising of 25-
30 members, and they should get the share. Sir, according to the 
Muhammadan Law everybody is given the right. Sir, i£ my amend· 
ment is not accepted, we shall be encouraging undivided Hindu families 
to get separate in order to derive the· benefit of this Act. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. M:UNSHI: Sir, I have only one word to 
say. If a joint Hindu family, with a father and four adult sons owns 
90 acres, is to be protected then the result will be that this measure will 
not be a measure for the protection of small holders. A family owning 
90 acres is a substantial family. Sir, what about a Muhammadan family 
which has a father and four adult sons 1 It is not a joint family and 
would not get protection. Sir, if this amendment is accepted the clause 
would lead to a number of difficulties and it would have the effect of 
raising the limit of the small holders. The instance which the honour
able member gave is not correct. Sir, this is only an interim measure 
which is to remain in force for one year, and, if within one yeiu the 
father and four sons, in order to take the benefit of this Act, divide, the 
result will be that each coparcener will take upon himself one-fifth of 
the debt; he will be a small holder and will have to pay one-fifth of the 
family debt. Therefore, Sir, the Act would work equitably even if they 
disrupt. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Sir, on a point of information. Will the 
Honourable Minister just explain the illustration that I give. Suppose 
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there is an undivided Hindu family consisting of three brothers. One 
brother, who is actually in possession of the whole joint family property 
has alienated or mortgaged hls share which comprises of only 16 acres. 
So far as he himself is concerned-.. . --

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I believe the honourable member 
1t1r. Karandikar knows that according to the Hindu Law, a partition 
becomes operative as soon as the intention to partition is evinced by 
a member of an undivided Hindu family ; and if any member says that 
this particular share of his is alienated, it will be a case not of a joint 
Hindu family, but of a family with a divided status. 

1\Ir. S. L. KARANDIKAR: But even without coming to any parti
tion he can alienate his undivided share. That is also a principle of the 
Hindu law as I have understood it. Without coming to actual or 
constructive partition, he can alienate under the 1\Iitakshara. There
fore, my illustration is, suppose the total family property amounts to 
48 acres and his own share comes to 16 acres only, and he has alienated 
that, is it the intention of this Act that he should not get the benefit 
of this Act 1 

The Honourable.Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, it is difficult to answer this 
problem which would much more suit an LL.B. examination paper, than 
for discussion on the :floor of this House. Sir, it is difficult for me to say 
what would be the decision of the Court if such a case went before it 
on the facts as stated by my honourable friend Mr. Karandikar . 

. Amendment put, and negatived. 

Clause 2 (Definit·ions) ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 3 (Stay of decrees tran,ife1·red to the Collector) : 

. (1) Notwithstanding any law for the time being in force, a.ll proceedings pending at 
the date of the commencement of this Act .or which may be instituted during the period 
for which this Act remains in force, for the sale of land belonging to a. small holder for the 
recovery of a.ny money under a decree, the execution of which ha.s been or may hereafter 
be transferred to the Collector under section 68 of the Code of Civil Procedure 1008, 
shall, on the application of the small holder a.nd on the amount of the interest, a.s specified 
under sub-section (2), subject to the proviqions of section 10, being paid to the decree· 
holder or deposited with the Collector, be stayed: 

Provided that such proceedings shall not be stayed, if the Collector for reasons to be 
recorded in writing is of opinion on the application by the decree-holder that such stay 
will cause substantial loss to such decree-holder. 

(2) The interest under sub-section (1) sha.ll be the amount of interest, if any, due under 
the decree on the sum for the recovery of which the land is sought to be sold for one year 
from the date on which the S&id sum became payable, or if the period from the said date 
up to the date of the application by the small holder for the stay of execution under sub· 
section (1) is less than one year, the a.mount of interest due on the said sum for the S&id 
period. . 

(3) If the Collector, on the application of the decree-holder, is of opinion that any rights 
of euch decree-holder to the said land or to the proceeds of the sale of euch land are likely 
to be prejudiced by reason of any proceedings taken under any law for the time being 
in force relating to the said land, the Collector may direct that the proceedings in execution 
nayed under eu'b-aeetion (l) shall continue. 
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Mr. S. V. PARUI.JEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment : 

In clause 3 (1) after the words "this Act remains in force~· insert " either for the 
:recovery of any dues from a small agriculturist or " · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I believe the honourable member 
(Mr. Parulekar) will accept a slight verbal alteration in this amendment. 
As the word " holder " is used in this Bill, instead of the word " agricul
turiBt" the word "holder" may be substituted in the amendment. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I agree, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Th~ amendment is: 

In clause 3 (1) after the words " this Act remains in force " insert " either for the 
recovery of .any dues .from a small holder or" 

The clause, as amended, will read as follows : 

t• Notwithstanding any. law for the time being in force, all proceedings pending at the 
date of the commencement ()f this Act or which may be instituted during the period for 
which this Act remains in force either for the recovery of any dues from a small holder 
or for the sale of land belonging to a small holder" etc. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Mr. Speaker, Sir, the clause, as we find 
it in the Bill will stop all proceedings for the sale of land. I£ my · 
amendment is accepted it will mean that all proceedings for the recovery 
of any dues will be stopped. This is a measure which is not a permanent 
one. It is a temporary measure and it has been designed to meet the 
emergency created by the incapacity of the Cabinet to bring forward 
a measure for the conciliation of the debts of the peasantry. Therefore, 
it must be a simple Bill. Really it ought to have been a Bill £or the 
postponemeEt of all payments. If it had been a Bill of that character 
it would have given real relief to the peasants. What is not allowed, 
under this Act, is only those proceedings which are for the sale of land. 
Sir, Government can take all coercive measures against the small holder 
to recover their dues. Government have admitted that a small holder 
should not lose his piece of land; but if the clause is not amended, as 
suggested by me, it will allow the creditor to harass the debtor throughout 
the year. The only thing that is prohibited is that the creditor will 
not take actual possession of the land. This being a temporary measure 
it should have been a simple Bill which would not allow the debtor to 
be troubled in any way so long as this Act is in force. 

With this purpose in view I have moved this amendment and I hope 
it will be acceptable to the House. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, this amendment also 
arises from not visualising the processes of harassment under law. 

Under the notification which Government propose to issue, all decrees 
in respect of lands will be transferred to the Collector. As soon as 
a decree is taken it will be stayed by virtue of this Act. What the 
bonourable the mover o£ this amendment wants js that a suit which is 
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already filed and in respect of which a decree has not been taken should 
be stayed. Now, the emergency for which this Bill is intended, it will 
be realised, is that pending the legislation which Government propose to 
bring forward, money-lenders or creditors are bringing the properties 
to sale with a view to deprive the small holder of them. The relief which 
is sought is not against going on with the suit but against actually 
depriving him of the land. The object is, therefore, fully served by the 
decree against the land being stayed by the Collector. 

As regards the proceedings being stayed; the position is this : A money
lender has filed' a suit or a creditor has filed a suit. If it is a bona fide 
'claim and if it is dishonestly resisted, then to protect such a man would 
not be just or equitable. If it is admitted and a decree is passed there 
will be no harassment at all because as soon as the decree is passed it 
will be automatically referred to the Collector and the execution of it 
will be stayed by him. It is not the intention of this Act to touch the 
claim in any manner whatever. There is no emergency arising out of 
pending suits or suits to be filed, and, therefore, this amendment has 
really nothing to do with- the principal emergency which this Act is 
intended to meet. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Does the honourable member 
(Mr. Parulekar) wish to reply 1 

Mr. S. V. Parulekar: No, Sir. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 3 (1)~ after the words " 1908" in line nine, add the following words "or an 
award obtained by any co-operative society or for the recovery of any sum due tOo 

·:Government under any law." 

Question proposed, 

· Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, many of the amendments. 
· moved up to this time were for enlarging the scope 

5-30 p.m. of the Bill. I am moving an amendment to enlarge 
the scope of the relief that is to be given to the small 

holder by this amendment. Relief is sought to be given only at the 
expense of the creditor, though he is not alone responsible for all the ills 
of the small holders. There are manv other causes for his distress, but 
only he is singled out for giving this· relief. I do not know why it has 
been so done. What has he done 1 He has resorted to the Courts of 
Law. He has resorted to that Court, a creation of the Government. 
He has paid the fees to the Court. He has also paid commission to the 
pleaders, again a creation of the Government. He has also satisfied the 
small desires of the staff concerned from N azir down to an ordinary bailiff. 
·Then, after all this expenditure of money, loss of time and wastage of 
:energy, Government comes forward and tells the decree-holder: Gent]e
_men, we are very .much thankful to you for helping us in running this 
Court, We know, since you have paid the fees, we are bound to he1p 
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you in realising your dues, but now we have decided to give relief" to 
the small holders. We admit that you will have to suffer from the conse
quences due to this suspension, but we are sorry we canilot help you. 
That is the present position. This decree-holder did it with the full faith 
in Government and Government administration and this is the reward for 
hiA faith in that institution or as some would construe it, it is a revenge 
.by the party for not boycotting the British courts during the non-co
operation agitation. (Hear, hear.) Sir, if the real object of this Bill is 
to prevent loss of land to the small holder, my amendment suggests that 
under no circumstances, he should lose hi<J land. Not only the money
lender, but the Co-operative Society or Government should not take his 
land under any circumstances. There are two decrees. There is one 
.decree of the decree-holder or the money-lender. There is another decree 
due to an award from a Co-operative Society. They are running con
currently. This Bill prevents the money-lender or the decree-holder from 
selling the land of the judgment debtor, but the award will have the right 
to save his land. So, this Co-operative Society will be benefited at the 
expense of the money-lender. If the money-lender is asked to wait for 
one year, a Co-operative Society should also be asked to wait for one year 
and Co-operative Societies can wait. Lakhs of rupees are lying idle in 
the vaults of the Provincial Co-operative Bank. This Bank and the 
Central Banks are really scratching their heads to find out ways and 
means to utilise the money that they have. Their business is going on 
on very economic and sound lines. They have provided reserve funds 
for arrears and so many other things. So it will be very easy for these 
Co-operative Societies to wait for one year. Similarly, Government can 
also wait for one year. In emergencies Government do suspend the 
land revenue. We have the instance today of remissions and suspensions 
given to these small holders. So it is not difficult for Government ·also 
to wait for one year. Government has said in t.he report: Cases of 
forfeiture of land number 708, little more numerous than last year 643. 
But last year's figure was lowest since 1928-29. That means these 708 
people have been deprived by Government of their land on account of 
the land revenue. So my point is that on no account the small holder 
should be deprived of his land and that is why I have suggested this 
amendment and I hope it will be accepted. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South) : Sir, for once 
I rise to support the amendment, at least the first part of it. So far as 
ihe Co-operative Societies Act dues are concerned, they are recoverable 
as arrears of land revenue and I know that the Honourable :Minist.er who 
is in charge of that department will say that the overdues are so many 
and so many from these small holders, that revenue officers and Head 
Karl"llns are appointed to sell off the lands of these people and to my mind 
you cannot and you mnst not distinguish between a collection of creditors 
and indiYidual creditors. "l1at are co-operative societies ! As far as 
I know, the co-operative societies are not now helped by Government 
by giving them any funds. It is true that their funds, whatever they 
may be, come from the pockets of other investors, but you will also 
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remember that the credit for the Village Co-operative Society is entire 
and indivisible from that point of view and naturally, therefore, I rise 
because I know after looking into the several cases of this indebtedness 
in the Central Provinces and Berar and in the Punjab, I thought it to be 
a very invidious distinction between scaling off the debts of individual 
debtors in the case of ordinary creditors and allowing, I make a deliberate 
statement, and allowing full credit for the debts of co-operative societies 
themselves, of the Central Banks themselves, which are sometimes four
fold of the original principal amount. I should think, therefore that this 
question will again crop up in the Bill which will have to come later on, . 
within the next six months and I shall be seeing that unless and until the 
Honourable Ministers in their joint responsibility come to a decision which 
is very much simpler in this particular case than it may be in the other 
case, because this Bill only gives you moratorium for one year. In the 
other Bill, it may be, for instance, total remission and scaling it off to 
a particular figure. In that case, with what face, I ask, the Government 
can go to the people and say that so far as the creditors represented as 
they are by the co-operative societies are concerned, they will get their 
fullS per cent. or 7 per cent. or 4 times the debt, but so far as individual 
creditors are concerned, they will be mulcted not only to double the 
amount of the debt when we find money-lenders selling off land for those 
dues. I should think that it deserves very careful consideration at the 
hands of Government. So far as we are concerned here, I may say that 
I have been working for co-operative societies and a co-operative bank 
for the last twenty years, and I make bold to state here that even my 
friend of the Congress Party who faces me now knows also that the Nagar 
Central Bank or the Nagar Central Co-operative Bank has been as 
a matter of fact recovering four times the principal sum not only from the 
original debtors but also from sureties and the debt is never wiped out .. 

An Honourable MEMBER : Yes. 
Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE: Because the process was so slow .. 

The Co-operative Department used to make appointments of arbitra
tors to give an award. As soon as that order was made, you would find 
that this making of an award took anywhere from 2 years to 7 years and 
penal ·interest was allowed on the 9 ,per cent. to 18 per cent., and those 
decrees are being executed now and l should think that so far as this 
moratorium is concerned, I know that the difficulties with respect to the 
scaling off of debts may be a little bit different, but so far as the debts 
of co-operative societies are concerned, what the Bill now aims at is only 
to give some relief for a year and nothing more. I should, therefore,. 
very strongly recommend that the Honourable Minister in charge of this 
Bill would accept the first part of the amendment. Then, I will be able 
to induce my honourable friend to take off the other part with respect 
to Government dues because they stand · altogether on a different 
footing. · 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : There are other dues also, not only landlords" 
dues: · · 
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Rao Baha.dur G. K. CIDTALE: Government also has to reoover the 
revenues due to them, but those revenues are not on the same ·platform 
as & debt incurred, and I should think th:~.t the amendment should be put 
in two different parts and that the first part should be passed. While 
looking into the question in the Central Provinces, the Berars and the 
Punjab, I do not think it will be possible to define that the government 
dues also should be scaled off. The only way to scale them off is the way 
in which the present Government, which is entitled to our thanks, comes 
out promptly and gives relief and tells the public what to do by bringing 
forward a. measure which has been delayed for the last sixteen ye!U's. 
I should think that so far as this Bill is concerned, Government is not 
going to lose anything. It is a gesture, a. proper gesture, to treat the 
money-lenders on the same platform and I should expect that the 
Government will seriously consider this aspect of the question and give 
them the moratorium they ask for. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am 
sorry to see that the mover of the amendment and his supporter do not 
seethe difference between co-operative societies, Government, and private 
money-lender&J. In the case of co-operative societies, it must be admitted 
that t.hese institutions are there for the benefit of the agriculturists 
themselves. They are managed by the members and if you want to pro• 
vide a permanent remedy for the relief of ip.debtedness, it can only be 
done through co-operation. It is therefore necessary to see that the 
co-operative societies are not put in the same category as the money
lenders. But at the same time I might assure the honourable members 
that there is no intention of giving the Cooperative Societies some special 
advantage over the money-lenders so that they may recover the decrees 
and the money-lenders will have nothing left for them to recover their 
decrees afterwards. · 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHIT ALE: That is what has happened. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: I cannot understand how 
that can have happened so far, because I have stopped sofar all the 
decrees of co-operative societies in most cases where such cases happen 
except in the case of refractory cases ; otherwise, when we stopped the 
coercive processes, we a.li:io took away the recovery officers and decrees 
were not served. It is obvious that in the interest of the co-operative 
movement itself Government should see that lands are not sold .by 
co-operative societies as far as possible, because it is in the interest of 
co-operation itself that lands are not sold by co-operative societies, and 
that is why, while reorganising the whole movement, Government are 
trying to see that lands of agriculturists are not sold by co-operative 
societies for the recovery of their dues and that they make some other 
suitable arrangement for recovering their debts. While excluding 
co-operative societies from the scope of this Bill, it is intended to issue 
suitable executive instructions to see that no particular hardship is 
caused anY"· here, but it is very necessary to differentiate between the two 
kinds of creditors. As regards Government, I suppose the only intention 
of bringing that in this Bill perhaps would be to make the whole thing 
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impossible. Beyond that I have nothing more to say. I can only say 
that it is not necessary to include these two creditors if they can be called 
creditors within the scope of this Bill, because they do not work as 
harshly as the money-lenders do. We are trying to see even in the matter 
of tagavi debts that necessary relief is given to the debtors. In the
matter of co-operative societies also, as I said, we are trying to see that 
necessary and possible relief is given to the mE-mbers of co-opE-rative 
societies, and while trying to give the ~elief that we want to give by this 
Bill and the. permanent Bill that will come, if we want to provide an 
alternative credit, it can be done only through Government and through 
co-operative societies. That is .why it is not possible to include these 
two in the scope of this Bill. I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : On a point of information. The 
mere taking away of the recovery officer does not stop the process of the 
liquidators in taking the proce~dings that they can and bringing the 
property to sale. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. :MEHTA: Sir, I have got a similar amendment 
to this clause, amendment No. 27 in the list. Do you think it will be 
taken to be disposed of if this is disposed of, or shall I be free to move it 1 

The Honourable the SP.EAKER : When I scrutinised the amend
ments, I took the view that amendments Nos. 27 and 32 were, strictly 
Epeaking, outside the scope of the Bill, but when I scrutinised this 
amendment, I felt some doubt whether it was or was not strictly within 
the scope of the Bill. However, as this amendment has been moved, 
I do not think that, merely because of this, other amendments should be 
held to be within the scope of the Bill. Of course, all that I feel at 
present is that the fate of this amendment will not affect the other 
amendments on merits, provided they are within the scope of the Bill. 
I am not prepared to hold at present that they are within the scope of the 
Bill.· I will keep that question open. All that I can say at this stage is 
that the fate of this amendment will not bar the other amendments. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: That creates a very tantalising 
situation. If this is in order, I submit the other one should be in 
order.· · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I stated in the beginning that the 
latter part of it did not strike me as being as obviously outside the scope 
of the Bill as amendments Nos. 27 and 32. If I felt doubtful, I think 
I should give the benefit of the doubt to bring it within the scope of the 
Bill.· 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, I do not want 
to take any chances and to risk your ruling later on. I would like to 
support this amendment. In doing so, I think that both the p~ints 
raised by my honourable friend Mr. Phadake deserve to be speCI~lly 
considered and ·conceded by Government. So far as co-operative 
societies are concerned, we find that there were in the Bombay 
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Presidency inclusive of Sind also as many as 5,87,649 members of 
primary societies, and probably we can assume, subject t~ such correc
tion as might become necessary, that today in the Province as it is 
constituted there would be about 4,50,000 members of primary societies. 
I understand that more than half of these will be small holders. That 
means about 2,25,000 of these members of primary societies will be 
members who are small holders. After all, what does it matter whether 
the creditor is a Marwadi, or a Pathan, or a Banya, or a co-operative 
society or the Government 1 The essence of the creditorship is that the 
debtor will be called upon to pay, and this very Bill postulates that so far 
as small holders are concerned, they deserve to be protected and that they 
will not permit anybody to take advantage of their unprotected position 
whilst a new Bill of a comprehensive character is being prepared. There
fore, I cannot follow the reasoning of the Honourable the Revenue 
Minister in saying that co-operative societies stand on a different footing. 
There is really no justification for keeping them on a different footing, 
except that in the Madras Moratorium Bill also the co-operative credit 
societies are excluded. The one reason is that because it is so in Madras, 
therefore it should be ~o in Bombay. We have a proverb in Gujarati 
cc Copy to copy and makkhi to makkhi ". That is, people imitate 
blindly. They not only copy out the manuscript, but if they find a dead 
fly on a page, they kill a fly and attach it to the copy, because it must be 
copied as it is. This Bill simply follows the :Madras Bill in excluding the 
co-operative societies from its scope. But what is the judgment on that • 
exclusion of the Honourable Mr. Ramad.as Pantulu, who is known as 
one of the most distinguished co-operators and who is also a :Member of 
the Congress Party, I understand, in the Council of State in Delhi 1 
This is the editorial note in the Indian Co-operative Review about this 
particular portion of the legislation :-

" The Madras Moratorium Bill excludes co-operative societies a.s well as joint stock 
banks from its scope. While some critics urge that they should also be brought within 
the full scope of the Bill, others hold that the decision to exclude them totally from the 
Bill is sound. There is a. real divergence of opinion in this matter. We consider that the 
exclusion of organised credit institutions is generally speaking justified. It is inadvisable 
to rest.ra.in the co-operative banks from recovering their dues genera.lly. Even so we 
consider that at least in one matter protection may be given under the Moratorium Bill 
to members of the co-operative societies." 

Here, at least so far as members of co-operative societies are concerned, 
a gentleman who otherwise would not prevent co-operative societies from 
recovering their dues insists that the small holder should be protected 
from the rapacities, if there are any, of the co-operative societies, and 
the general opinion in the districts about co-operative societies is not 
very complimentary to these bodies. They are considered to be no 
better than organised sowcars, except that the sowcar can lend money 
~ven at midnight and meet the need of the poor tenant or agriculturist, 
which a co-operative society cannot do. But we are not discussing 
whether a sowcar is better or a co-operative society is better. We are 
here concerned with this weighty opinion that there is no particular 
I"eason why the small holder should not be protected against the 
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co--operative societies' dues. I am told that in the Bombay Presidency 
the small holders will number over 2,00,000 ; what percentage of them 
happen to be indebted, I do not know, but I believe that a. member of a 
co-operative society who is not indebted to the society is not a member. 
In fact, I have reason to believe that members join co-operative societies 
in order that they may get cheaper credit, and I will not be surprised if 
out of the 2,00,000 and odd small holders in the Bombay Province as 
now constituted, a large section is.._a.s. much indebted to the co-operative 
societies as outside. If we are out to protect any man against distress 

during the next 12 months, if we are out to give 
6-00 p.m. him protection and prevent his lands from being 

sold, what does it matter what kind of turban the 
creditor puts on 1 Whatever mask the creditor puts on, for the debtor 
he is the same. As a creditor he wants his money and wants to sell the 
agriculturist's lands. I see no particular reason for giving exemption to 
co-operative societies when they are going to proceed against the 
small-holder, as defined in this Bill, for the sale of his lands. 

About the second, I am even more emphatic that the amendment 
should be accepted; look at this Government. It says that the need for 
preventing the creditor from selling the lands of the agriculturists is so 
great that it will pass a legislation so that nobody will take advantage of 
the distress situation and sell his land. But while says the Government 

• we have every sympathy for the small holder as against the sowcar, as 
far as we are concerned, we are of opinion that the means at the disposal 
of Government for the recovery of its dues which are far more drastic, · 
far more sweeping and far more quick should continue. Chapter XI of 
the. Land Revenue Code deals with the realisation of land revenue and 
other demands. The Chapter begins with section 136 and ends with 
section 187. There are 52 sections in that Chapter. As I said, the 
manner and method provided for the realisation of the Government 
revenue dues and demands are so drastic, so quick and so sweeping that 
no court of law is required. 

· ·First of all, in section 136, we are told about the liability for the 
payment of land revenue. Then, under the next session, the claim of' 
Government will have precedence . .Dver all others. So, a sowcar may 
wait and whistle but Government can proceed to recover its dues, 
whatever the condition of the occupant is. No; they can begin at the 
beginning. Government have the right not only to the occupant's 
land but his crop also is liable to be sold for the land revenue assessment 
of the land for the current year. So, it is not land only. Even before· 
they go to land, they can attach the crop. The removal of the· 
crop which has been sold may be prevented until revenue is paid. The 
chowkidar is posted so that the man may not remove his crop. In order· 
to secure the land revenue, the Collector may prevent even the reaping 
of the crop, and in order to do so, he may place a watchman over it. 
The Collector's order can only be disobeyed under a severe penalty. 
That penalty is laid ·down in section 142. Then, reaping and other 
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processes should not be unduly· deferred. They should be expedited, 
80 that the Government land revenue may be paid. rhe crop 'will 
not be released until this money is paid. I can go on taking the House 
through the whole laryrinth from section 136 to section 187. They are 
exhaustive ; they are most comprehensive both in their intent and in 
their purpose and also in their general effect on the economic condition 
of the worker. 

In brief, Sir, the effect of all the sections to which I have referred would 
be that while Government professtoprotecttheman in times of distress, 
they will be free to use every conceivable device, from stopping the crop 
right down to the forfeiture of the land itself. It does not stop with the 
crop itself. Under the later sections they may declare the land to be 
forfeited. They can sell the land. They can do almost anything with 
the crop, with the land, and with its tenure. While they profess to 
protect the man against money-lenders, they can do all these things. 
This is a kind of very vicarious protection which, I think, this House will 
not permit Government to adopt. If they want any real protection to. 
be given to the occupant and to the tenant, they must themselves set the 
example. Charity may not begin at home, but honesty may; and at 
least those who are out to protect others against the depredations or 
creditors might themselves begin to protect those unfortunate people 
against the~ own depredations. And the condition of the poor man who
is in arrears can only. be known to those who have some experience. 
A call from Death himself may wait, but the Collector does not. He is. 
even quicker than the Angel of Death; and the Government know more 
than perhaps some of us how perfect he can be. 

Therefore, I wish to submit that the whole machinery of Chapter XI 
of the Code should be stopped until the new Bill is before the House and 
we have passed it. In the meantime, Government cannot lose much. 

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : No 1 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: They cannot lose m~ch. If they lose 
much, they can try to make it up by the largess that they will perhaps 
receive from the Central Government. At any rate, I wish that even 
if they have to suffer, they do not merely join in vicarious punishment 
to the money-lender and themselves stand aloof. Otherwise, all their 
professions about giving relief to the occupant, the debtor and the small 
holder from poverty and misery will have to be considerably discounted 
in practice. I know that they do not care whether we discount them 
or not-

The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: Absolutely I 

Mr. J AMNADAS :M. MEHTA : I l'llow that whoever differs from them 
they are willing to charge with prejudice and ignorance and worse. 
I know that whatever they say will be passed in this House. If they want 
to prove that it is Friday today, this House will carry it; I have no doubt 
about that. But they are not right: it is not Friday today; but the 
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votes will show that it is. That is their strength, but that is also, I am 
snre, the measure of their irresponsibility. While they are professing to 
protect the tenants and occupants against others, ·where they themselves 
are concerned they are not prepared to take the same measures which 
this Bill wants to be taken so far as the creditor is concerned. 

Sir, I do not know whether this amendment will be allowed to be canied 
to a. division, on account of the threat of my honourable friend Rao 
Bahadur Chitale; but I will'certainly request my honourable friend 
Mr. Phadake to ask for it if the Government are not pleased-which, 
I am afraid, they will not ·he-if they are not pleased to accept it. It is 
so thoroughly just, so thoroughly reasonable, that co-operative societies 
should halt, that Government themselves should halt, if real, true 
protection is to be given to the distressed small holder. 

Mr. G. K. PR.illAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I am glad to find that the 
Honourable the Revenue :Minister has accepted my amendment in 
principle. He says that he has issued orders not to sell the lands on 
account of the awards of the Co-operative Societies, but prestige prevents 
hlm from accepting my amendment. Sir, these awards take more 
interest than even the moneylender. Penalty interest amounts to 
20 per cent. and a moneylender is never allowed to take more than 
12 per cent. Such are the awards lfhich will deprive the small holders 
of their land. What the Revenue Minister is doing by executive orders, 
I am suggesting to him to be done by this Bill? Practically there is 
no difference. If he wants to do by an executive order, I suggest him 
that it should be inserted in the Bill. So, if there is any change of policy 
afterwards, it will be prevented. 

Then, the main object of my amendment is prevention of loss of 
land and, as the Leader of my Party said, there should be made no 
differentiation between creditors. 

As regards the other point, the Honourable Minister has said that it 
will be impossible for the Government to run the administration if land 
is not sold for land revenue. Sir, I quote the figures. There were 708 
forfeitures. Is it suggested that if these 708 forfeitures were not made, 
it would have been impossible for the Government to run the administra
-tion ! There are forfeitures from 700 to 800 on an average from 1928 
to 1938 ! Sir, I do not understand how it is said that Government ·will 
'find it impossible to run the administration if Government do not get 
land revenue from such a small number of small holders. 

Then there is another point also. It will be said that it is on account 
of the fear of forfeiture that land revenue is paid, and that had there been 

· no penalty of that kind it would have been very difficult to collect 
land revenue. Sir, that means, if land revenue is not collected easily 
the small holders find it very difficult to pay. On account of the 
enhanced and revised assessment the small holders are actually finding 
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it impossible to pay land revenue. We are demanding remissions ofthe 
enhanced asses&ment because ~e find it difficult to pay and GoYernment 
should not be so cruel as to make small holders lose their la~ds for paying 
the land revenue. 'What will Government lose by this ! Where will 
the small holder go if his land is auctioned for paying land revenue! 
He will have to resort to the moneylender. · No co-operative society 
will give him any money; Government is not going to give him any 
money. So, ultimately, in order to pay land revenue which is nry 
excrssive the small holder will have to go to the moneylender and his 
land will go into the hands of the moneylender, a thing which Govern
ment do not want, a thing which Government propose to prennt by 
this Bill. 

With all these considerations, Sir, I request that my amendment 
should be accepted. No prestige of Government should come in the ~ay 
of accepting this amendment. If the real object of this Bill is to prevent 
the loss of land, then this amendment must be accepted. But, as some 
people fear, if the real object of this Bill is to deprive the moneylender 
of hi-, dues, to deprive him from recovering what he has lent, then it 
is quite natural that it is only he who is asked to su:ffer and not the 
administration. That is the fear of the moneylender and it will prove 
true if Gon•rnment do not accept my amendment. 

The Honoural•le Mr. K. M. lrL'1\SID: The position under the Bill 
is this: In respect of decrees the execution will be stayed subject to the 
control of the Collector who has got certain powers to allow the execution. 
in extraordinary cases, to proceed. Those form part of the subsequent 
provisions of this Act. Therefore, the object of this Bill is that Civil 
Court decrees which are transferred to the Collector should be stayed. 
subject to certain exceptional cases. Now, the position with regard 
to the co·operatiye societies is that the Collector has got a similar 
control over their decrees and awards. Under section 59 of the Co
operative Societies Act, the award is either taken to a civil court to be 
executed as a decree or is taken to the Collector. Whenever it goes to 
the civil court it will naturally, under the proposed notification, be. 
transferred to the Collector and this Act will immediately apply to it. 
In cases where the award goes directly to the Collector without the 
intervention of the Civil Court, as has been already stated by my 
honourable colleague, orders will be issued to the Collector that execution 
in favour of the co-operative societies should not proceed except in certain 
exceptional cases. Therefore, the position of an award of a co-operative 
society is lef!'ally the same as under the provisions of this Act. The 
Collector will have control over both sets of executions. 

)lr. S. Y. PARL'LEK...\.R: 'What are the exceptional cases in which 
the land is likely to be sold 1 

The Honourable lir. K. li. ~fUNSHI: No definite rules have been 
laid down, but when the Collector sits to execute two sets of decrees he 
will make a report to Gonrnment of exceptional cases and Government 
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will see to it that in exceptional cases only is recovery made. Therefore, 
there is no reason to believe that Government will allow the money~ 
lenders to be defrauded for the benefit of the co-operative societies . 
.After all, in many cases a co-operative society is controlled by a majority 
<>f small holders themselves. The difficulties which one finds with the 
moneylender do not exist in the case of the co-operative societies; and 
wherever there are difficulties, it is the policy of this Government to see
.and this Bill is an embodiment of it-that the land does not chan(l'e 
bands. And therefore there is ~9. need to fear that co-operati~e 
11ocieties will go on executing their decree irrespective of the principles 
which are laid down in this Bill. 

Then, Sir, the other part of the amendment deals with arrears of 
land revenue. Now, if you look at the whole scheme of the Act, the 
'Principal amount cannot be recovered in execution ·except under 
~ertain circumstances, but interest for one year has to be paid. 
'Therefore, even a needy moneylender, except under exceptional circum
:stances, would be entitled to recover the interest on the monies advanced 
for the year for which the stay is granted. Therefore, he is duly pro
tected. With regard to the tenant against whom the decree for eviction 
is stayed, the stay is made conditional on his paying the rent for one 
year. Therefore, to that extent, the landlord is also protected. Similarly, 
.as regards Government, the land revenue recovered is not the principal 
amount lent to the agriculturist ; it is the annual revenue and therefore 
:stands on the same footing as the interest of moneylenders and the rent 
of the tenant .. That is why I would like to draw the attention of the· 
House to a clause, that is, clause 10 which puts the recovery of interest 
by the moneylenders, recovery of rent by the landlord and recovery of 
land revenue by Government on the same footing. That clause 
·says this: 

"In the case of any land in respect of which, on account of famine, drought, scarcity 
-or other causes, the collection of land revenue for the current year is wholly suspended 
.at any time during the period for which this Act remains in force under the general or 
.special orders of the Provincial Government, a small holder to whom such land belongs 
•Shall not under section 3, or a tenant who is in possession of such land shall not llnder 
:section 9, be liable to pay any interest or rent, as the case may be. 

U in the case of such land the collection of such land revenue is partially suspended, 
-the amount of interest or rent payable by him under section 3 or section 9 shall be reduced 
in the same proportion." 

'Therefore, the Government, the moneylender and the landlord, all are 
placed on the same footing. When the Government recovers 16 annas, 
the moneylenders would recover 16 annas. If there is drought or famine 
and Government is not recovering anything, the small holder will not 
have to pay any interest for the monies due. Therefore it is not correct 
to say that the Government are treating themselves more favourably at 
the cost of the moneylenders. They will get the same advantages or 
be under the same disadvantages as the Government. Ultimately the 
argument comes to this ; why should not the arrears of land revenue be · 
suspended for a whole year? My honourable friend Rao B~hadur 
Chitale said, and I submit rightly, that land revenue stands on a different 
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footing· altogether. I really admire the belated solicitude of my 
honourable friend for remitting land· revenue ; but I may remind 
hlm that it was only after the Interim Ministry, of which he was such a 
shining light, was carried to its grave ''unwept, unhonouredand unsung", 
that this Government issued orders for the stay of all coercive processes 
even under the Land Revenue Code;· That is what the Government 
have done in this Province. Now, does it show a callousness on the 
part of this Government towards the agriculturist ! Sir, the whole 
point is, whom are you going to protect by this Bill t Usually the small 
holder pays land revenue, the moneylender and co-operative societies out 
of his agricultural produce. Therefore to his moneylender he will pay 
the interest, to the landlord rent, and to Government revenue, and 
retain to himself the whole of the agricultural produce, which would 
otherwise have gone in liquidation of his debts. That is the relief which 
is intended, and I submit it is perfectly fair and equitable that in order 
to obtain a stay for a year he should make the annual payment but not 
pay the principal. 

With these words, I oppose the amendment. 
Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : On a point of information. 

In view o£ the position explained by the Honourable Minister as far as 
<Jo-operative societies are concerned, what objection has he to accept 
the first part of the amendment to clarify the position 1 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: The position is that the 
provisions which apply to ordinary moneylenders would not apply to 
<Jo-operative societies. In some cases the. co-operative societies are 
constituted of small holders and agriculturists themselves. It may 
therefore becom~ necessary to protect them. The debtors are themselves 
members of the co-operative societies and they differ from the ordinary 
moneylenders who have got other business and other capital. ·That is 
why they cannGt be grouped in the same category. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : On a point of information. Are not 
liquidating officers appointed by the co-operative societies for the sale of 
]and for recovery of their debts ? · 

The Honourable Mr. :MORARJI R. DESAI: No. 
Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: On a second point of information. Are not 

other debts collected as land revenue like charges for repairing 
boundaries and tagavi loans 1 . . . 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. :MUNSHI: Who says they are not 
recovered t 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : What are the months for land revenue 
~ollections ! 
. The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI : All the months. 

Mr. J..UfNADAS M. MEHTA: January to March! 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: All the months. They 

difler in difierent areas. 
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Mr. JAliNADAS ?ft. :MEHTA: No. To the best of my informa-
tion- . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That is no point of information .. 
Now, when I put this amendment-to· the House, it is about 6-25 and 

I am. afr~id that the progress made and the rate of progress that we are 
making IS slow. If the House is agreeable, I would suggest that we sit 
up to the time when we finish clause 3. In all, there are about 65 
amendments, some of which are repeated no doubt, some of them may 

• fall. through· and some of them are beyond the scope of the Bill. 
Considering all that, if clause 3 is taken through, amendments up to the 
amendment No. 37 will have been disposed of, but it will be seen that 
amendments Nos.l4, 15 and 16 are the same, amendment No. 17 is the 
same as Nos.19 and 20. Then, the further amendments 23, 24, 25 and 26 
are the same, Nos. 29, 30 and 31 are the same, and Nos. 33 to 37 are 
the same. So, though the number of amendments appears to be large, 
the points involved are about three or four, and a further thing is that 
if amendments Nos. 17 and 18 are disposed of, amendments Nos. 14, 
15 and 16 also fall through. That practically means that there are 
for discussion and disposal-

111r. R. R. BHOLE : I did not catch the last few words. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : If amendments Nos. 17 and 18 
are disposed of, it will not be necessary to move amendments Nos.l4, 15 
and 16. That isthe order in which I propose to take them. Why 
I proposethisorderis that it will be seen that there are four or five points 
now mostly of details and if those points are disposed of, clause 3 of the 
Bill will have been disposed of. That is what I would suggest to the 
House. Otherwise, it is impossible to finish by tomorrow evening. 

An Honourable MEMBER: Why not finish on Friday 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: As I stated in the beginning, it is 
not my personal convenience at all that I am seeking. 

6•30 p.m. On Friday the Legislative Council is sitting for 
considering its agenda. It is likely that they may think of some amend~ 
menta in this Bill-not that I know that they will, but that is a possibility 
which this House has to take into consideration. This Bill, it will 
be conceded, of all the three Bills that the House has passed, is the most 
important, as it gives temporary relief which is so badly needed, as · 
I find from the discussion in the House. If, therefore, the Legislative 
Council is not able to take up this Bill and finish it on Friday, this House 
will be in a state of uncertainty and will have to sit even on Monday or 
Tuesday. So that, in case any amendments are made by that House, 
they will be considered here as to whether this House agrees to them 
or not. As I said in the beginning, the· session has taken a. much 
longer time than was originally anticipated. I am told that many 
members are anxious to go to their places, particularly in view. of 
the fact that the budget session will be coming soon. The mofussil 
members can be persuaded to stay till Saturday, Sunday or Monday, 
if it is desired that the business should be finished in a businesslike 
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[The Speaker] 
manner, without inconvenience. The question of inconvenience 
does not arise in the case of members staying in Bombay. The House 
does not consist only of members staying in Bombay. As this is the 
most urgent measure, if the House finishes it by tomorrow, this Bill will 
probably be put as the first item and the Council will be asked to· 
consider it. If the Council finishes the consideration of this Bill on 
Friday, thU! House will. be free to consider the Bill as passed by the 
Council on Saturday and the members from the mofussil will be able to 
leave on Saturday evening. That is the idea in arranging the work in 
this manner. Whether this arrangement will suit the convenience of 
a large number of honourable members will have to be considered. 
I have only placed before the House what passes in my mind. I should 
not be misunderstood to suggest that this measure should be passed 
through in a hurry. It is therefore that I am saying that, instead of 
getting through this Bill in a hurry, the House should sit longer, even 
if it will be inconvenient to some, in order that it may meet with the 
c.onvenience of a large number of members. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDil{.AR : This suggestion is springing a surprise on 
us. I have no objection to sitting late, but we should have been given 
sufficient intimation. If we are given intimation now that we should sit 
for a long time tomorrow, it will be convenient for us. Today, many of 
us have got appointments outside. As no previous intimation has been' 
given to us, it will cause inconvenience. 
· The Honourable the SPEAKER : I would be willing, if the House is·· 

agreeable. · 
An Honourable MEMBER: We want to sit longer and finish clause 6. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I may express the view on this 
side of the House. The course you suggested appears to be the only 
course. Unless the Bill is finished tomorrow, it will not be possible 
to take it before the Council. It will not be Monday as you suggested, 
because, if this Bill is not finished tomorrow, it will be carried over to . 
Friday and the result will be that the Upper House may not be able to· 
sit before Saturday. Perhaps, it may happen that, even if this Bill is 
taken first by the Council, it may take a little over a day. If they take·~ 
up till Monday, then this House will have to meet on Tuesday. If we 
finish this Bill tomorrow, the Council will take it into consideration on.: 
Friday and dispose of it. Then, this House may meet a little earlier on 
Saturday and consider any small amendments made by the Upper House 
and finish it bv about 2 o'clock, with the result that the members from· 
the mofussil will be able to leave on Saturday night. Most of the members. · 
here are from the mofussil and they want to leave for their places as early 
as possible. I would suggest that we may sit till9 p'clock and finish. · 
whatever we can. We are disposing of clause 3 now. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am to be guided by the wish of the • 
House. In view of the difficulty raised by. the honourable . member : 
Mr. Karandikar, 1 would suggest an alternative tha.t we should meet -

KO·D Bk Hb 193-l 
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: early tomorrow and sit till we finish this Bill whether it is 10 o'clock, 

11 o'clock or 12 o'clock. In any ca.s.e,·the mofussil members will have to 
wait till Saturday; and the convenience they ask for will be given on 
this understanding that, tomorrow, this Bill has to be finished irrespective 
of the time it may take. This will also meet the objection raised by 
the honourable member M!. Karandikar. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : There is only this point. To~ 
morrow we may have to meet early at 10-30 or 11. If we sit for two or 
three hours now, it may not require the strenuous effort of sitting for 12 
hours tomorrow~ It would be easy to adjust. We entirely leave it to 
the llouse to decide, whether they would be willing to sit for two hours 
~ore now or for 8 hours tomorrow. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : Tomorrow we will sit till the Bill is 
over. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MAHOMED KHAN: We have not made any 
previous arrangement to sit now. It was a sudden surprise to many of 
us. Many of us have engagements after 6-30. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Suppose we meet at 11 o 'clock and 
sit till we finish this Bill with one or two intervals 1 I am in the hands 
of the House. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: If you like, you can take a division 
on this amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Nobody has claimed a diyision. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M.MEHTA: Take votes on the amendment. 

'.fhe Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put it and take votes. 

Rao Bahadur G. K. CHITALE : This amendment should be put in 
two parts-the first is co-operative societies' dues and then the Govern
ment dues. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will split the amendment into two 
parts. I will put the first part : 

11 In clause 3 (1), after the words 1908, in line nine, add the following words 'or an 
.award obtained by any co·operative society'." 

-Question p~t. The House divided: Ayes, 28; Noes, 69. 

Division No. ~. 

:BlUTAlfi[AB, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R R. 
<ClnT.u.B, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
<CluTBB, Mr. A. v. 
OitTNDBIG.lR, Mr. ISMAIL I. 
D:am..Avt, Sir ALI }LuioMED Klwr 
F~ Mo114UD Kn.ur, :l~ Saheb. 

AJeS. 

GAm, Mr. D. P. 
1Luu:EM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
ILEAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADlUV, Mr. D. G. 
JlUBVAiA, Mr. S.ll. 
K.u.B, Mr. R. S. 
KAlJ..&.NDIK.AB, Mr. S. L. 
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Ayel--(lOntd. 

KAzt, Mr. Azrz G.urUB. 
KHEDOIJU.R, Mr. R. A. 
)IANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MEliTA, Mr. JA..MN.&.D.U M. 
110IUMEDA.LLY ALL.&.BUX, Mr. 
PA.BULEUB, Mr. s. v. 
P.&.TEL, Mr. MABOMEDBAWA ?IL 
PH.&.DAKE, Mr. G. K. 

R.us, K.B. Sardar HA.JI 
Momoom SABEB 

RANE, Rao Sa.heb B. N. 
R.&.uT, Mr. D. W. 
RoiUM, Mr. P. J. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
I v .&.RALB, Mr. B. H. 

Telkrsfor tht Ayes: Mr. S. L. KAB.&.NomA.B and Mr. MA.HoMEDBAW.&. M. P.&.TEL. 

Noes. 
ANTRoLm.&.R, Dr. It B. :Mwsm, Mxs. LILAVATI K. 
AB.&.DBYE, Mr. D. T. N.&.m, Mr. V. N. 
BHA.BTJY.&., Mr. S. R. NAL.&.VADI, Mr. G. R. 
CBAWDJURI, Mr. D. N. NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
CBAWBAN, Mr. P. L. NIM.&.:NEE, Mr. P. A. 
D.&.BHI, Mr. FULSINH.TI B. NUB.m. the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
D.&.N»EKA.B, Air. v. v. PAusw, Mr. H. v. 
DEsAI, the Honourable Mx. MoRA.RJI R. PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDIDB P. PATEL, ?!Ir. BBAILALBHAI B. 
DESIDIUKH, Mrs. ANNA.PUBNA GoPA.L P.&.TEL, Mr. MANoEsH B.· 
DESHPA.NDE, Mr. G. H. PATIL, Mr. ATllA.I!.A.M N. 
DooMETI, Mr. A. D. P.&.TIL, Mr. GA..MBamuo A. 
FIRODEA., Air. K. s. PATIL, Mr. K..u.LA:NGOUDA. s. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. P.t.TIL, the Honourable ?llr. L. M. 
GHU, Dr. C. J. PATIL, Mr. MA.Loouo.&. P. 
GoKBALE, Mr. K. G. P.&.TIL, Mrs. N.&.o.&.:M."MA. 
GoPI, Mr. M.G. PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. PtrRANI, Mr. C. B. 
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HA.LUKERI, Mr. N. F. I RA.JlLAL LAKHICIUND, Mr. 
Josai, Mr. JINABHAI P. SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. SHINDE, Mr. BAJIB.&.O alia.s BAB.&.SAHB• 
K..&.Nuo.&., Mrs. VLTAYAGA.UBI BALVA.li'TBAI J.&.GDEOBAO 
KA.B.t.VADE, Mr. R. K. SamA.LK.A.B, Mr. P. K. 
K.t.RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. SHRm.&.NT, Mr. L. M. 
KESHWAIN, Air. S. N. SoNGAVlUB, Mr. S. G. 
KHtR, the Honourable !IIr. B. G. SuGANDm, Mr. M. S. 
KHIMJI, 1\lr. BHAWANJI A. T.&.LKA.R, ?.lr. K. R. 
LAL.&., Mr. BHOGILA.L D. TBAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
LATTRE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI G.&.:NESH 
M.&.OANLAL NAOINDA.S, !llr. TULPULE, Mr. H. v. 
ll.&.STER, Mr. NAOINDA.S T. V .&.ORELA., Mr. B. U. 
MERTA, Mr. H. P. Vv.&.S, Mr. lsHVA.BLA.L K. 
MOR.&.RBHAI KA.SAN.TI, 1\lr, w A.DEKA.R, ?.lr. R. B. 
MuuoA..M, Mr. W. S. W A.LVEUB, Mr. B. B. 
MrNSJU, the Honourable 1\lr. K. M. W .&.NDREKA.R, llr. D. N. 

Tellm for the Xou: Mr. V. V. DANDEit!.R and ?llr. V. N. NAIL 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I will now put to the House the 
second part of the amendment :-

In clause 3 (1), after the words "1908" in line 9, add the following words:
"or for the recovery of &ny sum due to Government under any law." 

Question put. The House divided. Ayes, 15; Noes, 72. 

Dit'isivn No. 10. 

Ba.u .t.NKJ.B, Mr. R. G. 
Baou, Mr. R. R. 
{'B.ITBII, Mr. A. v. 
J.&.DilJ.V, Mr. D. G. 

Ayes. 

I 

JHA.BVALA., 1\lr, S. H. 
IUJwroiJU.R, Mr. S. L. 
KHIDGIKA.R, Mr. R. A. 
MANDI.IBt Mr. R. N 
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Ayes-contd. 

MJmTA, Mt, J.unrADA.S l(, 
PABVLEKAB,Mr.S. V. 
PATBL, Mr. MA.nOI\fEDBAWA M. 

. l'ru.D.utJC, Mr. G. K. I 
RAn, Rao Saheb B. N. 
Ro:tWt:, Mr. P. J. 

. -81. v ANT, :Mr. K. S . 

PellerBfor the Ayu: Messrs. R.N. MANDLIK and M. M. PATEL. 

.A:B'moLIKAB, Dr. K. B. 
.Alw>RYB, Mr. D. T. 
BRABTIYA, Mr. s. R. 
ClllTALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CJUWDRABI, Mr. D. N. 
CRAWRAN, Mr. P. L. 
DA.BRJ, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKAB, Mr. V. V. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. :MoBARJI R. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIB. P. 
DESHMUKH, :Mrs. ANNAl'URNA GoPA.L 
DESRPA.NDE, Mr. G. H. 
DODMETI, Mr. A. D. . 
FmonEA, Mr. K. S. 
GANDHI, Mr. :M. M .. 
GRIA, Dr. C. J. 
Go:KliALE, Mr. K. G. 
GOPI, Mr. M. G. . 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIXERI, Mr. N. ·F. 
JADRAV, Mr. T. s. 
JosHI, Mr. JINABRA.J P. 
JoG, Mr. V. N. 
K.uroGA, Mrs. VIJAYA.GAURI BALVA.NTRAI 
KA.RA.VADE,:Mr.R.K. 
JU.RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KEsxwA.IN, Mr. s .. N. 
KRER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
Km:MJI,Mr. BRAWA.NJIA. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LAT'l'llE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
lliGANLAL NAGINDA.S, Mr. 
MAsTER, Mr. NAGINDA.S T. 
M:mTA, Mr. H. P. 

· MoRA.RllHAI lUsA.NJI, Mr. 
MUJUDAM, Mr. w. s. 
Mtmsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 

Noes • 

Mtmsm, :Mrs. LILAVATI K • 
NALAVA.DI, Mr. G. R. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuruE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATASIUR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBRA.J J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATn., Mr. ATMABAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHmRA.o A. 
PATIL, Mr. KA.Ll.A.:NGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMA.N G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L •. M. 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL~:Mrs.NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. s. K. 
PuRA.NI, Mr. c. B. 
RAJMAL L.umiCHA.ND,Mr. 
SATHE, Mr. s. H. . . 
SHINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHBB 

JAGDEORAO 
SHmALKAB, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIXANT, Mr. L. M. 
SoNGAVKAR,Mr.S.G. 
SUGA.NDRI, Mr. M. s. 
TALKAR, Mr. K. R. 
THAXOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GA.NESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. v. 
V AGHELA, Mr. ·B. U. 
VmCHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
V.YA.S, Mr. ISRVARLAL ~. 
W ADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
w ALVEIUR, Mr. B. B. 
w ANDREIUR, Mr. D. N. 

PellerBfor the Noes: Messrs. V. V. DANDEIUR and V. N. NAIX. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : As expressed by the House, we 
would adjourn at this stage and sit tomorrow till we finish. There is 
only one ·change which I am going to suggest, and that is, instead of 
meeting at 11, we might meet at 11-30 a.m. 

The House then adjourned tiU 11-30 a.m. oo Thursday, the 3rd February
'1938. 

llolliU : raJ.IDD •1 rBI QOf&UilUt OIIW.L ral88, 
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Thu.rsi/n.y, the 3rd Felmmry 1938. 

' . 
The House re-assembled at the Assembly Hall, Bombay, on Thursday, 

t.he 3rd February 1938, at 11-30 a.m., the Honourable the Speaker, 
Mr. G. V. MA VALANKAR, LL.B., presiding. 

Present: 

ALI BAHADUR BAHADUR KHAN, Mr. 
ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADHYE, Mr. D. T. 
BEGMAHOMED, Mr. HuSEIN A.BooBAXER 
BHAGAT, Khan Saheb ABDULLAH HAJI IssA 
BHAIJI, Mr. M. M. A; 
BHARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
BHATANKAR, Mr. R. G. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. 
BRAMBLE; Mr. c. P. 
CHITALE, Rao Bahadur G. K. 
CHITRE, Mr. A. v. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWAN, Mr. P. L. 
CHUNDRIGAR, Mr. !SMAIL l. 
CoLLACO, Dr. J. A. 
CooPER, Sir DHANJISHAR B. 
CURRION, Mr. FRED J. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINHJI B.· 
DANDEKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEHLAVI, Sir ALI M!B:OMED KHAN 
DESAI, .Mr. GURASHIDDAPPA K. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. 
'DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESHMUKH, llr. K. B. 
DESHMUKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 

O>ODMETI, Mr. A. D. 
F AIZ MoHAMED KaA.v, Khan Sahe b 
FIMDEA, Mr. K. S. 
FREXCH, Mr. F. H. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
GAXDHI, lfr. M. ll. 
GAVIT, Mr. D. P. 
GHATGE, Mr. G. R. 
GsEEWALE, Mr. A. A. 
GaiA, Dr. C. J. 
Gau, lir. M. C. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M.D. D. 
GOKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
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GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
liAK.EEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
liALLI.KERI, Mr. N. F. 
HIRAY, Mr. B.s. 
ILKAL, Mr. A. N. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JADHAv, Mr. T .. s. 
JAGTAP, Mr. D. K. 
JAKATY, Mr. P. c. 
JBABV ALA, Mr. s. H. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
Josm, Mr. N. G. 

· JoG, Mr. V. N. 
KAcHm, Khan Saheb HAJI AHMAD KAsAM 
KALE, Mr. R. s. 
KALYANI, Rao Saheb A. N. 
KA:M:BLI, Sir SIDDAPPA T. 
KANuGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
K.!RANDIKAR, Mr. s. L. 
KARAVAVE,Mr.R.K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. s. s. 
KATHALE, Mr. B. s. 
KAzi, Mr. AziZ GAFUR. 
KESHWAIN, Mi. s. N. 
WDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
KHER, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KUNTE, Mr. D. K. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
M!.GANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MANDLIK, Mr. R. N. 
MAuTHE, Mr. NAMDEORAO BUDHAJIRAO 
MAsTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
MIRZA AKHTAR HAsAN, Mr . 

. MlTBA, l\fr. M!.BOMED 8. C. 
MoBAMEDALLY ALLABux, Mr. 
MORARBHAI KASANJI, Mr. 
MUKADAM, Mr. w. s. 
MUNsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNsm, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. v. N. 
NALAVADI, Mr. G. R. 
N.U.'DA, Mr. GULZARI LAL 
NA.RIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A, 

(3 FEB.l938 
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NuRrE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PARULEKAR,Mr.S. V. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBRA.I J. 
PATEL, Mr. BJWLA.LBBA.I B. 
PATEL, Mr. IsMAIL MusA. 
PATEL, Mr. M!B:OMEDBAWA M. 
PATEL,Mr.~GESHB. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARA.M N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAXMAN G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, Mr. 1\ULGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. NARHAR R. 
PATIL, Mr. s. K. 
PHADAKE, Mr. G. K. 
PuRANI, Mr. 0. B. 
RAis, K.B. Sardar HAJI AMIRSAHEB MoHIDDIN SAHEB 
RAJMAL LAKHICHAND, Mr. 
RANE, Rao Saheb B. N. 
RAUT, Mr. D. w. 
RoHAM, M:r. P. J. 
RusSELL, Mr. W. W. 
SAKLATVALA,Mr.S.D. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
SHAIKH JAN MAHoMED, Khan Eahadur 
SHINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHEB JAGDEOBAO 
SHIR.UJUR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, Mr. L. M. 
SIDDIQUI, Mr. ISMAIL HASAN BAPU 
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SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir,---

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am sorry to interrupt the 
honourable member. I suppose the honourable member is referring to 
his short notice question. 

Mr. S. H~ JHABVALA: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: There are more short notice 
questions than one. :r.rr: Begmahomed. 

OPENING OF A PUBLIC PASSAGE THROUGH A MUHAMMADAN GRAVEYARD 
AT VERSOWA IN BOMBAY SUBURRAN DISTRICT. 

Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER BEGMAHOMED : Sir, my question 
No.1. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. MORARJI R. DE.SAI: Sir, the question is: 

" Will the Honourable Minister for Revenue be pleased to state : 

(a) whether Government are aware that there is a century old 
Mahomedan graveyard on the seashore at Versowa in Bombay 
Suburban District ; " 

The reply is: 
" (a) There is a Mahomedan grav~ysud on the seashore at Versowa 

measuring 5! acres in extent. Actual assignment of this land (survey 
No. 93) as 'Masanvate' was made comparatively recently by the 
Collector of Thana in 1918, and oofore that the land stood in the 
Government records as grazing land. Government are aware that 
many of the Mahomedan graves.on this land are old, and no doubt 
Mahomedan burials have been going on here for many years past, 
but it cannot be said exactly how long." 
Part (b) is: 

"(b) whether Government are aware that the Collector, Bombay 
Suburban District, has recently decided to have a public passage 
through the said graveyard in spite of the protests of the Muslims 
of that place;". 
The reply is : 

"(b) No. What happened was that the Mahomedans of Versowa. 
fenced in the land for the first time in June 1937. The Christian and 
Hindu population of Versowa immediately raised an outcry, as they 
had been in the habit of passing to and fro, and taking carts across 
the land up till June of 1937. The land had been left open even 
after the Collector's order of 1918, and access to it had been still 
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ani.lable. The need that the ,·illage people had and still have for 
KOme sort of passage across the land in question arises from the fact 
that the land is situated between the metalled road on the seaward 
11ide, and a sandy lane on the landward side, which two ways both 
lead down into the village, and, towards the south, join up at the 
tank. Opposite the south-east comer of the 11 11Iasanvate ' an 
important access leads off to oarts and rice fields on the east, and 
if there is no way acrose. the ' Masanvate ', people and carts, instead 
of being able to get quickly on the good road surface, have to go a long 
way north or south through thick sand. Moreover, it was found that 
through the c-omplete enclosing of the 'Masanvate' all access to 
one survey number, a private property, on the north of the 'Masan
nte ' was completely cut off, while one custolll&ry access to a survey 
number on the south also, which had had a gate opening on to the 
'llasanvate' was also obstructed. Finally, there exists, in the 
south -east corner of the land in question, an old stone construction, 
for resting head loads, dating from Portuguese times, and this stone 
also was enclosed by the barbed fence put up on the east of the 
•llasan\·ate '. The Collector has, therefore, been taking the neces
sary steps to exclude formally from the assignment as ' Masanvate ' 
811 much land as is necessary to provide one passage across it from 
east to west, and to arrange for access also to his property for the 
indi,idual who at present, save for any accommodation which 
neighbours may give, is c-ompletely cut off ; and to take out from the 
' lla.san\&te ' also the old stone for resting head loads. 

" The Collector has power to make and to revoke assignments 
under section 38 of the Land Rerenue Code, and, in the exercise of 
tllis power in the case in question, care is being taken to avoid 
disturbing ~lahomedan graves and inconvenience to the Mahome
dan population as little as is possible consistent with restori:l!g to the 
other communities in the village that facility for passing to and fro, 
which for many years past had been exercised by them without 
question, prior to June 1937; and for which the orders of 1918, either 
through oversight, or through failure to foresee an eventuality as the 
present, had not provided." 

Part (c) of the question is:-

.. (c) if so, whether Government have considered the advisability 
of taking immediate steps to stop the opening of the said passage ! , 
The reply to that is : 

"(c) Does not arise." 

llr. HtSEIX !BOO BAKER BEG.YAHOliED : With reference to 
(b), I say that the registration of this land was done in 1928 by the then 
Collector, Mr. Jayal:ar. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the question of the 
honoura.ble member ! 
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Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER BEGMAHOMED : Whether it is a fact 
that the registration of the land was done in 1927 or 1928 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What th~ honourable Member 
means is assignment of the land t--· · 

Mr. HUSEIN ABOOBAKER BEGMAHOMED : Yes. 
The Honourable Mr. MORARJI R. DESAI: It was made inl918. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: I think the honourable 
member's question was whether this piece of land1 which is called 
a "1\Iasanvate ", was registered as a :Mahomedan graveyard in 1927 
or 1928. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : A reply to that is included in the 
reply given by the Honol!l'able Minister. 

OPENING oF A NEw SHARE MARKET IN BoMBAY CITY. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Sir, will the Honourable Minister for 
Finance be pleased to state whether Government are aware that the 
opening of a new share market in the City o£ Bombay--

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The Honourable Minister will read 
both the question and the reply. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA : I thought I might save him the trouble . 

. The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: Sir, the question is: 
·"Will the Honourable Minister for Finance be pleased to state : 

(a) whether Government are aware that the opening of a new 
share market in the City of Bomba'y is being contemplated by certain 
persons;" 

The reply is : 
"(a) Government are aware that a company has been registered with 
the object of dealing in stocks and shares." 

Part (b) of the question is : 
"Whether any application has been received by Government asking 

for permission to open the new share market; and, if so, from whom ~" 

The reply to that is : 
"No such application has been received." 

Part (c) of the question is : 
''Who are the promoters of this new share market~" 

The reply is : . 
"The question really does not arise, because we are not aware of it 

officially." 
Part (d) of the question: 

"Whether the promoters are connected in any way with the 
existing share market !'' 
The reply is : 

"This- question also does not arise." 
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Part (e) of the question is: 
"What are the aims and object of the promoters in. opening the new 

share market f' 

The reply is : 
"Apparently to deal in stocks and shares." 

Part (f) of the question is : 
"Whether it is a fact that Government had officially informed me '' 

[that is to say, the questioner] ''that no such market would be 
opened in Bombay." 

The reply is : 

"As far as I am aware, the Government never informed the 
honourable member .like this, and the· honourable member must 
be in possession of the reply which he must have received from· 
Government." 

Part {g) oHhe question: 

"Whether Government have considered the advisal)ility of not 
granting the permission in view of the increasing speculation in 
Bombay." 

The reply is : 

"Does not arise till the application for recognition is received by 
Government." 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Supplementary to (c). In reply to my 
question (a) Government say that they are aware that it is contemplated 
by certain persons; and yet the answer to (c) avoids the question. If 
Government are aware that certain persons contemplate starting the 
rompany, are they not aware who those promoters are! 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. L!TTHE: What I said was that Govern~ 
ment are aware that a company has been registered. Government have 
not f'nquirM as t.o who the membt>rs of that company are. 

llr. S. H. JHABVALA: Supplementary. May I know if the trans~ 
actions-

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : Supplementary to which 
datL';e ! 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: The whole question. (Lat1ghter.) BecaUBe 
Oovt>rnment say-

The Honourabl6 the SPEAKER: Order, order. No arguments. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Supplementary to (a). Will Government be 
pleased to stat~ whether the transactions carried on by this new share 
markf.>t will he rt'eO~d officially by Government in a court Of Jaw! 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think that question. is in 
order. It is a hypothetical matter for the future. 

. Mr: S.D. SAKLA~VALA : I~ it not a fact that this new stock exchange 
IS gorng to confine Its transactwns :.only to cash transactions ¥ 

'rhe Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: From the nev,.spaper reports 
that seems to be the case. · 

Khan Sah~b FAIZ 1\fAHOl\iED KHAN: Can you rely on newspaper 
reports 1 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: I do not know anything 
officially. 

Mr. S. D. SAKLATV ALA : Is it not necessary to ask for Government 
recognition if they are going to transact business also in futures ? 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE: Yes. 
Mr. K. F. NARIMAN : Will the new stock exchange be controlled by 

the same rules and regulations as the existing share market ? 
The Honourable. Mr. A. B. LATTHE: This new company has not 

. been recognised at all, and so there is no question of its being governed 
by any particular rules. 

·Mr. S. H .. JHABVALA: Will the transactions be private ~ 

The Honourable Mr. A. B. LATTHE : A company without recognition 
can carry on trade for ready delivery ; but so far as forward transactions 
are concerned, they must have recognition from Government i£ they are 
to be recognised in courts of law. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Will it not give further impetus to speculation 
in Bombay! · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 

DRAFT RULES OF PROCEDURE. 

· The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before we proceed with the business 
of the day, in view of the fact that the attendance at the next sitting may 
perhaps be thiuner,-(Khan Saheb Faiz Mohamed Khan: Why, Sir 1)
I should like to invite the attention of the House to one important matter, 
and that is about the draft rules of procedure which have been placed 
before the House. They will come up for discussion at the next session. 
It is desirable that honourable members should carefully study the rules, 
scrutinise them and table whatever amendments they wish to table 
sufficiently long before they come up for discussion, so that there may be 
time enough to consider all the proposed amendments and place them 
in the hands of the members. I am just inviting the attention of the 
House to this aspect, because there may be no scope then, if I disallow any 
last-moment amendments, for any complaint that members had had no 
sufficient notice or no idea that notice of particular length of period was 
required and so on. It is for this reason that I am specially inviting 
the attention .. of the House to this aspec~. 
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BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
TEMPORARY RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS 

IN THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

Question again proposed, " That clause 3 do stand part of the 
Bill." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : h I said last evening, I would 
take amendment No. is first. Honourable members will see that 
amendments Nos.lt, 15 and 16 deal with the deletion of all the words 
beginning from " On the application of the small holder " in line 10 up 
to the words "be stayed" in line 14. Amendment No. 18 proposes 
the deletion of the words "on the application of the small· holder". 
Amendment No. 17 proposes the deletion of the words just following 
those words, namely, "and on the amount of the interest .... " up to 
t,he words "be stayed." So, in order to avoid possible difficulty in 
case amendment No. 14 is taken first and it is rejected,- in which case 
there will be no scope for the other amendments to be considered,..!
and as amendment No. 18 considers one part of the clause and 
amendment No. 17 the other part of it, I am taking No. 18 first; if 
Nos. 17 and 18 are disposed of first, then automatically Nos. 14, 15 and 
16 will also have been disposed of. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (R.atnagiri South) : Sir, I beg to move: 

In cia use 3 ( 1) omit the words "on the application ofthe small holderand." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Mr. Speaker, Sir, my object in moving 
this amendment is very simple. The Bill tries to protect the land of 
the small holder from attachment during the 'course of next year. That 
in itself is a small benefit to the small holder. But, .Sir, that benefit 
has been made conditional on factors which ·it is difficult for him· to 
satisfy. Before the debtor can get relief under this Bill, he shall have 
t.o apply to the Collector ; unless he does that, the sale of land will not 
he stopped. Sir, the object of moving this amendment is that the 
protection under the Act should automatically come into operation 
and it should not be necessary for the debtor to apply to the Collector. 

If the words the deletion of which I have suggested are not 
omitted, they \rill vitiate the whole Bill. If those words are allowed 
to remain in the clause, I would then say that the Bill deserves to 
be thrown into the waste-paper basket. Government know that the 
debtors whom they int~nd to protect are all illiterate people. Before 
they become aware of the existence of this Act a year will have passed. 
They are so illiterate that they are not even today aware of many of 
the beneficeut sections in the Acts which have been in operation since 
st-veral years. They have not been able to take advantage of. those 
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beneficent provisions. This Bill is a temporary measure and is going 
to be in operation only for a year. By the time all these unfortunate 
people, the debtors, become aware ·~·its existence, the Act '\\ill cease 
to be in operation. The single fact that they are all illiterate ought 
to make us hesitate to impose on them a condition by which it will be , 
obligatory on them to apply to the Collector. 

Besides illiteracy, there are several other difficulties with which 
the debtor is faced. If he wants to apply, he has to take the help of 
some one who will draft his application. He win have to consult 
a pleader. He will have to get his application drafted and written, 
if not typed, by. some one. That will involve him in expense. It has 
been universally admitted that the agriculturist is the weaker party 
in the contract. Is it then just, I ask, that Government should throw 
an additional burden on the weaker party in this transaction 1 It 
woUld be thoroughly unjust if you compelled the debtor to apply to 

. the Collector instead of making it obligatory for the creditor to apply 
to that officer. If at all the burden is to be thrown, it ought to be thrown 
on the creditor. He is a literate man ; he is a shrewd man ; and the 
Deccan Ryots Commission has described the money-lender as nothing 
short of a rogue. Most of them are. They will know when to apply 
and how to apply. They have also the resources at their disposal. It 
would be therefore perfectly unjust, under these circumstances, to 
thro~ on the debtor the burden of applying to the Collector. 

Sir, I would further ask whether the land of the small holder ought 
not to be sold during the course of the next year is not the underlying 
principle of this Bill. If that principle is once conceded by Govern
ment, IEee no reason why they should insist that the debtor should 
apply to the Collector. If once it is admitted that to allow the land 
of a small holder to be sold is a great evil, there is no logic in insisting 
that the debtor should apply to- the Collector. He ought to be 
automatically protected. So far as I can see, I can find no justification 
for the inclusion of this condition in this clause, except perhaps one. 
This is a specimen of what a party which wants to satisfy the aspirations 
of all classes having opposite interests can do. Sir, they hope to please 
all the parties with the help of this measure ; they can go to the money 
lenders who may worry them a little for passing this Bill and say, 
" Where is the harm in passing such a Bill1 You are not at all affected. 
A year will pass before the illiterate peasants will know about the 
existence of this Bill. We have only tried to make the peasants believe 
that we have done something for them though in fact we have done 
nothing. You need not, therefore, be alarmed". That is the reply 
they will give to the money lenders because they do not want to offend 
them. To the peasants they can say, "Well, we did something for 
you, but you are illiterate ; you did not apply to the Collector ; you 
did not take' advantage of the Act. \Vhat can we do f' In this way 
the blame will be thrown on the peasants if the peasants fail to take the 
benefit of this measure. Sir, this measure will compel all the debtors . 
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to approach the pleaders and thus it creates a new source of income 
to the pleaders. Thus this measure tries to satisfy the aspirations of 
the pleaders too. I hope Government will realise that, if they reali.y 
desire that the peasant should be benefited under this Act, they should 
not make it compulsory for the debtor to apply to the Collector because 
this condition will defeat the whole object of this Bill. 

With these words, I request Government to accept my amendment. 
~lr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Marathi): 

Sir, this amendment is very important and useful from the point of view 
of the agriculturist or the small holder. As we know, there are many 
Acts in this )and which are beneficial to the peasants, but they cannot 
take advantage of them because of their ignorance. So also, if this 
amendment is not accepted and if they are asked to make an application 
to the Collector, I am sure not more than 10 or 15 per cent. of small 
holders against whom decrees have been passed will take advantage 
of this Act. 

Further, to make an application to the Collector involves some 
expenditure. They will have to get the application drafted by a pleader; 
when the application goes to the Collector they will be referred to the 
Talathi and roughly speaking the small holder will have to spend about 
Rs. 10 for making such an application. We know that the decrees 
against the small holder will not be for more than Rs. 200 or Rs. 300, and 
only to get execution of such a decree stayed, the man will have to spend 
at least Rs. lO. Therefore, this provision about making an application 
to the Collector to get the execution of the decree stayed will not help 
the poor peasant. 

With these words, I support the amendment moved by my honourable 
friend ~lr. Parulekar. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~lUNSHI: Sir, the necessity of a small · 
holder applying to the Collector is patent on the face of the Act itself. 
In the first instance, most of the execution proceedings against agricul· 
turists go to the Collector. How is the Collector to know that a parti· 
cular decree pertains to a small holder ! He must know which execution 
proceedings he. should stay. Therefore, the small holder must apply to 
the Collector and say," I am a small holder and therefore stay the exectt· 
tion proceedings against rue." The burden is upon the small holder to 
prove that he is a small holder. How is the Colleotor to know this unless 
the attention of the Collector is drawn to this fact! The applicant can 
easily produce a copy of the Record of Rights to satisfy the Collector that 
he has got only 18 acres of land. Therefore, an application is an absolute 

necessitY. Then it is suggested here that he would 
12 noon. • . not know how to apply. Those who have known 

agriculturist& know very well that where their interests are concerned, 
they are shrewd and not likely to forget to get a copy of the Record of 
Rights and submit their applications. In all districts, Collectors have 
been reetiving applications from all and sundry. It would not impose 
any hardship upon them at all. The pleaders also are U!Ulecessary ; thie 
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is not a matter of law; the stay is automatic. All that he has to say 
is : There is a decree against me ; I..:yu a small holder ; I possess 18 acres 
in a particular district; here is the· interest; and the stay will go. 
Therefore the application does not require the assistance of a pleader. 
It is also made clear in clause 8 that the Collector is the final judge in this 
connection; there is no· question of appeal; and therefore no pleader 
is required at all. . There is no hardship involved in this case. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Mr. Speaker, Sir, in spite of the 
fact that the Honourable the Minister for Law and Order has explained 
away the difficulties which had been raised by my honourable friends, 
Messrs. . Parulekar and Raut, I feel, I am not convinced of the fact, 
simply because ofthe bare fact that the burden is laid on the .weak 
shoulders of the small holder to prove that he is really a small holder. 
My submission is why it should not be laid on the Collector himself to 
:find that he is a small holder. If a small holder applies for a copy of the 

· Record of Rights to the Talathi, if he is in a village or to the Collector, if 
he is outside, then there are so niany practical difficulties which he has to 
undergo. It is well known that the time taken in 'the ordinary routine 
work of the Revenue Department is really, i£ I may use the word, 
scandalous. This is because of the ignorance of the villagers and the 
peasants. If an ordinary villager applies for a copy of the Record of Rights 
to a Ta1athi, it at least takes a week or more with, if I may mention, 
the little money and influence if he has any, if he is not in the good 
books of the Talathi or Patil. So the difficulty is that the villager will 
not get the copy as easily as the Honourable the Minister or Govern· 
ment would think. On the other hand, it would be very easy for the 
Collector to say that he is a small holder, because all the documents are 
in fact in his office. 

With these words, Sir, I support !he amendment. 

Mr. JAMNADASM. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, the Govermrent 
with a little more indulgence might very well satisfy the objection. 
All that is needed is that the decree-holder himself might prove that 
the man is not a small holder. He has taken the proceedings, he has 
taken the decree, he wants the execution and if this element of proof 
were thrown on him, that the judgment-debtor was not a small holder, 
the whole trouble will end. Between the poor debtor and the judgment
creditor, the latter is ~ore likely to afiord the facilities to get this simple 
proof. If it is such an easy thing, why should not the man who wants 
this land to be sold and the stay not to be given, prove the whole thing 
and what is it that the Government will lose if they impose this little 
additional respoD.Sibility on the judgment-creditor ! There is no other 
point except on whom the burden of proof about the man being a small 
holder or otherwise is going to be imposed and I think, Sir, that the 
Government need not fight the Opposition on such small matters where 
the judgment-creditor does not lose much, the facility given to the 
judgnient-creditor comes to a lot and the Government will escape 
the c~se of being irrespo~ible _by. agreeing to this_ amen,dment. 
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The wholesale slaughter of the amendments on the basis of " lzzat " is 
not necessary. The Bill is not being mutilated by Mr. Parulekar asking 
them to substitute "judgment-creditor " instead of the "judgment~ 
debtor" proving that he is not a small holder. The Record of Rights 
is there. I fail to see this adamant attitude of the Government that 
no commas shall be changed from that Bill, that no '' ifs " and '' buts " 
shall be introduced. They may have the giant's ttrength, but let them 
not use it. 

Sir, I support. 
Rao Saheb B. N. RANE (Ratnagiri North) (Addressed the House in 

Marathi): Sir, the Bill which has been brought-

The Honourable the SPEAKER (In MaratM): Do you want to speak 
on the Bill generally or on this particular clause ¥ 

Rao Saheb B. N. RANE : I want to speak on the clause. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I ain not interested in explaining 
the thing either way. (In Jlarathi) It is said in the third clause that 
if a decree is to be kept in abeyance, the small holder should apply to 
the Collector and then the Collector should stay the proceedings. · 
Mr. Parulekar has given an amendment to omit the words about the 
application to the Collector. He wants that the Collector should do it 
of his own accord. The Honourable Minister has replied that it is not 
possible for the Collector to know whether a particular debtor is a small 
holder. The proceedings have come so far, and, therefore, the honourable 
member cannot speak generally on the Bill except at the time of the 
third reading. 

Rao Saheb B. N. RANE (In Mamthi): Sir, I wish to say a few words 
in order to show how the lands come to be sold in auction. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER (In Mamthi): That is not the subject 
of discussion just now. Even if we were to suppose that what the 
honourable member is going to say is important, it would be out of 
place at this moment and therefore that cannot be permitted. The 
only question now before the House is whether the stay order should 
be passed on the application of the small holder or suo motu. · 

Rao Saheb B. N. RANE: Very well, Sir, in that case I do not wish 
to proceed. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member 
lfr. Parulekar. 

lfr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiti South): lfr. Speaker, Sir; the 
Honourable the Home Minister raised a difficulty in accepting my 
amendment. The difficulty as stated by him was" how is the Collector 
to know whether the debtor is a small holder!, Sir, the Collector 
has got the means at his disposal to satisfy himself whether the debtQr 
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is 3 small holder or not. But, Sir, the Honourable the Home Minister 
seems to be in a mood now to SY.Jllpathise with the difficulties of the 
Collectors. He is, therefore, of the view that the burden of . provinO' 
that the debtor is 3 small holder must be thrown on the debtor. H~ 
said that there was no other way of ascertaining whether a debtor was 
a small holder. Can it not be provided in the Bill that no decree for 
the sale of land will be executed unless the creditor applies to the Col
lector and proves that the debtor is not a small holder! That is possible. 
The burden to show that the debtor is not a small holder can be thrown 
on the creditor, but the Honourable the Home Minister does not approve 
of this course and he wants to throw the burden on the weaker party. 
Therefore, Sir, I press this amendment. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. 1\1. MUNSHI: Sir, it is not a question of 
. appreciating the difficulty ; it is a question of the procedure. The proce

dw:e is this : a suit has been filed ; a summons has already' been served 
upon the small holder ; he has possibly defended the suit ; a decree is 
passed, he knows all about it, he knows that the decree is going to be 
transferred to the Collector. Surely, it is part of the same proceeding for 
him to say'," Here is my record of right and therefore stay the execution." 
It is really a part of the proceedings. It would not cause him the least 
difficulty or cost him the least trouble or expense. 

With regard to the argument of the honourable member Mr. Bhole, 
Government are going to issue instructions that whenever copies of record 
of rights are required for this purpose, they should be given with all 
convenient dispatch. If there is any harassment, Government will 
certainly' look into it. It would be simply impossible to work the Act 
if the burden was thrown either on the moneylender or on the Collector. 
How can a judgment-creditor know that the person to whom he has 
advanced Rs. 100 or Rs. 200 has 15, 18 or 20 acres of land 1 Is he to go 
to all districts and trace the lands of the judgment-debtor 1 It is the 
small holder who gets the benefit of this Act ; the land he owns is within 
his knowledge and it would be very easy for him to prove it. How is 
the Collector to do it 1 ·Is the Collector to get the record in respect of 
every one 1 Suppose a small holder has come to a certain arrangement 
with his own creditor and does not want to have the decree stayed but 
wants to pay' four annas in the rupee and get rid of it, why should the 
decree be stay'ed ! Should not the initiative remain with the small holder 
who wants to get benefit of this legislation ! For various reasons he 
may not want the benefit of this Act. Why should he not be permitted 
to do it ! Therefore, to leave the initiative in this matter is the most 
equitable arrangement under the circu~stances. Government, S~, is 
not adamant ; it is as soft and as docile as my honourable friend 
Mr •. Jamnadas would like it to be if he knows how to evoke mildness in 
the rroper spirit. 
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~1r. JAMNADAS MEHTA: This is the mildness! 

Amendment, that" in clause 3 (1) omit the words' on the application 
of the small holder and ' ", put. 

The House divided: Ayes, 17; Noes, 72. 

/Jitnsion No. ll. 

Ayes. 

BHATA.NKAR, Mr. R. G. 
Baot&, Mr. R. R. 
CHITBB, Mr. A. V. 
• l.\DHAV, Mr. D. G. 
.JHABVALA, Mr. S. R. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 
KARANDIKA.R, Mr. S. L. 
KRBDOIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
)bNDLIK, Mr. R.N. 

MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS ~I. 
PARULEKAR; Mr. S. V .. 
Pu:Anu:m, Mr. G. K. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W . 
RoaAM, Mr. P. J. • 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
V ARALE, Mr. B. H. 

' WAoK, Mr. P. W. 

Tellers f04' the Ayes: Mr. P. J. R.nHAM and Mr. K. S. SAVA.NT. 

Noes. 

ANTROLlKAR, Dr. K. B. 
ARADR¥11, Mr. D. T. 
BaARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
CHAWDHARl, Mr. D. N. 
CaAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABHI, Mr. FuLSINRJI B. 
DANDBKAR, Mr. V. V. 
D&s.u, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R, 
l>:msu, Mr. ltANDHIR P. 
DBSHMUI.H, .M~. ANNAPUlUiA GOPAL 
D&sRPANuB, Mr. G. H. · 
DoDMltTI, Mr. A. D. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
nau, Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, thl' HoMurablc Dr. M. D. D. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
Gun:m, Mr. B. M. 
HAWKERI, Mr. N. }', 
• J.t.DHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAX.ATY, Mr. P. C. 
.Josm, Mr. JrNABH.U P. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
KANUGA, MN. \'LJAYAGAUB.I BALVANTB.U 
KnAVAult, Mr. R. K. 
KA11t1UDBI, Mr. S. S. 
KuHA.LB, Mr. B. S. 
KESHWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KBitB, tlu.• Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KanrJJ, Mr. BHAWANJl A. 
L.a.u.., Mr. BaooiLAL D. 
LA.TTRI, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
~IAOANUL NAOINDAS, Mr. 
MASTER, Mr. NAOINDAS T. 
M.&Hr.t., Mr. H. P. 
MoB..U!BHAI K.&SASJI, Mr. 
MrKADAK, Mr. W. S. 
Mt"'!!'SHI, tht' Honourahlc Mr. K. M. 

MuNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
N.uK, Mr. V. N. · 
NALAv.A.nl, Mr. G. R. 
NEsvr, Mr. T. R. 
NrMANBE, Mr. P. A. 
NtTRIB, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PA'tASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBllAl J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAt B. 
PAT:t!:L, Mr. MANOESH B. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLA.NOOUDA S. 
PurL, Mr. LAX'MA.N G. 
PAm, the Honourable Mr. L. l\1, 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
P.a.Tn., Mrs. NAGAIII1\U 
PATIL, Mr. S. K . 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAJMA.L LAlrnrcHAND, Mr. 
RANB, Rao Saheb B. N. · 
SAXLATVALA., Mr. S. D .. 
SATRE, Mr. S. H. 
SHJNDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alios BABASABEB 

JAGDEOBA.O . 
SRIJU.LJtAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHBIJU!n.', Mr. L. 111. 
SuoANDm, Mr. M. S. 
T ALJU..B., Mr. K. R. 
THAXOR, Mr. B. P. 
TuusB, Mrs. LA.DUB.u 0ANESR 
TULPULB, Mr. H. V. 
VAGBELA, MI. B. (T, 
VIN<'HOORKAR, &rdar N. G. 
W ADBI.AR, Mr. R. B. 
W ANDRBKAR, Mr. D. N. 

1'tlkr• ft11' IM :Sou: Mr, B.i.JUBIU.l J, PA'l'-" and Mr. lL P. M&H,:.a.. 
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Mr. S. H. JII.ABVALA (Railway]nions): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I beg to 
12:-30 p.m. move : 

"In clause 3, sub-clause (1), line 10, delete the words beginning from • and on 1 

ending with' Collector's'." · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. H. JII.ABV ALA : In moving this amendment, I desire to offer 
a few observations. The agrarian problem is an immense one. If one 
realises the vastness of the problem, one will find that it is very difficult 
of solution; no one can surely realise the fact of its immensity ; Govern
ment have undertaken to bring in a generous piece of legislation in the 
direction of solving the problem of the economic condition of the small 
holder. Our question is whether that approach has been right or not. 
Here, while trying to understand the expression ''small holder," we are 
not to forget one fact that the fragmentation of holdings has been going 
on in such a way that even small holders who were once possessing 5 or 6 
acres are now possessing 3 or 4 acres. Whether it is uneconomic holding 
oreconomicholdingisnot the question now. Certainly, I am one of those 
who are opposed to small holdings. I want collectivisation and sociali
sation of agriculture. It has got to be once brought forward in the right 
spirit of absolute necessity. Therefore, I desire that the expression 
''decree-holder" etc. should be omitted up to the word ''Collector". As 
the small holdings he has got have been becoming smaller and smaller, he 
is not in a position to eam as much as to enable him to keep body and soul 
·together from the yield of his holdingf.l. In addition, i£ he is asked to 
deposit one year's interest, it will be very hard on him. Government have 
admitted that they are giving relief by this Bill to the small holder; 
but I am surprised that still they hav~iven a large amount of protection 
to the decree-holder. Therefore, I suggest that this provision to d<'posit 
interest should be deleted and that Government should, in this way, give 
positive proof oftheir assertion that they are going to bring in a very 
generous scheme for the relief of agricultural indebtedness. What is the 
condition of the agriculturist here today 1 He is holding two or three 
acres, barely sufficient for his maintenance. To add to his misery to 
ask him to deposit interest will be a great burden on him. This is 
certainly undesirable and uncalled for at this stage. Therefore, I request 
the Government to accept this amendment. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (In Marathi): On a point ~f information. Am 
I right in saying that my amendment No. 20 is in substance the same 
as the one moved just now by the honourable member ?!Ir. Jhabvala 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: .Amendments Nos. 19 and 20 are 
the same as No. 17. The fate of this will decide the fate of the other 
two. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, I rise to support the amendment 
of my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. This Bill is, as it is stated in 
the Statement of Objects and Reasons, to free the agricultural classes 
from their debts. If, Sir, in this Bill ther want-
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am afraid it is too wide 
a statement. The object of the Bill is, as stated, to give temporary relief 
with the further object to do something more-

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : I was going to say the same thing. 
The Honourable Mr. K. I\1. MUNSHI : The honourable member 

did not say that. . 
Mr. R. R. BHOLE : The Bill is trying to give relief for a year and 

during that time they will prepare an exhaustive scheme for therelief 
of agricultural indebtedness. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That too is not correct. The 
object of the present Bill is to maintain status quo,. till that legislation 
comes in. That is the object. ' 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: It is something more. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : To maintain status quo is the 

substantial object of this Hill. All these interim provisions are 
incidental. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: If this Bill provides, as you say, for the interim 
period to maintain the status quo my direct question to Government 
is why they should not provide for this interest also .. I really cannot 
understand why they should not 'relieve the agriculturists from this 
one year's interest at all. If there is any particular cogent reason, 
we might, perhaps, be able to understand it. Looking from every 
point of view and from all aspects, we really are at a loss to know 
why this indebted class should pay the interest for one year as it is pro· 
vided in this relief Bill. I am sure the Congress party will agree with 
me when I say that the present agricultural classes are heavily indebted. 
It has been investigated by various people, by various authorities and 
has been admitted that the agricultural classes are indebted beyond 
what they could bear. I would not give figures because "the House 
is in a mood to hurry up the whol~ legislation. But, Sir, I would like 
to say that the present sowkars from whom the agriculturists borrow 
money charge very heavy interest. I would not discriminate between. 
a real sowkar and a widow or an old lady who might try to maintain. 
herself by money-lending. I understand this little clause of the pay .. 
ment of interest for a year is meant for that old lady; but may I bring 
to the Government's notice that the number of such old ladies would 
be 1 per ceut. or even less ! So, we should exclude those old ladies from 
our purview and save the other starving peasants. Sir, the sowkars 
usually charge beyond 12 per cent. interest. In almost every case the 
heavy interest which they charge to the poor agriculturist is more than. 
12 per cent. There are certain practices which are in vogue here in 
our Province. One is called sawai by which these sowkars charge 25 per 
rent., and the other is railed didi by which they charge 50 per cent. 
Sir, it would not be out of place if I mentioned a system which is prevalent 
in West Khandesh. That is the " Talap" system. By this system 
a person has to pay a rate of interest which will work out to 300 to 400 
per cent. In addition, the produce which is generally given to the 
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sowkar after the harvest is thrice or four times the quantity which he 
would ordinarily get for his loan. This is the state of affairs of the 
present peasant. I will read for the information of the House what the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture~has to say regarding the povertv 
of the present agriculturist. . "· 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: On a point of order, Sir. We are dealina 
with interest given in a decree and in a decree never more than 6 pe~ 
cent. interest is allowed. There is no question of excessive interest 
here. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: That is right. Thank you. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : Even 6 per cent. they cannot pay. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : There is no question of more 
. than 6 per cent. interest. 

An Hono~able MEMBER : They are unable to pay anything. 

Mr. R. R. ·BHOLE: Sir, they are unable to pay even less than 6 per 
cent. interest. This is what the Royal Commission says: 

" ;For generations he has been accustomed to a ceaseless struggle to extort 
a bare livelihood from ·an insufficient holding, and has been subject to disaster 
from drought, flood or epidemic. Cames which he seldom understands and cannot 
inB.uence have endowed him with credit which he did not formerly possess, and he has 
found it difficult to resist the temptation to relieve present necessities by mortgaging 
his future inc.Qlll-e and even his capital. 

"There are other factors. Amongit the comparatively poor, where the habit of saving 
is not strong, the longer the interval between the successive receipts of the return for 
labour, the more difficult it becomes to a.void borrow;ng. If wages were paid monthly 
instead of weekly, only a very small proportion of the working classes in the world 
could exist without credit; but the cultivatl)r has to wait for half a year before he 
receives the return of his labour, and in far too large an area, where there is only 
one crop a. year, the interval between successive receipts may be full twelve months." 

In another place it says: 

"To a. very great extent, the cultivator in India labours not for profit nor for a net 
return, but for subsistence. The crowding of the people on the land, the lack of alter
na.tive means of securing a. living, the difficulty of finding any avenue of escape and the 
ea.rly age at which a. man is burdened with dep~ndent~, combine to force the 
cultivator to grow food wherever he oan and on whatever terms he can." 

This is the state o£ affairs of our present agriculturist. This is the picture 
o£ our agriculturist that is depicted here. The Congress Government 
knows perfectly well the poverty o£ the peasant. Sir, the peasants 
a.re really unable to pay a. single pie. They have no huts to live in and 
they are often required to sleep under trees for want of shelter. This 
is the economic state o£ our agriculturists ; I really cannot understand 
why the Government should at a.Il insist upon the peasant to pay the 
interest which may be less than 12 or 6 per cent. This would be like 
a.sking for a. pound of flesh. With thesj) words, I support the 
amendment, 
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Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addres~ed the House in Marathi): 
Sir, this amendment is very important. Now, we are in the mouth of 
F1:1bruary-I do not know what the practice in Gujarat is-and the small 
holders in Maharashtra, for whose benefit the Bill is introduced, will not 
be able to pay anything before November or December. Generally, 
in November or December they take out the crop and pay off their out· 
star~dings. After that they are more or less without any money; 
they have no money even to pay the interest. The decrees that are 
ready will be executed unless they pay the interest, which they have not 
got and for this money for interest also they will have to go to money
lenders and borrow some money. Therefore, I support the amendment, 
and hope that the House .will accept it. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. The amend
ment is ver.y important. If the amendment is thrown ou~ the very 
object of the Bill will be defeated. You have stated that the object of the 
Bill is to maintain the status quo, and.it is also admitted that our peasants 
are not able to pay interest. I£ the peasant i15 not able to pay interest
·when he has not got a single pie to pay it-then his land will be sold. It 
does not mean that it is to maintain the status quo, that the Bill aims at. 
If you compel him to pay the interest, he has no other way but to go to 
another money-lender, and what a money. lender is has been described by 
the Honourable the Home Minister when he moved his Bill on money
lenders. If the object of the Bill is to give temporary relief, suppose 
a peasant is not able to pay interest £or the year, is he to be deprived of 
a small holding ? Do you want to compel him to pay interest at any 
rate ? This is a very important amendment, and I request Government, 
if they really want to. give relief to the small holders, to accept this 
amm~dment. With these words, I support the amendment. 

j)ir. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Mr. Speaker, Govern
ment have stated that the object o£ this Bill is to protect the debtors who 
are small holders. But, Sir, I find that in drafting this Bill more 
scrupulous care has been devoted to protect the interests of the creditors 
than to protect the interests o£ the debtors. In support o£ this conten
tion, I will only present what Government have provided £or in this Bill. 
Before the debtor can have any relief, he must pay the amount of interest 
for the year if it is due. Sir, I assume that Government are aware that 
most o£ the money-lenders who carry on their business in the villages and 
in the mofussil areas are intent more on getting the interest than the loan. 
Sir, that is the conclusion at which the Deccan Riots Commission 
arrived. That is also the conclusion o£ Reports o£ the Famine Commis
sions of 1901 and 1910. Sir, the Honourable the Home Minister wanted 
to say that more than 6 per cent. interest is not allowed by the civil 
courts. But it is so only in the section of the Act. When bonds are 
passed for an amount which is double o£ what is actually paid to the 
debtor, the Home Minister will realise that the creditor realises more than 
6 per cent. interest on the loan. Sir, the money-lenders are anxious to 
see that the capital is not returned. They are satisfied i£ interest is paid 
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regularly. They do not like to take possession of the land, because they 
are not themselves cultivators and they are afraid that when they are in 
possession of the land the amount JY.}llch they may be able to secure as 
rent may be less than the interest they would get on the loan. It will, 
therefore, be clear that the purpose of most of the money-lenders in the 
mofussil area in carrying on the money-lending business is to get only the 
interest. And this Bill guarantees to them the interest that they want. 
Now, I will ask whether this is not a Bill in the interest of the money
lender! The whole object of the money-lending business is to collect 
interest, and that interest is guaranteed by this Bill. 

Sir, the Bill goes further. It saves the money-lender o£ the worry £or 
collecting interest which he would otherwise have to su:ffur. In normal 
circumstances he would be required to go to the Court to collect the 
interest. This Bill collects the interest for the creditor without involving 
him in any expenditure. That being so, I ask, whose interests does this 
Bill protect-the interests of money-lenders or the interests of debtors ¥ 
Sir, only in appearance this Bill protects the debtors; in reality it has 
taken good care to see that the money-lender does not suff~r any loss. 

Sir, if the amendment is not accepted, we will be landed in a very 
ludicrous position. Suppose there is a small holder who is not able to 
pay interest. Do Government maintain that the land of a man who is 
unable even to pay interest ought to be sold 1 Do they maintain that he 
.deserves to lose the land which is the only source of maintenance to him! 
Between the man "ho is likely to lose his land which is his only source 
of maintenance, and the money-lender who can afford to lose interest for 
a year, whom do Government prefer to help! Government have chosen 
the money-lender. Therefore, I ask whether this Bill is not in the interest 
of the money-lender. If my amendment is not accepted, it will be 
clear that Government are taking more scrupulous care to safeguard the 
interests of the money-lenders, whom they represent, than to safeguard 
the interests of the debtors. Sir, the-Home Minister wants to tell us that 
he knows everything. That has been the one thing that he has been 
repeating since the Poona session. I hope he has realised by this 
time that he has yet to learn many things. If he is going to guarantee 
the interest to the money-lender, the debtor who is not in a position to· 
pay back the interest is sure to lose his only means of maintenance which 
he has with him. If he has really the interests of the debtor at heart,. 
he ought to accept this amendment. Otherwise, the implications are 
clear ,and clear as daylight. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, th's Government iJ very 
humble. It wants to learn, like goJ .OJ.ttatre)'ll., from ever· ·oodj' wno 
wants to impart 1.-nowledge,-from the bee, the ant, from any 
conceivable person or thing that can impart knowlEdze. But even 
god Da.ttatreya had to draw a line : he would not learn from a scorpion 
or & clod of earth. It may become impo)!o:-ible for Government to I• arn 
from speeches which remind me of the story of the Brahmin and the 
three thieves. Sir, a Brahmin was carrying a sheep for sacrifice ~ . ' 
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and three thieves wanted to take it for themselves. So, when he was 
on his war, one of them came and said: "Where are you carrying this 
.log?" The second thief came along and said: ''Sir, it is a dog that 
yo11 are carrying." The third thief c£.me and said the same. And 
the Brahmin now fully convinced that it was a dog dropped the sheep, 
and the thieves took it away with th€m. I have been hearing for the 
last two days that every little clause, if retained, would frustrate the 
·object of the Bill; that every little clause is intended to benefit the 
monev-lender. These words, like the words of the thieves in the tale, 
are oDly intended to mislead the poor, ignorant, illiterate peasant, so 
that he might drop the Bill and the esteem and respect in which he 
holds th~ present Government. But, Sir, the small holder, illiterate 
though he is, knows this Bill, and unlike the Brahmin of the tale, is not 
going either to drop the Bill or give up the esteem and respect in which 
he holds the present Government. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLAVI: You are not dropping the 
.sheep. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Neither the sheep nor the 
-dog will be dropped so far as this Government is concerned. 

Sir, so far as the Bill is concerned, if m3mbers will look at the different 
-tlauses relating to payment of interest, the position will become clear 
to them. Under clause 3, interest will be paid as specified in sub
clause (2). Under sub-clause (2) of clause 3, the interest payable will 
be worked out in this way. In many cases decrees are now before the· 
Collector; they run into several thour.,ands, probably about 21,000. 
In most of these cases, interest is due not for one year, but for three or 
four years, because at the instance of the agriculturists, Collectors have 
been giving them time and not bringing their properties into sale. 
Therefore, it is not true to say that all interest is to be paid under this 
Bill. All that is expected to be paid is one year's interest, although 
interest may be in arrears for three or four years. If a decree is passed 
after the passing of the Bill and an application is made immediately,· 
no interest will be required to be paid, because the interest to· be. 
paid is for one year or for a lesser period which may elapse between 
the date of the passing of the decree and the date of the application. 

Really speaking, it is not correct to say that in all 
1 

p.m. cases interest for one year would be required to. 
be paid. In case of decrees under which interest has been running for 
some years the judgment-creditor will get the· benefit of one year's 
interest; and that also, as I pointed out, provided the condition of 
the crop in the district is such as would entitle Government to recover 
16 annas in the rupee of the revenue. If the crop has failed either wholly 
or partially, the revenue will be suspended wholly or partially, and 
the interest also will be reduced either wholly or partially. The interest 
is to be recovered in proportion to the position of the agriculturist . 
.As I pointed out before, under this Bill and under the notification whic~ 
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Government propose to issue, the agricultural produce for the whole
year is not going to be attachable at all; with the result that all that 
is required is that if the interest for the decree has been outstanding 
for more than a year, interest for one year will have to be paid if the 
crop has not failed during the year. If the crop has not failed, and if 
the agricultural produce is going to be retained by the agriculturist
which ordinarily would have been attached and sold in execution of 
the decree-why should the agriculturist not pay interest for one year
not interest accruing after the Bill comes into force, but towards old 
arrears of interest ~ 

It is not correct to argue that the moneys which ar~ advanced to
th~ agriculturist and in respect of which decrees have been taken are 
advanced by prosperous money-lenders who have got large capital at 
their disposal. In the case of small holders, those who lend money are 
also very small lenders. Very often, not necessarily an old woman but 
.an old man advances money; a retired village officer or an inferior· 
village servant also advances a hundred or two hundred rupees-perhaps 
the saving of his life-and lives partly on the income of that investment. 
All these will be subjected to great hardship if during the stay period 
they do not get even the interest for one year, when there is a good. 
crop in the district and when the debtor is retaining the whole of the 
agricultural produce for himself. The object of this provision is to 
make it equitable for hard cases on both sides. Otherwise, what will 
happen is that poor persons who have invested money, not as a matter 
of business, but for investment, will suffer. It is when there is failure to 
pay interest or when the claim is denied or payment deferred for a long 
time that such men go to a court of law. People do not go to a court 
of law the day the money becomes due. If after numerous demands 
the interest still remains in arrears, the creditor will seek a decree. He 
has to sp~nd money for taking out! decree. If the decree is to be 
stayed, why should he not receive one year's interest out of the agri
cultural produce which the debtor is entitled to keep for himself 1 It is 
just and equitable that the man who is going to gat the benefit of the 
stay should pay to the person who holds the decree, if he is able to do so 
but not otherwise, one year's interest towards arrears of interest for one 
year and above. 

Therefore, Sir, this is a perfectly equitable clause. It does not 
frustrate the object of the Bill. Nor is it beneficial to the money-lenders 
as against the debtors. It keeps the equitable position intact between 
the small investor and the agriculturist who gets all the benefits under 
this Bill. I therefore oppose the amendment. 

· Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: He gets starvation! 

· Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, the whole Bill is a marvellous masterpiece· 
of agrarian jugglery and the present clause which I have tried to amend 
is a part of that agrarian jugglery devised by Govemment. The H?nou:· 
able Minister, like the proverbial Bania,· sits with a balance m hu~ 
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[Mr. S. H. Jhabvala] 
hand. In one pan he puts the small holder, and in th.e other he puts the 
creditor decree-holder. One has to judge between the two. According 
to this scheme, the pan in which the small holder sits goes up and that 
which contains the decree-holder comes down in the estimation of the 
Minister. Is this situation acceptable to the Minister in charge 1 [An. 
Honourable Member: No]. If that is not so, then why does he not 
accept this amendment 1 Why does he defend the money-lender 
and the decree-holder to such an extent of partisan favouritism 1 

It is stated that he has to pay not more than 6 per cent. interest. The 
question of questions is this,-and this has been laid down even in the 
election manifesto,-that the peasant is unable to stand any more 
onslaught of indebtednes's in any shape any longer. But here is a provi~ 
sion for fleecing the pocket of the poor small holder in the name of this 
Bill, and this clause is a clear proof of the inadequacy of application for 
benefit. I may remind the Congress Government of one particular event. 
that happened in Russia. In Russia, when the agrarian problem was 
being solved, a class of people called the Social Solidarians had arisen 
in the post-revol]ltion days and, after a time, those Social Solidarians had 
colla.Psed. The same thing is going to happen to the Congress Govern
ment. They are just in the same stage as the Social Solidarians were 
before ttey collapsed totally in their agrarian policy. I would request 
them kindly to modulate their principles on correct lines so as to avoid 
the threatening contingency of a fall, and to accept a modest amendment 
of this character. 

At the time when we were discussing the deletion of the words " on 
the application of the small holder ", the principal point I attacked was 
the one about the ignorance of the holder. But here the principal point 
that is being attacked is his own personal economic condition, which is 
nothing but verging on absolute starvation. That is one of the reasons 
why there has been ccmsistent fragmentation. If the Congress Govern
ment are not prepared to open their eyes to what .has happened, I do not 
know how they can ever realise the actual situation in the villages and 
how by a Bill like this they will ever be able to give the complete 
protection that is contemplated within one year. 

With these words, I submit that this amendment should be accepted 
by the House, or else, as usual, we shall go to a division. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I have nothing to add to what 
I have stated. I oppose the amendment . 
. Question put. The House divided. Ayes, 14; Noes, 70. 
Division No.12. 

Ayes. 
BHATANK.A.R, Mr. R. G. ' KHEDGWB, Mr. R. A. 
BHOLE, Mr. R. R. MEHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
CHITBE, Mr. A. V. PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. RoruM, Mr. P. J, 
JJIA.BVALA, Mr. S. H. SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. V ARALE, Mr. B. H. 

Tellers for the Ayes: Messrs. P, J. RoHAl!: and K. S, &VA:NT, 
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Noes. 

AtU!ROLJXAR, Dr. K. B. :...., MuNSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. M • 
.A:BA.DHYB, Mr. D. T. MuNSHI, Mrs, LILAVATI K. 
BHARTIYA. Mr. S. R. NAIX, Mr. V. N. 
CHAWDHARI,Mr. D. N, NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. 1. NU1UE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y, 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. P ATASKA.R, Mr. H. V, 
DAND.KA.R, Mr. v. v. PATEL, Mr. BABUBIW J. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoB.ARJI R. PATEL, Mr. Bs:AILA.LBHAI B • 
. DBsA.I, Mr. RANDn:m P. PATEL, Mr. MANoBss: B. 
DBSHMUXH, Mr. K. B. PAm., Mr. AT:w..rw.t: N. 
DBSHMUKH, Mrs. A.NNAI'URNA GOPAL PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIB.RAO A. 
DEsHPANDB, Mr. G. H. PATIL, Mr. K..u.LA.NoouDA S. 
DoDDTI, Mr. A. D. PATIL, Mr. LuMAN G. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. PAm, the Honourable Mr. 1. M. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
GHIA. Mr. M. C. PATIL, Mr. S. K. 
·GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. PU'B.ANI, Mr. C. B. 
GoK.llALB, Mr. K. G. RAJ:M.AL LAXHICHAND, Mr. 
-GOPI, Mr. M.G. · RussELL, Mr. W. W. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. SA'KLATV ALA, Mr. s. D. 
HALLIXERI, Mr. N. F. SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
HIP..AY, Mr. B. S. SHINDE, Mr. BAJIRAO alias BABASAHBB 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. JAGDBORAO 
JAXATY,Mr.P.C. SHIB.ALKAR,M~P.K. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. SHRIKANT, Mr. 1. M. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. SuGANDm, Mr. M. S. 
IwuoA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI TALKA.R, Mr. K. R. 
KARAVADB, Mr. R. K. THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
lU.RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. Ts:usE, Mrs. LAX.MIBAI GANESH 

· KBSHWAIN, Mr. S. N. TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
Ks::mn, Mr. BHAWANJIA. VAGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
LAtA, Mr. BKOGILAL D. VINCROORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
MAOANLAL NAOINDAs .. Mr. I' W ADEKA.R, Mr. R. B. 
MIHTA, Mr. H. P. . W ALVBKAR, Mr. B. B. 
MoRA:BBHAI KASANJI, Mr. W ANDREKA.R, Mr. D. N. 
MuKADAM, Mr. W. S. 

TeUeraf()'f Ike Noes: Messrs. H. V. PATASKAB and V. N. Joo, 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : This means that amendments 
Nos. 14, 15 and 16 fall through and amendments Nos. 19 and 20 also 
fall through. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (In Maratki): Sir, as regards 19 
and 20, we say that the words about the application only should 
remain. 

· The Hon~urable the SPEAKER : Therefore, I took the two sets of 
amendments independently. No. 17 deals with the question of deletion 
of all words except the words ''on the application of" and No. 18 deals 
with all the other words. The two having been put to the House separa
tely and both these sets having been rejected, there is no scope for the 
other amendments coming up. Does the honourable member wish to say 
anything! · · 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: No, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: ~endment _No. 21. 
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Mr. G. K. PRADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 3 (1) after the word" amount" in line 11, add the following wcrds: 

"'Interest' if it baa been given in an instalment decree, as specified under IIUb

tleCtion (2) otlwrwi88 at le.ast one instalment being paid to the decree-holder or deposited 
with the Collector be stayed." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Before I put it to the House, 
I should like to say that the me~ning of the amendment is not quib) 
dear. I cannot follow as to how the words proposed to be added fit in 
in the clause. The honourable member will see that he proposes to 
delete the words-

Mr. G. K. PRADAKE: After the word' amount', add the following 
words. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: That is exactly my difficulty. U 
we add these words, let us see how the clause reads : 

"and on the amount • Interet!t ' if it bas been given in an instalment decree, as 
specified under sub-section (2) otherwise at least one instalment being paid to the 
ck>cree-hold~ or deposited with the Collector be stayed of the interest, as specified under 
sub-section (2), subject to the provisions of section 10, being paid to the decree-holder 01 
dt.·posited with the Collector, be stayed:" 

That is how it reads. I believe there is some mistake and I want to have 
a clear idea of the intention of the mover. Does he wish to delete the 
latter provision ! Is that the ide~ ! 

Mr. G. K. PRADAKE : It is only that 'amount of interest' should 
be added after 'amount' .. 'On the amount of interest, if any, if it 
is given in an inst~lment decree, subject to the provisions of sub
section (2) otherwise at least one instalment is conceded'. That is my 
.amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Sub-section 2 does not refer to any 
instalment decree: 

"The interest under sub-section (1) shall be the amount of inreret;t, if any, due 
under the decree on the sum etc." · 

So I have not been able to clearly follow what the idea is. 

lli. G. K. PHADA.KE: The sub-section refers to intere~t ·also. 
lntere: t has been qualified by the special provision of section 10, interest 
.as specified under sub-section (2), that sub-section is subject to the 
provision of section 10. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: My point was, it does not refer 
to any instalment decree, while the wording of the amendment 
seems to be: 
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Mr. G. K: PHADAKE: That is not the amendment. My point is. 
that either interest or instalment should be given. If you allow nie,. 
I shall add: 

"The amount of interest, a.s specified under sub-section (2) being paid to the 
decree-holder or deposited with the Collector be stayed and at lea.st one insta.lment being· 
paid to the decree-holder or deposited with the Collector, be stayed." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am afraid it will require some 
alteration, otherwise this becomes unintelligible as it stands. 

:Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, I will take some time. 

The Honourable :Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, the intention appears to
be this, if I have correctly followed it. Where interest is not awarded by 
the decree, then one instalment should be paid as a condition precedent 
to the stay. To make it clear this should be the position : 

"on the amount of interest as specified in sub-section (2), subject to the provisions 
of section 10 or where no such interest has been awarded by the decree, one instalment, 
if under the decree the decretal amount is payable by instalments." 

That would be the correct way. It cannot be just a£ter section 10. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: [Inaudible.] [Interruption.] 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Will it be something like 
1-30 p.m. this ~ 

After the words 'section 10 ' occurring in line 12 add the following :-
"or where no interest is awarded by the decree, one instalment in the case of an. 

instalment decree."· 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, the intention o£ the honour
able member appears to be that where the decree does not award interest 
and awards instalments, one instalment should be paid. That is how 
I understand it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :-1 believe it may be in some such. 
form again: 

After the words 'section 10 ', add '' or where no interest is awarded and the decree is. 
an iwta.lment decree, one instalment". 

That would serve the purpose of the honourable member. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE rose. 

' Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI : The best suggestion I can. 
make is not to move the amendment at all. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, I move my amendment as suggested br 
you. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The amendment is :-

After the words 'section 10' occurring in line 12, clause 3, add the following :-
•• or where ao interest is awarded and thB deeM is an instalment decree, on& 

instalment". · 
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Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I am very t~ankful to you for the help 
you have given me in moving this amendment. 

Sir, there a.re two kinds of decrees. In some decrees interest is a1lowed. 
on the decretal amount while there are others in which only the instal
ments are given and no interest is allowed. By this section a discrimi
nation is made between the two decree-holders and one will get interest 
and the other one will not get any interest, and since it has been accepted 
by the Government that something should be paid to the decree-holder,. 
it is just and equitable· that the other man should also get something. 
Otherwise, he will get nothing. Interest is allowed in a decree when 
generally the amount of a decree is not small, say where it is more than 
200 or 300 rupees, while instalments only are allowed and no interest 
j, allowed on a decree when the amount is small. So, in order that 
the other decree-holder may have something to live on, he must have 
at least one instalment. That is my amendment and I think much. 
of my task has been made simpler on account of the Honourable 
Minister's defence for giving interest to the decree~holder. He has 
given reasons to the House why interest· should be paid to a decree
holder. I only add that he should make no discrimination between 
the decree-holders. If he is going to· allow interest to one decree· 
holder, he should allow one instalment to another decree-holder. 
The instalment may be small. 'In some cases, it would not amount to. 
even the interest allowed in other decrees. So, I think my amendment. 
should be accepted. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, as the honourable member 
has stated, there are two classes of decrees, one for principal amount 
or a part thereof and the other for the principal plus interest after the 
date of the decree. What is intended is that the interest on the decree· 
should be paid, but the principal amount of the decree should not be- . 
paid till the next year. If an instalment is paid, it would really mean 
paying a part of the principal amount to the creditor and therefore· 
it is not possible for me to accept this amendment though he very 
temptingly told me that he was following up my own suggestion, which 
he did not. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, in view of the explanation given, I beg
leave t.o withdraw my amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendment No. 20 falls through 
ill view of the decision on No. 18. I refer to the honourable member
Mr. Parulekar. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Yes, Sir. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendment No. 22 also falls: 
through. 

Now, I wi:sh to state to the House the hours of recess as I propose
for today. I propose that we should retire for hall an hour every 
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[The Speaker] 
'2! hours of our sitting. So, the first time for retirement will be 2 p.m . 
.and we re-assemble at 2-30. Then we retire again at 5 and re-assemble 
.at 5-30 and so on till we finish. :._. · 

Amendment No. 23, the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. 
Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, my amendment is 

.a small one, nameiy :-

"Delete the proviso to clause 3." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: What about amendment No. 25 ~ 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : Amendments Nos. 23, 24, 25 and 26 

.are practically the same. Honourable members wishing to speak in 
respect of their amendments Nos. 24, 25 and 26 may do so on this 
amendment now. 

· Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : Sir, the proviso states that such proceedings 
cannot be stayed if in the opinion of the Collector the interests of the 
-decree-holder are damaged. This is the proviso and my amendment 
requires the House to delete that proviso totally. This is to give 
.a finishing touch to the amount of protection that has so far been given 
to the decree-holder by this beneficent Government. In the first placE' 
the decree-holder has been fully provided with powers to hold the debtor 
within his clutches and that has been done in the clause in the lines 
that are at the end over which we had a discussion· just now. But 
here they go one step further, and the Collector is further given a power 
by which the decree-holder could get further relief. The intention 
underlying the Bill being to give relief in the matter of indebtedness 
to the small holder, one is at a loss to understand why such protective 
provisions for the decree-holder should be incorporated one after the 
-other.· Therefore, my point is 4JJ.at at least in this connection 
Government will be sufficiently generous to the interests of the small 
holder which it says it is so generously and charitably going to protect. 
If the decree-holder is found to be suffering substantial loss, even there 
the Collector intervenes. Now it should be rememberf.d that it is the · 
·duty of the decree-holder to make a particular submission, and whenever 
.a submission is made for the consideration of the Collector, naturally 
he will always say that his loss is substantial. At the time when two 
parties contest before the Collector, it will be to the interest of either 
party to say that his interests suffer. If the Collector watches the 
interests of the agriculturist, well, it is something to his advantage. 
But here the proviso expressly lays down that the interests of the decree· 
holder are to be watched. That means that every time a Collector has 
.a case of this kind before him, he will always see to it that the decree· 
holder's interests are not vitiated.. Under such circumstances, I do not 
think that .this is a proviso that ·gives some kind of protection, even uf 
a very distant and shadowy character to the debtor, and for that reason 
it should be deleted. 
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Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana. North) (Addressed the House in J!arathi): 
Sir, under clause 3 (1) if the small holder against whom there is a decree 
applies to the Collector after paying interest, then the execution of 
the decree is stayed. That being the case, I do not understand why 
there should be a further proviso that if the creditor says that he suffers 
substantial loss, the Collector should not give protection to the small 
holder. Sir, in the course of the first reading of the Bill it was stated 
that the Bill is intended for the protection of the poor holders, to see 
that they do not suffer loss. Why have not Government provided 
that if there is no purchaser for the land in the village, then Governmen~ 
should pay for it and assist the decree holder~ If there is no purchaser 
for the land, then substantial loss is suffered by the creditor. It is 
possible that some substantial loss might be suffered in a small number 
of cases. But why should the majority suffer on that account¥ It 
may be taken for granted that whenever an agriculturist applies to 
the Collector, the creditor will also apply to him saying that substantial 
loss is caused to him. Then the small holder will have to engage the 
services of a pleader in order to prove that that will not be the case. 
with the result that he will be put to more expense. This will happen 
in a large number of cases. Of course, it will depend on the decision 
of the Collector. I therefore think that the proviso should be deletedt 
and I support the amendment. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR (Sholapur City): Sir, I rise to support the 
amendment. From the proviso it appears that Gov~rnment want to 
give relief with one hand and take it away with the other. Sir, from this 
proviso it seems to me as if the Bill is meant to give relief to the decree 
holder and not to the small holder. Where is the necessity of having 
this proviso for the benefit of the decree-holder ! In every case the decree 
holder will claim that he is suff-lring substantial loss. Why should he 
say that he is not suff~ring any substantial loss t The sooner he says 
that he suffilrs a substantial loss the earlier the object of the Bill will be 
negatived ; the decree holder will get the interest and the decree will 
stand good. It is stated by my honourable friend Comrade Parulekar 
that the Bill in fact is meant to give relief to the decree holder rather 
than to the small holder. If the proviso remains, the Act will really give 
relief to the decree holder rather than to the small holder. Sir, by the 
removal of this proviso we will be subject to the displeasure o£ the decree 
holder, but if the intention is really to give some temporary relief to the 
small holder, I request the House to accept this amendment and thus 
give the real relief that is needed by the small holder. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, in clause 3 there 
are three safeguards for the protection of the interests of the money
lenders. The first safeguard is that instead of compelling the creditor 
to apply to the Collector, the debtor has been made to apply to 
the Collector. The second safeguard is that the debtor must pay the 
inU>rest on the decretal amount. But Government do not seem to be 
satisfied with these two safeguards which are clearly in the interests of 
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the money-lenders. They want to go further and safeguard the interests 
-of the money-lender. The third safeguard is to be found in the proviso 
to clause 3 (1 ). It says that the. p~oceedings for the sale of land shall 
not be stayed when substantial loss is likely to be caused to the decree 
holder. The small holder may be willing to apply to the Collector· 
he may be willing to pay the interest ; and yet the land is likely to b~' 
sold if the creditor can prove to the Collector that substantial loss will be 
-caused to him if the land is not sold. Therefore, it is evident 
that Government entertain a more intense desire to protect the 
-creditors against substantial loss than they' do to protect the debtors 
in similar circumstances. Sir, the Home Minister the other day said that 
this proviso was inserted in the Bill in order that a widow money-lender 
whose only means of maintenance is the interest which she gets on the 
petty capital which she may have, may be protected. Sir, I ask 
whether this proviso protects only such widow money-lenders. Is it not 
vague enough to protect other money-lenders too ~ It is open to any 
money-lender to say that if the land is sold,substantialloss will be caused 
to him. Suppose that there are two sets of persons, one a widow 
money-lender who, if the land is not sold, is likely to incur substantial 
loss, and another a small holder who possesses only 18 acres of dry land. 
There is a. fundamental distinction between these two sets of persons. 
The small holder wants to live on the fruit of his labour. He says to 
Government : " Let my land be protected, I will work on the land ; . 
I will work hard; let me have the fruit of my labour so that I may live.'' 
That is the 'demand of one category of persons. There is the 
other category of the widow money-lender who says: "I only give 
loan; let me live on the interest I get." If it is a question of choosing 
between the two sets of persons, those who respect labour, who know 
what it is to labour hard, will of course sympathise with the small 
holder and not with the widow money-lender. Not that I do not want 
to sympathise with that unfortunate lady. There will be very few 
money-lenders of this type. Even·llssuming that they deserve to be 
protected, that is not the way to protect them. It is not mentioned 
specifically in this clause that, if a widow who is a petty money-lender 
wants to sell the land of a small holder for recovering her debts, the 
proceedings for sale should not be stayed. If that was so provided, 
I could have understood it. (An HowJurable Member: What is 
a petty widow!) We find here a phrase which gives a clear indication 
of the fact that the Ministry is wedded to the protection of the interests 
of the money-lenders. Though the Honourable Home Minister 
resented my remarks which I made while speaking on a previous 
amendment, I am sure he will not resent them now. Here he says: 
"If substantial loss is likely to be caused to the creditor class, I rather 
stand for the protection of the creditor than for the protectil)n of the 
debtor." 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Does the honourable member 
Mr. Jhabvala wish to reply 1 
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~&. S. H. JHABVALA: If we know something about the views of 
Government, it would be better. 

The Honourable ~lr. K. M. ~IUNSHI : Sir, the attention of the House 
evidently has not been concentrated on the words "substantial loss." 
In the ordinary course a money-lender, whose interest is not paid for 
a year or whose decree has been stayed, does not suffer loss; he may 
suffer inconwnience. He may suffer hardship, but he does not suffer 
a loss. Therefore, this would not apply to them at all. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Is ''substantial loss" defined anywhere 
in this Bill Y 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : The word ''loss" is a well· 
known term in English Law and need not be defined in the Act. 

Merely staying the execution of a decree by itself does not mean loss, 
much less substantial loss. The clause is intended to cover a case like 
this. Assuming a worker in a mill in Sholapur has Rs. 300 or Rs. 400 
which he lends on interest to a small holder and he has also got a house 
worth Rs. 200. A money-lender gets a decree against the worker and the 
worker in turn gets a decree against the small holder and attaches his 
land. If the decree against the agriculturist is stayed, the house of the 
worker will be subject to sale in execution of the decree against him by 
the money-lender. In this case, it will not be a hardship, it will be a 
loss. In such an eYent the man can go to the Collector and tell him '' If 
you stay the execution of the decree against the small holder, my 
property will be sold and I would suffer a loss." If his house is sold, 
be may not realise its full value. So, the Collector would look into the 
ID('rits of the case and, if he finds that the man would suffer a loss, he 
would not stay the sale of the land of the small holder. If the creditor 
is a professional money-lender, he will never be put to any loss which this 
pro,·iso is intended to coYer. This provision is absolutely necessary in 
the interest of those people who would really collapse, whose financial 
position would be affected, who will suffer substantial loss, if the decree 
against a small holder is stayed. Therefore, it should be retained. 

~lr. S. H. JIUBV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, the stand I have taken 
is on the basis ot socialism. (Laughter.) Socialism has got a literature 
of its own. We do not find there any term like lending of money or 
g('tting interest. The Government are clearly out to give protection to 
the mone' ·lenders under the name of small holder's Bill. There is no 
escaping that fact. It seems to me that they have introduced this Bill 
not for the purpose of utilising money-lendersfor a. particular purpose but 
for gi,·ing them comparatively greater protection than the small holders. 
These mone\"-lenders are a set of blockheads as we call them who live 
by purcha~ and sale of the means of exchange. We are wedded to a 
particular policy and under that policy this pronso cannot exist. 
Provisions like this will perhaps last until our Government comes into 
existence. What we see is that this Bill is hedged in by safeguards; 
and three of themha\"e been brought out very prominently in this clause. 
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The last one-even if there is a substantial loss-means the same, so far 
as I understand according to Government's mentality. Even if that· 
loss is caused to the creditor, the Collector has power to tell the small 
holder that if there is such a decree p:mding against his name his lands. 
will be sold. When the Bill went into the hands of the select com- · 
mittee, I do not know what they did and why they should not have felt• 
prompted to delete that proviso. The agrarian problem cannot be: 
solved in this war under the policy enunciated by Government. For 
that reason we shall go on opposing clause after clause. Let Govern
ment also go on passing each clause. Our struggle is not at an end and 
for that reason we shall go on consistently opposing such kind of clauses. 
For that reason I have moved iny amendment for the consideration of 
the House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is time to adjourn for tea~ 
If the Honourable Minister wishes to reply, he may do so when we 
re-assemble. 

(The House re-assembled after tea at 2-30 p.m.) 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I remain unconvinced even . 
by the eloquence of my honourable friend Mr. Jhabvala. There may 
arise a case of a creditor who may be of such limited means, who may 
find himself in such difficult circumstances that, if some relief is not· 
given to him, it would mean substantial loss to him. Cases of such · 
nature cannot ·be ignored by any legislation or by any Government, be it. 
socialist, democratic, or of any other character. I therefore hope that 
the honourable member Mr. Jhabvala will withdraw it . 

. Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: No. 

Question put. The House div~~ed: Ayes, 14; Noes, 66. 

Division No.13. 

BRATANJUR, Mr. R. G. 
BsoLB, Mr. R. R. 
ClrrrRB, Mr. A. v. 
JAGT P, Mr. D. K. 
JBABVA.LA, Mr. 8. H. 
KALE. Mr. R. S. 
KBEDGIKAB, Mr. R. A. 

Ayes. 
MBHTA, Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RosA.M, Mr. P. J. 
SAvANT, Mr. K. S. 
SINGAPORI, Mr. A. E. 
V A.RA.LE, Mr. B. H. 

Teller& J()f' the Ayes: Mr. K. S. SAVANT and Mr. H. V. PATA.S~ 

Noes. 
ANTROLIKAR,D~~B. 
ARADBYB, Mr. T. 
BRARTIYA, Mr. S. R. 
Clu.WDHAB.I, Mr. D. N. 
DABRI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 

DANDEKAB., Mr. V. V. 
DBSA.l, Mr. GURA.SHIDI>APPA K. 
DESAI, the H)nourable Mr. MoBA.BJl R. 
Dnu, Mr. RANDHIR P. 
DESBMUKR, Mr. K. B. 
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DISBXtlnl, Mn. AnAl'nu GoPAL 
DBSHPAllDI, Mr. G. H. 
FIBODU, Mr. K. S. 
G.urnar, Mr. M. M. 
GHU, Dr. C. J. 
GILDI&, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GOKHALB, Mr. K. G. 
Gorr, Mr. M. G. 
GUPrB, Mr. B. M. 
H.&Lwuar, Mr. N. F. 
Hnu.Y, Mr. B.S. 
Jwuv, Mr. T. S. 
JA.JUTY, Mr. P. c. 
Josm, Mr. JrNA.BBAl P. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
K.umo&, Mrs. VtJA.VA.OA.UBI B.&r.V&nBA.I 
KA.BA.VA.DB, Mr. R. K. 
KA.BouDBI, Mr. S. S. 
KBSRWA.TN, Mr. S. N. 
KROUT, lllr. BHA.WA.N.JI A. 
L..u.A., Mr. BHOOILAL D. 
LA.TTBB, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
llio&NLA.L NA.GINDA..S, Mr. 
lUsTER, "&lr. NA.GlNDA..S T. 
MBBT.&. Mr. R. P. 
MORARBBAJ KA.!A.NJl, Mr. 
Muunu, Mr. W. S. 
MOllSHI, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 

N .. ux, Mr. V. N. 
NUDA, Mr.. Guu:.un LAL 
NJSVI, Mr. T. R. 
N lli:ABEB, Mr. P. A. 
PA.TBL, Mr. BA.BUBIUI J. 
P A.TBL, Mr. BBAJLA.LBBAJ B. 
P &TIL, Mr. ATKA.BAJ( N. 
PATIL, Mr. G!loi.BHJBBA.() A. . 
PAm, Mr. LUJWr G. 
PAm, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATa., Mr. M.u.oounA P. 
PAm., Mrs. NA.GAJOIA. 
PATa., Mr. S. K. 
PUBA.111, Mr. C. B. 
RAJlW. LAlonCRll'D, Mr. 
RA.llll, RM Saheb B. N. 
SATHB, Mr. s. H. 
SHIBAL~U.B,Mr.P.K. 
SHRIKAJIT, Mr. L. M. 
SuoUDIII, Mr. M. S. 
TIWtoa, Mr. B. P. 
Ta:us1, Mrs. LA:xln:BAI GAnsu 
TULPULI, Mr. H. V. 
V nux., Mr. G. D. 
VYA..S, Mr. lsJJvA.BLAL K. 
W ADEJUB, Mr. R. B. 
W ALVBIUB, Mr. B. B. 
w .&NDBIIUB, Mr. D. N. 

Tdler~ for t'lr.t ll"oe~: Mr. P. J. ROIIAll and Mr. V. N. Joo. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : This means that amendments 
Nos. 24, 25 and 26 fall through, all of them being identical. Glming 
to No. 27, I have already expressed my view yesterday that it is out of 
order being out of the scope of the Bill. No. 28. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South) : Sir, I beg to move : 

In clause 3, add the following proviso : ' 
"Provided further that the e:c:ecutiou of prooeedings which hav/ begnn before 

1st of Januaryl937 shall not be stayed." 'f · 

Question proposed. 

lli. K. ~I. MUXSHI : Sir, may I rise to a point of order ! . The 
intention of this amendment appears to be to exclude execution pro~ 
ceedings which have begun before the 1st of January 1937 from the 
operation of this Bill. Xow, in sub-clause (1), the House has already 
passed these words : " all proceedings pending at tLe date of the , 
commencement of this Act or \lrhich may be i.n&.ituted during the periocl 
for which this Act remains in force!' Therefore, Sir, practically the 
House has come to the decision that the Act must apply to all proceedings 
begun e\·en prior to the 1st of January 1937. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Clause 3 as a whole has not ret 
~>ten adopted by the House. · 

IIOolll Bk Hb l~ 
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Mr~ G. K. PHADAKE : Sir, while moving the first reading of this 
Bill, the Honourable Minister told us why this Bill was brought in; 
he told us that because of Government's intention to bring in some 
relief measures for the small holder~,_ money-lenders and decree-holders 
got frightened and were hastening execution proceedings, and that 
in order that those execution proceedings might be stayed, this Bill 
was brought in. The position at present is that in some districts of 
this province, four sections of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act 
do not apply ; the Collector never takes possession of the land in those 
districts, and the land is always sold. So, the concession given in 
clause 4 of this Bill does not apply to those districts. Generally, five 
years are required to complete the . execution proceedings for the sale 
of property. One year is required for deciding a suit. Then, the 
property can be auctioned only if there. are two yearly defaults. 
Generally, five years pass before a property is auctioned. I shall quote 
an instance. I know of a case in which a decree-holder began execution 
proceedings in 1934. Even in 1938 those execution proceedings have 
not been completed. He has gone through all the difficulties that could 
possibly be put in his way. . Even God intervened : the judgment· 
debtor died in .the meanwhile. So, the names of the heirs had to be 
substituted and all the formalities had to be gone through again. Even 
after these four years it is not possible for him to realise his money, 
The land has been actually auctioned ; the man has deposited the 
money with the Collector; but on a technical ground an attempt is 
now made to set aside this sale. The proceedings have come to this 
stage, and after this Bill is passed, that man will have to wait for one 
year more. He did not begin his execution proceedings out of any 
fear of relief measures. He did it in the ordinary course. There was 
no question of relief to the small holders when he began his proceedings .. 
Some others with him also began execution proceedings in 1934. Those 
proceedings were completed before 1937. It is only on account of the 
misfortune of this man that his e!ecution proceedings have not been 
completed., Government cannot touch those men whose proceedings 
have been ~ompleted ; but this man, because, I think, he obeyed the 
law sincerely, has to suffer. · 

I have put in the year 1937, because before that time there was no 
talk of relief to small holders. All those who began their execution 
proceedingtS before 1937 did it in the ordinary course. In 1937, at the 
time of the election, it was given out in the manifesto that there would 
be some relief measures for the agriculturists. It is possible that some 
shrewd men may have begun execution proceedings out of fear of what 
might come when the Congress assumed power. But those who began 
their execution proceedings before that year did not do it out of any 
such fear, as .I have pointed out. I know of another case in which the 
execution proceedings begun in 1932 have not -yet been completed. 
It is sheer injustice that these people should sufier again. They have 
already' suffered much, and under this. Bill they will have to sufier for 
one year more. I move this amendment, in order that their interests 
may be protected, as they did not act out of any fear. . . 
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Mr. B. H. VARALE (Belgaum North) (Addressed the H oWJe in Marathi) : 
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment of my honourable 
friend Mr. Phadake. It seeks to impose a further burden on the already 
heavily indebted community which is the subject matter of the present 
Bill. It was the duty of the Congress Government to take measures, 
immediately after they assumed power, for the stay of all suits and 
decrees irrespective of the years in which they had been passed. That 
would have gone some way in relieving the load of debt on the agricul
turists. But, as I see from this Bill, they have not thought it fit to do so. 
We are sorry that the Congress Government intend to apply the provi
sions of this Bill only to decrees passed after March 1938. That will not 
help the agriculturists very much. During the election they promised 
that they would undertake the responsibility of relieving the indebted
ness of the agriculturists and secured their votes. Now that they are 
in power, it was their duty to carry out that promise. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER (in !Jfarathi}: What is the basis of 
the honourable member for saying that the provisions of this Bill will 
apply only to decrees passed after 31st March 1938! 

Mr. B. H. VARALE : From what the Honourable Minister said .. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Is that provision contained in this 
clause f · · 

M'r. B. H. VARALE : I£ the date I have mentioned is wrong, and if it 
is the intention of Government to apply the provisions ot this Bill to 
all suits and decrees, it is indeed very satisfactory. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Has the honourable member read 
clause 3! · 

Mr. B. H. VARALE: Yes, Sir. 

As the honourable member Mr. Phadake's amendment is against the 
interests of agriculturists, I think it my duty to oppose it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, this amendment, if 
accepted, would take away from the purview of the Act a very substan
tial number of decrees which really require to be stayed. There are a 
large number of decree-holders whose decrees a.re outstanding, and those 
decrees ·were passed before the Ist of January 1937. Therefore, if they 
are taken out of the operation of the Act, the result will be that persons 
who have taken decrees after them, will have their decrees stayed, 
while old creditors would go and take away the land. That will be the 
effect. Therefore, it is not possible to accept the amendment. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : On a point of information, Sir. When the 
Honourable Minister rose a. few minutes back, he seemed to accept this 
amendment, saying that the Act would come into operation on some 
dat~ in March. Therefore, only those decrees- ---· -
xo-mBkHbl~ 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Who said that! I never said 
. anything of the kind. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: He never said that. That is my 
·recollection also. I do not kno'wr ·whence the honourable member 
introduced this statement. However, that is irrelevant now. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I will only say this much, that we now 
.know that this Bill has not been brought forward for the reason that 
money-lenders have become frightened and have begun execution 
proceedings. That was the reason given first. Now it seems that 

. that is not the reason. My point mainly depended upon that reason. 
Since that is not the reason, I do not want to press my amendment. 

·Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendments Nos. 29, 30 and 31 

3 p.m. fall through. They refer to the deletion of clause 
3 (2), and the House, by rejecting amendment 

N o.17, has rejected the proposal to delete the words" and on the amount 
of the interest as specified under sub-section (2} ", etc. In this view, 
these three amendment~ which are the same fall through. 

Amendment No. 32 is out of order being beyond the scope of the 
present Bill. 

Amendments Nos. 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37 are identical. Amendment 
· No. 33 may, therefore, be moved. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South) : Sir, I beg to move : 

Delete olause 3 (3). 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I must confess that I have not under
stood the clause which I want to be deleted. I would therefore like to 
be enlightened what exactly it means before I can make up my mind on 
this amendment. What led me to move this amendment was that there 
were alreadY' three safeguards to protect the interests of the money
lenders, and here was the fourth which says that even after the Collector 
has given his 'orders for the stay o£ the sale of the land of the debtor, he 
can. reconsider the position under certain circumstances described in 
clause 3 (3): As there are already enough safeguards to protect the 
interests of the money-lenders, I want this to be deleted. 

With these words, I move my alJ?-endment . 

.Mr. D. W. RAUT (Addressed the House in Ma-rathi) : On a point of 
infOfmation, Sir, not particularly with regard to this amendment but 
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[Mr. D. W. Raut] 
with regard to amendment No. 32. You just now stated that the 
amendment was out of order being beyond the scope of the present 
Bill. We were under the impression that amendments of principle can 
be moved at the time of the first reading-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Because an amendment is not an 
amendment of principle it does not necessarily follow that it is within 
the scope of the Bill. The two things are not identical. An amend

. ment may not be one of principle and yet may be outside the scope of 
the Bill. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA (Railway Unions): Sir, I have also tabled 
· a similar amendment and therefore I rise .to support the amendment 
moved by my honourable friend comrade Parulekar. The Congress 
wrested power from the British Governmen.t with a view . to 
weakening-

' The Honourable the SPEAKER: General statements about . the 
attitude of the Congress this way or that way or as to what it has stated 
in its Election Manifesto have been made on the floor of this House times 
out of number, almost ad nauseam if I am permitted to say so. There
fore, I would request the honourable members to restrict themselves 
to the merits of the amendment without referring to any general state
ments of that type. 

Mr. S. H. JIH.BV ALA: Sir, if you had allowed me a little latitude 
in the matter of completing my sentence-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order .. 
Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA : The power vested in the hands of the 

Collector is very large. What I wanted to say was that it was intended 
by the Congress Government to weaken, to lessen the power of the 

' Collectors and the Commissioners and other village Supreme&, 
but in actual practice that is not done. '\\"hat is done here is that the 
Collector is actually made the Czar among the villagers. Not only 
is he permitted to stay the prosecution orders when the decree-holder 
applies, but he is also permitted under this clause 3, if he commits 
a mistake in the matter of the stay order, to cancel the stay order and 
order that the proceedings shall continue. Now, to invest an officer 
lrith such a. power is simply to go a step further in the opposite 
direction, that is to say, nullify the practical benefit and the practical 
purpose of this Bill. The practical purpose of .this Bill, every one in 

• this House agrees, is laudable. But our consistent objection is that the 
I benefit is being nullified and the aim becomes misplaced, so much so 
I that taking clauses 2 and 3, we find that in addition to what ill already 
i has been done, clause 3 weakens the position of the debtor further. For 
! the mist.ake of the Collector if the debtor can possibly get some kind of 
·relief, the debtor must enjoy the relief, and surely, relief of indebtedness 
lis the prime object of the Government under this Bill. But if we look 
1 t{) this clause 3 we would find that there is some kind of loophole 
1for protection being left open to the decree·holder. That nullifies the 
·object of this Bill which is to give relief to the small holder against whom 
a decree is passed. 
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[Mr. S. H. Jhabvala] 

Therefore, I support the amendment of the honourable member 
comrade Parulekar. 

~he Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I am not surprised that 
this clause has led to a certain amount of misapprehension in the minds 
of so!lle of the members of this House. This clause is only intended to 
proVIde for cases where the small holder wants to prefer one creditor 
to another or wants to commit a fraud. I will explain one or two cases 
in which it may become necessary to invoke the assistance of this 
clause. 

Take the case of a small holder who has got, say, 5 acres of land in 
Kolaba, 5 acres of land in Ratnagiri and 8 acres of land in Satara. 
He has got a decree-holder in Kolaba. He applies to the Collector of 
Kolaba saying, "I want you to stay the decree against me in Kolaba ". 
· 1he result iB that the decree of the decree-holder in Kolaba is stayed.. 

Then there is another favoured creditor in Sa tara who files a suit and 
obtains a decree against him in the Satara Court. There in order to 
prefer the creditor in Sa tara, the small holder either goes and admits 
that he has got not 18 acres but 20 acres or he keeps quiet and does not 
apply to the Collector. The result is that the decree of the Kolaba 
creditor will be stayed in Kolaba while the Satara creditor will be able 
to sell the land. I£ such a case happens, there is no power in the Kolaba 
creditor to go to the Collector o£ Kolaba and say, ''the Sa tara creditor 
is being favoured; he is going to sell the land. Why don't you raise 
the stay of execution of my decree to enable me to share with him~" 

This is the object of this clause. I will read the section to satisfy the 
member that that is what it means. Take the other case'; a similar 
instance. Suppose the man is actually a member of a joint family or he 
has got another Qrother having 20 other acres. In Kolaba he applies, 
saying," I have got 18acres, have the-decree stayed". He goes to Sa tara, 
gets somebody to file a suit against him and his brother saying they 
form a joint family owning not 18 acres, but 18 plus 20, that is, 38 acres. 
Suppose the creditor in those proceedings sells the property and the sale 
proceeds are in the hands of the Court at Sa tara.· Would it then not be 
necessary for this man, the Kolaba creditor, to say, you have stayed 
execution of my decree, the land is actually being sold in the Satara 
Court and unless the stay is vacated, I will not be able to claim rateable 
distribution of the sale proceeds of the land in Sa tara~ This sub-clause 
is intended not to cover the cases of a stay granted under clause 3, but it 
is only intended to raise the stay in those cases where there are other 
proceedings taken by other people which may have an adverse efiect on 
the fust creditor. I realise the difficulties of my honourable friends 
here and I think they would be met if the word " other " is added 
ootween ''any" and ''proceedings ". The clause will then read as 
follows: 

' · .. If the Collector, on the application of the decree·holder, is ot O}?ihion that any righta 
of such decree·holder to the said land .. • ..... " 
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[Mr. K. M. MllilBhi] 
His rights to the said land cannot be affected in Kolaba, but it may 
be in another district, and in other proceedings,-

" •••. or to the proceeds of the sale of such land &re likely to be pmjudiced 
by reuGn of any proceedings ••••••• , " . ' 

This relates to the right to share in the sale proceeds. The sale is stayed 
in one district ; but when other proceedings have been started and 
an actual sale has been effected therein and sal~ proceeds realised by 
the Court, the first creditor can say, "'What is the use of telling me 
not to bring the property on sale when the sale proceeds are in the hands 
of another Court ! I want rateable distribution of it ". It reads :-:-

.. taken under. any law for the time being in foroe relating to the laid land, the 
Collector may direct •••••••• " . 

It is not " shall" ; the Collector "may " look into the matter, to see 
whether the steps taken in the proceedings are such as to defeat the 
first creditor, and if he thinks fit, then only he will grant the stay. There· 
fore, if the word " other" is introduced, the meaning will be perfectly 
obvious. 

Mr. JAliNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions): Sir, in brief, the 
sub-clause (3) amounts to a stay order on a stay order. It means that 
the stay order which was granted is being dissolved for the reason 
which the Honourable the Home :Minister mentioned and he thinks 
that it is intended to prevent fraud against one decree-holder in favour 
of another which the judgment-debtor might be perpetrating and he 
also thinks that this is possible because of the land being in Satara or 
Kolaba or Ratnagiri. But as I read sub-clause (3}, there is nothing 
to warrant that this relates to lands in different districts and his 
amendment will not help the matter. I shall read: 

"U the Collector, on the application of the decree-holder, is of opinion that any rights 
of such decree-holder to the said land •••••••• " 

At this stage, there is no question of staying any rights of the decree-. 
holder to the said land ; it is general. . 

" •••••. or to the proceeds of the sale of such land. " 

It is again the same land, 

" •••••• &re likely to be prejudiced by reason of any proceedings taken tmder any 
law for the time being in force relating to the said land •••••• " 

In all these th~e cases, the reference is to the same land and no other, 
and how is the honourable gentleman going to justify it, this staying 
of a s~y order according to the phraseology, I shall be very happy to 
be enlightened. If he means that within the heart of his heart, I give 
him compliments, but. if language is an indication of what we intend 
to say, the language of this sub-section, as it stands, is not, in my 
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[Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta] 
opinion, capable of any interpretation of the kind which the Honourable 
the Home Minister has tried to put, because in each case the land is 
the same land. Therefore, adding the .... wGrds " of any other proceedings " 
will· not make ·it a different land and would constitute another 
difficulty in understanding the sub-clause which my honourable friend 
Mr. Parulekar finds in understanding the original clause, as it stands. 
The fact is that it does amount to a stay order to a stay order and the 
reasons are left to be decided by the Collector. No reasons are given. One 
more restriction is removed from the path of the money lender which we 
thought was being imposed under the original clause. I, therefore, 
think that if Government means what the honourable member just 
now said, it may provide some justification for the maintenance of the 
clause, but as it stands, I do not think there is any foundation for the 
hope that the judgment-debtor is likely to be benefited, because it refers 
to the same land at each of the three stages to which reference is 
made. 
· For these. reasons, Sir, I support. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South) : Sir, if the sub-clause is 
likely to be modified as suggested by my honourable friend, I would 
be tempted to withdraw the amendment, but if it is to remain in the 
same form with the same wording as it is-

. The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : I am willing to have " any 
other proceedings ". 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : That makes no difference . 

. · 1\Ir. S. V. PARULEKAR: If the Honourable Minister is willing to 
modify in the light of the remarks of Mr. Mehta-

. ·The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : That I am going to explain 
later. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : At present all that the Honourable 
Home Minister says is that he is willing to put the word" other" before 
the word "proceedings". That is how I understand the position. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I have nothing to add. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : He does not wish to say anything 

further. 
· The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I think my honourable 
friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta will see that there might be proceedings 
,in respect of the same land in the instance that I gave. ~he instan~~ 
that I gave was that these five acres may be in Kolaba, five m Ratnagm 
.and eight in Satara, when the decree-holder applies for execution in 
the Kolaba Court. The small holder applies for a stay saying " I have 
got· 18 acres, 5 here, 5 in Ratnagiri and the rest in Satara ; by reason 
of these 18 acre>s I am a small holder; give me a default". .Another 
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[Mr. K. M. MunBhi] 
creditor of his, files a suit in Satara. He says, "The land is the same. 
The holder has 5 acres in Kolaba, 5 in Ratnagiri and 8 in Satara. The:::-e
fore, I seek execution against them". Here, the holder does not apply 
for stay at all, and the execution will proceed automatically. A sale, 
in fact, will follow. It is for the holder to apply, and if he does not 
apply, the execution proceedings will continue. Therefore, the Satara 
Court will proceed to fell the lands. If the Satara Court sells the lands, 
the Kolaba creditor will suffer because his execution has been stayed. 
Then he will rely on this sub-clause saying "in other proceedings steps 
are being taken which are likely to prejudice me, because there the 
same property is being sold and so I should have the stay vacated". 
Therefore, it is the same land, it is not different. The proceedings 
only are two. 

The whole object of this clause is that where a fraud is sought to be 
committed by a small holder who holds the same lands by reason of 
two proceedings, the two judgment creditors should be placed on the 
same footing, one should not be prejudiced for the benefit of the other. 
Of course, if the judgment debtor is honest, he will get both proceedings 
stayed. 

Mr. JAl\INADAS M. MEHTA: When a stay is granted, it will be 
granted in the original court and the debtor will have to show that he is 
a small holder. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUKSHI : And therefore a stay granted 
in the suit in the Kolaba Court will not affect a suit in another 
Court filed by another creditor· against the small holder. 

Mr. JA.MNADAS M. MEHTA: On a point of information, only 
to clarify the situation. Will the Chair kindly solve the difficulty 
for us t 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It appears that the dilliculty 
arises because of the words "relating to the said land" appearing in 
line 43, viz. "any proceedings taken under any law for the time being 
in force relating to the said land". So, the difficulty is "what is the 
meaning of the expression 'said land'"? Does it mean land which 
is the subject matter of execution proceedings in a particular district 
or land or the t<>tality of lands which the small holder holds in different 
districts t The expression '' said land " does not lend support to the 
argument, prima facie, that the ''said land, refers to the lands in all 
the districts taken t<>gether. That seems to be the practical difficulty, . 
and I do not know whether it would be proper for me to suggest-! do 
not want to suggest-anything, but it appeared to me when I read 
this clause that perhaps insolvency proceedings were in contemp
lation. 

The Honourable Mr. K. li. ML"XSHI: Not insolvency proceedings 
but execution proceedings taken in another district in respect of the 
same small holding. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. :MEHTA: 1\Iy fear is that once I apply as judgment 
debtor that the application should be stayed I mention why I am a small 
holder, and if I indicate that I have got this land and that land and the 
other land in other districts and I OJply for protection, I will have to 
show how I am a small holder. .... 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : What happens if you do not 
show? 

1\Ir. J~ADAS M. MEHTA: I am bound to show. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : The point is whether the clause 

brings out the intention. It should be seen from that point of view. 
}fay I suggest, iristead of ''said", put the word ''his" 1 
· The Honourable Mi. K. 1\I. MUNSHI : It may perhaps be "lands 
of the small holder concerned". I will have the sub-clause properly 
drafted. It is merely a matter of words. In the third reading, if you 
permit me, it will be made clear. The intention is to prevent fraud. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: If it is satisfied by any change in 
· language without imposing any fresh liability against the small holder, 

we are quite willing. . 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Except in' the case of fraud, · 

there i,s no intention to impose fresh liability. 
Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I agree, but it goes beyond that; if you 

can devise a phraseology-
The Honourable the SPEAKER : The matter may be left for 

alteration at the third reading. After all, it is to clarify the intention 
and therefore it is only verbal. 

Mr. J AMNADAS M. MEHTA : I am quite willing to withdraw opposition 
if the language will be so modified as to prevent fraud and not to 
impose any. fresh liability on the small holder. 

Tbe Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Yes, that will be looked into. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER 7 The Honourable Minister will see 

as to how to achieve that object. 
The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I am trying to make the wording 

clear so that there may not be any difficulty hereafter for construction. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER : I should be inclined to think that 

the insertion of the word " other " and the deletion of the word 
u said " appearing before the word " land " and the addition of the 
words "of the small holder" will satisfy.· 

1\Ir. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: "Any other land" or some such • 
wording will perhaps do. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is going to be examined and set 
right in the third reading. 

Mr. S. V. P.ARULEKAR: In view of the explanation and assurance 
given by the Honourable Minister, I beg leave of the House to withdraw 
my amendment at present. 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I will have it properly drafted. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The same amendment, I find, is 
tabled by four other members, Mr. Bhole, Mr. Khedgikar, Mr. Jhabvala 
and Mr. Raut. So, before I put the proposition for leave of the House, 
I should like to know whether each one of those honourable members 
gives his consent to withdraw the amendment. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : Sir, in view of the explanation and the assurance 
given by the Honourable Minister, I beg leave of the House to withdraw 
my amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT: Sir, I too beg leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendment. · 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

Mr. R. A. KHEDGIKAR: Sir, I am quite willing to withdraw my 
amendment and beg leave of the House to do so. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Sir, as my honourable friends have landed me 
in trouble, and left me, I also beg leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn: 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, as I said before, I beg leave of the 
House to withdraw my amendment. · · 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I now put clause 3 to the House. 
I believe all amendments to clause 3 are exhausted. There are none with 
me now. 

Clause 3 ordered to stand part o£ the Bill. 
Clause 4 (Possession of property under section 22 of the· Dekkhan 

Agriculturists' Relief Act, 1879). 

(l) Notwithstanding anything in section 22 of the Dekkhan ·Agriculturist&' Relief 
Act, 1879, every order under the said section directing the Collector to take possession 
of land belonging to & small holder passed before or alter the commencement of this 
Act shall not take effect before 31st day of March 1939. 

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the power of the Collector to deal under 
the said section with any land, the possession of which has been taken before the 
commencement of this Act. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions) : Sir, in view of the fact 
that in the initial stage of the debate on the second reading the Honour
able the Revenue ~Iinister made a statement, in fact, that it was intended 
that within a short period of time sufficiently healthy tenancy legisla
tion would be brought on the anvil and that there would be an efiort 
made towards the right direction in the matter of relief and also a solution 
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of the various problems involved in the question, I do not desire to extend 
the period from 1939 to 1942. The Honourable Minister in clarge of 
Revenue assured the House that he ~s. very keen on the introduction of 
some necessary measure of relief which should be given and that also 
within a very short period of time and also that his future measure 
would definitely shape the agrarian policy of the Province. Therefore, 
I do not· think I should like to extend the period. I give him six 
months and I hope he will not disappoint us. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I take it that the honourable 
member does not move his amendment No. 38. 
, . Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: No, Sir~ I do not move. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Then there is the amendment 
No. 39 tabled by the honourable member Mr.· Raut . 

. . Mr. n: W. RAUT: I do not wish to move it, Sir .. 
· The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendments Nos. 38 and 39 are not 
moved. .. 

' Clause 4 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
. ' ' 

Clause 5 (Serving of decrees for maintenance) ordered to stand part of 
3-30 p.m. the Bill. 

· Clause 6 (Stay of attachment and sale of dwelling houses, milch cattle and 
standing crop). 

' Notwithstanding anything in any law for the time being in force, all proceedings in 
execution of decrees panding at the date of the commencement of this Act or which may 
be in~tituted during the period for which this Act remain~ in force, for the attachment 
or sa.le of the following prop3rty belonging to a small holder, shall, on the application 
of such holder, be ~tayed, namely :-

(1) milch cattle, not exceeding twt) in numb')r, 
(2) one dwelling house (with the materials and the site~ hereof 'and the land 

. immediately appurtenant thereto and necessary for it~ enjoyment, occupied by him, or 
(3) standing crop. 

Mr. B. D. LALA (Ahmedabad North) : Sir, I have tabled a verbal 
amendment to this clause, which I now move. It is as follows:-

In clause 6, for the portion beginning with· the words "for the. attachment 
and ending with the word "namely," the following shall be substituted, namdy :-

. 
11 ~hall, on an application of a Rmall holder, be stayed in so far a~ they relat,~ 

to the attachment or sale of the following property belonging to such holder, namely. 
In sub-clause (2) of clause 6, change the last word "or" into "and." 

:·Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, that amendment is not in the list which 
has been distributed to us. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: This was received yesterday, and 
could not be circulated to the members. 
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Yr. 8. V, P ARULRKAR : Is he allowed to move it t 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is only a change of language, 

as will be seen when the amendment is read out. It does not change the 
substance. 

Question proposed. 

lir. B. D. LALA: Sir, this amendment brings out the meaning of the 
clause more clearly. As it stands it is capable of a different interpre~ 
tation. It may be argued that in execution proceedings milch cattle· 
not exceeding two in number shall not be attached, but ii they exceed 
two in number all may be attached. In order to remove that doubt. 
the language is changed and it makes the meaning clear, The 
amendment says that in no case two milch cattle should be attached in 
execution or sold. It is simply a verbal alteration, and that ~ made in 
order to bring out the meaning of the clause more clearly. It does not 
make any change in the substance or in the spirit of the whole clause. 
I therefore hope that the amendment will be accepted. 

Mr. JlliNADAS M. MEHTA : I simply wanted to know how far 
this extends or detracts from the protection given under the Civil 
Procedure Code, where the words are "exempting the cattle, implements 
and produce of the agriculturist from sale." Does this extend it or does 
it bring it down ! I want to be quite clear about it. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: After all the amendments to this 
clause are disposed of, that question may be gone into. 

Question put, and agreed to. 

lir. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, the amendment 
which I move is as follows :-

Alk!r clause 6 (3) add the following : 
(4) grain, 
(5) pots and pans. 

This clause 6 was added to the Bill in the Select Committee. The 
object of the Bill before it was sent to the select committee was that the 
land of the small holder should not be sold. The whole object of the 
Bill then was that the means of production of a small holder should be 
protected. But after it was sent to the select committee, the select 
committee improved the Bill and inserted this new clause. But 
unfortunately it does not go far enough to protect the small holder from 
starvation. The hardship which is likely to be inflicted upon him by the 
money-lender will continue to be there, so long as everything that belongs 
to the debtor is not protected. Sir, the clause as it stands does not 
allow two milch cattle to be attached. It also protects the dwelling 
house. Further, it does not allow the standing crop to be attached. 
But, Sir, though the standing crop may not be attached, it can 
be attached as soon as it is cut. Though the standing crop is protected. 
graitl is not. But there are other things also in the email dwelling of 
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a small holder which can be attached. Pots and pans which are not 
cooking vessels, are liable to be attached. Section 60 of the Civil 
Procedure Code protects cooking vessels, but not brass or copper pots, 
a gangal or a ghagar. We often s~~ that these articles are attached 
whenever there is an attachment. Sir, I want that the property of the 
small holder should not be attached for a year. This is only a temporary 
measure. The creditor is not going to lose if you do not allow him to 
attach copper or brass vessels, or the little quantity of grain that may be 
in his dwelling. I know what the reply of the Honourable Minister will 
be. He is going to say that under section 61 of the Civil Procedure 
Code, he proposes to issue orders for not allowing the grain to be 
attached .. So far, we are not told that Government have already issued 
l!luch orders. May I ask where was the necessity for protecting the 
dwelling house in this clause which is already covered by section 60 
of the Civil Procedure 9ode ! It was superfluous to add the dwelling 
house in this Bill. Since you have added that, wh:r- 'lo you fight shy of 
adding his grains in this Bill ! Section 61 of the Civil Procedure Code 
. does give you discretion. That discretion was with the Government 
for the last 30 years. But Government have never used it. We do 
not want this Government to use discretion and do us a favour. If the 
grain of the small holder is to be protected, we want it to be included 
in the list of things protected in this clause. The grain is the main 
at;ticle of food on which he lives. If it is left Unprotected, in spite of 
other protections given under this Bill, the small holder is bound to 
starve. I do not know why the Honourable the Home Minister should 
insist that he would protect grain under discretionary powers. It is 
not always justifiable for the opposition to rely upon what Government 
intend to do. There is the Payment of Wages Act under which Govern· 
ment were given discretionary powers. But this Government did not 
use those discretionary powers but abused them. I quote that as an 
instance to show why we cannot rely upon what Government intend 
to do. If Government have already: issued orders under section 61 
of the Civil Procedure Code, it would be another matter. If they have 
not already issued orders, there is no reason why they should not be 
prepared to include in this clause grain also as one of the items to be 
protected • 

.As regards pots and pans, they may be petty belongings of the small 
holder in the view of the Honourable Minister but their value to the 
small holder is very great. If protection i& not extended to them what 
will happen is that all his pots and pans would be sold and he will be 
compelled to purchase earthen ones in their place. Even if all these 
things are protected for the small holder, the money-lender is not likely 
to starve. The ghagar, the ghangal and grain are needed by the small 
holder. Unless these things are protected by Government, they cannot 
protect the small holder from starvation. The piece of land may be 
left with him. But he must have the crops to live upon. I hope the 

. ·Honourable 1\Iinister will be inclined to accept my amendment. 
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Mr. JAliNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Unions) : Sir, this is one 
of those clauses in which, if we come to the conclusion that certain things 
should be added we can easily do so and the clause modified accordingly. 
I looked into what things are protected under the Civil Procedure Code. 
I want to know whether, in addition to what has been provided here 
in this clause, the provision of the Civil Procedure Code protecting certain. 
items will apply to the small holder. What my honourable friend 
Mr. Parulekar wants by his amendment is that the moveable property 
of the small holder should not be attached and taken away. 

I think there is some difficulty in sub-clause (1) as it is drafted. It 
is mentioned there ''milch cattle not exceeding two in number". Now, 
milch cattle cannot be separated from agricultural cattle, because the 
dung of the milch cattle is used for manure. It is not merely bullock 
that is agricultural cattle. I cannot say whether the number of milch 
cattle allowed should be two or three or four, but it is a fact that the 
agriculturist depends U:pon a large number of such cattle. We are 
now definitely restricting our endeavour to the small holder and we 
do not wish to cover the man who like Gavalis lead a herd of cattle from 
one place to another for pasture. To me, it appears that the restriction 
in the Civil Procedure Code would be adequate, because it is not likely 
that the small holder can keep more than what he really needs. Under 
the Civil Procedure Code, the agricultural cat~Ie, implements, tools 
and produce of agriculture are protected. If along with this, his other 
moveable property also is included, the problem will have been solved. 
I want to know what Government mean to protect in addition to the 
protection given under the Civil Procedure Code. If protection is 
given to the items mentioned by my honourable friend Mr. Parulekar 
in his amendment, there is no difficulty .. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. UUNSHI : Sir, under section 60 of the 
Civil Procedure Code the cattle is protected, if they are necessary to 
enable him to earn his livelihood. It does not protect milch cattle ; 
and it will not be possible to save a buffalo or a cow, unless these words 
''milch cattle " are mentioned there. To that extent, it extends the 
scope of section 60. The dwelling house is mentioned under section 60, 
but if the house is mortgaged, that section will not apply. So, dwelling 
house has to be mentioned irrespective of the provisions of the Civil 
Procedure Code. lfohether mortgaged or not, therefore, the dwelling 
house will be protected. Standing crop is put in because under section 61 
of the Civil Procedure Code only such portion of the crop as may be 
necessary for the purpose of providing until the next harvest for the 
due cultivation of the land is to be protected. In order to escape from 
the argument that a particular portion of the crop is not necessary for 
him, those words have been put in. Under this cia. use the question 
does not arise whether the crops are sufficient for him or are in excess. 
All these three things extend the scope of the provisions in the Civil 
Procedure Code. The pots and pans are covered by section 60 of the 
Civil Procedure Code. What more can there be which-
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The ghagar and ghangal are not 
put in. 

: The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Has a small holder got all 
these pots and pans of that char~_ter 1 I have no objection so far as 
these are concerned. Suppose he is trading in pots and pans. If it is 
qualified-

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: We may add ''and other household 
utensils". 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I have no objection to accept 
that part of it. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Grains 1 
. ' 

'' The Honourable Mr. K. M. 1\ruNSHI: I have no objection if the 
word is qualified by some such words ''for the purpose of use in the 
family ". I am quite willing to add th~t. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I may suggest one course so that · 
we may not have to wait. On the understanding of the parties as to ; 
the inclusion of the expressions ''pots and pans" and ''grain" as they 
are understood now, the present amendment may be accepted at this' 
·reading, and any verbal change that may be necessary to fit in may be 
introduced at the third reading. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I want to make one point 
clear. In the begiruiing I made it clear that Government proposed 
to issue a notification under section 60, but if the words grain necessary 
for the support of the judgment-debtor and his family are used, then . 
there would ·be no need to issue a notification. If they satisfy the 
honourable members, I would accept the amendment in that form i.e., 
·''pots and pans required for household purposes of the small holder." 
The intention is, whatever pots end pans are used for the small holder 
and his family should be retained. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Do I take it then that the amend
ment is. accepted in substance and that the form of it would be decided 
. at the third reading 1 At the third reading, when this amendment is 
redrafted jn. consUltation with all the parties concerned and it is seen 
that the whole thing fits in properly, I take it that there will be no debate 
absolutely on what the House understood this way or that way, and 
the amendment will be treated as a purely verbal one. So, I put the · 
amendment to the House now. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 
Clause 6; as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 7 (Restriction on primte transfer by small holder). 
Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, no private 

tra.n.,fer of any land or dwelling house belonging to a small holder, the proceedings 
fof the e&le of w~ch have been stayed under this Act or of any interest therein uwio 
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by him after this Act comb8 into force, shallle valid exoept with the previous sanction 
of the Collector of the district in which such land is situate : 

Provic.kd that no such sa.nction sha,ll be given unless the Collector is of opinion-
( a) that such tranRfer will'ena.ble the small holder to effect a. composition in, sa tis· 

faction of the debts due to all his creditom; or · 
(/1) (i) that substantial loss will be Cl!.used to such sma.ll holder if such transfer 

of such land or interest therein is not sanctioned, and · 
(ii) that such transfer does not advemely affect the interests of a.ny creditor of the 

8mall holder. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Mr. Phadake's amendment--

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, this amendment of mine refers to 
clause 9. H is through a mistake that it has been put to clause 7. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I was just going to enquire as to 
what the mover meant by the amendment as I could not make anything 
out of it. 

Now, amendment No. 43 falls through and No. 44 is beyond scope 
and therefore out of order. So, M:r. Parulekar will move amendment 
N~~ . 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 7 omit the words "except with the previous sanction of the Collector 
of the district in which such land is situate." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: This Bill is a temporary measure. · The 
purpose of this amendment is to prevent during the course of the year 
any transfer of land of any character from the small holder. Sir, we are 
devising a measure to meet an emergency and therefore during this 
;period of emergency neither sale nor transfer of any land or property 
should take place in the case of the small holder. 

With these words, I propose my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, it is not possible to accept 
this amendment in the interest of the small holder himself. Suppose 
he has got 18 acres of land and by selling 3 acres he is able to satisfy 
all his creditors and give them four annas in the rupee, why should 
he not be allowed to do so by getting the sanction of the Collector ! 
The words are : 

"That such transff'r will enable the small holder to effect a composition in otisfa.ction 
of th~ dt•btli due to all his creditors; " .· 

The other contingency is provided for in sub-clause (b) (11. · The 
words are: 

" that suhl;tantiallob& will be caused to such sm..U holder if such transfer of auch land 
or in~~t therein is not sanctioned, and " 

llO•W Bk lib 1 !)t.-5 
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The Collector will see whether there would be substantial loss to the 
small holder if the property is not conveyed. Therefore, the amendment 
·is not in his interest. The only safeguard is that such a transfer must 
not adversely affect the interest ot-the creditors. Sir, this clause is 
really intended for the benefit of the small holder, and if you take away 
these powers, the small holder himself will find himself in difficulties 
within the year. He will not be able to come to any settlement with 
his creditor, or may suffer in ways which we cannot think of for the 
moment; therefore, a safety valve like this is absolutely necessary. 

. Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Sir, I cannot accept the view that the 
sale of land of a small holder can in any circumstances be in his interest. 
Sir, the right to mortgage and to sell land has landed him in precarious 
conditions .. 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. l!tfUNSHI :· Sir, with your permission, I want to 
ask the honourable member Mr. Parulekar one question; suppose 

. a man wants to sell his land and purchase another piece of better land, 
then will it be in his interest to sell the land or will it be in somebody 
else's interest 1 • 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I did not follow what the honourable 
member said. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The question put is: supposing 
a man wants to sell his land £or the purpose of 

4 p.m. purchasing a better land, would it be in his interest 
to prevent him, or would it be against his interest~ Of course, the 

. honourable member may continue his reply. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The reply is obvious: it would be in his 
interest to sell his land. But, Sir, it is not such kind of transfers that 
take place. Usually, in the case ol a small holder, he cannot sell his 
land, which is only about 15 acres, and then purchase another piece of 
land which is better in quality. He has no saving, and he cannot buy 
land o£ a better quality unless he borrows. · In these circumstances, all 
that I wish to say is that during this period of one year, no transfer of 
land should be allowed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. :M. :MUNSHI: I have nothing to add, Sir. 
Amendment put, and negatived. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: No. 46 is in the name of 
Mr. Parulekar. 

:Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I do not wish to move it. 

Clause 7 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 
Clause 8 (Collector's decision to be final in certain cases) ordered to 

stand part of the Bill. 
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Clause 9 (Bar against et'iction of tenant). 

Notwith.st.e.nding any law for the time being in foroe or any oontract betwee~ 
the parties, no tenant who has been in possession of land used for the purpose of agricul· 
turn unink>rrupk>dly from the first day of January 1932 shall, in pursuance of any 
decree cr order of any Court, be evicted from such land, if such tenant tenders subject 
to the provisions of section 10, to the landlord or any person acting on his behalf rent 
due in rnRpect of the land for the year ending with the 30th day of June 1938, and is 
willing to hold the land thereafk>r as a tenant on the same terms and conditions oa 
whirh he waa holding the same at the date when the cause of action arose to the 
landlord for the purpose of e icting him. 

The Honourable the. SPEAKER: Now, the honour!J,ble member 
Mr. Phadake may move his amendment No. 42. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, there is one alteration in 
this amendment : "six acres "should be substituted for the words "five 
acres " and "eighteen acres " should be substituted for "fifteen acres ". 
I beg to move: 

In clause 9, after the word "land " in line 3, add " not exceeding six &are8 of inigated 
land or eightt-en acres of other land ". · . 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I have moved this amendment simply 
for getting an explanation of the word" tenant". The word" tenant" 
is not defined in clause 2. Are all tenants covered by the word "tenant u 

or only tenants who cultivate irrigated land not exceeding six acres or 
other land not exceeding eighteen acres! There inay be some tenants 
who are big holders, and not small holders, and they may cultivate as 
tenants land of others which is lesser in extent than six acres or eighteen 
acres. Will they be called tenants under this clause ! That is my 
difficulty. I have moved this amendment in order to get the word 
" tenant " defined properly. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. ~fUNSHI: Sir, the intention of clause 9 
is to protect a tenant whatever the extent of his holding, five acres or fifty 
acres, so long as he has been on the land since the 1st of January 1932. 
This amendment would have the effect of restricting the class of tenant 
to which the clause would apply. · 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: My other difficulty has not been solved. 
There may be a big landlord who cultivates as tenant the land of 
another landlord. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : The landlord who wanta to 
evict him can wait for another year. 

~Ir. G. K. PHADAKE : Is that person also to be considered & tenant I 

The Honourable ~Ir. MORARJI R. DESAI: Yes. 

~Ir. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, I beg to withdraw the amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
xo·m Bk Hb 194-511 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendments Nos. 48, 49, 50,51 
and 52 practically refer to the same subject; and for the purpose 
of shortening the debate, I may put first the amendment dealing with the 
longest number of years. I take it that though it will be necessary to 
move each one, one after the othe~.unti1 all of them are disposed of, it 
will not be necessary to repeat the same arguments over and over again 
in the case of succeeding amendments. So, whatever arguments may 
have to be advanced in the case of. all these amendments may be 
advanced now at this stage, so that the other amendments, in case this 
one is .not accepted, may be moved and the vote of the House taken 
without speeches. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, which amendment is to be taken first! 

: The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member was busy 
~eading his papers and missed my remarks. What I said is that the first 
amendment to be put for consideration gives the longest period. That is 
No. 48. Its object is to substitute the figure " 1932 " by the figure 
"1937 ". · The honourable member wants to extend it by a further 
period of :five years. The succeeding amendments lessen this period by 
one year, two years and so on. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, may I submit that if 
you take amendment No. 52 first, it would cover all the others 1 The 
period given in clause 9 is six years, that is from the 1st January 1932 
up to date. ·The idea is that a tenant who has a standing of six years 
should get protection .. Amendment No. 52 wants to lessen this standing 
to one of five years. If that amendment is rejected, the other 
amendments will drop out, for if the House does not want to give pro· 
tection to a tenant of five years' standing, much less will it give protection 
to one of a lesser standing. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I had thought of it, but it would 
not give the honourable mover the satisfaction of putting before the ; 
House each· of his proposals individually. Therefore, I am starting the 
other way. What I mentioned just now was this, that all the arguments 
that have to be advanced in respect of limitation of the period of tevancy 
may be advanced first, and then the other amendments may be moved 
formally and without any further debate they will be put to .the House. 
It comes to the same thing, as the Honourable Minister has suggested, 
but it gives the honourable mover a chance of having each one of his 
amendments moved. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : The difficulty will be this. The arguments 
which I would urge in the case of No. 48 are slightly different from those 
which I would urge in the case of No. 50. Here, my argument would 
be that because this is a temporary measure, status quo should be 
maintained. But in the case of those tenants who have tilled the soil 
for three years, I would urge that it would be unjust to evict 
them. If they are thrown out of employment, they cannot go any
where else. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : Both sides may put forward their 
arguments once for all. Amendment No. 48. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move; 

In cl&W!e 9, for the word " 1932," substitute the word " 1937 ". 

Question prop"hsed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Mr. Speaker, Sir, Government had 
promised to bring forward tenancy legislation by February 1938. 
They have failed to do so. That is why they '!lave brought forward 
a temporary measure, to give some protection to the tenants: Therefore, 
the conclusion is natural that the status quo ought to remain ; the 
tenant who was in possession of a particular piece of land in January 
1937 ought to continue to be in possession of it for aiJother year more. 
By that time Government will be ready with their proposals for giving 
rights of permanent tenancy to certain classes of tenants. That is 
what they have promised. No harm is going to come if the tenant 
continues for another year. There are other provisions by which the 
interests of the landholders are protected. If the tenant agrees to 
pay rent, where is the harm if he is allowed to continue so long as he 
continues to pay rent to the landlord¥ Why should the tenants be 
penalised if Government have failed to discharge their duty and have 
not found themselves capable of preparing tenancy legislation within 
eight months 1 

Let us take the instance of a tenant who has cultivated a particular 
piece of land since 1935. A tenant cultivates land belonging to a land
lord because he has no other means of subsistence to fall back upon. 
It is only by tilling the soil of a landlord that he can live. He has main
tained himself in that fashion since 1935 up to January 1938. He has 
been in that occupation for three years. Would it be just, I ask, to 
turn him out now though he agrees to pay rent to the landlord 1 . The 
principle which applies in the case of other professions ought to be made 
applicable here. If a man continues to work as a temporary hand for 
six months, he is considered to be fit to be made permanent at the end 
of that period. Why should not the same principle apply· in the case 
of the tenants! One of my amendments says that a tenant who has 
tilled a particular piece of land for three years should continue to be 
in possession of it for another year if he pays the rent to the landlord. 
Is that principle not acceptable to Government ! Is not Government 
prepared to admit that a man who has been engaged in a particular 
kind of work for a couple of years, cannot take to another mode of life ! 
A t~nant who has been tilling a piece of land belonging to a landlord 
for three years deserves to be made a permanent tenant. But, Sir, 
the present measure is not intended to confer upon tenants the right 
of permanent tenancy. This is an emergency measure ; it is a temporary 
measure. They may take a conservative view when they bring forward 
a mea.sure of permanent tenancy. But there is no justification why 
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(Mr. S.V. Parulekar] 
in an emergency measure that is before us they should stick to a con-. 
servative view and say that only those tenants who have tilled a piece 
of land since 1932 should continue. for a year more. 

There is a large number of t~~nts in this Province. Did the 
Government ascertain what percentage of tenants wop.ld be benefited 
by this clause, before they made up their mind that only those tenants 
who had been tilling the soil uninterruptedly for six years should be. 
allowed to continue for another year 1 Where was the necessity for 
bringing in legislation for the protection of such tenants 1 A tenant 
who has satisfied his landlord for six years continuously is not likely 
to be evicted at all. For such a tenant, no protection through legislation 
is necessary. The landlord would naturally prefer to have a tenant 
who has been on his land for six years uninterruptedly and has given 
him entire satisfaction. The tenant has pulled on with his landlord 
for six years. He must have tilled the soil uninterruptedly since 1932 
before he can continue for another year. It means that he must have 
satisfied the landlord for six long years on every issue ; otherwise the 
landlord would have driven him out. We find that the number of 
agricultural labourers is increasing continuously. The landlord would 
not lose ~ny opportunity to drive away the tenant if he could find 
a better tenant from the ranks of agricultural labourers. There is no 
dearth of such labourers. There is keen competition among them 
to secure a piece of land which they can till for the purpose of earning 
a morsel of bread. In face of these circumstances, it will be realised that 
there was no need for protection to a tenant who has for six years 
satisfied his landlord. 
· The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I invite the attention of the 

honourable member to the wording " uninterruptedly from the first 
day of January 1932 " ~ 
· Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Yes; it comes to six years. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The effect of the amendment is 
that the wording will be "uninterruptedly from the first day of January 
1937 ". 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : I am speaking on all the amendments. 
I have only one chance of speaking on all the amendments. My first 
submission was that the status quo ought to remain. This is a temporary 
measure ; therefore, there is no need of disturbing the present position. 
That is my first submission. But if Government are not prepared to 
accept this amendment, I would urge that tenants who have tilled 
the soil for two or three years ought to be allowed to continue for 
another year. · 
. The view of Government is that only those tenants who have 
uninterruptedly cultivated the land for six years should continue ; 
provided they satisfy other conditions, which are harsher still. I was 
arguing that no protection from the Congress Government is necessary 
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for a tenant who has satisfied his landlord for six yean. · He has been· 
in possession of the land for the 1ast six years continuously and he ~ 
satisfied his la.ndlord during that period. Because of that, no protection 
is necessary for him at the hands of the Congress Ministry. If they 
really want to protect a larger class of tenants, they should m&ke ~e 
period of tenancy 88 short 88 poss1'ble. The shortest postn'ble penod 
would be from January 1937 to January 1938. As this is a temporary 
measure, I would very much like the Government to accept my 
amendment No. 48, which will give some relief to the tenants. With 
these words, I commend my amendment for the acceptance of 
the House. 

The Honourable Y.r. K. Y. MUXSHI : Sir, clause 9 is really intended. 
to meet a case like this : Even il a U?n.a.nt baa been on the land for several 
yean, it is open to the landlord to drive him out every season and get 
a new tenant in his plac-e. Having been there for six yem, he would be 
entitled, under this clause, to continue for one year more until the 
tenancy legislation becomes law. Ordinarily, in law, the landlord is 
entitled to eject him. We are taking away that right. Now, in whose 
favour should that right be taken away! Js it to be uken away in 
favour of a man who baa been on the land only for a year or two or is it 
to be taken away in favour of a man who baa been on the land for six 
years and acquired some shadow of a claim to be there, if not a right ! 
The idea behind this cla.use is that the tewmt must have satisfied the 
landlord with regard to the manner in which he is tilling the land. 
Suppose, for some reason the old tewmt who baa been on the land for 
12 yean is removed and a new man is brought in for trial The new 
man proves utU?rly useless lor the purpose of cultivation and the land
lord wants to take batk the old tenant. Should not the landlord have 
the power to eject this new man and take up the old man ! The point is, 
to whom is the prot-ection to be given ! That protection should be given 
to a person who has got some claim to be there; six yem is perhaps 
a very small limit, and to reduce it further would be to extend the 
protection of this cla.W;e to casea which would be very undeserved. 
Therefore, it is not possible to ~pt the amendment of my 
honourable friend. 

Y.r. S. V. P !Rl1.EK!R (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I do llD.deDtand 
that the clause does take away the right of the landlord-the i.bwlute 
right of the landlord-to drive away his tenant whenever he Jibs. Bnfi_ 
when that right is taken any you must also consider whether by taking 
away that right the U!nants are likely to be benefi:tOO. I tried to poin~ 
out to the Home lfinist.er that a landlord, in 99 out of 100 eases, is 
not likely to dri~e away or evict a tenant who baa satisfied him for six 
years. The U?nant 1rho really requires prot-ection is one who may 
have had a piece of land for the last two years but with ..-hom the la.nd
lord is not satisfied because he is not 1rilling to pay more rent. n is 
really such U>nanu 1rho require the protettion. of legislation.. Sir,~ 
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Honourable Home Minister said that before a tenant can be protected he 
must· have some claim for protection. I will put to him a hypothetical 
case. Suppose he was a clerk servin~t.i!l.a private company; and he has 
served in that company for three years. Now, the company has the 
legal right to drive him away to the stre.ets saying "you were only 
temporary for three years ; we do not want you now and so you go 
away." Does the Home Minister consider this act as just~ Will it not 
cause hardship to the unfortunate man ! In the heart of his heart if he 
compares his case with that of the tenant he will realise that the tenant 
will also feel the same way. So long as the tenant agrees to pay rent 
to the landlord, it is unjust to evict him. The reply which the Home 
Minister has given evades the whole issue. 

Sir, I will, therefore, urge my amendment for the acceptance of this 
House. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Does the Honourable Minister wish 
to say anything! 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I have nothing to add, 
except that it would be a great hardship on the landlords if tenants 
who come in for a year or two casually are allowed to continue. On the 
other hand, the honourable member opposite {Mr. Parulekar) is not 
quite correct in saying that landlords would not drive away tenants· 
who have been on the land for six years. AB a matter of fact, on account 
of the proposed tenancy legislation, landlords, whose tenants have been 
on the land for not· only six years but even for 12 years, are either 
coercing them into new contracts or evicting them lest they may get the 
benefit of the tenancy legislation. The object of this clause is not 
whether it is equitable to discharge onuear's tenant or not. The object 
is that tenants, who have been. on the land for six years and who are 
being driven. out by the landlords, should be protected. I oppose this 
amendment. 

Amendment put, and n.egatived1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Now, we will take up amendment 
No.49. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment : 

tn clause 9 for the word "1932" substitute the word "1936 ". 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

The ~onoura~le .the SPEAKER: Amendment No. 50. 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ra.tnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move the 
following amendment : 

In claiiSe 9 for the word "1932" substitute the word " 1935 ". 

4-30 p.m. Question put. The House divided : Ayes, 17 ; 
Noes, 74. 

Division No. 14. 

BHATANJUR, Mr. R. G. 
Baour, Mr. R. R. 
CHITRB, Mr. A. V. 
GA.IKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
KALE, Mr. R. S. 
K..ut, Mr. Azrz GAFUR 
KHBDGIJUR, Mr. R. A. 

Ayes. 

Mrr~ Mr. 'MAHOMBD S. C, 
PARULEKAR, Mr. s. v. 
PATEL, Mr. 'MAHOMEDBAWA M. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
v ARALB, Mr. B. H. 
WAGH, Mr. P. w. 

Tellers for the Ayes : Messrs. K. S, SAVANT and D. N. W ANDRBJU.J.. 

Hoes. 

ANTROLIJUR, Dr. K. B. 
BHABTIYA, Mr. s. lt. 
CBITALB, Rao Baha.dur G. K. 
CHAWDHABI, Mr. D. N. 
CRA.WRAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABBI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEJUR, Mr. V. V. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. Mo&ARJI R. 
DEsAI, Mr. RANDHIB P. 
DESH!Iri.UKH, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GoPAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FtBODEA, Mr. K. S, 
GlliDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GHIA, Dr. C. J. · 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
Go:s:HALB, Mr. K. G. 
GOPI, Mr. M. 0. 
GUPTR, Mr. B. M. 
IUwK.ERI, Mr. N, F. 
HtaAY, Mr. B. S. 
J.ADRAV, Mr. T. S. 
J.uu.TY, Mr. P. C. 
Josut, Mr. JIN4BB.U P. 
.Too, Mr. V. N. . 
MNUGA., Mrs. ,.UAYAOA.UBI BA.LVANTB.AI 
K.AUV4DB, Mr. R. K. 
MBGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KESHW4IN, !tlr. S. N. 
Kun, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
Kanur, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
KUNTB, Mr. D. K. 
l..4.ll, Mr. BaooiLAL D. 
LATTHI, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
M.A.O.lNLAL NAOiliDAS, Mr. 
Muu, Mr. H. P. 
MoBJ.B.BHAI K.u.urn, Mr. 
MuuDur, Mr. W. S. 

Mwsm, the Honourable Mr. It li. 
Mwsm, Mrs. LlLAVATI K. 
N.u:s:, Mr. V. N. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
Nxsvr, Mr. T. &. 
NIMANEB, Mr. P. A. · 
Nu&IE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATASJUR, Mr. H. v. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BRA.ILA.LBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MA.No!SH B, 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBmRRAO A. 
PAm, Mr. :K..u.l.A.NGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LADLUI G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L, M. 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAllll.A 
P.ATIL, Mr. s. K. 
PlltB, Mr. G. 0; 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RA.JlU.L LA:s:mCIIA.ND, Mr. 
SATH¥, Mr. S. H. 
SHINDB, Mr. B.uiB.Ao alitu BABASAHBB 

J.AGDIORAO 
SmRALJUR, Mr. P. K. 
Suouom, Mr. M. S. 
TALUR, Mr. K. R. 
TH.A.Koa, Mr. B. P. 
THUSB, Mrs. L.ADDB.u GA.NESH 
TULPULB, Mr. B. V. 
V AGJIELA., Mr. B. U. . 
V ARUK, Mr. G. D. 
VINCHOOBJUR, Sarda.r N. G. 
Vns, Mr. lsHVARLAL K. 
W ADBJUR, Mr. R. B. 
W ALVBJUR, Mr. B. B. 
W .ANDBBJUR, Mr. D. N. 

Telltr• /M 1M lwoa: Messrs. P. J. Ro!Ull and S. K. P..&.m. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: We will now proceed to the other 
amendment-Amendment No. 51. . 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I beg to move:. 

"In clause 9 for the word '1932' subStitute the word '1934: '." 

Question put, and declared negatived. 

Mr. A. V. CHITRE: Sir, I claim a division. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member is perfectly 

· entitled to call for a division, but I would prefer the other course with 
a view to curtail the time of discussion. I would not say anything 
further. If a division is called for, I am bound to give it. It is for the 
honourable members to consider whether, when the amendments· are 
going to be moved in a particular manner for the purposes of achieving 
a certain object, it is proper to call for a division. It is his right to 
call for a division, but then in coming to understandings, I shall have 
to consider whether I should exercise my legal rights or not. I take it 
that the honourable member insists upon a division. 

Mr. A. V. CHITRE: Yes, Sir. 
Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Can my amendment No. 52 be taken 

along with this one ~ 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Each amendment is being taken 

one by one for the convenience of honourable members. Therefore, 
only No: 51 is being taken up now. 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes,.I4; Noes, 73. 

Division No. 15. · 

B:aoLlll, Mr. R. R. 
CmTRE, Mr. A. V. 
GAIXWAD, Mr. B. K. 
liA.uEM, Khan Saheb A. B. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
KALE, Mr. R. S, 
K.w, Mr. AziZ GAFUR 

Ayes. 

1
K:aEnnxxAR, Mr. R. A. 
Mr'I'HA, Mr. MA:aoMED S. C. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
PATEL, Mr. MA:aoMBDBAWA M. 
RAuT, Mr. D. W. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. 
V ARALE, Mr. B. H. 

Teller a for the Ayes : Messrs. B. H. V ARALB and P. J, Ro:aAM. 

ANTROLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
BHARTIYA, Mr. 8. R. 
CHl'l'ALB, Rao Baha.dur G. K. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABBI, Mr. FULSINHJl B. 
DANDBKAR, Mr. V. V. 
DEsAI, the Honourable Mr. MoBARJI R. 
D.ss.u, Mr. RANDHIB P. 
DBSHMUIUI, Ml'll. ANNAPURNA GouL 
DISHPANDB, Mr. G. H. 
Fmonu, Mr. K. S. 

Noes. 

GANDm, Mr. M. M. 
GaiA, Dr. C. J, 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GoKHALB, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTE, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. 
BIRAY, Mr. B. S. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAIUTY, Mr. P. c. 
Josm, Mr. JINABHAI P. 
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Noes-oonM. 
Kuuo.t, Mrs. Vu.uAoAUBl BALVANTRA.t 
IU.ILA.V.lDIII, Mr. R. K. 
Kuoumn, Mr. 8. 8. 
KESHW.lllf, Mr. S. N. 
KRE&, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KaiMJl, Mr. BaA w UJI A. 
KuNTIII, Mr. D. K. 
LAu, Mr. BaooiLAL D. 

PATIL, Mr. :K.u.l.ANoounA 8. 
PATIL, Mr. LA.:.uu.:s G. 
PATIL, the Honourable Mr. L. lL 
P.a.m, Mr. MALooun.a. P. 
P.a.m, Mrs. NAoAMMA 
PATIL, Mr. S, K. 
PuBJJII, Mr. C. B. 
RA.TllAL LAxm:ciU.KD, Mr. 
SATHE, Mr. 8. H. 
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LutaB, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
llio.ua.AL N AOIND.U, Mr. 
M.l.STEB, Mr. NAoiND.U T. 

SBINDE, Mr. B.um.Ao Glial BAJWABDB 

MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MoiLA.BBIUI K.uA:NJI, Mr. 
MuJUDAM, Mr. W. S. 
MuNSRI, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MuNSHI, Mrs. LIUVA'l'I K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
N.lBIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NEsVI, Mr. T. R. 
NURIB, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
P.a.T.uJUB, Mr. H. V. 
P .lTEL, Mr. B.lBUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BRAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANoBSR B. 
P .lTIL, Mr. ATMA.RAM N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBRIRILA.O A. 

JAGDBOBAO 
SHIJW.JUB, Mr. P. K. 
SHBIKAlfT, Mr. L. M. 
SuoANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
TALJUR, Mr. K. R. 
TIIA.KOB, Mr. B. P. 
TuusB, Mrs. WMIBAI GANIIISH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V, 
VAGHBLA, Mr. B. u. 
V .lBTAX, Mr. G. D. 
VINCHOOBIUB, Sard&r N. G. 
VY.u, Mr. ISRVA.l!.LAL K-
w ADBIUB, Mr. R. B. 
W ALVEIUB, Mr. B. B. 
W u'naEJUB, Mr. D. N. 

Tellers for tke NoeA: Messrs. D. N. W A.NDBEIUB and S. K. PATIL. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 9, for the word "1932 "substitute the word "1933 ". · 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 14:; Noes, 74. 

Division No. 16. 

Ayes. 

BaoLE, Mr. R. R. KHEDGIKAB, Mr. R. A. 
CHITBB, Mr. A. V. MrTHA, Mr. MAHOMED S. C. , 
GAIII'.WAD, Mr. B. K. PABULJ!:JI'.AB, Mr. S. V. 
liAIIEM, Khan Saheb A. B. PATEL, Mr. :MAIIOMEDBAWA M. 
JaABnLA, Mr. S. IL R.a.ur, Mr. D. W. 
IU.LB, Mr. R. S. ROHAM, Mr. P. J. 
K.m, Mr. Alu Guua V AILA.LB, Mr. B. H. 

Teller• /Q'f Ike Ayu: Mr. A. V. CBlrnB and Mr. P. J. Roa.ur. 

ANTBOUIUB, Dr. K. B. 
CUWDB.ABI, Mr. D. N. 
CuWJIA!l, Mr. P. L. 
DuRI, Mr. FULSINRll B. 
DUDE.UB, )(r, v. v. 
Du.u, the Honourable Mr. Moaun R. 
Duu, Mr. RuomR P. 
DISBJlt'll'.ll, Mr. K. B. 
DBSilJIUJI'.II, Mrs. Alf!UPURU GOPAL 
DBSID'UDI, Mr. G. lL 
F'IBODU, Mr. K. s. 
G.umm, Mr. lL )L 

Noes. 

Ga:u., Dr. C. J. 
GILDBB, the Honourable Dr. lL D. D. 
GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTB, Mr. B. M. 
HALUJI'.!RI, Mr. N. F. 
HlBAY, Mr. B. S. 
JADIIAV, Mr. T. s. 
JAUTT, Mr. P. c. 
JosHI, Mr. JIXABIUI P. 
J oo, Mr. V. N. 
KA:!rUGA, Mrs. VIJA.YAGAURJ BALVAHI.&l 
KABAVADI, Mr. R. K., 
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lU:RGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
JU.TIULE, Mr. B. 8. 
KBSltWAIN, Mr. S. N. 
KHEB, the Honourable Mr. B. G. 
KBDIJI, Mr. Buw!li"JI A. 
KUNTB, Mr. D. K. 
LA.LA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
L.a.TTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MASTER, Mr. NAGINDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MoRARBliAI KASANJI, Mr. 
MUJUDA.M, Mr. W. S. 
MuNsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 
MUNSHI, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAix, Mr. V. N. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuRIE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATASXAB, Mr. H •. v .. 

· PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BliAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARA.M N. 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 

Noes-contd. 

PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LAX14AN G. 
PAm, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PA.TIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGA.M:W. 
PA.TIL, Mr. S. K. 
PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
RAJMA.L LAxliiOHAND, Mr. 
SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
SHINDE, Mr. BAJIUO alias BA.BASAHEB 

JAGDEORAO 
SmRALXAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIXANT, Mr. L. M. 
SUGANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
TA.LXAB, Mr. K. R. 
THAXOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH 
TULPULE, Mr. II. V. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
V ARTAX, Mr. G. D. 
VINOHOORXAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYAS, Mr. lSHV ARLAL K. 
W ADEXAR, Mr. R. B. 
W ALVEXAR, Mr. B. B. 
WANDREXAR, Mr. D. N. 

Tellers for the Noes: Mr. D. N. W ANDREXA:R and Mr. S. K. PATIL. 

Mr. S; V. PARULEKAR: The next amendment which I move is 
· as follows : 

In clause ,9 delete the words from "such tenant tenders " up to "is willing ", 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: The clause in the Bill as reported by the' 
select committee lays down as one of the conditions for the tenant to 
continue to till the soil for another year that he must pay one year's 
rent. The protection of the Bill does not extend to a tenant who may 
have cultivated the land even for the last six years uninterruptedly ; 

. but he will not be allowed to continue to till the piece of land for another 
year unless he pays one year's rent. Government have admitted that 
the rents prevailing in the Bombay Presidency are very high. 

The Honourable 'the SPEAKER: Is the honourable member likely 
to take some more time ! · 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Yes, Sir. 
The Honourable the SPEAKER: Then it is time for a. recess. The 

House will now re-assemble at 5-30 p.m. 

(The House re-assembled at 5-30 p.m.) 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (Ratnagiri South): Sir, I was saying that 
Government claim that this clause 9 is_ intended to benefit tenants. 
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[llr. S. V. Parnlekar] 
We were also told that a large number of ~nants were likely to be bene· 
f.ited if this clause was allowed to remain in the Bill in its present form. 
There are several conditions on the fulfilment of which alone certain 
classes of tenants will be benefited. The first condition which will 
have to be fulfilled by tenants is that they must be unin~rruptedly 
in possession of a piece of land since lst January 1932. This condition 
iR very hard and it will be fulfilled by a very small percentage of tenants 
in the Presidency. But Government are not satisfied with laying down 
this one condition. · 

They go further and incorporate in the clause a much harder condition 
which can be hardly fulfilled by the tenants in this Presidency. That 
condition lays down-! will read the relevant part-that" if such tenant 
tenders subject to the provisions of section 10, to the landlord or any 
person acting on his behalf rent due in respect of the land for the 
year ending with the 30th June 1938 .... " The second condition 
which has got to be ful£lled before the tenant gets the benefit of the 
Act is that he must pay the whole rent due to the landlord for the last 
year. Government have admitted in the "Poona session that the rents 
which are prevalent in this Presidency are exorbitant. The Maharashtra 
Provincial Congress Committee in their report have emphasised the 
fact that the rents are exorbitant, and have recommended that they 
ought to be controlled and reduced by legislation. Government went 
further and said that they would introduce legislation for controlling 
rents. Having made these two declarations, is it fair on the part of 
Government to compel the tenant to pay rent for a year, which they 
have admitted to be exorbitant! The clause in effect says that ~nants 
cannot have protection under this Act, unless they pay exorbitant rents 
for the last year. Is it a fair clause ! Is it in the interest of the tenants t 

. Certainly not. The effect of the clause will be only to compel the tenants 
to pay exorbitant rents to the landlords for another year. If that is 
going to be the effect of this clause, I ask, is it in the interest of the tenant 
class to whom Government want to extend protection! Sir, no logic 
can lead us to the conclusion that the clause which compels the ~nants 
to pay exorbitant rents can do any benefit to the tenants. · 

The clause does not stop there ; it goes further and says that the 
~nants must be willing to hold the lands thereafter as ~n.ants on the 
same U>rm and condition on which it. was held when the cause of action 
arose to the landlord for the purpose of evicting him. It means that, 
if a t-enant is paying exorbitant rent, he must pay another year's 
exorbitant rent for getting the benefit under the Act. A clause which 
lays down these three conditions cannot benefit any class of tenants. 
Do Government seriously maintain that mider this clause, even one 
per cent. of the ~nants who are cultivating lands in the Bombay 
Presidency are likely to be benefited t Certainly not. If at all, it 
might benefit a very small section, say ·001 per cent. of the 
tenants. 
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Ordinarily the landlord is found to be more liberal than this clause. 

:Many a time it happens that the tenant is not in a position to pay the 
whole rent. The landlord appreciates the difficulty and allows him 
to pay a part of it next year. He &ften allows the rent to fall in arrears. 
Every landlord knows the condition of his tenant and he is never prepared 
to drive him to the extreme. If he drives him to the extreme, he is 
afraid that the tenant will leave him. In 75 per cent. of the cases it 
happens that the rent due from the tenant is not paid by him and the 
landlord allows him to pay it in the following years. The landlord 
is keen to suck the last drop of the tenant's blood. But this section 
is less liberal than the landlords who exploit their tenants. The clause 
says that the tenant must pay the full rent before he can have the benefit 
of this Act. I know the Honourable Minister will say that this clause 
does not compel him to pay the whole rent. But this clause does not 
allow protection, if protection is demanded under this Act by a tenant, 
unless he pays the whole rent. So, if we compare this clause with the 
landlord, we will find that the landlord is much more generous than this 

· clause. It will therefore be evident that this clause is not for the benefit 
of the tenants but that it is for the benefit of the landlords. Suppose 
a tenant has agreed to pay 15 maunds of paddy and the produce is only 
20 maunds. This clause says that, unless the tenant pays 15 maunds 
to the landlord and is willing to be satisfied with 5 maunds as a reward 

· for his labour he cannot have the benefit of the Act. I am sure every 
one who is unbiased and unprejudiced will agree that such a clause 
cannot be in the interest of the tenants. I will take another case. 
Suppose a tenant has agreed to pay 15 maunds of paddy, but he has been 
able to reap only 10 maunds this year. Under this clause, he must 
starve. He must pay the 15 maunds of paddy, if he is to have the 
benefit of this Act. He may .borrow money from the money-lender, 
purchase 5 maunds of rice, pay the landlord and have the benefit of 
the Act. Sir, I ask, if such conditions are laid by this clause, can it 
be seriously maintained that the tenants are likely to benefit to any 
considerable degree under this clause 1 Certainly not. I again ask 
whether a tenant who is in possession of land for the last six years 
uninterruptedly, and who pays rents to the landlord regularly, is likely 
to be evicted ~ ·All that the landlord wants is rent. If it has been 
paid for the last six years, if it is paid also for the last year, where is 
the necessity for the landlord to evict such a tenant 1 The difficulties 
which the Cabinet is assuming are only imaginary. They are not real. 
No landlord will evict a tenant who has been his tenant for the last 
six years, who has paid his rent which was due to him for the last year 
and who agrees to pay the same rent for the next year. Such cases 
would never arise, because the landlord knows that he cannot have 
a better tenant. A more dutiful tenant, a more faithful tenant, a more 
subservient tenant the landlord can hardly come across. 

It will be clear that the conditions which the Government are imposing 
on the tenants for enabling them to claim benefit under this Act are so 
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severe that they can hardly be fulfilled. Sir, it is contended that the 
clause bas been incorporated in this Bill in order to benefit the tenants. 
But, Sir, the tenant is not really going to benefit. The clause is going to 
benefit the landlord because it will secure him the rent that is due to him, 
and that is all that a landlord wants. The clause further binds the tenant 
for .another year to pay the same exorbitant rent. Sir, Ck>vernment 
assured us the other day that they are going to bring forward a legislation 
for the protection of tenants. They said that they proposed to do it 
within six months. Does it mean that in spite of that legislation the 
tenants would be required to pay the same exorbitant rents that they agree 
to pay today l Is not Government thinking of reducing these rents! 
If they are, it is unjust for the Govern.nient to compel the tenants to 
agree to pay next year the same rents which they are paying today. 
After all these conditions are taken into consideration, I would only say 
this, that this clause has been incorporated in the Bill in order to enable 
the Government to say to the tenants that they have tried to do something 
for them. But if the tenants scrutinise all the conditions which have 
been laid down in this clause, they are sure to realise that the clause has 
been so worded, and the conditions are such, that they are all to the benefit 
of the landlord. Sir, I would humbly urge on the Ministry to face the 
reality. If you are really desirous of doing some good to the tenants
you have been in office for the last 8 months and you have done nothing 
for them-you should allow them to continue to till the piece of land 
which they tilled last year though they may not pay the whole amount 
of rent due to the landlords. The landlords will ordinarily keep quiet. If 
you make this provision in this Bill, it will mean that you are strengthen· 
ing the hands of the landlord. In 90 per cent. of the cases, the tenants will 
not be able to pay the whole rent due to the landlord. You say that yon 
will bring forward a legislation for the protection of tenants after six 
months. It will not benefit the tenants who will be evicted now. 
You have failed in your duty to bring in a legislation which was most 
urgent. You must therefore atone for your mistake. Why do y9u 
penalise the poor tenant who is already starving 1 '\Vhy do you make 
him pay the price of your mistake? If you want to be just to the tenant, 
I hope you will accept my amendment which is the humblest possible 
amendment that I can place before the House. 

With these words, I press this amendment for the acceptance of the 
House. · 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the House in Maratlti): 
Sir, I rise to support the amendment, which, in my opinion, will do much 
good. Sir, if we study this clause carefully, we shall see that the so-called 
benefit to the tt>nant will not result in his real benefit. Sir, a tenant who 
is cultivating a pie« ofland uninterruptedly for the last six years, and who 
is paying rent regularly to his landlord, and who has agreed to pay this 
rent which is admittedly exorbitant for the next year, will not derive 
any benefit from this clause, because the Ia.ndlord will not evict such a 
tenant. Sir, as Mr. Parulekar observed the landlords are more liberal than 
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this clause itself. Sir, saying that a tenant who has paid all arrears of 
rent, and who is willing to pay this year and also the next year should 
not be evicted does not result in giving any benefit to the tenant. 

Sir, the Reports of the Royal Commission and the Banking Inquiry 
Committee urged that the land should pass and remain into the hands 
of those who actually till the soil, and the class of absentee landlords 
should vanish, while the effect of this clause would be that the condition 
of the tenant would be rendered worse. Sir, our country was known as 
''Suvarn Bhumi'' because of the good condition of the agriculturists. Sir, 
when the landlords are themselves complainmg that they are unable to 
pay the land revenue, it is a small wonder that the agriculturists are in 
this miserable plight. Sir, I say this from my personal experience.· 

Sir, it is true that Government have given .remissions and suspensions 
in payment of land revenue. But, how many tenants· have been 
benefited by this 1 I think very few. Nearly 99 per cent. of the tenants 
did notget any benefit. Therefore, I think this stipulation regarding 
the payment of rent, and arrears of rent, should not exist in the 
clause. 

Sir, I am reminded of a story of a man who, in time of famine, went to 
his landlord. He told his landlord the woeful story of famine. The land
lord said : " What is there 1 You eat sufficiently and have sound sleep", 
which was- obviously impossible. Sir, in the case of payment of rent, no 
receipts ate given by the landlord and he may at any moment come out 
and say that he has not received the rent fqr such and such year. 
Therefore, for all these reasons, I think the amendment should be 
accepted by the Government. 

. .Mr. R. ~R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, as far as this clause goes, 
I consider it to be absolut'ely a non-entity clause. The two conditions 
imposed under it take away what is proposed by it. I will not be far 
from wrong i£ I say that this Bill does not in any way help the present 
tenants. Although in this part of1ndia we live under what is called 
the rayatwari system, still I will be right i£ I say that there are many 
middlemen who, as under the zamindari system, oppress or suppress 
their tenants. Although it is stated by Baden-Powell that there is 
no middleman in the rayatwari system, yet under the system of con
tractual tenancy which has been in existence from pre-British times, 
there are middlemen in existence who are in most ways oppressive 
to the tenants. I really cannot understand, Sir, how a tenant in his 
ordinary course of life and his present economic circumstances can 
pay the rent even for a year. I would quote in short from a report 
of the Peasant Enquiry Committee of the Maharashtra Provincial Con· 
gress Committee, what the cost of cultivation to the tenant or th~ 
agriculturist is. Sir, in that report it is stated-after, of course, due 
investigation by their own committee-that in a village called .Masur 
in Satara District, for the crop millet, the net income per year for one 
acre of land is Rs. 32; In another part of the same village--
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : The question before the House, 
I think, is not as w what will be the proper rent for any piece of land; 
nor is it a question of fixity of ~nure, as I believe it was misunderstood 
by the honourable member ){r. Parulekar when he. based his argument 
on that. The question of rents being high is relevant only so far as 
it may be an argument to support the view that tenants should not be 
called upon to pay the full rent. But, beyond that, if members go 
into details as to.whether the present rents are high or low, or whether 
tconomic rent is proper or not, then I believe it will be going beyond 
the proper limits of this debate. The honourable member may, there· 
fore, 11horten his remarks on that point, and proceed further. 

)Jr. R. R. BHOLE: Sir, I bow w your ruling. 

Sir, the"fery fact that the peasant has to pay the rent meaM,naturally, 
that he must pay the prevailing rent; and 

6 p.m. I maintain that the actual rent as it exists today 
is more than half the cost of cultivation and more than what he 
could bear. I was only going w show by quoting from this book 
what the cost of cultivation is like, in order to prove that the cost 
of cultivation being more than 50 per cent. it is absolu~ly impossible 
for the starving peasant to pay the rent in view of the "ardheli" 
system prevailing here. 

In the same village, lla.sur, the net loss is shown as Rs. ~- In 
another place in West Kh.andesh, Budb.awal, the net loss is shown for 
71 acres as Rs. 51. In the district of Xa.sik, in village ugwadi, the net 
income per year is shown as Rs. 9-5-0. · 

Th~ Honourable )1r. K. ll. Ml"XSID: "\That has that got to do ~th 
the amen.dment ! · · 

llr. R. R. BHOLE : The cost of cultivation, as l\"e ·see from this, is 
more or less unbearable. ut me tell here what the system of rent is 
like. At the preS('nt time the common system in yogue is W"hat is called 
.. Ardheli ,_ The landlord has to give 50 per cent. of the gross value 
of the produce. Many a time it comes ro betl\"een 50 and 90 per cent .. 
of the gross value. If the cost of cultivation it.c!elf goes beyond· 
50 per cE-nt., I ask a straight question ro the Honourable Minister,' 
bow is it possible for such a pea.sant to pay, W'hen he has nothing 
at all! . . 

The Honourable ){r. K.ll. m:xsm: Sir, I have already explained 
at great length the reason why the annual payment has ro he made by the 
~nants. I have nothing more ro add. 

Mr. S. V. PARt"LEK.AR: Sir, I have nothing to add, since the 
Honourable Minister 1w added nothing. · . 

11o-m BkHb 19-l--6 
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Amendment put. The House divided: Ayes, 14; Noes, 71. 

Division No.17. 
Ayes. 

BxoLB, Mr. R. R. 
Cmnu:, Mr. A. V. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
JB:ABVALA, :Mr. S. H. 
KALE, :Mr. R. 8. 
K.AMBLI, Sir SIDDAl'PA T. 
KA.z:r, Mr. Azrz GAI!'UB 

·1 KHEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. MEHTA, :Mr. JA.MNADAS M. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
RoHAM, Mr. P. J. . 
V ARALE, Mr. B. H. 
WAGH1 Mr. P. W. 

Tellers for the. Aye& : Mr. A. V. CriTRE and Mr. B. H. VABALE, 

Noes. 
ANTBOLIJUB, Dr. K. B. 
CHITALE, Ra.o Ba.hadur G. K. 
CHAWDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CRAWHAN, Mr. P. L. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKA.R, :Mr. V. V. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoBA.RJI R. 
DEsAI, Mr. RANDHIB P. 
DESBMUKR, Mrs. ANNAPURNA GorAL 
DESHPANDE, Mr. G. H. 
DoDMETI. Mr. A. D. 
Fmonu, Mr. K. S. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. 
Gsu, Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GOKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
GoPI, Mr. M. G. 
GUPTB, Mr. B. M. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N', F. 
HIRAY, Mr. H. S. 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. 
JAUTY, Mr. P. C. 
Josm. Mr. JrNABHAI P. 
JoG, Mr. V. N'. 
KANUGA, Mrs. VIJAYAGAURI BALVANTRAI 
KAI!.AVADE, Mr. R. K. 
KARGUDRI, Mr. S. S. 
KATHALE, Mr. B. S. ..• 
KESHWAIN, Mr. s: N'. 
KmMJI, Mr. BHAWANJI A. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILAL D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. 
MAGANLAL NAGINDAS, Mr. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MoRARBHAI KASANJI, Mr. 
MUltADAM, Mr. w. s. 

MuNsm, the Honourable Mr. K. M, 
MuNsm, Mrs. LILAVATI K. 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
NARIMAN; Mr. K. F. 
NEsvr, Mr. T. R. 
NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
NuruE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
PATASKAR, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BABUBHAI J. 
PATEL, Mr. BHAILALBHAI B. 
PATEL, Mr. MANGESH B. 
PATIL, Mr. ATMARAM N, 
PATIL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
PATIL, Mr. KALLANGOUDA S. 
PATIL, Mr. LUMAN G. 
PATIL, Mr. MALGOUDA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAMMA 
PATIL1 Mr. S. K. 
PuRANI, Mr. C. B. 
RA..JMA..L LAKBIOHAND, Mr. 
SmNDE, Mr. BA..JIRAO alias BABASAHEB 

JAGDEORAO 
SmRALKAR, Mr. P. K. 
SHRIKANT, Mr. L. M. 
SuGANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
TALKAB, Mr. K. R. · 
THAKOR, Mr. B. P. 
THUSE, Mrs. LAXMIBAI GANESH 
TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
VAGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
V A.RT.ut, Mr. G. D. 
VINOHOORKAR, Sardar N. G. 
VYA.s, Mr. !SHV ARLAL K. 
W ADEKAR, Mr. R. B. 
WALVEKAR, Mr. B. B. 
W ANDREKAR, Mr. D. N. 

Tellers for theN oe& : Mr. S. H. SATHE and Mr, K. S. FmonBA.. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendments Nos. 54 and 55, being 
identical, fall through. 

Mr. B.S. IDRAY (Nasik East): Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 9 after the words "on his behalf " insert the words " before the 15th day 
of May 1938." 

Question proposed. 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: On a point of informa.tion, Sir •. Can this 
amendment be taken at this stage! We do not find this amendment 
in the list of amendments. This is a very important amendment. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The amendment has undoubtedly 
come late, but it is within the discretion of the Chair to decide whether 
notice should be waived or not. I understand the amendment not to be 
one of substance, and that is why I have agreed to waive the notice; 
otherwise, I would not have waived the notice. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: May I explain, Sir! The 
season which is described here--for the year ending with the 30th day of 
June 1938-is merely a formal description of the season, but the tenants 
are actually changed between March and May and the payments are · 
made between that period. when a new tenant goes out. Ordinarily, 
payment is made before the 15th day of May. If payment is not made 
by the 15th of May and if there is no date mentioned here, the result 
will be that somebody may argue that the clause says "for the year 
ending with the 30th day of June 1938" and so the rent is to be paid 
on the 30th day of June 1938. By that time rains will have commenced 
and if the tenant does not pay the rent, the landlord will not be able to 
find another tenant. It is really between March and May that the 
tenancy is changed, and the intention is that the tenant must pay his 
rent before lease for the next year is given to him or a new tenant is 
brought in. " Rent due in respect of the land for the year ending with 
the 30th day of June 1938 "-this is official description of the year. 
But the tenant must pay his rent about the time his term would expire 
and a new tenant will be available to the landlord. That is why it is 
made explicit. · 

Mr. B. S. HIRAY: Sir,. In view of the explanation given by the 
Honourable the Home Minister I have nothing to add. 
. "' 

Honourable :MEMBERS: What is that, Sir ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member Mr. Hiray 
says that he has nothing more to add. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I oppose the amendment. The reason 
is that the clause, as it stands, gives the tenant a month more to pay the 
rent. !\ow Government seem to be worried over the fact that if the 
knant dOt's not pay his rent till the 30th of June the landlord will not be 
able to find out another tenant. This is one more addition to the 
safeguards. That is why I oppose it. 

As this amendment is in the interests of the landlords and not in the 
interests of the tenants, I oppose it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: I have nothing to add, Sir. 
Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Amendment No. 56, 

Mr. S. II. JIUBVALA (Railway Unions): Sir,--
~~:o.m Bk Hb 194--& 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am afraid it requires a little verbal 
alteration. The word " all" is already deleted by the Select Committee. 
Therefore, in place of the word "rent" substitute cc one-fourth rent." 

· Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, I beg t9 move the following amendment: 
. --

"In clause 9, line 9, after the word 'behalf' put • ! '," 

Question proposed. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: In reality, Sir, as a socialist I should have 
opposed the question of giving a rent altogether, but looking to the nature 
of the tenacious opposition offered by Government in the matter of the 
payment of rent at any cost I have tremblingly attempted to come down 
to the next best thing, namely, ask Government to descend to ! at least 
considering the fact that the tenant is not at all able to pay rent. This 
point of inability to pay has been accepted by Government for at 
first they wrote down " all" rent. But in the Select Committee wiser 
'counsels prevailed and they omitted the word " all " and kept merely 
·"rent". Now they have kept" rent". That is still merely an eye-wash. 
The term should have clearly stated what rent Government desire--some 
rent or all rent. It means both. The deletion of the word " all " is 
highly prejudicial for it means all in reality though some evidently and 
superficially. · 

When the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act was brought into force 
after some time Government announced its conclusions and Government 
said that new debts had been prevented, that on account of the passage 
. of the Act the indebtedness had been to a great extent relieved and so 
forth, but Government did maintain one fact that in spite of the good that 
it could do, if it was ever intended to do any good, in spite of all that, lands 
were passing away from the hands of the tenants to others avowedly 
creditors. That was a very important suggestion to which I want to 
draw the attention of the present Government. How was it that land 
was gradually passing away still in spite of the fact that the enactment 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act was considered by Government to be 
a beneficent measure~ In spite of all Government's efforts land was 
gradually passing away from the hands of the impoverished tenants. That 
was due to the fact that there was an acceptance on the part of Govern
ment of the device in the existing system, namely, that the tenant was 
to be considered as merely a tool for the exercise of agriculture, as a means 
of production, but that he was not to be directly given the benefit. 
Underthecircutnstances, he is extremely poor and embarrassed in misery ; 
and if we exercise this alteration also, namely, that he is required to pay 
rent, then that poverty and that misery would be further enhanced. 
The peasant clings to his land for his life. The land-hungry peasant 
passionately holds his land dear to him. But the economic conditions 
require him gradually to drift more and more into the hands of the land
lord and into the hands of the sowkar. Let us save him if some one can 
as soon as possible. I do desire, therefore, that before the word " rent " 
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there should be "1 ",so that at least some measure of relief that is 
contemplated under the Act could be given to him. Humanitarianism 
is the fundamental of socialism and, therefore, I believe this measure of 
concession proposed not wholly as a socialist but only as a humanitarian 
will be accepted by Government. · · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I have nothing to say. 
Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: So have I, Sir, nothing more to say •. 

Question put. The House divided: Ayes, 10; Noes, 74. 

Division No. 18. 
Ayes. 

BuoLB, Mr. R. R. KuEDGIKAR, Mr. R. A. 
CurraB, Mr. A. V. MERTA., Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
GAIKW.&.D, Mr. B. K. PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
JB.ABVALA., Mr. S. H. RoJW[, Mr. P. J. 
KALB, Mr. R. S. V ARALB, Mr. B. H. 

Tellers for t~e Ayes: Alessr~. A. V, CHITRE and B. H. VARALG. 

ANTBOLIKAR, Dr. K. B. 
CHITALB, Ra.o Bahadur G. K. 
CHA. WDHARI, Mr. D. N. 
CHA.WHA.N, Mr. P. L. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. 
DANDEKA.B, Mr. V. V. 
DBs.u, the Honourable Mr. Mo&A.RJI R. 
D&s.u, Mr. RANDHIB. P. 
D&SIDlUKII, Mrs. ANNA.PUB.NA GorAL 
DESHl'A.NDE, Mr. G. H. 
DooMETI, Mr. A. D. 
FmooBA., Mr. K. S. 
G.&.NDHI, Mr. M. M. 
GHIA., Dr. C. J. 
GILDER, the Honourable Dr. M. D. D. 
GOKHALE, Mr. K. G. 
Gorx. Mr. M.G. 
Gn-r&, Mr. B.ltl. 
KALLIXIRI, Mr. N. F. 
HIRAY, Mr. B. 8. 
JA.DIUV, Mr. T. S. 
J.&.KATY, lt!r. P. C. 
.Tosur, Air. JISABIUI P. 
Joo, Mr. V. N. 
WUGA., Mrs. \"uA.YAGA.URI BALVANTRAI 
KAR.&.V.lDB, Mr. R. K. 
K.&.Raroax, Air. S. S. 
K.&.TIW.B, Mr. B. ,S. 
KISHW.f.IIf, llr. S. X. 
KHDUI, Mr. BHA\H.NJI A. 
l...u..&., llr. BHOGILAL D. 
LA1TBI, the Hon:>urable Mr. A. B. 
M.wu'LAL NAcrsn.a.s, Mr. 
MASTBB, Mr. XAGIYDAS T. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. 
MoRARBIUI KAsun, Yr. 
Hl"liDAll, Mr. W. S. 
l!C'YSBI, the Honourable Mr. K. M. 

Noes. 
MUNSBI, Mrs, L!LAVA.TI K. · 
NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
NARIMAN, Mr. K. F. 
NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
NIMA.NEE, Mr. P. A. 
Nuam, the Honourable Mr. M. \". 
p ATASKA.B, Mr. H. V. 
PATEL, Mr. BA.BUBIUI J. 
P A.TEL, Mr. BIUILALBIUI B, 
P.&.'tEL, Mr. MA:NaESH B; 
PATIL, Mr. A'tMAll.A.M N. . . 
PATIL, Mr. GAliBHIRRA.O A. 
PATIL, Mr. ~GOUDA. S. 
PATIL, Mr. LA.nwl' G. 
P.a.m., the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
PATIL, Mr. MA.r..aouoA P. 
PATIL, Mrs. NAGAllllA. 
P ATIL, Mr. S. K. 
Pu!Wl1, Mr. C. B. 
RA.Jl(AL L.uoucHA.ND, Mr. 
SATHB,Mr.S.El . 
SutNDB, Mr. B.um.a.o aliaa BA.B.A.SAHBB 

JA.GDEOBA.O 
SllllULKA.B, Mr. P. K. 
SHRJKA.li'T, Mr. L. M. 
SuoANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
T ALKAB, Mr. K. R. 
THA.XOB., Mr. B. P. 
THUSB, Mrs. LJ.nm!AI GAnSH 
TULPULB, Mr. H. V. . 
V A.GHELA, Mr. B. U. 
Vuux., Mr. G. D. 
VtNCHOOBKAR, Sarda.r N. G. 
VvAS, Mr. Isav.uu:.u. K. 
W ADEKA.B, Mr. R. B. 
w .&.LVEKA.B, Mr. B. B. 
w A.NDJlEKA.B, Mr. D. N. 

Tdlmfor ~ Nou: llessra, S. R. SATRB and K. S. FllWDlA. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER : Amendment No. 57 falls through 
as being consequential. 

6-30 p.m. 
Now amendment No. 58, the honourable member 

Mr. Bhole. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona West): Sir, I beg to move the following 
amendment: · 

In clause 9, afoor the words "for the purpo~ of evicting him", add "provided 
such rent is an economic rent". 

Question proposed. 

Mr; R. R. BHOLE : Sir, I will be brief. It is mentioned in the Bill 
" if such tenant is willing to hold the land thereafter as a tenant on the 
same terms and conditions on which he was holding the same at the date 
when the cause of action arose to the landlord for the purpose of evicting 

. him". Now, Sir, the conditions that might have existed when he made 
the contract were certainly conditions which were more favourable to the 

· landlord than to the tenant. The landlord always tries to take as much 
rent as possible and, as has been fully discussed here on the floor of this 
House, the tenant has to pay more than what he gets as income.. The 
amount of rent which is at present paid is more than what I had told 
before, 50 per cent. of the gross value of his income. Such being the case, 
naturally it would be improper for the Government to bind the tenant to 
those terms and conditions by which he at a needy time bound himself by 
the contract. It is only because of that, Sir, that I want to put in this 
amendment. If the Government accepts the proposition that the tenant 
at present is quite unable to pay any rent, and, least of all, the present 
rent which in no sense of the word is an economic rent, then I do not 
see why the Government should not accept my amendment. 

With these words, I commend the amendment for the acceptance of 
the Government and of this House. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. !fUNSHI: Sir, my honourable friend has, 
as in his preceding speeches, made the same mistake. This is not a 
substantial Bill under which an economic rent has to be ascertained, 
but is only intended to keep the status quo just for one year. If you 
introduce these things, it will mean determining an economic rent. 
It will involve all kinds of enquiries in respect of every tenant, and 
instead of its being a measure for relief it would open up litigation. Who 
is to decide the economic rent ! Where is the machinery in this Bill for 
doing it! What are the steps to be taken~ In a measure like this, which 
merely aims at keeping the clock at a standstill for one year, you cannot 
introduce the element of economic rent as is attempted to be done by 
the amendment. Therefore, it is not possible to accept the present 

' amendment. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: I have nothing to say in reply. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
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Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, I beg to move: 

In clause 9 add : 

"Provided that if the owner of the land wants to cultivate the land himself, the tenant 
shall be evicted. 

" Provided further that if, due to any agreement or contract regarding sale or · 
transfer of l1nd formed before the passing of this Act, the transfer of land' is not 
posRible withou~ evicting the tenant, the tenant shall be evicted.'' 

I 
I want to know whether this would be treated as one or two 

amendments. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: It is one amendment. · 

Question proposed. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: Sir, while speaking on the first reading of this 
Bill I said that I did not accept these principles, namely, depriving one 
of the right of ownership, depriving one of the right of possession of one's 
own land, and depriving one of the right of self-cultivation. I am 
totally against the embodiment of these principles in the Bill. I have 
much to say against this, but as the Bill is for one year only, I shall 
confine myself to the points raised in my amendment. But I hope that 
Government will give serious consideration to this question when framing 
a permanent legislation. 

I bring this amendment in the interest of small holders. These small 
holders will be affected very much by this clause. I shall illustrate this 
point by giving an example. A is a small holder; In 1932, on account 
of the abnormal fall in prices he left his village and went somewhere else 
for employment. In 1937 November he was suddenly discharged, 
as now generally happens on. account of victimisation, retrenchment, 
etc. He returns to his village, he has no other means of livelihood and 
he therefore wants to cultivate his land himself. · He gives a notice to his 
tenant, but after this Bill is passed he will find that he cannot evict his 
tenant. By this Bill this man is practically deprived of his livelihood. 
Government orders him to live on the rent only. But next year it will 
not be possible for him to get that rent also. That will be the effect of 
this section., for when the tenant knows that he is to be evicted next 
year, he will not pay his rent. That is what tenants generally do. 
In 1939 the tenant will not pay any rent. But this man will have to 
pay the assessment for his land, though he is not allowed to cultivate 
it, though he has not got his rent. Government however .with all 
the resources in its armoury will force him to pay his assessment. 
If this man. comes to such a state of misery, this clause 9 is responsible 
for it. Government must concede thiS principle of self-cultivation. 
Otherwise, many of the small holders will be put into great difficulty. 

Then with regard to the second proviso, in some of the districts on 
account of the Deccan. Agriculturists' Relief Act there are no big money
lenders. It is generally the agriculturists themselves that manage the 
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money-lending among themselves. Sometimes it so happens that 
a man lends money to another cultivator and takes possession of his land 
for some years. Let us suppose that there are two small holders, A and 
B.. In 1931 B goes to A and says" Advance me Rs. 100, take my land 
for seven years in lieu of interest; I shall take back my land in 1938 ", 
As A has got sufficient land for himself he gives this piece of land to 
a tenant D. In 1938, say on April ~t, B goes to A, pays him Rs. 100 
and says that he should be given back his land; this Bill will prevent 
him from getting his land, because it has already been given to D. 
D cannot be evicted on account of this clause, and soB will be put into 
trouble. That is going to be the effect of this clause, and it is in order 
to avoid these difficulties that I have suggested the addition of these 
provisoes. I do not think it will be difficult for the Government to 
accept these provisoes. As I have said before, they are in the interest 
of the small holders. There is no question of rent here, there is no 
question of any other thing. It is simply a question of self-cultivation 
and transfer of property, and if it is not accepted many people will be 
put into difficulties. Therefore, I propose that this amendment should 
be accepted. · 

· The Honourable Mr. K.l\I. MUNSHI: Sir, the object of the honourable 
member is, in the first instance, that when the owner of the land wants 
the land for cultivating it himself, he should be allowed to evict the 
tenant. Now the point is, if the owner allowed the tenant to remain 
in possession of the land for six years, why can he not allow him to con
tinue for one year more ? 'What has come over him so that he must 
needs drive out the tenant this year 1 Therefore, it is not possible 
to see the logic of this amendment. 

As to the second proviso, there are very few cases-I am told no 
cases at all-where agreements are made for the purpose of giving vacant 
possession of the land. Even if it is not so, you will find that clause 11 
would be sufficient protection, because it says that a liability the enforce
ment of which has been stayed by the provisions of this Act shall, 
immediately on the expiration of this Act, revive and be enforceable 
as if this Act had not been passed:" Therefore, whatever rights the 
parties may have will revive after one year, and there is no reason 
to suppose that any rights would be lost if they are suspended 
for 12 months. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE (Thana South): Sir, I am not satisfied with 
the answ~r given by the Honourable :Minister. He has not answered 
my point. I specially pointed out to him my difficulty by giving him 
an illustration. If I lose my employment and if I want to cultivate 
my land, how is it possible for me to do it 1 That is my difficulty. 
Since my point has not been answered, I do not propose to withdraw 
my amendment. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 
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Mr. BHOGILAL D. LALA (Ahmedabad North): Sir, the amendment 
which stands in my name runs as follows : 

Clallile 9 ahall be renumbered aA sub-clause (1) of that clause and after the sub· 
dauRe so renumbered, add the following new sub-clause:-

" (2) U any such land is alienated land or land held on Khoti or talukdari tenure, 
the tenant who is in occupation of a. dwelling house as a tenant of such landlord 
Nhall not be evicted from such dwelling house (including the site thereof and the land 
immediately appurtenant thereto and necessary for ita enjoyment), if the requirements 
of sub-section (i) are complied with." 

Question proposed. 

M:r. BHOGILAL D. · LALA: Sir, I shall briefly give the reasons 
for the amendment I have proposed. The amendment applies only to 
talukdari and alienated villages. In these villages, the tenants are in 
possession of the lands since time immemorial and it is difficult to trace 
the origin of the tenancy of holders of such lands. As regards the 
dwelling houses also, the forefathers of the present tenants have lived 
in them. The talukdars, by holding out threats of eviction and by 
force, have taken annual rent-notes from these tenants and are trying 
to evict the tenants from their lands and from their dwelling houses. 
As a result of the rumours and reports which are published in newspapers 
that a tenancy legislation is to be introduced in the Assembly and that 
the lands will be permanently settled on the tenants, the talukdars 
are giving notices to evict the tenants both from their lands and their 
houses. You will see that this sub-section prevents the landlords from 
evicting their tenants both from their lands and dwelling houses because 
in such alienated and talukdari villages the possession of land and the 
possession of house are so correlated, that unless you protect them 
from being evicted from their houses, it is useless to protect them from 
being evicted from their lands. If you provide that such tenants should 
not he evicted from their lands only, but they can be evicted from their 
houses, it will be very difficult for the tenants to get houses to live in, 
because the other tenants will not allow them to live in their houses, 
the lands in the village being talukdari. We should give him land and 
a dwelling house both at the same time. So, it is absolutely necessary 
we should provide that he should be evicted neither from the land nor 
from the house. In order to make such a. provision this sub-clause 
should be added. 

I have been receiving numerous letters from talukdari villages .where 
notices have been served on the tenants who have been asked to vacate 
their lands and their houses. I put all these things before the Honourable 
Minister. I therefore move this amendment and I hope with confidence 
that the House will accept it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN'SHI: I accept the amendment. 

Sa.rdar N. G. VIXCHOORKAR (Deccan Sardars and lnamdars): Sir, 
I am under a great handicap as an amendment of such an important 
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nature is being moved just now. I claim no knowledge in details of 
the conditions existing in the Talukdari villages. I will reserve my 
remarks on clause 9 in general for a later stage. But I must at the 
present stage say that it is unfair that the rights and privileges of the 
Talukdars, lnamdars and Khots should be thus encroached upon 
indirectly. I very strongly protest and oppose the amendment. 

Can I speak at this stage on claus;9 as a whole 1 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It will come at a later stage. 

Mr.· S. L. KARANDIK.AR: May I know when this particular 
amendment was received by you ¥ 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Last evening. 

Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: We were not supplied with this amendment 
up to now though it is a substantial amendment. It is a great surprise 
to us that this amendment has been introduced at this late hour. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will put the amendment. 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: What is the answer to 
the honourable member Mr. Phadake's question 1 

The Honourable the. SPEAKER: The amendment having been 
received yesterday, a copy has not been distributed to honourable 
members ; and for the same reason it could not be included in the 
consolidated list of ame~dments. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

Sardar N. G. VINCHOORK.AR {Deccan Sardars and Inamdars) : 
Sir, the provisions of clause 9 will result in effecting 

7 p.m. a bar against eviction o£ tenants of six years' 
standing. It has unfortunately a very wide application and encroaches 
on the rights and privileges of the holders of both alienated and 
unalienated lands. It also comes in the· way of exercising their rights 
even for a perfectly-bona fide purpose though for a year. This is a clear 
modification of the rights of a holder of land. It also indirectly, it is 
clear, introduces a principle of a very undesirable character. This 
is a matter of great importance and should have been considered on 
its merits separately and very thoroughly. 

On these grounds, I am not in agreement and oppose clause No. 9 
as such. I would, however, appeal to Government that in their con
templated legislation for the regulation of tenancies they will give full 
&nd sufficient time as well as opportunity to the landlords and tenants 
to have their say in the matter. 
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Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (R~tnagiri North): Sir, I rise to oppose 
certain principles that Government have embodied in this clause-1 will 
not say in a high-handed manner-by a backdoor method. This piece 
of legislation purport~J to give a kind of temporary relief to what are 
now called small holders. In this piece of legislation it was not necessary 
for Government to introduce any principles of tenancy law. In clause 9 
of this Bill they have introduced principles which they perhaps meant 
to incorporate in their forthcoming legislation on tenancy princir.les. 
The way by which they have introduced this principle here reminds 
me of a drama by the Marathi artist Mr. Falke. The introductory part 
of that drama shows a scene in a dramatic company when the actors 
are not quite ready to appear on the stage, i.e., some of them have their 
faces partly coloured, some of them have worn their dresses in part and 
when the actors are in that state the curtain is drawn and the whole 
audience simply bubbles with laughter as they look at the actors in this 
pitiable plight. The Government is put in that very pitiable plight 
by putting in this Bill the principles of tenancy law, when this Bill 
merely purports to give a kind of temporary relief to what they now 
describe as small holders, and, in addition, this Government have set 
aside several principles of law that have been the accepted principles 
up till now. '\\nat is the provision that they have made in this section! 
Even if a tenant has left his dues unpaid for the years 1932-33, 1933-34, 
1934-35 and all those years, and if he simply pays for the year ending 
June 1938 that tenant is to continue his tenancy right. Now, Sir, it 
is an accepted principle that when dues of several years have been left 
unpaid, what is first paid goes to the payment of the first item in arrears. 
Government have lost sight of this principle which has been the accepted 
principle both of law and of equity. · 

Now, another thing that they have disregarded in this clause is that 
they have set aside certain, enactments that are in force in this Presidency. 
The first part of this clause says: 

"Notwithstanding any law for the time being in force," etc:. 

Now, so far as my district, the district of Ratnagiri, is concerned, 
I want to bring to the notice of the Honourable the Revenue .Minister 
the fact that the Khoti Settlement Act of 1880 is in the form of a tripartite 
agreement among Government, Khots and tenants. In the year 1880 
the Khot.s agreed to accept many tenants as permanent tenants on the 
upress understanding that no more encroachments would be made ·on 
their rights by forcing them to accept more permanent tenants. Now, by 
this clause Government are trying to force other permanent tenants 
on the khots. Now, my request to the Honourable Minister in the select 
committee was that our part of the presidency should be made an excep· 
tion t<1 this clause. I shall not be surprised if Government find them
selves entangled in several cases of litigation from that district by reason 
of this clause, LE'<'ause the rights of khots are being encroached upon in 
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spite of the solemn declarations made when the Act of 1880 was passed. 
I believe several suits will be filed just to test whether or not this 
Bill is ultra vires. Tha~ is one fear that I entertain. 

Now, one ·fear on which the whole clause is based is that because a 
permanent tenancy law is going to be enacted, landlords will evict their 
tenants. That is the fear that GQJC.ernment seem to be possessed with. 
Now, if you turn to actual life, we find that landlords do not easily evict 
tenants. I am glad that my honourable friend 1\Ir. Parulekar has 
admitted that fact. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : Except khots. 

1\lr. S. L. KARA.1TDIKAR: If I remember right, he did say that; 
I can depend upon my memory to that extent ; I am not likely to forget 
what was spoken about only two hours back. He admitted openly the 
fact that landlords do not easily evict tenants. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : But khots are exceptions. 

1\lr. S. L. KARANDIKAR : Of course, if the honourable member means 
. to say thatkhots are something extraordinary and not human beings, it is 

open to him to hug that supposition; he is free to have any opinions. 
He admitted that landlords do not easily evict their tenants from lands 
which the tenants have been holding for a very long time. That practice 
the landlords follow both as a matter of expediency and as a matter of 
goodness. If landlords go on evicting their tenants wantonly, the 
experience they will have to face is that they will have to leave their land 
uncultivated for one or two years before they get another tenant to come in. 
Therefore, ev.en a landlord, whatever his grievances may be against his 
tenants, has to wait for a long time before he can eject his tenants. 
Therefore, the fear that Government has entertained in framing this clause 
is altogether groundless. It is the duty of Government to avoid unneces
sary surmises that they are going to bring in a permanent measure of 
legislation on the same lines. It is from that point of view that I made 
several recommendations in the select committee. . But Government, 
except for the one amendment thafthey accepted from this side of the 
House, were arrogant. Therefore, I thought it my duty to say all these 
things by way of elucidating certain facts that are very real facts in 
certain districts. And I would be very grateful to Government if they gave 
unequivocal answers to what I have stated just now. From these several 
points of view, I have to protest very strongly against the manner in 
which this principle of permanent tenancy has been incorporated. And 
I believe this principle that has been introduced in this backdoor fashion. 
will do greater harm than good for that section of the ryots in whose 
interests this Bill is being brought forward. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, my honourable friend 
:Mr. Karandikar stated that there were no grave cases of hardship 
which would require a clause like this. He is not correct there. 
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Hundreds of cases have been brought to the notice of Government where 
landlords, in anticipation of some tenancy legislation, are taking steps 
to evict tenants. This is not put in for the purpose of introducing the 
element of permanent tenancy by the backdoor. The whole idea with 
which the landlords are taking steps to evict tenants is to prepare the 
ground for the legislation, so that by the time it comes they may make 
it nugatory. That is why this clause is necessary. At the same time, 
I may assure my honourable friend Sardar Vinchoorkar that whenever 
Government frames its substantive legislation the fullest opportunity 
will be given by them to the landlords as well as to the tenants of the 
province to consider the whole question from every point of view. The 
different sections of the. House, whether they belong to one side or the 
other, will also be given the fullest opportunity to discuss them. So, · 
there is no reason to be afraid that this is going to introduce permanent 
tenancy by the backdoor. After all, what does the section purport to 
do t It only purports to keep the rights on the 31st lfarch 1939 exactly 
the same as they were on the 31st March 1938. There is no reason, 
therefore, to be apprehensive that any extraordinary legislation about 
permanent tenancy would be introduced or would be rushed through 
without considering all the interests concerned. 

Clause 9, as amended, ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The next clause is clause 10. 
Mr. Raut has tabled an amendment, which is clearly out of order, as it is 
a negation of the original motion. 

Clause 10 (Interest or rent not to be paid or red'l.l.ted in cases in which 
land revenue is su~pended wlwlly or partially) ordered to stand part of 
the Bill. 

Clause l1 (Revival of rights, liabilities and obligations after the expiry 
rif the Act) ordered to stand part of the Bill. · 

Clause 12 (Delegation of powers of Collector) : 

All powers uerci~able by the Collector under this .Act may be exercised by the 
&sistant or Deputy CollectQr or by such officer as m11.y be empowered by the provincial 
Government by general or special order in this behalf. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member Mr. Parulekar 
has given notice of an amendment.· That is also out of order, 
being a direct negation of the motion. He can oppose the clause. 
The honourable member Mr. Jhabvala. 

Mr.S.H.JHABVALA(RailwayUnion.s): Sir, I beg to mo~e: 

In clause 12, after the words " in this behalf " add the following :. " but in no case 
shall final orders be pessed except with the sanction of the Collector." 

Question proposed. 
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.Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA: Sir, this amendment is not of a very radical 
nature. It simply states a technical operation. The select committee 
appears to have conceded the right to the provincial Government by 
general or special order to empower an officer. But, Sir, if the whole 
clause is read, it will be found that the responsibilities of powers are to be 
exercised by the Collector, to whom all transactions under this Bill have 
been handed over. The Collector is the most responsible person here all 
throughout. But the powers exercis~ble by him are under this clause 
allowed to be exercised by the Assistant or Deputy Collector or by 
such officer as the Government may arrange to fix. But then, after 
all, looking to the whole spirit of the Bill, and looking to the connection 
the Collector has got with the operation of the Bill so far as the working 
of the Bill is concerned, the Collector is the most responsible man 
shouldering the whole task. For that reason, I desire that his sanction 
should be taken before the passing of final orders takes place. Even 
in the matter of certain judicial decisions he is empowered with certain 
reservations, and at the time when final action is to be taken, his 
sanction is not sought but it should be taken looking to his official 
responsibility. With these words, I desire to press my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, however desirable it may 
be to entrust the whole work to the Collector, it is humanly impossible 
for one officer in a district to cope with the work which this Bill would 
entail. Therefore, it is not possible to accept the amendment. Out of 
respect for the opinion that was expressed here at the first reading of this 
Bill, the select committee has already transferred the power of 
empowering officers from the Collector to the Provincial Government. 
Except for this, it would be difficult to have any other restricted 
machinery in this matter. 

Mr. S. H. JHABVALA: Sir, I was simply trying to remove an 
·anomaly. If Government have accepted the spirit in which this amend
ment was moved at first and they have substituted the Provincial 
Government in place of the Collector, then certainly it is very creditable 
on the part of the Government. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Thank you. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Does that induce the honourable 
member to withdraw his amendment ~ 

Mr. S. H. JHABVAL.A: No, no. 

Amendment put, and negatived. 

Clause 12 ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

Clause 13 (Rules). 

The Provincial Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, make rules 
to carry out the pnrpoees and objects of this Act. 
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Mr. R. R. BHOLE (Poona W~st): Sir, I beg to ~ove: 

In cla\llle 13, a.fter the words "this Act" add: 
"Provided that a draft of such rules shall be laid before each Chamber of the 

Ll'gislature for a period of not lese than 21 days during the session of the Chamber, 
and if either Chamber, before expiration of the said period, paseea a resolution against 
the draft or any point thereof, no further proceedings shall be taken thereon but 
without prejudice to a new draft." 

Question proposed. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: Sir, I move this amendment with the full under
standing that this House would not in any way like to delegate to 
Government the powers of making rules. If Government wishes to 
take the powers of rule. making to themselves, I think it should be their 
sacred and bounden duty to place before this House the rules which 
they may frame in the interest of the masses; and if this House records 
a verdict to the effect that those rules or part of those rules are not in 
the interests of the masses, then it should be the duty of the Government 
to accept that verdict. It is only because of that, Sir, that I have moved 
this amendment. The other day, when the honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar, the leader of our party, stated that rules when 
adumbrated in the form of Orders in Council were also placed on the 
table of the House of Commons, the Honourable Minister for Law and 
Order quoted section 291 of the Government of India Act. But he 
conveniently, quietly, or purposely, forgot to read the previous 
section 290. That section reads as follows : · 

"(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, His Majesty may by Order in Council
( a) create a new Province; 
(b) increase the area of any Province; 
(c) diminish the area of any Province; 
(d) alter the boundaries of any Provinoe: 

Provided that, before the draft of any such Order is laid before Parliament, the 
Secretary of State shall take such steps as His Majesty may direct for ascertaining 
the views of the Federal Gvvernment and the Chambers of the Federal Legislature and 
the views of the Government and the Chamber or Chambers of the Legislature of any 
Province which will be affected by the Order, both with respect to the proposal to make 
the Order and with respect to the provisions to be inserted therein." 

Sir, this provision has been made even in the Government of India 
Act. The provision which is sought to be made in this Bill is. that they 
should notify in the Official Gazette any rules which might be made 
concerning the peasants. After they have been so notified, perhaps 
it would not be possible for this House or any member to seek to change 
them. When once the rules have come into effect, naturally whatever 
is sought to be done will be done when the vehicle of these rules starts. 
We want that those rules should, before being published, be placed 
on the tables of this House. Section 23 of the General Clauses Act 
lays down: 

. "Pu~cation in the Gazette of a rule or by-law purporting to have been made 
1n uerc1se of & power to make rules or by-laws after previous publication shall be 
eonclusive proof that the rule or by-law baa been duly made." 
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If it is a conclusive proof that the bye-law or rule has been made and 
put into effect, then we shall be having no voice whatsoever in the framing 
of such rule. It is, after all, an elementary principle of democracy 
that we should have a voice in the framing of those rules. It is only 
from this point of view that I move this amendment, and I hope 
Government will accept it. 

The Honourable Mr. K. 111. MUNSHI : Sir, I never thought that 
the epidemic of cit.ing the precedent of the Government of India Act 
would be caught by the Deputy Leader of the Independent Labour Party 
from his Leader. 

Mr.~·. R. BHOLE: I am not the Deputy Leader. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Issuing of Orders under 
section 290 really amounts to an amendment of section 46 of the Govern
ment of India Act where the Provinces are enumerated. The rules made 
under this Act are not amendments of the Act ; they are in pursuance 
thereto. In Poona it was made clear, on the authority of Laski, as 
to the circumstances under which rules could be made, and Government 
.propose to adhere to that test. 

· The proposal that has been put forward now was customary in the 
old days, though the rules were placed before the House, when Govern
merit took care to see that even if a resolution was passed it was not 
bi:Q.ding on the Government in respect of some Acts. But so far as 
the practice followed up to now is concerned-and as I said, there is 
high authority for it-I see no reason to depart from it. To do so would 
only introduce unnecessary complications. Members of either House 
who have got any grievance against the rules will have open before them 

_ the various methods by which a debate could be raised in the House. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE : After the rules come into effect. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Therefore, Sir, it is not possible 
for me to accept the amendment. 

Amendment put. The House divided: Ayes, 12; Noes, 67. 

Division No.19. 

BHOLB, Mr. R. R. 
CHITRB, Mr. A. V. 
GAIKWAD, Mr. B. K. 
JADHAV, Mr. D. G. 
JHABVALA, Mr. S. H. 
K..u.B, Mr. R. S. 

Ayes. 

MEHTA. Mr. JAMNADAS M. 
PARULEKAR, Mr. S. V. 
RAUT, Mr. D. W. 
Rou..ut:, Mr. P. J. 
SAVANT, Mr. K. S. 
V !.BALE, Mr. B. H. 

Teller• for the Ayu: Mr. A. V. Cmu and Mr. B. H. V !.BALD. 
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Noes. 
AN'IROLIXA.ll., Dr. K. B. MUlism, the Honourable Mr, K. M. 
CIUWDR.lRI, Mr. D. N. MUlism, Ml'll. LILAVA.'l:I K. 
CIUWHAN, Mr. P. L. NAIK, Mr. V. N. 
CoLLAco, Dr. J. A. NESVI, Mr. T. R. 
DABHI, Mr. FULSINHJI B. NIMANEE, Mr. P. A. 
DANDEIUR, Mr. V. V, NURrE, the Honourable Mr. M. Y. 
DESAI, the Honourable Mr. MoRARJI R. PATASK.A.B., Mr. H. V. 
DESAI, Mr. RANDHIR P. PATEL, Mr. BABUBIUI J. 
DESF£MUKH, Ml'll. ANNAPURNA GoPAL PATEL, Mr. BHAILAI.BHAI B. 
DEsHPANDE, Mr. G. H. PATEL, Mr. MA.NoESH B. 
DoDMETI, Mr. A. D. PATIL, Mr. AT1rLUI..Ul N. 
FtRODEA., Mr. K. S. P.a.'l'IL, Mr. GAMBHIRRAO A. 
GANDHI, Mr. M. M. PATIL, Mr. LA.XMAN G. 
GHTA., Dr. C. J. PA'l'IL, the Honourable Mr. L. M. 
GILDER, th~ Honourable Dr. M.D. D. PATIL, Mr. MA.Laoun.a. P. 
GoKHALE, Mr. K. G. PA'l'IL, Mrs. NAGAMMA. . 
GOPI, Mr. M. G. PURANI, Mr. C. B. 
GuPTE, Mr. B. M. RA.JMAL LAmrcHAND, Mr. 
HALLIKERI, Mr. N. F. SATHE, Mr. S. H. 
HrRAY, Mr. B. S. SHINDE, Mr. BA.JIRA.o ali.aB B.A.BASAB.EB 
JADHAV, Mr. T. S. JAGDEORAO 
JAUTY, Mr. P. C. SRIRALK.A.B., Mr. 1>. K. 
J oo, Mr. V. N. S!IRIIUNT, Mr. L. M. 
KANuoA, Mrs. VIJ.A.YAGAURI BALVANTRA.I SuoANDHI, Mr. M. S. 
KARAVADE, Mr. R. K. TII.A.KOR, Mr. B. P. 
KA&oumu, Mr. S. S. THusE, Mrs. WMIBAI GA.NESII 
KESH\VAIN, Mr. S. N. TULPULE, Mr. H. V. 
Kua, the Honourable Mr. B. G. VAGHELA, Mr. B. U. 
LALA, Mr. BHOGILA.L D. V ART AX, Mr. G. D. 
LATTHE, the Honourable Mr. A. B. VmcHOORXAR, Sardar N. G. 
MA.oANLA.L NAGINDAs, Mr. Vus, Mr. !SHV.A.BLA.L K. 
MEHTA, Mr. H. P. W ADEK.A.B., Mr. R. B. 
MoRA.RBHAI KAsANJI, Mr. W A.LVlll!UB, Mr. B. B. 
MuunA.M, Mr. W. S. W ANDREKA.R, Mr. D. N. 

Tellers for the Noes: Mr. S. H. SATHE and Mr. K. S. FmoDEA. 

7-30 p.m. 
Clause 13 (Rules) ordered to stand part of the 

Bill. 

The Preamble ordered to stand part of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I beg to move that Bill 
No. VI of 1938, as amended at the second reading, be read a third time 
and passed. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. li. MUNSHI: There were two amendments 
which I had accepted and which had to be drafted. They have been 
duly drafted now and I will read them for the benefit of the House : 
They are as follows : 

In sub-clause (3) of clause 3 for the words "the said land" where they occur for the 
first time substitute the words" the land referred to in sub.section (1)". 

that is, the land in respect of which the stay order is made, and 

In eub..clause (3) of clause 3 for the words "any proceedings taken under any law for 
the time being in foroe relating to the said land" substitute the words "any other pro
ceedings taken under any law for the time bein~ in force relatin~ ro anr land belongin~ 
to the small holder." · 

NO·lU Bk Bb 194-7 
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These amendments.will cover all the points that were discussed at the 
second reading. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will first put the amendments 
to the House. · 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUN~HI: I have accepted the amend
ments; they need not be put to tliifHouse at this stage. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : They will have to be put to the , 
House. 

Amendments put, and agreed to. 

The Honoilrable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Then there are two amend
ments in clause 6. One is-

In clause 6 the word "or, occurring after sub-clause (2) shall be deleted. 

The second amendment is-

Add the following as sub-clauses (4) and (5): 

(4) household utensils necessary for the d&ily nse of the small holder and his family ; 
(5) agricultural produce necessary for the support of the small holder and his 

family. . 

Sub-clauses (1}, (2) and (3) are already there. Sub-clauses (4). and (5) 
. have to be added. I think they will meet with the wishes of the House. 

. . . . 

Amendments put, and agreed to. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA (Railway Union~): Sir, I rise to support 
the third reading of this Bill, subject to the few reservations that will 
be found embodied in the amendments on which divisions were taken. 
But even without those amendments, I feel satisfied, as I am sure the 
whole House will feel satisfioo (An Honourable Member: No.) that 
the Bill is some advance on the existing situation and however partial 
it may be, it will afford protection-to the distressed peasant of this 
Presidency for the next 12 months and we hope that when the permanent 
Bill is brought, the debates that have taken place and some of the points 
of view that have been urged, while they might not have met with the 
.approval of Government, will receive close and sympathetic attention. 
'Perhaps in the transition stage, the Government were not satisfied of 
their utility. · 

In connection with this Bill, there is one difficulty which I find and 
that is about the Governor's sanction. l maintain and submit that 
if a Bill requires Governor's sanction-

The Honourable the SPEAKER ; I am ;~.£raid, that cannot be 
feorene<l at this sta~e now. 
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Mr. JAMNADAS U. MEHTA: If you will hear me, Sir, I am not 
raising that point. You can check me after the first sentence is finished, 
if you think necessary. 

What I was going to submit is that if a Bill really requires sanction 
under section 299 (3), the grant of sanction should appear on the Bill 
itself. Under the old Government of India Act, whenever previous 
sanction of the Governor-General was necessary, the sanction was stated 
on the Bill itself to have been obtained, and I submit that in future. 
apart from what has happened on this occasion, it will be convenient 
for Government, as well as for honourable members of this House, to 
know that Government did think that a particular Bill required sanction 
of the Governor. It will facilitate the study of the Bill more closely 
if one were given to understand that this Bill. was coming under the 
mischief of that sanction, and further about the amendme~ts, I submit 
that once a Bill which required the sanction has got it, the amendments 
should not stand in need of further sanction. If the principle of that 
Bill is sanctioned, I submit that the amendments which come within 
the principle, should not need any further sanction. But this is my 
submission for the future. 'What has happened could not be recalled 
and the only effect of what has happened has been that some amend
ments have not been before the House which perhaps might have been 
if the procedure which I have submitted would have been followed. 
Subject to this, Sir, the Bill has received,· as everybody will admit-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The honourable member's remark 
has not been clear to me. Does he mean to suggest that any amendments 
which have been tabled were not brought forth for want of sanction¥ 

Mr. JA.l\INADAS M. MEHTA: I was told that some amendments 
which were notified by Mr. Parulekar were not in time day before 
yesterday. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: There is nothing of the kind; and the 
sooner this impression is removed the better. Every amendment that 
has been tabled and that required the sanction-the views of the 
honourable members may difter as to whether· sanction was necessary
has been allowed and has received the sanction. 

Mr. JAlfNADAS lf. MEHTA: To that extent, Sir, I stand readily 
corrected. All that I felt was that on Monday it had happened you were 
pleased to say that particular amendments cannot be allowed. I have 
not noticed that they were later included. When you say that they are, 
I stand readily corrected. Subject to that, I think, it can be admitted 
by everybody that the Bill has received a close scrutiny and a scrutiny 
which it well deserved and I think there was little justification for my 
honourable friend Mr. Ali Bahadur Bahadur Khan who said yesterday 
that undue time was being taken over the Bill. The clauses, the variollS 
amendments, the nature of the legislation, all required careful consider· 
ation and I think the House has given it the best possible consideration· 
and if I may, Sir, I must say that w~ are all thankful to you for. th~ 

llO.D! Bk I:Ib 194.-7~t -
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wonderful patience with which you have allowed every possible amend
ment and ·every possible latitude for its consideration and the voting 
thereon. Neither side of the House is tired. Both have responded to 
your magnificent determination With as much thoroughness as it deserved 
and we are all even now prepared to sit here right up to dawn tomorrow 
morning, if the merits of the Bill s.o required. 

The Honourable ?Yir. Morarji D;g~i said at an earlier stage of the Bill 
that the Government were going to set such a precedent that no future 
Government will have the courage to be reactionary. I admire this sell
confidence. !, on the other hand, feel that the Bill is such a modicum of 
reform, so modest in its range that I would be surprised if even the most 
reactionary Government could have done less than that. I do not think 
that any Government, the most reactionary in its character, if it wanted 
to bring a Bill for the protection of the tenants and the indebted ryot, 
could have done less than this and, therefore, I would beg of my honour
able friend to take from me that public opinion is far more wide awake 
than he is prepared to give credit for and this Government is not the 
monopolist Of the interests of the public. They have still to show that 
they could go more forward than they have done; but for that reason 

· I do not wish to deprive my honourable friend and the Government of 
the credit which they deserve on this Bill . 
. One reason, Sir, why this debate was prolonged was the exclusion of 
my honourable friend, Mr. Parulekar, from the Select Committee. (Hear, 
hear.) I think it was a very ill advised step. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I do not think it arises. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I submit, Sir, it does arise from the 
]ength of t1me taken. I am not going-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The difficulty is, if any such allega
tions are made, it would be necessary to allow an opportunity for the 
replies and then the whole discussion will turn into as to whether the 
inclusion was proper or exclusion was proper and what was proper and 
what was not, with which the House-is not at all concerned. The Select 
Committee was appointed, it has done its business, the Bill has been 
considered by this House and I wish the debate is confined only to the 
features of the Bill. 

1\h. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: The lessons which we would like to 
take from this Bill are as much a concern of ours at the third reading. 
I was saying, Sir, that even if there is one member who has got to say 
anything, it is wiser to include him on the Select Committee and be more 
tolerant about the difference of opinion than was found possible on this 
occasion. I am sure half of the debate would have been curtailed if the 
points of view which Mr. Parulekar wanted to bring would have been put 
before the Select Committee. What happened as a result of his exclusion 
from the Select Committee ~ The Committee practically became a 
mockery-a Government affair, If I bad been in my ~lace, I would have 
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advised my honourable colleague Mr. Karandikar not to join. It is the 
inherent right of any member, just as it is of the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar, to challenge the boM fides of a particular measure. 
The opposition is here to oppose. I am sure that he would never 
challenge and nobody here thinks of challenging the personal boM fides 
of any Honourable Minister or of any man, but for the Government's 
bona fides the opposition is a permanent challenge and that is a right 
which cannot be taken away in a hufi as it was taken away. That is the 
lesson that this Bill has also taught us. I am not going to make much 
of it, but for the future it must be remembered. 

The attitude of Government on the various amendments which were 
tabled from this side of the House was a little niore responsive as we got 
on to the end and, if it had been maintained as it should have been main~ 
tained from the commencement, time could have been further curtailed, 
but I do admit that divisions were perhaps more numerous than they 
might have been, but that is also an education in constitutional progress. 
Therefore, I congratulate the House on the close co-operation between 
the Government and the Opposition ; the difierences are now forgotten, 
and only the lessons to be learnt from them are left which will be all to 
the good when the permanent legislation is brought before the House. 

Now, coming to the broad merits of the Bill, it may be said, Sir, that 
we have tried to meet the credit situation of the peasants in the 
presidency. This Bill is a tentative measure for regulating the credit. 
mechanism in existence in the presidency so far as the peasantry is 
concerned, and so long as the social order is what it is-I am not going to 
Russia for that purpose-so long as the social order is what it is, the credit 
mechanism will be far more subtle, far more elusive than we know. It is 
not for the first time that Government has brought a Bill to regulate 
credit in a certain way or to prevent any distress arising from the 
existing mechanism of credit. in this province. The whole report of the 
Royal Agricultural Commission, the whole experience of the various 
legislations that were passed for 50 years and more points only to one 
result and one result only and it is this, that while we try to remedy 
at one end, defects arise at some other end and, ultimately, the net 
result is not much better. Here is the opinion of the Agricultural 
Commission :- · 

"Legislative measures designed to deal with the problem of indebtedness have proved 
a comparative failure. Eviden~ was received in one province that the provisions of the 
Ci,·il l'rocedure Code exempting the cattle, implements and produce of agriculturists 
from sale may be ignored...... The provisions of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act are being evaded and the Usurious Loans Act is practically a dead letter in every 
provinc3 in India." 

And yet those measures at that time were conceived with the object of 
relieving distress among the agriculturists. We may hope that. this 
Bill will escape the same consequences which the previous legislations had 
to {;~ce. I am not, however, quite happy that it will be possible to do so. 
Some loopholes are there and I want to point out one so that the 
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Government, when administering the measure, may kindly remember 
what I fe!IJ might happen as it has happened to the previous legislations 
on the agricultural indebtedness and that is this. The various 
provisions, which are made for staying of any sale, the various stay 
orders, the stay upon stay and the powers given to the Collector and the 
approach to the Collector, the appeaJ to the Collector by the small 
holder, all this means going to the hig'hest official through a labyrinth of 
obstacles. The Collector will not be approached at the first shot, and 
when the application is made, we know how it reaches the topmost 
official-! should say-through a barricade at each stage where the 
applicant will have to pay something, and I do hope that corruption in 
the lower ranks will not increase as the result of the designing of 
the machinery for obtaining various stay orders and reliefs. Otherwise, 
the object of this Bill which is being passed will be defeated. The result 
of more than 50 years of legislation about agricultural finance has led to 
an admission of failure of these measures, and I am hoping that care 
will be taken to prevent this measure from becoming a failure. After 
all, as my honourable friend Mr. Phadake pointed out, even after 
a decree was passed it was not easy to take lands to sale sometimes for 

. five years or at least for three years. So that, what this Bill proposes 
to do did actually prevail in practice and we are giving only legislative 
sanction to a practice which has been in force more or less all over the 
presidency. But, Sir, it is an advantage to get a legal right in place of 
a customary practice. Barring that, I am not really satisfied that we 
have gone very far in helping the agriculturists. 
' Sir, the" Bombay Sentinel" neWspaper, on the 22nd January, con· 

tained an article which was written by some Mr. "S. K." I thought it was 
Mr. S. K. Patil, but I have verified from Mr. S. K. Patil and he said he 
was not the author of that letter. It would certainly have been 
a wonderful thing if Mr. S. K. Patil had sent that contribution to the 
" Sentinel " and if the Sentinel had accepted it. What does the article 
say~ It says that the true title of the Bill should be the "small holders 
death warrant Bill "; this description is considerably exaggerated ; 
since the Bill came out of the select CDmmittee, it has been improved in 
the House and the description in the Sentinel is no longer applicable. 
I am not either sure that it was applicable-at any stage-but a responsible 
journal had a special article denouncing this Bill as a mere scratching 
of the surface, a mere deception· of a political character and a death 
w&rrant of the small holder. I hope that the writer will now realise that 
we have taken every care to prevent it from becoming a death warrant. 
It will give some life to the small holder, however small it may be. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Is the honourable member likely 
to take long¥ Otherwise, we may adjourn now and re-assemble later. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : I was going to submit that instead· 
of adjourning for half an hour now, we may take this Bill through without 
any further vacation; but if you are pleased otherwise, I have not the 
least objection. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: My only point was ·that if 
honourable members desired to address long speeches at the third 
reading also, so far as possible, I should not like to prevent them from 
doing so. It is a matter of their choice, but if one is permitted, . 
the others too have an equal right to be permitted. In that state of 
things, it is better to retire now and re-assemble at 8-30. That was what 
I was thinking of. 

Mr. JAlfNADAS M. MEHTA: I have not the least obj~ction. · 

Mrs. LILA VATI K. MUNSID : Would it not be better to adjourn till 
9 o'clock so that everybody can go home for dinner ! · 

Honourable MEMBERS: No, no. No dinner to-night. Let us 
continue for an hour or so. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am prepared to continue, but 
I a.m seeing whether there is any move in that direction. I do not un.fortu
natdy see that. It is very unfortunate. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT.: I think nobody will speak from this side; 

Khan Saheb FAIZ MOHAMED KHAN: Why do you thirik like 
that ! 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: There is no monopoly for me or that 
I alone should speak for my honourable colleagues, but I feel sure that. 
further debate will not be on an extended scale. . . 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I think we might as well sit on 
and finish this business. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will wait and see for a few minutes 
and then decide. The honourable member (Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta). 
may continue. 

· Mr. JAliNADAS M.MEHTA: I am not in the least anxious to prolong 

8p.m. the debate unnecessarilv, but we feel a sense of 
responsibility about th~ Bill, and though I hear: 

a sound of "Oh, oh " coming from my honourable friend Mr. Gokhale, 
I know that he feels the same responsibility as I feel, or at least I claim_ 
to feel. Sir, I have given my support tG the third reading of this Bill 
with certain reservations, and I should like to point out what those 
reservations are. 

First of all, although on the whole my attitude towards the Bill has 
been that of. support to the tenants' and the small holders' point of 
view, still I felt considerable sympathy for the opposition to the 
amendment which was moved at the last moment and to which my 
honourable friend Sardar Vinchoorkar took exception ; it was in the 
nature of an eleventh hour amendment and it did require more notice 
than the House had. 
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Secondly, there are the two points which my honourable friend 

Mr. Phadake brought forward, namely, that in the case of an honest 
agriculturist who had left agriculture and gone in for some other 
avocation in Bombay and who during the depression loses his employ
ment, if he wanted to cultivate his land again, under this legislation 
for 12 months at least it will become impossible. Similarly, while the 
sowcars will be prevented, the co-operative societies and the Government 
will be free. These two aspects do require closer consideration than 
it was possible to give them in the present state of things, and I do hope 
in the Bill which is going to come in the course of six months these 
aspects, whether we agree with them or not, would receive ample 
consideration. 

Then I shall come to the reservations, and they are nearly five in 
number. The first is that I am really not satisfied with the provision 
that the application for the stay order should have been forced on the 
small holder ; I think that it will work a great hardship, and that the 
burden should have been thrown on the judgment-creditor, the decree
holder, to say that there should be no stay order because. the debtor 
was not a small holder. The burden of proof should have been laid 
. on the judgment-creditor that the man was not a small holder and not 
on the judgment-debtor to prove that he was a small holder. 

The second reservation with which I am supporting the t'hird reading 
of this Bill is that the interest has to be paid to the decree-holder or · 

. deposited with the Collector. Now as it is passed it is irrevocable, 
but I do feel that it is going to cause real distress. If the man has been 
found unable to pay and the things went to the point of litigation 
and the creditor had to go to a court of law and still the man could not 
pay, at this stage, to compel him to pay, and without the payment 
not to give the stay order is going to result in serious distress to hundreds 
and thousands of people who really stand in need of relief. It would 
not have been difficult for the judgment-creditor-. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. :r.IUNSHI : On a point of information, 
Sir. Would it be open to members of the House speaking after the 
honourable member to vindicate the-position of the Bill on the various 
points individually, and is the whole Bill open for discussion on the 
various points 1 I am only asking for information. If that is so, then 
perhaps, we .may adjourn ~ow and meet later, because if judgment is to 
be delivered by one honourable member against the Bill, it must be open 
to the other side to vindicate the position taken up by the Bill. That 
means, we must have a discussion again. If that is so, and if that is 
your ruling, I should certainly like that we meet at half past eight or 
nine, so that we can thresh out again the merits of each provision in 
detail properly ~d fully. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I was just thinking of putting the 
question to the honourable member myself. I think he would be within 
his rights to refer to what reservations ~e means, but beyond that, any 
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[The Speaker] 
detailed discussion of the various clauses again which have already 
been discussed would not be permitted in the third reading stage. He 
may refer to what he called his reservations. Beyond that I do not 
think any further discussion of the various clauses should again be 
developed. 

' ' 
Mr. J.Al\INADAS M. MEHTA: I have only developed each reservation 

for one minute. If I am not to develop them at all, mere mention will 
not be sufficient. I will keep in mind what the Chair has just said, 
and I wish to assure the Honourable the Home l\finister that I am not . 
really doing anything which a member of this House is not entitled to 
do at the third reading; 

The Honourable the SPEAKER :·The honourable member may . 
refer to his reservations in brief without entering into the merits of the 
various clauses. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M~ MEHTA: The third reservation is that the stay 
order will not be granted if the decree holder suffers substantial loss. 
As I said, " substantial loss " is a most elusive phrase. . 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : May I tell the honourable member 
that he may refer to the next reservation! 

Mr. J.Al\INADAS M. MEHTA: I do not think I am limited in that 
way under the rules. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think it is a question of repetition 
of the same arguments over and over again ; it is not a question of 
curtailing any of the rights of members. What has been fully debated 
upon, on each individual clause by various members during the clause 
by clause reading stage should not again be discussed at the third reading . 
stage. If that repetition is permitted on the part of one member, I think 
I must permit it on the part of other members also, and then there will 
be no end to the whole thing. That is not the object of the· third 
reading. . 

Mr. J.Al\INADAS M. MEHTA: I am not taking more than one minute 
on each reservation. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : It is not a question of the quantum 
of time taken. It is a question of repetition.- There should be no 
repetition. The honourable member has already spoken from about 
7-35 or 7-40 ~o 8-10 on the third reading . 

. Mr. JAllXADAS M. MEHTA: I have made as many points as the 
mmutes I have spoken; the record will bear it out. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not want the hono~able 
member to enter into a fresh discussion of the whole thing, which will 
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be a repetition of whatever has been stated during the clause by clause 
reading stage of the Bill. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: He-discussion I shall not indulge in; 
re-statement barely is the only possible thing to do, and I promise you, 
Sir, that I am keeping in mind all tha~ has been stated by you. I am 
sorry that the members' patience is tfred out, but I do not want to tire 
it out more than is necessary. I have said that the proving of substantial 
loss will lead to corruption. That point was not brought out. I warn 
the Government that in proving substantial loss corruption will be 
let loose. 

Fourthly, under sub-clause (3) of clause 3 the stay of execution 
proceedings was to be. continued. But now that position has been 
rectified, and therefore I have nothing more to say. 

The last reservation that I wish to make is the unfortunate exclusion 
of co-operative societies and the Government. I have referred to 
co-operative societies already. But I wish to make a small submission 
on the question of Government, and I want to mention one thing, I had 
.covered the whole ground yesterday. Just think of the position. You 
have got a stay order. The man is proved to be incapable of paying 
anything. At that time the Government machinery of recovery of 
land revenue is set against him. He has lost his credit. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : That point has been made already 
by one of the members. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: May I draw your attention 
to the ruling on the speeches at the third reading stage: 

"Scope of discussion : On the third reading of a bill the principle of the bill cannot 
be discussed. The discussion must be limited to the modifications made in the bill in the 
clause by clause reading stage." 

Again, Sir: 

" Opposition a.t the third reading should be based on definite grounds to any 
feature~~ of the bill that have come into existence at the second reading." . . 
The honourable member is bringing all the points that have been 
discussed at the time of the second reading and at the first reading stage 
when the original Bill came before the House. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The honourable member is 
supporting the third reading. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSID: If that is the way in which 
the discussion at the third reading should go on repeating all the argu
ments that have been advanced, each member will be entitled to address 
theHouse- · 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA; Shall I refer to the ruling given in 
the Ccntrall.egislative Ailsembly at the time of the Ratio Bill-

The IIonourab)A t.he SPEAKER: The honourable m:ember should 
express such views on the debate as are relevant at the third reading of 
a Bill. The honourable member may proceed and bring his remarks 
to a close. 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: If you think that this question was 
already covered, if you hear me, you will be satisfied. I will not take 
much time of the House-

The Honours ble the SPEAKER : As I pointed out, it is not a question 
of time. It is a question of allowing what has been said more t~an 
once. That is not within the scope of a third reading motion. . 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I have not told you the point. The 
man will have lost credit and will have to pay the land revenue. One 
source of credit is closed and Government will fall upon him for recovery .. 
With these reservations, I have great pleasure in supporting the third 
reading of the Bill. [Interruption.] I am not here to show gracefulness. 
Grace is all on that side. I will wind up by saying that as a ~esult of 
the last two days' deliberation, a substantial solution has been found 
for the problem and the time spent is well spent. With these words, 
I support the third reading. 

Mr. B. II. VARALE (Belgaum North) (Addressed the llouse ·in 
llfaratlli): Sir, I rise to support the third reading of the Bill. Though 
there are defects, in spite of our efforts to rectify them, those defects 
will continuo to be in the Bill and the third reading will be passed. Any 
way this is something better than nothing. · · 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I think that it would be 
hetter if we adjourn at this stage and meet at quarter past nine. If 
we go on in the hope that we will be able to finish at 9 o'clock,· we may 
find ourselves yet in the middle of the discussion. I think itis much 
better to adjourn for an hour and sit late at night. 

The Ho11ourable the SPEAKER : I was given to understand that the 
honourable mcmL.er (Mr. Mehta) was going to be very short and I thought· 
very likely that the work would be finished ; and that no other 
honourable members would speak. I still hope so. I am not hoping 
a~ainst hope, I suppose. It is better to hope and get disappointed. 
Unless it is the desire of the House to adjourn, I am prepared to sit 
any ll•ngth of time. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: It is likely to take more time. 
There are honoura.ble members who are anxious to speak. · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The House will now adjourn till 
9-15 p.m. 
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(Tke Ht1We re-asse:mbled at 9-15 p.m.) 

Mr. B. K. G.AIKW AD : Sir, may I know whether there is 
quornm! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: (After a wunt) I think we 
are thirty. 

Mr. B. H. VARAL.E (Belgaum N'~rth) (Addressed the House in 
Maratk•): Sir, I do not think that this Act will benefit the agriculturists 
for whom it is meant. Undoubtedly some relief is given to them, but it is 
not at all substantial, and I do not think that useful purpose has been 
served. This Act is just an attempt of milking a goat and can be called 
'' .A.jagal, Act because it serves no useful purpose at all. If there is 
a decree against a small holder, he should apply to the Collector-

The Honourable the SPEAKER (In Marathi): I gave some latitude 
to the previous honourable member, but I shall be more strict. I think 
the honourable member should better confine himself to the point. 

Mr. B. H. VARALE: Sir, I was going to point out-

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I am going to conform strictly to 
the :ruling that the discussion at the third reading must be limited to the 
modifications made in the Bill in the clause by clause reading stage . 

. Mr. B. H. VARALE: Now, it will be necessary for a money-lender 
to prove that a particular tenant is a small holder. Up to now it was the 
small holder-

. The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not permit that argument. 

Mr. B. H. V ARALE : The agriculturists in this Presidency number 
about 21 Iakhs and they do not get any relief at all. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: This relates to an amendment not 
adopted at the second reading, and the honourable member will not 
refer to this point. 

Mr. B. H. VARALE: Sir, my last point is that this Bill is in no 
way useful to the tenant, and it is a mere eye-wash. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Sir, I do not understand whether 
the honourable member is supporting the Bill or is opposing it. 

·Mr. B. H. V ARALE : I am supporting it, I say that something is 
better than nothing. 

· · Sardar N. G. VINCHOORKAR (Deccan Sardars and Inamdars): Sir, 
I am very sorry to have to strike a dissenting note. I had tried to 
accommodate with the spirit that prompted Government in bringing 
forth this.measure. But there are some difficulties like the constitutional 
rights coming in the way. This was made all the more clear in view of 
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[Sardar N. G. Vinchoorkar] • 
the amendment to clause 9 that was added so late. To be fair to 
my Constituency I should not be a willing party to such encroach· 
menton our rights. Therefore, I must differ and oppose the third 
reading of the Bill. 

Mr. ATMARAJI N. PATIL (Satan' South) (Addressed the House in 
J,farathi): Sir, I rise to support the third reading of this Bill. I am 
convinced that this Bill is solely in the interests of agriculturists. I feel 
that this is the first fruit of Swaraj. In old days, we used to feel that 
a man who had four acres of land was a member of the middle class.· But 
today the Congress has included in the list of the poorer classes even 
people who own six acres and eighteen acres .. Not content with this, 
the honourable members Messrs. Jhabvala and Parulekar wanted to 
bring in even people who own 20 acres of land under the operation . of 
this Bill. One may rest assured hereafter that the Congress will always 
look after the interests of the poor .. Sir, this is a proud day for the 
Congress, and for the agriculturists a red letter day .. 

lli. R. R. BHOLE: Sir, on a point o£ order. Is the honourable 
member speaking of any modification of the Bill that took place at the 
second reading, or is he speaking outside it ¥ . . · . · 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: He is sP,eaking generally on 
the Bill. 

' \ ; ' ' ·, . ',·· 
Mr. ATM:ARAJI N. PATIL : This Bill is definitely going to benefit the 

agriculturists, and I heartily support it. 

Mr. RAJliAL LAKHICIJ.A1o,"D (East Khandesh East) (Addressed 
the l!ou.se in Hindi): Sir, I support this Bill which is intended to provide 

temporary relief for small holders. I do not agree 
9-30 p.m. with the honourable member :M!. Jhabvala who 

wanted to extend ·the scope of the Bill. The so wears are as much 
citizens of this province as the agriculturists. The province is not 
composed solely of agriculturists. I am glad that the ~ngress Govem~ 
ment has held the balance evenly between the agriculturists and the 
money-lenders. Our socialist friends are carrying on an agitation in the 
country against capitalists. This promotion of class war should be 
deprecated by all of us. Why should there be any class war ! Swaraj 
should benefit all classes and communities. I support this Bill which. 
while protecting· small holders does not weigh heavily on the money· 
lenders- : · 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I rose to a point of order, and the Chair 
did not heed me at all. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : What is the point of order ! , 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Was the honourable member speaking on 
the Bill or the amendments made ! 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: He was speaking with reference 
to some remarks made in the previous debate on this particular Bill. 

·He was referring to the select committee and the non-inclusion of certain 
· members in it. All those points were referred to by a member of this 
House in a previous speech, and therefore what the honourable member 
was· saying was perfectly relevant. 

. Mr.P.C.JAKATI (Belgaum Sout!J.(AddressedtheHouseinKanarese): 
Sir, I rise to support the third reading of the Bill. If we try and analyse 
the opposition that has been offered to the various provisions of the 
Bill, we come to the conclusion that it is not on account of any real 

. hardship ~o any of the parties concerned that that opposition is offered, 
but it is offered for the sake of opposition only, simply because they 
want to oppose whatever the Congress Government attempts to do. 

·That fact is apparent from all the discussion that has taken place on 
this Bill. People who have never been to a village and never seen the 
actual conditions under which, a village agriculturist lives have criticised 

·this Bill in the strongest terms. Sofarasi know, the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar is a resident of a town. The honourable member 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta has never, I think, seen a village. We are agri
culturists, and we have a right to speak about things pertaining to 

. agriculture. Have the honourable members Mr. Jamnadas Mehta and 
Mr. Parulekar ever visited the villages and enquired into the condition 

· of the villagers 1 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: On a point of explanation. The honour· 
able member says that I was not elected by the votes of the peasants. 
I stood as a candidate in the Ratnagiri district, and most of those who 

. voted for me were peasants. 

'· The Hon~urable Mr. B. G. KHER: As far as I understood the 
honourable member, I think he referred to the fact that the honourable 

·member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta had not seen the face of any village and 
.: yet he . was talking. a bout agriculturists . 

. . Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA ~· That is Wl'ong . 

•• , 1The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: It may be wrong; but that is 
what he said. 

; The Honolirabl~ the SPEAKER: The honourable member Mr. ~akati 
· · n1a y p~oceed. · 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: We are prejudiced by these Kanarese 
speeches . 

. ·The Hon~urable .the SPEAKER: I cannot prevent the honourable 
member from speaking in his language. Every member is entitled 
to be heard without being laughed down. 

· · Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA: I have not the least objection. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am trying to follow the speech, 
and although it is not possible for me to follow it completely, something 
can be made out of it. I could follow this much, that all that he is 
advocating seems to be that the question should be looked at dispassion
ately and there should not be opposition for the sake of opposition, 
a_s was the case with some members. That was his point. . 

Mr. JAMNADAS l'rf. MEHTA: Perfectly right. 
Mr. P. C. JAKATI: Now, Sir, under the original definition 'of the 

term "small holder", 13 lakhs of people would have benefited by 
the provisions of this Bill. But Government were not slow to appreciate 
the necessity of extending the benefits to a still larger population, with 

· the result that the select committee has now revised the definition of 
" small holder " so as to include holders of land to the extent of 6 acres 
of irrigated land instead of 5 as originally proposed, or 18 acres of dry 
land instead of 15 acres, and holders of land paying an assessment of 
Rs. 30. The result of this change will be that the provisions of this 
Bill will benefit 14llakhs of peasants instead of 13 lakhs under the 
original proposal. That shows that the Congress Government has its 
heart on the amelioration of the condition of the agriculturist. Past 
history tells us that nothing substantial can be expected from those 
who offer opposition for the sake of opposition only. The whole 
heart of the Congress Government is in this question ·of· relief 
to agriculturists. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: Is the honourable member addressing the Chair 
or individual members ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Order, order. 
Mr. P. C. JAKATI: Under this Bill, about 90 per cent. ·of the ~gri

culturists will get benefit. 
Sir, from the way in which criticism was levelled against the Govern

ment, I can say that the only object behind that criticism was to carry 
on propaganda against the. present Government. But, Sir, I may tell 
those honourable members that whatever propaganda they carry on, 
the people outside know thoroughly well what the Congress Government 
is doing for them. Some honourable members adopted the curious 
procedure of supporting the measure and at the same time criticising 
the Government in very strong terms, with the result that we were 
left wondering whether they were supporting or opposing the proposition 
before the House. Why should they adopt•this dual policy¥ ,Why 
not say whether you support or oppose the proposition! "\\"hy say that 
you support it, and then go on attacking and criticising the Government! 
Take only one course-either support or oppose it. If those speeches 
are intended for outside consumption, those honourable members may 
rest assured that no amount of propaganda will shake the conviction 
of the people that it is the Congress which is trying to save them and 
nobody else. · · · · 

Mr. JAMNADAS M. ~IEHTA: \\"hy is he.· beating h.UJ chest!. 
(Lauglder.) 
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Mr. P. C. JAKATI: In my opinion, this Bill is most equitable. 'While 
giving much-needed relief to the ryots, it does not in any way harm 
the interests of the zamindars. AB such, I have great pleasure in 
supporting it in its third reading. 

Mr. T. S. JADHAV (Sholapur North-East) (Addressed tl~,e House in 
Marathi): Mr. Speaker, Sir, when discussion· on this Bill started, 
we thought that there would not be much debate on it and that it would 
be passed without much opposition:...w ·But we find that the debate has 
gone on beyond the expected time. Well, Sir, I should think that it 
would be much more useful if every member were to go to his consti· 
tuency and explain the implications of it to his voters. 

In these matters, it behoves us to maintain a broad outlook. We have 
not secured complete independence. We must try and extract 
whatever good there is in the present situation. If you look at the 
question from that point of view, you will agree that the most important 
provision in this Bill is the one relating to interest. 'What is the position 
.now 1 Peasants are ruined by being compelled to pay exorbitant rates 
of interest. The sowcar lends Rs. 100 to the needy agriculturist and 
takes a promissory note for Rs. 200 from him ; over and above that, 
he extracts interest at the exorbitant rate of 25 per cent. from the poor 
man. Sowcar writes 12 per cent. in promissory note and takes 25 per 

·cent. ; also does not give receipt to the former. You can imagine the 
result of this exploitation on the economic condition of the peasant. 
l'hat is going to stop under the provisions of this Bill, and to that extent 
it confers a very great boon on the small holder. This provision is, in my 
opinion, is the most important part of the Bill. 

Sir, the honourable member Mr. Parulekar suggested that the limit 
in the case of holders of dry land should be 20 acres instead of 18. 
I submit that the limit of Rs. 30 as proposed in the Bill will include 
cases where the holder possesses land. to the extent of 20 acres or even 
more ; for if you calculate the assessment at one rupee per acre, the 
limit of Rs. 30 will include small holders possessing land 30 acres in area, 
and if you base it on assessment at Re. 1-2-0 per acre, that limit will 
enable holders of 25 acres to come ·under the category of " small holder " 
and claim the benefits of this Bill. ~9, really the honourable member's 
demand is met in the provision as it already exists. 

'Mr. G. K. PHADAKE: On a point of order, Sir. The honourable 
member is making a misstatement. On our side an acre has an assess
ment of Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 or even Rs. 8 ; it is not one or two rupees. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : He is not referring to any particular 
district on the honourable member Mr. Phadake's side; he is referring 
to some districts on his side which he knows. 

:Mr. T. S. JADHA V: What the honourable member Mr. Phadake 
says may be correct on his side, but especially in my district of 
Sholapur the assessment varies from Re. 1 to Re. 1-2-0 per acre. I got 
this information from the agriculturists themselves. 
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[Mr. T. S. Jadhav] 
Anot,her point on which there was much discussion in the House was 

with regard to the payment of one year's interest on the amount due. 
I know it is rather difficult to pay the whole year's interest, but then 
we must take the whole situation into consideration. By this Bill the 
Congress Government are trying to root out the cause of the whole evil. 
If we look to the history of the life of the peasant during the 150 years 
we will find that whatever he produced was taken away by the money· 
lender with the result that he had to starve and go half-naked. Now 
we are trying to relieve him from the clutches of the money-lender and 
thereby improve his condition. It must be admitted and it has been 
admitted that the Bills which this Government has so far brought 
forward are of a revolutionary character inasmuch as Bills for the real 
benefit of the peasants had never been hitherto brought forward. Before 
this Congress Government none had brought any people's benefit Bill 
except university Bill, but when Congress Government came into power 
so many poor people's Bills are passed in this session. 

I would therefore appeal to the House to accept whatever good there 
is in this Bill and support it. 

Mr. R. B. WADEKAR (East Khandesh, East): Mr. Speaker, I am 
lucky in having an opportunity to make my first speech on a memorable 
occasion. I think it is memorable at least for one reason, namely, the 
number of divisions which I have been lucky enough to see in this House. 
Although I have not attended Council meetings so far, I have read the 
proceedings of such meetings and I do not remember that in any House 
so many divisions have taken place on one and the same day. Another 
reason why I think the occasion is memorable is the importance of the 
Bill which we have discussed so far. This Bill afiects two classes of 
people, namely, the indebted agriculturists and the money-lenders. The 
Opposition has brought forward a number of amendments and most of 
them are defeated. 

Honourable MEMBERS : All of them. 

Mr. R. B. W ADEKAR: I would have said all, but I think one or two 
amendments have been accepted. The nature of some of the amend
ments at least showed that the Opposition wanted to score a point over 
this side of the House, but let me tell them that we have also seen both 
the classes ; we are moving among both the classes, namely, the agricul-. 
turist and the money-lender. I may tell tha House that I have had an 
opportunity of going into the country just when this Bill was under 
consideration-! had been to attend a certain meeting. On my way back 
I found that the principal question thatthepeoplewere discussingamong 
themselves and which they put to me was with regard to this Bill.and 
the other Bill which was expected very soon. I may tell the House that 
I was able to satisfy all the questions that were put to me. They did 
raise some questions because it was not possible fqr them to apprehen4 
all the provisions of this Bill aU at once, 

»fO·m Bk Jib 19i-8 
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[Mr. R. B. Wadekar] 
I may tell these people 'that the Bill, as brought forward, is a most 

considerate Bill ; it is a Bill which has been brought forward after 
. taking into consideration all sides of the question. You have not to 
legislate for one class but include every side. We ought to get all the 
classes with us and try to see that Government does include all classes. 
From that point of view, the Bill has been the best that one could have 
drafted and I maintain that I had.n{)t only had discussions with agricul- . 
turists, but with people who dealt in money-lending and they were also · 
putting certain questions from their point of view, and when I was able. 
to explain all the points of view that they put forward before me, I was 
myself quite satisfied that this Bill would serve the needs of both the 
classes and therefore after I came from that side, when these amend
ments were moved I was not a little amazed because I thought from the 
amendments that they were not in touch with the agriculturists and they 
did not understand the needs of the agriculturists. (Hear, hear). The 
Bill that has been moved and passed, now undergoing the third reading, 
is a Bill which requires knowledge not only of the people themselves but 
in certain cases it deals with procedure and it requires knowledge of the 
procedure that is followed in Civil Courts particularly, and from that point 
also I must congratulate the Honourable the Home Minister for looking 
at the needs of the litigants, particularly from those districts in which the 
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act is at present in operation. The needs 
are felt in those districts where the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act is in · 
actual operation and from my experience I may tell the House that all 
the provisions that have been. incorporated in this Bill will satisfy the 
needs that have been felt by the creditors and litigants. I do not like to 
detain this House for long, but I think that the measure is the best that 
could have been devised under the present circumstances. 

Mr. S. H. JHABV ALA (Railway Unions): Sir, as one responsible 
fo:t several amendments prior to the appointment of the Select Committee 
and some amendments after the report of the Select Committee and 
as one of those stalwart 14 who carried the House into frequent divisions, 
I hope you expect me to make a speech on the third reading of the 
Bill. Heavy stomachs make wil4 beasts of human beings. There is 
no need to bring in a moment of heat all sorts of various remarks 
that fell from the lips of some of our comrades opposite to me. Our 
attitude on this side is clear. From the very start, I have said that 
the purpose of the Bill, the principle of the Bill is acceptable, is laudable ; 
who has opposed that~ If there is any, say yes. Nor do we oppose 
even now the third reading. If there is any, say yes. The reading 
has our support. But our angle of vision is slightly different. We 
fight for the class of the exploited ; and certainly it is because of this 
difierence put up by us that the House is alive. If our Ministers or 
the Congress Party desire that we should lock up our mouth an~ accept 
everything that is said by them, then, it cannot be the establlShment 
of equality, but an imposition of mere brute force. Who desires that 1 
A.nr t'fM~ the Congress Plll'o/ 1 No~e. 'fhat is a laudable purpo1e. 
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We have been representing our case in a very plain spirit and we have 
struggled to the best of our ability, but we are generous as a lion also 
.nd with that generosity of lions we stretch our hand and say, we con
p-atulate the Minister in charge for presenting a Bill of this character, 
..-hich imparts temporary benefit in its own way in spite o£ the fact 
that it is but a little measure of usefulness to the agriculturists, which 
..-hile· advancing only a certain measure does not fulfil all the purpose 
and no one here has up till now come and said that it completes the 
•·hole programme, that it gives full benefit. No one says that and 
we say also . that it does not contemplate the fulness of the benefit 
.-hich is intended to be given and in that measure we are preparing 
the ground for the Ministry for the voicing of a large measure of agrarian 
benefit under a policy by which the whole of the peasantry might benefit. 
Tha~ is our object. Our object is to exploit the strength of the Govern
ment for the amelioration of the masses and to enlarge the scope of 
the contemplated benefit. Notwithstanding the whole agrarian policy 
being based on such lines, the largest amount of benefit should accrue 
to the country forthwith. What we want is that everyone in the country 
must have a full morsel of grain. What we want is everyone in the 
country m~t have food and clothing. What we want is that every 
one. must. have a shelter under a home and in that behalf any measure 
that the Congress Ministry or the Government of the day can bring 
forward will be acceptable to us. It is in this spirit that I rise to 
support the third reading of the Bill. 

Sir, I think that the question o£ small holdings which is itself essentially 
involved here is rather a very intricate one. The 

10 p.m. Opposition has been completely disarmed in view 
of the fact that the Honourable Mr. Morarji R. Desai gave an assurance 
that within the next six months he will be able to present to the House 
• ~ell-conceived project. Certainly on account of that, much of the 
Opposition has been' disarmed for the Bill is temporary and hope may 
be allowed to be fulfilled. The only other opposition that remains 
underlying the different amendments was in respect of certain adjust
ments of understanding, but let me congratulate the Honourable the 
llinister for Law, his cleverness and ingenuity so adjusted themselves 
and his legal acumen also that oftentimes we found that what he was 
saying· was not completely wrong. (Laughter.) Experience might 
show whether the Bill is going to fructify the purpose in view. Anyway 
the method in which he has explained away the whole Bill is indeed 
very; very clever. For that talent he deserves our compliments . 

. :Now, Sir, coming to the small holdings, the whole problem of the 
101all holdings needs exploration and the difficulty is not going to be 
lk>lved by the adoption of a measure of this kind. It might give a tempo
my relief, but relief must be permanent and the correct idea that should 
be adopted tby 'the Congress Ministry is doubtlessly collectivisation 
and socialisation o£ agriculture which will ~limip.atlj th~ V6rf esseAc~ 
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of lending and credit at the hand of private lenders. In the midst 
of the great Revolution in Russia, Lenin, in the interest of his country, 
was contemplating a collectivisation scheme by which the whole country 
could produce large quantities to supply the needs of his people. Unless 
a scheme of that kind is urgently contemplated and actively adopted 
by the Ministry, it is not possible :..tiiat a temporary measure of this 
kind will be at all beneficial. I do not think the directness of our opposi
tion indicated anything else. Surely, Sir, the Opposition has always 
a claim to put before the House constructive criticism with whatever 
purpose it may be. We went into frequent divisions also for a construc
tive purpose. You must accept that. 

· Finally, before I sit down I have got one suggestion to offer. In 1925 
it was I think Sir Chunilal Mehta who brought in this Council what 
was called Small Holdings Consolidation Bill. There was a hue and 
cry against it, but I do believe that if the same Bill is thoroughly studied 
today by the present Government and if its principles are thoroughly 
understood by Government, Government will soon realise the many 
good points of that scheme and lay out its policy on the basis of that 
ideal. Sir, the question of small holdings should be earnestly tackled and 
tackled on right lines, on the lines on which Sir Chunilal Mehta tackled 
it nearly 15 years ago and by which the consolidation could be effectively 
brought about, by which the fragmentation could be stopped 
and by which the uneconomic holdings could disappear and the whole 
country would have its agricultural scheme so laid out that it would 
bring the largest amount of benefit to the largest number of the people. 

With th~se words, I support the third reading of the Bill. 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR (&tnagiri South): Sir, I had no intention 
of participating in the discussion at this stage but for the few remarks 
that fell from Government benches. Sir, they seem to have misunder· 

· stood the attitude o£ the Opposition. The attitude of the Opposition 
was not that of one who wanted to obstruct the passage o£ the Bill. 
I have tabled 26 amendments, and I challenge the Government benches 
to point out even one which was not intended either to include more 
unfortunate persons within the scope of the Bill or to confer more benefit 
on them. By means of all those amendments the Opposition intended to 
enlarge the scope of the Bill, to bring within the scope of the Bill more 
persons than were intended by the Government. In spite o£ that, I am 
surprised to find that there are members in this House who want to say 
that the attitude which was adopted by the Opposition was that of 
obstruction. I will not take much more time of the House-

· The Honourable th~· SPEAKER: That impression was perhaps th~ 
~esult o£ the Opposition asking for uncalled for divisions. , · 
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: I will explain that, Sir. Going through the 
list of divisions, I still maintain that on every occasion division was 
demanded when a vital issue was involved. On several of the amend .. 
ments I have not asked for division. But on amendments which afiected 
the life and death of several lakhs of people in this presidency, I did 
demand divisions (Cries of" Oh, oh "). When, ~ir, I have been charged 
with having obstructed the passage of this Bill and with having taken 
unnecessary time of the House, I OWlJ an explanation to the House and 
I must explain my conduct. I am prepared to wait for even two months 
for Government to point out to me a single issue on which I asked for 
a division and which did not relate to a vital issue. Sir, Government 
wanted to exclude 21 lakhs of agricultural labourers whom I wanted 
Government to include. I asked for a division. Was I not justified! 
Sir, I wanted their huts to be protected, milch cattle to be protected, 
every tiny thing of use to the agriculturist to be protected, and I asked 
for a division when Government denied protection ; yet Government 
benches have the courage to say that I asked for divisions because 
I wanted to take the time of the House. Certainly not. There is not 
the slightest justification for that charge. Sir, the Government expect 
the opposition to flatter them, to pay them homage (Cries of" No, no ••). 
If we could do that, we would not be on the opposition benches but 
we would be on the back benches there. Sir, we have got a difierent 
programme. We stand for all the exploited classes and I maintain and 
declare here today that we stand only for the exploited classes in the 
world and for none else. That is why you are bound to hear all the 
criticism from us. Why do you grumble then ! Wny don't you tolerate 
our criticism! We have got, as I said, a different programme. We have 
difierent ideals. We have got difierent methods of work. Why do you 
quarrel because we do not agree with you Y We want to stand by the 
agriculturists, the peasants, the workers, the exploited classes in the world 
and the exploited classes in this country of ours. . We do not stand by the 
exploiters. We are their enemies and I am not ashamed of saying that we 
want to root out exploitation. That is the justification of all our amend· 
ments which some of my honourable friends described as mischievous, as 
unnecessary, as unjustifiable. They are perfectly justifiable from our 
point of view and I am sure you will also agree that they are justifiable 
i£ you look at them from our point of view. We do not blame you 
for looking at them from your point of view. We know you are not 
capable of doing anything more than what you have done, because the 
point of view of one who wants to please both the exploiters and the 
exploit~d is difierent from the point of view of the exploited. I never 
HJX'Ct.ed the Congress benches to bring forward a more liberal measure 
than this one. All they can do is to bring tiny and dwarfish meaSures of 
the kind placed before us-measures which will give relief neither to 
the exvloit~rs nor to the exploit~d. That will be the character of all the 
Bills of this Government even if we wait for five years. 

·Sir, I need not take much more time of the House. I wanted only to 
repudiate the charges, the unjustifiable charges, levelled by the .Govem· 
ment benches against the attitude taken up by the opposition. 
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Sir, the benefit that is likely to accrue to the small peasant is doubtful. 

The safeguards being so many, it is very doubtful i£ the small holder can 
be benefited to any appreciable degree at all. Even assuming that the 
small holders are likely to be benefited, the number of small peasants 
who will be actually benefited will be a very small percentage of the 
total population of the small holders. So far as the benefit to the small 
holder is concerned, it iS a doubtful. ·factor, but there is uo doubt 
whatsoever that the interests of the money-lenders are not at all going 
to be af!ected adversely by this Bill. 1 

Sir, I do support the third reading of this Bill. But at the same time 
l cannot forget the defects which are innumerable in this Bill. Do 
. Government benches maintain that when one supports the Bill, one must 
praise it! Why should I not point out the defects and the objection· 
able features that are evident in it 1 I cannot understand when some 
honourable members say that when we stand to support the Bill, we 
should not criticise it. We support the Bill because the principle of 
protecting the small tenant and the small holder is dear to us as it is dear 
to some members of the opposite benches. We support the principle of 
the Bill. We support the attempt which has been made, the little 
~ttempt which bas been made, to give relief to the small peasant. But 

· does it therefore mean that we must admire everything in. it, even 
the objectionable features of it which are sure to defeat the objects of the 
Bill¥ Certainly, that is not a rational attitude taken. 

With these words, and without taking much more time, I will say only 
this that this Bill is of a doubtful character so far as the benefit to the 
agriculturist is concerned, but that it is not doubtful so far as the benefits 
to the money-lenders are concerned. 

Sir, I support the t~d reading o£ the Bill. 

Mr. V. N. NAIK (Nasik West) (Addressed the House in Marathi): 
Sir, I rise to support the third reading of this Bill. In judging of this 
B~, we should try to understand the principles for which ·the Congress 
.Government has pledged itself to stand. One of such principles 
established by the Congress is that ·land is very dear, dearer than life 
itself, to the agriculturist, and that therefore the land should not go 
to the money-lenders, and this is the measure, which, when it becomes 
law of the land, will give the agriculturist protection. If you study 
the psychology of the agriculturist, you will easily see that the 
agriculturist's one anxiety is that his land should not go to the 
money-lender, and the Congress Ministry has therefore tried by this Bill 
. to do what it can for the benefit of the agriculturist in this respect. 

Sir, the honourable member Mr. Parulekar objects, it is apparent 
from his remarks, to the use of the words " small holders " in this Bill. 
·If the Honourable Minister in charge had used some other woldS
words like "large holders "-in place of the words "small holders", 
I am sure the . honourable member Mr. Parulekar would have been 
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en~~rely satisfied. It is, Sir, very unfortunate that the Honourable 
MiiLster in charge of the Bill, for once, tripped and adopted the words 
"small holders" and that it did not occur to him to have previous 
consultation with the honourable member Mr. Parulekar in order to 
seek his guidance as to the most suitable words to be used in this Bill! 
(Laughter). I am sure that if the word "large " had been put in the 
Bill in place of the wo~d " small ", my amiable and conscientious friend 
l!r. Parulekar would never have spoken against the Bill in the manner. 
he has done !I 

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR : That was not my a~endment. I never 
said that instead of Small Holders Bill it should be called a Large 
Holders Bill. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : He neve~ asserted it ; he only 
stated his inference. · 

Mr. V. N. NAIK: The honourable member Mr. Jamnadas said that 
we must learn something from this Bill. I have learnt this much that 
we need not attach great importance to the complaint of the honourable 
member that though be had given notice of so many amendments he 
was not included as a member of the select committee, because as a matter 
of fact the select committee considered carefully· each and every one 
of those amendments, and in the light of such ·of them as could be 
accepted the Bill has been modified. That being the case, I submit 
that there was no reason for the honourable member to move some 
27 amendments. Therefore, if we have to learn anything, it is t.hat 
though a member is not included in a select committee, the select 
committee nevertheless considers all the amendments of which he might 
have given notice. 

The honourable member Mr. Jamnadas supportt ·the Bill, but the 
language which he used was different. He wants tnany more objects 
to be achieved. I wonder wl1ether he could have done it. The position 
is difficult. Grapes are sour. The same thing applies to my honourable 
friend Mr. Parulekar. He wants milk, but instead of going to a cow 
for it, he has caught hold of a 'bullock, and is trying to milk it. I have 
nothing more to say. 

Mr. B. K. GAIKW AD (Nasik West) {Addressed the HOU8e in Marathi): 
Sir, the discussion on the Small Holders Bill has taken place so far. 
I did not want to take any part in. it. But the discussion is contin.uing 
and you, Sir, have given the opportunity to members to take part in it, 
and I want to take advantage of that opportunity. As regards the future 
of this Bill I do not want to say anything. 

In the first place, Sir, the opposition has been criticised for the way 
in ·which it has attacked the Government. My honourable friend 
Mr. Atmaram Patil first of all said that the opposition were using 
coloured glasses, and the colour of the glasses varied. I say that is quite 
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n~~L My reply to_t~e Gove~ent is, although we offer our opposi· 
tlon m the best of spmts and With the best of intentions, it is because 
of. t~~ col?~d glasses which you are wearing that you do not see fair 
cntlCism m it. So, the argument about looking at things throuah 
coloured glasses applies to both sides-to the Government as well as to 
the op~_ition. But I should like to

9 

~sk, were not those very people 
while s1ttmg on these benches in the past criticising the Government 
of those days in much stronger terms! Just as when Kama found 
himself in difficulty on the battlefield he implored Krishna and Arjun to 
fight consistent with principles of morality and justice, he was retorted 
by Krishna. "dr.~j lreT ~ cfift ~ gm .~ ~ '' Similarly, 
I address the same question to you. Why should a little criticism from 
the opposition upset them so much ! 

Then, Sir, it was stated that the owner of 16 acres of jirayat land is 
called a jabbu (ace). I ask, have the Congress Government brought 
forward this Bill for the benefit of the jabbus! I do not say that that is 
their object. I say that even the man owning 50 acres cannot be called 
a jabbu. I am an agriculturist, and I know that even people owning 
50 and 60 acres are on the verge of bankruptcy. The utmost that can 
be said is that the man with 16 acres of land just manages to live from 
hand to mouth. That my honourable friend Mr. Patil should call such 
people jabbus and thus himself become a jabbu is not proper. 

· Then, Sir, it was stated that the members of the opposition are jackals 
in tiger's clothing. Sir, when my honourable friends who are now 
supporting the Government were on the opposition benches they were 
saying that so many things should be done for the welfare of the people. 
Now they constitute the Government, they have the power and they 

·have the authority. But what do we see! We see the Honourable 
Minister in charge himself apologising for the fact that the Bill is 
incomplete, that it is a temporary measure. They have also stated that 
a more complete and permanent measure is being considered and will be 
placed before the House in the near future. I do not therefore under
stand why my honourable friend Mr. Patil should go on beating the big 
drum in praise of the present Bill. If you look to past history, you will 
see that the past Governments also passed measures for the relief of poor 
agriculturists. The Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act is an outstanding 
example, and I do not think that that Act is in any way worse than the 
present measure. 

Then my honourable friend sitting over there said that the socialists 
are the enemies of sowcars and capitalism. But has not the Congress 
all these years been raising the cry that the country is drained of its 
wealth on account of its economic exploitation under the support of 
a foreign Government! Have they not said that if it has to be stopped, 
the foreign Government should be driven out of the country and the 
power should be in the hands of the people of the land ! If what the 
Congress has been saying is true, then what my friends of the socialist 
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creed say· is also true. I do maintain that if there is anybody who 
troubles the agriculturists more than anybody else it is the sowcar. 
Just as it was ridiculous for British Government to maintain that Posts, 
Telegraphs, Railways, etc. were con.Structed for the benefit of the 
people, it is equally laughable to say that the sowcars do good to the 
agriculturists by advancing loans, and if those occupying the Govern
ment benches bring forward such contentions, they will make themselves 
the laughing stock of the country. 

:My honourable friend Yr. Jad.hav said that the poor agriculturists 
are troubled like the animal which has a tick behind its ear. We want 
that the Congress Government should remove that tick, and therefore 
we support the Bill. On principle, there is nobody who is against the 
Bill. Even members of the Opposition have supported the principle 
of the Bill. All that we say is that the tick which is troubling the animal 
should be removed completely. Mere removal of the body, leaving 
behind the mouth of the tick still catching hold of the animal will not do 
any good. And for the removal of the pest completely, to give greater 
relief to the agriculturists in their state of indebtedness, we understand 
that a more comprehensive and permanent measure is being 
prepared. 

Then my honourable friend Yr. Naik said that Yr. Parulekar and 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta were unnecessarily criticising the Government. 
He said that if it had been a Large Holders Bill instead of Small Holders 
Bill, there would have been no criticism from those quarters. I fear 
that my honourable friend did not understand the trend of the criticism 
of the two honourable members. All that I can say in reply to the 
honourable member is, just as you charge u.s with opposing for the sake 
of opposition, we charge you that you criticise u.s for the sake of criticism. 
Mr. Kaik said that both of these members fight for details, for words, 
that if the Bill was called a Large Holders Bill instead of a Small Holders 
Bill, they would not have criticised it. 

With regard to the inclusion of the honourable member Yr. Parulekar 
in the select committee, all that I suggested was that if he was a member 
of t~e committee, the time of this House would have been saved. ·I do 
not want to say anything more on the point. The honourable member 
Mr. !\aik appeared to suggest that whatever amendments were moved, 
they would not care for them, and they were proud of it. 

Mr. V. X .. XAIK (Speaking in MaratJ.i): I think, Sir, there is 
a misunderstanding. I did not use the words which I am charged with 
using. 

)!r. B. K. GAIKW AD (Speakit1g i11 Marathi): I am prepared for the 
J'(>ruoval of any misunderstanding. I have noted down the words which. 
he used. He said, they should learn not to give so many amendments 
in future. 
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Mr.'\,". N. NAIK (Speaking in Marathi): No. What I said was that 
all the amendments were considered by the select committee, and the 
Bill was improved upon. ' 

· Mr. B. K. GAIKWAD: Then I do not want to say anything on the 
point. 

My honourable friend :Mr. T. S. Jadhav referred to the Opposition 
as if they were ghosts. This applies to both sides. There is a talk 
about what should be done for the people, but when it comes to actually 
doing something, we see how little is done. In conclusion, I would say 
that both.sides of the House have the .interest of the poor at heart; both 
sides want to do good to the people, and every opportunity afforded for 
the purpose should be fully taken advantage of. It has been admitted 
by the Honourable :Minister in charge that this is not a complete Bill. 
And when a more comprehensive measure is brought forward, I am sure 
you will see that my honourable friends Messrs. Jhabvala, Parulekar and 
Jamnadas Mehta will give it their hearty support. 

Mr. S. L. KARANDIKAR (Ratru1giri North): Sir, I really had no 
intention, especially in view of the fact that the Leader of my Party, 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, has practically touched every important point 

· that required to be touched. But I was tempted to be on my legs 
especially in view of the fact that you have allowed the debate to be 
something in the nature of after-dinner speeches. Though I am not 
going to enjoy your indulgence overmuch, I want only to touch two 
points. I believe that much of the misunderstanding that has been 

· caused in the minds of the Government Benches would have been 
avoided, if they had understood that the Opposition was simply trying 
to' keep them on the .right track. 

I am coming to the point. At the time of elections, they have given 
so many pledges to all sorts of classes of society. I can say why they 
did it ... Pandit Nehru in his Autobiography has described the position 
of a big party which is out to fight elections. He has referred to the 
difficulty that it will find itself in. For catching the votes of the poorer 

. classes, they have to make certain promises to the poorer classes and 
for getting the funds for carrying on the election campaign, they have 
to put their hands into the pockets of the rich and that is exactly the 
Congress Party finds itself in. For catching the votes, they have given 
promises to the poorer classes and for the funds, because they have 
to go to the rich, they proceed with cautious steps. In order to keep 
them conscious of their promises to all sorts of people, the Opposition 
is stressing forward certain points as part of its duty over which there 
should be no misunderstanding. Criticism coming from the Opposition 
should be taken in a generous spirit by the Government Benches. 

One point more, and I have done. The honourable member Mr. Naik 
did great injustice to his own party when he referred 

lo-30 p.m. to some remarks that came from my honourable 
friend Mr. Parulekar. The honourable member Mr. Parulekar's 
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opposition to the O>ngress Party is due to the fact that h.is aspiration 
in the matter of arncultural need should be ful£1lecl The honourable 
member lir. Xaik ~!erred to him as gentleman putting h.is hand to 
the bullock instead of putting his hand to the cow. In saying so, he 
was unjust to his own party. !.s his party is expected by many in the 
Oppoaition to do many things which they have promised, he ~ould 
have been a bit more cautious when he used that metaphorical language. 
~fetaphors are useful but very often deceptive, and lead their user into 
a trap which he never expects. I believe he has been guilty of that 
mistake in this case. He should not condemn a party in that way. 
He should be more generous hereafter to the Opposition and more faithful 
to his own party. With these words, I resume my seat. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think there has been to my mind 
a sufficiently long discussion over the third reading. I do not propose 
to analyse as to why and how, unfortunately, the discussion has side-
tracked to a large extent, and a little latitude given by me to a member 
of the Opposition landed me into giving an opportunity, not to every 
member actually, but to a large number of members of this House. 
I sincerely regret that such latitude that was given should have been, 
in the first instance, not used properly so as to drive the discussion into 
a different trend. I do not propose to c.ast any remarks over the nature 
of the de bat~, but it is enough for me to say that the whole thing has pained 
me extremely. However, I hope I shall not allow myself into committing 
.a slip of that kind of giving full and u:n.remicted latitude on future 
occasions, and to my mind it seems that the debate should now be 
brought to a close instead of being continued by continuous speeches 
on this side or that, on an issue which is not new at all and which has 
not the remotest relevancy to the merits of the third reading of the 
Bill, but which has arisen on account of the references in the very first 
speech of an Opposition member who rose ostensibly to support the 
Bill but later on went into another temper. H the House agrees that 
the discussion should be brought to a close,-1 do not wish to exereise 
my right in any way-the debate might now be brought to a close. 

The Honourable lir. K. ll. lit}.'"SID: I am much ob~aed to you, 
Sir, for bringing back the discussion to its proper channel by a very 
timely rt>buke. I do not propose to go, at this late hour, into any of the 
charges and counter-charges that have been made at the third reading 
of the Bill, and I will content myself with giving the House a few principles 
which arise out of the se<!ond reading of this Bill and an.swe.ring a few 
points of subst&nce that have been made against the Govemment in 
the speeches that ha\"e been made on the third reading. 

But before I do so, Sir, I take this opportunity of thanking the members 
of this HoUS&-Of both sides-who have co-operated with my Honourable 
~lleague ~d myself in piloting this rather difficult Bill, which by 
1ts nat~ u bound ~o evoke different points of view and likely to lead 
~ feeling and pas&onat~ outbursts of speech. Sir, the policy of the 
Bill has been fully dealt 'Wlth at.the different stages and I will not trespass 
upon the time or the indulgence of the House by repeating what I stated 
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on the different clauses. But I can assure the House, Sir, that Govern· 
ment undertook this task with a full sense of their responsibility and 
out of solicitude for the small holder and the tenant. By its very nature 
the question was a difficult one. On one side there were the sma11 
holders and the tenants who were entitled to relief at the hands of 
a Government returned to power .on. the wave of public enthusiasm; 
on the other, Sir, no Govemment;-"which knows its business, can be 
oblivious of the delicate mechanism of credit. Credit, as is well known, 
is not a thing which can be controlled by legislation, nor by tricks and 
devices. Whoever tries to frame laws which would affect credit must 
see, in the first instance, that it is not lost ; be should not hunt for 
safety which in the end would be more dangerous than the existing 
state of things. Government keeping both these points of view have 
tried to put forward a measure which will give the largest measure of 
relief consistent with the maintenance of credit. It is therefore, Sir, 
that Government have not taken an impulsive view of this measure; 
they have at the same time kept in mind the needs and the situation 
of the agriculturists whose land must remain in their possession before 
the land legislation which is contemplated could prove a success. And 
speaking on behalf of Government and the benches on this side, the 
measure that we have placed before the House and succeeded in bringing 
to this stage, is a measure which satisfies both the requirements. 
It meets the needs of those people who really need it and it creates an 
elastic m~chinery in the. hands of the Collector which would enable. 
him to see that the credit o£ the small holder is not destroyed. My 
honourable friends, on the other side, quarrelled with what they called 
the· safeguards. They are not safeguards in the sense of restricting the 
relief which is given to the small holder or the tenant ; they are intenqed 
to be a self-adjusting machinery which would immediately be put into 
action in case the credit of the small holder or the tenant begins to fail. 
It was therefore that the Government benches adhered to the plan and 
programme which they had put forward in this Bill. 

Sir, it was said that the Bill brought forward was a bad Bill and that, 
thanks only to the select committee, it had come out with some redeeming 
features. If the whole House had co-operated in the select committee 
and shaped this measure, it would equally have been a matter of con· · 
gratulations, it would equally have been a credit, to Government that 
with their majority they were prepared to meet the wishes of the opposi
tion and to adjust their points of view to the points of view of the opposi
tion. But, Sir, in this case, the credit, which is sought to be taken 
for the whole House, in truth belongs mainly to the Government 
benches, because even though we invited the other side to co-operate 
with us, with the notable exceptions of my honourable friends Sardar 
Vinchurkar and Mr. Karandikar, no one came forward to co-operate 
with us on the select committee. The Bill which emerged from the 
select committee is not the result of the collaboration of all sections 
of this House but is the result solely of the efforts of the Congress Party, 
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who formed the bulk in the select comm.itt~e and who tried to adjust 
this Bill to the best needs of the small holder and the tenant for whose 
relief it was intended. Therefore, if there is any credit, I humbly claim 
that that credit belongs to the Congress party in this respect and not to 
other parties in the House. 

Sir ,my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta,in his last speech'on th~ 
third reading, has found points on which to quarrel with this Bill. U 
his quarrel is serious, then the whole Bill, according to him, must be 
valueless and he should oppose it. But he has a technique of his own ; 
he delights in delivering judicial pronouncements at the end of the whole 
process of the making of law. He has given ~n the garnered wisdom which 

·was locked up in his breast so far in the safe keeping of this House, when 
it is no longer needed. When he did so at this late stage, he reminded 
me of those exhausted volcanoes which we see in some countries. During 
the first and the second readings, there is no thunder, no fire, no flame 
flickering on its crest, nor was anything done which would show that the 
volcano was alive. But once the Bill came for the third reading, once 
peace and harmony prevailed, once people were happy over what they 
had done, the ancient mountain begins to rumble, and emit fire and 
thunder; but it is fire that does not scorch, and thunder which looks very 
much like the stage variety. Then, ultimately it ends by helplessly 
lapsing into a part of the general scene. That is the process to which we 
were treated today. Either he accepts the Bill, considers it a wise 
measure and straightforwardly comes forward to support it, oi: he 
disapproves of it, attacks it and straightforwardly opposes it. He does 
neither ; he has neither the courage to support nor the courage to oppose 
it. U1timately all that happens is, as a gentleman said just now, 
postprandial speeches, which perhaps, at this late hour, could have been 
spared. 

He made a point about the exclusion of the honourable member 
Mr. Parulekar from the select committee. I would not have touched 
this point had not a grievance been made of it by the honourable 
member. In the first instance, I do not agree with him that if 
that honourable gentleman had been on the select committee, the long 
process of the second reading could have been at all curtailed •. The out· 
look that he brings to bear is so entirely different from the general out
look of the House, that neither in the select co111Ill.ittee nor in the open 
House is it possible for any one to placate or win him over; for he does 
not speak to reason ; he does not speak for winning votes here .. His eyes 
are cast on his constituency and his voice is raised to misrepresent the 
Congress and to proclaim himself the great champion of the exploited 
classes in some out of the way villages in the Ratnagiri District. Sir, with 
an honourable member of this type, whether in the select committee 
or in the House, we must he prepared, in a democracy, to give him the 
time and the energy which such spirited men always deserve an.d 
require for their own benefit. 
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As regards the exclusion of the honourable member Mr. Parulekar from 

the Select Committee, it pained me to insist upon it more than anything 
else ; but in discharge of the duty which I owe to the members of the 
House on this side it had to be done. On behalf of Government! stated its 
policy and announced on the floor ofthisHousethattheyproposed to issue 
a certain notification. The hono~ab~e member challenged the honesty 
of Government. No Government which is keen to maintain its self-respect 
would be willing to invite a gentleman, however great and eminent he 
may be, to sit down with them in its deliberations if he attributes to 
Govemmentdishonestyof motive byassertingthatthey will not keep the 
prolni.se which they have given to this House solemnly and openly. Sir, 
the House may force him on us and require us to deal with him; but 
I will never willingly accept a gentleman who, on a particular measure, 
would say that the Government was acting dishonestly, as this honour
able gentleman had the temerity to do. Sir, that is why it was my 
painful duty to exclude him. It was nothing else but an expression of the 
indignation which every one of us on this side felt at the baseless 
insinuation that was made against Government. Otherwise, Sir, select 
committees are intended for bringing together all points of view. Those 
on the other side who have worked with us on this side know that all 

· points of view are tried to be co-ordinated and accepted. That is the 
intention of a democratic House; and we would not have departed from 
that tradition in this instance but for the reason that I have 
mentioned. 

Even at the last stage, what do we find¥ In spite of the remarkable 
teaming which he brings to bear on the question, in spite of the logic 
which he thinks he can apply to any question, the most remarkable 
thing about him is the aversion, the spontaneous aversion, that he 
brings to bear upon everything that pertains to the Congress and to this 
. side of the House. He hates the Congress ; he hates the Congress Party ; 
he hates truth; he hates non-violence; he hates civil liberty. In fact 
he hates every thing that the Congress stands for and makes a parade 
of it in a language-

Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR rose. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: Let the Honourable Minister 
finish. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : He hates everything that the 
Congress stands for, and he parades it with a taste and in a manner which, 
to say the least, does not redound to the credit either of this House or 
of himself. Therefore, Sir, it became my painful duty to exclude him. 
I am not sorry for it; nor, I can assure you, is any member on this si4e 
sorry for having done it. 

About the Con~ss Party, many things have been said-
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Mr. S. V. PARULEKAR: Sir, I do not want to refute all the charges, 
but I only want to say that I do not hate civil liberly. I want civil 
liberty and I stand for civilliberly. It is he (the Honourable Mr. Munshi) 
who hates civilliberly. 

The Honourable M:r. K. M. ~IUNSHI: Did I not say that he was 
incorrigible, Sir t He has a spontaneous aversion for everything that 
the Congress stands for and he has proved it even now. Sir, we have 
got a straightforward policy ; there is no camouflage about our policy. 
We have all along stood for the villages. If Congress is anything, it 
is a huge village organisation. If Congress has any strength-it may 
not use the words " peasants and workers ''-it stands for the masses, it 
stands for the villagers, it stands for the down-trodden, it stands for 
the exploited. It has not only talked about masses, but it has worked 
for them by organisation, sacrifice and service. And this Bill, 
Sir, is the outcome of the attitude which Congress brings to bear upon 
the village problt>m. One honourable member said that this Bill could 
have been brought forward by any Government. Does he know what 
governments in the past have done for the masses, for the villagers t 
Wbat other governments in the past had brought forward such a measure 
for the villagers ~ Did the old governments do anything for the villages 
as this Government has done during the last six months of its career ¥ 
What is the use of talking about things which are absurd and entirely 
far from truth ? Sir, the fact is that the Congress is nothing but just 
a huge village organisation. As l said the other day, and I repeat it 
again, that if knowledge of the villagers, if feeling for them, if sympathy 
for them, if work done for them is to be measured by the amount of 
time and energy spent and sacrifice made, there is more -time, more 
energy, more spirit and more sacrifice put forth for the villages by this 
side than by the other side. In that spirit we have brought forward 
this Bill, not with a view to keep election pledges but only with the 
consciousness that we are here because of the trust and the confidence 
which the huge masses of this Province have reposed in us, and, in 
all humility we are here tonight discharging the duty which we owe 
. to them. By bringing forward this Bill we are giving a respite for one 
year to the small holder and the tenant in order that the agrarian policy 
which this Government propose may have full time to be considered and 
carried through. I have no doubt-whatever the members on the other 
side may say-that extending as this Bill does now to about 15lakhs 
of small holders in this Presidency, it had as wide a scope as possibly 
it could have, and the modifications that have been made in the Select 
Committee have widened its scope further. All things necessary for 
the relief of the small holders that could have been possibly expected 
from a popular Government like this have been duly and properly carried 
out in this Bill. Sir, our policy has been very fair. It is a policy of 
honesty and courage ; it is a policy of grappling with real live issues 
and difficulties ; it is a policy of national welfare inspired by a zeal for 
st>rvice. It is a policy of popular service-not of class service or of 
rlasa hatred-and if by this measure this Government is able to bring 
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to the poor, the indebted and the helpless in this Presidency even one 
iota of relief, the Congress would have justified its existence on these 
benches. [Applause.] · 

Question, "That Bill ~o. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the tem-
Irp.m. porary relief of small holders in the Province of 

Bombay), as anrended, be read a ·third time and . 
passed," put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The Bill is read a third time and 
passed. 

Before we adjourn, :we have to decide ~hen we sit on Saturday. 

The Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: I suggest, Sir, that we should 
sit at 2 o'clock on Saturday, because I do hope that even if they are 
not able to finish tomorrow in the Upper House, they will be able to 
·do so if they sit from 10-30 to 1-30 or .2 on Saturday. We might· there
fore sit at 2 or 2-30 on Saturday, whichever suits you. I would leave it 
to .the Opposition. (Honourable Members: 2 p.m.) I would then 
suggest that we should meet at 2 o'clock on Saturday. 

The House then adjourned till 2 p.m., on Saturday, the 5th February 
1938. . 
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Saturday, the 5th February 1938. 
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The Honourable the SPEAKER: I have to announce to the-House 
that the following Acts have received the assent .of the Governor :~ · . 

Act No. I of 1938 (An Act to amend the Il_o~bay Loca~ -BO&rda ·Actt 
1923). 

Act No. II of1938 (An Act to amend the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act, 1888). . . -

Act N'o. III ofl938 (An Act to provide for the extension of the term 
of office of the members of the Bombay MUnicipal CX>rporation). .. · 

- . . ' 

Act No. IV of 1938 (An Act to provide for immediate effect being 
ginn for a limit«! period to provi.-Uons in Bills relating to the 
imposition or increase of taxes). · 
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BILL No. VI OF 1938 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE TEMPORARY 
RELIEF OF SMALL HOLDERS IN THE PROVINCE OF BOMBAY). 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: With reference to Bill No. VI of 
1938,· the following message has been received from the Legislative 
Council: 

"I am directed to inform you that Bil1_No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the 
temporary relief of small holders in the Province of Bombay) which was passed by the 
Legislative Assembly at its meeting held on the 3rd ebruary 1938, was passed by the 
Legislative Council at its meeting held on the 4th February 1938, with the following 
amendments, namely :- · 

(i) For clause 2 (2) (b) (ii), substitute the following-

• (ii) at least one adult member, if any, of which personally cultivates land.' 

(ii) In clause 4 (1) for the words • before 31st day of March 1939' substitute the 
words' before let day of Aprill939.' 

2. The Legislative Council requests the concurrence of the Legislative Assembly 
to the amendments.11 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : Sir, I move that the amend· 
ments made to Bill No. VI of 1938 by the Legislative Council be taken 
into consideration by the Assembly. You have already read out the 

·amendments, Sir. The amendments contemplate two changes. In the 
fust instance, we have defined the small holder to be a joint Hindu family 
in certain circumstances, one of which was that at lea:~t one adult member 
of the joint Hindu family must personally cultivate the land. 'J.'he 
question was raised in the Legislative Council that there may not be any 
adult :member of the joint family at all, all may be minors; and if that 
was so, why should it lode the benefit because the minor children cannot 
actually cultivate the land 1 So, the amend~r.ent was accepted. 'Jhe . 
amendment is this: "at least one adult member, if any, of ~hich per
sonally cultivates land." If there are adults, one of them must personally 
cultivate and, if there are minor children, that condition should not be 
insisted upon. 

The other amendment in clause 4 which relates to taking possession 
of land under orders passed by the conrt is that the words" before the 
31st day of March 1939 "should be chllnged into" before 1st day of April 
1939." It was found that if this Act expired by the 31st of March, the 
last day, the 31st, would not be covered by the Act. Thi.i i:l the origin 
()f the amendments. I move that the House do accept these 
amendments. 

Question, "That the amendmentJ made by the Legislative Council 
to Bill No. VI of 1938 be taken into consideration, " put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I will now put the axnendments : 

(i) For clause 2 (2) (b) (u), substitute the following: 

"(ii) at least one adult member, if any, of which personally cultivates land." 

(li) In clause 4 (1) for the words" before 31st day of March 1939" substitute the 
words " before 1st day of Aprill939." 
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Mi. J..UINADAS M. lffiHT! (Railway Unions) : Sir, the orio~l 
claUBe 2 (2) (b) (ii) was: 

"at le&Bt one member of which personally cultivates land." 

Now, the amendment made in the Council is: 
" at le&Bt one adult member, if any, of which personally cultivates land." 

The inttntion is clear, but I doubt whether it is expres.red by the 
amendment made by the Councilu it stands. Two possibilities can be 
visualised. Supposing firstly that a joint family has got all minors, then 
Government want that such small holder should get the benefit ; and, 
if there is an adult, he should personally cultivate the land; if there is an 
adult and no cultivation takts place by bim personally, protection will 
not be given. But it .is not clearly shown that, if all ate minors, this 
protection will h')ld good. 

'fhe second difficulty is this. The adult member may be an old woman 
of sixty year a of age. She may not be in a position personally to cultivate 
the land. l"hen, this protection that is intended. to be given is lost. 
If Government mean that where co-parceners are all minors the protec· 
tion should be given and further that an adult member, if old or infirm, 
should be given the benefit of th.ii, Act, I fea.r that the amendment does 
not clearly express itself, though the object of Government is clear. 
I, therefore, propose to. move this amendment: 

For clause 2 (2) (b) (ii), substitute the following: "of which all the co-pa.roenel'IJ 
are minora or at least one co-parcener, if otherwise .not disabled, personally 
cultiva tee land." 

" Member " has got a different signification from " co-parcener '.'. 
A co-parcener will be a male member and an adult member might not 
be a male member. We should like to know clearly what is sought to be 
done by this amendment. I submit that we should do two things : 
first, that if all the co-parceners or members are minors, then the 
protection should hold good whether anybody cultivates land or not, and 
secondly, if they are adults but infirm or disabled. For this purpose, in 
order to bring out the meaning of the Government and, I am sure, of this 
House, as also of the Upper House, it is necessary to word this clause 
like this: 

2 (2) (b) (i) which holds land not exceeding the limit specified in clause (a) (i) and 
(ii) where all the co-parcener& are all minor&--

The Honourable the SPEAKER : Is it proposed to substitute the word 
'' or " for '' and " ! 

Mr. J.OJNADAS ll. MEliTA: I want that two conditions must be 
satisfied. One is that the land should be a small holding, and the other 
condition which should be specific is that all co-parceners should be 
minors, or if there is any adult co-parcener, he should personally cultivate 
the land. That is what I want. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I am not sure, but I earry all 
impression that very probably an amendment was tabled to substituta · 
"or " for" and". 
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Mr. JAMNADAS M. MEHTA : ''And" after the first, and '' or " after 
what I have moved. The first clause must remain as it is, that is, which 
holds land not exceeding the limit laid down to be a small holding. That 
is the qualification. Therefore, that must remain, and in addition there 
must be two conditions, both alternative. One is, if all co-parceners are 
minors of an undivided Hindu family which holds land not exceeding the 
limits specified in clause (a) (i) and all the co-parceners are minors, or 
at least one adult member, if not otherWise disabled, personally cultivates 
land. Sir, this really is the meaning that Government, I think, have 
at the back of their mind and that is, I think, the meaning which the 
Council wanted to give it when they made the change. Sir, we are 
grateful to the Council for bringing out this lacuna in the Bill which we 
perpetrated, and now that we have an opportunity, let us leave no loop
hole and let us be clear that wherever there are minors who come within 
the small holding definition, the land shall get the protection, because it is 
not the fault of the minors that they cannot personally cultivate, and 
if there is an adult c~-parcener, then he 'should not be otherwise disabled. 
He should be a co-parcener and not a member because member may also 
mean an old lady who is past the age of cultivation. 

This is the amendment which I move and I hope, without any further 
· necessity for discussion, the House will accept it. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, the clause as it runs amply 
protects the case of a family which has only minor members. Member 
is not necessarily a co-parcener of a family; even women of a family 
are considered members under Hindu Law. And generally in the families 
of agriculturists' women also take part in agriculture. At any rate, 
''personally cultivates land" would also include personal ''supervision" 
and so long as there is one adult member who can supervise, there would 
be no difficulty at all. So far as the words'' if any" are concerned, I fail 
to see the difficulty of my honourable friend. The sentence runs like this: 
1
' Small holder " means an undivided Hindu family which holds land not 

exceeding the limits specified in clause (a) (i). That is the first thing. 
· The second is, if there is any adult me.IJlber, he personally cultivates land. 
Therefore, if there is none, the second clause does not come into operation 
at all and such a family,if it has a small holding, will get the benefit of the 
Act. If they are all minors, then that condition will not come into 
operation. 

Mr. JAl\1NADAS M. MEHTA : So you want all minors to be protected 1 
'l'hen let us have it in the Bill itself. 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI : They will be protected by the 
amendment which has been accepted by the Legislative Council. 

Mr. D. W. RAUT (Thana North) (Addressed the llou.se in Marathi) : 
Sir, I feel that the amendment which we have received from the Council 
does not achieve its real purpose. 'Ihe amendment we made was "at 
least one member of which personally, cultivates land ", and. the U>uncil 
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has substitut~d this by" (ii) at least one adult member, if any, of which · 
personally cultivates land". If there is no major member in a family, 
then the cultivation clause will not apply. 

Sir, suppose there is a person who is about "80 years of age and has 
got 3 or 4 minor sons. Being himself unable, on accoun.t of old age, to 
cultivate the land, and his sons being all minors, he will not get the 
benefit. So also, there are many families the head of which is 8€.rving 
in a mill in Bombay, and all the remaining youngsters work on the fields. 
In their case also, no benefit will accrue. 

I do not mean to say that the U,uncil has erred in any way, 
but I point out that the amendment does not achieve its object. 
All the6e matters are. made clear if we accept the honourable member 
:Mr. JamnadaB Mehta's amendment, and I therefore support his 
amendment and commend it for the acceptance of the House. 

*Ra.o Bahadur G. K. CHITALE (Ahmednagar South): :Mr. Speaker, 
Sir, I believe the Cabinet has considered this point, namely, whether 
the wording of the Bill carries out their object in full. There is no 
difference at all between the Cabinet and the Opposition iiO far, but 
I am not satisfied that " personally cultivates " includea supervision. 
I should think that if personal cultivation is an essential condition in 
order that there should be agricultural bias in the family, I am not quite 
sure whether in the definition and the rulings that have been given, it 
:has been made clear that "A" is an agriculturist because he supervises. 
I believe these two words are quite different. I supervise my field, so 
also many others, but to say that " I personally cultivate " includea 
that iB nJt, I should think, a proper legal word which would bring out 
that meaning. I can quite understand that personal cultivation may 
mean even a little watering of the crop or drawing the Mot or the water, 
but surely myoelf going to supervise I think hardly includes the process 
of cultivation. I should think that it is the strongest ca~e possible so 
fa.r and if the meaning iB to be clarified that the joint family consisting 
of all members have to be protected, then again I should think that the 
wording should be absolutely clear. I am just visualising certain events, 
namely, that in plague times you find-those of us who are old enough 
must have boWll-that several families lost earning members, but left 
only a small child or two and an old woman, and then in that case it 
may be proposed,-in the case of agriculturists only, for instance, these 
~Iaratha.s and other people-but if there is no class distinction which id. 
intended to be perpetuated under this amendment, namely, Brah.m.ins 
.are entitled to that protettion, then in that case their women dtJ not 
ha\"'e this agricultural occupation and th€n in that case and in the case 
of Muslims, because they usually have purdah, they do not go 
and cultivate. I should think these are the aspects that frustrate the 
intentions of Government. I should think that the amendments that 
:have now come from the Council deserve very serio11.c1 notice and 
these defects should, if possible, he removed. I hope, therefore, the 

• Speech not revised by the Member. 
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Government will see to it. I am quite indifferent about the phraseology 
that they use ; that is. a matter of drafting ; but the main intentions 

·of Government must be put in clear language not liable to double 
interpretation. That is my only wish. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I think I may point out a practical 
difficulty to avoid further discussion. It is conceded on all hands that 
the Bill io a very important one arid--an urgent one and is of a temporary 
nature only. I do not wioh to say anything on the merits of the amend
ment at all, but assuming that some amendment is necessary, I wish 1 

only to point out a practical difficulty to this House that the Council 
session is prorogued, and if this Assembly now makes any alteration · 
in .this Bill ev~::n by a comma or a full-stop, I am afraid, this piece of 
legislation which everybody desires urgently to be put into effect, cannot 
come into force till again the concurrence of the Council is sought. '.L.he 
result of pressing any amendments or considering any amendment 
would, therefore, be to delay thi<J mtasure for a further period till the 
Council meets again ; and I would only invite the attention of the House 
as to whether, in the desire to be perfect in phra~eolcgy or to avoid some 
cases of doubtful construction, it would be desirable to postpone the 
bringing into effect of this piece of legislation by any amendments now 
suggested. lhat is only the practical difficulty which I would wish to 
place before the House. I do not wish to make any remarks on the 
merits of the amendments. In this view, I would leave it to the House 
whether they would like to carry on further disr.ussion. 'l'o my mindt 
if it is the desire of the House that this Bill should come into 
effect immediately, the only course is to accept the recommendation as 
it is and· it would be for the Government to rectify it by subsequent 
legislation during the next session or as they deem fit. 

Sir ALI MAHOMED KHAN DEHLA VI (Surat and Rander Cities) : 
Sir, the procedure laid down, which we· are following at present, would 
be nullified if your suggestion is accepted. Taking for a moment that 
the amendment were different, and one which would appeal to yourself 
also as being very important, what would have been the course for the· 
Assembly to follow 1 If you say that because the Bill has to come 
immediately into effect and because the Council is prorogued, we should 
pass the Bill so amended, then the procedure laid down giving a right 
to this House that a Bill amended by the Council must come back again. 
for the Assembly's consideration, has no significance at all. In this 
particular case you probably have judged rightly that the alteration 
suggested is not of such a far-reaching nature as to stop the passage of 
the Bill, but it would be giving away a great privilege of this House 
under the procedure laid down in the Constitution. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I do not think 
there is any question at all here of giving up the rights of the House, 
because the question of procedure is not in doubt. This House has a perfect 
right to discuss any amendment that is moved here and pass It and. 
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tlu•n the llill can go L~Wk. That is not in i.Mue. The point is, thiJJ Dill 
is of 11uch a nAture that tl1e sooner it cometJ into operation the better. 
Jn faet it ouglit t.o rome into orx~ration at once becaWJe 1 moratorium 
is only of value iMHmuch all it come~~ into operation at once and 
corrw11 to end a~ at 1 C{~rtain stated 11hort period. So that now if we 
go into a numLer of amtmdm1mts, as we are probably going, if they are of 
any coWWIJUI!nr..e, we are frUI~trating the intention of the Bill. Nobody 
would for a mfJm1mt sugw~t that we 11hould accept implicitly whatever 
Ju111 Lr-l'n dono hy the Upper HouHe, but here what happcM is this. 
Thrre is a caKe of }uud.t~hip likely to result in one or two irultanccs, 
whi1:h is JHJinted out, but I have not yet known of any Dill where 
the ingnnuity of lawycrll doe11 not find out hard cases 80 that often and 
(J{ten the Court11 have to judieially interpret those coi1.8Cquencea and 
to give what ill intended to be the relief of the Statu~ to the litigants. 
In thi~t particular inHtancc, it seems to me fairly clear, and as the 
mrwl,ers will Hee, it is the expre1111 intention of the Bill that they 
11hnuld get tl1e benefit. Anyhow there is no difierence of opinion on 
this side that all Kueh caKes should get the benefit, 

As rrgards the interpretation of '' personally cultivating " also, such 
a small duty J'erhaps as watching the crops, driving away the birds, may 
perhaps Le·intcrpreted to fall within the meaning of that expression. I am 
KUre if my l10nourable fri{md Mr. Jamnadaa Mehta were arguing the point 
in a. Court of Law, he would kC{~p the judges busy for three or four hours 
C'onvindng them that driving away the birds and watching the crops 
was certainly a very important part of cultivation. But may I appeal 
to tl~e HouKe that t.he point is there ill no difference of opinion between 
the two 11ideK aK to w}Ult is intended to be the effect of thia Bill f As to 
the wording, I clareKay that it iH quite poK8ible that it may be open to 

2 3 
the conKtruction which the honourable member 

· 
0 p.m. Hao Balll:ldur Chitale or the honourable member 

Mr. JanUladas Melita wants to put upon it. It is perhaps quite capable 
of L1~ing intl~rpreted tlJat way, but I will not, for the purpOiles of these 
rl•rnarklJ, go into that queKtion which I will leave the llonourable the liome 
MiniHtl·r, who is piloting tbe llill, to deal with. I wish, however, 
to l'nlJ,}UI.HiKe the other aKpr,ct of it, and it is this. The other IIouse is 
MW prorogur,d, If today we do not accept the amendment passed by it, 
tlwn the f'arlieHt this Bill can come into operation will be after the 5th or 
lOth of March, and in b(•twecn there will be 1 month and a half. 
Knowing that tlus is coming, I 11huddcr to think what will be the 
t•fTt'tt on so many of thoKC poor debtors to whom we intend by thi& 
nll'aHure to give immrdiate rcli<'f. That iJJ an important aspect of the 
quf'stion wLieh my honourable friends will, I hope, keep in mind. 

Aa rl'garda tbe objection pointed out by the honourable member the 
IA·Adl·r of tl1e OppOHition, I am entirely at one with him. There is no 
diHpute aa to tl1e riglJta of this House. We can certainly discuss and 
fl•j(•ct any amrndmrnt 11ent to ua by the Upper House. I rather thought 
that you, Sir, pointl.>d out the peculiar circumstances in -·hich this Bill 
waa being taken through this llouse. 
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Sir .ALI MAHmiED KHAN DEHLA VI: 1\Ia.y I put in a word, Sir1 
I am afraid the Honourable the Leader of the House has not understood 
t~e real issue which I raised, although he very kindly said that he agrees 
With me, but the way he points out of getting out of that difficulty is 
simply to come in and say "Yea" tJ anything. I warn him that an 
<lcca.sion might arise, as it might have arisen in this particular case bad 
the Honourable the Minister in charge of the Bill not been agreeable to 
the amendment that was passed. in the Upper House, in which case 
Government might be the first to 'l:raVise this Holll)e to make further 
alteration in a Bill amended by the Council. What would happen in 
such a case 1 'Ihe Bill would have to wait ; but simply beca uae the 
Honourable Minister in charge happens, fortunately or unfortunately, 
to agree with the amendment made in the Upper House, that you should 
ask us to give up our right on the ground that .the Bill has to come into 
force at once, is really, to say the least, not fair. 

The Honourable :Mr. B. G. KHER : What does the honourable member 
suggest we should do now ? 

Sir .ALI MAHOIVIED KHAN DEHLAVI: We ~ll proceed with it. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. B. G. KHER: Of course, you are proceeding 
with it. 

ibe Honourable the SPEAKER: I am afraid what I statEd has been 
~ntirely misunderstood by the honourable member the Leadtr of the 
Muslim League Party. I merely pointed out the practical difficulty 
and I entirely left it to the honourable members to judge for themselves 
that if they really were anxious to see that this measure is given effect 
to immediately, there was this difficulty. lhe Home is perfectly 
competent to discuss any amendments made by the Council and I did not 
have the least idea of suggesting that they were to be deprived of their 
rights of throwing out any amE:<ndment, Far from it. 1hat was never 
my intention, but under the peculiar circumstances of this particular 
case, I felt it my duty to invite attention to this particular aspect 
which perhaps might not be present to the minds of memb~Jrs and at the 
~nd of the disGussion of one or two hour~, they might ultimately :find 
that there was no use discussing this as that would have the effect of 
merely ddaying bringing the measure into effect. 'lhat is why I invited 
atte:ntion to that, nothing further. The Honourable the P1ime Minister 
should not, therefore, be made resp:msible for the suggestion that I :made 
to the House for their consideration. Otherwise, so far as the rights 
of the House are concerned, I am entirely at one with what has fallen from 
the honourable member the Leader of the Muslim League Party I Sir Ali 
:Mahomed Khan Dehla vi. 

Mr. R. R. BHOLE: I want to know, Sir, as a point of information 
whether the Governor prorogued the session of the Council on the advice 
of the Minister or in his own discretion. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not think that point ar~es now. 
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~Ir. R. R. BHOLE: It is becanse I feel that the privileges and rights 
tlf this House are being restricted by the prorogation of that House. 

'The Honourable the SPEAKER : It does not arise. All'that the 
honouraUe member can say is that things which are arising now were 
not anticipated. Pos:ible amendments from the Upper House were anti· 
cipated. l'hat is why this House was adjourned to today. That itself 
ought to prove that the rights of this House were duly cared for and, 
instead of proroguing this House, it was kept open today, but the 
present difficulty wa:J very probably not anticipatoo. It is not 
possible to anticipate all the possible circum.stantes which may arise. 
lhis is one of those exceptional cases, and I do not think it is 
justifiable to say that. the prerogative3 of this House wera disregarded 
in the prorogation of the Council, apart from the question whether 
the Governor prorogued it on the advice of the Minister. That 
~uestion doe.i not arise. 

Does the honourable member :Mr. Bramble wish to say anything! 

Mr. C. P. BRA.m3LE : No, Sir, as my point has alrtady been more 
<>r less covered. 

Mr. JAl\IXAD.AS M. ~IEHTA : Am I to reply or is there anybody 
e'l3e desiring to speak ! 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I do not know whether, aft3r this, 
the honourable member wishes to press his amendment or whether he 
would like to leave it at that stage and go on with what the Council 
haspassed. . . 

)Ir.JA.MXADAS:\I.MEHTA: Allthatyouhaveobservedissoclushing 
and convincing that it is not possible to hold the Bill over for any parti
cular point. It is quite d~r to me that if the Upper House is prorogued, 
then whether the Governor is responsible or anybody else is responsible, 
the fact remai.n.i that it is prorogued and anyth}ng we will do now to alter 
the decision of the Council cannot recall the prorogation until the 5th of 
:March. But taking into account the advantages of giving up the amend
ment and the disadnntages of not giving up the amendment, the scale is 
heavily weighted in favour of giving up the amendment. ~lhere is no 
question of pursuing the amendment, but what will happen is that 
the minors are sacriliced-

The Honourable the SPEAKER: I think that if the result is agreed 
w, further discussion is unnecessary, and in that event I would only 
wish to know whether the honourable member now wishes to withdraw 
his amendment. 

Mr. J.A.liNADAS M. MEHTA: Sir, I am withdrawing the amendment, 
but I am only reflecting what a tragedy it is that the minors are 
Mcrifi.ced. 

AJnendment, by leave, withdrawn. 
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The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I have only one word t<> 
say. The minors are nc,t sacrificed. As a matter of fact, the words "if 
any" have been accepted because this point of view was not present at 
an early 'stage of the consideration and this has been done only with 
a view to protect the minors. The Government accepted the amendment 
in the Council and brought it down here. 

Mr. J.AMNAD.AS M. MEHTA: After my amendment was withdrawnt 
this speech should not have been·Jnade by the Honourable :Minister. 
Otherwise, I would have said much to show that the minors are not 
protected . 

.Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : The concurrence sought for is. 
given. 

BILL No. V OF 1938 (AN ACT TO REMOVE DISABILITIES OF 
HARIJANS IN REGARD TO WORSHIP IN TEMPLES). 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: With reference to Bill No .. V of 
1938, the following message has been received from the Bombay 
Legislative Council: 

"I am directed to inform you that Bill No. V of 1938 (an Act to remove disabilities of 
Harijans in regard to worship in temples), which was passed by the Legislative Assembly 
at its meeting held on the lst February 1938, was passed by the Legislative Council at 
its meeting held on the 5th February 1938, with the following amendment namely :-

In sub·clause (2) of clause 5, for the word ' or ' where it occurs for the second time 
substitute the word' and'. 
2; The Legislative Council requests the concurrence of the Legislative Assembly t() 

the amendment." 

The Honourable Mr. K. M. MUNSHI: Sir, I move that the amend~ 
ment made by the Legislative Council in Bill No. V of 1938 be taken 
into consideration by the House. 

Question proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. K: M. MUNSHI : Sir, only a verbal amendment 
is sought to be made. The position is, if the House will remember. 
that after a declaration is made by the trustees to open a temple, it is 
open under clause 5 to any person interested to go to a Court of Law and 
challenge the position of the trustees. .An attempt can be made t<> 
establish that the trustees who came to the decision were not valid trustees 
or that they did not form the majority of the trustees. In sub-clause (2} 
of clause 5 it is provided that notice should be given to the trustees who 
made the declaration or to any other person to whom the court thinks 
it proper such notice should be given. Curiously, in one or the other 
stage of the drafting of the Bill, the word " and " became " or ". How 
it changed, I do not know, but immediately it was noticed, the amend
ment was made. The word " or " would have this result, that the Court 
may give notice to somebody who is not connected with the management 
of the temple and not to the trustees making the declaration. The 
intention is that the persons making the declaration should have the 
notice, and in addition to it somebody else whom the court thinks proper 
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should also be given notice of the proceedings. It is purely an error 
which crept in, probably in print, or in the beginning at some stage or 
other, and the amendment was accepted in the Legislative CounciL 
I therefore move the following amendment : 

In eub-clause (2) of clauee 5, for the word "or" where it occure for the aecond time, 
t!Ubstitute the word" and". 

Motion, " That the amendment made by the Legislative Council in 
Bill No. V of 1938 be taken into consideration," put, and agreed to. 

Amendment put, and agreed to. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER: The concurrence is given. 

PROROGATION OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

The Honourable the SPEAKER : I have now to intimate to the 
House that I have received a message from His Excellency the Governor 
that he is pleased to order, under section 62, clause (2), of the Government 
<>f India Act, 1935, that the present session of the Legislative Assembly 
be prorogued. The Assembly is accordingly prorogued. 

l•liiBA'f: PllllTED A'l' 'l'JIB GOVBlUIJlBll't OD'I'IAL PBJJ:S8. 
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APPENDIX I. 

BILL No. XXVU OF 1937. 

A. BiU to prom.k for tie extension of the term of o.ffia of the member1 
of the Bombay .Municipal Corporation. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
31si December 1937.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the extension of the term of 
office of the members of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Bombay; 
It is hereby enacted as follows:- · 

1. Sluwt title and duration.-(1) This Act may be called the ·City of 
Bombay Municipal Corporation (Extension of Term) Act, 1938. 

(2) It shall remain in force up to and inclusive of the first day of April 
1939. 

2. Extension of term of o.ffice of oouncillors and retirement of members 
of certain Committees.-(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in 
section 7 or 9 of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, hereinafter Bom; 
called " the said Act", the term of office of councillors which by reason ~~~ · 
of the provisions of either of the said section would have expired at noon • 
on the first day of Aprill938 is hereby extended to noon on the first day 
of April1939 which day for the purposes of the said Act shall be deemed 
to be" the day for retirement", and no general elections sJ;ta.ll be held or 
made and no appointments shall be made to fill the vacancies of the said 
councillors on the expiry of the triennium in 1938, notwithstanding any· 
thing in the said Act contained. 

(2) Notwithst~nding anything contained in sections 39, 45 and 49E, 
of the said Act, those members of the following Committees, who came 
Into office on 1st April1936, namely:-

(1) the Schools Committee, 
(2) the Stancfu.g Committee, and 
(3) the Improvements Committee, 

shall retire from office at noon on the first day of April1938 and their 
seats shall be filled by election or by appointment, as the case may be, in 
accordance with the provisions of the said Act. 

Expl~nation 1.-&ve as otherwise provided in this section, the words 
and expressions used therein shall have the meanings assigned to them 
in the said Act. 

xo-n Bk Rb 201-1 
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Explanation 2.-For the purposes of this section, any person elected or 

appointed to fill a casual vacancy shall be deemed to have been in office 
for the period for which the member in whose place he was elected or 
appointed would have held office if, the vacancy had not occurred. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

Suggestions have been made to Government to widen and readjust the 
existing franchise of the Bombay Municipal Corporation and to revise its 
constitution with the object of placing the same o'n a more democratic 
basis. The period of the members of the present Corporation expires on 

··31st March 1938 and fresh elections will have to be held before that date . 
.As it is not possible within the short time available to revise the City of 
Bombay Municipal Act for the purpose of giving effect to the various 
suggestions made, it is proposed to extend the life of the present members 
{)f the Corporation by one year, so that the Bombay Municipal Act may 
be revised during the interval for the purpose of giving effect to the 
suggestions made. The Corporation which was consulted agrees that the 
period of office of the present members of the Corporation may be 
extended for that purpose. The object of this Bill is to carry out the said 
purpose. · 

L. M. PATIL. 

29th.December 1937. 

APPENDIX 2. 

BILL No. XXVI OF 1937. 

A Bill to amend the City otBombay Municipal Act, 1888. 

(As published in the" Bombay Government Gazette" of the 
31st December 1937). 

B WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
III~f 1888, for the purpose hereinafter appearing : It is hereby enacted as 
1888. follows :-

. t. Short title and commencement.-(1) This Act may be called the City 
of Bombay Municipal (Amendment) Act, 1938 . 

. (2) It shall come into force from the 1st day of Aprill938. 

· 2. Amendment of section 39 of Bom. III of 1888.-Sub-section (8A) 
Bom. llf section 39 of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, hereinafter 
fs~:.f referred to as the said Act shall be repealed. · 
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3. Insertion of new he4ding and new sections 78-A and 78-B in Botn. 

Ill of 1888.-After section 78 of the said Act, the following heading and 
11ections shall be inserted, namely :-

"Municipal Chief Auditor. 

78-A. Appointment of municipal chief auditor.-(1) The Corporation 
shall from time to time appoint a fit person to be Municipal Chief Auditor·, 
"' ho shall · 

(a) perform such duties as he is directed by this Act to perform and 
such other duties with regard to the audit of the accounts of the 
Corporation as shall be required of him by the Corporation or by the 
standing committee ; · 

(b) devote his whole tfme and attention to the duties of his office; 

(c) receive such monthly salary not exceeding rupees fifteen htmdred 
and not less than rupees twelve hundred as the Corporation shall from 
time to time determine ; · 

(d) be removeable at any time from office for misconduct or for 
neglect of, or incapacity for the duties of his office on the votes of not 
less than two-thirds of the members present at a meeting of the 
Corporation. 

(2) The municipal chief auditor shall not be eligible for further office 
under the Corporation after he has ceased to hold his office. 

78-B. Appoinbn.ent, salaries, fees, allowances and duties of assistant 
~uditors, clerks and servants subordirw..te to the municipal chief audit{}r.
(1) The standing committee may from time to time-

(a) appoint such assistant auditors, clerks and servants to be 
immediately subordinate to the municipal chief auditor as they think 
fit; 

(b) determine the nature and amount of the salaries, fees and 
allowances to be paid to the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants 
respectively ; . 

(c) prescribe or delegate to the municipal chief auditor the power of 
prescribing the duties of the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants. 

(2) Control, etc., of the said assistant auditors, clerks and sertVJnis.
Subject to the orders of the st.anding committee, the municipal chief 
auditor, sh31l exercise supervision and control over the acts and proceed~ 
ings of the said assistant auditors, clerks and servants, and the standing 
('()mmittee, subject to the reguhtion.s at the time being in force under 
section 81, shall dispose of all questions relating to the service of the said 
assistant audit<>rs, clerks anJ servants and their pay, privileges and 
allowances." 

)IO·U Bk lib 201-lca 
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4. Amendment of section 80 of Bom.lll of 1888.-In section 80 of the 

said Act, for the word and figures " or 78 " the figures, letters and word 
" 78, 78A or 78B " shall be substituted. 

5. -4mendment of sect~on 83 .of B~m. Jll of 1888.-In sub-section (2) 
of section 83 of the S9.Id Act m clause (b) for the word and figures" or 
77 "the figures, word and letter "77 or 78A" and in clause (c) for the 
word and figures " or 77 " the figures, word and letter " 77 or 78A ,. 
shall be substituted. 

6. .Amendment of section 84 of Bom.lll of 1888.-In section 84 of the 
said Act,-
. ·· (1) in sub-section (1) after the words " municipal secretary " the 

words" or the municipal chief auditor" shall be inserted; and 
(2) in clause (a) of sub-section (2) after the figures" 78 "the words,. 

figures and letter " or to any assistant auditor, clerk or servant 
appointed under section 78B " shall be inserted. 

. 7. Amendment of sections 135, 136 ana 137 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-For 
sections 135, 136 and 137 of the said Act, the following sections shall be 
substituted, namely :-

" 135. Weekly scrutiny of accounts by municipal chief auditor a nil 
· scrutiny of accounts by the standing committee.-(1) The municipal chief 
auditor shall conduct a weekly examination and audit of the municipal 
accounts and shall report thereon to the standing committee who shall 
publish weekly an abstract of the receipts and expenditure of the week 
last preceding, signed by not less than two members of the said com
mittee and by the municipal chief auditor. The standing committee 

· may also from time to time and for such period as they think fit conduct 
independently an examination and audit of the municipal accounts. · ' 

(2) For these purposes the standing committee and the municipal 
. chief auditor shall have access to all the municipal accounts and to all 

records and correspondence relating thereto, and the Commissioner 
shall forthwith furnish to the standing committee or the municipal 

· chief auditor any explanation concerning receipts and disbursements 
which they may call for. · 

136. Duties and powers of the municipal chief auditor.-The municipal 
.chief auditor in addition to any other duties or. powers imposed or 
conferred upon him under this Act shall perform the duties and may 
exetcise the powers specified in Schedule EE. 

137. Report by the municipal chief auditor.--(1) The municipal chiei 
auditor shall 

(a) report to the standing committee any material impropriety or 
'irregularity which he may at any time observe in the expenditure or in 
the rt>covery of moneys due to the Corporation or in the municipal 
accounts; 
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(b) furnish to the standing committee such information as the said 

-committee shall from time to time require concerning the progress of 
the audit. 
(2) The standing committee shall cause to be laid before the Corpora

tion every report made by the municipal chiefauditor to the standing 
-committee and every statement of the views of the municipal chief auditor 
()ll any matter affecting the pursuance and exercise of the duties and 
powers assigned to him under this Act which the municipal chief auditor 
may require the standing committee to. place before the Corporation, 
together with a report stating what orders have been passed by the: tand
ing committee upon such report or statement, and the Corporat on may 
take such action in regard to the matters: aforesaid as the Corporation 
may deem necessary. · · · . 

(3) As Roon as may be after the commencement of each official year the 
municipal chief auditor shall deliver to the standing committee a report 
upon the whole of the municipal accounts for the previous official year. 

{J) The Commissioner shall cause the said report to be printed and 
forward a printed copy thereof along with the printed copy of the 
Administration Report and Statement of Accounts which he is required 
by sub-section (3) of section 124 to forward to eac~ councillor." 

8. Amendment of section 138 of Bom.. III of 1888.-In sub-section (2) 
()f section 138 of the said Act for the words " an auditor appointed by the 
.Corporation" the words "the municipal chief auditor" ·shall be 
substituted. 

9. Insertion of new schedule EE in Bom. III of 1888.-In the 
:schedules to the said Act, after schedule DD, the following schedule 
EE shall be inserted, namely:- · 

"SCHEDULE EE. 

{See section 136.) 

Duties and Powers of the Municipal Chief Auditor .. . 

1. (1) The municipal chief auditor shall audit the accounts of the 
Corporation, as hereinafter provided, with the assistance of the assistant 
auditors, clerks and servants appointed under section 78B of this Act. 

(2) In the discharge of his functions under th,is article the municipal 
<:hief auditor shall- · 

(i) audit the accounts of all expenditure from the revenue of the 
Corporation, all expenditure on account ofloan works aild.all expendi
ture incurred out of special funds and shall ascertain whether moneys 
shown therein as having been disbursed were legally available for, and 
applicable to, the service or purpose to which they havebeen.applied 
or charged, and whether the expenditure confortnB to the authority 
llhich governs it, 
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(ii) audit the accounts of all debt, deposit, sinking funds, advances~ 
suspense and remittance transactions of the Corporation and report 
upon those accounts and upon the results of verification of the balances 
relating thereto. 
(3) The municipal chief auditor sha1i~xamine and audit the statements. 

of accounts relating to the commercial services conducted in any depart
ment of the Corporation, including the trading, manufacturing and profit 
and loss accounts, and the balance sheets where such accounts are main
tained under the orders of the Corporation or the standing committee; 
and shall certify and report upon these accounts. 

(4) The municipal chief auditor shall, in consultation with the standing 
committee, and subject to any directions given by the Corporation, 
determine the form and manner in which his reports on the accounts of' 
the Corporation shall be prepared and shall have authority to call upon 
any officer of the Corporation to provide any information necessary for· 
the preparation of these reports. 

2. · (1) ·The municipal chief auditor may make such queries and 
observations in relation to any of the accounts of the Corporation which 
·he is required to audit and call for such vouchers, statements, returns and 
explanations in relation to such accounts as he may think fit. 
:· (2) Every such query or observation as aforesaid shall be promptly 

taken into consideration by the officer or authority to whom it may be 
addressed and returned without delay with the necessary vouchers,. 
documents or explanations to the chief auditor. 

. (3) Tbe powers of the municipal chief auditor with regard to disappro· 
val of, and the procedure with regard to settlement of objections to. 
expenditure from the revenues of the Corporation shall be such as may be 
prescribed by rules or orders made by the standing committee in consulta
tion with the chief auditor and sanctioned by the Corporation. 

3. If the municipal chief auditor considers it desirable that the whole 
or any part of the audit applied to any accounts which he is required to 
audit shall be conducted in the offices in which these accounts originate, 
he may require that these accounts, together with all books and 
documents havmg relation thereto, shall at all convenient times be made 
available in the said offices for inspection. 

· 4. The municipal chief auditor shall have power to require that any 
books or other documents relating to the accounts he is required to audit 
shall be sent for inspection by him : 

Provided that if the documents are confidential he shall be responsible· 
for preventing disclosure of their contents. 

5. The municipal chief auditor shall have authority to frame rules 
and to give directions on all matters relating to audit, particularly in 
respect of the method and the extent of audit to be applied and the raising 
and pursuing of objections. 
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6. Sanctions to expenditure accorded by the municipal chief auditor 

shall be audited by an officer to be nominated by the Corporation after 
consultation with the chief auditor." 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

Experience has shown that the existing provisions of the City o£ 
Bombay Municipal Act, [III of], 1888, with regard to the audit ofmuni· 
cipal accounts are unsatisfactory, as the audit under the present arrange
ment does not reach the standard of efficiency which is desirable in the 
audit of the accounts of an important public body. Under the present 
arrangement two auditors are appointed annually by the Corporation 
and, although such appointments are frequently renewed from year to 
year, the short term for which each appointment is made results in 
insecurity of office and.a lack of continuity in the system of audit. ~tis 
also desirable that there should be proper control over the number and 
qualifications of the staff engaged by the person or persons in charge of 
the audit. The object of this Bill is to introduce new provisions under. 
which the audit of the municipal accounts will be conducted by a separate ~· 
department under the charge of a municipal chief auditor to be appointed · 
by the Corporation. The nature of the appointment will be such"is to. 
attract a man of the required qualifications and due provision. Is made 
for security of tenure of the office and for the appointment of an adequate 
staff to assist in the audit. Special provisions have been introduced 
specifying in detail the duties and powers of the municipal chief auditor. 
These provisions have been modelled upon the provisions regulating the 
duties and powers of the Auditor-General under the Government of India. 
Act, 1935. 

L. M. PATIL. 
28th December 1937. 

APPENDIX3. 

BILL No. XXV OF 1937. 

A Bill to prvvide flw immediate effect being given for a limited period to 
prot'isions in Bills relating to the imposition or irwrease of taxes. · 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 23rd 
December 1937). 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for immediate effect being given 
for a limited period to provisions in Bills relating to the imposition or 
increase of taxes ; It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. SluJrt tille.-This Act may be called the Bombay Provisional 
Collection of Taxes Act, 1938. · 
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2. Dejinitions,_:_Jn this Act-

(1) a " declared provision " means a provision in a Bill in respect 
of which a declaration has been made under section 3 ; 

(2) " tax " includes any rate, '-tess, duty, fee, toll or other impost, 
whether general or local or special. 

3. Power to make declarations under this Act.-Where a Bill to be 
introduced in the Bombay Legislative Assembly on behalf of the 
Provincial Government provides for the imposition or increase of a tax, 
the Provincial Government may cause to be inserted in the Bill a declara
tion that it is expedient in the public interest that any provision of the 
Bill relating to such imposition or increase shall have immediate effect 
under this Act. 

4. Effect of declarations under this Act, and duration thereof.
(1) A declared provision shall have the force of law on the day on which 
the Bill containing it is introduced or published whichever day is earlier. 

(2) A declared provision shall cease to have the force of law under 
the provisions of this Act-

(a) when it comes into operation as an enactment, with or without 
amendment, or 

(b) when the Provincial Government, in pursuance of a motion 
. passed by the Bomb3.y Legislative Assembly, directs by notification in 

the Official Gazette, that it shall cease to have the force, of law, or 

· (c) if it has not already ceased to have the force oflaw under clause (a) 
or clause (b), then on the expiry of the sixtieth day after the day on 
wh:ich the declared provision has the force of law under sub-section (1). 

5. Certain refunds to be made when declarations cease to have e.ffect.-
(1) Where a declared provision comes into operation as an enactment 
in an amended form before the expiry of the sixtieth day after the day 
on which such provision has· the force of law under sub-section (1) of 
section 4, refunds shall be made of all taxes collected which would not 
have been collected if the provision adopted in the enactment had been 
the declared provision : 

Provided that the rate at which refunds of any tax may be made under 
this sub-section shall not exceed the difference between the rate of such 
tax proposed in the declared provision and the rate in force immediately 
prior to the day on which the declared provision has the force of law 
under sub-section (1) of section 4. 

· (2) Where a declared provision ceases to have the force of law under 
clause (b) or clause (c) of sub-section (2) of section 4, refunds shall be 
made of all taxes collected which would not have been collected if the 
declaration in respect of it had not been made. · 
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STATElffiNT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

Whenever new taxation is proposed, taxpayers try to avoid it by 
taking all possible action between the publication of the proposals and 
the passing of the necessary Act. A typical instance is the sale of large 
<J.Uantities of a commodity on the introduction of a Bill to impose a Sales 
or Tum-over Tax but before the Bill becomes a Law to avoid the · 
imposition of that tax. The object of this Bill is to prevent such evasion 
in suitable cases.· It is based on a similar law enacted by the Govern· 
ment of India in their Act No. XVI of 1931. 

A. B. LATTHE. 
18th December 1937. 

APPENDIX4. 

BILL No. VU OF 1937; 

A BiU to provide for Recognition of Registered Traik Unions in the 
Presidency of Bombay. 

(As published in the "Bombay Government Gazette" of the 21st 
October 1937.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to make provision for the Recognition of 
Registered Trade Unions ; It is hereby enacted as follows :- · 

1. Short title.-(a) This Act may be called the Bombay Trade 
Unions Recognition Act, 1937. 

(b) Emnt.-It extends to the whole of the Presidency of Bombay •. 

(c) Commencement.-It shall come into force on such date as the Local 
Government may, by Notification in the Bombay Government GazeJte, 
appoint. 

2. Definitions.-ln this Act, unless there is anything repugnant 
in the subject or context,-

(a) "Registered" means a Trade Union which is registered under 
· the Trade Unions Act ; 

(b) "Trade Union" means any combination, whether temporary 
or permanent, formed primarily for the purpose of regulating the 
relAtions between the workmen and employers or between workmen 
and workmen, or between employers and employers, or for imposing 
restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business, and 
includes any federation of two or more Trade Unions; · 
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(c) "Prescribed" means prescribed by regulations made under this 

Act;. 
(d) "Worker" means a person employed, whether for wages or 

not in any manufacturing process~ or in cleaning any part of the 
machinery or premises used for a·manufacturing process, or in any 
other kind of work whatsoevar incidental to or connected with the 
manufacturing process, but does not include any person solely employed 
in a clerical capacity in any room or place where 1,10 manufacturing 
process is being carried on ; 

(e) "Executive" means the body, by whatever name called, to which 
the management of the affairs of a Trade Union is entrusted. 

3. Obligation upon Employer to accept registration of Trade Union.
There shall be imposed an obligation upon every employer of labour 
to accept Registration under the Government o£ India Trade Unions 
Registration Act as a legal fact expressing the acceptance of the bona 
fides of the existence and activities of the Trade Union. 

4. Recognition of Registered Trade Union as representative organisation 
· of workers.-Every Registered Tr9.de Union shall be acknowledged by 
every empl~yer to be a representative organisation of the workers 
expressing an organised opinion of the workers in the Trade in which 
the Union is formed. 

5. Every registered representative organisation shall have right to be· 
recognized by employer.-Every such registered representative 
organisation shall have a right to be recognised by the employer regardless. 
of the mn:nbers of members joining the Union. 

6. .Application for recognition.-No Trade Union as soon as registered 
applying for such recognition shall be denied the right by the employer 
raising the question outside the purview of the Trade Union Registration 
Act.· · 

· 7. ·No speeches and writings or resolutions passed by a Registered Union 
shaU be deemed a factor against its recognition by employer.-No speeches 
delivered or writings made or resolutions passed by such a Registered 
Trade Union shall be deemed a factor weighing with the employeragainst 
recognition as being immaterial and irrelevant to the fact of recognition 
so long as the Union continues to be registered under the Trade Unions 
Act. 

8. Production of Copies of Constitution, Rules, Reg~tlations of Union• 
etc.-As soon as an application is made by such Union for recognition' 
the employer shall invite the Union to submit the following for his 
assurance and guarantee of the bona fides o£ the Union,-

(a) Copy of Constitution, Rules and Regulations containing the aims 
and objects of the Union. 

(b) Original certificate of the Registration of the Union. 
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9. Recognition.-Recognition shall consist in the employer 

immediat.ely investigating into all the complaints both individual and 
general that may from time to time be sent by the Union for his consi
deration and rf'plying to the Union communicating the results of such. 
investigations. 

10. Right of Union to address communications.-Every Union so
recognised shall have a right to address all communications to the highest 
member in the workshop, office or any other place of employment and 
every communication shall be replied to by him except if the powers. 
are delegated by him to his subordinates, notification for which shall be 
given to the Union from time to time. 

11. Privileges of Union.-W'hen recognised among others the following 
privileges shall be accorded to the Union by the employer :--: 

(a) Right to collect subscriptions within the premises of the place 
of employment ; 

(b) Right to hold meetings of the Union. 

12. Right of Union to meet officer or officers in the matter of complaints, 
etc.-Every Union so recognised shall have the right of meeting an officer· 
or officers concerned in the place' of employment on behalf of the Union 
in the matter of complaints forwarded or representations made at times. 
previously appointed and suitable to the officer or officers concerned. 

13. Right of Union to hold joint meeangs with employers.-Every Union 
so recognised shall have the right of holding joint meetings with the 
employers in the matter of various grievances, complaints and representa-
tions at least once per two months. -

14. No Um'on shall be refused right of recognition on account of its· 
political persuasion.-No Union shall be refused the right of recognition 
whatever its political persuasion, or political colour of its different · 
members. 

15. Jr ithdrau·al of Recognition.-No employer shall withdraw recogni ... 
tion until Government withdraws registration under the Trade Union's. 
Registration Act, or if conditions material to recognition such as those . 
under Clause 8 are not fulfilled. 

16. Obligation on certm'n employers to cottf()rt'f'll to the rules of recogni-· 
tion.-Any employer in an Industry which falls under the heading 
"Concurrent Subjects" that is falling under the Central Legislatures 
as well as partially under Provincial Legislatures such as Railway $hall 
conform to the above rules of recognition provided the Head Office of a 
rnion of the employees in that industry is located in one of the principal 
towns of the Presidency. 
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17. PenaltyfM breach of provisions of the .Act.-Any employer violating 

any of the above clauses under the Act shall be subject to a fine of Rs. 500 
-on the first application for recognition made by the Union and six months' 
:imprisonment for the succeeding. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The Government of India Act of Registration of Trade Unions, 1926, 
gives a legal and constitutional value to a Union of Workers. But the 
~mployers do not recognise such a registered organisation and there 
is no binding upon them to do so. Under the circumstances the workers 
baving their straight dealings with the employers, do not stand to gain 
.any benefit possible to be derived from joining such a registered Union. 
·Recognition of such a Union at the hand of the employers is bound to 
~reate a healthy atmosphere between the employers and the employees. 
The above Bill is aimed at rehabilitating a registered Trade Union in its 
<~onstitutional relations with the employers. 

s. H. JHABVALA. 

APPENDIX 5. 

BILL No. VIII OF 1937 • 

.A Bill to rnake proper provisionfM the fixation of Tariff far VeMcles 
plying fM hire in the Presidency of Bombay. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 21st 
October 1937.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to make proper provision for the fixation of 
'Tariff for Vehicles plying for hirfl. in the Presidency of Bombay; 
It is hereby enacted as follows :-

1. Shm title, extent and commencement:-(1) This Act may be called 
the Bombay Presidency Vehicles Tariff Fixation Act of 1937. 

(2) It shall extend to the whole of the Bombay Presidency; and the 
Local Government may, by notification, extend to and from a date to be 
fpecified in the Notification the whole of the Act to any part of the 
~residency. 

2. Definiti.ons.-In this Act unless there is anything repugnant in 
the subject or context-
. (I) "Vehicles " means a vehicle, carriage or other means. of 

conveyance propelled or which may be propelled on a road by electncal 
. <lr mechanical power, either entirely or partially, including a tram car 

or carriage. · 
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(2) "Local authority" includes a Cantonment. Authority within. 

the meaning of the Cantonments Act, 1924:. 

(3) "Prescribed" means prescribed by rules made under the Act. 

(4) "Presidency " means the Presidency of Bombay excluding Sind.. 

3. Constitution of f ehides Tariff Corilrol Board.-There shall be
constituted a Vehicles Tariff Control Board by the :Mitillter in charge
of Local Government. 

4. Term of Office.-It shall hold permanent office : 

provided that from time to time as particular vehicles are added. 
to the existing kinds or diminished therefrom, they shall be represented. 
or their representation removed from time to time as the case may be. 

5. Control Board.-The Control Board shall consist of-
(a) Minister of Local Government; 
(b) one representative of the Tramway Company; 
(c) one representative of the Victoria Owner Drivers; 
(d) one representative of the Taxi Owner Drivers; 
(e) one representative of the Bombay Municipality; 
(f) one representative of the Passenger public preferably from 

Passengers and Traffic Relief Association ; 
(g) one representative of the Private Bus Owner Drivers ; 
(h) one representative of the Lorry Owner Drivers; 
(i} the Commissioner of Police, Bombay. 

6. Ceri<Iit& Representatit•es of t"M Board sliaTJ be ekded.-The
representatives of the Board 
ex~pting (a) in (5} 

shall be elected by their respective representative bodies or organisations:-

provided that wher~ver such an organisation or organisations do
not exist legally and constitutionally the Minister of Local Government 
shall nominate a representative or representatives from such an 
organi'liltion or organisations. 

7. PresiJent of the Cot~lrol Board.-The Minister of Local Government 
shall ipso facto be the President of the Control Board. 

8. Lmtion of the office of C0t1trol Board.-The office of the Contro[ 
Board shall be located in the office oft he Minister of Local Government. 

9. Work of the Cantrol Board.-.. lli work pertaining to and arising from 
the Control Board shall be transacted by the office of the President of theo 
Control Board. 
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10. Meetings of the Control Board.-The Control Board shall meet 

{)nce a year : 
provided that the President is requisitioned by a one-third part of the 

:representatives to call for meetings more than once for business under 
section 11. 

11. Control Board to fix annua'f Tariff of vehicles plying for h.ire.
If shall be the duty of the Control Board to fix the Tariff of all vehicles. 
plying for hire in the Presidency from year to year. 

12. Publication of the annual Tariff in the "Bombay Government 
Gazette."-The annual tariff so fixed shall he the official Scheduled Rate 
for all vehicles in the Presidency and shall be published in the Go11ernment 
Gazette: Provided that the Tariff so fixed is objected to and revision is 
granted by the President of the Control Board on requisition being 
received under section 10 hereof; hut under no circumstances shall 
a revision he effected within 3 months at least of the annual decision 

·arrived at. 
13. Bye-laws.-The President of the Board shall be empowered to 

prepare Bye-laws under this Section for the proper holding of the Annual 
Meeting and guidance thereof. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. · 

The control of tariff as at present laid down is vested in different hands . 
while there is joint responsibility in the matter of mutual burdens. Some
times even Rate war settles in due to unhealthy competition at the hand 
of rich and able private companies. The Bill contemplates the avoidance 
of such a kind of individual option as may cut out the weaker sections 
engaged in the driving trade in the Bombay Presidency and also gives 
the right of fixing the tariff of all with mutual agreement. 

s. H. JHABVALA. 

APPENDIX6. 

BILL No. I OF 1938. 

A Btll to amend t~e Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 5th 
January 1938.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the Bombay Local Boards Act, . 
1923, for the purposes hereinafter appearing; It is hereby enacted as 
follows:- , 

1. Short t~tle.-This Act may he called the Bombay Local Boards 
(Amendment) Act, 1938. 
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2. Amendment of section 3 oJ Born. VI of 1923.-I.n section 3 ~f the 

Bombay Local Boards Act, 1923, hereinafter called "the said Act "• 
after clause (c), the follo"ing shall be inserted, namely:-

" (cc) 'Backward tribe' meallB a tribe specified in Part II of the 
Thirteenth Schedule to the Government of India (Provincial Legislative 
Assemblies) Order, 1936. 

(dd) ' Harijan ' means a person belonging to any of the Scheduled · 
Castes as defined in the Government of India (Scheduled Castes), 
Order, 1936." · 

3. Amendment of secti(tn 5 of Bom. VI o/1923.-In section 5 of the 
said Act, 

(1) for sub-section (1), the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" (1) Every district and talub local board shall, subject to the 
provisioll8 of sub-section (5), consist of elective members." 

(2) sub-sections (3) and (4) shall be deleted. 

4. A.mendm~nt of section 6 of Bom. VI of 1923.-For section 6 of the 
said Act, the following section shall be substituted, namely :-

" 6. Elective mnnbers of 'Weal boards by whom to be elu.ted.
(1) The elective members of local boards shall be elected by general 
and Muhammadan constituencies. The number of members to be 
elected by each constituency, and the number of seats to be reserved 
in general constituencies for the representation of women or of any 
caste, community or tribe shaU be as prescribed by orders made by 
the Provincial Government under clause (a) of section 133: 

Provided that no seat shall be reserved for the representatives of 
any caste, community or tribe, 

(a) other than
(i) Harijans, 
(ii) a backward tribe, or 
(iii) any community the members of which are, under the Fifth 

Schedule to the Government of India Act, 1935, entitled to 
st>parate constituencies for electing representatives to the
Bombay Legislative Assembly, and 
(b) unless the Provincial Government is of opinion that the 

reservation of such seats is necessary having regard to the population 
of such caste, community or tribe in the area constituting the general 
constituency. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), the 
Muhammadans in the area constituting a Muhammadan constituency 
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·w~? h~ve attaine~ the age of.21 years may either unanim~usly or by 
:n;taJOnty declare m the manner prescribed under ·clause (al) of 
section 133 that the said Muhammada_n constituency be abolished. ·. · 

. ....-.. 
(3) On such declaration, the Provincial Government shall direct 

that the said :rtluha.mmadan constituency be abolished from such date 
as may be specified in the notification in the Official Gazette and may 
make orders under clause (a2) of section 133 for the purpose of securing 
representation in general constituencies of the Muhammadans in the 
area constituting the said Muhammadan constituency." 

5. Insertion of new section 15A in Bom. VI of 1923.-After section 15 
o~ t~e said Act, the following section shall be inserted, namely :- · 

·" 15A. Provisions of section 15(3), clauses (a) _and (b) to cease to be· 
.inforce.-From the date specified in the notification under sub~section 
(3) of section 6 the provisions of clauses (a) and (b) of sub-section (3). 

·.'of section 15 shall cease to be in force and for the purpose of any. 
election of persons to fill the places of persons whose term of office has . 

. expired under section 28 and for all subsequent elections, lists for
constituencies shall be prepared and finally published as if the said. 
provisions have not been in force." 

6. AtOOnament of section 130 of Bom. VI of 1923.-In section 130 of 
the said Act; the words " by such nominations and elections as may be 
necessary " shall be deleted. 

7. Amendment,of section 133 of Bom. VI of 1923.-In section 133 of 
the said Act,-

(1) in clause (a) for the words beginning with the words "the pro
portion " and ending with the words " each constituency " the words 
and figure " the number of member.s. to be elected by each constitu- .. 
en.cy and the reservation of seats in general constituencies for women 
or for any caste, community or tribe specified in section 6 " shall be 
substituted: 

· (2) after clause (a) the following clauses shaH be inserted, namely:-: 

• "(al) prescribing the manner in which the Mahomedans in any 
area for which a Mahomedan constituency is constituted may declare 
that the said constituency be abolished ; 

(a1) determining the mode in which the representation of the 
'~homedans in the area for which a Mahomedan constituency is. 
abolished under section 6 shall be secured." 

8. Sat~ng.-(1) Nothing in this Act shall affect the local boards: 
constituted immediately before the commencement of this Act and no
appointment, notification, notice, tax, order, scheme, licence, permission, 
rule, by-law or form made, issued or impo~ed by or in respect of such 
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local board shall be deemed to be invalid by reason only of the fact that 
this Act has come into force. · 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any casual 
vacancy in a local board constituted immedjately before the. commence· 
ment of this Act shall, subject to the provisions of section 33, be filled in 
the manner provided by the said Act, as if this Act had not been passed. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. . 

It is proposed that nominations in the case of all local boards should 
be abolished and that elective representation should be given by means 
of reservation of seats in joint electorates to Harijans and backward 
tribes and, where necessary, to women and to minority communities for . 
whom separate constituencies have been formed in the legislatures under 
the Government of India Act, 1935. The intention is that the reservation · 
of seats for Harijans, backward tribes, and, where necessary, for other 
minority communities should be on a population basis, as far as possible. 
It is also proposed to give an option to the· Muhammadans in I any 
Muhammadan constituency in a diRtrict (a) to declare that the said 
Muhammadan constituency be abolished and (b) to have representation 
in general constituencies. 

. The Bill is intended to achieve the above objects. 

4th January 1938. L. ~~. PATIL. 

APPENDIX 7. 

BILL No. III OF 1938. 

A BiU to provilk for the release on probat~on of offendefs. 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette '' of the 7th 
January 1938). 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the release on probation of 
offenders in certain cases and for other matters incidential thereto ; It is 
hereby enacted as follows :-

t. Short title, extent and commencement.-(1) This Act may be called, 
the Bombay Probation of Offenders Act, 1938. . · 

(2) It extends to the whole of the Province of Bombay. 

(3) This Act shall come ~to force in such area and on such date a.s the 
P.rovincial Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, 
drrect. · . · I 

K-l·D Bk Hb 201-2 
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:' · 2. Definition.-In this Act, Un.less there is anything repugnant .in 
the subject or context,-

Vof (a) the "Code'' means the CGde of Criminal Procedure, 1898; 
1898. 

, (b) "Probation order" means an order made under sub-section 
(1). of section 5 ; 

(c) "supervision order" means an order made under sub· 
section (2) of section 5 ; and 

(d) words and expressions used but not defined in this Act shall 
have the meanings assigned to them in the Code. 

· •• .3 • . ·courts empowered to pass orders under the Act.-(1) The following 
(}ourts are hereby empowered to exercise powers under this Act, 
namely:~ 

(a) the High Court, 
·.·(b)' a Court of Session, 

(c) a District Magistrate, 
(d) a Sub-Divisional Magistrate, 
(e) a salaried Presidency Magistrate, 
(f) a Magistrate of the first class, 

(g) any other Magistrate specially empowered in this behalf. 

(2) The powers conferred under sub-section (1) may be exercised by 
such Courts, whether the case comes before them originally or on appeal 
or in revision. 

(3) Where any offender is convicted by a magistrate not empowered 
to exercise powers under this Act, and such magistrate is of opinion that 
the powers conferred by section 4 or 5 should be exercised, he shall record 
his opinion to that effect and submit the proceedings to a Magistrate of 
the first class or Sub-Divisional Magistrate forwarding the offender to, or 
taking bail for his appearance before, such Magistrate, who shall dispose 
of the case in the manner provided by section 380 of the Code. 
" . " 

4. Power of Courts to release certain convicted offenders after admoni· 
tion.-In any case in which a person is convicted of any offence punish· 
able with not more than two years' imprisonment and no previous con· 
viction is proved against him, the Court by which he is so convicted, 
may, if it thinks fit and if it is empowered to exercise powers under this 
Act, instead of sentencing him to any punishment, release him after due 
admonition,· having regard- · 

· .(a) to the age, character, antecedents or physical or mental 
condition of the offender, and 
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(b) to the nature of the offence or any extenuating circumstances 

under which the offence was committed.. 

5. Power of Court to release certain convicted offenders on probatw,. 
()f good conduct.-(1) Notwithsta.nding anything contained in any 
enactment for the time being in force, when 

(a) any male person is convicted of an offence not puniBhable with 
death or transportation for life, or . · · 

(b) any woman is convicted of an offence of any kind, 

if it appears to the Court by which the offender is convicted, that regard 
being had to the age, character, antecedents or physical or mental 
condition of the offender, or to circumstances in which the offence waa 
.committed, it is expedient that the offender should be released 1 on 
probation of good conduct, the Court may, if it is empowered to exercise 
powers under this Act, instead of sentencing him at once to any punish
ment, direct that he be rP-leased on his entering into a bond, with or 
without sureties to appear and receive sentence when called upon during 
such period (not being less than one year and not exceeding three years) 
as the Court may direct, and in the meantime ta keep the place and be 
{)(good behaviour: 

Provided that the Court shall not pass a probation order nnder this 
·section unless it is satisfied that the offender or one of his sureties (if any) 
has a fixed pla.ce of abode or regular occupation and is likely to continue 
to have such place of abode or such occupation, within the local limite of 
its jurisdiction during the period of the bond. 

(2) Where the offender appears to the Court to be under the age of 
twenty-five years, the Court may make an order, hereinafter called a 
supervision order, directing that the bond to be entered into nnder sub
section (1) shall contain a condition that the offender shall be nnder the 
supervision of a probation offi.cer•named in the order during the period 
specified therein and such other conditions as in the opinion of the Court 
may be necessary for securing such supervision : 

Provided that the period so specified shall not extend beyond the date 
()n \ll·hich, in the opinion of the Court,.the offender shall attain the age of 
twenty-six years. 

(3) While making a supervision order the Court may also direct that 
the bond shall contain such additional conditions with respect to resi
dence, abstention from intoxicants a.nd any other matters which the 
Court may, having regard to the particular circumstances of the case, 
consider necessary for preventing a repetition of the same offence or 
a commission of other offences by the offender. 

(4) A Court making a supervision order shall furnish the offender with 
a written statement of the conditions which he ia required to observe. · 

IIQ·D Bk Hb %01-24 
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6. PflWeio of Court to require released offender to pay damages and costs

and recovery of such damages and costs.- (1) A Court directing the release 
of. an offender under sectio:p. 4 or sec~i9n 5 may order the offender to pay
such damages for injury or compensation for loss caused to any person 
by the offender in committing the offence and such costs of the proceed-
ings as the Court thinks reasonable, and if the offender is under the age 
of sixteen years, and \t appears to the Court that the parent or gu1.rdian 
of the offender hae conduced by his neglect or in any other way to the 
commission of.the offence, the Court may order payment of such damages. 
or compensation and costs by such parent or guardian. 

(2) The amount paid by way of damages or compensation to a person 
under this section shall he taken into account in awarding damages to· 
such person in"any subsequent civil suit relating to the same matter. 

I 

(3) The amount ordered to be paid under this section may be· 
recovered as a fine in accordance with the provisions of sections 386 and 

· 387 of the Code. · 

7. Power of Court of appeal or revision.-When an order has been 
made by a Court under section 4 or 5 in respect of any offender, the 
Court of Session, on appeal, or the High Court: either on appeal or in the· 
exercise of its power of revision, when under the provisions of the Code 
there is a right of appeal to such court or such power ofrevision, may set 
aside ·such order and in lieu thereof pass sentence on such offender· 
according to law: 

Provided that such other Court shall not under this section inflict 
a greater punishment than might have been inflicted by the Court by 
which the offender was convicted. 

8. Provision in case of offender Jailing to observe condition of release.-
(1) If the Court before which an offender is bound by his bond under
section 5 to appear and receive sentence when called upon, or any Court 
which could have dealt with the offender in respect of his original offence, 
has reason to believe that the offender has failed to observe any of the· 
conditions of his bond, it may issue a warrant for his arrest or may, if it 
thinks fit, issue a summons to the offender and his sureties, if any, requir
ing him or them to attend before it at such time as may be specified in 
the summons. 

(2) The Court before which an offender is brought or appears under
sub-section (1) may either remand him to custody until the case is heard 
or admit him to bail, with or without sureties, to appear on the date of 
hearing. 

(3) If the Court, after hearing the case, is satisfied that the offender 
has failed to observe any of the conditions of his bond, including any 
conditions which may have been imposed under sub-section (2) or
sub-section 3 of section 5, it may forthwi~h-. · 
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(a) sentence him for the original offence, or 

(b) without prejudice to the continuance in force of the bond, 
impose upon him a fine not exceeding one hundred rupees. 

(4) If a fine imposed under clause (b) of sub-section (3) is not paid 
'\\ithin such period as the Court may fix, the Court may sentence· the 
·offender for the original offence. 

9. Prot•Mi(Jtls as w bonds.-The provisions of sections 122, 126A, 406A, V of 
514, lH 4A, 514B and 515 of the Code, shall, so far as may be, apply in the 1898• 
·c.ase of sureties given under this Act. 

10. Appointment of probati<m offi~rs.-(1) A probation officer named, 
:in a supervision order may be- · 

(a) any person appointed to be a probation offic.er by the Provincial 
Government, or 

(b) any person nominated for this purpose by a society recognised 
in this behalf by the Provincial Government., or 

(c) any other person who, in the opinion of the Court, is a fit person· 
to act as a probation officer in the special circumstances of the case. · 

(2) In naming a probation officer in a supervision order the Court 
shall be guided by any general or special instructions the Provincial 
Go\"ernment may issue in this behalf. . · , 

{3) A probation officer, .in the exercise of his duties under any 
supervi"lion order, shall be subject to the control of the District Magis
trate of the district in which the offender for the time being resides. 

(.J) The Court before which an offender is bound by his bond under 
section 5 to appear and receive sentence when called upon, may at any 
time appoint another probation officer in place of the person named in 
the supervision order. 

. . . . 
E:rplaMti.otl.-ln this section, in a presidency town "District 

llagistrate " means the Chief Presidency Magistrate, and "district" 
means the presidency town. 

11. Dultes of probation officers.-A probation officer shall, subject to 
the provisions of section 10 and rules made under this Act- . 

(a) visit or receive visitd from the offender at such reasonable 
intervals as may be specified in the supervision order or, subject 
thert>to, as the probation officer may think fit; . 

(b) see that the offender observes the conditions of the bond; 

(c) report to the Court as to the behaviour of the offender; 
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(d) advise, assist and befriend the offender, and, when necessary,.. 

endeavour to find him suitable employment; and 

(e) perform any other duty whichm:ay be prescribed by rules made 
under this Act. 

12. Variation of conditions of probation on application by probation 
o.ffice:r.-(1) The Court before which any person is bound by. a bond 
under section 5 to appear and receive sentence may at any time upon 
the application of the probation officer or of its own motion, if it thinks. 
that it is expedient that the terms or conditions of the bond should be 
varied, summon the offender to appear before it, and, if he fails to show 
cause why such variation should not be made, vary the terms of the bond 
by extending or diminishing the duration -thereof or by altering any of 
the conditions thereof or by inserting additional conditions therein : · 

· Provided that, in no case, shall the duration of the bond be less than: 
o.ne year or .more than three years from the date of the original order 
where a supervision order has been made under sub-section (2) of section 
5, the duration of the period of supervision extend beyond the date on 
which, in the opinion of the Court, the offender shall attain the age of 
26 years:· 

Provided further that in the case of a bond with a surety or sureties,. 
no such variation shall be made without the consent thereto of such 
surety or sureties and that in the absence of such consent the Court shall 
in all such cases require the offender to enter into a new bond with or· 
without sureties. 

(2) Such Court may also, on the application made by the probation 
officer or of its own motion, on being satisfied that the conduct of the 
offender has been such as to make it unnecessary that he should be kept 
any longer under supervision, discharg.e. the bond. 

13. Power to make rules.-(1) The Provincial Government may make· 
rules for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this Act. 

(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of the· 
foregoing power, the Provincial Government may make rules- . 

(a) regulating the appointment, resignation and removal of 
probation officers; 

(b) prescribing and regulating the duties of probation officers; 
(c) regulating the remuneration and expenses payable to probation. 

officers; and 
(d) specifying conditions on which societies may be recogllised for· 

the purposes of clause (b, of sub-section (1) of section 10. 

(3) All rules made under this section shall be subject to the condition. 
of previous publication. · ' · _ 
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14. Barring of operation of section 562 of Act V of 1898.-In any' area 

in which this Act is in force, no Court shall make an order under section 
li62 of the Code in respect of any first offender. 

15. Saving of the Bombay Children Act and the Bombay Borstal Schools 
Act.-Nothing in this Act shall affect the provisions of the Bombay 
Children Act, 1924, or the Bombay Borstal Schools Act, 1929. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The need to provide for a regular system of probation of offenders on 
the lines of the English Probation of Offenders Act, 1907, is being 
increasingly felt in this Province. Experience in England shows that 
the system has proved itself not only efficacious in checking crime but 
also a great economy by reducing the population of the jails. 

2. The Bill incorporates the provisions of section 562 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code for the release on probation of offenders and provides 
particularly for the supervision of those under 25 years of age by a 
probation officer named by the Court. The success of the scheme 
ever depends on the efficiency of the supervision imposed during pro
bation. Government therefore propose to restrict for the present the 
scope of the Bill to certain places only where local conditions are favour
able and there are prospects of the system being worked properly. The 
Act will only come into operation in any area by notification and Govern
ment will require to be satisfied that the necessary machinery to 
work the system exists before notifying the extension of the Act to 
any area. · · 

K. M. I\IUNSHI. 

4th January 1938. 

APPENDIX 8. 

BILL No. IV OF 1938. 

A BiU to amend the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888 • . 

(As published in the " Bombay Government Gazette " of the 
8th January 1938.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the City of Bombay Municipal 
Act, 1888, for the purposes hereinafter appearing ; It is hereby enacted 
as follows :-

1. Slum title-This Act may be called the City of Bombay Municipal Bom. 
(Amendment) Act, 1938. III ol 

1888. 
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Bom. · 2. ·Amendment of section 3 of Bom,. III of 1888.-After clause (kk) in F of section 3 of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, hereinafter called 

888
• " the said Act ", the following new clat!:se shall be added, namely :-... -

· . " (ll) ' Market ' includes any place where persons assemble for the 
sale of, or for the purpose of exposing for sale, meat, fish, fruit, vege
tables, animals intended for human food or any other articles of human 
food whatsoever, with or without the consent of the owner of such 
place, notwithstanding that there may be no commonregulationofthe 
concourse of buyers and sellers and whether or not any control is 
exercised over the business of or the persons frequenting the market 
by the owner of the place or any other person". · 

3. Amendment of section 15 of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 15 of 
the $aid Act, hereinafter called the said Act, for the words " he resides 
in the city ", the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" he has resided in the city for six months immediately preceding 
· the date of the election. 

· Explanation.-:-! fellow shall be deemed to have resided in the city 
if he resides in any dwelling in the city which he uses from time to time 
as a sleeping apartment and the fellow shall not be deemed to cease 
' to reside ' in the city if there is the liberty of returning to any such 

· dwelling and no abandonment of the intention of returning thereto 
even though he is absent therefrom or has elsewhere another dwelling 
in which he resides." 

. 4. .Amendment of section 17 of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 17 of 
the said Act, after clause (c), the word "or" and the following new 

·clauses sh~ll be inserted, namely:- · . 
"(d) absents himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of 

the Corporation during twelve successive months from any cause 
whatever, whether approved by the Corporation or not, or 

(e) being elected by a chamber or association mentioned in sub
section (1) of section 5, · ceases to be a member of such chamber or 
association or to be a person entitled to exercise the rights and privi
leges of membership on behalf and in the name of any firm, company 
or corporation registered as a member of such chamber or association, 
as the case may be." 

5. .Amendment of section 30 of Bom. III of 1888.-For sub-section (1) 
()f section 30 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" (1) An election of a councillor by fellows shall be made, subject 
to the provisions of section 15, in accordance with the statutes made 
by the Senate of the University of Bombay in this behalf : 

Provided that no fellow who has not resided in the city for six 
months immediately p~eceding tbe date of the election shall be entitled 
to vote at such election. 
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Explanation.-A fellow shall be deemed to have resided in the city if 

he resides in any dwelling in the city which he uses from time to time 
as a sleeping apartment and the fellow shall not be deemed to cease 
' to reside ' in the city if there is the liberty of returning to any such 
dwelling and no abandonment of the intention of returning thereto, 
even though he is absent therefrom or has elsewhere another dwelling 
in which he resides." 

6. Amendment of section 31 of Bom. III of 1888.-For sub-section (1) 
of section 31 of the said Act, the follow.ing shall be substituted, namely :-

" (1) An election of a councillor by a chamber or association men
tioned in sub-section (1) of section 5 shall be made by the members 
for the time being of the said chamber or association, as the case may 
be, subject to the provisions of section 15, in accordance with the 
rules made by the said chamber or association in this behalf." 

7. Amendment of section 39 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In section 39 of 
the said Act-

(a) in sub-section (1-C) for the word "he" the following shall be 
substituted, namely :-

"or absents himself during three successive months from the 
meetings of the committee, except on account of temporary illness 
or other cause to be approved by the committee, or absents himself 
from or is unable to attend the meetings of the committee during 
eight successive months from any cause whatever, whether approved 
by the committee or notl such person " ; · 

(b) in sub-section (1-D) after the word" office" where it occurs for 
the second time, the words, brackets, figure and letter " or of his seat 
becoming vacant under sub-section (1-C) ",shall be inserted. 

8. Insertion of a new section 46A in Bom.III of 1888.-After section 46 
of the said Act the following new section shall be inserted, namely :-

" 46A. Memher of Standing Committee absenting kim,self for three 
months from meetings to vacate seat.-Any member of the standing 
committee who absents himself during three successive months from 
the meetings of the committee, except on account of temporary ill
ness or other cause to be approved by the committee, or absents 
himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of the committee 
during eight successive months from any cause whatever, whether 
approved by the committee or not, shall cease to be a member of the 
standing committee and his seat shall thereupon be vacant." 

9. Amcndm.ent of section 47 of Born. III of 1888.-In section 47 of the 
said Act, after the word " office " where it occurs for the second time, 
the words, figures and letter "or of his seat becoming vacant under 
section 46..\ " shall be inserted. 
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10. Amendment of section 49G of B01n. Ill of 1888.-In section 49G 

of the said Act, after the word "office" where it occurs for the second 
time, the words, figures, letters and bra~kets " or of his office becoming 
vacant under clause (j) of section 49I..n, shall be inserted. 

11. Ame·nd1Mnt of section 49I of Bom. III of 1888.-In clause (j) of" 
section 491 of the said Act after the word " committee "where it occurs. 
for the third time, the following shall be inserted, namely :7 

"or absents himself from or is unable to attend the meetings of the 
committee during eight successive months, from any cause whatever,. 

. whether approved by the committee or not." 

12. Amend1Mnt of section llOA of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 
UOA, of the said Act-

(a) in sub-section (1)-

(i) for the words" wholly or partly lost or destroyed", the words. 
'.' lost, stolen or destroyed either wholly or in part " shall be 
sub::~tituted ; 

(ii) after the word "loss" where it occurs at both the places,. 
the word " theft " shall be inserted ; and 

(iii) for clauses (a) and (b) the following clauses shall be 
substituted, namely :-

"(a) if the debenture alleged to have· been lost, stolen or 
destroyed is payable more than six years after the date of publica-· 
tion of the notification referred to in sub-section (2)-

(i) for the payment of interest in respeet of the debenture 
pending the issue of a duplic~pe debenture, and 

(ii) for the issue of a duplicate debenture payable to the 
applicant, or 

(b) if the debenture alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed'. 
is payable not more than six years after the date of publication 
of the notification referred to in sub-section (2)-

(i) for the payment of .interest in respect of the debenture·· 
without the issue of a duplicate debenture, and 

(ii) for the payment to the applicant of the principal sum 
due in respect of the debenture on or after the date on which 
the payment becomes due " ; 

(b) in sub-section (2)-
(i) after the word "loss" the word." theft" shall be inserted,. 

and · 
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(ii) after the word "lost" the word "stolen" shall be inserted; 
and 

(c) for sub-section (3) the following shall be substituted, namely:

" (3) A list of the debentures in respect of which an order is 
pa5sed unJer sub-section (1) shall be published in the Official 
Gazette"; 

(d) the following new sub-section shall be added, namely :-

" (4) If at any time before the Corporation becomes discharged 
under the provisions of section llOAD from liability in respect of 
any debenture the whole of which is alleged to have been lost, 
stolen or destroyed, such debenture is found, any order passed in 
respect thereof under this section shall he cancelled." 

13. Insertion of new sections 110AA, llOAB, 110AC, 110AD and 
llOAE in Bom. III of 1888.-After section llOA, of the said Act, the . 
following new sections shall be inserted, namely :-

" llOAA. Renewal of debentures.-Subject to the provisions of 
section llOAB, a person claiming to be entitled to a debenture issued Bo 
under this Act or any previous Act relating to the municipal govern- IV ~i 
ment of the city or under the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, 1898. 

or the City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925, may on ti 
applying to the Commissioner and on satisfying him of the justice of of 
his claim and delivering the debenture receipted in such manner and 1925 .. 

paying such fee as may be prescribed by the Commissioner obtain a 
renewed debenture payable to the person applying. 

llOAB. Reneu:al of debentures in case of disputt as to title.--' 
(1) Where there is a dispute as to the title to a debenture issued under 
this Act or any previous Act relating to the municipal government of rvmi 
the city or under the City of Bombay Improvement Act, 1898, or the I89t 
City of Bombay Improvement Trust Transfer Act, 1925, in respect of Bom. 
which an application for renewal has been made, the Commissioner ~VI 
ma~ ~ 

{a) where any party to the dispute has obtained a final decision 
from a Court of competent jurisdiction declaring him to be entitled 
to such debenture, issue a renewed debenture in favour of such 
party, or 

(b) refuse to r~new the debenture until such a decision has been 
obtained, or 

{c) after such inquiry as is hereinafter provided and on considers·· 
tion of the result thereof, declare by order in writing which of the 
parties is in his opinion entitled to such debenture and may, after 
!he expiration of three months from the date of such declaration, 
J.SSue a renewed debenture in favour of such party in accordance 
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with the proviSions of section llOAA: unless within that period h<; 
has received notice that proceedings have been instituted by any 
person in a Court of competel}t jurisdiction for the purpose of 

. establishing a title to such debenture. 

·Explanation.-For the purposes of this sub-section the expression 
., final decision' means a decision which is not appealable or a decision 
which is appealable but against which no appeal has been filed within 
the period of limitation allowed by law. . 

(2) For the purposes of the inquiry referred to in sub-section (1) the 
. ·Commissioner may himself record, or may request the District Magis
trate to record or to have recorded, the whole or any part of such 
-i!vidence as the parties may produce .. The District Magistrate to 
whom such request has been made may himself record the evidence or 
may direct any Magistrate subordinate to him to record the evidence 
.and shall forward the record of such evidence to the Commissioner. 

· (3) The Commissioner or any Magistrate acting under this section 
:may, if he thinks fit, record evidence on oath. 

llOAC. Liability in respect of debenture renewed.-(1) When 
.a. renewed debenture has been issued under section llOAA in favour 
-of any person, the debenture so issued shaJl be deemed to constitute 
.a new. contract between the Corporation and such person and all persons 
deriving title thereafter through him. 

· (2) No such renewal shall affect the rights as against the Corpora
-tion of any other person to the debenture so renewed. 

I lOAD. Discharge in certain cases.-When a duplicate debenture 
nas been issu~d under section llOA, or when a· renewed debenture has 
been issued under section llOAA- or section llOAB, or when the 

. _principal sum due.on a debenture in respect o£ which an order has been 
.made under section llOA for the payment of the principal sum without 
th~ issue of a duplicate debenture has been paid on or after the date on 

· which such payment became due the Corporation shall be discharged 
from all liability in respect of the debenture in place of which a dupli
-cate or renewed debenture has been so issued, or in respect of which 
.such payment has been made, as the case may be-

( a) in the case of a duplicate debenture, after the lapse of six 
years from the date of the publication of the notification referred to 
in sub-section (3) of section llOA or from the date of the last 
payment of interest on the original debenture, whichever date is 

.later, 

(b) in the case of a renewed debenture, after the lapse of six years 
from the date of the issue thereof, and 
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(c) in the case of payment of the principal sum without the.issue 

of a duplicate debenture, after the lapse of six years from the date of 
the publication of the notification referred to in sub-section (3) of 
section llOA. 

llOAE. lndemnity.-Notwithstanding anything in section llOAA. 
or llOAB, the Commissioner may in any case arising under either of 
those sections- · 

(1) issue a renewed debenture upon receiving such indemnity in 
favour of the Corporation and the Commissioner as he shall think fit 
against the claims of all persons claiming under the original de ben-· 
ture, or 

(2) refuse to issue a renewed debenture unless such indemnity is. 
given". 

14. Amendment of section 110DD of Bom. Ill of 1888.-To section. 
llOD:9 of the said Act the following new sub-sections shall be added, 
namely:-

" (3) The Corporation may from time to time make, alter or rescind. 
rules prescribing :-

(a) the amounts for which stock certificates may be issued; 
(b) the fees to be levied in respect of the issue of stock certificates; 
(c) the form of keeping a register of the holders of stock; 
(d) the mode in which payment of interest to holders of stock is: 

to be made, recorded and acknowledged ; 

{e) the form of transfer to be used, the formalities to be observed. 
and the fees to be levied on a transfer of stock ; 

(/) the circumstances and manner in which duplicate stock certi
ficates may be issued and the fees to be levied or the indemnity to b& 
required on any such issue ; . · . · , . · 

(g) generally the measures to be adopted for carrying out th& 
objects of this section. 

(.J) No rule, or alteration or rescission of a rule, shall have effect 
until the same shall have been approved by Government, and such 
hpproval shall have been published in the Official Gazette; and no 
rule. or alteration or rescission of a rule, shall be approved by Govern· 
ment until, the same shall have been published for three weeks. 
successively in the said Gazette.'' 

15. Anltndment of sedion 115 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In sub-section 
(3) of section 115 of the said Act, for the word, letter and bracket& · 
"clause (b) " the word, ~<TU.l'e and brackets " sub-section (I) " shall b& 
substituted. 
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16. Amendment of section 117 of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 117 of 

the said Act- · 

(1) after the word" of" where it-occurs for the first time, the words, 
figure and brackets " sub-section (2) of " shall be inserted ; 

(2) after the word " under " where it occurs for the second time, the 
words, figure and brackets " sub-section (2) of " shall be inserted ; and 

. (3) after the word and figures "section 131 ", the words, figures 
and brackets . " or under sub-section (1) of section 133 ", &hall be 
inserted. 

17. Amendment of section 123A of Bom. III of 1888.-ln sub-section 
(3) of section 123A of the said Act, the word " half " shall be omitted. 

18. Insertion of a new section after section 125 of Bom. III of 1888.
. .After section 125 of the said Act, the following new section shall be 
inserted, namely :-

" 125A. Classiftcat·ion of budget heads.-The expenditure side of 
a. budget estimate shall be classified under major heads, minor 
heads, subordinate heads and primary units. 

{a) 'Major head' means the principal head of accounts corresponding 
to the different services under which expenditure is classified in the 
budget estimate, and may be divided into two or more minor heads. 

(b) 'Minor head' means the head of accounts immediately subordinate 
to a major head under which each major head is classified, and may be 
further sub-divided into two or more subordinate heads. 

{c) 'Subordinate head' means the head ·of accounts immediately 
· subordinate to a minor head underwhich each minor head is classified 

and may be further sub-divided into two or more primary units. 

(d) 'Primary unit' means the ultimate group or groups into which 
individual items of expenditure in the budget estimates are arranged." 

19. Substitution of new section .130 in Bom. III of 1888.-For section 
130 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" 130. Budget grant defined.-The total sum entered under a major 
head, which has been adopted by the Corporation shall be termed 
a 'budget grant'." 

20. Substitution of new section 133 in Bom. III of 1888.-For section 
133 of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" 133. Red~.tctions ()'f' transfers.-(1) Subject to the provisions of 
sub-section {1) of section 131, the Corporation may on the recom· 
mendation of the Standing Committee· from time to time during an 
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()fficial year sanction the transfer of any amount from one budget 
grant to another. 

(2) The Standing Committee may at any time during an official 
year-

( a) reduce the amount of a budget grant; 

(b) sanction the transfer of any amount within a budget grant 
from one minor head to another or from a subordinate head under 
one minor head to a subordinate head under another minor head ; or 

(c) sanction the transfer of any amount exceeding rupees five 
thousand within a minor head from one subordinate head to another 
or from one primary unit to another. 

(3) The Commissioner may, at any time during an official year, 
sanction the transfer of any amount not exceeding rupees five thousand 
within a minor head from one subordinate head to another or from one 
primary unit to another, if such transfer does not involve a recurring 
liability: 

Provided that every transfer of an amount exceeding rupees five 
hundred made under sub-section (3) shall be reported forthwith by the 
Commissioner to the Standing Committee and that the said Committee 
may pass with regard thereto such order as they may think fit ; and it 
shall be incumbent on the Commissioner to give effect to such order. 

(4) When making any transfer under sub-sections (1), (2) and (3), 
due regard shall be had to all the requirem~nts of this Act. 

(5) If any such reduction as is referred to in clause (a) of sub-section 
{2) is of an amount exceeding five hundred rupees, the Corporation 
may pass with regard thereto such order as they may think :fit, and it 
shall be incumbent on the Standing Committee and the Commissioner 
to give effect to such order." 

21. Insertion of new section 260A in Chapter X of Bom. III of 1888.
ln Chapter X of the said Act, the following new section shall be inserted 
at the commencement., namely :-

" 260A. DefinitWn.s.-In this chapter, unless there is anything 
repugnant in the subject or conteJ:t-.:-

(a)' Communication pipe' means a pipe extending from a munici
pal wat~r main up to and including the municipal stop-cock. 

(b) 'Consumer' means any person who uses or is supplied with 
wat('r from a muni<'ipal water work or on whose application such 
water is supplied and includes any person liable to the Corporation 
under the provisions ofthis Act for the payment of water tax or any 
sum for the water supplied from a municipal water work. 
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(c) 'Consumer's pipe' means a pipe used in connection with the
supply of water from ·any municipal water work and which is not 
the property of the Corporation. 

(d) 'Distributing pipe ' means. any pipe not subject to water· 
pressure from a municipal water main. · 

(e) 'Fitting' includes a pipe, coupling, flange, branch, bend, stop, 
ferrule, stop tap, bib tap, spring tap, pillar tap, globe tap, ball cock, 
boiler, pUm.p, meter, hydrant and any other apparatus or article 
used for the purpose of conveying or storing water supplied by 
the Corporation .. 

(j) ' Municipal stop cock ' means the stop cock which controls. 
the supply of water from a municipal water main. 

(g) ' Supply pipe ' means the pipe extending from a municipal 
stop cock up to the ball cock of the storage tank, if any, and any 
pipe subject to pressure from a municipal water main." 

22. Amendment of section 269 of Bom. III of 1888.-In sub-section (3} 
of section 269 of the said Act, for the words "private use and not for sale'' 
the words " personal or domestic use and not for the purpose of business 
or sale " shall be substituted. 

23. Amendment of section 271 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In section 271 
of the said Act-

(a) in sub·section (1)-

(i) for the words "Communication pipes" the words "Supply
pipes " shall be substituted, and 

(ii) for the words" a water main or other municipal water-work'" 
the words "a municipal water w9rk" shall be substituted, and 

(iii) for the words " ordinarily be connected with the main or· 
other water-work'' the words "be connected with such water-work,. 
shall be substituted ; 

.(b) for sub-section (2) the following shall be substituted, namely:-· 

" (2) Commissioner may in certain cases require owners to obtain 
private water supply.-But if it shall appear to the Commissioner 
that any premises situate within any portion of the city in which 
a public notice has been given by the Commissioner under clause (b) 
of section 141, are without a supply of pure water, adequate to the 
requirements of the person usually occupying or employed upon the 
the said premises, the Commissioner shall, by written ·notice, require 
the owner of the said premises or the person primarily liable for the 
payment of proferty-taxes thereon, to obtain a supply adequate as 
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aforesaid from a municipal water work and t<t provide supply and 
distributing pipes, cisterns and fittings and do all such works aa 
may in the opinion of the Commissioner be necessary for that 
purpose." · 

24. .A.mendmettt Qf sediOK 272 of Bom. Ill ()/ 1888.-In section 272 
of the said Act-

( a) In sub-section (2) for the words" from and including the ferrule 
on the supply main up to and including the stop-cock nearest the 
supply main," the word" thereon" shall be substituted. 

(b) In sub-section (3) for the words "Every such new connection 
or renewed connection with its communication-pipes and. fittings up 
to and including its stop-cock as aforesaid shall thereafter vest " the 
words " Every such communication pipe and. fittings thereon shall 
vest " shall be substituted. 

(c) For. sub-section (4) the following shall be substituted, 
namely:-

" (4) All supply and distributing pipes and cisterns and fittings 
not being the property of the Corporation shall be laid and applied 
under the supervision and to the satisfaction of a. municipal officer 
appointed by the Commissioner in that behalf, who shall give and 
sign a certificate, free of charge, when such supply and distributing 
pipes, cisterns and all necessary £.ttings have been laid, applied and 
executed in a satisfactory manner and when proper and sufficient 
arrangements have been made for draining off waste water.'' 

(d) For sub-section (5) the follow~ shall be substituted, 
namely:-

" (5) Where any supply or distributing pipe, cistern or such fitting 
is laid, applied, added to or altered, or any connection is made in 
oontr&wn.tion of this section the ()ommissi~n.er may, with the 
previous approval of the Standing Cowttee, MnOve suck supply . 
01' distributing pipe, cistern, fitting or eonne<tioo., u additions 
or alterations thereto, an<l make good :su.ch pipe, cistern., fitting or 
connection ; and the owner and occupier of the premises in which 
or for supply to which such supply or distributing pipe, cistern or 
fitting has been laid, appli~d, added to or altered or such connection 
has been made, shall be jointly a.nd severally liable to pay. the 
expenses incurred by the Commissioner in so doing." · 

25. Amendment of section 273 of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 273 of 
the said Act for the words "all communication-pipes a.nd fittings of any 
e:cisting prh·ate service connected with any municipal water-works np to 
and including the stop-cock nearest the supply ma.in for the said service", 
the words" all or any consumer's pipes and £.ttings "shall be substituted. 

MO·U Bk Hb 201-3 
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: · 26 •. . Amendment of secticm 273A of Bom. :Jil of 1888.-For section 273A 
t>f the said Act, the following· shall be substituted, namely :~ .. 
. . . 

. . . ". 273A. Power of Odmmissioner to alter position 'of con~ions~..:._ The 
Commissioner may, if at any time he deems it expedient to alter the 
·position of an existing.connection wit1i any municipal water-works 'or 
of any consumer's pipe or fitting thereof, and after giving to'the owner 

. of such connection, pipe or fitting not _less than. four days previous 

. ·notice-of his intention so to do, cause the said connection:, pipe or fitting 
· to· be moved to -such other position as he thinks fit and relaid and 
applied, or others to be laid and applied in lieu thereof, in such position 
. as he may direct ; and in every such Qase all such work shall be C!\rried 
·out at the expense of the municipal fund and such new connection, 
·pipe and fitting .shall t4ereafter yest in the Corporation and be 
· :p1ain;tained at. the charge of the municipal fund as a municipal water~ 
work." · · · 

• 27. · Amendment of section274 of Bom. II~ of 1888.-In section 274 
of the said Ac~ · · · 

(a) For sub-section (1) the following shall be substituted, namely:-

1.' (1) PrOvisions as to cisterns and other fittings, etc., to be used for 
ccmnections with ?J)ater-works.-'The Commissioner may, whenever 
it shall appear to him to be necessary, by written notice require 
the owner of any premises furnished with a private water supply 
from any municipal water-work to provide. such premises ·within 

·a. reasonable period which shall be prescribed in the said notice_, with 
cisterns and fittings ·o£ such size, material, quality and description 

, and placed in. such position and with such safe and easy means of 
access'as he thinks fit." · · · ·· ·. . . . . , 

~ .... ' . 

. (b) .After sub-section .(l), the following .new sub.-section shall be 
.added:...:... .' · · · · ·· · 
.d .. l :. : -

·, !' "·(lA) .The Commissioner may also in the like manner require the 
owner of any premises to provide such safe and easy mean& of access 

: as·he thinks fit to any existing cistern whiclt oli an. examination 
_und~r se.ction 27.8 i_s fo~dto be not easily accessible:'~.:.;;.· ; 

. (c) _r~ sub-sectio~ (2}--. 

. . (iJ ·for the words u pipes, taps, cocks, an~ othe~ fittings,'" th~ words 
"pipes and_fit~ings' shall be substituted; .. . .. · . ·' .· 

( ii) for the word . " purposes " the word ." purpose. " . shall pe 
substituted. ·· J ' · • 

(d) In sub-section (3) for the words "pipes, taps,. cocks and other 
fittings "; wherever they occur, the words " pipes, cisterns and 
fittings 11 shall be substituted. · · · 
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. 28. · Insertion -of new section 274A. in Bom .. III of 1888.-After 
section 274 of the said Act, the following new section shall be·inserted, 
namely:- .. · ·' 

" 27 4A. Provision for keeping cisterns locked.-(1) The Commis
sioner may, by writte~ notjce, require the owner of any premises 
furnished with a cistern: or in respect of which the Comnlissio~.er has 
required a cistern to be furnished, to provide such cistern with a lock 
and key of such pattern, material and quality as the Commissioner 
shall in such notice prescribe, and may in like manner require any lock 
or key found to be defective on an inspection under section 278 to be 
replaced. · · · 

. . . 

(2) Every cistern so provided with a lock shall be kept permanently 
locked and the key shall then be delivered to the Commissioner." 

29. Amendment of section 275 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In section 276 
of the said Act-

( a) in sub-section (1)-

( i) for the words " to keep in efficient repair every pipe " the words 
" to keep in a thoroughly clean condition and to maintain and keep 
in efficient repair every supply and distributing pipe " shall be 
substituted ; and 

(ii) for the words "every tap, cock or other fitting and every 
storage cistern " the words " every cistern and fitting " shall be 
substituted. 

(b) in sub-section (2)-

(i) for the word" five" the word "three" shall be substituted; 
and · · · · 

. . -- . . . ) 

( ii) after the word " due " the words " or to become due " shall 
· be inserted. · · 

' . I 

30. Amendment of section 278 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In section· 278 
· of the said Act- · · ' 

(a) in sub-section (1) for clause (b) the following shall be ~ubstit~ted, 
namely:~ · · · 

"(b) to examine any supply or distributing pipe, cistern, lock 
or fitting; or" 

(b) for sub-section (2) the following shall be substituted, n~mely·:,... 
"(2) The Commissioner may, by written notice, require the owner 

or oc.cupier of the premises to remedy any defect which shall be 
found to exist in or to clean, any such meter, not being a municipal 
~et~r let to him f~r hire, or any such supply or distributing pipe, 
c1stern,lock or fittmg." · 
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31. Amerulment of secti<Jn 279 of Bom. 111 of 1888.-In section 279 

of the said Act-

(1} in mb-section (1)-

(a) in clause (a) after the WOldS II SUin due for Water Itt the WOfdl 
" or hire of meter '' shall be inserted ; 

{b) for 'clauses (b) and '(c) the following shall be aubstitutedt 
namely:- . 

"(b) if the owner of the premises neglects within the period 
prescribed in this behalf in any notice given under sub-section (1) 
or {1A) of section 274 or under section 274A, to comply with any 
requisition made 'to him by the Commissioner regarding the 
provision of any cistern, fitting, lock or key or any means of access 
to such cistern ; 

(c) if the owner or occupier of the premises fails, within the 
period prescribed in this behalf in any notice given under sub
'Section (2) of section 278, to comply with 'the "terms of such notice 
or fails 'to use articles ·ofthe kind prescribed under sub-section (3) 
of section 274 ;" 

(c) for clause (e) the following clause shall be suhstituted, 
namely:-:-

"(e) if the owner or occupier of the premises wilfully or 
negligently injures or damages any meter, pipe, cistern or fitting 
or lock thereof in such premises;" 

32. Amendment of section 284 of Bom. III of 1888.~In section 284 
of the said Act-

(a) In clause (b) for the words "or engine" the words", engine, 
cistern or fitting" shall be substituted. 

(b) After clause (e) the following new clause shall be .inserted, 
namely:-

"(f) except with the permission of the Commissioner, open, 
break, injure or tamper with any lock furnished under section 27 4A." 

33. Amendment of section 286 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-For section 286 
of the said Act, the following &hall be substituted, namely :-

" 286. What persons to 'be liable f!Yr offences under certain pr(ilJisionB 
of this Chapter.-lf it shall be shown that an offence against some 
provision of this Chapter or against some bye-law made under this 
Act at the time in force relating to water supply has occurred on 
any premises to which a private supply of water is furnished by the 
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Corporation, the owner, the person primarily liable for t.he pa)1rlent 
of wat~r tax and the occupier of the said premises shall be jointly 
and severally liable for the same." 

34. Amendment of section 287 of Bom. Ill of 1888.-For section 287 
.of the said Act, the following shall be substituted, namely :-

" 287. lVhen materials and works rttay be supplied and done under 
this Chapter for any person by the Commissioner.-On the written request 
of any person who is required under any of the provisions of this Chapter 
t.o supply any materials, fittings, cistern or lock and key or to do any 
work, the Commissioner may, on such person's behalf, supply the 
necessary mat~rials, fittings, cistern or lock and key, as the case may 
be, or cause the necessary work to be done ; but he shall not do so in 
any case to which the provisions of section 493 or 495 will not apply, 
unless a deposit is first of all made by the said person of a sum which 
v.ill, in the opinion of the Commissioner, suffice to cover the cost of the 
said material, fitting, cistern, lock and key or work." 

35. A merulment of sect£on 287 A of Bom. Ill of 1888.-In section 287 A 
()f the said Act-

(a) in sub-section (1)-
(i) after the word "executed" where it occurs for the first time, 

the words "or any cistern to be supplied with a lock and key" 
shall be inserted, and 

( ii) after the word " executed " where it occurs for the second 
time, the words " or supplied " shall be inserted; 

(iii) after the word " doing " the words " or supplying " shall 
be inserted. 

(b) in sub-section (2)-

( i) after the word " done " the words " or of supplying such lock 
and key " shall be inserted; , 

( ii) after the words "such work " the words '' or the supply of 
such lock and key " shall be inserted. . . 

36. Amendment of section 287B of Bom. III of 1888.-In section 287B 
()f the said Act-

(1) in sub-section (1) aft~r the word "chapter" the words and 
brackets "(other than t~e provision of a lock and key)" shall be 
inserted; 

(2) for sub-section (3) the following shall be substituted, namely:-
" (3) Where any person causes or permits any pipe, cistern or 

fitting 'or other work necessary for conveying a private supply of 
water from a municipal water-work into any premises to 'be laid, 
applied or executed in contravention of sub-section (1), he shall, 
in addition to being .liable to the penalty prescribed for such 
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contravention, not be entitled to an independent or branch connection 

· · until the defects, if any, in such pipe, cistern, fitting or work 
are removed to the satisfaction of the Commissioner." 

· 37. Inserticm of new secticm, 313l})n Bom. III of 1888.-After sec· 
tion 313A of the said Act, the following new section shall be insertedr 
namely:-

" 313B. Licences for use of skill in handicraft or rendering services· 
for purposes of gain in P'ublic place or street.-Except under and in 

· conformity with the terms and provisions of a licence granted by the· 
Commissioner in this behalf, no person shall, for purposes of gain, use 
his skill in any handicraft or in rendering services to and for the 
convenience ofthe public in any public place or public street." 

38. · Amendment of section 314 of &m 111 of 1888.-Mter clause (c} 
of section 314 of the said Act, the following new clause shall be insertedr 
namely:-

" (d) any tools, implements or other articles used or intended to be· 
' used in any public place or in any public street by any person acting 
in contravention of the provisions of section 313B.." 

. 39. Amendment of section 402 of Bom.lll ofl888.-To sub-section (2)1 
of ~ection 402 of the said Act, the following shall be added, namely :-

"The owner or occupier of a place in which a private market is. 
established shall, for the purposes of this sub-section, be deemed tC> 
have established such market." 

40. ·Amendment of section 402of Bom.Ill oj 1888.-In sub-section (1)o 
of section 403 of the said Act- · 

(i) in clause (a) after the word "open 11 the words "or permit to· 
· be kept ope_n " shall be insertea ; and 

(ii) in clauses (b) and (c) after·{he word "use" the words "or· 
: permit.to be used'' shall be inserted. 

41. Amendment of section 471 of Bom. Ill of 1888.--In the table· 
appended to section 4 71 ~f the said A?t-. 

(a) after the entry relating to section 270, sub-section (2), the 
: following entry shall be inserted, namely :-

•• Section, sub· 
section or clause. 

1 

Subject. 

2 

Fine which may 
be imposed. · 

3 

Section 271, 
· eeotion (21. 

~b- R~quisition to obtain private water Two hundred rupees.•• 
. supply and to provide supply and 

' distributing pipes, etc. . ·. 
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. (b) in column 2 of the entry relating to section 274: for the words 
" storage cisterns and other fittings to be used for connection with 
water-works" the word$ "cistern and fittings or means of access to 
any cistern " shall be substituted ; 

(c) in column 2 of the entry relating to section 275 for the words 
"Communication pipes " the words " Supply or distributing pipes " 
shall be substituted ; 

(d) in column 2 of the entry relating to section 278, sub-section (2), 
for the words "communication-pipe" the words "supply or distribu
ting pipe " shall be substituted ; 

(e) in column 3 of the entry relating to section 280 for the word 
" Twenty " the words " One hundred " shall be substituted. 

(f) after the entry relating to section 313A the following entry shall 
be inserted1 namely:-

"Section 313B • . Prohfbition in ~ public place or street,, Fifty rupees." 
of use of skill in handicraft or inl 
rendering services without licence. · 

42. Amendment of section 472 of Bom. III of.1888.-In the. table 
appended to section 472 of the said Act, after the entry relating to sec-
tion 313A the following entry shall be inserted, namely:- · 

"Section 313B • Prohibition in a public place or Fifty rupees." 
of use of skill in handicraft or 
rendering services '\'iithout licence, 

43. Amendment of section 489 of Bom. III of 1888.~In sub-section 
(2) of section 489 of the said Act, after the entry " Section 271, 
sub-section (2)" the following entries shall be. inserted, namely :-. 

" Section 272, sub-section (5). 

Section 274, sub-sections (1) and (1A). 

Section 274A, sub-sections (1) and (2) ". 

44. Amendment of sedion 492 of Bom. III of 1888.-ln s~ction 492: 
of the said Act- · · 

(1) in sub-section (I)-

( a) a.fter the words" building or land~· where they occur for ·tne; 
second time, the words, figures, letter and brackets " or in respect. 
of some work executed or thing done or measure take~ _for giving. 
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effect to any requisition or order made under sub-section (1..4) 
of &ection 377 n shall be inserted ; 

(b) after the words " building or land'' ·where they occur for the 
third time, the words, figures, le~~er and brackets " or of the pre
misesreferred to in sub-section (1..4) of section 377, as the case may 
be," shall be inserted; · 

lc) for. the words " building or land,; where they occur for the 
fourth time, the words " building, land or premises " shall be 
substituted. 

. (2) in sub-section (2) for the words "land or building" wherever 
they occur in clause (a) and for the words" building or land, where 
they occur in clause (c), the words" building, land or premises'' shall 

· be substituted. 

45. Amendment of section· 514 of Bom. III of 1888.-ln clause (b) of 
section 514 of the said Act--

(a) after the figures and brackets "272 (1} ", the figures and 
brackets "272 (5), 274 (1), 274 (lA)" shall be inserted. 

(b) after the figures "284" the figures; letters and brackets "287B 
· (1); 287B (2) " shall be inserted ; 

(c) after the figures "390" the words, figures, brackets and 
letter "or any bye-laws framed under section 461 (b)" shall be 
inserted. 

46. Amendment of secti011 518 of B<»n. Ill of 1888.-In sub-section 
(1) of section 518 of the said Act after the figures" 225" the figures and 
letter," 381, 381A " shall be inserted. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The Bill is intended to make various amendments in the several 
sections of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, which have been 
found expedient by the Corporation from the past experience of the 
working of the Act. The more important of them are designed (1) to 
give power to take measures for the eradication of malaria as a result of 
the recommendations of :Major G. Covell, who was ordered by Govern
ment in 1928 to hold. an enquiry into malarial conditions of the City, 
(2) to rectify certain defects in connection with the water supply which 
stand urgently in need of removal in order to carry out effectively anti
malarial measures, (3) to give power to the Corporation to issue revised 
debentures in any case and (4) to extend the powers of the Standing 
Committee and the. Municipal Commissioner in the matter of reappro~ 
priation of budget grants. The objects of the various clauses of the Bill 
are explained in the following notes on clauses. 
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Clauset 2, 39 and 40.-The City of Bombay llunicipal !ct, 1888, doea 
not contain a definition of the t~rm" market". In the absence of such 
definition, the term is ginn its ordinary meaning and is held to imply 
common regulation of sellers and control by the O\ffier or occupier of the 
pbce (Bombay ~Iunicipality r. Yenkanna Ellappa Balaram, I.L.R. 52 
Bom. iSO). The result is that where a place is found to ha\"e been used 
unauthori.sedly for the purpose of a market, it is not possible to take 
action against the oner or occupier of the place under the prO\-isions of 
the Act, as the said person cannot be pro\"ed to ha\"e established 
a market '\fithin the meaning of the .A.ct. The Q>rporation has 
representffl that this defect in the .A.ct should be remo\"ed. 

Clause3 3, 5 ~11d 6.-The procedure laid down in sub-section (1) of 
section 30 and sub-section (1) of section 31 of the .A.ct for the election of 
a councillor by fellows of the '[ni,ersity of Bombay or by a chamber or 
association mentioned in sub-section (1) of section 5 necessitates the 
con-rening of a m('eting of the Senate of the rru\"ersity or of the 
chamber or asscciation, as the case may be. This procedure is found to 
be inconwnient and cumbersome. The Q>rporation has, therefore, 
suggeste-d that the procedure for holding these elections should be left 
to be determined by the bodies concerned in accordance with the 
statutes or the rules made bv them in this behalf. In the case of election 
of a councillor by fellows of the rniwrsity, it is further proposed to res· 
trict the right of \"oting to those fellows who have resided in the city for 
at le~1: six months precroing the date of the election, and to prescribe 
a similar residential qualification for candidates at such election. 

Claust. .J [stction 17 {t)].-L'nder section 7 of the .A.ct a councillor of 
the Corporation elected by the Bombay Chamber of Q>mmerce or the 
Indian )Ierchants' Chamber or the Bombay liillowners' .Association can 
at present continue to hold office until the day for retirement of 
councillors, although in the meanwhile he may have ceASed to be con
nectd with the association or the chamber, as the case may be. It is 
therefore proposed to remove this anomAly by further amending section 
17 of the Act on the lines of the amendment effected by Bombay .A.ct X 
of 1936 under which a councillor electe-d by the fellon of the Bombay 
L'ninrsity ce.ases to be a councillor as soon as he ceases to be a fellow. 

Clauses 'l to 11.-t"nder section 17 (b) of the Act a councillor who 
absents himself during three successi-re months from the meetings of 
the C()rporation except on account of temporary illness or other cause to 
be appro'ed by the Q>rporatiun, ceases to be a councillor. The effect 
of this provishln is that a councillor can be absent fot any length of time 
on ac('ount of illness or other c.ause approYed by the Corporation. It is 
now proposed to limit the total abse~ of a councillor to not more than 
one ynr a.a 1t is not d~irable that a CODb1:ituency should be deprived of 
representation in the Q>rpora.tion for an undue length. of time by re&SOD. 
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of the absence of its representative from whatever cause. It is proposed 
to make similar provisions in the Act for the members of the three 
Statutory Committees, the Standing Committee, the Schools Committee 
and the Improvements Committee. 

Clauses 12 to 14.-There is no prOvision in the Act empowering the
Corporation to issue a renewed debenture in any case. In Mascarenhas 
v. Mercantile Bank of India Limited, I.L.R. 56 Bom. 1, the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council observed that renewed debentures 
issued by the Board of Trustees for the Improvement of the City of 
Bombay constituted in form and substance a new and independent 
obligation and would not protect the Trustees against any clairu made in 
respect of the original debentures in lieu of which the renewed de ben· 
tures were i'lsued. These observations apply with equal force to 
all debentures referred to in section 110-A of the Act. Section 110-A is 
also defective inasmuch as it does not purport to deal with cases in which 
debentures may be stolen. The Corporation has represented that· the 
Act should be amended so as to give the corporation a similar protection 
to that given to Government under the Indian Securities Act, 1920. It 
is iii. tended to give effect to these proposals of the Corporation. It is also. 
considered necessary that the Corporation should have power to· 
prescribe fees on payment of which and the conditions subject to which 
stock certificates may be issued under section 110-DD of the Act. 

Clattses 15 and 16.-These are consequential amendments due to the 
substitution of a new section 133 for the existing one vide clause 20. 

Clause ·11.-Under sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 123-A of the 
Act the accounts relating to improvement schemes are required to be 
kept under a separate heading in the municipal accounts, in accordance 
with the rules contained in schedule BB and under sub-section (3) of the 
said section such accounts are required to be published in the Bombay 
Government Gazette every half year. It has been pointed out by the 
Corporation. that since· the amalgama~jon of the Bombay Improvement 
Trust with the Bombay :Municipal Corporation there are several items in 
the General Municipal accounts and in the Improvements schemes 
accounts which are interdependent and that if the provisions of section 
123-A (3) are to be.· complied with, necessary adjustments have to be 
made every six months. This means the closing of municipal accounts 
also every· six months which involves considerable la hour and expense. 
It is, therefore, proposed to amend section 123-A (3) of the Act so as to 
provide for the publication of the Improvement schemes accounts ouce 
a year only in the Bombay Government Gazette. 

Clause 18.-In Government accounts, the Revenue and Expenditure 
are first classified under a number of major heads. Each major head is 
divided into minor heads, each of which has a number of subordinate 
heads which are further divided into what are known as primary units. 
of accounts. The financial· transactions of the Corporation on the 
expendi~e side are proposed to be classified on similar lines. 
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· Clause 19.-The definition of a budget grant in section 130 of the Act 
as it stands at present is unsatisfactory, for, it includes every item on the 
expenditure side of a budget estimate and would thus comprise detailed. 
sub-heads of primary units of accounts into which a sub-head might be 
divided. The result ia that reappropriations from one primary unit of 
account to another require the sanction of the Standing Committee and. 
further if the amount to be reappropriated exceeds Rs. bOO, the reappra
priation has to be confumed by the Corporation. Variations in the sub· 
heads of accounts are bound to occur, however carefully the budget. 
estimates may be prepared. Owing to the large number of such 
variations and the routine nature of most of them the sanction of the 
Standing Cominittee and the Corporation tenrls to become a matter of 
form. In consequence the more important items which should require
the careful supervision of the Corporation or the Standing Committee 
are likely to pass unnoticed in the mass of detail. · It is, therefore,. 
proposed to amend the definition of " budget-grant " in section 130 ro 
mean the total provision under a major head of municipal service 
sanctioned by the Corporation. · · 

Clause 20.-The object of the amendment is to simplify the procedure 
for the reappropriation of budget grants and subordinate heads o£ 
accounts and to confer larger powers of transfer within such budget 
grants upon the Standi.iJg Committee and the Commissioner.· Having 
regard to the large number of budget transfers and to the routine nature 
of most of them, it is proposed that the work of sanctioning such trans~ 
actio:ns should be distributed according to their nature and importance 
as is done by Government. This clause gives effect to the suggestion 
of the Corporation that the Standing Committee may be empowered to. 
sanction reappropriation of a grant from one major, minor or subordin
ate head to another and the Commissioner to sanction any reappropri
ation within a grant betwee1i heads subordinate to a minor head which: 
does not involve a recurring liability, provided. that all. transfers 
between Rs. 500 and Rs. 5,000 made by the Commissioner shall he· 
reported to the Standing Committee, who may pass '\\ith regard. 
thereto such order as they may think fit, it being incumbent on the 
Commissioner to give effect to such order. 

Clause 23 (b).-·Under the existing law so long as the owner furnishes 
premises with an adequate supply of water for the persons occupying the 
same, it is left entirely to his discretion whether such supply is furnished 
on the ground floor or at any particular place in the building accessible 
to all the inhabitants. !his does not meet the needs of a modern city 
when structures four and five storeys high "ith modern sanitary arrange
ments are erected, and it is essential that the Corporation should be 
given power to compel the owners of such premises to furnish .an 
adequate supply of water to all parts of the premises. The proposed 
amendment of section 271 (2) of the Act and the consequential amend.:. 
Int'nts of other sections relating to water supply are intended to give the: 
necessary power to the Commissioner. ' 
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Clat.&se 21.-This contains provisions enabling the Munidpnl Com· 

:missioner to insist on cisterns being made easily accessible for inspection 
Jlurpose&. 

Clauss 28.-lt is intended to authorise the Commissioner to call upon 
the owner of premises furnished with a ~istern to provide a lock and key 
~f approved pattern for the same, andto deposit the key with the Com
missioner. Unless such a provision is inserted in the Bill there will be 
no effective means of ensuring that a cistern, although provided with 
a lock and key, will in fact be kept closed. 

Clause 29.-This is intended to remedy an omission in the Act by 
requiring private water pipes, cisterns, fittings, etc., to, be kept clean 
as well as in efficient repair. 

Clause 30 (b).-This is also intended to remedy an omission in the Act 
by enabling the Commissioner to call upon the owner or occupier of 
premises to remedy any defect in, or to clean, a private meter or any 
supply or distributing pipe, cistern or fitting. · 

Clause 31.-This is intended to empower the Commissioner to cut oft 
the water supply from the premises in cases of (I) failure to pay meter 
lllre for a meter on the premises and (2) failure to provide safe and easy 
access to a cistern or to provide a lock and key for the same. 

Clause 32 (b).-This makes the unauthorised opening or breaking of 
a lock provided for a cistern under the orders of the Commissioner an 
~flence under the Act. 

Clauss 33.-This makes the owner of premises and the person 
primarily liable for payment of water tax also responsible for any offence 
under the part of the Act which relates to water supply. The object of 
the clause is to prevent evasion of the provisions of the Act. 

Clauses 34 cr.nd 35.-These enlarge the power of the Commissioner to 
have certain works executed by municipal agency. 

Clause 36.-The object of the clause is to prevent defective works 
be~g earned out in contravention of the provisions of section 287B. 

Clauses 37 and 38.-Under section 3-i3A of the Act a licence from the 
Municipal Commissioner is necessary for hawking or exposing for sale in 
any public place or in any public street any article whatsoever, whether 
it be for human consumption or not. Licences to petition-writers, 
barbers, shoe-blacks, cobblers and others, who use, for purposes of gain., 
their skill in any handicraft or in rendering services to and for the con~ 
venience of the public in public places or public streets in the City have 
hitherto been issued by the Commissioner under section 313A but 
a doubt has arisen whether the grant of such licences is covered by the 
provisions of the said section. 

The Corporation consider it expedient that the Commissioner should 
have the necessary power to require the aforesaid persons to obtain 
licences and have recommended to Government that legislation should 
be undertaken with a view to give effect to this proposal of the 
Corporation. 
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Cl4use 11.-This provides appropriate penalties for offenoo5 against 

the new provisions for the eradication of malaria. a.nd increases the 
penalty for an offence under section 280 of the Act. 

Ckluse 44.-Sub-section (!A) of section 377 of the Act provides that 
if it shall appear to the Commissioner that any private street is over
grown with rank and noisome vegetation or is otherwise in .a.n unwhole
Mme or filthy condition, he may by written notice require the owners of 
the several premises fronting or adjoining t~ said. street or abutting 
thereon to cleanse or clear the same, or with the approval of the Standing 
Committee require them to take such ·other order with the same as the 
Commissioner may think necessary. If the requisition is not complied 
with by any one of the said owners, the Commissioner is empowered 
under section 489 of the Act to take such measures or to cause such work 
to be executed or such thing to be done as shall, in his opinion, be 
necessary for giving due effect to the requisition made by him and to. 
recover the expenses thereof from the defaulting owner or ·owners. 

The Corporation have represented that a. considerable time generally 
elapses from the time the Commissioner makes any requisition as aforesaid 
to the time when the 'Cxpenses incurred by him become legally 'recover· 
able from the owners with the result that it often becomes difficult to. 
realise the said expenses from the owners of the premises owing to the 
ownership of the premises having changed hands or the owner -or owners· 
being not found or, if found, being unable to pay the said expenses. It 
is, therefore, proposed to empower the Corporation to recover the said 
expenses from the person or persons occupying such premises. 

Cl,(wse 46.-This provides for a oornpla.int to 'Government if the 
Commissioner's powers to dea.l with lJluisanoes under section.s 881 and 
~81A of the Act ate not duly uercised. 

t . .l\1, p A I'lL. 
8th. January l938. 

APPENDIX9. 

BILL No. V OF 1938. 

A Btll to remm:'ll disa1n1ities of H arijans in regard kJ wmhip in temples. 

(As publishta in the'" Bombay ttovernment Gazette" 10f the 
·sth January t938.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the removal of disabilities of 
liarija.ns in regard to worship in temples; It is hereby enacted as 
follows:-

1. Short title, exunt and commencement.-(1) This Act may be called 
th~ Bombay Hsrijan Temple Worship (Removal of Disabilities) Act, 
1938. 
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· .. (2) This Act exte_nds to the whole of the Province of Bombay and 
shall come into force at once. · . . . . · 

· 2 • . Definitions.-In .this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in 
the subject or context,- ' 

· (1) "Court" means the Court of the District Judge or within the 
limits of the ordinary jurisdiction of the High Court of Bombay, the 
Court of the Judge of the Presidency Small Causes Court ; 

. (2) "District " means a district constituted under section 3, of the 
XIV ·Bombay 9ivil Courts Act, 1869, and include the City of Bombay ; 
of 

18b9. 

(3) "Harijan" means a member of a caste, race or tribe deemed to 
be a Scheduled caste under the. Government of India (Scheduled 
Castes) Order, 1936; 

(4) "Hindu Community" includes Jains; 

· · (5) "Person having interest " means a person who is entitled to 
enter or attend for the purpose of the performance of worship in a 

. temple or who is in the habit of entering or attending for such purpose 
or of receiv~g any share in the gifts thereto ; 

.(6) ":Prescribed" means prescribed by rules; 

(7) u Rule " means a rule made under this Act ; 
(8) " Temple " means a place by whatever designation known 

used as a place of public religious worship and dedicated to or for the 
benefit of or used as of right by, the Hindu Community or any su~h 
section thereof, as a place of religious worship ; 
· (9) '~ Trustee " means a person by whatever designation known in 

whom the administration of !J. _temple is vested and includes any 
person who is liable as if he were a -trustee ; 

(10) " Worship " includes attendance at a temple for the purpose 
of darshan of a. diety or deities . installed in or within the precincts 
thereof. · 

. 3. Declaration by trustees opening the temple . to H arijans.-(1) A 
trustee, or if there are more than one trustee, th~> majority of the trustees, 
of a temple which, by anything contained in the terms of instrument of 
trust, tht> terms of dedication or a decree of a 90mpetent Court relating to 
such temple or by any custom, usage or law for the time being in force, 
is not open for the performance of worship to any Harijan may, of his or 
their own motion or on the requisition of any person having interest in 
such temple, notwithstanding anything contained in the terms of such 
instrument, the terms of the dedication, the decree, custom, usage or 
law,· declare in 'Writing that such temple shall from the date specified in 
the declaration be open to the Harijans to whom such temple was not 
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open, for the performanc~ of worship, subject to ·such conditions J.nd 
the observance of such c.eremoniea aa may be specified in the 
declaration; · 

Provided that the condition.s imposed aa aforesaid shallnot be made 
applicable to Harijan.s only. 

(2) The declaration shall be in such form and shall .contain such 
particulars as may be prescribed. 

(3) The declaration shall be forwarded to the Court 'Within th~ lC?C&l 
limits of whose jurisdiction it is situate. 

(4) The declaration forwarded to the Court shall be accompanied by 
an affidavit made by the trustee or the majority of the trustees, aa the 
case may be, that he is the trustee or they are the majority of the trustees 
of the temple in respect of which the declaration is made and also in the 
case of a ~mple which is a public trust to which the provisions of the 
Bombay Public Trusts Registration Act~ 1935, apply, by a certified~ 
copy of an entry in the Register of Public Trusts maintained under of 
section 7 of the ()aid Act relating to the names and addresses of the trustees 1935. 
of such public trust. · 

4. The publirolion of dedQration.-On receipt of such deelaration., 
the Court to which it is forwarded shall cause public notice to be given 
at convenient plae.es on or near the temple in respect of which the declara
tion has been made and shall cause the declaration to be published in the 
O.fficU.ll Gautle and in a newspaper published in the principal vemaculai 
of and circulating in the district. The declaration so publish.ed. shall 
subject to the provisions of section 6 be irreYocable and the publication 
of the declaration in the Official Gazel.u shall be .conclusive evidence 
that the tt>mple from the date specified therein shall be open to the per:. 
formance of worship to the Harijan.s to whom it was not so open and the 
instrument of the trust, the terms of dedication, the decree, custom, 
usage or law relating to the temple shall be deemed to have been 
amended accordingly. · 

5. E:cdU$ion of Jurisdictio" of other Courti.-Xo Court shall entertain 
any suit or procewmg or shall pass an order or decree or execute wholly 
or partially any order or decree, if the claim inYolved in such suit or 
proceeding or if the passing of such order or decree or if such execution 
would be inconsistent with the declaration published under section !. . . . . . . 

6. Suil for the declaration uruler sediot~. 4: being 8d Mide.-(1) Xot
witbstanding anything contained in section 5 any person inwelrted in 
the temple in respect of which a declaration is made under section 4: 
may obt.ain a declaration from a competent Court: 

(a) that the trust~ or any of the trustees making the declaration 
was not entitled to act as such at the time the declaration was made ; 
or 

(b) that the trustees making the declaration did not form a majority 
of the trustees thereof at the time the declaration was made. 
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(2) On such Court holding that the declaration so made had not been 

made by a trustee entitled to act as & sole trustee or by a majority of 
trustees for the time being entitled to act as such the Court shall set 
aside the declaration made under section 4. 

(3) A tl'W!tees who has acted as SJ!Ch uninterruptedly for a period of 
thxee years prior to the date of the decla.ration made under section 4 
shall be deemed to be a trustee entitled to act as such for the purposes 
of this Act. . 

7. PenaUy.-Whoever obstructs or causes or tends to cause obstruc
tion to any Harijan from the performance of worship in a temple in con
travention of the declaration made under section 4, shall, on conviction, 
be punishable with fine which may extend toRs. 200 and in the case of 
a continuing offence, with an additional fine which may extend toRs. 20 
for every day after the first during which he has persisted in the offence. 

8. Potoer of the Provincial Government to make t·ules.-(1) The· 
Provincial Government may make rules for the purpose of carrying out 
the provisions of this Act. 

(2) Rules made under this section shall be subject to the condition 
of previous publication. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

This is "Only an enabling Bill. Its object is to remove all legal difficulties. 
in. the ·way of those trustees of public temples, who are convinced 
of the j11stioe of the claim of Harijans to make use of Hindu public 
temples and wh() desire to throw open their temples to them. It 
ena.bl~s them to do so, notwithst&nding anything contained in the· 
instrument of trust, or the terms of dedication or a decree of a competent 
co\U't or any custom,IQsage or law, by filing a ·declaration in the proper 
court. 

K. M. MuNSHI. 
8th January 1938. 

APPENDIX 10. 

BILL No. VI OF 1938. 

A Bill to proviile for the temporary relief of srru1,ll holders in the 
Province of Bombay. 

(As publishe4 in the "Bombay Gevernment Gazette " of the 
15th January 1938.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the temporary relief of small 
holders in the Province of Bombay and for certain other purposes specified 
herein ; It is hereby enacted as follows :-

t. Short title, extent and duration.-(1) This Act may be called the 
:Bombay Small Holders Relief Act, 1938. 
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(2) It sha.ll extend to the whole of the Province of Bombay. 

(J) It shall remain in force up to and inclusive of the 31st March 
1939. 

2. Drjim'tions.-In this Act, unless there is anything repugn.int'Tn 
the subject or context-

.. 
(1) " Person " includes an undivided Hindu family. 

(2) '' Small holder " means-

( a) an individual-

(t) who holds land not exceeding five acres of irrigated land or 
fifteen acres of other land, and 

(ii) who cultivates land himself or is an inferior village servant, 

(b) an undivided Hindu family-

(i) which holds land not exceeding the limits specified in clause 
(a) (i), and 

(i1:) at lt>ast one member of which personally cultivates land. 

Explana.tion.-For the purposes of this clause, in the case of a person 
who holds irrigated as well as other land, one acre of irrigated land shall 
be deemed to be equal to three acres of other land and vice versa. 

(3) The words and expressions used in this Act, but not defined, shall 
have the meanings assigned to them in the Code of Civil Procedure, Vof 
1908, and the Bombay I.and Revenue Code, 1879, as the case 1908. 

may be. ~00~· 
3. Sta,11 of det'fees transferred to the Oollector.-(1) Notwithstanding 

any la.w for the time being in force, all proceedings pending at the date 
of the commencement of this Act or which may be instituted during the 
period for which this Act remains in force, for the sale of land belonging 
t{) a small holder for the recovery of any debt under a decree, the execution 

1879. 

of which has been or may hereafter be transferred to the Collector under 
section 68 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, shall, on the application v of 
of the small holder and on the amount of the interest, as specified under I 90S. 
sub-section (2) being paid to the decree-holder or deposited with the 
Collt'cf{)r, be stayed : 

Provided that such proceedings shall not be stayed if the Collector for 
lt'asons to be recorded in niting is of opinion on the application by the 
d1•cree-holder that such stay will cause substantial loss to such decree
holder. 

KO·D Bk Hb 2tH-4 
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(2) The interest under sub-section {1) shall be the amount of interest, 
if any, due under the decree on the sum for the recovery of which the land 
is sought to be sold for a period of one year from the date on which the 
said sum be~a~e payable or for a period froiii: the said date up to the date 
of the application by the small hold~ for the stay of execution under 
sub-section (1), whichever period is shorter. 

(3) If the Collector, on the applica'tion of the decree-holder, is of 
opinion that any rights of such decree-holder to the said land or to the 
proceeds of the sale of such land are likely to be prejudiced by reason 
of any proceedings taken under any law for the time being in force relating 
to the said land, the Collector may direct that the proceedings in execution 
stayed under sub-section (1) shall continue. 

4. Possession of property under section 22 of the Dekkhan. Agr·iculturists' 
Relief Act, 1879.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in section 22 of the 
Dekkhan Agriculturists' Relief Act, 1879, every order under the said 
section directing the Collector to take possession of land belonging to 
a small holder passed before or after the commencement of this Act shall 
not take effect before 31st day of March 1939. 

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the power of the Collector to 
deal under the said section with any land, . the possession of which has 
been. taken before the commencement of this Act. 

5. Restrwtion on private transfer by small lwlder.-Notwithstanding 
anything contained in any law for the time being in force, no private. 
transfer of any land belonging to a small holder, the proceedings for the 
sale of which have been stayed under this Act or of any interest therein 
made by him after this Act comes into force, shall be valid except with 
the previous sanction of the Collector of the district in which such land is 
situate: 

Provided that no such sanction shall. be given unless the Collector is of 
opinion-

( a) that such transfer will enable the small holder to effect 
a composition in satisfaction of the debts due to all his creditors ; or 

(b) (i) that substantial loss will be caused to such small holder if 
such transfer of such land or interest therein is not sanctioned ; and 

(ti) that such transfer does not adversely affect the interests of any 
creditor of the small holder. 

6. Collectcw'.~ deciswt& to be final in certain cases.-If in any proceedings 
under any of the three preceding sections, a question arises whether 
a person is a small holder such question shall be decided by the Collec:or 
and the decision of the Collector shall, not·withstanding anythmg 
contained in any Ia w for the time being in force, be final. 
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7. Bar agamst et-ictinn of tenant.-Notwithstanding any law for the 
time heing in force or any contract between the parties, no tenant who 
.has been in posseRsion of land used for the purpose of agriculture uninter
ruptedly from the first day of January 1932 shall, in pursuance of any 
.decree or order of any Court, be evicted from such land, if such tenant 
tenders to the landlord or any person acting on his behalf all rent due in 
respect of the land for the year ending with the 30th day of June 1938, 
.and is willing to hold the land thereafter as a tenant on the same terms 
.and conditions on which he was holding the same at the date when the 
.cau:;;e of action arose to the landlord for the purpose of .evicting 
him. 

8. ReL-ival of righ~s, liabilities and obl·igations after the expiry of the 
Act.-Any right, privilege, obligation or liability acquired, accrued or 
incurred under any enactment, decree or order of any Court, or any 
·contract between the parties immediately before the commencement of 
this Act or which may be acquired, accrued or incurred, during the period 
for which this Act remains in force, but the enforcement of w bich has been 
stayed by the provisions of this Act, shall immediately on the expiration 
-of this Act, revive and be enforceable as if this Act had not been 
passed. 

9. Delegati<m of powers of Collector.-All powers exercisable by the 
Collector under this Act may be exercised by the Assistant or Deputy 
Collector or by such officer as may be empowered by the Collector in this 
behalf. 

10. Rules.-The Provincial Government may, by notification in 
the Official Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes and objects of 
this Act. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The GoYernment have under consideration the question of the relief of 
:.agricultural indebtedness and the regulation of tenancies, but the framing 
of a complete scheme for this purpose requires very careful consideration 
and the detailed working out of the necessary measures. This obviously 
requires time. But in the meanwhile Government consider that it is 
necessary to prevent the sale of the lands of small agriculturists whose 
redemption from heavy indebtedness is one of the most important respon- . 
sibilitit>s of Government. The present legislative measure is intended to . 
St'f\'e this purpose and to prevent the proposed remedies from being 
frustrated before the necessary legislation becomes operative. 

K. M. l!UNSHL 
15th January 1938. 
K~-n Bk He :M-•• 
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BILL No. VII OF 1938 • 

.A Bl11. to reg·ulate the transactions of money-lending in the 
Prot:ince of B.ombay. 

(As published in the "Bombay Government Gazette" of the 17th 
January 1938.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to make better provision for the regulation 
and control of transactions of money-lending ; It is hereby enacted as 
follows:-

CILU>TER I. 

1. Sh&rt title, extent and commencement.-(1) This Act may be called 
the Bombay :Money-lenders Act, 1938 . 

. (2) It extends to the whole of the Province of Bombay. 

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Provincial Government 
may by notification in the Official Gazette appoint in this behalf. , 

2. Defin·itions.-In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant 
in the subject or context-

. (1) " Bank " means a Banking Company as defined in section 277F' 
of the Indian Companies Act, 1913, whether incorporated in or outside
British India ; 

(2) "Capital " m~ans a sum of money which a money-lender invests: 
in the business of money-len?fug ; 

(3) " Company " means a company as defined in the Indian 
Companies Act, 1913, or formed in pursuance of an Act of Parliament, 
or by a Royal Charter or Letters Patent, or by an Act of the Legis Ia ture 
of a British Possession ; 

(4) "Competent Court " means a Court empowered under section 3. 
to entertain proceedings under this Act and to pass orders therein ; 

Bom. (5) "Co-operative Society" means a society registered or deemed 
'f:-:5~1 to have been registered under the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, 
II of 1925, or the Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, or any Act of any other-
1912. . Provincial Legislature relating to such society ; 

. (6) "Interest" includes any sum by whatsoever name called, in 
excess of the principal paid or payable to a money-lender in considera
tion of or otherwise in respect of a loan, but docs not include any sum 
lawfully charged in accordance with the provisions of this Act, or· 
any other law for the time being in force by a money-lender for or
on account of costs, charges or expenses ; 
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(7) " Licence " means a licence or a supplementary licence granted 
under section 10 and includes a licence granted under section U; 

(8) " Licence duty" means the duty payable in respect of a licence ; 

(9) " Loan " means an adYance, whether of money or in Jrind, 
.and includes any transaction which is in substance a loan but does 
not include-

( a) a deposit of money or other· property in a Government Post 
Office Bank or any· Bank or in a company or with a co-operative 
.society; 

(b) a loan to, or by, or a deposit with any society or association XXI 
registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860, or any other of 
·enactment relating to a public, religious or charitable object; 1860• 

(c) a loan advanced by Government or by any local authority 
.authorised by Government ; 

(d) a loan adn,ooed by a co-operative society ; 

(e) an advance made on the basis of a negotiable instrument X.X.Vl 
as defined in the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, other than of 
a promissory note; ·• 1881. 

(10) " :Money-lender " means an individual or an undivided Hindu 
family or an unincorporated body of individuals or body corporate 
incorporated under any law in British India, or any place outside 
British India, or stands to any such body corporate in the relation of 
.a subsidiary body, who or which-

(i) carries on the business of money-lending in the Province; or 

( ii) has his or its principal place of such business in the Province ; 
and includes a pawn-broker; 

(11) " Money-lending business " or " business of money-lending " 
means the business of advancing loans either solely or in common 
with .any business; · 

(12) "Pawn-broker" means a pawnee as defined in section 172 IX of 
<Jf the Indian Contract Act, 1872 ; 1872. 

{13) " Prescribed~· means prescribed by rules under this Act ; 

(U) " l1rincipa.l " means in reiation to a loan the amount actually 
lent to the debtor ; . 

(15) "Proceed.ings under this Act" means proceedings under sub
&.'ction (3) of section 10, or sub-section (3) of section 15, or under 
£ection 16, 17, 35 or 36; 

(16) "Province,., means the Province of Bombay; 
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(17) " Register " means a. register of money-lenders maintained 

under section 7 ; 

(18) " ~egistrar " means the Registrar of money-lenders appointed 
under sect1on 6 ; . . 

(19) " Rules " means rules made under this Act ; 

(20) " Schedule " means the schedule appended to this Act ; and 

• (21) " Suit to which this Act applies " means any suit or proceed
mg-

(a) for the recovery of a loan made after the commencement of 
this Act; 

'. 

(b) for the enforcement of any security taken or any agreement 
whether by w,ay of settlement of account or otherwise, made after 
the commencement of this Act in respect of any loan made either 
before or after the commencement of this Act ; or 

(c) for the redemption of any security given after the commence· 
ment of this Act in respect of any loan made either before or after 
the commencement of this Act. 

CHAPTER II. 

CoNSTITUTION A~l'D PowERS oF CouRTS IN PROCEEDINGS UNDER Tms 
·' · AcT~ 

3. Otnnpetent Ooorts u·niler the Act.-The Courts referred to herein 
as Competent Courts, having jurisdiction to entertain proceedings under 

. this Act and to pass orders therein are :-

(a) In the City of Bombay-

(i) the Court of the Presidency Small Causes Court-in procee~gs 
under this Act to which a money-lender (who carries on the busmess 
of money-lending in the City and whose capital is or is intended to be, 
as the case may be, less than Rs. 10,000 in the year in which the 
proceedings are held) is a party; 

(ii) the High Court in its ordinary original jurisdiction:-in pro
ceedings under this Act to which a money-lender (who cames on the· 

· business of money-lending in the City and whose capital is or is 
intended to be, as the case may be, Rs. 10,000 or more in the year 
in which the proceedings are held) is a party ; 

(b) Outside the City of Bombay-

(i) the Court of the Second Class Subordinate Judge-in. pro· 
ceedings under this Act to which a money-lender (~ho c.a~tes on 
or intends to carry on the business of money-lending w1thin tha-
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local limits of such Court and whose capital is or is intended to be, 
as the case may be, less than Rs. 10,000 in the year in which such 
proceedings are held) is a. party; 

( ii) the Court of the First Class Subordinate Judge-in proceedings 
under this Act to which a money-lender (who carries on the business 
of money-lending within the local limits of the jurisdiction of such 
Court and whose capital is or is intended to be, as the case may be; 
Rs. 10,000 or more in the year in which such proceedings are held) 
is a party. 

4. Procedure in Competent Oourts.-Subject to the provisions of this 
Act, a Competent Court in regard to proceedings under this Act shall 
have the same powers and shall follow the same procedure as it has and 
follows in regard to civil suits. 

5. .Appellate Courts.-(1) Any person aggrieved by a decision or 
order in proceedings under this Act may appeal-

(a) to the High Court in its appellate jurisdiction from a decision 
or order passed by the High Court in its ordinary original jurisdiction 
or by the Court of the Presidency Small Causes Court ; 

(b) to the District Court from a decision or order passed by the 
Court of a Second Class or First Class Subordinate Judge. 

(2) Any person aggrieved by a deCision or order of a District Court 
in appeal under sub-section (1) may, subject to the provisions of sec· 
tion 100 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, appeal to the High Court Vof 
in its appellate jurisdiction. 1908. 

(3) (a) The period of limitation for appeals under sub-section (1) 
shall be 30 days and for appeals under sub-section (2) 90 days; 

(b) The provisions of the Indian Limitation Act, 19?8, a~plicable IX. of 
to appeals shall, so far as may be, apply to appeals under this section:. 1908. 

CHAPTER III. 

REGISTRATION AND LICENSING OF MONEY·LENDERS, 

6. Appointnumt of Registrar.-The Provincial Government may 
appoint Uegistrars of money-lenders for the purposes of this Act and may 
define the areas within which each Registrar shall exercise his powers 
and perform his duties. 

7. &gi.ster of morwy-lenders.-The Registrar shall maintain a register 
of mont>y-lenders in such form as may be prescribed. . 

8. Atot~ey·lend~.,. not to c.arry on business of money-lending e:reept for 
art.a under li«na and txetpt in accorda~ with term& of licence.-No 
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money-lender shall carry on the business of money-lending except in 
the area for which he has been granted a licence and except in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of such licence. 

9. Application for licences.-(1) Ev_ery money-lender shall annually 
before such date as may be prescribed make an application in the 
prescribed form for the grant of a licence to the Registrar cf the area 
,within the limits of which he intends to carry on the business of money
lending. Such application shall contain the following particulars, viz.-

( a) the name in which such money-lender intends to carry on 
business; · 

(b) if the application is by or on behalf of-

(i) an individual, the name and address of such individual, 
(ii) an undivided Hindu family, the names and addresses of.the 

manager an~ the adult co-parceners of such family, 
(iii) a body corporate, the names and addresses of the director, 

managers or officers thereof, 

(iv) an unincorporated body of individuals, the names and 
addresses of such individuals ; 

(c) the area and the place or principal place of the business of 
, money-lending in. the Province ; 

(d) the name of any other place in the Province where the business 
of money-lending is carried on or intended to be carried on ; 

(e) whether the person signing the application has himself, or any of 
the adult co-parceners of an undivided Hindu family, or any member 
of the body corporate or unincorporated on behalf of which such 
application has been made has, or have carried on the business of 
money~lending in the Province in the year ending on the 31st day 
of March immediately preceding the date of the application either 
individuaUy, or in partnership, or jointly with any other co-parcener 
or any other person in the same or any other name; 

(J) the total amount of the capital which such person intends to 
invest in the business of money-lending in the year for which the 
application has been made. 

(2) The application shall be in writing and shall be signed by the 
individual , or, if the application is made on behalf of an undivided Hindu 
family, by the manager and the adult co-parceners of such family, or, 
if the application is made by a body corporate or unincorporated by the 
managing director or any other person having control of its principal 
place of business in British Indil. or of its place of business in the area 
in which it intends to carry on the business or by an agent authorised in 
this behalf by the individual money-lender himself, or the family, or the 
body corporate or unincorporated, as the case may be. 
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(3) The application shall also contain such other particulars as may 

from time to time be prescribed. 

(4) A money-lender may apply for the grant of a licence to the 
Registrars of more than pne area within the limits of which he inU!nds to 
carry on the business of money-lending. · 

(5) If during the pendency of the year for which a licence has been 
granted to a. money-lender such money-lender intends to invest addi· 
tional capital in the business of money-lending in any particular area he 
may apply to the Registrar for the grant of P supplementsry licence. 

10. Entry in Register and gram of licences.--{1) On the receipt of an 
application under section 9 and on payment in the prescribed manner 
of such licence duty as is specified in the Schedule, the Registrar may, 
·subject to the provisions of section 14 and after making a summary 
inquiry, enter the name of such applicant in the Register and grant the 
applicant a licence in such form and &ubject to such conditions as may be 
prest·ribed. 

(2) If, at any timt during a year for which a licence has been granted, 
the Registrar has reason to believe that a money-lender has invested 
capital in the business of money-lending in excess of that for which he has 
paid the licence duty, the Registrar may, after malcing a summary 
inquiry, determine the additional amount of the licence duty which the 
money-lender is liable to pay and may recover the same from the money· 
lender. 

(3) For the purpose of sub-sections (l) and (2), the Registrar shall have V of 
and may exercise the same powers as are vested in a Civil Court under l908. 

the C>de of Civil Procedure, 1908, in respect of the following matters:-

(a) enforcing the attendance of any person and eiamining him on 
~h; .· 

(b) compelling the production of documents and material objects; 

(c) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses; and 

(d) proof of facts by affidavits. 

(.J) The provisions of this section shall apply mutatis mutat1dis to 
~ pplica tion for a supplementary licence under sub-section (5) of section 9. 

U. Licences to be annual.-Every licence shall-be granted annually 
hut 8hall expire on the 31st day of March in each year immediately 
following the date on which it was granted. · 

12. Mmiey-le~1der t1ol to tarry Oil tlcooey·kniliHg business J()r area J()r 
ttl1icll htdot$ not hold lictt1~.-Xo money-lendershallafter the commenc~ 
ment of this Act carry on or continue to carry on the business of 
monl'y-lending in any area in the Province for which he does not hold 
a licence. 
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13. Stay of $!tits by tnoney-lenders not holding licence.-(1) After the
expiry of six months from the date on which this Act comes into force, 
no Court shall pass a decree in favour of a money-lender in any suit to 
which this Act applies, and filed by a money-lender, unless the Court is 
satisfied that at the time when the loaJl. .or a part of the loan to which the 
suit relates was advanced, the money-lender held a licence which was not 
suspended, cancelled, or which had not expired. 

(2) If during the trial of any such suit, the Court finds that the money
lender had not held such licence, the Court rna y, on the application of the 
money-lender, stay the hearing of the suit and may' require the money
lender within a period of three months to produce a licence on payment to 
the Registrar of all the arrears of the licence duty payable by him under 
this Act for the period commencing from the date from which he started 
money-lending business, or after the expiry of six months from the elate; 
on which this Act comes into force, whichever is later, together with 
penalty not exceeding thi·ee times the licence duty payable by the money
lender for the year in which such licence should have been obtained: 
. Provided that when the Court is satisfied that the failure of the money
lender to obtain a licence was due to any reasonable cause, the Court may 
direct that no penalty as aforesaid or part of such penalty shall be paid 
by the money-lender . 
. · (3) The Court may, on sufficient cause being shown, from time to time 
extend the period during which the money-lender shall be required to. 
produce a licence. 

(4) If the money-lender fails to produce the licence required under sub
section (2) within the period specified therein or within such period as 
may be extended under sub-section (3), the Court shall dismiss the suit. 
If the money-lender produces such licence within the aforesaid periodr 
the Court shall proceed to hear the suit. 

(5) The provisions of this section shall apply to a claim for a set off on 
behalf of a money-lender. 

( 6) Nothing in this section sha 11--
(a) bar suits in respect of loans advanced by a money-lender before· 

the expiry of six months from the date on which this Act comes into 
force; or 

(b) affect the powers of a Court of Wards, or a manager of an estate 
taken under management under the Broach and Kaira Incumbered 
Estates Act, 1881, or the Gujarat Talukdarf! Act, 1888, or an Official 
Assignee, a receiver, or a Court under the provisions of the Presidency· 
towns Insolvency Act, 1909, or the Provincial Insolvency Act, 1920, 
or of a liquidator under the Indian Companies Act, 1913, to realize the
property of a money-lender in reRpect of loans advanced by such 
money-lender before this ~<\ct comes into forre. 
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14. Entry ira register arul gram of licence to a money-lender dir«Ud to 

obUxin licenc.e under sectwn 8.-Any money-lender who is required under 
sub-section (2) of section 13 to produce a licence shall make an applica· 
tion to the Registrar in the manner specified in section 9 and on receipt of 
such application and on payment ofthe arrears of licence duty and 
penalty, if any, directed by the Court to be paid, the Registrar may, 
subject to the provisions of section 15, and after making a summarr . 
inquiry in the manner specified in section 10 enter the name of the 
money-lender in the Register and grant him the licence in the form and 
subject to the conditions specified in the section. 

15. Refu.sal of issue of licet~ee.--{1) The grant of a licence shall not be 
refused except on one or more of the following grounds :-

(a) that the applicant, or any person responsible or proposed to be 
responsible for the management of his business as a money-lender is 
by order of a Compett-nt Court disqualified for holding a licence ; 

(b) that the applicant has not complied with the provisions of this 
Act or the rules in respect of an application for the grant of a licence ; 

(c) that the applicant has made wilful default in complying with or 
knowingly act.ed in conttavention of any requirement of this Act; 

(d) that satisfactory evidence has been produced that the applicant 
()r any person responsible or proposed to be responsible for the manage· 
ment of his business of money-lending has-

{t") l"'lowingly participated in or connived at any fraud or dis
honesty in the conduct of his business, or 

(ii) has been found guilty of an offence under Cha.pte~ XVII or XLV 
of offences under section 465, 477 or 477-A of Chapter XVIII of the iko 
Indian Penal Code. · • 

(2) The Registrar refusing a licence under sub-section (1) shall record 
the eridence adduced before him and his reasons in writing for such 
refusal. 

(3) An appeal shall lie from the order of the Registrar refusing a licence 
to the Compet~nt Court. 

16. Application for cat~Ctllation of licet~ee.-{1) Any person may file 
an application to the Competent Court for the cancellation of the licence 
issued to a money-lender on the ground that such money-lender has been 
guilty of any act or conduct for which the Registrar under section 15 may 
refuse him the gr&nt of a licence. 

(2) On the rec.eipt of such applic.ation, the Court shall hold an inquiry 
and shall ascertain whether the money-lender has been guilty of such act 
or conduct . 

. (3) Any person making an application under this section, which .i& 
frivolous or vexatious shall be liable to pay to the money-lender against 
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whom such application has been made, compensation of such amount as 
shall, in the opinion of the Court, be sufficient. 

17. Court's power to cancel or suspend a licetlce.-·(1) (i) The Court 
passing an order of conviction agiinst a money-lender for an offence 
under this Act, or 

(ii), the Court trying a suit to which this Act applies, or 

(iii) a Competent Court in a proceeding under this Act, 

if such Court is satisfied that such money-lender has committed such 
contravention of the provisions of this Act or the rules as would, in its 
opinion, make him unfit to carry on the business of money-lending-

(a) may order that the licence h~ld by such money-lender be 
suspended for such time as the Court may think fit, or cancelled; 

(b) may also, if the Court thinks fit, declare any such money-lender, 
or if any such money-lender is an undivided family, the manager or any 
adult cop!lrceners thereof. or if such money-lender is a body corporate, 
or unincorporated, any person responsible for the management of 
business of money-lending carried on by such money-lender be 
disqualified from holding a licence for such time as the Court may 
think fit; 

(c) shall cause the particulars of the conviction and of any order 
made by the Court under this section to be endorsed on the licence 
held by the money-lender convicted or by any other person affected by 
the order and shall cause copies of its order to be sent to the Registrar 
by whom the licence was granted for the purpose of entering such 
particulars in the Register : 

Provided that where a licence held by any money-lender is suspended 
<Jr cancelled or any money-lender is ffisqualified from holding a licence 
under this section, he may, whether or not he is a person convicted, 
appeal against such order to the Court to which an appeal ordinarily lies 
from the decision of the Court passing the order ; and the Court which 
passed the order or the Court of appeal may, if it thinks fit, pending the 
appeal, stay the operation of the order under this section. 

(2) Any licence required by a Court for endorsement in accordance 
with sub-section (1) shall be produced in such manner and within such 
time as may be directed by the Court by the person by whom it is held 
and any person who, without reasonable cause, makes default in produc· 
ing the licence so required shall, in respect of each offence be liable on 
conviction, to a fine not exceeding Rs. 500 for each day for the period 
during which the default continues. 

(3) Powers conferred on a Court under this section may be exercised 
.by any Court in appeal or in revision. 
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18. No compensation for suspension or ca.ncellation of Ucence.-Any 

person to whom a' licence has been granted shall not be entitled to any 
compensation for the suspension or cancellation of a licence under this 
Act, nor to refund of·any licence duty paid or deposit made in respect 
t.hereof. , 

19. Persons whose licence is cancelled or suspended debarred from doing 
business of money-le·nding.-Any person whose licence has been cancelled 
or suspended in accordance with the provisions of this Act shall, during 
the period for which such order of cancellation has effect or during the 
period of suspension, as the case may be, be deemed to be disqualified 
for holding a licence. · · 

20. Person whose licence is cancelled or suspended not to apply 'without 
giving particulars of endorsement or of disqualification.-No person whose 
licence has been endorsed under section 17 or who has been disqualified 
from holding a licence shall apply for, or hold a licence, without giving 
particulars of such endorsement or disqualification. · 

21. Licence duty recoverable as an arrear of land reventte.-Alllicence 
duty including the balance of such duty due on the suspension or 
cancellation of a licence shall be recoverable as an arrear of land 
revenue. 

CHAPTER IV. 

REGULATION oF AccouNTs. 

22. Duty of money-lender to keep a.ccounts.-(1) Every money-lender 
shall keep and maintain at least a cash book and a ledger in such form as 
may be prescribed and shall write the same in regular course of business, 

(2) Every money-lender shall-
(a) deliver to the debtor within a reasonable time after a loan is

made, a statement in the language in which he keeps his accounts 
showing in clear and distinct terms the amount and date of the loan 
and of its maturity, the nature of the security, if any, for the loan, the. 
name and addre~s of the debtor and of the money-lender and the rate 
of interest charged ; 

(b) give to the d('btor a plain and complete receipt for all payments 
made on account of any such loan within a reasonable time after such 
payment!' are made; 

(c) upon repayment of the loan in full, mark indelibly every paper
signed by the debtor with words indicating payment or cancellation 
and discharge any mortgage, restore any pledge, return any note and 
canct'l any assignment given by the debtor as security. 

23. Furuislu'n:1 of statement of accounts by money-lcnJer.-(1) Every 
mon<'y-lender shall furnish every debtor every year with a legible state
m<'nt of accounts signed by the money-lender or his agent of any 
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balance or the amount that may be outstanding against such debtor and 
:such statement shall show-

(i) the amounts of the principal and interest due to the money
lender at the commencement of the year ; .... ~ 

(ii) the amount of any payment already received by the money
lender in respect. of the loan during such year and the date on which 
"-it was made ; 

(iii) the amount of every sum due to the money-lender remaining 
unpaid, and the date upon which it became due and the amount of 
interest accrued due and unpaid in respect of every such sum ; 

(iv) the amount of every sum not yet due which remains outstanding 
.·and the date upon which it will become due. 

The statement shall be signed by the money-lender, or his agent; and 
·shall be in the language in which the accounts of the money-lender are 
.ordinarily kept. It shall be in such form and shall be supplied on such 
.date as may be prescribed. 

(2) In respect of any particular loan, whether advanced before or 
~after the commencement of this Act, the money-lender shall, on any 
.reasonable demand in writing being made by the debtor at any time 
.during the period when the loan or any part thereof has not been repaid, 
.and on payment of the prescribed fee supply to the debtor, or if the 
.debtor so requires to any person specified in that behalf in the demand 
a statement in the language in which the accounts of the money-lender 
;are ordinarily kept signed by the money-lender or his agent and showing 
all or any of the particulars specified in sub-section (1). Such statement. 
-shall be supplied in the English language, if the debtor pays the money
lender a fee of Rs. 2 or in any other recognised language of the Province if 
:the debtor pays a fee of Rs. 4. 

For the purposes of this sub-section the recognised languages of the 
"Province mean any of the following languages, namely, Gujarati, 
.Marathi, Kanarese, Urdu and Hindi. 

(3) A money-lender shall, on a demand in writing by the debtor, and 
.on tender of a prescribed sum of expenses, supply a copy of any docu
ment relating to a loan made by him or any security therefor to the 
debtor, or if the debtor so requires to any person specified in that behalf 
jn the demand. 

· (4) For. the purposes of this section " year " shall mean the year for 
which the accounts of the money-lender are ordinarily maintained in his 
~wn books. 

24. Debt(jr not bound to aclmit correctness of accounts.-A debtor to 
IWhom a statement of accounts has been furnished under section 23 shall 
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not be bound to acknowledge or deny its correctness and his failure to 
<lo so shall not, by itself, be deemed to be an admission of the correctness 
.of the account. 

25. Pmcedure of Court in suits regarding loans.-Notwithstanding 
.anyt.hing contained in any law for the time being in force in any suit 
t.o which this Act applies-

( a) a Court shall, before deciding the claim on merits, frame and 
decide the issue whether the money-lender has complied with the 
provisions of section 22 or 23 ; 

(b) if the Court finds that the provisions of section 22 or section 23 
have not been complied with by the money-lender, it may, if the 
plaintiff's claim is established, in whole or in part, disallow the whole 
or any portion of the ihterest found due as may seem reasonable to it 
in the circumstances of the case and may disallow costs; or in com
puting the amount of interest due upon the loan, may exclude any 
period for which the money-lender omitted to comply with the 
J>rovisions of either of the said sections : 

Provided that if the money-lender has, after the time specified in 
the said sections, given the receipt or furnished the account, as the 
case may be, and he satisfies the Court that he had sufficient cause for 
not furnishing it earlier, the Court may, notwithstanding such 
omission, include any such period or periods for the purpose of 
<Jomputing the interest. 

E:rplanation.-A money-lender who has given the receipt or 
furnished a statement of accounts in the prescribed form and manner, 
shall be held to have complied with the provisions of section 22 or 
section 23, as the case may be, in spite of any· errors and omissions, if 
the Court finds that such errors and omissions are not material or not 
made fraudulently. 

26. Prot·is-ions of this Chapter not to apply to loans made by Bank, 
Company, or body corporate, or uninrorporated.-Nothing in this Chapter 
shall apply to loans adyanced by a Bank, or a Company, or any body 
corporate or unincorporated which the Provincial Government may by 
notification in the Official Gazette exempt from the operation of this 
Chapter. 

CHAPTERV. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

27. Power of the Court to lim·i.t interest recoverable in certain cases . ..:... 
Notwithstanding anything contained in any agreement or any law for 
the time being in force, no Court sh':!.ll in respect of any loan advanced 
bf.fore or after this Act comes into force, decree, on account of arrears 
of interest, a sum greater than the principal of the original loan. 
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28. Power of the Court to direct payment of decretal amount by instal· 
Vof ments.-Notwith.standing anything ,conta~ed in the Code of Civil Pro-
1908. cedure, 1908, the Court may, at any time, on application of a jud~ment

debtor, after notic~ to t~e decr~e-holder,;.direct that the amount 
0

of any 
decree passed ag~mst him, whether b.efore or after the Act comes into
force, in respect of a loan, shall be paid in such number of instalments 
and subject to such conditions, and payable on such dates, as, havina 
regard to circumstances of the judgment-debtor and the amount of th~ 
decree, it considers fit. 

29. Limitations as to rate of interest.-Notwithstanding anything 
contained in any law for the time being in force, no agreement betwee~ 
a money-lender and a debtor for payment of interest at the rate exceed
ing 9 per cent. per annum in the case of a secured loan and 12 per cent. 
per annum in the case of an unsecured loan shall be valid and no Court 
shall in any suit to which this Act applies award interest exceeding the 
said rates. ··· · 

30. Prohibition of compound. interest a~d pro-vision as to defaulting.
Any agreement made after the commencement of this Act for the loan of 
money by· a money-lender shall be illegal in so far as it provides directly 
or indirectly for the payment of compound interest : 

~· i 

Provided that provision may .be made in any such agreement that if 
default is made in the paymen~ upon the due date of any sum payable to· 
the money-lender under the contract, whether in respect of principal or 
interest, or both, the money-lender shall, subject to the provisions of 
section 29l be_.entitled to charge simple interest on that sum from the 
date of the default until th~ sum is paid, at a rate not exceeding the rate 
payable in respect' of. th~: prmcipal apart from any default and any 

· interest so charged shall:n,ot:be reckoned for the purposes of this Act 
as part of the interest· clil\rged in respect of the loan. 

'\ ., 

· 31.· Prohibition of charge fo-r expenses o-n loans by money-lenders.
Any agreement between 11 money-lender and a debtor or intending 
debtor for the payment by the debtor or intending debtor to the money· 
lender of any sum on account of costs, charges or expenses incidental to 
or relating to the negotiations for or the granting of the loan or proposed 
loan shall be illegal and if any sum is paid to a money-lender by the 
debtor or intending debtor as for or on account of any such costs, charges 
or expenses, that sum sb2.U be recoverable as a debt due to the debtor or 
intending debtor, or, in the event of the loan being completed, shall, if 
not. so recovered, be set off ag'linst the amount actually lent and the 
amount shall be deemed to be reduced accordingly. 

Eueptio-n.-Nothing in this section shall debar a money-lender from 
recovering costs of investigating title to the property, costs of stamp, 
registration of documents and other usual out of pocket expenses m 
eases where the contract includes a stipulation th1t property is to be 
given as security or by. way of mortgage and where both parties have 
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agreed to such costs and reimbursement thereof ; or where such costs, 
charges or expenses are leviable under the provisions of the Transfer of 
Pror)ertv Act, 1882, or any other law for the time being in force. IV of 

• • 1882. 

32. Xotice and infomwlioo tO be given on assignment ofWa:n.s.-Where 
a loan advanced, whether before or after the commencement of this 
Act, or any int~rest of such loan or the benefit of any agreement made or 
security taken in respect of such loan or interest is assigned to &IlY 
assignee, the assignor (whether he is the money-lender by whom the 
money was lent or any person to whom the debt has been previously 
assigned) shall, before the assignment is made- . . 

(a) give the a.ssignee notice in writing that the loan, agreement or 
security is affected by the operation of this Act ; and . 

(b) supply to the assignee all information necessary to enable him 
to comply with the provisions of this Act relating to the obligation to 
supply information 'lB to the state of loans and copies of documents 
relating thereto, 

and any person acting in .contravention of any of the provisions 
of this section shall be liable to indeninify any other person ·who is 
prejudiced by the contravention. ~ · _ 

33. Application of Act as re..~pects a,ssiflntes.-(1) Save as herefuafter · 
provided, the provisions of this Act shall eontinue to apply as respects 
any debt to a money-lender in respect of money lent by him after the 
commencement of this Act or in respect ~f interest on money so lent or 
of the benefit of any agreement made or security taken in respect of any 
such debt or intt-rest, notwithstanding that,th!J debt. o~ the benefit of the 
agreement or security may have been as&gs,ed to .any assignee, and, 
except, where the context otherwise requires,· references in this Act t(} 
a money-lender shall accordingly be constt1I~ as including any such. 
assignee as aforesaid : • · · 

Provided that-
(a) notwithstanding anything in this Act-: 

(i) any agreement with, or security taken by, a money-lender 
in respect of money lent by him aft-er the commencement of this 
Act shall be valid in favour of any booo fide assignee or holder 
for value without notice of any defect due to the operation of this 
Act and of any person derhing title under him; and 

(ii) any payment or transfer of money o~p~operty made bonafide 
by any person, whether acting in a fiduciary capacity or otherwise, on 
the faith of the validity of any such agreement or security, without 
notice of any such defect shall, in favolll of that person, be as valid 
as it would have been if the agreement or security had been valid. 

(:?) Nothing in this section shall render valid for any purpose any 
agr~~nt, sec~ity, or other transaction which would, apart from the 
provwons of this Act, have been void or unenforceable. 

llO·U Bk II~ 201-5 
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34. Reopening of transactions.-Notwithstanding anythincr contained 
in any law for the time being in force, the Court shall, in any s~it to which 

. this Act applies, whether heard ex parte or otherwise-

( a) re?pen any transaction, or any account already taken between 
the parties ; · ..... · 

(b) take an account between the parties; 

(c) release the debtor of all liability in respect of any excessive 
interest; 

(d) if anything has been paid or allowed in account in respect of 
such liability, order the creditor to repay any sum which it considers 
to be repayable in respect thereof: 

· Provided that in the exercise of these powers, the Court shall not-

. (i) reopen any adjustment or agreement purporting to close 
previous dealings and to create new obligations which have been 
entered into by the parties or any person through whom they claim 
at a date more than three years from the date of the suit ; 

· . ( ii) do anything which affects any decree of a Court. 

Explanation.-For the purpose of this section. 

(1) In the case of a suit. brought on a series of transactions, the 
expression " transaction " shall mean the first of such transactipns. 

(2) Excessive interest means the rate of interest which contravenes 
any of the provisions of sections 29 and 30. 

' 
35. Inquiry fCYT taking accounts and decla.1·ing the amount due.-(1) Any 

debtor may make an application at any time to the Competent Court 
whether the loan to which the suit relates has or has not become payable 
for taking accounts and for declaring the amount due to the money-lender. 
Such application shall be in the prescribed form and shall be accompanied 
by a prescribed fee. · 

· (2) On receipt of such application, the Court shall cause a notice of the 
application to be given to the money-lender. 

~ 

(3) On the date fixed for the hearing of the application or on such date 
to which the hearing may be adjourned from time to time, the Court 
shall make an inquiry and shall after taking an account of the transactions 
between the parties pass an order declaring the amount, if any, still 
payable by the debtor to the money-lender, in respect of the principal 
and interest, if any. In taking accounts under this section the Court 
shall follow t~e provisions of Chapter IV and this Chapter. 

36. Deposit in Court of money due to mone?J-lender.-(1) At any time 
after a debtor has sent to a money-lender any sum of money due from 
him to the money-lender in respect of a loan by way of principal, interest 
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or both, if the money-lender refuses to aooept the sum, the debtor may 
apply to the Competent Court to deposit the said sum in Court to the 
account of the money-lender. 

(2) The Court shall thereupon cause written notice of the deposit to 
be served on the money-lender, and the money-lender may, on presenting 
a petition {verified in manner prescribed by law for the verification of 
plaints) stating the sum then due in respect of the loan, and his willingness 
to accept the money so deposited,· receive the sum. 

(3) If the money-lender withdraws the sum deposited by a debtor 
under sub-section (1), he shall not be bound by any statement made by 
the debtor in depositing the sum .. 

(4) When the debtor has deposited in the Court under this section 
the sum due in respect of the loan, if such money is in payment of the 
principal or any part thereof, the interest on such principal or part shall 
notwithstanding any agreement between the parties cease from the date 
()f the service of notice on the money-lender under sub-section (2}. 

(5) Nothing in this section shall affect the operation of the provisions 
d sections 83 and 84 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, in regard IV of 
to loans to which the said provisions apply. 188.2. 

37. Entry of a sum in a bond, etc., greater than the loan advanced to be 
.:zn offencc.-(1) No money-lender shall obtain a decree, whether ez parte 
or by consent or otherwise or an award to which the debtor is a party, 
or take any power of attorney, any note, promise to pay, or security, 
which does not state the actual amount of the loan, or which states such 
amount wrongly or which does not state the time for which it is made 
and the rate of interest charged, or any instrument in which blanks 
are left to be filled after execution. 

. . 
(:.?) Whoever contravenes the provisions of sub-section (1) shall, on 

conviction, be punishable with fine which may extend toRs. 1,000. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything in any law in force, any such decree, 
award, power of attorney, note, promise or security shall be void and 
shall not be enforceable. 

38. Penalty for molestation.-(1) Whoever molests, or abets the 
moh·station of, a debtor for the recovery of a debt owed by him to 
crr<litor shall be punishable with imprisonment of either description 
which may extend to three months or with fine which may extend to 
fiw hundred rupees or with both. 

E.rplanation.-For the purposes of this section, a person who, with 
inh•nt to cause another person to abstain from doing or to do any act 
which he l1as a right to do or to abstain from doing-

( a) obstructs or uses violence to or intimidates such other person. 
or 

xo-n Bk Hb 20l-5G 
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(b) persistently follows such other person from place to place or 
· interferes with any property owned or used by him or deprives him of, · 

or hinders him in, the use thereof, or 

(c) loiters or does any similar act at or near a house or other place
where such other person resides ortorks, or carries on business, or 

· happens to be, 

shall be deemed to molest such other person : 

1 
Provided that a. person who attends at or near such house or place in 

order merely to obtain or communicate information or to make a demand 
for a loan due shall not be deemed to molest. 

(2) Nothstanding anything contained in the Second Schedule to the
V of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, an offence under this section shall be 
1898. cognizable offence as defined in the Code and the rest of the provisions of 

the Code shall have effect accordingly. 

39. General provision regarding penalties.-Whoever makes default 
in complying with or acts in contravention of any provision of this Act 
and jf the money-lender is-

(i) ail individual, such individual, or 

(ii) an undivided Hindu family, the manager and all adult 
·co·parceners of such family, 

(iii) a body corporate, the Director, :Manager or any officer of such 
·body, or 

(iv) an unincorporated body, all members of such body, 

who is or are knowingly a party to such contravention, shall, if no specific 
penalty has been provided in this Act, be punishable-

( a) for the first offence with fine which may extend toRs. 200, 

(b) for the second offence with fine-which may extend to Rs. 500, 
and 

(c) for any subsequent offence to rigorous imprisonment which may 
extend to three months. 

XLV 40. Every officer to be public servant.-Every officer of the Crown acting 
~~60• under the provisions of this Act shall be deemed to be a public servant 

within the meaning of section 21 of the Indian Penal Code. 

41. Protection to pers~ns acting under the Act.-No suit or proceeding 
shall lie against any officer of the Crown for anything which is in good 
faith done or intended to be done under this Act. 

42. Rules.-(1) The Provincial Government may make rules for 
carrying out the purposes of this Act. 
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(2) In particular and without prejudice to the generality of the fore
going provisions, such rules may provide for the following matters:-

(a) the form of the register under section 7 ; 

(b) the form of the application for a licence and the further particulars 
to be included therein under section 9 ; 

(c) the fo'rm and conditions of the licence, the manner of payment 
of licence duty and .the procedure for a summary inquiry under 
sootiooW; · 

(d) the language, form, manner of the statement of accounts and the 
details to be included therein under section 23 and the sum of money 
to be paid for a copy of a document ; 

(e) the fee and the sum of expenses to be paid under section 23; 
and 

(f) any other matter which is or may be prescribed under this Act 
<>r any matt~r for which there is no provision or insufficient provision 
in this Act and for which provision is, in the opinion of the Provincial 
Government, necessary for giving effect to the provisions of. this · 
Act. · 

, I 

(3) Rules made under this section shall be subject to the condition 
<>f previous publicatio11 in the Official Gazette. 

Schedule of licence duty. 

· (Section 10.) 

The amount of capital adva.nced in the previous 
year ending on 31st of March, immediately 

preceding the date of the application. 

Not exceeding Rs. 2,000 

Not exceeding Rs. 5,000 

Not exceeding Rs. 10,000 

Not exceedi1ig Rs. 50,000 

Not exCl'eding Rs. 1,00,000 

Not nceeding Rs. lO,OO,OUO 

Exceeding Rs. 10,00.000 .. j 

The amount 
of licence I 

duty pa.vable. 

Rs. 

1 

10 

25 

50 

100 

500 

1,000 
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STATEMENT OF OBJECTS AND REASONS. 

The money-lenders at present are not regulated by any enactment. 
There are certain enactments such as the Dekkhan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act, the Usurious Loans Act, which-control some aspects of the trans
actions of money-lenders. It has been generally recognised that there 
must be some legislation which will enable Government to have some 
control over persons who play such a large part in the economic life 
of the population. Government have, therefore, brougBt forward this 
Bill. 

2. Broadly it is divided into five Chapters : 

Chapter I deals with definitions. 

Chapter II deals with power of Courts. 

Chapter III deals with the registration and licensing of money
lenders. 

Chapter IV deals with the regulation of accounts. 

Chapter Vis miscellaneous. 

3. Chapter IIl.-Every money-lender is required to take out a 
licence from a Registrar of Money-Lenders, appointed by the Provincial 
Government for defined areas. From the scope of the Bill are excluded, 
by the definition of money-lender read with that of loan, deposits of 
money or other property in a Government Post Office Bank, or any other 
Bank, or in a Company, or with a Co-operative Society. Loans 
advanced by or deposits with societies registered under the Act of 1860 
are similarly excluded. It is proposed to enforce the Act after the expiry 
of six months from the commencement thereof. Money-lenders not 
holding a licence under the Act are precluded from getting a decree from 
any Court in s suit to which the Act applies. The failure to obtain a 
licence would not necessarily non-suit the plaintiff money-lender ; the 
Court may require him to produce a licence within three months and 
may give him more time.for such production. Such licence would be 
obtainable on payment of all the arrear!:i of the licence duty and penalty, 
subject to a maximum of three times the licence duty payable for the 
year. The grounds for the refusal of licence by the Registrar are limited 
to four cases only-

( i) when the applicant is disqualified by the Court to hold a licence ; 

(ii) when the applicant has not complied with the provisions of the 
Act or Rules ; 

(iii) when the applicant has made wilful default in complying with 
the requirements of this Act ; 

(it•) when satisfactory evidence has been produced that the 
applicant has knowingly participated in fraud or dishonesty in the 
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rorHlud of his busine'Jll or has been guilty of an offence under Chapter 
X\'ll or twction 4G:i, 477 or 477A of the Indian Penal Code. 

4. rrovi.'lion h.ts been made for any person filing an application for 
ranrellation of a licence grant~d to a money·lenderonanyofthe grounds 
on which a licence could have been refused as above. Power is given to 
Court pn.Ksing an ord<'r of conviction against a money-lender to order 
a lieer~ce to be suRpcnded or cancelled. 

u. Clta pf.fr IV.-An important feature of the Bill is the requirement 
of k<'rping accounts by mon<'y·lenders. Every money-lender is to 
dt·lircr to the d<'btor a statement of BttOunts; a plain and complete 
rcrript for every payment; and on repayment of the loan in full he is 
requirt·«l to mark indelibly every paper signed by the debtor indicating 
paym<'nt or canc<'Uat.ion and discharge of any mortgage, etc. 

G. Provision is also made for special procedure in Courts in suits 
regarding loans. In every suit to which a money·lender is a party a 
duty is imposed upon Courts to see that the money-lender has complied 
with the provisions of sections 22 and 23. Where he bas not, the Court 
bas been given power to disallow the whole or any portion of the interest 
foWld due. The provisions regarding accounts are not to apply to 
banks, or compani<'s, or bodies corporate or unincorporated which may 
be exempted by the Provincial Government. 

7. Cltaptcr r.-This chapter deals with general provisions. Interest 
ncreding in amoWlt the principal of the original loan is prohibited. 
The Court is also given pow<'r to order the' amount of any decree to be 
paid in instalments or subject to such conditions as the Court deems fit, 
hadnjl r<'J.!ard to the circumstances of the judgment-debtor and the 
amount of the d<'cree. 

8. The rate of interest, notwithstanding any agreement between the 
monry·lt•nJrr and drbtor, islimit{'d to 9 per cent. in the case of secured 
loans &!l1l 12 per crnt. in the ca:Je of unsecured loans. Compound 
inten·~t is prohibit-ed. Similarly charges on account of expenses 
incum~d by morwy·lenders in respect of loans are prohibited. It is, 
11(.1\\'<'nr, provided that reasonable costs for the inspection of revenue 
and regi~tration records including examination of title may be charged 
Ly a money·ll'nder. 

9. Wh<'re a loan is at\Signed the Bill provides for notice and inform· 
ation to he giwn to the assignee of the assignment of the loan, to 
l'llal,ll.' the as."lignee tocomplywith the provisions of theAct regarding 
liupply of information, copies of doc·uments, etc. The provisions of the 
.\ct arl.' made applicable to such assignees. 

10. Pvw(·r is given to the Court to reopt>n transactions.· It is, how· 
•·nr, provi~I~·J thnt any agr<'ement or adjustments shall not be reopened 
Ulllt•!'.-J tht•y have ~en t'Utt•n.J into within three years of the date of the 
1mit. It i:J ah•o llroviJ,,.l th.'\t the Court shall not reopen a transaction 
if it alll'dS a dt•crt•e of a Court. 
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11. A summary remedy is provided by which a debtor may apply to 

the Court for taking accounts and for a declaration regarding the amount 
due to the creditor. It is also provided that if the Court finds that the 
money-lender has been overpaid the Court shall order refund to the 
debtor of the sum so overpaid. The.erder is to be deemed to be a decree 
and shall be executable as such. 

12. If a money-lender enters in a bond a sum in excess of the actual ' 
loan advanced, it is proposed that he shall be deemed to have committed 
an offence punishable with fine up to Rs. 1,000. 
I 

13. Another important feature of the Bill is that molestation of a 
debtor by a money-lender is made an offence punishable with imprison
ment of either description up to three months or with fine up to Rs. 500 
or with b()th. Molestation is defined as obstructing or using violence or 
intimidating or persistently following the debtor, or loitering at or near 
his house, so as to cause him to abstain from doing or doing any act 
which he has a right to do or to abstain from doing and it is made 
a cognizable offence. 

14. When the money-lender who commits an offence under this Act 
is an undivided Hindu family, the manager and all adult co-parceners of 
such family, when it is a body corporate, the director, manager or any 
officer of such body, and when it is an unincorporated body, all members 
of such body are to ~e deemed to have committed the offence. 

K. M. 1\iUNSHI. 

15th January 1938. 

APPE1-r:DIX 12. 

BILL No. V OF 1938. 

(A. Bill to remove disabilities of Hm·ijqns in regard to worship in temples.) 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE . 

. We, the members* of the Select Committee appointed to consider Bill 
No. V of 1938 (A Bill to remove disabilities of Harijans in regard to 
worship in temples), have the honour to report as follows:-

We have carefully considered the Bill and have made several changes 
therein. The reasons for the principal changes are given below, against 
the clauses in which they occur. 

Clause 1, sub-clause (2).-As it will be necessary to make rules under 
the Act before it comes into force, we have amended this clause so as to 
provide that the Act shall come into force on 1st April1938. 

• Nott.-The signatures of Mr. R. B. Thorat and Mr. S. G. Songa.vkar will be notified 
when received. 
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Clause 2.-We consider that the declaration made under section 3 in 

the City of Bombay should he filed in the High Court only. We have 
accordingly amended the definition of t'he term "Court". 

We have also revised the definition of" Trustee" in m:der to include 
within this term persons who actually administer the temple. 

Clause 4.-We have amended this clause in order to provide that the 
Court shall not give public notice of the declaration made under section 3 
unless it is satisfied that the conditions specified in the declaration do not 
-contravene the requirements of the proviso to sub-section {1) of section 3. 

We have also added a new sub-clause giving power to the trustees to 
.alter the conditions specified in the declaration made under section 3 with 
the previous sanction of the court. 

Clause 5.-We consider that it is necessary to lay down the procedure 
to be followed by the court in making an inquiry under this Act. We are 
.also of the opinion that the decision of the court should be final and 
conclusive for the purposes of this Act. We have accordingly redrafted 
this clause. 

CuJ.U.se 6.-This corresponds to original clause 5. 
Clause 7.-We are of the opinion that the declaration made under 

section 3 should take effect on the expiry of three months from the date 
of its publication by the court under section 4 or, if an application to set 
.aside the declaration is made under section 5, from the date of the decision 
<1f the Court on such application. We have accordingly inserted this 
new clause making this provision. 

Clauses 8 and 9.-These correspond to original clauses 7 and 8. 

As the Report is to be submitted to the Assembly tomorrow, we are 
<1f the opinion that the translation of the Report and of the Bill as 
amended may be dispensed with. We are not, therefore, making any 
recommendation as regards the translation of the Report, the minutes 
<1f dissent and the Bill, as amended, in any recognised language of the 
Province. · 

(Signed) K. M. MUNSHI. 

( " ) B. R. RANE. 

( , } B. D. LALA. 

( " ) v. N. JOG. 

( , ) LAXMIBAI THUSE. 

( " ) R. N. MANDLIK. 
(Suhjed to a minute of dissent.) 

( " s. L. KAR..U.'I>IKAR. 
(Subjed to a minute of dissent.) 

( " ) D. W. RAUT. 

( , ) B. U. V AGHELA. 

( " ) DINIURRAO N. DESAI. 
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(Jlinute of Dissent by Mr. R. N. Mandlik, M.L.A., and 
Mr. S. L. Karandikar, M.L.A.) 

The provision in the Bill to give full license to the Tmstee or majority 
of them, to ride roughshod over the wishes of the author of the Tmst, 
notwithstanding that they are clearly expressed in the tmst-deed, that 
the temple should be reserved for worship to the Caste Hindus alone, 
is to say the least immoral. No Government worth the name, least of all 
the Congress Government under the guidance of Mahatma Gandhiji, the 
Apostle of Truth, Love and Non-violence, ought to encourage Tmstees 
to commit a breach of tmst of this sort. If an Orthodox Hindu desired 
to build a temple for the exclusive use of the Caste Hindus and entrust 
same to the Tmstees with a stipulation to that effect, this Bill will 
debar him from doing so. This is a clear invasion of his fundamental civil' 
rights. If the Congress Government really stands for them and respects 
them, they ought to be the last to force a man by law not to follow his 
religious principles, as he honestly understands them. One may dislike 
those principles and even consider them silly I But nobody can have 
any legal right to prevent him from following them, so long as he causes 
no actual harm to anybody or transgresses morality or public order, in 
doing so. 

The Bill invests the trustee or majority of them with almost dictatorial 
powers. We read in the Bible that God said" let there be light" and 
there was light I Similarly under this Bill, if a tmstee or majority of 
them said " let the temple be open to Harijans " and it will be opened to 
them, notwithstanding the wishes to the contrary either of the author 
of the tmst or of the bulk of the usual worshippers at the temple. Dicta
torship always breeds irresponsibility. Legislature, therefore, ought not 
to encourage both. A safeguard in the form of referendum, if included 
in the Bill, will go a long way to satisfy the orthodox Hindus and will also 
prove a valuable check on the irresponsible tendencies of the tmstee. 

A trustee is after all human and liabte to err. He cannot always be 
above usual temptations. He may at times be carried by his enthusiasm 
to open a temple to Harijans. But in his calmer moments or after actual 
experience of how it works he may like to revise his past decision. But 
this Bill makes no provision to enable him to do so I 

A trustee may also be bribed or intimidated, as a result of wli.i~~ he 
may make a declaration under this Act to open the temple to Han]ans. 
In such a case there ought to be a remedy through a court of law, to s~t 
aside the declaration. But the Bill provides no such remedy. This 
defect in the Bill ought to be done away with. 

My amendments were-mostly meant to meet the orthodox Hindu 
point half-way. I and the Democratic Swaraj Party to which I be~o_ng 
are entirely in favour of the complete eradication of the untouchability 
and the opening of temples to the Harijans. But ;ve want to ca~ry · 
our orthodox brethren with us, as far as possible. \\ e would not mmd 
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slowing the speed of reform for that purpose. In any case, we would 
refrain from forcing it on them by legislation. · The bulk of the Hindu 
population is still orthodox. It is not vocal, it is disorganised. But for 
that very reason we must win them by love and justice, by intensive and 
,·igorous propaganda. A wonderful progress has been made in this. 
respect among the orthodox Hindus during the last five or ten years and 
I am confident that if further vigorous and intensive propaganda is carried 
among them for some time more, the orthodox opposition in this matter 
will completely vanish before long. 

I am sorry that none of my amendments have been acceptable to the 
Select Committee or the Government. I am afraid that if the Bill is 
passed by the House as it is, it will either remain a dead letter in the rural 
areas or cause disturbance of peace and tranquillity therein, since the 
orthodox and illiterate masses in those areas are not yet .quite ready for 
the reform proposed in the Bill. I trust that the Government and the 
House will give due consideration to my observations in this minute of 
dissent and do what they think just and right. 

(Signed) R. N. !ill"DLIK. 

27th January 1938. 

I agree. 
(Signed) S. L. KARAh"DIKAR. 

27th January 1938. 

BILL No. V OF 1938. 

(LEGISL.ATIVE ASSE~IBLY.) 

A Bill to remol'e disabilities of Harijans in regard to worship in temples. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

\\HEllEAS it is expedient to provide for the removal of disabilities of 
Harijans in regard to worship in temples; It is hereby enact-ed as 
follows:-

1. Sl1ort ti11e, extent and comm.encement.-(1) This Act may be called 
the Bombay Harijan Temple Worship (RemoYal of Disabilities) Act 
1938. ' 

[(2) This Act uiends to the whole of the Province of Bombay and 
shnll come into force at once.] 

(2) .His Act uten<ls to tl1e toholt of the Prot•ince of Bombay and shall 
con~e wto force on tlte 1st day of April1938. 
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2: Definitions.-In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the 

subJect or context,- · 

[(1) "Court" means the Court of the District Judge or within the 
limits of the ordinary jurisdiction.._o.f. the High Court of Bombay, the 
Court of the Judge of the Presidency Small Causes Court;] 

(1) "Cou·rt" means the Court of the District Judge and includes the 
High Court in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jwrisd·iction; 

(2) " District " means a district constituted under section 3 of the 
XIV Bombay Civil Courts Act, 1869, and includes the City of Bombay; 

of 
1869. (3) " Harijan " means a member of a caste, race or tribe deemed to 

he a Scheduled caste under the Government of India (Sched-t~led 
Castes) Order, 1936; 

(4) " Hindu Community " includes Jains ; 
(5) " Person having interest " means a person who is entitled to 

enter or attend for the purpose of the performance of worship in 
a temple or who is in the habit of entering or attending for such 
purpose or of receiving any share in the gifts thereto ; 

(6) " Prescribed " means prescribed by rules made uncler section 9 ; 

[(7) "Rule" means a rule made under this Act;] 

(7) [(8)] "Temple" means a place by whatever designation known 
used as a place of public religious worship and dedicated to or for the 
benefit of or used as of right by, the Hindu Community or any section 
thereof, as a place of religious worship; 

(8) "Trustee" means a person by ·whatever description known ·in 
whom the administration of a temple is vested by any law for the time 
being in force or the terms of the instr'l.llment of the trust, or the term.s of 
a decree or order of a competent Court, relating to such temple, or if there 
is no suck person, any person wliO has administel'ed the temple for 
a period of one year immediately prior to the date of the declaration made 
under section 3 and who is liable as if he were a trustee. 

[(9) " Trustee " means a person by whatever designation known in 
whom the administration of a temple is· vested and includes any 

·person who is liable as if he were a trustee;] 
(9} [{10)] "Worship" includes attendance at a temple for the 

purpose of darshan of a deity or deities installed in or within the 
precincts thereof. 
3. Declaration by trustees opening the temple to Harijans.-(1) A 

trustee, or if there are more than one trustee, the majorit,y of 
the trustees of a temple which, by anything contained in the 
terms of instrument of trust, the terms of dedication or a decree 
or order of a competent Court relating to such temple or by 
any custom, usage or law for the time being in force, is not open for 
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the performance of worship to any Harijan may, of his or their own 
motion or on the requisition ofany person having interest in such temple, 
notwithstanding anything contained in the terms of such instrument, 
the tenns of the dedication, the decree or order, custom, usage or law, 
declare in writing that such temple shall [from the date specified in ~he 
declaration] be open to the Harijans to whom such temple was not 
open, for the performance of worship, subject to such conditions and the 
observance of such ceremonies as may be specified in the declaration: 

Provided that the conditions imposed as aforesaid shall not be made 
applicable to Harijans only. 

(2) The declaration shall be in such form and shall contain such parti
culars as may be prescribed. 

(3) The declaration shall be forwarded to the Court within the local . 
limits of whose jurisdiction [it] the temple ~s situate. 

(4) The declaration forwarded to the Court shall be accompanied by 
an affidavit made by the trustee or the majority of the trustees, as the 
case may be, that he is the tr,ustee or they are the majority of the 
trustees of the temple in respect of which the declaration ismadeandalso 
in the case of a temple which is a public trust. to which the provisions of 
the Bombay Public Trusts Registration Act, 1935, apply, by a certified Bom 
copy of an entry in the Register of Public Trusts maintained under XXV 
section 7 of the said Act relating to the names and addresses of the 

9
of

5 trustees of such public trust. · 1 3 • 

[ 4. The. publication of declaration.-On receipt of st1.ch declaration, 
the Court to which it is forwarded shall cause public notice to be given] 

4. (1) On receipt of such declaration, the Court shall, if it is satisfied 
tltat the condition-s specified in the declaration do not contravene the require~ 
ments of the proviso to sub-section (1) of serlion 3, cause public notice to be 
given at convenient places on or near the temple in respect of which the 
declaration has been made and shall cause the declaration to be published 
in the Qfficial GazeUe and in a newspaper published in the principal 
vernacular of and circulating in the district. The declaration so 
published shall subject to the provisions of section 6 be irrevocable 
and the publication of the declaration in the Qfficial Gazette shall be 
conclusive evidence that the temple [from the date specified therein 
shalll fbe] i5 open to the performance of worship to the Harijans to 
whom it was not so open and the instrument of the trust, the terma of 
dedication, the decree or order, custom, usage or law relating to the 
temple tihall be deemed to have been amended accordingly. 

(2) Alleraticm of conditions in. ikclaration.-.A.ny of the conditions 
specifit'd in tlu~ Mc:laration published under section 4 may, on the application 
of tltt ltu.~tee or if there are more than one trustee of the majority of the trustees 
of tltt tempre be altered, added to or omitted with the previous sandion of the 
Court. 
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. 5 • . .A.p~lication to qourt to set a~de decla·rati.on.-(1) Any person 
tnterested ~n the temple ~n _respect of whtck a declaratu;n has been p1tblished 
under sectwn ~ ma_y, Wtthzn three months from the date of suck publication, 
make an apphcat1on to the Court whick has caused the declaration to be 
published for the followi-ng reliefs only_;-

(a) that the trustee or any of the trustees maHng the decwration was 
nol entitled to act as suck at the time the declaration was made, or . . ' 

· (b) that the trustees making the declaration did not form a majority 
· of trustees of the said temple at the time the declaration was made. 

{2) On receipt of such application, the Court shall cause notice to be served 
on the trustee or trustees who made the declaration or upon any other person 
to whom in its opinion notice of the application should be given, specifying 
the date on whick the application is to be heard. 

( 3) On the date so specified, or on any subsequent date to which the hearing 
may be adjourned, the Court shall proceed to hear the applicant and the 
trustees, if any of them appears and any other person who, it considers, 
ought to be heard, and shall hold an inquiry. 

(4) S·uck inquiry shall be held in the manner provided by rules made, if 
any, by the High Court in this behalf with the previous sanction of the 
Provincial Government. • 

Save as provided by suck rules, the povisions of the Code of Civil Proce
dure, 1908, shall so Jar as may be apply to such inquiry. 

(5) If the Court is' satisfied-

. (a) that the applicant is a person interested in the temple, and 

(b) that person or persons p~trporting to act as the sole tmstee or the 
majority of trustees was or were not entitled to act as such at the time the 
declarat.io1l was made, or· the trustees who made the declaration did not 
form the majority of trustees entitled iO act as such at such. time, 

it shall set aside the declaration. If the Court is not so satisfied, it shall 
dismiss the application. 

(6) In deciding such application the Court may make such order as to 
costs as it thinks reasonable. The provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
1908, relating to the execution of decrees shall, so Jar as they are applicable, 
apply to the execution and order as to costs. 

(7) The decision of the Court, under sub-secti(;n (5) shall be final and 
concl·usive for the purposes of this Act. 

6. Exclusion of Jurisdiction of other Courts.-Save as provided tn this 
Act, 110 civil Court shall entertain any suit or proceeding or shall pass an 
order or decree or execute wholly or partially any order or decree, if the 
claim involved in suck suit or proceeding or if the passing of such order or 
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decree or if such exe('u/i,on would in any way affect or be inconsistent with 
the declaration published under section 4 or the decisUm- of the Court 
under section 5. 

[5. Exilusion of Jurii!did:iQn of other Courts.- No Court shall enter
tain any suit. or proceeding or shall pass an order or decree or execute 
wholly or partially any order or decree, if the claim involved in such suit 
or proceeding or if the passing of such order or decree or if such execu
tion would be inconsistent with the decJaration published under 
section 4.] 

[6. Snit for the declaration under section 4 being set alide.-{1) Not
withstanding anything contained in section 5 any person interested in 
the temple in respect of which a declaration is made under section 4 
may obtain a declaration from a competent Court:] 

[(a) that the trustee or any of the trustees making the declaration 
was not entitled to act as such at the time the declaration was made ; 
or] 

[(b) that the trustees making the declaration did not form a majority 
of the trustees thereof at the time the declaration was made.] 

[(2) On such Court holding thatthe declaration so made had not been 
made by a trustee entitled to act as a sole tru.stee or by a majority of 
trustees for the time being entitled to act as such the Court shall set aside 
the declaration made under section 4.] 

[(.1) A trustee who has acted as such uninterruptedly for a period of 
three years prior to the date of the declaration made under section 4 
shall be deemed to be a trustee entitled to act as such for the purposes 
of this Act.] 

'l. Date on u-ltich declaration to take effect.-The declaration published 
wuler sectiQn 4 sltall take effect on the expiry of 3 nwnths from the dau of 
its puUimtion, prot·ided that, if an application to set aside the dedaration 
is t1111de under section 5, lite declaration shall take effect from the date of the 
deci.~ion uf the Court on such application. · 

8. [7.] Penalty.-Whoever o}Jstructs or causes or tends to cause 
(J''"truetion to any Harijan from the r,erformance of worship in a temple 
in contrannticJU of tLe declaration made under section 4, shall, on 
collviction, Le punkhable with fine which may extend toRs. 200 and in 
tlll' ca --e (Jf a C(Jntinuing (Jffence, with an additional fine which may extend 
to I!~. ::!(J for enry day after the first during which he has persisted in the 
(J[ence. 

9. Pmcer (ftlte Prot'l.'ncial Gorernmettl to mnke rules.-{1' Save in 
rf'gard to walll'1'sfar trldch the lliyh Court is empotcered to make rules under 
sectio~ 5, tlte Prot·incj<~l Got'ernt!itnl tM!J m.ake rules for the purpose of 
rurryang old tl~ prorh1onl of tlttl Act. 
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[8-J ~Power of the Prwincial Government to rn(Jke rules.] (1) The 
ProvmCial Government may make rules for the purpose of carrying out 
the provisions of this Act.] 

(2) Rules made under this section.._ahall be subject to the condition 
of previous publication. 

H. K. CHAINANI, 
Secretary to the Bombay 
Legislative Assembly. 

Bombay, 27th January 1938. 

APPENDIX 13. 

BILL No. VI OF 1938. 

(A Bill to prwide for the temporary relief of small holders 
in the Province of Bombay.) 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COl\fl\IITTEE . . 
We, the members* of the Select Committee appointed to consider 

Bill No. VI of 1938 (A Bill to provide for the temporary relief of small 
holders in the Province of Bombay), have the honour to report as 
follows:-

We have very carefully considered the provisions of the Bill and have 
made several changes therein. The reasons for the principal changes 
are given below, against the clauses in which they occur. 

Clause 2, sub-clause (2}.-We are of the opinion that persons who hold 
landnotexceeding6 acres of irrigatedland or18acres of other land or 
who hold land the total annual agricultural assessment of which does not 
exceed Rs. 30 should also get the benefit of this Bill. We have accordingly 
revised the definition of " Small holder ''. 

Clause 3.-We have redrafted sub-clause (2} of this clause in order 
to make its meaning more clear. 

Clause 5.-We consider that the provisions of the Bill should not apply 
to maintenance decrees. We have accordingly inserted this new clause 
containing this provision. 

Clause 6.-This is also a new clause inserted by us, providing that 
decrees for the attachment or sale of milch cattle not exceeding two in 
number, one dwelling house and the standing crop belonging to a small 
holder should also be stayed. 

•Nt~~t.-The signatures of Mr. D. J. Ferreira, Mr. D. W. Ra.ut, Mr. S. L. Kar&ndik&r, 
){r, R. R. Bhole, Mr. Aziz G&ffur K&zi, Mr. Muse.ji E. Patel &nd Mr. A. V. Chitre, 
will be notified when received. 
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Olauses 7, 8 and 9.-These co.rrespond to original clauses 5, 6 and 7. · 

Clause 10.-We are of the opinion that in cases in which on account of 
famine, drought, scarcity or other causes the payment,of land revenue 
is wholly or pa-rtially suspended, the. payment of interest under clause 3 
or of rent under clause 9 should also be suspended in the same proportion 
·in which the land.revenue is suspended. We have accordingly inserted 
this new clause making this provision. 

Clause 11.-We have amended this clause in order to. provide that in 
co~puting the period of limitati~n for the enforcement of any right or 
liability, the period during which the proceedings under this Act are 
stayed shall be excluded. 

Clauses 12 ('J,nd 13.-These correspond- to original clauses 9 and 10. 

As the ]eport is. to be submitted to tM Assembly tomorrow, we are 
· of the . opinion that the tranSlation of the Report and of the Bill 8Jl 
amended may be dispensed with. We are not, therefore, :making any 
commendation as regards the translation of the Report, the . minutes 
of dissent and ·the Bill, as amended, in any recognised langUage of the 
;Provine!. · · -

(Signed) K. M. i\fuNSHI. 

( , ) MoRARJI DEsAI. 

( , ) MORARBHAI KASANJI. 

( ,, ) N. G. VINCHURKAR. 

(Subject to a minute of dissent.) 
( " ') A. N. PATIL. 

( , ) . S. R. BHARTIYA . 

. ( , ) K. S. p ATIL. 

( . " ) s. N. KESHWAIN. 

( " ) K. B. DESHMUKH. 

' ( " ) G. R. DESHPANDE. 

(' " ) VASANTRAO NAIK. 

( " ) L. M. SHRIKANT. 

( " ) DINKARRAO N. DESAI • 

. (Minute of Dissent by Sardar N. G. Vinchurkar, M.L.A.) 

I am of opinion that Clause 9 should be deleted. 

Clause 9' (rune) is out of place in this Bill as it affects the rights and 
privileges of a landlord in respect-to his land; the more so in the case of 
holders of alienated lands. Government have also conceded that the· 
provisions of clause 9 amount to a modification of the right ofthe l~ndlord. 

¥O·TI Bk Hb 201-6 
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under section 299 (3) of Government of India Act of 1935. It would also 
appear that a question of fundamental right between the landlord and 
tenant is indirectly brought in by this Bill whereas it would be appropriate 
to deal with it exhaustively when the ·larger Bill, which Government 
propose to introduce, is brought before the Assembly. 

Generally this bar against the eviction of the tenant even for one vear 
will lead to considerable hardship and even to the defeating oflandlord 's 
rights to that extent. If a landholder wishes to cultivate the land himself, 
he should rather be encouraged to do so ; whereas now under this clause 
he is precluded from doing so. Also if for certain urgent reasons a land· 
lord has to use his land for non-agricultural purposes he is precluded 
from doing so. In cases where landholders have exhausted all remedies 
and after showing all latitude towards the tenant they feel it necessary 
to evict the tenant, on account of the conduct of the tenant, it would 
be inequitable to deprive the landlords of such a right even to the extent 
of one year. 

· There .is no urgency for a provision like this. 

· (Signed) N. G. VINCHURKAR, M.L.A. 

N ote.-Deletions made by the Select Committee are shown in square 
brackets. 

BILL No. VI OF 1938. 

(LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY) 

A. Bill to provide jM the temporary rel1:ej of small .holders in t.he . 
Province of .Bombay. 

(As amended by the Select Committee.) 

WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the temporary relief of small 
holders in the Province of Bombay and for certain other purposes specified 
herein; It is hereby enacted as follows:-

1. Shm title, extent and duration.-(1) This Act may be called the 
Bombay Small Holders Relief Act, 1938. 

(2) It shall extend to the whole ofthe Province of Bombay. 

(3) It shall remain in force up to and inclusive of the 31st March 1939. 

· 2. Definitions.-In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in 
the subject or context,- • 

(1) " Person , include& an undivided Hindu family. 
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(2) " Small holder " means-

(a) an individual-

[(i) who holds land not exceeding five acres of irriga~d,land 
or fifteen acres of other land, and] ' 

(i) uJw holds land twt exceeding six acres of i"igaled land M 

eigldeen acres of other land, or who lwlds land of whatever descrip
tion, tlte total annua.l agricultural assessment of which Me& not 
e:xx:£ed Rs. 30, and 

(ii) who cultivates land himself or is an inferior village servant; 

(b) an undivided Hindu family_:_ 

( i) which holds land not exceeding the limits specified in clause 
(a) (i), and 

('ii) at least one member of which personally cultivates land. 

Explanation.-For the purposes of this clause, in the case of a person 
who holds irrigated as well as other land, one acre of irrigated land 
shall be deemed to be equal to. three acres of other land and mce 
versa. Vof 

. 1908. 
(3) The words and expressions used in this Act, but not defined, Bom. 

shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Code of Civil Procedure, V of 

1908, [and] or the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879, as the case 1879• 
may be. 

3. Stay of iker~s transferred to tk CoUector.-(1) Notwithstanding 
any law for the time being in force, all proceedings pending at the date 
of the commencement of this Act or which may be instituted during the 
period for which this Act remains in force, for the sale of land belonging 
to a small holder for the recovery of any [debt] ~ under a decree, 
the execution of which has been or lll3Y hereafter be transferred to the 
Collector under section 68 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, shall, Vof 
on the application of the small holder and on the amount of the interest, 1908. 
as specified under sub-section (2), subject t~ the provisions of section 10 
~ing paid to the decree-holder or deposited with the Collector, be stayed; 

Pro,·ided that such proceedings shall not be stayed, if the Collector 
for reasons to be recorded in writing is of opinion on the application by 
the decree-holder that such stay will cause substantial loss to such 
decree-holder. 

[(2) The int~rest under sub-section (1) shall be the amount of in~rest, 
if any, due under the decree on the sum for the recovery of which the land 
is sought to be sold for a period of one year from the date on which the 
said ~um 'bt>came payable or for a period from the said date up to the 
date of the application by the sreall holder for the stay of execution 
und·~r sub-section (1), whichewr period is shorter.] 
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(2) The interest under sub-section (1) sAall be tAe amownt of ·interest 

if any, due under the dec·ree on the sum for the recovery of which the land 
is sought to be sold for one year from the date on wlLich the said sum became 
payable, or if the period from. the said ~ate up to the date of the application 
by the sma.ll holder for the stay of executiiin under sub-sect·ion (1) is less than 
one year, the amount of interest due on the sa·id sum for the sa·id 
period. . · 

. (3) If the Collector, on the application of the decree-holder, is of opinion 
that any rights of such decree-holder to the said land or to the proceeds 
of the sale of such land .are likely to be prejudiced by reason of any 
:proceedings taken under any law for the time being in force relating to 
the said land, the Collector may direct that the proceedings in execution 
stayed under sub-section (1) shall continue. 

4. Possession of property under section 22 of the Dekkhan Ag1·iculturists' 
Relief Act, 1879.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in section 22 of the 

I.Vfll Dekkhan Agriculturists' Relief Act, 1879, every order under the said 

18~9• section directing the Collector to take possession of land belonging to 
a. small, holder passed before or after the commencement of this Act 
shall not take effect before 31st day of March 1939. 

(2} Nothing in this section shall affect the power o£ the Collector to 
deai under the said section with any land, the possession of which has 
been taken before the commencement of this Act. 

' · 6: Serving of decrees for maintenance.--N othing in sect·ton 3 or 4 shall 
apply to any proceedings in execution of a decree for maintenance. 

6. Stay of attachment and sale of dwelling houses, rnilch cattle and 
standing crop.-Notwithstanding anything in any law for the time. being 
in force, all proceedings in execution of decrees pending at the date of the 
commencement of this Act or which may be instituted during the period for 
which this Act remains in force, for the attachment or sale of the following 
vroperty belonging to a small holder, shalron the application of such holder, 
be stayed: namely:-· 

· (1) milch cattle, not exceeding two in number, 

(2) one dwellzng house (w~th the materials and the Sltes thereof and the 
land tmmedwtely appurtenant thereto and necessary for ~ts enjliJiment) 
occup~ed by h~m, or 

(3) standing crop. 

7. Restrwtwn on pnvate transfer by s;nall holder.-[5.] Notwithstanding 
anything contained in any law for the time being in force, no private 
transfer of any land or dwelhng house belonging to a small holder, the 
proceedings for the sale of which have been stayed under this Act or of 
any interest therein made by him after this Act comes into force, shall be 
valid except with the previous sanction of the Collector of the district in 
which such land is situate: 
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Provided that no tmch l'iauctionllhall be given unless the Collector is of 

opinion-

( a) that 11ueh transfer will enahle the small holder to effect a composi-
tion in satiHfaction of the debts due to all his creditors ; or ' 

(b) (1) that substantial loss will he caused to such small holder if 
such transfer of such land or interest therein is not sanctioned, and 

(n) that such transfer does not adversely affect the interests of any 
creditor ofthe small holder. 

8. Collector's dectswn to be .final tn certatn cases.-[6.] If in any 
proceedings under thts Act [any of the three preceding 11ections,] a question 
arises whether a person is a small holder such question shall be decided 
by the Collector tn a proceedtng under sectwn 3 or 4 and by the Court 1n 
a proceedm,q under sectwn 6 and the decision of the Collector or the Court, 
a.~ the case uwy be, shall, notwithstanding anything contained in any law 
for the time being in force, be final. 

9. Bar agatnst evtctwn of tenant.-[1.] Notwithstanding any law for 
the time being in force or any contract between the parties, no tenant 
who has been in possession of land used for the purpose of agriculture 
uninterruptedly from the first day of January 1932 shall, in pursuance 
of any decree or order of any Court, be evicted from such land, if such 
tenant tenders subject to the proVtswns of sectwnlO, to the landlord or any 
person acting on his behalf [all] rent due in respect of the land for the 
year ending with the 30th day of June 1938, and is willing to hold the land 
thereafter as a tenant on the same terms and conditions on which 
he was holding the same at the date when the cause of action arose to 
the la mllord for the purpose of evicting him. 

10. Interelit or rent not to be paul or reduced tn cases tn wkwh land 
revenue ts suspended wholly or partwlly.-(1) In the case of any land tn 
respect of wlacl~, on account of famme, drought, scarctty or other causes1 

the cullectwn of land revenue for the current year 'lS wholly suspended at any 
tune durwg the penod for whwh thts Act remaws M force under the general 
or s pecwl orders of the Provmcwl Government, a small holder to whom 
11tu:h lrllld belongs shall not under sectwn 3, or a tenant who ts tn possesswn 
of suth land shall not under sedwn 9, be llable to pay any tnterest or rent, as 
tlte case may be. 

(2) If tn t!te rose of such land tlte collectwn of such land revenue ts 
part tally suspended, the anwunt of mterest or rent payable by htm under 
src~toll J or sectwn 9 shall be reduced an the same proportwn. 

11. Rt'Ctval (1 riglds, liabilities attd obligations after the expiry of the 
.tcJ,.-lS.] Any right, privilege, obligation or liahility acquired, accrued 
or mcurn•J undPr any enactment, dew:-e or order of any Court, or any 
rontraet hetwec·n the parties imnwdiately before the commencement of 
this A:t ur ~-hidt may l~c a~quireJ, aecrueJ or ineurreJ, during the period 
for wh1ch t!W .\ct remams tn force, but the enforcement of which has been 
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stayed by the provisions of this Act, shall immediately on the expiration 
of this Act, revive and be enforceable as if this Act had not been passed. 

!~ computi~g t~e per~ ofl~mitatio!!:fr:r the enforcement of any such right, 
pnmlege, obhgat~on or lwb~l~ty, the perwd dunng which the proceedings in 
respect thereof are stayed under this Act shall be excluded, notw~thstandmg 
anything contained in any law for the time being in force. 

12. Delegat~on of powers of Collector.-[9.] All powers exercisable by 
the Collector under this Act may be exercised by the Assistant or Deputy 
Collector or by such officer as may be empowered by the [Collector] 
Promncml Government by general or specwl order in this behalf. . 

13. Rules.-[10.] The Provincial Government may, by notification 
in the Official Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes and objects 
of this Act. · 

APPENDIX 14. 

AGENDA. 

· Supplementary Agenda for the first Session of the Bombay Legislative 
Assembly which commenced on the 10th January 1938 

[Vide Standing Order X, 1 (1) (d)], 

DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST. 

Resolutions by Mr. D. W. Raut, M.L.A. 

1. " This Assembly recommends to Government that a Committee 
consisting of members of this Assembly and some agricultural experts 

. should immediately be appointed t.Q. suggest ways and means whereby 
the actual tillers who are owners of lands at present, will not be ousted 
from their ownership and the landless tillers will come to own some land." 

2. " This Assembly recommends to Government to amend the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code in such a way that cultivators having an 
·annual income of less than rupees two hundred and fifty from agriculture 
should be exempted from the payment of land revenue assessment." 

3. " This Assembly recommends to Government to amend the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code in such a way that so much portion of the . 
agricultural produce as is necessary, till the next harvest, for the 
maintenance of an agriculturist and his family should be exempted 
from being distrained and sold by Government for the recovery of land 
revenue or from being attached in execution of decrees or orders." 

4. " This Assembly recommends to Gl)vernment that, with a view to 
solve the problem of unemployment to some extent in this Province, all 
appointments to Government and semi·Government posts in thls 
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Province should be strictly restricted to bona fide re~idents of thia 
Province only." 

5. "Thi~ A~sembly recommends to Government to increase the 
salaries of the menial staff in Government and semi-Government offices 
in this Province in such a way as to enable the menial staff to live. 
according to it.s status in life." 

6. " This Assembly recommends to Government that the constitutions 
of the local bodies such as District Local Boards, Municipalities, Village 
Panchavats etc., should be so a.mended that every adult person living in 
their re~pective areas shall have the right of voting at any election held 
therefor." 

7. "This Assembly recommends to Government to call for the 
grievances of cultivators about forest matters from the District Forest 
Advisory Committees and to take necessary steps to remove the same." 

Resolutions by Mr. Kanji Govind Kerson, J.f.L.A.. 

1. " This Assembly recommends to Government that a Committee 
should immediately be appointed to draft a Bill providing for the 
establishment of an Agriculturists' and Labourers' Loan Relief State 
Bank in the Province with one branch at each taluka place with Taluka 
Revenue Officer as its head through which alone private money-lenders 
may issue loans to agriculturists and labourers and which shall charge 
6 per cent. interest to agriculturists arid labourers but pay only 4 per cent. 
to money-lenders retaining two per cent. for the expenditure of the 
Bank." 

2. (As No. 5 of Khan Bahadur Sardar Haji Amirsaheb Mohidinsaheb 
Rais) on the Main Agenda. 

3. " This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of the 
fall in prices of agricultural commodities by more than 50 per cent. they 
should grant remission of land revenue at least to the extent of 50 per 
cent. so as to provide the agriculturists with adequate relief.'1 

. 

4:. "This Assembly recommends to Government to give encourage: 
ment to the Ayurvedic and Unani Systems of medicine by 

(a) giving them Government recognition and grants; 

(b) appointing a Committee consisting of members of the Assembly 
an(l other representatives of thofle systems to make a. survey of all 
institutions doing education and medical relief work ; 

(c) opening Ayurvedic and Unani Dispensaries all over the 
Pro\'ince; 

(d) giring grants to such of the Ayurvedic and Unani Dispensaries 
as are openi'd by Local Bodies ; 
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(e) establishing at a suitable place in the province a colle{J'e of 

studies in these systems of medicine and arranging for the registr~tion 
of gradu~tes thereof." 

5. " This .A.ssembly recommellif; to Government that as the 
incidence of taxation imposed by the Bombay (District) Tobacco Act, 
1933, as amended by Bombay Act No. II of 1935, ultimately falls on the 
agriculturists and labourers, no new Tobacco Bill should be introduced 
by Government, when the said Act expires on 31st l\Iarch 1938." 

6. " This Assembly recommends to Government that a Committee 
consisting of members of this Assembly should immediately be appointed 
to investigate into the causes of industrial, educational and economic 
condition of Katkari labourers and to suggest adequate and speedy 
measures for the improvement of their condition." 

7. "This Assembly recommends to Government that Government 
waste lands should be given free of charge to agricultural labourers.". 

Resolutions by lvlr. Jam·nadas lvl. Mehta, M.L.A. 

1. (As No. 1 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale on the Main Agenda.) 

2. (As No. 2 of Mr. K. G. Gokhale on the Main Agenda.) 

Resolutions by Mr. G. K. Phadake, ·M.L.A . 

. I. ·"In view of the inadequacy of the Bombay Nurses, Midwives and 
Health Visitors Act, 1935, to meet the conditions of the City of Bombay, 
this Assembly recommends to Government to amend the said Act, at an 
early date so as to provide for the control of the profession of midwives 
by the Municipal Corporation of Bombay, the prohibition of working as 
midwives by unqualified women but"l!afeguarding the interests of the 
unqualified women at present following this profession and giving 
instructions to indigenous dais and the registration of such dais until 
such time as the profession of trained and registered midwives is 
financially accessible to all classes of people." 

Resolutions lnj :Jfr. S. V. Parulekar, M.L.A. 

I. "This Assembly recommends to Government to withdraw the 
Order No. 9639-B (3) issued under the Payment of Wages Act, 
authorising deductions :for payments to the Co-operative Credit Societies 
registered under the Bombay Co-operative Societies Act, 1925." 

2. " This Assembly recommends to Government to withdraw the 
Order No. 9639-B (1) issued under the Payment of Wages Act, 
authorising deductions from the wages in respect of the amenities and 
services supplied by the employer.'' 
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Resolution by Jlr. V. N. Jog, .Jf.L.A. 

1. " This Assembly recommends to Government to move His 
~lajesty's Government to issue an Order in Council creating a new 
Governor's Province to be called the "Province of Kamatak" by 
amalgamating all the Kan.arese speaking areas of the Provinces of 
Bombay, Madras and Coorg.'' 

Resolution by Jlrs. Ltlavati K. Munshi, Jl.L.A. 

1. (As No. 1 of Mr. G. K. Phadke.) 

Bombay, 26th January 1938. 

xo.u Bk Hb 201-7 

H. K.. CHAINANI, 
Secretary to the Bombay 

Legislative Assembly. 
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electric power •• 
Taxis, private, in Bombay City , . 
Teachers trained at recognised training schools and colleges : Govern· 

mont Resolution permitting engagement by local authorities 
Thana District-

Agriculturist labourers in, forced labour by Forest officers from, · 
For~:st villages in, grievances of agriculturists in, •• 
Honorary Magistrates in, claims of advanced, intermediate and 

ba.ckward communities for a.ppointment as, 
Public Works Depa.rtment, temporary clerks in, 
Roa.ds in, construction of, . , · . • . , 

Thomas Committee's recommendations given effect to by Government, 
· statement of, • . . , . . • . • • 
Urdu prima.ry schools, number established in last five years 
Versova in Bombay Suburban District, Mahomedan graveyard at, 

opening of public passage through i, . . . . , , 
Villa.ge patels, claim for adequa.te compensation to, · 
Visa pur jail, suitability of, committee to enquire into, .. 
Weights and l\1ea.sures, charges for stamping of, revised scales for, 

Q""tiono, dd&y in onswming of, 'I R . .. .. 

Bais, Khan Bahadur Sardar Hajl Amirsaheb Mohiddin Saheb-
J{esolution regarding- · 

Schol&rships to .Muslim students • 

Bajmal Lakhichand, Mr.-
Bills-

Sma.ll Holders Relief Bill 

Bane, Rao Saheb B. H.
Bills-

Small Holders Relief Bill 

Bane, Mr. B. R.-
Questious 

Raut, Mr. D. W.
Bills-
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Reeolution regarding -

Unemployment, committee on, 

ltussell, Mr. w. w.-
Resolution rega.rding - . 

Unemployment, committee on, ..• , 

Sakarlal Balabhal, Mr. -
Bills-

Trade Unions Recognition Bill 
Resolution regarding - . 
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Bills-

Trade Unions Recognition Bill 
Motion regarding -

Federation • , 
Resolution regarding -
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Questions 

Seating Accommodation-
Advisory Committee on, 
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Bills-
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Bills-
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Slngaporl, Mr. A. E.
Bills-

Harijan T~mple Worship Bill •• 
Local Boards Act Amendment Bill 

Songavkar, Mr. S. G.
Bills-

Harijan Temple Worship Bill 

Speaker, the Honourable the ...... · 
Draft Rulea of Proredure, Presentation of Committee's Report on, 
Rulings of-

Adjournmt>nt !llotions-
Principlt~s- . 

Mot·ions for adjournment are meant for obtaining an immediate 
debate upon grav~ and ~rious matters, The test for determin· 
ing "urgt>ncy" within the meaning of the phra.se •· definite 
matter of urgent public importanre "occurring in the rule allow· 
ing adjournment motions, is whether or not the subject-matter 
oft he motionot'curredata periodwh.ichdid not give the member 
moving the adjournment motion an opportunity of tabling 
a resolution and thereby bringing the matter,up for discussion 
before the Hou.qe, I 

The right to move an adjournm~ent motion is not an absolute right 
to bet>xetci!led irrespective of and without reference to the rights 
and convenien<1e of the whole House, but it is a qualified right 
with corresponding obligation of fl(>eing that & mere desire to 
discuss a subject on the door of the House does not interfere, as 
far as possible, with the fixity ofthe day's programme,· •• 

Subject-matter- I . 
An adjournnwnt motion oo discuss I he correctness or otherwise cf 

the Yit~W taken by the Chair is n~t permissible 
Motions for adjournmt~nt to discl.ISs definite matters of urgent 

public importance must ha¥e so11e relation to the conduct or 
default of Gov~rnmt~nt and must be in the nature of criticism of 
the Governmenteitht>rfor having ~one some action orfor having 
failtd to do somt' action which 'IllS urgently necessary at the 
moment; otht>rwi~e thpy are ou~f order. 

PoSition explainrd • • • . . • • • 
A•sembly etiqut>tte-

It is not permis.~ible for any Ollt' who not a member to enter the 
Ho~e. nor is it permissible for an pt1rson who is not a member 
to cross the galleri!'s and go into th Ayes and Noes lobbies. 

The memll!'rs of the Houst' should s that none of their friends or 
any other pt1rsons come within the ~use it..~ If or into the lobbies. 
If any mt~mber want.f! t<.' see !flY of his friends, there is a 
ll(>p&rate place provided for that purpose out.i!ide, and it is permis· 
~ible for members to lene the Honse and to see their friends 
thPre • • • . j • • • • • • 

Wht>n any party makN~ a statement or remark and intimatfl! & 11"alk· 
out, it would be proper for it to hear what the opponent has to r;ay 
in reply to any stak>ment or remar~ made by the leader of that 
party. A di,.('IL...,•ion on the question will not be allowed •• 

lk mbt>rs 8hould not I.' fOilS tht tl110t •·llfn a member is speaking so u 
to come betwN'n the Chair aud thel'peaking mtmber •• 

A memhtr is t>ntitltd to speak in hi~ tn language and to be beard 
without hting laught>d down I 

Bills Genmlly-
Amt-ndnltnt.;-\\"hat are in order-

The principle of determining wlll.'ther an amendiUfnt is in order 
or not, is to !lt'6 111'ht>tht>r it ia rek-\'allt to and within the soope of 
tiJt. amending BilL Thf. le8t is not mt>re inoorporation of the 
matter in the same seortion but nnitv and rorrelation of the 
mlderiying ('(Inception. Rulinl,! in fol Xll (l!m), p. V7, 
diliciiM('d &Dd ita scope U:pWDed 
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Speaker, the Honourable the-contd. 

Rulings of-comd. 
Bills Genera.lly-contd. . 

Discussion of Bills and amendment!"-:: 
Amendments-

A member who had given notice of an amendment but was not 
able to move the same, because some amendments of a. 
similar nature were moved by another member, may be 
allowed a right of reply, as his point of view may be different 
from that of the member who actually moved the similar 
amendment .• ,, •• •• .• 

The decision of the Speaker that an amendment to a Bill 
requires the previous sanction of the Governor under Rule 19 
cannot be challenged by any member • • • • 

The fact that an honourable member ha.s sought the previous 
sa.nction of the Governor to an amendment which he 
proposes to move to a. Bill and that the Governor's decision 
on his application is not yet given cannot prevent the House 
from proceeding with the BHI . • , • . . 

The right of reply is given to the mover of an amendment only 
to meet new points that may be made out. It should not be 
Used as an occasion for ventilating some other grievances .• 

The mover of an amendment, before he is called upon to reply 
to the debate on his amendment, should be given a chance of 
knowing what the Government's view on his amendment is. 
He may have nothing to say in reply, but if he does say any· 
thing, Government have the right of final reply, and they 
may or may not reply. This is not a strict rule of law, but 
a matter of equity and fairness .. 

If, owing to some doubt, an amendment not strictly within the 
scope of the Bill is allowed to be moved, it does not mean 
that all other similar amendments will be held to be within 

Bills
the scope of the Bill 

Select Committee-
General-

If a. member resigns his membership of a Select Committee, 
he need not make a declaration of it in the House. He 
may communicate his decision to the Minister in charge of 
the Bill 

Procedure after Select Committee Report-
In the case of a Bill which has been reported on by a Select Com· 

mittee, the notices given of amendments at the time of the first 
reading are not valid for the second reading, and fresh notices 
have to be given of any amendments that members wish to 
move at the second reading 

Third Reading
Discussion....., 

A detailed discussion of the various clauses is not permissible 
at the third reading. A fresh discussion, amounting to a. 
repetition of whatever was stated during the clause by clause 
reading stage of the Bill, is out of order 

Dabate etiquette-
It is not a matterfor opinion of a member as to whether the conduct 

of the Chair is right or wrong • • • . • • • • 
Whether to refer or not in the course of discussion to a private 

conversation is a. point of propriety, for the member to decide. 
The Chair cannot give a. ruling on it . . • • • • 

The mover of an amendment, before he is called upon to reply to 
the debate on his amendment, should be given a chance of knowing 
what the Government's view on his amendment is. He may 
have nothing to say in reply, but if he does say anything, Govern· 
ment have the right of final reply, and they may or may not reply. 
This is not a strict rule of law, but a matter of equity and 
fairness. · 
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S-contd. 
Speaker, the Honourable the-contd. 

Rulings of-contd. 
Debate Procedure

Parliamentary Secretaries-
A Parliamentary Secretary has the right of speaking on beho.lf 

of the MiniRter to whom he is attached, whether the Minister 
i~ present in the HoWle or not. It will be presumed that the 
Minister has authorised him to speak on his behalf. If any 
mt'mber questions the authority of the Parliamentary Secretary, 
a declaration by the latter that he has been authorised by the 
MiniKter will be suffici(lnt .. 

Divisions- · 
Voting- . 

It is open to a member, who moves an amendment, to vote even 
against his own amendmen¥ at the time of voting 

Obj!'ction to voting- · 
When a motion is discussed and the question is put, it is open to 

a member to call for a division and to record his vote thereon 
for the Ayes or the Noes as he thinks fit irrespective of the Views 
expreMsed by him during the course of the debate. Recording 
a vote inconsistent with the VieWB expressed by the member 
may be open to objection on the ground of propriety but it 
cannot be a.sRaill'.d on the grou~d •f legality 

Lt:>ave of Absence- f 

xix: 

l'AGEI 

772 

602 

318-19 

If a member, not knowing for how Dlllny days a session will last, 
apprehends that he may have t• remain absent for sixty 
consecutive days from all meeting~, he is entitled to seek the 
permission of the House for such absence, so that his absence may 
not, later on, be construed as one without the permission of the 
House. It is for the House to decid1 whether the permission may 
or may not be granted . 100 (See also pp, 674-75). 

Section 68 (4) of the Governmt>nt of hdia Act explained 674 
Motions gt'nerally- i 

Amendments-
Lt:>ave of the House for withdrawal 

The question whether a member h or has not the leave of the 
House to withdraw any amendrtent which he has moved to 
a. motion will be decided .by thetote of the House. The old · 
convention that even if there is o e dissentient voice the leave 
is not to be granted, is no Ionge observed • • • • 

Parliamt'ntary Secretaries- E 
A Parliamentary Secretary has the righ of speaking on behalf of the 

Minister to whom he is attached, whe r the Minister is present 
in the Hou.~e or not. It will be pres med that the Minister has 
authoriSl'd him to speak on his behaf. If any member questions 
the authority of the Parliamentary ~cretary, a. declaration by 
the latter that he has been authorisi by the 11linister will be 
sufficient • • •. • • · • • • 

Qu(lst10ns-
To whom addressed-

A question by one member to anothe may be permissible, though 
such instances are very rare I 

Qul'8tl0ns-
Puttmg of questions-

Thefactthatamemberisam!'mber of the party in power does 
not restrict his individual Uberty ro put questions .. 

If a membt>r who>'(' starred que~tion appears in the printed list, is 
absent during the Question time •·lum his name is called out, 
he cannot be allowl'd to put his qllfstion afterwards 

Qul'8t.ions-
Replit'S-

Parliaml'nlary &·rn-taries may an.slll'r qUPstions-

137 

772 

151 

835 

907-08 

A Parliamt'lllary &eretary ean answer the quf:'tltions even when 
the ~lini>'t(•r is prHent. If hls authority is rhallenged in the 
H,,u,.(', it is rnou[!h if the Parliamentary Serretary makes 
a dN'laration that he has the authority dl'legated to hlm by 
the l[iu.i~kr • • 771-72 (See alsop. 170). 
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Speaker, the Honourable the-contd. 

Rulings of-contd. 
Questions-contd. 

General- · ...... 
When there is no list of Questions and Answers available for 

placing before the Assembly at any meetin~. the question of 
reserving any time at that meeting for the asking and answering 
of questions d~ not arise .. 

Supplementary questions-
No notice is required for putting any supplementary question. 

But if a Minister is not able to reply to the question on the spot, 
he is entitled to claim notice in respect of it 

Resolutions- . 
General-

In the interpretation of Standing Order X, 12 (1), which lays 
down that" when a resolution has been lnoved in the Assembly, 
no resolution or amendment of a resolution raising substantially 
the same question shall be moved within one year from the date 
of such motion", the best principles to apply are the principles 
which guide the courts in deciding what matters come within the 
principle of res judicata. Although the arguments advanced in 
favour of the old resolution and the new one may be the same 
here and there, the chief question for consideration is whether 
the matte~s agitated upon in the two are directly and substan
tially the same. If they are not, there is no bar to the discussion 
of the new resolution · 

Speeches-
A member is entitled to speak in his own language, and is entitled to 

be heard without being laughed down 
Miscellaneous-

Old comention, not observed-
The question whether a member has or has not the leave of .the 

House to withdraw any amendment which he has moved 
to a motion will be decided by the vote of the House. The old 
convention that even if there is one dissentient voice the leave 
is not to be granted, is no longer observed 

Sugandhi, Mr. M. S.
Questions 

Talkar, Mr. K. B.
Bills-

Harijan Temple Worship Bill 

Thakor, Mr. B. P.-
Bills-

T 

Harijan Temple Worship Bill 
Resolution regarding-

Indian apprentices, facilities for practil'al training for, 

Thorat, Mr. R. B.- · 
.Bills- . 

Harijan Temple W or~hip Bill 
Money-lenders .Bill 

Thuse, Mrs. Laxmibal Ganesb
Resolution regarding

Unemployment, committee on, .• 

Time of Meeting of Assembly 

Turner, Sir Charles : Reference to death of, 

Tyabll, Mrs. Faiz B.- \ 
.Bills- I 

Probation of Offenders .Bill , • , -.. 
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